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THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT: 1966
The annua1 report of the University of New Ivlexico for the year 1966
is devoted principally to the discussion of a problem which we believe
deserves the attention of everyone with more than average concern for
the affairs of our state.
This problem is caused by the rapid Space Age evolution of the na·
tiona! economy-an evolution which has produced an extraordinary new
demand for education at the graduate level and simultaneously has made
the centers of such advanced education both magnets for, and producers
of, our new technical and scientific industries. It also has brought
exciting changes in the development of the social sciences and the hu·
manities.
Two years ago, the New t\'lexico Commission on Statewide Higher
Education Problems, in a comprehensive study made for the Board of
Educational Finance, assigned to the Unh·ersity of New lVIexico a major
mlc in meeting this new demand. It is now apparent that tl1e future
course of tlw economy of our state inevitably depends largely upon how
well this responsibility is met. Therefore, it seems fitting in this report
to discuss in some detail the complexities of the graduate education
situation which confronts us, our efforts to serve New Mexico in tl1is
field, and our successes and shortcomings.

Whole Number 555, Catalog Series, Volume 80, Number 6, January, 1967
Published by TI1e University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
ten times a yeat-twice in January, once in March, twice in April, twice in
August, twice in September, and once in December. Second-class postage
paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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CURRENT TRENDS
When officials of the lVIartin-Marietta Company began exploring the
possibilities of locating a major manufacturing plant in New Mexico last
summer, one of their first inquiries concerned the Graduate School of
the University of New .tviexico.
The company had a double interest. It was concerned with the availability of facilities for the continuing education of its scientists and
engineers. And it was interested in the area's resources for basic and
applied research.
This interest surprised no one familiar with current economic development trends. It was typical. And it can be explained by a quick glance
at a classic theory of supply and demand which economists ca11 "Say's
Law," and by the manner in which this law has operated in recent years.
Jean Baptiste Say, a French economist of the 18th Century, theorized
that-contrary to popular belief-supply was not restricted by demand,
but would create its own demand. History has genera1ly proved Say's
wisdom, and the interworkings between the American education system
and our national economy have provided the most dramatic proof.
A half-century ago, when it became public policy to provide a fuii
12 years of free public school education, there was much concern. Some
authorities argued that American industry had no demand for a bettereducated working force. But they were wrong. The great new supply
of skilled labor created its own demand. The nation's industry was revolutionized by these new skills, the gross national product soared, and
the United States enjoyed a parailel increase in living standards.
The pattern repeated itself after vVorld \Var II when Public Law 16
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and the so-called "GI Bill" suddenly doubled the percentage of our
youth attending college. Again there were those who noted that the
economy had no need for the flood of college-trained labor. And again
the increased supply created its own demand. The 1950's brought the
emergence of an entirely new complex of industries which would not
have been possible without the increased supply of college graduates
which followed World War II.
We are now seeing Say's Law operate again. Unfortunately for the
economy of New Mexico, we have been watching it from a distance.
During the past 15 years, the number of persons receiving doctoral
degrees in the United States has undergone a dramatic increase. Education at this level is designed to produce men and women who have
not only mastered the knowledge in their special fields, but who also
are capable of expanding that knowledge through their own research.
In the 1940's, some 25,800 doctorates were granted throughout the
United States. But in the 1950's almost 67,000 such scientists and scholars were produced in 25 major centers of graduate education alone, situated largely along the Northern Atlantic seaboard and in California.
The results of this concentration of supply contain a lesson for New
Mexico.
In Northern California, around the graduate study and research centers at Berkeley and Stanford, a multi-billion dollar electronics industry
has developed, In Southern California, the famous graduate education
centers of California Institute of Technology, U.C.L.A., and the University of Southern California became the hub and nerve center for the •
new aerospace industries. And in the Boston area, adjoining the graduate centers at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Tufts, and Harvard, there arose a billion dollar array of research and development
industries. The schools in these three relatively small areas produced
about a third of the entire national supply of research scientists.
The economic impact of this concentration of supply has been multiplied because research capabilities tend to create industries as well as
attract them.
A drive down Massachusetts Route 128 outside Boston is enough to
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thrust home this point. The highway, sometimes called "Idea Road,"
is lined with research and development plants. lVIore than 90 of these
companies - including such giants as Raytheon and Transitron - were
started by faculty or alumni of I\ilassachusetts Institute of Technology.
The faculty of the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory alone has produced ideas
which have resulted in more than $1,000,000,000 of production contracts for American industry.
There is a wealth of similar examples. Aero-Jet General Corporation,
today a major factor in the aerospace industry, came into being to develop ideas of Cal Tech faculty members. Polaroid, a billion dollar concern, is the product of the developments of a single research scientist.
Xerox, another billion dollar corporation, was built on research which
developed the electro-static copying system. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Corporation emerged as an important industrial complex
because research scientists working on plastics to record sound developed the substance we call "Scotch Tape."
Conductron, Inc., one of the new giants of the electrical industry,
was founded purely to produce products developed in University of
Michigan laboratories. Everything it makes is a product of faculty research. Clevite Corporation, another of the "glamour" companies on
the New York Stock Exchange, is the child of semi-conductor research
by a physics professor. ITEK Corporation relies so heavily on university
research that it has nine professors on its top management team.
Hewlett-Packard, one of the nation's important producers of oscillator
equipment, bears the name of two graduate students who developed
the principles used in its products while doing graduate research. They
founded the company.
This recitation could go on almost indefinitely. Research of the graduate faculty at Stanford alone has added at ]cast 20 new industries in
the Palo Alto area. The point is clear enough. University centers of
graduate education and research have emerged as a major factor in economic dc\'clopmcnt. Once American industry was attracted by, and tied
to, supplies of raw material, water, cheap power and railroads. Today,
the major attraction is brainpower.
5

WHERE NEW MEXICO STANDS
The foregoing facts make it evident that the quality of graduate education has become a key factor in the growth of research and development industries in an area. They also raise obvious questions.
How is New 1\icxico faring in this increasingly important field? How
well is the University of New l\Icxico meeting the responsibilities placed
upon it by the New f\Icxico Commission on Statewide Iligher Education Problems? The answers can be given briefly. \Ve are faring badly,
but we are making some progress.
The facts clearly indicate that at a time when brainpower is a key
economic resource, New Mexico is exporting its most promising future
scientists and scholars. Perhaps the best index to this loss can be made
among winners of national fellowships. The most recent survey reveals
that only two areas of the United States arc gaining these award-winning
students; they do so at the expense of all other parts of the nation.
The small Northern Atlantic seaboard area, where distinguished centers of graduate education have stimulated tremendous economic growth,
is enrolling 55 per cent more fellowship holders than arc native to that
area. 1\nd the \Vest Coast, where California centers of graduate studies
and research have become hubs of our new industries, is enrolling 53
per cent more of these high-ranking students than it produces. The
Rocky ~fountain states, on the other hand, arc enrolling 25 per cent
fewer fellowship winners than our high schools graduate.
?\ew Mexico can stop this drain and reverse this trend only by developing a center of graduate studies competitive with the best in the nation.
The University has made some steps in this direction but mucl1 remains
to be done.

7
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Campus scene, Iviesa Vista Hall- College of Education area
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THE CARTTER REPORT
Last June, the American Council on Education published the "Cartter
Report," the results of a two-year comparative study of all the major
graduate schools in the United States. In all, 106 American universities
were covered in this study, and, for the first time, the University of New
Mexico was included in this select group. vVhile the report gave the
University no cause for complacency, it did indicate that efforts of the
past decade are bearing fruit and that progress is being made.
In this comparative study, which made use of more than 4,000 faculty
members of institutions across the nation, the University's doctoral programs in electrical engineering, anthropology, and Spanish were rated
"good." Doctoral programs in English and history were rated slightly
above the adequate level, and our facilities for granting the doctorate
in psychology and in the several physical sciences were scored as slightly
less than adequate, but well above the marginal category.
Since the information used in this survey was collected in 1964, and
since much of the data used was based on situations as they existed at
least a year earlier, our new doctoral programs in civil, chemical and
mechanical engineering could not he rated. Nor could the ratings reflect
recent improvements throughout the Graduate School.
However, we cannot-and certainly should not-ignore the fact that
ratings from adequate to good are simply not good enough. The top ten
graduate centers-those receiving generally "excellent" ratings, attract
more national fellowship winners than the next 40 universities combined.
If New 1\Iexico is to compete successfully for these brilliant students and
provide the research potential needed to spur development of Space Age
industry, it can be satisfied with nothing short of excellence.

9

In addition to rating reputation of doctoral programs and graduate
faculties, the Cartter Report assessed in considerable detail the factors
on which excellent programs have been built. An analysis of this study
suggested several points worthy of consideration.
1. While some small universities were able to attain excellent ratings in
graduate study, they did so only at extremely high cost per student.
Generally, costs per student diminished markedly in scale at the graduate level when enrollment reached the 20,000 student-unit level (in
this scale, full-time undergraduate students were counted as one; fulltime graduate students, as three units).
2. vVith very few exceptions there was a correlation between the quality
and the breadth of the graduate programs offered. Because of interdepartmental relationships, it generally did not prove possible for a
university to excel in one area of studies if it were weak in others.
3. The strength of the university's library is the non-human factor most
closely related to quality in graduate programs.
4. Extremely close relationships were found between quality programs
and high salary scales for faculty. The average faculty compensation
of the institutions which rated highest in the survey was $14,700 annually in 1964, compared to $9,500 for those rated lowest. There was
an even more dramatic correlation between the salary scales paid to
senior professors and associate professors and the quality of graduate
programs. At universities with the best graduate programs, salaries
at these levels were far higher than at those schools with less distinguished reputations, even though pay scales at instructor and assistant
professor levels might be little different.
When these factors are considered in relation to the University of
New Mexico, they provide reason for encouragement in some areas and
a clear indication of what needs to be done.
1. The University of New Mexico, owing to its recent rapid growth in
enrollment, is moving steadily up the scale toward the indicated size
zone of more efficient operation in graduate education. Under the
Cartter system of weighing graduate students as three units, current
enrollment at UNM is approximately 15,000 units. By 1970, the unit··
count will exceed 20,000 at present growth rates. Thus, the University
is entering the size range for most efficient operation of advanced study
programs.

2. The present University graduate program is necessarily broad-based
due to breadth of demand. Graduate work toward the master's degree
is offered in 38 fields and doctoral programs in 17.
3. As the result of more than a decade of intensive efforts, the University
libraries are in a position to support a graduate center of high quality.
In the Cartter survey, an index point of .50 was established for libraries
10

adequate for a general range of graduate programs. Grading was done
on the basis of total holdings, volumes added annually, and the index
of current periodicals. University of New Mexico libraries fell in the
1.00 to 1.49 category-far above the adequate level and among the top
40 nationally. Only 19 universities were placed in two higher categories,
and 66 were rated in three lower ones.
Since this survey was made, the University has completed a $1,848,774
expansion and remodeling of Zimmerman Library, virtually doubling its
capacity and modernizing its plant. Our new Medical Library, computerized and automated, has also been completed since the survey.
Thus, New Mexico already has met one of the criteria for a graduate
center of excellence.
4. ·while the University of New Mexico is in a promising position in
terms of increasing enrollments, breadth of graduate programs, and
library facilities, it is notably weak in the remaining category-faculty
salaries. vVhen the survey was made, UNJ\t[ faculty pay scales were substantially below the average for the 106 universities in the survey (these
included major private and public institutions in all parts of the nation). vVith an average figure of less than $10,000, the University was
approximately $5,000 below the level of universities with graduate
programs enjoying excellent ratings. At the senior ranks of professor
and associate professor, the discrepancy is even greater than these
average figures would indicate.
The Cartter Survey demonstrated that the category of faculty salaries
had the most direct bearing on quality. A few universities have managed
to attain excellence in graduate studies without a broad range of programs, with comparatively inadequate libraries, or without the size which
lends economic efficiency. But none attained excellence without relatively high pay scales to attract and hold brilliant scientists and teachers.
The reason for the poor competitive situation of the University of
New :Mexico in this area is easily pinpointed. The a\'erage financial support of the 106 universities included in the Cartter Report was $1,460
per student unit. This was approximately double the level of support
of the Unh·ersity of New 1\Iexico under the same weighted formula. A
gap of this size cannot be closed by corner-cutting economies. Additional
public financial support is essential if the University is to build the faculty vital to excellence in graduate education.
The State Board of Educational Finance and the State Legislature
must understand that a superior graduate program cannot be built on
a financial foundation that suffices for undergraduate courses. The cost
of instruction for a doctoral candidate is several times greater than the
cost of teaching a freshman.
Other states in our region have recognized the need for both quality
graduate education and the special financing required to achieve it. In
Kansas, Texas, Colorado, and Oklahoma, for example, it has been decided that certain of the state universities are to be the major centers of
11
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graduate education. Budgetary allowances arc made to permit these
schools to cln the job as,igncd to them.
;\c11· \ ll:xico must do the same if m: arc to build a top·tjualih· graduate
center. om~ ll'hic:h ll'ill also enhance the building of the state's industrial
base. :\c·w connvts must he piom:cn:d in financino; higher eclueation,
just as the eollc(ics and nni1·crsitics thcmsch·cs must alw<l\'S seck wavs
to meet the Ill'\\' dcmamb of an <:1 cr-clwnging societ\·.
·
·
\\ ·e cannot abandon om rcspomihilitics at tlic gradiwte b·el any more
than 11c ean shrug off our other instrucbon,d rcspomibilitics. Right now,
approximately 211 per cent of the l lniH'rsity\ enrollment is comprised
of graduate stmlcnts. Fntnn: emollmcnt projections lw the Board of
Educational Finance indicate continued rapid gains at the post-bachelor's
lc1-d. Throughout the countrv. hnsincss, imlnstn·, am] education demand
ackmcccl degrees. Graduate .schools arc Sll<lmJicd 11·ith applications.
Reccnth·, I I.mmcl's Cradnate School of .\rts and Sciences a(h·ancccl
its applic<itiun date h\ tim months hccansc of bmgconing nnmbcrs of
applicants. The I Ltn·ard School <llllicipatcs (J,Illlll applications for the
approximatclv ()till places it ll'ill have maihJbie m:xt fall. Other major
centers face thl· '><lliH: situation.
\\'c in ;\ell' \lcxico cannot ignow realit1. \\'c mmt attune onr svstcm
of highcr cdnl'<ltion to the times II'C live ir;.
.
IlcJrt of tlw li'•;_\1 Compuliug Genter, the IB:\f )60;-10 system
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CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT
'While excellence in graduate education is a major objective, the University's continuing effort to advance the quality of its educational programs is not limited to the graduate field but, rather, extends across the
campus at all levels.
Four important areas of University activity-instruction, research, faculty recruitment, and long-range planning-will receive the benefit of
expert analysis and advice as the result of a $50,000 Danforth Foundation grant. The funds are to be used to bring distinguished scholars and
other experts to the campus as \'isiting committees to consult with and
advise the president on matters pertaining to the four areas, over a period
of three years. All academic departments have been invited to participate.
The distinguished visitors will spend several days on campus, meeting
with both students and faculty and inspecting facilities, as well as conferring with the president and other administrative officials. The first
committee is scheduled to arrive at the University during the spring,
1967, semester.

* * *

Practical considerations dictate that most of the new faculty added
to meet expanding needs each year be at the junior level in rank. But
a truly eminent university must also continually bulwark its faculty with
experienced and highly regarded men and women, those who can give
breadth and depth to graduate and undergraduate programs and who,
in tl1eir research, work at the frontiers of knowledge. Plans have been
formalized in several departments to permit the addition of faculty in
this distinguished category next year, continuing the University's policy

13
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of strengthening its academic program whenever and wherever possible.
It should he noted here: that competition for outstanding senior faculty
is nationwide and it is intense, pointing up the strong correlation between
high faculty salaries and instructional excellence.

* * *

Total enrollment of the University of New l\ [exico continued its upward trend during the year, increasing from 12,186 in the fall of 1965
to 12,986. This gain of 800 students represented a 6. 5 per cent growthconsiderably less than in the past several years. The slow-down reflected
a sharp increase in tuition charges for out-of-state students, with a resulting decrease in enrollment of freshmen from other states, and a generally
smaller 1966 high school graduating class.
Enrollment in the Graduate School gained 8 per cent to a total of
2, 317-a figure 181 per cent higher than graduate enrollment just ten
years ago.

COlli:GE: OF'
E:OUCAfldN

...-:·--Bc:h1·ccn class periods
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

The School of Medicine, now entering its fourth year of operation,
has had an impact on New Mexico that carries far beyond the campus.
This year the first step was taken in a program which has vast implications for the betterment of health care throughout the state. The
School of Medicine was designated the administrative agency for a $1.6million planning grant to develop a regional program for heart disease,
cancer, stroke and related diseases for New l'viexico. Dean Reginald H.
Fitz, who is directing the planning, believes that the program will extend
to and help develop health resources on a much broader basis than the
title indicates.
Education and communication will be stressed in the far-reaching
, program, and new communications networks are being designed for
rapid transmission of data to all communities in the state. Special emphasis will be given to early and accurate identification of the killer diseases and to prompt treatment.
The tluee-year planning grant awarded by the U.S. Public Health
Service to New lVIexico for the regional program was one of the largest
yet announced. Certainly, it was the largest made to any state on a per
capita basis. This is due principaily to the splendid cooperation the
School of rvledicine has enjoyed from other organizations-and from
individuals-vitally concerned with health care in the state. There is
reason to believe that had the School not been involved in the application,
the planning grant would have been substantially smaller and more narrowly defined.
Important as it is, the regional program is but one of many areas in
which the School of Medicine is working for the betterment of New

17
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Mexico's citizens. The School is deeply involved with the State Hospital
at Las Vegas. Members of the faculty visit the hospital regularly and
consult frequently with hospital administrators. Other faculty members
are working with patients at the Los Lunas Training Hospital. Several
cooperative programs with the State Health Department already have
become operative, or soon will. One, started during the past year, has
UNM interns and residents staffing pre-natal clinics in Albuquerque's
poverty areas.
The School is a partner with the Bernalillo County Mental Health
and Retardation Association in a research and treatment program soon
to be activated. The University has provided the Association with a tract
of land adjacent to the School of Medicine for a l\ifental Health and
Retardation Center due to be completed by 1968.
Curriculum planning is now under way for the fourth year of instruction. Students who entered the School of Medicine in 1964 will be starting their final year of predoctoral medical training at UNM next fall.
Entering class sizes will be expanded to 36 in 1968 and 48 in 1969.
With tl1e addition of the fourth year, the University will be offering
both M.D. and Ph.D. degree programs through the School of Medicine.
As in past years, the School will continue to direct residency and intern
programs at Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital and the Albuquerque
Veterans Administration Hospital.
As the School continues its development it will become even more
intricately interwoven into the fabric of New Mexico's health resources,
because only a medical school can fill certain unique needs in comprehensive health programs.

Medical students in a laboratory session
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PUBLIC SERVICE
Universities may at one time have been "ivory towers" of knowledge
dedicated to theory and "pure" research. But that is not the case today
if, indeed, it ever was.
Increasingly, society tends to look upon the university as a reservoir
of talent, a resource which may be used to help solve problems affecting
broad segments of the population. This is as it should be. A state university, especiaily, owes this type of service to its constituency.
The University of New Mexico has an impressive array of talent and
excperience which can and is being put to use in service to the state,
region, and nation as a coroilary to the primary responsibility of the
University; that is, educating young men and women.
One facet of this dimension of service is research on specific projects.
At the University of New l'viexico this year the federal government and
private agencies ailotted approximately $5,500,000 for research in disciplines ranging from medicine to economics.
The total spent on outside-funded research during the year was up
18 per cent from the previous year. Nineteen departments were recipients of research grants or contracts. However, the University's participation in the mainstream of 20th-centurv civilization is bv no means limited
to rcscarcl1.
·
·
The Bureau of Business Research, for years heavily committed to the
business and industrial sectors of New l\Iexico, furtl1er broadened its
service base with the establishment of a New Mexico data bank-a substantial collection of information about the economic and social characteristics of New Mexico. This service is available to ail in the state.
The Coilege of Business Administration has embarked on an ambitious

19

program in liaison with the New l\Icxico business community. ~vlembers
of the faculty are regularly lecturing at meetings of businessmen. Senior
faculty members are also conducting seminars and conferences for management personnel from across the state. In addition, special programs
designed to meet specific needs of New l\Tcxico industries are being
worked out by the College and industry representatives.
Anotl1er important service to the legal profession in New lVIexico is
being initiated by the School of Law. Dean Thomas Christopher and
members of the faculty have proposed, and the Regents have approved,
an Institute of Legal Research for in-depth studies of legal problems. The
Institute will begin its work with the start of the next academic year.
The examples mentioned here are few among many. The scope of
the UniYcrsity of New !\lexica's role as a problem-solving resource goes
farther than local, state, and regional boundaries, and transcends the
interests of special groups who have close tics with such disciplines as
law, medicine, engineering and others.
Because the UniYcrsity is a teaching institution, its talent and experience are being brought to bear on the great problems of poverty and
ignorance that face our society. UN!\1 this year was asked to provide
training for Volunteers In Service To America (VISTA). The College
of Education entered into a unique three-and-a-half year contract with
the Agency for International Development and the Ecuador 1\Tinistry
of Education to help improve elementary teacher-training programs in
Ecuador and to aiel in establishing an elementary school textbook production system.
These endeavors, as well as the clay-in and day-out teaching and research on campus, are consistent with the American ideal of education
as man's key to self-improvement.

Inside tlJe new wing of Zimmerman Library
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STUDENT DIMENSION
Essential ingredients for excellence in a university are a faculty of high
quality, suitable physical facilities, and an intelligent, perceptive, inquiring
student body. ·without the latter dimension, the first two are wasted.
The students at the University of New Mexico, it is gratifying to report,
do measure up to the criteria.
The caliber of student we are enrolling is a tribute to the work of New
Mexico high schools. Today's incoming freshman is much better prepared than was his counterpart of a decade or so ago.
At the other end of the scale, our new graduates, judging by their
performance on a battery of national examinations, are notably better
educated tl1an the average college senior. Results of the Graduate Record
Examination, taken by seniors at colleges and universities across the nation, showed that the 1,109 seniors in UNtvl's class of '66 scored substantially above the national average in the natural sciences, at the average in the social sciences, and somewhat above average in the humanities.
The Graduate Record Examination is the most popular of the nationally standardized tests measuring knowledge of students and is used
by the majority of the nation's graduate schools as an evaluation and
counseling tool.
Test results at UNM seem to reflect what national employers may
haye sensed. For several years recruiters for industry have offered UNtvi
graduates higher-than-average beginning salaries, especially in engineering. A number of major firms place a high priority on employee recruitment at UNM.
Yet another yardstick of student quality is acceptance by graduate
schools. In recent years, more and more of our graduates have gone on
to advanced study, either at UNM or at universities throughout the nation
and in foreign countries.

21
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PHYSICAL PLANT
The past year brought considerable progress in development of physical facilities of tl1.e University. Several key projects were completed, work
advanced on others, and overwhelming approval by the voters of the
$42.5-million Educational Bond Act at the November general election
assured long-range funding for building projects.
Key projects completed during the year included:
ZrMMERi\IAN LIBRARY AnmTION-This $1,848,774 project added more
than 105,000 square feet to the central library and included remodeling
and modernizing of the existing library. Completion of this project gives
New Mexico one of the outstanding library facilities in the Southwest.
CoNCERT HALL-This 2,080-seat facility, dedicated this autumn with
a symphony concert, is already proving a major cultural asset for all New
Mexico.
BASKETBALL ARENA-Completion of this 14,800-seat structure, with
expansion capacity up to 20,000 scats, is an important step toward clearing the Central Campus for academic use and concentrating athletic
facilities on the South Campus. It is one of the largest and most modern
buildings of its type in the nation, and will satisfy University needs far
into the future.
I-loKONA HALL REMODELING-This project included modernizing and
expanding kitchen and student dining facilities.
CAMPUS LooP RoAD-Two major projects were finished on this route
which will serve as the major traffic arterial for the Central Campus as
clc\·elopmcnt of the master plan eliminates vehicular streets in academic
areas. A major parking lot was also completed adjoining the Research
Center on the northeast corner of the campus.
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CoRNELL MALL-UNION SQUARE LANDSCAPING-A major pedestrian
traffic problem was solved with the completion of this mall between the
New Mexico Union, Zimmerman Library, the College of Education, and
Mesa Vista Hall. The mall, with planter boxes offering seating for hundreds, provides an attractive mid-campus gathering place.
GoLF CouRSE BUILDING-Dedication of the clubhouse in December
opened the University's new South Campus golf course, clearing the way
for the eventual use of the old North Campus course for building projects.
At year end, work was continuing on two important projects. The Basic
Sciences Building of the School of Ivledicine, a $2,949,744 structure, was
approximately two-thirds finished. Completion is scheduled next autumn.
The Biology Research Building, a $1,693,870 project which will provide
60,836 feet of floor space largely devoted to research and teaching laboratories, was approximately 20 per cent complete and will be in use
next year.
Major construction projects soon to be started include a University
College and Student Health Center Building, a $1,436,286 structure
on which working drawings are now being completed; a $1,102,941
College of Business Administration and Bureau of Business Research
Building, on which working drawings are in process; and a $2,567,940
Engineering Center, for which contract specifications are being prepared.
Also being programmed are major additions to the Chemistry Building
and the School of Law Building and an Olympic-sized outdoor swimming pool to replace the University's old outdoor pool which was condemned some years ago.
Construction is scheduled to start this year on the first phase of a
$3,000,000 dormitory complex. The first units, to house 300 students,
will be completed for use sometime in mid-1968.

* * * * *

It seems fitting that this report be concluded on a note of buildingbuilding to meet the needs and challenges of our society.
Bricks and mortar represent one important phase of the continuing
job of building the University of New Mexico. Even more important is
what we arc able to do in fashioning academic programs of excellence,
suited to the times and to our particular situation, which will enable
our graduates to achieve their proper places of leadership and service
and contribute to the progress of civilization. vVe can never consider
this task completed.
Respectfully submitted,

~:::..1!iz
President
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THE REPORT OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 196&Hoyt Trowbridge, Dean ....
,

\

Activities of the College during the 1965-66 academic year
are summarized in this report under four headings:

Students,

Faculty, Work of the college in Teaching, and Work of the
College .in·
.Research •
'
I. STUDENTS
The rapid growth in student enrollments which has characterized the last four years continued in 1965-66.

In the spring

semester, the increase over the same term in the preceding year
was 21.4%--the largest we have ever experienced in a single
year.

For both semesters combined, the increase in number of

degree candidates enrolled in Arts and Sciences was 557.

Enroll-

ments have more than doubled over the last five years.
ENROLLMENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, 1960-66
YEAR
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
Average
Annual
Increase
Over
Previous
Year
5-Year
Total Inc.

Sem. I
810
920
1,059
1,270
1,438
1,667

% Inc. over
Prev. Year

7.0
13.6
15.1
19.9
13.2
15.9

Sem. I I

% Inc. over
Prev. Year

813
963
1,136
1,296
1,532
1,860

7.3
18.5
18.0
14.1
18.2
21.4

171

15.6%

211

16.2%

857

105.8%

1,047

128.7%

•.
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The number of degrees awarded by the College at the baccalaureate and advanced levels has also increased markedly,
though as usual with more accidental fluctuations from year to
year than enrollment figures exhibit.
DEGREES AWARDED, 1961-66 (A&S only)
BACHELOR'S DEGREES
ADVANCED
DE G R E E S
No. of % Inc. Over Master' s(a_)
Doctor's
Total
Degrees Prev. Year f-No. % Inc. No. % Inc. No. % Inc.

YEAR
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

72 20.8%
2.8
74
58 -22.2
76 31.0
89 17.1
112 25.8

17

142.9%
23.5
-16.7
-28.6
.107.1
-31.0

89 39.1%
6.8
95
76 -25.0
90 18.4
118 31.1
131 11.0

214
223
230
301
351
396

12.6%
4.2
3.1
30.9
16.3
12.3

Average
Annual
Inc. \

36

11.1%

8

10.8%

0.6

10.8%

8

8.5%

5-Year
Inc. 1

182

85.0%

40

55.5%

3

17.6%

42

47.1%

21

18
14
29
20

(a) These figures do not include 16 Master of Arts in Teaching
and 30 Master of Education in Science degrees awarded to
students in Institutes for teachers of Spanish, science,
and mathematics. If these degrees are added, the totals
for master's degrees in the last five years are 92, 110,
109, 142, and 156 respectively.
DEGREES AWARDED, 1961-66 (Whole University)

COLLEGE
Arts & Sciences
Other Colleges
UNM

BACHELOR'S DEGREES
1961 1966 % Inc.

ADVANCED DEGREES
1961 1966 % Inc.

214
416

396
582

85.0%
39 .• 9

89
116

131 47..1%
314 170.6

630

978

55.2%

205

445 117.0%

~.--

-·
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Turning to measures of student quality, there were a number
of students, as usual, who failed to meet College and University
standards of scholarship.

~pproximately

one-eighth of all stud-

ents enrolled in the College, 12.5 per cent, were placed or continued on probation at the end of Semester I.
COMPARATIVE PROBATION A:ND SUSPENSION FIGURES
SEMESTER I

1963-64
No.
%

1964-05
:No.
%

1965-66
No.
%

Probation
Suspension
Released from
Probation

105
17

8.3
1.3

183
25

12.7
1.7

207
37

12.5
2.2

29

2.3

20

1.4

32

1.3

112
23

8.6
1.8

169
38

11.0
2.5

199
32

10.7
1.2

25

1.9

29

1.9

28

1.5

SEMESTER II
Probation
Suspension
Released from
Probation

The overall academic performance of A&S undergraduates, as
measured by grades in courses, was slightly above that for last
year.

The grade-point average for all students in Semester I

was 2.63, as compared with 2.60 in 1964-65.

As always, the high-

est average was earned by senior w·omen: 2.72 in the fall semester.
At the top of the scale of scholastic achievement, well
over one-sixth of all students in the College were on the dean's
list in both semesters during 1965-66.
28 of them earned straight-A grades

In the. spring semester,

-------------

--

~;.·-..-

~
~·
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STUDENTS ON DEAN'S LIST

Grade
Average

196.5-1966

1964-1965

Semester I
No.
%

Semester
No

II
%

Semester I
No.
%

4,00

18

1.3

20

1.3

17

3,50-3.99

63

4.4

6.3

93

3.00-3.49

152

10.6

97
200

13.1

TOTALS

233

16.3

317

20.7

Semester II
No.
%

1.0
5,6

28
82

1.5

195

11.6

222

11.9

305

18.3

332

17.8

4.4

Another measure of student quality is performance on the'
advanced tests of the Graduate Record Examination in their own
major fields, as compared with scores earned by a national
reference group.

The statistics should be interpreted conserva-

tively, since in several fields the number of students taking
the test was small (only five in philosophy, for example), but
the mean scores of UNM students were above those of the reference group in all but one field, literature (English and foreign).

29
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RESULTS OF ADVANCED TESTS, GRE
(1965-66 Graduating Seniors)

MEAN SCORES
DEPARTMENT

Biology
Chemistry
Economics
Geology
Government
History
Literature
Mathematics
Philosophy
Physics
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish
Speech

National

UNM

495
530
494
488
496
506
548
542
549
546
512
474
520
474

586
568
576
544
539
508
533
556
638
618
531
554
540
477

Academic excellence among A&S students was recognized most
significantly by the following awards to members of the 1966
graduating class:
FINAL UNDERGRADUATE HONORS (A&S only)
Election to Phi Beta Kappa
Election to Phi Kappa Phi
Graduation with Distinction
Departmental Honors
Honors in General Studies

29 (a)
30 (b)
30
4 (c)

13
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(a) Two A&S students were also elected to Phi Beta Kappa as
Juniors: Michael A. Wartell (chemistry) and Martha White
{Spanish) •
{b) Three students, including Mr. Wartell and Miss White,. were
elected to Phi Kappa Phi as juniors. The third was
Nelda Jo Crumley (psychology).
(c) Two of the four majored in psychology, the others in English
and history.

II. FACULTY
ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES
Several new administrative appointments in divisions of the
College were made in the course of the year.

RICHARD E. MURPHY,

who joined the faculty as professor of geography in September,
1965, became chairman of the department at the end Of the fall
semester.

Direction of the division of Inter-American Affairs

will be taken over by MARTIN

c.

NEEDLER in September, 1966, and

JOSEPH FRANK will assume the chairmanship of the department of
English in January, 1967.
Professor Murphy earned his B.A. at St. Laurence University,
his M.A. at George Washington University, and his Ph.D .• at Clark
in 1957.

He has taught at George Washington, Wyoming, and

Hawaii; during the l964-65 academic year he held an NSF faculty
fellowship at the Institute of Geography, University of Paris.
He has devised a new, more systematic classification of landforms
which has been widely accepted among geographers.

.-··- 7 Professor Needler, a native of Manchester, England, received both his baccalaureate and doctoral degrees at Harvard.
He taught at Dartmouth and Michigan from 1959-1965 and was
a research associate in the Harvard Center for International
Affairs, l965-66.

He comes to UNM as associate professor of

government as well as director of the Division.

His publica-

tions include Latin American Politics in Perspective (1963,
Political Systems of Latin America (1964), and Understanding
Foreign Policy (1966).
Professor Frank, who also received both his undergraduate
and advanced degrees at Harvard, comes to New Mexico from a professorship at the University of Rochester.

A specialist in

English literature of the seventeenth century, Mr. Frank has
published The Levellers (1955) and The Beginnings of the English
Newspaper (1961).

At present he is completing a study of English

poetry in the mid-seventeenth century, to be published by the
Harvard Press.

He has also written a number of scholarly and

critical essays on Milton, G. B. Shaw, and others.
PROMOTIONS IN

~~K

Associate Professor to Professor
JOHN G. BREILAND (Physics and Astronomy).

Professor Breiland

has been a member of the UNM faculty since 1942 and received his
Ph. D. from UCLA in 1956.

He was acting chairman of the depart-

ment of physics in 1957-58 and 1961-62.

A specialist in atmos-

pheric physics, Professor Breiland has worked on the problem of
the relationship between the distribution of the ozone content of

··-

•,...
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the atmosphere and meteorological phenomena.

He presented his

research to the International Union of Geophysics at Berkeley in
1963 and to the International Atmospheric Ozone Symposium at
Albuquerque in 1965.

Among his recent publications is "A Case

Study of the Vertical Distribution of Atmospheric Ozone," in the
Journal of Applied Meteorology, June, 1965.

c. HOYT (Government). A specialist on international
u.s. foreign policy, Professor Hoyt joined the UNM fac-

EDWIN
law and

ulty in 1960 as chairman of the department of government.

He

received a law degree from Harvard in 1942 and his doctorate from
Columbia in 1958.

Before coming to UNM Professor Hoyt served as

Assistant District Attorney in New York County, N.Y., and was engaged for several years in the private practice of law.
he taught at Colgate and did research at Michigan.

Later

His major

publications include The Unanimity Rule in the Revision of Treaties--A Re-Examination (1959) and National Policy and International Law {1966).

In 1965 Professor Hoyt was commissioned by

Columbia University to write a biography of John Bassett Moore,
a project on which he will work during 1966-67 while on sabbatical
leave.
Assistant Professor to Associate Professor
PHILIP K. BOCK (Anthropology).

Professor Bock was appointed

to the UNM faculty after graduate study at Chicago (A.M.) and
Harvard (Ph. D.).

He has participated in the University Honors

program and contributed to the recent revision of the anthropology curriculum.

His articles have appeared in the Journal of

33
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Marriage and the Family, the Southwestern Journal of Anthropology,
and Human Organization.

A text, Modern Cultural Anthropology,

is currently being prepared for Alfred Knopf.

Apart from his

professional work as an anthropologist, Professor Bock has composed several songs and instrumental works and written a story
for children.
ROY D. CATON, Jr. (Chemistry).

A native of Fresno, Cali-

fornia, Professor eaton came to UNM after the completion of his
Ph. D. at Oregon State University in 1962.

An analytical chemist,

he has presented papers in his specialty to the American Chemical
Society (1963) and the New Mexico Academy of Science (1964 and
1965).

Professor eaton has also received a major research grant

from Sandia Corporation.
JULIAN E. WHITE, Jr. (Modern Languages).

Professor White

came to the UNM faculty in 1965 from Mary Baldwin College.
did his undergraduate work at Randolph-Macon College and

He

re~

ceived his M.A. and Ph. D. from the University of North Carolina.
In 1955-56 he studied Romance Languages at the University of
Paris.

Professor White's publications include "The conflict of

Generations in the Dehat Patriotique," French Review, 1965, and
"Racine's Ph~dre: A 'Sophoclean' and Senecan Tragedy," Revue de
.
"
/
1 ~tterature
comparee,
October-Decemb er, 1965.

From Instructor to Assistant Professor
CLAUDE MARIE BOOK (Modern Languages).
been a member of the UNM faculty since 1960.

Professor Book has
A native of Paris,

she received her M.A~ from the University of Texas in 1956 and
is completing her Ph. D. at the University of Paris.

She is
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active in the Albuquerque chapter of the Alliance Francaise and
directs the Cafi Causette, a French conversation group that
meets weekly.

Her publications have appeared in leading French

journals.
LAURA MERLE CALVERT (Modern Languages).

Professor Calvert,

who received her Ph. D. from Ohio State this year, has been a
member of the faculty since 1961.

In 1963-64 she served as co-

ordinator of the Peace Corps language program.

Her published

works include "The Role of Written Exercises in an Audio-Lingual
Program," Hispania, 1965.
SEPARATIONS FROM THE FACULTY
Eight faculty members of pr.ofessorial rank resigned during
the year to accept positions elsewhere.
MORRIS FREEDMAN, professor of English, accepted an appointment at the University of Maryland.
RONALD GIBBS, assistant professor of geology, is moving
to UCLA after one year at UNM.
GERALD GRAFF, assistant professor of English, resigned to
accept a position at Northwestern.
MELVIN JANOWITZ, assistant professor of mathematics, is
returning to Wayne State University.
A. G. DAVIS PHILIP, assistant professor of astronomy, is
moving to the State University of New York, Albany.
A SNEDDEN, assistant professor of philosophy, will
be at Parsons College next year.

J~ms

YI-FU TUAN, associate professor of geography, resigned at
the end of Semester I to accept an appointment at the
University of Toronto.
BERNARD UDIS, associate professor of economics, will be at
the University of Colorado next year.

•·
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Six others completed visiting appointments at the end of
the 1965-66 academic year,

inc!~ding

four in the department of

history: Richard Frost, Norman Marin (also acting director of
the Division of Inter-American Affairs), Richard Schmutz, and
Michael Thurman.

The. other two visitors were J?eter Ranis, who

taught part-time in government and part-time in the Peace Corps
Training Center, and Burton Wendroff, visiting associate professor of mathematics.

Terminal appointments were also com-

pleted by five temporary instructors: conrad Aub (geography),
Patrick Carr (mathematics), Robert L. Heath (speech), Marion
Moore (mathematics), and Ingrid Parker {modern languages).
ADDITIONS TO THE FACULTY
All departments of the College were busy recruiting in
1965-66 and a total of fifty new faculty members above the rank
of instructor were appointed during the course of the year,
effective in September, 1966.

Three were appointed at the rank

of professor, nine as associate professors, thirty-five as
assistant professors, and three as lecturers.
professors, Harold

w.

Two visiting

Blodgett (English, Union College) and

Shafer Williams {history, University of Massachusetts), will also
be on campus during 1966-67.
The following new faculty members were appointed as professors:
SANFORD COHEN {Economics).

Professor Cohen earned his doc-

torate at Ohio State in 1951 and taught at Western Reserve,
Illinois, and Michigan before coming to UNM.

During the past sum-

mer he was faculty director of the International Manpower
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Institute, sponsored by the Department of Labor in Washington,
D.C.

Professor Cohen's major publications include Labor in the

United States, 2nd ed., 1966; and Labor Law, 1964.
JOSEPH FRANK (English).

As previously reported, Professor

Frank will become chairman of the department of English in
Semester II, 1966-67.
G. MILTON WING (Mathematics).

Professor Wing rejoins the

UNM faculty after an absence of seven years.

In the interim, he

was employed by Sandia Corporation and subsequently taught at
California and Colorado.

Professor Wing earned his bachelor's

and master's degrees from Rochester and completed his doctorate
at Cornell in 1949.

His fields of specialization include class-

ical analysis, transport theory, and mathematical physics.
Professor Wing first came to New Mexico in 1945 to work at the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

He is the author of over

forty mathematical publications.
Nine appointments were made at the rank of associate professor, as follows:
CHARLES L. BECKEL (Physics).

Professor Beckel returns to

academic life after four years as consultant and research staff
member of the Institute for Defense Analyses at Arlington,
Virginia.

He received his Ph. D. from Johns Hopkins and has

taught at Georgetown.
bright Lectureships.

Professor Beckel has also held two FulIn 1957-58 he taught at Peshawar University

in Pakistan and in 1963-64 at Cheng Kung University in Taiwan.
A specialist in quantum mechanics and molecular structure, Professor Beckel has published in various scientific journals.

He

37
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is currently preparing a book on applied mathematics.

IVEN V. BENNETT (Geography).

Before joining the UNM faculty,

Professor Benrtett \'las head geographer at the Desert and Tropic
Laboratory of the u.s. Army Natick Laboratories in Massachusetts.
A specialist in physical geography and climatology, he received
his doctorate from Boston University in 1962.

His publications

include "A method for preparing maps of mean daily global radiation," Archiv flir Meteorologie, Geophysik and Bioklimatologie,
1964; and "Heat balance of the earth," Geographical Review, 1966.
ANTHONY G. HILLERMAN (Journalism).

No newcomer at UNM,

Professor Hillerman was formerly Associate Director of Information and Publications.

He has had fifteen year's experience as

a reporter and journalist.

He has written for the United Press

in Oklahoma City and Santa Fe.

Before joining the UNM staff in

1963, Professor Hillerman was executive editor of the Santa Fe
New Mexican.

In 1959-60, he was a lecturer in journalism at the

College of Santa Fe.
ROBERT H. KOCH (Astronomy).

Professor Koch, a specialist in

stellar photoelectric photometry and stellar spectroscopy, comes
to UNM from the University of Massachusetts.

He received his Ph.D.

from Pennsylvania in 1959 and has also done graduate work at the
University of Arizona.

His publications have appeared in the

Astronomical Journal, and in 1965 he presented two papers to the American Astronomical Society.
RAYMOND C. MURRAY (Geology).

Professor Murray was a research

geologist with the Shell Development Company from 1955-1966.
received his B.A. from Tufts University in 1951 and the Ph. D.

He

,.
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from Wisconsin in 1955.

His articles in the fields of sediment-

ary petrology and geomorphology have appeared in leading
geological journals.
LOUIS E. PRICE (Psychology).

Professor Price earned his

doctorate from the State University of Iowa in 1960 and taught at
the University of Massachusetts before joining the UNM faculty.
He is a specialist in children's learning and motivation and has
published numerous articles in the field.

He is currently prepar-

ing an advanced reference book covering theoretical and empirical
research on the normal child entitled Learning in Children.

This

work is under contract with the Academic Press, Inc.
MARTIN C. NEEDLER (Government).

Professor Needler joins the

faculty as Director of Inter-American Affairs and Associate Professor of Government.
MARK NEUWELD (Government) •

Professor Neuweld is a special-

ist on the Soviet Union and the strategic and military aspects of
international relations.

He received his B.A. from Northwestern

and his M.A. and Ph. D. from Harvard.

From 1964-66 Professor

Neuweld was a lecturer at the University of California at Santa
Barbara.

He also did research and analysis work for the Arms

Control Disarmament Department of Hughes Aircraft Company in
California.

Among his publications are "The Communist Control

Commission," American Soviet and East European Re'Tiew, 1959, and ,
"The Latest Soviet Census," Commentary, 1960.

w.

~\IARREN

W'AGAR (History).

Professor Wagar comes to UNM

from Wellesley College in Massachusetts.

He received his M.A.

from Indiana in 1954 and his Ph. D. from Yale in 1959.

In 1957
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he was the recipient of a Fulbright Scholarship for study in
England.

His published works include H. G. Wells and the World

State, 1961;

and The City of Man, 1963.

A specialist on Euro-

pean intellectual history, Professor Wagar is preparing a study
of the idea of progress since Darwin and Marx.
Additions to the faculty at the rank of assistant professor
are listed below by departments.
Anthropology:
BRUCE J. RIGSBY.

A.B., Louisville, 1961; Ph. D., Oregon, 1965

WILLiaM T. STUART. A.B., George Washington University, 1961;
Ph. D., to be awarded, Oregon.
Chemistry:
NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH. A.B., Hope College, 1960; M.A. and
Ph. D., Southern Illinois, 1962 and 1964. Since 1964 Professor Vanderborgh has done post-doctoral work at Minnesota.
Economics:
CALVIN L. DePASS. B.S., Portland State College, 1961; Ph. D.
to be awarded, Oregon.
TRACY W. MURRAY. B.A., Washington State, 1962; Ph. o. to be
at'larded, Michigan State.
K. JOAN SATO. B.S., Westminster College, 1960; M.S., Purdue,
1962; Ph. D. to be awarded, Utah.
English:
CHARLES G. MASINTON.

B.A., Colorado, 1961; Ph. D. Oklahoma, 1966.

IVAN P. MELADA. B.s., West Chester STate Teachers College, 1953;
M.A., California, 1958; Ph. D. to be awarded, California.
Professor Melada was previously an instructor at Imperial
Valley College in california.
MARY J. POWER. B.S., Regis College, 1962; A.M., Wisconsin, 1964;
Ph. D. to be awarded, Wisconsin.

40
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English, continued:
JAMES L. RUFF. B.A., Carleton College, 1960; M.A., Northwestern, 1961; Ph. D. to be awarded, Northwestern. Professor Ruff was formerly a member of the faculty of the
National College of Education in Evanston, Illinois.
FREDERICK B. WARNER. B.A., Arkansas, 1957; LL.B., Colorado,
1959; M.A., Arkansas, 1962; Ph. D. to be awarded, Illinois.
Government:
LAWRENCE LITTWIN. B.A., Brooklyn College,
awarded, New York University.

1956~

Ph. D. to be

HAROLD V. RHODES. B.A., M.A., University of Wichita, 1958,
1959; Ph. o., University of Arizona, 1964. Professor Rhodes
has taught at Arizona and Wake Forest College.
Geology:
ll,.LBERT M. KUDO. B.A.. , Toronto, 1960; M.Sc., McMaster, 1962;
Ph. D. to be awarded, University of California, San Diego.
History:
RONALD H. DOLKART. B.A., UCLA, 1955; M.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1958; Ph. D. to be awarded, UCLA.
Mathematics:
HERSCHEL L. BENTLEY. B.S. 1 M.S., Arizona, 1961, 1963; Ph. D.,
Rensselaer, 1965. Professor Bentley was formerly an assistant professor at Rensselaer.
RONALD G. BIERSTEDT. A.B., Colorado College, 1957; Ph. D.,
University of Colorado, 1963. Professor Bierstedt was
formerly an instructor at the University of California,
Berkeley.
RICHARD GRIEGO. B.S., UNM, 1961; M.S., Ph. D., Illinois, 1961,
1965. Professor Griego formerly taught at the University of
California, Riverside.
ANNE K. STEINER, A.B., M.A., Missour, 1958, 1963; Ph. D. to be
awarded, UNl-1. Professor Steiner has been a part-time
instructor at UNM.
EUGENE F. STEINER. B.S., Missouri School of Mines, 1954; M.A.,
Missouri, 1960; Ph. D., Missouri, 1963.

~
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Modern Languages;
GEORGE A. JOCUMS. B.A., M.A., Duquesne, 1955, 1962; Ph. D.
to be··awarded, Michigan. Professor Jocums has taught at
Duquesne and Michigan.
Philosophy:
PATRICIA F. SANBORN. B.A., Mount Holyoke College, 1958~ M,A.,
Ph. D., Columbia, 1961, 1965. Professor sanborn formerly
taught at Hunter College in New York.
Physics:
SEYMOUR S. ALPERT. A.B., Ph. D., University of California,
Berkeley, 1953, 1961. Professor Alpert was formerly a research Associate at Columbia University.
PHILIP M. CAMPBELL, Jr. B.A., M.A., Ph. D., Colorado, 1958,
1960, 1963. Professor Campbell was formerly a member of
the staff at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, Cal.
CHANDLER COLSTON. Sc,B., Brown University, 1961; Ph. D. to
be awarded, University of California, Berkeley.
CHARLES L. HYDER, B.S., H.S., UNM, 1958, 1960; Ph. D., Colorado, 1964. Professor Hyder, who has taught at UCLA and
is a Research Astronomer at the Sacramento Peak Observatory,
Sunspot, New Mexico, will teach at UNM one semester every
other year.
Psychology:
PEDER J. JOHNSON.
1965.

B.A., M.A., Minnesota; Ph. D., Colorado,

Sociology:
LOIS C. DILATUSH. B.A., Ohio Wesleyan, 1948; M.A., Oberlin,
1950; ~h. D., Colorado, 1966.
MORRIS A. FORSLUND. B.A., M.A., Yale, 1958, 1959; ~h. D. to
be awarded, Yale. ~rofessor Froslund was formerly a member
of the faculty of the University of connecticut, Stamford,
Speech:
JUDITH W. CAREY. B.A. Wichita, 19621 M.A., UNM, 1964;
Ph. D. to be awarded, Illinois. Professor Carey formerly
taught at Greenville College in Illinois.
JOHN D. GIBB. B.S., M.A., Utah, 1963r 1964; Ph •. D. to be
awarded, Wayne state.

,.
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Speech, continued:
JIM DUFF HUGHEY. B.A., Oklahoma State, 1961; M.S., Purdue,
1964; Ph. D. to be awarded, Purdue.
LLOYD E. LAMB. B.A., North Texas State,- 1960; M.S., Ph. D.,
Purdue, 1962-64. Professor Lamp, an audiologist, formerly
taught at the Louisiana State University Medical School.
MARILYN J. VanGRABER. B.A., Vermont, 1962; M.A., Alabama, 1963;
Ph. D. to be awarded, Iowa.
Three persons were appointed at the rank of Lecturer.
Modern Languages:
PATRICIA MURPHY, B.A., Rochester, 1957; M.A., Wisconsin, 1963;
Ph. D. in progress, Wisconsin.
Philosophy:
JOSEPH HASSETT. B.A., Woodstock College, Maryland, 1936; M.A.,
Fordham, 1940; Ph. D. in progress, Fordham. Mr. Bassett
was formerly a member of the Philosophy Department at Fordham.
BRIAN E. O'NEILL. B.A., M.A., California, 1956, 1965; Ph. D.
in progress, California. Mr. O'Neil has also been appointed
an assistant dean of the Graduate School.

•j- .... -~

~
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- 19 III. WORK OF THE COLLEGE IN TEACHING
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT
The number of student credit hours taught in all A&S departments during 1965-66 increased over the preceding year by
26,311 hours--a total corresponding to 822 FTE students.
a percentage basis the increase was 15.6 per cent.

Oh

The college

continued to do more than two-thirds of all the teaching done
by the University in terms of SCH.

The figures given below are

for the two semesters of the regular academic year, excluding
summer enrollments.
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT, UNM AND A&S
YEAR

STUDENT CREDIT HOURS
UN!-1
A&S

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

164,397
1771334
194,543
214,123
248,253
290,852

111,149
119,872
132,646
145,965
168,552
194,863

126,455
77%

83,714
75%

Five-year
Increase

A&S PER CENT
OF TOTAL
67.8
67.6
68.2
68.2
67.9
67.0

Within the College, departmental teaching loads during the
1965-66 academic year ranged from just over 1,000 student credit
hours in journalism to 32,841 in English.

As shown in the last •

column of the following table, five departments have more than
doubled their SCH production during the five years since 1960-61.

~

------------
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STUDENT CREDIT HOURS BY DEPARTMENTS
DEPT.
Anth.
Biol.
Chern.
Econ.
Engl.
Geog.
Geo1.
Govt.
Hist.
Journ.
Math.
M&CL
Phil.
Phys.
Psych.
Socio.
Spch.
TOTALS
*Math 2
credit

% INCR.
1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1961-66

5,550
8,621
7,517
4,362
17,912
1,411
3,506
3,990
11,068
559
14,482*
10,440
2,524
5,184
6,900
2,290
2,583

6,628
10,944
7,589
4,226
19,431
1,520
4,561
4,600
12,001
555
14,561
12,242
3,520
4,838
7,049
2,567
3,040

7,631
12,102
8,256
5,203
21,870
2,188
5,014
4,583
12,092
569
15,435
13,868
3,027
5,440
8,382
3,589
3,397

7,945
13,553
8,950
5,346
24,937
2,833
5,533
5,061
13,774
648
16,963
14,438
3,243
6,065
9,266
3,933
3,477

8,505
15,195
9,709
5,986
28,331
2,474
6,196
6,991
16,884
884
19,810
16,357
3,638
6,529
10,976
5,702
4,385

10,523
17,122
11,270
7,482
32,841
2,829
7,385
8,232
19,612
1,060
22,269
17,346
4,215
7,265
12,623
6,995
5,761

108,899 119,872 132,646 145,965 168,552 194,830
2,250

89.6
98.6
49.9
71.5
83.3
100.5
110.6
106.3
77.2
89.6
53.7
64.2
67.0
40.1
82.9
205.4
123.0
96.9

omitted to make figures comparable with 1962-66.

DEGREES AWARDED
The following table shows the number of students awarded
baccalaureate and advanced degrees in the departmental and interdepartmental curricula offered by the College during the last
three years. The totals for bachelor's degrees do not agree with
those given in section I above, since here students with double
majors are counted under both departments.
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BACHELOR'S AND ADVANCED DEGREES AWARDED, 1964-66
DEPARTMENT

B.A., B.S.

M.A., M.S.

Ph. D.

1964 1965 1966

1964 1965 1966

1964 1965 1966

Anthropology
17
39
Biology
Chemistry
11
2
Comp. Lit.
Economics
9
Econ-Phil.
42
English
Engl-Phil.
2
For. Studies.
15
Geography
Geology
8
16
Government
History
28
Journalism
11
Mathematics
30
30
Mod. Languages
Philosophy
3
Physics
4
Psychology
40
Sociology
6
Speech
4
3
Art*
Medical Tech.*
3
American Studies**
lbero-Anterican
Studies**
1-l.A.T. (Spanish)
M. Ed. Sci.
Social Work
1
Home Econ.*
TOTALS

324

16
39
21
2
20
1
52
3
19
2
10
23
43
6
28
18
5
1
36
11
5
3
2

29
45
14
1
10

7
12
6
1
1

56
1
17
3
8
26
43
13
30
34
7
8
47
14
5
1
2

2

1
3

2
4

l
2

3

11
7
1
1

6

17

21

1

2

3

l

3

1

5
4
10

4
3
14

2
2
15

1

2

3

3

8

6

5
6

11
14
4
8

2

4
1

1

10
1

·7
13
1
6
6

4
1

2

2

4

1

1

6
1

1
2

4

1
7

1
9
24

14
39

16
30

110

141

158

4
376

414

14

29

20

"
Not departments of the college of Arts and Sciences, but
major or minor is allowed und.er certain conditions.
** Interdisciplinary programs at the doctoral level.

*
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QUALITY IN TEACHING
In its first full year of operation, the Committee on the
Improvement of Instruction concentrated on a study of courses
and teaching methods at the freshman level.

Using a question-

naire supplemented by interviews with department chairmen, the
committee completed a survey of all freshman courses taught by
the College with detailed information on section sizes, use of
quiz sections or laboratories, staffing, teaching loads for
instructors of freshman classes, teaching techniques (use of
syllabi, assigned papers, examination methods, etc.), use of
graduate or teaching assistants, and other pertinent facts.
The committee's recommendations will be presented to the faculty
for discussion at an early meeting in the fall of 1966.

Member-

ship of the committee is as follows:
Katherine Simons (English), Chairman
John M. Campbell (Anthropology), Secretary
Roy D. Caton (Chemistry)
Donald W. Dubois (Mathematics)
Gary c. Hufbauer (Economics)
Paul M. Sonnino (History}
Two members of the College faculty, Claude-Marie Book of
the department of modern and classical languages and Joseph
Zavadil of the department of English, shared in the first annual
Outstanding Teaching Award, sponsored by the Alumni ASsociation
through the Greater UNM Fund.

They were chosen by a selection

committee of faculty and students on the basis of knowledge of
their fields, rapport with students and classes, presentation of
material and ideas, and effect of their instruction on students.

47
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Professor Stanley Newman of the department of anthropology
was elected as Professor of the Year by Campanas, junior women's
honorary, and four other members of the A&S faculty were selected by the same organization as Professors of the Month:

Roger

Anderson (geology) for September, Albert R. Lopes (modern languages) for November, Edith Buchanan (English) for February, and
Fred Chreist (speech) for April.
IV. tvORK OF THE COLLEGE IN RESEARCH
Achievements of the College faculty in research during the
year are presented in detail in the departmental reports.
Scholarly publications by members of the seventeen A&S departments totaled 160 articles or chapters in books, 42 notes,
abstracts, and reviews, and 18 books or monographs.

The book-

length publications are listed below.
BOOKS PUBLISHED BY MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE FACULTY, 1965-66
Archie J. Bahm, ed. Directory of American Philosophers III,
1966-67. Albuquerque, 1966
Archie J. Bahm. Yoga for Business Executives and Professional People. New York. Citadel Press, 1965.
Stoughton Bell, Julius Blum, James Le\'lis, and Judah Rosenblatt. Introductory Calculus. New York. Holden-Day, 1966.
John M. Campbell. Radiocarbon Dating and Far Northern
,.
Archaeology. Washington State university Press, 1966.
Paul Davis and Morris Freedman, eds. Contemporary Controversy. Scribner's, 1966.
Ned J. oavison. Modernism as a Concept in Hispanic
Criticism. Boulder: Pruett Press, 1966.
Ned J. Dav~son. Sabre Eduardo Barrios y otros. Albuquerque,
1966.
Hamlin Hill. l~ark Twain's Letters to his Publishers. U.
of California Press, 1966.
Gary c. Hufbauer. Synthetic Materials and the Theory ot
International Trade. Harvard Press and Duckworth, London,
1966.

- 24 Charles B. Judah and George w. Smith. Life in the North
During the Civil War. UNM Press, 1966.
Edwin c. Lieuwen. The u.s. and the Challenge to Security
in Latin America. Ohio State u. Press, 1966.
Edw~n C. L~euwen.
u.s. Policy in Latin America. Praeger,
1965.

Frank A. Logan, co-author. Reward and Punishment. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1965.
Raymond R. MacCurdy. Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla: bibliografia critica. Madrid, 1965.
Stuart A. Northrop. UNM Contributions in Geology, 18981964. UNM Press, 1966.
George Ridenour, ed. Shelley: A Collection .of Critical
Essays. New York: Prentice-Hall, 1965.
Gunther Rothenberg. The Military Border in Croatia,
1740-1881. Univers~ty of Chicago Press, 1966.
Paul Sonnino. Louis XIV's View of the Papacy. University
of California Press, 1966.
Although a substantial portion of the scholarly work done
by members of the College faculty is carried on without outside
support, sponsorship and funding by federal agencies or foundations continues to increase in scale, especially in the sciences.
The following tabulation of reimbursement to the University for
sponsored research conducted by A&S departments in 1965-66 gives
some idea of the scope and variety of such activity currently.
OUTSIDE FUNDING O:F RESEARCH ACTIVITIES, 1965-66
Total
Sponsoring
No. of
DEPARTMENT
Agencies
Reimbursement
Grants
Anthropology

6

Biology

4

Chemistry

13

Economics

3

Geology
Government
Mathematics
Physics
Psychology
Sociology

2

TOTALS

1
4
24
6

1
64

NSF, UCLA, Rio Rancho
Estates
NSF, AEC, Rocky Mountain
FES
NSF, AEC, NIH, AFOSR,
Res. Corp.
HEW, Resources for Future,
Water Res. Inst.
NSF 1 NASA
Columbia University
NSF
NSF, NASA, HEW, AFOSR
NSF, HEW, AFMOC
AFOSR

$

5,175
26,572
220,138

82,203
85,535
5,210
43,245
549,229

104,588
46,301
$1,168,196

.49
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A major disappointment during the year was the rejection
by the National Science Foundation of the University's "Center
of Excellence" proposal, which would have permitted major expansion of resources for both teaching and research in three
Arts and Sciences departments (chemistry, mathematics, physics)
and in electrical engineering.

Officials of the Foundation

encouraged the University administration to prepare a more
limited proposal, probably in Mathematics, for a Departmental
Development Grant.

The possibility is being actively discussed

and it is expected that a proposal will be prepared and submitted in 1966-67.
The department of physics and astronomy moved into its new
Graduate Research building in December, 1965.
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1be bport of the Department of AutbropolofW

July 1. 1965 • June 30. 1966
John M. Campbell, Cbdrmm

I.

~il!Cel deparll:men~':,

A.

infomatien.

Signif1e:ant 41Chiovementu clurd.ng the academic year, 1965-66.
Durirla the year 1965-66 1 twenty-ou .etudenta

r~tCeived

the

D!lehdor of A'l'ts degree in Anthropology eud. an additional nineteen, who

were lSWIIrdcct baccalaureate deareea, minored in ADtbropoloSY. Two atudenta
,;eeeivad tbe

i~ater

of Arts degree in Antlu:opoloiJ.

'ills 35th Amlual l7ield Session in Anthropology was be.ld at the pre•
~iator!e

Mexico.

fUeblo aite of Sapaua, near El Rito, Bio Arriba County, New

~is ~ae

the

t~ird

aeaaon of

Mexico in this largest kaC9n PUeblo

©rodunta ond
or

~egnradu~te

ec~~uete4 0 ~eaearcb proj~ta

~cGVation

~1o

by the Univeruity of New

in the Southwestern United

students in Antbropoloay participated in,

in Aleaka, !Ortbue•t Territories of

Cauda, Cei!.:tJZomil!l 1 Colorado 0 Mexico, and Missouri, as well ell in the
Soutm9ostcm Wm!ited Stas:oo.

~o£lltl:o7:

og

~1o ~Qulty

~oo X.~1co 0

mcmbero iD

Phi Beto Kappa, and one underpo.aduete major and
~~thropology

Cdno!)lltl:OZ' oi I:ai Rllpp!! Ea:l.o

one

wore initiated into the

sr.aduate atudeut in AntbropoloaY waa

:la!eiatod il!lto tOO llc'if Kcmtco e;baptu of Sipa
mojel!'o in tmthr.-opolcw
S'~!\:ollaE'

New Hezico

~rtidpated

n.

Two uodersraduate

in the lorcJ Foua.dation Career

J?E'OBt:ao. iuriDS ebe pedod doverea by thie report, the follovio&

rLt:!.c'lun:•e @!C liDthE'opoloay graduate atudanta either were notified of awarcJa

o!C s~anto-in-aid o~ received greota-in-aid froa the orgaDiaationa listed:
~i~cn

©ounciA of

tea~ued

So:ietiea Lingu!atica Xoatitute Pellovabip.

,.
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one; .&meric111n Aseoeiatioo of UD:I.veraity Women

Fellouabip~

one; Arctic

Xaatitute of Earth America cud the Explorers Club research grants. one;
D. t. Falls, Co., research assistantship, one; National Defense Education
Ac:t

l'i.tle IV FelloWships, three; Natioul Science Foundation Cooperative

llelbwabip, one; National Scieuce Foundation Dileertation Grants

~aw.arded

to hculty members for &r&dW'lte aeudont researgh) 1 two; NaltiolUil Science
lour:liation Graduate P'ellowahip, one; Hatioul Science Foundation 1'ra1oee•
ahi~.

one; Hatioul Science Foundation Td•Xnstitute 'l'rainiq Grants,

tbrG~;

Rio Rancho research aaaittantehip, one; U'lliveraU:y of Hew Mcico

Gra,~ate

F&llowshipo. two.

The Anthropolosr c:ur:r:iculttm at botb tha sr&duate and
lev~t-b

undeqE"acluat~a

vas revised. At the upper division liUld gi:aduate levele two couraea

verL dropped and eleven courses added.

fh~

major departmental

cur~lculum

divh!ou ware cbaqed from .Al:chaeology, B.thaolofW 1 Liuguiatica, Techllical 1

Topf#al, Field COursea 1 and Graduate Couraea to GeReral Anthropoloar,
Archaolou. Liogubf.:ica, f2cneral Bthnolosr, Tcehuf.cal, and ltndividaal
Stut iea. 'lhe additions and rw1.aions were made ill rupoue to the a'killa

of uw faculty !llell'lbera, in ol:der to inauprata departmental

prog&'~

in

Latin N.leriea atudiea and Social Aothropolesy, and because of the need

for strenstb&ning and consolidatiug 1 aDd for fillins saps in the curri•
cultm.

Botb tho

under~cduate

SDd araduata requirements were alao reviaed.

All: f be undell:'graduate level, courae 201 waa .added aa a ujor requirement .•
A l?t rtbar.

~wised

i'aquiremallt for the major statea that the student

must concentrate in either Archaeoloay, Linsuiatica, or General Etbnoloay;

tboi he rwat take 12 hours !11 one of those three divie:lou, 6 houra in

eael of the othu two, and 3 hours ill the Technical df.vilion.
At the sraduats lev&l, a new two year M.A. pz:Q&l"am waa formulated.
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changes in the M.A. program include

t:equ:!saments. !be degree is offered

th~

with~t

folloviDg new or revlseil

a t:heais and without a minor.

A minimum of 32 boors of course work, 12 of wbtc:b -~at be in 500-level
courDeo, are required. At least 2 couraes in .Archaeology, General
.Btbn:1lo:w. aiUl LiDgUistico ar:e required. Courses SOS, 509, and 511 are

required. A pasaius score in the Graduate written Comprehensive Bsamin•
atica, which must be taken no later than tbe fourth semeoter in residence,
equiv~lent.

or its

is required. Other

H.A~

requirements remain essentially

aa they stood previously.
Major cbanges in the

the following new or

Ph~D. l)Z'o~t=am i~lude

reviaad requirements. The student must dempnstrate readtog proficieecy
in

~

foretgn

1s~oa,

or readiDS proficiency in one foreigo languase

Qed proficiency in stetistica. A pmsatns score iD the Graduate Wtitten

Ccllp::'Elhensive illll:e!.Mtioa, to be taken :f.n eM second acaaualiter in resi·
d~e,

or ito oqutvalent, ie required. A passing score in the Ph.D.

Writ~en

and

rosicl~c.

~al

Examination, to be taken

~uriug

the fourth semester ia

or its 11q11ivalent, 11 required. to lieu of a final disaer•

tation defence, tba student. in bia third year of raaidance, or ita
aquiv~lcat,

and bafore writing hia dissertation muet dafead ita major

eh~aia, ~

explain ita inteaded content iD a colloquium preeented to

ebo Antiu:OJIM)logy.facult)'o \{'lhGISe requiremsnta an for the student who
G.iilgG~u

'lftMl

the Ph.D. P7W8"Ul pith a B.A. ot it• equivalent in Anthropololl'•

mt;udant who cmte-zoa the Ph.D. prograa with an

!n Aotbropo!ogy is
100ro '&'.t~p:f.cl psce.)J

cnpcets~

~A.

or ita equiwalent

to fulfill the same requiraaenta but at a

Other requirements relat:iq to the lh.D. in ,Anthro•

pn!oay rcmatn esnentinll' aa tb-.r stood prev1ouc1J.
Roviaione in both undergraduate and
fox- reaoona of

stre&~U.ntos

~aduate

and mod&rnisiDs the
~

3 -

requiremeQt• vere aado

proarU~G,

alld, at the

,.
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sreduate leval, fio;: the puJ:'t'ose of giving more emphasis to the l'b.D.

approved by

the~

Deuln of AE'ts and Seiem:ea miid tbe Collese of

~:f.oncaa. '!he gt:ooi.Ulte zequirl!m!!Dt rGV:I.s:l.ons. as

~ts

an4

noted above, were

&ppE"ewed by the nann of the Gt'lldi.Ulte School and the Graduate Cotmlittee.

'lbe

foll~ri.na

v1sitiDJ3

echola~~:s

p.resQOtoo lectures or led iiEI!Ilinars

:i.n the depazotmtmt: Dt. Pnl 89/A'a, Pi:ofesaor

El:ac»:itas~

Yale Ul.d.vera:U:y;

ill:. A. B. Dittert, Jr.? D:Jzaetor, ~iviaioo. of Reaeeoroh, Museu111 of

Mwieo> Dr. tor:m
of !f.w

~icc;

Potter~

!Zi:'ofessor

mev

dlai:man, Depm-ctment of Bi.Qlog, University
Dmv:f.~

De181!ltmaer, 1npartsaeat !)f Paycholoay,

U'Di11 <ara:f.ty of f.ew !bleico; Di:'. Karl Scbles:i.Cir, Deparcaent of SclcioloSJ

aDd ADthropoloay, Uiebica State

!ilabera 2e 3. and

weetom

Jlou~l

C)

VDivera1~.

of Vol. 21, and lie. 1 of Vol. 22 ()f tbe

.2£ anthcopolofl•

wera pubU.shlll4. tbf.& publicac:ion :la

sp®oor:ed by the dep111rtml0lnt and edited by D1'.

56:Saley

!Je~.

Jouraa!

~

~

Ban7 Baaehart arid

~.

ilt'o lifo f!o Sill Je liiGISOCilltG editOl'o 'l'ha ScuthwaateJ:D

hac a total of 2.019 aubecribera. 396 of ubom reaid• tn

fot-m!.BC t;cantdea. Bewaen J'ml:v 1, 196.5 mld ..Tulle 30. 1966, nbsi:dptiou
!12:&-o.ooed b;v 232 ovar tho limz:o pedod for: the
-mto
ee~tlia15

t~orrom

preca~iaJ

1Hr•

o); Ant1u:of,l010Sl' conttmsed to nEVe. illport&utlJ :I.D. both

all!i! a-eveotroh;; !.to role as a valua'blct cCIIIIlllllDity aervice 1111•

Gr."CCJfd.y anpondod 0 as tha
!fAaa~ Att~

Afl:toeclan<eo

a

~

:iaclr~ed

atttmdaace tdtif:Lea.

lh:OIII the puio4 J'UlJ le 1965 to lia)' 20, 1966.

zuidad aroupa

ether attcm.dueo

~IJ!?Pl:OXiute)

7,851

=t'·goq

43 1

':mb zoprooozal:s

1m iac~r:eaae

of

2~03!S H.taeu~~
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(approximate)

visitor• over the alll!l!ll
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MOst MUseum visitors were from the Albuquerque Public School system,
grades S end 6 predominating.

En addition, school groups from Rockford,

:Klli..'lois; &!panola, @rant:a,. Socorro, !lilallup, Lolil Alamos, Loa Lunas.

Bernalillo, Santa

va.

Astec olnd Farmington, New Mexico

WEll"EI

suided

through the Museum.
Museum CollfM:tions • f,:ollecl;ione of the Jilaeum of AntbropoloSY
continue to srow rapidly. Of major importance were collections of Indian
ethnological specimens

~Asiatic~

giv~n

by Dr. E$telle Ford Warner and

MiGs nrene Fisher; pre-Columbian artifacts, and African and
mate~iala.

Of

ep~ial

significance

wer~

~eanic

several donations of Classical

objeQts wbicb helped to •trentthen one of the weakest areas of the
coUtactiou.

Wbe reoraanizaticn of the atoraae areas of the
polo3~

~aseum

is almoot completed, and re-catalosutns continues.

of the collection of photozrepba ia completed and

of

Antb~o·

Cla~sificetion

photoar~phin;

of the

catalogued objetts has begun.
r'.uacum lmhibitiona eihibi~

&ha

of

no~othy

Field

p~evious yeo~. ~

iaot~rur::~ato

'l'ht~

central e:hibit of the Haswm featured the

Ma3M~ll 1 a

iacbina collection siven to the

~·~m

&ddltion 1 smaller central exhibits of musical

of reeent: ecquillition ware installed. New permanent exhi·

bi~iona in~!~ed

coaoa on early Scuthwaatern aariculture, the

Pucbloo. tba l"lllll!na Indians, the

~bo!uull 1

~ern

the Ho&ollon, and the Navajo.

acconio 1 ana hUQan evolution.

D.

Si$Difi~Dnt ~lane

and rcco=mendationa for tbe future.

Xn cy raFort to -you of June bt, 1965, lL noted that "• saajor
depa~tmontal probl~.

at

p~eaent

and in the near future, i• that of

.otf:n:a:tililg a largar tJum.bst of excellent araduate atudenta, 11 and 1

-s-

cutlinad four proeedures i.e,,
curriculum. ineluding tUe
ages and in

~aviaing

iuaugu~ation

and expanding the Anthropology

of proerams in the tatia America

Anthropology; the hirins of additional, high caliber

~!ml

faculty membero; an intensive seareb for graduate fellowship grants; and
an active program of graduate student

r~ruitmant,

by whieb we planned

to resolve this problem. .It am pleased to report that while we still have
some distance to &o. thia

aud

~

departm~nt

has initiated all four procedures,

they are provins aucceaaful. At present. tha largest problem on

the near horizon re1atea to the lack of physical space in the Antbropolc8J
!uilding, <lur srawing staff, our increasina susmber11 of students, and,
importsntly, our expand1Q8 Mueews emphasise the acute need for additional
office .and 14\boratozy apace in tbs bui1diq. We kocrw quit• precisely how
and whet sorts of additional apace ia !leaded, and we have drawn up

IIIU~h,

pteliaiaary buildinG plana. Itt ia
ui11

ente~~Bin ou~ p~opoaal.

ai~erely

hoped that the University

to be submitted in the fall of 1966, for the

addition.

~oqui~ed

&.

Ap~in~o~ta

to

ataff~

Eruc:e J. Uigaby {Ph.D. Univeraity of Otegoa» will become an
Ao~iotant ~~aaao~
~

of

Antb~opology.

effective September 1. 1966.

@OQtrlJe ?. SEJl!."illgat' «WJ.D. !lanard 'tll'niVCi!'sity) became an Anoeiate

Pltofoos.:~tr

of .1\nli:browolow i('pnli!'t•time). and Dean of the $raduate S:hool,

80J1!1':cdi>:Jlr l, l96S. fJll.lUom 'll'.

bceo2a

n~

~n

S~uart ~Eh.D.

Univera:f.ty of Oreson) will

Aooiotane Ero£oasor of Anthropology, effective September 1, 1966.

Se~nrea~iona f~o~

ataff.

~na

~ ~!o npp~intmcnt

did not appear in

~ ~aport
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to you of June lat, 1965.

X~,

~posite

2!

info~ti@O

reguested

~

individual biogrspbieal SU£Plements.

1. Advanced Study
~dB.

2.

Sehwerin

Sabbaticals, leaves of absenee, suamer teachiQB elsewhere, travel,
etc. ,

.:l~&dng

the pe!dod.

J. J. »rody

- Directed Jf:.th

An~ual

Field School duriq

- Sabbatical leave, Semester E, 1965·1966;
S weeks travel iu

~ico

aud ®uatemala during

leave.
frank

c.

Hibben

- Sabbatical leave Semester
to

Af~ica.

x~. 1965~1966; t~avel

liadia, Europe, and &agland durina

tha leave; Official Consultant,

u.s.

State

Dept., Xudia 0 March. April, 1966; Consultant
to qJJeneva Conferent:e on Afl'icllll Affairs, Hay 1,

1966; Consultant to London Confereaee on the
lll!lodesiaQ QUGation, May 2 thx'our,\1 May 7, 1966.

- sabbatical

-

~~omot~d

leav~

Semoater 11, 1965-1966.

to Associate Professor aa ot 3uly,

1966; Appointed "Danforth Asaoc:f.ate".
John H. C&mpbell

-

!U.ec~ed

to l!lemberahip in

~:hi

Kappa l'hi,

Univeraity of lieV Mlmico; noainatad aa Pellow,

Amelrican Aeaociat:Lon for the Advaacement of
sc:Lonce.
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~

~

in fbi

Elected to

membe~ship

llilniveroity

ot ikw Mexico.

~ppa

- Sleeted Fellow in the American

Association; Asaociata in

Phi.

ADth~opoiosieel

Cu~rent

Anthropology;

PUll tteoabe~ of Sipa Xi.

4. IFublicmtions dudna the petiod.

-

Leali~ ~ier

1893-1961, Asertcan Anthropologist,

67, ,s (1965). pp.

uss-1i"71 {with w.: w. ath).

• Review: B. D<ii'vcma and M. @iuc!amm, Cioseci
System•. arid Cpa Minds : fte Limi~a of Naivety
in Social AntbropoloQ, ~ieoce, 149; S689,
(1965). p. 1223.
.

- l!W1ev:

@.

9=ienc••

P. *rioek, ~l~1re end ~iety,
(1966), pp. 1520•1521.

15~, 371~

- S ab•ttacta in Xnternational Journal of American
Li~iatica
,.._,.
. ...... 0 XXXE:l65~6 ~April, 196~)~
"

- SiiJlad cC!iltl'acl: with A. A. bopf fo;: 1Uttoliuctory_t~tbo0k tn cultural anthropology ~icb
aboulcl b, zubmittsd before thGI Gil Of 19£6 •

- oae tlrticle Gel. one IIIODOp-aph

"ow: ~a. ~reu.

- Arcl:ic. Ql:urrent b.llea¥ch, American .t.ntiquitz,
'ol. :n. No. 2, Pa1rt 1, pp. 290-bs~ October,
196S.

- Review:

"~be

Cultural Affinitiea ot ihe lk!Wfound-

laad Donat Eaki110, ~1 Elser Bsnep.

L!..l1l!fi.£.1!S M,t:Jef.t;t. V<~l• :n.,
oatil>ber, 196.5, p~. 288-289.

~~o.

a.

Ji.), ·

i'art 1,

Datins

-

nadiocarb~
and Par Northam Archaeology,
~&shinst~n State ~veraity Preoa, Pullman,
~Jasldqton 0 June, 1966.

-

~e

-

Dlffe~~ti&l ~~•blo Speciali&atiaG in Fctiahea
and Shrtues 0 with some Biatot1ca1 ~plications
for Ethnology, in preaa.

History of Zia PUeblo •• Indicated b1
l!Kcavaticn in the Zla ~lump, America Ant!suitl•
iR pre~•·

- 8 -

Flo~enee

H. nllie

~c~nt:f.nued)

- PUeblo nounda~ies and their
. in press.

Marke~a.

- Use and SigRificance of the
Palacio, in press.

~~smahie 1

-

Arr~ ~otto,

xaDer

Sanctu~

of

Plateau,

58

Bl
...

~ather

Cave,

American Antiquity, iD press.
- Dbt~itihing i.alpna frQa Acoma fot~eli:J"
Falacio 0 in press.

!!

• What Utaz~ecan Ethnolesy SU~gests of Utaztecan
Pli:"obiatoQ-, ldW. ~ l!!!iveraitz. ~no&!tsph,
in press.
·
··
·
- Arebaao1oU' as t;be Wup aDd EtbnoibSJ as tbe ·
Weft in th~ Reconstruction of PUeblo Prebiatory,
W.tbsrhi11 Heaa S'e~iee · ~11.0:lr, e,rf.can
Antiqutt;d, 1n pre11s.
·

- Shrine o~ the Waniora, }!!! ~ Magas:bae.
Aqust, 1966.
- Medical BGli•t• of the Urban POlk in OU.teaale,
America Thd4igana, 10 pa;aa, ~all, 1965.
Carl~ Adaptation to a LatiD Urhau Mllieu~
~ .!!!!!_ ieoiloaic Studies, 7 paaos. september,

- Black

1965. .

.

.

- fte e»uaepineal !Sou11ehold and HIDtt'UocaUty,
4maricao ADtbropoloatat, 9 paae•, Dec4111iber, 1965.
- lottU)' Mi'Amd 0

-

Allerican

Antiqui~.

June,. 1966.

MUral• at POtter, MauDd,
Archaealou,, June, 1966.

~i~aa laapi~ed

- A ll'opoaed Sequence of the I.oiNir Paleolithic

for tS!e Hlctdle Limpopo aru of Mosabic;ue,

~African &!haeo12Jiical Bu'~ettu 1, ill preaa.

- A ~aite of t~ ~ate~ioua Yolaoa ~ tn the
tu.o <Si"atwle Verley, fim11oudit Amul!;UL
1n preaa.
·

.. .I!! C',athe~ua.
o

Review: J'air Gada aPil Stoo.e Ji'acea b)' C. ktliD,
1966.

A~chaeolo~

-

l1and Hc!Mall:r ~. ill press.

9 -

:59
W. W. Bill

-Leslie Spier 1893-1961, Americsn~hropologiat,
~witb Batty W. B.asehart), Volume 67, 1!10· S,
Part 1. O:~ob0r. 1965.
- lev1ew: Studiea in Californian Li~istics
(~. by W:l.llis lldaht), kternationsl Journal
~Ameri~~n Li!l2ist1ca 31:361·363, 1963.
- ln edllmboratioa with

Ba~

Basahart, prepared

llmlez of voltli'IIU 1·20 of the Soutneaten
~~ of .&Dthropoloo (1945·1964), publiebed
in 1965, 64 pas•• •
- i¥o article• raprinted in Dell ~·· Laaguaae

in Cul~r· ami
i0w';'"1964. pp:

•

Socim·

372-

J.ikRI 'fork. Rlr:p&r and
1, 397-406.

~ the Arch in h'e·COlUII!hia l!iluoamerica,
~ iptt.~. vol. 7, ,. 89.

• Dissertation entitled ~Srinya Culture Cbanse
:i.n illaapciiule to l!ndustrial DGvelopaent to
be publiabed ~· a .oaosrapb late in 1966.

5. Otber t>eaesr:ch pJ:Ojacta or creative wort in prosreae or completed
dul'iug tbe podod.

-

~at

on H.

w.

SckeffleE',

11

Anceetor Worship

in .&Dtbropblou, or • Obeenationa on Deaceat
and Dose eat

fOllrCX~pa, 11

for

~

A.utbi'.Roolpp.

- !ID ftojeet (IJS..2S (lfateD;Io of TansaD7ika)

. tuads

- ISF

previoual~

autltorill:ed.

~ojeet @4~1088

Research in

(Doctoral Disaert•tioo

ADtbropoloay~·SU•saae

Reyaolde),

$5400.
• IIXhe Meecalero Apache 'l'Z'ibe aa a baoarce

Boldtna Cot:p0'2.'at1oo1' (still in preparation .. )
- Reviwed pbyaical anthropololf tut for J,and~

Sousa (revlaed edition

c:ont81J1i'lat~.)

- Mllllly wozkiq on liiBDUac:dpt of text book
~see

- 10-

14 above).

"'

GO
• Article, A spanish Homestead near Placitas,
e~cepted
~ Hajo~

-

ior publication by ]! Pmlmcio.

exhibition Kaebinms opened in AntbropoloSY

~uavatioa
stt~

of five pithousea $Dd ona historic

neal!' 'ireos cCI!!lpleteu. reporte on iall tn

()ro&rl!laa.
• I!Xcavat:lcrn

of a188l1 Pueblo site near Albuquerque

in proaresa.
• Major exhibition for AatbropolOGJ Maeeum

51nt!AA in

p~oat:eaz.

- Arctic, CUft'ont .baatatc:h. Aelr'f.e.an .ADtiguitX•
in pre88d

• De Culture &story of Amlkt:uvuk l'a••:
Huwmd.ut Atcbaeoloay (a 1110nosraph), :lD. ptoareas.

- live vaeka of bavel ia. Ma:lco end Gaato&la
du~ins aa~batical

le.ve.

- xt.e•eaNh an Spaailh·AIIla~f.can ~f JiW !$Uico,

aponeored by tbe

Mexican-~rican

Stuay.rtojact,

U.C.L,Aoo $60 000, June, 1965•3Pne, 1966.
a

·Znveatfaetion of Paleolithic sites

in the

Lialpopo ValleJ, Hozaabique. Afdc:a.

• Xuweatiaation of Paleolithic aitea in Central
'i!anuni~ ~dc:a.

- iiuveatiption of evidence• of the Paleo iadbln

in the Ito Itaneho area, Rio Gr&Dde Valle;r.

new Mexico.
• liilveatiptlcn of the Paleo Inclf.m in the Estancia
Valley• tcew Mexico.

- u-

"·

61.
Stanley s.

- Study of liome meaning categories in tM ZUni

~Iii

U;nguage. in preparation for writing
~or

FO!ladations

1\!ttemationsl J'oumal

2£ ~

article on the

2£. ~.,3e:

8D

11

E:o be" concept

!!!!, ~iosoP;h..z..
• Analysia of aubsiatence patterns of aborisinal
trlbeo of South American tropicel forest a.

6.

Activities :f.n ieamed and profoasionai societies.
- Chaim.au, SB Add eaa$ion. American Antln:opological
.4!180\':iation Annual l!eet:iq, DellV~tt, Hcvemher, 1965.

- Mfieting of l'?ditor:1al
~

- Secretary.
~t

~u.

Amedcaa AntbropglOJillll:o

Mctx:f.co Chapter &

s~

u.

- Atl:owted annual ~tiUS of tba Amet'icCD .Antbropol~JSical
Aaeoc:Loticn, Denver, Novel'lber, 1965 and pr:eaentad paper;
''Love

~ste,

• lte»>E'td on

HcanatEOal 'rabaoa and tile 'hcta
'lft~~oa

ot

~OBII:'aphy."

Gc:watiou at the Pecoa Confarepefl in

Tl:'ir:aidad, ©olor&do

- P.:ll'ticipated in IIJIGiliDII&' on SoUthweltern ceiuica at

the
-

~e:eeil,ded

o~
~boll

l~seUlll

of i!oE'I':hen Arizona. flbptaff. Ad11ona ..

all!lual COQ.VeDt!on of the AwJer:lcan .Ueoeiat:l.on

tt13e01.U!ISt Philridelpb1aD l'e.uaylvauia-.

~ Aaa!stQut &l:U:ot." for Cunent

P.esearch, SOC1et!J fol.'

&Mo~!eon ~chaeology.

-

~Hve.:ad

e papeli' entitled nsettlaente

and Settlement

l?ai:!:a%Da g Soale J.Guo1ur fr'* the North, " at the alllliUil

r.;:aeCfJllc of the Juu&-ican Aatfu'opolo.sical Asaoc:lat:lon,
Deaver~

Coloraao.

- 12 ..

Rove$be~,

1965.

62
BlUm

-

11A!rchllleoloay

IllS

the W.s&'p awl EthnoloQ as the Weft

iza tba Re:oDStJ:Uction of Pueblo
~read

Prehistory~"

paper

at the Bmlual meetiaga of the tiaetcicao. Anthropolosicel

Aasocit:~tioa.

Denver • Colorado, l!bvli!llbct:, 1965;;

- "What tut.utecan Ethulozy Suggests of Utaztecan Pre•

biatory," paper reed at tha meetiug of the SOciety

for American Arehaeolczy, Reno, NeYadQ 0 1966.
• Attended

~ernor 0 a

Confereace on Civil Risbta sud

ComimnU:y bletions, Aupst 11, 11,

196S~

• Gave banqu(lt speli!Ch on "San Gabriel del 'll'unqu!.!l, Firat

C&pital of !ie'ld M&Xico. '' l3tll Annual Mtet:Lna, American

xedian BthcO&istoric Confer$ncet TUcson, Arisona, 1966.
- Attended Conferanc•

on

POttery ~··· Plassteff. Arizona,

1965.
- tlfiad papet: entitled 'tuex:f.cauo &PI! 1kv Kadcau end

the Legend of CUltull:'al Differences," at tbe annual
meet:in:JB of tbe Al:aedcan ADI:br:opolosical Alssociatioa,
Denver • <!:olort!do 0 llovember • 1965.
- aavo lectu&-e oa larly MaG 111t the l!llational Callery of Art:.
~abington.

n.e ••

January 10, 1966.

- @we leeture on Eady Man at Randolf Macon Woaen 1 a

College, X.ynchbuq, Virgird.a. J•awary 11, 1966.
~ ~o

leeture on Blrly MaG at the Uoiveraity of JOrth

C.Orolimt, @reenabo2'o, liorth C.rolioa, January 12, 1966.
M

~e

lecture on Early Man at the University of ltentucky,

~iqton,

- @GVe

&ape~

r.ntuek)'. Janua17 13, 1966.
at the annual aeettn&• of the Amer1canAnthro-

polcg1eal Association, Denver, Colondo,

- 13 -

H~:~Veatber,

1965.

'63
Hill

- Attended annual m0etinso of the American Anthropological

Aamoeiation, Denvf.lr 1 Colc:n:ado, !ovember, 1965.
~ ~d pa!,)er entitied ''Biological lind Evolutionsry

l!J;aplications of CUltutre," at the annual mseti$\51• of .the

American Anthropological Asaoc:illll:ion, Denver, Colorado,

l&wember, 1965o

• Attended annual meetiog of tbe American Folklore
Society, Deaver, Colorado, Nove$ber, 1965.

• Attended aunual meQtins of the American A•sociation for
tba AdvaaclilW!nt of ScieDCe,

Berkeley, Clalifornia, Dacem-

bfn:, 1965.
• Attended annual meetiqs of the Allledean Nithropological

Assoc141Uon, Denver, Colorado, !lovember, 1965.

if,

Otbu

p~rofesaioul

Bacehart

aetiv1tia.

- Haber, Hlltioul Advisory Paul in Anthropolou. l!atiom~1
SCience Jtoundatioil t!lfeQtiftp: Waabinston, Jlovell\be&" t 1965;

waa!dqton, March,
~ll

- Talk en

11

.rune.

1966.)

Re11aioul.'l Dilileuiorw of Culturl!l 0 11 presented ea

part of UDitarlan series on Religious Naed9 in a

Chaqm& Wot"ld. Pirat Unitarian Cureh, Octobe1: 24. 1965.

- I'.imel Member • Dlecueeion

Oil

nJwilh lideatity oa tlie

c,mpus, II eougTeJat:f.oD of B'Hai !Airael,A,pril, 1966.
BJrody

• Wcture in Croaan:oads eariea, to the Bar:wood Foulll:letion.
'faoa, New Mexico.
~

Lmcture given to the Albuquerque Arebaeolosica1 Society.

~

Jury liiOl'llblilr, Gallup Uair 1 CIJallup, New !'..ex:f.co.

~ Lectu~e

given to the Albuquerque Distoricsl Society.

• TV appearance, DIME, SCience Fair.
- 14 -

64
campbell

- Lectured on "Comparative Cultural Values," to the
teacherca o£ the Bl Paao Public School Syatf!Jil, January •

1966.
- Lectured on ''Careers in Al:ehmeology11 to the Civics claee,
Hsdisou Junior Dtsh School. April, 1966.
- Lectured on ''Being a Qlnter" aa annual banquet apeaker,
Sf.ps Xi, ll'lliveraity of RIIM Mexico, May, 1!166.
• 'LGC:ture SiVeD to the Detsi$1311!' CE'aftSIHI.l Society Oil

''Jaw Mexico Santos", .Yuue 6, 196$.

•

uen~et

speech siven to the

Amer~n

Aseociation of

vaiveraity Women, Bosvell, New MeXico, March, 1966.
- Television interview on San Gabriel, Firat Capital of
5'1111 Kam:f.co. Hay 19, 1966.

• GsVe bilk on '"ibe i'erd.tentea of Him Mexico" to the
l'onal:r:y Wivea Club.
• G!1va talk on "Spanii!Jh·•dcana of Rev Mexicott to the

ilaican•.Ail!Gricl!ll Study Project, Loll Aqeles, Celifom:f.a.

- Q#Ve talk on "Urbanization ia Columbia" to Paace Corps
tl.'aiaees.

- Cuva talk. on ''Udlanillation ill Ecuador" to Peace COI'pa
t~aineeo.

• id.wc t11lk

csa '"Acculturation and Diatary l'tarsiatence ' 1 to

tha SOU.tbtfeetclli:a 'l'eacheZ's of Nutdtlon.
Bibben

• 'IV aedes on enthropo!OSY for CBS.

.. Talks befos:e Civic
o

~oups.

m.vtewed two re1earch proposals submitted
Sciente Foundation.

.. Save two lecturu to Peace Col'pa p-oupa.
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to

the lational

-

Occ~sional

•

consultancfes to

~ace Co~ps

on Latin

anthropolosv.

Ame~ican

Chn1~n.

PUblications Co=m!ttee.

• ®raduate AdviBor, Anthropology Department •
.. co..Editor,

&:~uthue11tem

Jounaal of Anthropolou.

-

~er

of Gen&rol BQnora Council.

..

~sauu~.

of AuthropqlO!f curatoE"f.al aQd deatsn work.

euperviuicn of siudeDt labor and volunteers.

• University Collese advisor.
Campbell

- Chatman. Dopartamlt of Ani:bropoloay.
ft

Departmental Coot:diutol' for the Career Scholar Prosru.

•

~er

of the @raduato

..

~er:

of the Committee for the lmprov61l!ant of

~ttea.

l!Da~xuetiou.

- cl!ainsan of the @&'aduate sub•cORa1tte.e

•

~er

-

~iver•ity

o

Utcul~y

•

~1vercity

of

~

Xi

OJ&

Grada-.te Clredit.

~rabip ~ttee.

College A49iior.

Advisor fOr Latin

eolleie

~rican

Desk.

£d~iaor~

- ~~rricula CoaDlttee, Diviaion of @GVe~t !aaearch
~erct.

- Ccmm!ttee on Latin American Area Studies.

mu

-

Di~rcctor

-

uatue~sie,

of the

»a!l~

of AQtlnropoloay.

Collesc Adviaor.

• tdv!eor fol' Anthropoioay uu.deql'aduate aaajot'•.

- 16 -

lfeWlllml

~blicstf.ona

- Editor, VNM

in Anthropology.

66

" Co·EdU:or, Soutbwastem Journal of Anthropolo.sy.
- University

Colle~a

Advisor.

- Cba1'£'1llQU 1 Academic Freedom and !eni\rc Coola!ttee.

• Member of the Qnivaraity Research Allocations Committee.
SChwedn

- University College Advisor.
• Collltfll!l of A-rts aDd Scienc&s Committee on SchGlerabip.

Sa:brit!l

• UatverMity Collese Advisor.
- Secretary for
- Advisor for

9.

dapa~tal

Aft~poloay

faculty

~etiogs.

Club.

Public Service.
Brody

- T<fo abort ai't::lcles on sorilla art for the Albuqu0rque

Tribune, Rational dleenor •
- Did other promotional activity on behalf of gorillso
a~:

@o!1Zelelll

- A!mf tn>aluel:ion of Albuqunque mraeey acboola.
o

Hibben

~£mci1a

.'\lbuquuque Zoo.

of Monte Viat• Pt&.

Meab~r

• illhairDillllo Alb~rqua Zoo Boazocl.

-

~er,

Game COmaisaion

-

~e~

of GOvernor 0s

o

Y~er

of JOhnson'•

C~ittee
Coami~teo

on Recreation.

on Jecreatton.

.. V:q.J,uataer fireun.. tos lanchoa de Albuque.-que.

"'
!0.

I.>c1:002a! i!lfoiliuUon.

Uoolt

-

'i'al.~d

child bom 0 Rovember lSa 1965: lara Abra !ock.
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67
The Report of the Department of Biology
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Loren D. Potter, Chairman
I.

General departmental information.
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1965-66.
The unusual enrollment increases in the Biology Department

which have been characteristic in the past have decreased
somewhat because of the lack of laboratory space and
scheduling time to accommodate the requests.

There was an

increase of 12.32% in Semester I and 7.39% in

Semeste~

II.

However, about 140 students were turned away from registration into General Biology in Semester I as well as students
in the sophomore required courses and some advanced courses.
It will be ru1other year before the addition to the
Biology Building will be available and the student demand

~or

Biology courses can be met.
At the present time there are 281 Biology majors including
sophomores, juniors, and seniors.

This increase means that

\'l'e must schedule multiple sections in many of the upperdivision courses.

These laboratories should be met by faculty

rather than graduate assistants.

As this trend continues,

faculty will be required to devote more time in the laboratory
sections at the expense of teaching a greater number of courses.
All departmental faculty are currently needed for the
advisement of Biology majors; and although the Department
recognizes the importance of University College advising, our

i

.I

68
present ratio of faculty to majors demands full use of the
faculty for advisement within the Department.

The Chairman

presently advises 61 graduate students.
Because of a lack of space in the present building, two
faculty members have been housed in adjacent Marron Hall._
A request for financial assistance from Health, Education,
and Welfare, Title I funds, for 69,000 square feet in the
addition to the Biology Building has been approved in the amount
of $789,400.

This request includes a percentage support for

the entire building addition.

A request to the National

Science Foundation for $276,900 is still pending.

This

reqUest was for assistance in the construction of several
expensive research laboratories, constant temperature chambers,
and the greenhouse, with funds to be on a matching basis.

We

are still continuing consultation on details of room plans,
cabinetry and furnishings for the addition.
and specifications were completed in May.

Working drawings
Bid documents should

be finalized by June and hopefully construction will begin in
early July.
Considerable progress was made during the year in providing
some basic equipment such as compound microscopes,_ dissecting
scopes, and basic instrumentation for physiology laboratories·.
Several items of special equipment for educational use have
been obtained from the Greater UNM fund.
Dr. Clifford Cra\'li'ord was honored by the receipt of a

"'

Faculty Fellowship from the Greater UNM Fund for the summer
of 1966 to be used for a continuing research program.
During the year a Departmental CUrriculum Committee has
been conducting an evaluation of Biology curriculums reviewing
the national trends and has reported to the departmental
faculty with recommendations for changes in the requirements
for the major; basically a liberalization, a broadening, and
an increase in supplimentary sciences.
One improvement in graduate education has been the
successful development of a departmental, noncredit seminar
in which both faculty and graduate students participate.
Through this media, members of the Department have become
more aware of the research programs of each other and their
students.
Exploratory meetings were held regarding cooperative
research under ARMU with personnel of the Nuclear Reactor
Site at Idaho Falls.

Recent negotiations by Dr. Martin Fleck

have been taking place for a similar place but more convenient
with personnel at Lovelace Foundation and Sandia Corporation.
It is hoped that this development will provide the opportunity
for graduate students to use more complex equipment and
laboratory facilities than can be provided by the University.
This should strengthen several areas of graduate work with
principal emphasis in physiology and radiation biology.
The Eleventh Radiation Biology Institute sponsored jointly
by the National Science Foundation and the Atomic Energy

"
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Commission l'las approved for the summer of 1966 and will be
offered for sixteen college teachers.

To date 1 about 252

teachers, both high school and college 1 have been trained
in this Institute program which was started in 1956.
Application for a National Science Foundation Institute
in Field Botany and Ecology for thirty high school teachers
and directed by Dr. William Martin was approved.

The Institute

will be conducted near Taos 1 New Mexico using the facilities
of the Lawrence Ranch for a six weeks period in the summer
of 1966.

Both local and guest faculty will be used in the

program.
Cooperative research between the Department and the

u.s.

Forest Service 1 Roclcy Mountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station was continued under a cooperative research agreement.
There was an increase in the lectureship program presented
in the Department which included the internationally known

Dr. Frank Brown, a specialist on biological rhythms; Dr.
Janis A. Roze, a specialist in herpetology; and Dr. Paul B.
Sears, who presented a series of three lectures on Ecology
and Man sponsored jointly by the Departments of Anthropology
and Biology.
Sixty-one graduate majors were enrolled in 1965-66.

Nine

Masters Degrees and one Doctoral Degree have been completed
during the year.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
The most significant development has been the finalizing

------------

---
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of plans for the Biology addition, construction of which
should begin in July, 1966.

Conversion of the present

building and the necessary movement of some facilities into
the new building will take place in the summer of 1967.
Hopefully completion will be by September

1~

1967.

During

the school year of 1966-67 1 it is not known where adequate
office and laboratory space will be found for graduate
students and

rese~ch

programs as well as the necessary

space for science instruction.

c. Appointments to staff.
Dr. Gordon Johnson began the instruction of courses in
plant physiology in September, 1965.

A graduate program

in water and mineral research will be developed under his
guidance.

An

appointment was made as temporary Assistant

Professor to Dr. Robert Allison, Lovelace Foundation, to
teach paramedical anatomy and physiology in Semester II.
Two laboratory supervisors t'lere appointed part-time
in 1965-66.

These positions will be replaced in 1966-67 by

the appointment of an instructor who t-till be in charge of
graduate assistants and the General Biology laboratories.
The equivalent of twenty-nine graduate assistants were
appointed in 1965-66; and in addition, two graduate internes
of the Ford Foundation Career Scholars program and one senior
assisted in the teaching program.
D.

Separations from staff.
None.

..1
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II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
1.

Advanced study.
None

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves, etc.

--

Degenhardt, William G., (a) Herpetological collecting for
the Museum of Southwestern Biology in Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, California.
in New Mexico.

Extensive

He~petological

collecting

(b) Travel to Carlsbad Caverns and Big

Bend as consultant to NPS.
Findley, James

s.,

(a) Three trips to Mexico for study of

mammals.
Potter, Loren :0., (a) Round the world trip with return via
South Pacific Islands, visitations to botanical gardens
and tropical forests.
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Crawford, Clifford

s., (1) received a $1000 Faculty Summer

Research Grant from Allocations Committee, Greater UNM Fund.
Degenhardt, William G., (1) Elected a Fellow of the

~exas

Academy of Science.
Dittmer, Howard J., (1) Story of Plant E;ingdom book
received a National Traveling Award from Book Publisher.

4.

Publications:
Degenhardt, William G. (1) The host-parasite relationshiP.
between Elaphe subocularis (Reptilia: Colubridae) and
Aponomma elaphensis (Acarina: Ixodidae). The Southwestern Naturalist 10(3):167-178, 1965.
(2) A method of counting some diurnal ground lizards
of the genera Ho1brookia and Cnemidophorus with results
from the Big Bend N. P. The American Midland Naturalist
75(1):61-100, 1966.
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Dittmer, Howard J. (1) Laboratory Manual of Plant
Morphology (Mimeo) revised 1966. Used in several
schools.
(2) Phylogeny book had 3rd printing in Jan. minor
changes '\~ere made.
Findley, James s. (1) An Inventory of the Mammals.
(Review). Ecology, Vol. 46(5):759-760.
(2) Comments on spotted bats. Journ. Mamm. 46:
679-680.
Fleck, Martin w. (1) 11Health Services 11 , Community
Survey,
May 1965, pp. 39-51 and 62-63.
(2) 11 Safety is Important Business ••• Everybody's
Business", New Mexico Professional Engineer,
November 1965, pp. 48-53.
Johnson, Gordon v. (1) Evans, H. J., s. A. Russell and
G. v. Johnson. Further consideration of the role of
cobalt in organisms that fiX nitrogen. .In: Non-heme
Iron Proteins (A. San Pietro, ed.), Antioch Press,
Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1965, pp. 303-313.
(2) Johnson, G. v., Mayeux, P. A. and H. J. Evans.
A cobalt requirement for the symbiotic growth of A~olla
filiculoides. Accepted by Plant Physiology.
Riedesel, Marvin L. (1) Young, J. J. and M. L. Riedesel.
Waterbath Studies on Field and Captive Citellus lateralis.
In Press. Proofs accepted for inclusion in July, 1966
edition Physiological Zoology.

5. Other research projects

in

progress.

Beakley, John w. (1) In process of being written:
11
An evaluation of clean-up efficiency tor viable
contamination by a class 100 Laminar-Flow clean room".
(2) 11 Prelim:1nary report on the deposition of nutrients
to surfaces by Radac plates".
(3) 11 Development of high efficiency surface vacuum
probe for viable contamination and development of
rapid monitor for viable contamination''•
Crawford, Clifford s. (1) Completed preliminary work on
ege;-laying rhythms in crambine moths. My findings
were recently submitted for publication.
(2) Further studies are being planned.
Degenhardt, William G. (1) Continued work on N. M.
herpetofauna, granted another stipend from research
fund to continue 1-10rk.
(2) ~'lorking on the description of Aponomma larvae 'I'Tith
M. A. Price of Texas A. & M.
(3) Working on systematics of Pseudacris triseriata,
presenting first results at meeting this June.

"
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Dittmer~

H0ward J. (1) Studies or the root systems or
desert plants-emphasis on vascular tissues. Significant
quantitative results are being obtained.

Findley, James s. (1) Taxonomic relationships of Myot~s
occultus and M. fortidens. (completed)
(2J Mammals of New Mexico (in progress)
(3) Revision of Pipistrellus hesperus (in progress with
a. Traut)
(4) Zoogeography of Southwestern mammals (in progress)
Fleck, Martin w. (1) Consultant for Electro-Optical
systems, Inc., contractor to Manned Space Sciences
Division, NASA. Contract NASw-1140 specifies feasibility
study of promising stability and gravity (including
zero-g) experiments for manned orbiting missions.
Hofr, c. Clayton. (1} Continuing research on pseudoscorpions
(2} Completed a paper read at the SW&RM Div., AAAS
(Given again in part 6 below)
Johnson, Gordon v. (1) Enzymes of the glyoxylate cycle
in Rhizobia and nodules of legumes.
(2) The influence of soil contact time on the availability of radiostrontium to plants.
Johnson, William w. (1) Study of locomotor activity and
its relationship to mating success in Drosophila
melanogaster.
Koster, William J. (1) Problem relating to fossil fish
in Texas Lake Channing completed, written, submitted.
(2) One of fish from Indian Ruins, Navajo Res. area,
completed.
Martin, William c. (1) The Flora of New Mexico
(2) Studies in the Genus ~
Potter, Loren D. (1) Plant succession with released
grazing on New Mexico range lands., 91 pp mimeo report
to Rocky Mountain Forest & Range Experiment Station
Coop Research Agreement. $3500.
(2) Above being condensed for publication in Journal
of Range Management.
(3) ms. submitted to National Biology Teacher, "A
university professor looks at his training. 11
(4) ms. in preparation on, "Differential pollen accumul,ation in water storage tanks."
(5) ms. in preparation on, 11 Differential pollen preservation under various aeration and pH. 11
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Riedesel, Marvin L. (1) NSF Grant No. GB-216. 11 Evaluation
of Physiological Strain during Hibernation and Aestivation"
$28,300, Oct. 15, 1962 - Oct.11 14, 1965.
(2) NSF Grant No. GB-4322
Physiological Strains During
Hibernation and Aestivation" $2,800, August 17, 1965 February 17~ 1966
(3) AEC AT(29-2) - 1629 "Effects of Temperature on
Biological Distribution of Radioisotopes" $47,000,
January 1, 1963 - January 31, 1966
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Beakley, John w. (1) National Conference on Spacecraft
Sterilization Technology, Pasadena, California.
Crawford, Clifford s. (1) Entomological Society of America,
presented paper entitled 11 0viposition Rhythm in the
Bluegrass Webworm, Crambus teterrellus. 11 •
(2) Attended the s.w. and RockY Mt. Div. meeting of
AAAS in Las Cruces.
Degenhardt, William G. (1) Participated in symposium on
lizard ecology, Kansas City, Mo.
(2) Attended meeting of Amer. Soc. Ichs. & Herps.,
Lawrence, Kansas.
(3) Attended meeting or AAAS, Berkeley, California.
(4) Executive board or New Mexico Herpetological Society,
nominations comm.
Dittmer, Howard J. (1) Member of Exec. Committee AAAS
Southwestern and Rocky Mt. Div.
(2) Attended meeting in Las Cruces May 1-4. President
Elect of Division.
Findley, James s. {1) Board of Directors, American Society
of Mammalogists
(2) Paper read, Annual Mtg. Am. Soc. Mamm., Winnepeg,
Canada.
Fleck, Martin w. (1) Read a paper before Rio Grande Health
Physics Society, Santa Fe.
Hoff, c. Clayton. (1) Membership Committee UNM Sigma Xi.
(2) Fellowship committee SW&RM Div., AAAS
(3) Chairman, Nominating Committee, Zoological Section
SW&RM Div., AAAS
{4) Membership couunittee, New Mexico Academy of Science,
(5) Gave paper on ant distribution at the SW&RM Div.,
AAAS, New Mexico State University.

!r

...,.
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Johnson, Gordon v. (1) Presented paper, 11 Glyoxylate cycle
enzymes in rhizobia and nodules of. legwnes" at meeting of.
American Society of Plant Physiologists, Pacific Division.
Johnson, William w. (1)
America meetings.
Koster, William J.

(1)

Attended Genetics Society of
Associate editor, SWANEWS.

Martin, William c. (1) Chairman, Botanical Section, AAAS, SW
(2) Attended annual meeting, May 1-4, 1966, and delivered
paper "Comparative studies of. the floras of Redondo Peak
and Mt. Taylor", AAAS, sw.
Potter, Loren D. (1) Paper at SW Div. of. AAAS, "Results of
25-years of protection from grazing on N. M. rangelands.
Riedesel, Marvin L. (1} Attended American Institute of
Biological Sciences, August 15-20, 1965, "Thermal Stress
as a Factor in Energy Requirements of Small Mammals",
Bioenergetics of Animals Symposium, Ecological Society
of America, AIBS Meeting, Urbana, Illinois, August 20-21.
(2) American Physiological Society, August 23-27, 1965.
(3) Third International Symposium on Natural Mammalian
Hibernation, September 13-151 1965. Presented paper:
Riedesel, M. L., Yu-Chong Lin, J. J. Young and G. H.
Bryan, 1965. "Cesium-137 Distribution in Tissues of
Active and Hibernating Citellus lateralis 11 , III International
Symposium on Natural Mammalian Hibernation, University of
Toronto, Sept. 13-16.
(4) 11th Annual Bio-Assay&: Analytical Chemistry Meeting,
October 7-8, 1965.
(5) International Symposium on The Effects of Altitude on
Ph¥sical Performance, March 3-6, 1966.
(6) President, New Mexico Society for Biological and
Medical Research, 1963-65.
7•

Other professional activities.
Beakley, John w. (1} Judge at Regional Science Fair.
(2) Consultant, Sandia Corporation.
Degenhardt, William G. (1) Fourth year on committee f.or
selection of Outstanding Biology Teacher of New Mexico.
(2) Assisted with TV (5) biology programs.
(3) Consultant to National Park Service concerning
development of research plan.
(4) Accepted request to serve for a two-year term on the
Research Advisory Council of Big Bend National Park.
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Dittmer, Howard J. (1) Visiting Lecturer for NM Academy
of Sciences (visited 6 schools)
(2) Judge in NM State Science Fair, Socorro.
(3) Reviewed two manuscripts for American Journal Botany
and one monograph for BSCS.
Fleck, Martin w. (1) Advisor to Commission Nacional de
Energia Nucl~ar of Gutemala, a continuing assignment.
(2) Member of a 5-man evaluation panel for National
Science Foundation, Washington, D.c., January 1966.
(3) Two lectures to Aerospace Engineering Class at
University of Colorado, April 18, 1966.
(4) Lecturer for Division of Aerospace Medicine and
Bioastronautics of Lovelace Foundation for Medical
Education and Research - Several assignments.
(5) Represented UNM at AEC-ARMU Conference, Idaho Falls,
Idaho, October 25-27 1 1965.
(6) Chairman of a Committee to select participants in
Youth for Atoms Congress, Chicago, November 20, 1965.
(7) Principal Speaker at Science Fair Awards Banquet,
March 26, 1966.
(8) Addressed Heights Optimist Club, Albuquerque, July 7 1
1965.
(9) Addressed Highland High School Advanced Biology Class,
Albuquerque, July 29, 1965.
(10) Addressed Naval Research Seminar, Geology Bldg., UNM,
August 13, 1965.
(11) Radio Address, KGGM, August 13, 1965.
(12) Addressed monthly meeting, N.M. Nurses Assoc.,
District #1, Albuquerque, Sept. 14, 1965.
{13) Addressed annual meeting of·Western States Dairy
Council, Albuquerque, Sept. 28, 1965.
(14) Addressed Pi Beta Phi Sorority Scholarship banquet,
UNM October 4, 1965.
(15~ Addressed annual banquet N.M. Nurses Assoc., Albuquerque,
Dec. 14, 1965.
(16) Addressed Information Seminar conducted jointly by
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce and N. M. State Highway
Dept., Albuquerque, Jan. 13, 1966.
(17) Speaker at Regional Convention of Las Oampanas, UNM,
February 19, 1966.
(18) Spoke to North Valley Optimist Club, Albuquerque,
Feb. 28, 1966.
~
(19) Spoke to monthly meeting of Altrusa Club, Albuqueruel Feb. 22, 1966.
20 Spoke to Rotary Club, Moriarty, N.M. March 28, l966,p
21 Spoke to Sunrise Optimists Club, Albuquerque, March 3.
22 Served as judge for Regional Toastmistress speech
contest, Albuquerque, April 16, 1966.
(23) Addressed Woments Auxiliary, Mid-year Legal Institute
of Bar Association, Albuquerque, April 22, 1966.
(24) Featured speaker at Boss of the Year Banquet, El
Segundo Chap-ter, American Bus;!.ness Women's Assoc.; April 26~
1966.
(25) Speaker for UNM Women's Residence Halls Scholarship
awards, May 1, 1966.

r

-----------·-

--

Fleck, Martin ~tl'. (contd.) (26} Addressed Delta Delta
Delta Sorority Scholarship dinner, UNM, May 2, 1966.
27~ Radio speech, KGGM, May 6, 1966.
28
Addressed Albuquerque Rotary Club, May 26, 1966.
29
Spoke to annual meeting of N.M. Association of
Dental Hygienists, June 1, 1966.

~

Hoff, c. Clayton. (l) Reviewed applications for research
rants at the request of the NSF.
2) Identified pseudoscorpions for other investigators
3) Judge, Science Fair, NW Section.

r

Martin, William c. (l) Numerous lectures to local
organizations and school groups on New Mexico vegetation.
Potter, Loren D. (1) Director, Radiation Biology Institute
for high school and college teachers
2~ Lecture to Instrumentation Society of America
3
Chairman of Spring Meeting of AEC Institute Directors
4 Assignment in June-July as consultant for AIDS of
u. s. State Dept. to aid establishing science institutes
for high school biology teachers in India
(5) Guest lecturer at Science Seminar, Highlands Univ.

{

Riedesel, Marvin L. (1) AIBS, Program of Visiting Biologists
to Colleges - two visits.
(2) participant in New Mexico Academy of Science, Program
of Visit~ng Scientists for Junior and Senior High Schools two visits.
(3} NASA Office of Technology Utilization consultant

B. Non-teaching University service.
Beakley, John.

(1)

Advisor (faculty), University College

Crawford, Clifford s. (1) Member, Department of Biology
Curriculum Committee.
(2) Faculty advisor to University College Students.
Degenhardt, William G. (1) University College Advisor
(2) Curator of Reptiles and Amphibians in Museum of
Southwestern Biology
(3) Advisor to SCUBA Club on Campus.
Dittmer, How·ard J. (1) Ass ft Dean A & S College
2 Member Planning Committee
3
Publications Comm.
4 Sigma Xi Nominations
5
Chairman A & S Scholarship Comm.
6 Bot. Soc. of Amer. Funds Comm.
7 Bernalillo Land Planning Comm.
8 Nomination Comm. Bot. Sec. AAAS SW Division.
9 Judge Glamour girl contest
10) Judge Miss Sprirtg contest.

,.

-----------

~-
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Findley, James s. (1) Biology Dept. Curriculum Committee.
2 Head, Freedom & Tenure Comm.
3 Research Comm.
4 Biol Major Advisor
5 Commencement marshall
6
Coronado Credit Union Board of directors
7 Curator, Mammals & Birds~ Mus. SW Biology
Fleck, Martin w. (1) Acting Chairman, Biology Dept.,
Summer 1965.
2
Chairman Campus Safety Comm.
3 Member Radiological Control Comm.
4 Chairman Biology Curriculum Study Comm.
5 Member UNM Alumni Board
6 Faculty Advisor Pre-Med Club
7 Faculty Advisor Indo-American Assoc.
Hoff, c. Clayton. (1) Advisor of majors in Biology
(2) Charge of Dept. library purchases
(3) Chairman of Graduate Assistants committee, Dept·.
or Biology.
Johnson, Gordon v. {1) Committee to National Reactor Testing
Site, Idaho Falls, Idaho·.
Johnson, William w. (1) Library Committee + 2 subcommittees.
Chairman Biology Departmental Seminar Committee
3
Phi Sigma Faculty Advisor
4 Biology Curriculum Committee
5 M-3 Advisor

2l

l

\'lilliam J. (1) Dept. advisor for majors
Dept. Building Comm.
Policy Comm.
Ad hoc on P.E. requirements

Martin, William c. (1) Director, NSF Field Botany Institute
2~ Member Summer Session committee
3 Biology Dept. Building Committee
4 Biology Selection Committee for Assistantships and
Fellowships
5~ Landscape Committee for new Golf Course
6 Curator of the Herbarium
7 Sophomore Advisor (A&S)

~
~

Potter, Loren D. (1) Member, Technical Applications Center
(2) Member, Committee on Gifts to Libraries, Museum2, .
and Gallaries
Member, Lawrence Ranch Committee
4 Member, Advisory Committee on Teacher Education
5
Chairman, Powell Lectureship, AAAS
6 Advisor, UNM Ski Club

3l

l

Potter, Loren D. (contd.) (7) Judge, Regional Science
Fair
(8~ Advisor of graduate students;
(9 Design, detailing, and consulting re. biology addition
(10 Coordinator in Biology for Ford Foundation M-3 program.
Riedesel, Marvin L.
Biology majors.
9.

(1)

Faculty Advisor - 40 undergraduate

Public Service.
Beakley, John w. (1) Horfmantown Baptist Church - Deacon
s.s. teacher of college men.
(2) Chairman or Long-Range Planning Committee.
Crawford, Clifford s. (1) Official 11Host Family" to a
woman student from Uruguay in 1965-66.
Degenhardt, William G. (1) Information on anirruUs and
plants, identifications of biota, etc.
Dittmer, Howard J. (1} Talks to local groups
(2) Answer numerous phone calls and letters concerning
gardening, lawns, and technical advice.
Fleck, Martin w. (1) Chairman N. M. Technical Radiation
Advisory Council, Appointed by Governor.
2~ Member Albuquerque Health Advisory Council
3
Member Scientific Starr BC-IH
4 Vice President Board of Trustess BC-IH

f

v.
William w.

Johnson, Gordon
Johnson,
Judge

(1)

(1)

Judge in Regional Science Fair.
Northw~stern

Regional Science Fair

Koster, William J. (1) Consulted by state, federal,
commercial and private individuals re. aquatic biology.
Martin, William c. (1) CommitteemanJ Explorer Scouts ,
(2) Concultant to Civic Beautification Committee
Riedesel, Marvin L. {1) Chairman, United Campus Christian
Fello~qship, Local Operating Connnittee
10.

Personal information.
None
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The Report of the Department of Chemistry
July 1, 1965 • June 30 0 1966
R. N. castle, Chairman
1.

Geperal DepartmantaL'Info-rmntion

A.

Significant Achievements during the Academic Year 1965-66.
Six undergraduate chemistry majors received the

n.s.

degree and eight

received the B.A. degree this year.
A nt1clear masnetic resonance spectrometer was purchased at a cost of

$33,950.00 with

!~nda

from the University administration, the National

Institutes of Health and the Allied Chemical Company Foundation.

This

remaX'ltable research instrument has made it possible to solve research problems impossible a few months ago. This is the first of several major
research instruments needed to modernize the research and graduate teaching
efforts of this department.
The building committee of the department of uhich Professor Riebsomer
is chairman has produced a detailed program for the proposed addition to
the

che~lstry

building.

A committee for the improvement of undergraduate instruction with
Professor D3ub as chai!:·man has been active. A section of Chemistry 101
for selected

s~udcnts

taught at a higlter level is planned for semester Io

Committees for improvement of graduate instruction and recruitment of
graduate studenta .have been formed.
A renearcll laboratory has been add,ed by conversion of part of the
space in Chemistry 207 for Professor Hansett 1s research students.

-1-
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n.

Significant Plans and Recoll!lllenda.tions £or tlle Near Future.
An addition to the staff for the fall of 1967 is required.
An addition to the building for botb undergracluate and graduate

instructional laboratodes as well as space for research is needed trl.thout
delay. As mentioned above the program of requirements has been completed
by

the departmental building committee.

c. Ang,ointment;,s to Staff.
Dr. Nicholas E. Vanderborsh has been appointed to the staff effective
September» 1966 in order to improve our offerings in analytical chemistry.

Dr. Vanderborgh received the Ph.D. degree

at Southern lllinois University

and will have completed two years as a post-doctoral research fellow at
the University of Minnesota.

D. Separations from Staff.
None.

-3II. £Empoaite

o~ In£o~tion

Reguested on Individual

Biogr~hical Suppl~ments~

1. .o\dv.anced StudY.•
a.

DONALD R. liciAUGiiL'llh

Ph.D. Uttivers:l.ty of

Utah~

.:tuna 1965.

Title of

dissertation:

Significant Structure Liquid Theoxy: Techniques and

Application to

Molecule~;

Exhibiting Bindered Rotation in the Condensed

l.'haoeo.
2.

Sabbaticals • Leaves of Absence: Bunmler Teaching elammere. Travel. etc •
.a.

GLm.lN A. CROSJJY:

Traveled in London 9 England and Paris. France; visited

universities and labotat:or:tes engaged in related research.
b.

GUIDO H. DAUBg Traveled to Mainz 9 Germany and
June

c.

Paris~

France in

1965~

DONAU> R. MclAUGHLIN! .llnMl1 fnculty orientation partidpant at tos
Alamos» stlllU!Elr 1965.

d.
3.

JESSE L.

RIEBS~R.g

Visited Mexico City.

liew Scholastic l:Io!!Q.t'B p Fello'frohips • etc.

4. Publications.
a.

M'l!Wll'D N. CASTLEg
~nthesis of 4 1 7 Disubstituted
Derivatives nnd 1-Ban..")1l-2-subatituted Thio Derivatives~ J. Heterocyclic Cham. z~ 247 (1965) (6 pageG) (with G. A. Gerhardt and
D. L. Aldous),

(l) Imidazo£4v5-d}pyridazines. IV•

(2)

2-~-Mercaptoctbyl)benzilllida:olea •

(1§65) (2 ~ages) (with

.:r.

Heterocyclic Chcm.

G. A. Gerhardt).

v.

l

1

306

(3) Imidru:o[4.S-d]pyridazines.
'.rhe Itenction of ~thyltbioimida.zot4.s-tl
pyridazinca with Chlorine .in l\lethttno1, .:r. Heterocyclic Chem. E_, 321
(1965) (2 pages) (wtth D. L. Aldous).

84
~4-

(4) Cinnoline Chemistry. XII. The Synthesis of 6-Fluoro-4-methy1cinnoline
a.nd other Cinnolines as Potential Antitumor Agents D J. Heterocyclic
Chru.n. 6D 459 (1965) (4 pages) (with K. Adachi and w. D. Guither)~

(5) P,yridazines. III. The Synthesis of Substituted Pyridazinea, J, Heterocyclic Cham.

6,

463 (1965) (10 pages) (with

x.

Kaji).

(6) Synthesis of Al~lominoetbanathiolsulfurie Acids Substituted with
Het:eJ:ocyclic !loieties, J, Heterocyclic Chem. l• 74 (1966) (5 pages)
(vr.L1:h G. H. Singerman, R· Kimura~ J. L. Riebsomer).
(7) The Reaction of Phosphorus l'entasulfide td.th Htllogen-oubstituted
11itrogen l!eterocyeles, J, Reteroeyclie Chem. l• 79 (1966) (5 pages)
~~th K. Kaji~ G. A. Gerhardt 9
D. GUither 0 c. Weber, M· p. Malm~
n.. n.. Shoup and w. D. Jlhoads).

w.

(8)

11

Pheltylimidazo[4,5-d]pyridazines·.u by Raymond N. Cast:le 9 u.s. Patent

3.244.715, April 5, 1966.

(9) ''The Synthesis of Pyridm:ines and Related Nitrogen Heterocycles as
Potential Elq:llosive Agents»" by Rayll!Ond N•.Cantle, Finn! Report.

Sandia

Cont~act

No. 13-7663 0 7 pages, 1965 report.

(10) 11S.;nthesis of Pyridazines as Antitumor Agents." by Raymond N· Castle.
4-year report to the National Institutes or Health on Grant No.
CA-02652-08-ll~ 19 pages plus 4 appended publications totaling 21
pages covering the period March 1. 1962 - February 28 • 1966.
(ll) 11Tbe Synthesis of iUkylaminoethanethiols Substituted with Heterocyclic 1-'.o:!.etieo and Their Der:l.vativen 0 11 67 pages , final report on ·
Contract Uo. DA.-49wl93-MD-2649 0 Walter Reed Arrrry Institute of Research.

(1) Spectrophotometric Determdnation of SomG Transition
in Metaphosphat~ G!aones (submitted to Anal. Chem.)

~tala

Dissolveu

(1) Luminescence from Transition-Metal Complexes: Tris(2 1 2 1 -bipyridine)and '!ris(l,lO-phenanthroline)RutheniWli(II), J, C!tem. l'hys. ~. 1498
(1965) (6 pages) (~rl.th t~. G. Perkins and D. M. Klasoen).
(2) 1 tumin~sccnt Orga~ic

etyatals !

9

Complexes of the Rare
37 (1965) (44 pages).

Earths~

a

r~vi~~.

Molecular

(3} int~u.molocular Energy Xr~nsfer in Osmium(li) Complcxaap accepted for
pubiicnt:Lon in Molecular Crystals, (4 pages) (t~th D. M. Xlassen).

(4) Optieal
Energy

~citation

Transfcr~ 11

of

~ransition·~~tal

tons Via Intramolecular

to be published in Journal de Chimie Physique.
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(S) Spi-n-Orbit Coupling in Naphthalene AnalogsD in preparation.
F· E. Shoup.
(6) Photoluminescence. in
d.

~7:l.th

prepa~ation.

GUIDO H. DAUB:

(1) Liquid Sc:l.nt:l.llatora. XIII· Steric Inb:l.bition of Resonance in Liquid
Scintillators; J. Heterocyclic Chem. ~. 181 (1965) (7 pages) (with
n.. L· Taber, 'F· N• lt.'lyca and D. G. Ott).
e.

IJm DUANE EANSEN:

(1)

0

2~

()

Valuen for Proton Ionization from [1.12-Bl 2Hlo(coaa) 2I "
Inorg. Chem. 569 (1966) (5 pages)
pK~~H » and~

(2) 13ntropy T:ttral::l.ons P J. Phys. Cham. • !n Press.

(3) Proton tonizat:l.on J;rom Sugars, ,1.A.c.s. • In l?ress.
f.

}.IILTON KAHN:
(1) T"ne Killet:tcs of Isotopic Exclumge of Chlorine Atoll!S be~7eGn Hydrochloric Acid and l!.-Nitrobencyl Chloride in Hater-Dioxane ~1ixtureo ~

Solvent Effects»

J.A.c.s. » M.~

2800 (1965) (6 pagea).

l~o. 7 - Contl:aet No. A'X(ll~l)~733~
48 pages for the period Horeb l, 1965 to March 1~ 1966.

(2) Annual .A.E.C. Progreso Report

(3) Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Progreso Report No. 2. 28 pagea.
3•

MlRW1 P. 1-!Al.M:

(l) The Reaction of Phosphorus P.ent:asulf:l.de u!t:h Ralogen-sul!stituted
Nitrogen ncterocyclas, J. Heterocyclic Cbem. ~~ 79 (1966) (5 pages).
h.

DONALD R. HcL.I\.UGRL!N:

(l) Significant Structures Theory of Moleculee Having Hindered Intermolecular Rotation in the Condensed Pbases. accepted for publication
by The Proceedings of the National Acad~y of Sciences.

:t. JESSE Lo RIEBSO'ME!l:
(1)

~thesis of Alk,ylaminoethanethiolsulfuric Acids Substituted with
Heterocyclic MOieties. J. Heterocyclic Ch~. ~~ 74 (1966) (5 pages)
(tdth G. 11. Singe:rman 9 R· K:I.IIIUra, and R. N. Castle) •

(1) Comparison of the n:tological Activities of the Optical Isomera of
Warfarin, J~ N. Ebk, Biocherllicnl Pharmacology~ In Pressu (llit:Il
K. P. Linit).
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s.

Other ResearCh Pt:'oject:s or Creative tiorlt in Progress or Completed during
the Period.

(1) The Synthesis of Pyddaz:tnes and Related Nitrogen lleterocyc:l:es as
~otential ~los:tve Agents, Sandia COnt~act Noo 13-0565., June 1~ 1965
- July 31, 1966. $43»004. nr. G. M. Singer~n 9 L, M. DiStefano~ and
D. Pichler work on this contract.
(2) '!he Uational Inst:l.tu.t:es of Health Grant: on t:he synthesis of pyridazines
as antitumor agents has been renewed at $20.160 per year from Feb. l,
1966 - Jan. 31B 1967. D. tvise and H. 1-f.urekruni ~tork on this project.
(3) The National Institu.tea of Health Grant entitled Cinnolines and Polyazannphthalenes as Antitumor Agents bk1B been continued at $19~440
fro111 the pel';l.od June l, 1965 - ]Jay 31. 1966. A renm111l in the aJOOunt

of $19,440 beginning June 1, 1966 • May

31.~

1967 has been

approved~

Drs. T. Nakagome and N. R. Pate1 work on this project.
(4) A project entitled 1'T"ne Synthesis of Allr.yltllllinoetllaneth:l.ols Substituted with Heterocyclic l1o:!.eties and '.!!heir Derivatwc.s 11 has been
completed (Dec. 31, 196.5) with $43 9 007 from the tvalter W:led Army
I11Btitute of Research.

(l) Snnd:La Corporation. '!'he Elecex-ocbcmiat:ey of Some

Tr~msii:::ton ~ieta!R

and Lanthanides D:i.st~olved :l.n Molten Alkal:f. Uetnphosphates, July 1 0
1964- July 1, 1966. Grant ren~ved for 1966-l967o

(2)

~idntion States of Van~diwn and Mang~neae in Molten Alkali
phosphates ('with Clinton R. Wolfe) o

~!eta

(3) Standard Electrode Potentials of ~ranv1.t:I.on ~!cta1s Dissolved in
Holten Alkali Mctaphospbates (-.rl.th Clinton It. llolfe).
(l}) Polarography of
(~rltb
Co

GOOUi

Rnre-eo:~T.tll

Chelates Dlssolvcd in

~ion•aqueoug

Soll.ve.n!:s

Sllmltel L. Je:.tnjaquet).

.Ao CROS~:

(1) l7undrunent:al !nvest::tgationa of tuminescont: 11ater.i:lls» Air Force Office
of Sci~ntifie ResearCh, $83 9 922/2 years~ 1965-67.

(2)

trod~

in progt'ess:
a) electronic spectroscopy of metala in inorganic matrices.
+ 2+
b) electronic spectroscopy of transition-metal comple>.Jtes of: RU2 g Os .,
eo3+1> Rr.13+ ~ Bh3+ ~ :tr3t'.

---

J#

"'"

_,

,.
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d.

Gtl'IOO ll. DAUB:
(l) Liquid Scintillators. Steric Effects,
(2) Liquid Scint:illatorn.

~-quaterphenyls.

~~stilbennsp

Stene Effectn.

(3) Liquid ScintillatoJ:n. Effects of Ultraviolet Light Irrad1.at:ion on
Liquid Scint:illatora. Photooxidation of P.PO.
(4) Grant: continuation of grant from U.S.A.E.C. for period of Sept. 15 9
l96S to Sept. l4p 1966 in amount of $27.000. Project: The synthesis
and ptoperties of compounds which ~ be used as scintillator solutes
in liquid scintillators.

e.

LEE DlWlE lW!SEN:

(1) COnstruction of a eombination solution and combustion calorimeter.

(2) Determination of pKvnlucs for proton ionization .from nitrogen
heterocycles.
f.

Mt!.TON Kllm1:

(1) Chemical llebavior of Carritn:-Free l:odine-131 ('ldth J:l:.
~nusc~ipts ~n preparation.

s.

Reynolds).

(2) The Kinetics of Isotopic Exchange of Iodine Atoms between E•Nitrobenzyl Iodide and Potaas~~ l:odide. Solvent Effects& (with ll. L.
Remeater). M!J.nuaa~ipt :tn preparation.
(3) the Pt:Gpar.ation of Dilute, Dry, Non-aqueous Solut:ionG of ~leculnr
:Iodine Inoculated wlth Iodine-131 ('ldth G. Van De Steeg,. ~!a.nuscript
in prepn~at::Lon.
(4) Electrochemical Olddat:l.on of CarJ:ier•Free lodide-131 (with

Dnr~jtl

Jackson). l·Tork :Ln pr.ogress.
(5) The lanetics of Isotopic Exchange of Iodine Atoms betw;een TetrabutylllllllllQniUlll !edide and 'Hethyl Iodide :Ln 1\iitrobenzene .. Ca:rbl>n

Tetrachloride

~~turea (~th Chien-cha~

Lin). Work in progress.

(6) ihe Rinet:Lcs of Isotopic Exchange of Iodine Atoms between Molecular
Iodine and Heterocyclic Nitrogen Compounds Containing Iodine Atoms
(~nth J. R. tvinkler and R. li· Cactle). Wo:rk in progress.
(7) Re'".ove'l:".f of Iodine"13l Incorporated :Ln Soil and Organic Material as
~ Result of Q Nuclear Detonation. Work in progress.

(8) Grants R~ccivedg
(a) Atolllic Energy Coreaission~ $23,010. "Behavior of Carrier-Free
Tracers and the Xinetics of l:notopic Exchange Reactions" 19651~66.
Si~th year for n total of $129 0 567.00.

(b) Un:l.vcra:tty of C.nliforniap Lawrence F..adiation Laboratory~ $2,919.
11
Rccover.y of lodine-131 Incorporated in Soil and Organic Material

as n Result of a lluclenr

January 15, 1966.

Detonat:l.on~ 11

September

15~

1965 -

~
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(1) Deto,d.c:at:ion of the Stereo:l'.somers of trarfar:.!.n~ National Institutes
of 1JJ3alth 0 $17,700 first yr., 4 y:::s. requested (newly received).

6. hctivitics in Learned and Professionpl Societies.

(1) Presided at the Organic Division of '~oveno Congreso Lst:l.noamericano
de Quimica~' San Juan, l'uerto Rico. August 1-8, 1965. Presented t:bree
papers at this meeting.
(2) Preal!.mted a paper at tbe New Hexico Aca.den;y of Science. October 9. 1965 9
Las Vegaa. N.~I.
(3) Coauthor of a paper at the combined New Mexico Academy of Science and
MAS meeting • Las C;.-ucen • 11.11. • May 2 ~ 1.966.
(4) Organized a radiochel!dst:cy s~osium on rad:.tochlllllintry at the New
z.!exico Acadetuy of Science - llAii.S maeting 9 !>fay 2. 1966.

(5) Attended the 'National Met:!ting of the />.mer.ican Chcmicnl Society in
Atlantic City, N.J.» September 11-15 0 1965. (Attended a special
tlleet:tng of dapartm.~nta1 chairmen, Sept. 11 at the above AC:S meating
to discuss problema in undergrr.duate instruction in che~dstry in the
United St:eteo).
(6) Attended the Nat:Lonul Amarican Chemical Society V..eet:l.ng in
Arizona~ .lanwll."Y 16·20 0 1966.
(7) Attended the National American Chemical Society
' Pn. ~ l-tlu:ch 27 - April 1, 1966.

~~eting

in

Piweni:~; 0

~ittsburgh,

(8) Attended the Western Itegional Meeting of the Americtm Chemical Soc:l.c1.J' •

Los Angeles. calif.»

Novembe~

17-20 9 1965.

(9) President. 'New MaA'ico Academy of Sc:Leztce 0 1966.
{10) 'Mel\1lll.lr» 1'1E.11 Me:dco Stnte llonrd of Examiue1.'8 in tho.

~ic

Sc:l.(.'l'lcos.

(ll.) Attended the Snventh Annual Symposium in Jl!-ad:l.cinal Cllelllistzy, Topic.
Nucl~oiJidea

(12)

and other !lete:r:oeyelcs. Hay

Advisor~ N~Mexico

22-25~

1966, lluf;falo. N.Y.

Section of the Am2rican Cancer SOciety.

•·
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ROY D. CA.TOlt 9 .JR. ;

(1) Presented paper before the New Mexico Academy of Science~ October
1965: A Reference Electrode for Electromotive Force Heasurements
in Molten Alkali Metaphosphates.
(2.) 'k1ember lune1:ican Chem:l.cnl Society. Sigma iiiP The Electrochemical
Society. American Association for the Advancement of Science 9
Kappa Delta P:l..
c.

GWIN A. CROSBY:

Attended tl1e .tollowing meetings anct presented cne 1nt1icate<.l pro:z:ess:t..omu.
p::~pcrs:

(l) International ~osium on MOlecular Structure and Spectroscopy. Ohio
State University, Columb11s. OlU.o~ June 14~17 • 1965.
(2) Sylll!'os:tum on Clrganic Solid State • Franklin Institute~ Sept, 20 ~
1965 • imritlllcl apcz::'kor >t 1'l.uraineacent: CoJI4iOUllilu. n

(3) NEill Mexico Academy of Scieuce ~!eeting.,. Laa Vegav. N.~i. Oct. a. 1965~
2 tl1lkso "luminescence from 'lrntta:lt:Lon•Metal Complexes: '.rrill(2»2•~
b:Lpyridine)- and T1'is(l,10-phonantlu:o1ine)Ruthenium.(II)" (with
D. M. Klassen), and 11IntrUllll)lecular Spin-Orbit Co~.~p!:i.ng in Naphtha"
lens Analogs."

(4) AAAS Symposium on Recent Developments in Energy Tranafe~~ Be~keley 9
Dec. 29. 1965. invited speake:~.·~ 11 Ini:lt"atllQlecular Energy Tranofer and
Ilumineaccnce of T-.cansition-Metal Complexea.n
(5) S!~ and Rocky ~Jt. Regional Hcet::f.ng, AliAS, Las Cruces~ N.M.,. May 2.,
1966, ''bmrtnesconce from ?.'t•tmsit:i.on-Hetal Comple:tes" (with ].). u.

l.Uassen).

d.

Gt1.1:DO li. DAUB:
(1) Vice president -

~~

Mexico Chapter of Sigma Xi•

(2) lier.lber: Sigma 21~ Phi Kappa Phi. Ph:t Lambda Upsilon~ ACS~
.MAS (Fellow). :Sltw Key.
<!~

LEE DUANE HANSEN:

(1) Paper read at Los Angeles American Chemical
Novanber P 1965.

Socie~ meeting~

(2) Paper read at Pittsburgh American mtemical Society meeting 9
March, 1966.
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(1) Attended (on invitation) the International Atomic Energy Agency
Sponsored Symposillll1 on Exchangf.! Reactions at :Sroolthaven ~tat.ional
Laboratory. May 31 - June 4. 1965.
(2) The foll~wing papers were presented before the Forty-Second Annual
Meeting of the SouthiV'este:rn and Rocky Mountain Division of tlle
American Association for the Advancentent of Science (May 1··4~ 1966;
at l.rw Cruces. N.H.):
n) The Isotopic mcchnnge of Iodine Atoms betv1een 3 9 6-Diiodopyridadne
and Molecular l.od:!.ne (with J. 11. Winkler and R· N. Castle);
b) the Preparation of Dilute, D:ry, Nonaqueous Solutions of Molecular
Iodine Inoculated with Iodine~l31 (with Garet E. Van De Steeg).
(3)

~esided

over the

Radiochemist~

symposium Sponsored Py the AAAS at

tns Cruces, N.H. 9 May 2, 1966.

(4) Elected Alternate Councilor for the Central New Mexico Section of
the American Chemical Society.

(5)
g.

~er

of Adminsions Committee of Sigma Xi.

l·n:It:i:AH P. }fALM:
(1) Lad:teo 8 Program Chairman for tile 22nd South~1est Regional Meeting of
l:lle .American Chemical Society to be held from 11/30/1966 to 12/2/1966.
(2) Pl;omoted £rom Associute

~.tem'ber

of tlte Society of Sigma Xi to full

l!W..mbership.
i.t.

,JESSE '1. RIEBSOMER:
{:!) Attended National MeetingD .tuncrican Chemical Soc:iety 9 April 1966.

(2) Attended macting of the l!!ew HeJdco Acadenw of Sciencep
N;~1. ~

1.

Othe~

a.

,Albuquerque~

October 1965.

Profassional Activities.

RAY.HOND N. CAST.tE:

{l) Served as a consultant to the Food and Drug Administxation and
testified at the "Krebiozen" trial, July 14-16p 1965 9 Chicago;lll.
(2) Refereed 1 article in French for the.Cauadian Journal of Cltemistr.y.
(3)

Editor~

Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistr.y.

(l) :E'resented a tn!Ic at Villanova Univ.» :Dept. of Chemistry 9 Sept. 21, 1965 9
"Intramolecular Energy Transfer."
(2) l'resented a talk at the ChemstJ:and Research Colloquium, Sept. 23 9 1965~
"Polarized Phosphorescence o;E Naphthalene Analogs. 11

91.
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Duke~Horth

Carolina Joint Chemical Physics Colloqu:tUnl. Sept. 24 0
1965, "Intramolecular Energy Trannfe"ZC. 11

(4·) New Mexico State Univ. & Dept. of Chemistry, Haren 10~ 1966" "Intra-

li!Olecular Energy Tranafer. 11

(5) Consultant to:
Chemstrancl Research Laborator.y. Dw:hmn. N.C.
Institute for Defense Amllysisp \iTashington~ l>.C.
Los Alamos Scientific Lnbo~atory
Sandia Corporation
Space l'echnology Laboratories 9 Quantum l?hyaics Div:i.a:.ton ~ Redondo Ileach 3
Calif.

(6) Refereed for following scientific journals:
7 articles for the journal of Chemical mlysica.
4 articles for Inorganic Chemistry.
2 articles for Journal of Physical Chemistry.
l articl~ for the Journal of MOlecular b~ectroacopy.

(7) Refereed for following granting agencies:
4 proposals for the National Science Foundation.
3 proposals for the u.s. Atmy Research Office - Durhrun1 proposal for the .American Chemical Society Petroleum Resealt'Cll Ftmd.
c.

GUIDO B.. DAUB:

(l) Lectured to the Organic Chemistry !natttute of the
Mairm&

~Dlinzs

Univerai~/

of

Germany on June 22, 1965. 'ril:le: Stcric Inhibition of

Resonance in Liquid Scintillators.
(2)

Lect~rcd

and discussed phases of my liquid ccint:l.'!lntor

cbamist~y

staff at E.

}1erc1~

~;ark

t>ith

Co.p Darmstadt. GPl.'tllZIIIY on June 23v 1955.

(3) Delivered chemiBtry demonstrations and talk to Cub Scout Pack 48 at
November~ 1965 meeting.
(4) Lectured and gave demonstrations to ttl! 5th and 6th grade studentu
at Alvarado School in Januar1 1966.
d. W:J.lL'ON IWtN:

(l) Consultant to University of california Lawrance Radiation
(2) Itl.\>'"lted talk at the Chwstry
Mn:r~

Department~

Uov7

M~:ico

La~orato~;.

State Univers:tt;r#

1965.

(S) Refet"eed:

a) 1 article for tba Journal of Inorganic CUem:tatey;
b) 1 article for the Canadian Journal of Chcmistr.7.

-------- -

--

--
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{l) Assistant Editor of Journal of Reterocyelie Chemistry.
£.

YJIC'XOR V. SEARCY:
(l) Off campus talks on travels.

(J.) Cha:l.tm.an - l?atent Policy and Contract Reaearch Colmlittee.

(2) Faculty Advisor for juniors • seniors and graduate students in
chcmis tt-y.

(3) Momber, Departmental Graduate Curriculum Commit:tee.

(1) Faculty Advisor to University COllege.
(2) Member Curricula

Co~ttee.

(3)

Member Scholarship Committee.

(4)

~Uuriber

Committee for tbe Improvement of Undergraduate

~eaching.

(5) Concluded uork on course improvement and incorporation of equipment

purchased from funds received from the National Science Foundation1
Special Projects in Science Education for Undergraduate !natructional
Equipmant ($17 9 000 NSF- $17.000 matching fundn from the U~ivctsity
of New Me:tieo) •
(6) Chairman of departmental corllllitteo for the Improvement of chemintry

teaching

~nsintant

instruction.

(7) HE-.mbc:r departmental committee on graduate curr:1..eulum.

(8)

Department~l

civil defense director.

(9) Surplus equipment director for cbemiatry department.

(10) Faculty sponsor for UNM Mountaineering Club.
c.

GLENN A.
(1)

CROSBr~

Chairman~

Ul:ll!"Sand:i,a Colloquium Committee and llfiiM Science Colloquiwn

Committee.
(2) Member,

N~

Summer Fellowship Evaluation COmmittee.
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(3) University College Advisor.

(4) Departmental Graduate

Curl~culum

Committee.

(5) Departmental Graduate Assistant: Teaching Improvement Committee.

(6) Supervining physical chemistry laboratoey • updating c:urriculU111
and renovating equipment.
d..

GUIDO B:. DAtm:

(1) Cha:trmanp Athletic Council.

(2) Engineering

r~ctorate

Committee.

(3) Faculty Representative to Westecn Athletic Conference.
(4) Cltairmnn of l1estern Athletic Conference Council.

(5) UNl1 ru:td

t~C

Delegate to

t~CAA.

nnnual mect:tnga. January" 1966.

(6) Member of Graduate School's Committee on Financial Aid to
Students.

Gr~duate

(7) Faculty Advisor to Junior arld Senior Chemistry Mlljora (A li• S).

e. HILTON KA.ml'g
(l) l·!ember of WoodrO".r Wilson Nat:i.onnl P'eUO"Jrsh:tp Foundation Committee.
(2) Member of Policy Comnittee (College. of Arts and Sciences I!.ep:resentat:tve).

(3) Member of Graduate Committee.
(4) Member of Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Control.
(5) Member of Ad Hoc Committee on

V:i.si~i~~

Committees.

(6) Member of Sub-Col%!mittee of !:he Graduate Conmrl.ttee: Admissions
St:andarda 9 Procedlu:es. and Quality Safeguards.

(1) Member of Deparbnanta1 Committee on Freshman Chemistry Courses.
(8) Member of Departmental Building Committee,

(9) Advisor t:o Honor Students.

(l) Secretnry for the: Faculty Meeting of the Chellli.st1:y Department.
(2) ~ierlber of Callllllittee art Organic Lo.llorator:lea.

(3) Member Stockroom Committee.

,,
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(1) Student faculty advisor for Univero:U:y

College~

(2) Chairman of Departmental Committee on Prospective Graduate
h.

S~udents.

JESSE L. RIEBSOMEB.:

(1) Chairman. Departmental

Bu;l.ld~.ng

Col!lfld.ttee4

(2) Advisor to Sophomore rolemistry Majors.

(1) Faculty Advisor for University College.
j •

BltUCE D. tVI::STg

(1) Faculty Advisor for

Universi~~

College.

9. Public Service.

(l) High Councilman in the Albuquerque Stake of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints.
(2) Chairman of the J.lJmqucrque Strtl-..e » Boy Scout Colllll1ittee of t:he Church
of Jesus Christ of tatter-Day Saints.
b.

GLENN A. CROSBY:

(l) ''Reverberations :tn Thought. Scientific Re-v-olutions :!.n the
Century." LGcture Unitarian Church. October 10, 1965.

'!l;~ntiel:ll

(2) PUblic understanding of science - science d~nstrations (3)~ 7th 0
8th. and 9th grades~ Jefferson Junior High School. Peb. 21. l966t
Sth gz-ade. Uonte Vista Ele."!!entary School» l?eb. 21~> l966o

(3) Boy Scout Tour of Chemistry Building., Dec. 2~ 1965.
(!~) Het~tor

for Science Fair projects.

(5) ll:t.gb. School Advisor, Falls 1965 ~ :Uirst Unitarian Chtirch.
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Gtf..(DO

lto

DAUB:

(1) Teacher. Sr. Bigh Sunday Church School at COvenant Presbytednn
Church.
(2) Elder and Member of Session of covenant Presbyterian Chur.ch.
(3) Asst. CUbmaoter of Oub Scouts Pack #8.
d.

LEE DU!WE 11ANSBN ~
(1) Boy Scout Committee Member.

Active Member of the Presbyterian Church.

(1) Active in Church.
10. Personal Information.
None.

---~----------,----.--

----

-

--
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_Repo4C of the Pepa4tment of Economics
.July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Nathaniel

I,

l~ollman,

Chairman

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during academic year,
1.

Teaching 'Program
Conside4able progress was made in formulating the Ph.D.
program to begin September 1966.

Changes in the master's

degree and undergraduate major requirements

'~e4e

also

studied, in orde4 to assure a coherent relationship among
all

thr~e

leVels.

Conclusions tentatively reached in-

clude the folloHing:
(1)

for the Ph.D. - minimum requ:trements include one
foreign language, mathematics, economic theory (micro
and macro), mathematical economics, and econometrics,
plus t1·ro or three other fields.

(2)

for the H.A. - substitlltion of Plan II fo4 Plan :t;
increase in mather.tatical and theoretical components;
withdrawal of graduate credit from certain upper
division courses that now carry such credit,

(3)

for the undergraduate major - increase in mathematics
requirements and further specification of required
upper division courses,

Discussions were held 1vith the mathematics department regardinr;

possible new courses for graduate and undergraduate students
in economics and other social sciences.
A submission

~~as

made for establishing eligibility for

participating in NDEA fellowships.
2.

Research Program
(a)

The research project on the Colorado River Basin with

the Public Health Service was more or less completed.

A

final report will be issued by Professor Udis, now at the
University of Colorado.

Profe.ssor Therkildsen completed his

share of the study during the summer of 1965.
(b)

The NSF project under Professor Bower moved to

tion,

comple~

A final report is to be issued during the summer of

1966,
(c.)

Professor Hollman returned from Cnile in December 1965

after having completed a draft of his study.

The final

manqscript is scheduled for completion by June 30, 1966.
Resources for the Future has supported this
(d)

~~ork.

T;le University participated in an inter-university

research proposal to be supported by the Office of !Vater
Research oi the Department of the Interior.
this study rests
Research of

!~ew

~~ith

Direction of

the Institute of Water Resources

I1cxico State University.

:E'articipants at

ill-IH iilcludc tl1e la1.; faculty and economics department.
Professor DePass vrill direct the economics part.
(l!)

tion,

At the invitation of the Department of Health, Educa~' ~~clfare,

!?rofessor Titerkildsen has submitted a

,.
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proposal for an economic

ev~luation

the public welfare program.

of certain aspects of

1t is e&pected that work under

this project will begin the summer of 1966.
(f)

Resources for tne Future has made a grant to the

University of $51,000 to revise the study of the supply of
and demand for water in the United States.
is September 1967.

Completion date

This work is being done by Professor

Wollman with the assistance of Mr. Bonem,
Othel:' research activity is discussed under II, below.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations
In addition to plans for necessary new courses for the
doctorate the department expects to initiate a departmental
~~open

to graduate students and qualified undergraduates.

The possibility of incorporating into the Ph.D. program courses
offered by other departments and colleges will be studied.
A major problem to be studied in 1966-67 is the method of
teaching the principles course (200-201) 1rith the objectives
o£ using gracltlate students (aspac:i.ally NDEA
batter use oi teaching materials.
section s}rstcm 'tvill be studied.
years ago.

fello~rs)

and making

A lecture, laboratory, quiz
Such a system

~vas

used some

T.w results were good 1 but its succesa depended

upon an adequate supply o£ competent graduate students.
It is e::pectcd that a proposal will be made to the Office
of Education for a summer institute in the teaching of economics
:in the public schools for the Summer of 1968.

This would be

offe•·ed \vith the collaboJ:ation of the College of Education,

A
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proposal was made :!;or the Summer of 1967, but 1vas not approved.
Steps will be initiated to bring into closer ;qorking relationship the Bureau of Busin<?ss Research a11d the Department
of Economics.

Such integ:ration is desirable in vietv of the

heavy commitment of the Bureau to economic research and the need
for relating research activities of members of the department
and its graduate students to the research program of the Bureau.
C.

Appointments to staff
Sanford Cohen, Pr.ofessor, September 1966.
Tracy W. Murray, Assistant Professor, September 1966.
Calvin L. DePass, Assistant Professor, June 1966.
Joan Sato, Assistant Professor, SepteJnber 1966.

D.

Separations from staff
Blair Bower, Consulting Professor in Economics and Engineering,
October 1965,

II. Comoosite of inforMation requested on individual biographical
supplements

1.

Advanced studv;
Professorr, Liepe and Parker continued research and
doctoral

dissertat~ons.

~n:-iting

on

Professor Pnrker anticipates comple-

tion durin3 1966-67.
2.

S~bbnticals,

leaves of. absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel,

etc. d•.1rin:;, the period:
Professor Unllmnn

1~ns

on leave t'!uri.ng Semester I, 1965-66 1 for

rercat'ctl in Chile undl.'r auspices of Resources :for the Future,

Inc.

--·

__ ...

~--

1.00
3.

New scholastic honors, fellmvships, etc.
Professor Hufbauer was awarded a Ford Foundation Faculty Fellowship for 1966-67.

4.

Publications:
HAMILTON, DAVID
"The Great m1eel of \veal th' II American Journal o£ Economics and
Sociology, July 1965.
"The Technological Basis of The Secular Drift of the Consumption
Functions, 11 Western Economic Journal, Summer, 1965 (Abstract,
pp. 322-323).
LIEPE, WOLFRAM
"Mexican Economic Policies and Their Influence on Growth and
Balance of Payments in Recent Years," Rocky Mountain Social
Science Journal, April, 1966, pp. 4-14.
CHUNG, PRAM
"Foreign Exchange Policies of VietNam After Independence 1955-1963."
Review of Economics & Law, University of Saigon, No. 5, August
1965.
"The National Bank of Viet Nam: Its Organization, Operations and
Policies, 1955-1964" (70 pages) scheduled for publication in the
Review of Economies & Law (1966).
"A Brief History of VietNam's Currency and Currency Standards
prior to Independence" (40 pages) also scheduled for publication
in the same Review (1966).
llUFBAUER, GARY CLYDE
Synthetic Haterials and the Theory of International Trade, Gerald
Duckworth & Co., Ltd. (London) and Harvard University Press,
publication anticipated for May 28, 1966.

5.

Other research projects or creative lvork in progress or completed
during period:
lvOLUL\N, NATH.:I.NIEL
Study on econooics of water resources use in Chile for Resources
for the Fature, to be completed June 1966.
Revision of study of u.s. Supply of and Demand for Water for
Reso•1rces for the Future under grant of $51,000 and to be completed September 1967.

,,

W1
LIEPE, l~OLFRAH
"He:cico, Economic Outlook, 1965-1970," mimeo, completed in August
1965 under a consultation arrangement with W.R. Grace and Co., New
York. Fee was $1500 and duration of project lvas about 1!:; months.
THERKILDSEN, PAUL T.
"The Economics of Outdoor Recreation in the San Juan and the
Upper Nain-Stem Sub-Basins of the Colorado River Basin" for the
Public Health Service, third year of a three year contract.
Benefit-Cost Analysis of Selected Phases of Public Welfare
Programs, under contract lvith Dept. of HEH'. Amount of Contract:
about: $125,000.
CHUNG, PHAN
Money, Banking and Income: Theory and Policy (about 750 pages)
under contract with The World Publishing Company, Cleveland,
Ohio. Preliminary edition scheduled for the fall of 196 7.
HUFBAUER, GARY CLYDE
"Direct Investment and the U.S. Balance of Payments," study in
progress for the U.S. Treasury Department.
PARKER, ALFRED L.
Alternative Uses of Water -- Steam-Electric Pmver Production vs.
Irrigation, Bureau of Business Research, July 21, 1965.
(In progress) Design for New Mexico Technical Services Program.
Preparation of 5 year and 1 year plan in support of Public Law
39-182. The State Technical Services Act of 1965.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:
l!AHILTON, DAVID
Read paper "The Economics of Food in a Mass-Consumption Society, 11
at the February 1966 meeting of the College Teachers of Food and
Nutrition Association; Program Chairman for Economics Section
Rocky Mountain Social Science Assoc., Spring, 1966. (Neeting at
Fort Collins, Colorado); :Hember of E:tecutive Conunittee Association
for Evolutionary Economics. Elected Dec. 1965; Member Executive
Council Rocky Ht. Social Science Association. Elected May 1966.
LIEPZ, HOLF:<AH
"lmport Sul:Jstitution as an Industrialization Strategy," discussion
of a paper by John H. Powers, 8th World Conference of the Society
for International. DevclopL!ent, New York, }farch 16-18, 1966.
TH~RKILDSEN, PAUL T.
Conference on The Usc of Bconomics in Proet·ams for Preparing
Educational Leaders, "University Council for Educational Administration.
Paper: "An A:1proach to the Study of Economics for Educational
Administration, Jan. 1966.
American Economic Association annual meeting in NelV Yorl;, Dec,
1965 - attended.

1.02
HUFBAUER, GARY CLYDE
Paper delivered on 1'The Infant Industry Argument" to the Western
Economics Association, August 1965.
Discussant of a paper on 11Hexican Monetary Policy" at the
Southwestern Economics Association, April 1966.
7.

Other Professional Activities
WOLLHAN, NATHANIEL
Participant in meeting on Transfer of Technology from Developed
to Underdeveloped Countries, sponsored by Howard University
under grant from U.S. Air Force Office of Research;
Consultant to Office of Education as member of panel for the
selection of institutes in economic education for Summer of
1967;
Testified before Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
on behalf of S.3l07.
HAHILTON, DAVID
Read a paper at the First Unitarian Church in a ser.ies of
Technology and Changing Society (November, 1965).
THERICILPSEN, PAUL T,
Reader for the University of New Mexico Press.
Closer Look, TUKOB - panelist.
Speaker, St. Mnrks on the Mesa.
Conference on Aging, New Mexico - Resource person.
State Department of Development - Consultant.
Bernalillo Economic Opportunity Program - Consultant.
CHUNG, PRAM
Appeared on NBC-TV (1965) for an Analysis of the Stock Harket;
and on I<NM!l:-TV (1965) for an Analysis of the Silver Problem.
Nember of several panel discussions on U.S. Foreign Policy in
General, and in the Far East in Particular (1965•1966).
ALFRED L,
Summer 1965 - Consultant New Mexico Interstate Program Commission.

PARI~ER,

3,

Non-Teachin<; Unive>rsity service
HAHILTON, DAVID
On Board of Division of Government Research.
LI£PE, WOLFRAH
Hember of Cul-ricula Committee; University College .Advisor.
TlillRl{ILDSEN, PAUL T.
Student Affairs Committee
Graduate Fellowship Comnittee
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acad.~mic ~mrk ~lsei\There~

Analysis o£ ilhe :reasons tor these

and

tions suggests thai; a majt,jr i~eakU.es:s
NliU3

it~ requirement £or com.m.ltmen:t

othe:r res;tgna-

in

the Progr&Jn

to graduate

---. -

in tli$ j~:i.or year, ipq-eaz>ly-~a~tic:~l.a~l;r
£o:x;< t-romen

::JtUd~rrti~C""to emr,islo~ firm-plans

slice ead.ing_ ·tJi:ce.e or, i'Q'Ii:c ye.ro;-s. -

.~fnet:eeri stU.det,Lts mby be ~k:i.O-

io -ho.ve ..·

sEruisf'i~toril-y -th~i:r t:a;tee YE!~s
. J-Iith. com:plet:Lqli'

.accelers:t;gm, Of

in.i'.?.~t-

Els

ii;

0l.'"'""l110i-e

i:n;

th~ program

gen$ruli;r-...Il:e~-compl~t;J.on~ ..

~Jie- degree.

d:l.d. not Jli'OV'e . G,S

!~~si])l.e

hac{appero-eci.-ili tb:e l?;cogran:rJ>;os:peQ'fus~

th~ ~nr:i:chm~ui or

the

~tuai tnl:\flliL valial.y

ciaimed"., --

;Lt J:s 5+_ 13:e~,~:J.st:~oit~on~to , 21ote _tl,:e "p;tJmber -of stqden:bs " ~ : -· ·_
in.yoJ,vcd itt both Gen_ehtl Ho.n_ors and.

Ca_t>e~r Schoi~ -

wo:t>l~ 8Jld, to_ tall:r the !ive s:buden.t.s :t'eceivin~
'i.JoOcl:t'01'J' t.Jilson and othe:t' :fe:I,lm·JShip!;!_t _togr:rli].l~r~ ~'lith ~--

th~-;;-G~~~~-o~-~~ su~;~~-~~~±_a.s~~h~ii~h~l> a:p~~~ntF~·-.
ments at

TJNM~

the Unive;r,>sity-o.f Calii'o;mia at Dav;f.s 7

..

Stute Univ,)rs:Lty of_ -Iowa, ~0. tj1e Univ?:r.>sit;t ot
Golo.l;'ado'l
.

One. atude.ttt ..is now :In the seco21d ;yeap .
-

o£ her' stud;v at

•·

--

-

·she

-

--

Borbonne-<~

ClOJ!!pl.ate records .fo_r; -~he Progralll? 'bogether withe
th~ €!nalysis prepo.red in

i'ifta-1

ifuestJ_onaJ.ite

t><lsponse to the :Pi rector ~s: --

bi_ iihe DepaJitmexit~l

~ofessor Iratl:J.erine S'lutc>ns';

----

cci.;,ord.iit.itor,
a.re !tvailab.le tor study -

I
I
·-_'I
_..,.- ... ~e-,-=·...- ,..,.,.-,

.

,I

-q-,,~~1

.

-

4o _ LEO!UP':Rli:B

A.!W

_.

-

.

'

·--·

-

:

-

lWAl:>:J;NGs SJ?QNSOID.iiD :Bt >~ ENG-t:i:Sll D~P.A:RW~'$1~

llln..:tng; the. aee,d~am!e Ytleic.> the'. fQllo~ring ev~nt;f.l of
inte~~st to th$ D~n~~ent too~ plg~~+ In e()nt~une'tion with the Depar"(:lllenv o! At'Qh.;i.teetw".'~v
th~- English Depa:t'tm.a'Z!.t sponno:t>ed a l.~crture _911 · -- -_ -__
·
- - - - - - --

- _,c_

~

:Jtbbe:Y'~"' bY: ~b.~
Alexande:z.t~ __ - ---- _
_ _

Jlfcintliill

- _;_ ____

33.l'."it$.sb. =au.t-ho~i;~" -'~,2;Y.~~

C--

_- ·-- - -•·-··
_ - __.-.- _- _-• .• -• ~- - Ra;Q~~'II _of the Depi:Wtmenii of :m:o.gHah»_ Y'a~f)
U'iiTiters:!:ty ,- l~etured Qn _"Y:ea·ha and tha. Romant3.<:
J?o$t$-'1 ®der tlw. t;~po:q~o:t'l3biJi-o.t'c tM ,<.$t'a.d'\la-t$ -Sollo~). - .•
on !-1at"-eh- 23u J.966G _ ·
---··-· _. · -·-- . ·_ .
-- ·.
-~ -~-~ ~. ~~ _
an -~~Jl.d. _A~s _n_o"~.t_;cy;_~'k1:JL®_J1N"§ll,;,.lJ.9J36..~~.- --~~~
_ .tUC.Liard
r. ~t, in: h-is last yaw. as .•:teai_d.en.t .:po~at~ --- atrDmlltol!: _-- CfOrleg~r~ad tJlibia 'his pO~;tney-~ -_- _._-· --•._-- _· on 1l.pril. 4 11 l966} Vi:vi.~-S:t S~la _tints l~ctulierl on.·
11 D,. R. 'Lml:r~l!ee en<f1!i:'ll'i8:m.- ~e, ~
.- ·
·Thex>e .w:as a :lJoei;;ey .;read.:l.ng~ oll._l1~el! 31~ •·l966,c bj
c. -••

·

;young poe-t ll!h? (9:e'i't v.p tn:
··
Al'Duqu\'f:rque and- wb.o now lives in l:lexi<m City" _

£1fffiffig~~ R~'lf4!tllll

·

Jll1f~M! ·iliii-.'JlldJ-~& 11 ·. Brit~ah £f&lt1tor:i:ty

on Shake spear~\:'•'.
g!fvtf ·a l'ie:t•f'aii-~oi' tlU>ee leet't.U.'~s- eaw-l;y 'i:n the neas-o~i~

;r:.;;3

.tol:l.o>'u:n

1,Jedn.esday ~ · NQvembe:v- 3-~ ·4::;0. :p., m,. w- ·.nsh:ake$p$~.:ll'S: ;tr.;
cHis Q}m "Pleyhouse: Tho. Ooii_d:ltionlii-Q;f Per!.O&"Jil~cf}
!ll'l<l ThD~.r- ln:flnenco on Shtiknsp&t;O:.'C" s !'lGthod of
Vih':J.tj..fiG <> !I .
.
. . . .
.
• _·
.
.
.
.

-

-- - . o.~'i.'hVJ?k'4UY~- Nov0mbe.J:' /f,-'1' t'i:~QO Jliei-~m... w·'!!fue A¢t<;);f1 4i '.t'?'S'i~
.j;u I..'l'~>e:~prethJ.g Ghak.eap(ffl.re Ys Wex;t;.u_ ·
- · · .. . _
J?i>idQY 0 No'U'~:mb.3:t• 5 3 8t00 p.., l!l.~ ~ 11J;l~P~'tl!i nt ·!ih0 GJ.•.:.::'t',b'
-

.

.

-

·····~ Rei"'li.ng_,~.1J:r po::~ts of t1iei.r ~lli poeteyl1'taxei'inrula(kc4.

-wholly o:c ;pro:-ti$lly out: o£ .ll- subv.f»l~liion-t'o 1fb-~ ·
l:lepa;;~-;m.ent -'by the. Associated Btudents of the

- cunivcrsity of Ne~rl11eneo.,;· This al.d f~om _l\.GB<leia116.tT.
Students ;.Ji.l.l. be o.ontinU.f.ld- n~:rl: ye?;~,..

.

-

-~

'-

_, __: ; . --->

_-·= :>

.~

--

'

-, -_ .

l'J:rlt c:I>, ·· fi~. J;J;tlRElW.rf tE!iDO\.J~:HrJ? ·•· •· .
The ...summer
fell,moJ..ship
·...
-

·-

.

Jva~ a\v:arded.ct~ ~ob.ert Sward~ 0\<Jho.ha:s

taught at

.

'CpJ;~;ndi;

um.ve;stti'of'

io~a! 8llc1oth.er pla¢es<>.

b;r t1l'!i

TJ:relist of': poems p\l.blished

S\"~a~ :i:s · impressi-i~<}

..

J.epartu.r~

The;ve j.s some

-

-

-

from, previqus )raciri(}~}-n ··

.

i;h~ atiarcu.ng di'

l9E)? d~ing.·ac~demic
.

year 1965-1966~
._

-

go

·-·

magazine·
o:t:. Chicago~
--.-·
. . ·- . .
..
.

.

-·

I!<~ iJI.~AQp~?.d. that~

.

Fe11eitv will bf:l
.the

.

~ThiS will ..

.

-

to Re.tl.rj: ,Rago 11 we11..;.kriown e(iitor 'i}i .Poe~;z:·

.
-

o.f ...

tlie i'elidwship ·to~ .the 'swnnu)r

house onc.e

.

ayail~bl~ b;!!~ .s~ei> ~967~
ocqupi.ed b;Y l>e

kept open to visitors to
.

-.

a. M>.z. .6qtt age $c;tC-the ..I.Jat-tt'enQ~ -

th(Ll'~;~D.¢h_,
7

.

so that

tfif ·I1a\'lrence Cazi

b,e

.

~·.~ ~~- ~·~~6~·o;;w~~;n~~;;~;;tl1~1trt·i~$;;;;~;·~~ ·~
--

-

.

·

.

During the S11lni!ter Session Q.f 1965~. thl:f Depur.tmen~ of

.. · . En~~llsh sp~nsored a.i1 ;t:fD$!\ l::nglish Institute to:r. ·
. forty 11igh schooJ. En3Ush

l;,ao,che:r.s~

tvlf)!lt;r.s•tihr!3:e

f:r'om the state of New l1exico "an<i .setret\:l:,$en .from outof-state .,
.

.:!!.he :tnst.itrtite 1 .dirl;1cteid

'by Dr~

PetEi:t>

.

P.rouse of mmvs Depantmetl.t of Seeonda:v;>r.J;;d1J~a.-

--- ~-~t!~~9 ilmlUO.~d tb.:ree main -C~urs~s _-_: iin:¢stit?~L~

-~

.··. compos..i..tion., and Hte~ature _, tau~il't~ llespeC'tive:Ly ··
··by !"lr. ifames Ga:t.'tlher from. the Uni.versi:ty or N:o:Pth

C~olilla, .UF·~ Roy Pf.ckett, · ?nd 1Jr;, J'ost:!p:b.
both :from trnt1ts. Depur.tmen:\1 o£ :English,.

Zavaa:Lif·

Other

fns.:tj,tute sta..f:.f l:Jem'b~;p.s and. J?fil't:i.c::i.J;l:ints .from

'

-

''

-

'

J,l'litt ~ s )leps.rtm~np .of ~,JtngUs~ were: ~"rlr* ~oll(i:eii . . ·

·. o.Or~ley~ .l~ctw:s~;. n::c.;-.Pa\!1 .thl't!'·i:1l,t•.··wo;;ll;.s}top }1n&tmac,.;.,_ ··

.

]3.,

·....1\ttu:~~f>,

.

4'aconun.;J~cla:i;i:oXls: ;fQ:t:'

Bign:if'ieani> :plans and

t}lfi neal.··

c

:::·

-

..

-

~-

.

cla J?ro,fessor Dudl(>.y \i_y~m S€D,">if~Q.o"Q.:S :acting Ol:;ratrnian; ·.
_-

-

.

-.

.

-.

·.

-

.

. of th~ depwtm~JJ;t trom t~e e.n<l of Dummer Seas;ton,.
~~

--=--- --- '----- _: ___ --- _____ ;____--

------'-'-=--; -~ ':.:- :---.-·:-.:..---'

'--:--=-..-----"---:--'---- __ -
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·196!'!j< tln:~ough _Augitstt 1.966~ .. l>~ot'e13soJi J'ose~~l·

as ~tiirg
.
.....
.
.
1966... 6'7c A~ the be€J;ltut~g ~t 4'et1ftst~~r It~ .··

Zavad.J.l '11'il:t serve
Iv

~- co.~~~~~c~~-~"~ ~6U~'l ;·· tne~n:~,,u;T~

a:Pfo:Ditil<t _l>~rmaneii~ih~.i¥in~;=·-:-·

.

.

-;....-

"0--

__ ;o.,

21.'o£esso:r Joseph il.'a.7.\1t, · \·1ill a.~s1.une llis d.uties'~" ·
.

-

-

P:ro.fe$JiiP:t>

:Ft>ank-h:::s-been

Rocheste-r f<;)r a gooa.
-

-.-

.

air the.Vnd,.versif:~yg£

m~ ';fG®e•

·.' ·

is the author
-

-

__

-- __·_·---

. ~ot well..,:knovm l:iooks in the- tiatO. nt ·tha Ji:l$veitveeh.th
-

:.

.

.

.c~ntu.Yyf 1.s~entrltu.siastic_o:ve:c- tll.~ prospe~tox·copillg

witll. ~1le p:!ioblema of' an Etiglien departma:n~ .in a
.grnl'Illig~state

·~.

mrl.Vt!;l)',d-ty • ·. clle.jn Jioyt: :llrdw1Jr'J:dga .:

ha!> 3.-Aneived. numar,)ua letters of cong;t>a;tul;a:r.i®

· •.. _- :uimn om." auooa~e. ;tii ~dding J'oaJ?ph Ji'rarik
.

to tho .star~
---ir:

.

2. SPEC!.AJJ .ffiOGltAl'lS
~e

lm:8.A. SUlllllle:r Inst:1,:tutQ ~1;)~. high :~chool tea~he7!.s

¢£ Enr;l.:tsh 1 "fbich

W.\B

held i'il~st in l965r !~e$'

-~·-

-.-

'..:..~-

&on"Pi~~e~

~1~J.J. ,probably ·b~ .·.. ~·
hof'~i;lE>o:zr}?ete~ .• }lrx)tis~.~ <1t·tb.e···•···
·."

in Surome:L' t :1;966 e and

·;:reneNad- in ,1,:91$7.

·.

~ qoll~gei o:e :EI\l.u.c,~~~9r{; ~.ra~d.ueq.tb~·
in 1965. an.O.

lc966 and. t-~aa a,,id);ld

.Pt

the

·_--

institu.tei

f>y Pro:tessors .Roy

Pick~tt; Josei)h ~a-v®:il,.Paul. Davis; Cll1d.dther

.... t1embeJ;s -of. ~tite Department oi' Engii"sh~·

Iilstittrbe cont;;Lnl,te $

'c

It ·'tilie' ·

i~to .§imlllfer.,. ) ..95',7 ~ . and.. ~eyotid
~ .••
--

--

-

'

._

-

Professor Pickett wi,il "SU!lceecl •"P.ro:fessol'!' P.rousi\) ·'- "~ . . ·
·

\tl1o~ becattse ,of .qt'h,;r commi~ments t' J:.w:~ ·ask.ed to '(5e.
. .

.

:.·~~- ..

.relieved .o:f tB.e. d:l.rec·borshipn

_"::·-_ ---·

·--

~------ ~-,-~~ ._~ - - - -

_oc-=. __ __._..c

- - __ ;......._ .--.---.--::::::-----:::-:--:-•••

;~

-

.,

·.·="·--c·•""c-

'

·The de:p!ll>'~)1(~mtlsap:plic~tion ".rorim~A Title IV
Gradn,ate. g'€!llows:Uips'fol.'lQ66.-67 (a~.P~icat:tqp; .·
.:...-=.---=.-=---=---=...--o---

----"'-'-=--~-~-=:----"--'----=0-'-

. filed 1,n academic yea'R
-'-"---=----=--=-----o-----";-0'- ----- :=-

=

1961+.~65) ~ras-n~~ sv.c~~ssfttl

. . .....

~--~ -_-_ -:- :--'::----~·----- -~----~0-----.,..:~ 7-"---c:.":-~-'"="C'---:-:- .;...;....=..;-_r-:::- _--_-.:=..;;.~---::-'--::-_ -~"'-"-:c:_-c-~...o:.-=o---;;,.........:...~-

- . . . :tor reasoria wh:l.crh. :i.t is.d.i:C"!icu.it roF some mc;Hrroera or the depai':l:men.:t .t"d Jmderst®d 7 s:bi~e. som_e
other tl.e:pa:rtr.te.nts

or

:Eng;J.;ish that tri";> l:"t;~ed below ·

ours by th.e 1\.me:ric:;an Council on

graixbs

.r6r sttch J:eJ.1o11~hii>~..: .·

];clUGc<J.~iOil cdJ;d :ff"e-(.f"~'V-6'

!l'he :a,;p.pl:il'?avion ims

c ·

. been renewed for :f'e:\..lo;-rsM.;p.s fqr 19G?;_6a~ and the.

.

.

de_pu:rtme.nt is hopeful that this time some measure .
c~

C~

=of suc<!ess w±ll a:ccompa.ny ou.:t:' ·~ueir"t.o

Appointments to Staff
- ·T.b.e D$_vartment .. o:;C En.g;lish

--,.-

has m:.~de

many neYt ~i\pb:t~tt>t
----

-- -:-;·-

~ Oo:Lie~e~ senanect:e:ci;i,
\.Yi"ll ,be .a· v:tsi·~ing. J?r.otesso:t.>

.-.1/tr ·lie.li:te.(}e

l::r:'o~es:Sor "Ha.JD.lit:L Jlil:!,it. 11A~

Gene ·~UlllJ.tiui
w,i~l.

_

'tor_ s_emeste:t'. I~ ·1966,..67~:

proi!lige}it :po~eh a.JJ,d ahocrt

f';L:I.l in fo:t'
.

-

Ri;ib~i''!r C:r!'l~:Le7f1>

.

.

.

.

.

-

le~ve ot abse:ilce to telich at the
··- ~: - -~ o.f N~t Yo~k . .a~~~tiiif'al:o:,' . .. --~· ~· ·~•-

_

Joseph
..

. .

o£ R()Ch~st"e:t.> fi~ce)?ted.
I>Eft•ma.nen.t' C:haimn.an of the Department

Erau,1t ot tie

S.];l"tl9i:litmail.tr aS:

-ec ·c· -'Cc

trnivex'sity

'

.·

-_--~---~--~~-~~~----~~~orEnglisll•~~lle ..• mxrr,eg:tli'"M!-au.t:te-s:.~in)'~Bt'.u.~;··-.c~~-~-~-·~
1967-5 meari~Thile,
-

Joseph :Zi:.rvactii· has fl-grE!erlto -·be
4c.Piug. Chairman fo~ th:e . f;aiLsemest:$1'~
.·. -·
.
. --

.

-

. ·--

- ":- ~

'

.

-

--

.

"Cha:l:'les G.. Mas.:Lnton, l·those 4.-octrorate is .i'~om the .

. .lfn:J.ve:.t'sit7 of .bklahomi
.

in.ter~!:l-t

ru'l,ri '\'ino.se J:ielda ~ o:t

special
.

··,_

-

"·,.

.

.

a:r:e .RG\naissance_, Rom-mtic :Ppe'bsii): 19th-._

·century· Ame:r.>iean Lit~r~t~e,-lrilct 2dth,..;cent~y Novels·

_... _ .-anCI;_-'.PoetPy, h1ils been

a:Qp.n:lp,t~.a:,

an a.s:s:t.stnn:l;

- professor.
-·!'"tan .Peter I1el.ada, )iho exp:eets :tt) nave h:ts · Ph~>.tl:ft
f-rom._j.;b.e univerf!:t.ty <>f Oal:i,:CPI:'n.i.a at_

'~ho-se .di:sse:t'tat:i.on ·"rl.l:L

l3el'ke~ey

be . 11-The CaiYtrab -ot

__and

·!lliin~i.r.t>y

~in British Fiet.io1l: .1821..:1871;'' has·bae1l,ap:g6int-e~t

.. - .-

.

.

~

.

--~--. -·~c·-'=~--·=•:.:.r-'="..."'"="'·'"T~~·~........-;n:i•~t'::--~.:::-~~~~~~~~~·

-

·-

-··--·

;

.

.,

.

- .. 111,13$
I'la:cy Jane l'c:>w.er,
•vb.ose
l'J:'.om
. _. .
.
·. .. <J.octo;pat-6
. ..
. ----

-

:

-

~! vliscoP.smi_.s afi~:ici_pata~. b$!~""~ _- ~ -

S~ptembe~~ 1.96?t has been.:a:ppo~~ted. an

:prot~ssol:'~.·

spe~-iaJ.izes in. the ao!l1;tttf!r
p:r:<o~e s~ie a:a.4says h~r.dissert;a-j;i~~ 9 • ·.
Miss .Pot-Ti:lt-

-__ gnalysi.s .o.r
11

ass'istgnt··

Tf\,e English T].'!ansl,:at,io:o.s of Don~Qtiixotln

- l3ty1:i.st:i.c

--

f)tu.dy 9 " is

.

A ,

C?utgro~rt;h of~he~ rnajoJi

·arJ;

interest~---

-

-·_James tynp.

--

-who

Rlii'i9

e:xpects his :Ph~D~

.Mgtea

from

- - ----- -'Nor'th•'!ast-ern U~iv$r:Si.ij;r -'py Ji1I~st1"l9b:6 $ b.a_s'}i~en~~ ·~ ·
- . appointee. as assistaxit P:t'Ofessor.: I!is aieertaj,;ion

- is "mteme 'ana S.t4'ucture of Shelley?& ~

Revoit-EJ.t -

.Fl.'eder.ick B. W~ner) who has a:cl~:w
degree .. iJ;i.;-· :P,;i..s - -.- ··.
.
-

-

past and an ~ngl:lsh Pl:l~D, il'll1i~ i'ut~e (Oectobcrv
.

--

.

1966), has bean appointed an assistant _professor ..
l:I:i;s, diSseJ;>tation>wi:J..l be

lllent of

a study

hf

fine

d.evelop.;;, ..

Robel."-!;- t.ouis Steven.son¥5 nci:rative techn-

ique i:t-om l.866 -to

1887~

l1rs. Patr.tcia Ann
Dunlap
""";:-

b.€1;$ been.
pJ.•omo~d
_--_-_:-,;-:.
-

-

·~

-

--

-_-

to tu:).1,;,
.•.
--.
:·_

-

'time instructor oo-nvingent upotr her passing the
:

.

-

.

Pb.,D. pom.Prehensives ill. Augllst·s- J.96o9
-·

_-

--

-

--

-

-.

CJ.a.us..:l?ete:t> Buecllm.an,nhas been. promoted. to full'""
-

c~ ~

_time inB-fi:t>Uctor
as fu:sil

:p~la_p,.

conti!l~ent

uppn. the $atile. condi.tion:s

! ..

RobE!rt
:a'le:issner
1.
-.
.
:

be
.
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Personal Information

Gerald E. Graff

i'larried .Natalie Gooch, graduate student in the
.Depo.rtment of Enghsh 9 Ul'lli, in ~Jovember 9 1965.
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71

l9s '•43
72s 1964
ls
13
92s 2420

lOSs
34s
ls
+l43s

2698
924
20
3642

6s

42
122
163
265

ls
4s
5s
4s

40
170
220
165

5e
2.6

Jl5
120

Sa

2s

300
60

4s t87

6s

425

+3ls

1400
180
23
156

ls
4s
3s

~.a..

1144 18%+

42

i68ffi6

"""}Js

1211

163

4s

is

Js

144

215
2.6
404•il1.

6s

194
23
158

5:;

136

4s
ls
6s

118

375

8s

280

+lla

359

72~)21'4+

21a
6s.
1888

. 852
81
5719

24s
bs

949

.sss

c7
lb992

26s
lOs
+36s

960
98
1058

69

5'1

45

6a

90

68~

4343 167.+
51
9
526 9lj1.+
4929 147.+

58

6

~-

359
.i.?~54o4

lOa

200s

212
. 6006

423r.

300
6-sst.

1s
201s

20
6026

!"2&S4o4'

-ril-3-7~

6.854

WIB

6oz6

~:;;

~>Bs4

7s
(Gallup)

9a
188a

2346
840
14
3200

42

(overall)

Off-Campus

65-66

31s
ls
l27s

95s'.:;,;

448
1543
16
2007 30'7.+

I Est,
66-67

Il

65-66

':18

, 1t'i-

::>'*\1"'
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The Report of the Division of Foreign Studies
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Norman E. Marin, Acting Director
I. General departmental information
A. The curricula of the Division of Foreign Studies for the
period encompassed within this report has remained as
before: Latin American Studies, Western European Studies,
and Russian Studies.

The strength of the Latin American

Studies program, in particular, has improved with the
addition of new faculty members teaching courses of
Latin American content in various disciplines.
Consequently, the course offerings for Latin American
Studies majors have expanded, resulting in a much wider
selection in the field.
The number of students majoring in Area studies or being
advised by the department totalled 120 undergraduates
and 16 graduate students for Semester I, 1965-1966,

For

Semester II, 1965-1966, the total amounted to 114 undergraduates and 17 graduate students.

The breakdown for

each semester \vas as follows:
Semester I - Latin American Studies undergraduates
Western European Studies undergraduates
Russian Studies
Undecided and Advisees
Graduate students

- 87
- 12
6
- 15
- 16

,.

if}-ffil
I
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Semester II - Latin American Studies undergraduates - 73
Western European Studies
9
Russian Studies
6
Undecided and Advisees
- 26
Graduate students
- 17
B. Since the emphasis remains heavily on Latin American Studies,
which program enjoys the broadest range of course offerings,
an administrative change was approved which will move the
Western European and Russian Studies programs to the
Department of Government, commencing Semester I, 1966-1967.
Consequently, the Division of Foreign Studies will assume
the official name of Division of Inter-American Affairs as
of September, 1966.
The Division continues to serve as a source of information
and counsel for students and others seeking assistance on
job possibilities, especially with government agencies.
During the visit of a State Department officer, Mr. Albert
N. Williams, the Division helped to coordinate interviews
between the officer and students interested in foreign
service careers, and to distribute materials and other
information on such employment opportunities.
The Division also maintains close liaison with the student
organization, the Latin American Desk, involved in varied
activities pertinent to Latin American interest--guest
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speakers, panel discussions, assisting Latin American
students in obtaining scholarships and living accomodations
while attending UNM, etc.
No other significant plans or recommendations for the
near future are in the making.
C. There have been several revisions in the complexion of the
staff, the principal one

motivated by the untimely death

of the Director of the Division, Dr. Miguel Jorrin, in
May, 1965.

An Acting Director tvas appointed subsequently

to serve in this capacity from September 15, 1965 to
June 25, 1966.

Mr. Norman E. Marin has been serving as

Acting Director during this time, also holding the position
of Assistant Professor of History for the same duration.
No faculty appointments to the staff are made in the
Division.

Other staff members included:

Mr. J. Lawrence McConville, Graduate Assistant
Mrs. J, E. Woodard, Secretary
Miss Maria I{imena Campos, Student Assistant
Mr. s. Michael Bernhard, Honor Student assignment
Mr. James C. Brown, Honor Student assignment
I>Iiss Kenna Lauser, Honor Student assignment
Mr. David Lightwine has been appointed as Graduate Assistant
for the coming year> effective September 15, 1966 to
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June 25, 1967.

Mr. McConville elected not to renew his

assistantship so he could begin graduate studies in
agricultural economics at New Mexico State.
A new appointment for the Directorship of the Division
has been made.

Re is Dr. Martin C. Needler, Associate

Professor of Government, whose special interest is the
politics of Latin America.

Dr. Needler will assume his

duties as Director commencing September 15, 1966.

II. Biographical data may be found in the annual reports of
the various departments offering courses included in the
Area studies programs.

ew.
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The Report of the Department of Geography
July 1 1 1965 - June 30, 1966
Richard E. Murphy 1 Chairman
I. General Departmental Information
The Department of Geography has undergone a complete change of staff
this year.

This has necessitated a re-examination of course offerings

and future plans.

Thus far a new course in Political Geography, Geography

381 1 has been added to the Catalog.
Plans for the immediate future call for several changes in line with
new staff capabilities and for the purpose of strengthening the undergraduate

m~jor.

It is anticipated that Geography 251 1 Physical Geography,

will be deleted from the Catalog and in its place will be added a 300
level course in climatology.

Since the elements of physical geography

are covered in Geography 101 1 and since geomorphology is available in the
Department of Geology, it is felt that a solid upper level course in
climatology would be more useful than the present course which is comparable
to the introductory course although taught at a somewhat more advanced
level.

In addition, if suitable laboratory space can be used in either

Geology or Engineering, a year course in introductory cartography should
be added to the offerings.

Furthermore, the one semester course called

Economic Resources should be enlarged to a full year course in Economic
Geography.

Also it would be advisable to have a senior seminar as a

requirement for the major rather than having the Problems course a
requisite for graduation.

The Problems course could then be limited to

..

- 2 -

students with specific field projects and perhaps form a nucleus for an
eventual course in field methods.
for next year.

These course changes are anticipated

In a slightly longer range view, it would be highly

desirable to enlarge the offerings to include courses in regional
physiography, map reading andair-photo interpretation, urban geography,
land use, anthropogeography, arid lands, and other regional courses in
addition to those now in the Catalog.
A number of the changes noted above are a reflection of the interests
and capabilities of new members of the staff,
joined the staff in September, 1965.

Dr, Richard E. Murphy

Since he was in Europe the previous

year and not available for an interview, he >tas 'brought as a visiting
professor.

His position was changed to professor at the beginning of the

second semester at which time Dr. Murphy became the new chairman of the
department, effective February 1, 1966.

Professor Murphy's interests are

reflected in the addition of the course in Political Geography and in the
anticipated long range additions of courses in anthropogeography and
regional physiography.

Dr, Iven Bennett 1 presently with the U.S. Army

Quartermaster Laboratories at Natick, Massachusetts, will join the staff
in the fall (September 1966) as an associate professor,

He brings with

him years of experience and research in climatology and a previous background of teaching at Rutgers.

With his cardinal interest in climatology

and his ability also to teach cartography, he would be responsible for the
proposed courses in those two aspects of the field.

The third position

in the Geography Department will be filled by a visiting instructor,

Mr. Reynaldo Ayala who has just finished his residency for the Ph.D. at

..
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- 3 Southern Illinois University where he was a graduate assistant and
Assistant Director of the Latin American Institute.

Born and raised

in Mexico, with a fluent command of Spanish, and with considerable
travel and

stu~y

in several areas of Latin America, Mr. Ayala should

be able to lend a personal touch and insight to the courses on Latin
America.

He will be responsible also for economic geography and will

help with the introductory courses.
The three new staff members fill the vacancies created by the departure
of all three of the former members of the Geography Department. Last
year Associate Professor B.L. Gordon, the department chairman, resigned,
/ return to
effective June, 1965, to his Alma Mater, San Francisco State College.
With Dr. Gordon's departure, Associate Professor Yi-Fu Tuan agreed to
serve as acting chairman for the first semester of the 1965-66 academic
year.

Dr. Tuan himself, however, after much deliberation, accepted an

attractive offer of a professorship at the Institute of Geography of the
University of Toronto, effective February, 1966.

Before leaving, Dr. Tuan

arranr,ed to have a visiting assistant professor, Mrs. Elinore M. Barrett,
come for the second semester.

Mrs. Barrett had been working on her

doctorate at Berkeley where she had concentrated on Latin America.

She

taught the course on Middle America during the spring term as well as
the courses in Economic Resources and North America.

She plans to spend

the summer in Mexico doing research for her dissertation and will be a
visiting lecturer on a half time basis next year at the University of
Oregon.

She will thus have time to work on the dissertation.

The third

position has been filled for the past two years by Visiting Assistant
Professor Conrad F. Aub.

He will be returning to Europe this summer where

he will teach at the Geographical Institute of Aarhus University in Denmark.

--------------

--

--
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-4Thus next year the Geography Department will have had a complete change
in ·personnel.
II. Composite

2f

Information Requested 2£ Individual Biographical Supplements.

In view of the resignation of Dr. Tuan in January and the imminent
departures of Mr. Aub and Mrs. Barrett, there is little to add to the
information about them in the first section of this report or to that
in previous reports.

Dr. Tuan•s energies were directed during the fall

term to easing the period of transition.

It should be noted, however,

that his article on '"Environment• and 1 World 111 which appeared in the
September, 1965, issue of The Professional Geographer (val. 17, no.5,
pp. 6-b) has occasioned favorable comment.

Mr. Aub completed a reorganization

of the department's wall map collection and continued his services as an
undergraduate advisor in University College and as the instructor of a
correspondence course (Geography 101) for the Extension Division of the
University.

During the year, Mr. Aub made a number of field trips in New

Mexico and neighboring states.

Mrs. Elinore Barrett has worked particularly

with some of the students in the Latin American Studies program and is
preparing for field work in Mexico this coming summer.
The new chairman of the Geography Department, Dr. Richard E. Murphy,
came to the University of New Mexico after an extended period in Europe
following ten years of teaching at three institutions - George Washington
University, the University of Wyoming, and the University of Hawaii.
On July 15, 1965, Dr. Murphy completed a year of study and research under
a National Science Foundation Science Faculty Fellowship for investigation

'
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- 5of human geography at the Sorbonne.

The year in Paris afforded an opportunity

to become thoroughly familiar with France, and he traveled through much of
the rest of western Europe before and after his sojourn in Paris.

Dr. Murphy

has been invited to spend another year abroad, this time in Japan, where
he has been asked to serve as a visiting lecturer at the Institute of
Geography of Tohoku University in Sendai under the Fulbright program.

The

invitation was extended for either the 1967-68 or 1968-69 academic year.
In order to leave ample time for reorganization of the Geography Department
here, 1968-69 was felt to be the better year, and this is agreeable to
Professor Toshio Noh, Director of the Institute.
In regard to publication and papers, Dr. Murphy has concentrated
on three projects during the 1965-66 academic year.
edition of the
11 ~lyoming 11

~

The

50~

Anniversary

of Knowledge will contain an extensive article on

by Professor Murphy.

Final proof pages were corrected in

November, and the scheduled publishing date is 1966.

More importantly,

Dr. Murphy has just completed a major revision of his ''Spatial Classification
of Landforms Based on Both Genetic and Empirical Factors 11 which he first
presented at the
1964.

20~

International Geographical Congress in London in

He will present the re.vision at the annual meetings of the Association

of American Geographers to be held in Toronto, August 28-31.

Professor

Arthur Strahler of Columbia University, author of one of the most respected
and widely used texts in English on physical

~eography,

system in the forthcoming revision of his text.

will use the

In addition to these

projects, Dr. Murphy has started work as consultant on geography for

~

World Today Series which is being revised by its author, Dr. Harold
Drummond, Chairman of the Department of Elementary Education here at the

1.38
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University of New Mexico.
Dr. Murphy's other professional activities included three lectures
for the Peace Corps program and a lecture for the Latin American Desk.
He spoke on'Chile, Colombia, and Ecuador to Peace Corps groups training
for work in those three countries.

His lecture for the Latin American

Desk was entitled "Latin America - Conceptions and Misconceptions:
Geographer's View of Dualism."

Finally, Dr. Murphy's attention this

spring semester has been devoted particularly to recruitment of new
personnel and to plans for departmental reorganization.

A

.---------------

--
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Tll<a ;aepo:rt. of the Depa~ttuenc of Geology
July l. 1965-uJune 30, 1966
Vi11cent c. Kelley P C..'h.airman

A.

Si91'1if.icant Achievements

The Department of Geology granted 7 bachelor's

l

mast~r·s

degre~a.

degree. and 3 doctor of philosophy degrees.

Enroll-

menta dontinued to increase and ehe introductory course student
enrollment

~~a

up 12

.....

percen~ fro~

-~

1466 in

196~-1965

to 1644.

Graduate Assist&1.tl3hips ware up fron1 nlne ·i:o eleven.
~e

Roswell Geological Society contributed $200 in the

form of "Grantm in Aid of Research u to graduate st.udente for

tion o£ recipients and in the approval of tho amount. and nature

Oresta

w.

Lombardi

Robs.rt Dialhfoud.

$ 75.00
$125.00

mASA Pzedoetoral Trainceship

$2400

Trainse~hip

$3400

~r~d R. Caglg, Jr.
i'4altc:iJr E. Dean

l~SA
!~A
~~SA

Predoctoral Traineeahip
Pradoctoral TraineG5hip

$4600

David L. Giles

~SA

Predoctoral

Trainee~hip

$4200

~uo~ell

E. Bailey

John P. Bradbury

P.redoctoral

$2400

:140
Sa.."\dra c. Feldman
Eugene I. Smith
Walter Lee Kincaid

nTDEA Title IV Fellows
NDEA Title lV Fellow
NDEA ~itle IV Fellow

$2400
$2400
$2400

Alfred A. Burgoyne
Gerrit J. DeKoning
Constance K. Harris

Research Assistantship
ResearCh Assistantship
Research Assistantship

$1000
$1000

Charles

NSF Faculty Fellowship

$2500

Paul Wayne Lambert
I<enneth If. Clark

Sigma ~ti
Sigma Xi

$ 400
$ 400

William M. Turner
Alva Eugene Saucier

Peace corps Fellowship
Peace Corps Fellowship

$1500

cont.~1ental

$ 500

John

w.

F. Dodge

Petersen

Oil Company

$2500

$1900

Scholarship

,z.oo

Aztec Oil and Gas
Company Scholarship

$

Douglas M. Smith

Albuquerque Gem and
Mineral Club Soholarellip

$ 300

Ronney R. Porter

Leonard Scholarship

$ 250

GSA Penrose Research

$ 800

Richard

~.

Squires

Paul tfayna Lambert

BequGJSlt

Total
CaSh

pri~es

were given for the best presentation of

mtudent talks at our Graduate Conference.

divided equally between C'radedolt

w.

The award o£ $80 was

Baehhuber and Chadea A.

I/iandoian.
~e

following staff research grants were in effect as

follows:
R. Y. Anderson and E. F. Cruft# NSF Grant Gl? 4200

"Climatic: cycles and l?attel:llS in Varved Sedimentsn
$95.700

2.

1.41

E Elston, !!1ASA NGR-32-004-011
"Comparative Study of LQnar craters and Eart1l
Volcano-Tactonic·Depreesions"

~{.

$76.230

•'

Further indication of the researCh activities of the
staff is

$ho~

U!~ Re~earch

by the following grants made to them by the

Committee.

.v. c. Kelley.
L. A.

$524
$450

~1oodt..W.rd

$970
TOtal
Contributions for equipment and general use from indust~1

were awarded as follows:
Kennecott Copper Corporation
Gulf Oil corporation
El.!obil Oil Company

$2500

loOO

spo

Total

$4000

Early in tha year the department was given much needed
ap~ce

on the third floor that had been

o~aupied ·by

Engineering

I,

al8S3em.

~iS spuce. Of SOme 1800 square fe$t,

was

remodeled

into·a large Stable asotopa Lab housing a mass apectrometar
and a micropaleontology lab claoaroom.

~o ~all·

staff offices

\CJoro built adjoining each laboratory.

a

ap~c!al

feature of

th~

year was a vioiting l$ctursr

program sponsored by the Department's national Earth Science
aono~ary

sociGty, Sigroa

Gemm~

Bpailon.

Tha Society contributed

!P6l18 to dttJ.fray Olq>onoes o& the lecturers. whom they contacted

and oecurca largely on their

~.

3.

1..42
The list of lecturers was outstanding and as

foll~~a:

Dr. P. E. D~on, University of Arizona
Dr. J. S •...Sumne:r, University of Arizona
Dr. L• .E. Lattmanq Pennsylvania State
Dr. E. D. Golaberg, Scripps. Institute o~ Oceanography
Dr. L. c. P~iser, Jr •• u. s. Geological ~urvey
Dr. w. s. J!yfe, U!tiversity of Californm. Berkeley
Dr. James Gillul.y. u. S. Geological survey
-Dean~ A. J. Eardley, University of Utah
Dr. K. B. Krauskopf, Stanford University
Dr. Peter Misdh, University of waahington
Dr. L. T. Silver, cal~~otnia Institute of Technology
Dr. H. s. Yoder, Geophysical Lab. American Geophysical Union
Although this program was of great value to staff as well

as students it appears that even a greater value may accrue to
the department in the way of national attention.

All visitors

expressed much surprise and interest in the fine developments
in the department.

The word continues to get around the country

that tm!M Geology is up with the best.
to

HO\'rever, much still needs

be done and a number of our methods and activities in both

teaching and research must be improved.
Undoubtedly the highlight . of our guest program was the
securing of Dr. Harold L. Urey, Nobel Laureate on the Sandia
Colloquium Program.

ae spoke before a group of nearly 600 in

the Anthropology lscture ha.ll on the "Problema RegardL"'Ag the

Origin of the Solar System".
Close cooperation of the
tinues to be enjoyed.

u. s.

Geological Survey con-

During the year. geology students and

staff have spent hundreds of hours in their library in connect'.1itl1. studies and research.

Some part-time &-nploYillent has been
-4.
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i\cco:;:d[Lng to the Albuquerque Jowtt.~a.i!. {&lay .31.:. ~.%6) t:!'lvil

reo"'mtly :published st:t1dy ?!.:y tl1e J..\m4;lrican
of Ph.n. :#,evel p;;:ograr.1s at 196

t'.ill.Q);;:i-:~lr:w..

coun~i:!.

on

Eauo;p.t:i.~l!'A

universities ra;;lks tl:.e

·top u1lml f~.elO.s of st:u.c1¥; ae Spa'"ll!lllsh_. Amtlu:Ol.:IOlogy. rro.gl:i.sh.
Geolo~x·

and so on.

Vis.?.t.or.-s to ·~l·!a Geology r'suseum by· organised gll.'ou:r.s (&u.'io>lic
scltoo:t elaHi'li1f!!Gc Soy ScC?ut:s .. Clubo. Gt:e. 9 were ·1.1p· 2~ peree!;lt..
21~ere

is li10 "i:say to estimmte: tsle nu.rober of caenzal v:i.s.:l:l!ors ·w"Z!o

vitJ.i<'"J t.1lte

m;'hibi·<:s~

!>lut

~taf~ me~i~~~sa lo~~l

graiJm:aw

tl?.@ r.~~useum ;n,~

pro:foosiomal

~csistnP:i::s ~.,.«

almost. eons·i;ent.ly ;tn use.

~eo!ogist.sq

and all of our

o-t.."ler stu.Clon.te ·tGi.!to pill':'t in

le~.I'Ji1r~.g

•.
v.7$.~-~~~. {.[14\0 af.!qjtiiO~!.tio~

of

o::il~C!:!miv(:;o

pzocisi©If! oquir;...Ql::lntq

~iEhn.~

18 ~J;':JJ~~t:i.t:"llll? tzuo fo~: gc:()~::'hc:micnl G~!~Ai)Y:aOn-t: E'l~~.-~ nrJ. o~-;~~t.:tt.bo.

room, but those

have tried it

~n1o

ma~ntain

that it really

n1akes the room hot.ter.
2.

Improve the areas of hydrogeology and geophys;i.cs.

Several. students have

i~d.icated

geol.ogy anC:i currently we

on suc.i'l. a problem.

'ha~1e

interest in ground-t'1Yater

one doctoral candidate "trorking

Geophysics is an important area of interest

to us and we hope gradual.ly to improve our offerings and abili.,..
ties in this subject.
may become
3.

import&~t

With tl1e

Witl1in the next

~10

or three years it

to add a man in one or both of these fields.

up~1ing

in sponsored and oti1er research in-

volving more space and sophiat:i.cated equ:i,pment 'tv-e are going to
need more room for

classes~

laboratories. offices, and researdb.•

To. this end, it is st·rongly recowuel'l.ded that plana be continued

to move

t~e

engineering people out of tile third floor.

We are

urgently in need of more office space.
C.

Mr. Donald M..

:i?0111er joined the staff as Lab

~!echniciall

(half time) in February replacing Nr. Will N. Blair who accepted
other

In April Mr. Power was made full time and he

~ployment.

is Jtept <dUite busy .in many phases of departmental 't'TOrJ~.

Dr. Bext !1. X<.:udo

\'laS

added to the staff as Assistant

Professor beginaing in Sept:eluber. 1966, to research and teach
in the areas of exporimeatal petrology and physical geology.
Dr. Raymond

c.

murray was added to the staff as Associate

Professor beginning September. 1966 to teaCh and research in
the areas of sedimentology and stratigraphyo

1.45

Dr-.
of

P~nald

J. GiPbs.

sedi~~ntology

Assiat~~t

Professor in the area

resigned June. 1966 in favor of a

s;~lar

position at the Univ.ers:l.ty of California at ttos Angeles.
II.

COMPOSITJ,S OF Il'iiDIVIDU.ru:, !3!0Grui.mi!ICAL SUP.!?I.mm:N'I'S

1.

.Advanced Study
~rma:a

.A.••,liencr~zd.

Naval Reserve Officers School
2.

Smater X "Counter-Insurg0ncy."
8~6 1

Sept. 1965 - Jan. 1966.

Sabbaticals. etc.
Bgqar Y.

Travel to west coast and

Anderso~.

T~as

in

connection with editinq of hook and research projects.
!ldg~£.

and

researc..~.

Field trips with graduatta atudenta

Penasco. t'lrudco. April 5-lO.

].ao:!.~gnng, ~

New MeY.ico, June to

StW"..mer f:l.®ld 'iti'Orlt. in southwestern

J!llstol!.

~ugust#

1965.

~W£~tt1:::..C •..,J\~!.~~·

Summer

Bemaien~

Ruidoso. If/zry 8-9.

Sl:llbbslticml Semester X.

'l'ai.lght rifil'e

1965.

:~tt.l¥ilr:J: A. !iJorthro.p.

Field uork. dur.ing

Gl.lllrn.ler

of ,1965~

llll':l'li'Glral amal!.l collections Of fossils £:rom Penr.lr:&JflVania~ etrerl::a .
0~

the

~<lOS~

Ne>>J me::dco a:E:"ea.

sx,~ran&il Pl..

m~~ roex!co~

in

~,1~dca.

J'Jenc:sel!S!.

'!'ravel for geologic

Coloradoc &rizonm.
Travel!.

~or

Ut~~#

California

a~d

sClient:i.fic:: meet.inga of G;!PGl

7.

r~ss~rch;

15 statoo

ll&'Mi A~G

in

Colorado and

R~iasou~i.

Travel for academic conferences and

estate matters in California#
3.

Honors. etc.

4.

Publications

A~izona

and Ohio.

Anderson. R. Y. a 1964 (published in 1966). varve
calibration of stratification in merriam# D. F.
mditor, Symposium on Cyclic Se~entation.:
Kana.as Geol. Survey Bull. 169. p. 1-20.

bdertJon. :a. Y•• and Ii::i.rltland. ». w., 1966, Xnt:rabasin varve correlation~ Gaol. Soc. Am.e:doa
Bull •• v. 77. no. 3. 20 p •
.?l.nderson. R. Y•• t1l'ith L-lct.eroy., carol.:•(aciciept.ecl
for pUb. in 1966). Laminations of the Oligocene
Florisea_~t ~~te Deposits, Colorado;
Geol. Soc.
America Bull •• v. 77. 49 ms pages •
.&nderson, R. y. D St:ra:l:.ification in Fairbridge, R. w. a
Ed. • Encyclopedia of Earth Sclencea:

New York.

R«~inhold.

Anderson. B. 'lroa wi'l::.h Demn. t'l. E. Jroo (in review)
Correlation of TUrbidits Stratification in the
Ponnsylvan:l.an Eajfn'..ond E'or.uation, ~Jaratho~'A
Ragion, or~me: Jour. Goology 4 23 ma pages.

Anderson. R. Y oc and !{irldamd.. D. w. u (ms completed)
Env:tronl'!!lentaJ.. xeconl'ltruction of elf:\< e;rur.l:y :i?leia-

tocene L~te near Channing. ~exas. 317·me pageso
Cruft. E. F •• ~nor elements in igneous and m~ta~
morphiC! ap;:ati te 1 Geochimica et Cosmocd.miaa Ac:ta
{major journal), April 1966~ p. 3?5--396.
Cruft. E. F •• Geochemistry of o~~gen 0 «solic~ted.)
Encyclopedia of Geolo~J. Rheingold ~ub. co •• to
be published late 1966~ 4-S pp.
l'Ustonp w. E •• P.hyolite aah-flot~ plateause
comp!~~cs,

calderas~

W. Y. Acad. Sci.
p. 81'?... 842.

•·
ring~c5l.ilte

lopolithe, and moon craters~
v. 123, art. 2e !965.

~ ••

l'JlJ.f.lt.ono ffJ. B •• and 11Jl!m:ibert. ?. W•• E>osll!i'lo!e ohatts:r
~":::Cnea in a voll.eanie vent n®r .1\lbuquercsutSo !>1. r-l ••

Xhid. 0

1965~

p. 1003-1016.

a.

1.47
Elston, w. E., Poar~iple cormactions between
doyoJ.ite ash-flo'tli plateaus, :dng-dike
comple:~~:e:;,, and lunar craters:
A progress
report .. (Abe:. ) n Oregon-~i'Si. Y. Acad. Sci.
L~nar eeol. Field Conf. Program. 1965, p. 5.
Elston, ~J. m: •• and !::retel!oeek. '!'. A.) Road log
from ~limbres Valley to Silver City; N. Mex.
Geol. Soc. Guidebook of Sot<tb~..-estern N~;
Mexico a!, 16th ~ield COnf •• 1965, p. 36-43,

w. E., and Websr, R. ~ •• and Trauger,
F. D.) Roac1 log from S,Uver City to junction

Elston~

of i:Jt?W Mexico :a:i.gllVJ7aya 61 E:lnd 90:: Ibid •• 1965.
p. 45-62.
Elston. w. IS.~ Volcanic rocks of the ~..imbres and
upper Gila dz.·ainages. New- Mexico: Ibid. D
1965, p. 167~179.
Ellst.cm. w. E •• !\lining distr:i.cts o£ ~idalgo Countya
Ibid., 1965. p. 210•2l4.
Elston. w. E •• ~he ~IogoJ.lon l?l~i:ea1.1x volcanic pro ...
vince: Possible connection with ring-dilta
complexes and lunar craters (Aha.} a Zbid ••
1965. p. 239.
Elston. ~. F.., and Lambsrt 0 P.. w•• and Smith. E. X.)
Striated cones: Wind-abrasion features. not
shatter conest Goddard Spmqe Flight Ca11ter
C<mf. on s:hoclt !f2et<1lh..">O:;:pllizm of mat:ural JY.late:dala.
Program. 1956. p. 44•45.
glston. W. E •• Ring-dike complexes~ Possible
analoga of lunar craters (Aha.»: Am. Geophys.
~nion Tr~.~ v. 47. no. l, 1966. p. 148.
Fitzsimmons~ ti. P. c A gl.anoG at the birda of
southwestern me-.:1 M~:m:!.co. Ii1~w aeJ~ico Gao:fogi-

cal Society. 16th Fiold Conference Guidebook.
1965, pp, .236y..237.
Gibhs~ R. J. c :SrJ:o..:a. dne to asgzegation in ~anti••
t<:l.t':.i".i'0 ell.f.'.'jf a:hwral x-ray ciffl'actign ru.:>Unting~
tecihnique~ 1965,. ~. EM.nsxmlogiot;.. .§.2.$ P~ 7417151.
Gib7e~s., B.. J.~ Qu~tito.tiv.:J J~-.ray di:ffrac~iOh aJ:iialyais

using clmy

minc~Dl

o~mples

~s ~alyzG~g

to

otmudaxds

e~traoted

m~u.tted ~ovo

fram tee
1965 to

Am. E:linm:aloqist..
·
·
!te:l1eyu 11. C.Q ana li'ur!O'l'.74 J, 't"V... Lowa.r Paleozoic
t'sedge edges in south...c:;antX"aJ. Mo18 E'111.1~dcoa ns<-J
control: Geol. Soc. &ro. Bull.~ v. 76 .. p. 689694.
9.

148

lie1leyo V. C.c Relationships of r.o~r. fractuEes:
Jour. G~~lo~f· v •. 73. p. 658~669.
il'l'o:;:-throp, S. A •• 1965~ Bibliography @:f theses

and dissertations on ~ew M~ico geology fr.am
institutions other ~l&n U~N.M •• l903-~l953g
Univ. New~exioo Dept. Geology. 26 p ••
Ditto'd ~l!Edted distribution.~
Jiior~EOPc S. A. • 1966. Un:tverslty of mew R·1e:rico
contributions in geoJ.ogy. l898~-19S.4z univ.
!lie\'7 ~lexico F?ub. in Geology m-o.

2 pls.

(i!l

i.

152 p ••

press as of JJ.2my 9 ~ may oo issued

around June l~ •
Ros~u:a!l.l'W.;eig. &\. •• an.d. Morosin. Brun.o (1965)" T"b.e

crystal structure of Gambp~; Acta Crystalloo
graphica. v. 18. p. 874-87~.
Rose~~ig. &. 0 Graeber. E. 3 •• and Marosin. ~runo.
1965. '!'hs crus·tal stxuct.ur.e of I<;raus:tte,
H2 0: A~eriamn ~in~ralogist. v. 50 0
p. 1929-1936.
Rosem.lltJeigc A.o Asprey. L. B~Q I~ae. F. E.n and
1\'c:m..>"le:man. R. & •• 1966. Synthesis and ~c-raay
propertieo of alkali flouride~protactiniu~
pentaflnoride complaxasg lnorganic Cfrt~rlstry.
v. s. p. 659~66l.
Rosenc~Ymig. A.# and E>:m:ooil'h• Bruno. 1966. ~ r.o:i.n!\Fs~S04)2.

va~tigation of the structure of LiX@ ;
fi~tQ
3
Crystallogzapnica «in proof).
tiengGra. s. r.. ~ 1965~ ' 2P!elstocens age o:Z the

Ridg~>Jay '!"ill, Colorado" • ~u.ll. Geol.
~JTI2rica: v. 76~ no. 12, P~ !401~1408.
i:7it'h !"o.:b:t.ley W. !~athor.
t:i'-'lk'lf\'ml!."d.., 8. A •• 1965.., "lSlJ~neor~S. section GJCl:il,torf:ilp
m'!.d stuf;E;" 11 'Bile l!'ro:f.oooio?~..al SsoJ.og;l..st q.AXVG) 0

'Eocene •

lSoc.

v. 2c no.
Wens-oEd.

s.

6~

«mrJitoriol)

p. 2.

,Th • ., !9GG. "Who Siilou:JI.d !{!latlJ" 0 Tho :t?roi'o.:Jeiozm! (.'!~:tcg~.at «8IDG» ~ vel~ !flo no. l, p.

(r1w:torir:.U

\t:iGngard. s ..~.. 1966. "Echo of "'· Choice". •&.he
i'?Jcogeosioztwl eco!og:!.at. ~M!:G) o v. 3.., mo. 2.

p. 2 (2aito~in1) ~Diotribution to
giotc 1~ mo~4~ ~oriam~ 29.000~~
t'lengGJrd 0

s . .a ••

1966.

11

~1ho.t

1?xofessiozzv,1 Gleo!ogist.
Po 2 ~maitorinl»

1.0.

~11

geolo-

Wil.l Eappen 01 0 'f'ac
(I
v. 3, Eo. 3.,

€1~sPG)

2.

,.

~49
tJocd;or.u:d~ Io. 1\1,, ~ S·(;::;:;'));tigr;;;phy am.Cl.

C!OJ::IC<.'llS>.tioi?.

of Lata Pr~n.'l;;;w.Iorian xocks of PU.ot n.a.u.ga
mevada and ~-~h ~~s.): Geol. Soc. ~e~.
6psco Papar; in press.

E$ig.~..Jr .,_C!!:Y!~·

R.

~.

~is~

in

Andaraon.

Cia\nt.in.~ed

P.rapa.rat:ion of

nSo'l!7

worlt on !iSF.,GP.,4200 l'rsith

proposal for :1.967 ..to follmr

r:>reparai:ion :for tmEw.. l?roposal on "Evolution of

Atl.l'ms,p'h~~c"·..

Re:aea:rch

l1Il t.r·2lt'!O eler.-~ent!!l

in

e~lt~

~itroga!l?.

to deter-

..

!1.

1.50

of JanuaJCy 22. 1966. for ·the

Sei~r>logical

U. 6. coas·i: and Geodetic Su:rve:}'·.

~1rote

Field. Survey.

brief report on the

geology of the Xiulce-Lu.mberton area. J!etrt Mexico to be
eluded in the

u. s.

Coast and Geodetic

su~~ey's

this eaE:thguake and. ita continuing aftershoclts.

in~

report on
:In progress.

ae joint author "t-Jith Lucien A. lfileg of the m'm>l Mexico Bureau
of Mines and Z/li.neral Resources. preparing manuscript on County.

'!'o•msbip, and Range locations of Net'>" Meltico mining

distr~ct.s.

aubdistriota4 &nd camps «to be pUblished by the Bureau in ita
Circular series.)
!bct~am ngae~~~ig.

minerals.

Oont~nui~g

study of secondary copper

Crystallography of uranium and trmnsuranium fluoride

compl.e:5tes.
€lft.s;pna1L_.a},....;t[eng$ilrd.

"Oil and Gaa l?osaibilitiea of

l!tldalgo county. !iimr D!ieJdco". Chapter in Bulletin 76 #
~

in press.

2lf. B:i.dal,go
Geol09'J

~~ 1!Jm;, ~o by "fol:fgang Elatonu

~,d Pe~~oleum

JSasin (completed April 1. 1966).
~ectonics

in

~p.s~§ll

Potential of

Northw~st Parado~

tlr.ench Faulting and Salt

Nor~a~n S~ain (~ot

releaaed for pUblication).

Salt ~ectonics ~d Sedi~~nta~ Controls in the cuanza Basin of
~go!a.

naised mnr.ine

San Wrancisco. Sonora.

~emturea

and Beach Sands of Ensenada

"'!?repaz;at:i.on of Manuscripts for the

Bujl.lcatin" will :be published aa a majo:r manuE:cript by the

12.

:15:1.

.runericau-a
1966~

.r~oaceiat.ion

T~~ mo~e A!~G

~ ~.

of

P®·~rolaum

Geologistr.J in September.

Editorials.

WOCW.£1¥:§_.

Research Allocations CO:mm.i.ttee.

~.

$450.00. &ate Prec:amb.rian Stratig.raplly of l?ilot Ralngso !1evada1
ana u·cah: study completee!.

Peall'.c

~ontana~

6.

l?et:r:ogsn<1llsis of roeka; o:f 1(ogo

in prog.reaa ..

Activities in Societies
~ .\}lf!.d~~mo}lA

&nerica.

~.

l\'lea>.il.:uar Geological Society of

Net>.r J.l2aldco 1?ederation of Teachers"

l\lit'&nber of.

ii'rofessional Developw.:lnt l?t'!'.nel. Council on Education in t.'hliE<
Geologic&l Sciences «~ms.rican Geological Institute) mov~r
&aetil!lg.

Paper read with lXfa Elu DeOI!p .;Jr. at

CJal $ociety

~ual f~eting

E-§$&i=Ii:,.,,.,,S:r."1l£:t.•
G~ophyaiool

Urtiolrll:

l?lllyt:~i.ctll qliic.c~>.mty

in R0!1.l"t>i2U. •

Etine~aJ.og:.lcm1. jjoc:i.Gr\:.y:

lct:t'!.1:t<Drp
Bl!m'l~?ll

Co:n::ni~'i:co o~

£:2~&:::::!.-c:o

l':lp:c~u.~

!!'.:eotin.g b

IT9~-&:::r§.llt!!L~-=Elll.tl!to~..

EJ<:O®'ti;;e

Goologi~

£'\!e:dco.

P..merican 1.ne:t.itute of

Spec~roooopy).

&G!v•"l!:!e<eo .ba ee:;)ehemistr3!" ~ illet.J
n!l',:;uqu.<a~qr.ac" ~sr.:~ost

Mmd.co

}}3all'l'lbe::c G:::oc'Ui.a,."'licf)ll Soci~·rt.y; M®ril1ffin

ft;;z: Appl3.Gii

Sc;ci9·l;y of lkeerien

1§G:M

1\Ji!lr>'Y

Tallt. on. "Roc:ent

-*l!:-m3 i.'illmual l!W'Set!.l!hfJ.

1966.

Atterla®d G!7tf;}1cgici'll

?.:J~'OOr.

Bogvod v.s P..:nr;.~t &zc~:::.:i.de:~n!'t on

t.'lle EO'l>J W:O?.ioo l(!<;:ologic<Bl EJi)aiot.y.

S0r1fc,d a.o St<l\to W'J...J.:w?"., Z4!lWriean 1.nstit:ute of l?ro:ft:a::;sicn;rll

:152
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'•

Ocrl:oli:::oru 19669

Ji9nald ~~~·

t:.·l::~e•~ded.

nationml meet.i.ng of the

Goo logical Society of Ame:dca at E\ausaa City.
j!~l,;_.$,..._)1\ell~~V:·

of X;and .i!ian.agem.ent.
~..e..i!be:r

mittee.

OO.ambar &dvisory :Bo<r>rd '0'. S. Bureau

~$eaiber

Student Relations C<mmittee. A:!.:m.

\1. S. Geological Survey.

Engineer N.o. 398::!.
G~ologioal

MPG Tectonics and StJCucture com-

Society.

Geological Society.

Registered i.i!e111

ll!~dco

Member

i?.rofeas:l.onal

President and Fast Fresident: of Albuquerque

Attended numerous meetings of Albuquerque

mn:.2E,

Roswell Geological

!:'llexico f.ilaologioal Sooie·ty.

Soc!L~t.y

tu'ld mew

Ulli'1!! Rep:rer..!Glntat:i.ve and guest to

Phillips i?ertroleum Resea:;:.·cli\ Labormtory., Ea:rtlesv11.1a. Oklahoma.
~oderato~
Ro~~ellc

of mew

meu

~exico

G8ologica1 Society

&ttc&u'icd l6t.:h FiGld ConfeJCtenC®o

llli®W E>:lf:l2d.co Geological £ooiecyco in

15.,:L'u"' !965 ~

Gu~.c1cT;:!.<Jl;

meeting in

~a~!cc.

~;i;.q~"';'~,A._~!QJ;;:.4A:l:'9P..

O~tobor

annu~

Ed:i::t:oz- u :asw

southisaste~rn
J:•:O:~~:ioo

k'YGW ma:dco.,

GDc!ogioal

Soc~.o·t:.y

fo;;: liith .E'icld 6:!0ilference 0 to :ba '.held o'il.emt f.'lo{~ober
,.

Zns·titute of l?rofe:::Jsit.':lna!

1966.

Eonora~1r

lifo

Geologists~ Cczt;o~)e:;:

m~a~

Four

Cozn~rG

15.

:tS!S5 to !;lnv.:::moor

Geological

no~i~ty.

:154

Active member of Albuquerque and New Mexico Geological
Societies.

Attended AZPG Second Annual Meeting in

as Editor-Elect, October 1965.

Denve~.

Served on Professional

Geologists Screening Board for ii!el'T Mexico June 1965 - January
1966.

National Screening Board AIPG8 Geologists Certification,

October 1965 - October 1966.

Pro-tem Foreign Elitor for Ail..l?G

major paper on Cuan:aa Baain by Brognon and Verrier. published
January Issue,

1966~

v. 50, no. 1., p. 108-158.

March J.• l966

appointed General Associate Editor of AAPG to serve from April
1966 to April 1969.

Attended Editors meeting and past officers

meeting o£ American Association of Petrolcal.UII Geol,ogists.,
L~uis,

for

Missouri. April 26- 29. 1966.

Albuque~que

st·.

Served as Proxy Delegate

Geological Society and New MeRica District to

.ruu?G .Business Coxmn!ttee St:. LOuis. t·Uasouri. April 26, 1966.

Executive Coremittee meetings of A!PG, October 6, 1965 at
Denver, Colorado, February 5 - 6, 1966 at Golden, Colorado:
April 25, 1966 at St. Louis, Missouri.
~e

A.

~ood~ard.

Attend~d

Geological Society of America

Cordilleran m-=eting and presented paper "Str<:>tigraphy and Correlation of Late Precambrian Roclts of Pilot
Utah".

Range~

Attended J:ie't·T Illexico Geological Society

16~

t-Yevada and

annu~l

meeting

,.

1.55

an.d pz-esented paper "LJ?.te P.recarob:dazA Te-ctonic Set·t.ing of
the Eastern Great Basin".

Presented paper "Structural

Geology of the

Navada" before Albuquerque Geologi-

~gan R~,ge,

cal Society ru1d again before Four Corners Geological Society.

7.

Other Professional Activities
Correspondent. Rocky Mountain Region.

~qe~. An~~~·

for Journal

I~CROPAt.EO~iTOWGY,

Annual lifel'711.1 report published in

Journal •
.~gar F. Cruft.

Consultant to W. B. Eleton's

on trace element dete;cminations.

building

nG"~7

~!ASA

grant

l'luch of this year devoted. to

maa3 spectrometer lab in

Geology Department.

No'':Y

fully operational and research is in progress.
!,.olfgqru;cllk.Elgtqq.

Signed consulting

con~ract 'lr1itll

Sandia

Corporation, February 23. 1966. Attended hy invitation dedicatlon

of u. B. Geological Survey Center of Astrogcology. l?J.egstsff.
Ari2onaq Octob$:x: 18-19 0 !965.
complezcos as

pornr;~:!.'blo

Xnv1ted to lecture on "lUng-dike

analogs of

Astrogeolo~J#

1~

craters". rJ.

s. Goological

$u~ey

Center of

1966.

e.nve oovice on min.ez-al reootu:cef:l and lunar imt.erpreta-

tions to

sever~l co~'~niom

if_.

PauJ....,El,:tr413.fw~Q~lt·

l'?:r:ops:rtiG~s

Flagstaff.

and individuals.

Translation of "'!'he l·2echanical

of Rocks" :Z:x:om Rusolan.

pageo for Concultants

Ari~ona, E~rcb 28~29.

Cona:i.st0d of ..:bout 150

Bure~u Ent.a~:cises.

11.

Xnc.

,.

1.56

,Y.;i,l;l.t;:ent ~~!?l!l~,y:.

~lSi'

Consultant. on Institutional

Facilities (Examination-and Review).

Consultant E'lS planning

and l'Jrit.ing GRE teet for ii!arth Scj,ences.

gic :frrurtework fat" the origi11. of uranium".

Gave talk on "GeoloJ:nvited to teach

summer courses at University of California, San·ta Barbara.

Stuart j}..=~.J;bt-22·
on

N~r

Mexico

earthqu~'es

TV news spot in February 1966

with special reference to the Dulce,

New !!lexica earthqua1te of January 22.

Geological Survey.

Geologist, "t'l'.a.e.,

New Mexico Collaborator in

Seismological Field Surveyo

u.

Aprsi}lam Ros_ei'lzt1!'ei£.
Geological Institute.

Visiting lecturer, American

Visited Eastern New Mexico University

Consultant Sandia

Consultant Los Alamos Scientific

Sherman

.1},.

Sei~ology.

S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

and midt-Jestern University !-!arch 15-21, 1966.

Corporation.

u. s.

TIJeng?rd.

Laho~atory.

Organizing Committee for eecor.d

mational Research Reserve Seminar, Albuquerque to b$ held
August 1966.

Reappointed to committe for third seminar to be

held August 1966.

Staffing

E:tploration Company.
Spring. 1965.

~iaiaon

for American

Pe~rofina

Visit to Guayamas Space Tracking Center,

Conferences ,.1it"h Dr. Bejnar and Dr. Donnelly of

lS.

.----------·-

· -

1.57

·.,

Highlao1ds University on

e:;~tablishing

geological courses.

Visited Universities of Chihuahua. Sonora, and
August 1965.

l·~eJtico.

Gave series of lectures before Institute of

Scientific Research, Highlenda University, OctoJJer 21-22,

1965 on "Oceanogr<:tphy and Stratigraphic Analysis" and
11

0ceanography"a

l?etrofina Research and Operational Personnel

Conferences in Albuquerque June 1-3, 1965, in Denver, Colorado
Febru01.ry 3-4. 1966 and in Albuquerque April 12-13, 1966.
Field ?Jork (geology) in Arill:Qna, Utah. and Colorado, July 12,.
19, 1965.

C'ield t'7ork on Dwight Deal's Ph.D. dissertation

area in Gila Wilderness in lata May and early June of 1965.

Guest lecturer in classes of other UNM professors.

Gave brief

lecture on AAPG convention to Albuquerque Geological Society
~ay

3, 1966.
8.

Appointed 20 section or state editors for AIPG.

Non-Teaching University ServiceG
~~:£='Sto-.~~£!il_Qffi\.

~ID~

Applications

i:lri tten

for l\JS!!'.

Fellowships, Contract Research Committee, Graduate Awards

Committee 0 Chairman of

Committ~e

on Paleoecology, Faculty

sponsor of SDS.
E~qa;(.£'..:....91f...U..gf1.

funde «current journals}.

Set up Dspartment Library on ii!ASA
Faculty sponsor of Sigma Gamma

Epnilonq Geological honorary.

Visiting speakers organizer.

!?aculty contac-t. llmer.icun Geophysical Union, visiting lec't\arera,

etc.
19.

..

1.58
Served on Univ®rsity Committee

!iOlfqang E. ~Els~E,U·

on Contract Research and Patents.

i!.·

Member of Library Committee.

Paul.Jl'itz.s;iJnmo~.

Acting Department Chairraan, Se.;uester I •
sertation

'~mmittee~

~~nj:

c.

Chailt'!¥!an of one dis-

culd member of 9 dissertation aomnlittees.
Chairman, Department of Geology.

I}.ell~X·

Chairman, 9 dissertation and thesis committees.

dissertation and thesis committees.

~embrar:

Host to aarold

c.

of 15

Urey.

Nobel Laureate for Sandia Colloquim.
Outstanding Teacher Award Selec-

~art ~NQrt~r~.

tion Committee.

Admissions Committe, UNOO Chapter of Sigma Xi.

CUrator of GaoloCJY Museum.

See separate report on the Geology

museum.

Arranged lecture by Commander

~ A.J~~ge~~~

Jerry Van Alsburg on
~~

Readiness, and Strategy" before

"Research~

Naval ROTC, November 30. 1965.

Council.

Nember of "21" Club.

Member of

miner~ls

Athletic

Career advising to students.

naising capital and library gifts to
XdentifYing rocke and

~~l

~1

Department of Geology.

for pUblic.

Represented Univer-

aity of \l!e.'t·l .£.-lexico at brainstorming session of New

!-ie~dao

ResorircaJE Researc'h Xnst<l.:i::ut.e, November 5-6. 1965 0>1t Las
Ii!"''\"11J.2~t:Jd.co

at request of Academic Vice President.

20.

't\'ater

Cruce~.

Faculty

,,

.----------------------
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.,_

pre-party welcome for seven newcomer couples

Octoba~

1, 1965.

Entertained and toured Dr. A. T Wells of Bureau o£ Mineral
Resources of Australia on his visit to

uw~.

July 7-lo. 1965.

Entertained Dr. William Tanner and 1.2 advanced geology students

of

~lorida

State University on their tour and visit to

UI~.

Chairman of Ad Hoc commit"l:rae of Geology Department on Graduate
Assistantships.

Served on M.S. Thesia committee in Engineering

for John Colp of Sandia

American visiting professors
9.

Helped entertain visiting Latin-

~se.

t~rch

31, 1966.

Public Service
Rose~Y4=~yd~~~~-

Leader of group discussions at

Ne;-mmn Center and Unitarian Chtu:dh youth qroupfil. l:dentifying
rocJ:.:s and fossils for public.

mu~Jeum

tiol;fuanq E._ Elsto11.

Gave

Albuquerque Gem and Mi11eral Club

tours for Cub Scouts.

tall~

!~arch

on the moon to the

14, 1966.

Active in

Cub Scouting.
Stu<J.:!tl;_~~F~o.-q,.
on-t.he-~leaa

lic.

l-lamber of the VeBtey 9 St. !ilarl<;} a-

Identified fossils for the pub-

Episcopal Church.

Xllustrated tall:.: on St1itze:tland. given to the fourth

grmdes at !<lark

2~ain

Elementary School Rslaf 13. 1966.

Jll>J:ahamji,Os§.~~·

P.:i~ll"lr

Albuquerque Children's Theater.

of Board of Directors of

~articipated

in

productio~

of

Jmaea '.l!hurb:ar •s "I-2any IJ'.Qons"" Albuquerque Children' a ThGatar.

21.

1.60

!•lembership Officer of Naval

Sbe:nnan.Jb...E~·

Active member of the company

Reserve Research Company 8"-7.

until April 1. 1966, and of NROS 8-6 until February l, 1966.
Active member of Firat Congregational

Cb~rch.

Lecture to

Naval Reaea:rcll Company a.:.7, "Petroleum Research," "Petroleum
Research, Oceanography, and Stratigraphic
thesis".

Al~lysis

- A Syn-

Supervised merit badg-e studies in Oceanography for

Explorer Scouts.

Entertained entire Naval Reserve Research

Company 8-7 and wives

~AY

4, 1966 celebrating retirement from

active Reserve of U. S. Mavy.
library to the Navajo

Donated a part of my geologic

Indi~n Tribe~

X..em _A_. t'JO,%Willfd..

Guided fiald trips for geology

for Girl Scouts, Judith D3ountaj,no, Y.ontana. and. geology of
Little E:elt W.!ot.lntains for Stanford. Roclt <;~na Gem. Club. Montana.
10.

Personal Xnformation
~~ ..&,:..Jil'~~£\~

l1st'1 HeJ~ico.

que.

£-lS!iibsr Harvard Club of

Meznber of Elarv.su::d-'l!ale-Princeton Club of Albuque:t..

x.is-i:Gd in "World Wno•s Who in Science" «1700 to present).

Celebrated 25th

~:;;adding

a!llniversaey Jun.Cl! 12. 1965.

zetirement to Reserve Retired List. as Captain
13554 as o£ 3uly 6. 1966.

22
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The Report of the Department of Government
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
E. c. Hoyt, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

New faculty made it possible to add course offerings in

Comparative Folitics of Communist Countries and a new course
in American Government (Congress and the Presidency).
He also instituted a ne1v seminar, Readings in l?olitical
Science, for selected honors undergraduates as well as
graduate students,

Five faculty members participated in

this seminar; intended to integrate students 1 know·ledge of
the entire field and permit them to discuss and compare
approac1tes and concepts in a way that is not possible in·
large lecture courses,
Consectuent upon reorganization of the Division of
Foreign Studies (now the Division of Inter-American
Affairs), the Department was made responsible for
administering the combined majors in Western European
Studies and in Russian Studies, as l¥ell as a minor in
the latter field.
B,

The Department has begun tentative planning for the

introduction of a Ph.D. program in the academic year
1968-69,

c. Effective Septenber, 1966, four ne11 faculty members
have been appointed:
Hartin

c.

Needler, l?h.D,, Harvard University 1960,
Associate Professor of Government
and Director, Division of InterAmerican Affairs.

•.

,.-------------------

--
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Hark

Neu1~eld,

Ph.D, Harvard University 1956, Associate
Professor of

Govet~ment.

Harold V. llliodes, Ph.D, Univ, of Arizona 1964, Assistant
Professor of Government,
Lawrence

Littl~in,

Ph.D, expected,

Ne1~

York University,

Assistant Professor of Government.
!rt addition, Helen !ngram, a visiting faculty member

this year was appointed Assistant Professor of Government
effective July 1, 1966,
D.

Frederick

c.

Irion (Associate Professor of Government

and Director of the Division of Government Research) died
December 11 1 1965.
II, Composite of Information requested on individual biographical
supplements,
1,

Advanced Study:

INGRAM, HELEN, B,A, - Oberlin College - 1959, Ph.D, - Columbia
University - 2nd draft in progress, Final acceptance expected
September, 1966.
WOLF, T. PHILLIP.
2.

Continued work on Ph.D, dissertation.

Sabbaticals, etc.:
None

3.

Ne~r

~~IS,

Scholastic Honors:

PETER,

Social Science Research Council Grant, summer,

1966,
4.

Publications:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. "An Analysis of Intergovernmental Relations
in Natural Resources in New Hexico" in collaboration with Joel
V, Barrett, Summary Reoorts on New }!exico 1 a Resources, Phase
I, State Resources Development Plan, State Planning Office,
santa Fe 1 :E'eb, 1966, 'PP• 9-13; "An Analysis of lntergovernmenta1
Relations in ~1atural Resources in Ne~~ Hexico" in collaboration

1.63
-3v7ith Joel V, Barrett, Part II, A Directory of Government
Agencies - Federal, State, Interstate, International.
State Planning Office, Santa Fe, June, 1966. 185 pages;
"A Comprehensive State Plan & New Mexico State Government,"
Frame of Reference for Evaluating New Hexico Resources,
Phase I, State Research Development Plan, SPO, 1965,
pp. 1-17. Preliminary draft; "Yesterday's Rebels,"
Western Reviev7, Vol, 3, No. 1 Summer 1966, pp. 11-12,
HOYT, EDWIN C. "Law and Politics in the Revision of
Treaties Affecting the Panama Canal", Virginia Journal
of International Lm.r, Vol. VI, No, 2 (1966), Approx.

25 PP•
JUDAH, CHARLES B, Life in the North During the Civil T-Tar
(with G. W. Smith), 388 pages, University of Ne1v Mexico
Press, Harch 1966.
RANIS, PETER, "Peronismo Without Peron: Ten Years After
the Fall (1955-1965) 11 , Journal of Inter-American Studies,
Jan, 1966, pp. 112-128; Book Revietv- Latin American
Government and Politics by Edelmann, Southwestern Social
Science Quarterly, Hay, 1966,
STUHPF, HARRY P, "The Political Efficacy of Judicial
Symbolism," Hestern Political Quarterly, June, 1966,
(15 pp., approx.); "Congressional Response to Supreme
Court Rulings: The Interaction of La11 and Politics 1 11
Journal of Public Law 1 Winter, 1966, (19 pp.)
"Party Loyalty among Party iVo:rkers 1 11
~ ~~ ~ ~ Journal, II (Oct,, 1965),
134-144. "The Students are Restless,"~~.
III (Summer, 1966), 10-11.
HOLF, T, PHILLIP,

5.

Other research orojects:

CL:LNE, DOROTHY I, Completed 2 yr. project for State
Office, $8000 HHFA grant: Intergovernmental
Relations in Natural Resources in Ne~~ Nexico,

~lanning

HOYT, EDiliN c. Research for bool~ on the political and
legal thought of John Bassett Moore. (Research grant~
J. B, Uoore Publications Fund, $7810.00), I will try
to complete this ~·7ork during 1966-67 sabbatical leave.
JUDAH, CHARLES B, Documentary History of the U. S. Army
in the !.Jar with Uexico, 1vith G. H. Smith, in progress.

..
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-4RA.l~IS, PETEl1,
l!aj or Latin American Powers: A Comparative
Approach (book in progress); Political Leadershio in
Argentina: Social Background and Political Attitudes (book
in progress); Parties, Politics and Peronism: A Studz of
Post-Peron Political Development (book in progress),

S'l'UNPF, HARRY P, "New Hexico: The Political State,"
chapter (40 pp,) in forthcoming nte Politics of the
American West, ed, Frank I!, Jonas, Univ, of Utah Press,
1966; "Legislative Reapportionment in Ne~v Hexico,"
chapter (30 pp.) in Politics of Reapportionment in the
~. ed, Eleanor Bushnell, Univ. of Washington Press,
forthcoming; UNH Research Grant, A Congressional Reversal
of a Supreme Court Decision (research still in progress);
The Politics of Judicial Selection in Ne1v Mexico -- Research
undenray interviev1ing every New Hexico judge, random sample
of State bar, gathering campaign and election data on New
Hexico judicial recruitment, Expect the results to be
published by the Division of Government Research; ~
Reviev1s - Published: One Han's Reach: The Selected
Writings o£ Judge Jerome Frank, lVestem Political quarterly,
Harch, 1966, (plus four more revie1vs forthcoming in
Western Political Quarterly); Chapter on "Interdependence
in Political Science" in Archie Bahm (ed,), Irtterdependence,
Probable publisher: University of Nev1 ~fexico Press,
~.J'OLF,

T, PHILLIP • Study of Ne~v ~!e:Kico 's pre).lrimary sys tern,
Study of Albuquerque politics (collaboration with Professor
Cline) , Report on Ne~v Hexico 1 s nominating system for
National Civic League (published in the revised appendix
of The Hodel State Primarv) Survey of in-service training
for employees of local governments in Ne.,.1 Mexico (National
Municipal League- $500, Aug.-Sept., 1965),

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies1

CLINE, DOROrtiT I, Paper, National Municipal League, St,
Louis, }lov. '65. "Reapportio!llnent in New Hexico," Active,
American Society for Public Administration,
HOYT, E1)1·1:f.N C, Executive Council, Amer, Soc, or Int 1 1 La~v.
Attended annual meetings of Am. Pol, Sci. Ass'n, Washington,
D,C,, Sept. 1965; Hest:em Pol, Sci, Ass'n, Reno, Nevada,
Uarcl1 1966; Am. Soc, of Int 1 1 Law, Washington, D. c., April
1966.

,.
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M.l>liS, PETER. Paper given at Western Political Science
Association Meeting March, 1966 "A 'rl-1o-Dimensional
Typology of Latin American Political Parties,"
STUMPF, HARRY P. Discussant, Public Law panel, Western
Political Science Neeting, Reno, Nevada, March, 1966;
Chairman, Public La1q Panel, South1qest Political Science
Heeting, Ne1v Orleans, April, 1966; Discussant, Panel on
the federal appellate process, Hid1~est Political Science
Heeting, Chicago, April, 1966; Program Chairman and VicePresident, Southwest Political Science Association,
1966-67; Discussant, Panel on Administrative Agencies,
American Political Science Meeting, New· York. Sept,,
1966.
iVOLli', T. PlU.LLIP. !·!ember of: American J.>oli tical Science
Assoc. (attended annual meeting, 9/65); Southern Political
Science Assoc.; Rocky Hountain Social Science Assoc.;
International Political Science Assoc.; v. President,
N, Hex. Chapter of American Society for Public Administration,
7,

Other professional activities:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Part-time paid lvork - Appointed 1966
Director, Summer Intern Program in State Government;
Consultancies - City Charter Revision Commission Aug,
1965~ NBC Re-election data, Dec. 1965; Offices - Chairman,
Program Committee (and moderator) Governor's Conference
on Civil Rights, Aug, 1965; Prepared Speeches - AAUVl
(legislative Process); LHV (constitutional smendments;
reapportionment; Del Norte H.S. (interpreting The News 3 classes; Mortar Board (careers in government); Stevenson
Memorial; Testified before the city commission on urban
renewal.
HOYT, BDlJIN c. TV lecture on "Russian Narxism11 for
Professor Alexander's course in Humanities,
UOLF, T, PH!LLIP. Editorial reading of three manuscripts
for the Western Political Quarterly. Read. 70 pp. text
prospectus for Dorsey Press. Talks on the U.N.: University
of Albuquerque, Civitan Club, Christ Uethodist Church.
Speech on voting laws at 1st Unitarian Church.
8.

Non-teaching University service:

CLINE, DOROTHY I,
freshmen.

Extension co-..ittee; advisor to 40

..

1.66

-6HOYT, EDWIN C. Administrative Committee: Advisor to Model
United Nations,
JUDAH, CllARLES B.

American Studies Committee,

ST~WF 1 HARRY P,
Supervisory Board, Division of Government
Research; University Library Committee,

WOLF 1 T, PHILLIP, University College advisor, Pi Sigma
Alpha advisor, Board of Div. of Govt, Research (through
10/65), Scholarship Committee of College of Arts & Sciences,
Program Board & General Board of UNM Wesley Foundation,
9,

Public Service:

CLINB, DOROTHY I. Attended at personal expense, 1966 Democratic
Women's Conference, Washington, D,C, to secure information for
Government 308 - "Politics in Action". Arranged 4 day UNMcommunity itinerary for British-American ,\ssociate; Served as
hostess; chaired meetings.
HOYT, EDWIN C, Board of Directors, Association for the United
Nations - Albuquerque Chapter.
WOLF, T, PHILLIP, Led series of discussion meetings at l'lesley
Foundation on religious obligation and public affairs (Fall,
1965),
10.

Personal information:

RANIS; P.ETER,

Born, a girl, Sept. 17, 1965,

WOLF, T, PHILLIP,

Adopted one son (Lance Alan) August, 1965,
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT 0'1! HISTORY

July lg

~965

- June 30, 1966

Edwin Lieuwen
Chait:rnO'ln

I.

~pelft~l

A.

Departmental Infomct:icm

Siqnifi~ent

Achievements

1. The fGllow!ng

~o ~im~o

3~1

c~rse• we~e

Ancient

added to the curriculum

~ivilizationB

of the Bear East

Reneiss~nce

b. Eiat. 323

The

c. Hist. 329

Euroeesn Social & Intellectual Hiatory,
1762-1870
European social & Intellectual H~storJ!~
1870 to Present
Military Rister¥ of Europe Since 1799

d. Mist. 329
e. Hint. 340
f~

Riet. 372

Urban History of the United States·

g.

Hi~t.

Seminar in

520

~ncient

Histo!Y

h. llliet,. 540 .seminlllr :l.n Euroeean Social
HistorY

&

Intellectual;

&. SpoQsored public lecture on November 16, 1965, by

Professor

R~8Bell

~alifornia.

Santa

Fitzgibbon of the University of
Barb~ra.

ba S9amaored pubiic lecture on Msrch 25, 1966, by Pro-

feBaor WilliDm McUe!ll of the University of Cbicaga.

-2-

1.68
c. Phil Alp1ll:'l Theta Fourth Southwestern Regional Conference on cwpus,

from seven

na~cb

25-26, 1966. with delegates
institutions besides

SOIU~hwestel."lll

Addressea by Professor WilliGm

~Neill

tm:M~

of the uni-

versity of Chicago and Professor Barry Bender of
Yale University.
do

Awarded Ford
of

e.

~oundation

Five-Year grant for study

~ocial revolu~iono i~

Hiato~

Latin America.

Departm®t moved to south wing of Mesn Vista

Dolrolitory, Januuyu 1966.
fo Professor D~re:tt BeeJt appointed A&siatant to Dean
~r~b~idge

effective September l. 1966.

9. f.ka o JanGt Vsmde1r:vaen appclli.nted

half-~;i.me

secretaey

effective July 1, 1966.
3, aonor$t
n. !l!il!ltoey mllljor Dawid HUghes awaxded Woodraw Wilaon

fel.ll.rmship ..
· bo Biatory graduate students Peter Smith and Tom Davies

awarded Doherty
c. History

to

m~jors

membGrsh~p

Edith Elser and James c. Brown elected

in Phi Beta

Do §i®ificMt Pl.EOO!J and

l,

AC'.Ol.i.il:ian o£
Mc1 Ull.S.

,,

Founda~ion fell~shipso

Kappa~

Iil9$.__~end~Uon13

oto~f. m~~s

Dipl~a~ie

in

!.Untoxy.

for: the

An~~::icnt

NO!£-.Fui:ur~

end Hedi(!V!Al Biotoryo

1.69

effe~tive

O.o sm.ru'J'2~ 0

July t. 1966.

R.,

Av..rB!X'ded

forniau

Ph~D.
Ju~d8

0

~iversity

1966o

of Southern Cali-

1.70

3.

~ew

Scholastic Honora.

a .. JBEERo B.,

~ell~ahiE%•

Resewtcb Grant from· 1uneri4:?1!ln Philosophical

in England, summer,

s~iety f~ rooea~ch

b. FROST~ Ro
~t

~966~

Appointed Aascciate Professor cf History

Colgate

c. JII<Li, 11..

etc.

Uni~rsity f~ 1~66•61.

GX'ant in Asilllln Studies, Ameriecn Council cf

Learned Societies, for U&ll 1966.

Research Allocations

Committee Grant for Pall 1966.
clio lt,Jtm!IIWENI~> Eo

Rec:e~rch

FellOW' &t Mershon

FOQ.lnd!~tioo

(Ohio State University» SumBer 1965.
411 ..

Hono~:ary

Sm\BBU1ND 0 D.

maDber of Blue Key.

4. PubU.c&tt!ons
J\. Sooka and Monographs

1. LIEOWEN 6 Ea

Dook1

United States Policy in Latin

America, Praeger. 1965.

2.

LXE~No

Ea

Monographs The

u.s.

and the Challenge

to Security in Latin Anlerica, Ohio State Univ. Press,
1966.
3 .. ROTm!lNBERG, Go

Booka

'l'be Mil;,iterv Border in Croatia

1740-lSSl, University of Chicago Preas, 1966.
4. SM.lt'm 0 Go
'~art

Bookt

Life in the North During the Civil

A Source Hietory «with Cnarles Judah) , University

of New Mexieo Presa, 1966.

:17:1

-SP~

5. SONNZNO.

~1-1667,

Booku

Louis xxv•s View of the Papacx:

University of California Press. 1966.

B. J!lrti<"~

1. ~KLE. P.
W8r
~.

I.~

•Japanese-Gepm~n Peace Negotiations in world

American Historical Review, October 1965, p. 62-77.

LIEUWEN 6 E.
America,"

"United States Military Policy in Latin

~:Issues,

3. ROTHENBERG, Go

May

~Jelacic1

1966.

the Croatien

Milita~y

Border

and the Intervention Against Hungary in 1949," Austrian
History Yearbook X
4. ROORENBERG, Go

«19~5»,

45-73.

"Die M:Llit:rgrenze," Vol. III, Mili-

t:rverwaltung und ~eeres~ufbrinsung in Osterreich bis<

1S06, of Handbuch zur deytsehen Milit&r geschich~
tss·.ted by Milit~rgeschicbtlichec Porschung-

1648-1932,.

~amt, Frelbrug i. Br.

lag fux;

Webrt~esen.

5. 1\0'.Il'BENBERG 0 IJ"

Holidays,

P~·

6~ RO'll'm:NBEEtG~

G.

7 o SKABELUNDr Dp

11

Frankfurta Bernard & ~raefe Ver-

1965. pp. 2B-44.

Franltlin D. Roosevelt • s Birthday,"

10-lG.

New

York,

P~anklin

Watts, 1965.

"Veterans Day," pp. 124-30. in ~·

"Orson Pratt 0 s Keyto the Universe"

accepted !or publication by Centaurus, Copenhagen, 17 PP•
Xn presrs.

-

....

- --= ----=------- - ______ . . .:______:___
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c.

Book Reviews
1. DYI<S'l'ru\. R.

in·:=r.ournal of Southon Histor!l• August, 1965.

~:mericans,

2. IRL~o F.

Riell, Psychological Studies, of Famous

Drechsler, Deutschland-China-Japan in~-

can Historical
3. Il<toio P.

Re~iew,

January 196u.

Von Vorys, Political Devetoment in Pakistan

in Journal of Modern History, June 1966.

4. LIEUWENo E.
~erica

in Journal of Politics,

S. ROTHENBERG,
J~urnal

Poppino, InternatiDnal tommunism in Latin
F~ll,

1965.

Croatiat Land, PeoR1e, and Culture in

Go

of Modern

6. RO'.I."Blm..!ERG~ Go

Histor~.

XXXVII

J!ie ·cngarische

«1965~,

359-60.

A%a.rent\d.~1s,lB,ng

im

16.-17. Jahrhundert, in American Historical Review,
LXX

«1965~,

1201-202.
Geo~ge

7 9 RO'Ji"HlmBERG 6 Go

of Bohemiac Kin:g of Hl·retics,

in The Historian, Feb. 1966, 320-21.

a. Roo:HENBERG., G. The

Frontier StepPe of Europe_!500-1SOO,

in Slavic Review XXlV (1965),

322-23~

5. Research

A. campleted
14 :n:~., Fo

'"A New Xnterpretation of the 'l'ripattite

Xntervention~M

2. L!EUWEN, E..

to appear in Mohumenta

Nippeni~.

Director, UNM Research Project fol AFOSR
u.s .. Security in Latin 1raerica,

on Possible Threats to
completed July, 1965.

-73. SKABELOND. D..

n~he Xntension and Remission of
Qualitiesn «a study of mathematical methods in
14th century alchemy), 35 pp.

4. S:KABEWNDp D.
5. '.l'KtJR.MANQ M.

"A History of lUchemy as Science."·
The Naval Department of San Blas r ~Lili
California. Glendalec The Ar-

t~ry Bastion~o ~lta

thur H.

Cla~k

Co.,

t~ ~ppear Sept~

1966.

350 PP•

The Nili.tary Conauest of California,
1769-1795 in conjunction with Major T.M.Allen, u.s.
Marine Corps.

6. TRtJlU.mN 0 M.

B.

In PrQ9ress
l.

Ro Statistical study of vote on Negro suffrage in Iowa in 1868, as a measure of grass-roots at~
titudes toward the Negro in the North in the Civil War
era (joint authorship with Harlan Hahn, Univ. of MichiD'lt'I<STRA~

g<m».
2.

R., 'li'he Cattle Tqwn Experience, for submission as .bock r~ in summer of 1966.

DYKS'l'RA~

:m o

3. FROST,

Boolt on Tom 21loonf!Y ease.

4.

lRLE 0

So

LX~Ne E.
Director, Ford Foundation Grant «$275,000»
for study of P~ocess of S.o~ial Revolution in Latin
.1\merica.

6.

R~iBERG~

lli'o

Biography of Sir l~ark Aurel Stein.

G. Mlsolating the GuerrillaM study conducted by the Historical Evaluation & Research Orqanization for tbe u.s. Army Combat Development Command.
4 volso washington, D.c., 1966.

7 ~ ROTHENBERG, G.,

"Cbanging Streteqic Concepts,,. study

conducted by HERO for the u.s. Air Porce.
s. RO'J!imNBEROo Go

6. Activities in Learned
a. DI~S'l'RA 0 R..

"The Army of Francis Joseph. •
~nd

Professional societies

.Attended meetings of l'medcan Hist¢rical Association in'San FranciBco and organi~ation of American
Historians, Cincinnati.

-ab.
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FROST~

R. Attended American Historical Association meetings in San Francisco. December, 1965a

c. IKL~. FQ Attended American Historical Association meetings
in San Francisco, December. 1965. Seminar on Asia, 'J."ucson ..
Arizona, February 1966, by NCA Foreign Relations Project,
and University of Arizona# Talk on ~Problems of Modern Japan.w

d.

E. Attended ~merican Historical Association meetings in San Francisco. December, 1965. Attended Latin ~eri
can Research Review meeting at Cornell University, Oct. 1965.

~EUWEN 0

e. RO!rflENBERG. G. Read paper. 111 The Nationali;t:y Problem in the
Habsburg Arrey," at the First International Congress on the
History of the Hapsburg Monarchy, Bloomington, Ind., April 1966.
f.

SARGENT~ C~
Elected President, Rio Grande Chapter, Special
Libraries Association.

.ll.ttended American Historical Association meetings in San Francisco, December, 1965.

9. SONNXNQ, P.

h. 'l'HUiUIJJ\N 0 M. 1\ttended 1\nlerican Historical Associl!ltion meetings in San Francisco, December, 1965. Attended Arizona

Historical Convention. Tombstone, Arizona, May, 1966.
7.

Other Professional

~ctivities

a. lRLE~ Fo

Member, Panel Del Norte High School, ~lbuquerque,
Talk, AAtm, Apri1, ·1966,
AlbuqueJ:que, '"l'he u.s. and China." Talk, Phi ~lpha Theta,
r.1ay 1966, campus.

Discussion on Vietnam, Dec. 1965.

b. LZEUWEN 0 E. Lectu~e, Cornell Student Forum, OCtober, 1965.
Lecture, State Univ. of New York, New Paltz, N.Y., October,
1965. Lecture, Washburn University International Studies
Forum, April, 1966. Participant in Latin American Studies
Seminar at Airlia nouae, Arlington, Virginia.
c. RO'l'BENBERG., G.,

Talks to USMCR on Guerrilla ~larfare.

sultant, Department 'of Pefense.
d.

SO~N0 0

Po

'l'alks .. _ Newman Center.

Con-

·
Shirtsleeve Session IQDtR.

:175
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8.

No~-Teaehing

University; Ser"i.£!.

a. BEERa a~ AppointedAssjatant Dean of College of
Arts & Sciences. effective September,.· 1966.
b.

DY.KSTM,
p:~:O<£ji'W~

R~ Scholarship Committee. Career Scholar
tutor.

c. X~o Fo

Research Allocations Committee. Chairman.
Promotion Revi~ Board. History majors advise~.-

<l. Liti.WWEN~ B..

Athletic''' Counc:U.

Title VI Fel~oW.hip committee.

··.

'.

~...

.. ... .

Graduate Adviser!

.. ..

.

e .. ROTHENBERG., Go Chairman• Graduate School Committee on
Visiting Lecturers. University Research Allocations
committee. Adviser European Grad. Students and History
Majors.

Campus adviser, Deseret Club.

f. SCBMOTZo Ro

g.SIQ\BEWND. D.

b. SMITH. Go
i.

9.

Talk to Mathematics hanorary and Biology
honorary

Publications Committee.

Po Member of Library, Vellowship, and Improvement of Teaching committees. Faculty Advisor
for Phi Alpha Theta.

SONNI~.

PubUc service

·a.

SAAGE~l'l'o

Chutrch.

C., Chairman, BO@rd, Sombra Del Monte Cbristian
Committeeman, Troop 285, Boy Scouts.

b. SCBMUTZ, Ro Active in various assignments in LVS «Mormon)
Church. Chairman, Boy Scout Advancement Committee, Troop
207.
c. SKruBELmlD# D., Talk at Unitarian Church. october l.965,
"Challenge and Response in the Evolution of ~i'orld Views. ••
d. 'l'JBillJru!AN. M.

Cub Scouts, Naval Reserve Association.

lOo Perscna1 Information
a. 'l'BURMlUiq

M. ApPointed Lieutenant commander,
Reserve. October, 1965.

. - - ' - : : - - _ --

u.s.

Naval

C'='~·'"=--:,;;:--::;,,;;;;-=-====~~=-i;,
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The Report of the Department of Journalism
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Keen A. Rafferty, Chairman
I. General departmental

informatio~

•
A. Significant
achievements during the academic year,
1965-'66:

The year marked the department's greatest

period of growth, with 107 majors including freshmen,
and with a large increase in staff and budget
allotments.
It also marked the first time in six years that
the department had been examined and re-approved for
accreditation by the American Council on Education
for Journalism.
The department was reaccreditated until 1971 and
appeared to be statistically neab the top among twelve
journalism programs examined for accreditation or
reaccreditation during the
grade level (IIAIIs and

11

pe~iod.

BIIs).

It ranked second in

The accreditation report,

while critical of some aspects of the department's
condition, spoke of it as one of the best small
departments of journalism in the United States.
The department has prepared for the new fiscal year
with a 50 per cent increase in teaching staff and an
increase in funds for expenses, including expense of a
nine-month teletype news service each day for class use.
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Salary allotments enable the department to expand its
secretarial hours and its use of assistants in grading
and as aides otherwise to faculty people.
The department now also expects to return to offering
every course at least once a year and to overlapping of
first-semester and second-semester courses each year.
B. Significant plans and recommendations for the near future
are extensive but lie in large part in the judgement of
Professor Hillerman and Professor Jermain, who will be
responsible for curricular developments to a great extent,
due to the planned retirement. July 1 1 1967, of Professor
Rafferty.

The proposals may well include consideration

of inclusion of work for the master's degree in journalism,
with some reliance on advanced courses in other departments,
and expansion of offerings to include the more creative
courses in advertising and broadcast news.
C. Appointments to the staff include that of Anthony G. Hillerman
as associate professor, with the understanding that he will
assume the chairmanship July 1, 1967, and the expected
reappointments of Visiting Lecturers James Abarr and
G. Millard Hunsley.

Secretarial hours for Miss Frances

Hixon are to be expanded by about two hours a day, and the
assistance of seniors to faculty people will be approximately
doubled.
D. Separations from staff:

There are none unless it is found

that some of the work of the visiting lecturers is not
needed, which seems unlikely.

,.
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II. Composite of information requested on individual
biographical supulements.

1. Advanced study:

Professor Hillerman this spring (1966)

receives the Master of Arts degree in English from the
University of New Mexico.
2. Sabbaticals and leaves:

3. New acholastio·honors:

None
None of significance

4. Publications:
Keen Rafferty:
Book review, liThe Gentleman from Colorado: A Memoir,"
by Edward Keating, Denver: Sage Books, 1965. Page 478,
Journalism Quarterly, Summer, 1965.
Book revievr, 11 The Careful Writer--A Modern Guide to
English Usage, II by Theodore M. Bernstein, Nmv- York:
Atheneum, 1965, and "A Dictionary of Modern Usage,n
by H. '\!1. Fowler, revised and edited by Sir Ernest
Govrers, London: Oxford University Press, 1965. Page
685, Journalism Quarterly, Autumn, 1965.
Anthony Hillerman:
liThe Black Death in the Southwestn (a report on vector
control), True Magazine, Faucett Publications, New York,
January, 1966; 5,000 words.
James Abarr:
Book reviews for the Albuquerque Journal.
Twelve installments of a travel series for Electric
Lines publication of Public Service Co. of New 1-l:exico.
Millard Hunsley:
Various newspaper items including Fresno, California
mall stor,y in August and Goddard Underground High
School in September for the Albuquerque Journal ana
the New York Times.
~.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or
completed during this period:
thesis in English.

Professor Hillerman's

Report by Professor Hillerman on
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Folsom Man, accepted for publication in August, 1966.
Professor Jermain's continuing collection of press-law
cases.

6. Activities in learned and professional societies:
Professor Rafferty served as a member of the editorial
board of Journalism Quarterly and as alternate member of
the accrediting committee of the American Council on
Education of Journalism, and as member of the board of
directors of the New· Mexico chapter of Sigma Delta Chi.
Professor Hillerman attended the spring meeting of the
American Association of Schools and Departments of
Journalism at Columbia University and the summer meeting
of the New Mexico Press Association at Santa Fe. Professor
Jermain, as well, served as a board member of New Mexico
Sigma Delta Chi.

7. Other professional activities: All members of the faculty
made numerous public appearances.

Professor Rafferty spoke

at the spring meetings of the New Mexico Associated Press
Managing Editors and the New Mexico Associated Press
Broadcasters, and was listed in the J4th edition of Who 1 s
Who in America.
Professor Jermain lectured at a workshop for club press
chairmen, sponsored by Theta Sigma Phi.

He presented

speaker John Nugent, Ne-.rsweek lliagazine 1 and presided, in a
cultural series talk on Africa.

He advised three smaller

colleges on the set-up of this department.
Professor Hillerman was the moderator of Candidates Press
Conference, Legislative Press Conference, KNME-TV.

He was
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speaker at the New Mexico High School Press

Association convention in the autumn.
Mr. Abarr is a copyeditor for The

Albu~uer~ue

Journal and

Mr. Hunsley is news editor of The Journal.
8. Non-teaching University service:

Professor Rafferty is

chairman of the Journalism Department and faculty adviser
to Theta Sigma Phi.

Professor Jermain served as chairman

of UNM's registration committee, as adviser to the
University of New Mexico chapter of Sigma Delta Chi for
the 13th year, and as a University College adviser.

He

judged the annual Matrix publicity contest, helped in
placement, gave graduate recommendations and helped with
visitors.

He served as an escort for commencement speaker

and Mrs. Palmer Hoyt.

Professor Hillerman served as

chairman of the UNM Student Radio Board and Advisor to the
Board of Student Publications.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

JULY 1, 1965 -

JUNE

30, 1966

J. R. BLUM, CHAIRMAN

During the year 1965~66 the Department of Mathematics continued
its steady progress, both in quality and quantity.

6,725 students were

enrolled in Mathematics courses for a total of 22,242 student credit
This represents an increase of 501 students and 2,479 credit

hours.

hours, or in terms of percentages
I.

8% and 12.5% respectively.

GENERAL DEPARI'MENTAL INFORMATION.
A.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS.

The two major achievements of the Department of Mathematics
during this past year ·.wex:e• a complete revision of the graduate
program, and the highly successful initiation of an Undergraduate
Honors Seminar.
The Department has felt for some time that our graduate
offerings 1;ere extremely inadequate. A comparison with a number
of institutions made it clear that we were deficient, both in the
number of our courses and tbe depth of our progrBill. Consequently
an entire revision of the program was undertaken.

Space limitations

prohibit listing of all tbe new courses, but we feel that we now
have a program which should be adequate for the next five years
without any substantial changes.
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The aims of the Undergraduate Honors Seminar are to discover,
encourage, and develop mathematical talent by providing an opportunity
to apply basic problem solving techniques to challenging problems
for which the prerequisite knowledge is available and to present
clear solutions to such problems in both written and oral form.
The putnam Intercollegiate Mathematics Competition and other outside
sources of non-routine problems are used as an indication of the
achievements of our program.

It is

h~ed

that successful

~eration

of this program will lead to a decreased attrition rate and to
increased recruitment of excellent students.

In 1965-66, eleven

students participated in the fall semester and eighteen in the spring
semester.

It is felt that considerable progress was shown in the

first year of this seminar by the very positive response of almost
all of the participants.

During the year approximately tw·enty research papers were
produced by the members of the Department which have or will appear
in various Journals. All of these papers were first published in
the Technical Report Series.

Two N.S .F. grants were made to the

Department, each for approximately $95,000.00.

One of these is in

the areas of Probability and Statistics, with Professor Blum as
Chief Investigator, and the other is Analysis, which will be directed
by Professor Epstein upon his return in the fall.

The N.S.F.

also

continued to support our High SchoolTeacher Summer Institute which
is currently being directed by Professor Mitchell.

Beginning next

year Professor Hillman will assume the direction of secondary school
projects of various kinds (Summer Institutes, Academic Year Institutes,
etc.) and Professor Mitchell will return to her main interest, which is
Mathematics Education at the Primary and Juhior High School level.

1B3
Most of the curricular changes have already been discussed.
It is anticipated that in the foreseeable future the only curricular

<!

changes will be bf<:a ·ser:vice nature, in response to needs f'ram other
segments of the University.
The Department awarded 32 Bachelor's Degrees, 9 Master's Degrees
and one Doctorate. There are currently nine students who have
completed all Doctoral requirements, other than the dissertation.
Thus we eXpect an unusually large number of Ph.D.'s next year.

B.

CURRENT PROBLEMS.
We -still have some problems with regard to staffing in the areas

of Algebra, and Numerical Analysis. 'While we were able to hire an
excellent Numerical Analyst last year (Burton Wendrof'f), he was
lured away by a considerably larger salary at the University of
Denver.

It is hoped that we will be permitted to make a major ef'fort

and bring in a junior and a senior man in each of the areas of Algebra
and Numerical Analysis.
C.

APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF.

In the Fall of 1965 Associate Professors A, Hillman,

s.

Kao,

and Assistant Professors Jeffrey Davis, R. Metzler, and R. E. White, Jr.
joined the Department.
In

the Fall of 1966 Professor G. M. Wing, and Assistant Professors

H. L. Bentley, R. Bierstedt, R. Griego, and A. Steiner will join us.
D.

SEPARA'l'IONS F.ROM STAFF.

Assistant Professor M. Janowitz resigned effective June 30, 1966
to accept a position at Western Michigan University.
Associate Professor Burton Wendroff accepted a position at
Denver University.
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Instructors Patrick Carr 11:nd Marion Moore have resigned,
Mr. Carr to accept a position with Bemidji State College, Bemidji,

Minnesota, and Mr. Moore will be joining North Texas State University.
II.

:rnFORMATION FROM BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS.
1.

ADVANCED STUDY,
Marion Moore continued to study toward the Ph.D. and should
complete his studies by August> 1966.

2.

SABBATICAL LEAVES, etc.
Professor Eugene Steiner was on leave for the 1965-66 year
and taught at Texas Technological College.
Professor Bernard Epstein was granted a.n extension to June,
1966, to continue as liaison officer at the Office of Naval
Research in London.

3.

NEW SCHOLAST!C HONORS, etc.
Melvin JanoWitz received an NSF Grant for research in Lattice
Theory.

4.

PUBLICATIONS.
J. R. Blum:
'On Roots of Transformations' wjN. Friedman,
in Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie, Vol 5, No. 1966
'On Commuting Transformations and Roots, w(Friedman, to appear
Proc. AMS.
'On Quasi-Periodic Probability Measures w/D.L. Hanson, Journal
Math and Mechanics, Vol. 15, No. 2, Feb, 1966.
W. Eberly=

'A. Convergence Theorem for Bounded Operators

(533.,539 . London Journal of Mathematics l965.
R. c. Entringer: 'Some Properties of Certain Sets of Coprime
Integers 1 , American 1-fath. Soc June 1965
'The Number of Coprime Chains With Largest Member n', American
Math Soc. August 1965.
N. Friedman:

'Approximation and Invariant Measures,

(1965} ...

z.

Wahrsche:

'Additive :runctionals, Arch. Rat. Mech and Anal. (1965)
'A l!epresentation Theorem for Add. Functionals, Arch. Rat. Math.
and Analy (1966)
'On Roots of Transformations,
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z.

Warsch.

(1966)
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R. Hersh:
'On Vibration, dif~usion or equilibrium across a
:plane interface, Arch. Rat. Mech. Anal.
A. Hillman:
'FUNCTIONAL TRIGONOMErRY, 2nd Edition, Allyn and Bacon
March 1966 (with G. L. Alexanderson)
'Algebra Through l'roblem Solving, All)'Il and Bacon,

AprH 1966 (with

G. L. Alexanderson)
M. F. Janowitz: 'Quantifier theory on quasiorthamodular lattices,•
Ill. Jour, of Math. vol. 9 (1965), pp 660-676.
'A"'characterization of standard ideals, 1Acta Math. Acad. Sci, Hung. XVI

(1965).
'IO-lattices, 1

Portugal. Math. (to appear)

'A note on normal ideals'

to appear) Hiroshima Univ. Jour. of Science,

S. T. Kao: 'Generalized Froz-Farny Transversals,
Vol. 72, No. 7 Aug 1965.

M. Katz:

{w/N. Friedman~

'A Representation theorem
Arch. Pat, Mech, Anal.

~or

additive functionals

'On the oscillation of sums of random variables 1
'Additive functionals on L

p

Amer. Math. Monthly

spaces (w?Friedman)

(w/Hanson)

Proc. AMS

Oanad. Journ. Math.

L. H. Koo;pmans:

•u.s.

'A Statistical study of the Derailment Hazard for
Class I .Railways' , Naval. Log. Qty. v. 12, March 1966

'A Probability bound for integrals with res:pect to stochastic processes
with independent increments. 1 w/D.L. Hanson, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. Dec 1965.
'Convergence rates for the Law of Large Numbers for Linear combinations
of exchangeable and *~issing stochastic processes. Amer. Math. Stat.
1965 Dec.
J. V, Lew:Ls:
co-author: INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS, by Bell, Blum, Lewis,
Rosenblatt. Holden-Day, 1966.

J, Mayer:
'On some topologies on products of ordered sets•
Math, 1966 (w/M. Novatny)
'A Universal property of completions of an ordered set 1
R.

c.

Metzler:

'Quasi-norm Spaces'

'On maximal Riemann surfaces'

'On Modifications of Riemann surfaces.

5

to appear in PAMS

to appear in Trans. of Amer. Math Soc."'

'Closure and rMterior in Finite Topological Spaces'
Colloquium Mathematician
H. Renggli:

Archivum

to appear in

Amer. J, of Math

Archiv. for Mat.

(1966)

(1966)
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J. Rosenblatt: 'On Estimation o;f' the lJl.ean with one observation'
wjM80chol to appear in Proc. of IEEE.
'On a Priori infonnation in Statistical inverence'
J. R. Blum
submitted to Amer. Math. Stat.
INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS, with Bell, Blum, Lewis,
A. Steger:
J, of Math.

revised with

Holden-Day April

1966

'Elementary Factorization in 'lt-regular rings,' Canadian
vol .8 1966.

'Diagonability o:f' Idempotent matrices'- accepted by Pac. J. of Math.

5. Ol'HER RESEARCH PROJECTS
Two NSF Grants of approximately $95,000 each.
in Probability and Statistics and one in Analysis.

J. R. Blum:

D. Dubois:

One

Paper on Harrison theory of :primes submitted for publication.

w.

Eberly::
On the peripheral spectrum of certain bounded operators
and.:projections P such that p(TP) is almost p(T) for certain bounded
operators. During the summer was sponsored by NSF GP 2558

R. C. Entringer: 'The 20 Property of torsion-free abelian groups 1
'Functions and.inverses of asymptotic functions' both accepted for
publication. 'A combinatorial Interpretation of the Euler and Bernoulli
Numbers' 'Enumeration of PerlllUtations of (1, ••• ,n) by Number of maxima·'
both submitted for :publication.
A. Hillman:
'A dynamic progra.nttning generalization of xy ton variables,
to appear in Proc. of' the Amer. Math. Soc.
'Ideals generaged by products, 'to appear in Proc. A.M.S.
M. F. J"Einowitz:
Three papers are being refereed by professional journals
and two more to be submitted for publication. Also in process of
writing a :preliminary version of a book on lattice tneory.

s.

T. Kao: Completed research on the extension of :problem of generalized
Droz-Farny transversals on Sept. 1965, sponsored by NSF under the
provisions of grant GE 2680, an academic year extension for the period
Sept. 1963-6ept 1965 with the amount of $2000.00, On May 20, a
supplementary grant of $2000. has been awarded to me through the
Univ. of Albuquerque to continae the research project.
L. H. Koo;pmans: 'Harmonic Analysis o:f' Rita Blanca Time Series') ~r/Anderson."
On Weak convergences of measures in [O,l),•w/Fr~edman, Katz submitted
London Journal.
'A note of the estimation of amplitude spectra for stochastic processes
with quasi-linear residuals. Accepted for publ. in JASA
Convergence rates for the law of large numbers for linear combinations
of Markov Processes. AMS.
A monograph on convergence rates, w/Hanson, Friedman, Katz in preparation.

J,

v.

Lewis:

iTerking on :paper, Generalized Functions.

6
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J. Mayer:

'On Hausdorff means of moment sequences', in :progress.

B. J. Morse: 'Scattering Cross sections of Polygonal Cylinders'
Accepted.by..J. Optical Society of Amer,
1 On point-like boundaries of Riemann surfa.ces.
H. Renggli:
Accepted by. Archiv. 'Extre. und eive Conform invariante .Mass funktion
fur Ruroensch&ren. Accepted by c. Math. Hilvet.

J. R. Rosenblatt :
Recurrence Time •.
Day.

In :preparation with J .R. Blum. On the Moments of
In preparation, MODERN UNIVERSITY CALCULUS, Holden-

6. ACTivrriES IN LEARNED .AND PROFESSIONAt SOCIETIES,
a)

Meetings attended:
Professional meetings in variOUS cities were attended by the
following people: J, R. Blum, D. Dubois, w. Eberly, N. li'riedman,
s. Kao, L. H. Koopmans, J. v. Lewis, J. Mayer, B. Morse, H. Renggli,
J. Rosenblatt •

b)

Offices held:
J. Mayer, Vice Chairman Southwest Section of M.A.A.
A. Hillman, Chairman, College Section, Albuquerque Council of
Teachers of Mathematics.

c)

Papers read and invited addresses:
J, R. Blum: InVited Lecturer at Ergodic Theory Symposium held
in Oberwolfach, Germany, July 1965. InVited address at Fifth
Berkeley Symposium Probability and Statistics, July 1965.

L. H. Koopmans:

InVited paper, Central Regional Meeting of IMS

Read paper at AMS Meeting, Berkeley, Dec. 1965.

J. Mayer:

7. orHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIYITIES.
J. R. Blum: Consultant, Sandia;
vlashington D.C,

Wm. Eberly:

Advisory Panel, Div. of Math. Sciences,

San in UNM Opera, 'Ariadne 1 •

M. Janowitz:

ReViewer for Zentralblatt fttr Mathematik.

s. Kao!

Topics on Contempory math. to New Mexico State Council of
Mathematics Teachers.
L. H. Koopmans:
J, Mayer:
Germany.

Consultant for Sandia and Westinghouse.

Colloquium Talks, University of Griessen and Univ. of Bonn,

?-1. Mitchell: Consultant J.H.S. Math Curriculum Guide. Committee and
Member Coordinator Math Committee, State Dept. of Education.
Spoke at Math. Clinic for J.H.S. teachers, Farmington.
Served on Evaluation Panel for NSF Proposals, Washington, D.C.
Spoke at Meeting of Director, NSF In-Service Institute.
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A. Steger:

8.

Assistant Dean of Graduate School.

NON -TEACHING UNIVERSITY SERVICES.
During the year most of our £aculty served on Doctoral
and were advisors at one level or another.
on the folloWing committees:
Retirement Committee,

Committees~

Various members served

NSF Ad Hoc Committee,

Insurance and.

Extension Committee, Student Standards

Camnittee, Committee on Undergraduate Program in Probability and
Statistics, Grad. School Committee for selection of Univ. Fellowships,
Master's Examination Committee,

9.

United Fund Drive.

COMMUNITY SERVICE.
W. Eberly:

Soloist at First Presbyterian Church.

L. H. Koopmans: Member of Music Committee and choir at First
Congregational Church.
M. Mitchell: President Board of Trustees of M9.rtineztown House
of Neighborly Service. Tutor in Adult Education Program for
Albuquerque Tutoring Council; Church School teacher; member
Albuquerque Council Churches.
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The Report of the Department of Modern and Classical Languages
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
R. R. MacCurdy, Chairman
I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements.
1.

For the third consecutive year the department operated
a second-level NDEA Summer Institute for fifty-five
teachers of Spanish in Quito, Ecuador.

Professor

Marshall Nason served as director of the Institute.
2.

The department continued to be involved in the supervision of the language program of the Peace Corps
Training Center.

Mr. Leon Marquez succeeded Professor

Albert Lopes as coordinator of the program.
3.

The department participated actively in the activities
of the newly created NDEA Latin-American Language and
Area Center.

Professor Albert Lopes served as director

of the Center during its first year of operation.
4.

The lecture series, previously called "Aspectol? de la
cultura hispanica" and financed by funds provided by
NDEA Spanish Teachers' Institute, was continued during
the year with university and department funds.

The

scope of the series was broadened to include lectures
in French in addition to Spanish.
given during the year.

Nine lectures were

Lecturers included the French

novelist Michel Sutor, the Mexican novelist Jose Arreola,
and the eminent British Hispanist Edward M. Wilson.
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s.

Extensive curricular changes were made in French in
order to strengthen the graduate program.

Several

new course offerings were approved and will go into
effect in the academic year 1966-67.
6.

New undergr.aduate-maj or programs in German a.nd Portuguese were introduced.

There a.re now ten declared majors

in German and seven in Portuguese.
7.

The department committee. on the la.nguage la.boratory made
a thorough study of all phases of the laboratory's operations and its needs in terms of new equipment, renovation of present fa.cilities, and supervisory staff.

B.

Significant plans for the nea.r future.
1.

The department continues to be concerned with strengthening the graduate progra.m in French, prepa.ratory to proposing a Ph, D. progra.m.

A committee has been appointed

consisting of Professor Jack Kolbert (cha.irman), Julian
White, Don McKenzie, and Marsha.ll Na.son to study the advisa.bility of proposing a. Ph. D. program in Romance Langua.ges before a. Ph. D. in French,

The committee ha.s

been instructed not to draw up proposa.ls for either
Ph. D. program at this time, but rather to decide whether
the financial outlay for a Ph. D. in Romance La.ngua.ges,
especially in view of faculty and libra.ry deficiencies
in Italia.n, would adversely a.ffect plans for a Ph. D.
in French.
2.

Plans will also be made to submit a. proposal for a
Master of Arts in German or a. Master of Arts in Teaching German a.s soon a.s the number of undergra,dua.te majors
-2-
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warrants such a degree program.
3.

It is planned to revise the requirements for the Master
of Arts in Teaching Spanish with the purpose of improving that degree program.

A

committee consisting

of Professors R. M. Duncan and Enrique Lamadrid has
already made tentative recommendations concerning the
revised requirements.

c.

Appointments to staff.
1.

Mr. George C. Jocums has been appointed assistant pr.ofessor of German beginning in September, 1966,

2.

Miss Patricia Murphy has been appointed lecturer in
French beginning in September, 1966;.>

3.

Mrs. Marion Lebron has been appointed part-time instructor in Latin beginning in September, 1966.

4.

Mrs. Karen Bierstedt has been appointed part-time instructor in German beginning in September, 1966.

5.

Miss Rose Marie Dudney has been appointed part-time instructor in German for Semester I, 1966-67.

6.

Mr. Walter Oliver has been appointed director of the
language laboratory beginning in September, 1966 1 to
rep).ace Mr. ,Jon Tolman, who has received a Fulbright
fellowship to Brazil.

D.

Separations from staff.
1.

Mrs. Ingrid Parker, instructor in German resigned at
the end of Semester I, 1965•66, because of pregnancy.

II.

Composite of information
1.

~

individual biographical supplements.

Advanced study.
a.

Mrs. Laura Calvert completed all requirements, including
-3-
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the dissertation for the Ph. D. at Ohio State University 1 and will be awarded the degree in June, 1966.
The title of her disserta.tion is "Ideas and Style of
Francisco de Osuna in the Abecedarios espirituales. 11
b.

Mr. Robert Jespersen completed his doctoral dissertation at Stanford University, and will·be awarded the
Ph. D, in August, 1966,

c.

Mrs. Cla.ude Book continued ·work on her doctoral dissertation at the University of Paris during the .summer of
1965.

2,

Sabbatical, leaves of absence, travel,. etc.
a.

Professor Albert Lopes spent the summer of 1965 tra.ve1ing in Europe.

b.

Professor Marshall Nason directed the NDEA Second Level
Institute for teachers of Spanish in Quito, Ecuador,
June 17-August 13, 1965,

c.

Professor Sabine Ulibarri spent the academic year 196566 in Spain on sabbatical leave.

3.

New scholastic honors.
a.

Professor Ruben Cobos received an award from the National
Folk Festival for research in southwestern hispanic folklore.

4.

Publications.
Books and monographs:
a.

Ned J. Davison, ~Eduardo Barrios ~ ~:
estudios t cronicas (Albuquerque: Foreign Books, 1966),
148 pp.; Modernism~~ Concept ~Hispanic Criticism
(Boulder: Pruett Press, 1966), 118 pp.
-4-
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b.

Albert Lopes, c a-author, The Spanish ~ and Review
£f Expression Patterns (New York: McKay, 1966), unpaginated.

c.

Raymond R. MacCurdy, Francisco~ Rojas Zorrilla,
bibliografia critica (Madrid: Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Cientificas, 1965), 48 pp.

Articles:
Researcher," New~
13-14; "Selma" and "Funny
Emplumado, No. 17 (Jan.,
Ultimas Notic.ias, Santiago,

a.

Ned J. Davison, "Spare That
School Review (Jan., 1966),
Thing •• ~ems), g Corne
1966), 8-9; columns for~
Chile.

b.

Pelayo H. Fernandez, "Enfoque para una teorl.a del yo
y del otro," in Spanish Thought and Letters iE_ ~
Century (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 1966),
pp. 185-191.

c.

Robert Holzapfel, 11 The Divine Plan behind the Plays of
Friedrich Diierrenmatt," ~ ~. VIII (1965),
237-246.

d.

Jack Kolberi: 11 Hommage
Andre Maurois: L 1 Ambassadeur
de France," Les Nouvelles Litteraires, July 22, 1965,
8 p.; "The WOrlds of Andre Maurois," Susquehana Review,
June 15, 1965, pp. 215-231; "From Novel to Play: _ __
Vercors, etc." French Revie1v (Dec., 1965), 398-409;
"Short Fiction of Andre Maurois," Studies iE_ ~
Fiction, II {1966), 104-117; "Maurois--Biographe; etc,"
~Review, (April, 1966), 671-683 •

.e.

Raymond R. MacCurdy, "The Spanish Sources of Paul
Scarron's Le Jodolet duelliste," in Hispanic Studies
iE_ Honor of Nicholson ~· Adams (Chapel Hill: !UniVersity of North Carolina Press, 1966) 1 pp. 1-7.

:f.

Julian E. White, "The Conflict of Generations in the
Debat Patriotique," ~ ~. XXXIX (1965), 230233; "Racine's Phedre: 'Sophoclean' and Senecan Tragedy," Revue de"""'L:ft't'€rature Comparee, XXIX (1965),
605-613.

a

Reviews:
a.

Ned J. Davison, Histoire du .Roman Moderne, in Comparative Literature (Fall, 1965), 362-363.

b.

Raymond R. MacCurdy 1 ed. Domingo Ricart, Juan de
Valdes, Dialogo ~ doctrina cristiana y El Salterio,
in Renaissance~. XIX (1966), 36-37.
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c.

5.

Marshall R. Nason, trans. Walter Kline, Concolorcorvo, El Lazarillo: [}_ ~ for Inexperienced Travelers between~~ .and Lima, in Hispania,
XLIX (1966), 352-353.

Research and work in progress or completed.
a.

Mrs. Claude Book has completed a paper
realite dans Un voyage

~vaudeville

11

Fantaisie et

par Theophile Gautier,"

which will be read at -the meeting of the Associa.tion des
Etudes Francaises in Strasbourg in September, 1966.
b.

Truett Book is continuing research on Musset 1 s theater.

c.

Ruben Cobos is continuing- research on Peni tente music
in New Mexico.

d.

Ned Davison is working on an article, "Enrique Mo_lina
Poet of the New Spanish Generation, 11 and two

Campos:
books:

"Eduardo Barrios" and "The Philosophical Founda-

tions of Modernism."
e.

William DeJongh is completing a collection of French
short stories in translation, tentatively entitled "Bible
Heroes with a French Accent. 11

f.

Robert Duncan has completed and had accepted for publication a long article on "Adjectives ot Color in Medieval
Spanish."

He is also working on a text on Spanish phon-

ology.
g.

Pelayo H. Fernandez has completed a book-length manuscript on

11

La personalidad en Unamuno y San Manuel Bueno,"

which is in the hands of a Spanish publisher.
h.

Jack Kolbert has completed a book-length manuscript (700
pages) on "Les Mendes d'Andre Maurois. 11

He will spend

the summer in France in connection ·with its publication.
i.

Enrique Lamadrid is collaborating on a series of
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textbooks for the teaching of Spanish in elementary and
secondary schools.
j.

Raymond MacCurdy has signed a contract with AppletonCentury-Crofts to prepare an anthology of Spanish Golden
Age plays.

The works in progress reported last year are

being continued.
k.

Donald McKenzie is continuing work on an annotated translation of J. G. Seume 1 s Spaziergang nach Syrakus .•

1.

Marshall Nason has been commissioned to write seven articles on Latin American literature for World
clopedia.

~

Ency-

His projects reported last year are being con-

tinued.
m.

Julian White has completed an edition or Villehardouin's
La Conquete ~Constantinople, to be published by Appleton-Century-Crofts.

He is also working on an article on

"Phedre Is Not Incestuous," a book-length study of the
Phaedra-Hippolytus theme, and a book on the theory of tragedy, entitled "The Necessaries of Tragedy."
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
a.

Mrs. Claude Book attended the annual meeting of the Association Internationale des Etudes Franraises in France in
the summer of 1965 where she read a paper.

b.

Truett Book attended the annual meetings of the RMMLA,
MLA, and the AATF of New Mexico.

He served as vice-

president of the UNM chapter of AAUP, and president of
the Alliance Franyaise.
c.

Ruben Cobos read papers at the annual meetings of the
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New Mexico Folklore Society and the National Folk Festival.

He is a member of the advisory council of the lat-

ter.
d.

Ned Davison attended the Southwest Council of Foreign
L~rtguage

Teachers' conference on bilingualism in El Paso.

e.

William DeJongh attended the MLA meeting in Chicago.

f.

Robert Duncan read a paper entitled "Notes on the Pronunciation of Cultivated Spanish .in Madrid" at the RMMLA
meeting and one on "References to Color in Medieval
Spanish" at the MLA meeting in Chicago.

g.

Robert Holzapfel read a paper entitled "Has Duerrenmatt's
Point of View Changed in the Course of His Dramatic Production?" a.t the RMMLA meeting.

He wa.s elected chairma.n

of the Germanic a.nd Slavic section o:f the RMMLA :for 1966.
h.

Robert Jespersen attended the RMMLA meeting in Fort
Collins, Colorado.

i.

Jack Kolbert attended the MLA meeting, and is a member
o:f the Advisory and Nominating Committee of the FrancoGerman Comparative Literature section.

He also lectured

at a meeting of the Alliance Fran9aise in Pittsburgh and
at the state meeting o:f the AATF of New Mexico.
j.

Enrique Lamadrid served as a member of the North Central
Association Visiting Team for Del Norte High School and
as a member o£ the State Department College-High School
Foreign Language Committee.

He also represented the

university at numerous local and state language con:ferences.
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k.

Raymond MacCurdy attended the RMMLA meeting, the
MLA meeting in Chicago, and two meetings of the MLA
Program Committee in New York.

He also served as a

member of a visiting team to evaluate the Claremont
Graduate School's teacher certification program.
1~

Marshall Nason attended the RMMLA meeting in Fort
Collins and a meeting in Washington of the ratification committee for

~he

Latin American Studies

Association of the ACLS Hispanic Foundation.
m.

Julian White was elected vice-president of the UNM
chapter of Phi Betta Kappa and served as its chairman of the Committee on Members in Course.

7.

Other professional activities.
a.

Mrs. Claude Book continued as sponsor

of

the French

for Children program, and served as program chairman
for the Alliance
b.

Fran~aise.

Ruben Cobos gave a public lecture on "La copla popular espanola" in the department's lecture series.

c.

Ned Davison gave a public lecture on "The New Solidarity and Contemporary Spanish American Poetry" in
the department's lecture series.

d.

Robert Duncan was appointed to the Study Commission
of the MLA.

e.

Pelayo H. Fernandez started a weekly radio program
(KABQ) on "Riddles and Realities of New Mexico," designed

~o

make Spanish-speaking New Mexicans more
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aware of their Spanish heritage.

He also spoke on

Spanish culture and civilization to students of
Highland and Belen High School.
f.

Robert Holzapfel gave an off-campus talk on Duerrenmatt's

~Physicists

to an adult discussion group.

g.

Robert Jespersen spoke to the German Club of Valley
High School.

b.

Jack Kolbert served as a consultant-reader for French
books for McGraw Hill.

i.

Albert Lopes served on the regional screening committee for Fulbt±ght fellowships.

j.

Marshall Nason gave six lectures to the Peace Corps
and talks on Latin America to the Albuquerque Boys
Academy and the Latin American Forum.

He also served

as master of ceremonies for the banquet of the Seventh
Seminar on Higher Education in the

Americas~

and as

consultant to the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (Washington) for evaluation of Title v proposals.

a.

Non-teaching University service.
a.

Mrs. Claude Book served on the departmental library
committee.

She was also a tutor in the Career Scholar

Program, and participated actively in the Cafe-Causette
for French students.
b.

Truett Book served as course chairman for elementary
French, advisor to undergraduate French majors, faculty sponsor of Pbi Sigma Iota, and director of the
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cafe-Ca~sette.

He ·was a memoer of the university

Cultural Committee.
c.

Ruben Cobos served as a University College Advisor
and as a member of the

d.

universi~y

Cultural Committee.

Ned Davison served as chairman of the departmental
library committee and as departmental coordinator of
the Career Scholar Program.

He ·was also a member of

the Greater UNM Allocations Committee and the university Grants and Fellowship Committee.
e~

William DeJongh served as chairman of the Committee
on Comparative Literature and as a member of the
Graduate Committee,

f.

Robert Duncan served as chairman of the university
Committee on Retirement and Insurance, as advisor to
undergraduate Spanish majors, and as course chairman
for second-year

g.

Spanish~

Pelayo H, Fernandez served on the departmental library committee and as a University College advisor.

h.

Robert Holzapfel served as advisor to undergraduate
German majors and as course chairman of
German.

second~year

He was also a member of the Scholarship

Committee of the College of Arts and Sciences and a
member of the departmental library committee.
i.

Tamara Holzapfel served as a University College advisor.

j.

Jack Kolbert served as advisor to French graduate
students and as chairman of departmental committee
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on French graduate studies.
k.

Enrique Lamadrid served as course chairman o£ firstyear Spanish and as a member o£ the departmental
committees on registration and scheduling.

1.

Albert Lopes served as director o£ the Language
and Area Center £or Latin America, director of the
Ibero-American Studies program and advisor to undergraduate majors and graduate students in Portuguese.

m.

Raymond MacCurdy was a member of the University publications Committee.

n.

Donald McKenzie served as a member o£ the Curricula
Committee and the Committee on Comparative Literature.
He also ·was course chairman o£ first-year German.

o.

Marshall Na.son served on the Campus Planning Committee, the Summer Session and Extension Division Committee, the Scholarship Committee of the College o£
Arts and Sciences, and the Steering Committee o£ the
Seventh Seminar on Higher Education in the Americas.
He was also advisor to the Latin American Desk, director o£ the department's lecture series, and chairman o£

an~~

committee to rervise the reading list

£or Spanish graduate students .•
p.
9.

Rosemarie Welsh served as a University College advisor.

Public service.
a.

Mrs. Claude Book participated in the Heart Fund drive.

b.

Ruben Cobos participated in the activities of San
Felipe Church.
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The Report of the Department of Philosophy
· July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Paul F. Schmidt, Chairman
I.

General Departmental .Information.
A.

Significant Achievements.

In my

~nd

our most

significant achievement is almost. intangible but nevertheless
of great importance.

It was a year of transition from

Professor Alexander's long yeoman service as Chairman to my
own new effort.

In taking dn this responsibility I was d~ep

ly aware of the difficult transition in human relationships
that was involved since Pro,fessor Alexander axid Professor Bahm
had been here many years.

It is my deep felt conviction that

this transition has gone quite smoothly.
ships have evolved.

In fact, real friend-

I amqui:te happy· at this good luck.

A time table for our Ph.D. proposal

wa~

worked out and

agreed to by Deans Trowbridge and Springer (cf. item B).
A group of three graduate students has founded a new philosophical journal,

~·

primarily for graduate students, and

has published two interesting and respectable issues, reflecting a very strong 'esprit de corps' among all the graduate
students.
B.

Significant Pians and Recommendations.

A proposal fo.r

a Ph.D. program in philosophy was carefully drawn up and revised.

According to the time table mentioned above in A., the

first Ph.D. degree could be awarded in June, 1970 1 while the
first students would be admitted in September, 1967.

The pro-

posal will be submitted this summer (1966) to be processed
through appropriate channels.

A copy is available if it would

be suitable to attach to this report.

.. 202
A departmental Library of PhilosoJ?hY will be: established
in Bandelier I:!all .in the Fall of 1966 from

a generous

gift of

books from l?rofes.sors Schmidt, and Alexander.

c.

AppOintments to Staff.

Three new appointments to the

$taff have been made, all to begin in September, 1966.

Dr .•

Patricia San:t>orn was appointed Assistant Professor with a Ph.D.
from Columbia University (1965) and teaching experience at
Hunter College, New York City.

Mr. Brian O'Neil was appointed

jointly, Assist(mt Dean of the Graduate School and Lecturer in
Philosophy.

His Ph.D. is a'lmost complete at the University of

California, Berkeley, with teaching experience there and at San
Francisco State college.

He will become Assistant Professor

with the completion of his dissertation.

Mr. Joseph Hassett

was appointed Lecturer in Philosophy, merely as a transitional
rank for a year.

He has been Chairman of the Department of

Philosophy at the Intown Branch of Fordham University with
fifteen years of excellent teaching.
D.

Separations from Staff.

Assistant· Professor James A.

Snedden resigned this Spring 0·966) to accept a very tempting
offer from Parsons College 1 Iowa.

He joined our department in

September, 1963,
II.

Composite o£ Information Requested on !ndividual Biographical supplements.
1.

Advanced Study.

None.

2.

Sabbaticals, Leaves, travel, etc.

Dr. Paul F. Schmidt

was a-vrarded and declined the American Institute of Indian
Studies Fellowship, 1965-66 1 and was awarded and declined the
Great Lakes College Association Fellowship, 1965-66.
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3.

New Scholastic Honors.

Dr. Paul

Schm~dt

was elected

member of Phi Sigma: Tau (National Philosophy Honorary) •

Dr •.

Hubert Alexander was elected National President of Phi Sigma
Tau.

4.
(a)

Publications.

Books.

Ba.hm( A·· J., Yoga for Business Executives and Professional
People, The Citadel Press, New -:(ork, June, 1965.
Bahm, A.J,, Directory of American Philosophers III, 196667, February,. 1966.

(b)

Articles.

Schmidt, J?.F., ''Ethics Without Props 11 , Indian Journal of
Philosophy, IV (1965) 99-111.
.

.

Bahm, A. J. 1 "Organicism - A New World Hypothesis;,, Memorias
del XIII Congreso Internacional de Filosophia (Proceedings of
the XII:I: J;nternational Congress of Philosophy)., Mexico City,
September 7-9, 1963, IX 21-43.
Bahm, A.J., "The Freedom-Determinism Controversy", The
Pakistan Philosophical Journal, IX (1965) 48-55.
-Bahrn, A.J., "Meanings of Intelligence", Philosophical
Studies, XIV (1965) 151-.155.
.
Bahm, A.J., "some Principles for Choosing", Philosoph:[
'l'oda¥,,. _XI (19.65)· $2-'60~
Bahm, A.J., "Four Kinds of Intrinsic Value", Darshana
International, V (1965) 22-31.
Bahm, A.J., "Self-As Value", barshana Internationalt V
(1965) 34-39.
Bahm, A.J., "Comparative Aesthetics", Journal of Aesthetics
and Art Criticism, XXIX (1965) 109-119.
Bahm, A.J., uNon-.Reductionistic Existentialism",
Monist, V (1966) 145-156.

~

Bahm, A.J., "Are the New Conservatives Irresponsible?",
The Midwest Quarterl~, VII (1966) 105-121.
Evans, M.G. , ''On the Demonstration of Indeterminacy",
The Modern Schoolntan, XLIII (1965) 55-64.
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(a)

Other ;Research Projects or Work in .Prot;Ires·s.

Books.

Schmidt, P.F.., Whitehead's Theories of Perception, .ai::c;iepted
for publication by Rutgers university Press.
Aiexander, H. G., full, rel;le('lich time spent in revi.sing };lo~k
· On Philosopl;lica.'ll 'i!hinldng and. :iri :completing book oniMean:iriC] in..
. Language_~·.
·
··· · ·
.I

"'~ahttl, A,J. i · Bha~avad· 9ita, The Wisdom of Krishna~ li'rede;c:ick

Unget, . Pul;lli!'lhing company, J.n press •

·

.

··

·

.

~

·.

· ~ahitt1. A, J. , . Wh;y Be Moral? Ail Introduction to Ethics,
Americian Book company, .N.ew York, twenty-four chapters completed
in first draft and mimeographed, :five i::hapters completed during.
the present year.

Bah~, .1l.~J. , Interdependence" aproposed cooperative vol.ume
with. contributions by university af:New Mexico professors
;representing dtfferent fields. Preface, and chapter on "Interdependence in Philosophy" w.rit.ten and, duplicated,. Fourteen
professors tentatively committed
,. . ' to prepare chapters .•
;

(b)

Ch,aJ?ter in a book.

· Bahrn, :A.J., ''Organicism: The Philosophy of Interdependence''~:
in contemporary Philosophy~ West and East, edited b:Sr .Ram Nath
Sharma, Meerut, India.
(c)

Articles.

Bahm, A.J.r "Is 'l'here a Sot:il 6:r No Soul? The Buddha Refused to Answer. Why?". Proceedings of the Wooster Conference
on comparative Philosophy, Wooster, Ohio, Apr-iL 22-24, 1965 •.
Bahm, A.J., four articles suhmitteQ. for publication. lnto prepare article relating Aesthetics to Organicism
fJ::oin edicor of the Journal of Aesthetids and Art
Cri ticisrn.
v~tation
r~ceivea

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
SCHMIDT: Paper .read at southwest Philosophical Soc:i.et;r.

meeting in Houston,
vrithout Truth 11 •

Te~as,

..

December 17, 1966 entitled: "Knowledge
'

This same paper \'Tas read to the Philosophy Club,

University of California, Riverside, April 28, 1966.
AtEXANDER: Attended and c:lelive:red paper (Seneca •.s Moral
Message in the Present World) at the

Cong:~;eso

Internacional.de

Filosofia, en el XIX centenario de la muerte dt:! Lucio Ai1rteo
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.'·.

i?05
;Seneca - cordoba, Spa;i.n, september': 7-],2, 196.5.

Invited t¢.

,.

speak as representative of the Ertglish-spealdng participants
at the .. final ceremony •. ,

l3Af!M.: Secretary of the American Philosophical ·Association
. ($tand:Lng). Committee. on Int.ern(;ltional Cultul';'a,l Co.operation.
Administrator for most of the. $2,500 grant·to the A~P.A•
by
. •·.
.
."·,,

.

'

.

the Asia Foundation ror sending :i:ree subscript;i.ons.to Alnerican
philosophical journals

~o

Asian university libraries and.

f~r

·

membershiJ?s in the··A.P.A. for vi~;~iting' Asian
scholars.·
Grant
'.
...
"

· increased by ~500 far next year.

Attended tne XI ~nternational

. Co~gt~ss of the !nte;rp.ational Association for the .Histo:J;"y of
:Religions, Claremont, califo):n.ia, September 6.-11, 1965.
Attended the American Pllilosophical Association Western Division
annual meeting in Minneapolis, May 5-7, · 1966.

Presented re-

port .for the committee on International .cultural Cooperation at
the business session of this meeting.

Appointed

l);ditor of the Philosophical. Bulletin, published
tute

~onsulting

by

the Insti-

for East-West Studies, Ahmedabad, India:
7. Other Professional Activities.
SdHM!PT: Organized and conducted two meetings foX: COEBS

(Commission on Undergraduate Education in.· BiologiC'al Sciences)
on "The Nature and Structure of Biology", Washington, D.C.,
April 1-2, 1966, and La Jolla, california,. April 29-30, 1966.

Funds from NSF grant to CUEBS.
ALEXANDERt conducted series of week:l,y interviews, called
11

Conversations", over 1<NME-TV during summer of 1965.

once at the Unitarian Church

~:~ervice

Spoke

during sUln!Jie:t of 1965.

BAHM: Commentator and discussion ,leader ·on "Rashomon ;r,
Japanese film depicting I!IOral prohleli1S involving Buddhist
-5-

characte;J;"s, at Aqu:i,nas-Newman,. Center, AUg,)lS\= 15, :1,.965.

Da-

livered talk entitled: "Truth'', to Philosophy Club, Student
Union, Marchl3, 1966.
8,

Non-teachingUniversity Service,

SCHMIDT: Chairman, Department of Philosophy.
ALEX.l\NDER: Meinber of . Graduate. Coillini ttee, 1965-6'6 •
.'

Graduate Committee representative on the Policy Committee,
1965-66.

Chairman of Policy Conurtittee $.Ubaammittee on

Committees, 1966.
EVANS: Member, Committee .on· the University.
9.

Public Service.

None.
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The Report of the Department of Physics
and Astronomy
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Victor H. Regener, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year 1965-66
1. Building Program
Construction of the new Graduate Research Building
of the Department of Physics and Astronomy was completed
in November, 1965. Occupancy started on December 28, 1965.
2. Departmental Operation
The heavy involvement of the department in research,
and the growth of this involvement, is shown in the following table for 1963-64 through 1965-66. Starred figures
for 1965-66 include extrapolations for the months of May
and June, 1966, for which final data are not yet available.
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
Departmental budget,
original figures
$ 169,000
$ 188,100
$ 159,450
Departmental budget,
actual expenditures
121,254
140,929
179,798
Sponsored research
expenditures
500,000*
287,957
431,502
Overhead to University
from grants and contracts
48,216
70,264
80,000*
Money for grants and
contracts received
during the year from
outside sources
1,083,163
529,722
743,295
Active grants and
contracts at end
of year
1,478,906
1,811,249
2,137,735
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3.

Search for new faculty and graduate students
During the report year~ again much effort was put
into the search for new faculty members. Competition
for good people continues to be fierce. Even with the
several additions we were able to make during the report
year, we will still be short of faculty to teach the
courses we ahould be teaching in 1966-67.
The area of keenest competition, however, is in the
field of graduate assistantships. Our stipends for incoming graduate assistants continue to be too low. We
cannot attract good graduate students from other schools.
Only one third of the offers we are making are accepted.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
Our most urgent need for our physical plant remains
a building for physics instruction. The space in the
Administration Building is insufficient for next year.
We shall probably have to begin scheduling laboratories
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings. We continue to propose
that new facilities be built adjacent to the present
Science Lecture Hall, to the north of it. This lecture
hall is in use during 24 clock hours per week for lecture
instruction in physics, and several hours in addition for
preparation of lecture demonstrations. Enrollment in
these classes ranges all the way to 220, and only one
class has less than 50 students. It is estimated that
the sum of $400,000 would be sufficient to provide adequate facilities for the undergraduate instruction of the
Department in the next five to ten years, provided that
we can continue to make use of the mentioned lecture hall.

c.

Appointments to Staff
For 1966-67: Seymour S. Alpert, Assistant Professor
of Physics; Charles L. Beckel, Associate Professor of
Physics; Philip M. Campbell, Assistant Prof'essor of Physics;
Charles L. Hyder (Semester II), Assistant Professor of
Physics; Robert H. Koch, Associate Professor of Astronomy.
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D.

E.

II.
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Separations
A. G. Davis Philip, Assistant Professor of Astronomy,
to leave at the end of the current year.
Sabbaticals
John R. Green, Professor of Physics, to be on Sabbatical leave, 1966-67.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements
1. Advanced Study
David S. King, completing Ph.D. dissertation.
Derek B. Swinson, Ph.D. completed October 1, 1965.
Thesis title: "Altitude Variation of the Density Spectrum
of Extensive Air Showers".
2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
travel, etc., during the period.
David S. King, spent summer of 1965 at Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory.
Roy Thomas, taught physics course at Sandia Corporation
(summer, 1965) TDP program; taught physics course at Los
Alamos, Semesters I and II, 1965-66.
3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None
4. Publications
John G. Breiland
"A Case Study of the Vertical Distribution of
Atmospheric Ozone". Journal of Applied Meteorology, Vol.4,
No. 3, June 1965, pp. 357-364.
Howard c. Bryant
"High Efficiency Solid State Neutron Telescope for
15-35 I-lev Neutrons", Review of Scientific Instruments 37,
215-223 (1966) (with E. R. Flynn).
-"High Efficiency Solid State Neutron Telescope for
20 1·1ev Neutrons", (with E. R. Flynn) Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc,.
II, 10, 515 (1965).
"Proton-Proton Spin Correlation at 27.3 Mev", (with
Jarmie, Brolley, et al) Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc. II, ~' 1204
(1965).

21.0
-4John L. Howarth
0 Ranges of Electrons and Positrons in Various
Materials 0 , Brit. J. Radial., 38: 718, 1965.
0
Tables of Analytical Expressions for Electron
and Positron Ranges 0 , (Radiation Data for Medical Use,
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1965).
David S. King
0 Self-excited Radial Oscillations in Thin Stellar
Envelopes"I, 20 p. "Self-excited Radial Oscillations in
Thin Stellar Envelopes 0 II, 5 p. (both published in June,
1966 issue of Astrophysical Journal).
A. G. Davis Philip
"Blueing Effect", Astro. Jour. 70, 687 Nov. 1965
0
MH 328~116 11 , IAU Circular 1946, Dec 1965
0 Stellar Space Distribution", Astra Jour. Supp.
Vol 12-, #112, Feb. 1966.
"Low Dispersion Spectra", Pub. Astro. Soc.Pac.
Feb. 1966.
"High Galactic Latitude A Stars", Astro Jour.71,
1966.
Victor H. Regener
Numerous progress reports and final reports on
projects, new building, etc.
Derek B. Swinson
"The Altitude Variation of the Extensive Air
Shower Density Spectrum", with J.R.Prescott, Proceedings
of the International Cosmic-Ray conference, London, 1965
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress
or completed during the period.
John G. Breiland
NSF Grant GP-2394; The vertical distribution of
atmospheric ozone. Co-principal investigator with Dr.
V. H. Regener.
Howard C. Bryant
Sandia Corp., $15,296.77, A Study of the Glory,
July 1, 1965.

~1.1

-5Christopher Dean
NSF, Thermal Effects in Nuclear Quadrupole
Resonance Spectra; $55,300, for two years.
Sandia Corp., Coupling between Proton and N14
Nuclear Resonances in Solids; $15,954,for one year.
John R. Green
NSF Grant GP-5089; $43,300, Phase Transitions
in Plastic Solids, approximatel~ two years.
John L. Howarth
NIH Grant continued ($15,449 for year Oct. 1965
to Sept. 1966); Digital Computer Techniques in Radiological Problems.
Proposal submitted to NIH; The Pathology of
Accelerated Aging in Germfree Mice; in collaboration
with Dr. Robert E. Anderson and Dr. Robert s. Stone of
UNM Medical School.
Christopher P. Leavitt
NSF, Balloon Meas. of Solar Neutrons, $32,650,
7-1-65 - 6-30-66.
NASA, OSO-B, Gamma-Ray Experiment, $284,390,
continuing, since September 1, 1959.
NASA, Neutron Flux in Space, $130,901, 5-636-66.
NASA, High Energy Flux in Space, $225~000, 1-1-66two years.
AFSWC, Electron Spectrometer, $22,182, 12-63continuing.
A. G. Davis Philip
Research Corporation Grant, Galactic Structure.
NSF Grant, Anomalous Blueing Effect.
Victor H. Regener
\>lark continued on various research projects.
Grants and contracts received: NSF, $78,800 for three
projects. NASA, $445,500. Air Force, $155,000.
Derek B. Swinson
NSF Grant, $11,000, Analysis of IQSY Observations of Solar Influences upon the Cosmic-Ray Flux,
with v. H. Regener, 2-1-66- 2-1-67.
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6.

7.

21.2

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Christopher Dean
Vice-chairman, Albuquerque Section of American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
John L. Howarth
Attended lst International Conference on Medical
Physics; Harrogate, England; Sept. 8-10, 1965. Read
paper on "Applications of Computer Techniques in Radiological Problems".
Attended XI International Congress of Radiology;
Rome, Italy; Sept. 22-28, 1965. Read paper on "Dose
Distributions near Boundaries in Inhomogeneous Absorbers".
David S. King
Attended 121st meeting of American Astronomical
Society, March 28-31, 1966, at Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Va. Presented a paper entitled "Preliminary
Investigation of the Driving Mechanism for Cepheid
Pulsation".
A. G. Davis Philip
Read papers at American Astronomical Society
meetings; Ann Arbor, June, 1965; Seattle, June, 1966.
Victor H. Regener
American Physical Society, New York, N.Y.,
Jan. 26-28, 1966.
Cosmic-Ray Symposium, London, Sept. 6-11, 1965.
NASA meetings, Washington D.C., Nov. 4-5, 1965
and Los Angeles, Cal. March 3-4, 1966.
Dedication of A. H. Compton Physics Laboratory,
St. Louis, Mo., May 4-5, 1966.
Derek B. Swinson
Attended American Physical Society Meeting, Denver,
June, 1965.
Other professional activities.
Hoi'rard C. Bryant
Visiting Staff Member, Los Alamos

~
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-7John L. Howarth
Consultant:

8.

Veterans Administration Hospital
Lovelace Foundation
Lovelace Clinic
Participated in New Mexico Academy of Sciences
Visiting Scientist Program (Visits to High Schools).
Abstractor for Physics in Medicine and Biology.
Christopher P. Leavitt
NASA Consultant - Member of Particles and Fields
Subcommittee of the Space Sciences Steering Committee.
Attended meetings in October, December and April.
Roy Thomas
Consultant at Kirtland Weapons Laboratory.
Non-teaching University service.
John G. Breiland
University College Advisor
Howard C. Bryant
Chairman; Scholarships, Prizes and Loans Committee
Secretary, Research Allocations Committee
UNM-Sandia Colloquium
Christopher Dean
Committee on Extension, Summer-Session and
Community Service.
Advising.
Science Fair Judge.
John R. Green
Graduate Committee.
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
Undergraduate Advising and Graduation Requirements.
John L. Howarth
Medical Radioisotope Committee (UNM Medical School).
Ad hoc Committee on Radiological Control
Christopher P. Leavitt
Los Alamos Advisor for Physics Graduate Students
Fellowship Committee
Contract Research and Patents Committee

~
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9.

10.

Victor H. Regener
Policy committee
Derek B. Swinson
Faculty Advisor to Sandia Grotto (UNM Caving Club)
Roy Thomas
Registration committee
Public service
Christopher Dean
Member Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra
John L. Howarth
Teacher in religious school; Temple Albert.
Derek B. Swinson
Ski instructor, Sandia Peak Ski Area
Personal information
Howard c. Bryant
Son born April 25, 1966, Clifford Maxwell Bryant
Christopher P. Leavitt
Daughter, Karin, born October 4, 1965
Derek B. Swinson
Selective Service Status; 5A
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The Report of the Department of Psychology
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1956
Frank A, Logan, ~nai4~n
I,

General Departmental Information
To maintain continuity between this and past and future reports,

the activities of the Department of Psychology during the 1965-1966
school year will be described with brief reference to both historic
and projected considerations under the following headings:

undergraduate

education, graduate education, research, space, administration and
support, and staff,
A.

Undergraduate education.

At the undergraduate level, the

department handled a total enrollment of over 2200 in introductory
lectures

(of whom over 800 participated in the optional additional

laboratory hour), and 1500 in advanced courses (of whom 90 taxed our
realistic limit of 96 in present laboratory courses),

The graduating

class of 1966 included 52 psychology majors, of whom two were awarded
General Honors, and 48 psychology minors,
awarded to two graduates:

Departmental honors were

Terry Daniel and Gene Zechmeister.

Based

on a FTE staff of nine, the above figures represent approximately a
41:1 student-faculty ratio (compared with 40:1 in 1964-65),
Revisions of the undergraduate curriculum, as approved last year,
were implemented this year,

The consolidation of the introductory

course under the tutelage of senior personnel (Professors Logan and
Norman) has created some scheduling conflicts across the campus but the
apparent results justify still further efforts in this direction.

An

N.s.F. undergraduate scientific equipment grant ($9000 matched by
U>N.M.) was used predominantly for the introductory laboratories; these
were completely revised this year in relation to the newly available
equipment.

Further revisions on the basis of experience this year will

be made in the future, but the general reception was encouraging.

Addittonal sophomore offerings given this year have eased the
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transition into the advanced undergraduate courses, but the effect of
these and the revised introductory program have yet to be fully
experienced.

Additional sophomore courses should be instituted as

soon as they can be staffed.

!he moderate expansion of our advanced

laboratory courses has relieved some of the immediate pressures at
this level but will require continued attention in the near future
if we are to handle the interested students.without sacrificing
individualized laboratory experience.

Space has now been set aside

specifically for these laboratory courses and extra support during
the year from the University Development Fund ($5200) contributed
materially to improving the equipment available to some of them, but
substantially more equipment will be needed if the program is to
achieve the quality level to which it is

aime~.

The approved Departmental Honors program bas been initiated,
with initial awards noted above, but full realization awaits the
products of revisions in the earlier parts of the program.

In this

connection, Professor Ellis was awarded an undergraduate research
participation grant by N.S.F. ($12,600) which bas helped support six
of the participants in this program.
B.

Graduate education.

At the graduate level, the department

handled a total enrollment of over 200, distributed among 40 registered
students.

Master's degrees were conferred upon:

(advifl,,r:

Henry Ellis), Larry Penson (advisor:

Larry Homan (advisor:

Thomas Bennett
Ralph Norman) •

Henry Ellis), Patrick Kelly (Plan II), and

Brian McOlash (Plan II).

Based on a FTE staff of nine, the above

figures represent approximately a 2.8:1 student-faculty ratio.
Further expansion of the graduate curtieulum was made by adding
specialized seminars in animal learning (Bessemer), human learning

..
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(Ellis), experimental analysis of behavior (Ferraro), and experimental
psychotherapy (Koenig),
remains

11

Nevertheless, the overall graduate program

thin," which was a principal basis for delay of financing our

application for a graduate training grant from the National Institute
of Mental Health.

At the same time, however, our program was approved

for support by the U.

s.

Office of Education under Title IV for awards

of N.D.E.A. fellowships.
The number of teaching assistantships (9 this year, 8 last year),
research assistantships (6 this year, 4 last year), and fellowships
(5 this year, 2 last year) reflects progress toward the goal of
supporting every qualified graduate student during his tenure.
Professor Rhodes continued his cooperative training program with the
Aeromedical Research Laboratory at Holloman A.F.B, (1 trainee working
at the base), and one graduate student is doing research in the
facilities of the Lovelace Research Foundation.

Continued efforts

are needed to coordinate all sources of graduate student support, with
particular attention paid to bringing stipends to approximately
equivalent levels.
·C,

Research,

Further increase in the quantity of research being

done within the department was experienced during 1965w66,

Our faculty

and students published 2 books and 13 journal articles, gave 6 invited
research lectures, and 16 convention papers.

This research enterprise

continues to be supported predominantly from outside grant funds,

,.
totaling $110,229 (direct costs) for the year ($68,452

~ast

year),

Some increase in explicit in-house research support ($1264 this year,
$878 last year) was important, especially to the younger members of
the faculty, but further increases in this source of funds remain of
vital concern,
In this connection, it should be noted that the federal government
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has realistically modified indirect cost allowances but has also
adopted a cost-sharing plan requiring significant university support
of its research programs.

The anticipated source of the university's

contribution is in research time for the principal investigator and
in general support facilities and personnel.

These conceptual

desiderata must increasingly be recognized in fact at U.N.M.
D.

Space. Additional space was made available during the year

to the Psychology Department by the moving of a portion of the Physics
program from the Administration Building to their new quarters.

This

space provides three new faculty offices, a graduate assistant office,
space for our advanced undergraduate laboratories including storage
space, ·and four small research rooms for work with humans.

Appropriate

modifications of this space have been made and total facilities should
be sufficient to house the department for the coming year.

However,

it is of utmost importance that plans for a new building keep
progressing so as to insure availability during the summer of 1968.
It is also important to our planning to anticipate additional space
for the Fall of 1967 in relation to potential incoming staff.
E.

Administration and support.

A research secretary (Elna Parks)

and a shop technician (William Shaw) were added to the total staff,
on the basis of support shared by the department and the faculty's
research grants.

A part time laboratory supervisor (Louis M. Gonzalez)

was appointed to work with the graduate assistants in the introductory
course.
F.
were:

Staff. Appointments to the regular staff during the year
David W. Bessemer, Ph.D. (expected) 1966, University of

Wisconsin; Douglas P. Ferraro, Ph.D. 1965,

Col~ia

University; and

Karl P. Koenig, Ph.D. 1964, University of Washington. All were
appointed at the rank of Assistant Professor beginning 1 September 1965•

David T. Benedetti continued on full-time loan to the Peace Corps (in
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which capacity he negotiated a $1.8 million continuation contract); and
Sidney Rosenblum continued on half-time loan to the Graduate School
(from which cap&city he was selected for a Fellowship in Academic
Administration by the American Council on Education).

The regular

faculty thus totaled eight-and-a-half (the above and Professors Frank
A. Logan and Ralph D. Norman, Associate Professors Henry
John M. Rhodes, and Assistant Professor Bert Zippel).

c.

Ellis and

No changes in

rank were made during the year, nor were there any resignations from
the staff.
Some courses continue to be taught by part-time personnel.

Dr.

Jerome Gibson taught during the first semester and Drs. Alan Swain and
Lynnette Plumlee taught during the second semester.

Some degree of

continuation of this policy can be anticipated until our staff is
rounded out.
Two new appointments were made to begin in the Fall of 1966:
Louis E. Price, Ph.D. 1960 0 University of Iowa (currently at the
University of Massachusetts) was appointed Associate Professor; and
Peder Johnson, Ph.D, 1965, University of Colorado, was appointed
Assistant Professor.

In order to bring the faculty-student ratio

down to a level appropriate for effective classroom teaching, expansion
at a rate faster than that of the student body is a genuine necessity.
Furthermore, to maintain balance and to promote our national image
rapidly, some top senior appointments should be made as soon as possible,
Our faculty continues to be active in the national scene.

In sum,

they attended 12 conventions (not including the Rocky Mountain Psychological Association meeting held in Albuquerque) and 7 conferences and
symposia.

They served as consulting or associate editors for 9 journals,

and served as professional consultants or advisors for 10 agencies.

..

..
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They also

par~icipated

within New Mexico.

in 20 guest lectures, symposia or conferences

Professor Logan was elected to the Eltecutive

Committee of the Division of Experimental Psychology of the American
Psychological Association; Associate Professor Rosenblum was chosen
President-elect of the New Mexico Psychological Association,
G.

Conclusion.

Improvement in all levels of activity was evident

during the 1965-1966 school year.

Our undergraduate program is shaping

into an effective scientific image while servicing the larger needs of
the University, and the graduate program continues to develop toward
the anticipated level of excellence.

The overall research effort is

continuing to expand and the stature of the department continues to
grow,

Further increase in staff is a most pressing need, but coupled

with this is the need for additional space, for increased local research
support, and for additional graduate assistantships and fellowships.
Past administrative support in these regards is strongly appreciated
but continuing efforts are necessary if we are to maintain the momentum
generated during the past year,

,..--------------------

II.
1.

--

-

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
Advanced study.

David

w.

Bessemer:

Ph.D. expected Summer, 1966.

Douglas P. Ferraro: Ph.D. received December 15, 1965, Columbia University.
Suppression and recovery of a regularly reinforced response as a function
of the probability and frequency of punishment.
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching, travel, etc.

Henry C. Ellis:

Visiting faculty, Washington University, Summer 1965

Ralph D. Norman:

Travel to French Canada, June, 1965

Bert Zippel: O.E.O. Project Evaluating Neighborhood Service Centers,
Pueblo, Colorado, May 1966
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.

Sidney Rosenblum: American Council on.Education Fellowship in Academic
Administration, 1966-67
4.

Publications.

Henry

c.

Ellis

Transfer of predifferentiation training to gradients of generalization in
shape recognition (with Feuge). J. exp. Psycho!., 1966, 11, 539-542.
Stimulus meaning and complexity as factors in the transfer of stimulus
predifferentiation. J. exp. Psycho!., 1966, 71, 629-633.
Douglas P. Ferraro
Cardiac rate of the rat under a DRL and non-contingent temporal schedule
of reinforcement. (with A. G. Snapper and W. N. Schoenfeld) Psycho!.
~ •• 1965, 11· 543-552.
Karl P. Koenig
Verbal behavior and personality change. J. Pers. Soc, Psychol., 1966, 1,
223-227.
Relationships of test anxiety and hostility to descriptions of self and
parents (with I. G. Sarason). J, Pers, Soc. Psychol., 1965, 1• 617-621.
Experimental treatment of habitual smoking (with Masters), Behav. Res,
Ther., 1965, 1, 235-243.
Frank A. Logan
Generalized partial reinforcement effect (with Brown). J. comp. physiol.
Psycho!., 1965, §Q, 64-69.
Performance speed as a function of practice speed (with Shiffrin). J. verb,
Learn. verb. Beh., 1965, 4, 335-338.
Reward and Punishment (wit~Wagner). Boston: Allyn-Bacon, 1965,
Transfer of Discrimination. J. exp. Psychol., 1966, 71,
616-618,
John M. Rhodes
The effect on the chimpanzee of rapid decompression to a near vacuum. NASA
CR-329. (Ed. A. G. Koestler) Section IIi p. ~3-79, Nov. 1965. (with
L. M. Stephens, J. L. Hartman, and o. F. ewis).

,.

4.

Publications.

(cont.)

Sidney Rosenblum
Conceptual thinking in sixth-grade children as measured by the Vigotsky
Block Test. Psych, Rep., 1965, 11., 195-202. (with R. Sherilyn Meece)
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period.
Henry

c.

Ellis

NSF Grant; $44,500. Conditions of Learning Influencing Perception;
3 yrs.; 1 May 1965 to 30 April 1968.
NSF Grant; $12,600. Undergraduate Research Participation; 1 Sept. 1965
to 31 October 1966. Notification of extension pending.
Continued research on theoretical interpretations of perceptual learning,
transfer of learning, mediation, and visual form perception.
Douglas P. Ferraro
Grant in Aid for $934 for Schedules of Punishment
Awarded NSF Grant for $33,400 to start July 1, 1966
Response variability and response persistence
Adrenal hypertrophy as a function of probability and frequency of punishment.
J. comp. physiol. Psycho!., in press.
Some properties of responding under regular reinforcement. J. comp. physiol.
Psychol. 1 in press.
Karl P. Koenig
Grant in Aid for ~330 for "Experimental
:Psychotherapy."

Ana~ogues

of Behavioristic

Frank A. Logan
National Science Foundation, $29,000 d,c.
Conditions of Reinforcement
National Institutes of Health, $25,000 d.c.
Free Behavior Situation
Ralph D. Norman
A revised deterioration formula for the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
(submitted to J. clin. Psychol.)
Party switching, authoritarianism and dogmatism in the 1964 elections
(with Bert Zippel, submitted to Psychol. Rep.)
John M. Rhodes
Holloman AFB Aeromedical Research Lab., $41,729, Investigation and
development of techniques for use of a multipurpose depth electrode,
April 1, 1966-March 31, 1967.
Cortical EEG of the chimpanzee during and after anoxia induced by rapid
decompression. (with L. M. Stephens, J. L. Hartman, and 0. F. Lewis),
in press.
A new computer method for EEG analysis. (with D. 0. Walter, D. Brown, and
w. R. Adey), in press.
Discriminate analysis of "Activated" EEG. (with D. o. Waiter and. W. R.
Adey), in preparation.
Differentiating the recruiting response spindles and barbiturate spindles.
(with A. Netick), in preparation.

5.

Other research projects, etc.

(cont,)

Bert Zippel
The relation of fittingness, wordness, and polarity of concepts (with
J. Dotson); Semantic differential measures of meaningfulness and agreement
of meaning; in press.
Party switching, authoritarianism, and dogmatism in the 1964 election (with
R. Norman); Judgment of evaluative balance in sentences; submitted for
publication.
Semantic differential profiles and association norms (with R. Fink);
Cooperation and Social values (with J. Hill); in progress.
Proposal 136/45 to N.S.F.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.

Henry

c. Ellis

Attended Psychonomic Society meeting, October, 1965, Chicago
Presented paper: Transfer of predifferentiation training to visual
shape recognition
Attended Southwestern Psychological meeting, April, 1966, Arlington, Texas
Presented papers: Mechanisms of transfer in perceptual learning;
Temporal factors in verbal transfer; The role of stimulus meaning and
response meaning in perceptual memory (with Feuge)
Attended Midwestern Psychological meeting, May, 1966, Chicago
Presented paper: Reinforcement and tactual-kinesthetic feedback in
perceptual learning following pre-exposure to visual forms (with Bennett)
Attended Rocky Mountain Psychological meeting, May, 1966, Albuquerque
Chaired symposium: Learning and Perception: Some interrelations
Sponsored papers of six students; Program Chairman
Douglas P. Ferraro
Attended Eastern Psychological meeting, April 1966, New York City
Read paper: Suppression as a function of probability and frequency of
punishment
Attended Rocky Mountain Psychological meeting, May 1966, Albuquerque
Read paper: Success of suppression and recovery under punishment (with
Perkins)
Karl P. Koenig
Attended New Mexico Psychological meetings
Attended Rocky Mountain Psychological Association meetings. Served as
director of placement services and volunteer services. Chaired one paper
session.
:Frank A. Logan
Attended A.P.A. meeting, 1965 1 Chicago
Elected to Executive Committee, Div. 3, A.P.A.
Served on Membership Committee, Div. 3, A.P.A.
Appointed to Council of Representatives, A.P.A.
Attended Psychonomic Society meeting, 1965, Chicago
Read paper: Continuously negatively correlated reward
Attended Southwestern Psychological meeting, 1966, Arlington, Texas
Symposium paper: Incentive effects in extinction
Attended Midwestern Psychological meeting, 1966, Chicago
Attended Rocky Mountain Psychological meeting, 1966, Albuquerque

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies

(cont.)

Ralph D. Norman
Attended meeting of Committee on Evaluation of Teaching of Division of
Teaching of Psychology, APA, Univ. of Delaware, Newark, Del., March 9-12,
1966
Attended Rocky Mt. Psychol. meeting, Albuquerque, May 1966; Read 2 papers
Treasurer, UNM Chapter of Sigma Xi
John M. Rhodes
International Congress of EEG and Clin. Neurophysiol., Vienna, Sept. 1965
P~per presented:
"Cortical EEG of the chimpanzee during and after anoxia
induced by rapid decompression."
Psychonomic Society, Chicago, Oct. 1965
Assn. Psychophysiology of Sleep, Gainesville, Fla., Mar. 1966
Paper presented: "Spindles and their origin."
Rocky Mtn. Psychol. Assn., Albuquerque, May, 1966
Symposium on "Sleep Activity and Spindles"
Central EEG Soc., Winnepeg, Canada, June, 1966
Paper presented: "Computer Analysis of EEG during behavioral tasks."
Sidney Rosenblum
President-elect, N. M. Psychological Assoc., 1965-66.
Chairman, Professional Standards Committee, NMPA, 1965-66,
Vice-President for Psychology, American Association on Mental Deficiency,
Rocky Mountain Region, 1965-66.
Program Chairman, NMPA, 1965-66.
Public Relations Director, Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, 1965-66.
"Research in Mental Retardation." Symposium, RMPA, Denver, May 14, 1965.
Chairman, Workshop: "The Retarded Child Grows Old." Annual Meeting of
American Assoc. on Mental Deficiency, Rocky Mountain Region, Aug. 18, 1965.
Bert Zippel
Attended Rocky Mountain Psychological meeting, May 1966
Read paper: Learning and meaning of evaluative balance in sentences
7.

Other professional

activities.

Henry C. Ellis
Invited Talks and Colloquia
Verbal factors in perceptual learning and transfer, Menninger Research
Foundation, Topelm, Kansas
Transfer of Learning, Invited Symposium at SWPA, Arlington, Texas
Programed Instruction: Theory and Data, N. M. Dept. of Educ. and Ford
Foundation Small Schools Project, Santa Fe.
Principles of Programed Instruction, United Pueblo Agencies, Albuquerque
Implications of transfer for the teaching of English, NDEA Institute, UNM
Behavior Theory and administrative decision-making, Administrative Training
Group, College of Education, UNM
The role of models in graduate research training, Dean's Seminar, College
of Education, UNM
The taking (and passing) of tests, Mesa Vista Dormitory, UNM
Four chapters on "Transfer and Retention" to be published in Learning:
Processes, edited by M. H. Marx. Under contract with Macmillan.
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7.

Other professional activities

(cont.)

Henry C. Ellis--cont.
Editing and Reviewing
Review ms. Psychol. Rev., J. exp. Psychol., Canad. J. Psychol.
Assoc. Editor, Percept. mot. Skills, and Psychol. Rep.
Review research proposals and equipment development proposals for NSF
Karl P. Koenig
Consultant for the Cerebral Palsy Clinic
Frank A. Logan
Consultancies: Chairman, Exper. Psycbol. Study Section (B), NIH
Consulting editor: J, exp. Psycho!., J, comp. physiol. Psychol., Psychol.
Monog., Psychol. Bull.
Colloquia: UCLA
Conference: Exper. Anal. of Behavior, Arizona State
Ralph D. Norman
Consultant, BCI Hospital (Clinical Psychology)
John M. Rhodes
Consultant--Holloman, UCLA
Sidney Rosenblum
Sense and Nonsense about the Human Personality, Albuquerque Rotary, May 1965
What Nurses Need to Know about Psychology, N.M. State Nurses, Oct. 1965
Facts and Fictions about Parents and Children, Hadassah, Dec. 1965
Parent-Child Relationships, Open Line (KGGM), Dec. 1965
Passion in Puberty, Faith Lutheran Church, Feb., 1966
Marriage and Divorce, Open Line (KGGM), Feb.; 1966
Divorce-Jewish S~yle, B1 nai Israel Congregation, Mar., 1966
Psychology and Teen-agers, Del Norte H. S., Mar., 1966
Mental Health, B'nai Israel Congregation, May 1966
Interpersonal Relationships, UNM Ext. Div., June 6, 7, 1966
Bert Zippel
Consultant: O.E.O. Project in Evaluation of Neighborhood Service Centers with
Kirschner Associates
8.

Non-teaching University service

David T. Benedetti
birector, Peace Corps Training Center
Member, Lawrence Ranch Advisory Committee
Undergraduate major advisor
Negotiated $1.8 Million training contract with Peace Corps, Wash., D. C.
David W. Bessemer
University College Advisor
Henry C. Ellis
Contract Research and Patent Committee; UNM-Sandia Colloquium Committee;
Career Scholar (M-3.) Coordinating Council, 'rutor; Director, Departmental
Honors; Curriculum Consultant, College of Nursing; Director, NSF Undergraduate Research Participation Program; Graduate Qualifying Examination
Committee; A & S Advisor

8.

Non-teaching University service

(cont.)

Douglas P. Ferraro
Faculty sponsor to two NSF undergraduate participation fellows
A & S Advisor
Karl p, Koenig
University College advisor
Graduate Qualifying Exam. Committee
Clinical Ph.D. Committee
Taught seminar in the Free University
Frank A. Logan
Chairman Department of Psychology
Graduate Student Advisor
M-3 Tutor: Charles Mitchell
Honors supervisor: David Tieman
Ralph D. Norman
Member, Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
Member, Research Allocations Committee
Member, Doctorate Education Committee of College of Education
Part-time Assessment Officer, PCTC
Clinical Ph.D. Committee
Graduate Student Advisor
John M. Rhodes
Advisor for Psychology majors, A & S
Sidney Rosenblum
Assistant Dean of the Graduate School
Director, Career Scholar Program
Acting Chairman, Dept. of Psychology, Summer Session 1965
Chairman, Committee to Select Annual UNM Research Lecturer for 1966
Graduate Qualifying Exam. Committee
Clinical Ph.D. Committee
Bert Zippel
University College Advisor
Curricula Committee
Association of Faculty Religious Advisors
9.

Public service,

Ralph D. Norman
Chairman, N. M. State Board of Psychologist Examiners
Member, Staff Development Committee for N. M. of WICHE
Sidney Rosenblum
Board Member, Coronado Credit Union (UNM), 1964 to present
Area Leader, United Fund Drive of Albuquerque, 1965 (Grad. Sch. representative)
Field Worker, Albuquerque Jewish Welfare Fund
10.

Personal information.

Bert Zippel:

Wife deceased November 1965.
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The Report of the Department of Soeiology
July 1 8 1965 = J~~e 30, 1966
D. vi. Varley, Chair1nan

I.,

General d!E!rl..~:~;aJ.=:I.nf~rmation
A. FoX' t-he first time :1n the last four years the fall semeatero s

percentage increase in enrollment for the

Departrr~t

of Sociology was

not at or near the highest level recorded for the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Thia

11

aro:l.Gvement 11 was bro1.1ght abot."t by simp:cy- limiting

anrollmsnta in seweral

~laaaes 1 parti~arly

at the introduetor,y level.

!Wasons foi> taking this ac-liicn were eJtplained in last yearn a Departmental

Basically, they :involved the belief that there are limits as io

report.

how muCh a departmznt oan be expected to subsidize eeaaomically and
pedagogically 'lih<J ed'W)aticnal progroruns of oiher m1its of tha miversity.
Ono of the aOllompsnimanta o£ th.e large aollliology flflrollment

inereaeJaa expariwfead

m :re~.Wnt y-aws hsa boo.n

quality of fll';udents.,

Thi21 has baen reflected in aoll!a rathQr impressivep

:Indeed

a~

en improvenent in t.be

timas apaotacularp GrsdU!lte Record Examination scores.

response to this ntrticeabla q1.mlity

improve11!21llt~

In

af.:forts were made this

paGt yee.r in two couraes (mathodology and cri.aUaology) to provide field

and research

exp~rienca.

ge~eral~ ~avorableo

Results o£

tiles~

ef'forts were mixed, although

The basio di!fioultieo in these pedagogical efforts

s1;s!1l'.scl from lack of !o.ioiliii!e/5 tllld understai'fing.

The same problems

cluiltory cou:rso l<avel .tilbrough the use o£ '1ielGv1sion facilities.

could 'ba dooe oocauss :f.t 1:7oUl.d cost maney lihich the 'WlivorDity
~ra~ic~

eithGr

~gnnot

or will not

pro~ide

for such purposes.

Nothing
adm~i=
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Dur:i.ng the year a new graduate level course was added to the
Ct\l'riculum;

,!ll•p

a seminw in the Theo:ey of· Complex Orgmizat:l.ons.

It

should also be noted that again the Department of Sociology profited
from the use of faculty !'rom outside the Arts and Sciences College.
Profeosor Edward Holan, n soeisl psyChologist wno holds a joint

appoint~

mant in the Colleg0s or Business Ad!llin1strat1on and Educaticn, taught

one sociologr course chlr:lng the secmd semester. Professor Charles
Grif'fith 3 a social anthropologist :In the College of EducatitG, taught
one sociology cowae :in the :fall L'!e!n'ster md me course in the spring

semester.
With respect to plans md recol!JIOOlldations for the neer future,

B.

it is expected that tbe coruing year will see plans colliPleted tor lsunching
an

undargradu;~ta

students of

honors program !n sociology. Since wa are now getting

honort~

quality; thay should be served.

that course work in medical sociology and

It is also expected

posaib~

stratification will be

de'\10lopad.

Another cmsideration o£ illlport for tbo near futuro ie the prel5ent
cha:1rll1ll!loa des:i.re to disangago himself f"t'om tbe chairm81lship.
bal~ef'

It is his

that ha has done about sll he can do ss chairman to develop tbe

socinlogy program ai; the m:i:v"Graity. '!'here 1e,
rama:in~>

or

cQW.'sa, much that

to b3 donao HOlll!lver, that ·wsk will require qualities "that the

preaant ehairlllsn does not hmra and does not wish to develop. .Accord:!ngly',
efto~ta

should ba made to

a~eura

a proper replacement tor tbe l967c68

ccadsmic yearo
C. Effective Saptambar 1966 Dr. Nancie L.

s.

Gonzalez. was appointed

Aosncinte Professor uf Sociology end Anthropology with
~~il9

in the Dep~mant of Sooiolpgro Effective

cna~third

September 1966

ot her

,.
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Ml'. Jack L. Dyer tfaa appointed .Assi.fJtant Professor o£ Sociology.

Effective Septembel' 1966 'l1rs, Helen Potter was reappointed to the

.

'

position of Graduate AssiStm:!t• E.f.f'ec;l;;tve SeptGmbar 1966 til!'o Robert

MUrillo wau appointed to

the position oi' Graduate Asaietant.

September 1966 1-!ro. Jmet Vllilder

veen was

Effective

appointed to the pi>3ition of

secretary to the Department o! Sociology.
D. .Effective Juno 1966 Mrs. Helen Potter and Mr .. Robart. Murillo

terminated their appointments aa Graduate Assistants. Effeotive JUllS
1966 Mrs. Janet Vender Veim teradnated her appointment

Seoretaey to

&I'J

the DePartment ot Sociology.

II. po:112os:l:lie of in!ormation regUl!etad..,21 individual

,!!W'lOmenta

b:lo~.

.

lo

Jack L. D,ver i1BS awarded the Ph.D. in Sociology by the University
or Colorado on Jen'l11\ry 31, 1966.

4•

Charles E. lo!bodhouss (vitb Heney J. Tcbiss) "Primordial Ties
and Political Proooae in Pre=Revolut1onaey nuoaia: 1be Case of
the Jerish Bwd," ~ye Studios in Scoietz md Hirst~, Vol.
VIII, No. 3 {AprilL900)~~ pp.) o bavtcJW."Variei;"'bOOJC review
of Hilton Ba.""l:'onas 11 Conten:porary Sooiolog,r,n Social Forcea, .
(Smptem'ber 1965) page 13>· DaVid w. Vnrlf!Y',t 1rm'e -settie?imt. 8Zid
J.:tigration Pattel'ns
Newl~co,n
110~te on Neu Mexicous
ResourseaD Stste Planning 0ti"ice 1 Fa •uary i'9[pagea m:~M}.
~llrloy (td.th Arthm- lll'00101'l!eld, Ralph Edgel, Howa't'd Finston,
and Richard K:!.rscbner) .Ad uat100nts to Reduced National Defense
~.xpmditurGs in Ne'IT H"~Dt co
egiona •conomic St\ia'i for tfiBUnitod
'S~'tt"J\'rma Con~Oi
Iifi!artnamant Agency. Contract no. ACDA/Ec58)
Kh•aelme:r .1\ss;:~ciatea, December 19651 (117 pages).

m

s:z::;

m.a

5. Jack: L. Dyer: prepl.!l'ntion of manuscript

D

011

complex orgonination

thaoey.

Harold c. Maier:

oamplo aurwy study o£ ditf'erentisl

sez:~role

sociolizatian in college.

David 1-1. Varley: co-<firsctor of national study evallUiting zwighbor..
hood eerv:l.ce cmrters for the Wash:In.:.<>ton Ortica of Economic
Opportuni"l;y'.

•.
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Charles Eo ~inodhouse: Principal in11estigntor of project studying
the inflU®oa o£ campus envil'unmen.t on student participation :in
ll pal"ll=ll!ilitary organi~tian; this is thil'd full year or suppo:r1g
by Air Fl::al."ce O.fi'ioe of Scientific Research = $54~000.
6.

,Taclc L. Dyerx presented paper entitled 11 .A Stl!l'ili9I' Work=St'Udy Program
in Mental Health" annual mei.:l.ng o:r Southwestern Sociological
.1\sao«lia~ion m Ne-w Orleanet llpril l966o Discussant of papel' enti1:.1ed
"F.ducat:Lansl. 'l'remda for Specific Populations in the United States by
Ql!)hori; .llnal,ysis 11 in SOciology Section ot !!'.!'lllual meeting o£ R!\1ck;r

Mountain Social Science Aasocietinn in Fort Collins 8 Colorado 9
Hey 1966.
Harold c. Meier: attended annual maetfug of Rocey Hounts:ln Social
S@ioncs .~a!lnleis1»im bald in 'Fort Collinil!D Oolorl!dot l>Iay 1966.
Dnvid

lv.

Vilrle;r:

attended atan'Wll meot:lng of Alllariean Sociological

.llssodat:!.on~ Chicago"

Sept-amber 196~. Delivered £eaturad paper
entitled 11 Soma Recsent Reaeareh m Fet'1;1li1W" at initiation meeting
of' Alpha Kappa Delta (Sociology Honorary') at Univerait.;r of M.·h~liiUJ 9
Tutlem.~> Jlpril 1966. Mem~r of Collllllittee ®. Member>s in Course of
Alpha chapter oi' Nflw Mexico 9 Phi Beta Kappa.,
Charles E. Woodhouse~ re61d paper (with Pdriok Ijyncb) entitled
"Militaey S<t~cie.lizo.tio.n to. the Air Foxocs R<YrC 11 at amual meting cf'
American Sociological Association» Chicago, September 1965.

1. liarol£! C.

~reier s delivered address to South B6relea Co11!1111l!lity Project
personnel (OEO) on problems of project evaluation.

Jack L. Dyer: delivered eddraea Qll retire101mt problema to Sandia
Corp. pre=retiremant. g!."Oup. Discuaaant on mt£~TV program about

computer selection of

~Jrriage

partnsrsa

David W., Varley: delivered talks on Vlil"ioUI3 topics to sympoldwn of'
Engl:tah teachereD dln!'l'lt~m Eiwenio 8 State Ssnitarima. Federation of
C~mmnity Associa't:l.ons {OEOh WICHE E:Gndnar en j\Nellile del:tnqmney 3
Uni'li'eraity Dalll$B 11 AAUP maating 8 Cm~f<!lrence en Food end Nutl"iti«lb 9

st\.'l:!ont roligiwa

gl'O<lpo

Ch\'lll'lGo Eo Woodhow.w:

cielheli'Eld :.Jddr-esa

do':roltr.~p~it'" ~o l!lterd.~r:l.can

8Q

Oil 11 Sooisl

Change rmd Ullder=

Fo:r-..w.

'll!ll:lergrad'elSte <l!CDdamiQ advinor fw sophomores in
omhar of tlto doetot<al diaMrtation com.nittaesa

Har(lld C. Maie:rg
s~e:!.ol?gy;

Do\J':I.cl I?, Varley:

advisor far jwicr and senior mdargraduatea sod
grlldlW'OO ut.rncntg in a;ociology; faculty ad'iiaor fo:r ACOHfij chaimen

of ad hoe \'l.'lm:m:l;twe m1 eoe:tal '!lork: cTif'l'iO'Ul'IIll needaJ eharter member
of :;r~tl.Cf®t f'acul\;y lwclloon clubo

Clior>les E, toi3o:fuow::a ~
uHernom

n:an of

neodamie advisor i'ol' Univel."aity- ~llege 9
Fraeder.1 l?lld Tmure; chair'"'
or me <loct-{)ral diczertatia:n

Jr.;Jr:h:J? of Cor.rm1ttoe on Aoadoroic
~W-' M. ft< theoio ~::o!llmitteaal ra<Jmbar-

C :1Ti1lli ti:~Kl"

,.
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9. David w. V.arleyz u:ember of board or directors or Child Guidance

Ct;mter; member of Govemoroa Ccllll!littee m Cllildren end Youth; member
o£ boerd or directors of Plmmed Pm·Gntb.ood Association; conaultent

i'or the Martine a Town-santa Barbara Colll!ll1lllity Associa~ion (OEO).

10. Hone.

The Report of the Department of Speech
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Fred M. Chreist, Acting Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

The three active divisions of the Speech Department during
the 1965-1966 academic year were the forensic division, the
speech pathology and audiology division, and the television
and radio division.

Significant accomplishments are reported

below.
1.

The forensic program at the University of New Mexico
continued to expand during the 1965-1966 academic year.
The budget, with all funds coming from the Associated
Student Government was increased from the $3,000.00
received in 1964-1965 to $6,500.00.

This advance in

funds allowed for increased participation in terms of
the number of students attending the various tournaments
and the number of tournaments attended.

More than twenty-

five students attended a total of sixteen tournaments.

A

majority of these students were freshmen and sophomores,
indicating that the student participation should increase
during the 1966-1967 academic year.
Although the number of participants in forensic activities
increased there was no reduction in the quality of performances or representation for the University.

Among the

awards received were eleven trophies, including a sweepstake trophy at the Western Speech .Association Championships; first place in men's extemporaneous speaking at the

1 -

Abilene Christian College Tournament? the "Arizona Trophy"
for outstanding success in forensics over the last six
years; second place in junior division debate at the
Western Collegiate Association Championships and one of the
top four negative speakers at the Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha National Debate Championship tournament.
The University hosted two outstanding forensic events of
the year.

The first was the Western Speech Association

Championships during the Thanksgiving hol.iday of 1965.
The tournament was attended by fifty-nine colleges and
universities from the eleven western states.

The second

will be the National Forensic League National High School
Championships? to be held at the University campus from
June 27 through June 30? 1966,

In attendance will be the

top 320 high school speech contestants from approximately
forty of the United States.

These students have been

awarded top academic honors as well as top honors in speech
from the various states.
In addition to sponsoring these two nationally significant
events for the first time in the history of the University?
the department has been
ities for the

Ne~1

acti~e

in sponsoring forensic activ-

Mexico Speech and Drama Association.

Two

state high school tournaments were hosted by the department.
The first was a festival at which awards were excellent and
superior ratings rather than having competition for place
rankings.

This event was attended by five hundred high
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school students from throughout the state.

The second

was the state championship attended only by those who had
won that right by being victorious in district elimination
competition.

First place winners will represent New

Nexico in the national high school championships in
Albuquerque, New Mexico in June.
2.

The speech pathology and audiology program provides academic
instruction and laboratory practicum for students of speech
and audiology.

The student training clinics of the

University of New Mexico Speech and Hearing Center conduct
a clinical program to provide university students with
varied opportunities for supervised experience in the
diagnosis and treatment of speech and hearing disorders.
Students in speech, psychology, guidance and counselling,
and special education participate in this program as
observers.

Students in the graduate and under graduate

divisions of the speech pathology program participate in
the clinical-evaluation and therapy program provided by
the Center.
During the 1965-1966 academic year, a total of thirty-four
evaluation clinics for 177 children and adults outside the
University community were conducted in the following pattern:
No. of Clinics
Evaluation Clinics
Elks Cerebral Palsy Clinics
Adult Evaluation Clinics
Special ProAlems
Hearing Tests
Carlsbad Cerebral Palsy Clinic
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No. of Clients

41

10
10
8
5

60
15

1

29

5
27

..

Opportunities for supervised practicum in speech and
hearing therapy were provided at the University Speech
and Hearing Center.

Regular therapy was provided for

thirty-one children and adults in this program.

Clients

of the UNM S"peech and Hearing Center are charged a
minimal fee for therapy and diagnostic services.
char~es

totalled $2450.00 for the year.

Such

Graduate students

participated as therapists, under the supervision of the
professional staff in six cooperating agencies in the
community.

In this program eleven graduate students worked

with twenty-five clients in the following cooperating
agencies:
Albuquerque Hearing and Speech Center
Bataan Nemorial Rehabilitation Center
}Lanzanita Center
Cortez Elementary School
Veterans Administration Hospital
The Speech and Hearing Center provided services for 113
University students during the academic year,

All incoming

students are screened by the Center staff during registration week.

Speech therapy and speech improvement training

was given: ,tJo those students who exhibit a need for the
services and consented to participate in the activities of
the Center.

No fees are charged to any regularly enrolled

university student.
A pilot program was initiated during the 1965-1966 academic
year in which part-time professional speech and hearing
services were offered to those clients

~~ho

preferred

certified professional services instead of supervised student
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services.

Clients in this program were billed for a

total of $735.00.
During the second semester Dr. Lloyd Lamb, the new
audiologist was placed under contract for the 1966-1967
academic year to develop the audiology program at the
graduate level.

He will come to Albuquerque in June to

to conduct a two weeks 'mrkshop entitled Audiology in
Hearing Conservation.

Dr. Lamb will report for permanent

duty in September, 1966.

He will establish a hearing aid

evaluation center and an audiological research program in
the Speech Department.

As Director of the Vocational

Rehabilitation Administration, he will assume responsibility for the VRA trainees in audiology.
Jack Ferguson, }fuster Clinician, and Louise Markum, VRA
Trainee Supervisor,

I~ere

hired as consultants in speech

pathology at the Veterans Administration Hospital of
Albuquerque.

By special contract arrangements, these two

members of the Speech and Hearing Center staff have been
making weekly visits to the V.

A. Hospital to supervise

the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration trainees and
other graduate students as they work with aphasic patients.
Fees for their services have been returned to the Professional Service Clinic account to be utilized for salaries,
equipment and supplies of the Speech and Hearing Center.
Cooperation with other colleges of the University and
community agencies has expanded during the 1965-1966

.,
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academic year.

The faculty and staff of the speech

pathology and audiology division prepared two demonstrations of audiology in medicine, one each semester, at
the request of Dr. Le Baron of the J.>fedical School faculty
for members of his medical science classes.
Dr. Fred Chreist was selected as a member of the Board
of Hanzanita Center associated with the College of Education
and graduate students in the PL 85-926 program have observed
and completed practicum in cooperation with the Manzanita
staff.
Dr, Dolores Butt has directed the Elks Cerebral Palsy
program throughout the 1965-1966 academic year, as well as
being acting director of the Speech and Hearing Clinic
during Semester li.

The New Mexico Fraternal Order of Elks

provided a graduate fellowship in speech pathology and a
special scholarship in dental hygiene.

Dr. Butt, Jack

Ferguson and a group of graduate students conducted a two
day evaluation clinic and demonstration workshop in
cerebral palsy at Carlsbad, New Mexico during Hay, 1966.
Dr. Butt attended the short course on cerebral palsy
diagnosis and therapy at the University of Missouri during
the spring of 1966.
The clinical program, evaluation clinics, and administration
of freshmen and transfer students speech and hearing test
program has been under the direction of Harold Haines,
Clinical Supervisor, who is a three-quarter time employee

-6-

of the department.

In addition to conducting his

regular duties in the Speech and Hearing Center,
Colonel Haines gave presentations on career opportunities
in speech to twenty high school speech classes in which
675 students were reached.

These presentations offered

this year, as in the past, in Albuquerque, Los Alamos,
Artesia, Roswell and Carlsbad, have helped to account for
the increased interest in oral communication and disordered communication in speech and hearing throughout the state.
This interest has been reflected in the increasing enrollments in speech classes which appear to be much larger
than the percentage of general increase in University
enrollments.
3.

Television and radio courses provide instructiqn and
practical experience in television for educational purposes.
Enrollment increased in all television classes during the
1965-1966 academic year, continuing the upward trend of the
1964-1965 academic year.

Compared to the last time the

same courses were offered in the 1963-1964 academic year,
total enrollments were up 203% with 124 students compared
with 61 students for the earlier year.
Students in Speech 251, Introduction to Radio and Television, and Speech 466, Television and Radio Writing,
regularly observed all phases of the on-the-air operation
of KNME-TV.

Television Production students participated

in 16 weekly labs, rotating assignments and gaining
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experience as cameraman, floor manager, audio control,
switcher, assistant director, and director.

Advanced

Directing students completed an individual fifteen
program project with responsibility for all phases of
production and opportunity for analysis of the videotaped
product, in addition to relatively routine lab experiences.
Qualified advanced students continued to enjoy a unique
opportunity for fully professional employment at KNME-TV.
In J-965-66, eleven staff members
classes.

~~ere

also enrolled in UNM

Graduate student Richard Krause received national

recognition with an N.E.T. award for excellence when TV
KINDERGARTEN (which he produced and directed) received the
only N.E.T. Award given in children's programming this
year.

Two advanced students in the TV-Radio Emphasis curri-

culum--Fred Bornstein and Mike McGinnis--enrolled in the
Stanford Summer TV Institute (1965) and were recognized with
two of four scholarship awards for outstanding achievement
in the Institute.
UN}l and its television facility were again selected by the

Peace Corps to train the replacement ETV group for Columbia.
Dr. Bundy served as Co-Coordinator for ETV training.
Curriculum emphasis was weighted to provide a maximum
emphasis in practical and experiential training in classroom utilization procedures, practices, and techniques.
The training period was divided into Residence and Field
training tours.

Residence tours provided in-depth experi-

ence in classroom utilization

-8-

lesson~planning,

enhanced
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reality of observation experiences, and individual
supervised practice-teaching opportunities.

Field tours

again provided an opportunity unique in ETV utilization
training to observe and practice utilization skills in
non-metropolitan systems.
Dr. Bundy will direct and coordinate a summer course in
Educational Broadcasting for Teachers at the University
of Arizona, with several of IG[ME's on-air teachers teaching content units in the course.
In order to keep abreast of national trends and to provide
for development of an outstanding graduate program at
UNM in the area of mass communication for speech, certain
expansion of the academic professional staff will be
necessary.

It is intended that selected courses already
4.~

discussed in Speech Department staff meetings will be
added to the curriculum in the next two years.

An additional staff member holding the Ph.D. degree will
be sought to teach the course offerings contemplated.

With

the continued expansion of the graduate program, one or more
graduate assistants will be requested to help with laboratory instruction and evaluation of academic work in the
television writing and production courses.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future
include the continued projection of the Speech Department
offerings, working toward the addition of a Doctor of
Philosophy degree in-speech with concentrations -in public

24!
address and forensics; speech pathology and audiology;
and speech education.

Such a program would be established

on present and future offerings in the department based
on the three areas discussed in Section A of this report.
During semester two of the 1965-1966 academic year the
faculty of the Speech Department devoted half of its staff
meetings to the discussion of future plans for the department which might lead toward the offering of the Doctor of
Philosophy program while strengthening the present graduate
program.

New course offerings were discussed in terms of

new faculty members already under contract for the 1966-67
academic year.

Offerings and the preparation of the new

faculty members were discussed in terms of the general
philosophy of the Speech Department.
Emphasis on research in normal and disordered communication,
new methods of handling increased enrollments, and utilization of newly developed mass media instructional techniques
were investigated in terms of strengthening the base of our
undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as preparing
for the Doctor of Philosophy program.

Establishment of the

audiology research program under Dr. Lloyd Lamb and the
communication research program under Dr. Jim Duff Hughey are
two projects planned to strengthen the research emphasis
in the Department of Speech.

c.

Five new faculty members holding Ph.D. degrees will be
added to the faculty of the Speech Department during the
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1966-1967 academic year:
1. Judith Wallace Carey, September, 1966
2. John Douglas Gibb, September, 1966
3. Jim Duff llughey, July, 1966
4. Lloyd Lamb, September, 1966
5. Marilyn Janet VanGraber, September, 1966
D.

The fallowing instructors have separated from the
Department of Speech faculty:
1. Judith Cloward, M.A., separation date, June, 1966
2. Robert l!a1le, M.A., separation date, August, 1966
3. Robert Heath, M.A., separation date, June, 1966
4. Glenda Gray, }l.A., separation date, June, 1966
5. Robert Dick, M.A., has been granted a leave of
absence for the 1966-1967 academic year to complete
his Doctor of Philosophy degree at Stanford University.

II. Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements
1.

Advanced Study
a. Dolores Butt attended the Short Course in Communication.
Problems of Cerebral Palsied at Central Missouri State
College, April, 1966.
b. Judith Cloward was approved by the American Speech and
Hearing

As~ociation

Committee on Certification as having

complete.d academic and internship requirements in
preparation for taking her written examinations for the
Certificate of Clinical Competence in November, 1966.
c.

~obert

c.

Dick completed additional work on his

dissertation.

He was granted a leave of absence for
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the 1966-1967 academic year to complete his work on
the Ph.D. degree.
d. Glenda Gray completed the M.A. degree requirements in
speech, August, 1965.
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, travel, etc.
a. W.ayne

c. Eubank, Chairman,

tqas awarded a sabbatical

leave for semester II, 1965-1966.
b. Jack Ferguson, Master Clinician will leave Jun¢ 11, 1966
to travel to Europe to attend the International Congress
on Gerontology.
3.

Publications
a. E. Wayne Bundy
"N.E.T.--The Season Past," NAEB JOURNAL, Vo1.24,No.5
(Sept.-Oct., 1965)
''Teacher's Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Science-S," KNl1E-TV, August, 1965 - Editor
"Teacher's Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Science-6," KIDIE-TV, August, 1965 - Editor
"Teacher's Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Music-4," K*IE-TV, August, 1965 - Editor
"Teacher's Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Husic-5" K.N}!E-TV, August, 1965 - Editor
"Teacher's Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Music-6 11 KIDlE-TV, August, 1965, Editor
"Teacher's Guide for Classroom Utilization of General
Sciencc-9," K.N}!E-TV, August, 1965 -Editor

4.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or
completed during period
a. E. Wayne Bundy - NAEB Journal staff assignment Radio-TV
Criticism section--contributing panel.

"WHAT'S NEW--

Scie.nce Fare"--Producer-Director for 3/half hours on
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contract to N.E.T. for national distribution this
fall and winter.
Coordination of demonstration tape for American
Society for Engineering Education demonstration
(with Dr. Thorn, EE).
b. Fred M. Chreist, continued work on his second book;
Foreign Accent:

Spanish

c. Cullen B. Owens, continued research in British and
American public address as well as research in
persuasion with particular emphasis on the topic
persuasion.
5.

Activities in learned and professional societies
a. E. Wayne Bundy - Speech Association of America:
Advisory Board, Radio-TV-Film Interest Group, member
(3 year term) 1964-1966.
Freedom of Speech Interest Group, member 1965-66
Theatre Interest Group, member 1965-66
b. Dolores Butt, President, Council for Exceptional
Children, 1966-1967.

Treasurer, New Hexico Speech

and Hearing Association, 1965-1966.
c. Fred M. Chreist, instructor in Short Course on Foreign
Accent, by invitation of the American Speech and
Hearing Association, November, 1965.

Attended the

Conference on audiology and Teaching of the Hard of
Hearing and Deaf, Dallas, Texas, February, 1966.
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Served as recorder for this conference.
d. Judith Cloward, member, New Nexico Speech and Hearing
Association.
e. Robert C. Dick, attended the Western Speech Convention,
Anaheim, California, March, 1966.

Assisted in hosting

the {>'estern Speech Association Debate Tournament on
the UNM campus, November, 1965.
f. Robert Halle, appointed member of the committee of fifty
of the Speech Association of America.
g. Robert L. Heath joined the International Platform
Speakers Association.
h. Cullen B. OWens attended the annual convention of the
Western Speech Association, Anaheim, California, March,
1966.
6.

Other professional activities
a. E. Wayne Bundy, - Albuquerque Public Schools:
TV Program Director, Member (ex-officio) Driver
Education Content Committee, member (ex-officio)
Elementary Music-4 TV Advisory Committee
b. Dolores Butt, talks presented classroom teachers of
emotionally disturbed children of the Albuquerque
Public Schools.

Chairman, Council on Exceptional

Children Western Regional Speech Handicapped Section.
Chairman of the speech and hearing evaluation section
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for the Carlsbad Cerebral Palsy Clinic, April, 1966.
c. Fred M. Chreist, lecturer on Communication Southwest
Management Conferences.

Lecturer Zia Company Fore-

man and Supervisor Training Course, Los Alamos, New
Mexico.

Member, Rehabilitation Center, Inc., Cleft

Palate Team.
7.

Non-teaching University service
a. E. Wayne Bundy - KNME-TV, Channel 5:
Program Manager, UNM Program Director
b. Dolores Butt, Advisor, University College.

Director,

Elks Cerebral Palsy Program.
c. Fred M. Chreist, Acting Chairman of the department,
semester II, 1965-1966.

Speech Advisor, University

College and Speech Department; Director, Speech and
Hear~ng

Center.

Member of the Library Committee and

Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
d. Judith D. Cloward, member of committee to pick textbook
for Speech 101 in the Department of Speech.

Chairman in

charge of planning the brochure for University of New

,,

Mexico Speech and Hearing Center, Spring, 1966.
e. Robert

c.

Dick, Chairman of the Speech 255 curriculum

committee, 1966.
f, Glenda R. Gray, University College adv~sor for the 1965-

1966 academic year.
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g. Robert L. Heath, Chairman of the committee for revision
of the Speech Department Brochure.

Hember of the

committee for formulation of policy for introduction
Speech 101 and Speech 102.
h. Cullen B. Owens, member United F.und Committee, 1965-66
academic year.
8.

Public Service
a. E. Wayne Bundy, N.M. Commission on Statewide Television for Educational Purposes: Hember, Commissioned
by Governor, November, 1963.
b. Dolores Butt, United Cerebral Palsy board member,
member of the Albuquerque Association for Retarded
Children.
c. Fred H. Chreist, Lay reader and member of the Vestry,
St. Marks-on-the Hesa Church.

9.

Personal Information
a. Robert

c.

Dick, daughter Allison, tvas born on

August 24, 1965
b. Robert L. Heath, married September 11, 1965.
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COLLEGE .QE !!._USINESS ADMIN!STRATION
Annual Report for the Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 1966
Ho1~ard

V. Finston

Dean
I.

PREFACE
FolloWing extensive curriculum revisions during the preceding period, the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1966 may be characterized as one of program consolidation, long-term planning and aggressive staff recruitment.

Of special

significance, the College faculty reaffirmed and strengthened its concept of
education for administration as a broad, interdisciplinary, multi-functional
endeavor.

The year now ended also brought an acute awareness of budget and

staff requirements implicit in creating a professional school of quality.
II.

GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE BUSINESS SCHOOL
A.

Existing Program
1.

Current Statistics
Enrollment statistics for the College of Business Administration

continue to reflect rapid growth at all levels.

As shown in Table I,

undergraduate enrollment increased 9 per cent over 1964-65, while
graduate enrollment in Business Administration increased 11 per cent.
Graduate enrollments at the Holloman Missile Development Center
remain higher in Business Administration courses than in any other
field, While on campus student credit hours in Business Administration
courses rose 18 per cent over the previous year (Table II).
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Students

!1f!:~!lli

.:!.ll ;g_u_E,?;~ Adm1.nistration

1960-61
University College
College of Bus. Adm.
Graduate School

323

198
88

~961-62
~41

i86

74

1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66
419
268
81

375
208

79

Business Administration Student Enrollment

N.A.
313

110

~ ~ ~

1963-64 1964-65 1965-66
Student Enrollment
Credit Hours
~leSe

1487

4434

174o
5205

growth figures naturally reflect general increases in

student enrollments throughout the University.

Significantly, how-

ever, more rigorous program requirements imposed by the College last
year seem not to have discouraged many business majors; on the contrary, non-directive interviews with graduating seniors and master's
cana,_a.a·~es
~e

suggest quite the opposite, as will be discussed shortly.

vigorous growth forecasted for Colleges of Business Administration

throughout the United States over the next decade undoubtedly vdll be
manj.:fested in dramatic form at this University.
2.

.'\cademic Progmm

As was noted in last year's report, recent

curric~um

re-

visions reflect a unified or systems approach to the study of
administration.

Moreover, greater emphasis has been placed

upon student involvement in problem analysis, case discussion,
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and

~resentation

of individual or group research findings.

Analogous to the idea that a manager must develop himself, education for administration is a

~recess

largely within the individual

and one requiring a strong personal commitment.
This participative approach to education characterizes an
increasing number of courses with the College.

Needless to add,

availability of case and seminar rooms in the new College-Bureau
complex will contribute significantly to the achievement of these
educational objectives.

Meanwhile, an encouragingly large segment

of the faculty has been experimenting with various instructional
ap~roaches,

including administrative games,

role-~laying,

individual and group case analysis, and skill development sessions,
Marketing, organizational behavior, labor relations, and advanced
~ersonnel

theory have been taught on a collaborative basis involv-

ing two or more faculty members.
a~pears

The faculty of tbis College

quite prepared to reexamine traditional methods of instruc-

tion and to develop approaches which more effectively

su~port

educational objectives.
b.

Graduate
Objectives of the new Master of Business .Administration pro-

gram introduced last fall were two-fold; first, to take a major
step forward in separating the undergraduate and graduate programs
in Business Administration; and secondly, to insure that students
having a non-business background {with limited work in such
related areas as mathematics, economics, behavioral science and
statistics) would acquire an appropriate foundation as quickly as

25:1
-4possible.

After one year• s experiencs with the new program it

would appear that these objectives have been substantially
achieved.

Furthermore, recent additions to the graduate faculty

will permit the College to offer a relatively complete selection
of second-year seminars in 1966-67, together with all nine firstyear courses.

3. Southwest Management Development Program
Under the experienced and creative leadership of Dr. Edward G.
Nolan, the Southwest Management Development Program embraces a
diversified series of developmental conferences, including the basic
executive series, an advanced level program, the yearly conferences
for State Highway Engineers, a specialized conference for public
administrators, the Indian Tribal Management Program, and a limited
number of shorter seminars for particular industry groups.

The

retreat-type advanced program conducted at The Bishop's Lodge, and
the ten-week conference for public administrators held on campus
represent entirely new programs initiated at the insistent request
of business and government officials.
Leaders in industry and in government are increasingly sensitive
to the new dimensions of administration cited earlier in this report dimensions best described as interdisciplinary, quantitative, behavioral, and international.

Within this context, the Southwest

Management Development Program has been judged extremely useful in
providing a focus upon the changing role of the administrator.
Equally clear, the task confronting this College is one of marshalling talented but presently limited faculty resources to meet an
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management levels.
4.

Data Processing Progrem
A detailed review of the 14-month instructional program in Data

Processing is included in the 1965-66 Annual Report of the Director
of Data Processing, Professor F. Parker Fowler.

5. Faculty Recruitment and Development - A Statement of Philosophy
A recent statement by Courtney C. Brown, Dean of the Graduate
School of Business at Columbia University, provides a brief but succinct history of education for business (private and public), and in
so doing clearly distinguishes the emerging themes which must guide
program planning and staffing actions.
Dean Brown's conclusions closely parallel our own - namely that
the business curriculum of the next decade must reflect an integration of such diverse disciplines as operations research, behavioral
sciences, and information theory, together with a broadened concept
of the nature and purposes of the more traditional functions of
business (production, marketing, finance, personnel, and accounting),
Moreover, each of these areas must evidence an international as well
as domestic orientation.
Despite the vieVTs of leading educators such as Brown, Arbuckle,
and Gardner, a disquietingly large number of Business faculty members
throughout the country insist that "business as usual" tts it •·ros
taught in the 1940's still remains the only legitimate approach to
the subject, that behavioral scientists and =nae;ement

scient~.'lts

have no place on a business school faculty and that specialization

~----
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1

I

within a given functional area is of overrj.d:f;pg ;Ll;nportance no ·matter

I
I

~/hat

the trade-off in terms of more general professional or liberal

education.
The current philosophy of this College does not represent a radical
departure in any fundamental sense.

U~der

Dean Sorrell, an appropriate

balance between liberal and professional academic work was established
and maintained.

Dean Parish, 1-1ho was ec.tually committed to a :profes-

sional program built upon a strong background in the natural sciences,
social sciences and humanities, articulated ·the compelling neea for
breadth within the business area itself.

Today we find that the study

of administration, or resource management and its related consequences
for the individual and for society, requires obvious dependence upon a
variety of disciplines, several of which did not even exist a few
years ago.
Staff Rec.tuirements - Qualitative
It is not sufficient to subscribe to a dynamic view of education
for business in a philosophical sense alone.

Not surprisingly, the

new philosophy requires a ne1f breed of professor - an individual whose
training and interest transcend any single functional area, one who
is committed not -unly to excellence in teaching but who has the
ability to investigate and to develop new tools of analysis and new
insights regarding hu.nan behavior.

In short, the nerr breed of

business professors will evidence a necessary balance of teaching
and reseal'Ch talent, and equally important, will ha·.-s both ths
inclination and the ability to work as members of an
team committed to a total professional program.

t~terdis~i?linary
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Outstanding talent never has been inexpensive.
this the case for the extraordinary business
sought by the university, by the

co~orate

Especially is

~rofessor

frantically

firm, and by government.

The young business Ph.D., especially 1-Then evidencing an interdisciplinary background and capability, finds himself in extreme demand.
Normal patterns of salary and rank progression have been obliterated;
not infrequently offers of an associate professorship at $12 1 000 to

$14 1 000 are forthcoming even before the candidate completes his dissertation.
Current hiring practices of these more aggressive institutions
may be judged un1-lise, but nonetheless they are reality.

The question

before us is not whether we will compete but how 1·Te will do so.

For

a failure to meet the challenge of the marketplace 1-1111 necessarily
commit New Mexico to mediocrity in faculty and program.
For various reasons, the College of Business Administration
typically has hired junior-level staff members.

This practice bas

certain obvious appeals, among them initial low cost and accommodation of faculty interests in seniority as a basis for promotion.
Equally obvious, however, an exclusive policy of junior-level hiring
is likely to limit the rate of

~regress

for any College, and at worst,

may represent an indirect commitment to present programs and standards,
regardless of the need for change.
After painstaking analysis of the relationship between present
program objectives and current staff qualifications, we feel it
essential to attract a selected number of senior-level imlivicl,lals
in order to achieve apPropriate breadth and depth of

t~lent

in the

25
-8severa~ instructional/research areas Within the College.
individua~s

These

must have the doctorate, they must evidence a strong

interest and capability in directing g:!:'aduate programs in their
respective areas, they must have demonstrated research and writing
capabilities, and most importantly, they must be sensitive to the
general :phHosophical considerations discussed earlier.
In accordance With this assessment of College staffing
several

senior-~evel

faculty members With distinguished records will

join the College this September:

Dr. Walter G. O'Donnell of the

University of Massachusetts; Dr. Kenneth
Texas; Dr. Joseph

w.

requirements~

w.

Ol.m of the University of

Thompson of Michigan State University and Dr.

Jack Matthews of the University of Rochester.

Two highly capable

junior-level instructors, Mr. Dennis Royer and Mr. Roger Eck, also
will be teaching in the College this next year, as will Mr. William
A. Shinnick, Director of the Technology Applications Center.
Of profound long-term significance to the College and to the
University1 the academic year 1966-67 marks the establishment of a
Visiting Distinguished Professorship in Business Administration.

The

purpose of this continuing program is to identify each year an exceptional individual of national reputation who is prepared to make a
major contribution to the college program and to staff development.
We are fortunate indeed to have Dr. Theodore J, Kreps, of the Stanford
Graduate School of Business, as Visiting Distinguished Professor of
Business Administration for Semester I, 1966-67.

Dr. Krep 1 s brilliant

reputation as a scholar, teacher, consUltant, and advisor
Stanford doctoral program reflects abilities uniquely

With~n

v~uable

the

to

this College.

I

~
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6. Bureau of Business Research - Business School Activities
The Bureau and the College continue to be involved in a number of
joint efforts, ranging from the diversified management development
activities described earlier in this report, to planning of selected
research studies, and long-term staffing actions having implications
for both organizations.

In order to insure that program planning

and policy formulation be developed in a manner most advantageous to
both organizations, a Bureau-College coordinating committee has been
established.

Committee membership includes the Director and Associate

Director of the Bureau of Business Research, and the Dean and Assistant
Dean of the College of Business Administration.

As defined in a recent

memorandum to the Vice President this Committee formalizes the close
consultative relationship which has existed between the Bureau and
the College for many years.

More specifically, the forum provided

by this Committee will serve to lteep both orGanizations apprised of
programs and problems which have mutual relevance.

The Committee

also Will be concerned with major staff appointments in either
organization.

Illustrative of this responsibility for staffing,

the Committee recommended that Professor Everett G. Dillman be
designated as Acting Director of the Bureau during Mr. Blumenfeld's
nine-month leave of absence in 1966-67.

7· The College of Business Administration- Bureau of Business
Research Buildings

1965-66 was a year of major progress toward the new CollegeBureau bUilding complex.

As a result of invaluable discussions with

Van Dorn Hooker, University Architect, and Robert Riley, wto

as~umed
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the difficult task of writing the final building program, (and
certainly no less important, with the sympathetic concurrence of the
University of New Mexico Planning Committee) it vas possible to define
College-Bureau facilities requirements in a manner highly compatible
with longer-term program needs.

The new College/Bureau complex

promises to be a structure highly sensitive to instructional and
research requirements, to the diversified fUnctions performed within
both organizations, and to the psychological needs of faculty,
students, and the public.
The fortunate selection of' John Reed as architect 1dll ensure that
the

ne~r

center emerges as an exciting architectural statement which

must reflect an equally exciting research and instructional program.
8.

Organizational Planning
As was noted in last year's report, rising enrollments and in-

creasingly diversified and complex program activities within the
College have necessitated a careful review of College organizational
relationships.

The appointment of Dr. Lothar G. Winter as Assistant

Dean last July has proved to be an extremely important action.
Dr. \·linter, despite an above-normal teaching commitment, bas provided

invaluable collaborative assistance in the development of long-term
program objectives, in staff recruitment, and, needless to say, in
the

day-to~day

decision-making which characterizes a professional

school.
Also during the 1965-66 academic year, four

tbree-m~mber

committees

were established within the College on a one-year experimental basis:
Personnel, Graduate Study and Research, Public and Student Relations 1

r-----------------------------
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and Undergraduate Curriculum.

Whereas useful contributions eminated

from each of the committees, the Graduate Study Committee under the
leadership of Professor Ralph Edgel is deserving of special commendation.

Professor Edgel, assisted by Professor Dillman and Professor

Kirkpatrick, assumed the difficult task of advising all first-year
graduate students entering the newlywrevised M.B.A. program.

Moreover

this Committee, in·ccnsUltation with the graduate faculty of the College
prepared written statements of criteria to govern assignment of students
to first or second year courses, and to thesis or the newly introduced
non-thesis programs.

9. Business School - Professional Community Relations
Of manifest importance, a professional school of administration
must maintain continuing and supportive relationships with the professional community.

Obviously, the extensive contacts with public and

private administrators established through the Southwest Management
Development Program contribute toward this end.

Executives attending

these programs, with refreshing unanimity have enthusiastically endorsed the program philosophy of this College, and, no less importantly,
have strongly commended participating faculty members.
Beyond these stimulating and useful contacts bet1veen the College
and the community of professional administrators, statements of agreement have been negotiated between the Business School and selected
private or public organizations which allow students majoring in Business to obtain professional experience while pursuing their academic
studies.

One such agreement establishes opportunities for under-

graduate majors in accounting to gain work experience with the Internal
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Revenue Service.

Another cooperative agreement stems from establish-

ment of a branch of the American Bank of Commerce on campus, and
designation of a graduate student in Business Administration as branch
manager.

Similar work-study agreements with the City of Albuquerque

and With the Atomic Energy Commission are being explored.
10.

Interviews with graduating seniors and M.B.A. candidates
Early in May 1966, all graduating seniors and M.B.A. candidates

were invited to meet with the Dean of the College and to make whatever
comments they wished concerning the College program, the
University as a whole, and their ow.n career plans.

fac~ty,

the

These discussions,

ranging from 15 minutes to over one hour with each student, were
entirely voluntary; and slightly more than 50 per cent of all graduating Business Administration majors (32 interviews) arranged for
appointments.
Interviews were largely

non~directive.

subjects under discussion ranged

fr~n

As one might expect,

quite personal opinions concern-

ing individual faculty members to general observations on educational
philosophy, instructional approaches, and career alternatives.
From the viewpoint of the College, these talks With a crosssection of mature students were highly valuable.

Most students

appeared genuinely appreciative of the interview program itself, and
of the opportunity afforded to engage in a frank discussion With the
Dean.

No less important, student comments proved qUite useful in

identifying areas of major strength within the College program itself,
and conversely, in isolating several problems which deserve serious
consideration by the

fac~ty

and administration.
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Many students v1e11 advisement at all levels in the University
as deficient.

Too little attention to the student, unavailability of

advisors, and occasional incorrect advisement were cited as illustrative of the general problem.
Not surprising, students complimented some instructors and criti-·
cized others.

A majority of students were highly critical of the

descriptive or memory approach which typified many courses throughout
the University.

Virtually all interviewees argued for more involve-

ment of students in class discussions, in joint research projects,
and in other assignments which require individual initiative.
OVerall, student impressions of the Business School program and
faculty vere quite supportive.

A strong majority of interviewees

judged the Business faculty as competent, friendly, helpful, and
available when needed by the student.

The graduate class viewed the

College as making them feel wanted and of importance as individuals.
The vast majority of students were highly supportive of recent
program developments involving extended class discussion, and
involvement of the student in case analysis, group presentations, and
individual or group research.

Most students favored a broad integrated

approach to administration rather than a more narrow, specialized
curriculum.

Several commented to the effect that the program today

was considerably better than it was two years ago; and that it would
be better still in two more years.
New staff members received a strong endorsement in most
instances, as did a majority of the more senior faculty.

Instruc-

tors employing a theory-oriented rather than a descriptive or techniqueoriented approach were preferred.

-

>

-

--

-
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improvement exists in advisement as well as in teaching, recent program changes have increased the rigor, the usefulness, and the
attractiveness of Business School offerings.

Students in this College

appear sympathetic to and appreciative of faculty efforts to reevaluate
program efforts on a continuing basis, and faculty willingness to
change instructional methods as well as course content where this
appears in the best interests of the student.
B.

Ma.ior

~ ~

Recommendations

The foregoing discussion of College philosophy leads inevitably to
examination of long-term objectives and strategies.
It should be obvious that the future contemplated for this College is
not simply an after-taxes version of programs in Business Administration
at the University of Indiana or Ohio State, respectable as these may be.
New Mexico can not hope to compete effectively by duplicating elaborate
and highly specialized curricula of much larger institutions.

Analogous

to competitive strategy within industry itself, the reputation of this
College hinges upon our ability to develop a program in administration
which is distinguished by a holistic approach to the subject, by creative
innovation, by perceptive understanding of the future as well as the past,
and by fuller development of student and faculty potentialities.
We envisage a professional school of administration Which focuses
upon the role of the administrator in a great variety of organizational
settings.
through

Such a program must be ex:perimental in approach, and evolve

crit~cal

examination of existing pedagogy as well as curricula.
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Most £undamental 1 we must create an instructional and research environment
conducive to real collaboration among professors of sharply dif£erent area
interests.
The foundation for this sort of program at the University of New Mexico
now appears to exist.

Whether we shall succeed in the Ultimate goal,

creation of a truly distinguished School of Administration, will depend
in the long term upon budget support.

In the short term, establishment of

a doctoral program in Administration and accreditation by the American
Collegiate Schools of Business are judged indispensable to the continued
progress of this College.
1.

Toward a Doctoral Program in Administration
At the beginning of fall semester, 1966-67, a College doctoral

committee will be appointed by the Dean.

This committee will be

representative of all major disciplines within the school, and also
will represent a balanced cross-section of the faculty in terms of
ranlc, teaching and research interests, and educational philosophy.
The committee

~Till

be charged with the responsibility of e:q:loring

alternative approaches to advanced study in administration, and will
be asked to submit a detailed proposal for a doctoral program to the
College faculty and to the Dean no later than February 1967.
Whereas a variety of compelling reasons can be advanced to support
establishment of doctoral worlt in management at this institution (and
undoubtedly, these considerations will receive full discussion in a
formal doctoral proposal), the impact of the doctorate upon the
College staffing function assumes overriding importance.

Given the

intensely competitive battle for qualified faculty in the several
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at least two crucial advantages:
faculty

~ositions

first, outstanding candidates for

in the Business area generally give first if not

sole preference to schools offering an advanced degree; and second,
the anticipated long-term imbalance between supply of qualified

instru~

tors and demand ma!{e it imperative for us to train a significant
segment of our own junior-level instructional staff.

Availability of

doctoral teaching assistantships within the College may well represent
the difference between growth and stagnation.
2.

Toward Accreditation by the AACSB
Much was accomplished last spring under the direction of Dean

Winter in preparing necessary data for review by the American
Association of Collegiate Schools of Business.

These efforts will be

intensified during the 1966-67 academic year so that the College may
file a formal application for accreditation in September 1967.
Professor Lloyd Seaton has agreed to share the responsibility for
preparatory efforts during the forthcoming academic year.
The AACSB has grown markedly in stature and influence since publication of the Ford and Carnegie Foundation reports several years ago.
Virtually all of the outstanding schools of business now are active
members of the Association.

AACSB regional and national conference

activities represent a strong positive force in the evolution of
education for administration.

Of no small concern, many able faculty

merubers (and often graduate students as well) are increasingly concerned with the question of accreditation in selecting an institution
£or future employment or study.
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The new College of Business-Bureau of Business Research building
scheduled for completion in mid-1968 will emerge as one of the finest
instructional and research plants in the country.

It is entirely

fitting that this exciting architectural accomplishment be accompanied
by introduction of an equally imaginative

new program at the doctoral

level, and by appropriate national recognition of New Mexico through
accreditation by AACSB.

..
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c. Ap:pointments 1£ ~
Visiting professorships were awarded to Dr. Walter G. O'Donnell,
Dr. Kenneth Vf, Olm, Dr. Joseph Vf, Thompson, and Dr. Jack Matthews.

Mr. Roger Eck and Mr. Dennis Royer were appointed as instructors in
Business Administration.

Dr. Theodore J. Kreps was appointed Visiting

Distinguished Professor of Business Administration.

Mr.

\-lilliam A.

Shinnick was appointed Assistant Professor in Business Administration.
D.

Se:parations

~ ~

Professors Thomas 0. Kirkpatrick and Rudj}ard B. Goode resigned,
effective June 30, in order to accept positions at other universities.
III.

COMPOSITE OF BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS

A. Advanced Study
l.

Dillman, Everett:

Submitted dissertation :f'or final approval.

2.

Fowler, Barker: Completing doctoral dissertation. Ph.D. expected August, 1966, from University of California at Berkeley.

3.

Kirkpatrick, Thomas: Completing dissertation for Ph.D. from
Ohio State University.

4. Mori, Perry: Passed New Mexico State Bar Examination.

5· Seaton, Lloyd: Certified Public Accountant certification,
September, 1965. Completing doctoral dissertation for the
University of Arkansas.
6.

Winter, Lothar: Two-week course in linear programming at the
University of California at Berkeley.

1· Yeakel, John: Passed comprehensive qualifying examinations for
Ph.D. at the University of Florida, April, 1966.
B.

Sabbaticals,~

.9! absence,~~

1.

Fowler, Parker: Leave of absence, September 20 to October 201
to work on dissertation.

2.

Reva, Virginia: For the seventh consecutive year, gave seminars
in executive secretarial work and in office management at
Monterrey, Mexico, June, 1965.
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3.

c.

Winter, Lothar: Marketing consultancy in Geneva, S'tltzerland
during summer, 1965.

~ scholastic~~ fellowshi~s,

and special seminars

1.

Finston, Howard: Economics~in-Action Fellowship awarded by case
Institute of Technology.

2.

Seaton, Lloyd: Elected to membership in American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants. Awarded certificate for attaining
highest cumulative grade on CPA examination by the Arkansas
State Board of Accountancy. Also, letter of commendation from the
Governor of Arlransas •

D. Publications
l.

Dillman, Everett : "A Survey of Starting Salaries Paid By Colleges
with Curricula In Commerce and Business," Bureau of Business
Research, December, 1965, 23 PP•

2.

Edgel, Ralph: "Projections of the Population of New Mexico and
Its Counties to the Year 2000," New Mexico Business, July, 1965,
14 pp.and August, 1965, 6 pp.; "NeW MeXicO's Economy in 19651 "
March, 1966, 8 pp.; Frame of Reference for Evaluating New Mexico's
Resources, Phase I, ~Resources DevelOpment Plan for-the
State Planning Office, Santa Fe, December 1965, 80 pp.; Estimates
of the 1965 Population of New Mexico Counties, BIS No. 44, Feb.
1966, 4 pp. BBR.

3·

Kirlcpatrick, Thomas: Four articles in ])tew Mexico Wildlife magazine,
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish. Monograph: Economics ~
Social Values of Hunting and Fishing in New Mexico, Bureau of
BUsi!i.es'S'"'ReSe"ar'Ch, 1966, '§1i:"'":pp.
---

4. Reva, Virginia: "A Reservoir of

Talent,"~~~~~

April:Jl966, 2 pp.

5.

E.

Winter,- Lotbar: "Marketing Games as a :Basis for Developing
Strategical Thinking Ability in Students," Wirtschafsdienst,
lve1t. Wirscbaft-Archiv., Hamburg, Germany, 22 pp.

~Research

.2::.

Creative~

1.

Christman, Karl: Non-sponsored pilot study on significance and
feasibility of a set of "Generally Accepted Accounting Principles,"

2.

Finston, Howard: Co-director, study of Small Business Development
Centers for the Office of Economic Qpportunity. Co-author of
final report, Kirschner Associates, 1966, approximately 80 pp.

3·

Fowler, Parker:
in progress.

Revision of textboolt,

~.£ ~ ~

Ailtninistreo.tion,
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4.

Goode, Rudyard: Completed study on feasibility of pulp and papermaking in Northern New Mexico. Study sponsored by U. s. Forest
Service. Completed study on role of government in economic
development of New Mexico.

5.

Huber, William: Member of faculty of the Southwest Management
Development Program.

6.

Mori, Perry:
Accounting.

Uses of Data Processing in the teaching of basic

7· Nolan, Ed-ward: Textbook contract signed with \fadsworth Publishing

Co. Title: Transactionalism and Human Relations (work in prog'J:Iess).
Continuing research projects (non-sponsored): Two Multidimensional
Scaling Studies on (1) Effects of Human Relations Training and
(2) Dimensions of Political Judgment.

~Marketing Strategies, (in
progress). Sponsored project: Development of a Global Marketing
Plan, Sodeco, Geneva, Switzerland.
-- - -----

8. \<Tinter, Lothar: Monograph:

F.

Activities in Learned and Professional Associations
1.

Dillman, EVerett: Faper read before New Mexico League for Nursing,
"Nursing in New Mexico," November, 1965. Fa:per read before New
Mexico Municipal League, "Selection Problem for Municipal :Employment,''May 1966. Elected 3rd Vice President for Publications,
Academy of Management, Southwestern Division, April 1966.

2.

Finston, Howard: Member, ~aminating Committee, Academy of Management, Southwestern Division, April, 1966. Attended annual meetings
of American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business (San
Diego) and Academy of Management, Southwestern Division (New
Orleans). Also attended Annual Social Science meetings in New
Yorlc, December, 1965.

3.

Fowler, Barker: Attended annual meeting, Academy of Management,
Western Division, (Monterey, California), in April, 1966. Also,
University and College Machine/Records Conference, in Gatlinburg,
Tennessee, Spring 1966. Appointed General Program Chairman for
1967, Vice President and President-elect, New Mexico Chapter,
Data Processing Management Association.

4. Goode, Rudyard: Attended Joint Social Science Associations Meeting, New York, December1 1965.

5· Huber, William: University of New Mexico representative, WAC
'\·linter Meeting; ivAC delegate and representative to the NCAA
National Convention, Janua~ 1966.

6. Kirkpatrick, Thomas: Attended American Marketing
ings, in washington, D.c.,

Septembe~

1965.

Associ~tion meet-
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7.

Mori, Perry: Member, New Mexico State Society of C.P.A., Accounting Association of The University of New Mexico, and the American
Bar Association.

8. Nolan, Edward: Attended meetings of Western Psychological Association, in Long Beach, April1 1966; and Rocky Mountain Psychological
Association, Albuquerque, Ma~1966.

9· Reva, Virginia:
Association.
New Mexico.

Secretary, UNM Chapter, Nev7 Mexico Education
Member, Scholarship Committee, The University of

J.O.

Sampley, Gayle:

Member, A.A.U.tv.

11.

Seaton, Lloyd: Panelist, Southwest Social Science Meetings in
Orleans, 1966. Chairman, New Mexico Accounting Careers
Council Program Committee. Represented College at National Accoun~
ing Association meetings, Member, American Accounting Association;
AICPA.
NP.W

12.

viinter, Lothar: Attended American Marketing Association Meeting
in Washington, D.c.; Allied Social Science Meetings in New York,
and the hmerican Association of Collegiate Schools of Business
Annual Convention in San Diego.

13. Yeakel, John: Joined New Mexico Society of Certified Public
Accountants, and New Mexico Accounting careers Council.
G.

Other Professional Activities
L

Christman, Karl:

2.

Dillman, Everett: Statistical consultant to New ll..exico Departme11t
of Game and Fish; Management consultant to Of:fice of Economic·.
Opportunity.

3· Edgel, Ralph:

Tax counsulting.

Economic Consultant for Kirschner Associates.

4.

Finston, Eoward: Participated in several sessions of the Southl{est Management Development Program in santa Fe. Also conference
leader in several other management development programs. Consultant to business and government. Talks before various profes~
sional and civic groups.

5·

Fowler, Parker: Consultant in Systems Analysis to AVC. Inc.
Member, Governor's Advisory Committee in Data Processing. Lecturer,
Governor's Seminar in ll~nagement for State Administrators. Member,
Bernalillo County D.P. Advisory Committee. Many tall~s and presentations to Albuquerque groups. Lecturer in Southwest Manage~
ment Development Program.

6. RUber 1 William: Speeches for clubs and civic organizations.
Legal consultancy.

Five-week law review school - private enterprise.
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7. Kirkpatrick, Thomas: Talk before Albuquerque Sales Executives.
8.

Mori, Perry: Consulting in accounting and income taxes.
to various groups.

Addresses

9. Nolan, Edward: Invited to present series of seminars in Department
of Psychiatry, University of Kansas Medical School. Discussion
leader and Director, Southwest Management Development Program.
Research consultant, I{irschner Associates. Review·er, Hadsworth
Publishing Co.

H.

10.

Reva, Virginia: Eleventh year as guest lecturer on Communications
at the NCO Academy, Kirtland Air Force BaseJ Albuquerque. Also
gave about 20 talks before business and professional groups.

11.

Sampley, Gayle: Guest speaker at Valley High chapter of Sigma
Beta Epsilon, business honorary organization meeting. Participated in city-wide contest for superior business students.

12.

Seaton, Lloyd: Numerous off-campus talks and panel presentations.
Limited consulting. Assisted in planning and presentation of
Accounting Seminar, "Automation or Stagnation," sponsored by the
College of Business Administration and others.

13.

Winter, Lothar: Participant (conference leader) in the Southwest
Management Development Program, the Indian Tribal Management
Program, the Latin-American Orientation Program, and Public Admini&
tration Conference, and the Advanced-level Executive Program.
·
Marketing consultant to two major SWiss Corporations.

Non-Teaching University Service
1.

Christman, Karl:

Member, Insurance Committee; student advisement.

2.

Dillman, Everett: Assisted in wage survey for non-academic
personnel. Member, University Committee on Insurance and Retirement. Member, College of BUsiness Administration Graduate Committee.

3. Edgel, Ralph: Chairman, Graduate Committee of the College; student
advisor for M.B.A. candidates.

Member, University Policy Committee.

4. Finston, Howard: Dean, College of Business Administration; member,
Administrative Committee, Committee on Entrance and Credits,
College of Business Administration - Bureau of Business Research
Coordinating Committee.
5.

Powler, Barker: Director, Data Processing Center. Involved in
University of New Mexico systems conversion project. Member,
Computer Center Committee, College Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee.
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6. Goode, Rudyard: Member, Graduate Committee.

7.

Huber, William: Director, University College and Counseling Center.
Chairman, Student Publications Board. Member, Administrative
Committee, Committee on Entrance and Credits, Board of Deans for
University College.

8.

Kirl,patriclc, Thomas: Member, University Curricula Committee, and
CoJJ.,gc Graduate CoDllll:l.ttee.

9. Mori, Perry: Advisor, College of Business Administration and
University College.

I.

Committee on Insurance and Retirement.

10.

Nolan, Edward: Director, Southwest Management Development Program.
Member, Cultural CoDllllittee. Member, three doctoral thesis committees.

11.

Reva, Virginia: Faculty advisor to 126 students in Education,
University College and Business Administration. Taught one course
in the Community E\rening College. Participated in !atin American
Orientation Program.

12.

Seaton, Lloyd: Faculty advisor i.'or University College.
and advj.sor, Alpha Phi omega.

13.

Winter, Lothar: Assistant Dean. Member, Outstanding Teacher Award
Selection Committee. Faculty advisor in Marketing. Vice Chairman,
Technology Applications Center Advisory Committee.

Member

~Service

l.

Dillman, Elrerett:

Member, Bernalillo County Personnel Board.

2.

Edgel, Ralph:
charter.

3.

Finston, Hm-re.rd: Member, City Personnel Board, Small Business
Advisory Committee; Ministerial Selection Committee, and Chairman 1
Program Proposal Committee, First Unitarian Church.

One report in support o:r application f.'or a bank

4. Fowler, Parker: Elder-Trustee, First United Presbyterian Church;
President, Chancel Choir.

5.

Nolan, Edward: Invited speaker in a program seriea 1 "Religious
Needs in a Changing lvorld, 11 First Unitarian Church of Albuquerque.

6. Reva, Virginia:

Church work.

American Cancer Society1 etc.

7. Sampley, Oayle: Active member at Hoffmantown Baptist Church.
8. Seaton, Lloyd: Assistant Scoutmaster, Troup 3·
J,

Personal Information
1.

Nolan, Edward:

Became United States citizen.

)
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The Report of the College of Education
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966

Chester c. Travelstead, Dean

~· 1965-6§,.

1.
cope with

'rhe College continued dur;i.ng thia period to
ever~inereasing enrollm~nts

in <::ourses (under-

graduate and graduate) offered by the College.

Listed

on the following four pages are tables giving figures
which clearly indicate the nature and extent of thia
increaae.
2o

During the

yea~

we continued

~e

operation of

two unique programs which were reported in the 1964-65
Annual Report;

a) education of selected elementary school

teachers from Paraguay: and b) new doctoral program for
the preparation of school administrators (financed by the

National Institute t:>f Mental .Health).
programs are included in
3w

~eparate

Details ()£ these

departmental reports.

We alao continued the process of screening

applicants for undergraduate teacher education programs
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at The University of New Mexico. At the July, 1965
1
screening session, 155 students were tested; in October,
1965, 373; and in February, 1966, 362; making a total of
2,457 students who have been screened since this process
was started in October, 1963.
4.

A three-year contract between UNM and USAID

for technical assistance in primary education in Ecuador
was signed in January, 1966, and a UNM team headed by
Dr. John Aragon has been in Quito, Ecuador since February,
1966.

The contract, administered through the College of

Education, includes:

a) preparation (pre-service and in-

service) of elementary school teachers; b) development of
model normal school programs and in-service education of
normal school faculties; c) consultant service on the con•
struction of buildings for primary and normal schools; and
d) development and

~~iting

of elementary-school textbooks

for Ecuadorian schools.
5.

Members of the College of Education faculty

and administrative staff were instrumental in developing
proposals and in getting approval of two major projects
under the Elementary and secondary Education Act of 1965.
Under Title XII of this Act a project proposed by the New
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Mexico Cooperative StuQy and Research Council (sponsored'
by the UNM College of Education) was approved and put into
operation in February, 1966.

Dr• Patrick Lynch of this

faculty was given a one-year leave of absence in order to
direct this project.
under Witle IV of this same Act a regional educational laboratozy was establisheQ for the southwest.
(Arizona, lllew Mexico, tlest Texas, and Oklahoma)

This

laboratory, designed to help improve elementary and
seconQary education in this part of the country, was begun
on

June

1, 1966 and has as ita director, Dr. Paul Petty,

a member of the College of Educati,on faculty on leave
without pay for the 1966-67 academic year.
6.

A

ne~

department, Guiuance and Special Education

was authorized and begun during the year.

(See separate

departmental report for details.)

7.

A new

program option in the field of Science and

Mathematics waa approved during the year under the Master
of Arts in Teaching (MAT) degree, authorized several years
ago.

(See report by Department o£ secondary Education for

details.)
So

Under the sponsorship ·of UNM•s Department of

Health, Physical Education and Recreation and the Lovelace
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Foundation, an International Symposium on the Effects of
Altitude on Human Performance was held on the UNM campus
in March, 1966.

(See report of Department of Health,

Physical Education and Recreation for details.)
9.

New and much improved student teaching programs

in both secondary and elementary education were planned

during the 1965-66 academic year and were begun in
September, 1966 in cooperation with the Albuquerque Public
Schools.

(See departmental reports.)

10.
its faculty

The College of Education, through several of
membe~s

and administrative

off~Cers,

a Seminar on Higher Education in March, 1966.

directed

Supported

by funds from the u.. s. Department of State, this seminar
was held for rectors and other administrative officers and
faculty mernberra from Central and S.outh American universities.
'l'he participants spent one wee1to on the l1NM campus and then
Bpent four weeks on the campus of the university of Kansas.
m.~

\1ill conduct a similar seminar in the spring of 1967.

ll.,

\!'he dean of the College directed an internship

program, supported by funds from the Ford Foundation.
proqram, called the Internship

i~

Program, baa placed 20 carefully

This

Latin American Education
~elected

graduate student$
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I

from various parts of the United States in Latin Ameridan
agencies such as ministries of education, planning agencies,
and universities for internships of from 12 to 24 months.
The purpose of the program is to increase the pool of
trained young men and women available for permanent

place~

ment in institutions and agencies (public and private)
involved in Latin America.

This program began in 1965 and

will terminate in its present form late in 1967.
12.

During the summer of 1966, three NPEA insti-

tutes, developed and directed by College of Education
faculty members, were held on the UNM campus.

(See reports

of Departments of Secondary Education, Educational and
Administrative Services, and Elementary Education for
details.)

13.

A request for increasing the professional

staff in the Office of the Dean was approved in 1966, and
beginning in september. 1966, an administrative assistant

to the dean is to assume her duties.

This action should

alleviate, at least in part. the-heavy administrative
responsibility described in previous reports.

This must

be follmted, however, b¥ more reorganization in the College
and the addition of an Associate Dean!!!!! an Assi•tant Dl3an
... 5 -
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before the 1967-68 academic year.
14~

The dean of the College was chairman of the

1965-66 United Fund drive on the UNM campus.

With the

help of some 50 faculty and staff members, the UNM
United Fund Committee raised in excess of $21,000 during
the year - an increase of 10% over the previous year.
15.

The Learning Materials Center and the

multi~

media services in the College (both to studenta and faculty)
were expanded considerably during the year.

This expansion

has resulted in some improvement of both the undergraduate

and graduate programs in EducationG
16.

Conaide~able

improvement in the landscaping

around the Education Complex
with the help oi the

~4

wa~

effected during the year,

Physical Plant Department and

individual faculty members in the College of Education.
More

gra~s4

flowero, shrubber,r and trees have helped to

improve the phyaical appearance of the College.
17.

A faculty committee on Improvement of Instruction

was established in the College, and it made several reports
during the year to the College of Education faculty.
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l..

Continue our attention to the improvement of

instruction at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Hopefully this effort will be enhanced by:

a) mora careful

screening o£ applicants to all programer b) continuing
and increas!rig' emphads on getting and retaining well-guaii;~ied

facultyr c) continueCi." expansion ~d·
improvement of uee
.; .·
. of
multi-media in the classroom in
circuit educational

tp;+. co;Llege,

including. cl~~~ii'

·t~levision; ~d~d).self-evaluatio~ ~d·

departmental ·evaluation of classr?.oin performance of
2b

fac~l ty ~·

increas~ our emphasi~ '?n educational projects

in Latin America and organize mora effectively our human
and material resources to support such projects.

In addition

to continuing our present contract to provide technical aid
for the improvement o£ primary education in Ecuador, we
hope during the 1966-67 academic year to negotiate and s~gn
a contract to furnish technical aid for the improvement of
secondary education in Colombia.

Beyond these two projects,

we do not expaet to nssume other major responsibilities in
Latin America - at least for the next three years.

We will

- 1-

---

---~

-~~-
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\

stress smslitx rather than quantity in such endeavors.
3.

Continue. improve, and expand our professional

connections with the Albuquerque PUblic Schools particularly
and with other school systems in .the state, in order:

a)

to provide more meaningful and effective laboratory experiences for undergraduate and graduate students1 b) to
provide in-service aducation opportunities for our College
of Education faculty members, whose ef£ectivene3s in many
respects depends upon their working knowledge of the
elementary and secondary schoolsr and

c)

to help improve

the quality of education in those:.,schools.
4o

the opace
staff~

Organize and use as effectively a" possible
no~1

occupied by Data Processing equipment and

We have been assured by Vice-President Smith

that this space will definitely he vacated by Data Processing during the 1966-67 academic year.
soon.

.li'or \l.'e

ne<::~d

And this is not too

more space for l) faculty o£fic:esr 2)

headquarters for the Bureau of School Service and Research.
inclucling vorious services to schools7 3) the recently
organized Daportrnent of Guidance and Special Educationt
and 4) headquarters for our Latin American projects

(Ecuador, colombia, etc.)

-a-
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s.

Finish and,begin

opera~ion

of the

Olympic~

type swimming pool, attached to the north side of
Johnson Gymnasium.
Renovate and reorganize all spaces

6.

~n

Johnson

Gymnasium for expanded and improved instruction in
programs of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
(See departmental report far details.)
Continue and strengthen the cooperation be-

7o

tween the College of Education and the other colleges
on this campua interested in and partly responsible for
the education of teachers and school administrators.

Continue to study and hopefully to improve

8.

the organization and administration of the College of

Education, in order that we may make maximum use of tbe
resources available.
c~

P.n:gointmento .1;g, §taf&
(See departmental reports)

D.

§ePG~l;]l,tiona

..E;.gm

~

(Sea departmental reports)
II~

~mpositP

£! information Ba individual biographical

S.!l!?Blementn.
(See departmental reports)
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION

July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Alexander Masley, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1965-66.
One of the significant developments in the department was the outcome of an experiment conducted on a departmental basis

to determine

the advantages and disadvantages of abnormally large class enrollments
in art education activity classes.

Final results compiled indicated

that although it was possible for single instructors teaching such
activity classes to handle effectively enrollments of almost sixty
students in a single class meeting six hours per week for a semester,
there were, however, certain disadvantages,

One of these was the

inability of an instructor to give the necessary amount of personal
attention to individual, beginning students.

As a result of the ex-

periment a decision was made to attempt to limit class enrollment to
a maximum of thirty five if possible.

...

.

Another item that should be mentioned is the practice of collect•
ing material fees from students, pooling the funds in an agency account,
and purchasing in large quantities materials for class use whenever
possible at wholesale prices.

This practice has proved to be both an

economical and an effective way of providing students, even in abnormally large classes, with more than adequate high grade art materials of unusual variety.

In addition, whenever possible, both students

and staff are encouraged to bring to the department for class use
discarded or otherwise scrap materials not otherwise available or only

,,

Page 2
available at considerable expense.

One such material proved to be

scrap plastic obtained from an Albuquerque sign shop, generously given
for use in the department.

Heretofore, such scrap plastic had to be

purchased at considerable expense.

Savings realized from such efforts

and economics provide the department with additional and better
that might not be otherwise possible within a limited

supp~ies

bu~get.

Another example of economic effort is the processing of tempera
paint from ingredients purchased from pigment manufacturers in large
quantities.

In such instances not only are there economies realized

but also students learn how to provide economically, material means for
their eventual use when they assume professional responsibilities as
teachers, frequently in communities where low art material budgets are
common,

It should also be mentioned that the "shop area'' of the de-

partment has been further developed through the addition of new equipment and a better plan for organization.

Such developments enable

the department to better meet the needs of industrial education majors
as well as students in our other classes,
Some changes in other parts of the art education building have
taken place also.

For instance, additional storage space has been

built into the building by enclosing by partition two narrow corner
indentations in the structural design of the building itself.

These

areas proved useless until they were enclosed and doors with locks in•
stalled,

The strategic location of these "niches" proved to be ideal

locations for strong supplies readily available for immediate close
use.

It is apparent to anyone inspecting the art education building

286
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that the storage space built in is part of the original plan and
the structure that. has been and is most inadequate.
Another physical change effected has been the moving of two sinks
from stations on the ground floor to positions on the mezzanine, where
they now help to overcome a serious handicap of sink facility and
storage.

In addition, new cabinets have been installed to better pro-

vide for useful and economic advantages of the upstairs teaching area.
Another step

fo~~ard

has been the development of a cooperative

plan between the College of Fine Arts library and the department!' of
art education.

Practically all books commonly used by art education

students formerly housed in the main library have now been transferred
to the Fine Arts library.

Here they are readily available for use by

all art students, whether or not they are art education majors.

The

convenience of having most pertinent library material available in our
place with easy access cannot be overemphasized.
In addition to the cooperative arrangement with books, the department of art education also has a convenient and so far practical
arrangement with the Fine Arts library for the use of slides catalogued
and housed in that library.

Staff members of the art education depart-

ment may and often go to the Fine Arts library to borrow slides for
class use.

We have encountered no problems, although the long range

view of the art education department is to provide for its own
particular art education slide collection.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the future.
The art education building is gradually being used almost to capacity.
Increased enrollment of over the past few years has not only caused the

..
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administration to experiment with increased class size, but also to
rearrange teaching areas to accommodate larger classes and more of them.
For the time being, the art education building has been used evenings
by students enrolled in special drawing, painting art apreciation,
and flower arrangement classes set up by the Division of Extension.

It

seems reasonable to assume that before too long the building will be
used exclusively by the art education department to accommodate enrollment in classes scheduled late afternoon and evenings.
The in-service needs of the teachers in the Albuquerque Public
Schools call for more and more assistance from the art education department staff.

To help meet this need Mr. Rutkowski offered a late

afternoon workshop course dealing with crafts in the elementary schools.
The enrollment was closed at sixty, although it might have gone to
seventy-five or eighty.

This experience points up the interest and

the need for more such courses at times convenient to employed
teachers, to be met as soon as Staff and budget become available.
Lack of adequate staff and heavy teaching loads in the past have
also affected the graduate program in the department.

Revision of the

program is long past due and if time permits such revision should teke
place sometime within the near future.
There is considerable need for even modest amount of field work enabling staff members to visit secondary and elementary schools in some
of the larger communities in the state.

Lack of staff and time has

denied the department the kind of state-wide contact with school personnel so very necessary for the principal institution of higher learning in the state to maintain.

Page 5

c.

Appointment to staff.
Mr. Walter Rutkowski was appointed to the staff as Instructor.
He earned his B.A. degree at the Rhode Island School of Design and completed his M.A. degree during the summer session 1965 at the University where he is working on his doctoral program.
There were no other appointments to the staff, although:the department had the services of two graduate assistants:

Miss Ruth Ann

Dutton came from Berea College in Kentucky, and Mr. James Srubek came
from Pennsylvania State University.
II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical supplements
1.

Advanced study:

Mr. Rutkowski at Pennsylvania State as noted above.

2.

Sabbatical, etc.:

There were no sabbatical leaves taken this year.

Dr. Masley did, however teach a summer session at the University of
Oregan, while Professor Ballinger of the same University assumed his
role at the University of New Mexico.
3.

New Scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.:

no scholastic honors were

received by members of the staff this year.
4.

Publications:

Dr. Masley published in the New Mexico Art Education

Newsletter and contributed several book reviews to the New Mexico
Education Association Educational Review and to the National Art
Education Association Journal of Art Education.
a report for Urban America:

He also contributed

The Education of Children and Adults in

Aesthetic Awareness of the Environment of Man.

A University of

Wisconsin Publication.
S.

Other research projects or creative work in progress:

Dr. Masley

continued work on Japanese Method of Print making as applied to class-
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room use, and also in the research leading to the development of a new
form of tempera paint for classroom use.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:

Mr. Rutkowski and

Dr. Masley attended the Western Arts Convention in Houston, Texas.
Dr. Masley was chairman of a panel discussing uses in art education of
the newer teaching media.

He also attended a Symposium sponsored by

the Federal Government in Washington D.C. dealing with this same
topic.
Dr. Masley was made an honorary life member of the New Mexico
Art League.
7.

Other professional activities:

Mr. Rutkowski had an exhibition of

paintings at the Jonson Gallery and also at the Jacalito .Gallery in
Albuquerque.

.Dr. Masley had an exhibition of drawings at the Unitarian

Church Gallery.

He also gave a public lecture on the campus of the

University of Oregan dealing with recent developments in art education
in some European countries.
Dr. Masley participated in committee visitation as a member of a
North Central Association evaluating the art program at Del Norte High
School.

He also offered a special program to the Peace Corps and to

the Head Start Programs.
Dr. Masley had a one-man exhibit at the Unitarian Church Gallery
and taught an extension course at Estancia, New Mexico.
8.

Non-teaching University activities!

Mr. Rutkowski was a member of the

Learning Materials Center Committee, Improvement of Instruction
Committee, and Student Advisory Committee on Exhibitions at the Student
Union.
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Dr. Masley chaired Mrs. Lewis' Curriculum Study Committee,
Advisory Committee ;'B", and Research Allocations Connnittee;
9.

Dr. Masley was a committee member of the Unitarian Church.

He was

also advisor to Children's Art Classes and to the New Mexico Art
Education Association.
10.

Personal information:
tion.

There is no new or additional personal informa-
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The Report of the Department of
Educational and Administrative
Services
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
This has been the second year of the NIMH Training Program for School
Administrators and for this reason has been quite significant in the further
development of a stronger preparation program for school administrators.
Some of the findings of the first year have already been validated to the
extent that it seems feasible to integrate them into the regular program.
During 1965-66 the school plant planning program has expanded its
operations and has moved forward in the matter of the approach to planning
problems.

Several staff members, representing every department of the

College of Education, have been involved at various times.
Due to a change in the policy of the College during the current year
with reference to research, activities of the department in drawing up new
proposals have been sharply reduced.

However, there have been a sufficient

number of on-going projects to keep department staff members who are inclined in this direction quite busy in addition to their teaching assignments.
This year has marked a closer welding of the areas of foundations and
administration within the department.

rhis trend has probably been facili-

tated through the moving of guidance and counseling from the department and
as a result of the further re-orientation of educational administration in
a direction that further involves the behavioral sciences and educational
research which are part of the educational foundations program.
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I.
A.

General bepartmental Information

Significant achievements and accomplishments during the academlii year.

The following are l:is ted as being the most significant accomplishments
during the year:
1.

More effective team teaching and the use of resource persons,

especially those from other departments and disciplines, have marked the
program in educational administration this year.

Much of this was made

possible through the availability of funds from the National Institute
of Mental Health, but at the same time, much of the success has been due
to careful study and exploration of these possibilities through staff
meetings.

Many hours of staff time have been spent this year in program

development.
2.

New types of field experiences for public school administrators

which seem to have great promise were developed during this academic year.
The first plan provided opportunity for advanced students to study community
organization and operation first-hand through their living in the community
for an extended period of time.

A second field experience plan provided

that these advanced students work directly with a State Agency for a substantial part of the semester and that this experience be designed to provide something other than following the routine of the agency.

The experience

actually involved the study of human and organizational relationships in
the particular governmental branch in which the intern was stationed.

Both

of these new types of experience, with some further refinement, seem to
offer considerable promise for future training programs.
3.

During the late sunnner and at the beginning of Semester I, seven

different members of the department spent considerable time developing a
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prospectus for a regional educational laboratory in the Southwest.

While

certain new ideas and plans were incorporated by this group, the actual
framework for the proposal was an R & D Center proposal which had been
developed by the department during 1964-65.
4.

Two projects funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity, and

sponsored by this department, have gained national recognition during the
year.

One project was of a research nature and dealt with the analysis

of handicaps to community development.
of demonstration training.

The second project was of the nature

Mr. L.E. Roberts has served as coordinator for

these projects while the department chairman was the nominal director.

The

findings shoulu provide improvement for training programs for the economically handicapped.
5.

A most successful Task Force Seminar for the University Council

of Educational Administration on the topic of research to improve inservice programs for school administrators was sponsored by the department.
Sixteen universities belonging to the U.C.E.A. were represented in the
sessions and according to Dr. Culbertson, Executive Director of U.C.E.A.,
this Task Force Seminar was the most successful one held to date.
seminars
6.

~qere

started three years ago

During the current

y~ar

~qith

The

the adoption of a five-year plan.

the department chairman served as

consultant to a committee of the New

Me~ico

Research and Study Council in

developing a project proposal under Title III of the Elementary and
Secondary Euucation Act.

The proposal was developed and completed in

advance of the deadline and was among the first twenty projects in the
United States to be funded.

tater local difficulties, however, in the
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administration of the project tended to retard progress.

Nevertheless,

at the end of the academic year, these obstacles seem to have been surmounted and everything looks promising toward a successful operation
during 1966-67.
7.

During the year several staff members in educational administra-

tion participated in other University Council of Educational Administration
sponsored seminars.

Also a member of the UNM staff in Economics partici-

pated with Dr. Ryan in a study of strengthening the content relationship
between public school finance and public finance.
8.

Through some committee study and considerable individual effort

on the part of Professors Doxtater and Berger, further refinement has
been effected in the three teacher education core courses offered under
the program of educational foundations.

Plans provide for a continuing

of this study during next school year.
9.

During the year several members of the department participated

in two important workshops sponsored by the New Mexico Research and Study
Council.

The May workshop was of particular value because it 1vas concerned

with the development of the Title III program.

One of the valuable ways

in which the Council contributes to department operation is through
involvement of various staff members.
10.

~he

This has been of mutual benefit.

During this year a first step has been made by a member of this

department, Peter A. Helfert, toward establishing a program in the uses
of multi-media in education.

In addition to positive steps toward the

establishment of the program, Dr. Helfert has provided an orientation service for all persons in teacher education programs in the College.
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11.

During 1963-64, Chairman

~etty

and Professor Angel visited AID

headquarters in Washington in connection with securing possible LatinAmerican contracts for the College and the department.

It was mentioned

that the country of Ecuador was in the process of securing a loan and
perhaps would want to contract for educational services with the University
of New Mexico.

During the summer of 1965, Dr. Meyer, head of the education

program for AID in Ecuador, spent four days on the campus and in the state.
He visited extensively with Dr. Angel and the chairman spent some two days
showing him the northern part of the state in which there is the heavy
Spanish influence.

These preliminary contacts by Petty and Angel paid off

in that during the current year, the University of

Ne\~

Mexico has been able

to consummate a sizeable three year contract for educational administration
services in Ecuador.

Dr. Angel of this department is designated as direc-

tor of the program and the department chairman has been serving as a member of the advisory committee for the Ecuadorean program.

Dr. John

Aragon, Assistant Professor of the department, is now in Ecuador as head
of the UNM mission.
13.

A significant milepost in the preparation of graduate students

has been the reorientation of the course, Educational Foundations 501, to
include the

~se

education.

A t\W hour lecture section each week is followed by a lab-

of computer programs in solving research problems in

oratory period in which the students actually have experience in applying
computer programs and working directly with the machines.

Further thought

has been given to a review of the entire program of research offerings in
education with a possibility of more extensive use of more modern techniques
in research.

-s-
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ll1.

During the year au advisory committee for educational adminis-

tration was established with the school administrators of the state.

Five

School superintendents and a state superintendent of public instruction
agreed to seJ.""Ve as members of this committee.

The first meeting was held

during October, at which time various possibilities were discussed and
plans were made for further

l~ork

by the committee.

Due to a conflict in

the schedules of three members of the committee, the January, 1966, meeting
~~as

cancelled, but the members were again involved in April at a University

Council for Educational Administration seminar sponsored by the department.
It is the opinion of staff members in educational administration that this
committee has considerable potential.

15.

During the year members of the department staff, at the request

of officials from the Bureau of !ndian Affairs, have dra1m up a very
ambitions research program for the study of Indian education.

This

proposal would provide for an extensive study of Indian education over a
five year period and lvould cost close to one half million dollars.

The

BIA budget as it was finally approved did not permit funding of this
proposal as it was dra;m up, but the effort has resulted in further study
of •rays and means of getting at this needed research.

It is likely that

some part of this work may be started during the ens1.1ing year.
16.

During the year several members of the department 1vere involved

ln working with legislative finance and study comntittees.

Dr. Lynch, Dr.

Capl.on, Dr.llil.ey and Dr. Petty both served as consultants for these committees at different times and also testified at open hearings of the
committee.

It

more and more

~ras

gratifying to note that these committee members are

lool~ing

to the University of New Hexico for assistance on
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the technical aspects of education.

17.
~

During the year a book written by Tom \viley,

Education in

~

entitled~

He:Kico was published under the auspices of the

Division of Government Research of the University of New Hexico.

The

book was a p:t;inting of Dr. Wiley's dissertation lvith some slight editing.
The dissertation

'~as

directed by Chairman l'etty, 1-rho also acted as Chair-

man of his Committee on Studies.

18.

During the year considerable work was done in the department,

and with the specific leadership of Drs. Zepper and Vogel, toward the
formulation of a master's degree program in educational

foundat~ons.

It

is likely that this program will be compl!!ted for presentation to the
department and college faculty during 1966-67.

19. The Ed.S, program has been strengthened during the year and
definite arrangements have been made with the office of Records and
Admissions to make note on the transcript of individuals who have
completed this program.

Even though this is not a degree program it is

a standard requirement for certain positions and has now been upgraded and
systematized to the point v1here it has considerable stature with educators
in the stute.
20.

One item which cannot be listed as an accomplishment b\lt which

should be listed for the record in order to aid 1dth future planning was
the demise of the Bureau of Educational Service and Research.

It ceased

to exist for lack of support or interest outside this Department.

During

its five years of operation not one activity from another Department was
brought under its auspices, and with very few exceptions, the only outside
staff help provided was that paid for - even though the pay was very
nominal in most cases.

There is a great need for the service and :tt must

be provided through assigned staff
- 7
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load credit for the duty.
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B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the future.

1.

The merging of the NIMH Training Program for School Administrators

with the regular program has already advanced beyond the planning stages,
It is anticipated that with some work during the summer the validated

findings from the program will have become part of the regular teaching
program in educational administration.

Of course this integration plan 1nust

provide for a continuing look at the program so that further validation can
be sought where needed.
2.

There has been some discussion of the establishment of in-service

centers for school administrators throughout the state.

We think the Depart-

ment is ready and it should be done during the coming year.

In some other

states, universities have already n:oved in this direction with excellent
results.

It would be a device that would provide continuing contact between

the teacl1ing program in educational administratim:t and action. in the £ield.
3.

During the p,ast two years the department chairman has served unof-

.fi.cially as consultant to the New He}:ico Association of School Ad:uinistrators.
This has been the culmination of a close working relationship 1.;rith the administrators for a numhe1: of years.

During 1966-67 it is suggested that this

relation;Jhip should be made oc•re formal and developed upon a

bt"oader basis,

namely, an involvement of all the staff membars in educational administra.ti•Jn.
4.

The Department of Educational and Administrative Services and the

Department ofPsychology have discussed programs of common interest and at
present there is planning £or a cooperative relationship related to developing a Ph.D. program in Educational Psychology.

Preliminary discussion has

indicated that such a program could be developed on an equal partnership
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basis.

Dr. Robert J. Berger has been the staff member most recently associated

with this work.
5.

Xt is anticipated that members of the department will work closely

with the Title III Service and Research project during the coming year.

It

will be mutually advantageous for members of the department to be involved
in working with the program of the Title III Center.

6.

It should be anticipated that considerable work would be done during

the coming year in the field of Indian education.

At this particular stage

it is quite important and would be to the mutual advantage of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the College of Education to pursue some of this work
together.

This should follow the lines set forth in the research document

1rl1ich was prepared during the 1965-66 academic year.
C.

Appointments to Staff during academic year
Robert J. Berger, Ph.D.
Arizona State University
Peter A. Helfert, Ph.D.
University of Texas

D.

Separations from the Staff during year
Stanley R. Caplan was released at his request on October 15
to join the staff of Litton Industries as a psychologist.
IX.
1.

Composite of Information Requested on
Individual Biographical Supplements

Advanced Study.

No advanced study per se was done in the department since all the professional
staff members now hold doctorates.
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, etc.
a.

Professors Angel and Lynch spent one month in Colombia during

the past summer conducting a workshop under assignment of the N.E.A.
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Teach Corps,
b.

Professor H. Ulibarri taught for six weeks at the University of

Quito in Ecuador.

He also worked for one week in a University of

California workshop at Berkeley.
c.

Professor Devoy Ryan spent one month in the country of Jordan

doing preliminary work in a school building survey.
d.

Chairman Petty conducted a one-week workshop in educational

administration at the University of Houston.
e.

Lecturer M. L. Ulibarri spent one week each at workshops at

Texas Western University and at the University of California at Berkeley.
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.

During the year Professor Angel was voted the outstanding teacher by the
UNH Honorary Society Selection Committee,
4.

Publications by members of the Department:

Libo, L.M. and Griffith, C. R. "Developing Mental Health Programs in Areas
Lacking Professional Facilities: The Community Consultant Approach
in New Mexico," Community Mental~. June, 1966.
Paul Petty, reviewed for The Clearing House, Andrew W. Halpin, Theory and.
Research in Administration.
M. L. Ulibarri, "Yankee, Please Stay!" New

Mexico~

Review, April, 1966

H. Ulibarri, "Social and Attitudinal Characteristics of Migrant and Ex-Migrant
Workers," Sociology~~ Research, Vol. SO, No. 3, pp. 361-370.
Albert Vogel, "The Education of the Negro in Richard Wright 1 s Black
Journal .Qf Negro Education, Spring, 1966.

~."

"Insight, Henry Miller," Insights, John Dewey Society, Oct., 1965.
"The Centaur of John Updike, 11 Univ.ersity-Colle_ge Quarterly, Spring, 1966.
"J.D. Salinger as a Teacher of Zen," Journal of Thought, Jan., 1966,
Book

Revie~v, 1'Tom

Wiley 1 s Public School Education in New Nexico,"
-------

~~Historical Review, Jan., 1966.
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Tom Wiley, Public Education in New Mexico, Division of Government Research,
University of New MexicO, 1965. (158 pp.)
John Zepper, "N.K. Krupskaya on Complex Themes in Soviet Education,''
Comparative Education Review, 9:33-37, February, 1965. (Issue came out
in July, 1965.)

5.

Other research projects or creative work.

The following research activities have been carried on by members of the
department during this year, or have had their inception with
this department.

me~bers

from

Persons whose names are shown have either worked with the

project or participated in its development.
a.

National Institute for Mental Health

Progtam:

Ad~inistrator

Training

Drs. Cooper, Lynch, Petty, .,\ngel, Griffith.

b.

Title III, Educational Service Center:

Petty, Ryan

c.

Title IV Regional Cooperative Educational Laboratory:

Petty,

Wiley, Berger, Cooper, Griffith, Vogel, Ulibarri.
d.

Paraguayan Teacher T1:a:tniug project;

Angel, N.L. Ul.ibarri,

Lynch.
e.

Peace Corps Educational TV:

f.

NDEA :i:nstitute - Audio-Visual I::J.struc.t:!.on:

g.

USOE

h.

Air Force ROTC Research project:

J...

School Plant

Tnac~er

Education

Pl~ning

Angel.

Proj·~ct

Proposal:

Service:

Helfert; Petty.
Uelfert.

Lynch, Croft.
Wilson, Petty, Ryan, t\ngel,

Lynch.
j.

HELP, Council of Churches Project:

H. Ulillarri, Petty.

k.

IJEO Projects (2):

l.

Scaling Study for Huonn Relations Training:

Roberts, Petty, Lynch, Croft.
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m.

~ducauoran

Education contract development and program:

Angel, Petty, Ulibarri, Aragon.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.

Various members of the department participated in the following conferences
or organizations during the year:
Adult Education Association
American Anthropological Assn.
American Association of School Administrators
American Association of School Business Officials
American Educational Research Assn.
American Sociological Assn.
National Association of Public School Adult Education
National Conference of Professors of Educational Administration
National Council of School Contractors
Navajo Education Conference
Philosophy of Education. Society
Rocky Mountain Psychological Assn.
University Council for Educational Administration
U.S.Office of Education Culture of Schools Program
Western Psychological Assn.
7.

Other professional activities

Twelve professors in the department served in a consultant or advisoryca)5acity one
or more times each during the year.

There were three radio or TV appearances.

Six instances of serving as guest lecturers were reported.

There were numerous

instances of participation in workshops, although some of these were not reported
in the biographical sketches.
discussion groups.
tioning off-campus.

Seven reported participation with panel and

There were seven reports of membership on committees funcIn addition to the activi.ties listed, several of the

professors visited public schools within the state, one professor reporting
fifteen school visitations.
8.

Non-teaching University service.

Among the non-teaching services provided by the members of this department during
the past year were the following:
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a.

Executive Director, New Mexico Research and Study Council,

Petty, Ryan;
b.

Director, Learning Materials Center, COE, Helfert.

c.

Director, NDEA Institute for Educational Audio-Visual Aids.

d.

Director, NIMH Administrator Training Program, Petty, Lynch.

e.

Director, School Plant Planning Program, IVilson.

f.

Director, Title III Project under Elementary and Secondary

Education Act, Ryan, 1/2 year.

g.

Secretary, Education Doctorate Committee, Zepper.

h.

Faculty Advising of

U~iversity

College students:

Ryan,

Vogel, Zepper.
i.

Chairman, COB-Psychology Co-ordinating Committee, Petty.

j.

Membership on other UNM committees:
1~

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
9.

Evaluation of College Objectives: Berger, Lynch.
Cultural, Nolan.
Latin American Education, Ulibarri.
Publications, Vogel.
Scholarship, Berger.
Campus Safety & Civil Defence, Wilson.

Public service.

Public and civic service is rendered by all members of the Department.
Two were active in Rotary Club, one on Naval Reserve committee, one each
on Board of Directors of an educators insurance company and an educators
loan association.
10.

Personal Information.

No changes in this category were reported for the year.
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t:.::.e t:..'!ils'l: she di!:ceeion of

X);:.

A~gez

who is

from Paraguay '!C'Oro provided a yam:

Spanioh eama to a ottceczofal

£cpar:t .... hllii.:

-~c':£eoi1?.yv a~ o~-e ~otmzl;;;ont ~

!i'..e1th

w

illinois.

(~~:;;;eheze

'lite; lJ:I!O'JZC:U in ui.t:teh .30 f.!D';ro!.!Jl eeh®l

'1-Je

shall bau3le oork in tMt aroe,

prov~

euy:?.w;i.ao-~s

it.leni:!l.fy G

otaff -m~el:'l:l ,,.l!.o '<11U join i.:ha s~caff f.n !!u)}t:C!".lla:;.- a>:a Vlz'ank Jo;J:sa ~:.:rot: v>..l::!.(l

oi

effort

ue."' ~l:<lff ttc2!!!bet'G hat~ v.ec;u9~ en~idat:able !;~ a~ af&:oz~.

~C11!Ei~G ~he aif&s~a

uleh c;.;;?::riom;;fl

of the

new vzog;rau1 uEtdeli:Wey ....

;.u:;u 1topG::1 to gil.l1 \:h.sas
:::!J~!<:'.D

'1'hrl

G:)Gigned.

and apply una leozning tmmadiately in auother c1acsb

ouppoo:~

do b.mro

oo

r.:ikt<!:h ealllh seudent mll

~o

in oru:>tlw;: acllcrt:~1 and ~f.: ono!.:M~ grt<§.2e lcv:el.

details~ t,--;;

all

sebo~1.

Prnrm Angel amt
~ ~k

waa in

eo~lusionh

w rep~:::~d ia u:oF:e do..

e~lli!al:JI' Ctlw:eeio~:~..,

Sl.n;;.ob:::!. p;;o~ri.ly iA plo:url.Ug at1.tl ehl:oVlgh

zewa.."cl

,.
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io;: Dr. l':12.l!i.W Zhlt:s. A

~~~

tt.'(lt1 PZO!$i!'lm :in 8~r

.r:cmgs<;or.•, reeu:Rti.llg i.n the cc!d:U:&on of a
Quit.0. 8cuadw (Dr. itar.ey

Cha

o~

etma

s.

~ct~do~ p~ojee~

C'adson).

for

L<J'>?

nel':~

yea:!!' tiiill b!il

r:asehoX'

.s'li~tj,oo

ll:cdicnl

eeh~l

D&-, Z:Wtz tl!U also opa!!'l

£~1me

le.;~ds

the

'i\':Uil. not

.!!ippz'Oceb.

a~::

the

w.a

app&·a.~itmat~Img

€for.

1966~> t!ta~ ~

(1)

wjoo-!&y of hi.<.}

~ ~~eea
01.n'

part!e!l.va~t.:i.on ~

pgob~).

We bmUeve

l!s a ttniqua Sppx'oneh to i:ha p;roparctiora of

teach~

of oreson.

<r!d£.~ C1~y

1n~~g

&11

hoo :ll!'lE:lteat:ed ~~'"e ooil!ething stmtlat- ~ olso bllloDI mtlieliZ"'

Cl!r e:r::p,m:~~ '0!i:!t ~he

So:ls::l.or of

tl!

ill w;oss details tile pt'ogrsm utili25iil in

(although '<~3 atltieipnte acme

o~ se~t~

lJ!!i'Ve~t~v

to ehe pi'ojcaet

We have high htll'CS for thiS appX"ooeho or.d hopa. thst

b~ ~ooooivo

ca::::W:cnl

pao~

As iruiieatGd p~:e.v!Glttf2.y~> w.teh effort

atf!emptin!J; tc.'.)IZ,,mi:e effectively a

:tno~~uel:ion.

<~mD o1eho13gb. ?Jr.

t;ol'.t:Jn

progzt:'tit1

fl:MS

~he n~t ~~;~e ~·

.... one in v:iM.eh a gzeal! &l:'.ll of obS$tvation snd

cloacly e:tac! to

or;aff

sp;e~i:

:Knt.:m~oea!

'i!tGff ~r illSGii.t<~

l3. ~2;~1&2-s,~~ R!~ ~ ~~~~.?£~~·
!.:biG

hf.!s b..."len

of

adsiniot:i:'tt!:ion 'by O.E.O. and !eo
~t-::t

Ir-:md Stezt

pKog<:ama

elds

~r

eont:t~et~

hove bOOil.

l:llll

~ ~cei~ of.fic~l ~~~if~eat!on f~omsa~~~~ ~i~

ht::l ll.:::En afiP&-~rra<l &o!." D 'i:~<'Ml!l~ prozrrom "t1'11':h

ElSQUCY tem:

dl!.Zfieult

oa Suns

seyposi: fwcln Jui!.a 1

2~~

o~

E:!m /?Z"<>B'"r'.n tJU~f.ltY.:ciJ ~:o b~:tn. J'Lum 27 ~ 19\i:Os ~2} 280 pal:'.sons tron:a aas:J.~ to o~

cl;"c:sh ~r;og~~ tM!J Ol"i""~~ t:ben ~ ~~a eo stuff and pzov!de £~ 200; (3) mat:arl!.a1:J
uc·l :Zi!..~ tf-B~11!.ih ~:il:::o 1» ).:.o cuwi~ec. i>y 0.11.0.
(/:·~ j?l:C" iid p~t..ecors t:iliich
=.:oci~ ~b pz:o~L,.::) £:.2'1 ~

~tf.:

em:

~ ¢1:'ts;;lb pwgl:i'GS ~-er

t:aze F.:o ha t>3$.h'lzed in the l,)lt'ozro;e

did ardva:

m-c!v~ !:b3 dey

bca

be co:::)lc~) t'll!rG uo moe '!roz>.aid~!ug eo;.:;;?le(;:fa 1:3iehdr&\.~3l f~:om

l:J<:ou;:c:m ll~W.;..D rrCJjc;; c::hcu;;;:;s. m:-a oa.on. n::~ lin 1:h•.) m:nm~ o§! cbin!Ottat:ion.

<i!':Jt..";> pil.c~O" o\;::lf;fZ.na, mcl m1~!'3f.:!<tl~go!1 .ce tho l«!ol law-1 5

t;;k,;n cue~1 10:-:Jil: mlm!eo ~i!.oi'.ou.,.Er:i.~Sne J?1tC"t;~m:;s

arc l'?..cu:mo~4

i!de•

almo:se !mpo3sf.ble

A ~ ago ue

were

~l!"'
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,:.r:a \':() ·;,;y;:f!fl,vr:: Gtw.ih
4 ',

fJ

S.nettklt!t!Ce~aa beeS~.!t:te

yii:G': 1a:l;!::! "'"' f:hSnf!ll m:-e

l:!.~1.1\1 hu~1a1200

W-ill>'G.;t.,

We Co ~ot: ~ i;o ti:!.!!ll.lilzo® ftrom effozao in thitfl

edueat~.olll

andy cltildhocti

~,.llnugu1:0i!ed. !~m:?

t:lte p:;:o:v.'lilll «Wil juse being

:1-E: ef!peei.tllly needed Sn

2M~

ai:oeo uhich pzoa

".•l!.<:lcs n:t lwml C<WPOt>t:: for l::bc l!:dw:atlon d: <rJM.ldren Ull:t'la.:' sill: tm.d t.-heaoe
:~o~i:iUr1

of cM.?;dz<:Jn coma f:!."Cm hCil!las

m t'ibi,;::h Sngl:l.sh

1s

e~ h~gb. pr:o ..

J.Wi: .Sj.)~n.

T'11e /Jaf,'I.GW~~f: 'ilai;cmm:'A~ l:!ar.ol.d D. ~.l!IOO.d. has oetced to 'ba ~a1.i.e'lred of hi.<J sd..
cl~.nistl:tltive ~lli!l.oo

•.;ote

@OE"I;;!

cho~a

oo of the clo.sa of e1m

acode~e

yea,; 1966..64'

of h'lo ctm:tg!es to eeot;:h:i.ng~ :~:a.sa.'il!:'eh~ and wil::ing.

'fr$.11 he m ~jo~

~sk.

of the

Dap:)~tlnent;

~

tb.3t 1m ecn de..

Ssleet:l.on of

£1 net~

in eoope:o:atl!.en with tha Dauan. l:bia

'l'l2e lli~h::m.ge Fz'oz;;;mu wii:h ~hG Uni.VO'ilmity of Maooaehu~~as $.S being espa£1ded
oHgh~:ly

''"" f;rom e&ghe e:o ten otuilenes ....

[~l'il:!l m~!tr.&~

:t& i!(lSsg.1J1.()

eo

~1::

y.aa:v.

Gi:'o1::1!ng populaz:U;y of this p:ee=

srum a f.w lltatS studenl::s v7!tb.out. lcc;edng 1ilis ~lity of

:110<:~ fl~lectcod.

Au~:1¢Ltnf;.l~:! £g ~!t;

C.

Dt' .. ll::llCey Coll'loon., Uu. D. 0 jo~ncd l!h£~ staff ill l.!ft!rcll" 1966.
oZ ~he

f;!JI..~·~Jilat

'G<'iQtJ\;'ffl"C::eua!:o

~rork

"J;)~a;!.cy n~ 64'C~•

1Pt:m

a&

~n ~eucdo~.

~~CStl!ll!'s.t

Jl:e io u

10.mnl>a~

D;s. lkl'i:latm W ll ~tml:i'll'O og l~W ~~ did hiS

iJol$" h~AO ~ivo;;o~ey~ OO(/;

ctli!!n

t:;o

iiG f~cra

th3 uru:..

Fl'l cy,~::!YUJ Splillilrell f:i.tWl!li;Zy.

l}x. 1:r.;r:-r;tt; Ctmi!~., EU.D .. ; ~ if•~1t'GP?t.lZ.e:!7 of Nev' »~!eo~> jo~ ~ca otaff !n
8~~)i;~Gt:,

;;::; :::,JI!H:

l'£)6.5. !J'e.:;fu"!3

.;z;.reao<:~n

r.$:1oz

f:~1a 196.$~66
li:!'~

C<i!Mtt>l ~:.:" ht:! tJCS nssl'.gll:<;d to lm7..1' 0

SZJOilC:O;<mhZp of

1!!~:3 ~\;»~

!Zcttico Clltmdl

a pJrojeet

o~ ~hoD.

Dr"'

m.r.:'t!c ita c C~!'Jinl:tot: :r.n !:ll<.a C11uea~toi:!. of Yu$,1o Zncllitlm ehi'W.:.:m ..

Fl;:. ~B~CI?lt<m lB. Z:~mz!1l:l.n jo~ucl !l:h$ oeaf:f oa a £uta..~ bc;:.w ia Sep~l:llel!'~
1983o

2b::~

!I.o o cysn;Solief; ~,n ow-ly l'!h~.'ldl.<ona cdt~eatz.Qn en<!! hod ~l?lG~!l all um:lt
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£o!: h~:!: doecm:,~te oa fuse;:;a:e:s Unltveraiey '!-tZi:h '/.:he enecpt:i.()n of h:::.'1!' disoerli:l:ll!ion.

Sbo

be~ aeeep~;~ ~jo~ ~ceponsibilSty

~~lop~smt
~tma~

of

b~£h undergr~dua~a

and

gor.

~ ~ S~or~ p~o~~

gt~dunee ~xo~ams

with

olld

fo~

the

da~

~hasio Gn ~indergorea~~

tenehing.
Dlt'. 1\et.m:yn. 1'a1!<a:'la :rlli. :1.1. 0 ~ 'C:dv.aa."SS!.ty or llleu r:rez!~l> je~d tim 1111:aff

in

Sept~r 0 l96S~

for the

~or

en o

d~~e~on

one~yeo?. eppoan~Jne~

of our offnesmpus

Sha

etud~nt

~eeep~ed

tGaeh!ng

psogr~

_?e:earg~~ ~~ §.~t!$~

D.

Dzo. Danl'.el a, 7l:OOt:'tiJT resign:;.1d il.a July 11 196511 ll:o
in

zespono[bility for the

Guoo~..sooQ

m!)Va

to

t.res~ S~ae:e

college

Colm:o!llo

Z&. £'&'T;'i)J).'llt~ !!£. Jul:~llf;if.on P.eiDt~J=ed ~ ~~ ~.~.o~~~i ~l~ne~

1. ~~.9.~\t~I:
Dlt'~

Cn<;hclt'2fl:';l E. Z.oo8}tlill f!<rr!lPla@od Iter doetoral <H.ooartGal!:llon st n.uegero

Uu1.veg-s:Z,~y.

Tho Ud. D. lfug;:<m w-hich '":;es em:l2!3d in November 0 1965" ~o eonZer~lild :tn

Smls~

1%6.

~!te d~rl\:ai::ton

l~n'dy

K·lr'dc1>g3::00!l. Ef/lt&';;mi:G .:md Ol<!ar. IU.!!ilarg.>.n.'tcn Enuants. n
DP:o !,,

Ra!ea Noltero

l!op1e

'~>'C11~

~le~

"P:i.Z'ot G&ceaAdjuo2:1:il:an€: alll:Il .Aehie'll'enant of

o yeor: 0 a

e~r.ao

in Spc~ob nt t::he Ul!tli~li'Si\ty

•)f: 'i!Jm? :·~~ieo !{f!o:t emd!t).,
~L

)!)::.

~~c"l!ir.it':!;:ii!

~·JZ.o~ f\a~teO\'u.

bed on

~e!!!:}:i.v,:,; ~..1?

dm-ing elm

SWl!!ll2>:

oi! lSlGS to:

ctri! Smt'i!!ta:m 2Gro;;e" !n2l!.w:ll'ng ehe Saviet Unicr. and £cur

'!<!:::f:a:i.~:· cmm~:-ie~~ illlr::lai;~il,o; Gild

li!o::t:h

Dr. Z~.nt';Z !):::l:.;:i!if!i!i~l;.:.-..:5 ill

tb

G>.?XIT.i!Ji'.c~ ll.ugu..;t 2~ ... O!!tobc:>: 1&~ 1965.

!::'.Co C:c'~ !;:ct4"il:.~ '~cv:::;:;n Narch iO emU
r1!'1Z'!r:m 'lcceuo:..· Ecltm.e&:!o::>. Pt'ojcel:.,

Scoru'l!o

otl>.o~: "tr:o~..

Af>.:~.

Vo:1.;mea~r Tesch

<m:pc;. in

nosota

m!.d Mallo"Ul!.lllp

E::: also v!oili:ed Gt!aeemla~ VGi!Ozuelo., colo:l'W

iir.n-a

21~

1966a in eolli!::J~ioll m!.t!b €:lw Eeun"'

•.
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"~:ta~ £¢1£ Gov.:!~~g £i. $t>v:~~;:y of sestGO!Jl!jt'I.Sbli.p~" Uem:o..:n Revi;:;w,
E'(,;:,'j)~~ xq~;;.y U::l~ioo U!l!v~a!!.~y~ I!'alli.c 1965. 10 Pi'•
=---- -~

.1\.reie:l.e~

Ga®SlCil:o Si1~~f.lm2.'i:bo, n hJ~~~ lE.ib.Jl!Mi~ J'uly 1~ 1965

11

,!lnieieu "TI;liB:f:SOO. ~E:lt'! Stm:'l'; illt~grama 11 folbu_m,.eeE-._~ 'i:!.'lt~y~~ ,July sot> 1965
A!:l:itele~

"J?re.,.SchMl !'r(l:grauJ i!oz: Nav<Jjoa~>" .£~btf!!,U:3J:~ ,g~,. ~U!i\Wt l

1965

ll:n~?E

oi!!Sm1!l!tdh!earront MU!!ico, o 'ltc'f!r,m~ of o ~k
fl....-iiro'1.1:; VJWf~""ili"ei~;oza ell Ft:o~ tn se:a~
E::,;p~tz::::n.-IJ:o o£ !lii~f:lo~ J'~o 1 ....18n 1.965.
~~S.:k:d 6lllS cdll~, C.::~<>
~.. 1,9~5::> 207 f'iJ'o

t<1~!1ur;

1

~t:~zo

~fa<t:>~;:;:;::J 0 1;' c:!.a.c::.;o;~ .fl!JS,~r:J~n'i: !!:JfJ E£:Emi~;: ~~ ~1~01\ i~t l?ublitc
tk:Ite:Jll.\!1 il.B C~::r StmS~:;l~,n :an t1 hn~Ys of ~i.illl~ 0 l;1a89ey't>

l$llt..:~Dl&:::.-:v

:Scr:::.~

Er\: c:r.::l

D'&t:~!:\) 3$:~G£; J!GZ1UOO~LJ'IJ .E~tt~P£.~~ ~ ~~ ,g£ ~g!ni

:!m~S?il. !'k~J·}r:J£1: E ..l ~~~::J~t
i:":<E'rc::n<:r.£;"~' lfi~6"

·

a 11¢:~co Escl~,.

i?!tt:~ 1N.blidhll.ng

l·JQ.t;t~ :.~:?Ci~': ~ t.~~:l::lg l:~\ i~r:~:?;~~:~18 c1lil ~~VQ sq 22 E~ ~'
1'21;!.t::~~n~ '~::<::t'.:lJ> ii,:l;J.l7:{l C'!:::::;:,:~::~ i?as~ X~ !:a !Qlm;Q:r~i/..!3 tb ~ Vtoe•
t:::;:"Q'-'

8~ [lf,C:;;J;

0

3:10

t..it~:wey M~t&.!:'iGU 1J.fYi!f Up~h"!!lpeaking
eiiii:~atm~ ~.n eo~~iw <;.'i,tb lmi!.'P. p'!:ZGj;a~t

i;cci!w::tion of .1-d'tlllt
6q

.AeJi.~W~.M ~,.r,._t.W,d 2

E~i!!..or=.~~

Y..azey O~l!a t::G~rn:e dol~· ~ I~~ \{N3tiorull Af.zsoeiia~!lolb fioz
Adult Muelilt~~l%1 'ii?SI!l 'll'o~eh
1lap~;:o~ £~clla~1:ll't fw 'Kesehez'D of ~glleh lim· Second
Z.o~i0co il?z:;-3 '!l'ol"k
ua~ou

D:tU.lll1t\ol,'!!l
~s~.dl1lnt~' ~ CU;apee~l'

bJIJ!!!

®le$3~ ~:o W~lcil Ctm~ce:.tou. of ~galllised 'feacll..
it~ Pll:'of~!i.Oil»l\l ~ills Abob3~ ~!Jh$.1,\p~ ~& 1...7 • 1965~
rap!E'GZ.Oa~ ~ ~as;~iafl;ion foJ: Str.pe~$.w snit Cmm'ieu..

Offl.cU!l

lua l}evele-z;'lll$u'l:
Vi~ :etesl!.d~Ant.,

M't:il· fot- ~a~i.a!on and CU!rnieul'Ulll lleVel\'iP•

iiletl>t tanti!. Nareh 16:. 1966
Sge ~l ~!»1~ ~o DtOgtl1r{llieal. II$~ f~ uthe'!':' items
ca~t!ll.(il.~gbl~
A~~~ s~ ~~GMe

t:Pf

MSillo fo~t Chil~Zld

Bduesi:iol'lo

!inl.'.m'u3£::1®31. 11 <fM£sgop Apd1 11 1966

t.

i!e~ t>Jal~a
l'l.~i;t;:c:n~ tr.;:;;:~iml? ott 1 ':l:e~l:lbill:ig ~ ilioa!llvt:'llb~11 s-po~X£oOli!ed
by t~t":eio!il:~l ~l ~CJJr 'l'~a of ~i.Shp. llcs~ma,
1!10-"'>7~~7: 22...~
A~r::~$1! a>1mWI'1 ~nf:!:l.¢'1 of iS!a~cm.al Cfe>l~l !1m: Teaeha!."EE
of ~~~ ~?¢.:~ ~1:Z""~ 2S ..271> 1'63

f~llll:;;

v,.

8r':.:a$.!!!:
Am!I.!Clll. 'l!ll~~etf.¢nol ~il~ liE/~)1.0~~ eoilfe~:>
Jlkll11.a;}fl '1'8<!~~ ~ 4 ..a\\) l!.966~ "Omltu.:ro1 Ao~e&s of BY.

PD!!$?.;

1Sb"1!1-'01lt~1ll11

~i.'w.i' ~rut<!.-a

"'

S~;:h..e;;l to ~l:it"Ml3 ~ueael'it;ln ~oooe:tati!.®~ '£Ueoon 0 end to
J!WZll.~~~ f!.rr.t ~!!<Qa~ of Sp,o=b~ ~ 't~ COU:9~:>
ll!';;cl!!~~ue" ca!~fe.;:l.\!o.- ~:hibttQ o£ orl.~! &llltW~G~ioi!S
to~ llill'it~jo ~P COl~!) of Uuea~l'W:Il ~le:l.
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~1<1 ~~mw.smd

.. ttalpatl d~~110!V ~~lii.nas. f.c.'l! ~e~~a:il ~~ £-ol...
:!.~<;~hil.p p;::o~m::w tr.~ft,o.n.,. Uashiugf:tm:o aU! pta:!:U.dpnted
lote&' ~ ~X~!i:lt>lltil of!. p;ropoat=iw. Ae~2m'len seeing

co:Ua:d b1 $!Tl ;;;~ui!;mg ~ Stcrt ~eh a~ Evalu"'
ctioo ceu~"'S., We£hl.fl$ton. Cloof:!\~ es r;.:t>I'JJSUl~nt
to Ii!JlSA. ~~;mnal ~gr~ nr~. ~poiuted to
.C)\lU<tel"'lSf£. ~:<..toz:"l:..,.al Mv!isoey BOSll:'d" Xllteld Ent~dses
gatwe~~l'.lllltlll Cot-poll.'at!Oll~ C'M.~sgo.. AWointeti! to Irdi?...
todel Admi~y l?mwl £o<: ~ _t~t:~ roogl!2!ne,
'1!. A. Gt~lll ~l1Jlhing ~ny11 DaJ:mri.1Xt3• W:m Yo:o:k.
see P...nwsl Sv:p))"l!S'!iWnt !WI: oehm! t~~
~~t~a

E. &Qugh!i!3
'fallt .at N.ll!" Sc;~;:Seay fo:&' Stu.<ly of Wu,;:aP.:!i,Ct!.:o lilacmnboi: ~
1965~ on th!il ired Stm:& pl.\'08$arii !.u. lVsw ~Z~teo. Spat~~$
toa Alba~qu:;J ~...nilG£:ga7:t()Ja Aeaae!iet~ MU'.il ~e:udy
gJ:<mp~ Oongoogattonal rotlltif.resall"ta~ l'.i>~A.$ r.md to fwen ..
Chiilihc~ Edu.ea&ion Xm:e~t!onal •. Ntmtb Essfl:am
C;mfG:ii;®.~ t:!J:"C!li•J;) on 1'Reg!®o1 ~ob~ en;! l?rojeet: Rs~d

fen:

S~O~I\':.n

Pm:t'le~s;at1; 0 •

t·:<iil!h

'IF!C!i.t~ ~~

oZ &li».tql!lO:t:que

ca-sta

Sch!!Cll~ t..~ntil.\ 11
T~az 4 ~!!!~.ib 10..1'&~> 1966.. ElC$~ 21h~ vteo p!re8$.dane#
Delta ID:rzrpa ~'3 tJoc!o-~t~ S~ ~to2:'~ .B.ttendotl
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The Report of the Department of Guidance & Special Education
July 1, 1965

~

June 30; 1966

George L. Keppers,

I.

Chairman

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1965-1966:
The Department of Guidance and Special Education vms established effective Semester II 1965-66.

Dr. George L. Keppers

was designated as the chairman.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future:
Two Federally financed program development grants for 196566 in the area of teaching the Emotionally Disturbed and the
Hentally Retarded have been renewed for 1966-67. A major in
Special Education at the Master's level has been approved
by the College of Education faculty and it is anticipated
that this \qill be aiJproved by the University and put into
operation effective September 1, 1966.

New courses have

also been approved in this area.
C.

Appointments to the Staff:
Dr. Frederick K. Adams - September 1, 1965
Dr. Edward James Kelly -April 13, 196.6
Dr. Charles nernardoni - September 1, 1966
Dr. Gordon Zick - September 1, 1966
(Dr. 1lernardoni and Dr. Zick
1966.)

~~ere

on campus for the summer of

3:14

Nr. Louis Bransford - September 1, 1966
D.

Separations from Staff:
Dr. James Cooper (to be assigned to the Dept. of Educ.

&

Adm. Services) - July, 1966.
Il.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements:
1.

Advanced study:

2.

Sabbaticals, etc.:

None.

Dr. James Cooper traveled in Europe - June-August, 1965.
3.

Nm~

scholastic honors., etc.:

Dr. George L. Keppers was elected to Phi Kappa Phi and
National

~mployment

Counselor Association.

Dr. James Cooper was elected a member of the Ethics Committee
New Mexico Psych. Association.
Dr. Frederick K. Adams 1vas elected Historian of Phi Delta
Kappa (U.N.H. branch).
4.

Publications:
Dr. Keppers:

"National Certification of Counselors",

Counselor Education

&Supervision,pp.202-207,

April, 1965.

Dr. Cooper: "Computers and a College of Education", Vol. 4,
No. 7/S(July-Aug. ,1965), pp l1-6; "Group Process Applied to
Adult Education(ld.th Dan Ficek), Mimeo. ,Jan.l966, 8 pp.
Dr. Adams: "A Comparison of Adolescent Attitudes Toward Normal

& Ratarded Brothers", paper presented at 44th Annual International
C.E.C.
5.

Papers 11ill be published in Monograph.

Other Pcsearch Projects or Creative Hork in progress:

Elententary School Guidance Pilot Project, 1965-66 (Director).

2
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Dr.

Coope~;

Effects of barometric pressure upon pupil

behavior, $200.00, UNN Research Committee, in progress;
Teacher personality, teacher behavior and their effects
upon pupil achievement. US Office of Educ. oe-6-10-271, $8288,
in progress.
Dr. Adams:

Established demonstration class for Mentally

Retarded child:ren in Nanzanita Center, UNM, organized parent
counseling group, co-initiator of

Proerfu~

nevelopment in

Spec. Ed., Horkshop in Emotional Disturbance, and Workshop
in
6.

l~ntal

Retardation.

Activities in learned and professional societies:

pr.

Keppers: Program Chairman- Rocky Mountain Counselor

Educators, Fall Ueeting; Attended American Personnel &
Guidance Assoc., National Neeting; Attended National Planning
Heeting - Council for Exceptional Children.
Dr. Cooper:

International Congress du Rorschach, 7/22-4,

Paris, France; Sociometric Analysis of Large Groups (N=l500)
paper to Nat 1 1. Council for Neasurement in Education, Chicago,
2/12/66.
Dr. Adams:

Vice President - AARC, Board Nember - NHARC,

Director at Large for N.:H.C.E.c., Board Hember Albuq.Speech

& Hearing, Represent College of Ed. on Community Council,
Southwestern c.t:.c. Advisory Committee, on National Committee
of C.E.C.

1.

Other professional activities:
Dr. Keppers: Vocational Consultant-Health, Educ. & Helfare,

3
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State Advisory Board for Guidance, Consultant for School
Plants & Planning; Chairman of Board - Special Education
Center (Albuquerque); Consultant, Elementary School Pilot
Project; Consultant, Elks Cerebral Palsy Program; LecturesAlbuq. Public School's PTA, Teachers of Adults; North Central
Evaluations - Carlsbad and Tularosa.
Dr. Cooper: Prepared a paper on invitation of Nat'!. Educ.
Assoc. Teacher Education Professional Standards Committee,
titled, "A Clinical Approach for Teacher Education." Dec.,

1965.
Dr. Adams:

Guest Speaker- NMEA, Exceptional Child Division

(Farmington); Guest Speaker- NEA-BIA (Shiprock); Guest
Speaker- NMARC

(Rost-~ell);

Guest Speaker- New Nexico Task·

Force to Combat Nental Retardation (Albuquerque); Guest Speaker
- "Music Therapy" Workshop, UNM; Consultant to Albuquerque
Day Care Center; Spoke to several Spec. Ed. Groups.
8.

Non-teaching University service:
Dr. Keppers: Chairman, Dept. of Guidance & Special Education;
Dlrector, Hanzanita Center; Chairman, Hanzanita Center
Committee; Administrative Committee.
Dr. Cooper: University Graduate Comm.; Radio Board; Selection
Committee for Director of illn.f Computer Center; Chatrman,
Educ. Doctorate Comm.
Dr.

A~~

Faculty Advisor to C.E.C. and Community recreation

for I'.etarded; Curriculum Committee "A"; Hanzanita Center;
Improvement of Instruction.

4
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9.

rublic Service:
Dr. Keppers: Ushering at Central Methodist Church; Board of
Stewards for Central Methodist Church.
Dr. Cooper: Vice rresident of New Mexico State Apprenticeship
Council.
Dr. Adams: Board Member, Heights Y.M.C.A.

10. rersonal Information:
No changes.

5
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ANNUAL

REPOR~

OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966
Armond H. Seidler, Chairman

I. General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year,
1965-66:
1. Plans were carried toward completion for the new
swimming pool complex to be located north of
Johnson Gymnasium.
2. The Summer Sports Fitness School was expanded to
serve both boys and girls and enrollment for the
1966 Summer Session is more than double that o£
the previous year.
3. The Department, in cooperation with the Lovelace
Foundation, hosted an International Symposium on
the Effects of Altitude on Human Performance on
the UNM campus in March, 1966.

Seventeen countries

were represented and the Symposium reflected
considerable credit upon the University.
4. The special exercise gym and the combative room in
Johnson Gymnasium were acoustically treated and,
as a result, are much improved teaching facilities.
5. The university Administration, in cooperation with
the Athletic Department and the Department of

r--------------------~---

-

3:t9

Health, Physical Education and Recreation, has
developed eleven new athletic fields on the south
campus which will enable Intramurals to greatly
expand field activity opportunities for students.
6. The Department sponsored a successful Four-State
Lifetime Sports Foundation Workshop.

130 repre-

sentatives from Arizona, Colorado, Utah, and New
Mexico participated in the workshop, which took
place in April, 1966.
7. The Department maintained its role of leadership

in conducting programs in the training o£ Peace
Corps volunteers by training a Physical Education
specialist group for Colombia in the spring of
1966, and planning the training of an additional
Physical Education specialist group in the summer
of 1966.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations:
1. The new swimming pool complex should be contracted
during the 1966-67 academic year and will make an
excellent addition to the instructional and
recreational facilities for students on this
campus.
2. Additional classroom furniture has been ordered for
Rooms 139 and 128 in uohnson Gymnasium, which will
2
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give the Department much more effective and flexible use of these and other teaching stations in
the building.
3. With the plan for varsity basketball to move to the
new basketball arena on the south campus, a study
has begun to determine the feasibility of adding
additional functional floor space in the main
arena of Johnson Gymnasium, which will no longer
serve as a spectator viewing area.

It is hoped

that as much as 40,000 additional square feet will
be developed for activities, instruction,
Intramurals, and faculty recreation purposes for
students and faculty.
4. When construction begins on the new swimming pool,
the University will lose the use of eight tennis
courts.

It is recommended that four additional

courts be built in the near future immediately
north of the present eight new courts, and that a
minimum of ten additional tennis courts be constructed on the south campus.

Five of these

courts should be designated for varsity tennis use
and the other five for recreational and intramural
use.

Building tennis courts on the south campus

for varsity use will help in the movement of the
3
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Athletic Department to the south campus and will
also allow more use of the main campus tennis
courts for classes.
5. Handball courts in Johnson Gymnasium are heavily
used and it is strongly recommended that study be
given to the construction of many more of these
facilities.

A minimum of four additional hand-

ball courts are essential in Johnson Gymnasium so
that the Department can teach classes in handball
and squash, which it is now unable to do.

Ideally,

the University with the anticipated enrollment
eXpected in 1966, should have at least twenty
handball courts.
6. Plans are being made to construct an athletic
administration building adjacent to the new
basketball arena on the south campus.

The

Department of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation considers a development of these plans
as essential because of its need for the office
and locker room space now occupied by the
Department of Athletics.
C. Appointments to staff:
Betty Benison, Instructor, September 1, 1966.
Fred J. Hinger,Asst. Professor, September 1, 1966.
Russell D. Mitchell, Instructor, September 1, 1966.
4
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Margot Purdy, Assistant Professor, September 1, 1966.
D.

Separations £rom staff:
George B. Gilmore, Instructor, June 30, 1966.

II. Composite of Information
Biographical Supplements

Requested~

Individual

1. Advanced study
Robert K. Barney - 12 additional hours of Ph.D.
course work. Successful completion to doctorate
Spanish language examination.
Edwin G.. Belzer, Jr. - Ph.D. conferred,
October, 1965.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - Completed Ph.D. Thesis"Work Capacity of Altitude Acclimatized Men at
Altitude and Sea Level."
Bruno Geba - Ph.D. University of Colorado,
graduating August 27, 1966. Thesis: "The Effect
of Sauna Upon Certain Physiological Functions."
George B. Gilmore - 18 hours toward doctorate.
Edward H. Heath - Ph. D. in August, 1965 from
University of Illinois. Thesis: "A Semantic
Differential Study of Attitudes Relating to
Recreation as Applied to a Bicultural Setting."
Janice K. Olson - P.E. 523, Analysis of Physical
Education Activities, 3 hours.
Frank E. Papcsy - Seminar in Physical Therapy,
Dandryd Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden. Continuing
work on Ph.D. dissertation, New York University.
Probable date of degree, October 1966 or January,
1967.
Charlotte L. Piper - Masters Degree in Recreation
completed summer, 1965.
2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching

5
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elsewhere, travel, etc., during the period
Lloyd R. Burley - Toured u.s·.A., canada and Alaska
in summer of 1965. Toured Mexico Christmas
vacation of 1965, Toured Big Bend Country during
Easter vacation of 1966.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - Visited Northwestern u.s.
during the year.
Bruno Geba - One year leave of absence for the
1966-67 school year. Associate Professor at the
University of the Seven Seas.
Janice K. Olson -Summer School, 1966, UNM campus.
Frank E. Papcsy - Travel to France, Finland, Sweden
and Switzerland.
George Petrol - Sabbatical leave Semester II,
1965-66 to conduct baseball clinics in South Africa
and Rhodesia.
Ella May Small - Summer 1965 visiting Professor,
University of Iowa, Iowa City.
3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Mercedes Gugisberg - State-wide annual scholarship
for a high school senior girl who will attend a
New Mexico college, developed through donations of
women teachers of P.E. was given my name by said
group, for the work in upgrading girls P.E. in
the state.
4. Publications
William A. Bynum, Jr.- "Work Capacity of Altitude
Acclimatized Men at Altitude and Sea Level"
Abstracts ~Research Papers, American Association
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
Washington, D. c., 1966.
Janice K, Olson - ''A Device for Evaluating Spot
Bowling Ability, Research Quarterly, In Press,
Marie R. Liba and Janice K. Olson.

6
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5. Other research projects or creative work in progress
or completed during period
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. - Research project, "The
Quickness of Selected Right-Foot and Left-Foot
Braking Methods," completed. Sponsored by $1,000
grant from National Safety Council, 1965. Conducted at University of Illinois.
Lloyd R. Burley - The curriculum on Secondary
Education.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - Continued work in the
development of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Laboratory.
Woodrow w. Clements - Attendance at the
International Symposium on the Effects of Altitude
on Physical Performance and the demonstration of
circuit System of Teaching Physical Education
given at the National Meeting of the AAHPER in
Chicago.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Working on a proposal for
research project concerned with cultural
differences in a certain aspect of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.
Frances McGill - Research papers read at American
College of Sports Medicine, Western Society for
Physical Education of College Women, and American
Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation. In progress- study of heart rates
during activity. Participated in International
Symposium on the Effects of Altitude on
Performance.
Ella May small - Individual project University of
New Mexico and student health services. Health
information of students entering the student
information about and use of subjects - students
registered for H.Ed. 171.
6. Activities in learned and professional societies
Sharel Anderson - New Mexico delegate to the
National Institute on Girl's Sports, Salt Lake

7
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city, Utah. Southwest District 1\MiPER, Tucson.
Robert Knight Barney - Attended National meeting
of College Swimming Coaches of America, Colorado
Springs, Colorado, March, 1966.
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. - Paper, "Left-Foot vs
Right-Foot Braking," presented at National Safety
Congress and Exposition, Chicago, October, 1965.
Lloyd R. Burley - Southwest District AAHPER, NMEA,
NMAHPER. Chairman Budget Committee NMAHPER. Also
member Executive Committee, Constitution and
Advisory committees SWAAHPER.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - Attended American College
of Sports Medicine National Meeting, National
Wrestling Coaches Meeting; National AAHPER,
Southwest District meeting of AAHPER. Presented
papers at the International Symposium on The
Effects of Altitude on Physical Performances and
at the National meeting of the AAHPER and Southwest
District AAHPER.
Woodrow W. Clements - Membership in New Mexico
Education Association, American Association of
Health and Physical Education, NMAHPER.
Bruno Geba - High Altitude Symposium, Albuguerque.
Southwest District Conference AAHPER, Tucson.
International Physical Education Conference,
Oslo, Norway.
George B. Gilmore - National Gymnastic Coaches
Association; National Gymnastic Clinic; AAHPER
Convention; National Gymnastic Congress.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Winter Conference for Women
in Physical Education, Ruidoso, New Mexico.
Edward H. Heath - Vice President for Recreation,
NMAHPER; New Mexico representative to the National
Park and Recreation Association; Chairman of
Recreation Education Committee, National Park and
Recreation Association.
Frances McGill - Vice President of American
8

Association of HPER; Chairman, Division Girls and
Womens Sports; on Committees of National Sports
Medicine Committee of AAU; Planning Committee of
International Symposium; Board of Directors AAHPER;
Executive Council of DGWS;talks given at NMAHPER,
Winter Conference for Women Physical Educators,
National Convention AAHPER, Northwest District
AAHPER Convention, southwest District AAHPER,
Regional Convention Athletic and Recreation
Federation of College Women.
Meetings attended: Intermountain Conference for
College Womens Physical Education, Study
Conference on competition, Washington, D.C., 3rd
National Institute on Girls and Womens Sports.
Gladys Milliken - New Mexico Association for HPER1
Intermountain Conference for College Women in Taos,
New Mexico; Winter Conference in Ruidoso, New
Mexico as Treasurer.
John A. Montgomery - Conducted two one-day sessions
Southwestern Recreation Leaders Laboratory;
President, New . Mexico Park and Recreation Society.
Attended soutnwest AAHPER ~anelist.
•

···~ •

~~I

Janice K. Olson - Attended: New Mexico Mid-Winter
Conference, Ruidoso, New Mexico; AAHPER National
Convention, Chicago; American College of Sports
Medicine, Madison, Wisconsin; recently appointed
Recorder to Executive Board of National DGWS.
Frank E. Papcsy - Continuing activity in design of
Physical Therapy Curriculum proposal for University
of New Mexico.
Charlotte L. Piper - Chairman Intermountain
Conference, Taos, New Mexico; General Chairman
Winter Conference for New Mexico Women Physical
Educators; Southwest District AAHPER, Tucson;
Southwest District of Park and Recreation Assn.,
Albuquerque; Delegate to Lifetime Sports Clinic;
New Mexico Swimming officiating Chairman; National
DGWS Executive Committee.
Armond H. Seidler - Attended National Convention
AAHPER, Chicago; made speech to Professor
Preparation Section; attended Southwest District
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Convention AAHPER, Tucson, Arizona.
of Directors.

Member Board

Ella May Small - Invited delegate to White House
conference on Health. Vice President Southwest
District AAHPER. Chairman Health Division. Vice
President for Health Education, New Mexico AHPER,
three year term.
Meetings attended: Southwest District AAHPER,
Salt Lake City, Utah, April, 1965.
AAHPER National convention, Dallas, Texas, March,
1965. Board meeting, Southwest District AAHPER,
Las Vegas, Nevada, October, 1965. White House
Conference on Health, Washington, D. c., November,
1965. Winter Conference for New Mexico Women in
Physical Education, January, 1966, (Member Planning
Committee). NMEA and New Mexico ~ER, October,
1965 (Vice President Health Education for 3 years) •
7. Other professional activities
Robert Knight Barney - Two T.V. appearances in
relation to publication of University's Varsity
Swimming Team. One radio appearance on same issue.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - Made several appearances
on T.V. and radio.
Bruno Geba - Faculty advisor for UNM Ski Club.
Member of Graduate Committee.
George B. Gilmore - "Lobo Lair" and exhibitions in
Albuquerque Public Schools.
Edward H. Heath - Recreation consultant to: United
States Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, City of Albuquerque,
Albuquerque Public Schools, Office of Economic
Opportunity.
Frances McGill - Consultant Girls Division of New
Mexico Activities Association.
Official State AAU Track Meet
Evaluating Committee St. Vincents Academy.
John A. Montgomery - Consultant Albuquerque Public
Schools Outdoor Education Project.

10

Frank E. Papcsy - Consultant to Special Education
Association.
Armond H. Seidler - Member Planning Committee
International Symposium on the Effects of Altitude
on Physical Performance, March, 1966, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Director Four-State Regional Lifetime Sports
Foundation Workshop, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
April, 1966.
Architectural Consultant to College of Santa Fe.
Worked on plans for School buildings in Socorro,
Grants, and Gallup.
8. Non-teaching University service
Sharel Anderson - P.E. Department Curriculum
Committee, University College faculty advisor.
Faculty advisor P.E. Major Club and Director .of
UNM Folk Dance Club.
Robert Knight Barney - University College advisor.
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. - University College advisor.
Chairman of Health Education Curriculum Committee.
Member of Department HPER Curriculum Committee,
College of Education Curriculum Committee A, and
Ad Hoc Improvement of Instruction Committee.
Lloyd R. Burley - UNM curricula Committee Chairman;
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee; Department
HPER Curriculum Committee; Chairman Library
Acquisitions; Chairman Graduate Committee; Education
Doctorate committee College Education.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - University advisor, Member
of Physical Education Curriculum Committee and
Department of HPER. Curriculum Committee.
Woodrow w. Clements - Chairman Campus Safety
Committee, New Mexico Education Association UNM
Chapter, College of Education Scholarship committee,
Departmental Committee on Health. Assistant
Chairman of Department. Forty or more advisees
each semester.
George B. Gilmore - Chairman Physical Education

11
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Curriculum Committee, Member HPER Curriculum
committee.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Advisor for transfer students
and elementary education majors who minor in this
Department.
Edward H. Heath - Chairman, Recreation Curriculum
Committee. Chairman Department of HPER Curriculum
Committee. Chairman Committee on evaluation of
College of Education programs.
Frances McGill - Administrative Committee College
of Education; Junior Class advisor; sponsor
Womens Golf Team.
Gladys Milliken - University College and Sophmore
Major advisor; member Learning Materials Center
Committee; member of Membership and Personnel
Committee of Western society for Physical Education
of College Women; assisted in women's swim meets
and sports days.
John A. Montgomery - Faculty advisor, member
Department Recreation Curriculum Committee.
JaniceK. Olson -Advisor to UNM Women's
Recreation Association.
Frank E. Papcsy - Departmental Graduate Committee.
Charlotte L. Piper - Special advisor, Department
Freshmen advisor, Extramural Director, Coach
Women's Swim Team, Recreation curriculum Committee,
University College Scholarship Committee; HPER
Master's; Orals Committee; Women's Sports Council.
Armond H. Seidler - Faculty advisor graduate
students, Thesis, Dissertations. College of
Education Administrative and Policy Committee.
Ella May Small - Health Education Committee,
Advisor Senior women in HPER. Advisor graduate
women HPER. Administrative Committee, HPER as
Assistant Chairman.
9. Public service
12
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Share! Anderson - ABQ State Dance Director for the
LDS Church.
Age group teacher/leader for ABQ 4th Ward NIA,
LDS Church.
Lloyd R. Burley - Camp Committee YMCA, First Aid
Instructor American Red cross. First Aid Merit
Badge Counselor BSA.
Woodrow W. Clements - Member Trinity Methodist Church.
George B. Gilmore - City Gymnastic Club Director.
Frances McGill - Sunday School Teacher1 Leader
Church Study Group; Director Church Day Camp;
Bernalillo City Red Cross Water Safety
Instructor-Trainer.
John A. Montgomery - Member Albuquerque Kiwanis
Club.
Charlotte L. Piper - Montgomery Community
Association. Sorority Alliance. Baker U. Alumni
Chapter in Albuquerque. Montgomery PTA.

13
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The Report of the Department of Home Economics
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Grace L. Elser, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1965-1966,

The number of majors and minors in Home Economics continued to increase as
well as the number who enrolled in home economics courses as electives. This
was especially true with upper division students in the College of Education as
shown by the increase of those doing student teaching. There were 20 student
teachers, 18 seniors and two for certification only, who taught units in home
economics, some in the fall semester and more during the spring. There were 15
home economics teachers in Albuquerque in seven junior and three senior high
schools who cooperated with this program.
The Curriculum Committee of the University studied the various programs of
the College of Education during the academic year, 1965-1966. The report of the
Department of Home Economics prepared for the committee is attached.
In the past, majors in home economics received the degree, Bachelor of
Science in Education, with a major in home economics. In June 1966, for the
first time the graduates of the Department who were enrolled in the College of
Education received the degree, Bachelor of Science in Home Economics Education.
The degree, Master of Arts in Teaching Home Economics, is now being offered,
effective September 1965. The following shows the requirements including the
two areas from which courses may be selected for the degree:
Applicants for this master•s degree must comply with the general requirements for a Plan II master's degree described by the Graduate School after having been recommended by the Department of Home Economics.
In addition to general requirements for admission to Graduate School, candidates for the M.A.T. degree in Home Economics Education must have completed
at least 18 semester hours of professional education and be eligible for a
teacher•s certificate. Candidates must have a Bachelor of Science or a Bachelor of Arts degree with a general major in home economics, a major in a special
area of home economics, or a major in home economics education. Candidates
will be required to make up deficiencies in prerequisite work,
Course work for this degree will be divided into two areas. Proper dis~
tribution of courses in these areas should increase the student's mastery in
the professional aspects of teaching home economics, strengthen his knowledge
of the subjects being taught, and also broaden his background in general education. Not more than 4 hours of problems are allowed. Minima and ranges of
requirements in the two areas are indicated.

2
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Home Economics and Cognates.

22-26

semeste~

hours

Courses in this area are designed to increase the student's mastery in the
subjects he teaches. The courses taken must be approved by the adviser. The
divisions in Home Economics are: (1) child development and family relations,
(2) food and nutrition, (3) clothing and te~tiles, and (4) home management.
Some work from each of these divisions should be included in every program.
The following are courses in Rome Economics subject matter:
408L.
409L.
429.
431L.
433L.

Child Growth and Development (3)
Organization and Management of
Nurse~y Schools
{3)
Wo:rkshop (1-4) Carries graduate
credit when specifically approved
by the Graduate Committee.
Experimental Foods (3)
Advanced Nutrition (3)

Creative Design in Clothing
(3)
Family Living in Modern
Society
(3)
535.
Seminar in Nutrition
(3)
Managing Family Resources
(3)
549.
551-552
Problems (1-3)
555.
Seminar in Textiles
(3)
456L.
520.

In addition, at least six semester hours of course work chosen from the cognate fields lis ted below will be required:
Psychology
Sociology
Economics

Business Administration
Science
,;A:tt

Area II - Professional Education.

8-12 semester hours

Courses in this area should deepen the student's mastery of the professional
aspects of teaching. Home Economics Education 570 will be required of all students. Courses must be approved by the adviser.
Rome Economics Education
437.
475.

Teaching Home Economics
(3)
480. Curriculum Development for
Evaluation in Home Economics
(3)
Gainful Employment
(3)
570. Seminar in Home Economics Education

Other courses when approved by the adviser may be taken from Art Education,
Educational Foundations, Secondary Education, and/or Guidance and Special Education.
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Summer School Offerings
During the ten weeks of intersession and summer session, 11 hours of home
economics courses carrying graduate credit will be offered.
Two graduate courses in home economics will be offered in summer school for
the first time, and will be taught by two visiting professors. They are H. E.
520, Family in Modern Society, 3 hours, taught by Dr. Mildred Morgan, formerly
of Florida State University and H.E. 549, Managing Family Resourses, 3 hours,
taught by Dr. Jean Warren, formerly of Cornell University.
The course, H.E. 409L, Administration and Supervision of Nursery Schools,
3 hours, conducted by Dr. Florence Schroeder will be offered in summer school
for the first time in many years. This will carry both undergraduate and graduate credit.
A fourth offering, a workshop, H.E. 429, Working with Disadvantaged Families,
will be conducted by Mrs. Grace L. Elser during the two weeks intersession. This
will carry two hours credit and graduate credit for those eligible.
A.

B.

Some significant

accomplishmen~

of the last five years.

1.

Planning and equipping a new home economics laboratory building.
was first occupied in March, 1963.

It

2.

The number of upper division majors in Home Economics Education almost tripled from 1961 to .1966.

3.

A fifth full-time staff member was added in 1965-1966. A half-time
nursery school teacher was added in September, 1965, and it will be
a full-time position in September, 1966.

4.

The degree awarded to majors in Home Economics Education is now
Bachelor of Science in Home Economics Education. It became effective in June, 1966.

5.

A program for a Master of Arts in Teaching Home Economics degree
became effective September, 1965.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.

The course, H.Ec. Ed. 475, Evaluation in Home Economics, has been scheduled
late afternoons in the fall semester. This will also carry graduate credit. It
is planned to offer in the spring at least one home economics or home economics
education course carrying graduate credit. It should be scheduled after school
or on Saturdays.
Though the present laboratory building has only been occupied since March,
1963, the clothing laboratory is now inadequate in floor area, It is recommended
that the partial walls for the storage and dressing room area be removed. A door
should then be cut in the west wall so as to utilize part of the locker space
room as a dressing room and storage area for clothing classes. This will necessitate a wall in the locker room to divide the space for clothing classes and for
use by other students. The instructor also believes another door into the hall
from the clothing laboratory is necessary.
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C.

Appointment to staff

Dr. Ednell Snell lvho received her Ed. D. degree in February, 1966, from Columbia University has been employed as Chairman effective September,+, 1966, Her
bachelor's and master's degrees are from Washington State University, Pullman.
Her experience includes teaching home economics in junior and senior high schools.
She has also taught at Washington State College, Bellingham, and been head of
Home Economics Teacher Education at Washington State University. She has supervised student teachers, advised undergraduate and graduate majors in home economics
education, and taught college home economics subject matter courses. She has been
a mamber of the staff of Home and Family Life Education State Board for Vocational
Education, Olympia, Washington.
Dr. Snell replaces Mrs. Grace L, Elser whose retirement is effective September
1. Mrs. Elser has been a member of the Department since 1949 and has been Chairman since 1952,
In 1965-1966, a fifth full-time faculty member, Mrs. Mary Katherine Huff, has
been employed, She has taught foods classes, the home management course, and supervised the home management house.
A half-time nursery school teacher, Mrs. Mary Lehmer, was employed beginning
September 1965, She handled an afternoon session so as to give opportunity for
more University students to observe and participate with this age-child. She will
be employed as a full-time nursery school teacher in 1966-1967.
'J.'he Department was granted a graduate assistant, Mrs. Carolyn Topping, for the
first time in 1965-1966, About five-sixths of her time was allocated to working
with Dr. Florence Schroeder in the morning session of nursery school, About onesixth {)f her time was given to the department chairman.
The graduate assistant for 1966-1967 is to be Mrs. Darline Wilson of Albuquerque who received her undergraduate degree in June, 1966, from the University of
Ne~1 Mexico.
She probably wi 11 work with the department chairman.
II.

Composite Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements.
1.

Advanced Study:

2,

Sabbaticals, summer teaching, travel, etc.:
Grace L. Elser

None

made trips to Phoenix, Arizona, Houston, Texas, and San

~isco, California,

Mary Katherine Huff made trips to Colorado, Texas, and New Mexico.
Imogean McMurray made a tour of western Europe, July 17 ~ August 24
3.

New Scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.:
~lary

4.

Katherine Huff:

Publications:

None

Kappa Omicron Phi, Home Economics Honorary.

~
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5.

Other research projects, etc.:

None

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:
Grace.!:· Elser: Sponsor of Pi Lambda Theta, honorary for women in education, Attended fall meetings of NMHEA and workshop on 11Horking with
Low-Income Families." at U.N .M. Member of planning committee of nutrition Symposium to be held at the University of New Mexico, June 25, 1966.
Ruth B. Harris: Chairman College Teachers of Food and Nutrition-held at
UNM F;b, 25,26,1966 Pres.-elect New Mexico Dietetic Assoc. --attended
,spring and. fal.l. meetings. Nu:tri tion Section Chairman-N .M. Home Economics
Assoc. --atrended spring and fall Planning Comm. for Nutrition Symposium
to be held at UNM 6/25/66 meetings.
Mary Katherine Huff: Attended New Mexico Home Economics Association
meetings in spring and fall. attended Pacific Region South Conference
of College Teachers of Foods and Nutrition.
Imogean McMurray: Nl1HEA annual fall meeting, Albuquerque, October.
NMHEA annual spring meeting, Las Vegas, April 22-23. College Chapters
Advisors workshop, East Lansing, Michigan, November.
Florence Schroeder:

7.

Tech. advisor, Jour. Home Econ.:

Other professional activities:
Grace L. Elser: Participated in meeting of College Teachers of Foods and
Nutrition, Pacific Region, South, held at U.N.M. Participated in state
meeting of teacher educators and heads of home economics departments held
at New Mexico State. Participated in conference on Family and Society
held at Merrill-Palmer Institute, Detroit.
Ruth B. Harris: Instructor Peace Corps trainees. Talk given to Pharmacists Wives group. Instructor-Weight control classes-Albuq. District
Dietetic Assoc.
[mogean McMurray: Coordinator of campus arrangements for the State "Make
It Yourself w'ith Wool" contest, December. Judge for High School Sewing
Cont:es t, April.
flvrence Schroeder: Attended conference on Family in Society, MerrillPalmer Institute Family Life, Detroit, AprH ,'··1966. N. Sch-Kdgt ConsuJ. tant, Martinez town Comm. Center; Bd. Member, Preschool Consultant
Spec. Educ. Center, Alb.; Head Start Consultant Head Start Projects in
Indian Pueblos: Co-Directed Crash and 8 Hk Head Start Tr.Tr Programs
UNM.

8,

Non-teaching University services:
Grace L. Elser: Member of Administrative Committee of the College of
EdUCation, Member of sub-committee of Administrative Committee of the
College of Education. Advisor of upper division and transfer students.

,.
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Ruth B. Harris: Faculty advisor--Univ. College & Home Economics majors.
Faculty sponsor-Kappa Omicron Phi, Home Economics honorary. Faculty sponsor-Campanas-Junior Women's honorary Curr. comm-College of Education.
Mary Katherine Huff:

Faculty Advisor.

Learning Materials Center Committee,

Imogean McMurray: . Advisor for UNM Home Economics Chapter ·Of AHEA, Univ.
Registration Committee, Secretary for College of Education Meetings,
Library Comm, for H.E. Dept, COE Committee on Improvement of Instruction
(ad hoc)
Florence Schroeder: Member Manzanita Center Comm;
upper div. Home Econ majors.
9.

Fac advisor to 16

Public Service:
Grace 1_. Elser:

Chairman of Vocational Services Committee of Altrusa Club.

Ruth B. Harris: Member of 2 church societies (Pres. of one) ChairmanCOE Flower Fund. PTA, collector for Cancer Fund Drive, Troop Comm. Girl
Scou:t;s.
Mary Katherine~: Judge for Albuquerque Rome Economists' Clothing Contest, Albuquerque Rose Society, host family for Paraguayan student. St.
Matthew 1 s Episcopal Church Women - Treasurer for 1hrift Shop,
Imogean McMurray:

Recording Secretary for El Segundo Chapter, ABWA.

Florence Schroeder:
10.

Personal Information:

Alum. Social Service Chairman, Phi Mu Fraternity
None

,.
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1.

Ceneral Departmental Information

A. M.s!!&f1cant achievgants ..during.

the

IIIOSt

fill!

acadp!c wax; 1265·66

ef.gniff.c:ant achievements of the year, the completing

of progra,ma for two hundred fifty graduate• in tel!ehe'r education and
the eucceaaful ccmpletion of another 111•r'a work in h!S}l echool ac•
creditation for the North Central Association in New Mexico really
are on-going especta of the pl:Ogl'8II1 in Secondary EducatiOD.

Aleo, a

similar effort brought to s euccealful end the IIIBster'a progrSlllll of
four

~rsolll5

g2:eea •

for the M. A. and twenty-nine for the M., Eel.. Science de•

Achievemnta that

:wer~

new this year :l.nc.luded substantial

CO•

operation with the College school buildinga consultant, Pl'ofasaor

W:l.l!!on. and plsnn1ng and obtaining College approvcl for a new courae 1
The Ttro•YGar College CU-rriculum.
B~

Plafltl and recO!ll:lleadatioru.'l for the near futura

li:n September tho Department w"lll try, for the first t:l.ma, a
procedure J!.n uhich students uill ebldy general and spacial methods
Oimaltanac~ly
prog~:om.

with student teaching activities in a day•loag block

'fhio progrem :1& pos1ible through cooperation of Valley High

Sdwol under lead0rsbip of tha pr:l.ncipnl. Mr. Ralph n=n• aDd will
bo

dirce~cc1

for the Depart:ml'lnt by Professor Dettre.

,.
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Proposals either have been or are bef.Dg made by IIIIUD.bers of

the

~Mipartmrant

for !natt.tutu in science al'lli history teacht.ng, the

former in eooperatiou with the Inatitute (in Scieoca) Auvlllory Com-

mittee and the latter f.n cooperat:lon wf.tb the Department of Bf.t'ltor)'.
Plane also are being made for further study of the Depart•
mant's involvement in the project 'With Am in Ecuador at vell as for
evaluation f.n Colombia of a proposed involvement of the Department

(toptheJi With other departmenta f.n the college) lo a project to as•

stet ·secondary education reform proposals in that countZ1•
Plane are also being made for cooperation of the Department
with the Faculty at Valley B1gh School in a spacial project to de•
curricul~

velop

dents there.

materials and procedures for a special group of stu•

'J.'his work will probably involve aem1aars, workahopa,

and possibly some demonatration teaching by Department lllllllbers.

It

has been made poasible through the invitation of Ralph Dison, pr1oc1•

pal, Volley High School.

c.

Mdit!oaa to staff
lir. George H!rebfield haa been given a one•year appointment

118

Asdatant Professor to begin 1 September 1966. Mr. W.rsbf:l.eld f.8

completing bia Ed. D. with us 11i1 CurricUlum and I11.8truction th1a aum-

mer.
l-fr. Alvin Boward who recently completed bia doctorate at the

Univsra:l.ty of Oregon hall been appointed Asainant Profeaaor beginning

l September 1966.
Mr. Robert Benny who recently completed hf.e doctorate at Ohio

Stata

Unive~ity

baa been appointed Asaistant Profeaaor beginning
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1 September 1966.
Mr~

John lU.der who completed his doctorate at the Usd.veraU:y

of Nebr.-k!l and come• to ue from Northwestern College f.D ,;owa has

been appl)f.nted Associate Prbf..eor beginning 1 Septlizrber 1966. Mr.
Rf.dar•s specialty ia bua!nella education; we will be lookf.Da to blm

for leadership and ctevelOpml!lnt of graduate progrlllll 1ft that "pecf.lll

araa.
D~

Separation from .the ataff
Mr. Donald Johnston has resigned a• of the end of the e\mlmer

session to accept a poaitloD as Aaaocf.ate Profae1or at Me.pbf.e State

None.
II.

Q9eeoa1te of f.nformat!on·reguestod on lndf.vidyQl b&ographf.cal

•ue·

plf!D!nts
A.

Advanced study
Mr. Hirshfield's diaam."tation for his J!il, D. is at mid•.Cage.

Tho title:

A Ta:cnomic Approach to the Evaluation of a Second·

dary School English Progrlllll.

B. SQbbaticala, ate.
Dr. lvina taught at the Un!ver11ity of Colorado, summer ae••ion
1965.

c.

Naw echolaat!c honors, fallowahipsa, etc,

Dr. Runge was given a life membership in the American Vocational
Association.

,.
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n.

MUcmt:LoiUI during thA srt,gt

DB'l'l.RB, JOHN. Article dealing with Specialf.zation ancl the Cheagf.ng Role of Secondary 7ea~r8 accepted by Cleulng Dowse for
publication sometime in 1966.
RUNlZ, t!IIJ,JAM B. A Halldbook for Student Teacli1ng f.n Secondary
School•.• 7th Edition, 11NM1 mimeographed, .56 PP•
E.

Other reaeerch proJects or caeat;l,va -wrk in prom•• or CCII!lpl!t:ed
during period
·
~.

Brown did research f.n the Iuduatr1al Arts Cm:'pontry Project.

~.

Crmdorcl was cha:l%man aDd editor of Collmittee Evaluation Re•
porta for the secottdary ~~eboola at St. Vincent Acaclamy, New Mexico
Military Iutitute, Aztec. Lomburg, carlsbad, Alamogordo, Hobbs,
Roawell•Godc!erd, Albuque1:que Del Norte, and Tularou.
De~ :ta continuing under a research grant from the State Univera:l.ty of New Yorl~ studying "'l'hQ
of Bellef Systeml!l and
Ev-aluation in Teacher Education. Be is aleo currently surveying
atudent teacher attitudea regarcling factors related to compat:lbf.Uty
in atudent teaching experience, and aourcea of bebavf.Dr in performing in .student teaching~

Mr.

eonzruence

Dr. Jo~ton initiated s proposal for reoea~ch in atudent teaching
program (secondary educat~on)~ Be al•o developed a coW:•e entitlad
"The ~Year College. 11
Dr. Runge t7a8 co•aponsor · for ten-year follow•up study of 500 hS.gh
school DE gradwst:ea.
'I!.

Activities in lea:r:oed and J!rofessional ooc:f.et:f.es
Mr. Brotm attended the NMEA Convention.
Mr 4 crm~rd attondsd tbe. meeting of the NCA State Cbaiman in

Xwa City. Iowa; amwnl meeting of NCA; and ASCD in Sen Frencieco.
Mr. Dattre attended tho natlonal conference of AlmA •
Dr. Ivins attended tbe f11lllU111 meeting of NASSP :f.n Cleveland and
scted sa member of Executive Committee of NMASSP.

Dr. John:~ton m~a appointed to the ll.eacarcb Collmlttee of the Aesocf.ntion for Student Teaching.
· Nr. Ne$b:l.tt: bocam Vice President of the New Mexico 1Ddustr1al
Artc~ Astwociat1on and partic1patecl in the Mountef.n States Industrial
Arta ~(leiation Conferencta in Salt Lake City.

,.
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Wa~r attended ths
San Fran,ciSco.

Mr.

knad~n

Industrial Al:'t& eomrention io

Mr. ~:tg fla& on the Board of Di-mcto't& o£ the New ~teo Scieo.ce
~ac~

G.

Association.

·

Other profena!onal actiy1t1ee
'Mx'. ll;rown was coordinatol;' and iMt'Nctor of technical eld.lls in
the l'eaee Corps.
·
Mr. crawford t.ra& consultant to Board of Educat::f.OD. at Bayi!J:d• Gal..

lup• T!llaroea, Ruidoeo ttnd Los !.uru'uJ.
Mr.

net~

patticipated in

~70

North Central AssoctatiOn reviai•

tatf.on&.
Mro Zlreig gave a U.lt; to t;hs fall meetin~ of the 11!:M .Nani~o Sci•

enoo T()acll.Jlra Association.
Mr. Ivin&r W&l'l a leader 1~ the COlotado tnvitatiottal Conference for
Secondazy School Prf.ncf.palfi snd a lli.OOe::at:or foJ: ou,e·li!'!,IIS:I.on seminar
on Higher Education in U!l::tn America.
Mr. JobnAt:on wa& f1 team llll'mlber of North central v1S:f.tal!ioll8 at
AllllllOgo~o~

St. Vincent'ta Acsdf:111y.

··

Mr. Dcmtator htil1pec1 pla1;1 conference on Aa~ at 'J.'empe; ae.ned on
tha State Textbook Advisoey Committee; sponsored SEA; Mrved on
Adm. Comm. and Sub•CO!IIll. on Petittona; and sened on Ad lioc Comllit•
tee of NMBA Social Studiea Section.
J.l!.r.. J.tunge ~as coacbai1:1Mn of State Mvteoey Ccnl11C:ll on Vocational
Education. He also f.nitiated 8 special project to nlate methodll)
otudene teaching, and supel:Vision at Valley lJigb School for next
yc:ar~

l:!.

'Noncte§e}ling Univara:f.ty sal:Vteq

i.tr... 'Brown
Sctu»l.

't>n'IB

a 1ll8ll11>e1: of the eurvey team for UcA at: Del Norte High

Y.r. crarJford c:ont:f.nued a(J New Mexico State Chairtnan of North cen•
trot .Mooc:f.ation of Colleges and Secondaey School•; be was a membe-r
of the University Policy COI!Illittee and Academic J?refdom and Tenure
COIImittefl.

.., ....
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B.

Non•teachtns

UDiv~eitY

eervica (continuad)

Mr. Dettt'e was a IJIIlliD1>e'r of tbe Scbolat"S}11p COl!lnU:t., of the
College of Educationp a 1lle'lllber of the Ad Hoc ~t~ of tho

College of Education.

·

·

M:r. Binhfield SGrVad on the comu:d.ttee to rewr:lto the College of
Education objective&.
Mr. %v1ns was a member of the Plauf.nll: Comlld.t~a.. Latin American
SCIIIJ1Dai'· and the Educats.on Doct;orate Coomittee. He wu chairman
of the Ad 'lioc Committee end fl member of the Graduat!! 'C.oJ:!md.tte~.

:Dlt. 3ohnrltcn was cbaltman of COB Curr:iculum Comttte$ A. ·He
the trnit:ed :&'uDd contact
for COE and faculty a~neor

~lta

""on

Esppa.

.

wu

'for Pbi

Mt-. Ue:m.er was a~ of COB Adm1nililtratlva ,l!llld Policy Committee
· and aleo a consultant in :I.I!dtl!lt~l art:G area tn building program

et Ga11\1p Junior High

scru:,t.

Me. ZWeig W&G.. ·~-·~.3'
Science l!'atr:
Regional
.
..
'
.

I.

~ctor of the

Northwestern Hew Mexico
·. ·

Public Service
Mr. Brown wae Aseoa1ate Guat'(l:lsn of Job's DaushtutJ Dethal #6

end

i1ll~hal, Ballut Ab~ad S7~na Temple.

Mt-. Dmrt8tor

CUb Pack 39o.,

.· ' · ·

was iDStitut:L?nal representative foJ: .Aztec PTA and

Mr. Nesbitt wa& prer:d.dent of f1lkylane P'l:Le1:8. !D.c •.(non-profit corpoJ:•

at:lon).

'

!fr. lfamar 1i7ll8 a Sunday flchool teacher and
Scout t7Qrk.
3.

actl~

tn Boy and Girl
·

r&raonal Information
Mr. Nesbitt became

• ••

&

~father

of a daughter on April 30• 1966.

..
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:r.

1?3;aface
It has become common practice to describe high quality

in education with the word

n

excellence."

In thie report, an

attempt iro made to express the meaning of excellence in engineering education at u.N.M. by examples and by describing the progress
being made

t~;ard

its attainment.

Excellence in education might be defined as the development of each student to his utmost capability.

It is the

responsibility and goal of the U.N.M. College of Engineering to
develop eaCh student's faculties to the fullest so that be may
not only earn adequate resources for a satisf&ctory way of life,
but aleo that he

~ay

be enabled to live it.

Excellence in engineering education can be measured by
t]ue achievements of its students and the respect with which they
are regarded by the engineering profession.

It can be measured

by the reputation of the college and the professional opportunities

madG available to its graduates.

Excellence can be measured b,y

the recorda of tbe students in scholarship and fellowship awards
a~d

their academic aChievements in the best graduate sChools.

student achievement is the best indication of the faculty's efforts
to aas10t the student in developing his ability to the utmost.
'!'his report attempta tQ demonstrate that the college of Engineer-

ing is making large strides toward its goal of true excellence.

..
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Every parent wishes for his Child the

possible

gra~test

development of mind, body, and spirit to equip him for a productiv~

.and

~awarding

life.

New Mexicans, through their

tax

dollars and payments of tuition, have provided resources to
acquire the faculty and facilities so necessary for high-quality
education.

However, it must be recognized that more resources

will be required in future years if the College of Engineering
is to continue its program of excellence for both the W1dergrnduate and graduate programs.
~e

development of excellence in engineering education

has provided many benefits to New Mexico in addition to supplying
local industry with highly-trained engineers.
£aculty contributes in an

~portant

T.he engineering

way to the solution of

teChnical problems of state industry and government through
research and consultation.

The faculty also shares its

with the practicing engineer
by

by

kn~ledge

teaChing off-campus courses and

sponsoring on-campus conferences, institutes, and symposia.

'!'he College of Engineering is rm important asset to mew Mexico in
itm effortl?J to attract induatry to the State.
in~uatry

To

prosper, modem

muat be able to emplQ¥ campatent engineering graduates

and must hmvo available highly trained engineering specialistS
fo~n~

primarily on a univerm1t¥ campus.
The old

max~

that quality costs only a

"'ell applies to modem education.
parents, and all

N~

lit~le

more

'lhe bentafits to studentll,

Mexicans far surpass the additional coats.

Thio report .is a record of studant and faculty achievement and
constitutes their reo6rd of excellence in engineering education
for the past year.
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Included with this covering report are the individual
reports of the various divisions of the College of Engineertngo
The reader is referred to these reports for specific information
concerning departmental activities.
II.

Enrollments apd Degrees

In engineering sChools nationally, the total freshman
enrollment in the fall of 1965 reaChed 79,872, an increase of
8.4 percent over 1964.

~is

is an all-time high figure but

despite this increase in the number of engineering fresbmen,
engineerilllg continued to c:lacline relative to the total

1\ltile,

first-time degree enrollments in 4 year institutions.
~e

in

total engineering undergraduate enrollment nationally

the fall of 1965 wae 253,412, up 3.6 p&rQent over 1964.

is the largest figure SinCe 1958.

lfOW~Gr 1

This

here again, engineer-

ing undergraduate enrollMents over the coUhtry aa a percentage

of total undergraduate enrollments cont.illued their scaveral""Year
decline.
Although engineering

undergrad~~e

creasing over the aouattry, tlia Cleelining

enrollments are in-

proportio~ Qf

to total enrollment .is dif:ficult to underat:and.

engineering

Dployaent

opportunities for enginoare are expected to be excellent through
the

mid-1970'~:~,

aacor4it\9 to the l96G-f7 edition of the

Laber Department •a Osc:upational OUt109.'!1;
!Ehe
dsvolopt~enta,

EJap~

a~d

..

~k.

evaluates the impact of

automation,

u. s.

r~cent

economic

technology on 700 occupat:lona.

summarizing the job outlCQk for engineers, the
Statiatics notes that "engineering has been

Burea~

0)'10 o~

In

of Labor

the fastest

gr<*'ing profes•icns in recent years, and it is anticipated that
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it will continue to grow.

Demand will be especially strong for

new engineering graduates with trau1ing in the most recently
developed engineering principles and teChniques.
with advanced

New graduates

will have excellent opportunities in

de~rees

research and teaching."
over the United States, there is a serious shortage of
qualified engineers.

The

u. s. Department of Labor

has officially

certified the shortage in order to relieve American industry
from certain paperworlc that is required

to

import engineers from

abroad.
Nationally, graduate engineering enrollments continue
their btrong c1±mb.

In the fall of 1965, there were 13,947 engi-

neering students working toward the doctorate and 44,208 working
toward their master's degree, percentage increases respectively
of 10.5 and 4.9 over 1964.
Table 1 presents engineering enrollment figures for the
University of New Mexico and Table 2 presents. data on the total
College teaChing load.
TABLE I
fmGINB2BING ENRQr.t.fmEfS A'l' P, N. M2

semaster

ICl.asai.~icatiolll

I

1962-63

1963-64

1964-65

1965-66

Freshmen*

334

364

351

435

SophOJi!ores

227

232

250

290

Juniors

152

181

190

176

seniors

128

135

156

148

Grad.uate1-'l'(lo

409

384

385

348

1.250

1.296

1.332

1 397

'il'btal

<txn university College '
Loa Alamos and Holloman

~~zncludes

347
TABLE 2
ANNUAL TEACHING LOAD. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Student

%

Credit Hours

Increase

Academic

Student

Year

Enrollments

1961-62

5,072

1962-63

5,297

+4.5

13,742

+3.1

1963-64

5,667

+7.0

14,687

+6.9

1964-65

6,228

+9.9

16,140

+9.9

1965-66

6 431

+3 3

16 424

+1.8

~e

"

Chancre

13,334

tables above shaw that undergraduate engineering

enrollments at U.N.M. have been increasing steadily for the
past several years, but graduate engineering enrollments have
been decreasing to some extent. . 'l'he. principal. reasons for this
are the steadily diminishing enrollments at Los Alamos and
Holloman and the gradual pbasing out of the Sandia Technical
Developnent Program on campus.

The future of the 'l'DP is rather

uncertain at the present writing.

Although Sandia corporation

did intend to phase the program out completely by about 1968 or
1969, this may not OC!cur because Sandia has been unable to hire
direc:tly the numbers o£ M.s. engineers that were originally
contemplated.
In 1964-65, the .following engineering degrees were
awarded in the 'United States:
" Change

Dtsree

Number

Doctor's

2,124

+25.5

Master's

12,056

+11.4

Bachelor 0 s

36,691

+ 4.2

f£~ E£8~igY! ~ar
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As shown above, the number of bachelor's degrees

increased, this being

th~

largest number produced since 1959.

Until this year, bachelor•s degrees in engineering have constituted a declining portion of the total bachelor's degrees
awarded nationally.
neering awarded

~

For 1964-65, bachelor's degrees in engiECPD institutions were 10.3 percent of all

bachelor's degrees conferred on men and 6.1 percent of all
degrees awarded at this level.
Over the country, master's and doctor's degrees in
engineering continued to increase strongly, prolonqing trends
that have persisted over 12 years.

Because the graduate enroll-

ments in engineering nationally increased again in 1965-66,
continued increases in master's and doctor's degrees are virtually
assured for several more years.

Presently, doctor's degrees in

engineering are increasing at a rate approxtmately three times
greater than all earned doctor 9 s degrees.

In 1964-65, 15.3

percent of the doctor's degrees awarded to

~nand

13.7 percent

of all earned doctor's degrees in the Ubited States were engineering doctorates.
The number of master's degrees in engineering awarded

nationally has increased consistently for 12 years and has more
·than doubled in the laet 8 yeare.

~e

overall rate of increase

of m&ster' s degrees in enqineering since 1954-55 has been approxi-

mately twice the rate of increase for all master's degrees
conferred in the Ulliteq States during the same period.
Table 3 presents information concerning

enginee~ing

degrees conferred at the University of New MeXico daring the past
four years.

-- --------

~~_..

..... _ . -- -

"
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'!'.l\BLE 3
ENGINEERING DEGJ;Y1!£1§

Degree

1962-63

1!iti3-64

1964-65

1965-66

BoSa

96

i02

147

124

M.S.

8l.

95

99

88

5

4

7

16

182

201

253

228

Ph.D.

'l'otalq_

Noting the large increase

~n

Ph.D. degrees in engineer-

ing during 1965-66, it should be mentioned that the engineering
doctoral program is only now approaChing what might be called
full production.

The June 1966 commencement saw the first

doctoral degrees granted in Civil Engineering and in Nuclear
Engineerlng.
III.

Undergraduate ptggr2m
Reference to Table 1 shows that engineering freshmen

enrollments at UoN.M. in the fall of 1965 increased b,y 24 percent
as compared to the national average increase of 8.4 percent.
Undergraduate engineering enrollments for the coming year are
subject to considerable uncertainty because of the draft situation

and the expanding conflict in Viet Nam.

Because of the almost

total male makeup of engineering enroll.JIIents, increased military
demancls are felt most quickly and seriously by engineering sChools.
on the other band, the recently expanded G.I. bill can have the

opposite effect.

Past experience indicates that a large percent-

age of veteran students tend toward the teChnical fields sudb as
engineeringo

aso
The

u. s.

Navy N.E.S.E.P. program in electrical engi-

neering now has approximately 100 students enrolled, with 13 of
these men receiving their B.S. degree at the June 1966 commencement.

Dr. J. s. Lambert, Associate Professor of Electrical

Engineering, who has served very capably as director of the
NESEP

program since its inception in 1961, bas resigned to accept

another poSition and his efficient handling of the program will
be

missed.

Dr. Boatwright, Asst. Professor of Electrical Engi-

neering, has been appointee! as the new director for next year.
Nqte is made here of the use of broadcast TV during the
past year by tbe Department of Electrical Engineering to teach
a .required sophomore course.

This is the first time that TV

has been so-used by the college of Bngineering and many valuable
lessons were· learned.

Expanded use of this educational media is

planned for the coming year.

Dr. 'l'horn presented the course

and he, together with Dr. KOSCbmann, are to be congratulated for
their interest and aetion in this important new field.
The following tables present information conc:erninq

suspension, probation, and students on the Dean•a List.
'l'ASLE 4

§USPEN8ION MP PRQBM'JON
End of Semester. :r

Status
...!963-64

!too

<Jt!.

,....,

No,

1965-66

.L!II!

%

No

~

Probation*

43

8.9

. 51

9.8

60

11.5

suspended

14

2.9

13

2.5

s

1.5

Removea from
Probation

12

2.5

i6

3.1

13

2.5

TABLE 4

(Continued)

End of semester

status
1963-64
No.
%

Probation*

II

1965-66

1954-65
No.
%

No.

%

51

10.4

37

7.3

56

10.5

B

1.6

13

2.6

17

3.2

Stlspended

14
2.6
2.9
2.8
15
14
Removed from
Probation
~Includes placed on probation and continued on probation
TABLE 5
ENGINEERING S'l'Ql)ENTS ON DEAN'S L,tS.!r

·Semester :t

Year

Number

Semester

II

Number

%

115

26.0

1962-63

107

"
23.2

1963-64

122

25.4

108

22.0

1964-65

122

23.4

146

28.8

---1.965-66

145

27.7

149

28.0

Table 4 shows that a somewhat higher percentage than
usual of engineering students were experiencing academic difficulties during the 1965-66 academic yeara

A puzzling aspect of

this matter was that the poor grades were not concentrated with

the lower division students but were well distributed among
soPhomores, juniors, and seniors.

~e

struggle in Viet Nam and

the draft situation seem to be the only logical explanation.
It is to be pointed out, however, that 1965-66 also
aaw more than l/4 of the undergraduate engineering students on
the Dean°s Honor Rolla

COnsidering the difficul1;.y

~nd

rigor of

the engineering curricula, it is very encouraging to see such a
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large percentage of the engineering students maintaining a
B-average in their studiea.
IV.

Student Prizes and Awa;ds

The following awards were made by the College of Engineering Student Affairs and Awards Committee, c. T. Grace,
Chairman.

This list does not include those awards and prizes

that are solely those of the individual Engineering departments.
'lbere are many of these and they are listed in the departmental
reports.
J..
2.

3.
4.

s.

6.
7.

B.
9.
10.

Hamilton Watch Award - Randall
N.M.S.P.E. Wives SCholarship Harold L. Dougherty Prize - J.
George E. Breece. Prize- G. J.
Jolm E. Beck Scholarships - M.
J.
B.

Wooley, CE
J. C. Gustafson, ME
A. Flagstead, EE
Hartman, ME
E. Berger, ME

E. Hobson, ChE
B. Jones, CE
D. E. Morris, EE
craig Elton Bresel'lham Scholarships - Kenneth Schenck.o ME

A. A. Guthrie, CE
Barry and Mabel P. Leonard Scholarships - R. A. Bildner, ME
v. J. Chavez, CE
J. 'l'. Acke:rman, EE
T. D. Anderson, ChE
Rufus B. carter scholarship .... S. P. Chavez, ME
.
sandia Foundation Grants - P •. L. Bussolini, CB
L. E. Hatler, ChE
western Electric Fund Schola:rship - Jose Martinez, Jr., CE

The faculty of the COllege of Engineering selects the
recipients of the above listed awards.

In addition to these are

students who are selected for awards by other groups and organiza-

tions.

It is almost in'poss!ble to

o~~ain

complete listings of

these but those that can be identified are listed belowa

1.

General Motors Scholarship for. Freshmen - D. R. Armstrong

2.

A.s.c.E. A't'lard to

3.

OUtstanding Foreign Engineering Student - A. S. Arcache
Mr. Arcache is a junior M.E. student from Alexandria,
Egypt and was recognized at the Annual Engineers •
Luncheon during National Engineers' Week.

outstan~Ung

senior - Randall Wooley

..
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4.

Associated General Contractors of New Mexico Scholarship Roderick F. Luhn. The Association provides $800 annual
scholarships for four-years of study in Civil Engineering. Other present holders of these scholarships are
Robert 0. McNeil, Boward B. Jones, Randall Wooley.

5.

New Mexico Society of Professional Engineers Scholarship Travis L. Crouch, Ch.E •. - Charles t7. Trask, CE

6.

American Society for Quality Control Award - Richard Hildner,
1m - Ted Hobson, ME
At the initiation and dinner on May 2, 1966, eight engi-

neering seniors and one junior were inducted into Phi Kappa Phi,
national honorary society.
Vo

graduate Program
During Semester I, 1965-66, there were 348 engineering

graduate students registered. 34 of Whom were at Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory and 6 at Holloman Air Force Base.

During

that semester, the COllege of Engineering had 19.8 percent of all
the graduate students registered at the University.

Electrical

Engineering remained the largest graduate department on campus
followed by Business Administration and Mechanical Engineering in
that order.
Previous mention has been made of the fact that Engineering graduate enrollments decreased somewhat from 1964-65 to 1965-66,
partially because of large reductions in ouCh enrollments at Loa
Alamos and Holloman.

To illustrate, the 1964-65 graduate engineer-

ing enrollment at LOs Alamos was 55 (34 in 1965-66) and at Holloman

was 24 (6).
At Los Alamos, the probable reason for the diminution of ~
graduate enrollments is very likely the relatively static situation
wit'b respect to engineering, scientific, and teChnical personnel.
Dean Springer reports a decrease from 114 to 81 in all graduate
enrollments at Los Alamos for the same periodo

""
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At Holloman, the reasons for the draatic reductions in
graduate enrollments a:-e much les_s..

c;~~~~~- .':'~~ i~lVolve a

number

of complicated
Total graduate enrollments at Holloman
.. . .. factors.
.
.
during 1964-65 were 110, these dtminishing to 62. in 1965-66.
it is encouraging to note that after

c~nsulta~ion

with General

Leo Kiley and other Holloman personnel, the University Administration has taken steps to revitalize the

~ollom&n

operation.

The Center bas been redesignated as the neraduate and Continuing
Education center" and will be under the jurisdiction of the
Graduate SChool.
Center,

Dr. Foote, former
of the Holloman
. Director
..

h.a~ r~igned

Missouri and will be

to accept a position at the University of
replaced~

colonel_ cary~· O'Bryan, Jr.

who will begin his duties on September 7, 1966.

Many new

policies and procedures are planned to put the Holleman Center
back

on a solid and fully product!ve foot.1ng.

for engineering educational

progr~

A long-range plan

pertinent to Holloman's

needs will be worlted out in the months ahead.
By action of the university faculty at its meetings of
March 15 and April 19., 1966, the doctoral degree in Engineering
was changed from the Doctor of Science (Sc.D.) to Doctor of
Philo·so];ily (Ph.D.) effective witb the June 1966 ccrmnencement.
This change was made, primarily, because the University awards
honorary sc.D. degrees and to recognize the trend in American
engineering scbools toward the Ph.D. as the standard doctoral
degree.
l!'or the 1965-66 academic year, five renewals of existing
NSF Traineeships were received in Engineering {1-CB, 2-EB, 1-ME,
l-NE) and two new ones received (l-EE) , (1-ME) •

'lbree new NSP

,.
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Traineeships (1-CE, 1-ME, 1-NB) have been received for tho 196667 academic year.
The

Sandia Technical Development Program

(TOP)

turned

out a class of 42 M.s. degrees at the June 1966 commencement.
The comparable figure for last year was 53, illustrating the
aforementioned decrease in size of TOP enrollments.
A

later section of this report presents complete information

concerning this program.
VJ:.

Placement
There

is

little doUbt that the current demand for

engineers is at an all time high.

Industxy. governmental and

defense agencies all voice tremendous need for engineering
graduates and, almost without exception, recruiters have come
to our campus this past year trying to fill sUbstantially
increased employment quotas.

Nationally, federal agencies alone

sought more than 4000 new engineering graduates in all fields.
'!'he demand for technical people in general, which set

new records in 1965. shattered these records in 1966.

Deutsch

&

'!be

Shea Engineer-Scientist Demand Index, based upon

recruitment advertising in newspapers thoughout the country,
with 1961 as the base year equalling 100, spiralled to a new high
of 212.7 in January 1966.

'lhis was 100.1 points above the previous

,.

·January, and 36.a points above the preview.» .record of 175.9
regi.etered by the Indsx in November 1965.

The shortage of engineers

bas been so bad, as a matter of fact, that a total of 36,461

en'gineers have come to the United States from abroad during the.
last ten years. a

recently stated.

~llpower

report of. the Ua s. Department of

~bor
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Recruiting for engineering graduates on the U.N.M. campus
increased dramatically this past year.

Nationally, according to

the College Placement council, a 43.8 percent increase in the
number of offers to baChelor-level technical students has been
recorded during the past year in a survey of 110 colleges and
universities.

Offers for master's degree holders also rose

44.6 percent and for doctor's it climbed 31.4 percent.

This

great increase in the demand for engineers comes at a time when
the number of graduating engineers did not increase very muCh
because of small freshman enrollments four and five years ago.
Things are complicated further by an increasing number of new
B.s. engineers going into the military service or going on for
graduate work.

Presently, about 20 percent of the U.N.M.

graduating engineering seniors are entering graduate school,
here or elseWhere.

According to a recent survey, the comparable

national figure is 19.5 percent.
~e

resulting disparity between supply and demand has

resulted in a real scramble by
that were available.

An

empl~ers

to hire the

a.s.

graduates

inevitable consequence of this situation

hae been a further sUbstantial increase in starting salaries.
Table 6

sh~s

average U.N.M. starting salary offers to engineering

students for this year and laat.
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TABLE 6
AVEMJ'i!E g.!O&"..'BLX, S1\LARY OFF:GRS 4

_a. S. tr

Class of 1965

Department

Class of 1966

U.l'lToM.

Nat'l. Averaqe

U.N.M.

Nat"l. Averaqe

$672

f642

$691

$682

civil

601

6.18

682

658

Electrical

666

641

702

679

Chemical

670
640
635
690
Mechanical
~Data supplied ~ U.N.M. Placement Bureau
Average monthly salary offer for all U.N.M. engineering (l966)a
$687.00

average monthly salary offer for all fields of engineering (1966): $671.00

Na~ional

Table 6
nationally

of

reflec~ ~e

civil engineers.

particularly acute shortage
It is to be noted that

u.m.M.

graduates. as they have been doing for many years, again :t·eceived
sterting salaries substantially in excess of the national averages.
VII o

Beoearceb
The most recent complete data on UoN.M. researCh avail-

able is for the 1964-65 academic year o

Table 7 presents data on

the engineering researCh program for the past few years.
B§J;MB~

TABLI!l 7
FOR SPONSORED

Total Re±mbarsement

Division
1961-62
Engineering
All-University

RESEARCH

~

359,801 $
1,223,767

1962-63
417,227
1,864,896

,.

1963-64
398,642

$

2,168,704

1964-65
$

423,482
2,942,216

As Table 7 illustrates, engineering research experienced a strong

increase during the 1964-65 academic yearo
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Note is to be taken bere of the name. change of the

shock tube facility to the "Brio B.. Wang Civil Engineering
Research Facility,'" abbreviated CBml'.a
ef(ective as of June 1965.

does not administer
research was done

thi~

~

this

This name change became

Although the College of Engineering

facility, $651,584 worth of engineering
o~aniaation

during 1964-65.

'l'bis report con-tains, for t;be first time, a section
pre~red

by the Bureau

presents detailed

o~

Bng:Lneering aeaearc:b.,

info~tion

This section

concer-ning engineering researCh

·performed during the 1965-66 academic year and should constitute
a. valuable aaaition to the annual reJ?Ort of tbe College of Engi-

neering.,
VIII'\

&;Ude!Jt Aot!y,it;l.es
The annual Bngineering

26, 1966.

'l'his

;i.s

Open

Boll&e was beld Pebruacy 25-

a student-spomsored activity and attracts

large nUllibers of junior-high end senior-bigb students as well as
tO'.mspeople frCilll all over Jtaw Me:IC1c6!'
year 8 s flbow bad over 1000 viaito:J:S.

lt is estimated that this
The U.N •. Mo Associated

students again made funds available to the Engineers• Joint

Council to help defray ()pep Bouse expenses.

'this year, as in the

past. the Albuque2:qne 'l'ecbnical COuncil provided funds to pay

the traneportetion cosi:s of out-of-town stuc.ients attending the
Open Bouse.

continuing a procedure initiated last year, tbe students
appointed a panel of j a«*.Jes selected from local induetcy, school&\!,:
and consulting firma.,

'l,'hese judges inspected the eXhibits and

ewarded prizes at a Clinner.

Three prizes ($50, $15, end $5) are

awarded to t:be top three eXhibits of each department.

In addition,
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a travelling trophy is awarded for the best overall departmental
showing.

This year, the Departillent of Electrical Engineering

won the award•
.Mr. David '.I!Udor. a mechanical engineering senior. served

very capably as president of the Engineers' Joint council for
the 1965-66 year.

Mr.

Dennis Lee, an elec::t.rical engineering

senior, was elected president of BJC for the coming year.

~ofessor

c. 'r. Grace, Assistant Dean of Engineering, did a very fine job
of working with the engineering students in his capacity aa
Chairman of the Student Affairs ana Awards Committee of the
Engineering COllege.

'
An unusual, but effective activity of the &'JC was t.beir
sponsorship of a short course on inaustrial safety.

was given by

the u.

This course

s. Bureau of Mines ana was conducted on

campus during the evenings of February 28 and March 2, 1966.

The course was open to all those interested and appeared to be
well worth while.
'.fhe AlbuqueJ:qne Branch of the J!ler.g Mexico Society of
Professional Engineers honored the graduating engineering seniors
at a special a1nner at the Al.varado Hotel on the evening of
November

18~

1965.

This annual affair enables many students to

meet their future emplqyers and associates and also helps to
indoctrinate them into the activities of their cbosen professiono
lXo

Faculty
Bffect.iva 1965-66, tbe

~allowing

men joined the faculty

of the COllege of Bngineeringa
Bohumil AlbreCht, Ph. Do, Professor of Mechanical Bngineeri!lg
A. A. Armstrong, PboD., Assoc. Professor of Chemical Engineering
K. Bo COx, l?hoD., Asst. Professor of Chemical Engineering

w.
c.

L. Everett, Ph.D., Assoc. Professor of Nuclear Engineering
L. Hulsbos, Ph.D., Professor of Civil Engineering and
Chairman of the Department·of Civil Engineering
Pranlc o7anza, Sc.D., Assoc. Pro~essor of Electrical Engineering
(joint appointmer!t with CBRF).
··
Robert L. Long, Ph.D., Asst. Professor of Nuclear Engineering
R. R. Mohler, Ph •. D., Assoc. Professor of Electrical Engineering
D. P. Petersen, Ph.D., AS~oc. Professor of Electrical Engineering
D. D. Phillips, Ph.D., Asst. Professor of Chemical Engineering
c. G. Richards, Ph.D~, Asst. Professor of MeChanical Engineering
H. L. Schreyer, Ph.D., Asst. Professor of MeChanical Engineering
B. L. WeinbeJ;q, Ph.D •• Visiting Asst. Professor of Electrical
Engineering
'lhe COllege of. Engineering fe'el_s especially fortunate
• • • .,.... ..

having secured Dr. c; L_.;,aulsbos

...r.

~

.'i~

•. ...

fr~ Lehi~

university to be the

· new Chairman of the DeP,tirtment of civil Engineering.
The following engineering faculty received promotions in
rank effective July 1, 1966:

w.
w.

F.
W.
A.

D.
G.

T. Abbo:t~ to ~st: Professor .of civil Engineering
E. Baker to Assoc. Professor of Medbapical Engineering
o. calvert to Assoc. Professor of MeChanical Engineering
W. Hakala to Asst. Professor of Civil Engineering
.
v. Houghton to Professor of Mechanica1 Engineering
c. Thorn to Professor of Ble~rical Engineering
A. Whan to Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Chai.rman
of the Department of Nuclear Engineering
·
The COllege of Engineering was especia1ly proud of two

honors bestowed upon Dr• R. c. Dove, Chairman of the DepaJ:tment of
Mechanical Engineering.

On March 25, 1966 at the annual meeting

of the Southwest Section, American Society for Engineering Education, at Austin, Texas, Dr. Dove received the western Electric
Fund Award for Exce1lence in BngineeX'ing Instruction.

The award,

consisting of a citation and $500, is based upon teaChing ability,
research, professiona1 stature, and pub1icationa.
honor whiCh Dr. Dove thoroughly merited.
Dr. Dove

g~ve

This is a high

Also, on April 20, 1966,

the 13th Annual Research Lecture at U.N.M.

His

topic was "Advances in Man's Ability to Measure His Environment."
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Dr. Dove is the first member of the engineering facul.ty to appear
on this series of distinguished speakers.
Grants provided by the AEC-ARMU program in nuclear
education

all.a~ed

two engine~ring graduate students and two

engineering faculty members to participate in researCh at Sandia
Corporation during the summer months of 1965 a

The students

participating were Jerr,y BOelling and Gary Peeler, both graduate
students in nuclear engineering.

T.he faculty members were

Dr. R. D. O'Dell, Asst. Prof. of Nuclear Engineering and Dr. H.
D. Southward, Assoc. Prof. of Electrical Engineering.

Dr. Glenn

A. Whan, Assoc., Professor of lmlclear Engineering, received a 1965
summer research appointment at the ABC National Laboratory at
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

During this time, Dr. Whan worked on

problems pertaining to the nuclear desalinization program of the
AEC and the Office of Saline Water.
Por the past three years, the National Science Foundation
has had a research initiation program s)ilecifically designed to
assiet new faculty memben in getting their research going.
Although several. proposals have been submitted by U.N• .M. •s engineering faculty. it wasn•t until this year that any such grants
were received.

Dr. a. D. o•ne11, Assto Professor of Nuclear

Engineering, received $9.600 for a nuclear properties study and
Dr. H. L. Schreyer, Aasto Professor of Mechanical EDgineering.
received $9,600 for an investigation into elastic shell theory.
A fine example of faculty interest and initiative were
the colloquia series conducted during the year by the Departments
of Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering.

Nationally prominent engineers from .industry, government,

·-
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and other educational institutions presented advanced aspects of
the latest engineering developments.
ing), Dr.

Dr. J. Yao (Civil Engineer-

s. Karni (Electrical Engineering) and Dr. F. Ju

(Mechanical Engineering) are to be congratulated for taking the
initiative in arranging this very worthwhile enrichment of the
engineering programs.
Special note should be made of the role that Dr. M. D.
Bradshaw, Asst. Professor of Electrical Engineering, bas played
in a national program of development of programmed learning in
the engineering diSciplines.

This program has been funded by

the Ford Foundation and conducted by the American Society :for
Engineering Education.
selected.

Dr. Bradshaw was one of 26 participants

His contr£bution to the study has been such that the

University of New Mexico has been invited to serve as one of
five regional centers of programmed learning in engineering.

A

proposal to fund this center is now being prepared.
Dr. Glenn A. Whan, after serving as Director of the
Los Ala•os Graduate Center for the past three years, relinquisheq
this post as of the end of the 1965-66 academic year.

Dr. Whan

will be on leave of absence during the 1966-67 academic year
serving with the International Atomic Energy Commission in Lisbon,
Portugal.

Dr. Richard B. Williams, Associate Professor of Electri-

cal Engineering. has been appointed as the new Director of the
Los Al.amos center o
As

bas been stated before, the t1NM policy of 9-months

contracts for departmental Chairmen continues to impose impossible
conditions on those concerned with departmental growth and progress.
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It simply is no longer possible for a department to exist in a
state of suspended animation during the summer months.

ResearCh,

instruction, planning new facilities, recruiting faculty and
graduate students, curriculum study, student advisement--all of
these and many more are year-around activities and the summer
months are no less busy and .:l.rllportant than any other time of the
year.

The absence of a chairman during the SWll!ller months acts

to stifle departmental growth and is a matter of the utmost
concern to the College of Engineering.

x.

Laboratory Equipment
The Department Of Mechanical Engineering was awarded

a second grant from the N.S.F. Undergraaaate Instructional
Equipnent program.

Dr. I<.

'l'.

Feldman is to be commended for his

action in obtaining and administering this $26,400 grant.

These

funds, as were those received two years ago, are being spent on
a major renevation of the meChanical engineering laboratory
program.
Dr.

c. L. Bulsbos received $13,500 from the National

Science Foundation whiCh, together with U.N.M. funds, will provide
for the purchase of equipment for structul:'al testing.

'l'his equip-

ment will be used in research in tbe field of repeated loads on
structural elements.
requesting more

Another proposal to NSP' is being prepared

eq~ipment

for this expertmental area.

Some welcome equipment money was received from a
Higher Education Act of 1965, granto

Proposals were made

~
~itle

~

the

College of Engineering to the New Mexico Bureau of Educational
Finance in April 1966 and the following funds were received:

VI,
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Civil Engineering

$3,795

Electrical Engineering

4,016

Mechanical Engineering

4,204

These funds will be used to purchase undergraduate laboratory
equipment as specified in the requests submitted to the B.E.P.
The AGN 201 critical reactor was received on the

U.N.~

campus from the University of california in Berkeley on July 18,
1966.

The AEC granted a const:ruction permit to O.N.M. to receive

and install this :reactor.
ultimate issuing

~

the AEC of a license to operate the reactor

was the employment of Mr.
Safety Officer.

An iJaportant aspect pertaining to the

w. L. Tal:lor as campus Radiological

It is anticipated that the new reactor will be

installed and ready for operation 'by the start of semester I.

1966-67.

Dr. R. D. O'Dell is in Charge of the installation,

start-up, and testing of thia new equipnent.
Laboratory equipment, particularly for research pusposes,
remains one of the most pressing area11 of need in the co-llege of
Engineering.

FederaL programs have supplied, to a modest extent,

funds for undergraduate engineering laboratory instruction equipment.
However, equipment for engineering research is an entirely different
matter..

only one major source for this type of equipment exists

and this is the NSP Graduate Pacilities Program.

~e

COllege has

made three proposals to this group, all three bein9 denied for
reasons beyond our control.

With the numberS of engineering doctoral

students reaching the dissertation stage in the immediate future,:
the Engineering

COl~ege

~

will require major aardstanc:e with respect

to research apparatus and facilitiesa
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XI.

fhysical Plant
During the summer and early fall of 1965, the old

meChanical engineering shop area was completely renovated.

The

old machine shop was cleared, painted, and converted into a new
instructional and research laboratory area.

All of the shop

equipment that w.s in good operating order was moved into the
old welding and foundry areas to establish a new
for the College of Engineering.

cent~al

shop

credit for this very valuable

renovation must go to Dr. :a. c. Dove who planned the new shop
and supervised the work through to ita completion.

'!'he new areas

have been extensively used this past year and the new shop bas
proven to be a most· important addition to the facilities of the
College.

same funds are presently needed to provide a few new

basic machine tools.
The big nell7s with respect to physical plant was, of
course, the progress made during the past year on the new Engineering Center.
Mr.

Under Professor Grace's direction, and with

Bosbour's invall.lable assistance, the building program was

completed.

On

March 19, 1966, the Regents appointed the firm of

Platow, Moore, Bryu and Fairburn as contract architect.

In late

May, a Title II proposal req11eating $618,086 of Federal funds

was delivered to the Graduate Facilities Branch, U.
Education, in Washington, D. c.

s.

Office of

A site visit pertaining to this

proposal is scheduled for JUly 28-29, 1966o

A 'l'itle I proposal

requesting funds for the undergraduate portion of the building
will be submitted in october 1966o

~
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College Activities
on March 14-15, 1966, an inspection team from the

Engineers• council for Professional Development conducted an
accreditation visit to the Departments of Civil, Electrical, and
Mechanical Engineering.

The last visit of this group to our

campus was five years ago at Which time the departments received
the maximum accreditation of five years.
At the April 19, 1966 meeting of the University Faculty,
this

b~

approved the establishment of a Department of Nuclear

Engineering as of the start of the 1966-67 academic year.
Glenn A. Wban was appointed as Chairman.

Dr.

Because Dr. Whan will

be on leave during 1966-67, Dr. Willis Everett will serve as
acting Chairman during the coming year.
The College of Engineering acted as co-sponsor for the
following major conferences held on campusz
Sixth Annual Symposium, "P'ilament Structures Technology",
December 3-4, 1965, co-sponsored with the New Mexico
Section, American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
•sigher Quality at Lower COst", April 14, 1966, co-sponsored
with the Albuquerque Chapter, American Society for Quality
Contt"ol.
During June 21 - August 14, 1965, the Civil Engineering
Department conducted on campus a NSP swemer Institute in
"Probabilistic Mechanics for College Teachers."

Professors

cottrell and Yao are to be congratulated for their handling of
this high-level and very successful institute.

A sequel irtstitute

is being conducted by the Department during the 1966 summer termo ·

,.
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Annual Report of ~a Sandia Technical
Development a~d Educational Aide ~rograms.
The ~\ccoun~b~lity Office for Sandia Equipment,
and
'X"ile :~rtland Aofl'ol3o eo UGNo!ilo Cooperative Educational Program
.~ly 1, 1965 o ~'ne 30, 1966
Charles T., Grace, D!zoe<::tor

Sw.&d.J..ikL,~.,.JL,J;
~e

E.,A,,L,

University cantracts

w1~

Sandia

Co1~rat1on

to operate

A significant change in the program was made in April 1966

ueat!onal Committee of Sandia. it was
~ineering ~alyaia f~ ~e

deci~ed

to drop Advanced

required core of courses..

be rsmawbered that

las~

eotar hourso

has been a particUlarly difficult

~is

year

~is

course

w~s

XAOt justify the gzeat a\'ilOWlt o£ faculty and

was spent

o~

~ereon~

cut from 6 to 3

s~

e~rse t~

student time that

A4vanced Engineering Analysis will be re-

the scheeules through

~e ~X)

years will be necessary because

there \"ill now be a required mathematics course each of
aemesterso

~t ~ill

~e

four
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DJWBOOP&ml;JT .ll'ROI3W\Sl

'!'he new class of lSl67 entered the program in

Sep'te~

l96So

'it\e class 'I.'Jas iilade up of 23 h'!'chelor of science electl!:'ical engin-

students and 13 bachelor of science mechanical

ee~ing

st.udentso

With one ootception

these~

d!S!-nically• and the exception, an
to
111

~ull

eng~naering

are doing very well aca...

electr!c~l

engineer, may

b~

able

up to a S average at the end of the second semester 1965•

66o

year for

T~ia

E'e<:ruited

~Yill:h

~a

£1rst time master of science students were

the understanding that they must complete the core

courses within one academic yearo

Four men each in thio category

wer.a hirea in electrical and mechanical

-teC!

~at.

oom!ng

~g:J.neering.

Zt is

el~ece

the hiring of tl'.asters of science will increase in the

classes~

Xn

fact. if sufficient

MoS~

hires can be made

~he

Technical Development lilrogram may well be phased out: in the near
fu~ure,.

~e

24

class of 1966

eleo~r!cal

s~~aen~3o

en~ered

its second year of the

p~ram

with

engineering students and 20 mechanical engineering

One of the initial 25 electrical engineering students

t~ans~e~rsd

to mechanical engineering during the awmmer of 1965.

~ ~e elec~rical

angineertng students, two failed their

heasiva cxarainafl:ions.

c~r~

'.fue Electrical engineering student of the

class of 1965, 0ho aufferred a serious illness in the spring of
1965 retumed in the fall cmd con..:pleted all requireme-.nte for the

degree !n i'ebruaey of 1966.
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From the previous

TD~

claases 2 electrical engineering stuc

Enroll eel!

Completed

64--65 65-66

TD!'?
June 1966

Degrees
Class of
June 1966

liS,. E.,

25

28

28

22

Jl!alillo

20

17

24

20

®UCA'i'I~AL

AIDS

MS Degrees
F:r:ev:l.ooa
'mil" Classes

MS

3

i?~BA.~

S~aster X0 l~6Sa'66
l3do:Do

JloSo

-

l.b.aJl,.

Electrical Engineering

19

~echanical ~!nee~inq

9
4

Civil. Engineering
muclear Engineering

......2-

and Sciences
.&etz."Cll"tcmy
f.Siology

Vndei!c>

!!f~

9
11

....._
3

35

24

0
0
0
9

0
0
1
6
0
2
2

r·Ja~ema'C::ics
~hilOSOplby

9
2

l?bysica

0

l?sych?l09Y

Sociology

.....JJ......

_a_

11

13

~usineas ~mtnis~ration

0

12

Iu;ucation

l

0

l?im.e Zl.rl!s

0

l

~~iversity

College
=47
for Degrees

~otal Enrollmzn~

-

To~al Students in Degree l'rQgrams
Sraduate Specials • Not £or Degree
mon Degree Students

'.ro'ML

E.A.;~ .. m:JSO~'l'

S:ll:li., l:;,

1 6S. 1 66

l

a_
37

~s

JSii.StOley

27
9

50

205
5

_a.
"Z76
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s~~es~er zx~

1965-~66

Ed.,Do
Elec~rical ~ineer!ng
!~cb~ical

Civil

-

3
6

26

5
5

3

1

Engineering

~ineering

--1.-

liluclea:.: -!nee:.:~

27

~s

trnuero

MvSo

lG

~

m:U!Nt~,

s

2

-l-.
13

32

0
l

l

1
1

0
2
l
0
9
6
0

and Sciences
0
l
l
3

Anthropology

Chemistr-y
Economics
~n;,Ueh
(ilcol~

0

Bis'l.:oey

l
11
0
l

!-:!EJthematics

Physics
Psychology
Sociology

.-L

1e

s

0
0
7
2
l
J_
l.ti.

~

25

IDuaines~ ~iatration

0

10

a

E'liiuca~ion

0

2

2

l:?.ine .l\li:ts

@

0

2

-

91

U~iversity College
~ota! mn~ollment fog Degrees
~otal Students in
G~adua~e Spe~iala

~

Degree ~xograms
- aot fog Deg~ee

Uo!t Daggee S1:udents
'l'O'R'<.l£. Eol1"i?" ll'J>J!?l')l.!&I~'i' SEliao XXo

i~

39

45

0

65-' 66

175

10

_n_
222

R'ilg>llm.eerii!.~

BoSo Dei1!eCOD
tJ .. llZ., ~rees
!?holWo ~~lreSS
~~o ~

,.
~

2

~

Sciencea

~£9~ees

1

DoiSo E)eggeea

3

D.,.Th.,

Buoincos

&~nistration

L~~

IB~ood

'l'll'i:<:ll &c:!: Ill oAo:& a

-3

d2 are foxmer

~oDoPo 0 S)
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A#.ruwnWn£lbJ•.;u.uc~~l-~~t.Q..YAlL.
~ova-tibezo,

In

1965,. Derm George SJ:'r!nger l!iecided to reliero"e

lPJ!i'Ofesaor l!iarola Wal.kGr aund his staff of the duties of
ir~~

for 'l:he ml!merws

i~ems

lliliimu Sandia i':OzPOXation..

C:lle,

eqtlli~t

of

'i'bese loans are in 'brO claaaif:Lc·at:i.onso

mid in their educ:ati®..al programa.

a

'the

~ucatioslal

Bq~Jipment

Aids

to

dep~ts

'!WoD eqlftipm.emrt wld.clt is

loan to a faculty member to atd him in
Slan.Qia.,.

em loan to the 'iih.iversity

eqa:l.pment t-.ib1c::b is loaned to various

c!:}~tcess

~.ecotmt•

research contr.act

o~

wit~

Contract a«:counts 'liloth

:£or tbe major n'lllrifuel' of items ami a lat"ge pcrt:Lon oSE t".he total
mo~ey

value of

has by tear the
g!neering is
tdlepex-t:mea~a

lcanso

~~e

~e

la~est ~unt

~e

Electrical

~ineeri~

of the ec;au:l.pmem.t..

E'-feehan:lc:al En...

'!'be o'l:her engineering

secc.ud la7:9est bolder..

have appreciable SlmOunts.

Department

Cutaide of fmgineeri!m!J,

l?hysics is ~e largest boli:X'Oi:ier followed by Chemis~l.Y e Geolomr.
cmd E?a:l{.r:hol.cgy a

Sl\'!G:g1.3e

lilhi'Glll the .£!1\sic ~ep~t and tlle I.f!X!em

~ax-m.en·t:a

have several items on

loan~

The

r.cm....

t~ctml t~~~tmey

walue of' ~e equipment 0 ~"hen newD was app;roJtift..ately $400~000,.

71!lli9 o$l:filce too'Yc [?art in the "hands on" inventory conduc:teOl,,
by

lt'li."'fe;;l::::IO~ ~>Tnl!t:e&'

'C.:he 1as't';
Val'llto;;y

'ibe

-::t~-o 't:i'e~;a

and m;: o Willaxd

of D!ovcim'l:lel!',

~e

of S<mdia

dur~

conclusion of 'this in•

the &-eeol':da and old f.U.es tr1ere t:zanfllifel':rc.d to this officeo
de~ail o;:;O&'?t:

that is nec:eseaey 'i::o keep San\lla

~ie~ ~at: ~a ~~~t

at

At:

~l:midk

any~i.me

is properly looked afte&'

for '(:!1eir .'!:'ecall has P,&'ovea

~o

~

sa~~s

available

be no msll job.

!/!or, does it appear tha·l: it will become all.Y leas o£ a job in
Excess property lists are sent to the 'U"&i'""

the near fut.ureo

ioua depertments approJtimately every ten daye and del.ii.'ll'eries
of equipmant made to the University about <mce a month.

'l'he

"'hands on" il'Avanto:t"'IJ in Bovember of each year c~ be ~tpected

w

take from eight to ten days of the Director's time.,

'fo ougo 1m01!Jledge no pmv!sion has been. made in
~ bu~get

money to cover

~1e

operatiOn.

~resumably

~e

tbia was

not felt to be necessary since it fit right in to the
the Office of t;he Director of Research..
n~•

in be·C"v3een the offices of the

and IJ:he ll)ean of the eol.lege of

~an

past

wo~

of

l!!owever8 since it is

of the Graduate School

lED.ginee:.:.tng~

the Direcrl;or feels

that r...oney should be 7oudgeted 'for tb:ta service to cover acme
pa~

of tlle sal<llll:iee o£ 'Che D.b:ector and his aecretaey ..

..

~-W;,~\1.lDJ-ri'.~'l== u,.,~~ _cooo~p;m

Xn

Oc~ober4

siO!e.ut of the
~~ace

ptre&TR.oof• P.!W0N

1965, Ellro E!arold Ena:son, Academic Vice Preoo-

~i'U'~!I.'a.f.tyv

asked Demn Clough 'to appoint l?z:ofesaor

to act as liaison officer between the University and the

~i~t1~d Ai~ ~O!I.'CS

ueational

aase for their unae:g!l.'aduate

~rcg!l.'am.,

:m

'this program ataa.enta in

ccope~ative

ed-

engineer~.

mmthemmtics., ooQ! the physical; sciences may be hired into the
lO(;Ye&'

@$

g&'aaea to F.J.raue a

the l!mi.vel!:'oity.

a:.me

wo~-e~dy

J?:tCg:t'am

in

program at itirtland and

G~ll a~ ~e

molllent 0 22 atu-

dezAts. but 'they e::tpect to expand g:;:eatly in the next fe-..r yearso
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~i:. ~e

the

pa-eeel111t vegy little

mostly

~g~g~am.

periooa..

wo~k

~ler!cal ~rk

i~

ia ;i.nvolved

at registration

handl:I.Xl'.g

~~~ gr~cle

Xn ti\100 it could becc:ae fai:dy time c:onaumm.g for

the ll),iz:ec'i:.or aliMi biG secretaey..
their

will

~eeieve

'111il~

rec.:i.eve a Ja.,A.,

tjbis

~egree

four extlfineers

In Arts amd

Degreeso

~o8o

.:J'WJrlZlv

Scien~es

one

anti four others will receive

~e

D.,S., tdegreeo

l:r:.i: ..

:Si01!/E'6l~hical Suy;tp:!.~t

lo ~~<;llh So -

G.,

~t:iv!ties

for the Illirec:tor 8 Co'to Gll:'l!l.Ce

lfil61<7 it~

j!jl.!l)

in lea:rcned

a .. .Pi.t'tetuiloo

~cl

annual meeting

~e

~~!K~~eer~ ~~~ca~ien

1nology 0

Cbic~o.,

J;JI.. Se:!::Vetl as

ican
¢::a

professional

for

Soeie~y

the A!alerican

at the Xl1inois

X!lislois,

eha::i.~

o~

sooie~iea

~a

Inst!~te

t'>oo~

for

of TeCh•

20...2!5, l9G5o

of tbe Sout.h'l/rest SectiO..'l of the P..>Uer-

F~gineering

Education for 1955•1966.

l?art.3.c$.pa'Geil W the sarul...,annual meeting of
og Sect:l.om

So~iet.y

~G

Council

of. tba 1\mer!.can Society for.- E!tginaadng

E!l!ucation ill1 l!Jsnvera ColorG1clcl: Dec:aiber la 1965.

d.,

1?~ea~.dsll (;IS

the Chairman of the annual

Som~h~es~ Sac~!on

ing

mduca~i~

'l'axaa.

~zoch

ac

of the

Ame~ican

~1e ~nivarsity

24•26, 1966.

mee~:tng

of the

Socie'Gy for EngineerQ

of Texas at

Aus~in,
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do «cont:.tnuet!.) l'?.:esided over the E:~recutive Comm.i:l::t:oo
I<l!eeti~

of the Sectton in which the COI'Il\Ui t.;:ee pe·t;:l.""

tionet'! the General Council

oo expand the Sec:tiov. to

include the engineering schools in Louisiana.
eo Active in the New

li~c::o

Section of the American

Society of ll£ec:hanical. Engineers .and the
Chap·\l:er of the
Enginee~so

mational

Albuque~e

mew Mexico Society of Professional

A~~ended

Socia~

of

the mational Convention Of tbe

P~fessional

Engineers in

~bu~

quel!:'qllee June 30 • ., July 1. l965o

7 .. Other professional activities
a.. Sell:'lied as a design consultant to the Los Alamos Sc::i.,.

entif1c Laboratories for the 14th year ..

b., Wm:'ked with the Auerican Society of Mechanical q:i.n•
eers and the

~~erican

Soeiety for Quality Control in

preaen'i:in9 their annual SY'iCPOJBiums in cooperation. w.i.th
the 1lltniversit.y of

mew .Meldcoo

c.. Se:;:ved as a juti!ge at. the me..J li!!'ex!co Stats

l7a:l.r b

Scie..~ce

,.

Socorgoo April lGg 1966.

d., l'.tteai!.deil t:he aumual meeting of the llle\'7

~dco

Society

o:l: l?goo!Gesaiona.ll. Engine<:Jra in Santa lFe 0 l!'ebruaey l2c

1.966.,
ea

ll.'t\l:a~.4ileel

i:be ~oDo.;!o - ~ot:loSo!? oBo Bidtli!lg SymposiUilil at

<&he Un:lvez:osity of !!~ ~~taco, Jlovem'ber 3. 1965.
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f.

With t111a assistance of Sandia aQ.ministrators. arraD9ed
aJ m~e

mew

day

orie.\'J!I:a·~ion

meet:ing for the University of

~~co a~nietrative

officers at Sandia Co%p0ra-

tiono l}'!oveai!Jer 10, 1965.,
g.. A-ttended six sessions o£ i:he Unified Science and

Study

~ineering

29

P~r~

~ b~ember 3~

h. P.repa:i:sd
the

~be

t'Jeatc~l

Co~ration

October

1965~

nomination for Dr., Richa!:d c., Dewe for

lElectric Fund il.'lti'CltU for E:ltcellence in

~gi~eertng

the

at Sandia

mn-

~erie~

Instruction for the Southwest Section of
Society for Engineering Education. In•

ciden:tally~ ~. ~love

won the $500 award and citation.,

8., 1llon.,.teaching tl'n1versity Ser-Vice
a, W.'U:h

~e

assisUI!1ce o£ many faculty mmilbere of the

Collegeo p:eez?aretil the praliminar.y pzcgram for the
i!'teM ~g:!.neering

So

~osh~r

C0¥Ater.,

to prepare the

~iveresi~ ~~itectQs

/'.9,

l?z~ar.mtl

Later t.o."m:ked with 1J.« .. Sarvey
prelimina~ progra~

for the

of&iceo

k-u:Uettra boara flyel:'a smd a aoo ~ineerintj

Colleg~ @r~@ma~e S~lletino

c.,

ll~i\;tt:d .t:~illl!i

d;ecularized the tbi::d edition of the

~ins~-~ ~ollege ~ewslettero
xe~tl!med

A

g~ea~ ~~y

were

bscall!ae of poor adcb:esaes, but apparently

a.'foout 175@ reached the alums.

,.

do

Con.tint~et\

to

~JO!!k

azi!ae eovel:ll.se of

fo'IC nGit.\'spaper anti technical mage
~e

activities of the faculty and

stucllents !n the Colleseo
e. Serveti as fmeuley advisor for Engineer.$ .:P'oin·t Counc:1.1 11

the anain activity of the year being t:be annual Open

f!ouoe.

t'i'ox:ked with the judges in seleet!nl; the win- ·

nera in the various
cipals and

dep~ts.

~erintez!dents

State to enecurage

s~udent

COntacted the prin-

of the large schools in the

atten4aneeo

:f o Cl1aiman of the College of Engineering Sellolru:shiJS!S

and 2'•.•,,,.·ru:Qs Cownittee.
~e

At the suggestion of Dean. Clough

appggacllea the sandia Fund for. scholarship money for

the fim>t timso
they

re~ed

We were vary pleasantly euxprj.sed when
with 2

scholar~lipe

of $250 a yearo

9 o l?ublie Se!;V.li.ee
!·2ambe~

of

~e !i.lbu~erque

Opti11list Club (Boys Work)

.-

Report o£ the Bureau of Engineering Research

July l, 1965 - June 30,
Wayne

w.

~966

Grannemann, Director

The Bureau of Engineering Research has had a funding of

$661,541.77 from Goverllm6nt. contracts (based on one yeaz's
fund au-thorizations).
~1d

~ve

90 hourly personnal.

have employed 75 sal.axi-ed pe:csonnel
Ths salaried personnel are

:f.aculty and graduate studen·!:s, \'lhile ·th<lll hourly
mainly W'l.Cl.ergraduate st1.tdents.

rn~inly

pe~soiU~'sl

The number of resl!llarch co>'ll-

tracts in force during the past year was 28.

The number of

research proposals submitted to potential Government
in the past year

111aS

are

sp~~sors

33. of which to date 13 have 'been st.tc=

cessful, \'Jith the bill.lance still pending.

Thi:r\~een

rer.e.:;trch

contracts 111ezs awarded as a result of proposals S1llbmitteC!

during the preceding fiscal year.
The Bureau of Enginreering Research nt!ll<!llds a rnsru1s of pay··
ing staff faculty

m~~bers

order to ob"i:ain a higher

to write research proposals
qt~al:l.ty

of res12arch pxoposals .:md to

improve ow:: success ratio on :fundings .
fo~

more rosearch

equi~u~nt.

x~

There is also a need

particularly of ths type that

co.tinot b.':l obtained by grant or contrac·i: fu..ading.

The

admin~

iB·c:ra'.:iva load has bsen increasing with the nwnber o£ reseazch

cc:.1tracts and porsonnral.
·chis ca-;:;egozy.

Additional h!:)lp may be nl!?leded :!.n

Hourly Employees = July 1965-June 1966
Allen, Rennetb E
Anderson, .ra:ne A
Baca, A Frank
Brett , Joseph D
Buccheri. Franlt
Duffy, Luis D
ll'ajusugbe, Joshua
Gibson , !(enneth
Goel, Yogesh\'Jar !\umar
Guevara, Lulio
Halst~ad. Donald
Hartman, Grover 3
Herrera, Louis E
McBride, Philip R
~brris, Donald E
!~gharabi, Farzad
Reyn.o lds, .:!fohn Jr
Ruggles, Gordon c
Smith, B\\ilrton 3
Snyder, Donald W
Anderson, Theodore B
Bowar, Robe:~:t c
Erornaugh, Tom
Falton, Don
l?ullart:on, Ho~r;ard
Ha\':11flr, Larry
Hobson, Jerold
Hobson, Richard
1-luxu~ , Harold
K~y, Jolm
f.lcl~dams, Tom

*Bussall, Clifford
van Dorren, Edmond
Armijo, Frederick
carr, John R
Castonguay, John
Delaney, Bernard

DeRose, Clifford
Dolan, Daniel
Erii:::ltson, Lee
Flewell, Jerome
Hatler 1 Larry
Howell, Pete
Lopez, Theresa
Jennings , Michael
LeMaster, Arth'llll:'
Mata, Manu®l
Olachea • Patrick
owaisi. Azhar~ddin
Pena , J'arnss R
Piks, Allan R
Prager, Gazy

Ql.tintana, Rob2!rt
Rodge;ca , Thomas

Rossi, Ronald
Salahuddin, Sy®d

Scanlon, 3 Micha~l
Simpson, G~rald G
Wiseberg, Richard
DiJ~on,

Lee Ann.

Lucas , Linn D
Ray, Bobbie L
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Ho~rly

Employees (contd)

Sethi; Virendra
shah, R a
Tudor, David
'l'Ui:t le , Bill
Bresl:L:rn, Joyce

'
Rornesberg,
Laverne
Staiano, Janet
Shields , Janet
vora, B v
Garfield, Duan®

R

iiWheele:o:, carl L Jr
Bennett, carolyn

White, Harry L

ICelly I Leo M
Morris, verlene
*Bak<:!i:i:, .J!arnes R
vanBlaricum, clinton H

Monserrat , Javier

'Sheer, Doris
Blough, John E
lUlliga.'h, l-iichael W

·*Aiao wo:rkeii on sala:;::y basis.

Bildner, Richard
*Wang, Wen

Duph.orne, Marvin M
Lam, Leslie
*smith, Charlotte
Arcache, Alfred s
O'Dell, Philip M

salaried Employess -

July 1965-.rune 1966

Bechtel, Richard
Benham, Robert

Omid 'varan, Cyr'l.lls
Dove, R c
Ha.lcala, W w
Rasiraj, Y.

aoatw-.cight, L T
Bradsha'Vl, fil...art.!n

Albrecht, Bohumil
Bacchus, Charl<as E

Balter , .1o1m G

Balter,

wE

Brooks , Alan
Browning, Richard

*.Busse1.1, CliJ:ford
cottrell, M M

Byatt, \l'7illiam J ·
cates , Earo ld

'~~·Wheeler,

Chao, Ch:l.n
cole , J~lllles K
Davis, Goebel

Daly, Pat:rick
Carl
Richards, Charles
Gibson, Darryll

Pittman, Joseph

Erteza, Ahmed
Gorman, Vincent

Everett, Willis L
*Baker, James R
Shi, Zin-tzai

Grannemann, W W

*Smith, Charlotte

Doran, .rames

Jat, Frederick D
I~ng,

In Ku

Itimg, Donald
Lenh®rt, D H
Prit:chaxd, Robext

Wiesch, Joanna

Kelly, Ruben
Koschmann, Arnold
Martinez, Jose
Rabuxn, W
Rich~d

Rao, X< R

Rhorer,

Rillhk o Rall'lllOnd

Rohani, Behzad

Schnurr. Robtiirt
'!'al~:ach, Steve
Treat, c H
Wang, '!'om
Williams, R

Wen
Wildin, Maurice

~Wang,

Lin, Chao-Hsuing

Yao, Jam<JSs

*Also

~<.zozlted

Sltoglund, V J

Tho:rn, D c
Wambold, James

on ho'W:'ly basis.

~J81

Salar;Lad Employees (con·l:d)

Southward, I-I D
Buccheri, Joanne
Staiano ,

Edt~rard

S\'lain, George
Shadel, D
FalC!man, Karl T

Hirsch, Hernan

Hood, Jerry

Long, RobeJCt:
Ernay. Tom
P~tersen. Daniel
Maw, K M

Braasch, Richard
Karni, Schlomo
Yah,

Hsiang-~eh

II'
Research Contract$ in Force - July 1965-June 1966
SU);)QXVi~~---

290-21.:5

Williams

290-3o6

Erteza

National Aeronautics &space
Administration

study of Electromagnetic scattering from Terrain with Particular Application to the
Moon and Planets

$32,180.00

290=353

Grannemann

National Aeronautics & space
At'i!"tlini.strat:ion

High Intensity Magnetic Field
Pulse Waveform using a switchable Superconducting Shield

~3~.000.00

290~415

Grannemann

Sandia

st~dy of Transient Radiation
Effects on Semiconductor
Devices

$16,833·37

290-441

Martinez

Highway Dept •

study of Flexible Pavemants in
New Mexico Phase I - Plasticity
and Consol.idation Characteristics of Bituminous Mixturss as
Indicated by the Gyratory Testing Machine

$20,018.00

290-442

Ju

Air Force Office
of Scientific
Research

znvestigation of Behavior of

$33.484.00

290-48.5

Project

contracting
_ _ Ag§!7.cy
Navy

Research
Contract

Grannemann

AF t1eapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

TitJ.~ ()~

Pr()Ject
submarine communications by
Electromagnetic Means
·

Metallic l-2ate:dal under Low-

runount
$30,000.0~

eycle Dynamic Loading

Laboratory Testing and Theoretical studies in Microelectronics and Omnidirectional
Radia·l:ion Effects

$48,760.00

c.,

~

Research Contracts in Force (contd)
Rose arch
Contract

Pxoject
SUJeGrvisor

290.;509

.1u

290-48;.;

contracting
Sandia

Title of Project
Analog Study of Impact Fracture of Closed End Cylinders

$28,360.00

Dove (Baker)

Holloman AFB

Rocket Sled

Instr~~entation

$20,500.00

290-571..~

Thorn

PJ?

weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Problems

into Fuzing

$20,293-00

290-511

ca::;tonguay

sandia

290=51}

Skoglund

sandia

290--514

Hakala

sandia

290-604

Wildin

290-606
290-601

A~enc~

~nvestigation

Recover, Grade, and Vist~ally
Classify Graphite Particles
Xmbedded in Polystyrene Foam
Bloclts
NUm~rical

Dynamics

Analysis of Gas

Amot~nt

$16.658.00

$20,000.00

s·tudy of the Effect of Target
upon Projectile
Penetration

$3.228.00

Sandia

Heat Transfer and '!'emperat'l.lrs
Distribution in Finned
Radiators

$17.966.74

I<osclunann

sandia

A Study of Adaptive systgros
Using a Communication Theory
Model of Self-Evaluation

$14,041.50

Feldman

Sandia

The f.lechanism causing Heat
Driven Pressure Oscillations
in a Gas

$10,921.00

~~terial

~·
""""
00
~

~

Research Contracts in Force (contd}
Research
Contract

Project
su~ervisor

290-483=10 cottrell

contracting
Agency
Holloman AFB

Title of Project
Rockst Slad instr~entation

Amoun-'.:

(amount in-

cluded with

290=483)

290-607

Er~eza

sandia

Study on Mathematical and
Circuit Theory Aspects of
Feedback Shift Register Generated Sequences ·

$18,266.35

290-6o8

Grannemann

Sandia

Radiation Effects on Metal
OXide Silicon St~ctures

$19,451-90

290-625

Grannemann

AF weapons Lab.
Kirtland AFB

Pa:c·l: :r{a) Study of 14 MEV
Neutron Damage Utilizing Silicon
and Germanium Devices
Part I(b) L~ratory Testing and
Theoretical Studies in ¥aeroelectronics and solid State Devices

$90,067.00

290~647

Thorn

All' Weapons Lab,

Investigation into Fuzing
Problems

$64,619.00

290-660

Dove

AF Weapons Lab,
Itirtland AFB

The Investigation of Hyper=
velocity Impact on cones and
Their Association with Arming
and Fuzing Problems

$26,0::;3.91

275p87

Yao

National Science
Foundation

Safety Ana1ysis of statically
Indeterminate structures

$20.400.00

275.,.93

omid'varan

National Science
Foundation

Investigation of Elastic stability and Behavior of Latticed Beam-Columns

$14,400.00

Kirtland AFE

~

~
~
~

Research contracts
Research

Project

~

Force (contd)

contracting

cont:rac~

su~zyiEJ.~-----

290-679

HOughton
·

Sandia

Title of Project
An Experimental Study of
Thermophysical Properties of
Heat Resistant ~~ter~ala

290-609

Long

sandia

An

:Investigation of the Theory
and Methods of Modifying Fast
Burst Reactor Pulse Characteristics by the Addition of Reflector Materials

$6,600.00

290.,.682

Everett

Sandia

Transport Properties in Partially and Fully Ionized
Plasmas

$5,008.00

290-680

Castonguay

Sandia

Process the Polystyrene Foam
Blocks Resulting from the Rover
Post-Operational Destruct System Instrumentational Tests
Performed at Sandia corporation

__ A91!'l!'lCY

*TOtal of $149,66,.80 authorized February 1964 to be spent over
Approximately $30,000.00 appropriate to this fiscal year.

2~112

Amount
$12.926.00

$19,526.00

year period.

~

'•

00
Cll
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REPORTS PUBLISHED
June 1965 - June 1966
EE-125

"Galvanomagnetic Effects and Related Phenomenon of
Semiconductors and Dielectrics in a Radiation Environment, " by Leroy c. Meyer and W. W. Granne.mann, June
1965

EE-126

"Penetration of VI2 Propagating .Modes into an Anisotropic Stratified Ionosphere and Into the sea," by
George R. swain. August 1965

EE-127

"A Proposed Doppler Simulator for Optical Frequem::ies,"
by Donald c. Thorn, August 1965

EE-128

"Linear An·cenna Symmetrically Driven with Respect to
a Spherical Satellite," by R. H. Williams and T. No c.
Wang, September 1965

EE-129

"Laboratory Testing and Theoretical St~di~s in !~.oro
electronics and omnidirectional Radiation Effects 0 u
by w. w. Grannemann, William J. Byatt, Harold c.
cates, Goebel Davis, Jr., Robert schn~rr. LeRoy Meyer,
and Raymond Gore, September 196.5
"Semi-Annual Status Report ( l f~y 1965 to 51 october
1965) I u by Ahmed Ezteza, James A. Doran I Donald a.
Lenhart, December 1965
"A Theoretical and Experimei'l.tal study of Low Vol·!::age.
High Cu:Lrent DC to AC converters i'Jhich use Eithe:;:-

f4agnetoresistors, superconductors, Hall Effect Devices, or Thin-Fil:m Devices," by R. Bechtal and
W. W. Grannemann, Decembe:l:'

EE-132

1965

"Effects of Surface Randomness of Radax Bac1,scati::er
from a Spherical S'!.1r:face," by Donald H. X..enhert and
Ahmed Erteza, ~~Y 1966
"Sequences from Nonlineaz Shift Registersc" by Richard

:srcaasch and Ahmed Erteza, b!.ay 1966

EE-134

"Transient Radiation Effects on Semiconduc·tor con·txolled Rectifiers," by Wilford Rabuzn, May 1966

387
REPORTS PUBLISHED (contd)

.ME-14

"Analog Study of Impact Fracture of Closed End
Cylinders •" by J o Co Wambold and F o D. Ju. June

.ME-15

"Heat Transfer and Temperature Distribution in Finned
Raclia·to:rs. n by Maurice w. Wildin D August 1965

ME-16

•preliminary Numerical Analysis of the lntsra~cion of
an Oblique Shock Wave and Laminar Boundary Layer Part II," by Victor J. Skoglund and James K. Cole,

1965

August 1965
l.:tE-17

"Production a11d Measurement of a Dilatation Loading
Field," by R. A. Benham and F. D. Ju, september 1965

ME-18

"A Study of Heat Generated Pressure Oscillations in a
Closed En.d Pipe 0 " by Iii:. T. Feldman, Jr., l'lTove..rnber

1965

ME-19

"Final Report on Temperatt~e and Stress Distributions
Produced in Long Circular Cylinders Cooled by Emission
o£ Thermal Radiation." by Robe:r·c s. Pri·tcllard and
Maurice i"l. Wilditn, November 1965

ME-20

"on stable Fractures in a 1!1niaxial stress Field," by
Barry Shaffer, May 1966

.ME-21

"An Exparimental study of Fracture i!Jnder Reverae
Shear c " by GJ:II!g Balter , .May 1966

r.m:-22

"Measurement of Pressure and Velocity in a Heat Gen=
erated Acoustic Wave." by Hernan W.rsch, 1.11ay 1966
"Numerical Analysis of the Interaction of an Oblique

Shock Wave and a Lcm~it~a:;; Boundary Layer c." by
J. Skoglund and Jami!Jia K. Cole, May 1966
CE-2
CE-'

CE-4

"Earth Resistancs to Projectile JCmpact, II by

l'i!al~ala. June

1965

Vi~l::or

w~

w.

"Eari::h Resistancl\0 to Project!lG! Impact," by Rohan!,

August 1965

u~e Effect of Haight of Highway Fills on the Design
of Culverts Phase l - Pressure Gage"" by John B.
carney, Jr. • Febx\l'la&y 1966

"Gyratory Tasting of Pavement Matll!lzials J!:nterim Report February 1 - August :;1, 1965 "" by J. E. Martinez,
B o \! o Donham, W. L. Wang, June 1966

..

REPORTS POBLXSBED (contd)

NE-2

"Materials Research Project." by Glenn A. Whan,
June 1965

PR-63

"Adaptive Communication Systemsr" by A. H. 1\oschmann
and .c. Chao, June 1965

PR-64

"Methods for DC to AC conversion," Semi-Annual S·i::at\l.'!s
Report, by Richard Bechtel and W. W. Grannemann,
Ju_1y 1965

PR-65

"Final Report on submarine communications Research
{contract None 2798(0l)FBM))," by R. a. lVilliams.
September 1965

PR-66

"Investigation of Radar Echoes from tbe l.foOn and
Planets Using Methods and Data from Earth RadarReturn Studies 0 " Semi Ann1.1al Status Repozt ( l
November 1965 to :;o April 1966), by Ahmed Erteza,
James A. Doran, and Donald H. Lenhart, t-1ay 1966

PR-67

0

An Experimental Study of Thermophysical Properties
of aeat-Resistant f.!aterials o" First Quarterly P:cog.ress Re~rt by AZ'i:hur V. Houghton and carl Wheeler,
June 1966

~e

I.

B,eport of the Deparl.:ment of Chem:l.cal J?ng:lnendna
Jul.y 1, 1965 •
30, 1966
T. '!'. Clllstonguay, Chairman

:l'une

~'!R~i!e Pl.JINS AND.!£!~~

A. • B.

'.the a.eademic year 1965-66 '1'7.aS lliOBt

almost complete raorgan:l.zal:ion.

Wit~

uttus~~

in that i t

~-1aa

one of

the e1eception of the chairman, the

department had an entirely nev staff.
Tb~ee

B.

».

full time mGn were added to replace Drs. G. D. Bizzell and

Oliver.

Allsoci.ate 1Jrofessor A. A. /u:Qlstrong, l'h D

They are:

North carolina State University;
Montana University;

Assistant Professor K. R. Cox, Ph

Assistant l?rofeasor D. D•. Phillips, Ph

D.,

D~

Univer-

sity of Minnesota,

Dr, Armstrong came from the

t~rtile

research institute of North

Carolina State where he was in charge of the rad:l.at:Lon laboratorov.

viously he had industrial

e;~erience

as a reaearch er.ginear

~r.ith

Prec

the

Celanese and ~strand Co~pora~iona.
Dr. Co:.:

c~e

from the engineex-ins re3earclt division of thC!

cal Company's Hastern Div:l..!lion.
roleum Campnny in the research

Dr. Phillips' most

~ecent

Olefins Division. Enginseriug
Shell

~11

D~4 •

an

Chemi-

Ha han also t·iorked for City Serv:i.ce l?et•
~nd

development department.

employer was the Union Carbide Corporation,

Depar~nt.

Be had previous

e~~arience

with

Company and the American Zinc Company.

E. J. tlowalt» l'h D. l'r:l.nceton Un1varsity 0 will join the faculty as

acsist~mt

mant

Dot~

profesGOZ' in September, 1966.

Dr.

l:iot~k

bringo to the Depnrt-

ac~demic and racearc:h<=a~inaeri!lS e~perience frOlll Standard Oil of

C:al:l.fo;cnia and more :<:ecently the Eooo Raaearch and Engineer:lns Company.

.390
The varied academic. and indU$tria1

expa~iance

together. with the

desirable ega differential possessed by the prooent faculty should lead
to a variety of opportunities and acbievemantn in the Department's academic

and research

act~vL~ias.

The depari:II!Gnt, fundament:ally, has bean most concerned. with the students.

They are the most illlpo.:ta.nt asset tm havn.· Col:l.ege dropouts are

usually a waste to

tr~alves,

to the

college~

and to aoeiety.

It is

necessary that 4:he s!tilla, l:he knO".vladge, t1te enthus:taom, tha in!:ogdty,
and the maturity that the student possesses be enriched so that new

tunitiea for making greater contributions to
realized.

~h~ir

oppor~

profession will be

'lb.a outlook ia p1:omising for l:-uture growth .nttd :l.mp;:o;re;nant.

The long standing policy of treating each

ch~ieal

engineering student

as a di.stinct individual has been continued -v;:!.th the enthusiastic accGp•
tanca snd cooparat::ton of tha netv staff members.
The clepertma11t l:!aa bean elr.trcmaly pleased

cognition that the graduates of the
schools and

!ndust~;.

dep~rtment

l~ith

tlhe reception 3!.ld r-e-

have received from graduate

It is worthy to note 0 as reported in Time Magazine

for Hru:ch 18 0 :!.966~ the followiug :tnfot'lllation:

*'Chemical Enginea~:o mtN:tng

from seventh place to th:trd on tha roster of most

~ranted

skills. are be;l.ng

offered on averdze otart:l.ng .13alary of Q67.S " " higher than any other gra"
(luates."

'nte

gr.at1~mtes

from the Chem:tcal Bnginee.:-ing Dapartmant, tlttMp

a.veo:&gad mora than th±G amount last year and tdll be considerably ;abo-oJe the
average for this year.

m~i

graduates "ft.tU more likely be in the $7.30N50

:r:ll!lGe•
~~nty~thzee

Eo.g:l.needng

7brea

~mre

~!.aster

candida.tea for the degree llachelor. of Science in Chemical
l:i.stad in the 1.96& coo.menc9r!!ent prog-.:-am

of Science Degraas uere :lv1arded.

~

- a nm1 high•

,.

These were;
~~- -M.S. Thesis~ ·~apo~
lsopropsnol-Isopropylscetate~Wat.le:;:o

Gaora~.l!-.:-til:l..tl::.l..2!.

t:o Ortbo-Rycb:ogen"

Liquid. Equilibria of the
SystGm"

.. - 11. s. Thesis • ''Conversion of Par.nhydrogen

John D. Giesler - Plan II - no Thesis required
'l'lu:oughout t:ha year the ,department: will

u:l.th the counselors of the

Albuqu~que

Career Days and Science Fairs

~~11

continu~

ita policy of

~rorking

school system. Participation in

bring tha Engineering College and Deport-

ment to tha attention of the jun:l.o:t: end &e.nior high school students.

In

hopes that the upt>ard trend of enrollment uill continue. tlte Department

has mailed to prospective students and their parents

ove~

300 lettets

concerning the col.legn and the department end the opportunit:!.ea at UNM.
T"'ne out:lool<: is promising :Eo;: futl¥e srcmth at\d improvement.

demic ysru: 196Sd66 marlts the f:l:r:st

tim~<~

The

aca~

in the past t:uo decades that the

Chemical :!Inginaer:tng dape.rtment hao bean staffed 1'11it:h mot:e than a minimal
n~nnber

of

empl~eea

to accomplish our objectives in the under graduate -

gro.dUilte curdeulum and research.

duties, the committee

aasigt~ents

'.!:he o:r:gan:J.zation of the staff, teaching
and the building of research opportunities

ftesearcb Allocations Committee £-uncle t1ere obtained teo:.: basic research in
liquid ion e:r.c.hange uith m:L.....ed solvents.

to eponsored research in this field.

Thia bas:!J: beginning should lead

~~opoe~lo

Division of the Ame4ican Chemical SocieCy for
for to begin
t~ated

impo~tnnt

to the

ota~te~

work in the petroleum field.

Pat~olaum

Research

funds were eppliod

Proposals ware ini~

for help in the updating of equipment iu the laboratories.

392
The Sandia Project on plastic foams
the Department to

s~pport ba~1een u~enty

-~~g

continued this year enabling

and thirty undergraduates in work

very important to their engineering training.

As in former years, well

paying jobs for the summer were obtained for the juniors and many of the
aopbomo~es

in Chemical and Petroleum

lndust~ies.

The Department feels

dent, adding maturity and practical ru'perience to hip t:raitdng.

During the past year the department has alao been the
a numbm: of gifts of matru:i.al and

aq~ipment

recipi~t

of

from such cbem:!.cal companies

as Celanese, Dowp E1 Paso Natural Gas and Shell Ghamical.
Although the cnl-riculum had not been changed, all the problems aaso•
c:l.ated with natmess. col!llllitt:ee \o?orlt and high teaching loads

~rez:e

graciously

accepted by the ne~t staff as part of th<air duties to enlarge o~ capa•
bil:!.ties and t:o improve our competitive position in

Net~

Me:dco.

Of special importance to the Department is the feeling that with the
present administrative support we can look for.tard to accreditation without
fear and trepidation for the first time in years.
Several of the
Key, P"lli

~utdergraduutea

have been honored by election to Blua

Kapptl. Phi and other honoL· cociet:l.es of the University and Bngin..

aering College,

}'.ore :!.mpore::mt rGcogn'it:l.on v.nd mrarde have ba$n:

li. H. Baker

!Iarold

n.

Hunt

liobil Oil Company Scholarship
in Chemical Engineering $800

Universc.l Oil Prcduc.ts Company
Scholarship in Chemical Engineering $SO&

AIChE Scholarship Award
Syed Salahuddin

Hono;:ab).e }1e.ntion ·" 1966 Esae.y ContGst
Sponsored by ~ ~ Student

Gereld Hobson

.John E •
/u~ard

.Bacl~

Memorial Scholarship

$250 par oemeoter

,.

393

I

T. D. iinderaon. Jr.

H:u."'L-y and Z.!abe.l Leonard Scholarship
~ard

LarJ::Y Hatle,;

$125 per semecte.r

Sandin Fund Scholarship - $250.00

Election to Office:

A.t.Ch.R

Larry Hatle1·
Roy Blankley
Harold Hunt
Ronald ltoasi

President
Vice Prellident
Treasurer
Secretary

Enginaer'a Joint Council

'.r1;aasurar
Repreilentative
Representative

Tom McAdams

David Baumgardner
John It, Carr

lnduotry has continued to support the department by offarinB tbe
follotf.ing scholarships:
Universal Oil Products Company Scholarship in Chemical
Engineering • $1000
Socon¥ Mobil Scholarship in Chemical Enginee±ing • $1300
Shell 011 Company Scholarship in

Ch~iesl

Engineering - $250

Departmantal interest in its graduates, as well as its undergraduates
baa been maintained throughout the years by the is$ue of a Chrietmao Ne~s

Letter.

'mlis year's letter, Vol XVI, mailed to the departmental alumni

on December l6p 1965. listed the addresses, activitie3 and achievemants
of the mot:a than 200 members l·iho have receive(l their ~raining :l.n the de~
parbn~t

since the first grndueting class of 1948.

As of the present time a partial In:e«kdO""..m of out" graduntes in industry ;1\s en follcr.vo:

30%

:En Resec:rcll and Davdop:nent
In l'ror!uction
In Top Management Positions
Completed or

~ing

Enginee~ing

18%

Graduate !iorlt

A project carried on by the
ted heoxtily,is

19%

students~

17%

uhich the department has suppor-

Open Rouse held during Engineers week in Yeb-

ltumlrada of people have bean attracted to t:lrl.s student affl.dr and

ruary,

many outet4nd:!.ng student e:dtibi.t:s have. ba<an shown.
activities of a mora social natura

un~er$t'aduate

'l!he.

~1bieh

have been

a tradition. throughout the yea;;s are:
The Annual Spaghetti Dinnel: prepared in the departlliGnt lvith

1.

attendance

l~st

December of more

150 people,

th~~

The Annual Spring Steak. Fey and l?ienic <r1.th I\JOre than 100
attud!ug held .at Doe Long's Picnic Grounds in the Sandias.

2.

3. The Senior Dinner• given ~ually by the Department Cha:b.'Wln
to the gr$duating senior class ueld tbio year at Bella Vista
at Ceder Crest.
2.

gtlrr:l.culum
~

rapid gains in science end technology !n the laot decade lteve

placed increased demand upon the quality of
in imperative that

tou~

o~

curriculum prepare our

educational processes.

~aduates

It

to understand the

latest developmantp and give them a sound fourAation upon which to build
future e.ccomplio"hi!Ient:s.

of the Chemical

With th:l.s via1i7 in m:!.nd a cr:!.ticul l.'aview was ll!lldra

Eng~noering

curriculum in orQer to make

to

improv~nts

meet thin objective,
:!!be chsmicnl engineer is required to havo
of the principles of material and energy

tt good

balances~

fundamental kno;;ledge

tbermodynsmics, kinetics.

and trsneport theory (primarily haat, momentum and mass
material

~d

transfe~).

~e

energy balances are adequately presented in Ch E 251, 252,

and 317; thaZI!lW)rolmico in Ch B 401 and 402; kinatico :!.n Ch E /~70; and

transport theory in Ch E

In

o~dGr

sign and plant
naccsaa~.

41~

to h&ndle calculations
design~

a

tho~ough

fo~

the unit operations,

reaeto~

de-

knowledge of applied mathematiee ie

Ac preaont it ia not possible to acquire thia knowledge from

the mnthamatics departn:ent

courses for

..

and 412.

~1hich

~7ithout

totting nn eltceoDive numbe1: of lldvancad

there io not sufficient til:® in

otU:

curricultll!l.

'l:herefore,

this need is p~r.tilllly accOlllplished by ow: o;m department in Ch E 353.

The end
~icated

~oducts

materiala.

of most of our manufacturing industries are fab"

~

chemical industry is mainly concerned with the

processing of raw matarialsg the manufacture of the basic chemical inter•
~diates,

and the production of the final materials used for the final

fabrication •. lklnea, it is necassary that tha cbeJllicnl engineer have a

thorough lmao1ledge of material science. ".rhis lmm.;ledge is given :l.n Ch E
362 but an additional course in materials sci0nce is necessary to adequately

cover this field.
The most widely used processes in the chemical industty are heat transfer • fluid flm1 :.md the mass t:ratWfer tepnrat:l.on proceoses.

these courses is taught in Ch E 4ll, 412,
t:ton of tbio

theOL"Y :l.a

~nd

413.

Tbe

T'ne t:heozy of

prac~ieal

appliea"

one of the nwre import:enl: jobs of the chemical

ear and is taught in a tt-ro aemast:er laboratocy:

Xhe equipment and the experiments for this

eng:l.n~

Ch E ltl4L and l:-l5L.

laborat:O~Jr ~re

being updetedp

to include autamntic control and, if possible, the technique of computer
control.

~hese

modifications

t~ll

require conaiderable effort on !:he part

of the staff and additional funds for modernization and replacement of
equipment,

Ono. of the mont c01rllllon faults fotmd in the
poor oral and written communications.
given in

o~al p~esentations

worl~

T~aining·in

of tl1e graduates is

oral communications is

in Ch E 251 3nd 252 and in presenting four talks

in the chenical aneineering aeruinnr: Ch B 45l end 4S2.
~;~;oduced

The otudent ia in·

to f'oi:iltSl raport m::f.tins in CI1Gmicnl Enginneri11g projecto, Ch E

'•81 and /;.82 and thio training continuao through Cha formal reports required
for Unit CJr.erat1.ons Laboratory, Ch g •a4L nnd 415!..

At !:h!! end of the

senior yee;: the students hnve a good foundation in oral rutd t1rU:ten
lliUllic:e tior..s.

com~

The

~to

eoursaa in which the student lula a chance to <mpress his

creative Gbility are Chemical

Bng1nee~ing

Chemical Engineering Daoign. Ch E 494L.

Projects, Ch E 481 and 482 and

In Chemical Engineering Projects

the studant is given a amall researcl1 project.

vey, builds the

He mo.!~es a literature sur-

obtains the experimental data and

appatatus~

~ites

a for•

mal report on the progreso of the rosenreh project. · In Chemical Engineering

Design, the student makes a complete economic evaluation and process de·
sign of an entire chemical

oper~tion.

This gives the student practice in

using all the fundamentals developed over his four years in chemical engineering.

He also urites a

fo1~l

report of this design.

The availability of high speed computers hae had the greateat effect
upon the chemical industry.

In the modern cltemical plant (compe.ny of\ indus•

try) all of the booltkeeping. accounting, inventory control, production con•
trol. ate. is accomplished by the uoe of computers. Many of the newer
cheto1csl plants are being daeigned with computer control.

Therefore, it

is imperative that we teach our students the use of computers for applicna
tiona in the chemical induatL;r.
l"aa present freshmen are being introduced to computers in CE l02L.

Continued l,lDe of computers uill be made
senior chemical engineering
uoe of tho computero

course~

i11.

the aophw..ore, jun,ior and

by solving some of the problema by

Tlta Chemical. Bng1ueeJ:ing llao:tgn course tdll offer

the best opportunity for using

Cite

computer for all tho

c~lculationa

nec•

esoary for the chemical process design.
Since moat proceoa design is baaed on the moat economical
ch~~oal

des~gn,

the

engineer should have a clear understanding of the value of money.

In our curriculum two courses :t.n economico .nre given:

one by the economics

depo.rtmant, EC 2.00 t1ttd ona by the C'aemical Engineering

deportment~

Ch E 472.

..
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lhis given the student the

bas~c

principles of econaroics plua the appli-

cations to Qconomic chemical engineering design.
The chemical

engines~

has been given a ver,v broad training in most

aspects of the chemical industry.

the whole operation
systems

as a

an~lysis ~7hich

high speed computers

tnio enablea htm to see very clearly

tl~e

is not ne<r to

h~

(Thn latest fad is ~o call .this

complete system.

chemical engineer.)

The use of

made it possible to tie in all aspects of an

operation (system) and obtain almost instantaneous data on all functions.
To give the student training in complete oystema analysis and design, Ch E
494L will be taught from the systems approach.
student

p~:opedy

for this courlle, it

Operetionc courses and laboratories

~1111

In order to prepare the

be neceasa;;y to mave the Unit

fo~ard

one semester.

In this manner

tha studane 1t1ill have. the neceostn:y bacl;gl:ound to pursue thia course.

Mov;i.ng the Units Operations coursra.s nnd laboratorian
semester will nlso serve <mother pt'll:pose.

fort~ard

one

At the cmd of the junior year

the. studenta tJill be f.!l.r enough advanced to understand the un:tt operations.

On his sU1ill!ler job the stttden!: tdll be able to l1andle a higher joh an.d obtain more valuable experience.

3.

~.!.~

The Chemical Engineering lk!par!:ment liolcomes the recent addition of
an m!w360 :Uod'-11 40 digital computer to the Rosem'eh Cen.t:er.
t:hnt. this computer

~~ill

help substantially in mocle1:nizing the approach

used in many of l:ha department's courses.
put:e~a

It is £elt

Uost indunt:rial f:l.rlllS have com-

which nre at least as pouerful as tha University's machine, end

hence; it ia of great: n value foJ: the students to have some
t-r.i.th ouch a tool before emba.rldng on tb.air careers.

e~pei:ience

.398
4.

Graduate School
Courses acceptable for graduate credit are in process of revision.

Presently there are 5 M.S. candidates and
taking graduate work in Chemical Engineedng.

si~t

other individuals

The addition of three

graduate assistantships for the department has greatly helped our con•
tract research .efforts and
5.

~~ill

materiall.y holp in the graduate program.

~

The addition of c. fifth man to the staff naltt year will :ceduce teaching
loads to the po:l.nt that serious offorts can be made to obtain resaarch con-

tracts from industrial companias, government asencios and non-profit institutions.
Our undergraduate program involves supervised research.

Undergraduate

students hllllO';(JJ.ssisted mal:'l:t:!.ally throughout the yo:u: in our ''Acedrunic
Research'' ~dea·.rorB

on the following projects.

ConcentraUon and Reduction of OciliChic It:on Ores(~ll-1)
O.ddation and Bydr.ogenation Studies on New Mexico Coals
3. Demineralization of Brackish Hater
t~.
Hater Rclnovation and Datergents
5. StabilizQtion of ~Aobe Brick
6. Vaporization of Metals
7. Uses of Petroleum Products in Arid Land Improvement
1.
2.

Of special

inte~eot

to the department research

progr~

is the deminera"

lization of brackish water, the reduction of Oolithic Iron Ores, and the
huge deposits of lmg"grade coal in New He:cl.co.
ru;nae. and more t·1itl be

l-l'ork has been done :l.n theue

done as fae:l.litiea become available.

cJ

Jt~C.Ja!Sz..

lhe staff at the end of the school
of T. T. Caotongua.y, Ph

~.

yan~ •

.1tute 1

1966 conaisted

Professor and Chairman; A,. A. lu:mstrong,

feasor, and D. D. Phillips, Ph D,

As~±otant:

Professor.

1I
1.

~blications

A. A. AL111strong, .1r.
A. Atmstronz, A. A.,Jr. and Stannett, v. "Tempcarature
Effect.:!: During tho Sorption ancl Desorption of Water
Vapor .in High Polymero, :t. ll'ibal:'a ~lith J.lart1crilar

Refere.nca to ~Tool , Die ·Makr®olektllare Chemie, Band
90, Soite 145•160, 1966
11

B.

A.A.Al'll!Ot!t:ong, Jr., Book Rev:i,e<T of "Chemical Rettct::l.ons
of l?olyma;:,;:," by Eo i/1. Fettes, lntm:ncience, 196!;11 ,
Nucle~r

Applications, Vol 1, No. 4. P. 381, August,

1965

C.

Ari!Wtrong, Art:bm: A., .Jr., and i•7alsh, t-T.K.

"Radis.t::l.on

lnducad Or.idation of Hydroe&;:bons,;" TI!l~4500,
OR0··634 Chanr!atcy, .July lS, 196.5, 36 pages

B.

T.

~. C~atonguay

A.

"Effect of Gamma-Radiation on the Dynamic Propertio.s of
Styreno.-llu!:ad:!.Glne F.ubbcn:~" R.K.'Es:ueg<i!;: li: T• f. Castonguay,
.J~~t-nal of Applied Polymer Science. Vol 10. No• 3, M~rch
pp 491~509 (1966)

B.

11
Bffact of Gamma Radiaticm on th11 !'lynamic M4chm:l.cal l'i'ro~
pes:t;ta" of S:i.l:tcon !lubb!i!t'G," R.K. Traeger & T. T. Cas•
tonguey, Journal of Appliad ~oly~~ Science, Vol. 10 0

c.

To

l~71:h ~d:.,

~.

A.

No. 4 1 Ap~il, pp 535~550, 1966
Development Raporc on Rova:r Destru~t Tasca, T.T.caston"
guay, T.B.t.nda~:aon, R.C.Bow<lr, Sandia Corpor~tion;
SG·UC.-65~1758, pp. 1·238, DacOuWe~~ !965.

Castonguay
RGsa~~cb completed:

Operational

s~~dia Reoearch ~rojeet, 916)658.60,
D~attuct1ve System.!nnt~ntetion Test:o ~

AprilGl!lov ~ 1965

B. In Progkesa: Sandia Rcoo3r.ch
PostoOpe~e.tional
Ap~-11-Dec.~ 1966

~oject 0 $19,525.40~ Rover
nestruct System Instrumentation Teats•

c. Soil Btabili~etioa~r.tth aaphaltic ~loions and/or Camant
D. Wnter Ranovation ~ Detergent:a
E. V~tallie O.ontingo of Plastics (Matal Vaporization)
11. Dirac!: P...educt:ton. of Nml\' Me::ico'o Ool:!.th:l.c Iron O!:idcs Ores
G. Daneficiation of aewHe~ico's Colithic Iron Oxideo ores

4tJO
3.

Activ!.t~M
1~.

T. I'Jasl:onguay

A.

B_.

c.

ll!embar~

Natio!lal R.eseereh Ccrarmitl:ee,. Amer •. Institute
of ChGmical Engineers
~!embs;:, Executive Board, i'.marican Cb.Gmica.l Society,
Central Na~r Mexico Section
Cha~, Hospitality CommitteG, Amer. Cham. Sociaty,
(lentral ~taw I>!exico Section

D. Member, North Central Aoao. Evaluation Team for Secon~
dary Schools
E, Active in local and national chapters of American Chmn.
Soc:i,ety, A.:t.Ch E•• A.S.B.E., Untional Society of l>roM

fessional Engineers
T!,

!Tational t.feet:l.ngs Attended:
lnstit~te

tmnual Maet:l.ng of J..mcn:.

of ahem. Bngrod, Philadelphia, Dec,

4~12,

1965

Al:thtlr A• .Armatrons' .ir.
A. Attended AR.'1U-NRTS Teehnicnl OriG:ntntion. Confsrcnce 11

a.

c.

October 23 ~ 27, 1965, Idaho Fells, Idaho
3oinad American Society of Engineering Education

\l':to:l.ted Sl,!.ndic. Corpcret:ton. !-!&reb, 1966

D. Visited NRTS, Idaho Falls,

Idaho~ 3auuary~

1966

t{Qnu.cth Edltard C.o:-t
A. Pzoogram. Ccmruittae Membe.t', Central l~cvr Ma::. Secti®:, Amc:n:..,

n,
c.

:Lean Chemical Society
Student Yield

Tehas

~ip

(5 days v:l.Giting Chemical Plants in

~anhand1a)

.iudge, i<icw Mtaldeo Steta Se:tence l?&:Lr, Socorro

Douglee D. Phillips

A.

Student Yield ~~ip (5 dayu visiting Chcroieal Pl~ts

Tex.as Fanh:mdle)

B.

c.
/h

Viaitcd

l~S.

itt

.

Idsho Falls, idaho, January, 1966

Viaited Sandia Corporut:ion,

t~ch~

1966

Otq~_P.]~of~oional AeC:.~

C'.astongw;y
Car.cer Day &. Guidance Seminar, Sr & Br. Bigh Schools

c.

Idaho Falla. ldaho, Jan.

3l~Feb.

1, 1966

D.

Sandia C.orporal!ion. il1ar~ 16~17 1 1966
Bdmu:dc Ai~ !i'o:s:co Ease, E'<:!b. 7-9, 1966

E.

~pt.

Field

Trip~ Borge~"P~a

Aroa,

A.A.iu:motrong~ J~.
A. Cc~latcd conoultation c~rvic~s

~t.

..
27•31, 1965

in Nov. 1965 on

Diffusio~

:l.n Bigh Polym.aozs" fo;: tha Dl;e.yfus LaboratOL-y, Raoearch
'l'riangle In:-:titut:e, Dw:hsm, ta.c.

40j_
5.

na~~~~~o:viea

'l'.T.Castonguay

A. Bnsiuaer:f.ng Administrative Clllll1!d,ttee
B. Engineering Doctorate Commi~tea
C, University Policy Committee
D. Freshman .advisor
E. Departm~~ta1 advisor (oeniors)

A.A.Axmstrong, Jr,
A. College of Engineering ~ibra~-;r Committee
B. Advisor to Ch E Juniors
c. ~Aviso1: on Ch E for High School Visitation

Day

K. B. Cox
A, Faculty .Adv.tsor" Student Chapter llmc:u:ican lnstitutG of

B.

Chem1cal.Enginaets
Freshmttn advisor

D. D. Phill.ips
A. Deplll'tment evaluation ~10rk for s~udenl:s

B.

c.

D.
6.

Freshman and Sophomore .advisor
Scheduling of classes
Advisor on Ch E for High School Visitation Day

E$!~~.2.

T. 'l'. Castonguay
A.

Aquinas Het;•man Center

B.

l~e~lillan

c.

PorUtn

Serra Club

ID.

University Religious Advisors Group

B.

l?r:i.ends of Univer.oity o£ Ne.u Mexico Libraries

A. A. Armst;:ong, Jr.
A. .:iudg~ at St.:lte Scienee Fa:tr,

Soeol:l:OD N.Me=t•. ,.

T'&: JflEPOllT OF
2!E.b: IlEP.ThR'I'r•mi!!T O'E' CZV!L ENGI!.'-:r.EERXISYG

July 1,
C~

&.

sicmixican~

-

1965-6~
1~

L.

~965 - Ju~s 30 1 1966
h~lsboa~ Ch~i~an

Achievementa

Du~ina

the Acaaemic Year

- - - - --

-

.at~~ !E.rollm~ ~ ~greea G:r;snted

ID'!zc::!,.k,.enta
~~
37
36.
26

Sophomores
Juuio~s

Sol!1iO!:'B

Semester

II

36
36
.'3.0

Grmdt1ate Si:udents
~loBo

39

&h .. D.

16

39
..!.~
156

m-

Degrees Gll:anted:
DoSe
~U9llS'l::

:£.965
Fabzu;;u:y l9G6
.:Suno !966
'A'O'Cal

l
3

ll
17

DJaS.,

Fe!orueH:y 19SG

3
_2.
12

June 1966
Total
I?h .. D.

Juno 1%6

~car

1

arc somewhmt below thD number of previous yeara.

This c1<acreasc
n~ars

~Till

ampac·ced

be offse'l: by the larger than usual

·~o

complete the requirements during the

403
5Ct<•'-••c:r and :Fall ·cc::ms.

'T£'1e cur:cen:t enrollments in

the sophomore and jUllio;; years indicate that we are
cOl'ltin;.d.ng our gradual incxease in the number of
?.oSo

D~grees
~

eaxned in this Department.

Gxa4uate program continues to grow.

In the

E'nll Sem(;!stex, 1965-66, the graduate enrollment was
55~

in the Spring Same:art:er it was 54.

The num:ber

of full time studen·i:s has il<creased to J.9.

The

fizst doctoral candidate to complete the requirements
for the Ph.D. in Civil Engil'!eering \till have the
dc~ree

conferred in JUne !966.

2. Cu1:ric~ ~~
~o

major changes were

m~de

in the departmental

coursea required for a BoSo Degree in Civil
Et1gin~exi11g.

Two ne"T courses <;;ere added to the

catalog t•Ihich

c;,;~n

~nd

be ttsed as undergraduate electives

can be taken for credit by graduate students.

's.ha couzse~ CE420 ul?l<;~s·l::ic Dasign of l!~ranwd

Structuzes 11 't'till p::rmit

~he

student to

b~come

:i:amilli.az t'1ith rerJcmt Qeve!opments in structural
dt.?sign.

This n-t-'3thod n10:y ultimi:ltely replace \>Ibat

night bo classed
'211~

~a

f:econd cou;;cse,

ll-i~chanican

ad7anced

will

thia advanced

CEt;\63p

mt~ke

mate~i~l

conventional methods of design.
11

Interm<!diate Soil

availoble to undergraduates

in tbis field.

~teria! ~ms

Until this change,

taught in a course

avail~ble

404
only to graduate

CE560.

students~

t·1i'l::h tbe addition o£ the r;et..r 400 level course

in Soil Mechanics, the existing course. CE560 1
11

Advanced Soil

!·iech<n'l:i~cs"

includes selected

top~cs
11

'!'hta couxse, CE434,

has been upgraded and now
in advanced soil mechanics.

Eiydraulic St:ructures 11

Wili!S

upgraded

and renumbered to CE536 and consequently requires a
gr<!l.duate course, CE535
a prerequisite.

11

0pen Channel Bydraulics 11 as

A ne\17 course, CE640~ "Soil

Dynamics" hills been added to consider the behavior of
soil when subjected to dynamic loads.

~1r

relation-

ship 001ith the Eric EI. Wang Civil Engineering Research
Facility gives us an opportunity to
~his

3.

b~

a leader in

field.

.c~:ferek'.!cas

Third Paving Conference held at the university

~e

c,f.

1:1~;

Z.lexico

~~

the

D~partment

t•t:H:h the

li!e'l:i

Ol:'l

December 9-10 1 1965 was presented

of civil Engineering in association

Mexico

High•~y

JJgp<llrtment 1 Portland

t:!cmen': 1\osoc:Lation, and the Asphalt Instltute.

A

tota! of 240 individuals registered for the conference
and a very successful meeting resulted.

The Advisory

Committee for the conference has encouraged us to hold
thQ conference annually and we are making such plans
for the 1966-67 year.

405
A Pzecast concrete conference was held at the
Univl';lrsity of

l~et;l' ~iexico

p:;cesen·l:ed by the

~-as

on February 18, 1966

nap.~rtment

in association with the

~hich

of Civil Engineering

~partroant

of Architecture

snd the Portland Cement Association.

The program was

wsll received by the pll!rticipants and it '11as felt that
a program

suax~ ~s

thh in the

~:~·l::;cuctu;rel

engineering

:Hel.d should be presented each year.

conferences
W!ll~:e

as the

sue~

~Jo

daacribed above can

significant cont:dbut:ions in the area of

continuing education for the engineers of this area.
We sro

planni~g

for

e~J?~nded ~ctivity

by the

DapC!Jetment in Cleveloproont of conferences of .interest
and

valu~

tQ the people of the State of

N~~ ~e~ico.

4. ~~lli.~~
The Na'l:icnel Science FoundatiOll baa granted
$55g720

for suppozt of a Summer Institute in

Probabilistic and Solid !-lechanics for 1966.

In

addition the sandia corporation has granted
$2,000 toward the cost of visiting seminar speakers
for the program.
oi P:rofesoor bli.,

The institute is under the direction
I·l~

Cottrell.

The faculty consists

of D'..:s. J. 'l'. l?. Yao of the University of lilew Mexico,

,.

406
r;;,;:G!ih~n

H. C.:<:mC!al::l of t:IfJSS:Jcouset·i;s

In~d::H:ute

of

'I'cclmology, Yo Ko L:i.n of the University of Illinois, and
il. ~1. E'reu6lenthi.i11 and .M. Shinozuka of Columbia
ul"liver.sj.ty~

!n additiol< distinguished :l.nt.e:r:nationally
Fran!~

k."lo-vm engi;.1eers such as Dr..

Jo Po

~n

Eartog of M I

Measurement Analysis

~.

Dr. Julius Bendat of

corporation~

Purdue University, and

~c.

A. mcclintoclt and Dr.

Dr. Frank Kozin.

Ray Clough of the University

of Califorr.d.m,, will speak to the institute at vm:iouo

times.

'l"be 29 particip<l!nts 01re :from 24 different

univeroitias in the li.ii'aited Si:at:es, Canada and Ireland.

s.

student
~he

~ivit~

Student Chapter o.f the American Society .of

Civil Engineers held
spealters.
tX1e

D!li!t1

~~ntbly

meetings with guest

Students participated ;.n

activiti~s

of

!-lexico Section of ASCE, and >'lere also active

in pzovidii<g an ou·!:standing exhibit for the
Bngineering Open Hous0.

An inspection trip

t~s

made

to the San Juan-Chama Project in northern New
H>:?Jrico ..

6. Student Achievements
A paper presented by Mlc. Stephen

c.

It1itchel.l at

"'he join·l: meeting of the El Paso Branch, 'l'exas Section.

and the New mexico Section of the American society of
Civil Engineers held at El Paso on October 16, 1965

407
\·1on

firn·~

p.:ize in competition t<tith students from the Rio

Grande conference of student Chapters of the
~merican

society of Civil

Fa:. Randal!
A'l:~ard gi•l~Hl

R~

F.nginee~s.

r7oolay won tlle Hamilton Watch

to a graduating senior in Enginee:dng.

· £-lr. Wooley 'l':m;s awarded the "outstanding civil Engineering

Senior

A~1ard 11

preacnted by the New Mexico Sec·tion of

the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Sigma Tau, national engineering honorary, elected
'tiilli~m

iarolmp James Collins, l\lf:tedo Gomez., Arthur

Guthrie. Rafael Romaro to membership.
Chi Epsilon, nm1:ional Civil Eng:l.neering honorary,

elacted Victor Adegunleye, William Brown, James
Collins, Glenn Foster, Alfredo Gomsz, Arthur Guthrie,
Jnichard Ka;:l, Golden L!:.lne, l?hilip 0 1 Dall1 Gordon

Ruggles, Joseph

we~ler

to membership.

!it'.. Robc?rt o. Mcurcil and l·il:. Jose E. ~Iartine2

t·.i(!;re zec:ip:ilmts of the Rust Tractor company
Scholarships.
l-'lr. Jam~ a R. Bal~er tms

Graduote

~aineeshipt l~.

the recipien·t of a NSF
Joseph Wexler

recipient of the Ideal Cement

~~s

Fello~ship 1

the

and

Charles E. Bacchus received a university Fello->11sbip.

..
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The Departmamt collected $4, 641, 23. rental fees

from the rental of surveying eguipment.
is :rented

~•b<¥n

not needed for instructional purposes.

Receipts are placed in
~nd

used for

This equ:l.pment

21

depaxtment~l

special agency account

(290~·6)

purposes such as modifications

to the building, rental of bus for student

t~ips,

staff

travel, and purchase and repair of survey:!.ng and

other eguipment.
The Department

collecte~

$288.00 rental fees from

the rental of drawing equipment.

This equipment is

rented to those students in Engineering Graphics and
Drafting who do not \'Fis!l to buy their

o~m

equiplr'..<?lllt.

Receipts are placed in account No. 290-21 and used
to buy

addition~l G~ui~n~

as required for the conduct

of the courses in graphics and dxafting.

s.

---- --

Research and Academic
~~

~~~~~~

Sponsoz-

G~ants

~

ESF & Sandia Corp.

su~~ez

±~ength

Institute in

Pz:ooba1:>n1.istic:
Structura~
~JSE'

of 'l'imjt

Amotm.t

Director

6/65- 8/65

54,000

M. Mo

2/66- 9/67

14,448

c. Oinid 1 varan

Co'l:·i:rell

Mechanics

investigation of
E!as"l:ic Si:!lbility S:
Behavior of Latticed
13~am-Co1umns

NSF

Safety Analysis of
statically !ndeterminute structures

9/65- 9/67

40,812

J. T. Po Yso

u.s. Air Foxce
I4issle Development
canter

studies & Davelopment
for Improved Rocket
Sled Instrumentation

2/66 - l/67

23~075

M. Mo Cottrell

NSF & Sandia Corp.

Summer Institute in
Probabilistic E:

6/66 - 8/66

57 3 720

M., M.,

2/65 - 8/65

16,615

J. E. Martinez

Cottrell

Solid t-!!echanics
N. M. Highway

Gyratory Testing of
PPvement Materials

comm. & Bureau of
Public Roads

~

0

~

~

41.0
B.

~

NS12

ImCOi!£m~iOOTIONS

l. Facultl(

The teaching loads for those involved in
graduate and upper level undGrgraduate courses
been too heavy.

~

hav~

help relieve this situation,

~10

new positions for the department were approved.

One

of these positions has been filled with sn Assistant
Professor with interests in the structural area.

new

man~

The

Roy L. Johnson, has considerable design

experience, as well as a Ph.D., and should add
materially to our program in this area.
position

~ms

The second

filled by an Assistant Professor, Culvin

C. Patterson, \'llho bas interests in 'l::he water
<md Sanli.tazy Engineering
~rmit

Are~s.

Resources

Tllis addition

~;ill

needed expansion in the undergx:aduC1te elec'l:iVG)

and graduate ooursa! are<!! to maet the inczeas:i.ng denmnd
for Wo;;k in ·l.:be areas of Water Reaourcaa and sanHar:sr
Engineering.
~o

be

offered~

Since additional courses axe likely
and since Profassox

sabbatical during Semester

z,

Me~tinez

only limitea

will

b~

on

relie~

from the heavy teaching loads ,,.ill resul·£:.
~ae facul~y

of the

departmen~

should have additioual

funds avo:l.1ab1e to provide o g:;;eatcr oppo:rtnni'l:y to
attend technical mEetings in their field.

our

:faculty uould co11ceguen'.:ly have the oppoxtunity to
become acquainted

""~ith

leaders in their

fi~ld

and in

41..1.
this process our

C'Wll

c<ilpabilities t-sould become be·tter

1(nown.
This ac·Civit:y WOllld also be an ZJicl in recruitia'lg goocl
gradu~te

students to fill our

gr~du~t~ assist~nt

positions as well as available scholarships and
fellcnoTships.
2. EgUi@!lt
The Dspl!lr.tment m\tst have Ddditia!ru!!l equipment

available for both undergraduate and

gr~duate

students

if we erG to maintain and develop an up-to-date

curriculum in Civil Enginaering.
In an

att~mpt

un~ergraduate

to achieve our goals in the

instruction

p~ogram

we submitted a

proposal to NSP for funda to purchase $30,000 worth
of equipment ·co be used pritna:dly in the undergrEJduate
prQ9ri!lm.

~7o

.-rex:e unsuccessful with :l::his proposal.

In

a aiacussj.on '"ith tllle l.'!SF Director of this p:rog:;:am,

an indication 't!l'as given that one p:dncipal re<ilson for
donial was tho fact that

~~ we~e requ~sting aom~

equif-'!llent which should alz:eady be in use :i.n the

departmen·l:.

'l'i:nis implies a lacl;:

at 'l:ho local level anCl causQcil

rating ·l:oo .low to bo funi5\0d
a

me~itoxious

rating.

0111:

~ven

We have

o~ st.:~pz;:ort

il'l

pzopooa:l. to
though it

mad~

aome

t~1e

past ,.

:;:e.;:;;,d.~.re

'iiRtS gi.vcl":l

pzo~~eo~

::·

41.2
necessary.

We plan to

~r.c.:!.te

eguipment proposals

to NSF again next year.

Equipment available for research in the
Department is essentially non-exiatent.

Something

must be done to remedy this situation if we

a~e

to

satisfy the needrs of the graduate students ana faculty
in the

~partmet"ht.

A proposal was submitted to

!lt!3F for funds to purchase equipment for a structural
research laboratory.
NS~

lie obtainad ,J?!I:t'tial fundimg- from

and the university generously matched the grmnt

on a three to one basis to

us to purchase some

p~xmit.

essential itaos to start our work.
a second pxoposal to
fu111ds to

purclu>~se

ms~

Wa are submitting

on a man-matching basis for

items to

tru:)Xe adeq~mtely

equip the

labor!!tt:ory since man'S' of the "equcst:ed itc:lmB .:i.n the

earlier proposal had to be eliminated due to lack
of funds.

A Pace Ta-20 analog computez (basic
been purchased.

g~oup}

since the original purchase

h~s

sever~l

additional componen·cs (multiplier)- addit,i.onal
potentiomete:;:s) have been Obtained

xange of problems can be t>.O.lY.!Ji'd.

SO

that a 'iiT.:i.der

considerable

expzmaion of thio equipmet'lt ••7il1 be

n:l!cess~ry

ad.d:l.~:ic~ml

in the

near future aa the analog computer is rapialy
becomiug

~s b~cic

digit~l compute~.

to civil

,,

Enginee~ing cu~xicula

as the

41.3
3. j.ibrar.x

The holdings in the universH:y Lib:rarsr relevaa-at
to 9raduate

s~Udi

and research as well as under-

graduate study continued to grew significantly.
have

~cgui~ed

We

a strong collection in 6tructural

mGcbanica» soil mechanics. and relat~d areas.

we

need conaide.!table acquisition in tba al!:'eas of '\'.rater

resources, aenitary engineering, and transportation
in order to support significant graduate

s~u~ ~nd

research in tbcse s:;ceas.

c.

Al,PO:W~llmT.S ~ .!'£~

l. Full-timm

Dr. C. L. aulsbos - P.!tofesaor mnQ
effective

SeptG"~er,

Ch~irman,

l9G5

r-1iss Bl.'lrbarn Morgaiiil - Secreti!.!:LYP effective
Septem:!:~~r,

1965

2o Part-timQ ~ !!~Qorarx

r.

t-lx.

v~aiCrqn .3'-l!~or.

£~.

Donald L. Compbe::>l1 - G:rndl'!ate Assistant;

- Lecturer; SerJSsi:er

hotb semesters.
i'1r .. Farool;: '2'. Chanc'ii'1.1alE - Gr.adt."iate Azsist<mt.,
both some::r1:srs.
£•lz. I.arry D. Cline - Graduate Asoietant 1 both
sem2s·l:ors.

£-l:i:. .f!2ni:i:m.tw Ghorm - Gl:a.l!!l3a"i:0

sen1estor

l:l:

~osil:ltant,

4:1.4
1-1r. R. D. Hoagland - Instructor, both
se:mes·l::ers.

Mr. Iyaduarai Kasiraj - Graduate Assistant,
Semester I.
Dr.

w. c.

Lyons - Adjunct Professor, Semester II

Mr. zin-Tzai Shi - Graduate Assistant, both
eemesters.
£tr.

w.

J. van der

~~er

- Instructor, Samester II.

1:4%'. Wen L. t'i2lng - Graduate Aaeis·i::ant:, both semesters.

D.

SZPARA'l'IO?JlS

~ ~

None

,.

4:1.5

II.

-

-

C~4POSI'X"E OF IE.l?O:at•lA'.i.'IOlli OCV :n·lDIVZOOll.X. BIOO:Rllll?BICAL
SUl'?FLEf-milW!..'S

!llio=""'IO"

=="'~~:!'-

completed all reguirl!ilmen~s G!(Cept thesis for !Ph. D.
fJCom U'm·li {~!ech&nical Engin.eering»

I will

xnstitute on wa~er
ui:ab Statm \IDliversity, bagizming
1966

a~tond ~SF s~rma~r

llt::SOlllli:'CG-9 ..

Jww 208

~t~cn~cd Dn~er ConfGi~ence

on Plastic

D~eign

on

f-:ulti-5\:ory li'rt'lrr..ca at L:!hi'59h University.

Viru:l:i.:in~

Bo:o:Itoley..

!:octull:'e.:, university of California,
S0cond su.s1mor Soasion 3.965

nttendod:

Bcgional

Ccnfe~ence

of

Civi~

Bng:lnoering Da:;;;u:'i.:mcnt Chmil:'lll!·:m: t:!O!I'.'l'i'.!ll1,
Ol::!nhom~; l!'ebr.u.~ry 2~3~ 1966.
nP-2-li.J..J.inl'l'3 'l'e::::hnical Oriantation C07ifcrm1cc;
Zcl~ho P~l!a,

~G.1 Gtai~~l.·

eoing

Z~abo; Octo~~;;:

of 1965

ao~~M1tin~.

24-27p 1£65.

~;:us nr..r!Jhlt: in

Son

FrO~l.Ci'J~O

,.

4:1.6

Ph .. D. Diasertation; "Resist~nce of a
Granular Meai~~ to Normal Impact of a Rigid
l?r.ojG:::"I:li.le 11 •

11

Pro~ble, ,,Fatigtao
stress Gradient 11 1

Institute~
1966~ pp.

L:i.f~ of Pla.:l.n Concrete t>;ith
3curnal~r P...merican conc:rete

Proceedings V. 63, mo. l, Janua:ty
59-81. «c~author F. s. Ople).

11Fatigue i?roper.ticH~ of PJ~est:ressing Strand11 ,
Journal, P"t"eab:eosed conc:re.te Institute, Vol. ll,

No. 1, February 1966; pp. 32-52.
R. i?. 't'Ja:rner) •

(co-author

11

l?robsb!a !J'atigue X.ife of Prestressed Concrete
Journal, J?rest:r.essed Concl:'ete Institute,
Vol. ll, No. 2, April 1966, pp. 16-39.
(co-author R. F. Warne~).

l:l.;tm1S 11 11

P.rocoeC!ings of Tldzd

P~ving

CoXAference, The

Univera.i ty of 'lieu !>le:d.co

11
'1'llc ~~'l::>.mic
Saapp~r'l:ed on

nesponae of Continuous Footings

Cohesive Soilo", 6th :International
Conference 0!.'1 Soil !>!"'challlics and Foundation
E~:?J:i,);lleering, t>lontreal, Can~da, September 1965 1
4 l?H•
11 A

rct.ethod of l?roClucing Long Duration Air Induced

Ground Shocl:: Using Bigb Explosives", 35th
S~posiuo on Shock and Vibration, Ne~ Orleans, Lao,
Octoba:c 1965, pp. 48
11
Str~ctu:cal .aesponae of a Hardened mtr Antenna'',
\iW..l:!C-66-045p E·li:lY l966(SECRET) pp. 140.

,.

4:17

11

0n ·c~e 'i't;c>·Sia.~a_ 'l'.i.mG:,.,.Il:i:lp:?ll'HiGrit E«n:;d.e:t

P'l:©blcm11

Tecl·Jnica1

Jll.f.ilJ;lOEt

iao. 2!~ Y.nst.itute

;>;;oll: 'l:be Sl'c:utly of !?at.iguc ani.'! Reliab:tli ty p

Colurffi)ia Univerai~y~ m~Y~,
~1. i£fiilinozulti:l

». .

Juno 1965 (Co-author

11
0n the Rel.iab;i..li-i::y of ~dunci!!>!n'i:: St.:!:'uetu:res 11 ,
pxeruented mt the Gth Inte~~~tional symposium on
s~~ce Technology and Sci~nce, ~aember 19~5 1
'l'oltyo, Jl'.lp.un (co-author: t,z. Shinozulta end A.

l:liahimu:ca~

4

To be publiabecil.

"A D-letbod ·of l?:ro<i.ucing. Long:..nuration l>..ir-Ind~lced ·

Grcmnd

Shol;ll~",

the Shock and Vibxation Bulletin

35p Part 6? ~ebruar.y 1966. {With coauthor.s Geor9e ~riandafilidis and James stras).
~ulletu1

"Resea:o:eb and the Ui1ive~sity" ~ l?zoceedings of
Third l2aving conference, i:lllii.a, ~ccm:ber !965.

Cozri:inuifhg \1ork O!.l. <ll theot"y based on the
e;;ds"tence of a 11 .ii'w:aCI.ament<lll !?article".

,.

Gyrato~y ~esting of r?avemen·t
S.:k""f:er.iwls , :::;pon:soK0d by BII.U:oatl of l?ublic Rands and
ti::-;;1 .Clo~d.co Bi~htmy Ccminisdon, $lG, 615,. 37,

Rooenrab ln'ojoet;
11

Feoruo~y

-

Aug~~t

11

1965.
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"Elastic stability of Latticed Beam Columns",
Science Fouatdation~ $14,400.
February 1966 through nugust 1967
h~tion&l

Allocation Committee provided
$390 for preliminary research on Uechanics of
Partially Diacrete Structures during spring
se~ater 1965 (completed.)
Rase~rch

L?rinoipa.l. investigator on study of the ahear
atra.ngth of deep reinforced concrete slabs at ·l:bso

eivil Engineering

P~oearch

Center.

nooearch in the follo1'1iilf,f a!:'eas is sponsored by
the Air Force and is carried out at the Eric H.
v~~ng civil Engineering Research Facility operat~d
~y the university of ~e~ Nexico.
TOchnical
reportsp m~s .. ~nCl l!:"l1.D. dissextations as '"ell aa
technical p~pero hev¢ been submitted in the past
and further <-rork is in progress:
f?ave P".copa~tjoticn in Bmcth E-!ate1::i.Qls
DMn~mic Soil Properties
Soil-Si:ruc~ure Interaction

simu1at1.on of Air :Induced Ground Shoql:

IDSF Research Grant

G~-597~

$~0~800.

Saf~ty

1»1alysis of Statically !ndotexminate Structurcsp
2

yaars~

Operation of Eric Ei:. v1sng Civil Eil9W~e.dng
Rescaron VZJc:Uity Sponao:eetii ·by ~ir Fore~ tie~pons

- ~nnual
continu:l.ng Iilf:l:or.t.

&~hcr.a~o~~

Budg~t

of about

~lg250,00.

41.9
Go Activities

~ L~arned ~

Professional Societies

Attendeu International Conference on Dynamic
Stabilityp Morthweste~n tnliversity 1 October 18-20,
1965

lil.ese<:~reh So&rd £,1ec:rl:ing, Washington, Do Co
17-21, 1966, M~r of comu1ittee ~C3

H:ight1Dy
Ja~uar.y

and oc-5.. . "Uml.l. E!ighi:my Rosearch ew rd Linisc:m

liiii9presont<ltive ..

Eighwoy Engi~eering Conference,
University1 April 14-15~ 1966

~ew

mexico State

AS~ ~atcr Resources Engineering Conference,
~nver, Colorado~ !-2<-'Y lG-19~ 1966
~nuol ik~e~icmn Society for Engineering Education
Meeting. Pullman 1 washington, Jun~ 21-23~ 1966.

Attenaed Governor's Conference on
Health»

.Thlbt.~QIUo:cg~w,.,

Attm1dod
nanvor~

~scm

colo~,

Z.1&:r:ch

Environment~l

~966

con:Eoronca 011 Wato:: Resou:o:ces,
Il.lny 1966

l?.t:osen'<:oo pc:p~~ at l2t11 ll.mlt::ill E-:iS~li"Z':i'
Eng~.ii.e~~:',.ng Confc-J:cnco n·t &::r; C<:U~fJl.".
A'i::l.:on.dad Cn:!.:Lfortlli.n Traffic & Eight-my COil.Eezei.lce

at

E~rl:.~1a11 ..

420
CJMIDVVARAN, CRUS

Attended a local conference for structural steel
design sponsor~d by AISC.
RBOMBERG, EDWARD Jo

Member, Bo&rd of Directors~ Albuquerque Branch
of the,A~rican society of Civil Engineers

Sixth International Conference ·on.Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Engineering, b!ontreal, Canada,
September 1965. J?resentad pap'l!r "The Dynamic
Response of Continuous ll!'oo·Ungs Supported on

cohe1,3ive Soils".

Committee s-9 on ~atigue, attended Committee
t'J'eeJt Meeting in i'Jauabington, D., c., January 31 -

A~~

February 1, 1966.
Chairm!iln, Students At'3a:rd Ccnunittee, iRoclty Mountain

District

nA r..:rethod of l?roduc:i.ng Long-Duration Air-:tnduced
Ground Shoclt", Zl. papti~r pre£1ented to the 35th
Shoclt and Vibration Sympoaium in l~G'\>7 Orleans, La. 1

Octobar 19155.

"D,yn<:lmic stxeo1gth of ~lain Concrete", .!\ paper
preaontcd to the G2~d Annual Convention of American
Concrete XnGtituta, ~hilod~lphia» £~rch 1966
SGc~etor~

of Steering Committee fox International

S3}li'JJ;.Osium on Soil Dyn:nmica.

421
1.

~

Professional Activities

Director, BSF Summer Institute for college
Teachers in Probabilistic and structural
Mechanics, Summer 1965~ $50,000. grant from
NSF, $4 1 000. from Sandia Corporation.
Director, NSF summer Institute for college
Summer 1966, $54,000. grant from SSF
$2,000. from Sandia corporation

~achers

Panelist, NSP Evaluation Panel, Chicago,
February 10-11, 1966. Review proposals for
NSF undergraduate Scientific Education Program
Reviewed manuscript for McGraw-Bill Book co., for
proposed text in Materials Science.

Two off-campus

talks, several consultancies

Consultant on alignment of 5,000 foot supersonic sled track

Participated in the Structural oasign of the san
Fxancisco Rapid Tr~nsit System during the Summer
of 1965.

sover~l

small consulting jobs.
,.

Consulting 'llsorl;: in Soil Mechanics and
Foundation Enginoaring

Served on .Thd Hoc Advisory Panel to review
~search

Initiation Proposals for the National
Scionce Foundation, Washington, D. c., January
27-28, 1966.

422

Engineering as a Profession - an address to HoMo
society of Professional Engineers, November 18,
1965.
Research and the university - an address to ~ird
Paving Conference~ tijL~, December 9-10, 1965.
mum~rous

8. Non-teaching

consultancies

~iversit~

Service

ABBO'H'~ WARD To

Faculty advisor (University College),
t«ember of UNM Registration Committee,
Member of Freshman Advisory committee (College of
Engineering.

Faculty Advisor - Stlxdent Chapter ASCE
Curricula Committee - University

Chairman, university Library Committee,
&~partmental Graduate Advisor,
Member, Engineering Doctoral Committee

S~ocial Advisor, University College,
Entrance & credits Committee,
various Collega Committees

~' WoW'o

Freshman Committee

Chairman, Department of Civil Engineering

PUblications committee,
Freshman advisory commi~tee

423
c. E. Department curriculum Committee,
College schedule_committee,
Faculty Advisor to Inter-varsity Christian

Bngineeri~g

P'ellOl1Sbip
. •,

Master Plan Committee,
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,
Managed Survey Rental Fund,
~echnical Assistant to Administration on
. planning 2oning !Ill!tters •

.Cpllegc Mechanics Committee~
Faculty Advisor to Babavi Student Aseociation

Univeraity-R~iatration

Committee

Co Eo Dapartmcnt curriculum & DoctoralInte~diate

Exam committee

Organizing a Research Symposium at i.1'NM on "Wave
Propagation in Earth £.tateriala 11 ~ in co-sponsorship
with ASCE and possible NSF.

9. 1,Ublic Service

t.1emberJ> Armed Forces Advisory Committee

Troop Committeaman, Boy Scout Troop 393 1
Chairman, Official Board, Christ Methodist Church,
Vice Chairmanp Chairman, B~rd of Trustees, Wesley
Found~tion, mii.\1
~dult class

Teach an

in church school.

424
President, Montgomery Elementary School ParentTeacher~ Associat~on

Vestry (Jr. Warden), St. Matthew's Episcopal Church
;:,-f'-

M~er,

mmARSKI,

First Presbyterian Church

ru:cmuw

G.,

community Chest

Sunday School Teacher and Church SecretaryTreasurer, Firat Assembly of God Church
HAY, MARVIN c:i.Arut

.president and chairman of the Board of Directors
of the Albuquerque Metropolitan Flood control
Authority,
Vice President of the Citizens Transportation
Committee.
DrmcER., EUGBB
united

C~unity

Fund Committee

,.
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July l, 1965

~

June :;o, 1g66

A. H. ICoscbmann, Chairman

A.

Significant Achievemellts During Academic Year 1965·.,66
a.

Enrollment SWmn!£~
ppde£9~.

Semester I

§~~Jj!

6~=65

64w.65

65~6

ar

Sophomores

69

79
85
59

79
74
76

246

223

229

Juniors

90

Seniors
Totals

65=66
86
86

55
227

grsua.;!:~
Semestel~

l-i.S.

64-65.

65-66

lo4

lo6

Sc.D.

61

Off Campus
'l'otals

..
B.s_
Sc.D.

~~
64·~65

104

65....66
85

36

55 (Ph.D.)50

62

27

26

20

227

169

185

155

Degrees A\t~arded

62-§.,1,
J.li~S.,

:r

41
40
5

6:2,-q]i

38.
58
4

~

73
58

£.~~
5~·

:;:;

3 (PhD) 10

-~

4~6

\

The overall undergraduate enrollment rem~ined
relatively unchanged, reflecting a significantly
smaller senior class, with compensating increases
In the face
of the uncertainties caused by the threat of the
draft a~d possible incr~ases in returning veterans,
in the sophomore and jtinior classes.

it is impossible to predict any trends for the ne*t

few yea.rs.
~amination

of graduate enrollments would seem

to indicate that. we are experiencing a'ahift in
emphasis from the M.S. program to the Ph.D.

The

drop in M.S. enrollments is due in part to a
decrease in the nwnber of !1. s. candidates in the
Sandia Technical Development Program.

The new record

of 10 doctorates completed in this department
represents something of a fluctuation peak, but is
probably representative of the level of doctoral
work which this department will reach in the next
-lew years.
b.

Pro_g!,eSE! !q thve· .!:!~J:l~£.9.~.~ .ffom;:am
Thie past year did not see many major changes
in the undergraduate program.

A required course in
solid state devices has been added to the curriculum,

reflecting the growing importance of this new area
in electrical eng3~eering. Continued effort was
devoted to improvement of the undergraduate laboratories.

The e£fort to use netor educational techniques
has been e:~cpanded during this past year. under the
direction of Prof.
~eory,

~orn,

was presented via

EE 202, Basic Circuit
~

on Channel 5·

Provisions
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were made to record this course for presentation
by means of closed circuit TV next year.

Under a

grant from The American Society for Engtneering
Educa.tion and with the support ·Of the university,
Prof. Martin Bradsha~ devoted half time this past

c.

year to the development of programmed materials as
an aid in the junior fields course. W.s work has
been recognized by the direct~~ of the project for
ASEE as being among the best they have supported
and they are encouraging the continuation and expansion
of his efforts for the com.f.ng year.
g_rggr~ss in 1;b,Q. G:o:aduat~ I?~om;am
The major progress in the graduate program this
paat year reflecta the addition of two faculty
members in the general area·of systems, and the
increased number oi doctoral candidates.
The e.~pansion of the federal programs in fellow~
ships and traineeships has been reflected in an
increase in the number of full time graduate
students.

'l'hie in turn has served as encouragement

to the part time students to speed up their progress.
'l'hie year, for the first til!le, l1as seen students

d.

holding fellowships complete their doctoral programs.
!?hxs_ical ·~
The nmtching grant fro:m NSF of $32,400 for

laboratory equipment has resulted in a significant
improvement in the equipment available in the
sophomore and junior laboratories and in the Senior
Design Laboratories.
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aid i~ the orderly development of our
laboratories, Prof. Ruben I~lly has been appointed
as Coordinator of Laboratory Equipment.
~o

The availability o.f about $4500 from th~ federal
funds given to support federal fellows and trainees
has been very useful in pexmitting the acquisition
of equipment for research. 'l'he shortage of funds
for equipment to support research by faculty and

e.

students has been even more critical than for the
teaching laboratories. Where NSF uupport has been
obtained.
Si;.udent Achievements and Awards
~G

following

awards and scholarships were received

by $tudents in Electrical Engineering:
l.

------------------~Hewlett-Packard/Neely Sales

Scholarship
2.

----------------~~Hewlett-Packard/Neely Sales

Scholarship
'·

Western Electronics Scholarship
~lestern Electronics Scholarship

4.
5. Donald E. Morris, Bresenham Scholarship
6. James Flagsted, Harry Dougherty Prize in Engineering

1. John Ackerman, Harry and Mabel F. Leonard Scholarship.
'!'he .following students were graduated "With
Distinction" in June, 1966a John Breiland, Emil
Krejci, Robert Nelson, and Robert Vaiden.

,.
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B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations fo~ the Near Future
a. Fac1,!!J:Y aru;t Personn~
During the visit this past semester of the
ECPD Accrediting Committee, the representative
for electrical engineering commented several times
that he "really envied your faculty .. " When
interviewing prospective faculty members X consistently am told that they are highly impressed
with the faculty in this dap~tment.
However, the problem of turning a ~g g,oq_d
faculty into an excellent faculty remains with
us. In evaluating the staff needs of this department it must be recognized that the entire effort
of this department is devoted to graduate and
professional work - there is no work that is
undergraduate in the usual sense.
The development of outstanding faculty members
Who can properly lead graduate students in their
doctoral work requires 6 to 10 men who devote
their entire time to advanced work. teaching ' to
6 hours in their specialty and devoting the rest
o:f their time to research whether ££,

not; they

have support from outside funds.
The continuation of an up-to-date professional
undergraduate school also requires outstanding
men who are both engineers and teachers. No area
o£ study in this university is changing more rapidly
than is engineering. This .requires that the professors
spend considerable time keeping abreast of the
latest trends in-engineering and continually making
major changes in courses and curriculum and
laboratories.
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An indication of this pro~lem is that I have
found it almost impossible to xecruit. young PhD' a
as assistant professors in this department.
Salary is probably not the critical point. Most
of these prospects have other offers from respectable
institutions who offer them teaching loads of 6
and even ;s hours to give them the time and opportunity
to develop into a competent graduate professor or
a truly professional teacher of engineering. So
far we have been unable to compete with these

offers.
The development of a progressive undergraduate
program is':serioualy hampered by our inability
to use the summer for the development of courses,
particularly laboratories.

Several faculty members

should be supported each summer to work on course
and laboratory development and to attend many of
the excellent workshops which are being offered
in the rapidly developing new areas of engineering.
The need for additional technician level assistance
becomes more critical each year. In the next
few years many thousands of dollars of equipment
will become inoperable if proper maintenance is
not supplied. The lack of technician level
assistance also causes much valuable faculty time
to be spent on work which could well be performe4
by staff with much less training.
our efforts in using the new educational media
will be SJtpanded next year. 'J:he j unio~ fields
course will ba presented ovar broadcast W by
Profa Bradshaw, and the recorded tapes of the
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sophomore circuits course will be presented via

b.

closed circuit TV. It is also intended to use
recorded closed circuit ~ to present orientation
material in laboratory courses. The use of
programmed materials will. be expanded.
Facilities
Major changes in the use of space and major
additions to research equipment wil~ probably be
delayed until the completion of the new engineering
building.
The development of additional research space
and university o~tned research facilities is particularly important to meet the requirements o£ the
increasing numbers of graduate students supported
by fellowships. In the past, alsmot all the
experimental worlt done by students was done on
equipment of a sponsored research contract or on
outside facilities. For the healthy growth of
this depaztment it is necessru:y to develop our own

exparimsntal facilities.
c.

.B!search
It is anticipated that new areas of research
will receive support in this department next year,
p~ticularly in connection with the staff members
which were added this year.
A growing problem for the supported research
contracts is the decreasing number of competent
students av&ilable for research positions, particularly at the M~S. candidate level. The increase~
availability of excellent fellowships and graduate
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as$istantahips has decreased the number of students
interested in research assistantships. ~e problem
is made particularly difficult by the fact that
timing o£ contract awards is such that the position
cannot be offered until shortly before they become
available.

By that time most

~f

the best students

have already accepted other £inancial support and
only the marginal students are still available.
One possible solution to this problem is the
authori~ation for awarding a certain number of
research assistantships in spring based on the
. ~~number of openings' in fall.

nloc~icsl

Engineering Rsoearcb Contracts in Force - July l965-June 1966.

Contract

~rvioor

Contract!ng
A9engy

290-21.3

Williams

~avy

B.GO:::Ji.Ol!:Cb

~rojcct

Title of Project

Amount

Submarino Communications by
Menna

$30,000.00 ....

Stuqy of Blectromagnatic Scat-

$32,180.00

Electromagu~tic

290-306

Ertoza

National Aeronautics & Space
Administration

t.er;Lng from Terrain with Particular Application to the
tloon and Planets · ·

290-353

Grannemann

National AeroHigh Intensity Magnetic Piela
~utics & Space Pulse Waveform Using a SwitChAdministration
able Superconaucting·shield

290-415

Grannemann

sandia

study of Transient Radiation
Effects on Semiconductor
Devices

$16,833.37

290-485

Grannemann

U

lilapona Lab,
Kirtland APB

Laboratory Testing ancl Theoretical Studies.in ~acroelec
tronics and Omnidirectional
Radiation Effects

.$48,760.00

290-574

Thorn

AJr W.apona Lab,

Investigation into Fazing

$20,293o00

Kirtland .i\FB

Problems

Sandia

A Study of Adaptive Systems
Using a Communication Theory
Model of self•Evaluation

290-606

Koscbmarm

'•

$31,000.00

$14,041.50

~
~
~

a~oearch

Proje~t

Ce:mt~,f\Ct

S'J\EZ>rv.iocu;:

2£0-607

Erteza

Contracting
Agency
S<.mdia

Tit~e

of Proiect

Study on l~thematica~ and
Theory Aspects of
Feeabru:k Shift Register Genoratsd Sequences

~18.266~35

Radiation Effects on Metal

$l9.4Sl.90

Circu~t

290~609

Grwma!JU!\nn

s~mda

OXide Silicon Structures

290-625

Grannomann

M" t'leapons LlSb.
ltirtland Al"B

Part l(a) Study of 14 MEV
Neutron Damage Utilizing Silicon
and Garmenium Devices
Part X{b) Laboratory Testing and
Thaoretical Studies in Microelectronics and Solid State De-

$90.067.00

vic~s

290-647

mr

Thorn

Weapons Lab,

Kirtland AJ'B

Investigation into Fuzing
l?robletiUII

il64.6l9 .. 00

~~tal of $149.663~80 authorized February 1964 to be spent over 2-l/2 year period.

Approximately $30 1 000.00 appropriate to this

fi~al

year.

~

,..

c.,

~
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COl<lPOS;J:TE Q!.. nu?ORMA'!'J:ON ON

:nmXV.IDUAL_JHO~~~

em:_J?I:!EMENTS
1.

~ced

Study:.

~ook the Professional Engineering Exam on
April 2}. Results are not yet kn~~-

2.

§abb~_ticals,

leaves of absence, summer

tea~~g_c.,..et,c ••

~c l'1A'll.NE

A~·te~ded Meeting of ASEE Chicago, :Ill. June 20-24-.

*nstitutional Representative to ~he Engineering
College Research Council of the ASEEo Traveled
To Washington DC No~. 14-17 to contact
various Government agencies for possible
research support. ~aveled to Colorado Springs,
Colo. Dec. 6, 1966 to discuss research.
proposal with personnel at Kaman Aircraft
Corp. Traveled to White Sands Missile Range
April 24-26, 1966 to conduct tests on the
White Sands ~~ssile Range LINAC.
THORN D DONALD

c~

Attended national meetings of IEEE. Attended
Xnternational Scientific Radio Union,
Washington, D.C. Attend~d Society of PhotoOptical Instrumentation En9ineers meeting,
El Paso. Attended Sixth International
Conference on Quantum Electronics, Phoenix, Ariz.

3.

~ew Scholas~ic

11·~

.fuplications
~~e~inq

Honors, Fellowship§& ,Et£.- None

Exgeriment Station Technical

~

"BECBTELo RICHARD AND Wa~fo GR.l\NNEMANN "A

Theoretical and Experimental Study of Low
Voltage, High Current DC to AC Converters
Which Use Either Magneto:a::esistors, Superconductors, Hall Effect Devices or Thin-Film
Devices," December, 1965, EE l'l
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ERTEZA, AHMED. "A Bistatic Radar Method for
the Determination of and for a Smooth
Spherical Target" Vol. 70D, No. 8
Aug. 1966, Radio Science Journal of
Research MBS/USNC•URSI
"A Method for Extending the Table of Irreducible
Polynomials," }!roc. of the J:EEE Colj'respondence,
June, 1966
JANZA., FRANK, "Xnvestigation of Flash X-Ray
Techniques in Soil Synamics and Interaction

Problems, 11 Techo Report No. AFWL-TR-66-50,
Feb. 1966
"A Study of Microwave Doppler Systems for
Shock Front Velocities and Motion of Objects
Buried in Soils," Tech. Memo .AFWL, Feb. 1966
"Evaluation of Miniature Piezoelectric Gages
for Static and ~amic Soil Stress Measurements," (Technical Memorandum) AFWL, Feb. 1966
KARNI, SBLOMO, "An Approximation to ~ Specified
Magnitude Using Non-Minimum .Phase Networks"
Proc. Third Allerton Conf., Univ. of Ill.
pp. 817-825, Oct. 1965
"More on Ladder Networks and Trancendental
Numbers, II Proc. IEEEo Vol. 5:;. P• 1734
Nov. 1965
"The Time Honored Positive Real Function," IEEE
l'rans on Education. Vol. E•9, March 1966 "Engineering Education- Problems and Trends,"
IEEE Blast, Vol. 19, p •. 6-1, March 1966
"On Handling Initial Conditions in Circuits,"
Proc. IEEE 0 Vol. 54, June 1966
PETEru;!EN, DANIEL P .. , "Recursion Formulas for
Sequential Estimation, " .IEEJ: Tr.ans... on
Info. Theo;y~IT - 11, 589-590, Oct. 1965
5.

Other Research Projects or Creative Work in Progress
or Completed During Period

Continued participant in Air FOrce Weapons
Laboratory sponsored research on transient
radiation effect on electronics

~
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ER'l'EZA 0 Aao J~ DORAN .MI"D D., IlENHER'l' 0 "SemiAnnual Status Report on Determining the
Electromagnetic Properties of the Lunar
Surface," EE 130
GRANNEMAJSIN, t'l.ti •• W:u.LIAM BYA'r'l'o H.Do 'SOU'l'BWARDo
CA'l'ESo Go DAVXS JR. o R. SCBNlJRRo L. MmrSR,
R. GORE. "Laboratory Testing and Theoretical
Studies in Microelectronics and Omnidirectional
Radiation Effects," Sept. 1965, EE 129

R

GRAlllNEMANN'. W. Wo AND LJmOY MEYER. "Galvano.,.
magnetic Effects an~ Related Phenomenon of
Semiconductors and Dielectrics in a Radiation
Environment," June, 1965, EE 125

SWAIN, GEORGE, nPenetration of VLF Propagating
Modes into an Anisotropic S~atified Ionosphere
and :tnto the Sea," August, 1965, EE 126

c.. "A Proposed Doppler
Simulator for Optical Frequencies, " August. 1965
EE 127

'l'HORNo DONALD

WILLIAl~o R.. H.. AND 'l'oN~C. WANG. "Lineax
Antenna Symmetrically Driven with Respect
to a Spherical Satellite," Sept. 1965, EE 128

En_gineering :SXpe1;iment ··station Pros.;ess. Report.!.
KOSC:HMANNu A.. Ho AND Co CHAO, "Adaptive
Communication Systems," June, 1965, P.R-6:;
BECHTEL. lUCliARD AND W.. W. G'RAli'IHEMANNo

"Methods

for .l)C to AC Conversion, •• Semi-Annual
Status Report, July, 1965, PR~4
l'liLLIAMS, RJ:CHARD, "Final Report on Submarine

Communications .Research," PR-65
Ot):lru: Publicati_ons
ERADSBAWn MARTIN D., "Viscous Lifting of
Conducting Fluids in the Presence of a
Magnetic ll'ield," (with Young & 013terle)
~1. Scientific Rese~~· Vol. 12, Sec.
pp. 266-276
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BRADSHAW D MARTIN

Submarine Research Project, Completed
Sept. 1965, ASEE Programmed Learning Project
1/2 time (l/4 support by ASEE 0 l/4 by
department) Sept. 1965 to June l, 1966.
Revising final draft of textboolt on
electromagnetic waves to be published by
Prentice Ball
BYAT'l' • WILLIAl-! J

g

Continued work on Kirtland AFB Contract on
~ansient Radiation Effects
Revising final draft of textbook on electromagnetic waves to be publi~hed by Prentice
Ball
ERTEZA 0 AHMED

Sandia Contract for $18,266.35 for studies on
the mathematical and circuit theory of feedback shift registers, etc.
NASA Contract for $32,000 for a study of
Electromagnetic Scattering From Terrain
with Particular Application to the Moon and
Planets.

Work on contract with Sandia ~ Radiation
Effects on Metal Oxide Silicon Structures.
Work on Air ~orce Special Weapons Center
contract - Laboratory Testing and The.oretical
Studies in Microelectronics and Solid State
Devices. Work on National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Contract - Ball Effect
for Low Voltage, High current DC to AC Conversion.~
JAl!I'ZA 0 FR2\liJK J

g

Supervising research and development on
transducers and instrumentation for the study
of shook-wave phenomena in air and soil.
(Supervisor of Electronics Department,
Eric B. Wung Civil Engineering Research
Facility~ UNM under contract with the Air
Force.)
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KARNI ~ SHLOMO

One-fourth time research on Kirtla~d Air
Force Base Contract "Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the Problems Associated
with the Arming and Fuzing of Nuclear Weapons
RELLY 6 RUBEN'

Received a two-year grant of $32,400 (l/2
National Science Foundation, 1/2 UNM)
for the purchase of scientific laboratory
equipment for the undergraduate electrical
engineering laboratories

Adaptive Communication Systems, Sandia Corporation,
$12,000 for 1965-66. Research on Radar
Systems with Rirtland project, D.C. Thorn,
Principal Investigator.
MOHLER, RONALD

Submitted two proposals, one to NSF for about
$55,000 another to Sandia for about $13,000.
Rave started work on an invited paper for
Reactor Power Technology
'l'HORN 0 DONALD C.,

Principal investigator on Kirtland Air Force
Base Contract - ~eoretical and Experimental
Investigation of the Problems Aseociated
1:11ith the Arming and Fuzing of Nuclear
Weapons

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies

of Executive Board, Albuquerque Section, ,
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers'

~~
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Attended ASEE Programmed Learn ng Seminar,
Boulder, Colorado; July 5-2}, 1965. Attended
ASEE Programmed Learning Project Mid-Winter
Meeting, Dallas, Texas, Jan. 13-15, 1966
BYATT, WZLLIAM J.

Results of some work at sandia presented
(by M. Cowan) at International Symposium on
High Magnetic Pields in Italy, Sept. 1965

President, New Mexico Chapter Sigma Xi
JANZAo FRANK J o

Program Chairman, Albuquerque Section,
Znatrument Society of America, 1965-66.
President, Albuquerque Sectio~. Instrument
Society of America, 1965~66. Paper:
Instrumentation at Air Force Shock Tube
Facility, Albuquerque XSA Section, 9/14/65

Attended and presented paper at The Third
Allerton Conference on circuits and Systems,
University of Illinois, Oct. 1965
lCELLY D RUBEN

Served as Panel Member on National Science
Foundation Review of Proposals on Undergraduate Laboratory Equipment Grants, in
Denver.

Attended ASEE National Convention, June 1965,
Chicago, Illinois. Attended International
Communication Conference, June 1965, Boulaer,
Colorado. International Communication Conference,
January 1966, Boulder, Colorado
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Joinad Sigma Xi

mrA'l"l', WZLLiAM J.

Consultant to Sandia
GRANMEMANNo WAYNE

Consultant to United Aircraft Corporation,
Norden Division, Consultant to Sandia
Corporation, gave talk at Seventh Seminar
on High Education in the Americas, April l, 1966
JANZAo li'RAmt J"

Sy,mposium Chairman of Pressure Transducer
Symposium held at UNM, l/26/66. Talk:
Shock Wave Generation and Instrumentation,
presented to Albuquerque Industrial Development
D;vision Service, 1965
1tARNI 0 SHLOMO

Consultant to Gulton Industries
KELLYo RUBEN

Presented series of lectures on new circuit
analysis technique (developed by Dr. Kelly)
at Kirtland Air Force Base. With D.C. Thorn
prepared and graded professional registration
exam for New Mexico State Board. Consulted
tdth Kirtland Air Force Base on high frequency
amplifiers Oct. thru Dec. 1965, on Fuse Systems,
January 1966 to present. Consulted on
Navy Submarine Project Summer 1965 through
September 1965.

Engineering College AdministrativeCommittee,
Graduate Committee, Chairman, University
Allocation Committee, Chairman, outstanding
Teacher Award Selection Committee

,.

44.2
'J:HORN o DONALD Co

With R. D. Kelly prepared and graded professional
registration ex~ for State Board of New
P.mcic:o •

.BOA'l'WRIGlrl', LoT o

Student Counselor, l£EEr Departmental Doctoral
Advisor, Member, Department scheduling
Conm:dttee, Member, Department Graduate
Assistantship Committee
BYAT'l'.o WlLLIAt-1 J.

Supervised three Ph.D. dissertations completed
this spring and committee member on 8 othe~s.
University College Advisor

Advisor for all Master's Degree Candidates
1-tem.ber, University
NASA Fellowship C~ttee.

.in the EE Department.

Research Administration (1/2 time). Graduate
Contract Research, and Patent Committees

Administrate~~ Electrical Engineering
Colloquium Series
KELLY~
I

RUBEN

11lembu, United Fund Committee. Faculty Adviso.r

for EE Open House, Administrator of $}2,400
NSF Grant.

,,

~-

----
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1"

9· Public Service

Member of Association of Faculty Religious
Advisors (Newman Center)

Member, Official Board and Social Concerns
Commission, Christ Methodist Church, Troop
Committee member, Boy Scout ~oop 165.
JANZA9 FRANK i1 o

Chairman. Evangelism Department, Sombra
Del Monte Christian Church, 1965-66
RARNI, Sm.oMO

Lectured to group at Paradise Hills Methodist
Church on "Judaism". Hebrew Teacher,
Congregation Bnai Xerael.

Accompanied Scout Troop 165 on week long
summer camp and hike to bottom of Grand
Canyon, also to Water Canyon Weekend Campout.
Installed "Wireless Mike" for Assumption
Church and have serviced the installation
periodically.

Vice-chairman, Albuquerque Chapter, !lultiple
Sclerosis Society. Chairman, Board for
Parish Education, Immanuel Lutheran Church.

Active participation in church functions particularly "Couples Club".
TBOIU!f o DONALD Co

Appeared with D.W. Reeves of Public Service
Company on "Shirtsleeve Session" broadcast
over Channel 5.

44.4
~0.

~sonal

:tnformatiol!-..

ERTEZAo AHMED

Daughter. Zreena Erteza. born on June 1}4 1965
MOHLER, RONALD R ..

New baby

.

'

gir~

born,

a~ing ~966
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'fhe Report of the Department of Mechanical Engineering
July lj! 1965 - June 30~ 1966
R. c. Dove9 Cha.irm.an.
I.

General deJ!arlment information
A.

Achievements
Student em·ollments amd degrees granted

(a)

Soohomore

Sem. X
Sem. lii

- 69

59

B.S. {M. E.~ June 1966
M. s.
JWle 1966
Pho Do
June 1966

Jtmior
38
40

Senior
3'1

32

Graduate

ua

ll6

31
32
3

These figures represent an increase in both B.S. and M.S.
degrees awarded by the department. We are expecting a steady

increasae in number of B. s. degrees awarded. We believe that
the number of M.S. degrees awarded will remain nearly constartt
or decrea!3e slightly and that the number of Ph. D. degrees awarded
will mcrea...r.;e materially.

All of om· gnduates h:Ad accepted employme:llt or made their

plana

~ra®ate

school or military serv!ce» well before graduation.

X!mow of no prev!ou!3 year il'll whlch t~1e recruitment of mew

graduate~

,.

•rwo new undergraduate courses have been adtbd during thif3
period, Introduction to Enginellring DesJg!l! (Mo E, 201L) ha6 been
added Bo that we can evaluate the des!rabllity of begimling inatructio1Jl
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in design earlier than

it has been 1n the past. This course will

be offered to a group of Sophomores for the first time during
Semester I, 1966-6'7. Energy Conversion Systems (M. E. 482)
has been added to fill the need :for a senior level technical elective

in the area of applied thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and heat

transfer. This course will be offered for the first time during
Semester I, 1966-6'7.
Two new graduate courses have also been added. Hypersonic

Flaw of Ideal Gases (M. E. 60'1) and l!lPersonic Flow ox Real Gases
(M. E. 608) wUl fill the need for additional course work created by
our doctorate program in Fluid Mechanics and Gas Dynamics. The
first of these two courses was offered this year under a spec:ia.l
topics numbe1·. M. E. 608 will be offered for the first time during
Semester I, 1966-6'7.
During Marcll the department, together with the Electrical and

Civil Engmeering departments, was examined for re-accreditation
by the Engineer's Council for Professional Development. The results
of ~hla exrunbmtion will not be known Wltil ~ coming fall.

(c) Laboratories
,.

The M. E. metal shop, welc:llilg, and foundry areas were consoli-

dated into a smallerg but comp!ete and more efficient, shop facility.
Thla change was made during June,_ July. and August of 1965 and
dur!lng the paat school year this new shop hns been serving the entire

College of Engineering. This Rhop is proving to be extremely
useful for the construction and repair of both instructional and
research equipment. The largest remaining problem is the
inadequacy~

due to advanced age and long use, of many of the

major items of shop equipment.
During this period, Prof. K. T. Feldm~ assisted by several

other M. E. faculty members, prepared a proposal for NSF
support for additional un.dergraduate laboratory equipment. This
proposal was approved and, as a result, we can continue the
undergraduate laboratory improvement program which was begun
three years ago with the assistance of a previous NSF grant. The
present NSF grant 1e for $1S, 200 (With $13, 200 UNM matching,
for a total of $26,400), and during the next two years tbeae funds
will be uaed to !mprove our undergraduate laboratory program in

tha thermodynam!csv llluid mechanics 9 and heat b'anafer areas.

Prof.

v. J.

Skoglund has begun construction of some of our new

gae dynamics laboratory equipment. A shock tube, which will be

used 'i?Y doctorate candidates working in this area, will be completed
thia summer. At present two problems are seriously limiting our
,.

efiorls !n ~bilil important area. The first problem is lack of space
for tlte proposed gaa dynamics research facility. Fortunately thiB
prc:>blem is temporary, since space for this facility will be avaUable
in the oow engineeriug building. The second problem 1s lack of

instruments and equipment fo1• this new facility. Thii! work
now underway is being supported by funds made available by
three NDEA fellows working in this area. However, these
funds have been reduced (by the graduate committee without
consulting the department as to its needs) for the coming year
and no alternative source of regularly allocated funds is

presently available.
(d)

Student accomplishments
The prizea 9 awards and scholarships given to Mechanical

Engineering undergraduates dul'ing the 1965-66 school year included: George E. Breece Senior Prize of $35 was given to
Mr. G. J. Bartman; the Outstanding Foreign Student Award
was given to Mr. Alfred Arcache; the John E. Beck Scholarship of $250 was given to Mr. Michael Berger; the Craig Elton
Bresenham

Seholarsh!~

of $150 was given to Mr. Kenneth

Schenck; the Carter Scholarship of $'15 was given to Mr. Solomon
Chavez; the Harry and :Mabel F. Leonard Scholarship of $125 was
given to YJllr. Richard Hlldner; and the Southern Union Gas Scholar-

ship of $500 was given to Mr. Fred Mortensen. :Mr. Joalma
Fajusigbe was i!!litiated into Phi Kappa Phi.. Mr. Michael G. Byrne
and Mr. Fred N. Mortensen were initiated into Blue Key.
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The followmg served as officers of the student section of the
American Society of Mechanical E~ineers for the academic
year 1965-66: President- Mro Michael J.

Shannon~

Vice President-

Mr. Clinton Van Blaricum~ Secretary -Mr. Brian Webber,

Treasurer- Mr. Terry Delahunty. Mr. Michael J. Shannon
received the annual certificate award which is given to the student
member who has contributed most to the operation and activity of
the student section.

Technical papers were presented by Mr. Hans

Neubert~

Mr.

Leonard Otten9 and Mr. David Tudor at a joint dinner meeting of
the student and senior sections of the ASME in March. Mr. Neubertp
Mr. Shannon and Professor Calvert attended the Regional Student
Conferencep in Aprilp at the Colorado School of Mines 11 Golden»
where llf1E'. Neubert gave his technical paper.
The follow.iillg students were initiated in Pi Tau SJgmap the

mecb2Jn!cru engineering honors..ry: Mr. Edwin v. Reecep Mr.
Michael J.

Sbanno~

Mr. Brian L. Webber$

~.

Alfred S. Arcache»

Mr. Fred N. MorteMen11 Mr. Lynn D. Lucas11 Mr. Michael E.

BeJ.•gsrp lilir. Heman Htrschs. Mr. Chao-Hsiung Lin11 Mr. Solomon P.
Cbavezp Mr. Ramesh Ganeriwal11 Mr. Michael Petersonp Mr. Kenneth A.
Scb.enck9 and Mr. Edward A. Bearnsberger. During this past year

the Pi Tau Sigma members have addressed engineering freshman
groups and sponsored departmental student-faculty luncheons.
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B.

Plans and recommendations
.As mentioned in Section A (c) of this report the Mechanical

Engineering Departnlent has just received its second grant from
NSF for improvement in undergraduate laboratories. During the

coming year the department should complete the undergraduate
laboratory improvement program which was begun three years ago.
It now appears that the number of doctorate students in the de-

partment will increase almost as rapidly as we care to admit them.
Restriction will almost certainly be necessary until a way can be
found to finance graduate research facilities. Our past experience
haS 'been that it is possible to obtain special grants (such as NSF) for

undergraduate equipment and to support MS research in conjunction
with sponsored research contracts. But we have found no way to fiw

nance the development of new facilities {such as the one already
mentioned for gas dynamics research) which are needed for on-campus
doctorate research. In general9 while research sponsors will pay salaries for research assiratants, and buy small items of laboratory
equipmentp they w:ill nm support work in areas where the basw research plant ita not avallable and :in operation. OUt best method for

developmg new areas appears to be in connection with on-campus
dissert.aUona, but we are severely handicapped by lack of basic re-

aearch equipment.. Therefore, I again recommend that the Mecbanlcal ,
Engineering Departme!!lt be given a separate budget for graduate res~ch facilities.
candi~tes

Perhaps this could be tied in to the number of Ph. D.

signed up for and working on dissertation.
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c.

Appointments to staff

(a)

Full-time faculty - None

{b)

Part-time staff

Mr. John G. Baker- Graduate Assistant- September 1965
Mr. Meng Sam Chan- Graduate Assistant- September 1965
Mr. William Sedlock- Graduate Assistant- September 1965
Mr. Prithv!.sh K. Parekh - Graduate Assistant - February 1966

. Mr. Ban-Bsiung W11- Graduate Assistant- February 1966
D.

Separations from staff

(a)

Full-time faculty - None

((b)

Part-time staff
Mr. Rowland .A,jayi- Graduate Assistant- deeeased June 1965

Mr. Vincent Gorman - trans1erred from Graduate Assistant to
Research Assistant - September 1965

Mr. Chao-Haiung Lin - transferred from Graduate Assistant to

Research Assistant - September 1965

,.
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n.

Composite of information in biographical supplements
1.

Advanced Study
Baker, W.E.
Received Pho D. degree in Engineering Mechanics

from The University of Texas, January 1966.
Calvert, F. o.

Faculty participant in the NSF sponsored Engineering

Design Laboratory Workshop at UCLA from 6/14 to
7/9/1965. Attended the 3rd annual conferel!lce on
Engineering Des.ign Education at carnegie Institute of
Technology on July 12, 13, 1965. Participated in meeting of the committee on Authentic Involvement in Design
of the Commission on Engineering Education at Washing-

tonp D. c. on January

26~

1966. Participated in 1965

Boeing Advanced Technology Forum at Beattlep Washington on December 20 and 21, 1965.
Feldmanp K. T.
Ph. D. earned January 1966p University of Missourig
Columb!ap Mo. Thesis: "A Study of Heat Generated

Pressure Oscillations in a Closed End Pipe". Attended
one week course entitled, "Analog Simulation and Computation" given by Electronic Associates, Inc. during the
week of June '1-119 1966 at Los Angeles.
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Richards,

c. G.

NASA-ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship - Langley
Research CenterP

Hampton~

Virginia, J\Ule -

August 1965.

Wambold, J. c.
Completed Ph. D. language requirement and now
working on dissertation entitled "Analog Study of
Impact Fracture of Closed End Cylinders".
Completed course on Hybrid Computers given by
Electronic Associates, Inc.
Wlldin» M. W.

Attended two, one week summer courses at University
of Michigan; one on Advanced Infrared Technology and

the other on Precision Radiometry.
2.

sabbaticals» etc.
Dmre0 RoC.

Sabbatical - Semester 1, 1965-66; Visiting Professor

at University of ca.J.1fornia. (Berkeley) for 6 weeks
durmg the sabbatical period.
HoughtonD A. V.

Attended Conference on Exploration of Mars and
Venus - V. P. L Blacksburg, Va.

I·
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3.

New Scholastic Honors
Bakerp W.E.
Received "Ralph R. Teetor Educational Fund Grant"
to permit attendance at the Society of Automotive
Engineers Engineering Congress Jn Detroit1 January
1966.
Dove9 R. C.
Received Western Electric Award as OUtstanding
Engineering Teacher Jn Southwest .ASEE Region.
Feldmanp K. T.
Elected to full membership in Sigma Xi~ Honorary

Research Fraternity.
Schreyerp H. L.
Elected to full membership in S!gma X4 Honorary
Research Fraternity.
Wambold» J. c.
Elected to Associate membership in Sigma :&lg
Honorary Research Fraternity.

4.

Publications

a. Technical papers and books
ALBRECHT, B.
nsecond-Order ViscoMElasticlty in a Filled Elastomer",
Int. J. Solids Structurest Vol.· 1 (1966) Pergamon Press Ltd.

,.
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BAKER, W.E.
"strain Rate Effects in the Propagation of Torsional
Plastic Waves", accepted for presentation at the
Fifth International Congress on Applied Mechanics
in June 1966.
DOVE, R.C.
9
'Calibration and Evaluation of Accelerometers in
the 10, OOOg to 100, OOOg Range", Dove, Butler and
Duggin. !SA Preprint 1'1. 3·1-65.
"High Frequency Problems in the Transmission of
Piezoelectric Transducer Data", (with Arlawe and
Duggin). ISA Journal, Vol. 13, No. 1, January 1966,
p. 62-66.
"The Selection and Evaluation of Shock Test Instrumeni:a.tion"9 R. L Butler and R. C. Dove. Institute
of Environmental Sciences Tutorial Lecture SeriesDynamics - 1966- p. 115-141.

FELDMAN, K.T.
''A Study of Heat Generated Pressure Oscillations in
Closed End Pipes"9 Bureau of Engineering Reaearch9
University of New Mexico, Report No. ME-19.

HOUGHTON, A. V.
"Matrix Methods in Dimensional .AnalysiS" ASME
Machlne Desjgn Division presented at Winter Annual
Meeting, (with D. Kitzinger).

"The Matrix Method of Teaching Dimensional Analysis"
~with D. Kitzinger) Sandia Corporation SC-DC64, 1498.
e•A Feasibility Study in Determlnation of Nuclear Cargo
Carriage Security" Engineering Research Bureau Report
submitted to A. F. s. w. c. (with D. Sparks and D. Gibson)
(Approx. !00 pages).
JU9 F. D.

Critical strain field in the Neighborhood of a stable
Fracture -- Proceecllngs of the !l'hird Congress of
Society of Engineering Sciences.

,,
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SKOGLUND, V.J.
"Preliminary Numerical .Analysis af the Interaction
of an Oblique Shock Wave and a Laminar Boundary
Layer"- Part 2, with J. Ka Cole, ME-16, Bureau of
Engineering Research9 UN:l\i.

"stabillty of Gas Flow Distribution Among Parallel
Heated Channels" with c. A. Bankston and W. L.
Sibbitt, accepted for presentation at Second Propulsion
Joint Specialist Conference, AJAA, June 15-17, 1966.
"Pressure Oscillations Induced by Forced Convective
Heating of Dense Hydrogen" with R. S. Thurston and
J.D. Rogers, accepted for presentation at 1966
Cryogenics Conference, Boulder, Colorado.
WILDIN, M. W.
"Radiative Heat Transfer Through an Absorbing
Boundary Layer" ASME Paper No. 65-WA/HT-21,
accepted for publication in Series C of ASME Trans.
(with A. A. Fritsch and R.. J. Grosh.)

"Transient Strain and Temperature Distributions in
Long Circular Cylinders Cooled by EmiSsion of
Thermal Radiation" submitted to Soc. for Exp. Stress
Anal. to be reviewed • (with R. s. Pritchard.)

5.

O~her

research or creative work

Albrecht, B. - Air Force Weapons Laboratory (WLDL-1)
Contract No. AF 29(601)-'7U4 Nose Collle {$26, 034)

February lp 1966 - January 31, 196'1 (w!th R. c. Dove).
Baker, W. E. -Received research contract from the Track

Test Directorate at Holloman AJ.r Force B.we. Title Further Studies 1n Rocket Sled Instrumentation.. Duration:
September !965 to September 1966. Amount of grant: $l9p 835.
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Fe1dmanp K. T. - Research Contract: Sandia Corporation,

Albuquerque, New Mexico, "The Mechanism Causing
Heat Driven Pressure Oscillations in a Gas", Contract
No. 53-2290 Task 1, Total budget $15,641, duration
July 1965 to July 1966.

Boughton, A. V. -Research contract "A Feasibility study
in Determlna.tion of Nuclear cargo Carriage Security"

completed for Air Force Systems Weapons Command.
Amount of grant $6500. High Temperature Calorimetric
Research for Sandia Corporation in progress. Amount
of grant $12, 900 plus loaned equipment $8, 000.
Ju~

F. D. - AFOSR- Fracture Criteria for Low-cycle
Dynamic Loadings, January-December 1966, amount of
grant $34, 000. Sandia Corporation - Impact Fracture
inl a Closed-end Cylinder, July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966»

amount of grant $27, 000. Textbook on "Engineering
Elaat!city~'

Richard9~

in progress.

c. G.

- Working on research project No. 290-647 -

Prmci!llU EnvesUgatorp Prof. D. c. Thorn, E. E. Dept.
S,Pcnsored by U.S. A. F. Weapons Laboratory, K. A. F. B.

.
•.
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Skoglund, V. J. - "Numerical Analysis of the Interaction
of an Oblique Shock Wave and a Laminar Boundary

Layer" Dootoral Dissertation of J. K. Cole completed.
"The Flow Mechanism of Hydrogen Near the Critical
Point in a Heated Cylindrical Tube" in progress with

Mahlon Wllsong doctoral student. "Molecular Kinetics
of High Temperature, Non-equilibrium Air" in progress

with Leroy Wilson, doctoral student. "Numerical
Analysis of Gas Dynamics" Sandia Corporation research
contract. Duration July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966. Amount
of grant - $20, 000.

Wlldin., M. w. -Research contract 53-2290, Task 4 with

Sandia Corporation, entitled 01Heat Transfer and
Temperature Distributuion in Finned .Radiators0'. Grant
of $1'1, 966.44 for the poriod July 1, 1965 to July 1, l966o

6.

Activities in learn9d attd professional societies
Baker, W.E.
Attended the Society of Automotive Engineers Engineering

Congress !n Detroit, Michigan, January 10 - 14, 1966.
Calvert, F.O.
Attended meeting of New Mexico Sections of ASME and
NMSPE.
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Dove, lt.. c.
!Mtrument Society of America - gave paper at Los
Angeles meeting in October 1965; Institute of
Environmental Sciences - gave paper at San Diego
meeting in Aprlll966.
Houghton~

A. V.

Presented paper ABME Winter Amlual Meetinga
attended section meetings.
Jup F. D.
ASME West Coast Conference - Aug. 27 - Sept. 1,

1965. International Conference on Structure Dynamics October 1965. Third Technical Conference of the
Society of Engineering Science November 1 - 39 1965.
Session chairman - presented paper.
Ricba.rds 9 C. G.
ASME-E!G Fluid.e Conference- Denver, ColoradoAprll 2'1 - 27, 1966.

Schreyer, H. L.
Attended and was

co~autbor

of a

~er

presented at
,.

the L. a, Donnell Symposium on Shell Theory at Houston,
Texas~

April 4 - 6, 1966.
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Skog1un<4 V. J.

National Committee K-6 of .ASME. Local Student
Affairs Committee of AlAA.

Wlldin, M. W.

Attended ASME Winter Annual Meeting to deliver ASME
Paper No. 65-WA/HT-21.

7.

other professional activities

Calvert, F. 0.
Served as judge for Regional Science Fair at UNMg
March 1966.

Dove, R.C.
Gave the .Annual UNM Research Lecture, "Advances
Jin Manvs .Ability to Measure His Enviromnentn, in

April 1966. Lecture to San Francisco Chapter of SESA

m January 1966. Consultant to Loa .Alamos Science
Laboratory, LRL. , and Sandia Corporation.
Feldman, K. T.

Semimar given to Sanc:Ua Corporation, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, December 1965$ TiUed: "Heat Driven
Pressure OscUlations :In a, Gas". Consultant to Sandia
Corporat!on, July 1965 - present, Organization '1311,
on thermoacoustics.

..
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Houghton~

A. V.

CollSultant - Sandia Corporation~ (both on material
properties and analytical section); Continential
Casualty Co.; Security Insurance Company; summer
employment Sandia Corporation. Wrote two teclmical.
reports for Continental Casualty Company resulting
in winning of $275,000 la.wsui~
J~

F. D.

Consultant to LASL. Reviewer for NSF propoaal in
mechanics

division~

Reviewer for Journal of AppUed

Mechanics.
Skoglun~

V.. J.

Design of gas dynamics research laboratory for new

Engmeering Center.
Wambold~

J. c.

Patent pending on a hydraulic motor, did consulting on
law case involving the ateer!ng of a. Caterpillar Tractor.

8.

Non-teaching University service
Baker? W. E.

Freshman Advisory Committee
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Calvert, F. o.
Acting Chairman, Dept. of Mech. Engr... Fall
Semester 1965·66. Engineering College class
schedule committee; Faculty Advisor, ASME
student organization; Mecb. Engr. Laboratory
Development Committee; ME dept. advisor for
transfer students.
Feldm~

K.T.

Served on Engineering College Scholarships and
Awards Committee. Freshman Faculty Advisor.

Houghton, A. v.
Graduate student Advisor for ME Department;
member, University Polley Committee; Chairman,
Engmeermg Docto1'al Committee; member, Graduate
Exa.min!ng Committee, ME Dept. ; member Committee

on Vieitlng Committees.
Ju~

F. D.
Fellowship Committee (University), Science Colloquium

Committee (University), Mechanics Committee (College),
Mechlm.!ca Committee (Department).

Richards,

c. G.

University College- Freshman Advisor.
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Skoglun~

V. J.

Fluid Mechanics Committee for

unde~graduate

fluid

mechanics laboratory.
Wlldin, M. W.

ME Department representative to Engineering College
Library Committee; member oi Research Allocations
Committee and Ad Hoc Committee on PE requirements;
Faculty Advisor to 2 student organizations. Prepared
ME Dept. proposal for NSF Traineeships. Selected

equ!pment for Heat Transfer Laboratory for new
eDgineeriDg building.

9.

Pimlic service

Calvert» F. 0.
'!'raining Union Directort Sandia Baptiat Church
Feldman9 K. T.
Usher & committee member - Christian Science Church.

Houe;hton9 A. V.
Cub Scout activ!tiee
Ju~

~Publicity

chairman and Den Father).

F. D.

Cub Scout Committee.

Wambold9 J. c.
Active in Boy Scouts as neighborhood advisor
Wlldin9 M. W.

Served as assistant head usherp Sunday School teacher,
and on aeve:ral committees of my churc1h.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPAQ'l'MENT OF NUCLEAlt ENGINEERDIG

.July 1, 1965 - .June 30, 1966
Glenn A. Whan, Chairman
1. GENERAL DBPAR.TMENTAL INFORMATION

A. Significant Achievements During ~Academic~'
1965.. 66
;.
.·4~·:
1.:::

;;•

1. Departroontel .§!;atuo

:!.
!.

At its April meeting the

o~

approved the establishment

r:;~

"'
U~~V,ersity
.a

~

Faculty

p~partment
.·

~

of Nuclear

!

Engine.e~ing in the College o~ Ens.~neering with the
.
......
• J
• .... t.
des'irmation of Dr~\',Gl,enn A.
'.

:th~ #aduate M.S. ~h~::Pll.D.

in the: D~partment; )ls· in the past;,, 'althQugh ~n ~nder,

grsdw.a~e
2.

program

..
En1tollm~nt

·~

... :. .

.
maY; .b.e

;

·.:.··

considerq:id in the

I j . ,.

sumnia.,n':. . .
f{.~"'.

'.

·; . . . .

:fut~e.

: :·:

· .~~ipu.ment treH~ for the past fiV:fJ year:~ ·,~~e
. •

~

t ; •• :

:

•

.

shown' ;41 the tabl~ ·below.

grmcltiilt~
~.

1964
~

sttu.'le.nt

dn~~llniant
did not
; ..
~ '·~

.

ta 1965, an ~crease

fa11

increase. from
'

...

is expected this .fall.

total students on campus ahowa a

c~eaae ~om 16
th~

Although the fulF,tiJDe

signifi~nt

,.

in-

for the fall semester 1964 to 26 for

s~ester

1965.
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Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Spring
1963 l2§i 1965 ~

JJi! .122.!
Full...Time

-

-

7

10

8

~

s

,!q

!2.

.!§.

Ji

!! l!

38

33

4o

40

47

3

5

s

10

9

16

13

Part.. Time

On Campus
Los Alamos

3.

~e@

39

Granted

The first two Ph.D. degrees with a nuclear engineering major werf! awarded at the June 1966

Comnll!ncement to Debow Freed and John
table below

revi~s

the degree

c.

Vigil •. 'l"ba

~anting

tvend for

the last five years.
1962
M. S ~ Degrees

-·

1964

~

1966

3

2

1

3

_!

...1

_!
3

196~

On Campus

Los Alamos

...§.

s

6

Ph.D. Degreas

7

--

2
8

.....

2
,.

4. Cuniculum
Tbia
b~ought

program.

yoa~

the .graduate curriculum was revised and

up to date to improve the overall graduate
This involved

pr~rily

the modification

ond reorganization of present course work

the addition of

D6W

courses.

~o

~ather

than

new courses were
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added to the

however, to strengthen those

bull~tin,

are&s of

s~ecialization

graduate

pX'ogr~:

in the nuclear

engine~ring

NE 580 Controlled Fusion and

NE 620 'l'll:atriBport Theory.

S. Graduate hQgram

As a result of the reorganization of course work
mentioned above, the basic recommended list of ~curses
in a nuclear engineering M.S. program has

be}llD

modified

somewhat to the list shown below.

Adv Engineering Mathematics I & II
Contemporary Physics X ~ II
Fundamentals of Nuclea~ lngr. l
Nuclear Engine.ering Lab I & II

Math 312 and 313
Phys 491 and 492
N! 460
NE 463L and 464L
NE 480L
NE 510 and 511

Nuclear Systems Design

Reactor Theory 1 & II

Electives to complete the program of 32 hours for
Plan Il ar0, of course, chosen in consultation with
the gra®ate advisor.

With the addition of

two

outstanding new faculty

momberca, Dr. tUUis L.• Everett, Associate Professor,
and

~.

Robert L. Long, Aeaistant Professor, the

GradUate

prcogr~

prc®iasaora.
dep~h

and

ia now

con~cted

This affords the

b~eadth

g~aduata ~~amo

with xour

de~tment

fUll~time

the minimum

neceosary for a truly competent

6. FacilU:ie_s
A delay by the UoivereU:y of California prevented

the AGN-201 critical training

r~actor ~om

installed during the second semester.

The

being
r~Hctor

is

The laboratory building

now due to arrive this summer.

has been remodelled to bouse the

~eactor

and Dr. R.D.

O'Dell bas done an outstanding job of writing and

submitting the

lic~nse

application to the

At~c

Energy CoDmiss:ton.. 'Elw: reactor should be installed,
licensedll and operating by the £811 semester.

A tnrge number of pieces of additional nuclear
labot'l!ltory ~uipment, e.g., detectors, scalers,

spectil,'qmeters, .and computers, bas been obtained on
loan from Sandia Corporation
ini!..tiat:l,ve by Dr. R.L. tong.

~s

a

result of considerable

Th:lS equipment arrived

in good working order and bas been very useful in
th~ ioboratoey courses this y~r•'

7.

S~dent

Activities

!!!.4 Awards

Kj®ll Ni0baen <11SaiD partici.pilt:ed in the AMD:ANL
S1~~r ~ginme~ing
Natio~l

Practice School at the

Lmboratory.

»eb~a ~sed

presented a

~irnaortetion reaea~~h

of

~he

Argo~ne

p~par

concerning his

at the National Winter Meeting

American Nucle!tn' Society at Washington, D.C.

..
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in November.
Gary Peel.e.r presented a paper, based on his
masters degree t:esearch, at the March meeting of the
JINS Trinity Section in Santa Fe. ·,

Three students pz-esented papers at the Fourth
Annual Student Conference of the American Nuclear

Society held at the University of Illinois in April.
Kjell Nielsen - "On Some Problems Regarding the
Pulsed Neutron Technique•·•

Jerry Koelling,.~. 11i'he Use of Fisdon Foils for
Fast Neutron $pectroscopy"

Ga:ry Peeler - ;".A. lf,agnetic Spectrog1:.ap1t f,o):\ Measuring Electron Energies from Bigb Intensity Pulsed
Sources"

;: : ; .

. ·

A'student branch of the American Nucletlr Society
1.a being organizecl at the University.

officers this year have been:

Temr..ox-ary

Jerry Koelling,

President; !erry Richards, Program Director; ·and
Kjdl Nielsena Secretary.

Dr. Glenn A. Wb.an has been

the scting Faculty Advisor.
This yeer Jerry Koelling and
Gra~uate

'tary Peeler

Fellowships from the Associated

received

Ro~ky

MOuntain Univegsittes for dissertation and thesis
~~B@arch

at the

Sandi~

Laboratory.
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N~lson

Demuth bas received

a Special

Fellows~ip

Science and Engineering

Nuclear

from the AEC. in

national competition. to support his doctoral study
B.

Signifies~!!!!!!.!!!!!

Recollllliendat:l.ons £2!:

~ ~

Future

i. Curr:i.eultun
Since the UDiversity is located in one of the
nuclear research abd development centers of th~ nation,

many of the non-science and en·gtneeriOS atuden·ts should
appreciate some iJlSight into this area of contemporary

technology.

A

n~

course, NE 230 Applications of

Nuclear Energy, simila'r to the
University of Califo-rnia

on·e

offered at The

specifi~ally

for humanities

studen·t:a, may be offered by this department.

courge

~uld.be

available only

to

This

nontechnical students

and would not parallel anything offered at present by
oth~x

science or engineering de'partments.

The ·course

ccmld be very informative and 'st::i.mulating, h<Never,
Trlthou't rQ!quiring. great mathematical rigor or sCientific

oockgrotmd
With the ac~uisition of .the AGN-201 cdtica1

re.mctor for the campus

laboratoi~

as well as the

dev~lopmen~

of additional experiments at the Sandia
...
I.abol't'atoey, ~n additional laboratory course for

·~

advane~d students is proposed.
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'l'his course •qould be

available primarily for doctoral students, although
some of the better masters students may

~ish

to enroll.

2. l!.cpitx_ !!!4 St:~;ff

With.four full~time professors in the department
as

well as a rapidly

is

becoming more and more difficult

expanding graduate program, it

to

manage the de-

partment. office with part~time atudent secretaries.
Much of· the important but routine paper work in the
department could be handled with little faculty supervision by a permanent fullotime secretary.

It is

strongly recommended that a fullMtime secretary be
apProved for
This

Nucl~ar

y~ar

Engineering as soon as possible.

the laboratory program has suffered

great losses of time and much expense because a good
$lactronics technician is not available to the
ment.

depart~

The need fer an electronics technician in the

Nuclear Engineering Laboratory is urgent, and the
dopertmont intends to add a one•balf time man to the
o~ff

this summer.

'!'hie spring; an
~ntrol w~s

h2g, Committee on Radiological

created to

univeroity~wide

];)raceduroB,

~

evaluat~

the need for the

administration of radiation safety

The Committee, primarily due to the
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efforts of its chairman, Dr. R..Lo Long, submitted a
comprehensive report recommending in part that the
Univ·ersity illlll!l!!diately establish the position of
Univer~ity

Radiological Safety Officer and actively

recruit a competent qualified health physicist/radiation
safety officer to fill the position.

Although this is

not a staff position in this department, a Univeroity
Radiological Safety Officer would be invaluable in
the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory and his appointment
is strongly endorsed.
3. Facilities

Although the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory is
b~caming

overcrowded by the acquisition of additional

· @quipment, the new Engineering Ctmter building should
alleviate this situation.

Because the present laboratory

space is only marginally shielded for the radiation
in use, the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory

sou~ces

ahould be moved into the new building at.. the ear.liest
possible
~1o

~itllEl.

major pieces of equipment are still needed to

au~~n~ th~

radietion sources available for both

ins~etion

and research tn the department:

a 20,000

curio cobalt=60 irradiator and a 2 to 3 MEV charged
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particle accelerator.

Additional efforts will be

made to secure funds for this equipment.
Wi~h

the addition of Dr. W.L. Everett to the

faeulty, controlled fusion and plasma dynamics bas
beeome one of the principal-areas of specialization
in the department.

Since other departments in the

Engineering College also have some interest in plasma
systems, laboratory facilities for both instruction
and research must be considered-in the very near
futUll."e.

This stmner Dr. R.D. O'Dell will supervise the

installation and check out of the

AGN~201

critical

reactor with the support of a $3,400 salary grant
from

~he

Atomic Energy Commission.

4. UI{Adergraduate l!rogram
~1o

additional universities, the University of

14ic:higan and the University of Ariii!Ona, have expanded

their

~uelear

engineering-program to include an undero

grawate B.S. degree.
~h~

'!'his department will follow

progress of these as well as older undergraduate

pra;p-SJmo to determine the advisability of eatablishin.t
D.

B.S. cl!Gg&"Oa p:r:ogram a't the University of New Mexfco.

•..
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C. Appointments £!! !t!.fi
1.

Full~Time Facu~x

Dr. Willis L. Everett, Associate Professor. September
1965.
Dr. Robert L. Long, Assistant Professor, September

1965.
2. Part-Time racultv

i

~

Dr. MOrris E. Battatt, Adjunct Professor, Semester I,
Los Alamos.

Mr. Nelson

s.

.Semester II.

Demuth10 Jr., Graduate Assistants

Mr. Joseph Day Lee, Graduate Assistant, Semester I.
Mr. Richard W. Martin, Graduate Assistant_ Semester It.

Dr. Norris G. Nereson, Adjunct Professor, Semesters
I &: II, Los Alamos.

Mr. Kjell W. Nielsen, Graduate Assistant, Semesters
1 & 11.
Mr. lteQChiang Shih, Graduate Assistant, Semester I.
i-~.·.

John W. Starner, lnstrlictor, Partctime,
Jemesters I & II, Los Alamos.
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II·. COOfPOSITE OF INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUAL B-IOGRAPHICAL
SDPPIJ.!!MEMTS

1.

Advanced

!.t:!lAl:.

None
2.

Sabbatichla, Leaves ~ ~senct, SW11CI18r Teaching, et;e.
O'Dell~R. Douglas

Traviti to Berkeley, Univ. of Cillf.f., for train~
ing

& licensing on AGNQ201

~eactor~ 1/23/66 ~

2/1/66.
3.

!.e!. Scholastic Honors, Fcllowabbs, i&t:c.
None

4.

Publications

Long, Robert L.
"Effe'cts of Reflectors on the Burst Cbar.ecte:dstics
of the WSMR Fast Burst Reactor," Trana. Am.
Nuclear !m?.·, ,!!, 2 (1965).
· -

"Repo"t"t ox Reactor ElltCW!'sion During '!'est of

Modi#ed WSMt Fast Burst Reactor COre," Iul!!!,.
~- Nuclear~.,

lfuan,

~lenn

.§., 2 (1965).

A.

"Effec:t: of Sample Geometrj; on Decay Constant
l·leasurementfJ in Water .Usiilg the Pulsed Neutron
Technique;" (with D; Freed), ~ ~·, Nov.
1965.,.

S.

~

l'..esl3arch

F,rai.ec~st ~

Creati:y;e

~k

Everett, Willis i.. ·

Sandie"Corporat:ion Research Contract. 1/2 time,
. $5,tl08. "Analysis of Transport Properties in

4?5
Plasma Systems," 4~ 1"'66 through 6·30-66.

t.

longg Robert

Sandia Corporation Research Contra.ct~'l/2 time,
$6,600, "mv~stigation of the theor· and methods

of modifying fast burst reactor ptA.se cbarac=
teristics, ,; 9=13=65 ~broUgh 6·1S fi6.
O'Dell, R. DOuglas

ABMU·AEC Faculty Ori~ntation rT.ant, S'liminer 1965,

at Sandia cOtpOrat1on •
. ;

mtan, Glenn A.
· llesearcb Partictpadon G~~lt for work
nuclear deo~linstion.

Activtties .in ~med

o,:,: Ridge Nation'&l LabTennessee, Summer 1965.

oratory, Oak Ridge,

6.

m

ei: Pr~fessional

Societies

· Everett, Wilfi:s L.

served aa COnferere;; Di',;;·ctor of ".AllMu.,NR'l'S ·
.

.

·~

.

.

.

Technical Oi:'ientet:Lon Conference," October 2.5,
. 26 and 27, in IC't.bo

Faii;,

Idaho.

Presented ~h it<uited papf;r entitled

"Basic

of lind P~ac~t.~al Applications of

h:W.dples

x.as~re" at .th1~ Wyoming Annual
Civil En~:i.neers
-•,
.
l

Conlerence~

-~ :.

..":

;-

;c

..

~ •

..

i'arcb 4 and S, 1966, Laramie, Wyoming.

A p&per ent:fJ:led "Vertical Momentum Transfer in

,,
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the F2 Region of thw Ionosphere," R.H. Lamberson

and W.L. Everett, was presented by R.H. Lamberson
at the North Dakota Academy of Science Meeting,

Spring 1966.
Long, Robert L •
. ABMIJ=NB.'ES Technical OdQntation Conference,

Oct. 25-27, 1965, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
American Nuclear Society Meeting, Nov. 15ol8,
1965, Washington, D.C.
Symposium on Neutron. Noise, Waves, and Pulse
Propagation, February 14-16, 1966, Gainesville,
Flodda.

AMU-ANL

t~lear

Engineering Education Conference,

Jan. 31 - Feb. 1, 1966, Argonne, Illinois.
1966 New l·fe:d.co State Science Fair, NMIMr,
Judge for Trinity SectiC)n, ANS.

O'Dell, R. Douglas

Chairmen, Education Committee, Trinity Section,

Amei'ican Nuclear

Sc,~iet~:.

ARMUomR1S Technical Orientation Conference.
Oct. 25.,27, 1965, Idaho Fallo 11 Idaho.

Fowrth Annual Student Conference, ANS, April

22-24, 1966, Urbana, Illinois.

1966 New Mexico State Science Fair, NMD1T,
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Judge for 'Erinity Section, ANS.

mwn,

Glenn·A.

Member, National Education Committee • American
Nuclear Society.
Attended Eleventh Annual ANS Meeting, Gatlinburg,
Tennessee,

~une

2.1·24, 1965.

Attended Winter ANS Meeting, Washington D.,C.,

NOvember 1Sa18, 1965.
Attended Fourth Annual Student Conference,

University of Illinois, April 22=24, 1966.
Attended Seventh Annual AMU-ANL Nuclear Engineer•
ing Education Conference, Argonne National
Laboratory. Chicago, Illinois, Jan. 31 - Feb. 1,

1966.
Attended Symposium on Water Production Using
Nuclear Energy, University of Arizona, Tucson,

Arizona, March 30 - April 1, 1966.
7.

~

Profoosional Activities

~erett,

Willis L.

· Served as Cha.1J!mlm of the Associated Rocky
V~untain

Univarsities Nuclear Education and

iXaining Committee.

..
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Long, Robert I..
Consultant on Fast Burst Reactor Operations,

White Sands Missile Bange, New Mexico.
W'ban, Glenn A.
EDgtne~rtng

8.

Consultant for Sandia Corporation.

Non ... teachinz 'Uniyersitt

~ervi,g,

Everett, Willis L.
Served on :&gineering Doctoral Coumittee.
Served as faculty advisor for doctoral students
in Nuclear Engineering.
Lorag, Robert L.
Chairman,

!! .1!2£ Committee

on Radiological

Control.
O'Dell, R. Douglas
Member, Schedule Committee of the College of
Engineering.
Whan, Glenn A.

Director, Los Alamos Graduate Center.
Head of the Graduate Nue1ear Engineering Program.
Member of Graduate Committee.
Member of Engineering Administrative Committee.
Member of l!'.Dgineering Library Conmittee.
9. ,f9b lie Service

Long, Rob0rt L.

Senior High Youth Group Counselor, Choir

Member, Trinity Methodist Church.

0 'De 11, R..

Doug~s

Elder in St. Andrew Presbyterian Church.
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THE REPORT OF THE COLLEGE OF

FI~m

ARTS

July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Clinton Adams, Dean

Tl:>e central fact dominating every activity of the College of Fine
Arts during 1965-66 was a massive increase in student enrollment, by far
the largest in recent years,

Each of the College's four departments

shared in the total increase.
The first section of this report is devoted to problems and developments directly related to rising enrollments, the second is a discussion
of other activities and ac!,ievements, and the third concerns itself with
plans and recommendations for the future.

I.

ENROLLMENT AND STATISTICS

It is difficult to account for the exceedingly rapid increase in
enrollment this past year.

It was neither predicted nor predictable, and

the College was ill-prepared to meet it,
In terms of student credit hours,

t~e

College growth from 1964-65

to 1965-66 was 29.2%; that of the University was 17 .8%.

In eac:- of the

past three years enrollment in art and architecture has risen at rates
much in excess of the University as a whole, with tlce result that the
cumulative increase in SCH since 1962-63 is r4.0% in art and 113,2% in
architecture.
The sudden increase in enrollment in music is due in part to an
exceptional summer session in 1965, up 164,2% over 1964.
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Arch
Art
Drama
Music

TABLE 1
Student Credit Hours (annual totals)
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1,364
1,178
1,148
1,494
5,364
6,239
6,138
7,310
1,241
1,407
1,181
1,558
5,290
3,777
4,724
4,650

1964-65
1,928
8,964
1,751
5,084

1965-66
2,447
11,295
2,382
6,774

CFA

11,746

13,548

13.117

15,652

17,727

22,617

UNM

177,323

190,599

209,683

231,976

267,796

315,432

Arch
Art
Drama
Music

TABLE 2
Percentage Increase in SCH over Previous Year
1960-61 1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
-13.6
30.1
29.0
- 2.5
*
15.6
16.3
19.1
22.6
- 1.6
4.3
31.9
13.4
-16.1
12.4
4.2
25.1
13.8
- 1.6
- 3.9

1965-66
26.9
26.0
36.0
33.2

CFA

*

UNM

6.2

15.3

- 3.2

19.3

13.2

29.2

7.5

10.0

10.6

15.4

17.8

The number of students enrolled in the College did not increase in
proportion to the increase in student credit hours.

Three factors were

responsible.
(1)

Most importantly, the number of fine arts majors enrolled in

University College and the Graduate School increased at a rapid rate.
The number of graduate students in art and music rose from 61 in Semester I,
1964-65, to 92 in Semester I, 1965-66, an increase of 52.4%.
(2)

A greater number of students from other colleges enrolled in

fine arts courses.
(3)

There was a small increase in average program load.

*Data not comparable. The Department of Architecture was in the College
of Engineering in 1959-60.
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TABLE 3
Students Enrolled in the Colle~e of Fine Arts
1960-61
1962-63
1961-62
1963-64
1964-65
66
61
88
103
120
188
263.
248
292
323
213
256
275
302
344

1965-66
143
348
378

TABLE 4
Degrees Granted b~ the College of Fine Arts
1962.. 63
1960-61
1961-62
1964-65
1963-64
BA:FA
10
12
1
5
BFA:Art
30
16
19
24
34
BFA:Drama
6
6
7
9
11
18
B,Music *
6
12
7
16
B.Arch
5
7
3
9
14

1965-66
12
40
6
15
12

Summer
Fall
Spring

Total

45

39

53

63

87

85

Two decisions reached by the College faculty during 1965-66 may
have a mitigating effect upon enrollment pressures.
Beginning in the fall of 1966, the undergraduate curricula have been
restructured.

Students entering the "professional curricula" will be

required to achieve a grade point average of 2.5 in a sequence of prerequisite courses, and subsequently to maintain this average in all courses
attempted in the major field.

Students in the non-professional curricula

will be limited as to the maximum number of hours that may be taken in the
major field.
Simultaneously, the faculty voted to adopt new policies with respect
to probation and suspension.

In effect, these changes amount to a more

stringent enforcement of existing university regulations.

*The B.F.A. in Music was granted prior to 1966.
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The increases in enrollment over the past five years have not been
accompanied by correspondine increases in the size of the faculty,

As a

result, faculty-student ratios have risen sharply since 1960-61.

Arch
Art
Drama
Music
CFA

TABLE 6
Faculty-Student Ratios
Sem. I
Sem. I
1960-61 1965-66
13.9
Arch
11.4
2l.fl
Art
14.3
8.7
16.1
Drama
10.5
7.5
Music

TABLE 5
FTE Students
Sem, I
Sem. I
1960-61 1965-66
45.6
83.1
157.6
323.8
34.8
69.9
111.9
183.3
350.0

660.1

9.7

CFA

15.6

These data indicate that the College cannot in the next five years
absorb enrollment increases as it has in the past.

The faculty-student

ratios maintained in 1965-66 are approaching limits which cannot be
passed witbout loss of quality in instruction.

In coming years it will

become imperative to create new faculty positions approximately in direct
proportion to risine enrollments,
Recruitment of new faculty proved to be markedly more difficult in
1965-66 than in prior years.

In part tnis resulted from a national

shortage of qualified persons in many areas of the fine arts, and from
intense competition among institutions for the services of those wbo are
available; in part it stemmed from the fact that average salaries in the
College of Fine Arts are lower tl•an in the University as a whole.

In

certain fields, notably the history of art and architecture, the limitationa
of our library and museum collections aggravated the problem.
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It is a pleasure to report that desp5te all difficultjes it fjnally
proved possible to .make excellent appointments in moat position vacancies.
Two positions remain unfilled for 1966-67, one in the history of renaissance
and baroque art, and the other in the art m!Iseum.
The increase in enrollment also added to the administrative
of the College.

~~ork

During the year it became apparent that an Assistant

Dean must be appointed to assume primary responsibility for student
counselling and advisement, as well as to assist the Dean in the development of poli.cy and curricula.

Mr. Donald

c.

McRae, Assistant Professor

of Music, has accepted this appointment.
II.

OTHER ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

A direct consequence of the increase in enrollment was serious Rressure
upbh

~eaeh~ng spac~ •.

During 1965-b6 only the department ·or cluslc·had suf-

fici'cntl spuce fot·· 'ins.truction.

Art, arehit:ecl:ure., ·artd . .dJ:"ams

";;~ette

baa:l.Y;

crowded; 'in some area-s, intolerably so,
In January, 1966, a detailed study was submitted to the Administrative
Vice President, Dr. Sherman E. Smith, describing space requirements in
art and architecture,

The data included in this report served to demonstrate

that unless substantial additional space were to be provided these departments prior to the beginning of the fall semester of 1966 it would prove
impossible to accommodate enrollment demand,
Subsequently, upon Dr. Smith's recommendation, it was decided to
lease space adjacent to the campus to house the department of architecture,
and to reassign the space vacated in the Crafts Annex and Parsons Hall
to the Department of Art,

Arrangements were soon completed for lease of
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a building located on the southwest corner of Stanford Drive and Central
Avenue, and in the late spring remodeliing was begun so as to fit the
building to the needs of the department of architecture,

When completed

it will provide excellent facilities for the department's work,
The critical difficulties under which the department of drama must
operate have been a subject of comment in every annual report of recent
years.

There was, unfortunately, no way to alter these circumstances

during 1965-66, nor are prospects better in the coming year.

Indeed, it

would appear that the department may lose some of the inadequate space
that it now has, for the barracks, H·2, must be removed to permit
construction of a new building for the College of Engineering,
Despite the ingenious improvisations of the drama faculty and their
students, there can be no question but that the deplorable physical
setting in which the department works has had an adverse effect upon
every aspect of its program.

These conditions were a factor in the

decision of Mr. Bruce McMullan to leave the faculty in June, 1966.

A

man of the highest qualifications, he will be sharply missed,
The music department will gain greatly through installation of the
long awaited Holtkamp organ, included in the original plans for the
Recital Hall but not in the building contract.

The organ was placed on

order during 1965-66 and will be installed in the spring of 1967.
Construction continued on the Concert Hall, scheduled for completion ,
in the fall of 1966.

The Concert Hall Iloard tvas established and the

new Director, Mr. William J. Martin, was appointed.

The College of

Fine Arts eagerly anticipates the immense contribution that the Concert
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Hall will make to the cultural life of the campus, and looks forward to
the opportunity to work closely with Mr. Martin ln the development of
its program.
~~hen,

in 1963; the Art Museum (then the Art Gallery) was established

as a new department of the College of Fine A~tBi it was understood that
the directorship would be a full-time job.

Subsequently, with the

departure of the former chairman of the department of art to accept a
position elsewhere, Mr. Van Deren Coke assumed the chairmanship of the
department as well as the directorship of the museum.

With the

continuing growth of the department and the expanding activity of the
museum, the two positions became an impossible task for one man to
accomplish, and in the fall of 1965 Mr. Coke requested that he be relieved
of the directorship of the museum, effective June, 1966.

Despite an

intensive search for candidates it did not prove possible to make an
appointment for 1966-67, and the search will continue during the coming
year.
We acknowledge with deep appreciation Mr. Coke's excellent work as
museum director during its initial and active years.
Mr. Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr., assumed the chairmanship of the
department of architecture in the fall of 1965.

Immediately, in consul-

tation with the faculty, he began study of the architectural curriculum.
As a result of this study it was decided to undertake a complete revision,
of the department's program of instruction, substituting a new 6•year
architectural curriculum for the 5-year program that previously has been
offered,

The changes proposed were subsequently adopted by the faculty.
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As planned, the new program will be established in sequential phases
beginning in the fall of 1966,

The first degrees will not be awarded

under the new program until June of 197i.
In the spring of 1966 an application was submitted to the National
Architectural Accrediting Board, and an accreditation visit has been
scheduled for the coming year.
It is not possible within the scope of this report to list the
individual accomplishments of the faculty.

These are given in detail in

the several departmental reports and in the annual supplements to the
biographical record,

Included with this report are copies of the FINE

ARTS CALENDAR which serve to indicate the activity of the College in
sponsorship of exhibitions, concerts, recitals, plays and lectures.
III.

Pr..ANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

W.ith arrangements completed to provide adequate housing for the
departments of art and architecture during the years immediately ahead,
the single, most pressing physical need of the College is construction
of the drama unit of the Fine Arts Center.

!t is impossible to overstate

the urgency of the department's present situation,
Preliminary discussions with respect to the new drama building have
begun with Vice President Smith and the University Architect, Mr. Hooker,
These discussions will continue in the coming year.
Because major curricular revisions have recently been accomplished,
it is not thought likely that significant changes will be made in the
coming year.

It is probable, however, that the College should give early

thought to further extension of its graduate programs between 1968 and
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1972,

Studies should be made to determine whether resources will permit

establishment of Ph.D. programs in music and in the history of art, as
well as graduate degrees at the mastetis ievel in dr~ma and architecture.
The initial explorations which have been. made with raspect to an interdepartmental program in environmental p1anning a~d design should and will
be continued.
The increasing emphasis upon graduate instruction will make it
necessary to add to the senior faculty.

Although the fine arts were

not included among the fields surveyed in the report recently prepared
for the American Council on Education, our position does not differ
greatly from that of the University as a whole.
programs, as

~~ell:.as

To improve our present

to• r.-:hieve the recognition that these programs already

merit, we are going to find it necessary to attract scholars and artists
of national distinction.

To do this we must be prepared to pay salaries

substantially higher than those now offered by the College.

In equity

we must move simultaneously to provide commensurate increases in the
salaries of the distinguished senior men already on the faculty.
The growth of the University at all levels indicates that the faculty
and administration must give increasing attention to the development of
instructional methods capable of handling large numbers of students
without loss in educational effectiveness.

An effort must also be made

to develop better means of student selection.

It is hOped that analyses

of past and present student performance may provide data which will be
helpful.

Improvements must also be made in counselling and testing.

Studies must be undertaken with respect to new
instruction.
- 9 -
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Three of the recommendations included in last year's report must
be repeated this year:
(1) That the University examine the existing structure of the summer
session to determine whether it is the best that can be devised;
(Z) That maximum support be given to the University Library so that
its collections may be brought to an adequate level for use in existing
and contemplated graduate programs of instruction; and
(3) That provision be made fot recognition of the time spent in
supervision of theses and dissertations when computing faculty teaching
loads.

The entire University was saddened by the death of Emeritus
Professor Kenneth M. Adams on June 27, 1966.

For many years one of the

best loved and most distinguished members of the university faculty,

Mr. Adams will be missed by all who knew him.

A

bronze~

by

Gaston Lachaise will be purchased by the University and dedicated in
Ken's memory.

It will be permanently installed in the foyer of the

Concert Hall.
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Current exhibitions:
UNIVERSITY ART GAl.LERY, Fine Arts Center
!lours: 12 to 5 p.m., daily except Monday and Saturday
Photographs by Aaron Siskind:

continuing through October 10.

An exhibition of two hundred photographs by the distinguished American photographer, Aaron Siskind, documents
his work from 1935 to 1965, Siskind comments about his
work: ''When I make a photogrsph I 'IJant it to be an altogether new object, complete and self contained, whose
bnsis condition i" order -- unlike the world ot events
and actions whose permanent condition is change and disorder."
20th Century Music Nota non:

cOntinuing

throu~h

October 24.

Rig"ht You Are If You 'l'hink You Are by Luigi Phandello.
On the face of it, Right You Are is the purest instance

of 11drama of ideas," a veritable exhibition of the many
facets of the prism of truth -- namelyJ that truth is
relative lind subjective: what seemes to me. or you, to
be so.!!. so,

Beginning October 31 and continuing through December 3.
JONSON GALLERY; 1909 Las Lomas Road. N.E.
Hours: Daily, 10 a.m to 6 p.m.
Reeent l'ainti.nu by Ed Garman.
Raymond Jonson comments: "Gorman 1 s con1=epr inclUdes in
the et'eation of a ~ork an entirely ccntt:olled p:rocedure
through the process o~ reasoning. The aim hns been one
of discovery in forming the cpncept a:nd in demonstrating
esthetically the "J'OtentiaHties inherent to ,and pt'Ojected
by the structure.'' Mr. GartDan hils for many years lived
and ~orked in lDiperial Beach, Californ!n.

Texturologies nnO Retl-ef Constructions by Rolnnd Pickens

M:r•

_Pickens, who received his :BFA degree from UNM in
1958 is presently arts nna crafts inatruet:or at
Madison Junior Uigh School in Albuquerque,

Miss Mir:chell 1 a native of Santa Fe now resident :f.n
Greece, received her BFA degree at UNH and a MatJter
of Music degree at the Eastman Sc.hool of MuSic. She.
has performed widely in the United States~ Englzmd,
Italy and Greece •
Sunday, October 11.
UNM PROGRAM SERIES; Jolmson Gymnas!um.
Season tickets: $6100
Student admission on UNM activity cerd.

Wednesda}', November 3.
UNM PROGRAM SERIES, Union Ballroom. 8:15 p.m.
Season tickets: $6.00
Student admission on UNM activity card.
Hal Uolbrook as Mark Twain
In h:l.s authentic recreation of a Hark TWain lecture
appei,trance, Ralltolbrook gbtea hla audience the entire
range of Twain's humor 1 .from hilaJ:ious irreverence, to
wistful nostalgia, to sardonic satire. Said The New
Yorker~ "Holbrook brings Ma-rk Tvain back Bli-Je~"

8:15 p.m.

Uncl(! vanya by Ant<ln Chekhov.
The Cleveland Play Uouse, oldest and larges.t resident
theater organization in the United St:ates, vill present
itB widely acclaimed produc.tion of one of the timeleSIJ
clnssies of the stage.

1965·66

F-riday, October 11 thr~ugh Thunday, Oct~ber 26.
UNlVERSITY THEATRE. Rodey Hall} Nightly at ~~30 p.m.
Season tickets~ $3.60. Single admission: $1.15.
Stui\ent admission on UNM activit.)' card.
Advance reservations required.

Beginrd.ng October 3 and continuing through October 29.
JONSO~ CALU!.R'i, 1909 Las Lomns Road, N ,E,
Hours: Daily, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Tuesday, October .? •
PIANO ItECITAt. by APURODITE MI'l'CHELL
Fine Arts Center Recital HalL 8:15 p.m.

1

Friday, NOVeUiher 5.
UNM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, Fine Arts Center Foyer,
Season tickets: $3.00. Single admission: $1.50,
Student admission on omt activity card,
'rhe
the
Roy
the

prograu\ of the UNM Orcltestral8 .initial concert of
1965-6() season will include the Thitd Symphony of
Harrisf Concerto for Four Vio1ins by Vivaldi and
French Suite by Werner Egk,

llc;;inning October 17 and continuing through No.,tember 21.
\JUIVEl\Sl'I."! ART GALLERY, Fine At:ta Center
Ht:~urs: l2 to 5 p.m., daily exct!pt Monday and Saturday
Alexei. Jnwlrms\<y Retrospective- £"11.hih1tl.on

Sqnday 1 November 7.
UNM STAGE "BAND.. Union. Rallt:oom.. 8:15 p.m ..
Admt.uion charge to be annollnced ..

This major exhibition of drawings and pntnrings l>y the
"RufiSian "born painter, Aleltei Jt!1llcnaky, vas assetnb1ed
by the P.'lsadena Art Museum and includes ma11y examples
from the. noted G.nlka E. Scheyer Collection. It surveys
.Jowlenskyts work from his early "Expressionist het~ds 1
e;t!ll-U!es and landscapes: to- his deeply reUgioua
''MedlttJt!ons" of 1934/1938.

T~et »oloi.at cit t.he first per(onnan<:.t!. of the Stage
Band "Jotill be Carl "Doc" Severinson, \olell known to
American audiences through his appearances on the NBC
1'Tonightu show.
He is noted both fa-r bia -classical
and jatz per£ot'1!1anccs.

Prints, drawings and vsrercolot"S by f'eininger, Klee and
Ko:ndinskv
A smsU exhibt.tion of worlts by :Feininger, ](lee and
Kandt.naky, \lho. togethet: ll!th Ja"folle:nsky mnde up the
group cntled "The Blue f'our," has been assembled by
the UNM Art Callery as a "footnote" to the Jawlensky
1\et-roape~tive.

NOTE

lleginning with thh issuet the Fine Arts Calendllr
lists only the UNM Program Series and events spon•
Bored t>y the College i'f Fine .Arts. Events are free
r:o the public exce-pt sa noted •
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The Fine Arts Cal~ndar lists only the UNM Program Series
and events sponsored by the College of Fine Arts. Events are
free to tlte public except as noted.
Continuing through November 21
University Art 1\fuseum. Fine Arts Center.
ALEXEI JAWLENSKY RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION
A major exhibition n( dro.wtn&a n.nd Jlalntim::s. bY Alexei Jnwlcnsk)'
selected pJ'iJlcipnlls from the collections o[ the Pnsndenn Art Museum~

Prints, Drawings and Watercolors by FEININGER, KLEE

and lUNlllNSKY.
A smnll exhibition nssemblc1l by the UNM Art Muacum ns n ~'footnote"

to the Jnw1cnsky Retrp.spcctive.

Continuing through December 3
Jonson Galleq, 1009 Las Lomas Road, N.E.
Hours: Daily, 10 am to 0 pm.
RECENT PAINTINGS BY ED GARMAN.
Raymon\\ Jonson comments t ..Gat:mo.n'a. o.lm hns been one of discovery in
!<trmlng the concept. nnd ln demonstrating csthclicnlly the potentln11tiClJ
inht'r~nt to p,nd project£.-d by the .structure."

Friday, N<>vembcr 5
UNM SYMPHONY Onc!IES'l'RA. Fine Arts Center Foyer.
8:15pm.
Season ticlct•ts: $8.00. Single admissio1~: $1.50. St1tdcnt
arlmission on UNM activity card. Tickets available at Fine
~lrts Center Ticket Office.
Works to be performed are the ,.bird SymplJOnY or Roy Harris, Concerto
Car Four- Violfna by VIvaldi and the French Suite by Wernet Egk.

Sunday, Norembcr 7
UNlvl S'l'AGE BAND. Fine A1·ts Cent~r Recital Hllll. 8:15pm,
Single admission: $2.(10. Student admission on UNJII acti!'ity ca1•d. Tickets available at. the Fino Arts Ccntc1·
Ticla·t Oj]lec.
Cnrl .. Por" SeveriruJon, wcU·known for his appearances with the NBC
"T(lnlght Show•• orcbeslrn. \vlll be the gumt trumpet soloist.

Saturday, November 13
UNM PnoGI\.1.)1 SERIES. Johnson Gymnasium. 8:15pm.
s,.ason licl;cfs: $0,00, Student admission on UNlli activity card.
IN WlllTE AMEillCA.
Vnrlcty rnllt•d ita New York opening ~'The most unuiual and one of the
mo3t rctmtding productions or the seMOn.'' A cas.L or sc\'en, wilh mus1~:n1
nc~.·omp:mimf•nt. NO\'Jdca n. dtrunnUc account of the history o! the N't>gro
in Amt'riw.

Sunday, November lol
UNI\1 PnoGRA:>l SElllES, New Mexico Union Balll'OOlll.
8:16 plll.
BALASARA.SYATJ,
H;:l!.t.L· ttrn...,\uli'a pl'rformnncl$ o! 1he nndcnt ani\ hitricnt.c temple danco
uf ht·r (·ulturL' hm:l." won nC"dnfm In Tokyo, Lont.lou. Pnrls and Ntm• York.

lo'ino :\rts Center Ticket Office! Phone 2.17-4805,
This offi('l' \\ill he UJl<'n 'fuC">dn:Y and Thursday: lO:Ob~t~:ao und 1!00~2:30;
k;aturday: l !0'0~:~ :30 ; nho oh~.t hour prior to cnrh c1.'tmt tcquirinQ" tickets.

Sunday, November 21
ALBUQUERQUE YOUTH SYMPHONY,
N cw Mexico Union Ballroom. 4 :00 pm.
Co•sPonaored by the Albuquerque Public Schools And UNM, this orchestra
is made up of senior high school students selected by audition. Works by
Dnch·Stohowski, Schubert, Tschnikowsky, nnd Nelson will be _performed.

Monday, November 22
Piano Recital by GEORGE ROBERT.
Fine Arts Center Recital Hall, .8:15pm. Admission; $1.00.
George Robert, Professor of Music nt UN.J\1 hns chosen .selections from
Huydn, Schubert, Schumann, Chopin nnd Barger !or this pcr!ormnncc.

Beginning November 23, continuing through December 17
University Art Museum. Fine Arts Center.
Openiltg Reception: 7 :iJO·lO :00 pm.
Recent Paintings by PAUL BRAdH.
,The New York painter, Paul Drach, will be Art~t~In~Res1dcnce nt UNM
under n Ford Foundation grunt administered through the. American
Federation of the Art.a.- Mr. Brach's paintings nnd lithographs hc.vc been
exhibited nntlonnlly, most recently Jn the exhibition, Tile Responsive Eye.

Tuesday, November 23
Lecture by PAUL BRACH: "The Spirit of the SixtiesWhat's New in American A1-t?"
Fine Arts Center Recital Hall. 8:30pm,
Beginning No,·cmbcr 29, continuing through December 17
University Art Museum. Fine Arts Center.
Opening Reception: 7:110·10:00 pm.
PURCHASE EXHIBITION,
The second nnnunl purchase exhibition will include npproximtttely 75
IHt.lntings~ tlrnwingtt, pt'ints ur.J sculptures selected by the Art Museum
staff. Visitors. ure .encouraged to tnkc: ndvnntnge o! this opportunity to
purchase works o! fine quality nnd rensorinblc price,

Beginning November 29, continuing through January 30
University Art Museum. Fine Arts Center.
Opening Reception: 7 ;90·10 :00 pm.
THE JULIUS ROLSUOVEN COLLECTION.
This is the initinl eXhibition of the Julius Rolshoven CollecUon, presented
to the Art l'riJ.ISeum. in 1tiG5 ns n part of the generous bequest ot the
artist's wfdow, Hnrrfette Dlazo Rolshovcn.

Beginning November 29, continuing through January 30
University Art Museum: Print Room.
An -exhibition o! prints. by New :Mmdc.a n"tti!ts aelcc.tcd. !rom the Are
1\luseum.'s Pcrmnnent Collection.

Wednesday, December 9
Lecture by PAUL DllACU: "Op Art-A Question of
Semantics?"
Fine Arts Center Recital Hall. 8:30pm.

University Art Jlluseum. Fine Arts Center.
The Museum wlllllo open tinily front 12 to 5 p.m., except on "Mondny and
Snturdny, Guid~ group. tours ntrnm;cd by appointment..
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The Fine Arts Calendar lists the UNM P1•ogram Series and
events sponsored by the College of Fine Arts. Events are
free to the public except as noted.
Continuing through December 11
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM, Fine Arts Center.
Purchase Exhibitipn
The second annual purchase exllibltion includes npproxlmntely 75 paint-

ings, drawings, prints and sculptures selected by the Art Museum staff.
Visitors nrc encouraged to take advnntllge of this opportunity to purM
chnse works of fine quality and reasonable price.

Continuing through January 80
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM. Fine Arts Center.
The Julius Rolshoven Collection
This is the initial exhibllion of the JuUus Rol!hovcn CoUecUon, presented to the Art Museum In 1965 ns a part of the generous bequest of
the artist's widow, Harriette Diazo Rolshoven.

UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM: Print Room
An exhibition of prints by New Mexico artists selected !rom the Art
Museum's Pcrronnent Collection.

Thursday, December 2
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:15p.m.
Student Chamber Concert
Participating in this concert wJlJ be the Chamber Singers directed by
DougJns :McEwen and the Percussion Ensemble directed by Dale Kempter. Among the works pcrfonned will be "Suite for Percussion" by
Willlnm Kraft,

Sunday, December 5
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HAX.L. 4:00p.m.
Sigma Alpha Iota Vespers
UNM'S chapter of the national women's music honora1iY wnt present Its
annual program of Christmas Music.

Beginning December 5, co>ttimting through December 91
JoNSON GALLERY, 1909 Las Lomas Road, NE.
Exhibition of Paintings by Howard B. Schleeter
A resident or New Mexico since 1929, Mr. Schleeter hns mastered a
variety of meclin nnd techniques, mnny of which tare represented fn the
works shown in thls cxhlb1tion,

llfonday, December 8
JONSON GY~iNAS!UM. 8:15p.m.
UNM PROGRAM SERIES: Filipininna
The folic dnnce!J of their home Island o! Leyte, from the Chinese influenced ~·SnkutinJ::." to the ~'Hn Dayo" of the rite hnrve;ters, are the
ljJlCCia.l~Y Of this talented, all-student troupe.

TV ednesday December 8
FINE ARTS RECITAL HALL. 8:30p.m.
LECTURE by Paul Brach: "Op Art-A Question of
Semantics 1"
Thursday, December 9
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL, 8:15p.m,
Student Recital
Antioncttc Voute, a. aenfor, will give a piano recital.

Fine Arts Center Ticket Office: Phone 277-4805
Open Tuesday and Thursday: 10:00-12:30 and i:00-2:30;
Saturday: 1:00-2:30; also one hour prior to each event
requiring tickets.
University Theatre Ticket Office: Phone 277-4402; 4522
Open ~rom December 2nd to 16th, daily 3:00-6:00 p.m.

TARTOFFE: G.Ynthta Dordelon as Madame Pernc1lc, iJohn Ponge n!:l Clcantc,
Phil Nicholaon n.s Damls.

Friclay, Decembe~ 10 through Thursclay, December 16
UNIVERSITY THEATRE, Rodey Hall. Nightly: 8:30p.m.
Season ticl<ets: $8.60. Single admission: $1.15. Stttdcnt
aclmission on UNM activity card. Advance rese!'Vations
required,
TartuiTe by MOLIERE
Geottrc Saintshury cnl1e1l Mo11ere "The Mn.stcr or the Laugh" nnd Lionel
Abel hns written thnt Moliere .,lifted comedy to n level of artistry and
-refinement it hnd ne~er hnd be!ore-nor hns had siuee.''

Sundau, December 12
FINE ARTS CENTElt RECITAr, HALL. 4:00p.m.
Albuquerque Junior Orchestra
The Junibr Orchestra is composed o£ string students from the Albu-

qU(!rquc. junt<~r high schoola who have. bcl:!n aclcd~:!d by audilion for thla

Performance. This program is co-sponsored by thl:! Albuquerque Public
Echools nnd the University or New 1\lcxico.

Tttesclay, Decembe1·11,
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL, 8:15p.m.
UniYersity Chorus and A Cappella Choir
Among the works to be performed under the dlrcetion of Pouglns
McEwen will be "A Ceremony or Cllrols" by llenjamln Drltten, with
harp and chorus,

TVeclncsday, December 15
FINE ARTS CENTER FoYER. 8:15p.m.
UN~l Concert Band
William Rl1onds wlU direct the Concert Band in the performance o£
such familiar music as "Youth Triumphant," the "Doxology," nnd
other worKs.

University Art Museum. Fine Arts Center
The Museum will be open daily from 12:00-5:00 p.m.,
except on Monday and Saturday. Guided group tours
arranged by appointment.
Jonson Gallery, 1000 Las Lomas Road, NE.
The Gallel'Y is open daily from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
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The Fine Arts Calendar lists tho UNl\1 Program Series mzd
events S]Jonsored by the Go/loge of Fine Arts, Events arc
free to tho public except as noted.
Gontim<ing t/u'ough Janua1·y 30
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM. Fine Arts Center
The Julius Rolshoyen Collection
This hs the initiul exhibition of the Julius ll.olshovcn Collection, p.rc-

scntcd to the Art Museum w:1 n pnrt
artist's widow, Harriette Rolshovcn.

or

the generous bcque:!t of the

UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM: Print Room.
An C.'(hiblllon of prints by New 1\fc.xico artists selected from the :Mu~
lloeum's 'Permanent. Collection.

Beginning January ll, contilming t/u'ongh January 28
JONSON GALLERY. 1909 Las Lomas Road, NE.
Exhibition of Work by Walter Rutkowski
1\Ir, Rutkowski is n member oC the Art Education fncull~ nml hns been

teaching nt UNM since 1964. The work exhibited will include ink

drawings, paintings, prints n.nd coJinges.

F1·iday, J anua1·y 7
FINB ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:15p.m.
Student Uecital
A acnioT redtn1

wm

be given by two ot the 'MU!:l.ic. Depnrtmcnt.'s students, Donnie Husler, Trumvct, und Charles: Davis, Bassoon.

F1·iday, January 7
FINE ARTS CENTER, RooM 218. 8:30p.m.
LECTURE by Tudur G. Ingersoll:
"Architects and Developing Countries."
.Mr~ lnc:ersoll, noted English architect, will discU8!! the building nnd
llcsign problems o£ the developing countries or ACricn, A.sln and Lntin
America.

Beginning January 9, continuing through February 6
UNIVERSITY AnT MUSEUM. Fine Arts Center.
Recent works by
l\Iembcrs of the Faculty of the Department of Art
Wednesday, January 1Z
THE KIVA, EDUCATION Co~tPLElC. 8:30 p.m.
LECTURE by Robert Venturi:
''Accomn10dation in Architecture.''
.Mr. Venturi Js n girted nnd highly original architect who prncUcCH
unci b:!nches in Philadelphia. His forthcoming book "Complexity nnd
Cantrlldictions in Architecture." will bf! published by the Museum or
Modern Art. 1\lr. Venturi will be on cnmJlU!:I January !l-17.
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Beginning January 30, continuing through Februa7'Y 1!5
JoNSON GALLE!\Y.1909 Las Lomas Road NE.
Recent Paintings by Hichard Kurman
This is Mr. Kunnn.n's seventh e.'lhibition nt the Jon~n Gnltc.cy since.
1953. He is also studying nt UNM for n Master's degree.

Bcuimtinu February 6, con tinning through March 6
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM: Lower Gallery
Recent Paintings by Jesse Reichek
Saul Dcllow comml!nts on Reichelt's work: "[He] shows us the bonds o£
mnttcr, tangle nnd clarity, form on the borders or chaos, equilibrium
Which only just .succeeds in maintaining itself." Mr. Rcichek is Protcs'BO\'
of De:;ign at the University or California.

Beginning Fcbrnm·y 13, contimti?tg through March 13
UNIVERSITY ART MuSEUM. Fine Arts Center,
Opening Reception: 3 :00-5 :00 p.m.
The Dr a wings of Andrew Dasburg
A comprehensive. selection of GO drnwim:s borrowed from mlijor- museums
nnd privntc collcc.ti011s. Mr. Dnsburg, who ho.s Jived in New Mexico for
many years, in 1959 was honored bur n Retrospective Exhibition circulated
no.ttonn.lly bY the; AFA under o. Far<tFoundn.tion Grant.

The Collection of W. H. & Rebecca S. James
Works by such well lmown artists ns Nfcholai Feehln, l't1nrsdcn Hartley, Guston Lachnise, John Marin, Georgia O'Kccfte and Alrrcd Stciglitz
will be included in this exhibition. This importnnf. collection has been
nsscrnblctl. over n period of manY yearS by Mr. & Mrs~ James, who hnvc
personally known many o£ the artists.

Beginning February 13, continni11g through ilJarch 13
UN!VJ<;RS!1'Y ART MUSEUM, Print Room.
Oriental Prints from the Josef Imhof Collection
Tncsday, February 15
FINE ARTS CBN')'BR FOYE!\, 8:15p.m.
UNM Program Series: 1\farni Nixon
A lending :rmr!ormt::T with the San Frnneisco Opera Company and etnr
a[ three Carnegie llnll concerts, Miss Nixon's voice hns been featured
on mai\Y recording of works rnmdng from the soundtrack or The Kinfl
aml l to the songs or Stravinsky nnd Schoenberg.

Wednesday, February 16
FINE ARTS CBNTER RECITAL HALL, 8:30p.m .
LECTURE by Boyd Alexander: "The Dream Castle of an
English Romantic."
Foothill Abbey was built in the lute JBth century und is the home or

William Dcckford, author nnd collector. Mr. Alexander wJlt talk nbout

F1·iclay, Jamwry 14 through Sunday, January 16
UNJ\f OPERA WoRKSHOP. Fine Arts Center Recital Hall.
8:15p.m.
Single admission $2.00, Student admission on UNM
Activity Card. Aclvance reservations required for all
scats.
Ariadne auf Naxos by RICHARD STRAUSS

Sunday, February 20
NEw MExrco UNION BALL!IOOM. 4:00p.m.
Albuquerque Youth Symphony
Admission: $1.00 for adults, 50¢ for stttdents. Tickets
11<ay bo purchasccl at tho door•

.rlriad11C auf Naxos, one o( the later wbrks ot Richard Strnuss, ill based
on thc Greek myth or Arindne nnd tier romnncc with lJncchut~. The
~:nc:;:int1~~i.ch is in one net with prologue, will be .sunf::' in English

The Youth SymphonY will perform "Die FlcdcrmoWJ" by .Tolmnn Slrnuss.
Soloists will be Mnrthn Amsden playing Mozart's "Flute Concerto," nnd
Marilyn Hoff playing Sahit Sni.!ns' uAJlegro Appns!:lionntn.''

Friday, January 21
FINE ARTS CEN'l'E!t RECITAL HALL. 8:15 p.m.
Student Recital
A s('nlor t<X'itnl wlll he given by Anne Wilkinson, Cellist,

Fine A1·ts Center Ticket Office: Phone 277-4805
Open Tuesday and Thursday: 10:00-12:30 and 1:00·2:30;
Saturday: 1:00-2:30; also one hour prior to each event
requiring tickets.
University Theatre Ticket Office: Phone 277·4402; 4522
Closed during January and February.

Beckford's writings nnd the llrchltec:turc of Fonthill Ab'oey.

F'J·iday, February !!5
FINE ARTS CENTER RBCITAL HALL. 8:15p.m.
S.A.I. Musicale
The Alumnae Chnptel' or Sigrnn Alnhn lotu, music.. fraternity, annuallY
presents this musicale to promote contemporary American music.

University Art Museum. Fine Arts Center
The :Museum will be open daily from 12:00-5:00 p.m.,
except on Monday and Saturday. Guided group tours
arranged by appointn{ent.
Jonson Gallery. 1909 Las Lomas Road, NE.
The Gallery is open daily f1•om 10:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m.
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1'he Fine Arts Calendar lists the UNM Progratn Series a11d
events ,sponsored by tho College of Fine Arts. Events arc
free to the public except as noted.
Continuing th>·ot<gh March 13
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM
The Drawings of Andrew Dasburg
A comprehensive selection o[ 81 drawings by n distinguished NP.w
Mc~ico artist. Following its showiru: in Albuqucrquc, the exhibition
will be seen in l<..ort Worth, Los A:ru;clcs, Colorado Springs nnd Austin.

The Collection of W. H. & Rebecca S. James
Works by Thoma~ llenrhno, Nicholni Fcchln, Mnrsdcm lln-ri1C!}' 1 Gaston

~~ZI~dl~~ t~:h~~~~f[l~~. Georgia O'I<ceffe nnd Alfred Stclglitt. nrc in-

Oriental Prints from the Josef Imhof Collection

Cont.inuing t/wough Ma>·ch 27
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM: Lower Gallery
Recent Paintings by Jesse Reichek
Beginning February IJ7, continuing th>'ough March 17
JONSON GALLERY
Work from the Permanent Collections
An cx.llibillon or work hy Raymond .lonson nnd llther urUsts 1ncludcd
in the Gnllcr,y's permanent collections.

Tuesday, March 1
FIN& ARTS CENTER FoYER. 8:15p.m.
Srasou ticket .~8.00; single admission $1.50; student admission on C:NM activity can/.
UNi\1 Symphony Orchestra
Beethoven's Symphony No. 7 nnd Brahms' Symphony No, 2 will be

nmorm: the works performed.

Friday, Ma>·ch 4
FINE AnTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:15p.m.
Sinylc admission $1.50; student admission 50¢ tuith
tTNJI actittif]J canl.
UNM Sta~e Band
Th(' V'niver\lilY ~tM:e nand hus be-en formed to keep ntlse tha tr~J.dittons
r the "Bbt llnnd'' whil'lt is Uisnppenring !rom the American t~cenc.
,(•o)'l.!l! Roberts. guest soloist. is without peer n'l a basa t-rombonist nnd
tum done much ta givco the inBtrument the stntU.-t it hns uchicved in
todn),.'S tlnncc bnnd.

Suuclay, .11 a•·ch a
,fOHl~SON GYMNASIUM. 8:15 p.m.
UNM Program Series: The Westminster Choir
~0-volcc Westminst~r Choir lms
tlU<'lt·~l Ly Arluro '.foscnnini, Bruno

'l'llt'

performed with orche.<;trns conWalter, Serglc RMhmnninotr,

L(.'U[l<Jilt Stoko·waki, Cho.rtes Munch nnd LCQnnrd Bernstein.

Jlonrlay, Match 1/,
FINE ARTS CENTER FOYER. 8:15p.m.
UNM Concert Band
Stnn Gch:, tenor snxophonbt, will be gue::~t .soloist. pcrtorming the
"Concerto for Jn1.1. Artist nnd Conc~rt I:Jund'' by John Duffy, The
cntlr(l l'nxophor,e- rmrt fn this work is mnrkcd. "Improvise."

Frida I/, .1/crreh 18
NEW l\IEXJCO UNION BALLROOM. 8:15 p.tn.
UN:\1 Pl'ogl'am Series: Sabicns
ltt n

pcr!ormnncc nt Nev.• York's Town Hall, Snbicns' flamenco
tlrcw the adjccti\'l' "IJrrnthtnklug" !rom the music critic or the

tt'l't•nt

~ruilnl"

Tim«···

Fine A1·ts Cente1· Ticket Office: Phone 277-4805
Open Tuesday and Thursday: 10:00-12:30 and 1:00-2:30;
Saturday: 1:00-2:30; also one hour priot to each event
requiring tickets.
U!liVcrsity Theah·e Ticket Office: Phone 277-4402; 277-4522
Open 3:00-6:00, dally except Sunday, March 10 to 24.

F'1·iday, March 18 tltrottgh Thursday, March 24
UNIVERSITY THEATRE. Rodey Hall. Nightly: 8:30p.m.
Season ticl;ct $3.00; single admissio>t $1.15; stude>tt admission on UNM activity care/. Advance reservations
requested.
The Physicists by FRIEDRICH DUERRENMATT
An importn:nt new piny which focuses nttcntion on contemporury rnnn
nnd science. In n macabre nnd Jronrc vein Duerrenmntt investigates
the Impossibility o[ cscnping one's thinking-the problem of humnn
knowledge und its consequence.

Beginning March 20, continuing through AprillO
JONSON GALLERY
Paintings by G. Nino Ermocida

or Bern, Switzerland, will exhibit a group or 23 paintings on plexiglnsa;, titled ''Cycle !rom the Gospel of LuKe.'1

l\Ir. Ermocidn

Jlfonc/ay, March21
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:30p.m.
LECTURE by Niklaus l\lorgenthaler:
"Tho Seidlund Halern.''
'rhe Seidlund llnlern Is an outstanding housing settlement nenr Berne,
Switzerland, for whkh 1'.1:r. J\<lorgenthnlcr WaS the architect.

Friday, ~larch25
FIRsT BAPTIST CHURCH, 101 B1·oadway, NE. 8:15p.m.
Student Recital
All'll IJngood, n senior, will give an organ recital.

Friday, Ma~·ch 25
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:00p.m.
LECTURE by Gerald Nordland:
"Sculpture in the First Half of the Twentieth
Century."
Mr. Nordinml, who Is Director or the Washington Ga.Ucry or Modern
Art, has written extensively on sculpture and painting In lending art
pcriodfcnls. llis lecture is sPonsored by the Junior League of Albu•
qucrquc.

Beginnin(j March IJ5, continuing through May 1
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM. Fine Arts Center
01Jcninu Reception; following the lectm·e by Mr. Nordian<!
Twentieth Century Sculpture.
A mnJor exhibition of mod~rn sculpture, the first of its scope to be_
held in New l'ttc;dco, lnclucling works by Bnrlnch 1 Calder, Degas, de
Hivern. Lnchnfse, Lipchitt, Matisse, Moore, Picasso, Rodin, Smith, nnd
others, The exhibition is co--sponsored by the Junior League or Albuquerque nnd the University Art l'tluseum.

Beginning March rt.9, continuing throughApril17
UN!V&RSITY ART MUSEUM
Collegiate Scene Design Today
A selection of work by student designers who hnve won nwnrda in the
South~rn UUnots. Univeratty Intercoltcg:inte. Scenic. Design Competitions
from 1!!62 to 1064.

Tltw·s<lay, March 91
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:15 p.m.
Student Recital
1\nthlccn Cnsse1, a senior, will give. n Pin no rcdtnl.

University Art Museum. Fine Arts Center
The Museum will be open daily from 12:00-5:00 p.m.,
except on Monday and Saturday. Guided group tours
arranged by appointnlent.
Jonson Gallery.1909 Las Lomas Road, N.E.
The Gallery is open daily from 12:00 to 6:00p.m.

~
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Thursday, Apri! i.J,
FINE AnTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:15p.m.
LECTURE by Albert E. Elsen:
"Rodin and Modern Sculpture"
Dr. Elsen hns b[?(!Jl engaged in intensive rcaearch on t.he nrt of Rodin
for many ycnrs, culminnt.irtg in his book Rodin, published in 1063 by

the Museum o! Modern Art. He is Professor o! Art at Indiana

Univcr~

sit.y.

Beginning April11l, continuing through May

6

JONSON GALLERY
Paintings by Enrique Montenegro
A paintcl." of: natlO'l'lnl reputation, Mr. Montenegro is this yenr ie11chinJ!
ndvnnced courses in drawing and painting in the UNM Department of
Art. He is Associate Professor of: Art nt '.rhc l'ennsylvnn!n. Slate
University.

Sunday, Apri!17
FINE AnTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 4:00p.m.
Sigma Alpha Iota Musicale
A program o( contemporary music by American composers will begiven by members or SAl, n. women's musie !rntcrnity.

Friday, Ap>·i! Ill! th•·ough Sm>day, April2h
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8 :15 p.m.
Dance Workshop Production

Single adrnission$1.50; childrc~t75¢; UNII1st11dcnts 75¢.
Tickets available after Apri~ 11.

Left: AIICUIPENKO, 1VaU:ing lVoman. Bronze, 1012. Collection Denver -Art Muscum 1 Charles Bayly Fund.
Riultt: DF.GAs. Spanish Dancer. Bronze, c.1881. Collcctfon
David Dantcls, New· York.

The Magic Bird, Uirapuru by HECTOR VILLA Lonos
Music by this Drnzllian composer will be bllerprctcd by studcnta of the
Dance Workshop. The perJormnncc will be followed by a lccturcdemonstru.Uon wtth music written by Deryt Newell.. a grndunt~ student
in music. Three students of choreography will nlso present orlglnnl
works.

Cmttim<inu thro!luh Mau1
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM. Fine Arts Center
Twentieth Century Sculpture
A major exhibition of modern acuh1ture, the nrst of its scope to be
hclt! in New Mexico, including works by llnrlnch, Cnldcr, DcgtUI, de
Rh•cru, Lnchnise. Lipchitz, .Matisse, Moore, Picau:so, Rodin, Smith nnd
others~ The exhibition is co-sponsored by the Junior League o( Albu·
l}UCtqUC n:tu1 the Univctkli.ty or New :Mexico.

Continuing tlwoltgh April11

UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM. Fine Arts Cente1·
Traditions of LithograJ>hy, 1: The Crayon l'rint
An cxl1ibilion o! worKs by 19llt nrul 20lh century mnstera, se)[?(!tCil
principally !rom the permanent collections or the Art Museum.

F'rida71, April!W

UNP/ERS!TY AnT MUSEUM. Fine Arts Center
Collegiate Scene Design 1,oday
A selection of work by at.udcnt designers who hn11c won n\vnrds in the
Southern Illinois. University Intercoltegi.nte Scent'! Design ComtJctitions
!rom 1962 to 19M.

CoHt.inn-iHy thro!lgh AprilJO
,JONSON GALLEin'
Paintings by G. .Nino Ermocida
Mr. Ermocidn of Bern, Swib:erlnnd, is exhihltlng a groUp or 23 paint·
imrs on pJC>xiglnss, titled "Cycle from the Gospel o! Luke~"

Saturday, A1n·il2 and Smula1f, Ap1"il3

FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 3:30p.m.
SYMPOSIUM: Directions in 20th Century Sculpture
Pnrt.ielpnnts wm inc\UI\e 1111". l~eux Laml.au. o[ the F-elix. LandllU Gn.t..
Jery, Los Angeles: nnd Professors John Tntschl, Vnn Deren Coke nnd
Clinton Adums.

Student Recitals: Department of 1\fusic
FINE AnTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:15p.m.

Priday, A7>ril15
Ma1·garet Bowling, Violin

Monday, Apri!lB

UNIVE!tS!TY TUEAT!tE. Rodey Hall

Admission 75~. Aclvaucc reservations requested. Performances: Ap1·il iJ at 10 :so a.m., 1 :oo p.m., 9:30 p.m.;
AprilS af.J :OO p.m., il :80 p.m.

J ennne Grealish, Mezzo-soprnno, accompanied by J a~e
Snow, Piano

Tuescla71, Apri! 26
Robert Rhodes, Bass clarinet

'!'he Three Bears by CIIORPHENNING
A dc11g-htru1 children's plny tn.kcn !rom U1e Inmilinr fairy
rhnrn"t"rs. wtll be drcs!lctl in metiJevnl costumes.

Beginning April24.

tale~

The

Flnc Arts Center Ticket Office: Phone 277-4805
Open Tuesday and Thursday: 10:00-12:30 and 1:00-2:30;
Saturday: 1:00-2:30; also one hour prior to each event
requiring tickets.
University Theutre Ticket Office: Phone 277-4402; 277-4522
Open 3:00-G:OO; closes April 4.

Friday, April29
1Vla1·garet Barela, Piano

University Art Museum. Fine Arts Center
The Museum will be open daily from 12:00-5:00 p.m.,
except on 1\fonday and Saturday. Guided group tours
arranged by appointment.
Jonson Gallery. 1909 Las Lomas Road, N.E.
The Gallery is open daily from 12:00 to 6:00p.m.

..
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The Fine Arts Calendar lists the UNM Progmm Series
and.events sponsored bu the College of Fine Arts. Events
arc free to the public except as noted.
Continuing through Mau !l!t

Sundau, May 15

UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM. Lower Gallery
Traditions of Lithography, I: The Crayon Print

NEW MEXICO UNION BALLROOM. 4;00 p.m.
Albuquerque Youth Symphony

An exhibition ot Iithogrnphy by 19th century masters from Ingrcs to
Toulousc·Lnutrec, setecWd principally from the permanent collections
of the Art Museum,

Season ticket; single admission, $1.00; student admission 50¢. Tickets available at the cloo>".

Continuing through May 22
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM. Lower Gallery
Greek Vase Painting
A display of nine Corinthian and Attic vnses dating irom the 5th cen.
tury, D.C., on loan from Fogg Art Museum of Harvard University,

Continuing through May 6
JONSON GALLERY
Paintings by Enrique Montenegro
A nnhltPr of national renutntion, Mr. Mo11tencgro is thfq venr teaching
advanced courses in drawing and painting in the UNM Department
of Art, He is Associate Professor of Art at The Pcnnsylvnnin State
University.

Wednesday, Mau4
FINE ARTS CENTER FOYER. 8:15p.m.
UNM Concert Band and University Chorus
As- n snccinl -te:z.turc the- Dnnd nnd Chorus will jointly preaent "Alex&
nnder Nc\·sky" by Prolmfiev. This will be the Orst performance or this
spcrlnl bn'nd trnnscriptfon, The \\'ork will be sung in HUB.9inn.

Sunday, Ma118
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8:15 p.m.
Phi 1\lu Alpha Sinfonia Musicale
This nntlonnl nrofesalonnl music frntcmity, whose gonl it Is to ndvnnee
the CnUsl" of music ln America, presents its Spring Musicale featuring
the music of contemporary American composers.

Beuinning May 8 through June 3
JONSON GALLERY

Paintings by Newton Harrison
Four lnrrro t'C'l"ent workl'l hy Newton HnrrlsonJ two of which have not
h('('n flr<'Viousl.Y shown. 1\lr. Harrison Is Assistant Professor o£ Art nt
UN\1 nnd supcrvist•$ in~t.rurtion in Design.

Tnrsclau, May 10
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL. 8;15 p.m.
UNM A Cappella Choir
Amonv the compostrs represented on the program will be Pnlestrlnn,
HnndrJ, Hn_ydn. 1-.lo:!nrt, Drnhms, Schubert, Barber nnd Dartok.

Begimziug Mau10, continuing through Mau2ll
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM. Fine Arts Center
Bxhihition of l\J aster's Theses
An exhibition o£ thE"sfs work by cnndldates tor the Mnster or Art nnd
Mnf>tH flf Fine Art"' deltrcCJ:I.

Tlwrsclay, Mau1J
FINE ARTS CENTER FOYER. 8:15p.m.
UNi\1 Symphony Otchestra

Sf'ason lickct; single admission $1.50,· student admission
on FN.ll art idty card. Tidcrts awtilab/e at the door.
Jcnntw Grcnlish, soloist, wlll join Kurt Frederick nnd the Orchestra in
the pc>rformnnca o( \Veber's Ot•crturr to "Dcr FreischDtz," Wagner's,
l.Or"t:' lJf'llth from '"'Tristn-n and Isolde;• Britten's "Vnriation.s 011- a.
fJ'J Prtrrr(l," nntl Dnrtok's ·~The lU{raculoiUI Mandarin.''

Tilt mt·

Fine Arts Center Ticket Office: Phone 277-4805
Open Tuesday and Thursday: 10:00-12:30 and 1:00-2:30;
Saturday: 1:00-2:30; also one hour prior to each event
requiring tirkets.
University Theatre Ticket Office: Phone 277-4402; 277-4522
Open Monday tl1rough Saturday 3:00-6:00 beginning
l\fay !).

The first movement of Tschnlkowsky's .,Firth Symphony" and Barber's "Adagio !or Strings'' wJII be nmong the works performed, Severn! students will be featured soloiats.

Sunday, May ill!
NEW MEXICO UNION BALLROOM. 4:00p.m.
Albuquerque Junior Orchestra
Advnnced music stuclents from the Albuquerque Public Schools '1th, 8th
and Uth grades will include In their program Tschn.lkowsky's "Mnrchc
Slav" and the music of "Carousel" by Richard Rogers.

Bcginninu Friday, Mau2a, through Tuesday, May 1!1,
UNIVERSITY THEATRE. Fine Arts Center Recital Hall
Nightly: 8:30p.m.; Saturday matinee: 2:30p.m.

Season ticket; sbzyle admission $1.15; school children
90(; UNM student admission on activity card. Advanr,e
reservations requested.
Brigudoon by LERNER and LOEWE
Two young men stumble on an 18th cl!Utury Scottish viUage which
mnglcally comes into being for only one dny in each century. The
UNJ\.1 Stnge Dnnd will join the Dramn Department in presenting one
of the most benutlrul ami pJenalng muaicnl tales ever told.

Beginning Mau2B tlwough June 5
FINE ARTS CENTER FOYER
Student Exhibit: Department of Architecture
5th year Architecture students wiiJ exhibit their thesta problems.

Beginning May 29, continuing through August 12
UNIVERSITY AnT MusEuM. Fine Arts Center
Student Exhibition: Department of Art
A jurled cxhibttion of paintings, prints, sculpture, ceramics, jewelry
and uhotographs by students currently enrolled in the department,

Student Recitals: Department of Music
FINE ARTS CENTER RECITAL HALL

Monday, 111au 11. 8:15p.m.
McDowell Kenley, Trombone

Friday, May 6. 4:00p.m.
Stanley Thomas, Vocal

Friday, Mau 6, 8:15p.m.
Kenneth Adkins, Trombone (Graduate)

Sunday, illa1f8. 1!:00 p,m.
Ray Barker, Trombone and Larry Trout, Clarinet
FINE ARTS CENTER, Room M-17

Friday, 11Iay 13. 8:15p.m.
Chat•les Davis, Bassoon {Honors Recital)

University Art Museum. Fine Arts Center
The Museum will be open daily from 12:00-5:00 p.m.,
except on Monday and Saturday. Guided group tours
arranged by appointment.
Jonson Gallery.1909 Las Lomas Road, N.E.
The Gallery is open daily from 12:00 to 6:00p.m.
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The Report of the D.epartment of Architecture
July 1, 1965 - June 1966
Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr., Chairman
I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1965-66.

1)

A new six-year curriculum was introduced to replace the former

five-year one.

The first two years of this curriculum are spent in

prearchitectural studies; upon its satisfactory completion, the student
is awnitted into the four-year formal architecture program.

Two degrees

are offered in the new curriculum: a Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts at
the end of the Senior Year; and a Bachelor of Architecture after the
fifth and sixth year,

Because of the 2-2-2 structure of the new C'.lrricu-

lum, the department believes it 1dll have the degree of flexibility
the previous five-year program lacked and which is needed in administering to the wide range of backgrounds, experiences and abilities found
among architecture students.

It will hopefully reduce the department's

previous high attrition rate.
The

ne1~

curriculum came as the result of a study of curricula of

architectural schools throughout the country.

The new chairman was

fortunately able to travel and observe firsthand the teaching in leading
architectural schools from California to

~~ssachusetts.

He talked with

leading educators, collected a quantity o£ course material and attended
several conferences of the

ne1~ly-formed

A.I.A. Education Research Project.

At two of them he \l'as asked to present the department 1 s new curriculum as
a model for small state-supported schools.
- 1 -
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2)

The

outstandin~

guest of the department this year was Robert

Venturi, the young Philadlphia architect who has recently risen to
national prominence.

Mr. Venturi

1~as

with the department for almost

a week after Christmas, during which time he gave three lectures to
the students and acted as critic in several of the design laboratories.
In addition, Mr. Venturi gave an evening lecture in the Kiva to the
general public, which was well attended by the University and the local
architects.

Other guest speakers of the department

1~ere

Terry Ingersoll,

from the Tropics Division of the Architectural Association in London,
who talked on "Architects and the Developing Countries;" Boyd Alexander,
from England, 11'ho lectured on Sir \Villiam Beckford and Fonthill Abbey;
and

Ho1~ard

Barnstone, from the University of Houston, who gave a talk

entitled "\Vhat 1 s Wrong With Our Cities, Anyway?"
3)

An innovation in teaching this year was the introduction both

to fourth and fifth year students of the

ne1~

technique developed by Christopher Alexander.

computer-based design
The students' response and

grasp of this radical departure from traditional design method was excellent; and the department can look forward to increasing use and understanding of computer methods in its work with the students in the future.
Particularly encouraging was the enthusiastic cooperation of the Computer
Research Division of the University (and in particular of programmer Robert
Young who put untold hours into developing the necessary programs.)

- 2 -
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4)

The number of students majoring in architecture climbed again

this year, as evidenced in the tables that follow.

It is worth mentioning

here that the more stringent standard imposed by the new curriculum (a 2.5
average in all courses attempted in the major in the first two years),
coupled 1dth the added year required for the degree, makes quite unpredictable whether the future enrollment in architecture

1~ill

continue to

rise or not.
1961-62
Sem Sem
1 2
53 34
so 42
25 19
13 11
13 11

1962-63
Sem Sem
1 2
72 64
22 24
19 16
20 18
14 10
11

1963-64
Sem Sem
2
1
59 55
17 18
25 20
17 16
15 15
9 12

1964-65
Sem Sem
1 2
83 59
21 31
25 24
15 10
18 17
14 16

1965-66
Sem Sem
1 2
98 98
34 44
29 26
15 14
16 12
8 8

l:s4 117

147 143

142 136

176 157

200 202

5)

-

Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
B.A.

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
in Fine Arts

A most significant development this year was the University's

decision to lease a building at the corner of Stanford and Central within
which to relocate the Department of Architecture.

This building is being

entirely remodeled to suit the department and 1dll include a large machine
shop, principally for the use of the new

Archi~cture

201 course.

The

department will move in its entirety into the completed building next
September.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the near future.

1)

The introductory course in architecture, henceforth to be known as

Arch. 101, was radically revised in the second semester of this school
year.

As a result of this experience, the department requested and got

a $1000 research grant from the A.I.A. Education Research Project to study
- 3 -
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methods of teaching the visual meaning of architecture.

Nevertheless,

considerable work remains to be done by the department be£ore this aspect
of the teaching can be considered satisfactory.
2)

The department suffers seriously from its isolation within the

University,

In order to establish interdepartmental ties, it will be

important in the future to develop joint
other departments or university agencies.

1~ork

at a research level with

A 1~eal th of subject material

for such research exists at present in the work presently being handled
by the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Peace Corps.

Studies could

be either sociological or technological in nature and modeled after the
work done in migratory workers housing by Sim Van der Ryn or low-cost
housing by Henry Sanoff, both of Berkeley, and could combine the talents
of such diverse agencies as the departments of Sociology or Anthropology,
the Bureau of Business Research or even the New Mexico Institute of
Technology and Mining,

The Chairman has already approached Albuquerque

Gravel Products, who have expressed a willingness to finance and participate in a research project investigating the adaptability of lightweight
concrete to low-cost housing in this climate.
3)

The department needs more diversification of teaching in the

design program.
a)

Several solutions are evident,

Rather than concentrate individual teachers in any single

year, use a team teaching approach where a variety of permanent
faculty can be brought into the class during the year.

- 4 -
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b)

As the classes get larger, two or more instructors

1dll need to be assigned to a single year.

This will

already be in eff.ect next year in Arch. 201 and 301,
c)

An active program of visiting critics during the year

should be instituted.

This would be of immense value in a

school such as this where otherwise students would rarely
come into contact with first-rate architects,

At present

money appropriated for visitors is only sufficient to bring
them for two or three days.

In the future every effort should

be made to secure money to bring visiting critics for periods
of six weeks or more.
4)

In the future a much more carefully structured type of teaching

must be substituted in the design courses for the present loosely-organized, studio-type problems.

This will take the form of carefully prepared

lecture material, seminar work sessions, extensive assigned research and
reporting of same by students, and so forth,

The department will expect

in the future that design teachers 1.rill devote considerably more time to
course preparation and research than they have in the past.
C.

Appointments to Staff

1)

Ronald Eichorn, presently an instructor in architecture at the

University of California (Berkeley), has been appointed full-time instructor
for 1966-67,

Mr. Eichorn will be in charge of the new Architecture 201-202

course, which begins next year.

- 5 -
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2)

Arthur Jones, presently an instructor in architecture at the

University of Pennsylvania, has been appointed assistant professor for
1966-67.

Mr. Jones will teach third-year design and assist Mr. Eichorn

in second-year.
D.

Separations from Staff.

1)

Assistant Professor Harold Benson will leave U.N.M. at the end

of the 1966 sununer session to devote himself full time to his practice,
2)

Part-time Lecturer Charles Quinlan will leave

u.N.M.

at the end

of the 1966 summer session to accept a full-time teaching position at
California Polytechnic Institute.

·His :replacement has not yet been

appointed.
Il.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements,
1)

Advanced study.
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
Architectural registration, State of New Mexico
N.C.A.R.B. Certification

2)

Sabbaticals, etc.
Benson, Harold R.
Travel to Washington, D. C. to attend National
Convention

AIA

Heimerich, John J.
Sabbatical leave for travel and study of architecture in
Europe
Jarrett, James R.
Travel to Chicago, Illinois to investigate Trump System
in Public School Education
Illinois Institute of Technology to study architecture
curriculum and
Los Angeles, California to study architecture curriculum
at u.s.c. and u.c.L.A.
Berkeley, California to study architecture curriculum
and attend research conference
- 6 -
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Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
Visited architecture departments in fol101dng universities:
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
University of Illinois, Chicago, Ill,
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Ill,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.
U,C.L.A., Los Angeles, Calif,
University of California, Berkeley, Calif,
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass,
Mass. Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
Columbia University, New York, N.Y.
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
3)

New scholastic honors, etc,
None

4)

Publications.
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
Articles:
"An Open Letter to Ne1q Mexico's Architects, "New Mexico
Architecture
Work published:
Rittenhouse Swim Club, Arts and Architecture; April 1965;
New Mexico Architecture, Nov, 1965
Boston City Hall Competition, New Mexico Architecture, Nov.
1965

Beachcomber Swim Club, Charette, Awards Issue 1965
Tel-Aviv-Yaffo Town Planning Competition, Arts and Architecture,
Jan. 1966
Work mentioned in follo1~ing articles:
"Avant Garde Architecture," by Esther McCoy, Arts in Society,
Vol 3, No. 2
"Small Office Practice," by Esther McCoy, Arts and Architecture,
May 1966
5)

Other research projects, etc,
Benson, Harold R.
Various architectural projects
Heimerich, John J.
Various architectural projects
Jarrett, James R.
Various architectural projects
Participation in competition for Fremont, California
- 7 -
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Worked on planning project for Camden, N.J.
Schelgel, Don P.
Various architectural projects
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
Completed major urban rene1qal project for Camden, N.J.
Received $1000 grant from AIA Education Research Project
to research visual communication in architecture
6)

Activities in learned and professional societies, etc.
Benson, Harold R.
Attended AIA Convention in Washington, D.C.
Heimerich, John J.
Member, AIA, treasurer, local chapter
Jarrett, James R.
Attended ACSA Research Conference in Berkeley, Calif.
Schlegel, Don P,
Attended AIA Regional Meeting in Oct., Phoenix, Ariz.
Attended ACSA Regional Meeting in May, Galveston, Texas
Vreeland,
Speaker
Member,
Member,

7)

Thomas R., Jr.
at CASE Conference in Dedham, Mass,
Architectural Panel of New Mexico Fine Arts Conunission
AIA Urban Planning Committee

Other professional activities, etc.
Jarrett, James R.
Consultant, Office of Economic Opportunity
Speaker on City Planning, Espanola, N,M,
High School Adviser, spring 1966
Schlegel, Don P,
Consultant, North Campus Long Range Plan
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
Work included in "40 under 40" show sponsored by
Architectural League of New York
Lectured at University of Oregon and \~ashington
University in St. Louis, Mo.
- 8 -
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8)

Non-teaching University service,
Benson, Harold R,
Adviser, University College students
Heimerich, John J.
Adviser, Fine Arts College students
University Athletic Council
Jarrett, James R.
Adviser, University College students
Department of Architecture Library Committee (slides)
Schlegel, Don P.
Adviser, University College students
Member, Fine Arts Advisory Committee
Department of Architecture Library Committee and
Accreditation Committee
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr,
Adviser, Fine Arts College students
Member, Campus Planning Committee, Fine Arts Scholarship
Committee, Fine Arts.Policy Committee, Governor's Advisory
Panel for Title I o:J; Federal Higher Education Act

9)

Public service.
Heimerich, John J,
Deacon and member of official board of Monte Vista
Christian Church
Schlegel, Don P.
Member, State School Coordinating Committee

10)

None,

- 9 -
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART
JULY 1, 1965 - JUNE 30, 1966
VAN DEREN COKE, CHAIRMAN
A.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR,
1965-66.
Again the increase in enrollment has been the most
significant development in the Department of Art. As
predicted in the 1964-65 report, the graduate enrollment
increased at a greater rate than the undergraduate.
Over eighty percent of the one hundred and fifty applicants for graduate study were from out-of-state.

This

is an indication of the favored position now enjoyed by
the Department of Art in other parts of the country.
In the field of art history there has been a substantial increase in enrollment both at the undergraduate
and graduate level.

Although the department has offered

an M.A. in art history for a number of years, there have
not been many candidates in the field.

This past year

there were twelve art history M.A. candidates in residence.
Now that the doctoral program in American Studies includes
art history as a major area of emphasis, we expect even
more graduate students to elect art history as their
field of study.
The crowded conditions which prevailed in many of
the studio areas will be relieved by the allotment of
space to the Department of Art in Parsons Hall, the
building formerly occupied by the Department of Architecture.

This additional space will not only provide

,.
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much needed relief from crowded classrooms but will
allow us to allot appropriate working space on campus
to our graduate studio majors in painting and sculpture.
In the past many graduate students have been forced to
rent studio space off-campus, a procedure that is not
only unfair economically but unwise from an instructional
standpoint.
B.

SIGNIFICANT PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR
FUTURE.
This past year a new teaching procedure has been
followed in our visual fundamentals course.

Involved

was a master teacher who lectured to the students in
all ten sections of the course and supervised the
graduate assistants who conducted the studio aspect
of the program.

This procedure is economical without

appreciable loss of instructional quality and gives
our best graduate students teaching experience. In
the coming year we are instigating a similar program
in our fundamentals of drawing course.

Mr. Alfred

Young, an English artist trained at the Royal College
of Art, will direct this program in consultation with
a faculty committee.
In the Fall of 1966 the new General (Liberal Arts)
and Professional Curricula will become effective.

These

programs should provide more specialized instruction
for the two primary categories of students enrolled in
the Department of Art--art history and liberal arts
oriented students and professionally oriented studio
majors.

Since the Professional Curriculum is restricted

,.
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to students of proven high ability it will make possible
studies of greater range and depth for those students
who qualify for the program.

On the other hand the art

history majors and liberal arts oriented students will
devote a greater portion of their time to the humanities,
foreign language and art history.
Again it should be pointed out that although the
Fine Arts library has proven to be a great help to art
students and faculty, its collection needs to be greatly
expanded.

For many years inadequate

budgets permitted

only modest book purchases, and the resultant weaknesses
in the collection handicaps the study of art history
for the majors in the field as well as for the greatly
increased number of serious studio majors and graduate
students who minor in art history.
C.

APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF
An unusual number of appointments have been made
during this past year to meet the needs of our increased
enrollment in the studio areas and to enrich our art
history program.
Mary Elizabeth Smith, who recently finished her
doctoral studies at Yale, has been appointed as Assistant
Professor.

Professor Smith's specialties are Pre-

Columbian and Spanish-Colonial Art history.
Douglas George, a doctoral candidate in American
Studies at the University of Minnesota, has been
appointed as Assistant Professor.

He will teach the

Art of the United States, a seminar in American Studies
and a section of our introductory art history course.

..
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Due to Professor George's considerable experience in
the English Department at the University of Minnesota,
he will also assist our graduate students with the preparation of theses and dissertations, a much needed
procedure.
Alfred Young, as mentioned above, will supervise
our fundamentals of drawing program and teach an
advanced course in painting.
Wayne Lazorik, who received his M.F.A. from the
University of Minnesota this past year, will teach
two courses in photography and one section of Art
Appreciation.
William Goodman, who will receive his M.F.A. from
the San Francisco Art Institute in June, will teach
two beginning courses in sculpture and one course in
drawing.
John Pearson, who has recently received his M.F.A.
from Northern Illinois University, after considerable
training at the Royal College of Art in his native
England, will teach two courses in painting and a
lecture course in contemporary art.
D.

SEPARATION FROM STAFF
This past year we have been fortunate to have two
visiting professors who added much to our program.
Helmut von Erffa, formerly chairman of the Department
of Art at Rutgers was quite effective in our art
history program.

Retired at Rutgers before he joined

our staff, he plans to complete his long researched
biography of the painter :Senjamin West and not take a

,.
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teaching assignment next year.
Enrique Montenegro, who was very successful as
a teacher of painting this past year, will return to
Pennsylvania State University where he holds a regular
appointment as an Associate Professor of Art.
Leroy Morais will leave in June and will accept
a position at Towson State College in Baltimore.
John Chamberlain, who has been a part-time
visiting artist, has been awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship for 1966-67 and will therefore not be
teaching next year.
David Read will also leave in June.

He has accepted

a position at the University of Miami in Coral Gables,
Florida.
William Thonson accepted a position at Humboldt
State College in February.
II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED ON INDIVIDUAL
BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENT.
1.

Advanced Study
none

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching
elsewhere, travel, etc., during the period
Bunting, Bainbridge - Summer of 1965 in New England.
Frequent architectural field trips and museum trips.
Coke, Van Deren - Two months travelling in Greece,
Spain, Turkey, France and England.
Lewis, Ralph W. - Painting class, Extension, Western
State College (Telluride, Colorado).
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Smith, Sam- From June 15 -August 15, 1965, spent
in Telluride, Colorado, painting.
von Erffa, Helmut H. -Visited museums in Paris,
Florence, Geneva, London, New York. Catalogued
three private collections of drawings and paintings
by Benjamin West at Ipswich, Farnham, Surrey and
Lympme Castle, Kent. Lectured at Ahorn Castle
with slides (in German). Did research at the
British Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum.
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
none

4.

Publications
Bunting, Bainbridge - Survey of Architectural
History in Cambridge; East Cambridge Historical
Commission, June 10, 1965, 97 pages. "San Felipe
Church", New Mexico Architecture, May 1966, pp 9-12.
Architectural Heritage of Acoma Pueblo.
Coke, Van Deren - Catalogs & Articles: The Drawings
of Andrew Dasburg, Albuquerque: Art Museum, UNM. 1966,
36 pages. Twentieth Century Sculpture (Edited),
Albuquerque: Art Museum, UNM. 1966, 48 pages. "Julius
Rolshoven Memorial Exhibition" Bulletin, The University
of New Mexico Art Museum, The University of New Mexico,
No. 1 1965, pp. 5-15. "A New Mexico Landscape by Stuart
Davis" Bulletin, The University of New Mexico, No. 1
1965, p. 20.
Ellis, Robert M. -Layout and design of: Bulletin, The
University of New Mexico Art Museum, The University of
New Mexico, No. 1 1965, 24 pages. The Drawings of
Andrew Dasburg, Albuquerque: Art Museum, UNM. 1966, 36
pages. The Collection of William and Rebecca James,
Albuquerque: Art Museum, UNM. 1966, 24 pages. Twentieth
Century Sculpture, Albuquerque: Art Museum, UNM. 1966,
48 pages.

,.
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5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed during period.
Antreasian, Garo Z. - Technical Advisor, Tamarind
Lithography Workshop (Ford Foundation Project).
UNM Research Grant - Exlporation of Materials and
Equipment for Painting and Lithography.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Summer 1965, Director,
.Architectural Survey for Cambridge Historical
Commission, Cambridge, Mass., work on Cambridgeport area. June 15-September 1. Co-editor,
New Mexico Architecture.
Coke, Van Deren - Completed The Drawings of Andrew
Dasburg, Albuquerque: Art Museum, UNM. 1966, 48 pages,
research grant. Continuing research on the biography
of the American painter B.J.O. Nordfeldt. Further
research on the various ways photography has been used
in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Grow, Ronald L. - UNM Research Grant -Exploration
of the Use of Plastics in Sculpture.
Harrison, Newton - UNM Research Grant - Sculptural
Possibilities of High Density Forms.
Lewis, Ralph W. -Continuation of project of UNM
Research Grant. Studio work in painting, metalwork and jewelry.
Tatschl, John - Completed mural in the Library.
Designed a bronze plaque for the School of Law.
In Progress: some stained glass windows for a
church in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
von Erffa, Helmut H. - In progress article on a
painting by West for the Stanford University Museum.
Sent drawing: Albuquerque Backyard No. 1 to Museum
for Immigration, New York.
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Adams, Clinton - Chairman, National Council of Fine
Arts Deans, 1965-66. Meetings attended': National
Council of the Arts; National Council of Fine Arts
Deans; College Art Association of America.
Coke, Van Deren - Mountain Plains Museum Conference;
Western Association of Art Museums; Society of Photographic Education (elected a member of the Board of
Directors);. College Art Association of America; Art
Historians of the Pacific Northwest.
~llis,

Robert M. -Western Association of Art Museums.

Paak, Carl E - Secretary, American Association of
University Professors; Corrales Art Association,
New Mexico Designer Craftsmen; American Craftsmen
Council.
Smith, Sam - Elected President, Artists Equity
Association; Voted honorary member, The New Mexico
Art League; Advisory Board, Lincoln County Art
Association.
7.

Other professional activities.
Adams, Clinton - Colloquium: "English and the Fine
Arts," with Morris Freedman, et al, Aug. 4, 1965;
"Shirtsleeve Session," KNME-TV, with Paul Brach and
Van Deren Coke, Dec. 2, 1965; "Recent Directions in
Sculpture," Panel Discussion with Felix Landau,
John Tatschl, et al, Apr. 29, 1966. Paintings and
lithographs exhibited in faculty exhibitions at the
UNM Art Museum, Highlands University, and the Roswell
Museum; and in group exhibitions at the Felix Landau
Gallery, Los Angeles; also in "20th Artists West of
the Mississippi, 1965," an invitational exhibition
at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, July 1,
September 15, 1965.
Antreasian, Garo z. - Exhibitions: Southwest Prints
and Drawings Exhibition, Dallas, Purchase Award;

,,

Antreasian, Garo Z. (Cont) - National Print Exhibition,
Brooklyn Museum, Purchase Award; Mid-America Exhibition,
Kansas Museum, Honorable Mention; Invitational Print
Exhibitions: Bard College, Madison Art Center, Library
of Congress. Works purchased for following collections:
San Jose State College, Miami University, U.S, Information Agency, National Collection Smithsonian.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Several talks on New Mexican
art/architecture for church groups, historical
society, etc.
Coke, Van Deren ~ Exhibition of Creative Photography:
Art Gallery, Florida State University, One~Man Show,
November 1965; Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery, University of Nebraska, Creative Photography: The Sixties,
3 prints, February 1966; Art Museum, University of
Oregon, 5 prints, June/July 1966; Annual Exhibition
of work by members of the faculty of the Department
of Art, 4 prints, January 1966 (subsequently shown
at), Roswell Museum and Art Center, Art Gallery, New
Mexico Highlands University. Creative Photography
published: Photography Annual, 1966 p. 114; Creative
Photography: The Sixties, 1966, p. 15; P.C. Herald:
Book 14, 1966, pp. 1, 6, 7, 11, 14, 15.
Grow, Ronald L. -Exhibitions: Southwest Prints &
Drawings, Dallas Museum of Art; Southwestern College,
Purchase Award.
Harrison, Newton- Group Exhibitions: CORE Invitational,
New York City; Westchester Annual; Hudson River Museum;
Roswell Museum, UNM .Art Museum; Highlands University.
One Man Show: Jonson Gallery.
Lewis, Ralph W. - Invited Artist, Arizona Craftsmen
Exhibition; Witte Museum Painting Invitational; Wichita
National Craftsmen's Exhibition. Designed and cast
John Dustin Clark Memorial Award, N.M. Society of
Chemists Cover. Illustrations, New Mexico Wildlife.
Guest, KNME.

Paak, Carl E. -Exhibitions: National Ceramics
Exhibit, Miami Florida; National Invitational
Ceramics Exhibit, San Jose State College; Art
Museum,University of New Mexico; New Mexico Highlands University, Roswell Museum and Art Center;
Los Lomas Gallery; State Fair Craft Show; Corrales
Art Association Craft Show.
Smith, Sam - One Man Exhibitions: Los Alamos
Building and Loan Association, Los Alamos, Botts
Gallery, Albuquerque. Paintings exhibited: Las
Lomas Gallery, Albuquerque; Santa Fe Biennial
Exhibition; Four Hills Country Club, Albuquerque;
Baker Collector Gallery, Lubbock, Texas; Sheridan
Hotel, Telluride, Colorado; Jorgensen Gallery,
Ouray, Colorado; Apline Artists Holiday, Ouray
Colorado; New Mexico State Fair; Security Federal
and First National Bank, Albuquerque; Exhibition
of work by the Department of Art Faculty, ~ew Mexico
Highlands University; Artist Equity Show, Albuquerque;
Art League Invitational Show, Albuquerque; Stone
Galleries, Albuquerque; Four paintings on exhibit
in the Administration Building, UNM. Prizes: 1st
prize, Alpine Artist Holiday Show, Ouray, Colorado;
1st prize, watercolor, NewMexico State Fair.
Judged the following exhibitions: Carlsbad Area
Art Show; 2nd Annual Aspencade Art Show, Ruidoso;
New Mexico Art League Annual; Tables Extraordinaire,
Assistance League of Albuquerque. Represented in
Permanent Collections: Arlington State College;
Museum of New Mexico; New Mexico Art League.
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Adams, Glinton - Dean, College of Fine Arts.
Committees: Administrative Committee; Entrance
and Credits. Ad hoc committee, Concert Hall Fine
Arts Allowance. Concert Hall Board.
Coke, Van Deren - Chairman, Department of Art;
Director, University Art Museum; Member of the
Graduate Committee, University Committee on Gifts
to Libraries, Museums and Galleries; College of
Fine Arts Advisory Committee. Graduate and undergraduate advisor.

-·
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Ellis, Robert M. -Assistant Director, University
Art Museum. Faculty advisor~ Assisted in organizing
Friends of Art. Advisory Committee, Department of
Art.
Grow, Ronald L. - Advisory Committee, Department of
Art; University Student Standards Committee. Faculty
advisor.
Harrison, Newton - Guest lecturer, Honors Program-Work of Paul Brach; Guest lecturer on color phenomena
in Dr. J. Howarth's class in Optics. Faculty advisory.
Lewis, Ralph W. - Extension Division and Registration
Committee. Faculty advisor.
Paak, Carl E. - Board of Directors, Harwood Foundation;
President, Coronado Credit Union. Fine Arts Advisory
Committee. Faculty advisor.
Smith, Sam - Chairman, Research Allocations Committee.
Faculty advisor.
9.

Public Service.
Antreasian, Garo Z. - Judge, Old Town Arts and Crafts
Fair. Lecture on Lithography, Corrales Art Association.
Coke, Van Deren - Lectured to: Art League of New
Mexico; Junior League of Aibuquerque (5 times);
Juried 4th Army annual Photographic Exhibition,
Sandia Base; Chairman, Albuquerque Fine Arts Board.
Ellis, Robert M. - Board of Directors, Arts and
Crafts Fair.
Harrison, Newton - Demonstration and lecture on art
theraphy techniquest for disturbed children. State
Hospital, Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Paak, Car1 E. -Board of Directors, First Unitarian
Church; Chairman, Art Committee.

10.

Personal information.
Kacere, John - Married September 1965
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The Report of the University Art Museum
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Van Deren Coke, Director
CHANGE OF DESIGNATION
When the Fine Arts Center was opened in 1962, the name "Art
Gallery" was an appropriate designation for the new exhibition facilities incorporated in the building.

With the development of the

exhibition program and the growth of the collection, the term "gallery" no longer seems appropriate, as it does not have the connotation
of permanence or of professional direction associated with the term
"museum."

For this reason and to give potential donors a feeling of

reassurance in regard to the treatment and preservation of their
gifts, the name of the University Art Gallery was changed to the
University Art Museum.

Van Deren Coke continued as Director of the University Art
Museum with Robert M. Ellis serving as Assistant Director.
members of the staff have been:

James

c.

Other

Moore, Preparator, a

student enrolled in the Honors Program, majoring in Art History;
Eddie F. H. Wong, Graduate Assistant; and Mrs. Ellen F. Bellingham,
Museum Secretary.
EXHIBITIONS
Nineteen exhibitions were shown in the galleries during the
period of this report, the majority of which were organized by the
Museum staff.

This represents an increase of four exhibitions

above the number shown the previous year.

,.

The year opened with an exhibition of outstanding photographs
by the noted contemporary photographer, Aaron Siskind, on loan from
George Eastman House museum.
This was follo~ved by the Alexei Jawlensky Retrospective 1

1864~

1941, lent us by the Pasadena Art Museum, to which was added (from
local collections) Prints. Drawings and Watercolors by Lvonel Feininger.
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Wassily Kandinsky and Paul Klee, the other members of The Blue Four.
From November 29, 1965, to January 30, 1966, were shown
the twenty-three paintings comprising the Julius Rolshoven Memorial
Collection, the gift of Mrs. Harriet Blazo Rolshoven, augmented by
loans of other works by the artist lent by Mr. Norbert Heermann of
Woodstock, New York.
From November 29 to December 17, the Second Annual Purchase
Exhibition was held.
previous year,

t~as

This, like the Purchase Exhibition of the

eminently successful..

Again this year Sandia

Savings and Loan Association helped to make this exhibition possible.

The Association contributed $300 for the organization of

the show and guaranteed purchase of a number of works to encourage
the various art dealers to lend pictures for possible purchase by
the Museum and members of the community.

Of the 117 works shown,

47 were sold.
An innovation at this Purchase Exhibition was the offering
for sale of five lithographs prepared by members of the University
Department of Art faculty:

Clinton Adams, Kenneth M. Adams, Garo Z.

Antreasian, Robert M. Ellis and Sam Smith.

These impressions were

printed at the UNM l.ithography Workshop in editions of 25, of which
10 were donated by the artists to the Museum for sale to the public,

the proceeds of the sale to be used for scholarship and acquisition
funds.
The Purchase Exhibition was followed in the upper gallery
by the Annual Exhibition of Work by Faculty Members of the Department
of Art.

After the close of this exhibition at the University, it 11as

shown at the Roswell Museum and Art Center.
In the spring a major exhibition of drawings by the Taos
artist, Andrew Dasburg, was organized by the Museum staff.

It is

also being exhibited at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, the
Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery, the Art Gallery of the University
of Texas and the Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth.
Alfred Frankenstein, art critic of the San Francisco Examiner, in
reviewing the show, said,

11

! have always thought of this artist as

a skilled but not especially exciting member of the Taos school of

,.
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painters; his drawings however reveal him.as the greatest draughtsman
of landscape since Van Gogh ..••

The catalogue, containing an intro-

ductory essay by Van Deren Coke •.. is a model of what such things
should be."
At the same time the drawings of Mr. Dasburg were on display,
the Museum also showed the private collection of William and Rebecca
James of Taos, New Mexico, including works by such noted artists as
Jobn Marin, Marsden Hartley, J. M. Millet, Gaston Lachaise and others.
A major event in the history of New Mexico art took place in
March and April, when the first large-scale sculpture exhibition ever
held in the state was put on display,

Organized under the co-sponsor-

ship and assistance of the Junior League of Albuquerque, the show,
Twentieth Century Sculpture, consisted of 40 masterpieces of sculpture.

13 prints and drawings by sculptors, 1~ere lent by 35
galleries and private collectors. Visitors described the show as
"the most beautiful we have ever seen, 11 "thrilling, 11 "an impressive
These,

'~ith

show, a credit to Albuquerque and l:-lew Mexico,"
Like the Impressionism in America exhibition held last year,
the Twentieth Century Sculpture show was made possible by funds held
in trust for the community of Albuquerque by the Junior League.

In

addition to paying the major portion of the costs for the exhibition
and the catalog, many Junior League members particpated in the selection of the work borrowed and in the organization of the exhibition
and the catalog.
Attendance at this exhibition was 7,500, the largest attendance at any exhibition at the Museum except Art Since 1889, held in
the fall of 1964, which totaled 9,794.

At first glance, these figures

may not seem large; however, when last year's exhibition, Impressionism in America, was loaned to the De Young Museum of San Francisco,
a city of more than a million population, attendance there was 13,435,
and the Director felt that it was a very successful exhibition.

We

feel that our attendance of 7,500 at the sculpture exhibition was
impressive, based on a population of 12,000 students, a faculty and
staff of 11 500 and a community of 300,000,

At the same time, we feel
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that there are still many people who have not benefited from the
exhibitions of the University Art Museum and hope that future
shows will attract an even wider audience.
In connection with the sculpture exhibition, two public
lectures and a symposium were held.

The first, at the time of the

opening reception, was delivered by Gerald NordlandJ D;i.rect;or of
the Washington Gallery of Modern Art; his topic was
the First Half of the Twentieth Century.

Sculp~ure

in

Aloert E. Elsen, Professor

of Art at Indiana University and an authority on Rodin, discussed
Rodin and Modern Sculpture.

Near the end of the exhibition a panel

discussion was held on the subject Directions in Twentieth Century
Sculpture.

~articipants

were Felix Landau, of the Felix Landau

Gallery, Los Angeles, and Professors Clinton Adams, Van Deren Coke
and John Tatschl.

These lectures and the symposium were very well

attended by both students and members of the community,
From April 24 to May 22 was shown an important exhibition of
prints titled Traditions of Lithography: The Crayon Print assembled
primarily from prints in the Permanent Collection of the University
in conjunction with a graduate seminar on lithography taught by
Dean Clinton Adams.
Recent works of two contemporary painters were included in
the exhibition schedule:

Jesse Reichek, Professor of Art of the

University of California at Berkeley and advisor on curriculum for
the Departments of Art and Architecture; and Paul Brach, the distinguished New York artist and teacher, now at the Parsons School of
Design.
Mr. Brach spent a month with the University Art Museum as
Artist-in-Residence under the auspices of the American Federation
of Arts, which administered a grant for this purpose from the Ford
Foundation.

The grant permitted major practicing artists to spend four

or five weeks in various galleries and museums to acquaint the public
with some of the ideas and techniques of contemporary artists,

Dur-

ing his visit, Mr. Brach gave two formal public lectures, addressed
the Junior League of Albuquerque Museum docents and several groups

•.

of art students, a group from the Department of Philosophy, and a
seminar course in contemporary music.

He also participated in a

seminar of the University's Honors students.

In addition, he talked

informally with a large number of advanced students about their
development as artists.
A number of smaller exhibitions were shown during the year,
perhaps the most notable being a selection of Greek Vases of the
fourth and fifth centuries, B.C., from the Fogg Art Museum of Harvard
University.

These were exhibited in connection with Professor Helmut

von Erffa's graduate seminar on Greek vase painting.

Of interest to

music students was an exhibition on TWentieth Century Music Notation,
lent us by the Coleman Chamber Music Society, and of interest to
students of dramatic art the exhibition of Collegiate Scene Design
from the Art Museums and Theatres Project, AETA.
During December and January a selection of Prints by New Mexico
Artists from tbe Museum's Permanent Collection were shown in the Print
Room, followed, in February, by Nineteenth Century Japanese Prints
from the collection of Mrs. Joseph A. Imhof of Taos, New Mexico.
The two final shows of the year were the thesis exhibitions
of ten candidates for the degrees Master of Arts or Master of Fine
Arts, and the Annual Exhibition of Work by the Students of the Department of Art.
GALLERY PUDLicATIONS 1965/66
The Bulletin of the University Art Museum, The University of
New Mexico was inaugurated with publication of its first number,
Winter 1965/66.

This publication was issued at the time of the

Julius Rolshoven Memorial Exhibition.

The 24-page, illustrated

Bulletin contained an article by Van Deren Coke on Julius Rolshoven's
career as an artist together with notes by Clinton Adams summarizing
the development of the Museum and print collection.

Several import-

ant acquisitions wete described, among them the Stuart Davis

~

Mexico Landscape and an eighteenth-century Spanish-American lnmaculada.
The Bulletin will be published at least once a year in the future.

..
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Other Museum publications during this period included the
following exhibition catalogs:
"The Drawings of Andrew Dasburg." Text by Van Deren
Coke; designed by Robert M. Ellis. ·University of New
Mexico Art Museum publication. . 36p., 40 black and
white illus,, including cover plate.
"The Collection of William and Rebecca James." Introduction by Rebecca James; text selected by the Museum
staff; designed by Robert.M. Ellis. University of New
Mexico publication. 24p., 22 black and white illus.,
including cover plate.
"Twentieth Century Sculpture." Introduction by Van
Deren Coke; text selected by Van Deren Coke in collaboration with members of the Junior League of
Albuquerque; designed by Robert H. El1is in collaboration with members of the Junior League of Albuquerque,
48p., 45 black and white illus,
An illustrated checklist was prepared for the exhibition of
Recent Paintings by Jesse Reichek.
PERMANENT COLLECTION - PURCHASES
An important group of prints, primarily by nineteenthcentury artists, was added to the Permanent Collection by purchase.
Significant among these were ten prints selected from the Purchase
Exhibition, including a drypoint Self Portrait by Beckmann; Gris'
lithograph, Marcelle la Blonde; Picasso's etching, Blind Minotaur
Led by Girl with Fluttering Dove, from his Suite Vollard; and an
impression of Goya 1 s etching, Folly of the Carnival, from the 1864
edition,

Nr. and Nrs. William C. Briggs added as a gift to the

Museum the 1891 edition of the same Goya print so that students
could compare the differences between the various editions.

Other

purchases during the year included two lithographs by Isabey, two
by Gericault, Senefelder 1 s Lion Killing a Deer, and ToulousewLautrec's
Judie et Dihau, all of which were included in the exhibition, Traditions of Lithography: The Crayon Print, and a clicbe-verre by Corot,
Cache-Cache.
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PERMANENT COLLECTION - GIFTS
Two memorial gifts made during the year were outstanding in
a year of importan.t additions to the collections.

Mrs. B. J. 0.

Nordfeldt gave $1,200 for the purchase of a print in memory of her
late husband. With this gift an impression of Cezanne's most important lithograph,' The Bathers, was purchased.
Contributions to a Memorial Fund_in memory of the late Vera
Jonson, wife of Professor Raymond Jonson, totalled $1,423, enabling
the Museum, in consultation with Mr. Jonson, to purchase an ~il
painting by the contemporary artist Ilya Bolotowsky entitled Rising
~.

Also in her memory, a watercolor, Cascade, was given by the

artist Douglas Denniston, an early recipient of the Master of Arts
degree from the University of New Mexico, now a professor at the
University of Arizona.

Artist Ed Garman gave his acrylic polymer

painting, Variation of a Structure No. 35, as a memorial to Vera
Jonson.
Mentioned elsewhere in this Report is the gift of ten

im~

pressions of lithographs by five members of the faculty of the
Department of Art for resale, one of each to be added to the Permanent Collection:
Clinton Adams. Enchantress. Color lithograph, 1965.
Kenneth M. Adams. Adobe Plasterer. Lithography, 1965.
Garo z. Antreasian.. Arc, Color lithograph, 1965,
Robert M. Ellis. nn~scape. Color lithograph, 1965.
Sam Smith. Winter Aspen, Color lithograph, 1965.
Other gifts of note have been:
From Mrs, George Kluckhohn, Kenneth Adams' portrait of
Jane Kluckbohn, formerly professor in the Department of
English.
Three gifts of works by Julius Rolshoven were added to the
Memorial Collection. Mr. Norbert Heermann of Woodstock,
New York, gave a sketchbook of the artist containing pencil
drawings made in New Mexico, and a pastel, Figure on Horseback, which was a study for the painting now in the Zimmerman
Library, Land of Sip-0-Phe. Van Deren Coke gave a pencil
drawing, a study for the same painting,
An aquatint, Cordova, by Doel Reed, given by the artist,
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From the Estate of Inez Sizer Cassidy, through The
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley,
nine lithographs and four lithographic plates by the
late Gerald Cassidy, Santa Fe artist.
A collage, Yellow Way, a gift of the artist, William
McGee, who took his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree at the
University of New Mexico and now teaches at Hunter College of the City of New York.
From the Allen Tucker Memorial, through the Milch Galleries, New York, an oil, New Mexico, by Allen Tucker,
Four lithographs by Joseph A. Imhof, the gift of Mrs,
Joseph A. Imhof.
A small oil by Ernest L. :Blumenschein, Marketplace at
Nice, from the Erna Fergusson Estate.
From Mr. Martin Seligson of Geneva, Switzerland, a
painting by Olga Bober entitled Gypsy with Cards,
From Mr. Clinton Adams an egraving, dated 1S40, by
Ghisi, David Slaying Goliath.
From Mr. Van Deren Coke a selection of ten photographs
by Edward Weston.
As our Permanent Collection grows, the Museum is being asked
to lend works to exhibitions at other institutions.

It is very im-

portant that we establish reciprocal arrangements of this kind, since
we shall abvays have to depend upon other museums and galleries for
the development of many of our exhibitions.

Last year we lent to

the Washington Gallery of Modern Art an important oil by Richard
Diebenkorn from our collection.

During the current year our Stuart

Davis, New Mexico Landscape, and a woodcut by Erich Heckel,

~

Ostend, were lent for an exhibition titled The Colleges and Universities Collect at Northern Arizona University at Flagstaff, Arizona.
These works all appeared in the catalogs of these exhibitions, which
acquainted many people 1vith the fact that the University of New
Mexico now has an Art Museum and growing collection.
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FRIENDS OF ART
During the year a group of people interested in the development
'. .
.
.
'
of the Museum formed the Friends of Art of the University Art Museum
with the idea of obtaining community support to expand the range of
exhibitions and add significant works of art to the Permanent Collection.

Several meetings have been held and officers elected:

Mr.

Frederick F. McCaffrey, President; Mr. Howard Stump, Vice-President;
Mrs, Harvey S. Hoshour, Secretary-Treasurer.

Plans have been made

for membership solicitation in the fall of 1966.

Robert Ellis, Assist-

ant Director of the Museum, has been very active in the organization
and development of this important group.
SIGNIFICANr PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE
Tentative plans for exhibitions during 1966/1967 include:
In September and October, an exhibition of approximately
thirty works by Georgia 0 1 Keeffe;
In October and November, Edge of Pop, a survey of works by
West Coast artists who use certain aspects of "Pop 11 art;
sculpture by John Chamberlain, who has been visiting artist
at the University of New Mexico during Semester II, 1965/66
and who has just received a Guggenheim Fellowship;
In November and December, Young Talent in Architecture ~ 40
under 40, on loan from the Museum of Modern Art; and, before
Christmas, the Third Annual Purchase Exhibition;
In January and February, Camposantos, photographs of New
Mexico graveyard crosses, an exhibition organized by the
Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth; and .the
Annual Exhibition of Work by the Faculty of the Department
~·
The major exhibition of the Spring Semester will be Cubism in
America, the third of a series of exhibits organized in co-operation
with the Junior League of Albuquerque.
RESIGNATION OF VAN DEREN COKE AS DIRECTOR
In order to devote my full energies to the position of Chair"
man of the Department of Art, I have resigned as Director of the
University Art Museum effective July 1, 1966.

I would like to take
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this opportunity to express my appreciation to Dean Clinton Adams,
President Tom Popejoy and the other members of the University admirtistration whose co-operation and assistance have made possible the
substantial growth of the University Art Museum that has taken plac.e
during the period September 1962 to July 1966 when I served as
Director,
The University Art Museum has served as a source of information and inspiration n,ot only for the art student and faculty of
the Department of Art, bu.t has brought to the total community pleasurable as well as challenging experiences,

I am sure that the program

will continue to be lively and expand its scope, £or the University
will more and more be looked upon as a source of leadership in the
field of art in the Southwest.
It has given me great satisfaction to serve as Director of
the Museum during its formative period, and I hope to continue periodically to organize exhibitions as my research in American art
and the history of photography unfolds.
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THE REPORT Of THE DEPARTNENT OF DRAMATIC ART
July 1, 1965--June 30, 1966
Edwin Snapp, Chairman

I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL !NFOR!1ATION.
A.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR,
1965-66.
During the academic year the Department of Dramatic

Art was reorganized to offer professional curricula leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dramatic Art and
general curriculum leading to the degreeof Bachelor of Arts
in Pine Arts.
The Department of Dramatic Art was host to the New
Hexico Theatre Guild for its annual conference mee·ting in
October 1965.
A n<:!W st-li tchboard was purchased for the Depar>tment
of Dramatic Art; the switchboard and six

ne'~

electrical

outlets will be installed in the University Theatre during
the summer.

B.

SIGNIFICAI\fT PLANS AND REC01·1HENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR
fUTURE.
During the coming academic year the Department of

Dramatic Art plans to prepare and direct a touring group of
University students for a proFram of enrichment of draoatic
literature currently being taught in the public schools of
Ne1-1

liexico.

Plans are also being made to sponsol:' and host

a State-wide One Act Play Festival.
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With no construction date set for Phase III of the
Fine Arts Center, it becomes more and more evident that some
provision must be made for the repair and renovation of the
Department 1 s present housing.

The new sv1itchboard to be

installed in the University Theatre will alleviate only
one aspect of the department's many needs.
C.

APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF.
Jane Buckles appointed Assistant

Professo~,

effective July 1966.
Thomas Calkins appointed Assistant Professor,
effective July 1966,
D.

SEPARATIONS FROM STAFF.
Bruce McMullan resigned, effective July 1966.

II. COHPOSITE OF INFORNATION REQUESTED ON INDIVIDUAL

BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEI·lENTS.
1.

Advanced study.
None.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching
elesewhere, travel, etc., dur~ng the per~od.
HCHULLAN, Bruce t1.

Served as technical director for the Santa Fe Opera,
June to September.

Nill serve again this June (to September).

YELL, Joseph E., Jr,
Producer-Owner of the Garrett County Playhouse
(Oakland, Naryland),
week season.

Produced eight plays in eight

Employed six UN!1 drama students.

Traveled to l1exico for seveteen days during Christmas
vacation, 1955.
-2-
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3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None.

4.

Publications.
None.

5.

Other research projects or creative Hork in progress
or completed during perlod.
None.

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
MCMULLAN, Bruce W.
Hember of American Educational Theatre Association,

American Association of University Professors (Treasurer of
UNJ1 Chapter), and United States Institute of Theatl'e Technology.
SNAPP, Edt-Iin
Member of American National Theatre Academy (corporate
member), American Educational Theatre Association, and
National Theatre Conference.
Conference in

Nevi

Attended National Theatre

York City on November 25-28, 1965.

Mexico Chairman of A.B.T.A. Legislative Committee.

New
Elected

President of the NeH Hexico Theatre Guild, 1965-67.

YELL, Joseph E., Jr.
Nember of American Association of University Professors,
American Educational Theatre Association, and Southwest
Theatre Conference.
in

r~idland,

Attended Southwest Theatre Conference

Texu.s, in November, 19 6 5, and served on the

Panel for I{ew t'lexico Drama.

7.

Other professional-activities.
The Department of Drama again offered theatre-goers

of both the student body and community a varied and stimulating
theatre program:

-3-
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RIGHT YOU ARE IF YOU THINK YOU ARE by Luigi Pirandello,
directed by Gene Yell; TARTUFFE by Moliere, directed by Edwin
Snapp; THE PHYSICISTS

l;Jy

Friedrich Durrenmat.t., directed by

Edwin Snapp; and the famous Lerner & Loewe musical comedy
BRIGADOON, directed by Gene Yell.
Settings for the plays were designed by John Raeyel
(Gene Yell), Brian Spavin, and John Dailey & Tom Parkinson;
lighting and make-up were provided by Nadene Blackburn; costumes were designed and managed by Jane Buckles; all technical aspects of the physical production were in the charge
of Bruce McMullan.

Each of the productions ran for seven

performances in Rodey Theatre--with the exception of the
last show of the season, BRIGADOON, which ran for six
performances in the Fine Arts Recital Hall.
An important part of the Department of Drama's

service to the community at large is its Children's Theatre
production.

This past year it presented THE THREE BEARS--

medieval style!

The play to1as directed by Gene Yell; scene

construction, mounting, and shifting were handled by Bruce
HcHullan; lighting was designed by James Libby under the
supervision of Nadene Blackburn; costumes v1ere designed
by Emily Bailey under the supervision of JaneBuckles;

make-up was handled by Nadene Blackburn; and the set was
designed by Director Gene Yell.
Several senior thesis productions were presented, one
first semester and two on one bill second semester.

The

production first semester, THE Il!MIGRANT, was written and
directed-produced by Michael McGinnis under the supervision
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of Edwin Snapp.

Second semester D. G. Buckles directed an

experimental production of Bertolt Brecht's GALILEO and
Frederick B. Bornstein directed THE TYPISTS, a play by
the modern playw:r>ight, Murray Schisgal.
the supervision of Edwin Snapp.

Both worked under

The costumes for GALILEO

were designed by Brian Spavin under the supervision of
Jane Buckles, and the sets for both productions were also
designed by Brian Spavin under the supervision of Gene Yell.
The lighting for THE TYPISTS was designed by D. Masters &
Philip Nicholoson and for GALILEO by Robert King; all
lighting was supervised by Nadene Blackburn.

THE IMMIGRANT

ran for three performances in Commedia Theatre, and THE
TYPISTS and GALILEO ran for two performances in Rodey Theatre.

In addition the students of Professor Snapp's
Advanced Rehearsal and Performance class presented scenes
from well-knovm full length plays everyother Friday afternoon
of -the second semester before Departmental Assemblies.
Scenes were taken from such works as:

THE GLASS MENAGERIE,

THE TAMING OF THE SHREtv, THE CHILDREN 1 S HOUR, AS YOU LIKE IT,
WHEN \.JE DEAb A\vAKE, THE CRUCIBLE, ARMS AND THE MAN, PYGMALION,

T\IIELfTII NIGHT, etc.
8.

Non-teaching University service.
BLACKBURN, Nadene S.
University College and Fine Arts College faculty advisor.

Chairman of the Hospitality Committee.
HCHULLA.N, Bruce W,
University College and Fine Arts College faculty advisor.
Fine Arts Advisory Council.

Cultural Committee.
-5-
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SNAPP, Edwin
Fine Arts College faculty advisor,
Committee.

Fine Arts Policy

Chairman Department of Drama.

YELL, Joseph E., Jr.
University College and Fine Arts College faculty advisor.
Concert Hall Board.

Fine Arts Promotion Committee.

Committee

for the Purchase of Works of Art for the Fine Arts Concert
Hall.
9.

Public service.
Yell, Joseph E., Jr.
March of Dimes.

-.6-
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The Report of the Department of Music
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Joseph Blankenship, Chairman
General dep.artmental information

I.

A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1965-66.

During the past year the musical activities of the faculty
and students of the Department of Music have continued to expand.
More than.. lOO musical programs have been offered to the campus
community and throughout the state.

Departmental performing groups

have appeared in the surrounding states including performances at
the Music Educators National Conference in Kansas City, a Phi Mu
Alpha Regional Conference in Abilene, Texas and a special community
program in the Trinidad, Colorado schools sponsored with government
funds from Title I.
Several guest artists and lecturers were presented during
the year:

Daniel Domb, an outstanding young cellist from New York;

Dr. Francisco Curt Lange,

1~orld

famous musicologist from Uruguay;

Nelle Schkolnikova, violinist, and Ljuba Yedlina, pianist, outstanding
women musicians from Moscow, Russia; and significant solo and workshop
appearances were presented by the outstanding popular performers,
CaTl

11

Doc" Severinson, trumpet, Stan Getz, tenor saxophone, George

Roberts, bass trombone, and Joe Morello, percussion.

-1-
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The department has continued to sponsor and operate the
Albuquerque Youth Symphony program in cooperation with the Albuquerque Public Schools.

Professor Dale Kempter is director of

this project and oversees the teaching staff and rehearsals and
programming for the Youth Symphony and the Junior Orchestra.

The

annual string clinic here on November 5 and 6 is another project
promoting the development of string instrument performance

in

New Mexico.
In December a special music education workshop for school
administrators was presented in cooperation

1~ith

the 26 New

school districts forming the New Mexico Research Council.

~lexico

This

valuable service was ably presented by Dr. Jack Stephenson and
Dr. John Batcheller.

Dr. Batcheller has also cooperated with the

College of Education in offering special music courses for training
teachers from the South American countries of Paraguay and Ecuador.
In May a most successful music therapy workshop was. organized
through the cooperative efforts of several community organizations.
Dr. Jack Stephenson was the director and coordinator.

The staff

included a nationally famous roster of experts 1dth several local
participants:
Dr. E. Thayer Gaston- Director of Music Therapy,
University of Kansas, Lawrence
Dr. Donald E. Michel - Director of ~1usic Therapy,
Florida State University, Talahassee
Miss Dorothy Brin Crocker - Music Therapist with
the emotionally-disturbed child and the
handicapped child, Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, Texas
-2-
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Mr. Wayne Ruppenthal - Director of Music Therapy,
Topeka State Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Dr. Robert Senescu - Chairman, Department of Psychiatry,
The University of New Mexico
Dr. Frederick Adams - Child Guidance Center, The
University of New Mexico
Dr. John Batcheller - Elementary Music Education and
Recreation, The University of New Mexico
Dr. Leonardo Garcia- Department of Psychiatry,
The University of New Mexico.
Dr. Douglas McEwen made an extended trip through the Near
East countries as assistant conductor and soloist with the Roger
IVagner Chorale.

The cultural tour was sponsored through the U.S.

State Department.
The D. H. Lawrence Ranch was the site of the first Southwestern
Music Ranch sponsored by the Department of Music last August.

The

expansion of facilities at the Ranch made it possible to house and
teach a number of New Mexico high school students in a beautiful
and inspiring setting.

Professor Dale Kempter, as director, was

most successful in developing an educational program for the
South1~estern

Music Ranch.

Due to recent degree title changes, this year's music graduates
1~ere

the first to receive the degree of Bachelor of Music and Bachelor

of Music Education.

In addition, the departmental offerings were

completely reevaluated by the National Association of Schools of
Music.

The major in music pedagogy received initial approval and

all other undergraduate majors

~~ere

reapproved.

All music graduate

degree programs currently listed also received :full approval from
the National Association of Schools of Music.
-3-
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The offerings and facilitit1s of the Department of Music
received full-page write-ups in the national publications of
High Fidelity/Musical America and Pan Pipes of Sigma Alpha Iota.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.

Several music faculty members are progressing with plans on
projects to be submitted to the U.S. Office of Education for
cooperative support and financing.

Late this spring the Department

of Music submitted two proposals for consideration:

"~lethods

and

Effects of Live Music Performances for Schools" and "The Use of
Spanish Music in the New Mexico Schools".

It is recognized that

qualified personnel 1dll need to be recruited when these projects
are approved.

It is a severe handicap in recruiting well-qualified

people for these positions when the authorization notification is
in close proximity to the beginning date of the project.

Fortunately

Dr. Don Michel has agreed to be the director for the first project
even though approval has not been received.

This agreement was

made possible through the understanding support of the University
administration.
The Department of Music is eagerly anticipating the installation of the Holtkamp organ purchased for the Recital Hall.

The

contract for this organ was negotiated and signed last December
with installation date specified within 22-28 months.

This instrument

will greatly enrich the teaching of music students and organ performance presentations for the campus community.
-4-

The October opening of the new Concert Hall will be a most
significant event for the Department of Music.

The faculty and

students have planned a number of concerts for presentation in the
Concert Hall.

Several outstanding soloists have been booked for

these events.
In October, the department will host the annual meeting of
the National Association of Music Executives in State Universities.
This organization voted to meet on the UNM

camp~ ..in

order to inspect

the excellent facilities for music in the Fine Arts Center.

c.

Appointments to staff.

Dr. Raymond Vaught served as guest professor of music during
1965-66 in exchange 1dth Professor Hugh Miller, who filled Dr. Vaught's

position at the University of Hawaii.
Mrs. Adelina Timofeyew served as a temporary part-time
instructor during Semester II only.
Robert Stehwien was appointed as part-time instrumental
technician January 1, 1966.
D.

Separations from staff.

Henri Bittar terminated employment in August, 1965.
Robert McRae terminated as part-time sound technician May 31,
1966.
-5-
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II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements

1.

Advanced study

George Robert attended a three-day piano teachers workshop
by Joan Last, Professor of Music, Royal Academy of Music, London,
England, held at Carnegie Hall in New Yo!k City June 24-26, 1964.
On November 15, 1965, he also attended a piano workshop by Gordon
Terwilliger, Professor of Music at Wichita University.
William Seymour continued working on his Ed.D. degree at
Washington Unive!'sity in St. Louis, Missouri during the summer of

1965.
In January James Whitlow studied privately 1dth Raphael
Mendez in Encino, California.
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching
travel, etc., during the period.
·

else1~here,

John Batcheller visited the following places in his travels
during the year:

Guaymas, Mexico; New York City; Montreal & Toronto,

Canada; Washington, D. C.; Daytona Beach, Florida; New Orleans,
Louisiana; Denver

&Central

City, Colorado.

Kurt Frederick visited theater, concert and opera performances
in Switzerland and England.
From August 16-18, 1965, Walter Keller taught a three-day
piano 11orkshop at the Jean Elliott Studios in El Paso, Texas.
-6-
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From January 1 to April 1, Douglas McEwen took a leave of
absence to serve as the assistant conductor of the
Chorale on a

u.s.

~oger

\Vagner

State Department tour of Iran, Iraq; Syria, Jordan,

Lebanon, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Italy, and France,
Hugh Miller taught at the University Df Hawaii during the
1965-66 school year in exchange with Dr. Raymond Vaught who taught

at The University of
One

1~eek

Ne1~

Mexico.

was spent at Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia,

Kansas by William E. Rhoads.

He also spent a week at the University

of the Pacific at Stockton, California.
George Robert was on sabbatical leave until September, 1965.
Detailed information on his travels and experiences was filed in
his formal sabbatical leave report.
Jane Snow visited Arizona, Colorado, Texas and Utah during
the period.
Jim Thornton is currently on sabbatical leave in Boston,
Massachusetts and 1dll attend a four-week conducting institute at
Tangle1~ood

3.

in June.
New scholastic honors,

fello1~ships,

etc.

The national music honor society, Pi Kappa Lambda initiated
George Robert into its membership in

-7-
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4.

Publications.

Joseph Blankenship is editor of the woodwind column, Meyer's
Band News, Detroit, Michigan.
"Etudes for Technical Facility for Alto-Bass Clarinet" and
"21 Foundation Studies for Alto-Bass Clarinet" by William Rhoads

were published by Southern Music Co.
The editor of the New Mexico Musician

1~as

Jack Stephenson.

Three issues were put out during the year.
An arrangement by Jim Thornton of "Three Duo Concertantes 11

by Gebauer, scored for two bassoons, was published by Southern
Music Co.

He also wrote an article on the

wood1~ind

choir for the

Instrumentalist in January, 1966.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress
or completed during period.

John Batcheller has spent some time working on the creation
of the workshop "Music for the Pre-School Child" to be offered in
the summer session, 1966.
Joseph Blankenship did research and experimentation in
tension springs for piano sound boards to correct faults in bridge
crown.

,.
A project is now being studied by Dale Kempter involving

the Albuquerque Youth Symphony under Title III, Federal Secondary
School Act.

Jack Stephenson is also working on this project.

Dr. Stephenson has made application for a 7itle IV grant evaluating
music concerts in the public schools in the area.
-8-
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A "Syllabus - Elementary Theory" is now in preparation by
Donald McRae.
Jim Thornton has three compositions at the publishers which
he has arranged for woodwind quintet, ll'oodwind choir, and concert
band.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.

John Batcheller is an active member of MENC and NATS
(National Assoc. of Teachers of Singing).
The following is a list of meetings attended by Joseph
Blankenship during the period:
Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

2-7: TBA, TCDA, TODA in San Antonio, Texas
8-12: NAMESU University of Maryland
28-29: NMMEA, Albq.
25-27: NASM, Chicago
3-4: Music Ed. Workshop for the New Mexico
Research Council, Albq.
Feb. 17-19: CMEA, Denver
Feb. 25: CBDNA, New Mexico State University
March 17: Pi Kappa Lambda national convention, Kansas
City (elected national Vice President)
March 18-22: National MENC convention, Kansas City
(presented performance by UNM students)
April 15-16: Phi Mu Alpha Regional Convention, Abilene
(Governor, Province 31)
May 17: University of Wyoming, installed Pi Kappa Lambda
Chapter
Dr. Blankenship is a member of the MENC national committee on Music
Buildings, Rooms and Equipment.
The past president of NMMEA is Dale Kempter.

Mr. Kempter

also attended the national convention of MENC in March in Kansas City.
-9-
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Donald McRae is president of Phi Kappa Phi honor society.
Serving on a panel on "Band Programming" for the College
Band Directors National Association was Bill Rhoads.
Morton Schoenfeld served as president of UNM' s Chapter of
Pi Kappa Lambda, a national honor society for music.
On November 14, 1965, Bill Seymour gave a speech entitled
"Piano Pedagogy" for the state convention of NMMTA in Albuquerque.
Jack Stephenson is on the Editorial Board for the National
Journal of Research in Music Education.

He reviewed six manuscripts,

attended the national MENC convention in Kansas City, and \'las
coordinator of

Ne1~

Mexico's All-State Music Festival.

Jim Thornton 1m:rked with the UNM Woodwind Quintet during the
first semester to prepare them for their performance at the national
MENC convention in Kansas City in March.

7.

Other Professional activites

John Batcheller conducted a concert performance of Vivaldi's
Gloria and l'las a member of the state book commission for evaluating
music books.

His lectures and \'lorkshops are listed below:
1-day workshop conducted for music teachers in Santa Fe
City System on Elementary Music Education Methods,
Oct. 22
October 25, lecture on "Hot~ Cultured Are We? 11 before
IVomen 's Auxiliary of the American Medical Assoc.
at the Crystal Room, Diamond Jim's
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WorkshoP.. December 4-6 sponsored by the New Mexico
Council for Research, New Mexico School Administrators, enti tied "The Music Education Program in
the Schools of Ne1~ Mexico"
·
2-day workshop with students and teachers in "Head
Start11 project at UNM March 17-18
Seminar for all elementary practice teachers in
education March 24
Lecture on "Opera 1s Growth in Ne1~ Mexico during Last
10 Years" given for MTNA, April 5
Lecture on "New Media for Teaching Music in the Public
Schools" given before Belen, Ne1~ Mexico chapter
of Delta Kappa Gamma, April 18.
May 19-21 gave lecture on "Uses of Music 1dth Elementary
School Children" for the Music Therapy Workshop
at UNM.
Joseph Blankenship was on a panel for the CBDNA convention
at New Mexico State University on February 25.

He presented the

UNM Woodwind Quintet at the MENC national convention in Kansas City.
Kurt Frederick conducted three UNM Orchestra performances in
Albuquerque and one performance in Los Alamos, four concerts of
the

Ne1~

Mexico Chamber Orchestra, and three performances of the

Opera Workshop production, "Ariadne on Naxos".

He also adjudicated

at a music festival in Amarillo and auditioned violinists throughout
the state of

Ne1~

Mexico for the All-State Orchestra.
-11-
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Adjudicating assignments for Walter Keller included the
foll01dng:
Jan, 19 - Santa Fe Symphony Student Auditions
Feb, 26 - Ros1~ell: SENMEA High School Festival
April 23 - Alamogordo SWNMEA Festival
April 30 - Artesia SENMEA Jr. High Festival
Dr. Keller participated in the following concerts:
July 20 -Harpsichordist for performance of Handel's
. Messiah at Glorieta Baptist Assembly under the
direction of Albert Greenfield.
Oct. 14 - Albuquerque: Soloist 1dth New Mexico Chamber
Orchestra (Bach Concerto for Three Harpsichords)
Nov. 21 - Albuquerque: Harpsichordist for performance
of Handel's Judas Maccabaeus at St. John's Cathedral.
Dec. 13 - Albuquerque: Harpsichordist for program of
cantatas for the Albuquerque Chamber Music Society.
March 24 - Albuquerque: Soloist with New Mexico Chamber
Orchestra (Haydn Concerto in D for harpsichord)
March 26 - Alamogordo: Directed and performed concert
of four centuries of English music, Otero County
Music Assoc.
April 26-29 - Santa Fe: Directed and participated in
a series of eight concerts for Santa Fe Schools,
Music of Renaissance sponsored by Youth Concerts
of Ne1~ Mexico.
May 1 -Albuquerque: Accompanist for benefit concert
by Mu Phi Epsilon Alumnae,
May 15 - Santa Fe: Directed &participated in a concert
of four centuries of English music, St. John's
University.
~lay

15 - Albuquerque: Harpsichordist in performance of
Handel's Samson at First Congregational Church.
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May 22 - Albuquerque: Program of renaissance and baroque
music at Unitarian Church.
May 24 - Albuquerque: Program of renaissance music at
Albuquerque Boy's Academy.
The first-chair cellist in both the Albuquerque Civic Symphony
and the New Mexico Chamber Orchestra was Dale Kempter.

He was also

an orchestra clinician and judge in New Mexico, Texas and Kansas
schools, a member of the Albuquerque

l~ind

Ensemble and the Albuquerque

Chamber Music Society.
Douglas McEwen was, guest conductor-lecturer-choral clinician
at the following events:
Director and Soloist, UNM Choral Workshop with Roger
Wagner, Albuquerque, June
Guest Lecturer, Choral Workshop for Teachers, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater, July
Choral Conductor, Bemidji State College Music Camp,
Bemidji, Minnesota, August
Guest Conductor, South Dakota All-State Choir, Sioux
Falls, November
Choral Conductor, UNM Southwestern Music Ranch, Taos,
August
Guest Conductor, Minnesota All-State Choir, Bemidji,
Minnesota, August
Member of Ne1~ Mexico All-State Choir audition team,
November
Guest Lecturer-Conductor, Junior High Jqorkshop, Albuquerque,
November.
Dr. McEwen was an adjudicator at the Buccaneer Music Festival, Del
Mar College, Corpus Christi, Texas, in April.
choral concerts were conducted by Dr. McEwen:
-13-
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Christmas Concert with the UNM A Cappella Choir,
University Chorus, Brass Choir and Woodwind Ensemble
in December.
UNM Chamber Singers, in December.
University Chorus and Concert Band in "Alexander Nevsky",
by Prokofieff, in May .(premiere performance).
UNM A Cappella Choir Concert, May.
Vocal Director and Chorusmaster for six performances
of "Brigadoon", May.
Donald McRae gave a special concert during Jewish Music Week,
is music director at Temple Albert, was tenor soloist in a Christmas
cantata December 15 and for Handel's Samson Hay 15.

He participated

in special music services for Channukah, December 8, Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur.

He

and Phi Mu

.

A1~ards

1~as

an adjudicator for Federated Music Clubs

A two-week exhibit of Hugh Miller's sculptography was held
at the University of Oregon School of Architecture in November.
William Rhoads conducted five football half-time

sho1~s,

three UNM Concert Band programs, two UNM Stage Band concerts, and
five Albuquerque land Ensemble concerts.

He took part in clinics

at Del Norte and Sandia High Schools in Albuquerque, Carlsbad High
School, Las Cruces, Los Alamos, and Houston, Texas.
contests in El Paso and Corpus Christi.

Mr. Rhoads also conducted

the Montana All-State Band and the Colorado
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The following are lectures and recitals given by George
Robert during the period:
Oct. 7 - Lecture-Recital on piano music of Schubert.
Included on the program was an Unfinished Sonata
in F minor.
·
Nov.. 12 - Lecture-Recital on piano music of Haydn and
Chopin,
Nov. 14 - Solo recital for NMI-ITA convention at UNM,
Nov. 22 - Solo recital at UNM.
Jan. 24 - Performance of Mozart Quintet for piano and
1'/inds for Albuquerque Chamber Music Society.
March 10 - Lecture for piano students entitled "Phrasing''.
March 24 - Lecture for piano students entitled "Ornamentation".
April 29 - Accompanied Hargaret Barela in student recital.
Morton Schoenfeld gave concerts in Los Alamos and Clovis,
New Mexico, Galveston, Texas, and Porterville, California.
William Seymour conducted a

1~orkshop

for the NM!<JEA state

convention October 29 entitled "Class Piano Instruction in the
Elementary School".

He was the discussion leader for m!MTA reading

sessions held monthly to encourage teachers to read selected books
in, and related to, their field.
Jane Snow

1~as

the director of the Opera Workshop production,

"Ariadne on Naxos" in January.

She gave a recital with Jeanne

Grealish in April and participated in recitals for Sigma Alpha Iota
Alumnae (Oct.), Mu Phi Epsilon Scholarship Benefit (April), and
was soloist 1dth the UNM Symphony Orchestra Summer Series.

She

adjudicated at music festivals in Alamogordo and Canyon, Texas.
-15-
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The director of the Department of Music's Therapy Workshop
1~as

Jack Stephenson.

the period.

He gave three speeches on Music Therapy during

He was co-clinician with the Music Education two-day

workshop. given for the New Mexico Research Council with the College
of Education.
Jim Thornton has applied for

~

grant to develop a package

of materials for high school band, orchestra, and choral groups and
their teachers.

These texts, tapes, and visual materials would

teach theory, history, and the literature of music to siudents in
conjunction with performance.
Elizabeth Waters attended a dance festival at Colorado College
in August.

She did a children's TV Music Education program in

September.

The choreography for the December Civic Symphony Children's

Concert and UNM' s presentation of "Brigadoon" was done by Miss Waters.
She was the director of the annual Dance Workshop production
April 22, 23, and 24.
Solo appearances for Jim

l'lhitlo1~

included performances with

the Hobbs High School Band, UNM Clinic Band, UNM Band, Trinidad High
School Band, New Mexico ll'estern College Band, Artesia High School
Band, New Mexico Chamber Orchestra and the Albuquerque Wind Ensemble.
l-Ie appeared in thirty concerts with the New Mexico Brass Ensemble.
He adjudicated and was clinician in El Paso, Portales, and Farmington.
Mr. l'lhitlow was invited to· do a U.S. Community Concert Tour with the
Roger Wagner Chorale but could not accept because of his other commitments.
-16-
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8.

Non-teaching University service.

UNM's student chapter of MENC has John Batcheller for its
faculty advisor.

Dr. Batcheller is the music faculty secretary for

faculty meetings and is a University College advisor.
The Department of Music Chairman, Joseph Blankenship, served
on the College of Fine Arts Advisory Committee, University Administrative Committee, Advisory Committee on Teacher Education, UNM Radio
Board, and the Committee for State Solo and Ensemble Festival.

He

is the faculty advisor for graduate students in music.
Walter Keller is a member of the Department of Music Administrative Committee, Fine Arts College Policy Committee, Woodrow
l~ilson

Fellowship Committee and the Academic Freedom and Tenure

Committee.
The faculty advisor for Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia at UNM is Dale
Kempter.
Douglas McEwen has been a member of the Department of Music
Administrative Committee.
Donald McRae is a member of the Campus Planning Committee
and the Department of Music Administrative Committee.

He gave a

lecture on church music at Geneva House.
William Rhoads is on the Summer Session-Extension Committee,
Department of Music Scholarship Committee and is faculty advisor
for ten undergraduate students.
-17-
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The chairman of the Department of Music Scholarship Committee
is George Robert.

He also belongs to the College Advancement Committee

and the Committee to Formulate Departmental Forelgn Language Exams.
Morton Schoenfeld is a member of the General Honors Council.
William Seymour is a University College advisor and belongs
to the Student Affairs Committee, Applied Music Committee, and the
Musi'c Administrative Committee (Feb. -March).
The faculty advisor for UNM's chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota
is Jane Snow.

She is also a member of the Scholarships and Prizes

Committee.
Jack Stephenson is on the University Policy Committee,
Committee on the University, Administrative Committee (Music), and
chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on P.E. requirements.

He is chairman

of the Board of Directors for the Albuquerque Youth Symphony.
Jim Thornton is on the Music Administrative Committee and is
a faculty advisor.
9,

Public service.

John Batcheller is the Minister of Music at Immanuel Presbyterian Church, a board member of the All-Faith's Home and the
Albuquerque Community Concert Association.
Santa Fe Opera Guild.
-18-

He is a member of the
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Joseph Blankenship is on the Board of Directors of the
Albuquerque Symphony, Albuquerque Community Concert Association,
and the Albuquerque Youth Symphony.
Dale Kempte! is on the music committee of the Unitarian
Church.
William Rhoads is active in his church activities.
Ge~rge

Robert is occasional soloist at the First Unitarian

Church.
Jane Snow is soloist at the First Methodist Church and
St. John's Episcopal Cathedral.
The choir director of St. Charles Church is Jack Stephenson.
He is on the Boy Scout Committee, Troop 86.

He is president of

the Albuquerque Childrens Theater and the Board o£ Directors for
Casa Linda School.

,,
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'l'HE REPORT OF 'l'Hl3 GENERAL HONORS PROGRJU.t

July lp 1965=Juna 30 9 1966
Dudley Wynn 0

Di~ecto~

Persons actively engaged or interested in the Honora
are occasionally surprised when atudentsu faculty
marnbers 0 and off..oampus fdends of the University elcpress
lack of understanding of the objectives and methods of
operation of the p~ograma The task of giving prope~ !nformation about the program ia still before uam For thia
reason a study by the faculty ComnLtttee on curricula during
1964~65 was most welcomeo
The e~lanation of Gome of the
aims and procedures of t.hs program given by the director to
the Committee on Curricula on September 15o 1964 11 b perbaps
worth repeating he~0o
prog~am

Aims and

Procedu~es

00
The Ganoral Bonorn proqramv ~f c~urso 0 i~ not in exactly
the aam~ Qutsgory as the regular ~cademic departments in that
it r~pr~sentn no one specialized discipline~ has no staff of
it:s own 0 and has no majors or minorso Ynste.ad, it serves aU.
undergraduate collegee 0 depar~~nts 0 &nd divisions in its
sfforta to encourage excellence in acmdamic pa~fo~nco hy
able students in all fields and to bring able stud~n~n f~m
all diaoiplinus toga~er in small classes for exp~ration and
discussion of topics and problems which aro o£ interest ~nd
concern to educated persona whatever their profossion 0 ocoupa~
tion 0 or apacializad field may bao The General Honors program
in a c®rtain aenaa is a program of 6 enrichment 9 insofar as it
sea~s~ fo~ e~pl~~ to ~Ako the humanitiaa majo% a little more
aware of the placo of the sciences and the social sciences !n
our eultura 0 the science rnajor morl.l aware of the importance
of the humanities V~nd the !liocial sciencos 11 and so on through
tba liato Thg program also emphasizes the importance of excelw
l~nce !1'1 one 0 s choaan field and does not carry students through
to 9raduation ~ith UonorG who do not e%cel ln their major as
;;all as in all -their courses ana in tl1ei,; Uonor.to worko The
u~&ll ai~e of Honors classes permits a qreat deal of discuauion 9
&nd the (<!'ttad.ent iB also offered the opporttmity of having a
9reat dsnl. of his written work submitted to intensive crit!cismo
By constantly encoura9ing students to participate in depa~tmantal
Honors programs whare ~heae a~e availnbl5 0 the ~~neral Honors
proqrarn eerves in the cause of deepening as well as broadon!n~
~he atadentus educationo

..
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"Course offerings in the General Honors program (1isted
in the 1966-67 catalog under 1 Genera1 Studiesp 8 pa 303] are
necessarily limited and should remain that way~-except for
some increase in number of sections as enrollment increasesp
All our offerings 9 because of the very nature of General Honorsp
have a basic pattern which permits almost unlimited variation
from semester to semester and year to yearc For examplep the
freshman colloquium (or reading seminarp as it is called in the
catalog) never repeats a total reading list (although individual items may re-appear now and then), and we are free to call
upon staff members from all divisions of the University for the
teaching of these colloquia. Sophomore Honors seminars likewise
can have any topic the instructor choosesp and staff can be
drawn from a variety of disciplines throughout the Universityo
Staff for freshman colloquium sections and for sophomore seminars have already been drawn from many departments of the College
of Arts and Sciences and from the colleges (or schools) of
~ducation, ~ngineering, Fine Arts, Lawg and Medicineo
The senior
colloquium varies its topics each semester but keeps to a basic
pattern of introducing students to a problem or issue in each
major area (humanities, science, social science) each semester~
Only the junior Honors course has repeated material consistently
from semester to semesteroQooOn the whole, the desire and the
necessity of changing materials in the sequence of Honors are
built into the program and keep us on the stretcho But this
does not mean that we must not constantly examine also our basic
pattern to see if it properly fulfills our general- or liberaleducational idealc•
Innovation Successful
A little more than a year ago, the Honors Council, finding
that it was no longer feasible or practicable to put all junior
Honors students through the same course, •Major Traditions of
Western Culture,• decided to change the junior year offering to
a series of seminars--one in each major area (humanities,sciencep
social science)--and to open these to selected majors in each of
the three areaso This innovation went into effect at the beginning of Semester I 1 1965-66. Teachers of junior seminars think
thatv on the whole, the idea of adroittinq good students to Honors
seminars in their own area of specialization, whether or not
these students have been previously enrolled in the Honors program has had the following good effects:
lo

Lively junior and senior students who have not been
in the Honors program previously, help to keep the
official •Honors• students from becoming complacent
and from assuming an automatic superiorityQ This
device opens up the privilege of being in Honors or
enrolling for Honors offerings, but it also empha•
sizes that the privilege is one that has to be earned.

~
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The presence in a junior seminar of students majoring

in that area (whether or not they have been in the

Honors program previously) keeps the discussion and
approach from becoming too generaln We might say
that it adds an elemen·t of professionalism that would
not be present if the seminar were limited to students
not majoring in that areao
Our General Honors program is basically and essentially
designed to strengthen the student 9 s ~ral educationo In the
sophomore year the Honors student must like one Honors seminar
each semester which lies outside his major fieldn Allowing a
junior Honors student to take
seminar within the general
field of his major appears to be a worthwhile innovationo Indeed9
it may well be that this is the beginning of a more complete
change in the direction of a greater "open~endedness• in the
Honors program, with more students coming into Honors otferings
without necessarily intending to go on to graduation with HonorsQ

one

Withdrawals from the Progrrun
ln its study of the General Honors program in 1964·65 0 the
University Committee on Curricula recommended that the director
"try to ascertain the reasons for the large number of withdrawals
from the General Honors programo" With the help of Professor
Jo Go Cooper of the College of Education and a graduate student,
Mrso Jo Orser, under Professor Coopers direotiong two studies
of student reaction to the Honors program were made during l96566o As would be expected, these limited studies reach no firm
conclusions except that the program is fairly popular with those
students who survive in it and not very popular with those who
don°tJ that those who don't survive think that the program
(especially in the freshman year) asks more of them than it is
~wrtho
our own studies within the program show that a large
percentage of studen~s who have to be asked to withdraw from
the program (\;rho are t:erminated 0 in other words) simply do not
have ·the required over-all grade-point averagea They have as
good a grade-point average in the specific Honors offerings as
in the remainder of their courseso Althoughmany students are
tamp~ramentally unfitted for a freshman honors colloquium and
prefer the anonymity of large lecture classes, the hard fact
seems to be that it is no more the •difficulty" of Honors work
than it is the adifficulty" of all college-level work that is
causinq attrition in Honors and throughout the Universityo
Nevarthelassu a particularly valuable hint in Mrso Oraer's
studies that 11re should pay some attention to is that the Honors
programv in the freshman year especially 0 stands in the student
mind as something that demands an inordinate amount of timeo
We must remember that it is not rnere vo~uma or quantity of
work and effort that we are seeking--but rutali.!;l, of performanceo
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2\t the sarne t!me that tln:) C01tll1l:l.tt.ee on Curd.cula a.howi:ld
concern about the high rate o1: at.t.r.it:ion it also :redom.mended
that "'the C'lllna:ral Honors program not increase its enrollm~nt.
app~eciably in the near futureQ since lnrge enrollment$ would
tend to reduce the close ~tudant•profesao~ relationahip which
no'R axistll"if If enrollment in t:llo lfonors program rerrrains rr.ore
or leas conat:ttnt wh:i.l.e total Univerdty enrollment ia inc:rezud.ng 9
tha quality of enrollees in Honors should rise and the problam
o{ at.tr!;tion uhould lesson, assumin9 that. methods of s~!leotion
fo;r the p.t'ogram can ba il'llp:to'O"edo

Prob1em!'J t1f Staffing the Progrrun
one yea1· ago in this An.nurd Report wa atr.onqly

emphasi:~:ed.

a reco~uendation of the Commit~e on curriculns •since the
General Uonora pro~ram has no permanent facultyg other than
hl1e director~ it ia important that other part~cipatinq depart~
ments be given ad~quate faculty $0 that part~time support is
readily available for teaching ~.n thin prog-ram., The director
should not find it necessary to spend l'Ul inordinate am~>ttr.<t of
time from year to year to find Gtaffo 11

This remainr:t a p·roblem--ona which cannot be pe.ma~tently or
finally solved in nn era of e·~ter-inc:reasinq enrollmentsn Departm-ents find it d::!.ffioult enough to sta£1! foJ: their own :needsw
without having to relaase time of staff member" for

wo~k

in the

of th111 Univex-sity htn.•·e been aa
holpflll as they dared to be" and some have evan made: uo.crifices
to help keep ~~~ Honora progr~m going. Unleaa thaKe is eontinttinq nffo:rt. to p:rovif.e aome slack in staffing beyond w!1at. ne,.,
enrollment inor~ase.u in the Univel':aity as « whole call fo:r 11 we
r.hall all of ug ..... i,n i:ieneral Uonors, deparf:.lllGntal Honora., graduate
war~q supervision of inde~endent study, and all such offorta~~
co~ttin•.lf.!l to feel. t..hat. '~e cannot. really have qua:lit-:y education
ro()nors prog"rrun.,

i\ll

d~pa:z:tn1ent.s

!>l'ithoul: the mtmpover. resources to hack ita

!>iias ncms: Ua&-pg •~asl.st~.nt director

ot (",ene:ral

ltcmors and
;•:trt.... Ura!" inf:ltt'L!Ctor :l.n Enql.hh.!f has announced her resignation
1-H'.gctiv~ .7o:l.y J.1 9 1966,.
HiM Ear:p "-'ill ~et:urn to high sc:hcol
....:.·,h1ng--:J.>l ~i\l tfm:nia., She will be so):ely misne<'l., nud.ng"
·t ,.GS-66 9 while tmdley N'ynn.~ director of tho Honors proqram.t wa~
~~~vinq also ~s actinq chairm~n of the Depa~tment of English,
~.:t~;s E!'lrp t.onk on 1.m almost intolelC'able load.,
Aa 'Cacruiter anu
··;;·.u;-mslPs: of Honor!! 15t.udantsv aa teacher of ~nqlinh to foreign
.-.~_,;di.'l"ilt3~ atl oJ.ork=mC!C~..-etary carryinc;t an anormoua burden of
clf~~~liled wu:t'k" Mias F:a:t'P -was IDlSUrpasaedo

•.
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At the time of this xeportf a successor to Miss Earp had
not been ehoseno Professor WY,nn will return to full-time in
Honors (administration and teaching) next Septembera
Participation. by Faculty in Freshman Honors Colloquia
1957-58 through 1965-66

Name

Non of Different
Semesters of

-=

De12artment

fiarHcipa~

Jane Baltzell
David ':r a Bennedetti .
Phillip .KG Bock
tiilliam Byatt
Robert Creeley
Paul Davis
John Dettre
Franklin Dickey
Robert Dykstra
Henry Co Ellis
Harold La Enarson
Melbourne G., Evans
Mo:rris FreedJnan
B., LeRoy Go:rdon
Gerald Graff
Hugh Graham
David Ba Hamilton
John Howarth
Edwin Cn Hoyt
William HubeJ:'

Frank

lkle
Helen Ingram
Wilson H, Ivins
Miguel Jorrin
Wo

Milton Kahn

John Linsley
John Longhurst
Raymond l~cCurdy
Ao V., Martin
Gerald Po Nash
Edto~ard Ga Nolan
Peter Prouse
Robert Ab Robertson
Don Po Schleqel
Morton Schoenfeld
Donald Sl~abel\lnd
James Thorson
Henry J., Tobias
Hoyt ':rrowbridge
Albert Vogel

2

English
Psychology
Anthropology
Engineering
English
English
Education
English

1

Psychology
Vice-President
Phil.osophy
English
Geography
Engl. ish
History
Economics
Physics
Government
Univo College
History

.4
2
1
5
6
1
5
1

3
4
8

1
4
3
1

3

1
4
2
1

4
7
3
2

7
1
2
1
1
l

l
2
4

1

1
4
3
2

Hisi:ory

Government

Seco Education
"Foreign Studies
Chemistry
Physics
Iii story
Modo Languages
Mathematics
History
Psychology
Seco Education
Economics
Architecture
Music

.

History/Physics
English
History
English

Education
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J, Eo

Wh;i.te~

Mod., LangUages

l
2
1

Jt:,

Wolf
Charles Woodhouse
Dudley Wynn
John To Zeppe:r
To P.,

Government
Sociology
English
Education

7
2

SopbOl!IOt'e Seminar Topics in General Honora
1958~59

through

'l'it:le

-==

Styles in ~he Arts
Contemporary Poetry
Concepts of Freedom
Contemporary Painting
what Is the Renaissance?
Critical Approaches to
Poetry
Representative 19th Century RUssian WX'iters.
~fuat Is Literature?
Siqn:i.fieant Problema in
the 19th and 20th
century EuX'opean Rovel
What is Literary
Criticism?
Poetry and Belief in
the Modern Age
The Nature of Painting
Approaches to New Poets
19th and 20th Century
Patterna of Rebellion
'l'he Dramas Mat.U,rs of
Divinity and State
Art in Renaissance
Italy

Art in the Twenties

1965~66

Instructor

Department

T.atschl
'l'edlock
EVans

Art
English
Philosophy

Haas

Art.

Dickey

English

Tadlock

English

Graham
Dickey

History
English

Ted lock

English

Tomlinson

Enqlish

Tomlinson
Adams
Creelfty

English
Art
English

Tadlock

En<,Jlish

Simons

English

Bunting
Tatschl

Art
Art

Jo Findley

Biology

Rosen:zw.aiq

Geology

Kolodner
Benedetti
Goraon

Mathematics
Psychology

MitcheU

l){athematics

{2) ~ieng,~

Evolution
Development Qf the
Ea»:th Scie.nC(\S

of Matl\ematiQs
(givan in 2 semesters)
Prina!ples of. Psychology
Culture and Environment
Great Ideas in
Concep~s

Mat.h~at:.icn

~otgraphy
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Science 'through Science
F'iction

Humanities and Science-Bridging the Gap
Science and the Earth
Patterns of Diseovery
The Roots of Modern-Day
Science
Tbe Vision of Natu.re and
The Human Condition
Concepta of Modern
Mathematics

Thorn

:Elec, :Engineering

Crosby
Fi t2slnunons

Smith

Chemistry
Geolo9y
Psychology

Solomon

1'1edieine

'man

Geography

Hillman

m~.themat:i.cs

Wollman

Economics

(3} Social Science

=~

Freedom and Control
Changing Char.aeter of
Capitalism in the u.,s.,
since the Civil war
Philosophy of Economics
The Press as a Social
Force
Laqal Concepts (given in
2 semaster~)
Legal Concepts (qlven in

2 semesterG)
Legal Concepts fgiven in
4 semesters)

Parish

Business AiL

Hamil~on

~conomics

Ra:ffeJCty

Jou:t."Da.lism

Vernon
Finman
Selinger

Students Graduated with Honors in GanaX'al St.udiea

g~p~~2E~=
~J;!!~~~~y

R1ofiaiult;;- Cravens

Luis cru~=Sandoval
l\.nn A,, Smith
Nancy J, Stopper
Kathleen Wo~thing

1\v.t..
~tw.nes

c.. P-P.oore

Dnnnia Tedlock*

1965
1963
1966
1961.1
1965

Culn laude
Cum laude
Cum lat.,de

1964

Maqna cu.tn laude

1966
1961

Summa cum laude

Art. F.ducat.ior:-

.-·· •i'honas ~nr-.rar

1963

Cuxn laude
cum laude

cum laude
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Bio~
~a

een So Kagan
Susan RQ Luck
Bruce s~ l1almont

1964
1963

Geo:r::gine 'RUllllnage

1961

Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum laude
Cum la·nde

1%6

Cum laude

1962

1962

Magna <.:mn laude
Cum laude

1963

Cum laude

1963
1964

Magna cum laude
Cum laude

~!A..ar.ie Nelson

1963

cum laude

Economics
bavfCf"'ti'loomt
Byron Crego
Richard B., Garnett.

1961

Hagna. cum laude
cum laude
Cwn laude

~siness Adm~

(1\ccountinq).

~~over

a-

Chemist.

--rrenrur . ""Applegate
Ralph

~L'~;iillo

Celia N, Naber
Co~rative !,itarature
=Ron~w1ggcr=u-

Genevieve

1963

Town~and

Drama

=

Jatl'ias H, t-i:tller

Carolyn Thompson
E~eed~
·• o n t:;' am
:C..Ockett Wood

1963.
1961
1962.
1961

Cum

laude

Magna cum laude

1964
1962

Cum laude
Cum h.ud.e

~}~t.h J~ Cravens
r4art1n Wn Flee'k, Jro
H:n:a <~etz
Linda S.rote floNden
Ann ?yott Levy**

1965
l963

suma cum laude

Cheu:les 1\., MoCo.rmack

l%1
1961

~ah

Richard Ko !-tille-r.

Janet McCormack

l9ti6
l.9S3
l9f!i0

l.95G

Elb;abilth ()rem
!Cat..hleen Orlando

1966
1965
1960

James Rans0111!!"

l%2
l%4
ltl63

Karen Quella*w'k
Vicki D" scott.
llilHam J

~

Steuryliii

John Gz:ay $h7Emney

Thompson

1966
1962
1966

:luhart'l.en Nillia.ma

'1962

Hillie Jean 'l'hompaon
~.lewellyn

Cum
Cum
cum
Cum

laude
laude
lnuae
laude

Magna cum laude

Mll<;;na cum laude

cum laude
Nagna cum laude
curn laude
Cum laude
surnrna <:mn laude
Cum luude
Cum laude
Magna cum laude
Cum laude
f.!aqna cum laude

cum :i.aude

"'
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French

~thy

Ann Corner
Rosalia Feinstein

Government
-=TheolioTe W.... Galdi

Hia~n:

==teS~e Ka

Adler
Byron Banks (Education)
Joanne Calkins
Diana Parnall
Monica Wo Ghattas
David Hughes
Audrey l.fo Joseph
Robert C~ MorriB
Carol Rice
Rodney Mo Sievers
Charlie n~ Steen
susan Ao Tadlock
Haven Bo Tobias
Sharon La White

Journalism
constance Murphy
Margaret Pitillo
p

Latin American Studies

~

R.enna Lauser

Mathematics

1 1f.ed'""GUEterre:t

Rosalind Wo Kellogg*
David Shannon
Ao Ellen Shippy

Music

Q~atricia Ra

Nurs!!m

~lr.lrgaret

Shanklin

Michael Wood

Ph~.cs

=·=

ey"nn Phelant
Frank Spurlock

Orner

~~lo51x;

oy Brazoll
Barbara Knott
Genevieve Ro Slagle
Robert Wo Slagle
Charles Frederick Mills

MaCJtla cum laude
laude

1964
.1962

cum

1965

summa cum l.aude

1963
1966
1963
1960
1961
1966
1965
1964
1961
1965
1964
1965
1964

Maqna cum laude
Cum laude
cum laude
cum laude
Cum laude

Maqna cum laude
Magna cum laude
t~agna cum laude

Cum laude

Magna cum laude
Cum laude

Cum

laude

l.964

fllagna cum laude
Cum laude

1960
1963

Cum laude
Cum laude

1966

Magna aum laude
?-!agna cum laude

l.966

1962
1964
1966

1966

Cum laude
cum la.ude
eum laude
Cum laude

1964

cum laude

1962

cwn laude

1964
1961

cum laude

1966
1966
1954
1964
19ol

cum

Hagna cum laude
laude

Cum laude
Cum laude
Magna cum laude
Cum laude
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. ''

-s~niah
o"fiert

Ro

Western EuroAean Studies
cial:re Mo arek'

*

Double majors

Magna. aum laude

1964

Bacalski

Sharon Smart

1964

Cum laude

1965

Cum laude

Anthropology

** History
-A->~-..tt P.r:ench

t Mathematics

U Philosophy

F.nrol:ltnentl!;l in General Itonot:a Offerings

Semester :r

Class

-=-==

~

1'.reabman

102

75
42

40
2~

35
21

221

173

ss

Sophomore
Junior

Se:t1ior

~-'~

Total.

Serooster II

=~~""='==

The f')llowinq senior tionoX'a bt.Ud;ants in 1965....66 received

st:!~ndo ~-.t. t.ha
duti~o in thei~

r!lte of $500 par year for per.f'orminq various
msjor departm~nta1

llyron Danks
Micha0l l!el:'nha.rd
Roy Brazell

So

Jam\\?ls c., Drown

Mi~tory
(one ~emester
£'o~eiqr, Studi~s
Mathe-m··:rt: las & Pa:,.•l;!ht:~lt>qy

l"orP-igtl StudiE.'ls

Judith Carlson
Edltlund J, .Evanll

Cheroiatry

Myra C..oet=

l~ngUsh

J!.X't

n&vid iluqhes

Histo;:y

Dll:t-bara 1\l'lo'tt.
R\\!h'lrHi Lause7:
K~thcyn Hflli."9'B.rd

PwychtllD'lY

J;met: HcCm:maok
~nn:es c., Mcoro
El:l:tahetl1 Or<:Jm

David $hnnno:1
r.Uen Shippy
Ann A., ~rnHh
Charles snail

John Gray Sweaney

Wazren Tall-ey

~l~wsllyn ~hornpson

t'llii tney

Woodwo~:.-th

Fora:lqn E-tudios

SpGech
Ent.(l!ah
1\rt
Enqlish

Math~matics

Mothmnatios
Anthropology
H:letory

English
Psycholo9Y
English
M~tsie

only)

Cone semester only)
Cone semester only)
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Of the students listed above~ six were also :l.n the threeyear Masteres Degree program (Ford Foundation}: Myra Goetzp
aarbara Knottf Janet McCormackf Elizabeth Oremg David Shannonv
John Gray Sweeneyo
~ree of the four University of New Mexico students winning
a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship for 1966-67 were among the senior
Honors students listed abovea David Hughes, Janet McCormackp
James Co Mooreo

Respectfully submitted.,

~~.~
Director
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Financial Aid
Significant Work of the Graduate Committee
Admissions Standards, Procedures and Quality Safeguards
Graduate Credit
Language Requirements
Financial Aid and Working Conditions
Other Issues
Graduate Centers at Los Alamos and Holloman
The Graduate Office
The Annual Research Lecture
Honorary Degree Candidates
New Degree Programs
The Graduate Student Council
Service on Committees, Publications, Honors
Travel
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Plans and Recommendations
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Enrollment Projections
Need for Data Processing
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The Preparation of Major Proposals
Bulletins and Other University Publications
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INTRODUCTION
With the assumption of duties by a new Dean, a certain number
of policy and procedural changes became likely, but an effort was
made to provide continuity as well as change.

Two factors favoring

continuity were (a) the organization of the Graduate Office and
(b) the make-up of the Graduate Committee.
Consisting of two half-time Assistant Deans, a Director of
Research Services, an Administrative Assistant, six secretarial
and clerical personnel, and one or two occasional student helpers,
the Graduate Office staff was found to be of superior quality and
experience among all key personnel.

Only one major change occurred

in that Assistant Dean Arthur Steger assumed his duties in September
1965 from Dean Abraham Rosenzweig who had completed his three years

as Assistant Dean, and a brief period as,Acting Dean immediately
prior to Acting Dean Hendrickson's appointment.

Assistant Dean

Rosenblum continued on into his third year with the expectation.: of
completing his 3-year tour of duty in June 1966.

Mr. Walker con-

tinued his research support activities, but in the course of this
year his title was changed and his functions expanded; he now
monitors the growing fellowship and traineeship operations of the
Graduate School as Secretary of the Fellowship Committee, and, has
been charged with the responsibility of monitoring the newly adopted
policy in regard to faculty conflicts of interest.

Miss Earickson

who is completing her 24th year with the Graduate School continued
her functions as office manager and general expert in all procedural
questions.
Although the Graduate Committee had its statutory turn-over
in six members, several of those 6oining the committee anew had
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served on it previously, and belong among the most experienced members
of the faculty.
The transfer of duties to the new Dean was greatly facilitated
by the excellence of the office staff and the Graduate Committee,
and by the generosity with which Deans Hendrickson and Rosenblum,
and Mr. Walker briefed the undersigned first by letter and later by
conferences.
ENROLLMENTS AND DEGREES AWARDED
Again, the Graduate School had an increase in enrollment.

Although

the rate of growth was not as large over-all as in the previous year
during Semester I, it was radically larger in the Summer School and
in Semester II.
Graduate
Enrollment
Summer 64
Summer 65
Increase
% Increase

1,275
1,581
+ 306
+ 24.0

Sem I 1964-65
Sem I 1965-66
Increase
% Increase

1,955
2,050
+ 95
+ 4.9

Sem II 1964-65
Sem II 1965-66
Increase
% Increase

1,646
1,994
+ 348
+ 21.1

University· Enrollments
Other than Graduate
2,468
3,034
+ 566
+ 22.9
8,768
10,136
+ 1,368
+ 15.6
8,523
9,482
+ 959
+ 11.2

Since the figures for the individual semesters have fluctuated
considerably over the years, enrollment figures

which~

Summer

School, Semester I and Semester II give a more balanced view of the
comparative growth of the Graduate School.

Accordingly, it may be

said that enrollment in 1965-66 grew precisely apace with that of
all other schools and colleges in the University -- 11.5 percent.
-2-
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Total Student Enrollments, All Semesters
Graduate
School

University,, Minus.
Graduate School

1964-65

4,876

24,635

1965-66

5,625

28,278

Gain

+ 749

+ 3,643

Percent

+ 11.5

+ 11.5

Using comparable figures on page 2 of Dean Hendrickson's 1965
Report, the Graduate School in 1964-65 grew by 14.3 percent.
It is difficult to ascribe this slight leveling off in rate
of growth to any specific causes,

No changes in admission policies

or financial aid factors, which would have adversely affected the
intake or survival of students for 1965-66, occurred in the
previous fall or spring.

But the decline in the percentage of

growth at the graduate level is not to be viewed with alarm in any
~year,

particularly if one views it in the context of a longer

perspective:

the rates of growth reported in 1961-62 and 1963-64

were considerably below that of both, 1964-65 and 1965-66.

It

must also be remembered that the uninhibited quantitative growth at
the graduate level is no blessing at all unless it is more than
correspondingly accompanied by growth in senior faculty.

And since

the latter is not easily achieved, a natural decrease in demand is
likely to have beneficial effects upon the quality of graduate instruction.

Moreover, raw enrollment figures are not the only

criterionof an institution's growth ih stature.
Another measure of progress are the hours carried by graduate
students per semester.

During the first semester of 1965-66 fewer
-3-
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than one-third of students in the pre-Master's category, and fewer
than one-quarter of students in the post-Master's category, carried
10 or more hours
time.

a load which may legitimately be called full-

More than one-third of all students carried three hours or

less, and more than half carried six hours or less.

There is no

reason to believe that these figures are atypical of recent enrollment patterns.

What these figures mean is that the Graduate School

is predominantly attended by part-time students who, if they are
interested in and qualified for a degree program, will normally
require from two to four years for a Master's degree, and more than
twice that period for a doctorate.

To the extent to which we can

maximize fellowship and traineeship aid we will be able to increase
the proportion of full-time, degree-seeking graduate students.
To the extent to which we can accomplish this change in enrollment
pattern, our chances of obtaining support from a variety of
federal agencies and private foundations will improve.

To them

enrollment statistics showing a high proportion of full-time, degreeseeking graduate students tend to represent an important criterion
of quality and degree productivity.
In terms of degrees produced, another substantial increase can
be reported:
(1964)
Master's Degrees
Doctorates

1965

% Change

1966

% Change

(313)

347

+ 10.9

375

+ 7.8

(21)

48

+128.6

48

o.o

This puts the total of doctorates earned at the University of
New Mexico since 1947 at 318.

Having jumped by 128,6 percent last
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year, the output of doctorates may well have been expected to level
off.

The fact that it remained at last year's level is due largely

to the increase of doctorates earned in several fields of
engineering.
FINANCIAL AID
In terms of financial aid for graduate students, the year 196566 showed an excellent advance of almost 16 percent over the previous
year from $906,460 to $1,050,936.

Since the graduate student body

grew only by 11.5 percent, this indicates that financial aid became
available to a larger segment of the graduate population.

This

trend appears to be continuing in the projected figures for 1966-1967.
These figures are based on offered and accepted Fellowships,
Traineeships, and Assistantships as of July 1966.

They are con-

servative, since they do not contain figures for Research Associates
and Temporary Instructors.
Table I "Source of Financial Aid to Graduate Students" shows
that stipends exclusive of dependency, book and similar allowances,
will increase by 18.7 percent from $1,050,936 to $1,247,440.

In

these totals, outside (non-state) funds constitute an increase of 75%
from $123,420 to $216,000, while state funds for financial aid Will
increase by 11.2 percent.

The most dramatic increases occurred in

the NDEA Title IV Fellowships, where UNM was awarded an additional
30 by the Office of Education, in the NSF Traineeships where six
additional grants are made available in the Graduate School, and in
UNM Graduate .Fellowships.

The latter category increased by 134 per-

cent in funds and 170 percent in number of fellowships awarded.
This was made possible largely by the adoption of a new policy.
-5-
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TABLE I
SOURCE OF FINANCIAL AID TO GRADUATE STUDENTS

Source
NASA Trainees
NSF Trainees
NSF Cooperative
NSF' Gradua·te
NSF Summer
Ford Foundation
Woodrow Wilson
NDEA Title IV
NDEA Title VI
Extramural 'fotals
UNM Peace Corps
UNM Grad. Fellows
UNM Grad. Assts.
UNM Grad. Teach Asst.
UNM Grad. Research "
UNM Totals
GRAND TOTALS
1
2
3
4
5

Stipend

Number
65-66

66-67

Cost-of-Education

65-66

66-67

65-66

Total

66-67
1

1

65-66

66-67

22

24

$52,800

$63,600

$64,067

$116,867

$131,600

10

16

24,600

39,800

25,000

40,000

t!9, GOG

79,800

3

1

7,200

2,800

7,500

2,500

14,700

3
2
2

1

4,000

6
8
53

36
8

12,000
21,200
$123,420

100

91
6
38
3
260
3
35
3
110

t!05
458

14
2t!8
33

8,200

7,500

5,200

672

15,650
26,200
512,666

5,300
15,700

1,620
2

10

$68,000

1,788
2,000
74 800~
19' 600~·

'

$216,000
11,600

4,000
15,000
2,928 2
$118,663

2,000
90,000 .
2
3,340
$214,012

5,872
8,000

4,000

27,000
24,540
$242,495

$430,012

15,650
26,200
512,666

11,600
70,000
542,700
91,000

70,000
542,700

164,800
22,940

85,600

91,000

85,600

287,400

316,140

287,400

316,140

449

$927,516 $1,031,440

$927,516

$1,031,440

540

$1,050,936 $1,247,440

$1,170,011

$1,461,461

$118,663

$2:).4' 012

University Allowance
Tuitions
Estimatect
Academic year stipends - if rweryone elects 1967 summer session, total is increased $14,400
If 1967 sunm1er session is elected, total is increased $1, 600
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Under it, 30 percent of the Cost of Education Allowance on certain
outside fell'owships and traineeships is allocated to the Graduate
School, while another 30 percent goes to the department where a
fellow ortrainee studies, and 40 percent goes to the Comptroller
toward actual tuition costs.

This spring, the Graduate School

applied its share to the augmentation of its own UNM Graduate
Fellowship fund.
Since financial aid is the life blood of graduate study, any
increase in UNM's potential in this area is of utmost importance.
Progress can also be reported on another front:

the level of UNM

Graduate and Peace Corps Fellowships was raised by $100 from the
present $1,500 for pre-Master's candidates to $1,600, and for postMaster's candidates from $1,900 to $2,000.

Graduate Assistant-

ships were similarly raised from $2,200 to $2,300 for Level I,
from $2,400 to $2,500 for Level II, and from $2,600 to $2,700
for Level III.

However, a study of neighboring state institutions

revealed that even with these increases in the awards levels for
1966-67, our levels can hardly be considered competitive, since
most of the neighboring states authorize state institutions to
grant assistants and fellows tuition waivers.

Consequently, the

possibility of tuition waivers was strongly urged upon the administration by the Graduate Committee.

These efforts, joined by the

other New Mexico State institutions with graduate programs, seem
·to be meeting with sympathetic consideration in Santa Fe.

If

approval can be gained, which is devoutly to be hoped for, this
would be tantamount to a $308 across-the-board increase for all
state-financed fellows and assistants per academic year.

The con-

sequence would be recruitment of better graduate assistants, less
turn-over in their ranks, and better service by them to undergraduates,
-6-
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The small decline in special Peace Corps Fellowships should be
noted.

Whereas it was felt in the past that a fixed number of these

is appropriate, a legitimate question may be raised whether, given
our limited UNM fellowship resources in 1965-66 of $41,850, 37.3
percent or $15,650 should be set aside for a special group of applicants, no matter how worthy.

Another problem which arises in this

arrangement is that if a specific number of special fellowships is set
aside and the quality of applications for them does not match that
of applications for the more generally available funds, a certain
degree of inequity is introduced.

For these two reasons it was de-

cided to no longer specify the exact number of special Peace Corps
Fellowships available in the future, and toaward only a certain number consistent with how their quality matched that of other applicants
for UNM fellowships.

A significant achievement may be seen in the fact that under the
first NASA Pre-Doctoral Traineeship Grant, giving UNM six threeyear awards beginning in 1963 1 seven Ph.D.'s were produced by June
1966, one through reassignment from one successful student to another.
This was reported to NASA in this year's application for renewal under
the same program.

A fairly substantial change occurred in the method whereby fellowships and traineeships for 1966-67 were awarded in the Spring of
1965.

I felt that having separate :faculty committees deciding upon

separate awards because the awards emanate from different state, federal or private sources, was not the most equitable or practical
process:

it inhibits an over-all view of what :funds are available to

the students, graduate school-wide.

-7-
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qualitative differences between students nominated for fellowships
and traineeships by their respective departments.

Consequently,

one general faculty committee representing all major areas of
graduate education on campus was appointed.

It consisted of the

two Assistant Deans as Co-Chairmen, Mr. Walker as non-voting
Secretary, plus seven faculty members holding with one exception
at least Associate Professor's rank.

This committee screened the

ranked departmental recommendations for awards and decided upon
offers to current as well as entering students using as guidelines
a policy statement from the Dean and the stated conditions under
which diverse outside-funded awards can be offered.
With the growth in numbers and complexity of conditions attaching to federally financed fellowships and traineeships, the
burden on the fellowship committee is expected to increase.

It

may become necessary for the committee to set policy and provide
general supervision, but to let the actual making of offers be
performed by the graduate office, i.e., the Assistant Deans.

In

effect this has already occurred to some extent, since offers which
are turned down must be quickly reallocated to be effective.
Another innovation was the over-offering of UNM-financed fellowships.

This was done based upon the experience that a certain

percentage of such offers are normally declined necessitating
subsequent offers to alternates.

It is clear however that alter-

nates are not, as a group, of a quality comparable to the original
group of nominees.

Therefore, certain conservative risks were

taken, With the consent of the Comptroller, on these offers, and
-8-
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some success can be reported.

A similar system of over-bidding on

new, incoming applicants for assistantships was recommended to and
used by Department Chairmen.

In many cases the turn-down rate was

such as to make it clear that over-bidding for assistan~ had been
too conservative.

The secret behind this operation lies in the ade-

quacy of statistics over a period of years reflecting offers of financial aid accepted or declined before April 15.

Such statistics

at present are only sporadically available, but will be collected
more systematically in the future.

Since it is considered too risky

to over-offer federally financed awards -- they carry with them dependencyfand other allowances beside stipends-- the system cannot
at present be applied to them.
A new proposal for 47 Title IV fellowships went to the Office of
Education on May 27.

A strong plea was entered to add the departments

of Chemistry, Economics, and English to the list of approved departments.
SIGNIFICANT WORK OF THE GRADUATE COMMITTEE
The Graduate Committee, consisting of Professors Alexander,
Campbell, Coke, Cooper, DeJongh, Goode, Grannemann, Green, Ivins, Kahn,
Koschmann, McLaren and Utton, and of Drs, Whan (Los Alamos) and Foote
(Holloman) and Deans Rosenblum, Steger and Springer ex officio, met
altogether 14 times during the academic-year.

Four sub-committees

appointed to study problems and make recommendations devoted additional time and effort to Graduate School problems.

The problems

studied by these sub-committees were by no means new to the Graduate
School -- or any graduate school -- but none the less pressing:
-9-
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(1) Admission Standards, Procedures and Quality Safeguards; (2) Graduate Credit; (3) Language Requirements and (4) Graduate Student Financial Aid and Working Conditions.

It may be said that on each of

these four fronts considerable progress was made, and under (2),
(3) and (4) some significant new policies were reported out, debated,
and adopted.

A brief

sun~ary

follows:

In the absence of a formal Graduate Faculty, the Graduate Committee bears the responsibility of approving both, courses and instructors for graduate level teaching.

Past practice had been to

approve each course and each instructor, ad hoc.

Aside from the me-

chanical difficulties, the Graduate Committee perceived the impossibility of adequately performing this function under present and future
circumstances, and resolved that while the essential responsibility
for deciding (1) what constitutes graduate level instruction and (2)
who can offer it rests with the departments, the Graduate Dean should
exercise some control over the choice of instructors for graduate
course teaching.

Once approved for such teaching, a regular member

of the faculty need not again be approved ad hoc.

Periodic control

over graduate course content is to be exercised by the Dean with the
aid of visiting scholars from other campuses.
A re-definition of what constitutes passing the language requirements was arrived at early in the academic year.

Those choosi:n;gtthe

ETS examination must score at no lower than half a standard deviation
below the mean of the norm group.

Individual departments are free

to set the minimum higher, and many departments have done so.

Other

options for passing consist of the successful accomplishment of at
least a fourth-semester course with a grade of B, or a minor in the
-10-
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language.

It Wa$ specified that the language requirements for Ph.D

must be met before registration for dissertation can be undertaken.
In regard to Financial Aid and Working Conditions, the subcommittee under Dr. Whan prepared a major document defining the
categories under which graduate students at UNM receive appointments
and financial aid, defining levels of aid, work loads and time
limits.

At this writing certain textual refinement$ are still being

made in the document, but in its major outlines the document stands
as a much needed statement of policy and a practical guide to appointments.

In view of the diversity of graduate student financing

and the conditions under which it is accomplished, this is a major
achievement which was arrived at only after lengthy discussion extending over several meetings of the Graduate Committee.

This document

will be made available to the Faculty and Administration early in
the Fall.
The sub-committee on Admissions Standards, Procedures and Quality
Controls recommended, and the Graduate Committee voted, not to change
present practices in admissions, but rather to devote further study
to this problem in the Fall, including a review of the existing six
categories into which graduate students are currently placed.

Certain

new proposals concerning the quality of theses and dissertations are
now in preparation for submission to the Graduate Committee.

More

explicit directives concerning the form of theses and dissertations
are to be issued; and thesis and dissertation readers will be asked
to undertake a more detailed evaluation of the work read.
The Graduate Committee redefined the residence requirements for
the doctorate, waived the Graduate Record Examination as a School-wide
requirement on the basis of a study by Dean Rosenblum, made the $10.00
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application fee mandatory for all applicants except those previously
admitted, and instituted a new system of continuous registration for
dissertation and thesis.

Under this policy beginning in September

1967, a student will have to accomplish at least 18 hours of doctoral
dissertation credit, and carry at least three semester hours until
completion; and six hours of master's thesis credit, with a minimum
of one semester hour until completion.

All these changes in policy

will be reflected in the new Graduate School Bulletin which is slated
for publication in August 1966.
The Graduate Committee expressed some concern about the quality
of graduate level courses offered, and campus facilities available,
during Summer Session.

After considerable discussion and consultation

with the Director of the Summer Session and Extension Division, it was
voted to communicate some of these concerns to the Policy Committee
with a recommendation that it, rather than the Graduate Committee, consider the concerns expressed by the Graduate Committee alongside those
expressed by other bodies.

Finally, the Graduate Committee agreed to

the Dean's suggestion to continue as a functioning body and operate
with a quorum during the summer months.

Meetings were to be avoided

but business can be conducted by memoranda and telephone.
GRADUATE CENTERS AT LOS ALAMOS AND HOLLOMAN
In the course of the academic year it became evident that both
directors intended to resign their position:
purpose of taking one year's leave
position at another University.

abro~d,

Professor Whan for the

and Dr. Foote to accept a

Two new appointments were made as a

consequence, that of Dr. Richard H. Williams, Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering to the directorship at LASL, and that of Carey
Law O'Bryan, Jr., M.S., a retiring Colonel in the
the Directorship at Holloman.
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Since the program at Holloman had met with certain difficulties,
it was decided to subject it to a thorough review.

This included a

round of discussions involving the President of the University and
the newly appointed Commanding General.

Certain administrative and

contractual changes were agreed upon, the Center itself was redesignated
the Graduate and Continuing Education Center reflecting the double
function it performs.

Whereas responsibility for the Center had prev-

iously not been clearly defined on campus, and actually was carried
by the Director of the Summer School and Extension Division, under
the new arrangements, responsibility was clearly placed in the Graduate Office.
The program at the Graduate Center at LASL is expected to continue
much along the lines established in the past few years.
THE GRADUATE OFFICE
The bulk of routine work in the Graduate Office continued to be
the processing and evaluation of new applications and the determination
and change in status of current students.

A newly acquired function

was the sending out of assistantship contracts, taken over from the
Academic Vice President, because the Graduate School must check on the
eligibility of students to hold such appointments.

With the increase

in enrollment and the availability in financial aid, these functions
also increased.
A total of 8,292 applications were sent or handed out to potential
applicants for admission and/or financial aid.

This represents a 16

percent increase over last year's comparable figure of 7,123.
Total applications received for all semesters and the summer presemester numbered 3,475 of which 811, or 23 percent, were applications
in good standing for readmission.
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were re£used admission to the Graduate School.

Comparable figures are

not available for years past, but will be kept in the future.
As pointed out by my predecessors, the work load during the Spring
Semester tends to mount to where service to applicants and current students becomes inadequate, and extra help must be hired on, lest publm
relations suffer.

Despite an authorized increase in temporary staff dur-

ing the period of peak activity, the office experienced difficulty in
keeping up with the evaluation of credentials, especially of foreign applicants.

Consequently, the suggestion made last year by Dean Hendrick-

son to limit evaluations to the last two years of undergraduate work,
plus graduate work, if any, was adopted.

However, the time saving has

not been so significant as to relieve the pressure.

The evaluation of

credentials is an indispensable service to the people who must make decisions on admission and financial aid, both in the Graduate Office and
in the individual departments.

At the same time it is necessary to col-

lect certain statistics regarding the number of applications, admission
and financial aid offers, acceptances, declinations, and other actions
taken in the Graduate School and in the departments.

More adequate

records will have to be kept on the award of financial aid so as to avoid
the offer of awards in conflict with conditions which attach to them.
While the over-all space of the Graduate Office is adequate for the
next year or two, its layout is far from ideal, because file cabinets

in~

which student records and applications are kept must be divided between
several offices,

Staff who work with these files are not located near'

them, nor can they be so distributed.

At some time in the future it will

be fruitful to have for our records and applications one large room in
which all files can be kept.
-14-
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In the course of the year the specific duties and functions of
the two Assistant Deans, of Mr. Walker, and of Miss Earickson were
reviewed, described and explicitly set down on paper.

This serves

as a checklist, avoids misunderstandings, and should be the first
step toward an operating manual.

Regarding the turn-over of Assistant

Deans, see "Plans and Recommendations."
THE ANNUAL RESEARCH LECTURE
Richard Charles Dove, Professor and Chairman, Department of Mechanical Engineering, was elected to offer the Thirteenth Annual Research Lecture.

The lecture, entitled "Advances in Man's Ability to

Measure His Environment'' was given in the Kiva of the College of Education at 8:00p.m., Wednesday, April 20, 1966.
duced the speaker.

President Popejoy intro-

About 175 guests were in attendance.

Arrangements

for the lecture were in the hands of Assistant Dean Arthur Steger.
HONORARY DEGREE CANDIDATES
Upon nominations from the Faculty, the Graduate Committee proposed,
and the President and Regents accepted, the following candidates:
Robert Orville Anderson of Roswell, N.M. and Philadelphia, Pa.
for the Degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.
Ward Darley, M.D., of Evanston, Ill. for the Degree of Doctor of
Laws.
Roman Jakobson, Ph.D., of Cambridge, Mass., for the Degree of Doctor
of Science.
The three candidates accepted these degrees at Commencement, June 10,
1966.
NEW DEGREE PROGRAMS
No new degree programs but some program extensions under existing
degrees were approved:

an option in the History of American Art was
-15-
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added to those existing for the doctorate in American Studies.

Under

the existing MAT xramework, a new option in the teaching of Science
and Mathematics was approved.

The Graduate Committee endorsed a pe-

tition by the Engineering Faculty to change the designation of the
Sc.D. to the Ph.D,

Students were for the first time admitted to the

previously approved new Ph.D. program in Economics starting September
1966.

An application for a new Ph.D. degree in Philosophy remains

under intensive study.
THE GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
During the academic year a formal organization of graduate students
came into being largely at the initiative of a handful of advanced doctoral students, and with full support of the Dean.

A constitution and

by-laws were drafted by the organizing committee, approved by the Dean
and President, and adopted by the students.

Several useful ideas and

studies have already emerged from the Council, among them a survey of
pressing problems as perceived by students.
have been reported to the Graduate Committee.

The results of this work
Several concrete measures

regarding library procedures and the new dissertation fee have resulted
from the Council's interests and activities.

By invitation, the Dean

attended all but one of its monthly meetings.
SERVICE ON COMMITTEES, PUBLICATIONS, HONORS
The Dean served on the following Committees:.,Graduate Committee,
Administrative

Con~ittee,

Committee to Allocate the NSF Institutional

Grant, the Library Committee, and the Computer Center Advisory Committee.
Assistant Dean Rosenblum served on the Graduate Committee, continued
as Director of the Career Scholar Program, chaired the Committee to
Select the Annual Research Lecturer, co-chaired the Fellowship Committee
and served on the Clinical Ph.D. Committee in the Department of Psychology
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Dean Steger served on the Graduate Committee as its Secretary,
and co-chaired the Fellowship Committee.
Mr. Walker served as Secretary to the Fellowship Committee.
The Dean published two reviews:

of two UNESCO Record Albums of

Laotian and Cambodian music in Ethnomusicology, Vol, IX, No. 3, 1965
pp. 337-340, and of Czech Nationalism:

A Study of the Czech National

Theatre Movement, 1845-83, by Stanley B. Kimball, U. of Ill. Press,
1964, in the Western Humanities Review, Vol. XfX, No. 4, pp. 371-373,
and gave the Annual Phi Kappa Phi lecture in May 1966 entitled ''The
Future of Universities:

America and Europe".

Dean Rosenblum published an article, with R. Sherlyn Meece, "Conceptual Thinking in Sixth-Grade Children as Measured by the Vygotsky
Block Test", Psychological Reports, 1965, 17, pp. 195-202.
Dean Steger published an article, "On the Solution of the Matric
Equation xn =A." University of New Mexico Technical Report 81, 1965.
The Dean served as a Reader for the Danforth Teacher Fellowships.
Dean Rosenblum became President-Elect, New Mexico Psychological
Association, served as Program Chairman and Chairman of its Professional
Standards Committee, was Vice-President for Psychology, American Association on Mental Deficiency, Rocky Mountain Region, participated in
several symposia, and gave 10 lectures to various church and civic
groups about mental health and retardati9n.

He was selected by the

American Council on Education as a Fellow in Academic Administration
for 1966-67.
Mr. Walker continued serving on the Governor's Scientific Advisory
Committee and attended a conference at Socorro on October 16, 1965,
-17-
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TRAVEL
In the fall the Dean twice traveled to Washington, D. C., once
to consult the President of the Council of Graduate Schools about
certain questions of Graduate School organization, and the second
time to represent UNM at the Annual meeting of the Council of Graduate Schools.

In January the Dean spent two weeks in Europe, at the

invitation of the University of Bonn and the Free University of Berlin,
to study University Reform.

In November the Dean attended a two-day

conference in Austin, Texas on the Higher Education Act of 1965,

The

Dean represented UNM at the Annual Conference of the Western Association of Graduate Schools in Tucson, Arizona, in February, where he
chaired a panel on admissions; and in May served as a reader for the
Danforth Foundation in St. Louis to select candidates for Teacher Grants.
In May he attended the meeting of the National Association of Foreign
Student Affairs (NAFSA) in Chicago.
In mid-April Shirley Earickson attended a workshop in Berkeley on
"The Admission of Foreign Graduate Students."
PERSONNEL CHANGES
On July 1, 1965 Professor Morris Hendrickson, who had been Acting
Dean, became Director of Institutional Research.
In September 1965, Arthur Steger, Associate Professor of Mathematics,
replaced Assistant Dean Abraham Rosenzweig.

In September 1966, Assistant

Dean Sidney Rosenblum will be replaced by Brian O'Neil, who is coming
to UNM as Assistant Professor of Philosophy upon completion of his
doctoral work at Berkeley.
After 8~ years of devoted service, Mrs. Agnes Ransom retired in
January as evaluator from the Graduate School staff.
-18-
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c
ooassionally to help out with special jobs, such as the indexing of the

Graduate Committee Minutes.

In July, Mrs. Doris Collins resigned as

the Dean's Secretary in order to accompany her husband to a new position at Purdue.

Several clerical changes occurred in the Graduate

Office during the course of the year.
PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
(1)

General

A graduate dean can affect the quality and tone of his university only in a small number of significant ways:

by controlling the

quality of the student body at the intake and output points; by adding
his voice to the making of senior appointments to the faculty; by contributing to the discussion of educational policy particularly where it
intersects with fiscal policy;

by devising consensus in the graduate

faculty as to desirable standards and procedures which tie study, teaching and research into a logical relationship; and by contributing to
the solution of the difficult problem of the relationship of the graduate assistant to undergraduate teaching.
In the absence of budgetary control over faculty appointments, the
graduate dean can perform his quality control functions best by persuasion and negotiation with chairmen and "budget" deans.

He can con-

tribute to faculty recruitment in several different ways.

He must de-

vise means whereby news of achievements on his campus in graduate and

•·

research work can be widely disseminated.
(2)

Permanent Staff
One of the first things is that the Graduate Office itself must

represent an exemplary organization.

As stated in the Introduction, the

office was taken over in good shape in terms of personnel and procedures.
-19-
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However, it became clear in the course of the past year that the regular
rotation of Assistant Deans, while it has certain advantages, is not,
on the whole, a desirable feature of the office.

Two reasons militate

against planned turn-over such as has been customary hitherto every
three years:

the inevitable loss of know-how and time in the change-

over; and the maximization of risks always present in the selection of
key personnel.

For these reasons a move toward more permanent part-

time or full-time professional administrators in the Graduate School is
urgently recommended.

Without question, Assistant or Associate Deans

should have departmental affiliations, and be academically respectable
in the eyes of the Faculty.

But their primary allegiance should be to

the administration of the Graduate School.

It is believed that talented

persons can be found to choose careers in academic administration of
higher education.
Several areas of specialization within the graduate office Will
develop with further growth:

admissions and financial aid; contract

and grant administration; surveys and statistical reporting; personnel
administration; counseling specifically of graduate students, including
those from abroad; development and maintenance of adequate student
records; evaluation of credentials; editing of bulletins, reports,
minutes, forms and other materials issued by the office.

These functions

will be performed best if performed by professionals who, beside their ~
broad academic training for the doctorate, have acquired some training
and experience in these areas.

It is not too early to begin thinking

in these terms now when hiring personnel.
Along these lines, beginning in 1966, Assistant Deans will devote
two-thirds time to the Graduate School during Semesters I and II.
-20-
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Adequate professional staffing will also have to be provided for the
summer months, since a great many decisions concerning admission and
readmission for Pre-Session, Summer School, and Semester I still have
to be made after Commencement,

The semi-dormant status of the office

appears to be a thing of the past,

Since regular vacations are taken

by the professional and clerical staff, the staff finds itself reduced
during July and August.

The principle should be that the office is

never without professional presence at any time during the summer,
(3)

Enrollment Projections
The staffing of the graduate office will become more and more

crucial in light of newly developed anticipated enrollment figures which
are based upon projections from patterns over the past six years:
Total Graduate
Enrollment
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

6,415
7,265
8,210
9,260
10,425

Enrollment
Semester I
2,470
2,800
3,160
3,560
4,000

Unless unusual events like a serious recession or change in draft
patterns occur, these figures are believed to be accurate within a 3
percent margin.

The estimated Semester I enrollments are arrived at by

dividing the total year-round enrollments by 2.6,

This means that over

the next five years tpe graduate enrollments will grow by 62 percent,
or 12.4 percent on the average per year,
(4)

Need for Data Processing
Projections on part-time versus full-time enrollment, on de-

gree completions, on geographic make-up of the graduate population
are much more difficult than projections of raw enrollment.

They de-

pend on the availability of several forms of data about students which
-21-
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are not yet in existence in systematic fashion.

We should be able to

produce studies which will show, for instance, the average age of our
degree recipients, or the average time, by department, of degree completion; we should know with more accuracy how many students who are
admitted provisionally or in unclassified status later obtain a degree; contrariwise, we ought to know how many students admitted to a
degree status fail to finish and for what reasons.

We should know, de-

partment by department, how various forms of financial aid accelerate
or retard the earning of degrees.
These examples are not extravagant hopes for self-knowledge.

To

realize them it will be necessary to have a closer collaborative relationship with officials responsible for registration and administrative data processing.

In contrast to undergraduate facts and figures,

a graduate school has certain needs of its own for data which must first
be collected at the point of admissions, amplified at registration,
punched for data processing and maintained for an agreed period in information storage.
planning.

Not all of these data are needed for internal

More often than not a Washington survey, an application for

grants or the necessity of producing draft board certifications requires
this sort of information.

It has been too difficult in the past to

generate historical information and projections into the future, except
by laborious sifting by hand through student records.

Professional advice

as well as the facilities of the new computer center should be made avaiiable for administrative data processing to a greater degree than in the
past year.
(5)

The Cartter Report
Made on behalf of the American Council on Education, the report

included UNM among the 106 universities Which by 1964 were awarding 10
-22-

doctorates annually or more.

Its appearance in May has occasioned

much soul searching and discussion on all major U.S. campuses.
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In

this report, the faculty of ten of our Ph.D.-granting departments
were rated by 4,000 of their own academic peers on a four-point
scale, and their programs on a three-point scale,

Only Spanish, Anthro-

pology and Electrical Engineering registered on these scales, ("Distinguished", "Strong", "Good", "Adequate" for the Faculty; and "Extremely
Attractive", "Attractive", "Adequate Plus" for the Program) whereas the
other departments obta:i.ned rather heavy votes of "Marginal" or "Insufficient Information".

As the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

put it in a letter to his department chairmen, "the study is quite
sophisticated methodologically, and I believe the findings are as valid
and reliable as one could expect within the limits of a survey based
on 'informed opinion' within each discipline."

While it is acknowledged

that the survey tends to favor the better known universities and jeopardize the lesser, and that its findings reflect opinions more valid
five years ago than now, still it provides us with much food for thought
and a great challenge.

I subscribe to the suggestions made by Acting

Academic Vice President Hendrickson that we must spend more energy
and money to make our faculty and university better known in the nation.
Two specific ways in which this can be achieved have already been proposed:

(1)

A regular program whereby visiting committees consisting

of eminent scholars from other campuses could be brought to UNM on a
consultative basis; and (2) the

appointm~nt

of a permanent or visiting

basis, of several distinguished senior professors annually over the
next few years.
A sizeable proposal concerning (1) went to the Danforth Foundation
of St. Louis, Mo., on May 19, 1965, over the President's signature. And
a concrete proposal for the accomplishment of (2) was submitted to the
-23-
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President by the Dean more recently.
Another, less costly method of drawing favorable attention to
the Graduate School is the publication of a quarterly or semi-annual
newsletter, or more substantial report.

Articles of some scholarly

interest and merit, such as for instance the Annual Research Lecture,
could be reprinted therein.
If some of these measures succeed, a future study will surely
find UNM considerably further ahead.
(6)

The Preparation of Major Proposals
It will be true for some years to come that competition for

federal and foundation funds will increase.

In the case of major in-

stitutional applications for funds, such as for instance an application for a Center of Excellence grant, it is extremely important
that the form and substance of what is submitted be of superior quality.

Major proposals requiring the collaboration of several UNM

colleges and departments cannot be prepared overnight nor on a shoestring.

When several hundred thousand or million dollars are at

stake, it makes sense to plan carefully, use special professional assistance, use attractive formats, and, in general, devote particular
attention to the public relations aspect of such a document.

Recently

the Reporter Magazine carried an article about academic lobbyists in
Washington.

While I am not advocating that UNM spend funds on this

form of activity at present, I feel that it is false economy to skimp
on major university proposals which emanate from our campus.

Inform-

ality and shortcuts are possible within the shelter of our campus,
but they hardly impress those who must judge our requests outside. It
may make eminently good sense to attach a person or small staff for
this purpose to the office of one of the Vice Presidents, especially
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since related issues such as described in the next paragraph, could also
be handled by such specialists.

I recommend that this be given serious

consideration.
(7)

Bulletins and Other University Publications
Perhaps no other publication finds as wide distribution off

campus as our bulletins and catalogs.

To a surprising degree these are

used not merely by academic counselors, prospective applicants and students, but as basic documents by public agencies and by the foundations.
Again, as pointed out in the preceding paragraph, it is probably well
worth while to use first-class editorial talent to see that these publications are as attractive, dignified, and informative as possible.

A

small effort along these lines is being made with respect to the Graduate
Bulletin to appear in August.

But a major effort applicable to the other

bulletins in the series may also be beneficial, and pay dividends in
terms of the image we project.
Respectful~~·tted,

te~~-r.J

Georgb/P. Spri ger
Dean

-25-
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REPORT OF THE CAREER SCHOLAR (FORD FOUNDATION) PROGRAM
FOR 1965 - 1966

1•

INTRODUCTION

The goals and purposes of the Career Scholar Program at UNM, as
devised by its original architects, have been fully documented in previous
reports to the Foundation and need not be reiterated here.

Suffice it to

be said that during its five year tenure on our campus the Program has
progressed within the general guidelines set down by the Foundation, with
periodic innovations planned and implemented to meet local needs and test
new procedures.
This year's report represents somewhat of a departure from former
reviews submitted by the Director inasmuch as little space will be devoted
to statistical, enumerative data.

Rather, it will deal primarily with

reporting and evaluating the responses made by participating students and
faculty to a final questionnaire about various facets of the Program.
Although it will probably be some years before a composite assessment of the
wotth of the Program can be made at the national level, it seems appropriate
for individual universities to attempt an evaluation of their efforts, no
matter how grossly, at the local level.

This, then, is to be the major

focus of our final report to the Foundation.
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II.

PARTICIPATING DEPARTMENTS AND STUDENTS

Ten departments, all in the College of Arts and Sciences, participated in
the Program this year: Anthropology, Biology, Chemistry, Comparative Literature,
(rencJ1
English,~Ristory, Mathematics, Psychology and Spanish.
Twenty-seven Career Scholars (15

gradu~te

students and 12 seniors) were

enrolled in the Program at the beginning of the 1965-66 academic year.
Appendix A for a complete listing.)

(See

As in past years, the content and structure

of students' major projects have been broad and variously implemented.

For the

most part, assignments for seniors, devised after careful consultation between
student and tutor, involved a substantial amount of preliminary work for the
master's thesis.

Graduate students this year were given more independent teaching

responsibilities than has been the case previously, in keeping with the goal of
providing more such depth experiences for students at this level.

A summary of

student projects and related assignments is found in Appendix B.
At commencement exercises in June 1966 three students, identified by asterisks
below, completed their programs in the three-year prescribed period and received
master's degrees.

They were joined by six other Career Scholars who had needed one

or two additional semesters beyond their tenure with the Program to complete all
necessary work.

The graduating students were:
Department

Thomas LeRoy Bennett, Jr.
Winifred M. Horne Franks
Patricia Ann Hogan
Richard Andrew Holley
*Margretta Lea LeRoy
Mary Childers Mangusso
Stephanie Mitchell
*Nancy Therese Snodgrass
*Stephen Carl Vorenberg

Psychology
English
English
Mathematics
Spanish
History
English
History
Mathematics

,.
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III.

STIPENDS

A change in financial benefits for graduate students in the Program was
effected this year.

In keeping with over-all modifications made by the Graduate

School for graduate assistantship awards, Career Scholars at this level received
$2200 for the year, an increase of $200.

As in past years, only half of the

graduate award was charged to the Ford Foundation.

Seniors in the Program

received $400, the srune amount as was the case last year.

No Junior stipends

were awarded inasmuch as there were no students participating at this level
during 1965-66.
Faculty members serving as tutors and Department Coordinators were
reimbursed for their services at the same rates that have prevailed since the
Program's inception.
Summer Fellowships of $250 each were awarded to 12 Career Scholars desirous
of spending time during the 1966 summer session taking courses or performing
duties related to their master's programs.
A detailed financial statement is to be found in Appendix D.
IV.

ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAM

The administrative procedures detailed in former reports prevailed this
year also.

The operation of the Program was directed by the writer who is

also Assistant Dean of the Graduate School.

Aiding in policy-making matters

was a fifteen-member Coordinating Council, consisting of departmental coordinators,
and other administrators of the University.

A complete listing of the Council,

plus faculty tutors, is to be found in Appendix C.

-----------

-
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V.

EVALUATIVE COMMENTS OF SCHOLARS AND DEPARTMENT COORDINATORS
Background

Shortly before the end of Semester II, 1965·66 separate questionnaires
were sent to students and their Department Coordinators soliciting frank,
evaluative reactions to the Career Scholar Program and their participation
in it.

Returns from both groups approached 100%, and although no attempt

was made to analyze the results in any controlled, statistically sophisticated
manner, the comments garnered reflect certain clusters of consensus about the
Program as it reached its terminal stage.

Most of the 27 student respondents

had been in the Program for three years; the majority of Department Coordinators
had four to five years of accumulated experiences on which to base their
impressions.
The items of the student questionnaire will be presented first, along
with general conclusions and illustrative comments from selected respondents,
Student Questionnaire
l.

~

features

~

!hi!!. Program did

~

.f!m!. !!!2,!£

valuable?

The most commonly cited advantages, in order of their ranking, were {a) close
contact with faculty member; (b) the stipend; and (c) availability of broadening
academic experiences.
"I think the increased association with my major professor and other
professors in the department was most valuable. I was able to feel
a part of the graduate program and its aims while still an undergraduate,
and I entered graduate school with confidence and a better understanding
of what would be expected of me as a graduate student." (Female, graduate,
Biology)
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2.

~ features~

E.h:!§_ l?rogram!!!!!

~ find~

valuable?

Some students indicated no dissatisfaction at all with the Program; others
lf.sted such

11

tedious" activities as bibliography work and correction of papers,

and a few others suggested that the assignment of tutors was somewhat arbitrary
and effected without taking the student's needs into consideration.

One student

made the following recommendation:
"Let the student pick his tutor and let the two of them work out
a specific project. For example, when Mr.
was my tutor my
project was the compilation of a working bibliography to be used
by him in his upcoming book. I knew exactly what was needed, he
helped me discover where to get it, and when it was finished I
could see what I had done. Though it may not have been the
greate~bibliography in the world, 1 considered it thorough and
worthy of the time and effort dedicated to it •••• " (Maie,
graduate, English)
3.

~~Program

urtiversit>:

convince ££encourage

teaching.!!.!.!!.~?

college .!?.!: university teachi'ng

That i!!_,

~ seriously~

consider

~~~considered

college~

S

.zone~

g .ll. h.!!!!. .!!2!;, ~ 12! !hll Program?

Most students indicated thly were tentatively interested in college teaching
before becoming enrolled in the Program, but that their participation in it over
the years confirmed this interest and gave them a more realistic understanding of
what it means to be a member of the college teaching guild.
"This program encouraged me to consider college or university teaching
but I would have done 'so anyway without it. However, the program did
result in an early partial evaluation of career possibilities, and I
am now more inclined toward a teaching career than I was before enteri'ng
the program." (Male, senior, BiolQgy)
4.

Q2

~~~received

.l!2.!!14.h!Y!.!! ~

greater P\l.rsonal attention

ft2!!!

~

facultz

~ ~

had .!!!.!;. participated .!!!, this. Program?

One student answered negatively; one student was equivocal; all the others
responded affirmatively.
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~

5.

ll.!!2.•

.!:h!§. Program accelerate your graduation?·

please~

how?

The responses were about equally divided between negative and affirmative
answers.

From two of the students who felt the Program did help in this area the

following comments were received:
"It helped by enabling me to attend two summer sessions on summer
fellowships and to take a graduate level course during my first
semester as a senior." (Male, graduate, Spanish)
"It didn't help for the B.A., but it definitely enabled me to get my
M.A. at least a semester ear y." (Male, graduate, English)
6.

.!?.!£ .!:h!§.

Program permit .l!* .!2 do anything .l!*

~otherwise?

li2ili .!!2.!:, .2! ~

not have

If .!!.2.• please explain.

The following are representative of the types of responses submitted:
''As an undergraduate I received experience in some teaching and
associated duties that I would not have gotten otherwise." {Female,
graduate, Biology)
"Not really, because I am certain I co.uld have received a graduate
assistantship. But 1 do think it was easier this way." (Female,
graduate, Spanish)
"Yes. It permitted me greater contact with the .faculty, their
research, and their ideas not ordinarily expressed·during thier
teaching duties." (Male, senior, Anthropology)
"Yes. Working with Professor
in his editing of
is
an experience that I could not have obtained in any other way at this
University.'' (Female, senior, English)
7,

.Q2. .l!* ~ .!:h!§. Program .2!..!!

modified£!.!!!~~

All respondents felt the Program should be continued.
Program should be continued in its present form.

continued?
About half felt the

Those who expressed a need for.

modification listed such changes as "the elimination of the pressure element",
"more emphasis on teaching experiences and less on accelerating graduation", and
"more summer
aid".

fellowsh~ps

and the opportunity to obtain at least two summers of such
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Summary
Although conclusive generalizations from data as sparse and uncontrolled as
these are hazardous, a picture of the "typical" Career Scholar at UNM and his
opinions does seem to emerge.

He is a student who views the Program as a

predominantly positive factor in his education, although he is not completely
satisfied with all aspects of it.

His latent interests in college teaching have

been strengthened during his tenure by close contacts with faculty members,
involvement with 1esearch, independent teaching (not enough of this, however),
and such benefits as opportunities for graduate work while still an undergraduate.
He values the stipend attached to the Program and wishes more summer fellowships
could be provided.

He feels the Program has not significantly accelerated him

toward the master's degree, but he is of the opinion that the time taken for the
Ph.D. may, indeed, be foreshortened by his participation in it.

To round out

this picture, evidence from another source obtained last year suggests that the
typical Career Scholar at UNM is

~

going to find a full-time teaching

assignment after receipt of his master's degree; on the contrary, he is dedicated
to the notion of uninterrupted work toward the doctorate to be taken either at

UNM or elsewhere.
Department Coordinator Questionnaire

,.
Inasmuch as the questionnaire for Department Coordinators was fairly lengthy
and detailed it would be cumbersome to report all aspects of it.

For purposes of

clarity and economy responses will be grouped under six major headings:

early

identification of students, acceleration of programming, financial arrangements,

8

student-faculty relationships, attrition, and post-project recommendations.
Early Identification of Students
A majority of Departmental Coordinators felt that successful identification
of students for the Program at the end of the sophomore year was, at best, a
difficult task.

Furthermore, some raised a question about the feasibility

of investing time and money in a student at this level of undergraduate
training while his interests were still fluctuating.

Were the program to be

begun anew, several Coordinators opined they would favor waiting until the end
of the junior year to begin recruitment.
Acceleration

£!

Programming

The consensus on this issue is in accord with feelings of student respondents,
namely, that acceleration was not achieved to any great extent for the majority of
participants.

One Coordinator estimated that about 1/4 of his students were

accelerated somewhat toward the completion of master's requirements.

When

acceleration did occur, most Coordinators agreed that it was a function of careful
scheduling, the carrying of some over-load hours each semester, and the opportunity
to take up to six hours of graduate work during the student's senior year.

One

respondent commented that acceleration, in some instances, carried with it an overload
of subtley or overtly placed pressures for the student, which precluded adequate time
for reflection and true scholarship.
Financial Arrangements
All respondents indicated that financial arrangements for students and faculty
alike were wholly satisfactory.
Student-Faculty Relationships
The tenor of student-faculty relationships during the existence of the
Program was considered excellent, on the whole, by ali Coordinators.

lt appears
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then, that the faculty's view of this aspect of procedural arrangements is
consistent with that of the students, with both groups obviously welcoming
and profiting from closer working relationships.

Typical of the comments

received were those of one Coordinator who said that the Program "enabled
us to come to know superior students sooner and to exercise a beneficial
professional influence on them.

It has also given the students a much better

insight into the profession. ' 1
Attrition
Most Coordinators felt that the attrition rate during the life of the
Program was about what was to be expected.

(Figures based on yearly studies

suggest this rate averaged 33% during the first three years of the Program,
was about 25% during the fourth year, and dropped to 10% during the final
year.)

One Coordinator of a department in which there was a high ratio of

female to male participants indicated that the attrition· rate was higher
than had been expected, due to reasons of matrimony, finance and mobility of
husbands.
~-Project

Recommendations

As was true for the students, all of the responding Department Coordinators
were in favor of continuing the Program after expiration of the five-year grant.
A few suggested it be retained in its original form, with more recommending a
blending with Departmental Honors Programs.

There was practically unanimous

agreement that faculty stipends should be abandoned if tutor-student
relationships were to be continued, but that faculty time devoted to this activity
be counted administratively as part of a total academic load,

There was

moderate support for the continuation of student stipends, "as an incentive".
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Vl.

EPILOGUE

The Career Scholar Program at UNM now ends as a
venture supported by Ford Foundation funds.

five~year

experimental

On the basis of all accumulated

evidence to date it would seem fairest to conclude that it was, in sum, a
moderate success.
student~tutor

Some aspects of the Program flourished with age:

relationship, including an

introductio~

to research and teaching;

the opportunity for graduate level work while still an undergraduate.
portions of the Program died

a~borning,

Other

as, for example, a proposed course for

credit on aspects of The Higher Educational Scene in America.
would seem to defy current evaluation:

the

Still others

the monthly Newsletter, prepared for

two years to maximize communication and build esprit; the monthly

non~credit

colloquia, designed to present critical issues related to the college
teaching profession;

the special reading lists compiled by each Department as

a spur for independent study and scholarship.

At the outset, the University committed itself to the continuation of the
Program in some form after the five year experimental period had expired.

To

honor that commitment a drive is now being undertaken to revitalize dormant
Departmental Honors Programs, on a University-wide basis, which will incorporate
some of the best aspects of the Career Scholar Program.

Administratively, each

department undertaking such a venture will be responsible for recruiting participants
from the ranks of its major students and funding the program in its own way.

One

department has already received support from the NSF Undergraduate Training Program
to help with its activities, including the bringing to our campus as colloquia
speakers distinguished representatives of the discipline.
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Since ventures of this sort are intimately related to the General Honors
Program, Dr. Dudley Wynn, Director of the Ger.eral Honors Program at UNM, has
graciously consented to serve as administrative liason between the two programs
beginnin~ in the fall of

1967.
VI,
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APPENDIX A
Students

.!:!!. ~

Scholar Program!,!:

.§.Ell.2£.

Semester

!•

1965·66

Anthropology
Hart, Valerie
Randall, John

Milner, Virzinia
History

Biology
Wilson·, Jane. Hale
Laycock, Molly
Snipes, Morris

Gober,'· Jay
Snodgrass, Nancy
Mathematics

Chemistry

Shannon, David
Vorenberg, Stephen

Fowler, Malcolm
White, Nancy

Psychology

Comparative Literature

Brown, Alan
Terry
Knott, Barbara
Mitchell, Charles
D~niel,

Denes, Anna Marie
English

Spanish
Beisman, Emeline
Coburn, Leon
Goet:~:, Myra
McCormack, Janet
McGuire, Pat
Orem, Elizabeth
Sweeney, John

Baxter, Connie Garcia
Leroy, Margretta
Smith, Charles

-----~----

---- ·-

~ -~-

...,. __
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APPENDIX B
CAREER SCHOLAR PROGRAM
SUMMARY QE TUTORIAL PROJECTS.
STATUS

TUTOR

Hart, Valerie

Sr.

Gonzalez

Working with aernalillo County Economic
Opportunity Board on community project
involving social and cultural aspects
of South Barelas.

Randall, John

Sr.

Basehart

Coding and processing field data
collected by tutor among the Mantengo
of Southwestern Tanzania.

Wilson, Jane Hale

Grad.

Beakley

Teaching one section of Biology 393
laboratory.

Laycock, Molly

Grad.

Johnson

Aiding tutor in preparations of genetics
laboratory sections; grading introductory
genetics papers and exams.

Snipes, Morris

Sr.

Riedesel

Conducting experiments involving analyses
of whole animals and various tissues for
cesium-137 and sodium-22.

Fowler, Malcolm

Grad.

Kahn

Preparing research paper on "Chemistry of
Carrier-Free Iodine 13J"i grading
weekly qui~zes for Chemistry 311.

White, Nancy

Sr.

Castle

Teaching two laboratory sections in
Chemistry.

SCHOLAR

TITLE OR DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

ANTHROPOLOGY

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Denes, Anna Marie

Grad.

Zavadil

Investigating the growth and development,
of medieval allegory as a literary form
and style as well as a habit of thought.

,.
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APPENDIX B
CAREER SCHOLAR PROGRAM
SUMMARY Q[ TUTORIAL PROJECTS
SCHOLAR

STATUS

TUTOR

TITLE OR DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

Beisman, Emeline

Grad.

Baughman

Compiling bibliographies in American
literature, American Studies, and
Folklore; explicating Whitman's
bibliography.

Coburn, Leon

Grad.

Pickett

Teaching in English 101; continuing
bibliographic work for tutor.

Goetz, Myra

Sr.

Freedman

Teaching freshman seminar in General
Honors Program; working on "A Study of
Tragedy", possi)lle thesis topic.

McCormack, Janet

Sr.

Arms

Editing w. D. Howells' letters; analvzing
novels and poems of Ruwells' contem~oraries.

McGuire, Pat

Sr.

Ted lock

Reading and analyzing segments of modern
literature; preparing discussion for
tutor's course, '"The Rise of Realism."

Orem, Elizabeth

Sr.

Sweeney, John

Sr.

Baltzell

Reading and analyzing major primary tests
in continental medieval literature;
aiding tutor in research project.

Milner, Virginia

Sr.

T. Book

Teaching portions of elementary
courses under supervision.

Gober, Jay

Sr.

Dykstra

Observing and discussing teaching methods
of tUtor; reading examinations for course,
History 375.

Snodgrass, Nancy

GX'ad,

Rothenberg

Teaching three sections of History 101.

ENGLISH

Assisting with Freshman Honors Seminar
(G. S. 101-lOZ); grading papers and
leading discussions.

~rench

lUSTORY

------------

--

-
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APPENDIX B
CAREER SCHOLAR PROGRAM
SUMMARY QE

TUTORIAL PROJECTS

S.TATUS

TUTOR

TITLE OR DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

Shannon, David

Sr.

Hillman

Assisting in program of mathematics for
honor students not majoring in the
sciences and in seminar on challenging
problems for math majors.

Vorenberg, Stephen

Grad.

Mayer

Studying and cataloguing materials on
ordered sets.

Brown, Alan

Grad.

Koenig

Investigating certain parameters of
behavior modification procedures;
presenting lectures to tutor's classes
on perti'nent matters.

Daniel, Terry

Sr.

Ellis

Working on research project in transfer
in perceptual learning; laboratory
demonstrations in tutor's learning
class.

Knott, Barbara

Sr.

Rhodes

Working on research project evaluating
differences in evoked responses during
different stages of anoxia.

Milchell, Charles

sr.

Logan

Teaching one laboratory section of
Psychology 101; continuing study of
animal learning.

Baxter, Connie

Grad.

Lamadrid

Teaching one section of Spanish 101.

Leloy, M.

Grad.

Duncan

Teaching one section of Spanish 252.

Smith, Charles

Grad.

Lamadrid

Teaching one section of Spanish 101.

SCHOLAR
MATHEMATICS

PSYCHOLOGY

SPANISH

..
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APPENDIX C
Faculty Participants in
Anthropology:
Biology:

Profe~~or

Campbell, (Department Coordinator); Professors Gonzalez
and Basehart.

Professor Castle, (Department Coordinator);

Comparative Literature:

~:

History:

Professor Kahn.

Professor Simons, (Department Coordinator);
Zavadil.

P~ofessor

Professor Simons, (Department Coordinator); Professors Arms, Baltzell,
Baughman, Freedman, Pickett and Tedlock.
Professor Davison, (Department Coordinator);

Professor T. Book,

Professor Skabelund, (Department Coordinator); Professors Dykstra and
Rothenberg.

Mathematics:
Psychology:
Spanish:

Scholar Program, 1964-65

Professor Potter, (Department Coordinator); Professors Beakley, Johnson
and Riedesel.

Chemistry:

English:

~

Professor Mayer, (Department Coordinator); Professor Hillman.
Professor Ellis, (Department Coordinator); Professors Koenig, Logan
and Rhodes.

Professor Davison, (Department Coordinator);
Lamadrid.
~

Members

£t Coordinating

Professors Duncan and

Council

George P. Springer, Dean, Graduate School
Morris S. Hendrickson, Acting Academic Vice·President
Hoyt Trowbridge, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Chester

c.

Travelstead, Dean, College of Education

Dudley Wynn, Director, General Honors Program

---------

---

-

-
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APPENDIX D
Financial Statement, Academic

~ 1965~~

SalaJ:ies:
Director •••••••••••••••••
Secretary .•...•••••.•.•••
Faculty advisors •••••...•

$ 4, 755.00
2,133.12
8,187.50

Total Salaries ••.•••.••••••••••••.•.•.•••••••••.•••. $15,075.62
Student Stipends:
Seniors .••.••.••••..•••••
Graduates ••••••••••.•••••

$ 5,862.72
12,100.00

Total •••••••••.•

$17,962.72

Summer Stipends ••••••••••

3,000.00

Total Student Stipends ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• $20,962.72
Book Allowances for Students , ••••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••

229.45

Supplies and Equipment .••••••..••••••.••.••••••••••••• , .•••••••••••••

48.71

Publications and Information Bulletins ..............................._--"'l~07""'.""o..::.l

$36,423.51
Cash Balance, July 1, 1965 ••.•••••••••••••• $11,709.06
Cash Received, 1965 .••••••••••••••••••••••• 27,000.00
Total •.•••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••.••••••••••••. $38,709.06
Cur~ent

Year's Expenditures ••••••.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 36,423.51

Cash Balance, June 30, 1966 ..................... , ........... , ........ $ 2,285.55

-----------

---
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL, OF LAW
July I, 1965- June 30, 1966
Thomas W. Christopher, Dean
I.

General School Information
A.

Significant Achievements
Enrollment In the tal I of 1965 was up about 50 per cent

over the prior year:

144 as compared to 98.

The freshman class

had 76 students, of whom 20 were from other states.
LSAT score was 544, as compared to 516 in 1963.

The median

Eleven of the 76

were suspended in June for academic reasons, and eight had dropped
out during the year, leaving 57.
A number of physical improvements were made in the law
building, with air conditioning being the major one.

Additional

office space for faculty and tor secretaries was added.

A fair

amount of elementary office equipment has been secured. {typewriters that type, staplers that staple, a dictating machine for
the dean, an adding machine, etc.), so that the schOo I Is ab Ie to
operate in a reasonably efflcient fashion.

The secretarial group

has been Improved by additions and also by departures.

Overall,

the school Is receiving the fac! llties (and developing a climate)
for top notch faculty research and teaching.

The addition to the

building, now being planned, will provide the needed space for the
next five years, with additional library stack space being needed
thereafter.
A program of continuing legal education for the Bar was
established, with plans tor two Institutes a year in Albuquerque,

608
and one or two In other areas.

An institute on estate

plannln~

was

held in Albuquerque In the fall, and one on anatomy for lawyers in
the spring--both In cooperation with the local and state Bar associations; an Institute in estate planning was held In Las Cruces in the
spring, in cooperation wi·th the local bar association.

All institutes

were wei I attended and well received.
A Bureau of Legal Research and Services was set up, primarily
for the purposes of publishing, doing fundamental research, holding
Institutes and special training classes, and rendering service to
the state of a non-educational character.

The Bureau received a

grant of $8,000 from the state in July, and It is expected that
additional state funds wi II be avai labia.

This Bureau is badly

needed and It wi II render valuable service to the state and to the
University in the years ahead.
The law .school has worked closely with the state Constitutional Revision Commission and with other state groups during the
year, and with the state Bar Association.

The school, for example,

did the tabulations on ah extensive questionnaire tor the state Bar
Association, and five professors worked on projects for the Constitutional Revision Commission.
Steps have been taken to Insure continuous communication
between the law school and the Bar.
a newsletter entitled

11

Law School

One item is the publication of

Notebook~"

copies of which are

mal led to all alumni and also on occasion to alI members of the
New Mexico Bar Association,
-2-
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The Law Alumni Association ltas formally organized.

Also,

a foundation (University of New Mexico Law School Foundation) was
established for the purpose of raising funds for the benefit of the
school.

Both of these organizations should, over the years, be of

substantial financial assistance to the law school, and they also
should engender support for the University as a whole.

The beginning

on a loan fund has been made.
A program has been set up to establish better contact with
pre-law students, not only on this campus but In colleges and high
schools over the state.

Meetings tor pre-law students are being

held; printed materials are being prepared; high school and col lege
students are being encouraged to write to and visit the law school.
Faculty members are visiting colleges over the state, meeting with
pre-law students.
Efforts are being made to establish a program to encourage
more Indians to study taw.

Progress has been slow, due In part to

bad luck (the man who had the Influence to secure the needed money
was transferred to a new Job at the last moment),
A little progress was made In rendering services to the
University and to the law public.

The law school sponsored a panel

discussion open to the public on the role of the foundation in our
society; it was poorly attended.

On Alumni Day, it sponsored a

panel discussion on the right-to-vote question; It was poorly
attended.

These efforts wl It continue.

Faculty members served on

several University commltties, participated in a large number of
-3-
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community activities, and spoke before various community groups.
The. fac\llty revised the curriculum with the view of enriching
the offerings.

Of special Interest is the addition of international Jaw

as a required course in the freshman year.

Also, more courses are being

offered in the general fields of administrative law and of federal law.
The facu Ity, for the moment, is stab i I Ized.

l t Is an ext.reme 1y

able group, one that would be hard to replace, and It ranks with the
best.

Five out of seven had attractive offers from other schools.
The Student Bar Association was active and effective.

It

provided a constant flow of social activities, with adequate refreshments, noise, and entertainment to insure. the needed social betterment.

It sponsored a series of speakers for the law students, a

meeting with pre-law students on the campus, a moot court competition,
a bai I bond project for indigent prisoners, and several other projects.
Second and third year students participated actively In the Albuquerque
Legal Aid program.

In addition, the officers cooperated closely in

publicizing unpopular decisions by the faculty.

The law school has

one of the most active student bars in the country.
B.

Significant Needs
I.

Substantial amounts of money for scholarships and loans.

2.

Additional money beyond the regular appropriations for

law library books.

The law library received a special appropriation

of $20,000 for this purpose in 1965-66, and it wi II need grants In
similar amounts for several more years.
3.

More B+, A- students.
-4-

4.
C.

Time.

Appointments to Staff
Thomas W. Christop.her became dean of the School of Law,

and professor of law on July I, 1965. WII lis H. Ellis, a rising
name in the field of natural resources law, joined the law faculty
as visiting associate professor on September I, 1965, and has now
accepted a permanent appointment.

Malcolm P. Sharp, one of the top

law teachers and scholars in America, joined the faculty as visiting
professor on September 1, 1965, and wi II be with us the coming year.
Two local attorneys served as part-time lecturers during the second
semester:

Roland B. Kool (labor law) and William C. Schaab (trusts).
Penny 0. Ingram was appointed to the faculty as an associ-·

ate professor, effective September I, 1966.

Mr. Ingram formerly 11as

on the law faculty of the University of Texas, had been a member of
a prominent Austin law firm, and had been a member of the Texas
legislature.
Leo Kanowltz was appointed to the faculty
professor, effective September I, 1966.

as

an associate

Mr. Kanowltt has been on

the law faculty of St. Louts University, and his scholarly Interest
Is in family law.

In addition to his ability as a lawyer, Mr.

Kanowltz has a background of travel In Europe, and he Is fluent In
tl'iO foreIgn Ianguages.
Frederick M. Hart, now professor ot law at Boston College;
will be a visiting professor for 1966-67.
reputation in the field of commercial law.
-5-

Mr. Hart has a national
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Jerome Hall, one of the top men in the world in the field
of criminal law, now at the University of Indiana, will be visiting
professor of law for the second semester.
It may be noted that the faculty considered more than a
hundred names for the three regular positions, choosing a topi I ist
of five, and

Messrs~

Ingram, Kanowitz and Hart were on this top list.

Thus, we have no second choices,
D.

leaves and Resignations
Alan D. Liker will be on leave of absence for 1966-67,

visiting at U.C.L.A.
Mrs. Jane Goldman, Assistant Librarian, resigned June 30,
1966.
Henry Weihoten wi l I be on sabbatical Jeave during the
second semester, 1967.
Jl

Information on Faculty
The law faculty was active in scholarly work and in pub-

lishing.

Of nine people with faculty rank, eight had research,

articles or books in progress during the year; eight had publications in scholarly journals, with a total of eleven articles,
one chapter in a book to be published, and six book reviews (the
ninth man had several research projects under way which wl I I result
in publications In the future); this makes-a total of eighteen
publications during the year, not counting speeches and the like.
Five members of the faculty are working on books, or sections ot
-6-
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books.

Mr. Christopher completed a book, to be published by Commerce

Clearing House, Inc., in the tall.
more professional meetings.

Eight of the nine attended one or

Five were active irt doing research for

various state agencies.
The dean attended a number of professional meetings,
including that of the American Bar Association, the New Mexico Bar
Association, the Southwestern Law Teachers Association, the Association of American Law Schools, American Law Institute, Southeastern Law Teachers Association, and several others.

He also

visited local bar associations at Hobbs, Clovis, Albuquerque, and
Santa Fe, and he visited the campuses of most of the col leges in
the state to talk with pre-law students and with pre-law advisors.
He made several talks and speeches over the state and outside the
state.
Mr. Ef I is has been particularly active. in the field of
natural resources, has several research projects under way, and
is gaining national recognition.

The librarian, Mr. Fink, began

a cooperative research project with the state Supreme Court library,
and has been busy bul Iding up the collection of books.

Professor

Liker organized and supervised the excellent program of continuing
legal education for the bar, conducting two of the Institutes
himself, and he carried on several research projects.

Professor

Seed has been active In the Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation
Institute.

Professor Selinger has been quite active in committee

work in the law school, on the campus, and In the community;
-7-

he is president of the local chapter of the A.A.U.P. for the comJng
year, and is one of our more useful citizens.

Mr. Sharp took an

active interest in national and international problems.

The Uni-

versity of Chicago Law School honored him in a special issue of
their law journal--an honor that comes to only a few law professors.
Professor Utton continued his work as faculty editor of the Journal
of Natural Resources, and has been in charge of the student loan
and scholarship programs and of several law school projects.
Professor Welhofen made numerous talks and speeches over the nation,
received a number of honors, and in general has been busy with his
scholarly work and with committee work. on and off the campus.

This

was one of his more fruitful years.
Ill

Fina!l_y_
It has been a reasonably good year.

University has been excellent.

Support from the

The school has received splendid

cooperation, assistance, and understanding from the entire campus,
and especially from the various administrative offices.
has worl<ed hard and is in good spirits.
be satisfactory.

The faculty

Student morale seems to

Academic standards are high.

Alumni and Bar

Interest is good and appears to be on the upswing.

The school Is

rapidly getting the overal I academic structure, physical plant,
student body, budget, and public support needed to build one of the
outstanding, smal I law schools in America.
tell the tale.

-8-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVI f~EXICO
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Annual Report
July l, 1965- June 30, 1966

Key events in the development of the School of Medicine durinq
the 1965-1966 academic year included the decision to move directly to
a full four-year program, approval of a Ph. D. proHram in the Medical
Sciences, and recommendation for formal accreditation fallowing a visit
by the Joint Committee on Accreditation of the Association of American

Medical Colleges and the Council on Medical Education of the American
~ledical

Association.

ing categories:

Developments 11il1 be considered under the follow-

t~edical

Students, Faculty, Curriculum, Research, Build-

ing Program, Professional and Hospital Relationships.
1.

Medical Students
A second entering class of medical students was enrolled in the

fall of 1965.

Of these, 14 were from

states and two non-reoional.

Ne~1

Mexico, eight from the \HCHE

Twenty-four additional students were

accepted for enrollment in the fall of 1966 with 20 of these from New
Mexico and four from HICHE states.
11.

Faculty
Faculty appointments in established .departments and activities of

the faculty and narticipation in projects at local, state and national
levels are described in the departmental reports.
Jr.,

r~.D.

Edward A. Mortimer,

accepted appointment as Professor and Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Pediatrics and assumed his responsibilities in July of 1966.

111.

Curriculum
Following confirmation of the decision to increase the scope of

the Medical School program to include the full four years and the M.D.
degree, intensive consideration was given to the development of the
curriculum for the third year and subsequent fourth year.

An attempt

was made to continue the principles evolved in the development of the
program for the first two years.

The same program labels were used,

notably Medical Biology 111 as a continuation of Medical Biology 1 and
11, and Clinical Sciences 111 as a continuation of Clinical Sciences l
and 11.

Inasmuch as the preponderance of time in the third year pro-

gram is spent in the hospital and involves clinical

trainin~,

the

Clinical Sciences portion of the program is greatly increased and the
tledical Biology program is correspondingly decreased.

The students

will be assigned to each of the major clinical services on a rotating
basis as

Medicine- 3 months, Surgery -2 months, Pediatrics-

fo11m~s:

2 months, Obstetrics-Gynecology- 2 months, Psychiatry -1 month.

The

students will participate in patient care under direct supervision with
gradually increasing responsibilities.
An unusual feature of the third year is the organization of the
~ledical

Biology program.

This will consist of interdisciplinary semin-

ars dealing with patient-centered problems.
tinuation of the

~1edical

This is, in effect, a con-

Biology program of the second year but with

the primary focus on the problem of a SP.ecific patient, rather than on
a categorical disease entity.
in which the focus

~Ji 11

In addition, a weekly seminar is planned

be on the i nter'face of medicine with broad soci a1

problems.
In the fourth year it is planned that the students will spend addi-

- 2 -
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tiona] time in surgery and in the neurobiological sciences (neurology,
neurosurgery). The remainder of the year

\~ill

be elective

~lith

each

student selecting the elements of his elective program from several
sets of electives made available by the faculty.

At least one such

elective will be in a clinical area.
lV.

Research
Research support from extramural sources, chiefly the National In-

stitutes of Health, during the 1965-1966 year totaled $448, 094.
ing grant support totaled $129,463.

Train-

A list of approved grants for the

1965-1966 year is attached.
V.

Buildinq Program
Construction of the Basic Medical Sciences building began in the

fall of 1965.

Completion of the building and occupancy is scheduled

for the fa 11 of 1967.

It is expected that occupancy of this buil di nq

will take place over a several month period and in view of this and
the possibility of unanticipated delays in construction, it is not
planned to increase the size of classes until 1968.

Buildinqs 5 and

6, interim buildings for the second-year class and additional faculty,
~/ere

completed in the fall of 1965.

Building 7, the Psychiatric Teach-

ing-Outpatient building, was occupied in January 1966.
A bond issue in the amount of $2 milljon was voted for the expan•
sion of the Bernalillo County Indian Hospital facilities in March 1966.
It is expected that construction of this _expansion will commence in
1967.

An additional $800,000 bond issue vsas voted for the development

of an Albuquerque area 11ental Health-Mental Retardation Center to be located on the Medical School campus north of Bernalillo County Indian
Hospital.

- 3 -
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Vl.

Professional and Hospital Relationships
The Liaison Committee of the New Mexico Medical Society has con-

tinued to meet regularly with members of the faculty and appears to
assure continuing good communications between the School and the practicing medical profession.

Largely because of this close relationship,

it was possible to develop an application for planning funds for the
New Mexico Regional Program for Heart Disease, Cancer and Stroke as
well as a local area planning grant for the Albuquerque community.

- 4-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
1965-66

RESEARCH AND TRAINING GRANTS
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH GRANTS (Research)
'I

.. , ~15,622

Myocardial Metabolism via
Shunt Pathways

Martin Brandfonbrener, M. :0·.

Active Transport and
Cellular Metabolism

Agamemnon Despopoulos,'

Respiratory Distress--Role
of Lung & Blood Lipids

Theodore N. Finley, M.D.

Hypercholesterolemia and
Experimental Tuberculosis

David Gale, Ph.D.

Study of Brain Proteins and
Lipo-proteins

Francis N. LeBaron, Ph.D.

Thymocyte Transformation and
Differentiation 1n Vitro

L. Louise Leonard, Ph.D.

Biosynthesis of Protein

Robert B. Loftfield, Ph.D.

Congestive Heart Failure in
the Southwestern Indian

William

Enterovirus-Host Cell
Interactions

Leroy

M,?.

30,960
6,471
33,710
12,289

s.

34,788
26,929

Lovekin, M.D.
21,084

c.

McLaren, Ph.D.

1n

~ Study of the Physiology of the Amnion

29,883

10,632

Robert A. Munsick, M.D.
31,518

Fine Structure of Adipose
Tissues

Leonard M. Napolitano, Ph.D.

Kidney in Cirrhosis~ Sodium
Excretion in Hypertension

Solomon Papper, M.D.

Brain Cerebrospinal Fluid
Barrier

Michael Pollay, M.D.

43,992

16,450

620
.•
I
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NIH Research Grants (cont.)
1965-66

Mechanisms of Electrolyte
Transport in the Kidney

Sidney Solomon, Ph.D.

$23,736

Biomechanical Alterations in
'Avascular Bone

James K. Weaver, M.D.

19,815

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH GRANTS (Training)
Undergraduate Training Grant:
Clinical

Martin Brandfonbrener, M. :o_.

Neurology Training Grant

Arnold H. Greenhouse, M.D.

Mental Health Undergraduate
Training Grant: Human
Behavior

Lester M. Libo, Ph.D.

Graduate Training Program:
Renal Physiology

Solomon Papper, M.D. and
Sidney Solomon, Ph.D.

Mental Health Undergraduate
Training Grant

Robert A. Senescu, M.D.

$14,904
28,633
27,870

43,152
14,904

NATIONAL CANCER SOCIETY
Regression of Viral Induced
Mesodermal Tumors

$53,397
Robert S. Stone, M.D.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Studies of the Fine StructurG of
Tissues Engaged in Synthesis
and Transport during Development

$52,200

•.
A. J. Ladman,

Ph~D.

EASTER SEAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION
The Orthopedic Application of
Cryotherapeutic Techniques

10,000
James K. Weaver, M.D.

.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY
July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966
A. J. LADMAN, CHAIRMAN

I. General departmental information.
A. Significant achievements during the academic year
The

Depar~ent

of Anatomy has had continued growth and developmenq during

the second year of its activity.

In all aspects of departmental function, the

experience obtained from working in close relationship with other members of the
medical school in particular and the University faculty in general, has resulted
in accomplishments which benefit the whole University Complex.

For convenience,

this report will be divided into several areas of activity.
(1) Administration.

The increase of our academic activities has resulted

in a concurrent rise in paper work.

Newer regulations from Federal agencies

in support of programs either in.progress or planned for the future impose a
larger amount of administrative time in an effort to comply with the intent
of these regulations.

In this regard, the information transfer, whether

directly to Washington, D.C., or via appropriate University or Medical School
offices, needs to be augmented.

It is very difficult at times to assess the

role towards which our department should be directed because of inadequate
information particularly within the University setting.

!t is clear that

more precise lines of communication need to be established, and these routes
of information transmission should flow rapidly and effectively in all
directions.
No increase in administrative staff has occurred this year.

The need,

however, for additional secretarial help is clearly indicated and will
undoubtedly be augmented next year on a part-time or full-time basis,

(2) Teaching.

The teaching of Anatomy in terms of its several sub-

disciplines necessitated the use of in residence visiting professors this year
because of our understaffed faculty.

We were extremely fortunate to obtain

the services of Dr. Donald Duncan, Professor and Chairman of the Department of
Anatomy, University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas, to become
visiting professor of Anatomy in our department for the period September 23 to
November 6, 1965.

Dr. Duncan's principal contribution was to assume a leadership

role in representing anatomy in the first presentation of our integrated approach
to Neurobiology.

In addition, his knowledge of personnel and events taking

place in anatomical circles on the national scene has been offered freely to
this department and to the school in general.

His residence here has influenced

the future direction which certain phases of our educational program will take
and his scholarly accomplishments in teaching will be remembered by those
privileged to be present.
Another visiting professor was employed to initiate a formalized exposition
on aspects of early embryology.

Dr. Meredith Runner, Director, Institute of

Developmental Biology of the University of Colorado, Boulder, spent a week in
residence in October of 1965.

In addition, he presented a combined Medical

School-Department of Biology seminar held in the Biology Building in support of
our continuing effort to become better informed about the programs in Biology
and to seek ways for closer cooperation.
In January 1966, Dr. Norma Jean Adamo joined our staff after having
completed her Ph. D. degree in Anatomy from the University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida, in the fall of 1965.

Her principal role in the department's orientation
- 2 -
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is to represent the anatomical discipline in areas related to Nettrobiology.
Her specific participation in the teaching was initiated in Apri·1 of 1966 at
the time when the neurobiological portion of the £irst year was offered to the
first year class as originally designed.
With the exception of our visiting professors and our rtew colleague
Dr. Adamo, Dr. Leonard M. Napolitano, Associate Professor, and Dr. A. J. Ladman,
the department chairman, handled all the teaching duties associated with the
offerings of the Anatomy Department.

The teaching commitment both this year

and last year has been unusually heavy for these two men and it is hoped that
their sacrifices of time in support of this School's new teaching venture will
provide the rewards which dedicated teachers can expect.
The Ph. D. degree in medical sciences was approved by the University
faculty in the spring of 1965.

In support of this new degree program, initial

course offerings from the various departments comprising the medical sciences
were submitted and approved in early 1966, to become effective in the 1966-7
academic year.

The Department of Anatomy has listed five courses, three of

them with laboratory experiences.

It is hoped that one or two of these courses

will be able to be offered in the next academic year.

For the laboratory courses

involving the use of rather expensive equipment and reagents, there are no
departmental funds available to underWrite these offerings to students matriculated
in medical sciences, and indeed, such lack uf support would make them unavailable
for individuals enrolied in programs in Biology, Chemistry or Psychology (the
most likely areas of student interest in our courses).

Thus, some provision

must be made to permit the minimal funding of graduate courses;

- 3 -
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fine structure-electron microscopy (6111) would need approximately $35-$50/hour
of microscope time per student to be adequate for his training and the development
of competence (this course will be given only to highly selected individuals

whos~

needs for this information and laboratory experience directly relate to their
immediate dissertation requirements).
Further improvements have been made in our histological and neurological
teaching slide collections and these endeavors will continue until our materials
can represent mostly human tissues and organs.

The 1,150 borrowed slides from

the University of Tennessee Medical Units will be returned to them this summer
with appropriate acknowledgement.

Our cadaver procurement is adequate by

current demands and we are making an effort to improve the techniques of
preservation so that better utilization of this human material can be;obtained.
(3) Research.

Continued progress in research has been made by members

of this department during the year as noted in the appended bibliographic
supplement.

Dr. Ladman's grant from the National Science Foundation terminated

June 30, 1966 after having been extended from the original termination date of
December 31, 1965.

Currently, a grant application to continue these studies

is awaiting approval from N.I.H.
Dr. Napolitano received a grant from N.I.H. for four years to support his
work on adipose tissue metabolism, the first year's award being $31,518.
A neuroanatomical laboratory has been established by Dr. Adamo to produce

sections of brains by the celloidin technique -for research and teaching.

Her

efforts in the formation of this specialized laboratory will materially aid her
own research program and has already provided a means of expediting the
morphological controls for Dr. J. Rhodes in the Department of Psychology in a
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collaborative effort.

One can look forward to continued interactions and

collaborations with individuals in the several departments whose interests
impinge on these areas of research.
(4) Recruitment.

As mentioned earlier, in the section under teaching,

we elected to employ visiting professors to augment our teaching needs on an
ad hoc basis pending the recruitment of sufficient staff.

This device proved

eminently successful because of the strength of the participants.

Dr. Norma

Jean Adamo joined our staff in January and we were successful in our negotiations
with two post-doctoral fellows at the National Institutes of Health who will
become members of this department on July 1, 1966.

These individuals were

much sought after by several medical schools and I feel that our program and
youthful enthusiasm were positive forces in their decisions in our favor.
Scott E. Dietert, M. D., comes to us from the Laboratory of Viral Carcinogenesis
and T. John Leppi, Ph. D., from the Laboratory of Biophysical Histology.
the departmental strength will now be at five members including the

Thus

chairm~n

on

July 1, 1966.
Because the available personnel in our field is extremely scarce, a
portion of time will continue to be invested in close contact with the numerous
leads already established to the academic marketplace.

Our next important

venture is the identification and recruitment of good graduate students into
medical sciences.

This phase of our development should become operational to

coincide with the occupancy of the Basic Medical Sciences Building at the end
of sununer 1967.
(5) Planning.

Much time this year has been spent on reorganizing the

first year curriculum in the hope of further improvements in the redistribution
- 5 -
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of time, since the decision to become a four-year school has been made.

In

this regard, closer correlation between the clinical sciences program and the
subject area presentations is being accomplished.

The general tenor of our

further planning in curriculum is to make our presentations more meaningful
and to begin to focus on graduate student training opportunities.
Renovations of Building 3 have provided enough space to house our new faculty
members and create: additional rooms for another electron microscope, darkroom,
general histochemistry laboratory and neuroanatomical laboratory.

These modi-

fications should be able to maintain the departmental functions until occupancy
of the new Basic Medical Sciences building.
B. Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
Some of the recommendations presented last year have been implemented
and there appears to be little to add at this time.

Specific problems can be

anticipated in terms of budget to underwrite planned collaborative teaching
programs with clinical departments and to offer laboratory opportunities to
non-medical science graduate students.
The tightness of money from granting agencies in Washington, D.C. will
determine the extent of our continued progress in the areas of research.
C. Appointments to Staff.
Norma Jean Adamo, Ph. D.

Instructor in Anatomy.

D. Separations from Staff.

,.

None.
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II. Composite of information requested on individual bibliographic supplements
1. Advanced study.

None.

2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence etc.
3. New scholastic honors etc.

None.

Dr. A. J. Ladman was elecced to Fellowship

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
4. Publications.
(a)

Publications of members of the Department of Anatomy are:-

E~perimental

and clinical evaluation of reticulo-endothelial .function
by means of a specific lipid emulsion.
In "The Reticuloendothelial
System, Morphology, Immunology and Regulation" pp.389-404, Missha
Printing Co., Kyoto, Japan, 1965.

(b) Electron microscopic observations of pulmonary surfactant and the
cells which produce it.
Anat. Rec. 154: 372, 1966.
(c) Excretory metabolism of mersalyl Hg203 by liver and kidney.
Proc. 25: 575, 1966.

Fed.

(d) Fluorometric assay for catecholamines in heart cultured cells.
Fed. Pr·oc. 25: 383 (Abstract), 1966.
(e) Release of FFA from brown and white fat,

Metabolism 14: 1076-1083, 1965.

(f) Observations on the fine structure of adipose cells.
Sci. 131: 34-42, 1965.

Annals N.Y. Acad.

(g) Electrical stimulation of the avian forebrain in chicken, raven and
African lovebird.
Anat. Rec. 154: 307 (Abstract), 1966.
5. Other research projects.

Dr. Napolitano is continuing his studies on

the structure of the heart and the structure and function of adipose tissues.
Dr. Adamo has completed some studies on bird behavior as correlated with
brain development and is continuing these studies with chickens before and
after selective brain lesions.
Dr. Ladman is continuing to work on problems of lung, liver and retina
as outlined last year.
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6. Activities. in learned and professional societies.

Dr. Napolitano attended

the annual meetings of the American Society of Cell Biology in November 1965
at Philadelphia and the American Association of Anatomists in April 1966 at
San Francisco.

At both meetings he was very active in our recruitment efforts.

Dr. Adamo also attended the Anatomists' meeting and presented a paper
before that group.
Dr. Ladman attended the meetings of the American Society of Cell Biology
and the American Association of Anatomists, and presented a paper to the latter
group.
7. Other professional activities.

Dr. Napolitano was a guest speaker before

the New Mexico Memorial Society in October,:l965 on the topic of the willing
of bodies to the School of Medicine.
Dr. Ladman remains a member of the Board of Directors of the Rehabilitation
Center, Inc., of Albuquerque,
He presented a talk to

~hree

high school classes on the functional

elements of cell structure under the Visiting Scientist Program of the New
Mexico Academy of Science.
B, Non-teaching service.

Dr. Napolitano is Chairman of the Academic Standing

Committee and a member of the Committee on Graduate Studies.

He also served

on the University Athhtic Council as a temporary replacement.
Dr. Ladman serves on the Joint Advisory Committee of the Library of
Medical Sciences and is a member of the Continuing Review Committee, the First
Year Curriculum Planning Committee and the
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Committee.

The Report of the Department of Biochemistry
School of Medicine
July 1, 1965 -- June 30, 1966
Robert B. Loftfield, Ph.D., Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information

A. The first year curriculum in which biochemistry playSone
the major roles was moaified extensively after the experience
of the first year, although the basic theme was constant. The
presentation of gross anatomy was advanced from January to September with a somewhat slower introduction of chemical and biochemical
aspects of human biology. This resulted in an improved correlation
between structure and function as the students progressed towards
the study of intact living cells along about December. As a result of improved organization and evaluation of material the neurobiology section, which had been given in the second year originally,
was accommodated in the last month of the first year program making
the first year a truly comprehensive "Human Biology" course. There
were also substantial modifications in the quiz system which provided
a much quicker feed-back alerting both students and faculty to areas
that had been inadequately presented or learned.
o~

Research activities of the faculty in Biochemistry have been
resumed and facilities have been improved by the approximate doubling
of laboratory space. Each of the permanent staff is the recipient
of a substantial grant from The National Institutes of Health.
B. There ''Till be, in cooperation with the other departments involved, further minor modifications of the curriculum. We want
also to improve our methods of evaluating student progress and of
communicating this information to the student in time to adjust his
study methods if necessary.
Three courses will be offered at the graduate level during
1966-67.
Medical Sciences 622 - BIOCHEMISTRY OF PHOSPHOLIPIDS,
Instructor, Dr. LeBaron - Fall term 1966
Medical Sciences 623 - BIOCHEMISTRY OF STEROIDS,
Instructor, Dr. Scallen - Fall term 1966
Medical Sciences 621 - BIOCHEMISTRY OF PROTEINS,
Instructor, Dr. Loftfield -Spring term 1967

c. Appointments to staff Dr. T.J. Scallen, Assistant Professor
Effective date - September 1 1 1965.
Dr. Fu-Li Yu, Instructor
Effective date - November 11 1965
Dr. Leslie F. Smith, Research Associate Professor
Effective date - November 151 1965.

Report of the Dept. of Biochemistry
D.

page 2

Separations
None

II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements.

1. Advanced study of three months at study in physiology at
Woods Hall, June 1 to September 1, 1966.
2.

Sabbaticals
None

3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None

4. Publications
None

5. Other research projects, etc. Research on the Mechanism
and Specificity of Protein Biosynthesis, sponsored by the United
States Public Health Service under Grant No. CA 08~000-02 with support commited until 1971. ~74,ooo per year for the first year, average of ¢4o,ooo per year for the remaining six years.

6. Participation in the Federated Societies Meetings, April,
1966.

7• Other professional activities: Member of the United States
Public Health Service, Study Section on Biochemistry and member of
the American Cancer Society Panel on Therapeutics and Carcinogenesis;
Consultant Biochemist, Veterans Administration Hospital, Albuquerque.

8. Non-teaching University service: Chairman of the Biochemistry
Department, University of New Mexico Medical School. Member of the
Executive Committee of the Medical School.
9· Public service: Member of St. Pauls Lutheran Church, Albuquerquej Member of the New Mexico Mountain Club; Lecturer in New
Mexico High School Visiting Scientist Program.
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The Report of the Department of Medicine
July 1, 1965- June 30, 1966
Solomon Papper, M.D., Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information.
A.

"Achievements" during the academic year 1965-66.
1.

Student Teaching.

The Department of Medicine is engaged

in both the Clinical Science program and the "core" program of the
first and second year students.

Six students will be working in

the Department of Medicine during the Summer of 1966.

In addition,

this year we have had students on electives from the University of
Florida, Hahnemann Medical College, University of California,
Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, Northwestern University,
and the University of Washington.
2.

Internship

Jn

Medicine.

We have now received approval for

four straight medical interns, effective July l, 1966, constitUting
an increment from two.

On the Matching Plan we filled all four of

these positions with very high caliber young doctors from the
University of Tennessee, University of Colorado, Temple University,
and the University of Kansas,

The two Interns this year were from

Duke and Georgetown and they performed extremely well.

They are

both being drafted by the Armed Forces July J, 1966.
3.

Residency

Jn

Medicine.

The residency program this past

year consisted of 18 residents, and beginning July 1, 1966, there
will be 20 residents.

The number would have been larger except

for the doctor draft which took a number of our very fine men.

In

any case, we look forward to a high caliber program next year, and
the year 1965-66 has been most satisfactory and the best one to date.

4.

Hospital Relationships.
a)

The Serna] illo County-Indian Hospital continues to be

interested in close relations with the Medical School and is
making a concerted effort to become an institution of excellent
patient care and teaching.

The arrival of Mr. James LaCombe as

Administrator has to date pleased the Department of Medicine
and may well result in improved administrative organization.
The physical plant remains too small but at least we can look
forward to positive development now that the bond issue has
passed.
b)

Our relations with the Albuquerque Veterans Administra-

tion Hospital are now at a positive level and we have been able
to recruit very fine people who have been based at the V. A.
Hospital and who participate very actively in the School program,

This present academic year we have added Doctor William

R. Hardy, Assistant Professor of Medicine, who has made an
outstanding contribution to our total program, and Doctor
John K. Leach, Assistant Professor of Medicine.

Beginning

July 1, 1966, Doctor Robert Whang will be moving his base of
operation to the V. A. Hospital, and Doctor Darwin L. Palmer,
who has been attracted from the University of Colorado, will
also be based at the V. A.
cine.

~ospital

as an Instructor in Medi-

In September, Doctor William·G. B. Graham will be join-

ing our faculty as Assistant Professor of Medicine and will be
based at the V. A. Hospital.
5.

Research.

The Department of Medicine published 24 (10 ab-

stracts) papers in scientific publications.
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6.

Research and

Training~·

The following additional

grants were awarded;
a)

Alexander L. Kisch, M.D. - Cocarciinogenic Effe.cts of
DMSO and Its Analogs- $45,529 for the first year,
beginning Apri 1 1, 1966.

b)

Arnold H. Greenhouse, M.D. - Project Grant: Regional
Seizure Control Unit - New Mexico and adjoining
areas- $72,000 for five years, beginning July 1,
1966.

The total annual research and tr~ining grant budget from extramural sources in the Department of Medicine is $227,116.
7.

Visiting Professors.
a)

In association with the NIH training program in renal

disease and renal physiology, Doctor Neal S. Bricker, Professor of Medicine at Washington University School of Medicine at
St. Louis, visited this institution March 3 through March 5
and participated in the second year student teaching programs
as well as the house staff and post graduate programs.
b)

During the week February 7 through February 11, we

were privileged to have as Visiting Professor of Medicine,
Doctor Carl V. Moore, Busch Professor and Head of the Department of Medicine at Washington University School of Medicine
at St. Louis.

Doctor Moore participated actively in our teach-

ing programs in the School and Hospital.
B.

Plans~

1.

Plans.

Recommendations for the Future,
Improvement of the curriculum for the first and

second year students and the preparation of the third year curriculum
are now proceeding.

It is also important to continue to develop

post graduate programs in Medicine and, once again, this Department
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wishes to emphasize its important role in

tea~hing

and research.

The philosophy of the Department has been summarized in an
address given by the Chairman to the Regional Meeting of the
College of Physicians at Santa Fe in December 1965.

A copy of

this address is enclosed with this report.
2.

Recommendations.

Our recommendations involve additional

personnel and office and laboratory space for the Department.
These recommendations have been transmitted to the Dean.
The Dean has committed all of Building #5 and the previously designated space in Building #1 for research laboratory
space, available when Building #1 is occupied (projected date,
September 1967).

Although this vtill leave us crowded, it can

suffice for several years.

Office space for September 1967 con-

stitutes a problem of considerable magnitude in the opinion of
this Chairman.

Although we have a commitment for adequate total

space, there is the possibility that we shall be divided or perhaps
not in the hospital at all.

I continue to feel very strongly that

the Department of Medicine should have its office space together
and that it should be in the hospital.

I also believe that

enclosing the remainder of the fifth floor in one way or another
with small modification in the present area would be the best arrangement.

If we are moved out of the hospital entirely, I would

regard this as a most unfortunate eventuality that might interdict
the maintenance and development of a good department.

Similarly,

if the rest of the fifth floor is utilized for activities other
than Medicine, I believe the effectiveness of the Department might
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be jeopardized too deeply.

The Dean is aware of these considera-

tions and has .stated his concurrence.
C.

Appointments to the Staff.
New appointments during the year 1965-66 were:
Joseph Bicknell, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
William R. Hardy, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
Alexander L. Kisch, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
John K. Leach, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
New appointments to the Clinical Associate Faculty included:
Neil M. Goldberg, M.D.
Donald D. Harville, M.D.
U. G. Hodgin, Jr., M.D.
Daniel N. Levson, M.D.
Michael J. Perley, M.D.
Julius L. Wilson, M.D.
The Clinical Associate Faculty functioned extremely well and

all appointments have been recommended for renewal.
D.

There were no separations from the staff.

E.

Special National Acknowledgement During the Year.
Several members of the Department received significant national

recognition, and although these appear in individual biographical
records, we should like to mention them specifically.
1.

Doctor Ernest R. Simon, Assistant Professor of Medicine,

was elected Secretary-Treasurer of the American Federation for
Clinical Research, Western Section, and was also appointed to the
Hematology Study Section of the National Institutes of Health.
2.

Doctor Theodore N. Finley, Associate Professor of Medicine,

was elected to the American Society for Clinical Investigation.
3.

Doctor Martin Brandfonbrener, Associate Professor of

Medicine, was appointed to the Editorial Board of the Journal of
Chronic Disease.
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4.

Doctor Solomon Papper, Professor and Chairman, was

appointed Councillor for the Western Society for Clinical Research;
was elected to the Association of American Physicians; and was appointed a Member of the American Board of Internal Medicine.
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The Report of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Robert A. Hunsick, Chairman
The Department is still embryonal but has been active in
teaching first and second year medical students relevant areas
of their courses in anatomy, physiology, pharmacology and pathology.
In collaboration with the Department of Pathology a major
grant has been obtained which next year will permit extension of
cervi.cal cancer screening to a much larger population in the
general area than has heretofore been possible.

In

~fuy,

the

Barelas Community Center, created by The Office of Economic
Opportunity and financed medically by the State Public Health
Department, will begin receiving prenatal patients.

Medical

staff for this clinic 'dll be provided by this Department.

In

conjunction with the above plans to improve preventive obstetrics
and gynecology in Bernalillo County, we are als.o attempting to
have nurse

midl~ives

included in these programs.

We are also en-

deavoring to increase our contacts and potentialities with the
Indian populations of
Dr.'s Benjamin

Ne1~

Mexico.

N. Branch and Frederick Cohn have been

appointed Adjunct Instructors in the Department as of January 1,

1966, and are corttributing significantly to our teaching and
service commitments.

Dr. Robert P. George will re-join our

clinical staff on July 1, 1966.
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vTeekly conferences have been held since December, 1965
tvith frequent lectures by non-Departmental members.

Professor

n.obert J. Kellar, Professor and Chairman of the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology at the University of Edinburgh,
Scotland, was our visiting professor this year.

He participated

in a symposium sponsored by the Department on Obstetric· and
Gynecologic Endocrinology.
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The Report of the Department of Microbiology
School of Medicine
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Leroy c. McLaren, Chairman
I. A.

Significant Achievements during the Academic Year 1965-6
One of the most important goals for this year was the recruitment

of an immunologist who would take the responsibility for the presentation
of Immunology to medical students and £or the development of a graduate
student program in this area.

A number of young prospects were invited

to visit the department, and it was decided by the members of the department that the job should be offered to Dr. Seikichi Tokuda, Assistant
Professor of Medical Microbiology, University of Vermont Medical School.
Dr. Tokuda accepted the position of Assistant Professor of Microbiology
on February 7, 1966 and will start employment on July 1, 1966.
Dr. Kenneth Munkres, research associate at Stanford University, was
irtvited to visit the department as a potential candidate for the fourth
position on the departmental faculty.

Dr. Munkres is an outstanding young

microbial geneticist and was offered the position of Assistant Professor
of Microbiology.

After a number of months of deliberation, Dr. Munkres

declined the offer and accepted a position with the Biology Group at the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
Dr. David Gale, Microbiologist at the Albuquerque Veterans Administration Hospital accepted the position of Assistant Professor of Microbiology
starting July 1, 1965.

Dr. Gale

~1ho

has a full-time position at the Veterans

Administration Hospital received no salary,

He participated actively in

JUN1

1966

SCHOo!.. OF
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teaching and by attending seminars.
About the first of November the department moved out of the building
at 900 and 930 Stanford, N.E. and into newly constructed temporary quarters
at 1001 Stanford, N.E.

This building provided facilities for the second-

year medical student laboratory and research and office space for the
department.
Funds for research were available for the year in the amount of
$38,070 for studies on enterovirus-host cell interactions (AI 06450-02).
This grant supported the research activities of Drs. Cords and McLaren and a
collaborative research project of Drs. Scaletti and McLaren.

On July lst

the department accepted the administration of Dr. Gale's research grant
(AI 05154-02) which supported his research on Hypercholesterolemia and
Experimental Tuberculosis.
The department participated in the course in Medical Biology 500-501
for first year medical students by taking responsibility for the presentation
of approximately 75 hours instruction in Microbiology and Genetics.

Dr.

Scaletti had the primary responsibility for these subjects with participation by Drs. Cords and McLaren.
Active departmental participation was involved in the course for
second year medical students, Medical Biology 526-527.
year that this course had been Offered.

This was the first

Approximately 200 hours of instruc-

tion were offered by the department in the areas of Immunology, Medical
Bacteriology, Virology, Medical Mycology, Parasitology, Genetics and antibiotics.

Presentation of Parasitology was aided by the participation of

Dr. Donald Baker, Parasitologist at the United States Department of Agriculture
Experimental Station in Albuquerque and Dr. Gary Long, Resident in Pathology
at the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital.
The department collaborated with the Department of Biochemistry in the
organization of a joint seminar program with the Biology Group at the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

These seminars were well attended by the

faculty, the scientific staff of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and by
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visiting microbiologists from the State Health Laboratory, University of
Albuquerque and the Lovelace Foundation.
During the year there was continued planning an the development a£
graduate level courses in Microbiology as part of the Ph.D. program in
Medical Sciences.

The following courses were approved by the university

administration:
Course No.

Instructor

Course Title

Tentative date
of first offering

Medical Biology 631L Introduction to Research
Techniques in Microbiology

Departmental staff

Fall- 1966

Medical Biology 632

Scaletti

Spring- 1968

Medical Biology 633L Adv. Microbial Physiology
and Metabolism

Scaletti

Spring- 1969

Medical Biology 635L Adv. Immunology

Tokuda

Fall- 1968

Medical Biology 636

McLaren

Spring- 1967

Nedical Biology 637L Adv. Virology Laboratory

HcLaren

Spring- 1968

:mc1;-obiology 638

Departmental staff

Fall- 1967

Advanced Hicrobiolagy

Adv. Virology

Microbiology Seminar

Members of the department attended the National meeting a£ the
American Society for Nicrobialogy in Las Angelesa scientific paper.

t~here

Dr. Scaletti presented

In addition, the department took the responsibility for

having the A.S.M, Council approve a petition for the formation of a new branch
of the national society, to be designated the "New Mexico Jlranch of the
American Society far Microbiology."
List of Publications of the Departmental Staff
far the Academic Year 1965 - 1966
1.

Grimes, J.P., Nelson, T.E., Kirkwood, S. and Scaletti, J.V., 1966
Action of Exa-B-D-(1-3)-glucanase on yeast cell wall glucan and
chemically extracted glucan, Bact. Prac. p. 84
;;.3-

61:!2
2.

Punch, J.D., Olson, J.C. and Scaletti, J.V., 1965,
Amino acids as carbon, energy and nitrogen sources for growth and
slinte formation by Alcaligenes viscolactis, J. Bacter • ..§2.,:1520-1525

3.

Johnson, T.C. and HcLaren, L.C., 1965
Plaque development and interferon synthesis, by RMC Poliovirus,
J. Bacter. 90:565-570

I. B.

Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
The department will need for the

ne~t

few years additional finances

for increasing research activities and for implementation of a graduate
program.

Dr. Tokuda will transfer from the University of Vermont Medical

School a research grant (CA-08074-03), $23,455 less indirect costs for
continuation of his research on the immunological enhancement of Sarcoma I
tumor cells.
in 1966.

He also plans to apply for an additional research grant early

Drs. McLaren and Scaletti plan to submit an application for a

research grant to the American Cancer Society for a possible starting date
of March 1, 1967.
The application for a departmental training grant submitted to the
National Institute of General Medical Sciences in September, 1965 was not
approved.

Reasons for disapproval were related to the lack of N.I.H. funds

which made it necessary for the Institute not to support new programs that
•1ere not already unden1ay.

The Program Administrator at N. I. H. advised

that we not apply for support until we had a larger faculty, enrolled graduate
already
students and an active graduate progrro¢ in operation. Lack of financial
support for initiation of a graduate

program~ill

undoubtedly retard the

rate of development of this aspect of the department's progress.

It is

anticipated that another application will be submitted for support for
1967-1968.
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The department

~~ill

take responsibility during the coming year for

the organization of the New Mexico Branch of the American Society for
Microbiology.

This organization should stimulate interest among microbia-

logists in the state by having two meetings a year where scientific papers
can be presented and by being able to invite an outstanding microbiologist
as speaker to one of the meetings each year.

I.e.

Appointments to the Staff
The following appointments were made to the departmental staff:

Name

11.!:J&_

Dorris Rose
David Gale
Seikichi Tokuda
Howard James Clifford
Hrs. Hargaret LeBaron
Charles G. James

Secretary
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Laboratory technician
Laboratory technician
Research Associate

i1rS"":"

Effective Date
August 31, 1965
July 1, 1965
July 1, 1966
September 7, 1965
February 14, 1966
July 15, 1965

~ Status changed from 5/8 time to full-time on this date
.,:}../ Salary paid by V.A. Hospital

~

One-half time

{;/ Salary paid from research grant
I.D.

Separations from the Staff
The following separations occurred:

Name
Howard James Clifford
Hrs. Julia HcKinnin
Hiss Judy Thompson
Richard Barnett

Title
Laboratory technician
Stenographer-clerk
Laboratory assistant
Senior Laboratory
Technologist
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Separation date
January 31, 1966
June 25, 1965
September 15, 1965
August 31, 1965

,.

Tile Report of the Department of Physiology
July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966
Sidney Solomon, Chairman

I. A..

The major significant achievement has been the implementation

of our first graduate course.

In addition, we have obtained approval

of an additional four courses to be impl.emented during the coming year.
As a preliminary to implemet1ting these courses, non~ credit seminars
have been held >~ith members of the medical staff wherein we have had
a preliminary coverage of some of the graduate course material.

With respect to our professional school teaching (Human Biology
Program), we have reduced our student lab and lecture time by about
fifty hours.

It is our opinion that the students did not suffer because

of thi$ reduction.

Students did suffer because of curriculum crowding,

Of great importance to this school has been the training of
competent staff in the animal care and laboratory assistant areas.
If the people

~ve

nolv have remain at The University of Ne1v Mexico, the

teaching program of this department will have a very £itm staff support.
This de!:Jartment has i11creased its contributions in other teaching
progrruns,
in

s~ecifically

it1 residency programs at BC-IH, in biology and

~liO'}h~·sics.

B.

Haj or emphasis in tha coming year 1vill continue to be on develop-

r.lGnt of gr0duate prog:1:am.

T!vo more graduat!'! students

t-~ill

become

affiliated 1v-ith this de;Jartment in July and September.
:Jith respect to the medical school progr<Un, the implementation
of the four year program should allolv for some o£ the material presented
by this department to be moved into the third and fourth years.

Such
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shifts should materially reduce the pressures on the first year medical
students.

This department feels that it cannot teach effectively with

the lack of free time at the students disposal.

It recommends very

strongly that the curriculum time be e;Kpanded without any increase in
the amount of material covered.
C.

No appointments.

D.

No separations.

II.A.
B.

No advanced study,
Dr. Donald Frazier spent June and July as a research associate

at the University of Kentucky.

Dr. Harald Sonnenberg was at the

University of Louisville from July 15 to August 15 completing a project
in collaboration

c.

1~ith

Dr. Gaspar Carrasquer.

j)r. Donald Frazier has been

a>~arded

of research by NIH beginning in June, 1966.

a three-year grant for support
He was also awarded a travel

grant to the XXIII International Congress of Physiological Sciences which
he declined.

This year he was elected to membership in the American

Physiological Society,
D.

Publications.

1.

Full length papers:
a) "Congruence of excretory functions in liver and kidney:
hippurates" by A. Despopoulos. kn. J. Physiol. 210: 760,

1966.
b) "Hypothalamic unit response to increases in arterial blood
pressure" by D. T. Frazier, C. Taquini) L. L. Boyar sky and
M.F. Hilson. Proc. Soc. Expt 1 L Biol. Med. 120: 450-454, 1965.
c) "Analysis of electrolyte movement in thin Henle's loops of
hamster papilla" by D. Harsh and s. Solomon. Amer. J, Physiol.
203: 1119-1128, 1965.
d) "Urinary alkalinization induced by choline" by S. Solomon.
Arch. lnt. de l'hysiol. et de Biochim. 74: 73-88, 1966.
e) ''Proximal tubular 1:eabsorption of some organic acids in the
rat kidney,!!!~~~ by H. Sonnenberg, H. Oelert and K. Baumann.
PflUg Arch. 286: 171-180, 1965.

2.

Abstracts:
a) "Congruence of excretory functions in liver and kidney:
sulfonamides" by A. Despopoulos and H. Sonnenberg. The
Physiologist 8: 1965.
b) "Excretory metabolism of mersalyl Hg203 by liver and
kidney 1' by Verney L. Sallee, A.J. Ladman. and A. Despopoulos.
Fed. Proc, 25: 575 1 1966.
c) "Movement of solute and water into and out of the central
canal of cat spinal cord" by D. Frazier, H. Sonnenberg and
S. Solomon. Proc. XXIII Int. Cong. Physiol. Sci.
d) "Renal tubular impermeability to urea in rats" by G. Carrasquer 1
S. Sol.omon and H. Sonnenberg. The Physiologist 8: 128 1 1965.

E.

1.
;in

Completed projects of this period not given in Abstracts listed
D 2:
a) D. Frazier: Cholinergic properties of the relay junctiorts of
the primary afferent pathway.
b) S. Solomon and J.C. Vanatta: Implications of phospholipids
in rat proximal tubule reabsorption.
c) H. Sonnenberg: Inulin loss from rat proximal tubule.
d) H. Sonnenberg: Glucose and sodium movement in rat proximal
tubule.

2.

Projects in progress:
a) l>. Frazier and H. Sonnenbe1:g: Effect of hemicholinium on
electrical activity and transport of frog nerve, frog skin
and rat proximal tubules.
b) s. Solomon and H. Sonnenberg: Regulation of proximal
tubular reabsorption of sodium.
c) S. Solomon: A microtitrimetric method for acidity in urine
and blood samples,
d) D. Frazier and A.J. Ladman: Effect of excitation and hemi~
cholinium of synaptic vessicles,
e) A. Despopoulos: 1) Influence of steriods on hepatic excretion
of dyes. 2) Excretion of food coloring by the liver,
5) Bilirubin excretion by the liver.

F.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies:
~hetin3

Attended bv

Fall Physiologic~! Soc.
XXIII Int. Cong. Physiol. Sci.
FeJ.. Soc. E:tpt 'l niol.

A. Despopoulos
s. Solomon
A. Despopoulos
D. Frazier
H. Sonnenberg
s, Solomon

Bio?hysical Soc.

Paper Read
Yes
Yes

Y<>s
No

No
No

-·
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G.

Other Professional Activities:
1.

A. Despopoulos: a) Talk to Phi Sigma, Ronorary Biology Society,
March 25, 1966.

b) Attended two meetings of Physiology Fellow-

ship Study Section of NIH in Washington, D.C.

c) Attended

MEND Symposium on "Life Beneath the Sea" in Groton, Connecticut,
May, 1966.
2.

D. Frazier: a) Attended Symposium, Apollo Applications Program,
Sponsored by AIBS-NASA, Washington, D. C., November 22,23, 1965.
b) Visiting Professor, Physiology, West Virginia University
School of Medicine, July 8-10, 1965.

3.

S, Solomon: a) Attended Symposium on Sodium Handling by the
Kidney, University of North Carolina, Chapel Rill, October 1965.
b) Attended three meetings of NSF Panel on Regulatory Biology
in Washington, D.C.

c) Gave lecture at Clovis High School

through New Mexico Visiting Scientist Program, May

3, 1966.

d) Gave lecture at Robertson High School, Las Vegas, through
Ne1~

Mexico Visiting Scientist Program, May 9, 1966.

e) Gave

two talks to Albuquerque dog owners on National Dog Registry.
H.

Non-teaching University Service:

1.

A. Despopoulos: Cultural Affairs Committee.

2.

D. Fraz:Ler: Athletic Committee.

3.

S. Solomon: a) Policy and Radiological Control Committees of
University.

b) Graduate, Admissions artd Executive Committees

of M.adical School.
cat procurement.

c) Respons:Lble for animal care and dog and
d) Advisor to Dean for instrumentation services

in Medical School.
I.

Public Service;
D. Frazier: Albuquerque Council, Campfire Girls.
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TilE REPORT OF THE DEPARnllN'r OF SURGERY

July 1, 1965 - June 30 0 1966
James S, Clarke, Chairman
I.

General departmental information.

A. Significant achievements during the academic year,
As of June 1966, there were five full time academic

membe~s

of the Department of Surgery and two Adjunct Assistant Professors,
In addition there wel:e

sixty~nine

physicians in the Albuquerque

area who held appointments as Clinical Associates in Surgery,

The

appointment of these Clinical Associates represents a recognition
of the active participation of surgeons in the community in our
teaching programs at the undergraduate and graduate level.

The

appointment of two orthopedists from the staff of the Carrie
Tingley Hospital at l'ruth or Consequences, New Nexico formalizes
a valuable affiliation for our Division of Orthopedics 'dth that
hospital, and '1e plan to place residents in orthopedics at Carrie
Tinr,ley from time to time as well as having frequent visits by
these ol:thopedists to the School of Hedicine.
Individual members of the Department of Surgery have participated in the teaching of first and second year medical students
during the past academic year.

In particular Doctor Nichael Pollay

,.
has participated in the teaching of peurobiology, Doctor lveaver
has participated in teaching concerning trauma, and Doct01: Clarke
has participated in the section on gastrointestinal diseases.

In

addition our entire staff bas taken part in the teaching of Clinical
Science to both first and second year medical students,

-----~----

---

--
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Much of the staff's time is involved in the care of patients
and teaching of interns and residents at the Bernalillo CountyIndian Hospital and the Albuquerque Veterans Administration
Hospital,

The residency in General Surgery

no~r

has twelve

residents in training and two completed their training as of
June 30th, 1966, becoming eligible for examination by the
American Board of Surgery at that time,

In addition the

Division of Orthopedics under the direction of.Doctor James Weaver
has received probationary approval for a residency training
program in orthopedics, utilizing the Bernalillo County-Indian
Hospital, the Albuquerque Veterans Administration Hospital, and
the Carrie Tingley Hospital,

Residents will begin training in

the field of orthopedics beginning July 1st, 1966 and the program
should receive full approval upon

revie\~

several years hence,

Teaching functions of the Department of Surgery have enlisted
active participation by surgeons in private practice in the
Albuquerque area,

Nany of them attend the regular

~reekly

meetings

of the Department, particularly in the areas of general and thoracic
surgery, orthoped:l.cs, and neurosurgery,

In addition Doctor Weaver

has presented a series of lectures on Anatomy for Lawyers in conjunction with the School of Law,

During the past year Doctor Pollay

and Doctor lveaver have made numerous trips to the Indian hospitals
run by the Public Health Service, and are performing a teaching
function there,

At the state level members of the Department have

participated in meetings of the New Mexico-El Paso Chapter of the
American College of Surgeons and the New Hexico State Hed:l.cal
Soci~ty.
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Research activities of the Department of Surgery have
included both clinic<J.l and. laboratory activities,

Utilizing

the research facilities at the Veterans Administration Hospital
and later in Building 5 on the University of Ne1v Mexico campus.,
Doctor Pollay and .Doctor Weaver have initiated research programs
in neurosurgery and orthopedics.

Five medical students partici-

pated in research activities in the Department of Surgery during
the summer of 1965 and again in 1966.

In addition one medical

student had a Clinical Preceptorship in Anesthesiology at the
Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital beginning in June of 1966,
Under the direction of Doctor Randall Blakeley a modest beginning has been made in the laboratories at the Veterans Admlinistration 1-lo·spital toward developing a capability in open heart
surgery.

Utilizing an allocation of $5,000 from Dean Fitz, the

basic equipment has been assembled for cardiac by-pass and dogs
have been successfully operated upon utilizing extra-corporeal
circulation.

lvith the arrival of Doctor Theodore Cooper as

Chairman of the Department of Pharmacology, we anticipate an
increased use of this tool for laboratory research and eventually
for application to patients with cardiac disease requiring open
heart surgery,
B, Significant plans and recommendations for the near future,
He plan a gradual enlargement of the full time staff of the
Department of Surgery during the next several years, and
particularly need an experienced cardiac surgeon as a member of
the full time staff,

:rn addition

~1e

plan to recruit a second
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general surgeon to be based at the Bernalillo County-Indian
Hospital and another to fill a vacancy which exists at the
Albuquerque VA Hospital.

It is felt that the clinical facili-

ties at the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital are not sufficient
to justify the development of a full time staff in the fields
of ophthalmology and otolaryngology at the present time.

It

is planned to have visits from several consultants who are
prominent in the fields of anesthesiology to secure advice
concerning the optimal manner in which to develop the staffing
of this specialty.
Plans are under way for better office space for members of
the Department of Surgery, since there is not adequate room
irt the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital.

The major portion of

the faculty will be housed in temporary buildings near the
hospital, although the Departmental Office will probably remain
in the hospital on the surgical floor,
In the immediate future "e look forward to the arrival of a
full time Chief of Neurosurgery at the Albuquerque Veterans
Administration Hospital., a full time Chief of Orthopedics at
the Albuquerque Veterans Administration Hospital, and a full
time Chief of Urology to be based at the Bernalillo CountyIndian Hospital.

Follot~ing

the arrival of Doctor !an Knight as

Head of the Division of Urology. which is anticipated for early
September of 1966 1

~1e

vti11 be in a position to recruit a full

time Chief of the Division of Urology at the VA Hospital,

In

addition we are actively recruiting for a third man in the
Division of Orthopedics

l~ho

will l·10rk at both hospitals,

If
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these positions are filled by qualified people we will have
an adequate and strong staff in the fields of general surgery,
thoracic surgery, orthopedics, neurosurgery, and urology,

The

;full development of the staff in the fields of anesthesiology,
ophthalmology and otolaryngology remains for the future,
Doctor Nichael Pollay, Chief of the Division of Neurosurgery,
is now officed with the Division of Neurology of the Department
of Hedicine.

There is close cooperation between Neurology and

Neurosurgery at both the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital and
the Albuquerque Veterans Administration Hospital,

He hope in

the near future that they w·ill share a common

at the VA

~·mrd

Hospital, and feel that this close inter-departmental cooperation
has alTeady brought many benefits,
The completion of the Basic Science Building at the School of
Hedicine is looked forward to with great expectation,

It

~~ill

provide laboratory space for members of the Department of Surgery
which is close to the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital,

The

ideal arrangement of having departmental offices, patient care
areas, and research laboratories all in close physical approximation, and preferably all in one building, is not possib1e here at
the present time, but the completion of the Basic Science Building
will improve the situation greatly.

It is our plan to have resi-

dents in surgery spend a portion of their training period in research e:l.ther within the Department of Surgery or in other Departments,

Th:l.s is beginning for one resident in the coming year,

In sui!1Illary the Department of Surgery bas groWn over the past
three years in a satisfactory manner to meet the requirements of
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patient care and the oncoming medical students,
staff is needed in a few critical areas and to

Additional
allo~v

adequate

time for research in addition to duties in the teaching and
patient care areas,

The prospects for assembling such a

faculty for the Department of Surgery at the two integrated
:teaching hospitals are good,
C, Appointments to staff.
William Randall J3lakeley• !1,D., Instructor in Surgery,
effective August 1st, 1965,
Douglas HcKay, M,D., Adjunct Assistant Professor of Surgery,
Division of Orthopedics, effective

January.~2th,

1966.

Donald Clark HacPhail, H,D., Adjunct Assistant Professor
of Surgery (Orthopedics), effective Hay 5th, 1966,
The following appointments as Clinical Associates in Surgery
have been made effective July 1st, 1965,
Anesthesiology Division:
Berman, }ferle H,
Birch, Jolm Harvey
Broderick, Thomas E,
Clarke, :Haxine T,
Knoll, Hilliam
Husgrave, Homer S,
Huxworthy, John Frederick
Streib, G, Royden
Talley, A. W.
Taylor, Cyril
General Surgery Division:
Burress, J, Hunt
Castillo, R, Robert
Clevenger, Harshall L.
Cornish, P. G,, III,
Floyd, Vaun :r.
Follingstad, A, H.
Gerety; E. J,
Hesse, Frank G,
Lerman. Bernard
Lovelace 0 H. Randolph
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:HcCarthy, Jack D.
Nissen, Hallace E.
Parsons, Livingston, Jr,
Simms, Albert G,, II,
Spensley, Robert D.
TVhitcomb, John G.
Neurosurgery Division:
Gay, James Rowland
Klebanoff, H. Ito bert
Martinez, Phillip U,
Miller, Leroy J,
Hora, Federico
Ophthalmology Division:
Edward, William 0,
Klein, Irving
Rubin, Gerald s.
Tenney, Alonzo C,
Wood, Everet l!,
Oral Surgery Division:
Hanratty, William J,
Navarre, Harry
Orthopedic Surgery Division:
lloyd, John Franldin
llronitsky, Jacob
Coffey, H. Franklin
Conklin, Coursen B,
Feagler, Steven H,
Forbis, R, E,
Hurley, Lloyd A,
Jordan, Irvine G,
Hoon, Norman F,
Overton, Lewis }1,
Parnall., Edward
Rosenbaum, }!yron G.
Sdaila, llichael u.
Szerlip, Eugene P,
Otolaryngology Division:
Lehmann, James J,
Roberts, John 13,
Sadock, Theodore B.
Sands, Clarence James
Plastic Surgery Division:
Bovard, Charles H.
Gooding, Richard A.
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Thoracic Surgery Division:
Brown, Herril W,
Gordo~, Joseph
Gorman, William C.
Langlois, William J.
MacQuigg, Rodger .E.
Ydens, Jan W,
Urology Division:
Delambre, Lorry C,
Friedman, Herbert S.
Griffin, John J.
Johnson, Edward L.
Weingarten, Charles J,
D. Separations from staff,
None.
II,

Composite of information requested.

1, Advanced study,

None,

2, Sabbaticals, etc,
None,

3. New honors,
Doc~or

James Clarke was elected to full, active membership

in the American Gastroenterological Association on May 27th,
1966.
Doctor Michael Pollay lvas certified by the American Board
of Neurological Surgery in November of 1965,

4. Publications.
Gordon, H, E., Gaylord, D, 1;1',, Richmond, D. H., Clarke, J. S,
and Finegold, s. U, Operations on the Colon, The role of
antibiotics in preoperative preparation. California ~Iedicine,
]J!L:253-257 (Feb,) 1965.
Clarke, J. S,, Hiller, I, and McKissack, 1', K. Increased Acid
Secretion from Heidenhain :Pouches by Shunting Colonic Venous
Blood around the Liver, Archives of Surgery, ~:653-656 (Hay)
1966.

,.

Pollay, H, Cerebral Spinal Fluid Transport and the Thiocyanate
Space of the Brain, American Journal of Physiology, 11Q:275279, (Feb,) 1966,
Weaver, J. K, The Microscopic Hardness of Bone, Journal of
Bone and Joint Surgery, ~:273-288 (Nar,) 1966,
Weaver, J, K, and Chalmers, J, Cancellous Bone: Its Strength
and Changes with Aging and an Evaluation of Some Nethods for
:Heasuring its Hineral Content. I, Age Changes in Cancellous
Bone. Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery, ~:289-299 (Mar,)
1966.
Weaver, J, K, and Chalmers, J, Cancellous Bone: Its Strength
and Changes t.rith Aging and an Evaluation of Some Methods for
Heasuring its Hineral Content, II, An Evaluation of Some
Hethods for Neasuring Osteoporosis. Journal of Bone and Joint
Surgery, ~:299-308 (Mar,) 1966,
5, Other research projects,
The following research projects have been pursued by members
of the Department of Surgery.

Doctor Clarke has been continuing

his study of the effect of small bowel reciJ:"culating loops on
nutrition after extensive ileal resection,

He has also been

studying the feasibility of cannulation of choledochal-cutaneous
fistulas after removal of a T-tube, and the treatment of erosive
hemorrhagic gastritis by vagotomy and pyloroplasty,
Doctor Hichael Pollay has been carrying on reasearch concerning the inter-action between plasma protein and the thiocyanate
ion, the kinetics of bromine distribution in the nervous system,
and monosaccharide transport in the nervous system.

He received

a research grant NB 06269-01 from the National Institutes of
Health for studies on
System''.

11

l1onosaccharide Transport in the Nervous

The total amount of this grant is $78,164 and its dura-

tion is for five years beginning February 1st, 1966,

•..
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Doctor James K, Heaver has pursued research during the past
year under the follolving grants:
1,

The National Society fay; Crippled Chil.dren and Adults,

$10,000, "The Orthopedic Application of Cryotherapeutic Techniques",
July 1st, 1965 through July 1st, 1966,
2,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, $19,815,

"Biomechanical Alterations in Avascular Bone", December 1st, 1965
through November 30th, 1966,
6, Activities in professional societies,
Doctor 1-l'illiam R, Blakeley attended a course in Cancer Chemotherapy at the M,D, Anderson Hospital in Houston, Texas in May
of 1966.

He attended the meeting of the Society for Thoracic

Surgery in Denver, Colorado in February of 1966, and the meeting
of the Society of University Surgeons at Hil1vaukee, IUsconsin in
February of 1966,
Doctor James S, Clarke presented papers at the International
Symposium on gastric secretion in Edmonton, Alberta, September
13th to 15th, 1965; at the American College of Surgeons, Atlantic
City, New Jersey, October 18th to 22nd, 1965; and at the annual
meeting of the Western Surgical Association in Omaha, Nebraska,
November 18th to 29th, .1965,

He also attended meetings o£ the

Society of University Surgeons, Pacific Coast Surgical Association,
American Surgical Association, and American Gastroenterological
Association,
Doctor Hichael Pollay read a paper before the American Association for the Advancement of Science at Las Cruces, Nelv Mexico
in May of 1966 on "Determination of the Donnan Ratio and PlasmaThiocyanate Findings under Simulated Physiolog:f.ca.l Conditions",
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He also gave a lecture on "Peripheral Nerve Injuries and
thefr Treatment 1' at Santa Fe, New Mexico in March of 1966,
Doctor Daniel E. Smith attended the meeting of the American
College of Surgeons at Atlantic City,

Nel~

Jersey, October 20th

to 25th, 1965; the Surgical Conference of VA Surgeons in Boca
Raton, Florida, March 21st to 22nd, 1966; and of the Committee
on Utilization of Attendings and Consultants in Atlantic City,
New Jersey in October of 1965,
Doctor James Weaver completed a course on Prosthetics and
Orthotics at the UCLA Hedical Center in Los Angeles, California
in Harch of 1966,

He also attended the meeting of the American

Academy of Orthopedic Surgery in Chicago in January of 1966.
7. Other professional activities,
None.

B. Non-teaching University service,
Doctor Clarke served on the Executive Committee of the School
of Hedicine during this year and on a variety of other committees
concerned l·lith the activities of the Bernalillo County-Indian
Hospital anr.l the Veterans Administration Ilospital.
Doctor Pollay served on the Graduate Committee for Medical
Science.
9. Public service,
Doctor Janes K, Weaver served as a member of the Committee on
Disaster Planning of the Bernalillo County Medical Society and of
the Program Committee of the Bernalillo County Medical Society.
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THE REPORT OF THE COLLEGE OF NURSING
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Virginia Crenshaw, Dean
This report for the year 1965-66 will review progress and present
plans and recommendations regarding faculty, students, the instructional program, and community service.
During the year the College had its routine review, including a
visit, for continued accreditation by the National League for Nursing
Department of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs Board of
Review.
revi~w,

file.

The Self-Evaluation Report, prepared in advance of the
covered all aspects of the College program, and a copy is on
Following the Board's review, continuing accreditation was

granted with the requirement that a

progres~

report be submitted

during 1967-68 showing progress toward achievement of specific recommendations,

The recommendations were concerned principally with

faculty and the instructional program.

The Board recommended that

faculty with advanced clinical preparation be appointed in sufficient
numbers and that there be stability to provide for continuity in the
curriculum.

The Board also recommended

~eview

of the stated philos-

ophy and purposes, provision for a unified approach to curriculum
revision, evaluation of certain nursing courses, firm arrangements
for clinical facilities and resources, and further attention to plans
for registered nurse students.
During the year a local newspaper carried adverse publicity
about the College.

Every person

~•ho

was quoted or referred to in

the articles stated that the paper distorted what had actually been
said.

Students responded constructively to the attack, and in their

performance conteracted the criticism.

..
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I.

GENERAL COLLEGE INFORMATION

A.

Significant Achievements
1.

Faculty
The number of faculty was increased from eleven in
1964-65 to fifteen in 1965-66.

These numbers are for

full time equivalents and include individuals on grant
support.

The current year was one o£ unrest on the part

of some of the faculty, but most are remaining.

New

faculty who have been appointed are well qualified.
During the year consultation services were utilized
from national and regional agencies, faculty from
another university, a member of the University of New
Mexico faculty.

With the resignation of the dean, an

acting dean has been appointed for the ensuing year.
Faculty continue to function under excessively
heavy work loads.

Close and constant clinical super-

vision is a demanding part of the load.

This supervision

must often be individualized and in more than one
clinical location.

The employment of additional faculty

to serve as clinical instructors has improved the
supervision and instruction.

However, uith the

necessity for individualized instruction, and often in
more than one location, faculty hours remain excessive.
Physicians and other medical resource people in the
community have served willingly as guest lecturers.

2
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2.

Students
The number of students majoring in nursing during

1965-66 and 1964-65 is shown in the following tables:
Semester I 1965-66
, Registered
_LT:tEe
I
I
UNIV
COLL
!
I
I
BASIC
R.N.
NURS
COLL
i TOTAL
113
1
! 114
111 ---l---3I
27
24
51
49
1 2
I
l
1
24
24
I
I 25
0
4
25
21
!
25
I
I
I
0
2
2
2
0
I
I
207 ' 10
74 I 143
f 217
'

i

Freshmen
SoEhomorea
Juniors
Seniors
Unclassified
TOTALS

Semester II 1965-66
Type
Registered
UNIV
! COLL
BASIC
R.N.
TOTAL
NURS
COLL
2
81
81
0
79
0
41
41
19
22
I
1
23
0
'l.'J._
23
j 3
24
24
21
0-1-:-';
I
I 100
. 1o3
6
69
' 169
~

l

Freshmen
Sophomores
.:runiot:s

I

§.?~~liars

"'1lhl\LS
"

Semester I

L Regis ter.ed
I

iTvPe

COLL
NURS

TOTAL
Freshmen
Sophor::.2_res
Jcniors
peniorG
Unclassified
TOTALS

101~

0

56
30
22
2
214

35
30

UNIV
COJ,L
104
21

22

!

196!~-65

2
89

I
f

BASIC

R.N.

103
51

1
'i
4

0
0
0

26
.16
l

1

12_5

1 Q7

17

_6_

Semester II 196lf-h5
Registered
.1x£.e
COLL
umv
TOTAL
NURS
BASIC
COLL
R.N.
83
85
0
2
85
40
11
6
29
34
28
28
26
0
2
29
29
0
23
6
182
86
96
I 166
( 16
'
~

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
TOJ.'ALS

l

3

,.

The decrease in the number of students can be
attributed to more stringent lower-division requirements;
inaccurate information about educational programs in
nursing in New Mexico; and lack of comparative attractiveness of nursing as a career, especially with regard
to working conditions and financial remuneration.
3.

Instructional Program
While faculty have implemented an improved instructional program this year, efforts have gone forward
toward a truly coordinated curriculum.
have been explored.

Organizing themes

Curriculum study of this sort is

consistant with efforts in other university schools and
is essential while nursing is becoming established as a
professional discipline in institutions of higher
learning.
A curriculum coordinator was appointed.

A curric-

ulum committee was organized with a steering committee,
and there wan maximum faculty participation in curriculum
~~ork.

The result was dynamic evaluation of. the several

suggested organizing themes in relation to unification
of the curriculum.

At the close of the school year

consensus had been reached about central and coordinating
themes in the curriculum.

Plans are in process to pursue

further curriculum work next year.
4.

S.~mtmitv

Service

Faculty members continue to identify the regularly
enrolled students as our chief responsibility.
ll

6f;3
Participation in community affairs, even health affairs,
is of necessity limited because of the heavy teaching
loads.
Educational offerings for nurses in the community
have included:
a.

Workshop - Clinical Skills in Psychiatric
Nursing, Summer Sessions 1965 and 1966,
lhis workshop was supported in part and student
stipends were available from the National
Institute of Mental Health. Arrangements were
made with Highlands University for dormitory
accomodations and the teaching was carried out
at New Mexico State Hospital in Las Vegas.
This workshop was exceedingly well received.

b.

Refresher course for nurses who were not working, Spring 1966. This workshop followed the
pattern of previous refresher courses. It was
made possible by the cooperative efforts of the
University Division of Extension and the local
hospitals with the College of Nursing. It was
well received and the majority of the nurses
went to work following completion of the course.

c.

The College participated in a four-state conference on community mental health for nurse
leaders. It was under the sponsorship of UCLA
and was made possible by grant support. The
second week-long session in a planned series of
six was held in New Mexico with the College in
the role of host. Resource people from several
state agencies participated. The consensus
was that New Mexico made an excellent showing.

College faculty have served as consultants and
speakers in selected community activities, but participation has been limited.

Priority had to be given to

other faculty endeavors,

Interpretation of nursing and

information about the College in the community has been
curtailed due to lack o£ staff time.

5
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B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations
Plans for the future must, of necessity, include
strengthening the faculty, increasing the number of students
without decreasing the caliber, continued curriculum work to
improve the educational program, and increased community
service.
Recommendations include securing grant funds for improvement and expansion of the educational program and continuing
work on the proposed plans for the College of Nursing
building.
1.

Faculty
There is a national shortage in well-qualified
teachers, especially those prepared to teach in baccalaureate programs.

It is essential that the University

of New Mexico College of Nursing continue to attract as
well qualified faculty as possible.

The potential for

growth in nursing and the expanding medical center
presently serve to attract and should continue to do so.
It is anticipated that as faculty find it possible, they

will give leadership in the development of nursing in
the community.
2.

Students
The need for nurses is increasing.

This is

espe~

cially true of the need for professional nurses prepared
in collegiate programs.

Increasing numbers of fields,

other than nursing, are opening up to college women.
aence, additional effort must be put into recruitment
6
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and interpretation about the opportunities in nursing.
The College should double its enrollment within the
next five years and expand still further within ten
years.
3.

Instructional Program
Advance made in curriculum work this year will continue next year toward a strengthened, unified and
stabilized program.

The place of the registered nurse

student in the baccalaureate program will be of
particular concern.
examini~g

ments.

Additional work will be done on

the rationale for the total program require-

Within the nursing major continuity of learning

will be identified, and each course will be analyzed
for objectives, theory, practice, and evaluation.

4.

Community Service
The regular educational program must continue to
take priority.

It is hoped that within the near future

we will be able to give more community service, particularly in the form of leadership in nursing and
continuing education.
C.

APPOINTMENTS TO THE STAFF
Dr. Reina F. Hall; Acting Dean
Mrs. Grace Bates
Miss Elizabeth Bear
Hiss Barbara Carper
Hiss Martha Beth Hicks
Mrs. Jean Paulson
Miss Cosma Rhinehart

7

July 1, 1966
September 1, 1966
September 1, 1966
September 1, 1966
September 1, 1966
September 1, 1966
August 1, 1966

..
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D.

SEPARATIONS FROM THE STAFF
Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Miss

III.

Ann Jue

(part~time)

Klar
Catherine Norris
Nancy Nunez
Arlene Rachiele {part~time)
Estelle Rosenblum
Ann Voda
Coleen Waldorf
Hazel~Mae

June 30, 1966
June 30, 1966
June 30, 1966
June 30, 1966
June 30, 1966
June 30, 1966
June 30, 1966
May 31, 1966

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION FROM INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS
Publications during the period.
Dr. Flynn published a report of her dissertation,
"Diurnal Relationships between Ambient Meteorological
Phenomena and Blood Pressure in Women'! in Nursing
Science, December, 1965.
Mrs. Carter published a report of her thesis, "Family
Planning in Nursing Education" in Nursing Outlook,
January, 1966,
Dr. Norris published a paper she gave "'What Nursing
Education Expects from Nursing Service - A Program of
Nursing Care" in Hospital Progress, December, 1965;
and "'What I Learne'il from Mr. Kay" in Perspectives in
Psychiatric Care, January, 1966.

VC:ae
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The Report of the College of Pharmacy
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Elmon L. Cataline, Dean ·
I.

General College Information.
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1965-66,
1.
During the year under r_eview, the enrollment again reached
a historic high. As reported last year, peak enrollment
for 1964-65 was 96 in the College of Pharmacy and 56 in the
University College for a new high of 152. In the second
semester of the year 1965-66 there were 124 students
enrolled in the College of Pharmacy and 75 in the University
College (who were advised by College of Pharmacy faculty
members) for a new record enrollment of 199· It would
appear that the apprehension of many members of the profession
that the initiation of the five-year program would adversely
2.

affect enrollment was without foundati~'·
On March 3, 1966 representatives of E,R', Squibb and Sons,
Inc·., pharmaceutical manufacturing cotnpany, conducted a
"Seminar-Tour" for the fourth- and fifth~year students of
the College. The all-day meeting, which was held at a local
hote1, consisted of presentations by the Squibb representatives
describing the Squiij,plants and discussing the manufacture and
uses of a number of Squibb products, as well as policies and
procedures which govern the activities of the company.
The Seminar-Tour was conceived recently as a means of providing
students with knowledge of the coopany, its products and
policies without the students having to make the relatively
expensive and time-consuming tri~·to the plant. It was the
general concensus of all concerned that the Seminar-Tour held
here was successful and, with certain ioprovements very well
QaY be a good substitute for the inspection trip.
It is of interest to note that the Seminar-Tour held here was
only the third held so far-the other two being at the Universities
of Illinois and Iowa.

•.
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B.

Significant plans and recommendations.
1.

Until the College's pressing needs in regard to faculty and
building space are met there is little reason to plan for
any ezpansion of the College's activities, The increased
enrollment has made it necessary for most of the faculty to
assume greater-than-normal teaching and advising loads and
has resulted in near-capacity use of the building. Lacking
additional faculty and space it will probably be necessary
for the College to limit enrollment. This will be
unfortunate at a time when there is an increasing shortage

2.

in the profession.
As noted in the attached report of the Dental Hygiene
Program, there is a real need for (a) a degree progran in
Dental Hygiene artd (b) more building space, The former is
being discussed and recommendations will be. forthcoming,

c.

D~

it is hoped, at an early date. The space needs must be
met soon if the Dental Prograos are to meet the nee~s of
the profession. The Director and her staff have made
extremely efficient use of the quarters assigned to them,
It will be most unfortunate if their activities are
curtailed because of space limitations.
Appointments to staff.
1.
College of Pharmacy.
a.

Mr. Gary Gene Ferguson, as Instructor in Pharmacology,

b,

effective September 1, 1965.
Mrs. Anne Brown Spickard, as Secretary, effective

April 1, 1966.
Separation from staff.
1.
College of Pharmacy.
a.
Victor H. Duke, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacology,
b,

effective July 1, 1965.
Mrs. Josephine Marten, Secretary, effective March 31, 1966.
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II.
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Composite of information regarding staff
1.
Advanced study.
None.
2.
Sabbatical Leave.

3.

4.

~mbers,

Elmon L. Cataline, Dean, Semester I. Travel in Ireland, England,
Belgium, France, Switzerland, Italy; conferences with Deans of
Irish and English schools of pharmacy.
New Scholastic Honors.
None.
PUblications.
FERGUSON, GARY GENE
''Effect of Basic Nuclear Proteins on Cardiac Muscle Function",
Circulation-Research, Vol. XVII, December, 1965.
''Heart Muocle Nucleii: Preparation and oome Properties • 11
Cardbvascular Research Center Bulletin, Vol. I,
September, 1965.

5·

Other Research Projects in Progress.
BAKER, GEORGE

L.

"Investigation of Contra Yerba. 11
CATALINE, ELMON L.
''History of Pharmacy in New Mexico, 11
NOVITSKI, MONICA
11

U.S.P.H.S. Comparative Study of Dental Assisting
Teaching Programs."

STAHL, KENNETH

H.

"Synthesis of Hydrazides as Possible Psychopharmacological
and/or Hypotensive Agents. 11 •

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
BAKER, GEORGE L.
Re-elected Vice Chairman, New Mexico, Western States Drug
Conference.
Represented College of Pharmacy at annual meeting of District
No. 8, N.A.B.P.-A.A.C.P., Las Vegas, Nevada, October 24-

26, 1965,
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CATALINE, ELMON L.
Chairman, Committee on Constitution and By-Laws, New Mexico
Pharmaceutical Association.
Attended annual convention, N.M.Ph.A., Ruidoso, May 22-24, 1966.
Member, Committee on Nominations, American Association of
Colleges of Pharmacy.
Secretary, (to January 16, 1966), Western States Drug
Conference (since 1958):attended annual meeting,
Phoenix, Arizona, January 15-16, 1966.
Represented College of Pharmacy at annual meeting of
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy,
Dallas, Texas, April 23-25, 1966,
NOVITSKI, MONICA
Attended annual meetings:
American Dental Association
New Mexico Dental Association
American Dental Hygienist's Association
Attended regular meetings:
Albuquerque District Dental Society
American Society of Dentistry for Children
New Nexico Dental Hygienist's Association
Council of Professional Dental Education (Secretary)
STAHL, KENNETH H.
Attended Seventh Annual A.A.C.P. Teachers' Seminar,
Toronto, Ont., Canada, June 20-25, 1965.

7·

Other Professional Activities.
CATALINE, ELMON L.
"The Drugs You Take 11 , talk before Sertoma Club, April "(, 1966.
duFAULT, H. LOUISE
Lectured on Dental Health Education to practical nurses at
Presbyterian Hospital.
FERGUSON, GARY G.
Talk, Albuquerque Dental Society, January, 1966.
T.V. Discussion, KNME, February, 1966.

6?1
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FIEDLER, WILLIAM C.
Talk, Regina School of Nursing, September, 1965.
NOVITSKI, MONICA
Dental Consultant:
Council on Dental Education, American Dental Association.
New Mexico State Elks Cerebral Palsy Project,·
Staff Member:

St. Joseph's Hosptial.

Dental Health Consultant, Division of Dental Health,
New Mexico Department of Public Health,
Dental Advisor, New Mexico Dental Hygienistrs Association.
Coordinator, for New Mexico State Board of Dental Examiners,
examination of dental hygienists for licensure.

8.

Non-Teaching University Service.
BAKER, GEORGE L.

Secretary, Pharmacy Faculty
Acting Dean, College of Pharmacy, Semester I.
Scholarship Committee, College of Pharmacy
Member, Athletic Council
Student Advisor
CATALINE, ELMON L,

(Semester II.)

Administrative Committee
Committee on Entrance and Credits
Scholarship Committee, College of Pharmacy
Advisor, Gamma Rho Chapter, Kappa Psi
Student Advisor
duFAULT, M, LOUISE
Assistant to Director, Dental Prograi<1S
Student Advisor
FERGUSON, GARY G.
Student Advisor
FIEDLER, WILLIAM C.l\RL
Student ,t\dvisor
Scholarship Committee, College of Pharmacy
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NOVITSKI, MONICA
Student Advisor
Dental Consultant, UNM Peace Corps
STAHL, KENNETH H.

Policy Committee
Special Advisor, University College
Advisor, um1 Student Chapter, American Pharmaceutical
Association

9·

Public Service.
CATIILINE, ELL'l:ON L.

President, Albuquerque Knife and Fork Club, 1965.

NOVITISKI, MONICA
Director, Our Lady of Fatima Credit Union
Director, Coronado Credit Union
STAHL, KENNETH H.

Helped with collection for United Fund Committee
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The Report of the Dental Hygiene Program
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Monica Novitski, Director
I.

General Information

Fifty-eight people have completed the two-year certificate program in
dental hygiene at The University of New Mexico since it was started in September,
1961. Twenty-six of these dental hygienists are presently working in New Mexico.
A noteworthy statistic is that the number of dentists in New Mexico employing
dental hygienists has increased almost 500% since the establishment of the
Dental Hygiene Program, The number of dental hygienists licensed in the state
but educated at schools other than the University has increased markedly in
this period, also,
II.

Academic Aspects

In August, 1965 a three-day post-graduate non-credit course, "Introduction
to Dental Public Health", was offered by the Dental Hygiene l'rogram with the
cooperation of the Dental Division of the Ne'q Mexico Department of Public
Health. Forty-one dental hygienists, school nurses and public health nurses
were in attendance. The faculty included ten visitors from The University of
North Carolina, the American Dental Association and Public Health Service
offices in Houston, Dallas and Santa Fe. It was the first attempt at a course
of this magnitude; it was well-received and helped to establish a good working
relationship between practicing dental hygienists and nurses in school and
public health assignments throughout the state.
In January, 1966 the Dental Hygiene Program co-sponsored with the
University Division of Extension and the Ne1v Meif.ico Dental Hygienists 1
Association the second post-graduate seminar for dental hygienists. Dr. !om
Orban of Denver, Colorado presented the one day program, "Peridontia For The
Dental Uygienist". He spent the morning presenting didactic material. In
the afternoon Dr. Orban gave instructions in technique as the twenty seminar
participants performed services for patients in the Dental Programs Clinic.
III.

Financial Aid to Students

A WICHE eltchange student from Arizona completed her education in June,
1966 having been supported during both years under provisions of the WICHE compact.

For the second year the New MeKico Elks provided a 9400 fellowship to a
;;t·,;uent in the Dental Hygiene Program to participate in the Cerebral Palsy Clinic
evaluations.
The Duke City Business and Professional Homen's Club awarded a $200
scholarship to a second year dental hygiene student. The members of this
organization plan to offer the same sum for the 1966-67 academic year to a
dental hygiene student in her last year of training. Their primary stipulation
:La that the student be a Nelv Me:cico resident.
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Faculty Recommendations

The faculty requests that a strong effort be made to implement a degree
curriculum in dental hygiene within the next year, More and more requests
are being received from present and former students £or such a curriculum.
V.

Physical Facilities

Faculty office and storage space is woefully inadequate in the present
quarters. There is no dressing room nor lounge area for either male or female
faculty members. In the reception area patients frequently find no seating
and are forced to stand. It is urgent that consideration be given to enlarging
the quarters occupied by the Dental Programs.
VI,

Faculty and Staff

Miss M. Louise duFault joined the faculty in September, 1965 as an
assistant professor of dental hygiene and assistant to the director of the
program. She came from the Melrose Park School System, Melrose Park, Massachusetts
where she served as supervisor of dental health education. Miss duFault earned a
certificate in dental hygiene from Forsyth Institute and B.S. and Ed. M. degrees
from Boston University.
Mrs. Bonnie Thompson terminated her duties as a clinical and laboratory
instructor in January, 1966 when she moved to Denver, Colorado
Mrs, David Weig replaced Mrs. Kenneth Thorn as secretary in October, 1965,
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The 1965-66 Annual Report of the Univer~ity College
and Counseling Center is incorporated with the
1966-67 report, for which see the next volume.
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REPORT

DIVISION OF EXTENSION, SUMHER SE!iS!ON, AND
July 1, 1965

MM-

C0~111UNITY

SERVICES

June 30, 1966

Harold 0, Ried, Director
The Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services
is concerned with many activities such as Off-Campus Instruction; the
Community College; Conferences, Institutes, and Short Courses; Summer
Session; Audio-Visual Center; Taos County Properties; Correspondence
Courses; a Civi I Defense Training Program; the Dental Assistants'
Program; and the Great Decisions Program,
During the academic year of 1965-66, the Division in general
encounte1·ed an increased work load.
The administrative staff changed with the termination of Assistant
Director David P. Dillard on June 30, 1965 who was replaced by Mr. John
L. Bobroff,

The Division 1 s staff had the following changes:

Mrs.

Vivian Bianchi, clerk-typist, resigned on January 21, 1966, and was
replaced by Mrs. Sharon Batdorff on January 17, 1966.

Mrs. Batdorff

terminated employment on May 27, 1966 and was replaced by Miss Donna
Lovett on May 30, 1966.
The following faculty members served on the Faculty Committee for
the Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services:
Mr. Patrick Carr, Miss Dorothy Cline, Dr. Christopher Dean, Dr. William
C. Martin, Dr. Marshall Nason, Mr. William E. Rhoads, Dr. William Runge,
Mr. J. C. MacGregor, Mr. John Perovich, Mr. John L, Bobroff, Dr. M. H.
McMichael, and Dr. Harold 0. Ried, Chairman.
This report continues the practice of Including a section on each
major area supervised by the Division.
ii
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OFF~CAMPUS

I•

INSTRUCTION

Extension Classes
Regular credit courses and some non-credit courses comprise this
section on Extension Classes.
these courses be carried

orl

During the year, the general policy that

anywhere in the state where sufficient demand

warrants their establishment has been followed,
The following classes were held off-campus during the reporting
period!
A•

Semester

I • t96S.. 66

Lot:atfoh
I.

Enrollment

~

Holloman Air Force
Base - Resident Credit

B.A. soo
B.A. 507
Elec. Engr. 533
Math. 313
Math. 551
Physics 302
Psych. 302
TOTAL

2.

Gallup Community College
Resident Credit
Bioi. 136
B.A. 105
B.A. 111
s.A. 113
Educ. 290
Educ. 429
Engl. 253
Geol, 101
Hist. 262
Psych. 101
Soc. 101

16
14
10
iO
14

m

15
18
9

14
10
8
21
4

16
9

_1

TOTAL
3.

22
2.6

131

Extension Classes
Estancia

Art 429

22

Los Alamos

El. Educ. 361

19
20
30

Psych. 308
Anthro. 101
-I-

,-
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Location
3·

B~

Enrollment

~

£xtenslon Classes (Continued)
Los Lunas

Psych. 308

23

Santa Fe

Psych. 305
Psych. 308

16

Gallup

El. edud 429

19

Grants

Guid. 431

18

_ll

TOTAL

202

I•

Hdllomap Air Force Base
Astron. 421
Resfoent credit
B.A.• 501
B.A: 502
Elec. Engr. 431
Math. 314
Math. 371
Math. 575
Psych. 311
TOTAL

14
13
22
17
13
29
7
13
128

2.

Gallup Community College
Educ. 290
Resident Credit
Educ. 429
Engl. 254
Govt. 101
Math. n 1
Psych. 102
Psych. 260
Soc. 211

,'

Semester li, 1969-66
:

3.

;

t

TOTAL

5
16
9
10
11
8
7
6
72

Extension Classes
Grants

El. Educ. 435

25

Los Alamos

Anthro. 102
Educ. 353
Psych. 302

29
19
21

Los Lunas

Educ. 471

14

Moriarty

Math. Ill

27

Santa Fe

Guid, 431
Psych. 312

26
21
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TOTAL

Tsz

C.

Summer Session, 1966
No Enrollments

11.

Cotrespondence Courses
Correspondence instruction is offered to any qualified person, any
place in the world, who wishes to earn university credit, but cannot
attend organized classes.
the following chart shows the extent of activity in the Correspondence area of the Division:
COMPARISON OF CORRESPONDENCE STATISTICS FOR LAST FIVE YEARS
No. of
New
Courses
En roTiiiients
Offered Men ~/omen Total

~

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

74
76
75
80
77

410
448
453

414

499

301
315
355
343

367

Percent of
Increase or
Decrease
States
I ncr. 13.1
incr. 7.3
Incr. 5.8
Deer. 6.3
I ncr. 14.4

711
753
808
757
866

36
39
37
35

38

N. M. Foreign
Counties Countries
25
27
27
29
28

1
6

6
4
5

The number of students actually enrolled in courses during 1965-66,
including new enrollments, carry-overs, withdrawals and completions, was 1681.
This compares with 1574 actively working on courses during 1964-65.
The following geographical distribution chart shows students from 38
states, 28 New 11exico counties, and 5 foreign countries:
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF NEW CORRESPONDENCE ENROLLI4ENTS - 1965-66
~

Forei9n Countries

Alabama
1
Alaska
1
Arizona
10
Arkansas
I
California
87
Colorado
5
Connecticut
I
Dist, of Columbia I

Canada
Costa Rica
Dominican
Republic
Mexico
Peru
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1
2

New Mexico Counties
Berna 1i llo
Catron
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant

407
2

JJ

1
3
2

7
10
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~

Forei9h Countries

{Continued)

Florida

New"Mexlco Counties
Guadalupe
Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln
Los Alamos
Luna
McKinley
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Niguel
Santa Fe
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Valencia

5

4

~eorgia

Idaho
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
11issouri
11ontana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
New York
North Carol ina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
\>/iscons in
Wyoming
TOTAL

I

7
I
1
1

2
4
4
4
3
2
2

I

6

41
6
2

3

I

1
t
I
4
20

6
12
7
3

8
2

7
13
4
39

7
4
I
10

4
t

3
I

39
2
2

4
I
2
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During the year 1965-66, the number of new students enrolled in Correspondence courses increased substantially, in spite of a decrease in course
offerings.

This may be partially explained by the fact that a decrease in new

enrollments was recorded in 1964-65, and the normal slow upward trend is being
resumed.
In 1965-66, the following Correspondence course changes were made:
Courses Deleted:
Art 101
Government 305
Government 311
History 261
History 262
Psychology 251

Courses Added:
Government 101
Government 375
Psychology 107

' - 681
Courses Revised:
Educ. 301
English 2$3
English 254
French 251
French 252
Government 201
Mathematics 102
Spanish 305
The total fiUmber of courses at the end of the year was 77.
In the period ci>vered by this report, 299 students completed
correspondence courses, representing 842 college credit hours, 5 noncredit, and 8 high school units.

This compares with 857 credit· hours, 2

non*credit, and 5 high school units earned in 1964-65.
Total lessons serviced, exclusive of tests and examinations,
amounted to 13,477, compared with 12,360 In 196.4-65.
Financially, the Division took In fees ih the amount of $29,441,05,
and spent for the direct servicing of correspondence courses the sum of
$13,116.69.
revisions.

Of this sum, $1,000.00 was spent for new courses or
{The total of fees received in 1964-65 was $26,177-75.)

USAFI textbook fees are included in money received, then paid from the
correspondence account when billed by the

Associat~d

Students Bookstore,

The sum of $1,209.55 was requisitioned to cover the bookstore billing, so
a profit of $15,114.81 was realized, exclusive of salaries of staff,
office expense, etc.
~~~~Institute

In 1965-66, 158 new students were enrolled for correspondence
courses under the USAF! program, an increase of 71 over the previous year,
Students In this program abide by the regulations of the University In
respect to

correspond~nce

work except that they are allowed two years
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instead of one to complete a course,

They are subject to a smah

enrollment fee, but the bulk of their tuition and the lesson service
fees are covered by contract With. the United States Gove~hinent.

The

contract for the coming year has been approved, allowing continuance of
this program at The University of New Mexico,

-6-
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COilMUN ITY COLLEGE
J.

~Courses

This Division, through the Commu~ity College, is concerned with two
aspects of credit work.

First, all students classified in Non-Degree

Status are under the ju~isdictlon of the Director of this Division.
Secondly, the administration, promotion, and supervision of all evening
classes are atpects of the Director 1 s responsibilities.
scheduled after 3:30p.m. are. considered evening classes.

All classes
The following

enrollment figures are reported for the period:
COMPARISON OF STUDENTS REGISTERED IN NON-DEGREE
STATUS FOR THE PAST FOUR YEARS
{Regular Semesters Only)

~

Percentage of Increase
or Decrease over Correseonding Periods

Total
for

Semester

Students

1st
2nd

951
871

10.58% Increase
24.43% Increase

1822

1st
2nd

1038
912

9. 15"/o Increase
4.45% Increase

1950

1st
2nd

1063
1030

2.41% Increase
12.94% Increase

2093

1st
2nd

1202
992

13.06% Increase
3.68% Decrease

2194

1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

~

By examining the above chart, it is noted that during the past year
the Non-Degree enrollment increased by lDl students which is a percentage
increase of 4.83% over the previous year.
It should be kept in mind that this Division, thus, had to prepare
and maintain personal folders for 2194 students.

Through these folders,

we keep an up-to-date academic record. on each student enrolled in NonDegree status.

-7-
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Naturally: we have respohslblllty for the ptobatlori and suspension
of Non;.Degrt:!e Student!; 1'/nQ fall t<i tnalni:alrr the Uhlversltyis academic
standards of: a twoo.pol~t ave~~ge •.
stJdents
dents

burihg ~k~ past year; 68 Non-Degree

~ere $usperided;. ;321 studenis Were put. on probation; 138 stu•

wer~ coriti\'I!Jed tin p~ob~uon;

and

27 students were released from

prdbation•

In

i!icli:lldoo to the Non-Degree students who are mainly tal<lng

ei(Clning courses, t;here are many. other students from the regular colleges
of the University that take only evening work.

TIHsi. of course, adds a

cons !derable number to evening enrolltnel'!ts';· ·and thr; ftH lowing chart
give$ comparative figures for the past five years:
COMPARISON OF EVENING. CLASS ENROLLMENTS
DURING THE PAST FOUR YEARS

.Y2r.
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
196.5-66

Percentage of Increase
or Decrease over
Correseondlng Periods

Total
for
~

Semester

Students

1st
2nd

902
872

.45% Increase
.23% Increase

1774

1st
2nd

88/

951

5.43% Increase
1.72% Increase

1838

Is t
2nd

722
831

.23% Decrease
.63% Decrease

1.553

1st
2nd

893
892

2).68% Increase
7.34% Increase

1785

TOTAL iNCREAse 14.24% over 1964-65

By studying the above chart, one notices that the number of night
students for the 1965-66 school year showed an increase of 14.24% from
the preceding year.
We still insist that if we offered more night courses In certain
departments, we would be able to Increase the number of enrollees in
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night classes.
Unlve\-sity1

Thls,of course, Would be of considerable advantage to the

It is ·our considered opinion, as stated before, that

departments could do much more in serving the community by offering night
coursd•

11.

There is certainly the demand from our dtizens for this kind

Noh-Credit Courses
Non-credit courses are offered for adults, regardless of their
educational backgrounds, who are Interested in educational growth in
vocational and professional fields, or as a means to better enjoyment
of leisure time by becoming proficient In an avocation,

The activities

of the non-credit section of the Community College are shown in the
following tables:

COMMUNITY EVENING COLLEGE 1965-66
Women · · Facu 1ty
Men
No. of
Semester Courses Enrolled Enro I led & Staff

64
62

I
II

T26

TOTALS:

974

i#f
I 7

983

~

1952

118

..2l
211

~

Jnstructors 1 Gross
Pa)!
f.!:2lli

$34,453.80 $18,980,00$15,473.80
28,381.99 16,750.00 11,631.99
$62,835.79 $35,730.00 27,10~.79

A comparison of the non-credit program for the reporting period and
the four previous years Is given in the following table:
Total
Facu I ty No, of
Enro Jlment & Staff Courses

~

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

2,517
2,591
2,391
3,301
3,623

82
93
71
131
211

105
110
99
118
126

~

$33,742.00
34,.262.00
38A9o.oo
57,652.74
62,835.79

Instructors •
Pa:i

$22,013,00
22,850,00
23,645.00
29,990.00
35,730,00

Gross
~

$1 I ,729,00
11,412.00
14,845.00
27,662.74
27,105.79

This shows an increase of 322 students, or 9.75",{, more than last
year.

Although a profit of $27,105.79 was realized, it was 2% decrease

from the previous year. This decrease can be attributed to the following:

·9-
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a 60,3% increase in the number of staff and facu I ty who were enro 1 led
and had the!~ tuitioh fEles waived; a IOO% increase in the number of
English 010 and Math 010 classes offered.

(The instructors for these

classes are paid dn the department scale of $550 per class whereas an
instructor of a similar length class on the Community College scale
would receive $320.)
Factors which contributed to the increased enrollment were the
five additional classes of English and Math 010, the Initiation of a
physical fitness program, an increased emphasis on conversational
Spanish, and the continued

popul~rity

of the Management, Real Estate,

and Secretarial Career Series programs.
By general subject areas, the total enrollment in the non-credit
section was broken down as follows:
Business
Vocational
Arts

25.64%
5.49%
16.26%

Language and Language Arts
Homemaking
General Interest

23.66%

8.94%

20.01%

Our efforts to capitalize on popular interests continue, and it
is the policy of the Division to offer any course for which there is
an expressed interest and for which there are adequate facilities and
quality instruction can be provided,

This year, twelve entirely new

courses were developed and offered.
Of the 47 faculty members in the non-credit section this year,
13 were regular University faculty members.

The remainder were towns-

people who are recognized experts in their respective fields,
The cooperative plan between the University and the New Mexico State
Department of Vocational Education is still in effect.

The University is

receiving compensation equal to one-half of the cost of certain courses
of a distributive education nature.
-10-
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There is an increasing awareness on the part of our local adult
population of the need for dontlhuihg their education in order to
acquire a higher degree of knoWledge; a keener intelligence, improved
skills, and mo~e beneficial use of leisure t.ime,

This. growing aware"

ness, coupled with an intensive publicity campaign to acquaint these
aHults with tHe ~niversity program designed to meet these needs, has

·'
restilted
in the great expansion of our non-credit program.

A total of

11,000 Community College Bulletins were distributed during the reporting
period.

Excellent coverage of our program by the local press, radio,

and television stations was also of great help in our campaign to
acquaint the citizenry with the University and its non-credit offerings.
The Community College is constantly in contact with the lnformation and Education Offices at Kirtland and Manzano Air Force Bases,
and with the Educational and Training Offices at Sandia Corporation.
It is through our close alliance with these offices that we receive much
cooperation, and consequently, higher enrollments.
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CONFERENCES, INSTitUTES, AND SHORT COURSES
Educational activities destghed

fbr adults who are not concerned with

the more formal credit dfferlngs are considered to be in the continuing
educ~tion p~ogtahl~

.

Conterences; lristltJtes, short courses, workshops,

cdmmunity develop~eht progfams, aHd non-credit courses are classed in
tHis tietd;
Adults; wHo are interested in the above program, take active part
iH bne or more of the several activities In order to help themselves
become more proficient In their work or to better enjoy leisure time.
Interest in continuing education activities is mounting rapidly each
year.

Requests for available University facilities to carry on Intensi-

fied Informational or instructional activities of short duration are,
also, increasing.
The Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services
acts as a coordinator and clearing house, by direction of the President
of The University of New Mexico, for all conferences, Institutes, and
short courses, of a non-academic nature originated by campus personnel,
and for all requests from outside sources to use campus facilities.
Occasionally, Instances occur when campus personnel neglect or forget to
Inform the Division of Extension of an

antl~ipated

activity until letters

of invitation have been sent and an answer received from the organization
involved, accepting the Invitation.

S~metimes

word is not received by

this Division until all plans have been formulated.

Whenever such

instances occur, difficulties may arise In the scheduling of available
facilities because of another activity already utilizing the space de•
sired.

In order to minimize embarrassing situations and to keep good

public relations with the people concerned 1 all conferences, lnstitutes 1
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l'a'rge meetihgs; ei:c., should be si:heduled on the University calendar of
ev~hi:s irl the Division of E·xl:enslbh before l'!ny commitments are made.

bur connection witli ea~h sttle,du.let! activity for adults varies as far
as major

dr

mino~ r~sporlsibility I~ cohcerned.

It Is the policy of the

Division to form a p~~~hlhg coMmittee with each requesting organization,
composed of three members of the bff-campus group, a member from each
department at the urifversity ~Hat will be involved in the activity, and
ohe metnbel- from fhij ~~~lsli:>n of Extension who acts as coordinator of the
activity,
tHere Has been a steady decrease in facilities available for
conferences, etc., even with the increased building program on campus.
The number of residence students attending The University of New Mexico,
both during the day and at night, Is increasing each semester. The
increased enrollment requires more classroom space, thus decreasing
facilities available for continuing education programs.

Because of this,

the Division has had to limit the number of activities which can come to
the campus and also, because of available space, limit attendance in
certain programs.
Each time new classrooms are added to existing buildings or new
buildings are built, there is an increase of available space but such
facll ities are almost iiMlediately needed for the increase of residence
students.

The new auditorium, an addition to the Fine Arts building,

when completed, will make an excellent facility for musicals, plays, or
special events.

This facility will seat approximately 2000 people and

should be made available for continual use.
It is necessary to enlist the help of some of the motels and hotels
in Albuquerque each time an activity is held on campus which requires
-13-
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housin~.

+he campus housing.·facilitles will not take care of all the

students atteoding. thE! University so adotts attending pr6grams from outside
Albuquerque have• to· f·ind housing faci I !ties elsewhere.

We have found that

hotel and motel managers are happy to cooperate with the University but the
probliam

o~ schedul-ing rtpn-university events with university events takes

cooperat ron.

During· the summer months, campus hous lng and available

meet lng room fac ill ties are consistently used by cont lnu ing education
groups.

Summer session enrollments ilre rncreasing each year and summer

activities are e)<pan~ling
av<:~i

to

~eep:

pace•wl'th the increase.

Eventoaily,

!able space for adult education activities during the summer will be

utilized by ·resld§nce

sfude!'lt~.

thVs· restr.i'c;.!;.lng these educational

activities in thl:! summer as wel-l as during the regular semesters.
Meeting rooms· l.n the New Mexico Union are utilized by the Divis ion
as much as possible.

The Di;vision encourages people connected with

educational off;.campus activities to plan their programs l'n the New Hexico
Union during the summer months. .because students have few scheduled activities at that time,

During the fall and spring semesters, however,

scheduling of student actiVIties in the Union have priority over outside
meetings and conferences.

Excellent cooperation has been received with

personnel at the New Mexico Union, and space is made available to the
Division when not otherwise used. by campus organizations.

Requests for

facilities in the Union are many because of their excellence and a system
of charges had to be established tor off-campus organizations.

Increased

enrollments each year bring Increased demands on the New Mexico Union by
students for their activities which decreases available space for contlnuing activities.

,,
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A schedule of charges has been developed for all meeting rooms on
the campus.

Thl·s was necessary in order to reduce the number of off-

campus requests to make room for credit classes •. Many requests are
received eclch yeal' rrom various organizations for facilities to hold
meetings

fr~e o~

charge.

Some of these requests are from deserving

organizations and committees which operate without a budget.

For the

sake of good public relations, the Division has responded favorably to
such requests and provided meeting space If such was available.
I.

Conferences
During the academic year, 1965-66, 49 conferences and other
activities of two-days' duration or over were planned and conducted In
cooperation with the different departments in the University. The 49
conferences in this category involved 21,883 different people. A list of
these activities follows:
Conference

Dates Held

U. S. Army Reserve Unit
Cheerleaders' Clinic
reacher Education and Professional Standards
Open-Door Seminar, Dlkewood Corporation
Basketball Officials' Clinic
Physical Education Class for Small Boys
Coaching School
Governor's Conference & Civil Rights
U. s. Naval & Marine Corps Reserve Unit
Japanese International Student Service
New Mexico Tax Assessors Association
French Students' Training Class
Dental Training Program
Custodial Workshop
Boy Scout Training
Dental Program Faculty Orientation
State Teachers of English
New Mexico Education Association
Foremens' Seminar
C.P.A. Exams

July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug,

-15-

17-31, 1965
18-23
26 & 27
3-8
6 & 7
1 -Aug. 13
1~6

ll-12

Enrollment
250
225
180
236
147
61
169
163

1-13
13 & 14
18-20
2-26
20-21

126

22-24

78
388

22-26
Aug, 30-Sept.
Sept. 24 & 25
Oct, 27-29
Nov. 3-6

Nov. 3-5

76
78
21
42

15
198

12,0DO
51
71

•·
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Dates Held

Conference (Continued)

Enrollment

New MexIco Co).lnc 11 of Soc I a I We I fare
Nov. 4 & 5
392
Nov, 4-6
40
I,C.H.E-. Correctional Trahilng Program
l!il:ernational Assbclatlon of Personnel in
·l:iilp Ioymen i: Sec\.1 I' I ty
Nov, 12 & 13
122
Nov. 11-14
88
Ethno-Musicologlcal Convention
Western Forerlslc Meet
Nov. 24-27
896
160
Make-lt•Yot.lrself-Hith·Wool
Dec. 4 & 5
Dec. 9 "& 10
Third Paving Conference
235
SixtH Annual Symposium of Filament StructuresDec. 3 & 4
321
Dental Hygienists' Seminar
Jan. 30 & 31. 1966
32
Denta I Seminar
68
Jan. 30 - Feb.
Conference on University Reform
160
Feb. 3·5
State Music Festival
1600
Feb. 3·5
Speech Fest Iva I
Feb. 4 & .5
320
12
Council on Geological Sciences
Feb. 4 & 5
Foods & Nutrition Committee
Feb, 25 & 26
28
Juvenile Probation Officers' Workshop
March 3 & 4
31
Altitude Symposium
March 4-6
261
March 8-10
206
Indian Educators' Conference
Teachers of Adults in Vocational Trades
April 13·16
17
April 20-22
New Mexico Municipal League
25
s.w, Regional Indian Youth Conference
May 6 & 7
311
New Mexico Medical Society
May 11-13
769
Management Training Program
June 6-11
22
June 4-18
42
World Book Training Class
Air Force Scientific Seminar
June 15·22
330
Girls State
June 19·26
327
8
Medical Assistants Examination
June 24 & 25
National Forensic League
June 27·30
475
10
New Mexico Bookmen
June 28-30
W~

'2f';"81J3

In addition to the above, there were 78 conferences of one-day
duration involving 7,309 people.
As may be expected, working with committees for a large number of
conferences is no small job.

Some conferences require only a small

amount of time while others require, In addition to close planning, the
presence of a staff member at the confe'rence at all times.

f'avorable

public opinion may be gained, however, when services to help manage a
conference are offered. All actual expenses incurred by the beforementioned activities are paid by the organizations concerned.
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I I. .·Institutes and Short Courses
Durlng the academic year, 1965-66, 54 Institutes and short courses
involving 2,762 persons were planned In cooperation with University
personnel and conducted on the campus. A list of such activities follows:
Natne of Course

Dates Held

Vocational Education Training Methods
German Reading
Data Processing Orientation
Teaching of Gymnastics
Practical Politics
New Mexico High School Officials' Class
Chartered Property Casualty
Underwriters, Part I
Chartered Property Casualty Underwriters, Part IV
Albuquerque Philatelic Class
Albuquerque Youth Council
Anatomy for the Medical Office Assistant
New Mexico High School Officials' Class
American Institute of Banking, Part I
American Institute of Banking, Part II
American Institute of Banking, Part Ill
American Institute of Banking, Part IV
Business Administration for National
Secretaries' Association, Part II
Civil Defense Management
American Society of Metals Class
Albuquerque Rockhounds Class
Chartered Life Underwriters, Part I
Chartered Life Underwriters, Part IV
Juvenile Court Traffic School
Albuquerque Gem & Mineral Class
Folk Dancing Class
life Underwriters' Training Class
Engineer-In-Training Review
Certified Public Accountant Class
American Institute of Banking, Part I
American Institute of Banking, Part II
American Institute of Banking, Part Ill
American Institute of Banking, Part IV
American Institute of Banking, Part V
Albuquerque Archaeological Society
Albuquerque Gem & Mineral Class
Juvenile Court Traffic School
Albuquerque Rockhounds Class
Albuquerque Youth Council Training Class
Health Insurance Class
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Enrollment

July & August
July & August
July & August
July & August
July-September
August

20
.30
43

Semester

15

17
25

81

Semester I
Semester I
..

If

II

II

II

II

u

u

H

U

It

It

Jl

II

12

43
82

49
45

36

72
3.3
88

tt

ll

17

II

II

21

II

U

22

If

fl

4$
2.1

"

..

U

II

28

It

tt

u

120

It

81

If

It

II

II

.38
25
1

Oct. '65-March 66 38
Jan.~Feb. 1966
so
Semester II
36
II
U
49
II

II

II

II

tI

U

II

H

32
35
56
76

U

H

88

II

II

115

II

II

If

II

u

u

44
48
21

6~4

Name of Cour:se '(continued)

Dates Held

chartered life Und~~rlters, Part II
Chartered Life Underwriters, Part Ill
Am~~ican Soc!et\i of Metals Class
Medtcal T~rmtnglogy
V.M.C,A~ Trainlh9 Class
Chartered Property Casualty Underwriters
Public Administration Course
German Reading Semihar
French Reading Seminar
Job instruction Training
Nurses' Ope~atlon Brush-Up Course
Teachers! Seminar on Mental Health
Geotoglcal Training Course
Efficient Reading Techniques
Medicare Lectures

Semester II

...
II

19
27
31
97

II

"

II

,,

II

II

II

Enrollment

II

March & Apri I
March-May
March-May
April
April
April & May
April &. May
. May
June
TOTAL • •

15

14
42
28
26
18
22
403

46
51
126

1,639

As in the case of the conferences, the Institutes and short courses
required much help and planning on the part of the Division staff.

The

institute and short course differs from the conference in that intensifled study Is given to solving problems pertainlng to one type of
business or profession with the interested members bringing up practical
problems which have occurred in their own line of endeavor.

Many favor-

able comments were received concerning these specialized activities.
More special institutes are asked for each year. Classroom space Is becoming the determining factor as to whether institutes and short courses
can or cannot be developed by the Division.
In addition to facilities used by conferences, Institutes, and
short courses, there are many requests from private and civic organ!·
zations and clubs for meeting room space. These requests are for space
during the day as well as night.

Such requests were granted if space

was available. A schedule of charges has been developed for all meeting
rooms according to size and furnishings.

Non-university connected

organizations and groups are charged nominal fees for use of meeting
fac ill t les.
~18-
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111.

CommLnity Services
The Community Service Section of the Division of Extension was
Involved in making University facilities available for programs and
activities of the following nature:
Fourth of July Celebration in the University Stadium,
Lectures on many subjects jn the Johnson Gymnasium and
Anthropology Lecture Hall,
Music Concerts in the Fine Arts Auditorium, Johnson
Gymnasium, Anthropology Lecture Hall, and the Kiva,
Sports Events at the University Stadium and the Johnson
Gymnasium,
·
Use of facilities by the Albuquerque Public Schools for
Baccalaureate and Commencement,
Fac i I it les as precincts on f.Ject ion Days,
Homecoming Activities, and
Use of fac II it ies for the UnIversity of New Mexico
students• extra-curricular activltle,s, and
Regional Science Fair.
Such activities and events ar:e

spon~o,red

by people or groups of

people from Albuquerque and vicinitY fr.om the State and use facilities on
the University campus when availab.le.

th~se

facilities usually include

the Fine Arts Building, Joh{ls.on l,iymnasium, Carlisle Gymnasium, the
University Stadium, the Kiva, and the Anthropology-, Science-, and
Geology lecture Halls.
IV.

Summary
The activities of this Department in the Division of Extension
involved over 55,000 persons during the academic year 1965-66. This is a
slight increase over the previous academic year, but limited space for
Adult Educational Activities has caused a big drop in the number of
activities.
be kept.

There Is still a large public following and good will must

We will do the best we can to meet the increasing demand for

services to the community.

-19-
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Thel-e was an increased. l.nterest in Institutes anq short courses
during the past year.

Plans for some large institutes and

conferenc~s

for next year havD already begun. This Increase is occurring even
though many activities will h~ve tc:kbe scheduled off campus and at times
when the University Is not Iii session lind during vacation periods.
It is the Intention of this DiVIsion to continue to use available

facilities on weekends and ~urlhg vacatloh periods for as many continuing

adul~ education activities as space will allow. Such

a plan of action

Is necessary in 6rl:ter to keep up good pub! ic relations which are already
established.
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THE 1966 SUMMER SESSION
l.

Statistical Ana,lysis
The 1966 summer session closed with a total enrollment of 4882
This Is an increase of 166 students or 3.60% over the

students,

figure of 4616 students enrolled in 1965.

Enrollment figures in the

1966 graduate program showed an increase of 6.96% and the 1966 undergraduate enrollment was 5.17% above figures in 1965.
In the next chart, you get a picture of the enrollments during
the last seven years. The number of out-of-state and foreign students
shows a slight decrease even though we are making every effort to
encourage their attendance.

COMPARISONS OF ENROLLMENTS IN SUMMER SESSION
FOR THE LAST SEVEN YEARS - 1960-1966

Enrollments

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

Total
Men
Women
Home State
Out-Of-State
and Foreign
Undergraduate
Graduate

2560
1391
1169
2064

3049
1432
1617
2540

3191
1616
1575
2525

3519
1717
1802
2824

3743
1956
1787
2992

4616
1:317
2299
3917

4882
2478
2404
4249

496
1556
1004

509
1949
1100

666
1945
1246

695
2216
1303

751
2468
1275

699
3035
1581

633
3192
1690

The three graphs which follow are visual and depict enrollment
figures for the last seven years:
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Enrollment figures for the summers of 1957 through 1966 are listed
below with the percentage \)f resident and lido-resident students rioted as
well as the percentage of those who attended as graduate students.

Year

Total

1957
1958
1959

23~4
~2p3

1962

2560
3049
3191
3519
3743
4616
4882

196~

196
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

% Non-Res·tdent

%Resident

85.0
86.0
81.0
81.0
83.3

15.0
14.0
19.0
19.0
16.7
20.87
19.78
20.06
15.14
12.97

79·13

80.22
79.94
84.86
87.03

Graduate

% Graduate

608
749
824
1004
liOO
1246
1303
1275
1581
1690

30.98
32.09
36.41
39.2Z
36,08
39.05
37.83
34.06
34.25
34.62

The chart below shows a breakdown of enrollments by colleges:
COMPARISON OF 1966 SUMMER SESSION ENROLLMENTS BY COLLEGES

Women

Total

University
391
Arts and Sciences
368
Business Administration
97
Education
107
204
Engineering
Fine Arts
57
0
Nursing
Pharmacy
30
Graduate
907
Law
1
Non-Degree
.J.!§.

388
254
14
335
3
48
26
13
783
0
540

622
111
442
207
105
26
43
1690

2478

2404

4882

College

TOTALS:

Men

779

I

856

Enrollment figures for workshops and concentrated courses of three
weeks' duration or less are shown on the following chart:

-2'5-
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Length
of Workshop.

Total
Eoroi.twnt

Span J555 (Techniques of Language Lab)

2 weeks

23

Psych J417 {Progr~mmed Learning)

2 weeks

36

Speech J560 (Audio In Hearing Conservation}

2 weeks

20

El Ed T319 (Physical Education in the
Elementary School)

2 weeks

48

Sec Ed G429 (Vocational Edutatlcm)

2 weeks

34

Sec Ed G429 (Aero Space)

2 weeks

14

Sec Ed T429 (Radiological Monitoring
for Instructors)

2 weeks

8

Art Ed L429 (Painting in the Classroom)

2 weeks

;6

Ed Adm G529 (The Development and Administration of Federal Programs)

week

30

Ed Adm G429 (School Plant Problems)

week

34

Guld L429 (Guidance in the Elementary
School)

2· weeks

61

Guid L429 (Guidance for the Culturally
Disadvantaged)

2 weeks

40

Guld G429 (Special Education)

2 weeks

42

P. E. L529 (Facility Design in Physical
EducatIon)
·

2 weeks

43

Home Ec L429 (Working with Low Income
Families)

2 weeks

31

Mus Ed G429 {Music Workshop for Pre-School
Children)

2 weeks

54

Phil G429 (Aesthetics Institute)

1 week

16

P. E. 429 (Athletic Coaching)

I week

II

Guid J429 (Vocation Guidance Institute)

3 weeks

30

Title of Workshop
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The geo~raphical summary for the regular 1966 summer session is shown
In the chart that follows:
Geograehlc

Summat~

New Mei<ico
Other Stcites
Territories and Foreign
Countries
TOTALS:

~

l2.!!l

2100
316

2149
245

4249
561

~

__!Q

_.21:.

2478

2404

4882

!1ru:!.

In 1966 senior enrollment decreased from 599 in 1965 to 536; junior
enrollment increased from 494 in 1965 to 620; sophomore enr.ol lment
increased from 540 in 1965 to 799; and freshmen enrollment was 366 in 1965
and remained the same in 1966.

Non-Degree enrollments decreased from 941

In 1965 to 856.
Special effort was again put forth to attract high school graduates
to the University.

Special brochures were prepared and made available to

these graduates,
One significant statistic which definitely reveals the growth of the
1966 summer session is found in the Increase of total credit hours from
24,438 in 1965 to 26,130 In 1966, The full-time equivalent based on eight
credit hours in 1965 was 3,055, while In 1966 it was 3,266.
Again in 1966, the faculty salaries were based on 20% of the annual
salary, but the maximum was set at $2,600 instead of $2,400 as It was In
,.

1965.
II.~

The 1966 Summer Session employed 195 resident faculty members as

con~

trasted with 191 In 1965, and 53 qualified visiting professors; whereas,
we had 42 in 1965 to serve in the departments where outside help was
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HeeQed. The following were members of the Guest Faculty for the 1966
Sunmer Session:
L. Charles Bernardoni, flh •. D~, .Arizona State, Tempe, Arizona, Associate
Professor, Mankato State Teachers Co I lege, Mankato, Minnesota.
Richard M. Burnett, Associate Pirector of Personnel, Albuquerque Public
Schools, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Wesley Chamberlin, M.A., University of California at Los Angeles.
Teaching in San Francisco State College.
Wesley Childers, Ph.D,, University of Chicago,
Parsons College, Fairfield, Iowa,

Professor of Spanish,

Stephen H. Crandall, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
fessor of Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology,

Pro-

Phyllis J. Delano, Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia. Teaching Child
Development, Nursery School Education and General Psychology,
Centenary College for Women, Hackettstown, New Jersey.
Guy Duckworth, Ed,D,, Columbia University. Professor of Plano and Chairman of the Preparatory Plano Department, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois.
William Earl Fteld, Jr., Professor of Psychiatric Nursing, University of
Texas •.
Alice Frederick, M.A., University of California,
Orinda, California,

District Librarian,

James W. Gardner, M.A., University of North Carolina, Part-time
instructor In Literature, Extension Division, University of North
Carol ina,
Frank C. Gentry, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Professor of Mathematics,
College of the Pacific, Stockton, California.
Harold R. Goff, M.A., University of New Mexico.
High School, Albuquerque, New Mexico,

Principal, Grant Junior

Gloria Griffin, Graduate Assistant in Education, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois.
Burton Henry, Ph.D., University of Southern California,
Education, Los Angeles State College,

Professor of

Fred T. Hinger, M.A., Colorado State, Greeley, Colorado, Director of
Physical Education and Recreation, State Department of Education,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Edwin J. Holbrook, Teaching In Santa Domingo School, Algodones, New Mexico.
Mildred Hoyt, Ph.D., Stahford University, Teaching Old Dominion College,
Norfolk; Virgitila.
Jim Hughey, Ph.D., Purdue University, Teaching Assistant, Purdue
University.
Harold E. Kenney, Ed.D., George Peabody College for Teachers. Asslstant
Dean, College of Physical Education, University of Illinois.
Lloyd E. Lamb, Ph.D., Purdue University.
Medical School.

Audioligist, Louisiana State

Jean Legant, Ph.D., University of New Mexico.
Elementary School.

Teaching In La Luz

Y. K. Liu, Ph.D,, Stanford University. Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, University of Illinois.
John Logan, M.A., University of Iowa. Teacher, Lecturer and Writer.
Teaching San Francisco State College.
Camille McRae, Guidance Consultant, Albuquerque Public Schools,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Philip A. Macklin, Ph.D., Columbia University.
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio,
Leonard Metzger, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.
Sociology, Vassar College,

Professor of Physics,
Assistant Professor of

Harold D. Meyer, L.H.D., Catawba University, Salisbury, North Carolina.
Chairman of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, University
of North Carolina.
Ross

w. 11iller, M.A., Auburn University. Assistant Professor of
Education, West Georgia College.

Lawrence Mills, Ph.D., University of Iowa.
Art, Centra I Co liege, Pe i Ia, Iowa.

Chairman of the Department of

C. Preston Mitchell, Audio-Visual Consultant, Albuquerque Public Schools,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Mildred Morgan, Ph.D., University of Iowa. Consultant for the North
Carolina Council of Family Relations.
Albert Morris, M.A., Boston University. Professor and Chairman of
Sociology and Anthropology, Boston University,
John Narciso, Director, University Counseling Center and Professor of
Psychology, Trinity University, San Antonio, Texas.
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David Newhall 1 Ph.D,, Princeton University, Chairman, Department of
Phliosophy, Portland State College.
Walter G. D1 Donnell, Ph.D., Columbia University, New York,
Management, University of Massachusetts.

Professor of

Neal Osborn, Department of Biology, Southern Colorado State College,
Pueblo, Colorado,
Billy Patton, Director of Guidance, Albuquerque Public Schools,
Aibtiquerque, New Mexico,

Lynn ~lumlee, Ph.D., University of Chicago, Research and Testing Divi·
slon, Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Anthony Purley, Teaching In Laguna-Acoma Junior-Senior High School,
New Laguna, New Mexico.
Melvin Rader, Ph.D., University of Washington. Professor
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.

~f

Philosophy,

Lawrence Reck, Director, Audio Visual Center, Wisconsin State University,
Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
Masanobu Shinozuka; Ph.D., Columbia University.
Civil Engineering, Columbia University,

Associate Professor of

Robert J. Sickels, Ph.D,, Johns Hopkins University,
of Political Science, Purdue University.
Charles Smith, M.A., Colorado State College,
Schools, Denver, Colorado,

Associate Professor

Teaching In Denver Secondary

Dale M. Smith, Ph.D., Indiana University. Plant Taxonomist, University of
California, Santa Barbara, California.
Wallace Strevell, Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia University, Chairman
of the Department of Education and Administration, University of
Houston, Houston, Texas,
Frank Walker, Chairman of the Art Department, Valley High School,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Jean Warren, Ph.D., Cornell University,_ Retired Professor from Cornell
University.
Drage Watson, Assistant Superintendent, Pupil Personnel S~rvlces,
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque, New 11exlco,
Robert H. White, Ph.D., University of Arizona. Teaching in Palo Verde
High School, Tucson, Arizona,
J.D. Whittington, Teaching in Lovington High School, Lovington, New
Mexico.
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William Wright, Ed,D.; Colorado State Teachers College, Greeley,
Colorado. Principal, Albuquerque High School, Albuquerque, New
Mexico;
Gordon Zich, M.A., Wisconsin State University, Superior, lnsconsin,
Teaching Assistant, University of Illinois.
Ill.

Special~

The program of special events, Summer Fare, 1966 Summer Session,
was especially wed received .. The attendance at these events increased
over 1965 With 19,885 people attending, compared to 19,805 people
attending in 1965.

This is an increase of 80 people.

proved entertaining as well as educational,

These events

The following are

considered worthy of note:
A.

lectures

~ ~ ~

These lectures were held on the patio in front of the Administration
Building and were exceptionally well attended considering the unusual
poor weather conditions with a total of 5,800 peopl.e,
~

ll.lli

Se_eaker

June 27
July 11

"Survival in a Divided ~/orld"
"Impact of Leisure on the American
Society"
"London"
"Poetry and the Poet"
"Interpretation of Democracy"
"Latin America"-The Power Unknown"

John Furbay

July 18
July 25
Aug. I
Aug. 8

Harold

Attendance

Me~'er

Musical

950

goo

.\·1, E. Gowan

John Logan
David Newhall
Don Bolt

TOTAL ATTENDANCE:
B.

I 100

950
1100

J!.QQ
5800

~

The University of New 11exico Band; under the direction of James
Whitlow, held two summer concerts on July 13 and August 3.

Dr. Kurt

Frederick presented the UNM Orchestra in a Chamber Orchestra on July 23,
and a Summer Orchestra on August 5. Attendance at the several musical
events

vtas

approximately 1100.
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C.

Special Attractions
The Special Attractions, arranged by the Union Activities Director,
were very welt received f:ly the students and the public.
Attendance

Attraction
July
July
July
July
Aug.

6

7
21
28
1

Summer Fare Rock 1 n Roll Dance
Folk Thing I I I
Hootenanny
Larry Rehling Puppet Show
Patio Dance
TOTAL:

280
780
1200
600
.2lQ
3190

o.~

The movies, arranged for by the Union Activities Director, were
presented in the Union Ballroom. The movies were well attended,
particularly by young people. The following were the movies
presented:
Attendance

~

~

Film Fare
July 1
July 8
July 15
July 22
July 29
August 5
August 12

"Flower Drum Song 11
''Take Her She's Mine"
11
Fa I 1 of the Roman Emp i re 11
"Guys and Dolls"
11
Gone are the Days"
"Meln Kampf"
"Seven Faces of Dr. Lao"

366
255
339
372
183
458
380

"Mae West -- She Done Him Wrong''
Seven Brides for Seven Brothers"
lvanhoe11
"Mark of Zorro"
"War of the Worlds"
11Quo Vadis 11

196
389
402
316
385
362

1
'Lazorlllo 11 (Spanish)
"Hiroshima Man Amour" (French)
"Ballad of a Soldier" (U.s.s.R.)
"Joan of ~he Angels 11 (Pol ish}
"Two Women" (I tal ian)

280
371
363
220

Film Classics
July 5
July 12
July 19
July 26
August 2
August 9

'1
11

Fore isn Films
July 7
July 14
July 28
August 4
August II
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Recreational

-
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Swimming££~

The summer's swimming program was under the direction of Mr.
Robert K. Barney.

Recreational swimming was enjoyed by 5005 Individuals

during the summer. Although the 100 swimmer limit was reached at only
ohe time during tha entire summer program, a speedy remedy was found and
instrumented.

Waiting swimmers were admitted into the pool immediately

replacing those who had been there for quite some time.

However, Mr.

Barney recommended that in future summer sessions it perhaps might be
well to consider a time interval, sometime in the late afternoon, during
which only adults can swim.

This adult swim will serve two important

(I) Youngsters will be eliminated from swimming during or near

needs.

supper meal time.

(2) Adults could enjoy a refreshing swim after a day 1 s

work without being harassed by the play of the younger people.
F.

Swimming

!£r Children

An enrollment of 115 children, as compared with 107 In 1965,
participated in the six swimming classes taught under the supervision
of Jean Brown and Elaine Lane.

Classes in beginning, advanced beginning,

intermediate, and junior lifesaving were held.
full eight-week session.

Each class lasted for a

The participants were all children of

University employees and students.
G.

~Sports Fitness~

A selected group of 97 boys and girls, ages 9 through 13, took part
in a program of sports-fitness at the University of New Mexico this
summer.

The emphasis of this program was upon sports and fitness under

the supervision of six specialists who helped the boys and girls understand and develop the key elements in motor performance,

Expert

Instruction in the following areas of sports-fitness education were

..

7:10
offered:

physique, organic capacity, motor efficiency, performance,

understanding, self-control, and motivation for endurance.

A four-day

trip to the Pecos Wilderness was included in the program.

The program

was directed by Professor W. A, Bynum from June 27 to August 19.
H.

Children's Adventures

ill Education

The children's program had a total attendance of 1,532 children,
children's activities were conducted in the Carlisle Gymnasium.

The

The

children were organized into groups--some meeting in mornings, some in
afternoons, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, from July 6 to August ·16.
The activities included field trips, movies, arts and crafts, story hours,
and musical programs.

The enthusiastic reception of this program should

insure its continuation but due to lack of facilities and staff the program should be curtailed to Include the children of staff, faculty, and
students only,
I,

fu:!.f2!:.

Children

The Department of Art Education again sponsored two classes for
children taught under the supervision of Ruth Ann Dutton.

One class was

for 7 and 8 year olds, and the other class included children 9, 10, and
11 years old, with a limit of 20 children in each class.
J.

£.l!ili! ~ ln

~rchaeology ~

Ethnology

The summer Field School of the Department of Anthropology, under the
direction of Dr. Florence Hawley Ellls,was conducted at the site of the
Ghost Ranch, northwest of Abiquiu, New Mexico.

Forty-five students were

enrolled in the session.
K,

~

.fu!.lli

Festival

The sixteenth annual Junior High School Division of the Summer Music
Festival was held from June 12 to June 18, 1966, under the direction of

~

Professor Dale Kempter.

The division of the high school students was held

at the D. H. Lawrence Ranch in Taos, New Mexico.

The Southwestern Music

Ranch scheduled two divisions from August 7 to 13, 1966. The Senior High
Band Division met from August 4 to 20, followed by the Choral-Orchestra

7 to 13.

Division from August
L.

New~

The New

Bookmen Exhibit

Me~lco

Bookmen's Association held its annual exhibit of books

and teaching materials on the campus June 30 and July I, 1966,

Five

different companies were represented.
M.

Radiation Biology Institutes
The University of New Mexico, the National Science Foundation, and

the Atomic Energy Commission conducted a Summer Science Institute from
June 27 to August 19, 1966. A new Field Botany Institute for Secondary
School Teachers was held in Taos at the Lawrence Ranch.
teachers attended,

Twenty-six

The Institute for College Teachers was open to 17

college teachers of biology which was a concentrated review of mathematics,
physics, and biology.

These Institutes were under the direction of

Dr. Loren Potter.

Wm.

N.

Dr.

c.·Martln directed the Field eotany Institute.

Mathematics Institute
The Department of Mathematics of the University of New Mexico in

cooperation with the National Science Foundation offered a Mathematics
Institute for High School and Junior High School Teachers from June 27 to
August 19, 1966 under the direction of Dr. Merle Mitchell.

Many of the

participants in the 1963, 1964, 1965 Institutes were invited to return.

o.

~English

Institute

Under the provislons of Title XI, National Defense Education Act
Amendments, The University of New Mexico entered into a contract with the
U.

s.

Office of Education for the conduction of a 1966 Summer Institute
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for secondary teachers of English.

This Institute was held

to August 19 under the direction of Dr. Peter Prouse.
teachers attended the Institute.

from

June 27

A total of 40

Special lectures and various social and

cultural events augmented the basic program.
P.

~Processing

The third class of the i4-month technical program in administrative
data processing commenced its training at the start of the regular summer
session, 1966.

this

pr~gram Is under the direction of the College of

Business Administration, and it Is further described under the Annual
Report of the Data Processing Center.
Q.

~

Engineering Institute

The Department of Civil Engineering of the University of New Mexico
In cooperation with the National Science Foundation held a Summer
Institute for college teachers of structural engineering and applied
mechanics during the regular summer session, June 20-August 12.

Pref-

erence was given to teachers who, In the opinion of the staff, were most
benefited as college teachers of engineering,
R.

~

Institute

In cooperation with the tJ.

s. Office of Education under provisions of

Title XI, National Defense Education Act as amended, an Institute for
Educational Media Supervisors was held from June 27 to August 19 under the
direction of Dr. Peter Helfert in the University of New Mexico's new
Instructional Materials Center.

The Instructional components of the

summer program included approximately 48 contact hours In audio-visual
materials and techniques, 48 hours In materials preparation and production,
24 hours in audio-visual services and administration, and 24 hours In
specialized learning theory and programmed ins.truction.
qualified students were Involved in this Institute.
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S.

Disadvantaged~~

Children

An fnstitute for Advanceti Study for Teachers and Supervisors of
Disadvantaged Pueblo Indian Children authorized and funded under the
National Defense Education Act; Title XI directed by Dr. LeRoy Condie
was held from June 20 to July 29.

The major activities for the 37

enrolled In this Institute included observation and practice teaching of
a classroom of Pueblo children.

A number of field trips were made

ihcludlng visits to New Mexico Pueblo villages and the Institute of
American Indian Arts at Santa Fe.
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SERVICE

Audio-Visual Center
Equipment, materials, and services were provided by the AudioVisual Center to all the academic departments of the University during
the reporting period,

Supported by statistics to be given, Indications

are that the center Is effectively serving the purposes for which it is
organized .ahd also an indication that members of the University faculty
are making more use of audio-visual aids in their teaching.
On-campus service, day and night, seven days a week, to the various
departments, the non-credit program, conferences, and institutes,
programs directly associated with the University, such as the Child
Guidance Center,

Dente:~!

Program, CIVIl Oefense, VISTA, and the Peace

Corps, shows a total of 3697 hours of use for all audio-visual aids.
This is an increase of 9% over last year's. total.

A breakdown of the

number of hours each type of equipment was used is given below:
Type of Equipment

16 mm Projectors
Overhead Projectors
2x2 Projectors
Tape Recorders
Opaque Projectors
Record Players
3kx4 Projectors
P.A. System
MP3 Polaroid Camera

1964-65

1965-66

1395

1575
424
416
186
153

375

368
159
196
221
317

&Copy

Stand

57
305

249

328
78
288

As indicated by these figures, the most widely-used audio-visual
material Is the 16 mm sound motion picture film,
A total of 1752 educational films were shown during the year, an
increase of 11.52% over last year.

Of these, 1575, as contrasted with

1069 in 1964-65, were rented or borrowed through this office from outs Ide agencies.
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The following two charts show the increases in Audio .. l{isual Center
activities over the last five years:
HOURS OF USE FOR ALL AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS
- - - -(ExceptYITms)
-

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1550 hrs.

2465 hrs.

2925 hrs.

3393 hrs.

3697 hrs.

5.23%

59l03%

18.66%

16%

9%

~

.Q£ FILMS USED

1962

.!.221

1964

1965

1966

1038

1379

1462

1511

1752

12.45"!.

32.85"!.

6%

7.5"!.

11.52%

The graphs on the fqllowiog page illustrate the above charts
more dramatically, particularly in showing the continued increase In
services since. 1962,
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HOURS

OF u'sE: bF All AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 1962-66
(Except Films)

3700
3600
3500
3400
3300
3200
'
3100
/
3000
v
2900
/
2800
7
2700
7
2600
/
2500
/
2400
2300
f
2200
/
2100
/
2000
7
/
1900
1800
7
/
1700
1600 7
1500 .,_-·
1962
1963
1964

./' 3697
/
/

....

/

/

...

1966

1965

NUMBER OF FILMS USED 1962-66

1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
7
1000 V"
1962

L...---

~-

---

1752

7
/

1963

I964

I 965

I966

,,

The foilowlng materials were acquired:
four filmstrips and twelve long-play records.

-

Eighteeh 16 mm sound films,
The following equipment

was purchased:
Three 16 !Jirn projectors.,
FoOr 35 mm strip-slide projectors,
TwO overhead projectors,
Four projection screens,
Two opaque projectors,
One tape recorder,
Tw6 record players,
One porta sound,
One filmstrip cabinet, and
Numerous projection lamps, replacement parts, and graphic
supplies.
The film library has been designated a film depository for NASA and
UNESCO films which accounts for six of the previously mentioned 16 mm
films.

As a film depository the UNM film library can further serve the

University and the community.

Another film <!C(:Juisitlon is., Campus

Cressroads, a film done by Dean Springer .of the Graduate Office.
A mimeographed film catalog was distributed to all departments on
campus during the second semester,

This was a revision of an earlier

catalog and consisted of 60 pages,

All films, filmstrips, slides,

recordings, and tapes are l.lsted with brief descriptions.
DurIng the past year, seven s.tudents were emp Joyed on a part-t !me
basis, for orderlng 1 scheduling and showing films, operation, and
maintenance of equipment, and care of materials.
was employed through the work-study program.
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TAOS COUNTY PROPERTIES
1.

Harwood Foundation
A.

The Harwood Advisory Board:
Dr. Harold 0. Ried. • •
• The University of
Car I Paak • • • • • • , •
The UnIVersity of
Doe I Reed, President. ,
• • • , • • • Taos,
Mrs. George Reynolds • • • • , • • • • • • ,Taos;
Tom Humphreys • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Taos,
Paul Keith • • • • • • , • • • • • . • • • • • Taos,.
Milford Greer, • • •
• ,Taos,
Mrs. Joe A. Sanchez • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • Taos,

B.

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Personnel of the Harwood. Foundation:
Mrs. Toni Tarleton • • • • , ••• , • Directo .. and
firs. Kathleen Dicus • • • • • • • • • • • Part-time
Mrs. Jean Brooks. , • • • • • • • • • • • Part-time
Luciano Sisneros • , •• , •
• ••••••••

C.

Librarian
Secretary
Librarian
C!Jstodian

Oates of Regular Meetings of the Harwood Advisory Board:
S.econd Friday in January, April, July, and October.
meetings on call,

D.

Mexico
Mex l co
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

Special

Physical Plant:
I.

Outside Maintenance
a,

Roofing:
Put; roofing on Degen House. Mopped roofs of
Apartments I, 2, 3, and 4, with tar.

b.

Miscellaneous:
Plastered garden walls. Patched up fire walls around
building. Painted windows and doors outside on south
side. Plastered porch on front of Apartment 3, Bu II t
screen door for Apartment 2 and window .screen for
Apartment 3. Repaired a I I window screens and doors of
entire plant. Repaired the landing of sun porch of
Apartment 3. Dug-blocked up sewer line during freeze.
Shovelled snow many times during the winter. Plastered
chimney on Apartment 2. Patched fire walls on Apartment
8. Cleaned up front and back yards in the spring, pruned
trees, etc. Repaired the landing of Apartment 9 and the
steps of same. Repaired patio lights.
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2.

Inside Maintenance
a.

Installed traverse rods on which to hang new blackout
curtains at rear of Hain Gallery. Repaired three
switches. Installed new drain board in kitchen of
Apartment 6, Plastered fireplaces in Apartment 3 and
4. Repalrjd mahy chairs and replaced several leather
seats comp etely. Thoroughly cleaned cook stove in
Apartment lj.; Replaced heater in Apartment 3. Helped
get Small Gallery ready for Christmas Craft Show,
putting up tables, horses, screens, etc. Repaired piece
of flooring in rest room in Apartment 6 and installed new
sill; ReBuilt blackboard. Painted kitchen in main
building. Built bookshelves in Apartment 7 for storage
of library books. Painted new bookshelves installed in
library. Scrubbed and waxed floors in Main Gallery,
Small Gallery, Library, Art Nook, and Community Room
severa I t fmes during year. Pain ted I iv ing room in
Apar.tment 3. Did spring cleaning i.n Library and entire
first floor, scrubbing vigas, etc. Oiled floor in·
Library and Community Rooms. Removed heater and pipes
and replastered holes; in Bookmobile Office. Cleaned
both furnaces before heating was turned on in fall.
Made many trips to vi.t lage dump. Picked up books and
magazines from donors. Picked up mail daily and mailed
books, etc. Picked up books from Taos Book Shop, also
Taos newspapers twice weekly,

11.

Activities
A.

Galleries:
Exhibits in galleries are open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. from
Monday through Saturday.
Most Important Events. Scheduled in Gallery and Harwood Room
1965
July 11Aug. 10
July 10,20,21
July 29
Aug. 15
Aug. 24
Sept. 5
Sept. 28

Oct. 9
Oct. 11
Oct. 18, 19,
& 20

Opening of THE IDEA OF FOLK ART from Folk
Art Museum, Santa Fe, with reception
Eye Clinic under auspices of the Welfare Department
Welfare Department meetings
Meeting of the War Mothers
Custodial Workshop under auspices of U.N.M.
Ranchitos Community Meeting
"An Evening with Frieda Lawrence,'' taped BritiSh
Broadcasting Company broadcast--admission
charged for benefit of Book Fund
Committee for the Aged - meeting
Friends of Taos Valley- meeting
Employment Security Commission - Appeals
Tribunal

l-

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

18
25-31
27
5

Nov. 8
Nov. 10
Nov. 23
Nov. 27 Dec. 21
Dec. 6
Dec.

10-18

Dec,

18

Dec. 22
Dec. 30
~
Jan. I 1
Jan. 13
Jan. 21

Jan. 23
Jan. 30
Feb. 15

& 22

March I, 15,
22, & 29

March 4
March 6
March

18

March 24
Apri I 5
April 17
Apri 1 19
April 21
April 22
Apri J 23

& 2~

720

Taos County Hear\: Association meeting
Taos Little Theatre rehearsals
Women 1 s Bowling Association meeting
All participants in the Custodial Workshop
held at the Lawrence Ranch visited the Harwood
and were shown the entire plant,. induding the
Degen House
Friends of Taos Val ley - meeting
Taos Travel Agency - showing of travel films
free t~ pub I ic
1
'The Titan" - film on Michelangelo - under
auspices of Harwood Advisory Board - benefit
Harwood Improvement fund
Opening of annual Christmas Craft Show with
Bake Sale - refreshments served
Lecture under auspices of Helene Wur1itzer
Foundation - "Primitive and Western Art" J. J. Brody, O.N.M.
Taos Little Theatre "" rehearsals for Christmas
program.
Taos Little Theatre Christmas Program - Los
Pastores - refreshments served
Taos Opera Guild Tea and Drawing for winner of
Oasburg picture donated by him for the benefit
of the Santa Fe Opera
Training Program under auspices of Welfare
Department - 40 people
Poetry Reading "" Robert Sward
Taos Office Training School Graduation
Film showing under auspices of Rogers Foundation
11
Th r.one of BI ood" - Japanese
Ranch i tos Community f1eet ing
Concert for Benefit of Harwood Improvement Fund Hector Garcia, Guitarist - Refreshments
Home Extension Meeting With instruction on
Medicare program
Home Extension meetings with instruction on
Medicare program
State Highway Department meetings
Opening of Baumann•Reed show from Museum of
New Mexico with reception - refreshments
Film showing under auspices of Rogers Foundation
11
Sound of Trumpets"
Teachers' Aid Program- graduation exercise~
Taos Garden Club Meeting with speaker and
demonstration
Annual Silver Tea Benefit for Book Fund
Home Extension meetings with Instruction on
Medicare program,
·
Meeting on Beautification
Film showing under auspices of Rogers Foundation
liTwo Daughters" ... India
Repub 1lean Central Committee Meeting
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April 29
May 3
May 7
May 12
May 26
May 27
June 3
June 5
June 10
June 14
June 20·24
June 26
June 29

State Hig~way Departmer:it meetings
Program entitled "Exploring the Arts"
sponsored jointly by T.A.A. and Crossroads
Taos (Wurl itzer Foundation)
ProgPain 'of slides with commentary "This Was
Ta6s' 1 by Joe Mazzu lla of Denver • Benefit 9f
Harwood Book Fund
Film showing under sponsorship_ of Ministerial
Alliance
Taos Little Theatre Annual Meeting with
l1orkshop • refreshments
Film showing with lecture on making of color
woodblocks - Domjan - benefit of
Harwood Jmpr_ovement Fund
Northern Regional Library Association Board
meeting
Northern New Mexico Burial and Memorial Society
meeting
Taos County Historical society Annual Meeting •
film showing and lecture
Friends of Taos Valley annual meeting
Dr. Alexander's Aesthetic Institute
Taos Little Theatre's presentation of "The
Man Who Married a Dumb Wife" - benefit of
Ta_os Ope_ra Guild - refreshmentsNorthern N.M. Burial and Memorial Society meeting

Regularly Scheduled Events in Gallery and Harwood Room
Every second Tuesday
Every second Wednesday
Every Thursday
First Friday
Fourth Friday
Every second Friday
Every Saturday

Disabled American Veterans
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Alcoholics Anonymous
American Federation of Teachers
Taos CountY Historical Society
Women's Auxi llary V.F.~i.
French classes

Additions to Harwood Permanent Collection
A piece of sculpture (in ultracal) entitled "Taos Deer
Dance" by Hans Kastler, valued at $600.00.

A piece of sculpture entitled "Head of D. H. Lawrence'' by
Ida Rauh, and valued at $700.00,

A piece of sculpture entitled "Head of Mary Austin;; by
Ida Rauh, valued at $500,00.
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Ill.

Library
A.

Hours:
10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m., Mohday through Friday.
10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Saturday.
C.l osed sunday.

B.

Employees:
Two part-time in Main Library: Toni Tarleton and Jean Brooks,
with assistance from the secretary, Kathleen Dicus.

C.

Circulation:

- • . • ·• •• -~ • • • • • 25,980

1965-1966 •••
D.

Books Given to Library:

1965-1966 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 652

Total volumes in library as of June 1966 •• • •• 15,510
E.

Other Gifts to Library for Harwood Foundation Book .Fund:
Cash d~nations and money raising projects,
including fln~s and rentals • • • • • • • • • $ 1,527.76
Received from Village of Taoschildren 1 s books to value of • • • • • • • • $
400.00
Received from State Library Extension
Matching Funds ••• , • , • • • • • • • , .$
200.00

F.

Books Access i.oned:

1965-1966 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Amount spent on books and bindings
Amount spent on periodicals • • • • •

. ..

..

• • • 1,014
$ I ,634.49

.$

181.40

G.

Subscriptions to Weekly and Monthly Periodicals: • , • 7'l

H.

Nat lanai Llbrary vleet<:
Active participation. Posters placed in town. Bookmarks
placed in all books checked out during two-week period.
Publicity In local newspaper and on radio. Open house with
silver tea for benefit of Book Fund.

1.

Number of Registered Borrowers: • • • • • •

• 3,200

Many books Were borrowed on Inter-Library Loans.
76 eards Issued to temporary visitors.

There were

Standing Library Committee was active and met at intervals.
Dr. Henry A. S<~uerwein; Chairman.
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IV,

Rentals:
Apartments • , • • _ ,

V.

Utilities

• • • • • • • $ 3,582.50

i

...

Electr If 1ty
- • • •
•$ 597.91
Water -and Sewer , • • L
• •
..$ 327.54
Telephone • ~ ••
l
218.23
• ' '
• .$
Gas ·(Propane) ••
• l ••
' • • • • • • • • • $ 1,367.40
Garbage Disposal • ' • J, • • • • • • • • ~ • • ·• $
60.00
VI.

The .Degen PropeH:y
tHe Degen Property continues to be leased to Mr. Doh Blair
for the Blair Art Galleries.

Vfl.

D. H. Lawrence Ranch
The Ranch continues to be used .by faculty, staff, and alumni for
camping and relax13tlon. At the present time there are four types of
lodging availablel

4 double cottages, 3 single cottages have been

added giving us i4 sIngle cottages, 2 Pallas huts, and 4 camps ltes.
A small rental fee is charged for use of these facilities.

During the

1965-66 year, 312 app I Icants made reservations for use of the
facilities.

This involved 1,028 adults and 520 children as compared

with 102 applicants including 202 adults and 137 children during the
1964-65 year.

In add It ion to these app I !.cants, some reservations were

scheduled directly at the Ranch if facilities were available.
Besides personal use by faculty, staff; and alumni, the Ranch
was the site for the following activities:
Civil Engineering Recreational Trip
N.D.E.A. One-Day Trip
Band Clinic
UNM Custodian Workshop
Fraternity Council
Biology Field Trip
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July 10, 1965
August 1965
August 8·20,1965
August 22-24, 1965
October 9 & 10, 1965
October 16, i965

Superintehdent/Foreman Meeting
Alumni Ass()cl<itlbn
·
Management Training Ptogram
Philosophy Institute
Field Botany lnsi:l.tute

November ~6; 1~65
May 13-15, 1966
June 5•ll, 1966
June ~0-24, 1966
June 27-August 5, 1966

Future Activities Planned:
Southweste.rn ~\IS
Ranch
State Surplus Prope~ty Meeting
State HighWay Meeting
Alurinii Assbclation
Fiel9 Botimy Institute
Anthropology Field Session
t1us ic Clinic
Custodian Workshop

lc

August 7-20, 1966
September 28-31, 1966
October 7-.8; 1966
May 12-14, 1967
June.-August, 1967
June-August., 1967
August 6•26, 1967
August 27-29, 1967

The D•.H•. Lawrence- Writing Feltowship was awarded to Mr;
Robert Sward in the summer of 1966.

....
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THE DENTAL .ASSISTING PROGRAM
General Information
With the start of the sixth year of the Program, students registered
as dental assistants were full-time University students by virtue of an
increase in credit courses required of them.

Rather than 11 credit hours

as offered previously, the students carried 20 credit hours.

This change

showed two immediate effects:
I.
2.

More academically-minded students have shown an interest in
the Program;
Students enrolled have all the privileges of their peers in
the student body, .giving them more of a sense of belonging to
the University community.

Financial SUpport
As in the previous year, the

D~ntal

Assisting Program was supported

during 1965-66 .by two sources of funds:
I.
2.

The .Vocational .Education Division of the New Mexico Department
of Education;
The Division of Dental Public Health and Resources of the
United States Public Health Services which purchases information
regarding enrolled and graduated students on a contract basis.

Admissions Procedures
Effective with the class entering In September; 1966, students
admitted to the Oental Assisting Program will qualify on the basis of
ACT test scores only.
selection.

No special tests will be given for purposes of

Within the first month of the school year, a battery of tests

will be given to supply

pre~training

aptitude Information to the Public

Health Service. This battery includes:
1. Johnson-O'Connor finger dexterity test;
2. JohhsonJO'Connor tweezer test;
3. Iowa Test of Educational Development;
4. Thurston Temperament Test;
5. School and College Ability l'est;
6. Cooperative English Test,
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Academic Aspects
To date the curriculum in Dental Assisting has been rigid with no
elective courses offered.

There is little re>o.m for flexibility in a

two-semester educat.ional program.

However, to give the student some

choice, the faculty has suggested that each student may choose one of
the following freshman level courses as part of her curriculum:
Psychology 101
Sociology 101
Speech 101
It is felt the Ideal would be to Include all the above-mentioned
courses in the required curriculum.

Since time will not permit this,

the individual student may .make the decis.ion as to which will be most
valuable to her.
Statistics of Dental Assisting Program
~

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

.Number of
Aeel icants

Students
Acceeted

34
32
26
25
32
26

15

6

_Students Receiving
Certificates

Number Presentl:t Emelo:ted

10

8

17
9
6
10

12
7
6

3
3
4

8

4
7

3

Facult:t and Staff
Miss M. louise duFault, assistant. to the director of the Dental
Hygiene Program, who j<:lined the University faculty in September, 1965;
has

speo~

a portion of her time teaching in the Dental Assisting Program.

Miss duFault had spent two years, 1962 and 1963, with the Dental Division
of New Mexico Department o.f Pub! ic Health as a dental hygiene consultant
and the school year, 1964, with the Melrose Park School System ·fn
Melrose Park, Massachusetts.
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Faculty.and StaT.f (Continued)
Mrs. Kenneth Thom resigned as secretary of the Penta! Program in
September,

1~65,

to inal<e her home In Siilnta Fe.

He.r replacement is

Mrs, David Weig.
Mrs. Doris l~eber is no IDnger teaching in ~lie: Oentai Assisting
Program.
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GREAT DECISIONS PROGRAM
The Great Decisions Program .is sponsored by the Foreign Polley
Association which is a nationwide adult educational agency serving the
American people through their own org,;nizations and groups in their own
communities.

It is nonpartisan.

It takes no sta.nd on political Issues

but works for the traditional American goals. Adult groups are formed in
the community and usually meet In the various homes.

Groups .consist of

ten to fifteen people who spend one evening a week for eight weeks in
group discussion oil vital questions of national and International interest.
The DiVIsion of Extension acts as a clearing house for reading
materials on the topics which are selected for discussion
I

.

ea~h

year,

It

I

·

must be said that tl'lls Division works largely with communities outside of
Albuquerque because there is a local Gr.eat Decis iohs .Committee.
The topics which were on the dlscussion schedule follow:
I•

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Struggle for Vietnam:
What Stakes; What Options for the U.S.?
Israel in the Arab ~/orld:
Is Peace Possible?
Western Europe and the U.S.:
End of the Atlantic Alliance?
Sub-Saharan Africa:
Can Stab i I i ty Be Achieved,?
Russia After Khrushchev:
Does Coexistence Have a Future?
Japan Resurgent:
What Kind of Ally?
Latin America and the u.s.
Hill the lnter-Amer lean System Work?
Making Foreign Pol icy in a Nuclear Age:
Can the u.s. Meet the Challenges?

February 6
February 13
February 20
February 27
March 6
March 13
March 20
March 27

A total of 1,138 Fact Sheet Kits were requested by various people in
the State.

Communities represented In the discussion program were

Albuquerque, Silver City, los Alamos, Eunice, Las Cruces, Farmington,
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Rosw!;lll, Car.lsbad, Santa Fe, Deming, Gran.ts, Aztec, Clovis, Portales,
Gallup, .Estancia, Hurley, and Las Vegas,
Advance not lee on the discuss ion topics for 1967 has a 1ready !>een
sent to. interested people in the state,
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CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAM

The tontract Branch, Office of Civil Defense, Department of the
Army, soilelted a pi"bposa1 from l'he University of New Mexico for the
conduct of the clvt1 .Defense University Extension Program for FY66
on Narch 4, 1965. The University submitted the proposal on March
18, 1965, based upon the \\'Ork requirements previously submitted to
the University by the New Mexico Office of Civil and Defense Moblllza•
tlon. These requirements were; 18 Conferences. 4 Radiological
Monitoring Instructor Courses, f Shelter Management Instructor Course,
12 Shelter Manager Courses, I Civil Defense Hanagement Course and
Radiologic~)

Defense Officer course. The amount of the original

proposa I was $77,000 and a contract was s lgned for tttat_ .aJilOUnt by
the University on June 7, 1965, and by the Contract Branch on June
30, 1965.

All work under the contract was to be completed by June

30, 1966.

Personnel and Administration
Changes In personnel during the FY66 contract year were as
follows:
Mr. John w. Benton was appointed Assistant Director on July t,
1965.
Mrs. \1Jihelmlna Kessel resigned as Secretary, and Mrs. Louise
Laval \~as hired for the position on January 20, 1966.
Mr. Donald N. Lange resigned on June 30, 1966 and Mr. Salvatore
J. Tedesco was ~ppolnted Assistant Director on June J, 1966.
As of Juna 30, 1966 permanent fu11•tlme staff personnel angaged
In the program and their employment dates were:
Verla T. Simpkins, Director
John D. Giesler, Assistant Director
John W. Benton, Assistant Director
Salvatore J. Tedesco, Assistant Director
Louise 11. Laval, Secretary
-54--

June
June
July
June
Jan.

24, 1963
25, 1964
I, 1965

J, 1966

20, 1966

-
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Required Office of Civil Defense Staff College training at
Battle Creek, Michigan was attended by the following:
\iei'le To Simpkins
Plans and Operations
Plans and Operations
John

I
II

Benton
Civil Defense Management
Cfv I I Defense Management ~/orkshop
Plans and Operations I
Plans arid Operations 11
Shetter Management Instructor
Shelter Management Instructor
Workshop

July 18•23, 1966
July 25·30, 1966

~1.

July
Aug.
July
July
Aug.
Aug.

11·16, 1966
1•6, 1~66
18·23, 1966
25•30, 1966
15•20, 1966
29•Sept. 31 1966

John D. Giesler
Plans and Operations
Plans and Operations II
Radiological Defense Officer
Radiological Defense Officer
Workshop

July 18•23~ 1966
July 25•30, 1966
Aug. 22•27, 1966
Aug. 29•Sept. 3, 1966

Salvatore J. Tedesco
Cfv i I Defense 11anagement
Plans and Operations I
Plans and Operations II

June 5-lo, 1966
June 12•17, 1966
June 19•24, 1966

Office space for Program personnel Is stilt provided from
existing space .uti Hzed by the entire Exteaslon Division. Materl<il,
equipment and supplies are scattered about the campus In various
avai Jab le storage spaces.
Program ObJectives
The National objective of the University Extension Civil
Defense Program Is to materially Increase and help maintain the United
States• total Civil Defense effort by employing the resources of the
natlon 1 s state universities and land grant colleges, operating
through their Extension Services, under contract to the Office of
Civil Defense, by provfdlng Instruction for specific audiences.· ·More
specifically ln New Mexico, the program Is designed to extend certain
-55-
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national and state ctvi 1 defense training to communities With the
objective of Increasing the over a II civil defense operational
readiness of the state.
Program Operations
The OCD National Office establishes the poHcles .and admfnlstra"'
tive procedures and authorities for the program. ·The Training 'and
Education Office, Region V, OCD, Denton, Texas, provides technical
and administrative guidance In the day•to-day operaticms, .such as
consultation by OCD technical specialists; providing the University
with current OCO pcillcles,. plans, programs and operational procedures;
review and approval of conference content and design; and general
contract administration. All courses of Instruction. are conducted In
accordance with the Instructional material prepared by the Office or
Civil Defense Staff College.

Student materials, Instructor guides.

and course supp II es are furni.shed by the Government.
The State Civil Defense Office determines the training require•
ment to be placed upon the University in terms of number of con•
ferences and courses to be conducted during the contract year, and
works closely with the University in determining their location and
dates.

Recruiting of students and conferees Is a primary responst•

bll ity of the University but It evolves as a joint effort of the
University and Federal, State, and local Civil Defense officials.
The direct management and conduct of all courses and conferences Is
the sole responslbJHty of the University.
Followup on effective utilization of course graduates as
instructors In the field and exploitation of conference attendees

733
Is the responsibility of Civil Defense Officials.
Performance, FV 1965
Confereril::es and courses were conducted throughout the State
as fo 11 QWS!
Conferences
Place

Oa:tes

Nov.
Nov,
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

15

Attendance

Mora
Taos
Clayton
Mosquero
Tq.::umcari
Ft. Sumner
Portales
Deming
Lordsburg
los Lunas
Estancia
Bernalillo
Reserve
Chama
Carrizozo
Lovington
Socorro
Los Alamos (Industrial)

16

29
30
J
13
14
10
II

17
19

24

28 .
14
29
30
27
21

53
34
39
27

55

19
63

55
25'·.
60
28
39
48
23

59
51
31
122
831

Average Attendance:

46

Breakdown of attendance by city, town, and county representation
for

all~

Officials Conferences:

City or Town

County

Mora
Holman
Cleveland
\-lagon Mound
Ralnsvll te
Ocate
Buena Vista
Chacon
Las. Vegas
Ledoux

Hora
Mora
Mora
Mora
Mora
Nora
Mora
Mora
San !Hguel
Mora

Conference Attendance

25

6

7
7

I
I
I
2
I

...1
53
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Cit~

or Town

Conference Attendance

County

Taos
Ranchos de Taos
Santa Fe
Raton
El PraC!o

Taos
Taos
santa Fe
Colfax
Taos

Mosquero

~ardlng

26
4
2

1

..1.
34

25
...l

Roy

Harding

Clayton
FQlsom
Albuquerque
Gladstone

unlbn
Union
Bernalillo
Union

tucumcari
Logan
McAJister
Cameron

Q.uay
Quay
Q.uay
Q.uay
Quay

Portales
Elida
Dora
Floyd
Causey

Roosevelt
Roosevelt
Roosevelt
Roosevelt
Roosevelt

...1

Ft. Sumner
Taiban

De Baca
De Baca

..l

Deming
El Paso, Texas
Gage

Luna
El Paso
Luna

Estancia
Moriarty
Encino
~~~I lard
Mountainair
Tajique

Torrance
Torrance
Torranee
Torrance
Torrance
Torrance

Lordsburg
Animas

Hidalgo
Hidalgo

Q.u~:~y

27

34

3
I

..l
39

45
6

2
1

..l
?5
47

1

3
2.
63

18
19

51
2

..1.
55
15
6
2
l

3

...!.
28

-sa-

23
2

25

"'
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Bernal I 1Jo
Placitas
Santa Fe
Ponderosa
Albuquerque
Algodones

Sandoval
San~oval

32
2

Santa Fe
Sandoval
Bernalillo
Sandoval

I
2
1
'I

Reserve
Glenw6od
Datil
Quemado
Apache Creek
Pte Town
luna

Catron
Catron
Catron
Catron
Catron
Catron
Catron

Chama
Dulce

Rio Arriba
Rio Arrllla

Carrizozo
Ruidoso
Holly\'o'Ood
Mescalero
Ruidoso Downs
Corona
Picacho
Capitan
Hondo

Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln
Otero
Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln
lincoln

39
25

.6
6
4

3
2
2

48
2.0

..1
23

16

23
4
2
4
6

I
2

..J.
59

Lovington
Hobbs
Jal
Santa Fe
Eunice
Tatum
E!p.anola
Houston

Lea
Lea
!Aa
Santa Fe
Lea
Lea
Rto Arriba
Lea

Socorro
Albuquerque
Santa Fe
Magdalena

Socorro
Bernal! Jlo
Santa Fe
Socorro

los Lunas
Grants
t1ilan
Belen

Valencia
Valencia
Valencia
Valencia

26

14
1
2
5
I

I
I

5I
"·

27
2
I
I

3f
28
)0

5

14
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Bernal 11 to

Albuquerque

...l
60

Civil Defense Management Course
Dates

~

May 16•20

Albl.!querque

Enrolled

Certified
Graduates

Certified
Attended

22

17

5

Shelter Nanagement Instructor Course
~

Place

Enrolled

Certified
Graduates

Certified
Attended

October.4•9

Gal hlp

20

15

5

12
8

8
7
6
25

4

Shatter Management Courses
Taos
Sept. 16•18
Raton
Sept. 23-25
Las Vegas
Oct. 14•16
~JSMR
Nov. 4·6
Nov. 4-6
Las Cruces
Dec. 9-11 {day) Albuquerque
Dec. 9•11(nlght)Albuquerque
Deming
Jan. 13•15
Los Lunas
Jan. 27•29
Feb. 10•12
SJ lver Cl ty
Apr. 14-16
Clovis
Alamogordo
Apr. 27·28

.9

27
15
33

18
18

8
8
51

..2:1.
274

JJ

23

9

14

s

I

3
2
4
10
9

4

3

6
46

•2

..!12.

18

209

5

65

Radiological Monitoring Instructor Course
Oct.
Jan.
Feb.
June

11•22
Socorro
31•Feb. II Sliver City
28-Mar. II Gallup
13·24
Albuquerque

5

4

II
15

12

8

...!!

39

7

31

I

4
3
0

8

Radiological Defense Officer Course
Albuquerque

12

12

Evaluation
We have a more confident feel lng of success with our

confer~nces

this year than ln past years. By our standards, they ware very well
-60-
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attended, and we enjoyed a higher
in. attendance.

pe~centage

of public officials

This Is attributed to our method of recruiting.

\Je met with a selected group .of the "right" officials In each
community well In advance of the schedu.led conference date, sold
them on the. conference and Its objectives, provided them with a
suggested minimal invitation
their own way.

list~

and let them do the Inviting In

This approach gave the11,1,,&, feeling of participation

In our planning, and most importantly, gave them the responsibility
for having the people In attendance•
As usual, our evaluation of the degree to which we motivated
any community action Is limited somewhat to our observations during
and Immediately after each conference, while pacldog up to leave.
Generally, audience response was good and C:QI)llllents
nature•

~re

posJtlve In

As time goes by, we get a little feed•bacl< information from

the community through various channels, and the State Office of Civil
and Defense 11obillzation l<eeps us informed of their follow-up activities.
The following are some positive and concrete actions resulting from
our conferences In various communities:
Mora •

A representative from the local Community Actions
Committee was directed by the county commission to
attend our COM course.

Taos"'

The architect of a new school being constructed In
the community asked for and received Regional A & E
Consultant service on incorporating fallout shelter
specs In the plans.

Clayton •

A budget for CD activities was approved by the city
fathers. Plans are In the mill for modification of
city hall to meet EDC standards.
·

Nosquero -

A new Civil Defense Director was appointed.

Tucllfljcari •

An operations plan and program paper has been prepared.
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A. representative was. In attendance at our COM
course. .Plans are for· a budget ror a full time
dlrec:tor In FV 67.
Ft. Sumner ..

The <:ounty Is now In the n60611 program with an
operational plan and a program paper.

Portales ..

Increased activity In the RAMONT program (using our
Instructor graduates)

Deming ..

A Shelter Coordinator \~as appointed to assist the

local volunteer director.

dlre~to( was appointed for the eastern part of the
county to assist the county director.

los Lunas •

A

Estancia ..

A vbluhteer director was appointed and. he attended
our COM course•

i3erna1fllo-

A new director was appointed and he attended as much
of our CD/1 course as bl s regular Job would allow.

Reserve •

A county director was appointed and he attended our
tOM course. Medical self•help Is being conducted
county wide through the Home Ext5lr1Sion Servl.ce.

Chama •

A Bureau of Jndlan Affairs man and a representative
of the JlcariJla Apache Tribe attended our COM course.

Lovington •

A new director was appointed.

Our .Civil Defense Management Course Is considered to be one of
the year's hlghJights. Nany hours of

went Into the course,

p1•epara·~ion

and the efforts of the entire State OCDM staff contributed to a very
successful course.

It \'las very we11 attended

by

the 11rlghtil people,

most a11 of them elvll defense types, from many areas of the State.
The course was specifically tal lored to the New Nexico situation and
local community actions. We are satisfied that the 17 graduates of
this course now have the proper perspective of thelr responslbllftles
and a sound base of etvtl defense knowledge. This course should be a
"must" for everyone In the civil defense buGtness.
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SIGN IF ICANT PLANS AND RECOHMENDATl ONS

FOR

1966

Again this year, we are

~

1967

sub~dividing

this section into areas of

responsibility since certain specific recommendations will apply only
to particular sections.

As before, we do this so that we might devote

some attention to general plans and recommendations involving the entire
Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services.
In all of our efforts during the past thirteen years, we have
attempted to make the resources of the University available to all of the
citizens in th.is community as well as the State of New Mexico.

We. are

sincere in our feelJng that we have made much progress .In accomplishing
this objective.
(,

General Plans and Recommendations for the Entire Division:
A.

We need .additional office help

t~

Division. We intend to ask in the

adequately carry on the work of the
1967~68

fiscal year for another

assistant director and another clerk In our office.

We need this

help desperately ln an effort, not only to carry on the present work
of the Division, but to expand the various aspects of the workload.
B.

It Is again recommended that our assistant directors be given academic rank.

This is a common practice at other .universities, and it

would immeasurably improve the morale of the staff.
C.

It Is again recommended that efforts be continued to get the funds
necessary to build a Continuing Education Building.

This l.s a

common trend over the country In many universities, and again It
would give added impetus to varied adult education programs.
Increasingly, we are going to be limited in campus facilities and

..
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services,

This may result in curta.ilment of some of our community

adult programs.

It might be well to investigate the possibility of

money for a Continuing Education Building as coming from the Higher
Education FacilltiEis Act of i963•
If there is no poss ibllity of our getting a new facll ity for
Continuing Education, it Is

my

recommendation that we be allowed to

take .over the present Infirmary Building as soon as it is vacated.
Naturally, we are going to have some rP.modellng, but we have looked
the bui I ding ove.r and it might serve our purposes with modification.
D.

Since so many grants from the federal government are available, it
would seem appropriate to have someone versed in writing proposals
be employed at least part-time.

With so much money available, It is

too bad that the Division. of Extension does not, at

th~

present time,

have tir.1e to pursue some of the many grants available,
11.

Instructional Centers and Extension Classes:
A.

The possibility of awarding resid.ent credit for extension classes
taught by UNM campus faculty should be inaugurated,

B,

The Gallup Community College should be developed so that the
University gives lt more finanCial support with the idea in mind
that it will increase enrollments and become more of an integral
part of the University of New Mexico.

It may become a Junior College

as a branch of the University of New Mexico.
111.

Correspondence Division:
A.

As stated in our six past reports, we believe that the Correspondence
Division should be eniarged and improved to keep pace with NUEA
standards in the face of increased Interest and advancement in this
area of study throughout the world.

We especially need courses in
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Guidance, library Sclenee, and Sotlolo~y. tb mentidh a few for Which
we have the most requests.
B,

We do need more help In the general office, part of which could be
devoted to de\le.loping and improving the quality Of existing cour.ses,
trying to persuade the departments of the UnIversity to offer more
subjects, keeping up to date the availability of textbooks, and
writing more personal letters to present and prospective students.

c.

It is perhaps time to think about the possibility of developing the
Correspondence Divis ion so that it has some faculty as regular
members of the staff.

This is being done in any number of

institutions over the country.

The potential income for such

action is substantial,
IV.

Audio-Visual Center:
A.

From the first section of this annual report concerning our .AudioVIsual area, we recognize a fact. that tremendous progress has been
made in establishing a campus Audio-VIsual Center even though we
have been handicapped in buying materials because of budget limitations.

The continually increasing budgets have certainly helped us

to satisfy the various requests from colleges and departments for
audio-visual materials.

We do feel that we have made definite

strides in getting the various departments to recognize this
Division as the Audio-VIsual Center for the campus.
B.

Even though we are very proud of the training and reliability of our
student projectionists, the increased use of audio-visual aids by
the growing faculty at the University placed a near impossible load
on the more-than-average coverage during the heavy class hours of
the school day.

Some requests are not satisfied, simply because
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manpower is not available for taking care of the additional pressures
caused by this increased demand.

It is strongly recommended. that,

in view of the increasing use and demands for audio-visual service,

a full-time director of audio-visual services be employed, A
trained person in the media field could do much to upgrade and expand
the audio-visual services which in turn would upgrade instruction in
the classroom,

c.

lhe Audio-Visual Center is located In Room 207 of the Administration
Building.
1.

This is a small, unventilated room which serves as:

An office for audio-visual clerical work, I.e., correspondence
to film rental agencies, ordering and scheduling films,
receiving and shipping films, maintaining current catalog files
and facu I ty request files, et cetera;

2.

Stcrage space for some 625 16-mm films, 154 filmstrips, tapes,
slides, records, and graphic supplies, as well as replacement
parts, tubes, lamps, and tools for maintenance of equipment;

3,

Storage space for all equipment not being used by departments;

4,

Work room for graphic aids, i.e., copy stand and camera for
production of 32} .x 4 and 2 x 2 .slides, and the production of
overhead projectuals via the diazo process, lift process, and
thermofax method;

5.

Work room for the inspection, cleaning, and repairing of films;
as well as:

6.

A storage room for supplies. needed for other Extension Divis. ion
activities.

It is not difficult to appreciate the

serious~

f2r

additional

space to carry on adequately the activities of the AUdio-Visual
Center.
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V.

Conferences; IHstitutes, and Short Courses:

A.

As has been mentioned before, there is still a shortage of
facilities for conti.nuing adult education activiti.es.

As new

buildings are completed, larger enrollments of residence students
utilize the additional meeting room space provided.

The Division

of Extension is pressed with an ever increasing number of reqUI:!Sts
for facilities to hold .conferences of two to three days 1 duration
and for Seminars and Short. Courses that would meet different periods
each day for four to six weeks,

University personnel help instruct

in many of the continuing adult education programs and it is much
more convenient for them to have such programs convene in campus
facilities.
The Division will continue to utilize University facilities when not
in use by residence classes,

However, continuing adult education

requests make it necessary to secure space for some programs elsewhere,

It is felt that the University should be one of the leading

educational institutions endeavoring to help in t;he continuing
education of adults whether it be cultural or vocational in nature.
In order to do justice to the adult demands for this type of
education, a separate facility should be secured that could harbor
a 11 such offerings.

It shou 1d; a 1so, be one where continuing

education activities would have first priority and cou.ld be
ut i.l ized at a later period, when the programs expand, for only
continuing adult education .activities.

A facility of this nature

could be financed by income secured eaeh semester from already
established continuing adult education activities,
B,

There Is increased pressure from the Manpower Development and
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Training Act on institutions

of highe~

learning

to work in newly developed technical fields.

t~ ~e"t~~ln

adults

The Division has ~een

working with people connected with the training and will continue to
do so.

There havt:! been a few classes at the University of New Mexico

for adults who wish re-training, however, because space has not been
available.

Many classes could be developed through grants in aid

under the Manpower Development and Training Act if facll ities to
hold the re•training classes were avail_able.
C.

The pol icy of charging off-campus groups

and

organizations for use

of facilities for meeting places should continue.

This has tended

to cut down outside use .and made scheduling of regular University
courses much more flexible.
D.

The Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community

Servic~s

suggests, as .a matter of po 1 icy, that a 11 conferences, inst j tutes,
or snort courses which are contemplated by any college, department,
or individual connected with the University, be entered on a
calendar kept

by

the Division before

any

commitments are made,

Instances in the past have caused some embarrassment when more than
one activity was scheduled at the same time,

This Division should

act as a clearing house when any such activity is proposed,

The

experience which has been gained in management of conferences and
developing institutes, seminars, and short courses by the Division
may expedite matters and tend to develop better public,- staff, and
faculty relations.

In this regard, it is recommended that a room

scheduling pol icy be established for all facll ities on the campus
used for continuing adult educati.on activities and other events of a
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non-academic nature.

It is also recommended that a university

schedule of campus events be kept in the Division of Extension,
Summer Session, and Community Services,

At the present time, the

Divis.ion receives requests, from off-campus organizations, for
meeting room space.

A better control system for use of campus

facilities should be established and managed by the Division of
Extension because of use the Division itself makes on these
facilities.
E.

A brief summary of conferences, institutes, and short courses
already planned for the coming fiscal year follows:
Activity
Tax Commission School
Forensic Clas.s
Experimental Design
Cheerleaders' Workshop
National University Extension Association's
Annual Meeting
306th Civil Affairs Group
Coaches' Clinic
Soil Conservation Society
French Students' Seminar
Officials' Clinic
Custodial Workshop
Yearbook Seminar
~/orkshop for Heart Associ at ion
American Institute of Banking I
American Institute of Banking II
American Institute of Banking Ill
American Institute of Banking IV.
Dental Faculty Seminar
Civil Defense Class
Medical Office Assistants' Class
L.U.T,C. Course, Part I
L.U.T,C. Course, Part II
C.L.U. Course, Part I
C.L.U. Course, Part II
National Secretaries' Course
Eng ineer-1 n-Tra in ing
State Surplus Property
Clay Pipe Seminar
Highway Engineers' Group
Seminar on Bankruptcy

July
July
Jyly
July
July
July
August
August
August
August
August
September
September
September
September
September
September
September
September
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
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New Mexico Education Association
Landscape Design Course
Confe renee on Smoking and He a I th
S.W. DivisiOn of American Chemical Society
Dental Seminar
Hygienists• Seminar
Motor Vehicle Maintenance
Regional Science fair
Future Homemakers of America
Oata Processing Conference
Bio~Medical Instrumentation .Symposium
Heterocylic Chemistry
Rocky Mountain Organists• Convention
American Crystallographic Association
VI.

Community Evening
A.

Colle~e

October
November
November
December
January
January
February
March
April
April
May
June
June
June

(Non-Credit Section):

We are continuing to evaluate our offerings with the view toward
developing new courses in-an attempt to further serve the members
of our community.
Many

non~credit

space,

offerings are curtailed due to lack of adequate

With the increased demand- for cl.assroom facilities It may

be necessary in the future to go outside the University for classroom space.

The Albuquerque Public Schools are willing to help us

in this matter.

Maximum use of the special areas are presently

being made,
VII.

Community Evening College (Credit Section):
A.

It is possible for us to increase the number of night students at
$18 an hour by offering a 1110re complete series .of .courses during
the evening hours. This would not only increase our financial
income but would serve the community better,

B.

It is recommended that the Administration put pressure on the
various departments to offer more night courses with the View in
mind of substant.lally increasing income and supplying needs of the
community population.
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VIII.

Civil
A.

Defen~e

Program:

During the fiscal year of 1966-67, the number of conferences and
short courses offered will continue at the previous level.

e.

It rrlight be mentioned that the four men involv.ed in the Civil
Defense program are now housed in one rather small office which
again emphasizes the need for more space for the entire Division
of Extension.

IX.

Summer Session:
A.

We will continue to work on enrollment increases even though we
showed an increase of 3.60% over 1965.

e.

We had a budget increase in 1966 which allowed us to offer a
broader program which increased enrollments.

C.

It is recommended that in 1967, the salary schedule be increased to
two-ninths of the annual salary.

D.

Every effort will be made In 1967 to recruit some superior visiting
faculty members as attractions of the summer session.

E.

We are attempting in every way tq. offer attractive special events
that will interest students.

F.

If possible, some scholarships should be .provided for summer
session students.

G.

All departments should inform and coordinate institute proposals
with the Summer Session Director.

H.

We need housing for married couples very badly.

I.

We need an air-conditioned dormitory for men,

J.

The Summer School Director is studying all plans and proposals of
other institutions for expanding the length of the summer session.
This matter has been brought before the faculty summer session
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committee on several different occasions.

There does not seem to

b.e any feel ihg that we should change the fprmat of the summer
session as far as the length is concerned.

The experience of

other institutions attempting the tri-semester plan has riot been
good,

There are a numb.er of considerations involved if we are to

expand to two 5-week sessions, or

two

6-week s:essions.

However,

the question certainly should not be dosed, and we will continue
to study the whole situation,

At the present time, it is my

recommenda.t ian that we hoI d to the present 8-week term with a
two weeks pre-session.
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The :aeport of the Eol1oma11 G.:raduate Center
July J,.., 1965 ..: J.une. 30 1 • 1966
:J; R •. Foote, Direc tDr .

A.

General Data

The· record enrolment of the previous year did not cont.inue a
second year,· but fell to abDut the average enrolment of the past
five years.

This was not caused by lack of interest of ·students

but by policy. changes and lack of .management support and planning.
Events leading to elimination of seven cnurses from a planned list

of fourteen include:
a)

With the-- first money available early in July, Holloman

began contract. negotiations· on all the course:;;; but the obviously
false assumption had been made that the .9-month salary of the
Director was an ann"Ual salary.

Negptiati9ns. ha.J,. ted_ untiJ late :i,n

August or early September,
b)

Holloman funds were cut in the meantime, and money

a,v~;til-

able. for training was cut even more, making it necessary, under
such policy shifts, to eliminate 130me cour·ses.
c)

Policy relative to support of courses primarily for mi1i-

tary per13onnel changed.

T.he civilian training organiza.t;i.on

refused to :·ay as it had in the lJast seven years for such courses.
On the other hand, the military training organization \-tas not set
up, either in money or in administrative personnel, for such
support of the graduate program •
.d)

Policy changed relative to waiting until the Uni.vers;i.ty

enrolment period was past, before deciding that some courses would
not have enough enrolment.

Usually such a wait produces far more.

students than have indicated, in a. :preliminary l>UI'vey, that they

750
would enroll.

.Thus, in August ,seven .coursefl w.ere C<J.ncell!ld by

Holloman, orily two on the grounds of poor .enrolment and the .ot,her
five on the grounds that the stuqents lv_ere malnly military
personne·l.
These arbitrary and unilateral d.ei::isions succeeded ;in cutting
enrolment by about one-half of the previous year, but in fewer
courses_, so that th~ efficiency of ·the· :Program ,;i.ncreased in the
sense of enrolment per course.

lt·also succeeded in eliminating

all courses in mechanic_al. engineering ;;hrd interru.pt.!l!i course s.equences which were in process in· mathematics· and electri·cal engineering.
A summer course in psychology '"as needed 1 and the ci vil.ian
training organization encouraged its beginning i.n July 1 before a
new contract could be written, i·n order to give credit in a session.
of 8 weeks. ending late in August.

The policy changes discussed

above cut this course from the contract, since .the course was completed before negotiations end,ed.

Thus, the University was placed

in the position of paying costs.

B.

Plans

In the first Holloman-University meeting for sever.al years
on the entire graduate program, assurancewas given that Holloman
indeed does want the program and would take steps to insure that.
the Univeraity would not be forced into the position of haVing to
pick up the pieces ;.1henever courses planned for University f<J.culty
membero are canceled..

It also was announced that Holloman officials

11ould determine the program p.ccording to mission_ requirements and
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1s:1
make this inf.ormation available, fol;' the ne:g:t academic year, to t·he

.
Vniversity by 15 April.

. -

In letters to'the University-following

this meeting the Dir.ector pointed out tnat this chang.e .makes p;rosram determination bothvery: late and uni1atera1 siric;e it does

not

permit course-s.equence planning for any pur];lose (particularly for
degr\iles), and does not coordinate the ;factor;; o.f Unive;J:"sity and
Ilolloman instructo_rJO being available.

It does not even contain a

provision that the coursE!s will- include something which the Director
can or will teach; his course.s then would be sel-ected by a rando)ll
process of. whatever falls out of project ne.eds.
-

-

--

N.o course plan& were received until Hay 16; these courses are
being considered by departJ)lent chairmen.

c. · St.;iff

Changes

New ;faculty members at Hcilloman·inc1ude:

Prof.essor Everett G.

Dillman taught courses in the bUsiness management field; Dr. Je.ffrey
R. Davis taught a course in mathematics; Dr, Jacques Becker.s and
Dr. Oha:Hes L. :Hyder, both of Sacramento Peak Observatory, taught
a course in astrophysics.; and Dr. Daniel Petersen taught a course
in electrical engineering.
Dr. Joe R. Foote, Director, and Professor of M<tthematics,
resigned effective 30 June 1966.

D.

Professional Activities

The Director in November attended the Annual l·Ieeting of the
i\merican Soc:iety of Hecha:nical :Engineers anQ: pt'esented
Accelerated Slender Bodies",

~lhich

11 The

cp :for

also appeared in the "Journal of

1

Applied He~hanics", J.farch 1966.

He al?o ·atte~~ed two symposia in

applied mathematics an?. ntun.ericai ana,J.ysis; ·and. continues research
in these fields as needed fo:t:
The Director

'tr<!6l'lp:b~ry:

participat~d

.optimization problems.

in the Sixth V:i,,Siting Scientist

Program of the New Mexico Acadellly of Sciences and gave lec'tures

at

four schools.
·Pa:rt-time employment of the Director by the O;f:f'ice of Research
Analyses continued until 1 November when it was abruptly te.rminated
due to lack of funds.

This change in employment statu·s was so sudden

that .the :final report could not be prepared alt)loiigh a· Summary report o£ all important results had beeh submitted arid a preliminary
version of the final report prepared.

Assurance was given that

t)le final .report was not needed, however 1 in the context of the
project. report \'lhich incorp-orated many other papers.

Although it

\vas indicated that new funds would be av<dlable in January and
that part-time research could resume then, later the date was
advv.nced to 1 July.

In

search as:J:)ciation::J

~lith

th~;J

meantime effort.s to secure such re-

ether grou!Js nt Holloman >'l?re initi<>.teC(

b·1t l:nd no succe;:;s until very lf,ta in ,\pril •·rhen it was too late.
The Director had been forced ·to look el,sewhere for professional
nm:;ociutioi:n ;md had accented

Sur~mer

empl.oyment.

The Summer Scientific Seminars, which brought so many important
vis:ttors in the past ten years to the Holloman area, were canceliea
last .'3U!lll!er at Cloudcroft and the Director 1 .s asso.ciation with the
nroject terminated.

Althou~h

n new program was proposed which would
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continue this oul:standirtg series again und~r-sponsorshipof Hoiloman 1
rto

re~ponse

was- obtained,'
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J. B. Foote 1 Director
Holloman Graduat.e. Center

1958-1966.
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The Report of the Los Alamos Graduate Center
July 1, 1965 - June 30; 1966
Glenn A•. Whan,

Director

For the second consecutive year, enrollment figures for both
semesters have shmm a substantial decrease. Table I summarizes
enrollment trends and cost figures for the past five years. It is
difficult to pinpoint the exact reason for the large d.ecrease in
enrollments. The course list for the fall has been well planned
with respect to student needs and desires .and enrollments should
increase slightly or at least hold the line. An additional
humanities course is scheduled for this fall which frO!ll past
experience should help keep enrollments from decreasing.
For the past three years the Graduate Center has shown a trend
of decreasing enrollments and concomitant increasing costs. The
enrollment at the Graduate Center will probably level off at some
plateau or may even increase to some extent depenQing upon the
hiring policies of the Laboratory or the beginning of new teclmical
programs. ~'he number of crurses could be decreased giving a larger
average enrollment per class and a corresponding smaller cost per
student. At some point, however, a minim\llll number of courses would
be reached below which it would not be possible to maintain
realistic degree programs in the Various areas. The number of
courses per semester probably cannot be decreased below eighteen
or twenty i1ithout sacrificing present objectives of the Graduate
Center. Next fall the enrollment trends might indicate whether or
not the objectives and needs at the Los Alamos Graduate Center need
to be seriously reviewed.
At the 1966 Commencement, 19 persons received graduate degrees
from the University of New Mexico as a result of study at the Graduate
Center. The number of degree recipients for the past several years
and their major fields are shown in Table II. This year's group of
19 degree candidates from Los Alamos is the largest in the history
of the Graduate Center. This is a pleasant fact in view· of the
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decreasing enrollments, but degree production trend.s will probably
al1~ays lag somewhat behind enrollment trends.
Reviewing the decision to establish a set dislocation salary
schedule for UJilM faculty teaching at Los Alamos: $600 for Instructors,
$800 for Assistant Professors, $1000 for Associate Professors, and
$1200 for Professors, no difficulty has been experienced in attracting
senior faculty members to teach at Los Alamos, It appears that the
present schedule is fair and eq~itable and that it should be kept
at the same level for next year. This is something that should be
reviewed periodically, however, for indications of a detrimental
effect on the quality of the UNM professors scheduled to teach at
Los Alamos.
This year £or the first time classes at Los Alamos were started
earlier than campus classes, with one vTeek's lead last fall and onehalf week this sprin-g~ The reasons for doing this were two-fold.:
(L) it enabLes the Graduate Center to determine which courses have
sufficient enrollment to warrant giving early enough to allow the
campus departments to make necessary instructional adjustments, and
(2) it helps considerably in getting the Los Alamos registrations,
grade records, etc., on campus in time to satisfy the campus deadlines.
Our experience for the most part with the early starting dates has
been quite good, One difficulty is that the first class meeting may
conflict 1nth registration on campus.
This is particularly difficUlt
if a campus instructor is involved in student advising on campus as
well as teaching at the Graduate Center. Next year it is important
to recognize this difficulty and make each department well aware that
classes begin at Los Alamos one week early. This would facilitate
adjustment of advising schedules,
Last year a group of core courses, necessary either £or prerequisite credit or for required graduate credit in a degree program,
were identified for each degree program at Los Alamos. It was felt
that a regular schedule of these core courses should be established
at the Graduate Center and that these courses should be given even
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when enrollments are very low.

Although an enrollment of tivO or three

students is really difficult to justify,: if the core courses are not
given .to two or three students, the degree programs of the students
involved could be seriously interrupted,

The core course schedules

"Will be continued for another year with perhaps s.orne modification to
decrease their number, if at all possible,

Whether or not a core coi.trse

has sufficient enrollment will still be determined each semester on an
individual basis,
The .following nei·r members were appointed to the Graduate Center
Advisory Council for three year terms (1966-1969):
Donald Petersen, Chemistry
Richard Gentry, Physics
Edward Hallllllel was appointed to fill the unexpired term of two years for
Robert Andelin "Who has left the t.aboratory,

Howard B. Demuth was

reappointed to another three year term on the Engineering Advisory
Council and Edmond Cashwell was reappointed to

th~

Mathematics

Advisory Council for a new three-year period,
:Or. Guido H. Daub 'I'Tas Acting Director of the Graduate Center
during July and August, 1966 while Gleb.rl A. Whan was at the Oak. Ridge
National Laboratory in Tennessee on a summer research grant,

On.July

1, 1966 Richard H. Williams will become the new Director of the
Graduate Center replacing Glenn A. Whan "Who is taking a one-year leave
of absence from the University.

Professor Whan will return to full-

time duties as Chairman of Nuclear Engineering upon his return in

1967.
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LOS ALAMOS GRADUATE CENTER

Table I

l.f.:
~

Academic (Fiscal) Year

'

July

l96l-l962

l962-l963

l963-l964

l964-l965

Semesters

Summer
& Fall Spring

Summer,
& Fall , Spring

Summer
&Fall Spring

Summer
& Fall Spring

REGISTRATIONS:
Dissertation (Ph.D.)
Thesis (MS)
Graduate Courses
Undergraduate Courses
Non-credit Courses
Eeme.ster Totals
Yearly T.otals

2
4
228
128
8
370

CREDIT HOURS *
Yearly Totals
INDIVIDUALS :ENRO!.LED:
Yearly Totals

I

l
3

~~'
___1!.
225

1.073

I

660

1.733
319

I

17l
99

..1:1.

_B.

.-.1:2.

284

344

285

t

184

278

r

2

1.042

I

9ll

869

276

J

I

232

232

508

I

-

3

1.78

3
100
6o

69
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....!?..
262
425

661.

809

1.530

1953
237
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Sunnner
Fall Spring

&

479

629
804

l
4
139
64

4
3
l99
49
16
271.

J.965-l966

I

524

I

J.4J.

l333
1.73

190

4o5

I

503

515

J

$48876 .~ $46045
$94923.

I

$5L67
$57.27 $33.66
l$59.04 $54.39 l$68.43 $67.82 l$94.60
$60.45
$54.24
$45.50
$78.35

$54.88
:1>77.95
$63.67

*

l
4
203
124

1.750

COST PER CREDIT HOUR
Academic (FiscaJ.)Year

·X*

946

-

2
2
l74
89

613

$58886
$51448
$110334

AVERAGE COURSE
llmOLLMENT '**

3
209
78
..-..28
329

595

COSTS PAID UNM
Academic (Fiscal)Year

NUMBER OF COURSES:
Offered/Given

l

l, l966

331.

$35070 J$53789 $47266 t45229
$88859
$924 5

$54870 1$49573
$1.04443

I

33
29

27
23

26
24

25
24

26
24

26
26

23
22

26
23

28
25

21,

12.8

9.8

13.3

ll.8

l4.3

ll.O

12.2

9·0

l0.5

7.8

24

Credit Hour Equivalent used for Regist~ations as an auditor, or for non-credit courses, Thesis or Dissertation.
These figures are for the Fall and Spring semesters only, and do not include SUJmiier Registrations in Thesis or
Dissertation.

li

(li}ab~e II

LOS ALAMOS GRADUATE CENTER

lr.:

July ~' 1.966

Degree Recipients

~·

, University of New Mexico graduates who have taken signif':j.cant course work tmvard their degree in the LASL' s Academic.
Training ITogram:
1.9541956

B.A.

B.s.
I
'

.M.A~

·M.s.

& Science
Arts & Science

1

Engineering

2

Mathamatics

1

Chemistry

l

,,
l,,

1957

1958

1.959

1960

Arts

1961

1.962

1

l

2

l

l

l

l
1

l

3

].

7

8

1.964

1.965

J.966

,.

l

TotaJ.s
2

1

].

l

l

1

].

1

2

l

1.963

5

1.4

4
1

1

7

5

Engineer:i,ng:
Chemical.
ElectricaJ.
MechanicaJ.
Nuclear

l

l
2
2
1

l

2

l
4
5

].

6

2

5

3

4

3

2

.l

l

2

l

3

1.9

l

2

1.

l

1

14

l

l

2

l

l

6

l

2

2+

1
1

1

26-1

1.9

127

127

].

Ehg.Sci, of Matls,
Physics
Ph.D.

ChemiStry

2

l
2

3

l

1

l

Physics

ll

8
37
87

Engineering:
1+

ElectricaJ.
MechanicaJ.
:r.ruc1ear
Totals

7

6

5

ll

15

1.4

1.8

l2

ll

9

3

*Most Ph.D.'s and Sc.D.'s participated in both the LASL's Advanced Study ,Program to complete residence requirements
on campus and in the Graduate Thesis Program.
+ sc,D.

The Report of the Department of Aeros·pace Studies (AFROTC)
July 1, 1965 .,. June 30, 1966
LtCol William C. Naylor, Professor of Aerospace Studies
1. Significant developments during. the Academic Year, 1965-66,

were as follows:
a. This was a year of transition from the old four-year to the new
two-year program. No freshmen participated :in the program. Hq
AFROTC has established a new personnel policy in conjunction with the
new two-year program - quality over quantity. As

a: result, detachments

were limited in the number of cadets who could be enrolled in the junior
class. During Fiscal Year 1966 the initial limitation was 22. Within
two weeks this limitation was cancelled. The current limitation in Sep- ·
tember, 1966 enrollment is 34 cadets from the four-year program.
Approximately 5 additional cadets will be enrolled in the

two~year

pro-

gram. 95 students began processing for the two-year program. 23
students were fully qualified and were recommended to Hq AFROTC for
acceptance in the Professional Officers' Course (POC). The Hq AFROTC
Selection Board picked 5 students to continue in the two-year program.
The Kirtland Base Hospital administered 104 physical examinations to
both four-year and two-year cadets.
b. During the year 1965-66, research a.ctivities were continued by
Professors Charles E. Woodhouse, Department of Sociology and Patrick
D. Lynch, Department of Educational and Administrative Services, on
a study of recruitment, retention and leadership attainment in the Corps

detachment on this campus. This study, entitled "Influence of Campus
Environment on Student Commitment to a Para-Military Organization,"
was begun in October, 1963 and has been supported by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research under Grants AF-AFOSR 507-64, 507-65,
and 507-66.
In June and July, 1965, Dr. Woodhouse made a participant-observation
study of the first six-week Field Training Unit at Keesler AFB, Mississippi,
which was attended by three students from our Detachment who had applied
for the new two-year program.
In September, Dr. Woodhouse and Dr. Lynch presented a paper:,
''Military Socialization in the Air Force ROTC, " a,t the Annual Meetings
of the American Sociological Association in Chicago; findings in this
paper were based on the first two years of their research.
During the year, the research project staff has been processing and
analyzing further the data collected from cadets through questionnaires
and interviews during the first two years. From time to time Dr. Woodhouse and Dr. Lynch have conferred with members of the Detachment
staff and with the Area Commandant on the implications of their findings
for the ROTC program, and have been informed of the experiences encountered by the Detachment in the transition to the new two-year program
which has been fully implemented this year.
c. Detachment 510 was visited twice by the Area I Commandant, Col
William

J.

Davitt. In addition, a biannual inspection was conducted on

10-14 February 1966 by LtCol F. D. Blanton from Hq; Air University.
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The inspector verbally rated the detachment: above average.
d. Staff authorization was reduced as a result of a smaller cadet
corps. This was to be expected since there was no Freshman AFROTC
class. The staff authorization has been reduced £rom three to

two officers

and from three to two non-commissioned officers.
e. Altbough·the overall number of cadets in the Corps has been reduced,
individual class sizes have shown substantial increases in enrollment.
Total enrollment in the sophomore, junior, and senior classes increased
some 49% in FY 66 over FY 65's number . .As o£ the end of the spring
semester 1966, class enrollment was as follows:
AS 2
AS 3
AS 4

FY 66

FY 65

52

34
25

27

31
1)0

f.

11

70

For the sixth consecutive year, future Air Force pilots participated

in the Flight Instruction Program (FIP). Hq AFROTC contracted for the
training with the Seven•Ba.r Flying Service. Nine cadets successfully completed this training.
g. Angel Flight, the Women's Auxiliary to Arnold Air Society (AAS)
had 45 members and pledges during the academic year. These ladies not
only maintained an active drill team but they assisted AAS in numerous
community service projects -Project Eyesore was one. These ladies
also were designated President Popejoy's official hostesses and functioned
during his senior day reception in June 1966. The group again sponsored
its annual Christmas party for .St. Anthony's Boy's Home.
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The Area I Angel Flight Staff conducted inspections at the following
universities:
Southern California
U.C.L.A
San Diego State
Occidental
Arizona State
New Mexico State
New Mexico
New Mexico State was rated the best Angel Flight in three states.-New Mexico, Arizona and California. Three Angel Flight members
attended the Area Conclave in Los Angeles in October 1965. Three
members also attended the AAS National Conclave in Dallas in April 66.
h. Cadets from the detachment particjpated in field trips to three Air
Fo,rce bases during the academic year. These were~ Edwards AFB,
California;

Davis~Monthan

AFB, Arizona; and Walker AFB, New Mexico.

Some additional visits were scheduled but had to be cancelled because of
a higher priority for airlift. Twelve cadets received jet orientation flights
and five received local orientation flights in the T-29.
L

The drill teams, both the cadet and Angel Flight, participated in

the Sunshine City Drill Competition in Tucson, Arizona in March.
Neither team was burdened with winner's trophies, however, all agreed
that it was a worthwhile learning experience.
j. We have continued concentration on an active information program.

The PAS has visited the following four-year,

non~ROTC

colleges in the

stare to explain the neW two-year program: College of Albuquerque,
Sr Michael's College, Santa Fe, StJohn's, Santa Fe, Highland University,
Las Vegas, and New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology in Socorro.
-,4-

Excellent cooperation has been received fr·om local TV stations for all
detachment :functions. Although our recruiting interest in high school
seniors has lessened somewhat because of our new program, we are
continuing

to

send junior and senior cadets brie;fing teams to the local

high schools.
k. A dual agreement has been negotiated authorizing the College of
Albuquerque students to attend Air Force ROTC classes at UNM. This
agreement was finalized on 9 February 1966. This agreement has
proven to be beneficial to all concerned.
1. A.rnold Air Society (AAS): The highlight of AAS activities this
year was "Project Eyesore." Working with the_ Albuquerque beautification
Committee, AAS i.naintained a large city map in the Detachment depicting
unsightly areas in the city. AAS and Angel F~ight members traveled
throughout the city depicting ''eyesore" areas. Homecoming i:Iecoration
was again sponsored by AAS. This year's theme was ''Those Fabulous·
Men in Their Flying Machines." The display was ranked second in the
independent class. During the past year, this detachment was Wing I
Headquarters for AAS. Wing I consists of AAS squadrons at Arizona
State University, University of Arizona, New Mexico State University
and UNM. This detachment will again be Wing I headquarters next year.
m. Fiesta Day Review: This joint

Navy~Air

Force ROTC review

occurred on 10 May 1966 at Zimmerman Field. President Popejoy and
representatives from various donating organizations presented the trophies.

-5-
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2. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future.
a. During Academic Year 1966-67, this detachment will begin instructing the jm1ior and senior courses in alternate years. Next year, AS 400
(senior) only will be offered. Hq AFROTC has granted approval for this
procedure. Such an arrangement allows for better scheduling and better
utilization of our tWo officer instructors.
b. Two hours per month of Corps Training will be initiated next year.
Included herein will be some flight drill.
c. Financial Assistance Program:
During the 66-67 Academic Year, six cadets will be receiving monetary grants to cover tuition and book(3 and will receive.$50 per month subsistence pay. These cadets are:
Gary Wilson
Richard Strome
Donald Roberton
James Flagstead
William Griffith
Walter Huebner
d. Angel-of-the-Year Orientation Flight.

Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
This activity, begun in

64-65, will continue in comii1g years. The Angel Flight will select one
member who bas made the g1;eatest contribution to Angel Flight, USAF
and AFROTC and designate her Angel-of-the-Year. The 1966 winne1,· was
Miss Candy Cowan, former Area I Commander of Angel Flight. Normally,
the ride is given in a jet aircraft, T-39. However this year it was necessary to use a navigator trainer, T-29. Candy was accompanied by 6 cadets.

-6-
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ANNUAL REPORT OF NROTC UNIT
1 July 1965 ,... 30 June 1966
Tony F. SCHNEIDER, Captain, USN
15 August 1966
1.

Significant developments during the academic year 1965-1966:
a. Number of graduates during this period:
Aug65~~~

NRDTC:
Ensign, USN
Ensign, USN-R
Second Lieutenant, USMC
Total:
(2) NESEP:
OCS - Ensign
Second Lieutenant, USMC
(3) NAVY NURSE CORPS:
Ensign, USN Nurse Corps
(4) Enlisted staff membe'r
commissioned, USMC Second Lieutenant
NROTC enrollment for academic
(1)

b.

c,

3
1

2

_g_

4

0

1-Dec

2

18

2

11

1-Mar

1-May
year 1965-1966:
Contract
Regular
Beginning End Be\;;jinning S!:!.9,
Freshmen
28
58
33
27
(12)
(Gained 12 CON - Midterm)
Sophomores
27
26
19
14
Juniors
22
9
14
25
(9)
(Two-Yr NROTC Contract)
~eniors
_g§_
.J1_ _6_
.....L
Total:
102
90
101
?5
NESEP enrollment for academic year 1965-1966:
Beginning End
72

d.

13
3

56

Social activities of NROTC Midshipmen:
(1) On 12 September 1965 the Naval Reserve Officers Training
Corps held an "open house", ex}tending invitations to all Freshmen and
their parents, At this time an orientation period was conducted and
all interested freshmen were interviewed by the Staff of the NROTC

..
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Unit. During July and August approximately 1600 lette.rs and Contract booklets were mailed to all incoming male freshmen enrolled
in the University.
(2) In October 1965 the Wardroom Society held their annual
Battalion picnic.
(3) On 26 October 1965 Navy Day was celebrated at the Unit,
a performance was given by the Sword Team and the Drill Team. The
Battalion was addressed by Captain J. E. SAVAGE 1 USN, Director,
Navy Recruiting, 7th Navy Recruiting Area, Dallas, Texas.
(4) On the lOth of Novemb•r the Marine Birthday Ball was
held at the Sandia Base Officers Club. All Marine Option students
and staff attended.
(5) The Unit•s annual Shipwreck Ball was held on the 3d December 1965. The Commanding Officer and Staff served as judges for the
best costumes.
(6) On the Bth of February 1966 the annual joint Military Ball
was held at the Kirtland Offi.cers Club. The Navy Q.lleen for 1956 was
Miss Sharon Birkenbuel, escorted by Midshipman John Rice; Air Force
Queen for 1966 was Miss Pam Hennessey, escorted by Cadet Bob Clarkson.
(7) The Naval ROTC Women's Auxiliary, the "Clippers", started
their fourth year with a Fall Rush program. During the year, the
Clippers participated in the following activities:
(a) Informal coffees were held twice monthly for the midshipmen.
(b) The group helped decorate for the annual Shipwreck
Ball, the Military Ball, the Spring Formal and the
commissioning banquet.
(c) The 1st of May, the Clippers held a picnic for the
2/c and 3/c Midshipmen.
(d) The Clippers held their Commissioning Banquet at the
Sandia Base Officers Club.for graduating Midshipmen.
(e) Correspondence is being carried on at present to perform a service project for the Navy personnel overseas. Activities for the future also include their
service project which is collecting clothes and toys
for children at Bernalillo County Indian Hospital ..
- 2 -
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(8) On the 17th May 1966, Rear ~dmiral Pierre N. CHARBONNET,
Jr. and Staff from the EIGHTH Naval District, visited the Unit,
The Admiral inspected the NROTC Battalion.
(9) On the 19th May 1966 the Annual Joint NROJC-AFROTC Review and Awards Ceremony was held,
(10) The Annual NRDTC Spring formal was held the end of May,
dinner and dancing at Diamond Jim 1 s. The Ring Ceremony is a
tradition wherein the Midshipmen rings are dipped in the 11 Water
of the Seven Seas",
(11) On the lOth June 1966 1 16 Midshipmen received their
commissions as Ensigns in the u. s. Navy/U. S. Naval Reserve; two
were commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the u. s. Marine Corps;
and 11 NESEP students were graduated and ordered to Officer Candi~ate School, Newport, Rhode Island,
Captain and Mrs. SCHNEIDER honored graduating midshipmen
and NESEP graduates and their guests at a reception at their home
during the afternoon.
The new officers received their University of New Mexico
diplomas Friday evening, 10 June 1966, at Commencement Exercises
in Johnson Gym.
e,

Navy Flight Indoctrination Program:
Again this year the NROTC Unit offered the Flight Indoctrination Program, this gives NROTC seniors a chance to experient•
flight training before reporting to Pensacola. Started three years
ago, it has proven itself a success by the high percentage of its
graduates who go on to Pensacola to win their wings of gold. The
FIP student's course consists of ground school and flying, This is
done through a private firm, contracted by the Navy. Completion
qualifies the student for a private pilots license. Orientation
flights are given in a T-34tmsic trainer, approximately 100 flights
were made.
f. Airborne Training:
Approximately 14 Midshipmen applied for jump school this
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year. This Unit receivec:! a quota authorizing seven midshipmen to
attend Airborne Training at Fort Benning, Georgia this summer.
These midshipmen will qualify for the Basic Parachute Insignia.
g. NROTC Drill Team and sword Team Competition:
The NROTC Drill Team has adopted the name, UNM Roadrunners.
Last year they attended the 1965 Mardi Gras held in New Orleans and
placed fourth in competition. Again this year they were invited back
to Mardi Gras. In competition with Units from all over the country
our team took first place. in the All American Drill Competition. The
team was billeted aboard the USS LEXINGTON during their stay in New
Orleans.
The entire Battalion took part in the sweep-down operation of
the University gymnasium after basketball games in order to raise
money to send the Drill Team to the Mardi Gras celebration in New
Orleans.
The NROTC sword Team participated in the annual Navy Day
activities and dllring the UniversitY'S Homecoming, performing during
the half-time. They also accompanied the Drill Team to the Mardi
Gras and greatly contributed to our first place effort.
h. NROTC Rifle Team Competition:
The NROTC Rifle Team participated in two shoulder-to-shoulder matches this year. In the first match at Ne.w Mexico Military
Institute the team placed three team members in the top five shooters.
In the second match at Roswell the team placed second overall. Min~
shipman 3/C Norman HARRIS took the State senior individual honors,
placed 1st in the Eighth Naval District, was a member of the winning
two mah team in the state, and placed second in the Secretary of Navy
Rifle Shoot. Midshipman ROEPKE placed second in the Eighth Naval
District Shoot.
i. NROTC Intra-mural Participation:
During the year, the NROTC Midshipmen participated in Intramural Sports. Overall University standing, the NROTC was among the
top three. First in football; 1st overall 4th year in a row in swimming; volleyball 1st overall; tr.ack 1st places-one 3rd; tennis 3rd
place; and squash 4th place. Weightlifting, badminton, bowling, hand-
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ball, wrestling and mushball are !=!lso among the sports entered.
Many of the Midshipmen have participated in Karate lessons. steve
CLAPPER who earned the Black Belt in Japan acts as instructor for
the group. The amphasis of Shinto Karate is on style, strength,
self-control~ and confidence.
j. NROTC Orientation Field Trips:
During the spring recess 22 Midshipmen visited naval
facilities in the San Diego area on an orientation tour. Some of
the installations visited were the Naval Station, NaVy Electronics
Laboratory, Ballast Point Submarine Facility, Naval Ail;' Station at
Miramar, Naval Training Center, a US destroyer and submarine and
the facilities of an aviation patrol training squadron. The tour
wes completed by a one day tour of Disneyland before returning to
the Albuquerque area.
Also over spring recess, another group of 26 Midshipmen
were the guests of the u. S. Marine Corps for two days at Camp Pendleton and the El Taro Marine Air Base. The Midshipmen were given
instruction in the uses of some of our most modern small arms and
given a chance to actually fire the weapons. Excellent demonstrations were presented concerning several of the air support functions
on the base, this included fire fighting, survival training, and
control tower operations.
k. IHE ANNUAL JOINI REVIEW AND AWARDS CEREMONY:
This was presented the 19th May 1966 an Zimmerman Field,
University of New Mexico. The joint NROTC/AFROTC presentation of
awards are as follows:
General Dynamics Award for Outstanding Achievement as an NROTC Senior.
Midshipman Brian L. WEBBER, presented by President Tom L. POPEJOY.
General Dynamics Award for the Outstanding Air Science Cadet selected
for the Advanced Corps.
Cadet Richard E. BERRY, presented by President Tom L. POPEJOY.
North American Aviation Corporation NRDTC Flight Indoctrination Program Award to Senior with Highest flight and ground school grades.
Midshipman James E. MILLER, presented by President Tom L. POPEJOY.
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Military Order of World Wars Award for·High Motivation and Aptitude
for a Service Career.
Midshipman Charles R. CHAMPE and Cadet Richard E. BERRY, presented
by Lt Cdr A. L. SMITH, USN, Ret. and Lt Cdr George F. DICKINS, USN,
Ret.
Retired Officer's Association Award for Motivation and Excellence in
Military Science.
Midshipman Ross M. MACASKILL and Cadet Gary H. WILSON, presented
by Capt Oscar E. HAGBERG, USN, Ret. and Lt Col George E. BECK, USAF,
Ret.
Albuguergue Rotary ClUb Award for Outstanding Citizenship and Leadership.
Midshipman David E. ROGERS and Cadet Leo A. SANCHEZ, presented by
Mr. Joe A. LOPEZ.
Sons of the American Revolution Award for Obtaining Highest Academic and Leadership Grades in Military Science.
Midshipman John A. RICE and Cadet Norman D. GONZALES, presented by
Mr. Clinton M. ROTH and Mr, Kenneth E. SUTTON, Jr,
Albuquerque Chapter of the Reserve Officer's Association AwaTd for
Outstanding Aptitude and Motivation for Aviation,
Midshipman James E. MILLER and Cadet Paul H. WIATER, presented by
Lt Cdr Robert W. KNOX, USNR, Ret.
Reserve Officer's Association - Gold Medal - to a senior for highest
administrative and organizational ability.
Midshipman Dana J. WOOD and Cadet Leonard J. OTTEN, presented by
Colonel Nelson T. TURNER, USAFR, Ret.
Reserve Officer'S Association, Department of New Mexico - Silver
Medal ~ for administrative and organizational ability.
Midshipman William J. GALLAGHER and Cadet Samuel M. JONES, presented by Major Richard 8, LAING, USAR, Ret.
Reserve Officer's Association, Department of New Mexico - Bronze
Medal - to Junior for administrative and organizational ability.
Midshipman Russell 0, HULSING and Cadet Thomas J, SCANLAN, presented by Major Richard B. LAING, USAR, Ret.
Marine Corps Association Award to the Outstanding Marine Option
Student.
Midshipman John W. THEISEN, presented by CAPT Tony F. SCHNEIQER,USN.
- 6 -

Naval Institute Award for Outstanding Performance in the NROTG Regular Program and Contract Program.
Midshipman John A. RICE and Midshipman Herbert JULIEN, presented by
CAPT Tony F • .SCHNEIDER, USN.
Air Force Association for Outstanding Performance in Aerospace
studies by a Senior Cadet.
Cadet Joseph R. LENHOFF, presented by Maj General HOOKS, USAF, Ret.
"Air Force Times Award" for Materially Contributing to Constructing
Public Attention to the Cadet Corps.
cadet Robert G. CLARKSON, presented by Lt Col William c. NAYLOR,
USAF.
1.

Two-Year NROTC Contract Program:
This year the U. S. Navy has introducsd an additional typs
of NROTC Program. The program is a two-ysar program which would be
taken by students during their junior and senior years only. The
program is specifically designed to afford those students who gnter
University of New Mexico with advanced standing the opportunity to
gain a Navy or Marine Corps commission upon graduation. It is also
available for those students who for one reason or another did not
enter into the four-year program. This spring nine young men were
accepted and have received Dl'ders for summer training, upon completion of this training they will return to the Unit in the fall.
m. Navy Enlisted Scientific Education Program (NES~P)::
The Navy Enlisted Scientific Education Program had the
largest enrollment since the commencement of this program, a total
of 74. Thirteen students received their diplomas this academic year.
Twa NESEPs received the Commanding Officers Meritorious Award for
Academic Accomplishment. NESEP KREJCI accomplished en overall grade
point of 3.84 an 156 hours attempted; NESEP NELSON accomplished an
overall grade point of 3.70 on 144 hours attempted.
n. Nurse Corps Progl'am:
Twa students were commissioned this academic year.
a. NROTC summer cruise:
June 1966 eighty-three NROTC Midshipmen of the University of
New Mexico departed for summer cruises. They Will participate in this
program and sail on U. S. Naval vessels throughout the world.
- 7 -
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p.

The Fitness Program:
In view of President KENNEDY's physical fitness program, this
Unit held a fitness competition. This included standing broad jump,
sit-ups, push-ups, squat thrusts; and three hundred yard shuttle runs.
The ovet all result has been to improve physical fitness. Additionally, all members of this Unit are encouraged to participate in body
building PE courses. This University offers an excellent course in
Developmental PE which has been heavily subscribed by our Midshipmen.
q. During the year, the Sandia District Exploter Cabinet of
the Kit Carson Council of the Boy Scouts of America met month1.y in
the Wardroom. It is planned that an Explorer Post will be sponsored
by the Command in the forth coming year.
2.

Significant plans for the future:
a~
It is anticipated thete will be 30 incoming Regular NROTC
Midshipmen and approximately 60 Contract students enrolled this fall.
b. Approximately 25 NESEP A Students will be ordered to the
Universi!y of i\Jsw Mexico Semester I, 1966-67.
3.

Administrative appointments to the Staff:
Captain, USN
SCHNEIDER, Tony F.
Civilian
COSSICK, Deborah L.
FUGATE, Robert W.
LTjg, USNR
HEADRICK, Earl G.
YNC, USN
LCDR, USN
JETEB, Norman L.
TROSCLAIR, Herman A.
YNC, USN
BTl, USN
LINDSEY, Jd hn W.

22 August 1965
··s September 1965
30 August 1965
10 November 1965
24 August 1965
l November 1965
17 January 1966

Names of Incoming Personnel and Proposed Date of Arrival:
JAMES, David, III
September
LT, USN
September
CLARKE, John c.
LT, USN
August
WIECZOREK, Stanley
QMC, USN
MOCHEL, Frederic A.·
October
VN1 1 USN

4.

5.

Administrative Separations from the Staff:
NIXON, Sammy c.
YNC, USN
SHIPMAN, Albert N.
GMGCA, USN
MYERS, Jerald W.
YNCS, USN
COSSIGK, Deborah L.
Civilian
ST~PHENS, John A.
LCDR, USN
THQRNSLEV, John T.
LCDR, USN

31
23
31
6
16
16

1966
1966
1966
1966

August 1%5
August 1965
December 1965
June 1966
June 1966
JUne 1966

Publications:
a. The SUNLINE is published four times a year at the NROTC Unit
.... 8 -
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of the University of New MexiQo, by the Midshipmen organization
whiQh is in no way Qonnected with the Department of the Navy~
Opinions expressed by the publishers and editors are their own
and are no.t to be considered an official expression of the Department of the Navy. The purpose of the SUNLINE is to further
interest in the NROTC Unit of the University of New Mexico by presenting the Unit 1 s activities throughout the vear as well as publishing items of general naval interest.
b. The MARK 66, NRDTC Year Book, was published for the
second time this spring.
c. The Staff of the SUNLINE was presented Merit Award Certificates for the second year by the Navy Department Chief of Information.
6.

Outside Professional Activities Df Staff Members:
The Commanding llfficer, Captain Tony F. S.CHNEIDER, USN, was
Senior Naval Officer Present and Commandant, Eighth Naval District
Representative in the Nor-thern New Mexico Sub-Area.
7. Outside-sponsored Research:
None.
B. This spring the following 4/C Contract students were awarded
Regular appointments and/or appointments to the U. s. NaVal Academy:
New Regulars from state Selection Committees:
BABINGTON, William R., Jr.
BALLINGER, Stephen B.
DUNNIGAN, Dennis M.
GUSTAFSUN, Stuart A. (See US NA)
GUTIERREZ, Ralph T • (See US NA)
ISDN, George Stephen
LEE, Kenneth Alvard, Jr.
MUHLHAUSER, Stephen
RAMSEY, Phillip G.
SNAVELY, Thomas Plese
WHITESIDE, Roy Richard
Captain's Nominees for Regular:
CAIN, William Anderson
TURNER, Harry Guthrie
WEAVER, charles Landis
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Appointments to U. S. Naval

Academ~:

CbNNER 1 Claude
(JUSTAFSON, stuart A.
GUTIERREZ, Ralph T.

~fJ_.()f)~
roruvfSC~
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The Report of the Bureau of Business Research
·
July 1, 196o-June .30, 1966
Arthur A. Blumenfeld, Director
The year 1965-66 marked 21 years of service for the Bureau of
Busine.ss Research in its expanding programs and services to the University, the State, the New Mexico business community, local governmehts, institutions, and individual citizens.
I. PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES

Data Collecting and Processing--The Bureau continued to provide

infor~

mation on New Mexico ecor:10mic and business activities in-ever-increasing detail.
During the year 3'7 new statistical series were added to our statistical
page. In our September issue of New Mexico Business we revised thestatistical page. All items were placed under 1 Q main headings with
a total of 109 .statistical measures.

We hope to add more measures

during the coming year.
Our plans to develop the transfer of Bureau statistical files to electronic data-processing (EDP) equipment were completed as far as the
basic logic of the program was concerned.
Special Projects
,.

Several phases of the economic-base study, which we have been
working on for a number of years, were completed this year: "Projection •
of the Population to the Year 2, 000 11 and "A Preview of the Input-Output
Study.

11

Two other sections, "New Mexico's Imports and Exports" and

the "Technical Supplement to the New Mexico Input-Output Study 11 are in
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draft form, and we hope ta publish them during
(.

th~

coming ye

The State Resources Development Plan--The State

Pl~
.
\

Office asked the Bureau to undertake the editing and publishing \

\

the abstracts of all participants of the State Resources Developm\
Plan. One -thousand copies were printed and given to the State Ph
Office for distribution.
2. Technology Application Center--TAC (NASA sponsored} was'.
made a division of the Bureau and now has a director with a staff of
nine people.
3. Center for Community Action Services--Our proposal to establish the CCAS was approved by the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity;
the Center is now a division of the Bureau. At the present

ti:m~

Jhe

Center has a director with a staff of 10 people.
5. Wage and Salary Surveys--Professor Dillman's survey of faculty
salaries in Colleges of Business Administration across the country was
published and distributed. Mr. Dillman continued work on a second
survey.
A joint project for a wage-and-salary survey was conducted with
the University's Office of Non-Academic Personnel.
6. A labor survey was conducted by the Roswell Industrial Development Corporation. The Corporation sent us the information which we
coded, key punched, and programmed in the computer to give them the
correct information that they had requested.
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7. Several counties in the State hp.ve requested our help in compiling information about their counties tci use in obtaining fl,lnds from
the Office of Economic Opportunity.
8. Department of Finance-Bureau of.Revenue--The Bureau continued to serve as consultants to both State agencies.
9.

New Mexico Data Bank--The Data Bank was established by the

Legislature with a budget of $25, 000 to begin operating in July 1S6'6,
We plan to distribute brochures announcing the Data Bank as widely
as possible during the coming year.
10. Faculty Participation--For the summer of 1966 Professors
Alfred Parker, William Gafford, and Everett G. Dillman were added
to the Bureau's staff to work on the State Technical Services Program.
We also had two faculty members from New Mexico State University
to work with Professors Parker and Gafford.

Professor Kenneth Olm,

Visiting Professor for 1966-67 from the University of Texas also
worked during the summer on this project.
11. The project to study the feasibility of a paper pulp plant in New
Mexico that Dr. Rudyard Goode was conducting for the U.S. Forest
Se;rvice Was completed and submitted to the Forest Service for publication.

The Forest Service should have copies for distribution by

July 1966.
Publications and Related Programs
We have continued to enlarge our publications program and have
also succeeded in getting outstanding persons to submit articles for our

7?8
-4monthly p~blication, New Mexico Business. Among the well-known
individuals whose work appeared in NMB.during Hl65-66 were Governor
Jack M. Campbell, Alvin J. Thompson, Director of the State Mines and
Mineral Resourc!;!S, Congressmen Clinton P, Andersdn, Joseph M.
Montoya, and E. S. Johnny Walker.
Publications issued during the year included the 12 monthly issues
ofNMB, four quarterly issues of RFPB, and one title in the rrBIS."
NMB
We have continued to enlarge our distribution of New Mexico Business.
Our average circulation was increased from 1, 386 to l, 508,

Copies

distributed during the year totaled about 18, 117 by regular mailing, 274
by requests, and 1, 258 in sales of reprints for a grand total of 19; 649.
In our September issue we revised our statistical page. All Hems
were placed under 10 main headings with a total of 109 statistical measures. We hope to add more measures during the coming year. As usual,
the March issue was a review of the State's economy during the preceding calendar year. Eleven reprints were issued.
Requests for Information
The Bureau last year received 718 requests for information, in
addition to those for specific publications.
Requests for Information and/or Other Services
Total
Requests .And/or Referred Unable to,
Received
Filled
Elsewhere
Handle
Data & interpretations
Statistics only
Concerning methods
Miscellaneous Information
Specific publications
Totals

17
205
8
309
2,642

17
195
8
268
2, 633

3i 181

3,121

5

5

33
8

8
1

46

14
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The following distribution was made of our publications:
Business Information Series
Studies in Business and Economics
Reprints and New Mexico Business
Food Price Bulletin
Miscellaneous Publications

245
152
2, 029

18
19

Other Publications- -Only one issue in the Business Information
Series was published--Estimates of the 1965 Population of New Mexico
Counties, by Ralph L. Edgel and A. David Sandoval, No. 44.
Miscellaneous Publications:
The Economic and Social Values of Hunting and Fishing in New Mexico,
a study conducted by Professor Thomas 0. Kirkpatrick for the New
Mexico Department of Game and Fish was published and distributed.
A preliminary draft of the "Frame of Reference for Evaluating
New Mexico's Resources" was written by R.L. Edgel and D. I. Cline.
We made 150 copies available to the State Planning Office.
We edited and published 1, 000 copies of the abstracts submitted to
the State Planning Office by all the participants in the State Resources
Development Plan.

These copies were distributed by the State Planning

Office.
We also published A Survey of Starting Salaries Paid by Colleges
with Curricula in Commerce and Business by Professor Everett G,
Dillman.
Conference Programs
Sponsorship; administrative management, and "housekeeping"
details for the Southwest Management Development Program were

-----------~----

---c
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continued during the year, in cooperation with the College of Business
Administration.
During 1965'-66 three one-week general-management conferences,
one advanced conference, and one we.ek-long program :for engineering
personnel of the State Highway Department were conducted at Bishop 1s
Lodge near Santa Fe.

This was the third year that we have conducted

a conference for the Highway Department.

Conference leaders for these

programs were from the College of Business. Administration, College of
Education and the Department of Speech.
For the third year, during the summer of 1966 the Bureau and the
CBA, in cooperation with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, sponsored an
eight-week summer program for managers and other administrative
employees (about 20) of tribal business enterprises.

Professor Dillman

was the coordinator of the 1966 program.
Dr. Nolan and Dr. Herman in cooperation with the BBR held a two
day seminar for Rust Tractor Company of Albuquerque.

Building Program
With the approved construction of the CBA and the Bureau building,
space requirements of the Bureau will be taken care of.

II. STAJ;i'F
In addition to our TAC and CCAP personnel, our Bureau staff has
been increased to include a part-time data-processing programmer.

-7Arthur A. Blumenfeld, M.A., Director, appointed Research Assistant,
Jan. 21, 1955; Assistant Economist, Sept. 1, 1958; Associate Economist,
July 1, 1962; Acting Director, Aug. 1, I962; resigned, Jan. 31, 1963;
Director, Sept. 1, 1963. Member,ships and Committees: UNM Research
and Patent Committee; College of Business Adminifltration Building Committee; Supervisory Committee of the Coronado Credit Union; U. S.
Department of Commerce, Regional Export Expansion Council; State of
New Mexico Emergency Planning Committee and Economic Stabilization
Subcommittee; Association of Bureaus of Business and Economis Research, Bureau Image Committee; Albuquerque Community Council;
Albuquerque Survey Committee and Community Profile Subcommittee;
Albuquerque-Bernalillo County Economic Opportunity Board, Chiarman,
Executive Committee; American Economic Association; Western Economic Association; National Tax Association; Western Governmental
Research Association. Talks: New Mexico Municipal League, Governor's Economic Group, Sertoma, Albuquerque Technical Vocational
Institute, Annual Conference of City Managers, S & H Lecture Programs
held at New Mexico Highlands University, G. I. Forum, Summer Institute
for Teachers in Schools Enrolling l?ueolo Children held on Campus.
Meetings and Other Activities: Advanced graduate work, University of
Colorado; Consultant to State Planning Office on SRDP; Consultant Department .of Finance and Administration on Revenue estimates and publicschool finance problems; Association of University Bureaus of Business
and Economic Research, San Diego, California; :Regional Science Association at Santa Barbara, California; attended four meetings. for the State
Technical Services Act, three in Washington, D. C. and one in Georgia.
Three meetings held in Washington concerning the proposals for the Office
of Economic Opportunity. Two trips to Washington, D. C. to attend
meetings concerning Title I, Higher Education Act of 1965. Two meetings
Western Governor's Conference.
Ralph L. Edgel. M.B.A., Business Analyst and Professor of Business
Administration. Appointed Director July 1, 1945, resigned June 30, 1963.
Appointed Business Analyst July 1, 1963. Memberships: American Association of University Professors, N. M. Education Association, American
Economic Association, American Finance Association, Regional Science
AssoCiation. Committees: Policy, Graduate Studies Committee of the
College of Business Administration. Meetings Attended: Regional Science
Association, Santa Barbara, California; Conference on Census Data,
Denver, Colorado; Conference on Impact of Defense Cut-backs, Washington, D. C. Private Consultancies and Reports for: banks, small loan
companies, and management firms.
Margaret I. Meaders. M.A., Editor, appointed March 18, 1957. Awards:
first place (for fifth consecutive year} in Annual Contest of the New Mexico Federation of Press Women for editing of a specialized magazine.

~
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Publications: July NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY, 11 Pecos Dedication 11;
NMB (without by-line)-- 11A Preview of thEO Input-Output Study 11 in0ctober;
also withouLa by-line The Economic and Social Values of Hunting and
Fishing in New Mexico (104-page book reporting on a survey conducted
by someone .else; also redid all tables originally prepared by the surveyor)
and designed format for the book. Designed entire format for the 165page Summary Report on New Mexico Resources for the State Planning
Office; wrote the Proposal for the UNM Center for Indian Research and
Development; in June NMB, first installment of 11 The Status of Hunting
an:d Fishing in New Mexico, 11 which took up Where the book-length report
had left off. Speeches: Sept. 1 at NMS Extension Service Work Shop for
Workers on Indian Reservations; Oct. 22, banquet speaker at the Annual
Meeting of the American Association of Administrative Women in Education; Jan. 15, at Albuquerque Branch, League of American Pen Women;
June 20 & 21--two lectures of 90 minutes and two discussion sessions of
two hours each for Summer Institute for Teachers in Schools Enrolling
Pueblo Children. Meetings: two sessions of the New Mexico Commission
on Indian Affairs (one in Santa Fe);- annual conference .of New Mexico
League of American Pen Women (in Albuquerque); was special guest at
dedication of Santo Domingo Community House, at Annual Art Show &
Fiesta at Jemez Pueblo. Sponsor of Kiva Club, July-February. Invited
to serve on Advisory Committee for Cochiti Pueblo (committee set up
by the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs). Memberships: League
of American Pen Women; Natiomil and N. M. Federation of Press Women;
National and Albuquerque Federation of Pen Women; National Wilderness
Society; National Geographic Society; National Federation of Wildlife;
Theta Sigma Phi and Pi Gamma Mu (national honor societies).
A. David Sandoval. M.A. (dissertation pending at University of Wisconsin),
Associate Economist July and August 1964, full time November 8, 1965.
Re.signed March 11, 1966 to Teturn to graduate school.
Eldon G. Marr. B.A. (M.A. pending at UNM), Assistant Economist, appointed April 1, 1966.
Peter J. LaLonde. B.A. (M.A. pending at UNM), Assistant Economist,
appointed July 15, 1963.
David M. Bloom. B.S., Assistant Economist appointed March 9, 1964.
Carolyn G. Lindberg. B.A. (M.A. pending at UNM) Assistant Economist,
appointed June 8, 1964.
Linda J. Hawkins. B.A. (M.A. pending at Stanford U.), Assistant Editor,
appointed September 15, 1965.
Jacqueline J. Silverman. B.S., Research Assistant, appointed July 1,
1963. Resigned August 20, 1965.

<:
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Donald Ducoff. M.B.A. (Research Assistant, appointed September 10,
1962 to June 20, 1963, part-time) Field I:tepresentative, appointed
March 3, 1964. Resigned August 18, 1965..
William H. McMahan, B.A., Data Processing Progra.mmer appointed
part,.:timeSeptember 13, 1965.
Sandra D. Galloway. B.A., Editorial Assistant, appointed June 1, 1964
(part-time February 1964 through May 1964). Resigned August 31, 1965.
Shirley J. Huzarski. B.A., Data Supervisor, appointed June 1, 1959
(part-time November 30, 1953).
Anita S. Park, B.B.A., Adm. Secretary, appointed August 1, 1955.
Outside Activities: Secretarial duties for the American Indian Development Corporation.
Geraldine S. Jewell.
Virginia E. Ortiz.

Clerk Typist, appointed January 18, 1965. ·

Clerk-Typist, appointed September 20, 1966.

Catherine A. Gilliam. Statistical Clerk, appointed November 7, 1962.
Mildred L. Taylor.

Stat1stical Clerk, appointed December 2, 1963.

Susan Wang. B.A., Statistical Clerk, appointed part-time September
1963. (Graduate student at UWM). Resigned April 5, 1965.
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REPORT OF OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND FELLOWSHIP SERVICES
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Harold L. Walker, Director
The research program of the University continued to increase
during Fiscal Year 1965-66 in total dollars spent ($4,336,191.17)
in research effort and in number (132) of research projects
actively pursued in nineteen departments, divisions, and schools.
The details of the research program are shown in the section devoted to statistics.
During the year the title of the Director was changed from
"Director of Research Services" to "Director of Research and Fellowship Services." The Director is also Secretary of the Graduate Fellowship Committee in the Graduate School. The number of
graduate fellowships awarded for academic 1966-67 was 158 as compared to 82 for academi.c 1965-66. The details of the fellowship
program are shown in the section devoted to graduate fellowships.
Academic year 1965-66 represents the first effort on the part of
the University to centralize the administration of the various
fellowship programs in a single office in the Graduate School.
RESEARCH
Statistics
1. Financial: During FY 1965-66 there were 132 sponsored
research programs, as compared to 115 in. FY 1964-65, administered
by nineteen departments, divisions, and schools of the University.
For FY 1966 total reimbursements from contracts and grants to the
University for research accomplished amounted to $3,504,285.01,
an increase of $562,069.22 or 19.1 percent over 1965.
The distribution of net billings for research and the percentage of
change are tabulated as follows:
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Salaries
Expenses
Indirect Costs
Total

785

Percentage
of Change

FY 1965

.FY 1966

$1,630,032.10
969,328.07
342,855.62

$1,770,849.96
1,263,556.39
469,878.66

+ 8.6

$2,942,215.79

$3,504,285.01

+19.1

+30.4
+37.0

Details of individual projects, by departments, are given in
Appendixes A and B.
In addition to research expenditures funded by extramural
agencies through contracts and grants, the University funded research
in FY 1966 as follows:
Salaries
Expenses
Office of Research Services $18,484.44
$1,909.06
Historical Research
10,914.80
5,609.38
Government Research
3,496.08
5,333.78
Bureau of Business Research
73,331.11
8,232.33
Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology
7,624.84
11,480.01
Natural Resources Journal
12,977.89
Research Publications
2,238.92
General Research
21,324.87
Bureau of Engineering
Research
16,884.66
Miscellaneous Research
36,424.87
Civil Engineering Research
Facility
1,677.67
6,908.16
7,074.20
State Planning
Historical Review
4,119.76
New Mexico Quarterly Review
7,742.45
Research Computer Center
19,986.62
35,651.54
Physics Research Building
428,962.00
Biology Research Building
83,517.00
Total
$156,410,97 $675,495.19

Totals
$20,393.50
16,524.13
8,829.86
81,563.44
19,104.85
12,97'7.89
2,238.92
21,324.87
16,884.66
36,424.87
1,677.67
13,982.36
4,119.76
7,742.45
55,638.16
428,962.00
83,517.00
$831,906.16

The total University research expenditures during FY 1966
amounted to $4,336,191.17, of which the University funded $831,906.16
or 19.2 percent. The University-funded research expenditures during
FY 1965 amounted to $410,011.16 or an increase of 102.9 percent in FY '
1966. The total University research expenditures, ex1Jernal-plusinte~·nal funding, during FY 1966 amounted to $4,.336, 191.17 as compared
~o $3,352,226.95 in FY 1965 or an increase of 29.4 percent in FY 1966.
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The precise dollar value of active research contracts and
grants on July 1, 1966 is not known, but it approximates $5,607,000
as compared to $4,600,000 on July 1, 1965, or an increase of 21.9
percent.
The magazine, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, in a lead article on Research Development in Educational Institutions ;in the United States
stated that 100 educational institutions spent 90 percent of the
Federal Research and Development budget in FY 1965, and the University of New Mexico stood 74th among the 100 universities spending
90 percent of Federal funds.
The trends of research expenditures from contracts and grants
are shown in Appendix C, which is plotted on a semilogarithmic scale
so that equal distances represent equal percentages of change. The
percentage of change over the past eight years., for which complete
data are available, is as follows:

Sa.lari.e.s and Wages Reimbursement
Expenses Reimbursement
Indirect Costs Reimbursement
Total Reimbursement

Percentage
of Change
+ 424
+1063
+ 476
+ 544

These data show that the percentage increase irt total reimbursement is reflected most in the item for research expense and reflects
the fact that we have been able to secure funds for equipment, supplies, travel, and incidental items at a greater rate than for salaries; indirect costs, and total reimbursement for research performed.
Indirect costs are a function of salaries and wages and, in general,
should parallel each other in the rate of growth, but the indirect
cost reimbursement increased from 21.0· percent in 1965 to 26.5 percent in 1966. The increase in direc.t cost reimbursement of 12.6 percen·t in FY 1966 over FY 1965 is accounted for by (a) an increase in
the School of Medicine of 1.9 percent in FY 1965 to 13o2 percent in
FY 1966, and (b) termination of an off-campus Scientific Aide Program'
of $360,000 per year in which the off-campus indirect cost rate was
15 percent as compared to an on-campus indirect cost rate of 33 percent. Indirect-cost reimbursements as a percentage of salaries and
-3-
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wages and o:f total co13ts for the period F:Y 1960 through FY 1966 are
shown 'by the following data:
Fiscal Year
1960

1961

1963
-- -

1964

1965

1966

Indirect Costs as
a Percentage of
Salaries and
Wages

33.3

33,6

31.6

23,0

24.3

21.0

26.5

Indirect Costs as
a Percentage of
Total Costs

17.5

17.5

16.3

11,2

12.9

11.7

13.4

. ..
0

••

0

1962

2. Sources of Sponsorship: Outside support for research included
Federal Agencies and Prime Contractors to the Federal Government, State
of New Mexico Agencies-, Phi1anthropic Organizations, and Private Organizations. The following lists the sponsoring agencies and num'ber
of projects sponsored:
Federal Agencies and Prime Contractors to the Federal Government
(4)
(4)
(3)
(10)

(3)
(19)

(13)
(12)

(28)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(17)
(1)

Air Force Missile Development Center (AFMDC)
Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR)
Air Force Systems Command (AFSC)
Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL)
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
Department of Health, Education,& Welfare (DREW)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
National Science Foundation (NSF)
Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)
Office of Naval Research (ONR)
Rocky Mountain Forest & Experiment station (RMFES)
Sandia Corporation (SC)
u.s. Army Medical Research Center (USAMRC)

State of New Mexico Agencies
{1) New Mexico State Highway Department (NMSHD)
{1) New Mexico State University (NMSU)
Philanthropic Organizations
(1) Easter Seal Research Foundation (ESRF)
(1) Ford Foundation (FF)
(1) Resources for the Future (RFF)
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Private Organizations
(1) Allied Chemical (AC)
(1) American Chemical Society (ACS) .
(1) American Heart Association (AHA)
(1) H. G. Place (H. G. P~CE)
(2) Research Corporation (RC)
(1) Rio Rancho Estates (RRE)
(1)
Sandoz Pharmaceutical (SP)
(2) University of California (UC)
The dollar breakdown of research support by source:
Federal Agencies and Prime
Contractors (117)
State of New Mexico Agencies (2)
Philanthropic Organizations (3)
Private Organizations (10)
University of New Mexico (15)
Total

Amount
$3,374,955.39

Percent
77.8

11,981.03
34,819.44
82,529.15
831,906.16
$4,336,191.17

0.3
0.8
1.9
19.2
100.0

The Air Force Weapons Laboratory and Sand.ia Corporation are located in Albuquerque and support sizable research programs at the
University. The data for research support by these organizations: Air
For.ce Weapons Laboratory supported 10 research projects and reimbursed
the University $1,153,886,67 or 32.9 percent; Sandia Corporation supported 16 projects with a total reimbursement to the University of
$213,822.64 or 6.1 percent of the total research reimbursement in FY 1966.
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO RESEARCH
Sandia Corporation Educational Aids Program
The Sandia Corporation Educational Aids Program provides for the
indefinite loan of scientific equipment, surplus to the Corporation's
needs, to ·the University for education and research. The program has
been in operation since 1958-59.
The Director of Research and Fellowship Serv;ices had administered
this program from its. inception until November 1965,when a physical in~
ventory was made by Sandia Corporation personnel, and administration of
the Educational Aids Program was transferred to Prof. Charles T. Grace,
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Assistant to the Dean of the College of Engineering and Director of
the Sandia Corporation Technical Development and Educational Aids
~rograms.
At the time of the transfer the acquisition cost of equipment on indefinite loan to the University was in excess of $550,000.
Reprints of Scholarly Publications
The University has a policy for purchasing reprint copies - not to exceed 100 in number or $75 in cost -- of technical, scientific,
and scholarly publications by its faculty. In FY 1966, through the
Director of Research and Fellowship Services, the University purchased more than 4,750 copies of 34 reprints of publications by 44 of
its faculty at a cost of $1,200.
Visiting Lecturers in the Humanities and Social Sciences
A program and budget for visiting lecturers in the humanities
and social sciences was inaugurated and administer.ed by the Director
of Research Services in FY 1964-65. In FY 1965.-66 administration of
this program was vested in a committee with Dr. Gunthel· Rothenberg
as Chairman.
A program and budget for visiting lecturers in the engineering,
mathematical, and physical sciences were also in existence in FY 1966
with Dr. Glen A. Crosby as Chairman of the committee which administered
the program.
Security
The University has a Facility Security Clearance for receipt and
storage of classified information in the Research Center, and the
Director of Research and Fellowship Services acts as Security Coordinator for the University. At the close of FY 1966, the University had
six classified (Secret) research contracts and 138 faculty, staff, and
students holding security clearances permitting access to classified
information. Of the 138 total, 92 employees with security clearances
were at the Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility located
on south Sandia Base premises.
Air Force Mathematical and Scientific Aides Program
The University had a contract with the Air Force Special Weapons
Center, Kirtland Air Force Base ;for "Mathematical and Scientific Aide
-6.-.
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Assistance to the Research Directorate of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory." The first contract was for December 15, 1960, through June 30,
1961; and the amount was $13,380, The final contract was for October 1,
1964, through September 30, 1965; and tlle amount was $255,597, The
total of contracts for December 15, 1960, through September 30, 1965,
amounted to $632,634,80,
The purpose of this program was to furnish UniverSity students to
the Air Force Weapons Laboratory to assist senior scientists and engineers in scientific and engineering research.and development projects,
and to assist in the design and construction of equipment for scientific
r.esearch. One hundred and seven students majoring in physics, chemistry,
mathematics, biology, architecture, electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, and civil engineering were employed at the close of the
contract on September 30, 1965,
This contract, worthy as it w~s, was terminated after an investigation by the U.S. Civil Service Commission in which i.t was decided that
the University was furnishing personal services and that the contract
called for non-personal services, the distinction being that students
were working under the supervision of Air Force officer personnel and
U.S. Civil Service employees which resulted in the reduction of an equivalent full-time number of Civil Service .employees.
Fellowship Program
The Office of Fellowship Services was established in academic
1964-65, Prior to that academic year, there had not been a coordinator
of fellowship activities, nor a centralized office for fellowship activities and information. Previously, individuals on the faculty had
acted as sources of information and assisted in the individual fellowship programs on campus.
The following data show numbers of.fellowships and tl:leir sponsors
for academic l965-66 and the number of :fellowships awarded in the spring
of 1966 for academic year 1966-67. The 1966-67 Fellows will start their
tenure in September 1966 for the academic year 1966-67.
The following data show the dollar value of fellowships, stipends,
ana dependency allowances to graduate students, and the cost-of-education
allowances to the University from Federal agencies and private foundations.
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Sponsors
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Trainees
NSF Graduate Fellows
NSF Graduate Trainees
NSF Cooperative Fellows
NSF Summer Fellows
National Woodrow Wilson Fellows
NDEA Title IV Fellows
NDEA Title VI Fellows
Ford Foundation Fellows
Amer. Assoc, of Univ. Women Fellows
UNM Fellows
UNM .Peace Corps Fellows
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration
Fellows
Public Law 85 Trainees
National Institute Mental Health Fellows
International Institute Educ. -Fellows
AEC :Nucle;'lr Engineering Fellows
Total

Fellows
1965.-6.6

Fellows
1966-67

22

24

6

3
16
1
2
1
3.6

3

8

10
3
2

14
10

*

3
2
38
6
3
3

10
82

10
1
1
158

*'l'he .NSF Graduate Cooperative Fellowship program was merged with
the NSF Graduate Traineeship program in 1965; new fellowships
were not offered for academic 1966-67.
Fellowship stipends, cost-of-education allowances and dependency
allowances for FY 1966 were as follows.:

FelloWship Stipends
Cost=of-Education Allowances
Dependency Allowances (85)
Total

Federal
and Other
$282,268
202,380
45,800
$530,448

UNM
$81,530
$81,530

$611,978

In addition to ·the fellowships enumerated above, the following
data represent additional financial assistance to 400 graduate students
for academic 1965·-66:
UNM Graduate Assistants
UNM Graduate Research Assistants
U~'{M Graduate Teaching Assistants
Total

248
119
33

400

$559,300
342,000
86,400
$987,700

Govenor .rack M. Campbell's Scientific Advisory Committee
'!'he Governor appointed ·the Scientific Advisory Committee in August
1963 and gave i t the task of preparing a proposai to the National Aero-8-

nautics and Space Administration for the location o.f a Space Port Apollo, Gemini, and other space-vehicle landings - at the Hollomon
Air Force Base-White Sands Missile Range. The Advisory Committee
had three meetings during 1965-66: (1) to upgrade the Space Port
Proposal to NASA, (2) to consider methods of producing and utilizing mineral resources in New Mexico, and (3) to study and make
recommendations on the use of nuclear energy in the mineral resources
industry of the state, expecially on the use of nuclear energy in the
petroleum industry.
Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility
The Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility reports
through the Graduate School for administrative purposes. The. facility has been operated by the University with a contract to the Air
Force Special Weapons Center for five years since April 1961. In the
past I have made an annual report for the facility, but for 1965-66,
I have asked Dr. Eugene Zwoyer, Director, to prepare and submit a
separate Civil Engineering Research Facility report.
Research Computer Center
During the year the University acquired and put into operation,
in May 1966, an IBM System 360 Model 40 Digital Computer. Although I
have reported on the Research Computer Center activities in the past,
a new.Director of the Computer Center has been appointed (effective
July 1, 1966); and I have requested Dale Sparks, who has been Director
of the Research Center, to prepare the annual report and submit it as
a separate item. The University's digital computer program has progressed rapidly since acquiring MANIAC I from Los Alamos Scien.tific
Laboratory in 1958-59 and securing the Computer Research Corporation
102A from Sandia Corporation in 1961-62. The MANIAC I computer was
abandoned and cannibalized in. 1965-66 to permit reconstruction of the
space to house the IBM 360/40. Portions of MANIAC I were .returned to
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory for their museum since the computer
has historical value. MANIAC I was the. computer on which the calcu- ,
lations were made for the first fUsion (hydrogen) nuclear weapon.
Other electronic components of MANIAC I were given to Electrical Engineering for departmental use.
An intriguing plan and idea has been developed to tie all other
state educational institutions into the University's IBM 360 by making
-9-
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each camp\lS a·satellite station through utilization of input-output
equipment and with the University's .IBM 360 as the central-computing
instr\lment. This would permit'the individual campuses to transmit
problems to the Research Computer Center; and the IBM 360 would do
the computations and transmit the resu.lts back.to the print-out
equipment on the individual campuses. This plan is feasible and
would certainly save the State of New Mexico much money by negating
the need for expensive digital computer equipment in each of the
state-supported educational institutions.
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APPENDIX.A
REIMBURSEMENT TO THE UNIVERSITY FOR RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED IN FY 1965-66

ANTHROPOLOGY
Social Structure of Matengo
Prehistoric Chama Valley
Evacuation of Fols.om Site
Dissertation Research in
Anthropology
Dissertation Research in
Anthropology
u.c.L.A. Grant
I

1-'
1-'
I

BIOLOGY
Physiological Stratn in
Hibernation & Estivation
Plant Changes in New Mexico
Biological Distribution
Radioisotopes
Bacteriology-Virology Research
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Graphite in Polysterene
CHEMISTRY
Unrestricted Research Grant
Research Corp. Venture Grant
Nucleic Acid Antagmlists
Cinnolines as Antitumor Agents
Elements a·t Very Low
Concentration
Scintillation Solutes
Investigation of Luminescent
Materials

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

SPONSORS*

Basehart
Ellis
Hibben
Campbell

NSF
NSF
RRE
NSF

Base hart

NSF

Gonzales

u.c.L.A.

Riedesel

NSF

Potter
Riedesel

RMFES
AEC

Beakley

NSF

Castonguay

sc

Riebsomer
Crosby
Castle
Castle
Kahn

ACC
RC
NIH

NIH
AEC

Daub
Crosby

AEC
AFOSR.
-···

-~

~·-~

·--

EXPENSES

SALARIES
$

782.00

$

INDIRECT
COSTS

TOTALS
$1,074.67
778.80
1,300.00
1,078.00

$180.78
129.80

111.89
649.00
1,300.00
1,078.00
43.40

43.40

$3,182.29

$310.58

900,00
$5,174.87

466.67

$ 2,928.00

54.47
3,038.07

5,450.09

54.47
18,214.43

$11,258.77

5,374.94
$9,396.31

$5,916.76

5,374.94
$26,571.84

$9,307,00

$1,884.21

$2,930.45

$14,121.66

900.00
$1,682.00
$ 1,532.50

$

9,726.27

_..

"';_

$

928.83

$

16,429,35
13,392.06
14,988.75

503.10
99.78
2,482,35
8,878.51
2,531.55

4,552.15
5,116.84
4,778.29

807.10
99.78
23,463.85
27,387.41
22,298,59

11,095.57
2.6, 805.12

2,692.85
5,827.00

6,450.63
6,119.05

20,239.05
38,751.17

304.00

$

--~····~~····~

$

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS
CHEMISTRY (Continued)
Pyridazines and Nitrogen
Heterocycles
Carrier-Free Iodine-131
Alkylaminoethanethiolslfeterocyclic Moieties
Intramolecular Energy Transfer
Electrochemistry of Transition
Elements
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectrometer

SALARIES

EXPENSES

$ 22,558.76

$ 2,962.43

$ 7,845.25

$ 33,366.44

USAMRC

1,12.5,00
8,!59!5.50

8,04
2,687 ..99

416.25
2,47$.16

1,549.29
13,762.65

Crosby
Caton

sc
sc

9,688.93

63,00
2,713,65

3,197.33

63.00
15,599.91

Castle

NSF
$124,983,04

22,750,00
$54,200,25

$40,954.95

22,750.00
$220,138.24

$ 6,582,37
7,955.81
1,420.19
_2,247.86

$ 1,224.35
1,283.45
41.66
287.12

$1, 561.34
1,847.85
296.41
743.75

$ 9,368.06
11,087.11
1,758.26
3,278.73

7,197.45

2,004.52

3,315.21
$28' 7:1.8. 89

446,91
17,236.67
1,721.31
$22,241.47

9,648.88
17,236.67
6,130.55
$58,508.26

$10,130,46
2Q,814.12
1,646.30
$32,590.88

$38,830.73
6,135.13
685.85
$45,651.71

$ 3,840.54
22,624.15

$ 3,029.65
1,482.26
7,964.37

$ 6,870.19
1,482.26
30,588.52

$26,464.69

$12,476.23

$38,940.97

SPONSORS*

sc
uc

Castle
Kahn
Castle

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Industry and Water Enviroment
Safety Analysis of Structures
Latticed Beam-Columns
Earth Resistance to Projectile
Impact
Flexible Pavements
Fluid Mechanics-Equipment
Dynamic Analysis-Rocket Sleds

Bower
Yao
Omid'Varan
Hakala

NSF
NSF
NSF

Martinez
Hu1sbos
Cottrell

NMSHD
NSF
AFIIIDC

ECONOMICS
Water Pollution-Colorado River
Latin-America River Basin
Water Resources Institute

Udis
Wollman
Wollman

DHEW
RFF
NMSU

EDUCATION
Ford Foundation Grant
Physiology of Exercise
Communication Barriers in
Rural Communities

Zintz
McGill
Roberts

&

Ellis

sc

FF
NSF
OEO

TOTALS _

1,094.03
$7,547.90
$2,959.95
1,000.00
$3,959.95

$51,921.14
27' 949,25
2,332.15
$82,202.54

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

J
.....
CiJ

I

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Williams
Submarine Communications
Erteza
Radar Echoes from Moon
Hall Effect-DC to AC ConversimGrannemann
Grannemann
Semi Conductor Devices Gamma Damage
Grannemann
Microelectronics Radiation
Effects
Thorn
Weapon Fuzing Problems
Koschmann
Adaptive Systems
Erteza
Circuit Theory of Feedback
Grannemann
Metal Oxide-Silicon
Structures
Grannemann
Solid State Devices
Thorn
Weapon Arming and Fuzing
Southward
Solid State Research
Equipment
GEOLOGY
Climat:ic Cycles and Ya:rved
Sediments
Volcano-Tutonic Depressions
GOVERNMENT
Research for H. G. Place
MATHEMATICS
Stochastic Processes
Research in Analysis
Analysis artd Topology
Probability Theory and
Statistical Inference
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Temperature Distribution in
Finned Radiators
Behavior of Metallic Materials
-

-- ··-------·

ONR
NASA
NASA
AFWL

$ 16,809.89
22,769,31
6,341.20
413.70

$ 1,665.34
521.81
532.35
15.00

$ 3,627.50
4,659.09
1,823.26
150.59

$ 22,102.73
27,950.21
8,696.81
579.29

AFWL

3,627.63

227.90

6-93.24

4,548.77

AFWL

13,887.56
8,358.23
10,466.34
6,267.09

1,901.62
248.87
660.60
353.09

3,261.84
2,758.24
3,453.89
2,068.14

19,051.02
11,365.34
14,580.83
8,688,32

AFWL
AFWL
NSF

42,943.57
18,036.45

4,900.60
9,836.57
5,381.61

6,706.99
5,952.01

54' 551.16
33,825.03
5,381.61

$149,920,97

$26,245.36

$35,154.79

$211 '321.12

$181659,18

$38,056.99

$-:6,413.54

$63,129.71

Anderson

NSF

Elston

NASA

Hoyt

H.G.Place

Blum
Blum
Blum
Blum

NSF
NSF
NSF
NSF

Ju

--

_.

sc
AFOSR

-·--

~~

-·

~

TOTALS

EXPENSES

sc
sc
sc

Wildin

IN])IRECT
COSTS

SALARIES

SPONSORS*

~-~~~--~----<:~-....;.:.~.......____....

10,216,77

8,579.28

3,609.16

22,405,21

$28' 875--,95

$46,636.27

$10,022.70

$85,534.92

$4,266,66

$868.30

$75,00

$5,209.96

$13,524,98
2,000,00
ll,788,85
1,995,00

$2,892.80
80.26
2,814.22
330.30

$3,912.82
520,07
2,920,64
465.06

$29,308.83

$6,117.58

$7,818.59

$20,330.60
2,600.33
17,523.'71
2,790.36
$43,245,00

$11,543.71

~ 1,947.69

$ 3,809,41

$ 17,300,81

24,322,iO

6,583.70

7,745.73

38,651,53

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (Continued)
Baker
Rocket Sled Instrumentation
Ju
Analog Study Impact Fracture
Skoglund
Numerical Analysis Gas
Dynamics
Feldman
Heat Exchange Mechan.ism
Dove
Contact Fuzing
Houghton
Heat Resistant Materials

I

1-'
>!>.
I

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Kidney in Cirrhosis
Hypercholesterolemia and
Experimental Tuberculosis
Mechanism of Electrolyte
Transport
Myocardial Metabolism
Red Cell Biochemistry
Magnesium Metabolism
Cancer Tumor - Virus Studies
Renal Physiology
Enterovirus-Host Cell
Interactions
Viral Induced Mesodermal
General Research Grant
Biosynthesis of Protein
Brain Cerebralspinal Fluid
Cellular'Metabolism
Respiratory Distress
Brain Proteins
Structure of Adipose Tissue
Thymocyte Transformation
Congestive Heart Failure in
S. W. Indians
Fine Structure of Tissues
American Heart Association
Easter Seal Research
Foundation
OB Research

SPONSORS*
AF.MDC

sc
sc
sc

AFWL

sc

SALARIES

EXPENSES

INDIRECT
COSTS

$12,326.83
14,715.97
12,516.35

$ 4,014.60
7,510.83
2,364.63

$ 3,859.37
4,415.27
4,130.37

$ 20,200.80

6,068.88
3,450.51
1,380.78

2,422.50
689 •.90
252.18

2,002.74
1,138.67
455.66

10,494.12
5,279.08
2,088.62

$86,325,13

$25,786.03

$27,557 .• 22

$139,668.38

4,867.87
1,339.62

$ 8' 548 •.60
754.22

$ 32,793.25
7,385.92

TOTALS

26,642.07
19,011.35

Papper
Gale

NIH
DHEW

$ 19,376.78
5,292.08

Solomon

DHEW

21,995.13

14,610.38

11,480.44

48,085.95

Braildfonbrener
Simon
Whang
Stone
Papper-Solomon
McLaren

NIH
NIH
NIH
NIH
NIH
NIH

8,797.36
12,703.09
7,448.86

6,395.40
5,643.11
3,582.11

13,491.80
19,270.14

28,567.17
11,776.38

967.25
4,768.26
3,207,65
936.19
6,428,65
9,459,37

16,160,01
23' 114.46
14,238.62
936.19
48,487.62
40,505.89

Stone
Fitz
Loftfield
Pollay
Despopoulos
Finley
LeBaron
Napolitano
Leonard
Lovekin

ACS
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW
DHEW

4,734.79
4,464.53
19,750.17

23,659.29
19,846.34
29,403.77
19,310.11
10,730.34
16,210 .17·
27,243.28
3,669.39
10,423.80
10,156.15

3,992.73

32,386.81
24,310.87
56,400.76
28,794.45
31,996.73
37,003,47
35,634.41
13,299,03
19,226.33
19,987.24

Ladman
Fitz
Weaver

NSF
AMA-ERF
ESRF

Munsick

Sandoz

~,009,80

13,657.24
15,948.58
4,700,04
6,311,10
7,987.71
7,896.50
2,147.74
2,098,91

$

6,470.88
17,069.63
8,625.18
3U.80

7,246.82
3,474.54
7,609.15
4,844.72
3,691.09
3,318.54
814.82
1,934.59
1,070.39
1,470.13

9,689,01
17,069.63
12,194.22
314.80

SCHOO~ OF MEDICINE (Continued)
Alterations in Avascular Bone
Physiology of Amnion
Carcogenic'Effects of DMSO
Liped Metabolism in
Biological Systems
Monosaccharide Transport
Neurology
Human Behavior
Charles E. Merrill Trust
Heart, Cancer, Stroke Program

I

.....

01

J

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Fast Burst Reactor Pulse
Analysis of Transport
Properties

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

SPONSORS*

Weaver
Munsick
Kj,§ch
Scallon

DREW
DREW
DREW
DREW

Pol lay
Greenhouse
Libo
Fitz
Fitz

DREW
NIH
NIH

Long
Everett

SALARIES
$
$

INDIRECT
COST

EXPENSES

210,00

4,706.54
731.85
1,134.50
192,95

$

174.35
146.37
69.30

TOTALS
4,880.89
878.22
1,413.80
192,95

$

1,909,60
20,045,00
1,174.08

21,913.11
7,040.51
3,296,33
18,020,54
1,500 .oo.

639,88
3,720.70
356.51

24,462.59
30,806.21
4,826,92
18,020.54
1,500.00

$208,044.25

$333,583.63

$82,576.66

$624,204.54

$4,711,08
1,640.40
$6,351.48

$499.73
156,91

$447,54
466.66

$5,658.35
2,263.97

$656,64

$914.20

$7,922.32

1,439.57

$ 1,440.37

10,832.51

4,796,81

28,752.56

4,334.20
2,306.67
3,947.52
4,758.98

775.29
1,713.00
2,127.45
2 ,031. 54

4,651.75
10,277.99
12,764.70
12,191.01

758.68
668.20
500.00
8,986.03

19,919.06
36.16

190,54
140.87
100,00
2,965.39

20,868,28
845.23
600,00
14,439.79

9,724.98
335.45
18,184,88
8,578.67

1,925.08
10,362.11
10,162.11
16,666,35

3,209,27

14,859.33
10,697.56
34,347.99
28,388.03

NIH

sc
sc

PHYSICS

tn trasound in Two-Component

Systems
Vertical Distribution of
Atmospheric Ozone
Solar Influences on Cosmic Rays
Blueing Effect on Stars
Solar Neutrons
Transformations in Plastic
Solids
Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance
IQSY Cosmic Ray Flux
IQSY Zodiacal Light
Backscattering of Coherent
Light
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Galactic Structure
OSO-G Neutron Flux in Space
OGO-F Solar Ultra Violet
Energy

Green

NSF

Regener

NSF

Regener
Philip
Leavitt
Green

NSF
NSF
NSF
NSF

Dean
Regener
Regener
Bryant

NSF
NSF
NSF

Dean
Philip
Leavitt
Regener

sc
sc

R.C.
NASA
NASA

$

4,321.89
13,123.24
(457.74)
~,258.32

6,689,73
5,400.19

-

-~-"'~-~

$

2,488.37

6,001.00
3,143.01
---.......-;;·~-

7,201.83

$

"

~·,.----

_,.,,_.....,.,,,,,_, __ ..

,...~-----=

PHYSICS (Continued)
Atmospheric Ozone
Research on Ozone
Cerenkov Counter
Ozone Soundings
Chemi1uminescent Techniques,Ozone
High-Energy Neutrons (Satellite)
Electron Spectrometer(Satellite)
Zodiacal Light (Satellite)
Computing Techniques, Biophysics
Research Astronomical Telescope

I
1-'

T

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

SPONSORS*

Regener
Regener
Leavitt
Regener
Regener
Leavitt
Leavitt
Regener
Howorth
Regener

AFSC
Various
NASA
AFSC
AFSC
NASA
AFWL
NASA
DREW
NSF

SALARIES

EXPENSES

INDIRECT
COST

TOTALS

$182,749,02

5.30
43,075 05
23,561.23
6,222.48
46,053.24
18,497.33
214.53
67,476.8;1.
4,347 .. 84
4,336.90
$302,969.40

$63,511.03

5.30
45,097.26
33,205.03
8,305.91
93,241,64
39,590.58
6,532.10
103,812.96
;1.4,215.72
. 4,336.90
$549,229.45

$

$

2,022.21
7,411.81
1,647.28
35,774.93
14,495,28
6,000.00
24,686.12
7,638.87

$

$ 2,231.99
436.15
11' 413.47
6,597.91
317,57
11,650,03
2,229,01

PSYCHOLOGY
Conditions of Reinforcement
Conditions of Learning
Undergraduate Research
Participation
Free Behavior Situation
Spindle Activity in Monkeys
Depth Probe for Brain Research

Logan
Ellis
Ellis

NSF
NSF
NSF

$21,677.45
6' 472 .. 19
791.92

$ 7,983.48
2,988.68
3,970.65

$ 5,930.77
1,867.94
525.38

$ 35,591.70
ll,328.81
5,287.95

Logan
Rhodes
Rhodes

DREW
AFMDC
AFMDC

RESEARCH SERVICES
Air Force Research Seminar
Nuclear Cargo Carriers
A.F. Civil Engr. Res. Facility
A.F. Scientific Aide Project

10,165.27
12,578,39
2,927.65
$54,612;87

8,471.08
8,994.82
752.23
$33,160.94

5,154.05
2,244.33
1,091.92
$16,814.39

23,790,40
23,817.54
4 '771.80
$104,588.20

Foote
Sparks
Zwoyer
Walker

AFOSR
AFWL
AFWL
AFWL

8,470.00
4,475.21
585,684.94
102,666.48
$701,296.63

$ 21,863.24
418.01
283,953.42
$306,234.67

$ 1,705,34
1,476.78
37,568.42
13,276.96
$54,027.50

32,038.58
6,370.00
907,206.78
115,943.44
$1,061,558.80

$28,648.60

$6,623.77

$11,029.02

$46,301.39

$55,444.30

$25,641.28

$98,756.97

$179,842.55

$11770~849,96

$1,263~55.6.39

$469,878,..66

$3,504,285~01

SOCIOLOGY
Paramilitary Organization Campus Environment

Lynch
Woodhouse

TECHNICAL APPLICATION CENTER
Aerospace Re1ated Technology

Shinnick

Total

AFOSR

$

.

$

APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FUNDS REIMBURSED TO THE UNIVERSITY IN FY 1965-66

$
Anthropology
Biology
Chemical Engr.
Chemistry
Ci.vil Eugr.
Economics
Educab.on
.Electrical Engr.
Geology
~ Government
Mathematics
Mechanical Engr.
School of Medicine
Nuclear Engr,
Physics
Psychology
Research Serv.
Sociology
'.rech. Applic. Ctr

t

TOTALS

$

1,682.00
11,258.77
9,307.00
124,983,04
28,718.89
32,590.88
26,464.69
149,920.97
28,875.95
4,266.66
29,308.83
86,325.13
208,044.25
6,.351,48
182,749.02
54,612.87
701,296.63
28,648.60
55,444.30

3,182,29
9,396.31
1,884.21
54,200.25
22,241.47
45,651.71
12,476,28
26,245.36
46,636.27
868.30
6,117.58
25,786,03
333,583.63
656.64
302,969.40
33,160.94
306,234.67
6,623.77
25,641.28

$1,263,556.39

$1,770,849.96

Total for 1964-65 -- $2,942,215.79
$3,504,285.01
$2,942,215.79

.x ·10Cl,- .~oq,:

TOTALS
5,174.87
26,571.84
14,121.66
220,138.24
58,508,26
82,202,54
38,940,97
211,321.12
85,534.92
5,209,96
43,245.00
139,668.38
624,204.54
7,922.32
549,229.45
... 104,588.20
1,061,558.80
46,301.39
179,842.55

0.148
0.758
0.403
6.282
1.669
2,346
1.111
6.030
2.441
0.149
1.234
3.985
17.812
0.226
15.673
2.984
30.293
1.321
5,132

$469,878.66 $3,504,285.01

99.997

EXPENSES
----

SAL.4.RJ:ES

DEPARTMENTS

PERCENT OF
TOTALS
FY 1966

.INDIRECT
COSTS

19~1

percent gain

$

310.58 $
5,916.76
2,930.45
40,954.95
7,547.90
3,959,95
35,154.79
10,022.70
75.00
7,818.59
27,557.22
82,576.66
914.20
63' 511.03
16,814;39
54,,027. 50
11,029.02
98,756.97

APPENDIX C
REIMBURSEMENT TO TilE UNIVERSITY FROM
RESEARCH CONTRACTS AND GRANTS
1958~1966
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The Report of the United States Air Force
Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Res·earch Facility
_ July 1, 196'5 - June· 30, 1966
~ugene Zwoyer, Director
~'he

University of New Mexico completed the fifth year of operation

of this facility on April 10, 1966, in accordance with the terms of a
contract with U.S. Air Force Special Weapons Center.

Durip.g the year

the contract funds were increased and the contract period was extended
to October 14, 1966,

~egotiations

for an additional two-year period.

are under way to extend the contract
The scope of work continues to be

_concentrated in the areas of _structural mechanics, soil mechanics'· gas
dynamics, and electronics and instrumentation.

Special emphasis is

placed on research which will lead to the development oif criteria for
the

de~ign

of structures to resist the effects of nuclear

The operating

b~dget

weap~ns.

-

for the year was approximately $l,ZSO,OOO.

Of this amount, $907,206 was spent by the University for salaries, a

minor amount of supplies, and sub-contracti}lg for construction of test
facilities; the remainder was spent by the Air Force for supplies and
equipment to be used at this facility.
At the end of June 1966, the University envloyed 78 full-time and
7 part-time personnel, approximately the same as the previous year.

The

most s_ignificant chCl!lge in the staff was the addition of several research
assistants.

There will be a total of nine research assistants in con-

trast to the three or four previously employed.

They work IJart time

durl?g the academic year and full time duri:ng the summer months.

In the

past three years one master's thesis and five doctoral dissertations
have been based on. research conducted at the facility, and it is expected
that the new research assistants will be assigned to IJrojects which will

provide material for a thesis or

disserta~ion.

The increased number

of research assistants should·provide a closer liaison with the academic departments of the University.
dur~g

Appointments to the professionaL staff
follows:

~gust

Mrs. Ann Perkins, Pr:ogrammer, on

the year were as

23, 1965; Mr. Will

Blair, ResearCh Assistant Geologist,
April 1, 1966;
Dr. Don Linger,
•.
.
Research 0gineer and

~ager

of. StructuraL~chanics Department,

June 9, 1966 .•
Separations from the professional staff
follows:

dur~g

the year were as

Dr. C. X. Miran<;la, Research Associate Ep,gineer, ~gust 20.,

1965; Dr. David Kraft, Research Associate Ppgineer, .A!Jgust 31, 1965;
Mr. James Stras, Research Assistant .Ppgineer, January 5, 1966; Mr.

Donald. Hawley; Research Associate _E.ngineer, January 21, 1966; and Dr.
Warren Baker, Research Associate J3.ngineer, May 31, 1966.

Dr. Kraft, and Dr. Baker accepted

teach~g

Dr. Miranda,

positions at other univer-

sities, while Mr. Stras and Mr. Hawley accepted positions in industry.
'!Jle most s_ignificant development affecti?g the operation of the
Civil Engineering ResearCh Facility was the
~g

~egotiation

of a plan allow-

the University to solicit research from other: government

~gencies

and use the resources at the facility to conduct this research.
final details of the plan are bei?g formulated.

The

It 1.$ anticipated

that broaden]?g the source of sponsorship of research will also broaden
the scope of work and the talent at the facility.

A proposed policy for

grant~g

titles to xull-time research personnel

111as prepared and submitted to the Faculty Policy Committee after receiving
administrative approval.

The committee rejected the plan.

mended that the plan, which was des_igned to_ give
fits to

full~time

re~ognition

It is recomand bene-

research personnel equal to that of full-time faculty
2
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when appropriate educational and

professi~mal

standards had be.en met,

be reconsidered for adoption durl.?-g the next academic year.
Plans have been formulated to sponsor a symposium on Wave ProP,agation and Dynamic Properties of. Earth Materi;:tls to be held in .AJ.buquer,que, August 23-25, 1967.

The plan Wc:ts ox:iginated by .and primarily is

beip.g implemented by personnel at the Civil
~e

]merican Society of Civil

~gineers

with the University of New Mexico.

~gineerl.?-g

Research Facility.

will co-sponsor the symposium

Responses to questionnaires sent to

500 selected e.ngineers have been excellent.

Ninety papers have already

been offered by prospective participa11ts from the United· States, Canada,
Czechoslovakia,

~gland,

Germany, India, Japan, M:lxico, Switzerland,

and Russia.
S,ignificant professional .activities by the staff

dur~g

the year

included the followl.?-g attendance and participation in national

meet~ngs:

Sixth International Conference of Soil Mechanics and Foundation ~gineerl.?-g, held in Montreal, Canada, September 7-16,
1965. Attended by: Dr. Geo.rge Triandafilidis (presented
paper), Mr. Phillip Abbott, Dr. Warren Baker, and Mr. Delmar
Calhotm.
20th Annual Conference of the Instrument Society of America,
held in Los Ap.geles, California, October 4-8, 1965. Attended by: Dr. Frank Janza.
35th Shock and Vibration Symposium, held in New Orleans,
Louisiana, October 24-28, 1965. Attended by: Dr. ~ugene
Zwoyer (presen~ed paper), Mr. James Stras (co-author of
paper), and Mr. Donald Hawley.
American Society of Civil f:ngineers Structural F:ngineerl.?-g
Conference, held in Miami, Florida, January 28~February 4,
1966. Attended by: Mr. Robert Crist (presented paper)
and Mr. Phillip Abbott (presented paper).
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American Concrete Institute Convention, held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 3-12, ~966. Attended oy:
Dr. ~gene Zvmyer (presented paper), Mr •. Robert Crist
(co-author of paper), and Mr. R. E. Holt.
Publications and papers presented during.the year include the followi!lg:

1.

2.

Pore Air Pressure in Soil Sub~ected to Shock Waves,
by Delon Hampton, Journal o£ o:Ll Maclianics and FOundations Division, Proceedings of the American Society of
Civil I;ngineers, Vol. 91', No. SM6, November 1965.

3.

Research .and the Universi!=Y, by Eugene. M. Zwoyer, Proceedirigs of the Th;~.rd PaVlng Conference, December·9-10,
1965:
'
.
. .
.

4.

Report on Cheyenne Tests QI-I-1, by Delmar Calhoun,
January 1966. A report to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.

5. Arching for Vertically Buried Prismatic Structures, by
Phillip A. Abbott, Conference Preprint 281, AmerJ.can
Society of Civil Engineers Structural Engine~ring Conference, Miami, Florida, January 31-Feb'ruaty 4; 1966.

6.

7.

Sil11Ulation of Air Shocks with Detdnating Waves, by
Gerald P. D'Arcy and R. 0. Clark, AFIVL TR 65-9, February
1966. A technical report to the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory.

8,

9. A Studh of the Propagation of Stress Waves in Sand,
AFWL-T -65-180, by Robert L. MCNeJ.ll, MarCh 1966. A
technical report to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
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10.

Dynamic Strength of Pla:iri Concrete, by Eugene M.
· lWayer and Robert A. Cnst; A paper presented, to the
American Concrete Institute Convention, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, March 1966.

11. ·A Method of Producing Long-Duration Air- Induced ·Ground
Shock Using High Explosives, by Eugene M. Zwoyer, George E.
Triandafllidis, and James .Stras, Bulletin 35; Shock and
Vibration Information Center 1 April 1966.

12. An Investi atioriof the

amic Behavior of a Partiall.
Saturated Silt, y Delmar E. Calhoun and David C. Kraft,
WL TR 65-176, May 1966. A technical report to the Air
Force Weapons Laboratory.

New offices held or Committee appo:iritments. in .learned and professional
societies during the year are
1.

~s

follows:

Albuquerque Chapter, New Mexico Society of Professional

Mr. Richard G, VCJ!.ighan - ~reasurer; Mr. Delmar
Calhollll - Chairman of Publicity Cdrrunittee.

~gineets:

2 • Albuquerque Branch; American S~ciety of Civil ~gii1eers:
Mr, 'R. ·E. Holt- Chairman of Board of Directors; Mr.
Richard G. Vaughan - Director.
3.

Albuquerque Chapter, Instrument Society o£ AmeriCa:
Dr, Frank Janza - President.

4.

City of Albuquerque Plannl?g Connnission:
V8;Ughan - Member.

5.

Mr. Richard G.

UNM-ASCE Symposium on Wave ProP.agation and Dynamic Properties of Earth l\1aterials: Members. of Steer~g Comnti ttee - Dr. Geo.rge '!riandafilidis (Chainnan) , Dr. Eugene
Zwoyer (Secretary), Mr. Richard G. Vaughan, Dr. Don Li?ger,
Dr. Warren Baker.

5
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The Report of the Division of Government Research
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Submitted by E. c. Hoyt, Chairman
Department of Government
The long illness and subsequent death

~n

December 11, 1965

of Professor Frederick C. Irion interfered with the normal operation
of the Division during this academic year.

The following publica-

tions of the Division were completed, however, during that period:
Tom Wiley, Public School Education in New Mexico, #69
Robert S. Landmann, New Mexico State Hospital, #70
Dorothy Cline, Associate Professor of Government, has been named
Acting Director for 1966-67, during which year a search for a
new Director on a permanent basis will be made.
In connection with the appointment of a new Director,
efforts are being made for a considerable expansion of the
work of the Division.

It is expected that an expanded Division

wili be able to perform two significant services for the
University and for the broader community.

First, it can

promote scholarly research on a broad range of political
problems which will help to support our projected Ph.D. program.
The Division is expected to establish affiliation with the InterUniversity Consortium for Political Research, which will make
new facilities available for survey research and quantitative
studies.

Second, the Division can be of important assistance

to state and community agencies by performing problem-oriented
research in matters of concern to the public and governmental
agencies.

To make a complete study of possible directions of

,.
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qevelopment for the Division, and to propose a plan, including
budgetary recommendations to be made to the Board of Educational
Finance, Mr. Irving Howards, Professor of Government and Director
of the Bureau of Government Research at the University of
Massachusetts, a person with wide experience in: this field,
has been employed as a consultant to the University to draw
up such plans in time for submission of a proposal to the BEF
this fall.

The Report o.f the
NEiv MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW
July 1, 1955 ~ June 30, 1965
Eleanor 8. Adams, Editor
During 1955-1956 Ni::W M£X/CO HISTORICAL R£VI£W published
thirteen articles, plus book reviews, a cblumn of notes and
information that. appears at irregular intervals when space
permits, obituaries, and the Historical Society of New Mexico
Notes.

The subject matter of the articles covered a wide. range

from 154-0 to the present:-- U. S. -Mexican

r~lations,

c:ulttlral

as well as diplomaticp. military history; ecclesiastical history;

Indian Land claims; historicaL personages (from holy men to
outlaws); and a local experiment in prohil:>ition.

Contri·butors

included four professionaL historians, four non-academic historians,
two graduate students, and one undergraduate.

The Editor contributed

a translation of a hitherto unpublished Letter by :the weLL-known
Franciscan explorer Fray Silvestre Velez de Escalante, and a
bibliography of his extant writings.

(Her edition, in Spanish,

of Velez de Escalante's Extracto de Noticias, with introduction
and notes, is still in press in Mexico City and has been subject

to long delays.

This will be the first complete e.dition of this

important document for the history of New Nexico; it is f>ased
on the original text preserved in the Biblioteca Nac&on•l,
Mexico, not on the truncated and inaccurate copies used to date.)
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She also annotated an important and inuch neglected art.icle
on the right of asy.tum in New Mexico by the

tate £ti;zabeth Howard

I

West,

first published in TH£ HISPANIC AMERICAN HISTORICAL R£V/£W

in 1928 and reprinted in NMHR by permission of the Dt.!ke Univ.ersity

Press.
Dr. Victor WestphaL£, President .of the Historical Society
of New Mexico, and Dr. Michael Thurman, Visiting Assistant
Professor of History,

kindly consented to act as judges in

selecting the best article by a non-professional historian
published in NMHR during 1965 for the prize of one hundred
dollars offered by the Department of Hi.st.ory.
annuaL ·aw)l~:iildwent to Thomas M. Oavies 1.·4r.,

The first

for

11 The

treaty of 1933 1 A Prelude to Settlement," (NMHR,
Oct. 1965).

Rio Grande

val, 40 1 no. 4 1

Mr. Davies is a doctoral candidate in history ,;rt

The University of New Mexico.
The problem of obtaining acceptable manuscripts for
publication is beco•ing less acute,

Recently there has been

a gratifying increase in unsolicited papers of higher quaLity.
Some time ago the Editor and Dr. ManueL Alcala,

former

Director of the NationaL Library of Mexico, made preliminary
arrangements to prepare for pubLicq.tion in NMHR a calendar of
ihe importan.t cot lection of doc'&ments fo/C the colonial. history
of New Mexico from the old Franciscan Archive in Mexico City.
Since the discovery of these papers in 1928, When
made a hasty preliminary catalogue,

F.

V. Scholes

the .BibLiotecc:t Nacionat has

I

.---------
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reclassifil'!d the material, .and their· numbers no Longer corre.spond
to those u.seri for photographic reproductions of the coLLection
in U•

s.

nci.ndez

Libraries, including that of UNM.

Avi La,

Sr. Guille·rmo Her-

head of the Department of Manuscripts at the

BibLioteca Nacional, and Miss Adams have made considerable progress
in cot lating the oLd and new numbers and describing the content
of the individuaL items.

Lie. £rnesto de La Torre ViLlar, present

Director of the Bibli.oteca Naciqhal, also considers the undertaking of great mutual advantage.

He has agreed to contribute a pro-

Logue when the calendar can be scheduled for publication.

The

£ditor hopes that it may also be possible to reprint it as a
separate unr)er -tne joint auspices of the University of New Mexico
and the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mex:lco,

to' which .the

Biblioteca Nacional is attache.d.
Miss Adams spent .cz few weeks in Mexico City in the spring
of 1966 working on this and other prospective public;:ations, as
well as continuing her archival research.
Some old exchange problems have been solved and a number
of worthwhile new exchanges for other scholarly journals arranged
for the benefit of the Zimmerman Library.
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The Report of the Southwestern Journal of Anthropology
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Rarry Bas.ehart and Stanley Newman, Editors

During the fiscal period four issues of the Southwestern Journal
of Anthropology were published:

Summer, Autumn, and Winter 1965 (VoL 21,

Nos. 2, 3, 4) and Spring 1966 (Vol; 22, No. 1).

The .number of pages in

the four issues totalled 389, as compared with 397 pages printed in 19641965.

The editors hope to increase the number of pages printed in the

present fiscal period to meet our objective of a minimum average.of 400
pages per year.
Twenty-three manuscripts were accepted for puplication, whereas 22
were published in 1964-1965.

Although a smaller number of articles were

published in the past two years than in the preceding two, the rate· of
manuscript submission continued high.

In this period 111 articles were

received, compared with 91 in 1964-1965, and 119 in the preceding year.
This represents a considerable increase over the range of £rom 68 to 79
contributions reported for the five years prior to 196:3-1964.
Articles published in the .)"ournal continue to reflect devotion to
the interests. of ,;general anthropology," as opposed to concentration on a
particular s)lb-field of the discipline.

At the same time the majority of

the accepted manuscripts represent contributions to cultural anthropology;
on1y 4 of the .23 published papers were devoted to topics in linguistics

"'

and archaeology.

This diatrihution is to·be expected, not only on the

basis of past experience, out hecat.tse' the broad area of cultural
anthropology lacks the specialized journals available to professionals
in other fields of anthropology.

Within the rubric of cultural anthro-

J;>Ology, a wide range of svecific tovics were eJq>lored, including discussions .of the history of anthrovology, cultural ecology, expressive
institutions, economics, culture contact, and culture change.

Social

organization remained a focus of interest for an increasing number of
anthropologists, and slightly· over one-half of the contributions in
cultural anthropology were devoted to an examination of problems in this
area.

Studies of cultures represented most of the geographical regions

of the world, including Mexico, North America, South America, the Caribbean,
Africa, India, Japan, Oceania, and Southeast -Asia.
Although the subscription price of the Journal '\vas increased
slightly beginning with Vol. 22, 1966 (from $4.00 to $5.00 for domestic,
and from one pound to one pound ·five shillings for foreign subscriptions),
the rate of increase in subscriptions has been maintained.

At the end of

June, 1966, subscribers numbered 2033, as compared with 1808 in 1965---an
increase of 12%.

Subscriptions from foreign countries now total 423 in

contrast to last year's 333; this comprises slightly over one-fifth of
Journal circulation and reflects the international reputation of the
publication among professional colleagues.

Again, the rise in subscriptions

has required an increase in the number of copies printed; 2200 copies were
ordered for the Spring number this year, compared to 2000 copies last year,
For the first time in Journal history, the income from subscriptions
and sales exceeded printing costs,

2

The increase totalled 140% of the cost

,,

of printing, reflecting both the larger number of subscribers and the rise
in subscription price.

Since the proportion of income relative to printing

costs declined in the preceding year as the result of publication of the
Index and higher publishing costs, the substantial income increment will
help to offs¢t the 1964-1965 decrease.
With the advice and approval of the University Comptroller, the
Editors entered into an agreement with the Kraus Reprint Corporation of
New York for the reprinting of Volumes 9 through 19 of the Journal.
Complete sets of these volumes are no longer in stock, although individual
numbers of some volumes remain available.

The contract with the Kraus

company provides for a 15% return to the Journal on sales of the out-ofprint volumes.

We have preferred to continue distribution of earlier

sets .of the Journal through our circulation manager, Mrs. Margaret
Weinrod, since this yields a larger profit and, at the same time, lower
costs to purchasers.
Authorization to reprint articles originally published in the
Journal was granted to the following:
Harper Reserve, University of Chicago Library, 9 articles
Joseph W. Elder, Civilization of India Syllabus, 2 articles
Edward M. Lemert, Human Deviance, 1 article
Alan R• .Beals, Culture in Process, quotations from 1 article
John Middleton, Reader in Political Anthropology, 1 article
James N. Hill, Prehistoric Social Organization, 1 article
Richard W. Lieban, book on Philippines sorcery, excerpts from 1
article
Andrew P. Vayda, Ecology: .An Anthropological Reader, 2 articles
Roger C. Owen, The American Indian Source Book, 1 article
Harold K. Schneider, A Reader in Economic Anthropology, 1 article
Esther V. Daroy, book on Filipino culture, 1 article
Robert A. Manners, A Reader in Method and Theory in Anthropology,
5 articles
John Middleton, Magic and Witchcraft, 1 article
John Middleton, Mythology and Cosmology, 2 articles
John Middleton, Gods and Rituals, 1 article

3
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S. N. Eisenstadt, Political Socio'logy, 1. article
Raoul Naroll, untij:led books, quotation from 1 articie
The number of requests for permission to reprint is the ·same .as' for the
preceding report period; irt. turn, this constituted a major increase as
c;ompared with previous years.
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REPORT O:F
THE UNLVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO. PRESS
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Roland Dickey, Director
Completing its tb:irty-f.ifth fiscal year of operation in 1965-66, The
University of New Mexico Press publishes books, scholarly monographs, and
a magazine, New Mexico Quarterly.
monographs in print.

The Press has 105 book titles and 94

It handles the subscriptions and records for New

Mexico Historical Review and Southwest Journal of Anthropology.

The

Press is a member of the Association of American University Presses and
the American Book Publishers Council.
I. _ Significant developments during the Academic Year 1965-66

1.

The Press operates Under the offices of the President and Academic
Vice-President of the University.

Books and monographs to be

published under the imprint of the Press are approved by the Faculty
Publications Committee, with the following membership for
Harry w. Basehart, Chm. (Anthropology)
Bainbridge Bunting (Art)
Roland Dickey* (Press)
John Durrie* (Secretary of the University)
Richard Huzarski (Civil Engineering)
R. R. MacCurdy, Jr. (Modern Languages)
G. W. Smith (History)
Yi-Fu Tuan (Geography)
Albert W. Vogel (Education)
T. Philip Wolf (Go\Ternment)
Joseph Zavadil (English)
'''Ex officio

1965~66:
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The .Publications Committee held meetings on October 5", 1965, and
May 20, 1966.

At these meetings, the Committee considered nine

book-length mss., of which five were accepted fo"r publication.
3.

Th"e Press staff processed 35 book"length mss. and 75 ms. queries.
Outside readers were consulted on the more promising 'mss.
Appropriate materials were submitted to the Publications Commi"ttee
for consideration.

4.

The Press published 12 major items.
revised edit"i"ons were completed.
minor ·changes.

Five new ·books and three

Two books were reprinted with

Two monographs in the UNK Publications Series

were released.
5.

A complete catalog of UNM Press books was published on August 18,

1965, and 18,000 copies distributed.
6.

In addition to published materials,"· work was in process on six new
titles, four reprints or revised editions, and one UNM Publications
monograph.

7.

In April, 1966, the .Press renewed its Contract with Doubleday & Co.,
New York, which will publish a second edition of Mexican Cookbook,
by Erna Fergusson, as a Dolphin paperback.

The Press clothbound

edition continues to sell successfully.
8.

Science in the Sixties, the Tenth Anniversary AFOSR Scientific
Seminar, June 1965, a book by David L. Arm, cosponsored by The
University of New Mexico, 7he Air Force Missile Development Center,
and The Air Force Office of Scientific Research, was taken over by
the l'ress on January 13, 1966, £or sales and distribution, priced
at $4.50, clothbound.
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To bring the magazine back on regular schedule, six issues of
New Mexico Quarterly were published, totaling 688 pages.

10. A total of 4,081 mss. were submitt.ed for consideration by New
Mexico Quarterly, including 3,144 poetry, 779 fiction, 95
non-fiction, and 60 miscellaneous,

i~tcluding

68 items were accepted for·publication.

drama,

Of these,

The total ross. received

is 79Z·greater than in 1964-65.
11_. An analysis of 1965-66 subscriptions fo.r New Mexico Quarterly
showed that of the total of 536, there were 312 subscriptions
to _libraries, 65 complimentary s!lbscriptions, 89 exchange, and
70 individual subscriptions.

Now in its thirty-fifth year of

publication, the Press has for sale 110 back issues, with an
inventory of 10,565 copies.
lZ. The :Press continued to handle s.ales and subscription .records for
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, edited by Dr. Harry Basehart
and Dr. Stanley Newman of the UNM Department of Anthropology.
Processing of these records takes approximately half time for a
Press staff member.
13. In addition to subscriptions and records, the :Press provided design
and production consultation for New Mexico Historical Review,
edited by Miss Eleanor B. Adams.

Four issues of the magazine

were released: XL:3 (July 23, 1965), XL:4 (Nov. 18, 1965),
XLI:l (Feb. Z; 1966), XLI:2 (Apr. 5, 1.966).

Subscriptions to the

Review are $6 per year, including membership in the New Mexico
Historical Society.
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14. The Press filled orders for back issue.s of New Mexico Historical

Review, with a. total of 153 issues in print; and an inventory of
21,678 copies on hand.

In addition, .the .Pr.ess had on sale 34

pamphlets and papers published by -the Historical Soc.iety, with
an inventory of 4,920 copies.
15. The Sales Department of the Press organized an exhibit. of books

published by American University Presses at a meeting of the Rocky
Mountain Psychological Association at Wes!:ern Skies, Albuquerque,

May 11-14, 1966.
16; A public showing of the "AAUP Book Show 1965, 11 an: exhibition-of

25

m~ard

books published by the Association of American University

Presses was .held in the Press display office June 1-10,- 1966.
17. At: :i. ts annual campus_ Christmas _sale, Nov. 29 to Dec. -30, 1965,
l'ress book sales from its display office were $1043.75.
18. To reduce overstocks in inventory, a sale was held in Hay 1966, a
list of 40 titles at special prices being mailed to 8,000 libraries,
bookdealers, and other customers.

Net results of the sale were

2,901 books sold for a total of $4850.50.
19. Other promotional activities included the preparation and mailing
of announcements of individual bool<s, the distributio_n of new
books to national and regional review media, the exhibition of
books at national scholarly meetings, and news releases to periodicals.
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20. Title and. Inventory Statistic;s:
Titles
Copies in
in Print Inventory
UNM Press books
UNM Publications
UNM Bulletins
N•.M. Quarterly (issues)
N.M. Hist, Rev, (issues)
N.M. Hist. Soc. Pubs.
S.W. Journ. Anthro. (issues)

105
54
40
110
153
34
_22.

104,817
23' 781
4,561
10,565
21,658
4,920
9,527

Totals:

55.5

179,829

21. Sales summary
a. sales totals:
$7.0,738.57
2,295.66
1,601.48

University Press books
UNM Publications and Bulletins
New Me~ico Quarterly
Total:

$74,635.71

b. Press book sales:
Total number of copies sold:
Total dollar sales:

28,773

$70,738.57

Monthly summary:

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Copies

Sales

1,904
1,743
2,075
2,150
2,262
2,393

$4,593.93
3,496.69
5,116.88
6,047.50
6,374.31
6,294.12

Monthly average:

Copies
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June

2,832
1,.551
1,557
1,873
·5,638
2,795

Sales
$7,600.19
4,238.16
4,407.80
5,829.79
11,080.00
5,659.20

2,398 copies, $5,894.88

Book sales increased by $4,853.00 over the 1964-65 fiscal
year, and the number of copies sold increased by 1,640.

The

total income for the Press increased by $5,015.68 over the
previous year.
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II. Significant plans and recommendations
1.

Warehousing.

Because of the increase in number of books

published by the Press, and increasing sales calling for
larger printings, warehouse space is expected to be 'at a
premium in t:he near future.

Despite the relief of overstocks

from special sales, and the removal of obsolete materials,
storage space is becoming acute.

The shipping room is now

used for storage by several other campus agencies, and it
may soon become necessary to remove non-Press materialfl to
other areas.

It seems likely that in the not-too-distant

future new warehouse space will need to be constructed.
2.

Accounting sys tern.

One of the recommendations ·in the Wardlaw

exploration of UNM: Press efficiency was th_e setting up of a
new accounting system for the Press, including bookkeeping
procedures specifically designed to meet the compleJ;:ities
of book manufacture and sales which would give a more realistic
picture of all aspects of the operation, and make readily
available important marketing information needed for Press
planning.

To install such a system calls for

~onsultation

with a £irm specializing in publishers' accounting, plus an
exploration of the particular needs of this Press.

It is

hoped that plans for a change in the system may be undertaken
in the coming year.
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Staff assignments, as of June 30, 1966
Rol;md Dickey, Director of t.he Press, General Editor of UNM
Publications Series, Editor of .New Mexico Quarterly
Leonard A. Prehn, Production Manager
Francis J .. Mahood, Designer (Aug. 16, 1966)
Carol Kurman, Sales Manager
Winifred W. Gregory, Editor
Mary E. Adams, Associate Editor
G. A. Blaisdell, II, Assistant Editor (July 1, 1965)
Margaret Weinrod, :Journals Subscription Manager
Mary E. Kollander, Secretary (Mar. 15, 1966)
Ma1:ga;ret J. Green, Order Clerk (Nov. 26, 1965):Hele.n D.. :Finley, Clerk (Temporary app.t.)
Interim appointments:
Richard E, Leonard, Record Clerk (term. Aug. 31, i965)
Tess:ie K. Jordn, Secretary (Aug. 16, 1965--Mar. 31, 1966)
Edna E. Vicory, Order Clerk- (term. :May 6, 1966)
Etta K. Dane, Clerk (Oct. 1, 1965--Nov. 19, 1965)
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IV. Books and other materials published
A.

University of New Mexico· Press books:
1.

The. letters, diaries
compiled and edited
by Frederick w. Nolan. Ford Foundation grant. 6 x ~ in.,
522 pp., 43 illus. · $6.00 (Sept. 21, 1965)

2.

The Public Domain in New Mexico, 1854-1891 1 by Victor WestphJ:!ll.
Ford Fotindatiort grant. 6 x 9)( in., 428 pp. 20 maps
(18 in col-or), 13 appendixes. $5.00 (Oct. 8, 1965)

3.

New Mexico Place Names, a Geographical Dictionary, edited by
T. M. Pearce, assisted by Ina Sizer Cassidy and Helen S. Pearce.
Ford Foundation grant. 6 3/4 x 9 3/4 in., 203 pp. $6.00
(Dec. 15, 1965)

4.

Sky Determines: An Interpretation of the Southwest, by Ross
Calvin. Illus. by Peter Hurd. Revised and enlarged from the
1934 and 1948 editions. 5 3/8 x Bin., 407 pp. 14 drawings.
Cloth, $5.00 (Dec. 17, 1965)

5.

Sky Determines: An Interpretation of the Southwest, by Ross
Calvin. Paperbound version of above editiort. 5 3/8 x 8 in.,
407 pp. Illus. Paper, $2.50 (Dec. 2S, 1965)

6.

Richard Wetherill: Anasazi, by Frank McNitt. Revised and
enlarged from the 1957 editiort .. 6 3/4 x 10 in., 400 pp.
16 photos. 4 maps and 4 drawings by the author. $1.0. 00
(April 11, 1966)

7.

Life in the North during the Civil War, A Source History, by
George Winston Smith and Charles Judah. 6 x 9k irt., 413 pp.
32 illus. from nineteenth-century documents. $6.50
(Mar. 28, 1966)
...

8.

The South\~estern Journals of Adolph F. Bandelier, 1880-1882,
edited and annotated by Charles H. Lange and Carroll L. Riley.
Publ:i.shed jointly with the Museum of New Mexico and the Schoolof American Research, Santa Fe. 6 x 9k in., 502 pp. 21 photos
2 maps,- facsimile page, 80 :Bandelier drawings. $10.00
(May 4' 1966)

9.

Steinbeck and His Critics, a Record of Twenty-Five Years.
An anthology with an introduction and notes, by E. W. Tedlock, .1t.'
and C. v. Wicker. Third printing, based on 1957 edition,
with new jacket and cover design. 6 x. 9 in., 352 pp. $6.00
(Sept. 10, 1965)

10.

D. H. La\~rence, Artist & Rebel, A Study o£ Lawrence's Fiction,
by E. w. Tedlock, Jr. Reprinted from 1963 edition, with minor
corrections. 6 x 9k in., 254 pp. $5.00 (Oct. 29, 1965)

The Life & Death of John Henry Tunstall.
& adventt.~res ,of an itinerant Englishman,.

-------------------·---
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B.

C.

University of New Mexico Publications
l.

Catalog of the Collections of the Institute of Meteoritics,
the University of New Mexico, as of October 1, 1965, by
Lincoln LaPaz. UNM ,Publications in Meteoritics, No ... 4.
6 x 9 .in. , 154 pp. ·23 ill us. , Paper:, $2 .• 00 (Oct. ;1.4, 1965)

2.

University of New Mexico Contributions in Geology, 1898-1964,
by Stuart A. Northrop. UNM Publications in Geology, No. 7.
6 x 9 in., 156 .pp.. 5 ill us. Paper, $2.00 (May 27, 1966)

New Mexico Quarl:erly

:XXXIV:4,
XXXV: 1,
XXXV.:2,

:XXXV:3,
:XXXV:4,
:XXXVI:l,
V.
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Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring

1964-65
1965
1965
1965
1965-66
1966

(July
(Oct.
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(June

16, 1965)
20, 1965)
29, 1965)
4, 1966)
1, 1966)
15, 1966)

Outside professional activities of Press staff members

L

On June 19, 1965, Roland Dickey conducted a di.scuss.ion on the
function of university presses for a UNM seminar, Administration
in Higher Education.

2.

On July 25, 1965, Dickey lectured at the annual meeting of the
New Mexico .Presswomen in Albuquerque o.n "Writing and Editing. 11

3.

On Jan. 10, 1966, Dickey spoke at a meeting of the Albuquerque
Library Association ·on

4.

11

The Publisher and the .Librarian. 11

June 12Ml6, 1966, Roland Dickey, Caroi Kurman (Sales Manager),
and Leonard Prehn (Production Manager) of the Press staff,
attended the annual meeting and workshops of the American
Association of University Presses at Rutgers Univer:>ity.
Dickey served as a member of the Program Cominittee for planning
the meeting.

He conducted an evening workshop on editorial

planning.
5.

On Feb. 9, 1966, Carol .Kurman, Sales Manager, participated in
a panel discussion on writing and publishing at a meeting of
the Albuquerque Press Women.
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VI. Ford Foundation grants
Three titles were publis.hed under· Fotd Foundation grants to
stimulate scholarly publishing in the humanities and social sciences.
The titles,

~i.th

the amount of Fotd Foundation contribution toward

their manufacture are:

The Life & Death of John Henry Tunstall

($4.,000), Tile Public Domain in New Nexico ($2,000), and New Mexico
Place Names ($2,000).
VII. Wurli tzer. Foundation grant
The Helene Wurlitzet Foundation of New Mexico, with headquarters
in Taos, has established .two annual awards of $50 •each, one for the
best short story, and one for the best poem, to be printed in New
Mexico Quarterly each year.

TWo honorable mentions in each. category

were named at the same time the winners of the $50 awards_were
announced in the Spring 1966 issue.
VIII. Library gifts
During the yeat, the Press presented to

~immerman

Library

137 books, 84 pamphlets, 377 periodicals, and 106 newspapers.

The

materials. were received from publishers and other agencies, a
substantial part for review and exchange with New Mexico Quarterly;
The Library regularly receives about 90 periodical subscriptions as
Quarterly exchange.

In addition, the Libr,ary received approximately

90 periodical subscriptions in exchange for New Mexico Historical

Review.

The

~ibrary

continues to receive hundreds of monographs

and books from other institutions in exchange for the
Publications Series.

UNM

The Report of the Student Affairs Office
July 1, 1965 - June 30, i966
Harold W. La.vender, Dean of Students

The Student Affairs departments of the University perform
non-academic services for students outside the classroom.

The

overriding_ purpose of the Diyision is to .make the student's
experience at the University more profitable because these
services either contribute directly to his education or support
his classroom experience in some necessary and significant
manner.
Each of the seven departments administered by the Dean of
Students will submit an annual report; this report, therefore,
does not cover the same material.

Rather, it attempts to put

into perspective significant developments of a general nature
which took place within the student body during the 1965-66
academic year.

In addition, recommendations for the future

are made.
I

New Developments
Several entirely new developments in student life reflected •
the growing awareness by all segments of the campus community
that a new generation of students is coming of age.

Student

leadership found a satisfactory response from both the
Administration and the Faculty to their efforts to improve
communications.

The student-faculty lunch created a. climate of understanding which may well foretell a period of .cooperation between
the two groups in such matters as curriculum, grading, and
course content.

These informal sessions were organized by an

ad hoc committee of students and faculty, with Mr. William
Bierbaum, Director of the Union, also serving.
Another innovation was the monthly dinner meetings of
stuaent leaders ana first and second echelon administrators.
These sessions develol?ed a vehicle for sounding the various
problems that these two groups confront in their dealings
with each other.

The Administration found this activity most

rewarding -- particularly in the revelation of the calibre
of students who had achieved leadership roles and in their
ability to understand the problems of administering a complex,
large university.
Responding to several years of preparation, student
leaders refined and pushed to passage a new constitution for
the student body.

The new government went into effect with

the spring elections.

There is no evidence to date that the

new is a particularly great improvement over the old.

The

significance, doubtless; lies in the values gained by the
students who wrote and refined the constitution as well as
by those who participated in the debates and the election.
The future will show whether more meaningful participation
in student government has resulted from the new constitution.
A. new development of a somewhat different kind may
have resulted from the chartering of two new student organi-

zations, both radical.

The Students for a Democratic Society

drew to its support those students with far-left leaningsr
the Young Americans for Freedom those with

far~right.

To-

gether with ACOHR these two groups proVided leadership for
several protests and demonstrations and other "student-activist"
activities.

The administrative stance with respect to thes.e

activities insured that. so long as nothing illegal ens1.1ed, the
students were to be given any protection necessary to carry on
their activities.

The Campus Security Officer and his staff

cooperated fully and, generally, there were few difficulties.
It is probably correct to say that the attention paid to
these activities by the Administration and by the campus and
localpress was entirely disproportionate to the small numbers
of students involved.

However, it would be a serious mistake

to discount the importance of the activities because .so few
participated.

The student activist on the American college

campus is performing a catalytic function, crystallizing for
a given campus student response to the current topics of
greatest interest.

It can surely be stated that the entire

student body at UNM made some progress in maturity as.the
result of these activities.
At the end of the year another development was the
creation of a "Free University."

Spearheaded by Jack Weber,

a graduating senior, this development occurred with the
blessing of the Administration.

No formal assessment o£ the

program has been made, although two of the cooperating
professors expressed satisfaction with their roles.

subjects

covered by these non-credit, seminar type courses ranged
from art appreciation to psychedelic drugs.
A far'-reaching development occurred with the approval
of the Regents of
speakers.

<3.

statement of policy concerning off-campus

'I'he statement for the most p?-rt confirmed already

existing practice.

It did regularize the procedures for bring-

ing in off-campus speakers by .stud.ent groups, establishing the
office of the Dean of Students as the clearing house .for the
execution of the policy.

Before the year was out, several

groups had followed the procedures.

'I'here was some indication

that certain faculty members were not in sympathy with the
administrative det.ail and it may be that next year will see
· requests for refinements.

'I'he significance of the policy lies

in its great liberality, there being little likelihood that
an:~:-·

speaker would .ever be dis.approved except on procedural

grounds.
'I'he Regents also adopted a statement on rights and responsibilities which delegates to students ·the responsibility
for their own self government in the affairs of the student
community.

'I'he Dean of Students acts as the liaison between

the students and other segments of the University and provides
guidance when requested.

But, in general, the students

responded well to their responsibilities and made no major
mistakes in managing their own affairs.
One other new development was the establishment of a
graduate student council, supervised by the Dean of the
Graduate School.

Several conversations throughout the year

reflected the notion that graduate students were not related
to the office of the Dean of Stl,ldents in the same way as
undergraduates.

Nevertheless, certain of .the services of

the student Affairs Division are equally for graduates and
all other students, and, conse.quently, liaison l:>etween this
graduate student council and this office is necessary.
Arrangements for this liaison have been made.
This year's conference on the University took the form
of a "gripe" session engaged in by a captive audience in the
Union cafeteria.

Deans Trowbridge, Springer, Travelstead,

Whiteside., Mathany and Lavender submitted.to questioning
throughout the morning and part of the afternoon.

The scatter-

gun questioning reflected student concern in a number of areas;
noteworthy were questions about the curriculum and teaching
and about controversial student organizations like fraternities
and sororities and the DuBois Club.

The effort seemed salutary

in that some highly volatile questions posed by some highly
volatile students were fielded without apparent rancor.

A

less formal arrangement would probably produce more satisfactory
results.
Considerable activity occurred in several other areas of
student life:

student publications, Homecoming, Fiesta,

religious groups, NSA, Honors Assembly, and the like.

The

student voice began to be heard in many councils of the
university previously reserved for Faculty and Administration.
If one attempted to evaluate all of these developments in an
effort to assign degrees of importance to them 1 he would find

the task most difficult.

However, an overall evaluation is

in order.
The one most compelling impression is that student leaders
found a satisfactory way to communicate their concerns.

The

open-door policy of the Administration produced interchanges
which resulted in real understanding.
activities were fruitful.

The specific formal

The maturity demonstrated by the

students encouraged the Administration to take them more and
more into their councils.

This confidence was reciprocate(!.

At the end of the year, ·there seemed no doubt that student
leaders and the Administration had developed a way of working
together which portended well for the future.

in

An

imponderable

the situation was the extent to which student leaders spoke

for the entire student body.

There were one or two indications

that some students, thwarted in their efforts to find real
reasons to complain of their treatment by the Administration,
were nevertheless prepared to follow the Paul Goodman tactic
of "damn the Administration, full speed ahead" in unreasoning.
opposition.

These indications will be followed closely.

Other Developments.
~1e

office of the Dean of Students published a new

edition of Your University with great assistance from Mr. Tony
Hillerman.

The student Directory also carne out under the

office's direction aided by Data Processing.
The Dean served on a number of committees, both standing
and ad hoc.

one of the latter, a faculty committee to study

----------------------------------

--

chartering, did not make too much progress.

The subject,

however, remains quite important and efforts to arrive at
a policy statement will be intensified in the new year.

The

committees on which the Dean served are as follows:
committee on the University
cultural committee (chairman)
Student Affairs committee {chairman)
Union Board
Union Building committee
Administrative committee
Housing committee (chairman)
Concert Hall Board
University Building Committee
Chartering Committee
Ad hoc Committee to plan an International
- center
Orientation Committee
Committee to J?lan Conferences on
University Reform
Statewide Coordinating Council
Advisory Council, C.S.P.I.
In addition, the Dean served as a member of the doctoral
corn!liittees of John Aragon and

I.

v, Payne. He was the

UNM member of ACUCM.
As can be seen from the list of committees, the Student
Affairs Division has good reason to be represented on them.
Although the list is long, the duties were not too arduous
and continuation on most of them seems desirable.

With

the separation of counseling and Testing from this Division,
one communications gap has developed in that the Dean of
Students has no formal relationship with University College.
Informal communication and cooperation between the two offices
was excellent and there may be no need £or a formal arrangement.

However, since so many students are enrolled in

University College, and since the counseling and testing

functions are such an important part of the studept's early
college experience, there probably should be some continuous
liaison.
Within the Division excellent working relationships
continued throughout the year.

A.t regular monthly staff

meetings with directors of the departments within the Division
discussion.s centered around common objectives and problems.
These discussions proved very beneficial.
II

Plans and Recommendations
1.

No major changes are planned next year.

However,

it is probably timely for the University of New Mexico to
begin to contemplate certain organizational changes which
would reflect more accurately the changing concepts of student
personnel work.

Specifically, the functions performed in the

office of the Deans of Men and Women are being re-examined on
campuses all over the country and certain administrative redefinitions are being devised.

I propose to study these

developments with members of the staff next year and perhaps
arrive at :tecornn'lended changes as the year p:tog:t.esses.
2.

Clearly, the successful innovations of the current

year will be continued and improved.
3.

I propose to follow up the "gripe session" of last

spring with a regular Dean of Students' forum to be held
informally, and with smaller groups, in which current issues
wi+l be discussed.

My purpose wiil be to keep myself alert

to possible problems and to provide the students a continuing

opportunity to become informed on administrative matters.
4.

I will attend the NSA National Conference in

August, 1966.

Following this meeting, I expect to make

recommendations in the areas of student government which
need attention.
5.

One problem related to the operation of this

division arises from a lack of understanding of its functions
by large segments of the University campus.

The title ;'Dean

of Students" suggests more limited functions than is indeed
the fact.

The result is that the Division is sometimes ovex--

looked in the planning stages of certain activities in which
it has a legitimate interest.

I propose to try to remedy

this situation by a somewhat more determined effort tQ

rna~e

clear throughout the campus that the student voice and point
of view need to be heard increasingly, and that the several
departments of the Division are indeed coordinated in this
office.
6.

In the matter of office space for the Student Affairs

Division, present plans call for renovation of Mesa vista Hall
sometime after the 1966.-67 academic year, with most of the
departments moving into the spaces sometime during the 196768 year.

one task of the Division during the corning year will

be to establish space needs and work with appropriate University
officials in planning for this renovation.
III

Administrative Appointments.
The new appointments in this Division at the director
level this year were:

1.

Harold W. Lavender., Dean o;E Students
Effective July 1, 1965

2.

Jack Sheehan, Director of Student Aids
Effective July 1, 1965

3.

Gerald Slavin, Director of International Services
Effective July 1, 1965

There were no separations.

IV
Outside Activities.
1.

The Dean of Students a.ttended three national or

regional meetings.
a..

The 7th Annual WICHE Institute at Berkeley,

California, July 12-16, 1965.

Subject:

Order and Freedom

.£!!_ the Campus.

b.

The annual meeting of western Deans, San Francisco,

California, January 27-29.
c.

The annual meeting of The Association for Higher

Education, Chicago, Illinois, March 13-16.
2.

He also attended two meetings of a new state organi-

zation -- New Mexico Association of Deans of Students.
3.

The Dean made several public speeches (two as a

result of his being listed on the Speakers Bureau list):
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
4.

Latin American: Seminar
Nursing Convention
Albuquerque Academy
State BSU Convention
Several student organizations

He is a member of the Albuquerque Rotary club,

(Chairman, Music Committee, 1966-67).
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The University of New Mexico
Office of Admissions and Records

October 1, 1966

President Tom L. Popejoy
The University of New Mexico
We are presenting in t:hese pages the seventeenth annual report
of the Office of Admissions and Records. Contained in the
report are admission and enrollment statistics for the 1965
Summer Session and the 1965-66 Fall and Spring Semesters.
To provide perspective on the growth during recent years of
enrollments in the University and.its-various. ;1cademic
divis_ions, some comparative tables have been included.
We take this opportunity to express our thanks for the cooperation we have received this year from administrative officers
and faculty members in our attempts to cope with sonte of
the problems resulting from growing student enrollments.
Respectfully submitted,

J. C. MacGregor
Director of Admissions
and Registrar
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The Office of Admissions and Records functions as a unit of the Division
of Student Affairs under the supervision of the Dean of Students. The
chart on the preceding page outline!l the main functions of the office.
Many of the problems with which the Office had to cope during the 1965-66
school year were related to another sizeable increase in University
enrollment. The 13.6 percent increase in the fall semester head count
and the 16.8 percent increase in Full-Time Equivalent speak for themselves,
Probably the most serious problem in all sections of the office
ascribable to substantial enrollment increases is the shortage of
working space. This shortage has become acute and is resulting in
decreased efficiency of operation and delay in needed reorganization.
ADMISSIONS
Three new developments affected load and procedures in the Admissions
section of the office. These were adoption of an application fee,
advance of the application deadline to July 15, and increase in the
grade average required for admission of non-resident applicants.
Application ~· To help defray some portion of the expense involved
in processing increasing numbers of applications, a ten-dollar Application Fee became effective with the 1965-66 school year. It was also
hoped th!l t adoption of the fee, required before any admissions pro-cessing
is done, would discourage a few "shoppers". The fee applies to all new
applicants at the undergraduate and graduate levels and to new Law
School applicants.
Application Deadline. The deadline for receipt of applications and all
required credentials for fall applicants seeking admission to regular
status was moved from Augl,lst 15 to July 15. No change was made in
the January l deadline for the spring semester.
Non-resident Admission Requirement ~· On March 9, 1965, the General
Faculty approved a recommendation from the Committee on Entrance and
Credits that a minimum 2.5 grade average be required of non-resident
applicants. 1~e Admissions Office applied this new requirement to all
non-residents whose applications were not completed by March 10. Those
non-residents whose applications and credentials had been accepted in
advance of the faculty action were allowed to enter in the 1965 fall
on the basis of the previous 2.0 requirement. Adoption of the 2.5
minimum requirement was admittedly a device to slow an anticipated large
influx of non-resident applicants. Although 408 freshmen and 265 transfer students were refused admission after adoption of the 2.5 requirement,
it is interesting that 191 of these freshmen and 138 of the transfer
students had averages below 2.0 and would have been refused under the
University's previous regulation. Adoption of the higher requirement,
therefore, affected 217 freshmen and 127 transfer students. Those nonresidents who met the 2.5 average and were admitted following establishment of the new rule amounted to 324 freshmen and 277 transfers. Results
of the higher admission requirement for non-residents will undoubtedly
be tnuch clearer' when statistics for the 1966 fall semester are available.
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RECORDS
Although a shortage of working space has become a problem in al.l areas
of the office, it is nowhere more obvious than in the Records section.
Most of the available devices for making better use of space have been
employed.
Microfilming. Microfilming of supporting student records was adopted
a number of years ago to stretch as far as possible our limited fireproof
vault storage space. Folders of students who had been absent from the
University for four years were microfilmed periodically and the contents
of the folders were then destroyed. It became obvious during 1965-66
that this operation must be placed on a continuous, full-time, yeararound basis. Even after the installation of multi-tiered, open-face
filing in all available vault space, student folders cannot be accommodated without continuous microfilming of all but current materials.
New Files for Current Student Records. To relieve the crowded vault
sit~~ to prevent further mutilation of student Permanent Record
cards resulting from overcrowded files, fireproof file safes were
installed this year in the Records Office to accommodate current
Permanent Records. Six of these files are presently in use. Constructed
to provide_ security and reasonable fire protection, each file unit is
large and heavy. While these have partially alleviated the vault space
problem, they have intensified the space problem in the Records Office
itself and it is obvious that more units must be added as enrollments
continue to grow.

Machine Classification of Students. Not all activities of the office
were directly involved with space problems. The first steps were taken
this year to convert from manual to data processing methods the determination of student classification. Each of the undergraduate colleges
of the University was aSked to designate the number of completed credit
hours they would require for each classification, i. e., first year,
second year, third year, etc. They were then asked to determine for
each student enrolled during the 1966 sp:ring semester the number of
credit hours successfully completed in relation to his specific degree
requirements and to provide for him a current classification. This
information was transmitted to Data Processing on an especially designed
card. Using this designation of completed hours as a base, Data Processing
will add hours completed in subsequent sessions and automatically reclassify the student as he achieves the specific nuniber 6f credit hours
required for a given classification in his college, Procedures were
also established to provide Data Processing with the credit hour information needed for future classification of new transfer students,
readmitted students, and students transferring from one college to
another within the University.

~

Selective Service. The reporting load of the Records Office was substantially increased during the year as a result of new Selective Service
regulations for deferment of college students and increased draft <~_uotas ,
forced by the worsening Viet Nam war. National Selective Service directives placed upon collegiate institutions the responsibility of ranking
all male students on the basis of their academic performance and of
reporting the student 1 s rank in class. at the close Of each school year.
Institutions were further required to report whether or not the student
made "normal progress" during the year toward his degree objective.
Normal progress is defined by Selective Service as successful completion
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of a sufficient number of cred;i.t hours to move the student from the
8~:1.
classification (freshman, sophomore, etc.) he. held at the beginning
of the year to the next higher classification. These year-end reports,
added to the increased number of certifications of enrollment at. the
beginning of each semester, added heavily to the clerical load of the
Records Office.

Transcripts. One of the inevitable results of growing enrollments is
an increase in the number of requests for transcripts of record. To
improve the speed and quality of reproduction of permanent recotds for
both transcripts and the thousands of advisement records required, each
year, a Xerox unit was installed in the Records Office during 1965-66.
The table below shows that 18,682 official
increase of 15-l! percent over 1964-65, were
were the free copies to which students are
12,400 transcripts resulted in payments or

transcripts of record, an
issued. Of these 6282
entitled. The remaining
charges of $12,400.00.

Transcripts Issued
July 1, 1965 through June 30, 1966
Number Issued
1964-65
1965-66

~

July

1474

1239

August

1675

2313

September

1759

1775

October

1163

1003

November

836

1059

December

1192

1251

January

1152

1530

February

1527

1844

March

1766

1989

April

1234

1524

May

1055

1454

June

1334

1701

16167

18682

Totals

1347

Monthly Average

-4-

1557

=
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Mail.

One indicator of work loads throughout the Office of Admissions
The figures in the table below do not
include catalog mailings.

~Records is the mail count.

COMPARATIVE M!IL COUNT
FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1 THROUGH JUNE 30
1964-65 and 1965-66
1964-65
Outgoing
Incoming

1965-66
Outgoing
Incoming

July

5444

9534

5877

10930

August

5147

20963

4793

21780

September

3907

6042

4789

6831

October

4004

4757

4763

7013

November

5098

14709

6657

24858

December

5066

5013

4861

15635

January

6172

12994

6150

6341

February

6209

8799

7115

18938

March

7110

10796

6380

13699

April

8152

21303

6749

28077

May

6783

12920

6770

11780

June

6377

12513

6568

20464

140343

71472

=186346

Totals
Monthly Average

69469

=

5789

=

=

11695

5956

=

15529

=

Catalogs. Thirty-five thousand copies of the 1965-66 edition of
the University's general catalog were distributed to students,
prospective students, faculty, and to other institutions and
organizations. The general catalog is compiled and edited in the
Office of Admissions and Records and is published shortly after
the first of April each year.
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ACADEMI.C YEAR
1965-66
AND

COMPARATIVE DATA
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ADMISSIONS PROCESSING LOADS
Fall Semesters, 1956 through 1965

Total Applications Received
Incomplete Credentials
I

......

Total Applications Processed

I

Did Not Show
Cancelled
Refused

1956

1957

4129

4469

322

207

3807

=

533
184
158

875

Admitted and Registered

2932

1958

-

4886

~

5327

=

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

5746

6425

6750

=

7461

=

8896

9567

799

578

889

773

710

5626

6172

6572

8123

8857

=

435

562

629

4451

4765

5117

662
172
212

1046

740
175
329
1244

678
218
394
1290

810
225
574
1609

918
274
746
1938

1034
483
868
2385

1140
323
925
2388

1292754
1227
327.3

1332
626
1691
3649

3216

3207

3475

=

3508

3688

3787

=

4184

=

4850

=

4262

=

=

=

=

=

5208

li

<I

l

II

1.1'

00

I

I
iJ
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SUMMARY BY CATEGORIES OF ADMISSIONS AND READMISSIONS
1965 Fall Semester
ADMISSIONS
Beginning Freshmen
By Certificate
By Examination
After Special Testing and Interview
With More than 2 Subject Deficiencies

2281
25
86
__
1

Total Beginning Freshman Admissions

2:393

Undergraduate Transfers
From
From

Two~year
Four~year

Colleges
Colleges

112
~

Total Undergraduate Transfer Admissions

635

Graduates
With Degree from U. N. M.
With Degree from Other Institutions

155
495

Total Graduate Admissions

650

Law
Prelegal Studies at U. N. M.
Prelegal Studies at Other Institutions
Transferring from Other Law Schoo1s

21
47
_7

Total Law School Admissions

75

Medicine
Premedical Studies at U. N. M.
P,:emedical Studies at Other Institutions

6

..12

Total l1edical School Admissions
Non~degree

23

Admissions

564

Total Students Admitted and Registered

4340

READMISSIONS
Undergraduate
Graduate
Law
Non~ degree

421
235
3

209

Total Students Readmitted and Registered

868

TOTAL NEW AND READMITTED REGtSTRANTS

5208

=
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ADMISSION STATISTICS
1965-66
SUMMARY OF NEW AND READMITTED STUDENTS
BY COLLEGE
1965 Summer Session
Readmitted
Total
New

College

I

"'
I

University
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education
Engineering
Fine. Arts
Nursing
Pharmacy
Non-degree
Graduate
Law
Medicine

169
31
7
12
5

3
1

2
412
361
3

1006

Totals

51
28
7
24
3
8
2
1
167
339

220
59
14
36
8
11

3
3

579
700
3

-

·--

630

1636

=

Returning Students

2371

workshops

~*

Total Enrollments

=

L

,t•
'I

I\'

4616

New

Semester I
Readmitted

Total

New

2877
255
49
126
63
56
4
19
773
885
78

310

2658
158
33
82
44
35
2
16
564
650
75
23

219.
97
16
44
19
21
2
3
209
235
3

-

~

4340

868

5208

57
15
42
15
9

1
3
372
261

1085

Seme.ster II
Readmitted
167
88
11

41
15
14
4
198,
237
1
776

~

477
145
26
83
30
23
1
7
570
498
1
1861
--

6978

9615

12186

11476

=

*Workshops scheduled during the regular eight-weeks' session and late workshops are included in the total summer
session enrollment. These do not appear in the separate listing of workshops.
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BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS
1965-66 Academic Year
NEW MEXICO HIGH SCHOOLS
1965

1965

~

!!!1!.

Academy for Boys (Albuquerque)
Alamogordo
Albuquerque Hi!lh
Artesia
Aztec
Belen
Bernalillo
Bloomfield
Capitan
Carlsbad
Carrizozo
Cathedral (Gallup)
Central Catholic (Taos)
Central Consolidated (Kirtland)
Cimarron
Clayton
Cloudcroft
Clovis
Cobre Consolid~ted
Cuba
Del Norte (Albuquerque)
Deming
Dulce Independent
Espanola
Estancia
Eunice
Farmington
Fort Sumner
Fort Wingate
Gadsden Union (Anthony)
Gallup
Grants
Highland (Albuquerque)
HQbbs
Hot Springs
Jal
Jemez Springs
Laguna-Acoma
Lar School (Albuquerque)
Las Cruces
Logan
Lordsburg

1966
Spring

5

5

1
4
1

35
74
9
7

1

26
7
1

1
9

23
1

9
1

2

2

1

1

3
2
13

3
2
13
5

5
1
1

16

1

1
1

18
1

2

20

1

18

1

1

5
35

1

1

2
35
12

11
259
20

1
29
1

320
22.
3

2
4

4

5
2

1
13
1
3

-10-

37
2

32

1

1

2
34

1

5

1

1
1
1

5

1

9

1

9

29
9
1
1

23

1

37
87
10

2
2
2

1
4

Tol:al

6
2
1
13
1

3

<.

848
BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS -

N~W

MEXICO HIGH SCHOOLS (Cont.)
1965

1965

~

ffi!

Loretto Academy (Santa Fe)
Los Alamos
1
1
Los Lunas
Lovington
1
Madonna (Mesilla Park)
Magdalena
22
Manzano (Albuquerque)
McCurdy Mission (Santa Cruz)
Menaul (Albuquerque)
Mora
Moriarty
Mountainair
Navajo Methodist (Farmington)
N. M. Military Ine;titu.te (Roswell)
1
N. M. Schaal for the Visually Handicapped
No.rthern New Mexico (El Rito)
Our Lady of Sorrows (Bernalillo)
1
Pojoaque
Portales
Quemado
Questa
Raton
Rehobeth Missian
Rio Grande (Albuquerque)
3
Robertson (Las Vegas)
Roswell Senior
Ruidoso
St. Mary (Albuquerque)
3
St. Mary's Academy (Silver City)
St. Michael's (Santa Fe)
1
St. Peter's (Roswell)
St. Pius X (Albuquerque)
4
St. Vincent Academy (Albuquerque)
Sandia (Albuquerque)
29
Sandia View ;l,.cademy (Albuquerque)
Santa Cruz
Santa Fe
Santa Rosa Consolidated
Silver City
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Tatum
Tierra: Amarilla
Tucumcari
3
Valley(Albuquerque)
11

1966
Spring

~

2

64

8

61

8
8

7
3

2
2
208

11
1

10

1
1
1

3
1

4
2
2
241
1
11

4
2

1

1

1

1
23

20
1

2

1

3

3

1
4
1
1
1
15
1
105
7
38
4

2
4
1
1

13

35
1

4

10
2
51
23
308

1

1
15
1
121
7
38
4
42
1

2
42

12
2
63
24
362
1
2
42

5

5

2
4
4
14

1

1
1

2
5
4
15
1

1

2

12

12
174

8
1
25

1

9
151

1

,.

8':19
BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS - NEW

~ICO

HIGH SCHOOLS (Cont.)

1965
Summer

Vaughn
Wagon Mound
West Las Vegas
Zuni

-

1965
Fall

1966
Spring

1
2

1

.2
1
1

1

1

G. E. D. or other Tests (New Mexico Residents)
Total from New Mexico
Note:

129

1841

1

1

141

2.111

=

Beginning freshmen entering the University during the 1965-66
school year represented 91 New Mexico high schools,
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BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS (Cont.)
OTI:!ER STATES

1965
~

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts.
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1
2
1

1

1
1

1965
~

7
6
17
3
79
24
7
2
4
4
3
10
1
40
10
8
13

1966
Spring
1

1
1
6
3

3
1
2
1

1
6
2
1

8

1

10
12
6
12

1

1

4
1

1
1
1
1

=
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18

1
2

15
4
1
60
3
2
13
7

2

509

11

14
7
13
3
2
10
21
33
4
1
23
9
1
17

4
1
6

2

70
6

2
13
7
8
_1

6

=

11

15
1

1

1

..-...1

Total from Other States

11

6

7
1

2

8
6
19
4
87
28
7
2
4
4
4
10
1
43

2
9

3

2
10
1
19
33
4
1
21

Total

. 37

564
=

~

851.
BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS (Cont.)
TERRITORIES ANP FOREIGN COUNTRIES
1965

1965

1966

Sunnner

!ill.

Spring

Bermuda
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
England
Ethiopia
France
Germany, West
Guam
India
Iran
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Japan
Lebanon
Mexico
Peru
Puerto Rico
Ryukyu Islands
Spain
Switzerland
Turkey
Uganda
Uruguay

_1

Total from Terr. and Foreign Countries

43

4
1
1

1

1

1

5

1
1
1
5
8
1

1
1
1

3
1.

Total

1
1
1
1
1
5
9
1

1
4
1
1

1
1

3
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
1

1
3
1
1
1
2
2

1
3
1
1
1

1

8

51

SUMMARY OF BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS

New Mexico Uigh Schools
Other States

1965

1965

1966

Summer

Fall

Spring

129

1841

141

2111

18

509

37

564

43

~

__g

186

=2726

Territories and Foreign Countries
Total

~eginning

147

Freshman Admissions

-14-

2393

=

=
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COMPARISON OF BEGINNING FRESHMAN ADMISSIONS
.Fall Semesters 1956-S7 through 196S-66
Fall Semesters
19S6

19S7

.!:21§.

19S9

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

797

787

882

93S

1031

96S

lOSS

1204

1484

1841

(73%)

(71%)

(71%)

(727.)

(73%)

(69%)

(70%)

(70%)

(73%)

(77%)

Other States

273

301

3S2

3.42

363

403

430

478

Sl6

S09

Territories and Foreign

~

~

_!1.

_!1.

..11.

_11

26

29

34

~

Total Out-of-State

291

319

365

3SS

380

438

456

507

550

552

(27%)

(29%)

(29%)

(28%)

(27%)

(31%)

(30%)

(30%)

(27%)

(23%)

Admissions from:
New Mexico High Schools
Percent of Total

...
I

Vl
I

Percent of Total

I

Total Beg, Fresh. Admissions

I

1088
.........,

1106

=

1247

=

1290

=

1411

1403

=

1511

1711

2034

2393

=

1

1
i
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ENROLLMENT STATISTICS
ACADEMIC YEAR
1965-66
AND

COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS
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STUDENT ENROLLMENTS
1946-47 through 1965-66
Summer
Session

Semester I

1965-66

4616

12186

11476

1964-65

3743

10723

10169

1963-64

3510

9494

8758

1962-63

3191

8642

8040

1961-62

3049

8086

7330

1960-61

2560

7595

6805

1959.-60

2263

7284

6468

1958-59

2334

6914

6132

1957-58

1962

6648

6146

1956-57

1598

5854

5488

1955-56

1429

5028

4629

1954-55

1237

4692

4283

1953-54

1107

4163

3819

1952-53

1108

4086

3845

1951-52

1648

3796

3563

1950-51

1831

4643

4078

1949-50

1886

4795

4501

1948-49

1877

4921

4514

1947-48

1578

4495

4335

:1946-47

1256

3649

3542.

Note:

Semester II

These enrollment figures represent the total resident credit
head count for each of the sessions listed.
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8S5
FULL-TIME STUDENT EQUIVALENTS
COMPARED WITH
TOTAL AND ON-CAMPUS ENROLLMENTS
1960-61 through 1965-66

FALL SEMESTERS

~·

F. T. E.*

'Z of
Total
Enroll.

1960-61

7595

5415

71.30%

7138

5308

74.36%

1961-62

8086

5880

72.71%

7721

5795

75.06%

1962-63

8642

6338

73.34%

8251

6254

75.80%

1963-64

9494

6969

73.40%

9054

6872

75.90%.

1964-65

10723

7965

74.28%

10238

7815

76.33'7.

1965-66

12186

9304

76.35%

11809

9213

78.02%

Total
~

OnCampus
~-

F. T. E.*

% of OnCampus
Enroll.

SPRING SEMESTERS

Year .

~·

F. T. E.*

%of
Total
Enroll.

1960-61

6805

4873

71.61%

6495

4804

73.96%

1961-62

7330

5292

72.20%

7041

5228

74.25%

1962-63

8040

.5817

72.35%

7672

5740

74.82%

1963-64

8758

6456

73.72%

8414

6377

75.79%

1964-65

10169

7560

74.34%

9786

7472

76.35%

1965-66

11476

8874

77.33%

11175

8804

78.78%

Total

OnCampus
Enroll.

F. T. E.*

% of OnCampus
Enroll.

""

*The full-time equivalent (F. T. E.) is computed by dividing the total
number of student credit hours by a theoretical full-time load of
16 semester hours.
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ANALYSIS OF ENROLUlENTS BY SEMESTER HOUR LOADS
1956-57 through 1965-66
FALL SEMESTERS
1956

1957

~

~

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Number of Students Enrolled
for 7 Hours or Fewer

1793

2275

2269

2432

2445

2411

2457

2645

2779

2852

Number of Students Enrolled
for 8 to 11 Hours

282

314

356

386

582

643

710

795

974

1026

Number of Students Enrolled
for 12 Hours or More

3779

4059

4289

4466

4568

5032

5475

6054

6970

8308

Total Students Enrolled

5854

=

6648

6914

7284
--

7595
=

8086
--

8642
=

9494
=

10723

12186

-- =

I

......

"'

SPRING SEMESTERS

I

!
\
v

(

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

.!.2,g

1963

1964

1965

1966

Number .of Students Enrolled
for 7 Hours of Fewer

1729

2120

2002

2158

2153

2173.

2352

2396

2707

2710

Number of Students Enrolled
for 8 to 11 Hours

290

336

403

398

532

658

683

744

932

930

Number of Students Enrolled
for 12 Hours or More

1.ill.

3690

3727

3912

4120

4499

5005

5618

6530

7836

5488
=

6146
=

=

6132

=

6468

=

6805

=

7330

=

8040

8758
=

Total Students Enrolled

~

10169

=

11476

=

00

t.
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ANALYSIS OF STUDENT ENROLLMENTS AND CREDIT HOURS
BY COLLEGES AND DEPARTMENTS
1965~66

~

-

8~7

Academic Year

(Excluding first-week withdrawals of part-time students and
course drops prior to the fourth week of the semester or to
the third week of the summer session)
Student Enrollments
1965
1965-66

College
& DeJ:!t•

(1)

~

A. & S,
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
English
Geography
Geology
Government
History
Journalism
Mathematics & Statistics
Mod. & Class. Languages
Philosophy
Physics & Astronomy
Psychology
Sociology
Speech

1570
2328
1614
1257
5113
473
1571
1376
3358
199
2791
2755
706
1455
2299
1092
924

1470
1878
433
345
830
703
___ill

33077

30881
=

250
=

2098
=

127
1010
552
607
69
101
_ill

449
1397
540
4891
405
33

676
1000
533
519
2363
69
221
756
1158

5904
8481
6017
3702
17454
1410
3844
4098
9666
533
11620
9174
2097
3619
6438
3714
3045

4619
8641
.5253
3780
15387
1419
3541
4134
9946
527
10649
8172
2118
3646
6185
3281
2716

13307
=

100816

1914
=

623

6336
=

94014
=
5879

~

498
1569
535
4594
356
72
730

338
2908
1417
935
168
303
1030

1325
4139
1622
6303
1170
99
2274

·~

2834
=

8418

8354

7099

16932

17757

ENGINEERING
Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Mechanical
Nuclear

19
172
191
51

267
1416
1012
513
88

240
1032
1195
642
___22.

51
349
457
153

625
3408
2587
1477
229

609
2880
2818
1832
167

TOTAL ENGINEERING

433

3296

=

3168

1010

8326

8306

TOTAL A.

&

s.

BUSINESS ADMIN.
EDUCATION
Art Education
Ed. & Adm. Serv.
Elem. Ed.
Health, P.E., & Recrea.
Home Econ.
Library Science
Secondary Ed.
TOTAL EDUCATION

170
325
178
172
784
33
95
252
384

1980
2208
1770
1232
5818
470
1669
1366
3249
203
3046
3134
698
1477
2487
1238

~2~

Student Credit Hours
1965~66
1965
(1)
(2)
~

412
638
160
137
292
226
119
4377

.....!.lli
=

~20-

1399
4701
1514
6369
1007
216
...,

~

------
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ANALYSIS OF STUDENT ENROLLMENTS AND CREDIT HOURS (Continued)
College
& Dept.
FINE ARTS
Architecture
Art
Dramatic Art
Music
Music Ed.
TOTAL FINE ARTS

Student credit Hours
1965
1965-66
(1)
(2)
~

Student Enrollments
1965-66
1965
(t)
(2)
s. s.

221
281

456
1763
373
1489
189

388
1823
421
1348
145

755

4270

=

42

714

701

169

=

253

LAW
MEDICINE

770
391
~

4125

1762

=

1330
5180
1119
2554
__1!!

1117
5345
1263
2279
~

10561

10294

2073

1964
=

=1154

1104

=

106

=

161

NURSING

16

95

96

64

639

=556

PHARMACY
Pharmacy
Dental Hygiene

14

247
155

272
152

34

771
447

870
325

TOTAL PHARMACY

14

402

424

34

1218

59

108

.!1l

337

630

AIR FORCE AEROSPACE STUDl:ES

398

NAVAL SCIENCE

50269

GRAND TOTALS

Note:

=

=

24005

=

148862

=

1195

=

271
474

=

=141814

Not listed above are English 010 and Mathematics 010, remedial courses
requiring three class hours of attendance aach week. Student enrollments in these courses during 1965-66 were:

s. s.

Sem. 1.

.Sem. II .

English 010

54

212

478

Mathematics 010

66

625

253

Totals

120

837

731

-21-
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NINE-YEAR SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENTS BY COLLEGES
1957-58 through 1965-66
Summer Sessions
1957

1958

1959

19.60

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

59

272

267

292

342

363

405

508

641

Sciences

205

214

191

217

256

291

380

438

514

Business Administration

96

70

76

67

42

61

62

86

108

Education

217

178

180

187

278

289

314

312

403

Engineering;

144

146

162

117

125

136

146

193

186

Fine Arts

61

61

49

61

66

88

lOj

120

149

General*

75

Colle~

University
Arts

I
N

&

N.
I

Nursing

9

20

14

28

53

47

32

29

26

Pharmacy

16

10

8

!6

18

24

13

31

37

Non-degree

436

518

489

s68

765

636

730

748

941

Graduate

643

844

824

1004

1100

1246

1301

1275

1581

1

1

3

3

4

_.!Q

~

3

30

1962

2334
--

2263

2560
--

3049
-

3191
--

=

3743

4616
-

Law

'

~

\
I'

i

Totals

=

3510

=

*General College discontinued after 1957 Summer Session.
Note.:

The College of Pha.rmacy and the School of Law do not regularly offer courses of their own
during summer sessions, but some of their s.tudents do .take courses from other divisions
of the University.
!·

~.

=

~
t..b

NINE-YEAR SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENTS BY COLLEGES
1957-58 through 1965-66
Fall Semesters

•

"'•

l.>

Colleg~

1957

~

~

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Univet:sity

1793

2250

2638

2Sl3

2937

3176

3488

4114

4922

Arts & Sciences

856

836

757

810

920

1059

1270

1438

1667

Business Administration

296

274

246

198

178

195

257

313

312

Education

510

461

411

485

598

613

618

674

740

Engineering

671

609

549

458

438

459

482

525

533

Fine Arts

161

161

139

188

248

263

292

323

350

Nursing

43

63

50

78

95

96

83

89

75

Pharmacy

62

67

67

85

110

109

107

105

145

961

801.

852

865

860

951

1038

1063

12\}2

1207

1301

1488

1553

1641

1644

1706

1955

2050

88

91

87

62

61

77

93

100

144

24

26

10723

12186

Non-degree
Graduate
Law
Medicine
Totals

I'

I

II:

It'

Note:

6648

=

6914

7284

=

7595

8086

8642

9494
=

=

The School of Medicine enrolled its first class in the 1964 Fall.

•

fJj
r,
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NINE-YEAR SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENTS BY COLLEGES
1957-58 through

1965~66

Spring Semesters

I

N

College

1958

~

~

1961

1962

1963

1964

~

1966

University

1612

1919

2062

2252

2363

2600

2881

3493

4049

Arts & Sciences

793

771

758

813

963

1136

1296

1532

1860

Business Administration

260

257

212

l91

183

230

296

306

35.9

Educa.tion

503

429

439

555

645

691

665

748

889

Epgineering

636

567

5.38

434

418

438

489

509

547

Fine Arts

154

157

156

2.13

256

275

302

344

369

Nursing

47

57

55

81

93

102

87

85

72

·Pharmacy

61

64

75

97

111

111

no

120

163

903

665

773

733

700

871

912

1030

992

1110

1178

1336

1391

1557

1529

1646

1885

1994

67

68

64

45

41

57

74

93

136

Medicine

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- - 24

46

Totals

6146

.;I

II

Non~degree

Graduate
Law

6132

6468

6805

7330

8040

8758

10169

11476

00
t.
?\' ••

~

E~ROLLMENT

BY COLLEGE AND CLASS

1965 Summer Session
First
College
University

'

N

"'

~

Second
Year

336

295

Third
~

Fourth
Year

Fifth
Year

Unclass.

NonDegree

Grad.

~

~

10

641

Arts & Sciences

97

186

198

33

514

Business Admin,

25

41

34

8

108

Education

50

147

180

26

403

Engineering

36

58

89

3

186

Fine Arts

19

41

71

12

149

7

11

6

2

26

11

10

4

1

37

Nursing

6

I

Pharmacy

11

941

941

Non-degree

1581

Graduate

Law
336

Totals

540

494

=

582

17

95

941

==;=

1581

=

1581
30

30

30

4616*

*Includes all summer workshops.

·I

~

Note:

The fifth year classification applies only to the five-year degree programs in Architecture and Pharmacy.

Note:

The School of Law and the College of Pharmacy normally do not offer courses during the summer, bu.t their
students may take courses available from other a,cademic areas of the University •

..
.

~

00

~"!'J

N

ENROLLMENT BY COLLEGE AND CLASS
Semester I, 1965-66
First

I
....,

"'

College

~

Second
Year

University

3645

1251

Third
Year

Fourth
~

Fifth*
Year

Unclass.

NonDegree

Grad.

Law

Me d.

Total

26

4922

Arts & Sciences

543

595

439

90

1667

Business Admin.

106

105

91

10

312

Education

209

274

223

34

740

Engineering

181

163

170

19

533

Fine Arts

104

95

107

25

350

Nursing

25

26

24

Pharmacy

58

40

19

19

75

I

21

7

Non-degree

i45
1202

Graduate
I!
(

1:

[

!f.

l

2050

Law

2050
144

144

Medicine

--

--

-- --

-

-

--

-- --

46

~

To.tals

=

3645

2477

=

1298

40

211
=

=

1202

=

2050

46

12186**

!
I

1202

1073

=

144
=

*The fifth year classification applies only to the five-year degree programs in Architecture and Pharmacy.
**Of the total enrollment. 893 students were registered for evening courses only.

t,

Evening Undergraduates:
Regular Status
Non-degree Status
Evening Graduates
Total Evening Enrollment

261
365
267
893

=

en

-~

""

ENROLLMENT BY COLLEGE AND CLASS
Semester II, 1965-66

I

N
.....

'

College

Firs!;
Year

Second
Year

University

2946

1059

Third
Year

Fourth
Year

Fifth*
Year

Unclass.

NonDegree

Grad

Law

4049

Arts & Sciences

564.

677

523

96

1860

Business Admin.

105

128

111

15

359

Education

226

339

281

43

889

Engineering

195

176

163

13

54.7

Fine Arts

107

107

116

19

369

Nursing

17

27

28

Pharmacy

75

38

20

20

72

24

·163

6

992

992
1994

Graduate

Law

1994

Totals.

46

46

2946

2348

1492

1242

44

236

992

=

1994

136

46

11476**

*The .fifth year classification applies only to the five-year degree programs in Architecture and Pharmacy.
**Of the total enrollment 892 students were registered for evening courses only.

;
I ·I

!

136

136

Medicine

1-:

Total

44

Non-degree

tr

Med.

~

Evening Undergraduates:
Regular Status
Non-degree status
Evening Graduates
Total Evening Enrollment

250
310
332
892

00

·']")
~

COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS
MEN AND WOMEN
1965-66
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
1965 Summer
Women
~

Semester II

Semester I
Men

~

Total

Men

~

~

~

Men

First Year

165

171

336

2163

1482

3645

1742

1204

2946

Second Year

166

129

295

772

479

1251

676

383

1059

Unclassified

~

_!

_!Q

_12

__
7

26

24

20

~

Totals

-340

-301

=

641

2954

=

1968

=·

1

4922

2442

=

1607

=

4049

=

ARTS AND SCIENCES

N

co
I

\

[

,j

Men

~

1965 Summer
Total
~

Semester I
Men

~

~

~

Semester II
Total
Women

Second Year

42

55

97

327

216

543

322

242

564

li
'),,

Third Year

107

79

186

357

238

595

409

268

677

Fourth Year

127

71

198

291

148

439

348

175

523

I;
It
I(

Unclassified

20

13

33

~

~

90

54

42

96

1020

647

I'I

I

!

296

Totals

218

=

514

=

=

1667

=

1133

=

727

=

1860

=

Q!j
'J'j
!I

c.n

COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS
MEN AND WOMEN
1965-66
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Men

~

1965 Summer
Women
~

~

Semester I
Women
~

Men

Semester II
Women
Total

Second Year

20

5

25

89

17

106

92

13

105

Third Year

35

6

41

88

17

105

109

19

128

Fourth Year

29

5

34

'84

7

91

101

10

111

Unclassified

_]_

1

8

J

_!_

~

12.

3

15

Totals

91

17

108

270

42

312
=

314

45

359

I

N
\0

'

EDUCATION
1965 Summer
~

~

Second. Year

~

Total

Men

Semester I
Women
Total

Men

Semester II
Women
Total

6

44

50

64

145

209

57

169

226

Third Year

42

105

147

85

189

274

104

235

339

Fourth Year

57

123

180

'so

143

223

108

173

281

Unclassified

3

..n

26

..:1:i

20

34

14

29

43

108

295

403

243

497

740

283

606

889

Totals

I

I;

I,1·:

L;

00

•
'•

'J"J
OJ

COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS
MEN AND WOMEN
1965'-66
ENGINEERING
Men

Class

1965 Summer
Total
Women

Semester I
Men

~

Total

Men

Semester I I
Women
Total

Second Year

35

1

36

180

1

181

193

2

195

Third Year

57

1

58

162

1

163

174

2

176

Fourth Year

89

89

170

170

163

163

Unclassified

__1

3

_j1

19

__u

13

Totals

184
=

186
=

531

533

543

Total

Men

2

...,

2

4

547

l

FINE ARTS

0
l

Men

Class

\

l

~
t
~

~

Semester II
Women
~

7

12

19

55

49

104

57

so

107

Third Year

20

21

41

62

33

95

62

45

107

Fourth Year

45

26

71

60

47

107

68

48

116

6

17

2

19

18

2

20

_1§_

_7

~

_g

_7

_j1

212

138

350

217

152

369

Fifth Year

6

Unclassified

_]_

..2

12

Totals

=

85

64

149

,t

r.;
!,t'

ll:t

Semester 1
Men

Second Yea.r

I

1

1965 Summer
Women
Total

=

(l)
"]")
~-

-J

COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS
MEN AND WOMEN
1965-66
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Men

1965 Summer
Women
Total

Men

Semester I
Women
Total

Men

Semester II
Women
Total

Regular Master

140

159

299

284

156

440

277

151

428

Provisional Master

266

262

528

491

235

726

445

212

657

Unclassified

195

253

448

337

140

477

327

140

467

Post. Master

177

82

259

269

55

324

262

67

329

36

1

37

72

4

76

70

2

72

2

3

5

5

2

7

24

I

""
N
I

Doctoral Intermediate
Doctoral Candidate

I

i

!\

Post Doctoral

_5

-

Totals

821
=

760

II

I

12

36

3

__
5

1407

587
=

1994

5

.--

-

--

__
2

1581

1458

592

2050

=

=

!I
fr

~

i))

•jj

t;.C)
1'\

t.:
,.,

I

[ilt

COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS
MEN AND WOMEN
1965-66
LAW SCHOOL
Men

~

1965 Summer
Women
Total

Semester I
Men

~

~

Men

Semester II
Women
~

First Year

5

1

6

75

7

82

67

5

72

Second Year

13

1

14

35

3

38

38

4

42

Third Year

10

10

23

23

21

21

_1

1

1

1

144

127

Unclassified
Totals

28

...,...,

2
=

30

134

=

10

=

9

136

I

MEDICAL SCHOOL

I

~

Men

Semester I
Women
Total

Men

Semester II
Women
Total

First Yeax:

19

5

24

19

5

24

Second Year

19

l

22

1:2.

l

22

Totals

38

8

46

38

~

46

!·

00
'>iJ
0

----------
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ANALYSIS OF EVENING CREDIT ENROLLMENTS
1965-66
SEMESTER I
1st
~

College
University
Arts & Sciences
Business Admin.
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Nursing
Pharmacy
Graduate
Law
Non-degree

97

2nd
Year

3rd

4th

5th

~

~

~

37
14

18

14

8
7
4
1
1
1

7
7
1

11

4
9
2

1

~·

1!!i

~·

NonDegree

135

1

4

Total

4

50

1

26
19
17

3

8
1

1

2

267
3

267
3

lli
33

Totals

893

3

=

=

SEMESTER II
1st

2nd

~

~

University
Arts & Sciences
Business Admin.
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Nursing
Pharmacy
Graduate
Law
Non-degree

87

36
22

Totals

87
=

College

Note:

8
5

13

3rd
Year
20
3
7
2

4th

5th

~

~

!!!!£1.:.

17
6
6
1

~

b!,!!

NonDegree

Total

1
8
3
1

124
67
20
19
16

2

2

2

2

332

332

310
86

=892

=

Credit courses offered after 5 p. m. are classified for statistical
purposes as everting offerings,
HOURS AND EQUIVALENTS FOR EVENING CREDIT ENROLLMENTS
Total Hours

F. T, E.*

Semester I, 1965-66

4859

304

Semester II, 1965-66

4824

302

*The full-time student equivalent (F. T. E.) is computed by dividing the total
number of student credit hours by a theoretical full-time load of 16 semester
hours.
-34-
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ANALYSIS OF ENROL~NTS
OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENT CREDIT CENTERS
1965-66 Academic Year
LOS ALAMOS
Semester I
1st
~

College
University
Arts

&

7

2nd
Year

3rd
Year

4th
Year

Uncl.

Grad.

9

4

Education

1

Engineering

4

2

8

2

1
5

1

82

82

Graduate

79

Non-degree
7
=

~

2

Sciences

Totals

Non-Des.

r

~

3

~

82

79

_]!}_

184

=

Semester 11
College
University
Arts

&

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

~

~

Xill:

!!!!.

1

Education

1

Engineering

2

Grad.

10
1

3

1

56

56

Non-degree
1

g

Total
4

4

5

Graduate

Totals

Non-Deg.

2

1

1

Sciences

!!!!£1·

g

4

=

-35-

3
=

56

=

63

63

63

137

<.

873

ANALYSIS OF ENROLLMENTS - OFF-CAMPUS RESIPENT CREDIT CENTERS (Cont.)
HOLLOMAN
1965 Summer Session
University (1st yr.)

1

Graduate

11

Non-degree

.!!

Total

23

=
Semester II

Semester I
College

College

Total

University (2nd yr.)

To ta 1

Arts & Sciences (Uncl.)

1

1

Graduate

_67

Graduate

88

Non-degree

23

Non-degree

11

Total

91

Total

=108

GALLUP
Semester II

Semester I
College

College

~

University (1st yr.)

1

University (1st yr.)

2

Arts & Sciences (2nd yr.)l

Education (3rd yr.)

2

Education (2nd yr.)
1
(Unclassified) 1

Non-degree
Total

Non-degree
Total
-.j

HOURS AND EQUIVALENTS
Los Alamos
Total Hours F. T. E.

s. s.

Holloman
Total Hours F. T. E.
45

3

Gallup
Total Hours F. T. E..

Sem. I

755

47

327

20

379

24

Sem. 11

533

33

369

23

231

14

-36-

COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS
OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENT CREDIT CENTERS
1957-58 through 1965-66

Fall Semesters

.!.ill

1958

1959

1960

1961

]1g

l2§l

1964

1965

324

298

281

313

259

242

264

214

184

66

67

93

87

. 53

108

87

196

91

Gallup

__§.L

.21

_!±2.

21.

21

..!!!±

__!!2.

_]2_

~

Totals

459

416

=423

457

365

394

440

485

377
=

Los Alamos
Holloman

=

Spring Semesters
1958

1959

illQ

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

Los Alamos

248

246

204

224

178

222

221

166

137

Holloman

191

39

80

54

85

79

84

139

108

Gallup

22.

...li

_lQ.

32

~

..§1.

..12.

~

~

Totals

=

498

324
=

314

310

289

368
=

=

344

=

=

-37-

383

301

=

GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF ENROLLMENT
1965-66 Academic Year
Students Enrolled from New Mexico
1965 Summer

Semester I

Semester II

Bernalillo
Catron
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
DeBaca
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln
Los Alamos
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
Sa!l Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

3276
3
19
12
6

7955
4
110
50
42
7
56
ll9
27
12
2
7
80
29
346
40
196
6
176
26

--.!!1

21
246
14
26
49
19
11
_ill

7633
4
100
49
41
6
55
109
25
10
2
6
76
28
294
35
150
3
187
21
72
6
78
130
20
224

Totals

3917

10133

County

17

27
13
10
2
2
20
6
39
3
51

1
43
6
30
5
45
36
7
81
6
27
19

77
8

75
138

14

6

~38-

11

24
48

21
8
149
9625

=

"'

8?6

GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF ENROLLMENT ( Con~inued)
S~udents

Enrolled from Other States

~

1965 Summer

Semester I

Semester II

5

6
8
54
12
312
81
28
8
9
23
12
18
7
155
32
25
29
g
25"

6
3
41
10
289
69
24
7

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa"
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

1
16
8
81
38
2

3
12
4
2
3

40
11

12

17
3
9

18
16
18
6
135
27
24
25
9
23
4

5

14

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virg:i.n:l.a
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

13

33

37
54
43
25
4
25

11

Mas~achusetts

Totals

11

8
5

7
3
8
2
1
19
39
5
1
21
18

4"8
46
22
4
24
9
15
21
4
74
143
4
6
52
27

11

3

16
22
4
79
162
7
7
58
27
10
71
3
4
14
5
180
3
3
33
26
2
21
__
9

69
3
3
13
6
172
4
2
30
21
3
20
_"_8

573

1822

1660

7

16
4
2
6
2
66
1
4
8
3
9

=

9
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GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF E~ROLLMENT (Continued)
Students Enrolled from Territories and Other Countries
Countr:t or Terri torx
Afghanistan
American Samoa
Argentina
Australia
Bolivia
Brazil
British Guiana
Burma
Cambodia
Canada
Canal Zone
Caroline Islands
Chile
China, Republic of
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
England
France
Germany, West
Greece
Guam
Guatemala
Haiti
Hong Kong
India
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Japan
Kenya
Korea
Lebanon
Liberia
Mali
Mariana Islands
Mexico
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru

1965 Summer

Semester I

Semester II

2
1

2
1

1

2

4

2
2
2
2
1
1

1
2
2
1
2

1
1
1

1
2
2

l
5
3
.4

1
9
4
1
3
13
6
3
4

1
3
14
6
2
5

6
5
2

6
5
1

9
4

2
3

1
1

2
2

1
1

2
3
1

2
1
1
3
30
6
1
2
1

2

1
1
16
3
1

1
.3
3.3

6

1

2
2
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
6
1

1

4

4

4

1
3

1
7

3
2

3

1
1
1

1
3

7

2

z:

1
33

2
2
33
3

,,

3
2
3
1
2
3
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GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF ENROLLMENT (Continued)
Students Enrolled from Territories and Other Countries (Continued)
Country or Territory

1965 Summer

Philippines
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Saudi Arabia
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Surinam
Sweden
Syria
Thailand
Turkey
Uganda
United Arab Republic
Uraguay
Venezuela
Zambia

Semester I

Semester II
1

1

1
4
7
1

3

3

7
1

1

2

1
3

1

1
1

2

1

2

1
1

1
3
1

5

2

l

1
1

1

.1

I

1

1
5

Totals

7

6
_1

_1

231

191

SUMMARY OF GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF ENROLLMENT

New Mexico Residents*
Non-Residents*
Other States
Foreign

Total Enrollments

1965 Summer

Semester I

3917
(85%)

10133
(83'7,)

9625
(84%)

573
126

ill

1822
231
2053

1660
191

I8sT

(15%)

(17%)

(16%)

~16

12186

=11476

*Based upon state of origin.
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Semester II

879

COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS - RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT
(Based upon Residence for Tuition Purposes)
1956-57 through 1965-66

~

1956

1957

SESSIONS

~

1959

1960 1961

1962

1963

1964

.!.ill..

New Mexico
1307 1672 2003 1825 2064 2540 2525 2816 2992 3633
Percent. of Total (82%) (85%) (86%) (81%) (81%) (83%) (79%) (80%) (80%) (79%)
509
666
694
496
751
983
438
291
290
331
Out-of-State
Percent of Total (18%) (15%) (14%) (19%) (19%) (17%) (21%) (20%) (20%) (21%)
Total Enrollments

1598
=

1962

2334

2263

2560

3049 3191
=
=

3510 3743

1960

1961 1962

1963

4616

=

FALL SEMESTERS
1956

1957

~

1959

1964 .!1§1

New Mexico
5139 5733 6018 6226 6449 6768 7126 7782 8775 9988
Percent of Total (88%) (86%) (87%) (85%) (85%) (84%) (82%) (82%) (82%) (82%)
715
915
896 1058 1146 1318 1516 1712 1948 2198
Out-of-State
Percent of Tota 1 (12%) (14%) (13%) (15%) (15%) (16%) (18%) (18%) (18%) (l8%)
Total Enrollments

5854 6648 6914 7284 7595 8086 8642 9494 10723 12186
=
=========
~

1957

1958

SEMESTERS

1959

1960

1961 .!:,2g 1963

1964

1965

1966

New Mexico
4846 5294 5333 5549 5806 6130 6638 7164 8294 9504
Percent of Total (88%) (86%) (87%) (86%) (85%) (84%) (83%) (82%) (82%) (83%)
Out-of-State
642
852
799
919
999 1200 1402 1594 1875 1972
Percent of Total (12%) (14%) (13%) (14%) (15%) (16%) (17%) (18%) (18%) (17%)
Total Enrollments

5488 6146 6132 6468 6805 7330 8040 ~ 10169 11476 •
=======--==
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COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS - MEN AND WOMEN
1956-57 through 1965-66
SUMMER SESSIONS
1956

.!ill. 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

11§2.

Men
Percent of Total

962 1160 1279 1252 1391 1432 1616 1708 1956 2317
(60%) (59%) (55%) (55%) (54%) (47%) (51%) (49%) (52%) (50. 2%)

Women
Percent of Total

636
802 1055 1011 1169 1617 1575 1802 1787 2299
(40%) (41%) (45%) (45%) (46%) (53%) (49%) (51%) (48%) (49.8%)

Total Bnrollments

1598 1962 2334 2263 2560 3049 3191 3510 3743 4616
=
====-=====
FALL SEMESTERS
1956

1957

1958 1959

1960 .l2§l .1.2_g .1::.2§ 1964

1965

Men
Percent of Total

4291 4878 4998 5232 5264 5406 5721 6214 6894 7629
(73%) (73%) (72%) (72%) (69%) (67%) (66%) (651.) (64%) (63%)

Women
Percent of Total

1563 1770 1916 2052 2331 2680 2921 3280 3829 4557
(27%) (27%) (28%) (28%) (31%) (33%) (34%) (35%) (36%) (37%)

Total Ep.rollments

5854

6648

6914

7284

7595

8086

8642

9494 10723 12186

1962

1963

1964

SPRING SEMESTERS
1957

1958

!212. .!2.£Q

1:..2.§.!.

1965

1966

Men
Percent of Total

4059 4512 4384 4559 4662 4839 5303 5701 6474 7133
(74%) (73%) (71%) ( 7rJ'I.) (69%) (66%) (66%) (65%) (64%) (62%)

Women
Percent of Total

1429 1634 1748 1909 2143 2491 2737 3057 3695 4343
(26%) (27%) (29%) (30%) (31%) (34%) (34%) (35%) (36%) (38%)

Total Enrollments

5488 6146
=-

6132

6468 6805 7330 8040 8758 10169 11476
=======
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WITHDRAWALS RELATED TO TOTAL ENROLLMENTS
1964-65 and 1965-66
SEMESTER I
1964-65
% of
WithEnroll.
drawa1s
First Week

46*

1965-66
% of
Withdrawals
~·

0.43%

84*

0.69%

Second Week

..lJ.

o. 74%

67

0.55%

Total First Two Weeks

125*

1.17%

151*

1.24%

3 - 4 Weeks

82

0.76%

139

1.14%

5 - 8 Weeks

103

0.96%

116

0.95%

9 - 16 Weeks

144

1.34%

174

~

Totals

454
=

4.23%
=

=

580

4.76%
=

SEMESTER 11
1964-65
%of
WithEnroll.
drawals
First Week

40*

1965-66
%of
WithEnroll.
drawals

0.39%

107*

0.93%

Second Week

__lQ

0.69%

61

0.53%

Total First Two Weeks

110*

1.08%

168*

1.46%

3 - 4 Weeks

197

1.93%

99

0.86%

5 - 8 Weeks

79

0.78%

77

0.67%

9 - 16 Weeks

_!1

0.13%

138

1.20'7.

Totals

399

3.92%
=

482
=

4.20%
=

*Students who withdrew with full refund during the first week of a
semester were not counted in enrollment or withdrawal figures.
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GRADE POINT AVERAGE SUMMARIES
FALL SEMESTER
1965~66
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883

SUMMARY OF GRADE-POINT AVERAGES
1965-66 Fall Semester

2.3775

*All University Average
2.2914
2.5093

*All University Men
*Ali University Women

*Averages exclude Graduate School, School of Law, School of Medicine
and Non-degree.
SCHOlARSHIP STANDING BY ClASSES
(Excluding Graduate School, School of Law and School of Medicine)
2.1319

Freshman Class Average
Men
Women

2.0490
2.2540

Sophomore Class Average
Men
Women

2.3796
2.5790

Junior Class Average
Men
Women

2.5116
2.7864

Senio.r Class Average
Men
Women

2.6682
2.9266

2.4576

2.6200

2.7554

*Fifth Year Class Average
Men
Women

2.7054
2, 7136
2.5600

Unclassified Students Average
Men
Women

2.9149
2.0615

2.4196

Non-degree Students Average
Men
Women

2.1001
2.6862

2.3974

*The Fifth Year classification for undergraduate study applies to the
five-year degree programs in Architecture and in Pharmacy.
Note:

The University computes grade averages on the four-point system:
A
B
C
D
F

-

4
3
2
1
0

points
points
points
point
points

-46-
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SCHOLARSHIP STANDING BY COLLEGES
1965-66 Fall Semester

884

University College
Men
Women

2.0850
2.2950

Arts and Sciences
Men
Women

2.5319
2. 7773

Business Admin is tra tion
Men
Women

2.3926
2.5058

Education.
Men
Women

2.6086
2.8577

Engineering
Men
Women

2.6516
2.7436

Fine Arts
Men
Women

2.5644
2.7997

Graduate School
Men
Women

3.3227
3.3822

Law School
Men
Women

2.3022
2.3976

Nursing
Men
Women

2.0000
2.5240

Pharmacy
Men
Women

2.4789
2.3771

2. 1695.

2. 6265

2.4078

2.7744

2.6521

2.6575

3.3384

2.3069

2.5159

2.4498

SCHOLARSHIP STANDING*
NON-FRATERNITY and FRATERNITY GROUPS
ro,•;

Unaffiliated Men
Fraternity Men
Fraternity Actives
Fraternity Pledges
Unaffiliated Women
Sorority Women
Sorority Actives
Sorority Pledges

2,2894
2.3047
2.3540
2.2239
2.4810
2.6408
2.6992
2.5771

*Excluding Graduate School, School of Law, School of Medicine and Non-degree.

.---------~----
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DEGREES CONFERRED
ACADEMIC YEAR
1965·66
AND

SUMMARIES
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886
DEGREES, DIPLOMAS, AND CERTIFICATES CONFERRED

~

1901-56

Earned Degrees
Bachelor's Master's Law

Doctor's

Total
Earned
Degrees

Honorary
Degrees

Two-Year
Certificates
and DiE lomas.

8674

1645

147

69

10535

66

548

489
524
588
592
602
622
691
787
955

19
9
27
12
8

638
693
785
795
829
939
1007
1132
1368
1423

2
4
1
3
3
3
5
4
2
_]_

68
1
2
2
5
6
23
21
15

..11

16
16
13
9
23
28
27
21
48
48

294

318

20144

96

691

19.57
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

_!ll]_

114
144
157
182
196
278
279
313
348
375

Totals

15501

4031

11

10
ll

17

DEGREES CONFERRED BY COLLEGES
Col1eg,e of Arts and Sciences
B. s. in
Medical
Techno log~

Year

B. A.

~

B. B. A.

1901-56

2508

841

71

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

94
109
125
116
142
147
162
205
257
2§2.

52
74
66
73

1

71

1

73
67
93
93
108

3

Totals

4150

3420

3
1
2

146
183
191
190
214
223
230
301
351
395

12

5844

1

1611

71

=

-49

.Total

"
7

Degrees Conferred by Colleges (Continued)

College of Education

s.

s.

B.

B.

s.

B.

Year

in
Educ.

in
~

H. & P. E.

1929-56

1250

839

264

57

2410

43
46
49
51
43

60
71
85

19
18
24
17
16
26
28
34
38
30

8

12
8
10
_6

514

141

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Totals

B.

s.

B. A.

72

70
74
79
78

68
80
94
91
119
101

1838

1680

55.

B. A.

in

in
I. A. Educ •. H. Ec. Ed.

in

in
Recrea.

Bach.
of
Mus. Ed.

19

11.

3

130
140
168
149
138
167
206
213
252
252

19
=

30

3

4225

5

10
9
11

1
2
6
6

5

=

Total

College of Engineering

B· s.
Year

1910-56
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Totals

in
Arch. E.

s.

B.
in

~·

s.

B.
in

.

C

c•

~.

B. s.
in
~

57

98

526

408

7

14
14
9
10
14
6

26
21
26
37

33
36
46
56
34
43
41
38
73

6
4
3

9
19
23

21
27
20
27
_!I

_g

224

783

861

!l

77

=

35

B.

s.

in

B.

s.

;lach.

I. A.

in
N, 1:;:.

Nisc •

50

398

15

of
~

29
28
38
22
31
31
20
35
28

3
2

691

15

-50-~----·
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1552

-11:

so

- __ ...... --------------

..

-:':4"~-~~

Total

~

109
105
126
130
114"'
101
96
102
147
124
2706

-~

Degrees Conferred by Colleges (Continued)

College of Fine Arts

Year

1937-56
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Totals

Bach.
of
Mus. Ed.

B. A.
in

Bach.
of

B. F. A.

~

~ ~

3

1

B. F. A.
Dr. Art

227

68

86

14
16
13

2
4
4
8
6
6
9
7

5
7
8

1

7

1

11

16

~

18
6
12
7
16

19
24
30
34

11

..12

_6

~

443

=

131

9
==

=

B. F. A.
Music

Bach.
of

B. F. A.
in Art

1
5
10
12

7
3
9
14
12

43

=

g

6

3

=

College of Business Administration
B. B. A.

736
1957
1.958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

64
57
55
61
62
50
55
67
87
__ll

Total

1367

-51-

1
.5

6
172

385

=

51

21
28
25
28
45
39
53
63
87
84
858

=

889

Degrees Conferred by Colleges (Continued}

School of Law

College of Pharmacy
~

1949-56
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Total

~

B. S. in Pharm.

1950-56

171

~

147
19
9
27
12
8

17
18
21
22
19
8
24

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

..11

341

Total

294

19
11
11

=

11

10
11

17

-

College of Nursing

B.

Year

s.

in Nurs.
12
17

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

21

Total

160

11

21
29
22
23

-52-
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Degrees Conferred by Colleges (Continued)
Graduate School
Masters Degrees

I

Vl

"'
I.

M. B. A.

M.
Mus.

M. Mus,
A2. Mus.

~

M. A.

~

1917-56

1329

293

8

83
84
91
94
86
101
92
121
148

2
4
4
1
3
4
9
9

5

_ill

29
53
58
58
90
146
122
138
127
131

~

6

.-

2404

1245

57

31

2

1.957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Totals

=

M.
Mus •.
Educ.

M.
Mus.
Comp.

M. of
Music~

M. Ed.
in Sci.

M. A.
in
Tchg.
Span.

M. A.
in
Ind.
Adm.

M. of
Fine
Arts

Degrees

14

1

1645

2

3
4
6
3

114
144
157
182
196
278
279

2

5

3
1

_]_

-

1

14
6
8
31
24
39
30

47

2

1

152

5
5

1
1

9
4

=

8
6
10
21
9
14
16
84

1
2
2

313

-

1

5

1

=

348
375
4031

=

,1

1

I

(Graduate Degrees continued on next page)

r ;r

f1j

•
'

1

(,

tl>
0

891.

Degrees Conferred by Colleges (Continued)

Graduate School
Doc tors Degrees

Year

~

Ed. D.

Sc. D.

Total
Doctors
Desrees

1917-56

69

69

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
196.6

16
16
13
7
20
21
20
15
33.

..!tl

2
1
3
2
2
8
_1.

16
16
13
9
23
28
27
21
48
~

Totals

271

25

2
4
5

4
7
22

318

Summary of Graduate Degrees by Years

Year
1917-56
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Totals

Masters

Doctors

Total
Earned
Degrees

Honorary
Desrees

1645

69

1714

66

114
144
157
182
196
278
279
313
348
375

16
16
13
9
23
28
27
21
48
~

130
160
170
191
219
306
306
334
396
423

2
4
1
3
3
3
5
4
2
3

4031

318

4349

96

·rt.;
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l;lllljl'Ular ~uy-timo hOur~

for S.ddit;icna11;S$af?"'

(
', !·

for tho Peace c;orpa.

.i\nt.i<:~J..pating

tha need

~

tboa fall. to

l3Q1:Ve t.WO hund:re.d contract llltUd0l:l.tS the Clerlllito~· fOOd blln:Vioea

could not, banalc, two .additional. specil.ll p;:O!Jram$ were e1.i>tabUshod at, tha b~ginnin~ ¢:2 the acl\OOl )feu.~

'!"

i

!

ona b$1ng. .a meai

J
;;

~-

.• ::<,,.-.

tiCt'Ket J?l:'<'J9X'aTG .fett cr.mtx-act students lmd

taut sot-vice, one..Gntrt\l$

students

needin~

Otl\sr ~lug a. ' ~·

a~feteru line,

esta'bibhe4 aa a '·

:u.M.

i'Cill~1ng :1\'Cfl.bt"' :

Buppl~nt: to tha no:..-mal cafeteria

t;-at.io;l. ilowaver, it was

tM

det~rmin®d

tl\e .s}jll1.lcial.

_rood

and· t,hat F09X"<ml was droppetl ~

'

ttw number ·o~r

sex:vtao

'

~

e:ont~r{lct.

waG nes.l.fg.1J)le

~ea

xt was £urtber c!letemine<A the

a(lc,'U.Uonal n\l!l:l1;)er Qf PGl!'SOP.fl Who Wil\lhed to UI\IS ~Q

$ntr6$ ' cafatetia over the noon psried could

~

one..

handle4 by ·

-

that area, this
anne~-t~o
~his

m\XIi~!cation

items
to
-

aonsistillg mainly oil adding

tb~ ~egular cafster1a~enu-offer1n~$•
.

'

.

·.

illtljw.itment bavin.; taken Pla>Ce, thiit Sge¢1al,, ')n~ntree

sel'Vica l.irla ·w;as nlao dropped •.
Booklilto;r;:e

'I'M aeman4a on the aook~t6~e•s spaae n~

and

a

chan~e

in floor

arrangement to provide a

eniy

~<Al.lel.i

b~tter ~1ow

traffic ana supervision in )look .areas, but; abo

of

re:;~ulted tn

t.ha Mesa t.ounsa be!i,g turned ovoo: to the .Bookllltora .for use as

a storeroom area. While use ot the Mesa t.oun«Je was desc:r.f..beci
as a f•tempora:ry" I!IXr.:mgomont:., it is $ntieipatcui thQ Lounge

will continue to bo neet'led until thl'll buU<U.r.)i is C»Cpanded .. ·

,

...

·-··

' ':::894: :, ·.
.

~-'·

;

. ·Larg-ely because of· the change in store ·arrangement, 'the
.

..

.

.·.

.

peak day of operation in the fall rosulte4 in the sooksto.ro•a
1.

'.

handling 37% JnOra customers than the pl\1ak !lay the previouEI ::· : '
fall ana 2&;:& more Cluring the second semester'~; peak regis-··;;,
tration Clay.

At the beginning .of thea )rear,

z.u:.

~aul Mares.

was appointee! to the po,sition of 01ssist:ant to the

· .·

manage~

. of the Bookstore to help handle the increasing·managerial

Whi.l.e this aided materially in enabling the Bookstore

load..
'.

to prepare for the tremendous increase in volume, •t mid- ..
!

.

.

year Mr • Mares assumed the pOsition of manager of the Oni"'

·.

:

versity Bookstore at san.Diego state, and, at _this time, the
assistant-manager posi~ion still remains unfilled, - obviously,

,.

again increasing the managerial load on the Books.tore · manager,

over-all labor costs in the BookiJtore operation, · ·.

·himself.

t•ihi~e such. ~ low cost

at 7 .2%, is pJ;Obably Z-3% too low.

figure does result in an increase in net revenue, we cannot

wcpect a similar gtoss sale~ increase Of 23% to be handled

.

by .the same numbGr of staff members, and still.continue the
type of service the Bookstore bas tried. to provicle in the past.
Inforraation Dcsls;

The Information Desk Counter was completely rebuilt in·

the fall t.o better cmlble the desk attendants to hanclle the

... ·

... \ ..
-

-

-----·~--

-

'

--~,____.-~--·-~ --::~~ ~-~---~--------<----~---...;;.._ ·;·----·-.r.-~;:;..ii.Oo,_ .• ..___.._._--~-"

I

I

anticipate~

customer

increas~.

~his

modification, costing

approximately ql,BQO, was instrumental in

that

e~ling

. - ,·- '!:'·

area to handle t'ln average of 20')G. more persona per day than.

the average customer cQunt last year, (1,268

~ompared

1,058);

to.
. .,,

,,.,-.

'·
Games

... ".

•;

Area

~'.

...._·

;:_

4.

-~.

'·"

A bil11a~d table was added to the equi~nt ot the

Games Area, .giving .a total of. thirteen billiard tables,
seven .table tennis tables, and fourtee:l.bowling lanes~
~-

Dr»sk attendant coverage \'las increased t() help
,.

serve the_ -.

-

drop-in customers using the

area~

.

.

as well. as to help

.

-

Physical Education ba~ling class sessions.

' ..
. .·.~

. . . . .•

An average of

3,000 persons a day used the area during the school term,
including those

~sing

it during the thirteen classes held
stude~ts

during the year, averaging ninety-plus
session.

peJ!' claSs

Opening time of the .Games Area was advanced to

8;00 a.m. in order to handle an early morning class, and

this hour was continued throughout the regular year, the
.Area being open a total of one hundred ana three hours

week.

~o~

programs.

Per

'the 1966 summer session, the Crafts Area also

opened a total of twenty-three hours ·a

~eek

:tt is hoped that this .Cl:afts

4

for special

p:~:ogram

can

..
''"::< ::::.:::--,.. ~ ·

.... ~.~;~ .. -.

handl~

~ontinue

,·

.

g~ :?'P"

; ~,cc-;;;:r~:~:f
~r~.¥-'.i.:~...;

.

.

.'

.

''\t:

Tio};et. Booth
t.ict~et

A ;l!ull.-tilroo at.tend.ant '"as placed in t.he

boQth-

lost anti found bc>otb i;:o enl!ible thi\\t area t:o opt.»:at.e a total.
of f<:)rty bours a weak.

of tickets

bain~

reooraa

all

o~

M illorease. in t.t\e

handled

ticket~

s~g~asted

n~

en4 type

v~ra

the move.

detailed

are new being kept, and tbe respqnsi-

b.Uit.y for .fun¢is ie mo;~:"e ol!iitldy' ast.abU.shed.

Whe los~ .and

found opa;r;at.t.cm is alao now boing handled .in a more X'li!llll?Qn'!" •·
t .•.

Representatives of Alpha Phi Omega wore

a~ked

to man

the first floor cheek room and O,Perate the room for
coat c:hecldng 9a00 a.m. to SaM
SQhOOl

};"hm,

vol\U~taty

J';··

waelt«3aya· during tlJl

year, and, by a!)(lcial n.t>.ttangement.,

c:m SJ?(!c!al oeea... ·
I

I.

Building YA!ntenance

.,'

•.

_-..:::.-

:__::

__.

~ ---~~ -'-~

---

-

:-:,~~·
"'· ·~:)}

··.·

·4,...;(1'

·'

~ ~:

<.-

'o,;

~t.a~f

for

aadea

emp1o:re~

a J?$:t'iod of appt:oxinlately aaven months...

\rhe/lle

repre$sntrnCI aaditional personnel abQve·ancl

beyond tM regul<l% budg-at; position~. but fol:t.'lnately, t.l4e
inereasea·traffio ~lao res~lted in revenuae gteat. e~qu~~

that the

CO$t.~

Of the incrGaaea cust.Qdial staff was oft-set.

· :Susmasa Off!ea

ore<ul¢~

year.

their staff by one additional

~ts ~son

p<~ra~·m ~rly

in thll)

also banCiled peraonal chec:'l'; cas bing and

most of the student. activity account recoras. At the end of
the year:, however, tbis posit.ion w!;ta droppat!l when 'the c:heel~
c:ashing.~cti~n.wau ass~

and the

~her

by the

~ortcan B~k

of

commerce.

duties were reasaisned into the sc:he4Ules Qf

existing personnel,
schodulinst
ktangem~mt:s

for a:v.,;ro:cimntely 321,QOO pe~sons at. 4;<J3a

Qcheduloa ev¢nts were handlec through the Scheduiing
in l96S..J.966.

Oific~

Aetual. inde61la to fac:illt.ies, 'bO"<<EIVel:', 1'3ecrea&ed

.·.

·~

..

'.,.

'.;.:--.

.·,,

,._,.

;.:./r··

-·

because of the. inal:'eased nUmber of campus groups.utiiiziilg

'

· the meeting :facilities, resulting in a t'eiated Clect'ease in
the number of outside, revel~ue-pr«'J.ucing, groups. ('l'ha mOst:.·
t;Wvious example i

the lose of Sandia • ~.Junior. Manag~nti
*

'l't'aining Programs from t11e

.

bui~ding

-.

because they coula no

,longer be accommodated,resulted in a revenue loss of
mately $10,000.)

approxi~"

seventy-two conferenceswere•scheduled in

the building during the year, averaging jus~ uiKJer three

days per conference.

'l'he tptal of. 32,430 conferenceman-days

represented a 33% increase in man-days over last year.

Stu-

dent groups were represented in 54% of the total ~pace boOk•
ings,

~4%

relate~

were departmental groups, 17% were university-

groups and 5% of the use of apace in the building

·was for meetings of groups not relatod.to the University.

''·

'l'he allocation. of Room #248 to the Alunm:l. Association and
the loss oi; the Heaa Lounge to the Bookstore reduced the
total space available for scheduling, but that reduction
was off-set sorne'.'1hat by increased, actiVity in the other areas

because of closer scheduling.

It is not uncommon to have ' nll.
'

'

meeting space in tba building taken, particularly on TUesday,
ay mic1-year. Ballroom space

l'lednesaay ana Thursday

evm~ings.

on. Friday and saturday

evenings is usually completely booked.
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to th~a foQtball conc::esdon4J s!;~nc:Is, ·.

'We.i::-r&~ de!ll~~nad and 'added

anti two beat-sealing

cappe~~

for b$ve:cag@s we;l:'a

At the request Of the a.aelth

were install$(! in
stadium.
culii~C/l'n.Ell.'

PS~partroent:,

pu:t:'C::hi!i$111~,

hot wate;o

heat~a

o£ the tour stands at. the football

a~ch

While there is

~o

accw:a.te we:y t¢ dotel:ltlin!ll the

count :fo:r: ccm.cosdonll!, tl;la ra:iult. C)f adding these

items and other modifications, auch. as traffic signs ·ana
. ·~

so fQrth, enabled concession$ to c¢ntribut~ ~lS,OOO t9 the
:

.

t

Supa:r;visor Jack .EtMld..n!il, W>:\ltll) asl;,eG'! tq

ning the
arena!

~oneessiona

facilities for tho new basketball

.xt is hoped tM

fin~J..

btlil,Ung wil1 indlude

stands, with a total of almost two hundrea feet. of
~or

space, and faeilit.ies

~!llgUlar

practieall~

from~

p~ofeasional

open office

t.he more 1nadequato

ne~ice

:Problem~?

stafll. in
\.

area~

-

trt"''

at timea making it

1ml;loasib1o to concentrate on the

our twowvebiclo

~ourttSlr

traffic through the t\ctJ.vitiea

cental:' prwideu problews fo;;
the
.
tng.to ope;;ate

eu

two mass.,..fill l:levera!Je statifmlh

With the inm:easec:l ul!le of the !Onion other
became mor.e eviilEllltt

in plan...

l'~ticipat.o

and recoiqing

wc>r~

aoc~

at hand_.

bocame all

to handle the ne¢d!ll of an operat.i,Ol'). wbQae

..

...

·.

,,:::~~--·,::~-tt·
',·•

;1.

\

·'

Food

s~~vice

found_ it neceasary to

~astrict

the type

Of SG~iQ0 availabl~ .to ~~OU~ meeting through the
,Pa~:riod

weeMays, aa well.

a~G

noon

i·

to .reatr:!.ct the ' size o£. groupa

that could be accommodated at al,l £or spec;l.al arranseltlents •. ,

tn adctit:ion, a

~o~ty...eight .how:

on ·all lllpacial event:o, an
f~

9uarantee is nO\\! required .

.:tnor~aa<a r.Ner

f;1le previous

twe~ty...

hour. lim.tt.
'.t'here is 9';'0Wing evide!lt;:e of the neec:J to replace sqme

pieces of equipment involving possible major

~ndituras,

J!'loo:r: 11'lilchin(;ls,

scz;eens, and

da.:~;'d

t@lell!, folding

lighting equipm$nt are nhowing

of heavy uae.

t~e

chairl'il~

affects o£ $evan years

autliling flOors, particularly in such areas

as tha Main LObby,

F~

service, and the. Games Area 1 have

deteriorated tram genernl

w~~

and tear and

eonside~a~ion

needs to 1:1e given to their' replacement in the relatively
neat" :future.

be

'rM ,Esther fhompson I.o\lllge furniture sol:m must

reppholstered~

progreaa on building

e'~pruU~ion

dw:ing the year was
\\.

negligible.

'.t'he Union BO!!!Zd ga:ve :formnl approval t~ mcivi~'l-9

ahead w.t.th thlil project, and. the President 9ave his sanction

to prCX!eeding, but. thio re)?l:'esanted

tro only

real' sttaps taken.
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A questionnaire issued to students in the fall ~Y the Union
Board received. a very small res;?onse ana \o1as never fully :
cu1alyzed~

Tbe cbange of Union Board Cbair.men in

interrupted continuity.
appointed an OpGrating

mid~year

La.tez; in the year student government .
Reviet~ ~ommittee.

to :r:eview all

~u.f.ld"':.

ing operations, facilit~es and procedures J.n OJ:'Cler to be ~le ·

, _to recommend to the union Board that certain .items be included
·, ,.

in the ~uilding modification project.

time was spent

~orking

A gJ:eat deal of staff

with.the Committee but

evel" de'\"eloped or presenteclo · l

no~;

feel that

no report was
~ction

on ex-

pansiOn must happen .in ot~er way~; with ~OJ:e respons!bili~y
centered a&ninistratively, mearttoihile wor'ldng with groups in..
volved in o.rder t.o be sure that adequate attention is given

. ·to the current needs and desires of auch
While it is hoped building

~2:'oupa.

e~tpansion

'·

will ultimately

solve a large majority of the prOblems which are now occur.t.ng
related to volume and inc:~::eased trl'!ffic:~ and sOme area modifi•
cations did talte place during

thi~

year, certain c;>ther modifi..

cations need to be considered in the interim period prior
the contempl:ated expansion.

west
th~

~erraca

~o

Such items as development Of the

as an additional food area, a realignment of

present snack Bar operation, a review of the Activities

ll

Center-workroom ar;rru-.gement, possibly ·to .i.nc1ude als~' a z.e..;,· ,;_:·
evaluation of the entire :business office arrangement. with :
'.

the Activities Center...workroom layout to determine wMtheJ;' ·
Scheduling can :be inc;,luded in the redesi911ec:l area, and possibly
considering changing Room #S to a service area for

Fooa

f!~-

.

vice, rather thon just a t,JtoreroOlll for focXl service equipment.

···

noom #S should al.So be studied. to Gee if it is feasible to ·
consider it as a possible complete-line vending
While some of these projects
menta, stUl the cost

£0l:"

nuch

area •.

repres~t

interim arrange-

moq~fication

to bette: handle

contemplated ti-affic ia minimal• the estimation fo:~: completin~j':....

-~~

the changes o£ all.the areas mentioned being $25,000-$30,000.
'l'his includes $7 ,ooo to modify the west 'l'errace and
f~

the

Snac~

uo,ooo

Sar, the major individual items.
.

.

.

It is hoped that tho addition of an Assistant-Associate ·
Director will release the Director £or_more time to spend on
planning and'
~(paneion,

d~veloping the program for the over-all building

as well as provide a person

to

give time to study-

ing the feasibility and helping develop such programs as

. 12
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·'

. ~t the begirm;l.ng of the yam: the bad¢ WCirk W\'ie'lt for
thta NeM .Mexi.:;:o ~.ion employ~es. 'lt;ns establilllhed- as forty hou.rs ..

' over-time pay being paid fo>: the foJ:ty-f.U:st:. i1ow: e,vf'.rJey week~·
Buil.cU.:ng
fec~ed

maintenanc~
~hanga

by tho

were worlt;l.ng a

the change,

and li'ood servicltl wes:ll'.l part.i<:ul.atly_ ef-

since most of their regular

£o~t.y ...ei:9ht

oxpe.n~ea

e~leyee~
sev~n-

hi3W: 'irleek to help cewr _the

fOX' labor :t.n these

-ally with t.b.e druna hoU:.i:il of covetags.~

ueae ·inC!l:ease<:l mataxi- ·
In aad.f.,tion 1 in ll'ooel.

Service, Special Servieon (catering) pricing bad to be re•
vised to help

cov~ ove!:~t.:t.me ll\'\bo:~;".

prepare for evening and

f1ed

~rsonnel

wi1li:ng

eb1e, aa it had boon
Eight
part-tim~

w~ekGnd

t.owo~k

;Jtrosram in the

Po$itions~

li~'\11

spliloial services. sine(:} quau...:.
only

~~t~tima

ware not avail•
1'

bo~d.

wor~-study at~~ents

stuQ.ent

the labor used to help

wore used aurin9 the

j,naugurat!ng tl:la

!1e.«<:ico Union.

yea~

of

wo~:k.-

i

t

-~

At tha p1:esent t.i.mo. ninety-two positions

students.

~t\tdents ha~

·J

%t is anticipated that as

'

.

have been classified as
wo~k-study

I

wQX"k.-~tudy

mo.ny as.'fifty perr.1ons m<1y bO ut;i.::t.izeei next year in the

study program.

·.!

in

_not

po~ition~

Hu~evor,
b~n ~;~.:!..van.

which could be filled

]_
I

~

I'

~-

I

final approval Of the number

•

u

·~
1

l
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Qn June 1, 1$65 th~ ;i;irst emJ?lOyma lllex-v.tc:e a,wards pre-

sentation: was roac.'le

in the. Desert.

~el.t~.

~t.

ba~qu.at

a

~oom,

fo-;:; all

~~ulru:-

'

'~

mnployeas

On hand !.OJ:: tho pros~ntat:l.on \'i~e

President Tom J?ope~joy, .Mnliniatrut.:l..ve 'Vi¢e lh:'l!lsid«mt. Shel.~

.

;

'·

smith, Acting

Academ~o

Vi¢e

~?resident

Morris

H~rickson,

Dean of Students aarol.d !.itvender. and CQn'lptroller John J;toro...

v.ic:h.

:Following th$ d$.~ the :beJ.cw... J.1steCI a\~al:'ds wore J11l:).411;ui

!ifteen Yaat'

I

;

Award~

i.

Louise LO'II'in
Lera Rol:lertia

Bett:-Y Scal,e$
,1en Year ~arda
Y.adana, saiz

Awards
William Bierbaum

~ive.xean

Richara.Carne~

John Chavez

j'

1-U.llie cuamore
Catherine Dru:t.
Sarriett. Garve]:'

florman Higgins
Elizabeth Emvner a~~ard
A. o. «si 9 Jackson
!'Larry KeMly
Isabel .Macd.aiS
Jrunas ll:tac:tvor

Elb<Weth t·tters
Carma•• l?ru:iilla

sophie. Perea
Grace J?Ull.:l.am
Andre 1\01.Ullllta

Bernice

~ungo

Jo Ann S¢hm1Clt

Ida :H.efert
weiqal,

Rach~l

14
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Recognition waa aiso 91ven

td the·f~ur employees who

passed away during their eroploym~mt in

Jllr· Benny Abeyta,

Nr; Alfred Springer,

tbGI

t~ew Zll~ico lJniOn$ : ·

~. Joe Roesch,

Mr. Henry !'owner. A suitcWle plaque will. be
· employees 1

and

placed in the

lounge .in memory of these .:l.ndivitluals at a .future . ·. ·

data.

·-.:'

'rhe:re were a. total. of one hundred

.

:

employees

ana for;ty-one

regular;

in the New Mexico union dur.tng 1965•1966, and one

pa3:t-tin!G l;)asis,.

·.h\ll'ldred and three students :1.ere hired on a

includin9 ~e eisht work-study students •

OVer baU a million

dollars in salaries and ">lo.ges was paid out.

d~.:Lng

the ,year to

the employees,

Program ac::'i::ivities for the school year began in Septem-

~....
. bar with Activities ~ight, (seventy groups participating, an

'increase Of .five. over laSt year), and wOU,nd up \!71th ~e Pli'r
award ceremony on June 5th, '~<lith 160 participating.

Of

special interest during the year was tho continuation of the
Film Classics progi:am be!JUn last $pr.ing, an laM partner•
matching dance utilizing students in the recreation curric:u-

lum, and working with the Athletic Department and the

~resi•

dent • s Office to carry out a aeries of televized basltet.ball
games in the BallroOm.

A leadership tra4'ling prOgram was held

l$

f.:

~·.-..

·.

- ::f~··i:f.:r~~~~~N~·,~.}~, .

0·~ t~~;~~~1: .
.

... , .

~::;lJ_-~1:~~

~-

· in ~onjunction with Sa~d:l.a CorJ?!>ration, ·ancS t'e;1tureCI

Dr • ·

. Heward

~apea~.

Hi~

~hirty-nine

of thtll Univeraity of Colorado as guest

treasurer$ attended

th~ ~reasurers'

.

....

.•;

·seminar com-

pated with six last year, but this still represents a veL;{
small percentage of the one hundred and eighty-eight otudapt
.activity· accounts

Students.
as

member~

~ept

b¥. the ausiness Office for Associated

one hundred and fifty-four s;tudent$ participated
of frogram Pirectorate committees, an increase of
A recognition

dinne~

was held in'tbe

apring to honor the incoming and <:>utgoin~ Program)irect:9rate
.
..
Chairmen. ~r all Chairman of the Program Directorate for:::''-:-;
-~=-~-~

..

the coming year will be

~.ary

LOuise Kinne, with Paulette

.·~~

KGy

anct Bill Ross' acting as Vice Cnairmen. '.t'he OUtstanding Fresh•
man awards went to Pam Conway of the Host and aospitality
·'

C:olll!Dittee and Sandy .Eeds of the Dance

Committee~

Ail desks, lockers, mail boxes and storage spaces were
this. year, with a waiting list for lockers

assigned to

<p:OUJ?S

and desks.

With tb.e

to~s

assi~ent

this next year on a trial

of some of the desks ·to Sena-

basis~

it ia possible that we
~-

may have tha need to add more desks to the area •.. :.
'·
.

....

~

·,
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Participation <If Ne\., Mo~ico lini!m teams . in the.

Association of College Unions

Recreati~nal

.:r.

.

.
·r '"'"·

TQUrnament.s .

and oth~ tournaments resulted 1n the fol~ow~9 plac~s
. '·'''
,•:

. ~·.

, ACt1 Regional (13) Tournament

ut:ab

. Chess

.

First
'l'hird
Fourth
,,._. Fifth

B~

{,,

.:_.1-r_

Troy Armstrong
r,rom Heldt
Dan Susco·
Munson

. '.·.

J?oc:lcet l3illiarda - Hen
. ,First
Tom Livermore ·(selected for National
'l'ournament)

3 cushion

Bil~iards
s~conci

-

,-

..

~1en

Wally l>agucon

Pocket Billiards - ~~omen
·Firat ·
Dee Ann i'7orth.tngton (Saiected for Na-

. tional TOurnament)
t.

Tabla Tcn.,is .. Doubles (Men)
Second

BOWling

~

Richa~d

Gardner

t

&,'l'r~.~st.rong

Singles (Women)
Diana Berthelsen

-L.

second

·,:.

J

,.·
'··

ACU National Tournamel'lt -. Miami; Florida ,

Pocket Billiards - women
Second.
Doe Ann WorthingtOn
. POcket Billiards - Men
Fourth
.Tom Livermore

.-.

·,'
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u.s. National ~ntercollegiate Postal American 1en

·,-

Pin

~ournamen1;

first placQ team

f -

University of N.aw Nelcico ;:

High series

..: University' of New Meld.co .

High Individual Game

- Prudy McLanahan~ lmM

High lndiv.idual. Series

- Prudy McLanahan, t1NM

·•

A notewo:~:t.hy development taking place .tn this entire area is

the close working relationship that is

develop~ng

between

'the Games. Al:ea, Program Director of Games COllllllittea, Intra•
.

'

.murals and

2xt:ramurals on campus along with the ;aecu:eation

Department.

an4 th!'.l Physical Education Departments for Men·-··

and women.
fling, the

~·~~

'

specifically, these ;areas
~M

me~er

in the Fall

dance and Men's and Womem•s programs in bowl-

in;, llil:Liards and table tennis.
is a

coo~rat.ed

.Mr. Bub Henry f Games Manager,

of the Wornen•s Recreation.Counail,· a coordinating

group for women's intramural and extramural· activities.
Reorganization of' ·student· government in t:ha spring ol!

l96S-l966.resulted 1n a change in composition· in the union
Board and a chang~ in the Union Soard's responsibility to the

Program Direc:tornt:e.

The thirteen meniber Union Boud coroposea

Of&

16

...

,,

,-:

Student Chairman
Dean of Students
bean of Men· or l'lomen ·
Chairman, Prog~am Directorate
Vice Chairman, Program Dirsctorate .. . Faculty member-at-large
Faculty ·member-at;,.large ·.
President, Associated Students
Vice President, Associated Students
Alumni representative ·
President, Associ?~ted Women students · union Director
$tUdent-at-large
'

..

was changed to an eleven
compositionc

memb~r

Student Chairman

Program Directorate
President, Associated Students
Student Senator
. stuctent-at-J.arge
Cnai~n,

Board With the following
Dean of Students
Dean of Men or women
Faculty member-at-large
Fa~ulty member-at-large
·.·Union l?rogram/AC:tivitiea
Advisor
& Union Director

In addit.t.Ont the 'Onion l:lonrd WllS .given the responsibiltty fo:J:

over-seeing the prog!;"am-of the l'rQ9raro Di:rectorateand the
appointment. of the Chairman t,o thE) Program Directorate.

No
.

~.

doUbt, this change will result in greater Board ·concern wtth
• Directorate prOgrams and a.ctivi.ties and tl\e use. of funds

~or:

these activities and progrruns, much as the Union Board 4id.

prior to 1958.
,,

I

I.t

may .also :00 logical, .for program budget

r.equests to student Government now to emanate from the Union
Board.

PrObably tho greatest problem :related to program at this
time is the

lac~

of regard by student government for the

function/role of the Program Advisor in the Activities Center.

Tho pesition seems to be under annuaL investiga~ion. i~ not

'
attacJ;, and \>lhile it \>lOulc:l bra easy to charge

~1~

to the

19
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~

',•

probl~

could bo t.:aced to the

tbEI r¢gard 'PY 1$i::Udent ~overnment of t.he p<>Eiition a$ .

l..

~ing

a

ing the

VitY

2•

follQ\~in,~H

serv~nt

positio~ a~

pr~am,

a lack

:l.t is

to stude1.1t

gov,r-~ent r~ther

one of service to the
aotivi;t:i~$

inc;luding tho

pos~ibla

acti..,

01: liltu<lent. gover.n-

the li'rogram Advisor ana student g'tWernznent
achiev~

ttl<':!

s~

end result in t.b.El

student activiti(;ls ;prO<JramEJ on cruupus

3.

all~Qampus

Qf understanding by stud~t government tha.t

could be wod:::l.ng to

l:1eing

than reg<U"d•·

~

do eo without

comp~titivo,

the lac::k of need to include tha J?;rogralil AdV'isor in

any type

Qf

ac;tivit.y

atu~:Ient

govet"1ll1!Mt wishes to carry

out;. with the eJcception o;f advising BQmacomi.ns and Ji'iesta(
4,

student g'ovornment recognizing that actually rela-

tively

unimport~t docision~a~ing

functions havo bean

;-el.11!gat.ecl to tna pz:ogl\"am1 adviGo:r: in the ov~r-all: ilt'lldent

I

activities progranJ at the universtty of Iil'ew )texico,

,,

!h

students with no real un:derstan€1inS of tho time no-

c::ea$ary to carry out strong. worthwhile programs crit:i-
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6. a genE!X'al warinOfJ$ of! anyonlj) who might couni\W,Il land
~avine

Qbjectivel.y, partica.tblil.Y Onlil who points up tau1i:;s

as wall as fine

a

7.

point~;

voic~d laek o:f; regnrd .i!ot l.l parson 'Wht:l is l'i.ot opera-

ting f.rOlll th(II prestigious position oC an off'i<.la 1.a f¢el.in9'
*

that an office is
a status
.

.

lind other$ of

us, to feel t.hlitt Elt~ttdent gov\:l;-tW®t, operating 'Without.·
dt:~lils

cotd:.inuous .aQ.vuoey cU.rection, ia

relatively ineffective in providing

me~ingful ~ricnca

to but a hantlfu1 ot

c::~pus,

$tudent.governmQnt

!lltoo~ts.

know

.ha~

em. the

naeded, bUt not

b~cause

fie.

interrt~pted

Qf

n~cd

~son

of

whe~e

in a poaitiQn

quit:;a oo much by ganaral building uaf:..

~lO ~~Qgr~AdViSOl." ~d .assigni~g

to a meaningful

i~>~

tor a status symbol

Other l;aet.ora# howelvel.", might .i.nvolva chrulqing tho

nized role

£unct1o~

in

~'1a tot~;;l.

~~cog ..

dutieS related

eampus prosranto

'm\is.

in turn~ would probal'lly qive riPe to a !iliang11.1 in understt.mding

of his .function.

l

we honestly feel.

as much as the need to place that
he ie not

J

..... and letting

:A physical chango o:t! :l.ocat1.on of tho PrOgram Advisor
p~Qbably

>

.

l

continuit)( and

~

a~ol,

the tondoncy o:f the ~rO\lfltrun .Advisor,

s.

•

. !

~·
;

.i

Theso lat,:ter items may not be as easy to

accomplish as a physical. chant;te in loc:::at;ion.

Still,· \lnder the
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I

present Associateq Student Government

!

~tudent

I

or~anization b~th

government and tho Program Advisor are actually

wo2:king toward common goals in tha total CSlllpus p2:ogram
l

'

and can

.

'

'

:

be of mutual help, bu·t:. .nothing ~an ro!'lllY ba,Ppen

·as long as ~eacping tl1a.t sinsle, common gQal is c::6nsi~ered ..

a race 'between
ll.s

~e

t'l-10

competitors.

c::a.mpus growa,

,,

rec~.Jllition

of the need for greater

.. lt
. •·' is our 11ope that we can·be . depended upon to
~

·~

do· our share in helping solve communicati:onm problems, whG:I:har
.

, I

-

.

• ., ...

·-..

it be in programmJ,.ng, calendaring, :food senic:e, or \-ibatever --~,. ~:~~
else

~ay

b$

appropriate~

OVer all, our greatest concern is still that we can continuo to offer OU:t' facilities and,se::vicee to the greatest
n1l!llber of parsons \<lith a minimum c3rop tn se.r:vice and/or 'quality, that

we do

not allow ourselves to bec:o.mo' only t;:uantity

I

conscious.

'l'hiS involves not only lmOWin'l,l oUJ: possibilities

but our limitations.

Obviously, these will continue tO be·

areas tn which we shall strive to be wall..inf~a.
..

.

'

~

.

'
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ADt1INISTRATIVE APPOINrMENTS AND SEPARATIONS

('·

ti(E!<l t®nCICO tmJION STAPF, 1965-66
•.·'

SEPARATE!)

AP!?Oit.n'ED

..
j

·-.

Baca.. Manuel A•
Food serv.f.ce Supervisor

,·

Bernstein, Steve
December 1, 1965
Food ServicE! supervisor .
a.Od9ur,

n:aig

July

Division sllperv.1.sor-noo1tstore

s,

--

1965
•·''-!'',

li'addis, DEll Mar.
t>rogram Mvis03:

June 7, 1965
'I

Jennings, Frank
March 1, 1966
Food service supervisor
Victor
September 7 1 ~965
Program Assistant-Activities Center

~amber,

December 31, 1965

£-lares, Paul

Assistant to the

'Schmidt,

Donald

Division

~~agerwBookstora

.•..

August l, '1965

Su~rvis~-Boo'kstore
.

,..f

'

I'

._._,·
.·.1

.-:

',-.
·,

'•

....

'

,_,

t

,I.,

·_._:'1! ·,

:i
·,.

·~

;J

PROF.ESSICI))!AL ACTIVITIES OF NEt~ MEXICO UNION
STAFF l•IEMBERS - 1965-66
,

- '-.._!·
'·

.

Faddis, Del Mar, Progr~~ Advisor:
Member, Association of College Unions National
Committee on the Arts.
·

~·-.

•,'

-'l

::.

Henry, Gwinn ''Bub", Gmnes Hanagerc
Member, Association of College Unions National
Recreation co~nittee.

·t

Recreational Mv.:l.t:~or, Region 13 of the 1UISO~iation ::~·~"'-;:..
-of Collec;Je U.aions.
- · ·'""--

Chairman, Association of College Unions Intercollegiate Rccrezd:ion Tournament held at
Utah State University, February; 196G.
Meet Director, National 1\..l\U Indoor ';I'raek Ma<ilt held
at Albuquer<aue, ~Tot.z Ma:dco, March, 1966.

Jackson, A.
~rustee,

o. "St", Mannger, Associated Students Bookatcrea
National Association of College Stores.

j
j

Rouelle, Andre', Food Service Manager:
Guest Speaker, l:;trl'l !>texico Restam:ant Association
Regional l-1eeting hold at Hobbs, Nay, 1966•

Bierbaum, Wm. R., Dir~etor:
Member, Aasociation of College Unions National Xnternosociation Comrn:f.tteeil (Nru:ll?A liaieon).

·'

The Report of the Placement Center
July 1, 1965- - June 30, 1966
H. Maxwell Campbell; Director

PREFACE

During this academic year, 5,275 students and alumni registered
With·the Placement Center. This figure includes 862 industrial registrants, 1, 306 teacher registrants and 3, 107 part-time and summer
registrants.
Total number of job placements reported to the Center during
1965-66 was 3, 611, Many others took positions but did not report
them to the Center, and

other~:;

went into graduate school, stayed

With positions they already had, or made other plans • A small percentage are still seeking positions in the industrial and educational
sections, Because of the temporary nature of most part-time jobs,
many registrants are always available in this section,
During this academic year, 34,179 personal visits were made to
the Placement Center by students, alumni, school and company representatives. This is an increase of 3, 860 over last year.
Details are explained in the succeeding sections of this report
in the major areas of responsibility within the Center, i.e., industrial
and commercial, education, and part-time.

PART I

A.

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL PLACEMENT
1.

Number of Applicants.

A total of 862 applicants for employ-

ment registered.for placement through the Industrial & Commercial
Section of the Placement Center during the 1965-66 academic year.
This figure includes 358 seniors and graduate students, 325 degreeholding alumni, 110 non-degree applicants, and 69 juniors and seniors
seeking summer work only. Of this total figure, 99 are still seeking
employment in one or another of these categories.
The known disposition of the seniors and graduate students may
be seen in Tables III and IV, pages 10 and 11.
2.

Recruiting Activity.

Approximately 527 registrants took part

in the industrial interview season, including 35 8 seniors and graduate
students, 69 summer applicants and a fluctuating number of degree
alumni totaling about 100, As in the past, a number of these alumni
were graduates of other universities who were handled by the Placement
Center under reciprocal agreement ·arrangements with their own universities, Since this activity is conducted mainly for the purpose of
placing seniors and graduate students in career poSitions, Table I,
page 9, presents a picture of these registrants by fields, The interview season started October 25, 1965 and continued well into April, 1966
and a few companies came even as late as May, 1966,
Because of the increase in campus recruiting for teachers and educational personnel during the same period as industrial recruiting, the

-------

91.8
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seven rooms available for interview schedules were inadequate to handle
the requests for visits during the peak season of February and March,
The Director met with several directors from other Southwestern universities to discuss mutual space problems and attempt a solution by encouragT'
ing educational recruiters to delay their visits until April. The.se representatives are recruiting for positions available in September, whereas,
the industrial recruiters must fiil their positions by June. No solution to
the problem was reached, and further investigation is being conducted in
order to best utilize recruiting space,
3,

Company Information: Three hundred and sixty-two companies

and organizations sent representatives to the campus this year for which
43 0 interview schedules were prepared. This is almost double the number
of companies that recruited in 1965, and this total does not represent the
number interested in coming since many more companies requested space
when it was not available. Individual interviews totaled 3, 072 as com:pared to 2, 482 last year. As noted on Table II, page 9, the fo1.1r leading
types of organizations recruiting on campus were government, petroleum,
chemical and marketing concerns •
Although twice the number of companies seeking technical personnel
recruited, these companies were competing for about the same number of
graduates in the technical fields as Were available last year. All engineers, with the exception of a few non-citizens, were employed if they
so desired by July 1, 1966. The military draft did not seem to have much
effect in numbers of offers given to the engineering students.

The only

-3significant number of technical students who were not placed were women
in the biological fields.
4.

Employment Trends, 1966.

The demand for Negroes to meet the

equal opportunity obligation of companies was again very pronounced.
Unfortunately, the Industrial Section of the Placement Center did not have
any Negroes registered for employment. Women, also under the Equal
Opportunity Law, were not in any more demand than usual. Many more
women were placed through the Center this year, but that was because
1) many more were registered, particularly in Liberal Arts, and 2) the
Assistant Director counseled individually each female registrant early in
the first semester. The law seems to benefit women mainly in the salary
area -- that is, Women are now receiving equal salary offers forpositions
in areas where men are also employed. It has not affected salary offe.-s
in areas historically reserved for females.
Other minority groups were not sought specifically by companies
attempting to meet the requirements of the law. This may be due to the
fact that in the professional employment area there has been little discrimination shown against minority groups other than Negroes. A factor
in the preference for Negroes which cannot be overlooked, however, is
the politically powerful agencies representing the Negro interest. "Equal
Opportunity" at this time can be equated to employment opportunity for
Negroes, usually without regard to the best qualified applicant.

The

Placement Center is not evaluating this situation, but stating it as a
factor which is affecting the employment picture, particularly in the nontechnical areas where the competition for jobs is the highest.
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5.

Graduate Salary Information.

Average salary offers for Bachelor's

degrees were abovelastyearin all areas except the Physical Sciences, as
can be seen in Table V, page 11. These averages do not include Federal
Government offers, nor do they represent the average salary accepted in
these fields.
The Federal Government offers the new college graduate standard
salaries on the government scale of GS-5. or a GS-7 rating, depending'
upon grade point_ average, class standing, etc. These ratings differ for
technical and non-technical personnel. In the case of the non-technical
applicant, the offers this year were: GS-5 $432 per month, and GS-7
$522 per month. These two starting salaries can be compared favorably
to industrial non-technical offers. However, the same two grades for
engineers and scientists, although higher than the counterparts for nontechnical, are far below industrial offers in these disciplines.

These

offers were: GS-5 $517 per month, and GS-7 $609 per month. Very few
of our technical registrants accepted Federal Government offers.
Monthly salary offers ranged on the bachelor level as follows:
Business Administration: $450-660; Engineers: Chemical $655-$965;
Civil $630-$780; Electrical $628-$883; Mechanical $602-$785; Liberal
Arts $417-$618; Physical Sciences $480-$740.
Average monthly salary offers for Master's degrees were as follows:
Business Administration: $748 based on nine offers; Chemical Engineering: no data; Civil Engineering: $771 based on ten offers;

Electrical

Engineering: no data; Mechanical Engineering: $745 based on five offers;

-5-

Nuclear Engineering: $805 based on five offers; Liberal Arts: $636 based
on three offers; Physical Sciences: $7 24 based on six offers. Because
of the small amount of data in all areas no conclusions can be drawn
from this information.
6.

Alumni Placement.
A.

Degree Alumni.

Degree holding alumni registration was

up from 211 last year to 325 during 1965-66. Of this total, 94 were from
technical fields, 173 non-technical and 98 women, most!yfrom the nontechnical fields. As of July 1, 1966, 168 of these registrants were
employed, and 28 were still seeking employment. The remaining 139
either remained with the jobs they had prior to registering, made other
arrangements such as entering graduate school or the military, or in some
cases, simply decided not to work. Forty-four registered with the Center
and were never heard from again. This figure is only two higher than last
year's "unknowns" which percentage-wise indicates a large gain for our
feedback system. .Although the system used to obtain reports from registrants remains unchanged, the speed with which a registrant is dropped
from the active list if not heard from has been greatly increased.
This year the Industrial Section handled 19 graduates from other
universities on a reciprocal basis. As eXPlained in last year's report,
this agreement with other universities to .handle their graduates is in
order to benefit our own alumni in other parts of the country who receive
equal service at other member univeraities.

922
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Non-Degree Alumni and Clerical.

Of the 110 non-degree

alumni, 44 were men who had dropped out of The University of New Mexico
before completing their degree. Of these, seven are still seeking employment, 11 did not report back and 26 were placed. Sixty-six women are
included in this category 1 although not all of them are University dropouts. The majority, in fact, are wives of stQdents who are assisting their
husbands in obtaining a college education. Seven are still seeking positions, 27 did not report back to the Center and 32 were placed, primarily
in clerical and secretarial positions •

c.

Alumni Conclusions.

Over half of the registrants in the

_ Industrial Section of the Placement Center are alumni. Relatively few of
these persons take part in the interview season and thus require much
more personal counseling than do the enrolled students. This counseling
is done both by letter and in person when the alumni are. available •. The
ratio between student and alumni registrant is .general throughout the
country, and an attempt to meet the special need of the alumni and relieve the pressure on the indiVidual placement centers is being made by
the College Placement Council. The Council has set up an alumni placement center to which individual graduates can be referred by the directors
of placement centers. Whether or not they elect to take advantage of this
service, the alumnus receives full free services available through the
Placement Center including the monthly News Letter and the list of companies scheduled to interview on campus. If unable to interview, they
may have their data sheet brought to the attention of individual recruiters
for direct contact.

-7The number of alumni being handled at this time is increased by
the 1966 graduates who are still seeking positions, bringing the total to 99.
7.

Summary.

The large increase in companies and government

agencies recruiting on campus this year reflects a growing awareness on
the part of these organizations to the fact that graduates with the best
potential as employees are already committed to employment prior to their
graduation. In order to obtain any of these students, it is necessary to
send recruiters to the colleges. Not all companies seeking technical
graduates were concerned with military status. Companies seeking nontechnical graduates were more aware of the problem, although many offers
were given to students to become effective after their military obligation
had been met. The main problem facing companies seeking technical
students was the limited number available, particularly in the fields of
engineering.
Compulsory registration of seniors in the Industrial Section is not
required, nor would it be feasible (The College of Education does require
its seniors to register in the Educational Section). However, since this
is true, the number of registrants entering graduate school or the military
service as indicated on Tables III and IV, page 10 and 11 1 represent
students who originally did not register with the Placement Center. Thus 1
no conclusions can be reached concerning any large increase in numbers
of students going on to military service or to graduate school.
Labor Department repo{l:s which have been published in the newspapers
inadvertently encourage young people to think that all that is required for

924
-aa good job is a college education. At present this is almost true in the
engineering fields where the supply and demand requires the employer to
take nearly any degree holder. However, in all other areas a great many
students need employment counseling prior to their senior year in order to
realize What a prospective employer requires from a job applicant.

An

increasing number of undergraduates are seeking information from the
Placement Center.
Registration procedures and forms have been changed in the .Industrial
Section in coordination with the Educational Section. This will be further
discussed in the Educational part of this report.
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INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL STUDENT REGISTRANTS BY FIELDS, 1966
Bachelors
ENGINEERS
Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Mechanical
Nuclear
SCIENCES
Biology
Chemistry
Geology
Mathematics
Physics
LIBERAL ARTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
LAW

PHARMACY
Totals

Masters

Doctoral

16

1

0

13
30
25
0

3

1

0

5
0
0

20

5
3

Total

17
17
35
30
3

5
16
2

2
2

0
1
0
0
0

125

10

2

137

45

14

0

59

1

0

0

1

1
303

0
46

0
9

1
358

4

1
1
4

21
6

9
18

4

TABLE I
NUMBER AND TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED ON CAMPUS

1965
Accounting
Aircraft, Missle & Components
Chemical & Allied Companies
Construction & Building Materials Mfrs.
Electronics Equipment, Systems & Service
Finance & Banking
Federal, State & Municipal Government
Insurance
Machinery & Metal Products
Mining
Petroleum & Allied Products
Research
Retail, Wholesale Sales Organizations
Service Organizations
Steel
Other
Totals
TABLE II

4
19
11
0
19
6

54
11
0
0

1966

5
33

42
3

50
10
77
20
6
7

20
5

53

25

32

4

2
9

3

5

---
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-10DISPOSITION OF TECHNICAL STUDENT REGISTRANTS
Employers;
Government
Federal
State
Petroleum
Local Prim.
Contr.
Elect. Equip •
& Mfg.
Cham. &Allied
Aircraft
Construction
Research
Education
Other
Employed (de-

ChE CE EE ME Nuf; Bio Chetn Geo Math Phys Phar '66 '6p
1

6 9
1 ~
8 20;

1
1

5

1

3
1

1

1
2

l

11 2
1
l
2 8
2
4
3 5

10

15 li>
7 1~
14 9
6 '1
12
6
2
2
2

2
1

1

1
2

l

1

1

1

1
1

1

2

10 25 23

2

5

1

'

5 10

2

1

tails unkno~nl
Totals

3 1

6

2

0

15 12
91 9.6

1

18 ~8
25 31
5 6

3

1

5

9

0

3
3

3

--

Other Tech.
Registrants:
I

Still Seeking
Graduate Sch.
Military
Did Not Complate
Misc.
No Information
Totals

7

3 4

4

4 . 3 2
1

3
2

1
2
1

1

I

1

3
17

a

17 35 30

1

2

1

8

3
4

~

3

21

l

3

~

6

9

1.8

4

1~ 12
1 1.61. 160

.,.;

TABLE ni
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-11DISPOSITION OF NON-TECHNICAL STUDENT REGISTRANTS
Invest!- Mgmt.
Gen.
Acct. gation
Trng. Sales Bus.
Government
Federal
State
City
Industry
Education
Finance &
Banking
Retail Sales
Insurance
Service Organ- izations
Employed (details unknown)
Totals

2

1
1

5

2

5

Totals
Other Unknown '66 '65

6

8
4
3
4
9

6
1

2
4
2

7

4

12

12

30

16
16

Still Seeking
Graduate School
Military
Miscellaneous
Did Not Complete
No Information
Totals

19
22
9

13
19
9

6
3
4

6
4
3

2

2

16
81

6
62

34

28

27
11
5
11
28
197

11
2
3
3
35

144

TABLE IV
AVERAGE MONTHLY SALARY OFFERS ._ BACHELOR'S LEVEL
Curriculum

Class of 1965

Class of 1966

National Average*

Business Administration
$501
$554
$571
672
691
682
Engr. -Chemical
601
682
658
Engr. -Civil
666
702
679
Engr. -Electrical
640
690
670
Engr. - Mechanical
Humanities
451
486
547
Physical Sciences
644
634
642
*From July, 1966 Salary Survey Report Compiled by the College Placement
Council.
Average monthly salary offer from all fields of engineering at UNM: $687
Nat'l average monthly salary offer for all fields of engineering:
$671
TABLE V
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B.

EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT
1.

Number of Applicants • The Educational Section of the Center

handled a total of 1,306 teacher registrants during 1965-66, which represents an increase of 598 over the number of registrants for 1964-65. This
figure does not include 123 non-active registrants who received assistance
without reactivating. Of the 1,306, 182 registered for college teaching.
(See Table VI, page 16.)
Inclusive in the total number of registrants were 567 reactivations,
64 7 new registrants, and 9 2 graduates from other colleges handled on a

reciprocal basis. A total of 608 applicants obtained positions, not including ten who elected to stay with their former positions. These ten ·
"shoppers" (teachers already assured of a contract where they have been
teaching, but who register to see what else might be available) are those
who have reported their status to the Placement Center, although it can be
assumed that most of the 56 reactivations for whom there is no. information
are also in this category. (See Table VII, page 17.)
Of the 1,306 registrants only 427 were still actively seeking a
position as of July 1, 1966. Many of these will be placed by the start of
the school year in September.
It is interesting to note that 42 teacher registrants left the teaching
profession for positions in industry and
2.

Salary Information.

government~·

Average salary offers recorded for the

Educational registrants were as follows:

Elementary, $5, 281 per year,

Secondary, $5 1 423; Admin:l.stration, $8,513; College, $8,780 (this
figure does not include the exceptionally high yearly offer of $25,000 by

,.

9?.9
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Parsons College, Fairfield, Iowa), and Government and Industry, $5,805.
In general these salary figures do not show any substantial increase over
last year.
3.

Campus Recruiting. One hundred and twenty school representa-

tives visited the campus during 1965-66 l:lnd conducted 840 individual
interviews for which 771nterview schedules were prepared. As 1n the past,
many school officials dropped by the office to inspect credentials and dis.cuss staffing problems with the Assistant Director in the Educational
Section.
4.

Placement by Mail.

The Educational Section of the Placement

Genter sent 2, 605 sets of credentials to prospective employers. Contact
by mail is proving to be an important supplement in the placement of

teachers.
To aid the registrants in locating openings, the Educational Section
keeps an up•to-date listing of openings available to those who come into
the office. Once a month these listings are sent by mail to all of the acttve
registrants •
In addition to contacting the registrants, the Educational Section als9
sends a list of available teacher applicants to many school officials 1n
New Mexico, California and various other states. This list is sent during
the summer.
5.

Teacher Placement Trends. More applicants were placed this year

in Social Studies and Boys' Physical Education than in past years. In fact,
this was the first time in many years when the demand for Boys • Physical

~30

-14Education exceeded that for Girls'

~hysical

Education. The two areas most

in demand, however, were Mathematics where 90% of the registrants in
this field were placed, and Music where 70% of the registrants wereplac(i!d.
Less than half of the college registrants were placed, which represents a'
percentage decrease over last year when two-thirds of these registrants
found positions. A contdbuting factor to this decline in college

placeme~t

would be the large increase in master candidates for college positions
particularly in the humanities, where doctoral degrees ar.e usually required
for this level of placement. Most doctorate holders found college positions, and those that did not have restricted themselves to a particular
geographic location. The demand for college teachers is still high, but
the number of applicants in the various .fields is also increasing to such
an extent that in the non-technical fields the colleges can demand and
obtain the higher degrees and qualifications.
6.

Geographic Preference for Employment.

As in the past,

New Mexico obtained the highest percentage of our teachers with a total
of 358, including Albuquerque with the lion's share of 211, California
was again second with 62 placements. Five of our teachers accepted
foreign employment. The other 141 scattered over the nation.

These

figures do not include the 42 who entered non-teaching positions.
7.

Procedure Changes.

Many changes were instituted by the

Placement Center to better facilitate the handling of Educational registrants.
The most outstanding change has been the utilization of the data processing
system for cross ...filing the applicants by teaching fields and establishing

""
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the mail lists in this section. Further changes were made in conjunction
with the Industrial Section to standardize as much as possible the registration forms used by the two sections.
The Assistant Director held personal conferences with each new
registrant and reciprocal applicant, as well as many of those reactivating
their files. The advantages of this procedure were many-fold, as well

a~

maintaining the over-all atmosphere of personal interest in each applical'\t
which the Center strives to maintain throughout its operation.
Another change, which primarily affects the Educational Section, is
the addition of a fee for credentials sent in excess of five sets to prospective employers at the request of the applicant. There is no charge for .
any m.imber made directly by the employers. This fee ($1. 00 per set of
credentials in excess of 5) has been made necessary by the misuse of the
free service rendered by this Center by some of our applicants.

This

charge will affect those primarily seeking college pos!tions since most
requests for public school teachers are received directly from the schools·.
Other changes which save both time and money in this section have
to do with 1) the collection of references, the initial contact now being
left in the hands of the reg1strant 1 and 2}' the duplication of information
for campus recruiters which has been shortened from a complete set of
credentials for each interviewee to a data sheet for each.

Additional

information is available When interest is shown in the applicant.

EDUCATIONAL REGISTRANTS

REACTIVATIONS

~

03

~

s

Elementary
Secondary
1. English
z. Social Studies
3. Physical Ed.
Boys•
Girls'
4. Foreign Language
s. Science
6. Arts & Crafts
7. Business Ed.
8. Home Economics
9. Mathematics
10. Music
u. Others
Administration
College
Remaining Same Position
Graduate School
Military
Not Active
No Informatic:>ll_
TOTALS

NEw REGISTRANTS

RECIPROCAL

TOTALS

64

100

10

174

37
44

70
57

3

.5

110
106

26

23
12
26
28
18
21
20
17
7
18
6
68
2

20
0

25

5
5
72

0
1
0

56

7?

13

141

567

647

92

1,306

9

32
20
23
17
15
17
19

33
17
94
8
11
0

5

1
3

8
5
5
2
2
1
5
3

76
61
56

...'
en

'I

46

43
37
36

27
56
26
182
10
16
6

97

~

·~

N
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EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENTS

REACTIVATIONS

~
Ill

b;

s....

Elementary
Secondary
1. English
2. Social Studies
3. Physical Ed.
Boys'
Girls'
4. Foreign Language
s. Science
6. Mathematics
7. Arts & Crafts
s. Business Ed.
9, Music
10. Home Economics
11. Others
Administration
College
Government & Industry ~----··
TOTALS

NEW REGISTRANTS

RECIPROCAL

.TOTALS

8

129

44

71

20
21

33

2

55

19

3

43

11
5
17

13

1

6
16
21

1
1

7

14
11
9
13
7
15

11

0

10

31
34
31
28
24
22
19
18
30
15
81
42

608

13
12
10
6

3

1
1
3
0

10

2

36

39

28

11

5
3
6
3

268

299

41

.....I
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-18C. PART-TIIvlE & SUMMER P.LACEMENT
1.

Number of Registrants.

A total of 3,107 students and student

wives registered for part-time or summer positions with the Center, an
increase of 427 over last year. This figure includes student aid positions
(a program which will be discontinued after this year}, and all other partr
time jobs off campus, and some on-campus work.
2.

Placements. A total of 2,731 positions were filled by the Center.

The ratio of number of students registered to number of students placed
was down this year as compared to last year, even though the total number of placements was higher. Although some students did not obtain
employment, this fact was mainly due to a

lac~

of interest on their part

rather than to a lack of opportunities •
The federally supported Work-Study Program for college students

ha~

made it possible for departments on campus to obtain more student helpers
than in the past, and has greatly reduced the number of available positions on: campus outside of this program.
3.

Student Aid.

A total of 243 applicants again obtained position~

on campus through the Student Aid Program. These positions paid $1.00
per hour and students must have indicated a financial need and met cer,..
tain scholastic requirements to be elfgible for participation in this prograw.
This program has been supported by a. special fund allocated by the
University for the purpose of assisting qualified students. This year the
University supported Student Aid Program ran concurrently with a similar
program supported by the Federal Government which paid the eligible

~tu

dents $1. 25 per hour" This inequality between the two programs will be

~35

-19adjusted next year when the two programs will be combined.

Future

handling of the aids program will be conducted by the Office of S.cholarships and Financial Aids.
4.

Full-Time Summer Work.

Post cards to local businessmen and

personal visits by the Director to numerous local companies failed to result in more than a nominal number of full-time summer .positions in the
Albuquerque area. Most of the students who obtained summer work accept'"'
ed positions out of town with summer camps, national parks and a few
resorts. Most of these positions pay poorly. Many upperclassmen in
the technical fields who interviewed with companies throughout the country
during the .recruiting season obtained excellent paying positions for the
summer.

In general, however, results for students seeking summer

positions were not good this year.
5.

Placement Procedures.

Several improvements were made in the

processing and handling Of students for part-time employment.
A.

A simplified registration procedure was instituted which has

encouraged students to put more complete background information

concern~

ing their qualifications on the registration card.
B.

The filing system was revised to enable jobs to be offered

first to those students who registered first, as well as enabling the
secretary in this section to locate registrants by ma,or, class, grade
point, hours available to work, or job type, instead of just by job type
as in the past.

'~
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-20C. A new policy was instituted in sending the name and back.ground information on: an individual registrant to an employer who might be
interested in a person with the particular skills. This resulted in many
placements.
In addition to devising and implementing the above improvements,
Mrs. Susan Demas, who is in charge of this section, also .increased the
time allotted to telephoning qualifieg students concerning specific
openings.
6.

Summary .of Part-Time Results.

The overall picture in the part-

time section was good this year, even though in some areas such as
summer employment the number of jobs was down from last year.

Any

student who sincerely wishes to obtain part-time work can do so, as the
number of job listings that "go begging" testify. The failure of some
students to obtain wo* is based entirely on the. following: 1) expecting
the job to be handed to them without any effort on their own part, 2) feel'"'
ing some jobs are beneath them, such as manual labor, etc., and 3)
demanding higher pay than the going rate.

•21PART II'
1.

Physical Facilities.

Although it was hoped that the Placement

Center could operate on present facilities until permanent facilities would
be available in about two years, this is not feasible. Many companies,
government agencies and school systems had to be turned down this year
when they requested interviewing space simply because no space was avail•
able •. Having to tum down these prospective employers is a very poor
policy which can have undesirable future repercussions resulting in The
University of New Mexico being left off the recruiting schedules for these
employers even ·though space may be available at that time. Many additional rooms are needed and will be needed in the future, and these have
been recommended and tentatively approved by the University officials
for the new facilities. However, on a temporary basis for the forthcoming
academic year, the Placement Center is requesting the addition of two to
three interview rooms., which could be supplied by the purcha!;e of a
trailer. Although parking a trailer next to the temporary building now
housing the Placement Center will in no way enhance the impression of
the University obtained by the employers, it will serve to increase our
assistance both to the students and the employers.
2.

Staff Requirements •. Staff requirements remain the same as

thos~

listed in last year's report. However, because of the space situation, a:?
indicated above, the Placement Center will not request the much needed
Assistant Director for the Part-Time Section until such time as new
fac111ties are available.

938
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A.

Staff Appointments.

The following individuals were appointed to

the staff of the Placement Center during the year ending June 30, 1966:

B.

Mary Martin

July 1, 1965

Ellen Kay Peel

October 6, 1965

Doreen Tomaski

May 15, 1966

Staff Separations.
Lucille McKinney

October 15, 1965

Ellen Kay Peel

May 15, 1966

C. Change of Name.

A change of name from Placement Bureau to

Placement Center was granted by the

administration~

The new name better

signifies the diversified forms of placement conducted by this office.

PART IV
Outside Professional Activities.

Both the Director and Assistant

Director for Industrial Placement are active membersrif:theRocky Mountain
College Placement Association. This is the regional professional placement association for this area, and along With seven other regional associations in the United States and Canada comprises the College Placement
Council. The Director attended the Rocky Mountain College Placement
Association Conference in Provo, Utah, at which time he was elected to
the Vice-Presidency of this association. Normally this position is gained
by election to Secretary and moving through the chairs, but was filled
directly in this case by a sudden vacancy.

..:;
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The birebtbr l.vab chsb reclbgnized by the College Placement Council
in being one of a limited nunitibr t6 be bhd!!en lrom ali of thE! placement
associations to participate in a program designed to assist small

college~

in setting up workable placement centers. This program is primarily designed for the purpose of helping predominantly Negro colleges start their
placement services. The Director attended an orientation meeting in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and will be Chairman of a visiting team in
Louisiana later this year.
Both the Director and the Assistant Director for the Educational
Section are active members of the Association for Staffing Colleges,
Universities and Schools. This is a national professi<:>nal organization
for persons involved in the field of educational placement. The Director
and Assistant Director attended the annual conference of the Association
in Phoenix, Arizona.

The Assistant Director for Industrial Placement is an active member
of the Albuquerque Chapter of Personnel Women of New Mexico, and
served during the past year as Secretary of this organization. The Ditectpr
is an active member of the Albuquerque Chapter of the National Personnel'
As sociatlon.
Other professional organizations to which the Director belongs are:
Albuquerque Armed Forces Advisory Committee, and a member of the
Board of Directors of the Albuquerque Rotary Club for the past two years.
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THE REPORT OF THE STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966
A. Kenneth Young, M.D., Director

Significant Developments:
The Health Pattern for the year under review has been unusually
good as is demonstrated in the appended statistical tables.

Apart from

a heavier-than-usual outbreak of mild upper respiratory infection in
March there were no epidemics.
Despite the_ above observation, the present physical facilities were
taxed to their utmost to maintain adequate service to the increased number
of students on campus.

The overall increase in total visits to the

Student Health Service was 14.1% above last year's figure.

It is there-

for gratifying to report that construction of the new Health Service
Building will definitely be started early in the coming academic year
with completion promised before September 1967.
It is reported with deep regret that four students died during the
academic year--three in traffic accidents and one of a sudden .cardiac
illness.

All were males, and no deaths occurred on campus.

Peace Corps:
The Peace Corps Trainees continued to utilize the Student Health
Service at a much heavier rate than students.

Averaged over the year

there were 150 Peace Corps visits to the Service per 100 Peace Corps
Trainees, compared with 19 student visits for every 100 students.
other words, the Peace Corps Trainees used the Service 8 times more
frequently than did the students.
- 1 -

In

A study of the actual conditions for which the trainees presented
themselves demonstrates that accidents, strains and sprains accounted for
54.1% of the new cases seen among trainees; compared to 20.6% in the
general student body.

Otherwise, the greater frequency with which Peace

Corps Trainees visit the Health Service is largely due to undue apprehension of illness and to trivial conditions for which the normal individual does not usually seek professional help.
As a further comparison:

If the ordinary students were as. appre-

hensive of illness, as accident prone or as medically uninformed as the
average Peace Corps Trainee, the Health Service would require to have a
minimum of 32 full-time physicians to cope vith their neeQs.
Staff Changes:
Dr, Alice G. Brandfonbrener found it necessary, for family reasons,
to resign from Student Health Service in October 1965,

She was replaced,

in November, by Dt. Walter lL Yeider, who left unexpectedly in April to
take a post elsewhere.

The Health Service is grateful to Drs. Arthur L,

Clark, Lorn M. Shields and Charles J,

Met~ler,

who, along with the regular

part-time physicians, assisted generously with their services in this unexpected dillennna.

Negotiations are underway for the appointment in 1966-67

of two new full-time physicians.
Dr. Anthony Williams) because of the exigencies of his private practice,
found it necessary to resign from his part-time position with the Student
Health Service as of .June 30.
Miss Evelyn Rapanos, Clinical Technologist, resigned from the Department as of June 30, to return to Canada.

Arrangements have been completed

for the appointment on July 1 of Mrs. Volores Johnson to replace Miss Rapanos
as Clinical Laboratory Technologist.
- 2 -
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The following changes have also taken pl,:ice on the Nursing Staff:
Mrs. Marie Porter resigned effective June 30 to return to Canada for
family reasons.

Arrangements have been completed for her to be replaced

by Mrs.• Margaret Hernandez, and also for the addition of two new nurses
as of July 1--Miss Lucyle Pace and Mrs. Gladys Kovaluk.
Outside Professional Activities of the Health Service Staff:
Professional Heetings and Conferences Attended
Drs. Young and McCabe attended the ann.ual meetings of the American
College Health Association in San Diego in Hay 1966.
Dr. Young, as Vice President of the Southwes.tern College Health
Associati.on, participated in the meetings in Lubbock, Texas in February.
Dr. Shand attended a Symposium on Mental Health for General Practitioners at Las Vegas, New Mexico in April.
Dr. Williams attended .the Arizona Chest Symposium in Ma;rch.
Pr. Burress was elected 1st Vice President of the Bernalillo County
Medical Society, attended the meetings of the Southern Medical Society in
Dallas in March, and the meetings of the New Mexico State Hedical Society
in Albuquerque in June.
Pr. Best was elected 2nd Vice President of the Local .Area Council on
Alcoholism, and attended the Symposium of the National Council on Alcoholism at the University of Utah in June 1966,
Dr. Blake continued as Director of the New Mexico State Association
for Mental Health and also as Chairman of its Professional Advisory
Committee.

- 3 -
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Staff Publications During the Year
"Pitfalls of Health Education''
A. Kenneth Young, M.D.
Rocky Mountain Medical Journal
September 1965
Volume 62
No. 9
"Survey of Salaries of Full Time Health Service Physicians"
Journal American College Health Association
February 1966 Volume 14
No. 3
Acknowledgments:
As in previous years, the Director and Staff of the Student Health
Service most gratefully a.ckilolvledge- the c-ontinuing support

at~d

encourage-

ment of the many Officers and Departments of the University, whose warm
cooperation has greatly assisted the work of the Department throughout
the_ year.
Respectfully
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STATISTICAL REPORT
1965 - 19.66

STUDENT ENROLLMENT
(1964-65)

1965-66

Fall Registration

(10723)

12186

Regl1lar Stud.ents Eligible
for Health Service

(

Sunnnet Session

( 3743)

Student Registration

,.,

7927)>~

To the above must be added an average of
42 Peace Corps Trainees per month for
t~~elve

,~,~

months in 1964-65

To the above must be added an average of
101 Peace Corps Trainees per month for

twelve months in 1965-66

- 5 -

+ 13.6'7,

9317~<#

+ 17 •.5%

4616

+

23.3%

---------

STATISTICAL SUMMARY

(1964-65)

1965-66

Change

Total visits to Health Service

(15039)

17155

+14.1%

Total consultations by
Health Service. M.D.'s

(10385)

11517

+10.9%

Total number of patients
seen by Health Service
M.D.'s

( 6392)

7203

+12. 7%

Physical Examinations - 1t
U.N.M. employees

(

205)

51·

-76.3%

Total cases seen by
Nurse only ,.,

( 2876)

3835

+33.3%

203)

258

+27 .0%

25)

2

-92.0%

Allergy Injections

614)

792

+25.8%

Number of Immunizations
and Vaccinations
Performed

195)

356

+82.5%

11038

+19.1'7,

Diathermy
Ultra-violet

if Pre-employment Physicals Only in 1965-66

,., Total cas(:!S seen by nurses
(including those later seen
by doctors)

( 9268)
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Division of Psychiatry

(1964-65)

1965-66

Change

Number of students seen

(118

130

+10.2%

Total number of Interviews
and Consultations

(581

510

-12.2%

Average number of
consultations per student

4. 9)

The number of students seen represents 1.9% of all
students seen by Health Service Physicians.
The number of consultations represents 4.4% of all
consultations by ~eqlth Service Physicians.
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3.9

-20.4%

Clinical Laboratory

(1964~65)

1965-66

Change

l:fumber of students seen

(1778

1644"

~

Number of tests performed

(3718

3729

+ 0.3%

211

+35.3/,

7.5%

Administration

( 156

Director's Business Meetings,
Interviews, Conferences and
Staff Meetings

)

(1964-65)

In-Patient Service

1965-6.6

Change

Number of Admissions

( 4L2

379

- 8.0%

Number of Patient Days

(1027

715

-30.3%

Average Days/Patient

2.5)

1.9

Average Patients/Day

2.8)

2.0

- 8 -
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SESSIONAL COMPARISON
Period September to End of May 1965-66
TRUE SESSIONAL PICTURE
NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE STUDENTS UP BY 18.8% (FALL REGISTRATION)

Total Visits are Up

13. 6% Compared to Previous Year

M.D. Consultations are Up

10.4% Compared to Previous Year

New Gases of Illness are Up

12.1% Compared to Previous Year

Psychiatry Visits are Down

23.1% Compared to Previous Year
6. 6"/, Compared ·to Previous Year

L!ll:J (S t:udents Seen) .are Down
*Nurse Only Visits are Up

33.9% Compared to Previous Year

In-Patient Admissions are Do1m

10.4% Compared to Previous Year

In-Patient/Patient Days are Up

31.5"/, Compared to PrevioUs Year

*Total Students Seen by Nurses )
(New Cases + Nurse Only)
)

Up by 18.8%

- 9 -

Relative Incidence of Disease and Conditions Seen
(International Classification - abridged)

(1964-65)

1965-66

Diseases of the Respiratory System

(32.9% )

31.7%

Accidental Poisoning and Violence

(21.14%)

20.6%

Diseases of Skin and Cellular Tissue

(11.28%)

12.5%

Diseases of Digestive System

( 9.08%)

9.8%

Emotional Disorders

( 3.1%)

.:3.4%

J:n:l;ectious andParas.itic Diseases

( 2.07%)

1.4%

Disease of Genito-Urinary System

( 2.43%)

4.0%

Diseases of the Nervous System

( 1. 75%)

1..4%

Symptoms and Ill-defined Conditions

( 6.1% )

5.8%

Other Conditions

(10. 07%)

9.4%

,,

- 10 -

~5{)

MONTHLY VARIATIONS OF 10% ABOVE OR BELOW
THE ANNUAL AVERAGE INCIDENCE

Respiratory Disease
Avove Average in September & December 1965 ~ January 1966
Below Average in July & August 1965 ~ May & June 1966
Accidents
Above Average in July, August & November 1965 & May 1966
Below Average in September & December 1965 ~ January, February,
March & June 1966
Skin Diseases
Above Average in August 1965 & June 1966
Below Average in July., September & December 1965

~

March 1966·

Digestive Disorders
Above Average in November & December 1965 ~ February & June 1966
Below Average in July & August 1965 - March & April 1966
Emotional Disorders
Above Average in September, October & November 1965 - January, April
& Nay 1966
Below Average in July, August & December 1965 ~·February & Narch 1966

MONTH OF PEAK INCIDENCE
Respiratory Disease showed a 51.4% increase over the annual average
in the mon.th of Narch 1966. (In Narch 1965 the incidence was
17.2% above the average for 1964-65.) This increase was due to
a minor epidemic of mild upper respiratory infections.. This is
further borne out that March had the greatest number of in-patient
admissions, though the average length of patients 1 stay in hospital
was among the shortest.

- lOA -

9S.:1

Accidents showed an increase of 66% over the annual average in the month
of July 1965. (In July 1964 the increase was 80.5% above the average
for 1964-65.)
This can be readily explained by the high proportion of Peace Corps
Trainees who seem to suffer a quite unnecessary number of accidents
due to the methods employed in. their physical training. It is recommended that adequate review of this part of the Peace Corps Program
be made in order to correct this situation.
Digestive Disorders showed an increase of 63.3% over the annual average
in the month of December 1965. (In December 1964 the increase was
46% above the average for 1964-65.) This is a direct reflection of
the eating and drinking habits of many members of the student body
during the festive season!

- lOB -
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THE REPORT OF Tlill OFFICE OF THE DEAN OJ!' l'!Ell
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Hov1ard V. l1athany, Dean of Hen

General Rcsponoibiiitiea •.!!nd DevcloJ?ment.s During the Academic Year 1965-66
The basic function of the Office of the Dean of lien includes the
guidance and counseling of individual students, assisting and advising
social end honorary student oreanizations, coordination of tho Dean of
Nen.1·s office staff and office procedures, mM.ntenance of ·student
personnel records, working 11ith residence hall staff members, and supervision of the fraternity housemother staffe •. Responsibilities for the ·
'

.

~.

high. school, visitation program-and the University's scholarship and loan
programs now· belo•1g in the Office of Student Aide~ although athletic grantsin-aid and small loans are still administered by the Dean of Men.

Student

tral;fic in the office.continues·to increase ;l.n proportion t:o the University 1 s-poplilotion g1:owth.

With approximately 7500 mel\ on campus, more time than

ever before is bcdng :tnveeted in individual counseling situations.

Also,

the need for more office artd storage apace continues to be acute,
Greek Fratern:!.tiea
Xhe

1965~66

the fraternities.

ecadeLUC year aaw both successes and failures among

The Greeks managed the largest increase in mem~erehip

that has been obtained in a number of years.

During the fall semester

t;here t·;ere 7 5 more pledgee and actives than in 1964-65, and in the spring
there were 105 more than :l.n the previous year.

A good portion of this

incrense '·1as due to the estnbliolllllent of a Phi Gamma Delta colony on the
campun during the fall semester.

The success of the colony::has been over-

uhelming, and there is every reason to believe that the Fijis will be
granted a charter at the national convention late this summer.

In addition

.

,,

953

.~

to the establishment of the Phi
established a colony on
be ouccesoful,
s~ho~aat:ic

GElllllllll

o~r camp~a,

Delta colony, Alpha Epsilon Pi re-

and early indications are that it will

Alpha E;psilon Pi is active in i.nt:rernurals and was the top

fraternal group this spring.
'Academically, the .fraternity oyst:em mls above the

all~men 1

for the fall semester for the firot time in eevc11 semesters.

For the

s

average

spring. semester, however, in opite of a Greet< grade-'point rise, fraternitieo
fell EJlightly below the. all-men 1 e.
index of fraternity men

~1aa

For the academic year, the scholastic

above that of all University men.

Another "first" during 1965-66 was an all-Greek retreat held
the.

La~qrence

Ranch oarly in October,

~t

It proved to be very successful.

Mr. Robert Hiller, Executive Secretary of Phi Delta Theta, and l·fr.

Le~Tis

Bacon of Alpha l<appa Lambda came as the retreat leaders, 1·1hich gave a
big boost to the program.
Continued eltpi'41Bion is planned for the 1966-67 year
invitation having be.en:

e~tended

after formal rush in the fall.

to Alpha Kappa Lambda to

\~ith e11

coloni~e.

right

Alpha Kappa Lambda is enthusiastic about

the potential on our cnmpus, and there is every indication that the oolonization will be a successful one.
there were some problema in. connection with

Greel~;

Week, but it

proved to be quite successful end had the oupport of both the fraternities
and the sorod.ties in much greater numbers than .ever before,
The Interfraternity Council has a fine slate of officers for

1966-67 nnd

~~ith

the support of the individual Greek groups should prove

to be a more successful and effective body, than ever before.
The largest problem faced during 1965-66--and Oite which haa not
been reaolved--ia that of attitude,

A letter

'~as

aent to each

frotern~t!y

late in the spring. e>:pressing the concern of the Unive,:sity ndmin:l.otration
in .this area with some guide li11es for solving the problem.

l'he growth and

strength of the systenl in the coming year will be dictated by uhetllOt' Or
not the fraternities accept the challenge a11d begiri to rekeva:luate their
att it:ude and to direct their energies tomard constructive pursuit:s.
It is recommended that the system continue to
some of the fraternities will
''net<l blood" in the r.ystern

~·J:I.ll

probt;~bJ.y

cxp~nd.

· Although

be lost along the T:tay, lack of

prove to be mucl1 more detd.mental than the

lose of one or ttlo of the weaker groups. ,
The houoing problem is far from a solution, and cffol·ta must be
put foL·t:h not
worl~

Otlly

hy tht:l University but by the undergre.duat:es and alumni to

Qut a ouita.ble solution to the problem.

at the present

time.~Thich

can be considered

There are very few houses
t~dequate,

nnd poor housing

juot helps to cmphaoize the existing problems.
The fut:ure of the

Greel~

syotem hero looked very black in the spring,

but the benefits to youns men who become members of fratertlities can be
great, and it is hoped that our present problema can be overcom<a and the
system might look fo:nmrd to being one o£ which ev:eryone can be proud.

While the Universityl s senaral scholarship and loan progr€11ll is no
longer administered in thio office, lie have.retained administrative
responsibility for athletic grants•in-aid and pmall loans.
progl'ams, 666 individuals Here involved and a ,total of

In these two

~252,491.97 ~ras

edminitJtered.
Athletic· granta-in~aid went to 241 men in nine varsity sporto at
n totnl of $234,lt62.32,

Statistics for the inclividunl sports follot-T, and

a detailed rooter of athletic grants-in-aid is .nppended to this .report::

\

•• J

i

,·'

89

*Ilootball • •

Baseball
Golf ••

•

q

•

•

•

ll

• • • ••

Gymnastics • • • • , , • , • •
swimming

Trac!~

..
. ..
..

• •
•

•

lvrcst ling

•

4'

•

0

•

• $ 112,325.62

28

32,146.20

30

15,103.00

12

9,190.00

8

·"··-·•CJ•'

15

';

,.

•

..- .
.. . . . .
. .. .

*Baoketball ,

Tennis ,

•

6
35

• ; • • • • • • • • · 18

. ..

. . . .. .
. . . .. .
~·

6,565.00
10,198.00

7,686,00
31,167,50
10,081.QO

*Includes 1966 Summer Session
There ore five small-loan funds administered by the Office of the

:Dean of Han.

From these, 425 lo.!ma t'l'ere administered totalling $18,029.65.

Stat:latico for the five funds follo1n
Rooenbau~:

I<i~>Tani@_:

124 loans, $8,027.05; largest loan, $200,00; omallest loon,
$llf.50
45 loans, $2,555.10; largest: loan, $100,00; smallest lo£rn,

$20.00.
~:

28 loans, $1,5lf9,50; largest loan, $100,00; smallest 1onn,

$25,00,
~~

~Term:

Studcnta:

66 loans, $4,140.00; largest loan, $150.00;
smallest loan, $15.00,

162 loano, $1 1 758.00; largest loan, $50,00; smallest loan,
$2.00; usual loan, $10,00,

Adninistrativc Separations from Staff
At the close of

1965~66,

Hr. \Hlliam H. Chase resigned as

Associate Dean of l1en to accept the position of Dean of Hen at the t[niversity
of Denver, Denver, Dolorado.

~!!:'. Robert Poole resigned

os Personnel'

,,

Coordinator in the Hen's Residence. ll~lls to do graduate ~~ork at East Texas
State College, Commerce,

Te~as.

Admii1istrati.ve ApEointmento....1:2.E.~

. Hr.

l~red

C, Reagan .served as Assistant Dean of Hen on a·half-time

basis dud.ng 1965-66 _and at the close of the year returned 'to a full-time
contract as Associate Dean of !!ten.· Hr. Samuel H. Nelson, formerly a
guidance counselor at Laguna-{l-coma High School, was rtamed Ass{stant_ Dean
of Hen on a hal£~time contract 1'\f: ·the close. of ·1%~-66, and 11r. La~Trl!lnce
Lomako, formerly on the housing staff st the University of Colorado, was
.named Personnel Coordinator in the Hen' o Residence Halls.

There was considerable overcroivding in the i1en1 s Residence Halls
in the fall of 1965, and fet·T vacancies existed during the year.
additional housing becomes &vnilable,
i11

'~e

can

onticipt:~te_

Unless

a great shortage

the fall· of 1966.
Some t'"enty~nine mea students were employed as otudent advisers
1

in the Men s Residence llalls for the year for room and board an.d stipends

varying from $20.00 to $125.00 per month.
in our dortllitories continues to

>rorl~

The self-governing system used

quite 'liTell, and there seems every

reason for us to anticipate satisfaction with the system in the future.
l'rofeoaional Activities
The

follo~Ting

ctaff r.1entbers participated in professional confer•

enceo and national meetings during the year:
l1r. Chase, Hestern Regional Interfraternity Conference,
Scottsdale, Arizona, April• 1966.
Mr. l1athany, National NASPA meeting, Seattle, Washington,

Jurte, 1966.

,,

~ REPORT OF .TUE. Oll'Fl(:E OF, THE D~ 0~ WOMEij

.JuJ,y 1; 1.965 • :Ju(\e ~0• l,\1~6
J{elen Whiteside,· i>~&l; of Wmnen

Qenerai Reaponsibil:l.ties.artd Developments During the Academic .Year 1965.;66
Thl! Offices of the Deans o~ WQmen and Men e*rry, !n genet:al., the
same basic areas of. ft.lnction and respons:ib!l:i.ty.
diEter sl.ight:ly in approac~ 91.16

.t()

·These areas, howevel:', .

the d!vie:f.on of students ~8 impl:l.ed

by t.itle.
Nonetheless, t\le Dean of Women views heJ; basic .areas of fu~ct:(on. ·
(AAd responsibility) as (1) l:'elatlng ~o ,a~y and aU matters ~ffecting
women st)ldents and student we.l.~are, both it1divic1ually .AAd .with $i'oups;
(2) relating to tlle administrative skills· and. operatiQil of. policy and
procedural formulation as aff.ects the student, .the inter .. college.

eilci

.departmental cot11ll1Unications, and the public relations of the University;
(3) relating to the needs for staff and staff coordination for the e.fUcient operatipn of the total effPrt for students and theUniversity
community; (4) ~elating to the Faculty and. their joint-efforts toward
purpose and direction :for the student i!nd the Urtive~sity,
?:he effects in discharging Tesponsibility within these -major

areas plunge the staff. into such functions as
(1) counseHng individual students with personal concerns,
counseling groups of students involving group 4~d/o~
individual problems
(2) coonse:Ung students with academic :problemS and •schola8tic

cPncerns

·

.

(3) dealing with agencies of health, psycholog:i.c,ai or psychiatric
counsel;ing services involving wonien students
(4) advising groups i.e., honorar:i.es, women's government, social;
etc,
(5) exceptions to b()using policies and procedures (both on. and
off cs.mpus)
·
(6) women 1 s go1ler~UI~ent and bebaviorS:l needs
(7) supporting alld ad111Sing Sorority House D.irector stafr and
chapter ,alUIIIIlae advisers

(8) part-~ime st:«f£ (Graduate) rtfcr'lt~tment, ttaining, and pl!J.cement and coordinating the"e ~fforts with the Guidance ~d

Counseling Department
(9) full;.time. staff employment, professional. 4evelopment, and'

mor.aie

·

·

. (lQ) faculty r.elat:l.ons, commtiJ#C:atiCins 1 t:eachiiig and ·cot!imittee

work

·

.. ·

·..: ·.. ,..

·.. · · .. ··

· - : ..

· . · .. ·

c1n

ma:l.nt:a:f,ning ,office !li:aff a~d cooJ:>d:l.n.aHng ofUce proe:edutel!i·
(12) maintaining appropr.iate atuder.t: records

£~culty ~d. the. ~tudent:

M. bot)l t;he..

see . the

~~a~l~buit;:,' for·
"'

assistance in some ()f these_ above at'eas·; 'the. :l.r own.· initiative acti~ni wiii
st~ffihg

. continue t;o requ,b'e additional
'-

.

'

of off:tce facilities.
impinge an ef£ect
..

in

•

.

-~n

wh£.cli
"

:.

Alt;hough the 'iUcrease

:turn wiil require
I.

-~

t

j.-

•

-_

exp~sicm
-.

'

tO st:ufieqt: JlOpulation dC)es

this' area, tl,te student ~d.Jaculty awareness and

•

--.!IT-

acceptance of the purposes of these·offices is ilnich more heartening.
.

.·

.

'

'

a~

:

serviceable. to the 'University cOIImiUnit;y.·
·sororities
·with a. most' Successful recolonizins of the Phi

Mu Qhapt:er4uring

the spring semester of 1966, tlte r~ine so~:oFit:1~s
seem_to
.
. . ' be '.doing . rather
.
'.'

well.

The

coloniz_in~

.process for additioriill. women's groups has been

carefuily formulated in conjunction with their

~atiorial

Officers, the

Albuquet;que alumnae, the Office of the Dean of Stu!lelita, the Panheileni,c
'

Council, and the_ Business Office of the University,

The

.De~

of WOmen

serves the role of director, consultant• and coordinator of the process,
and f,t Sl!ems to pe felt by 'all involVed to b~ most :help{l,ll and successful.
Further expansion wili be in-the offing as such need deve1ops· for the
healthy growth .of the sorority system.

Total Greek membership forl965-66

came to 530 WOI'llen as ·compared with..the hlghest inemberahil> figure thus far ·
attained of 459 for the previous year.

(Newspaper report:s supply higher

Ugures but include the Town Club, a non...Greek social group·.)
Academically, the sororities as

a whole

contf,nue

tc

in~rease_thdr

..

9.!=;9.
.

.

scholastic fnde~ ove~ the. previous .semester, always ranking ab.ove both
th.e All University Women is average .and the Unaffiliated Women's i;lvel:sge
.

as we].). as tl:le .a11 Univ!!r$it}' aveuge.

.

Among the.individual sorority

groups, the highest.scholastic indices over past years seema. to have been
.

..

achieved regul!lrly ciurfng the fall s.emesters; .hdwever,. t:he highest average
ever to. be thus far ach:l.e'Ved
!;>y any o~e woman's. ~oup.. wiui. at;ta:lned duri~g
-

-

the 1965•66 year by Alph~ Chi Omega (2.8884) and dur:i.ng f;he .sec:on:d s~iilter,
w:l.th Pi :Bet;a Phi a dose s!!c:ond (2.,1:1221).
.

Since the scholssti.c average

.

for initiation of pledges was raiSed to a ~.4 l'pur yeai:IJ IJfilO~ ~he soror:f.t~es
have improved de¢:1.ciedly in their overal.l scholastic indicae.
several ~eme~tets, they wulacttteve

a 3.000.

The sororities are not without their problema and
major being 11 th~ Fl:atetnities".

G:l.ve. or take

c~n.cerns,

the·

The women real:i.ze that the meni s

fraternity system decidedly needs help, and they hllVe set forth srime
earnest effort and de.sire to lend in this direction for the 1966·.67 year.
They have planned discretely artd tactfully for they rell,lize J;he s:i.gnlf'icance
of its success upon their own 11 ha:lf 11 of the Greek system on campus.
Women's Residence Halls
Occupanc;y:
Even as was 'Well .anticipated with the change in. t:he Housing
Policy of 1964-65. and the operation of The .College Itm, the

wome~' s

residence halls occupancy seemed to be within our estimationl'J,
Exceptions were 1114de by the Dean of' Women to house varying requests
that could not be otberdse allowed within anticipated crowded.
conditions and. although some few vacancf.es existed at the

beginn~ng

of school, the decrease in comparison to previoue .ldw years was no
more than ex~cteci.

However, w:l.th the academic suspenBioiUJ and with~>

dt:awals at the. beginning of Semester II, thedrol» was

\!~comfortably

low~

Should ..such be .the ·case

itt t:he iuture, :undoubtedly a ·smooth plan

for ccinsoHdadon ;t()ulcJ. be ptdf!tabfe; · .

• ·.

Progremmtl!g .•.and. Governmenp
-

. The st.udents
continue
to show
:interest. ancl developllient
bY. assuming
.
:
.
-

-

r.Jd:i.t;!onai 'respCihsi'biHty ];or the gov~rning ·o£ themSelves· B.tld for!·

creating~pport~it~es to involve. increallinf!; nU!J!ber.s of rellidents ill'
these oper.ations•

lt is the purpooe of the· otaf£ t:o make •a'ifll'ilahie

to st\ldent!il as 11!!1it:Y avenues as poas:i.ble· for the ful;fiUmertt; of student
needs and student inter.e~t.s: and experiences, in Ught: of the .educat.f.onal·
purposE!s of the Univ:erdty and .their in4ividuat· grcmth ·and
within such, it is the purposE!. that

~tevelopment:.

·

o11r .gliidilitce 'be ~ithin. demcicrat:ic

principles and. processes •.and. it is within this ;tame of: reference that
we find the greatest satis;facdons !md an ever.. :Ln.crilasing chiilienge to our
work.
lletaii.eci r.e.ports of the various· actiV:i.t.:ies and events l¢¢ on
~:i.le

with the Dean

of Women.

Scholarship:
The sttidf:llit scholarsh.ip committee si.Jf!ered from a. i:urrtover in
officers but, on the whole. created and encouraged· scholastic achievement
throughout all hall!! most of the year.
To

h~ghHght tlt~ ~or}t tqward~;~

academic

e2tcell~nce

an Awards

Dessert was planned and executed by the committee at which certificates
and awards were given to students in. recognitiOn for .tbe_ir higl;l averages
and achievements.

The cutting-of£ point for those receiving recognition

waf! J!l .9.4 .11ith special si~nificance .of those with 4.0 averages.

This

event was well attended in spite of the pressure of the many other
scheduled eventS of the spdng,·

Schoiarships and Loans·
--

:

..

.

-

-

.

I,Jniv~rs i~y was moved and has become the OU:I.ce of :S~udeJ:lt ,Aidt;, ~.he· )>e~ •
of Wemen, litte the J)eliJ:l .of ~en., main,t~i~'the ~d)nin,:i,st~ative responsi~iU.ty

for several $.!!lall 1oarl funds

se~:·up

to be oper~ted ;,~rtctiytllJ;'oiJgh th~

of£ice or, in some cases; in..conjullctiol;i. ~ith I:M ~ut;:i.n~~~· Office,

Loan. Funds are JliQn:l,es prov:l,ded py .. tudent
·which is the, 'fund. o; Mort.ar ,Board •.

org~iZ!ltions,. th~.· olde1U:

!liidns

these
of , .·

the 1~64:-65 :Year, tlte AssoCiated

WQIIIen. .ii!=udents es.tabl1shed. a. fund of ~~<!0.• QQ ~i:l. the. Sophc;nD.ore WQtDE!J:l' s

honori:\ty, SP'l~h .eotabl~she!l .a fund

of. $100,00

· · For :the 1965·6.6 yea-r,· .the cash use4 to pe loaned Jin.ci th~ tot!il·
amount, loaned for .e.acb group :l.s .at; foll,ows:
Mortar Board:
.Cash )lsed • .$258.00 (23 loartl'l for)
. $473.00
(largest amount loaned $'35.;00~ sm,allest l 0 pn $6.-00)
Associated Women students:
Cash uoed ., $125.00 (39 loans foz:")
(l~gest loan $30.00, smallest loan $5.00)

$640,00

Spurs:
Caoh uaed .. $50.00 (15 loans for)
(largest loan $2~'.00, smallest loan $4~00)

$19!}.00.

In addition, the Associated. Student I.oan FQnd is ·used jointly
by both the Deans of Men and Women. :l.n conjunction with the Business Off;lce,

e!;ab11.ng toarts of large ali!Ounts to be. made,

(See Dean of Men's repo:rt.)

'£he. S & A Loan Fund established.· by the. prev:l.oue Dean of Women
also f.s in conjunction w:l.th the 'Business Office and, upon ,occado!l,
seeiiiS to be used at the discretion of that office.
Administrative Separations from Staff
Miss Marjorie Stacy, Personnel Coord:l.nator for .the Women's
l{.esidence Hails, resigned her position :In order to seek a teaching -po•ition

.

:

.

....-' ' .
·"

in or

n~~ -h~r

J;tom.e lir.ea,

41J 9tlier
•'

•

Cbicagi),~Il1inoi8.

$~~ff.l!lppo~~t~nts
··--

:·:

•

•

Administrative
ApROintmentsH'to
Star£
...... ·:. . . ,_
. _.
·..
.
.

~-

were
.>:..· -.

•

,.eti~~dfor ~b.e. ~9(;6.. 6fyef!!t~
:-.

'

::

:;.

· ·..... Miss :Ml.lrguer:l.te Dtbble~ ·recerit·M~4· ~eg;ee $f~qu~te
.State t!niversit.Y •. alogg with Mi.Bfl ~Y 'Sti;e:f.: _formed)'< on

Wc»nen' !ii staff. at . Webst~r

of' the

Coli~ge~ wet:~. ~)?poi1,1tecj ·;®·

,the

Per)acinnel

Q5

¥lo~id~ ·

DeaO- .of..

CQordina~~rs

Wome"' s aes_:idence ·He.lis.

Profess:tonai.Acdvities
. The staff ~~~embers of :the Dean ~~- tt~n paj:'t~c!pated in the

·:foUow:l.ng Jlro~ess ionai conferences,: .br:l.ngins t!) their ~work :siibs!#~t ia1
· results !rom tha lnter;.~chm\ge o~ lde~ snit tlle

!"teat pJ:oi:esdonal.

reselirchdevelotxneni:s:
Dean Sue. ijet;ii:ger; ;.. ltiadonSl Association: of Women Deans and
Counsdo~e. WasbingtQn• .»• c •. • March,: 191!6 •
..&;neri~an Personniiii •~d Gu~dani;:e #lssociati6no
. Washtngtan, j), c., • Ma~ch, 1966. · ·
[)ean Karen Glaser, • National ASsociation ot Womel\ DeiuUI ,itid·
.Cloim~elorl!, Wa'llhf.ttgton, D, (i. t . • M11rcb,

1966.·

.

..

.

.

.

(Grad,u_a~~
Res~denc¢;

As!iietant in Wcilnen's
Kalis) .•.:.National
AssociatiOn. of Women Deans and
Counselors, wasbf,ngton, D:... (l, ;..
l'farc:h. 1966.
· ··

·,.

'.

A student Aids Division in the University was organized and became operational as of July 1, 1965 with the following personnel:
Charles J. SheehanJohn McClure
Lavon McDonald
Jayne Moore
-

Director
Asst. Director
Counselor
Secretary

Miss Shirley Foster was hired September 7, 1965 as a Clerk-Typist.
Miss Foster resigned November 15, 1965 and was replaced by Mrs. Melba
L. Holmes on November 29, J:965.
Office space was assigned in Building Y-1 which later proved to
be inadequate.

Consequently, in April 1966, the office was moved to

more generous quarters in the same building.
The general duties and responsibilities of the Student Aids
Division are as follows:
A.

Financial counseling to enrolled and potential
stu.dents.

B.

Contacting high school seniors concerning admission procedures and financial aid, with the
encouragement to attend college.

c.

Administration and operation of all programs
concerned with financial aid to undergraduate
students.

D.

Advising the Dean of Students and other University administrative personnel in matters
pertinent to stude.nt aid.

E.

Coordinating University policy with regard
to student financial aids between the Faculty
Committee on Scholarships, Awards and Loans,
and the University Administration.
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The Division has three operating departments:
A.

scholarships and Grants

B.

Work-Study and other work programs

c.

Loans

There is, and must be, close coordination between these three departments.

This is necessary because of our present policy of "packaging"

financial aids.
Responsibility for the operation of the following programs was
assumed as of July 1, 1965:
1.

The University and Sponsored Scholarship Programs.

2.

The National Defense Student Loan Program.

3.

The Nursing Student Loan Program.

4.

The Cuban Stugent Loan Program.

5.

The United Student Aid Funds Loan Program.

6.

The college work-study Program.

7.

Deferred Tuition Payments.

8.

The High School Visitation Program.

Activity in these programs for the year 1965-66 is listed below.
The University Scholarship Progr~ - University and sponsored
scholarships were awarded to 1,401 students in the amount of
$389,289.56 for the academic year 1965-66.. A breakdown of the donors
of sponsored scholarships is .attached as an appendix to this report.
Lists of scholarship recipients and amounts received are on file in
the student Aids Office for the use of interested persons.
The National Defense Student Loan Program - Under the NDSL Program, 832 individual loans amounting to $399,900 were approved by
the Student Aids Office in semesters one and two and the summer
Session 1966. The following table shows the distribution by academic
level and sex for these loans.
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NUMBER OF FULL-TIME STUDENT
BORROWERS AND AMOUNTS
ernie Level

Total
Borrowers
Amount

Men
Borrowers Amount

Women
...-Borrowers Amount

hmen

210

$89,850

llO

$47,200

100

$42,650

omores

172

$77,200

89

$35,650

83

$41,550

ors

174

$88,600

112

$50,250

62

$38,.350

ors

211

$104,700

160

$67,450

51

$37,250

65

$39,550

45

$23,200

20

$16,350

832

$399,900

516

$223,750

316

$176,150

uate &
ofessional

TOTAL

Master lists of students receiving NDSL loans ar.e maintained in the
Student Aids Office for the use of interested persons.
The Nursing Student Loan Program - Under the NSL Program, thirteen loans in the amount of $6,100 were granted. This is a small program at present.
I do not anticipate it to grow to any great extent.
The Cuban Student Loan Program - Under the present Cuban Student
Loan Program, forty-three loans in the amount of $24,000 were granted.
The United Student Aid Funds Loan Program - During the 1965-66
academic year, 477 USAF loans were guaranteed by the University in
the amount of $227,776. This program will be absorbed by the State
.and Federal guaranteed loan program during the academic year 1966-67
and subsequent years.
The College Work-Study Program - Our pilot program involving
work-study personnel for the past year has been initiated satisfactorily.
Thirty-two students were employed for the first ten months of
the year and an additional 100 students were employed during the
months of May and June 1966.
Deferred Tuition Payments - A total of 1,823 deferred tuition
notes were arranged and processed through the student Aids Office
£or semesters one and two. Persistent effort was made to collect
delinquent payments. Approximately eight percent of the deferred
tuition notes processed were delinquent at one point during the
year.
I have recommended that the University cease to process
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deferred tuition. This recommendation was made to Dean Lavender
and the comptroller, Mr. John Perovich. Beginning with the fall
semester, 1966-67, student Aids will process only deferred tuition
notes for Graduate Students on contract, Foreign Students, and a
few work-Study recipients. All other students are being encouraged
to contact their local banks for tuition loans. If this is impossible, the American Bank of commerce will make tuition loans to
qualified students at the branch bank located in the student Union.
The Hiqh School Visitation Proqram - The high school visitation program was very well received over the state. The total
number of students contacted was 3,721 in 103 New Mexico high
schools. Of the 3,721 students contacted, 2,843 were very good
students who we thought merited special attention. A list was
prepared f.rom the information card each student had completed,
showing the students major field of interest and test scores.
This list was furnished to each department with the request that
they take some follow-up action. Undecided students were contacted
by the student Aids Office. In general, we found the departments
did contact the students as requested. All information cards on
students contacted are filed in the student Aids Office q.nd are
available to interested University personnel. We plan a follow-up
study this fall to determine how many of those contacted actually
enroll, our policy of not granting scholarships until we have an
application, as well as an application for admission, was applauded
by almost all the high schools. rt is my opinion that departments
with "pass out brochure" were better represented and their impression
was more lasting. I suggest that all departments make descriptive
brochures available to Student Aids for distribution next year.
The most significant development of the past year was the passage of Public Law 389, i.e., The Higher Education Act of 1965.

This

Law expanded financial aid to students in areas of employment, direct
grants and loans.
students.

It has added a very significant amount of aid to

This Law also made several changes in the National Defense

Education Act of 1958.

One of those changes allows the University to

use one percent of the outstanding loan balance in the NDSL account
for administrative overhead each year, as well as a quarterly system
of payments.
- 4 -

some expansion can be expected in all our programs for the coming
year with the exception of Deferred Tuition Payments.

The Work-Study

Program will expand to approximately 500 students and $465,000 during
1966-67 academic year.

The Guaranteed Loan Program will expand to

approximately 800 students and $500,000.

The NDSL Program will expand

to 950 students and approximately $550,000.

The Educational Opportuni-

ties Grant Program will involve approximately 200 students receiving
$84,000.

These expectations are based on firm commitments from The

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for the 1966-67 year.
The Director of student Aids is a member of the southwe.st Association of Student Financial Aids Officers, and a member of The Midwestern Association of student Financial Aids Officers.

:He has served

as a consultant for the college Scholarship Service of the College
Entrance Examination Board in conducting workshops over the Southwest
on the Administration of student Financial Aids and Need Analysis.
He is a member of the Health, Education and Welfare Region VII panel
that passes on applications for government funds to colleges and
t:miversities in Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico,
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TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS
1965-66 .

FRESHMAN TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS
Semester I 1965-66

203 scholarships

$ 20,262.50

semester II 1965-66

135 scholarships

13,500.00

FRESHMAN ACTIVITY SCHOLARSHIPS
Semester I 1965-66
Semester II 1965-66

110 scholarships

11,173.00

58 scholarships

8,844.65

UPPERCLASS TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS
semester I 1965-66
Semester II 1965-66

109 scholarships

10,900.00

80 scholarships

8,000.00

UPPERCLASS ACTIVITY SCHOLARSHIPS
Semester I 1965-66

167 scholarships

23,357.00

Semester II 1965-66

154 scholarships

21,330.00

TOTAL
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$117,367.15

HONORS - M-3 PROGRAM

HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS

$

Semester I 1965-66 - 29 individuals
Semester II 1965-66 - 24 individuals

TOTAL HONORS

6,225.00
5,087.50

$ IJ., 312..• 50

M-3 PROGRAM

$ 15,937.50

Semester I 1965-66 - 26 individuals
Semester II 1965-66 - 25 individuals

TOTAL M-3
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13,937.50

$ 29,875.00

970
STuDENTS ASSISTANCE FUNDS
1965-66 .

FEINSILVER. (JOSEPH) STUDENT ASSISTANCE FUND

$

24- Individuals

2,076.50

OSOFF (FRIEDA) LOAN FUND

9 Individuals

629.00

TOTAL

~

8 -

$

2,705.50

MISCELLANEOUS SCHOLARSHIPS
1965-66

~.A.U.W.

of ROSWELL

$

465.00

A.F. AND A.M. LODGES

450.00

AFRICAN-AMERICAN INSTITUTE

686.00

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1,083.00

AIR FORCE AID SOCIETY

6,525.00

AIR FORCE CENTRAL WELFARE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE

1,100.00

AIR FORCE R.O.T.C. SCHOLARSHIP

100.00

ALBUQUERQUE CITY PANHELLEN!C SCHOLARSHIPS

682.00

ALBUQUERQUE CLASSROOM TEACHERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIPS

1,200.00

ALBUQUERQUE GEM AND MINERAL CLUB SCHOLARSHIP

200.00

ALBUQUERQUE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FAIR SCHOLARSHIP

100.00

ALBUQUERQUE JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

450.00

ALLSTATE FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP IN NURSING

300.00

ALPHA DELTA KAPPA - GAMMA CHAPTER SCHOLARSHIP

125.00

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR PHARMACEUTICAL EDUCATION

600.00

AMERICAN FRIENDS OF MIDDLE EAST 0 INC.

686.00

AMERICAN G.I. FORUM OF ALBUQUERQUE

150.00

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS SCHOLARSHIP

259.50

AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE SCHOLARSHIP

750.00

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR QUALITY CONTROL

200.00

ALUMNI HIGH SCHOOL AWARDS

1,500.00

ALUMNI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

250.00

ANOMYMOUS SCHOLARSHIP

300.00
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ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO SCHOLARSHIP

$

100.00

ARMY CENTRAL WELFARE FUND

17 5. 00

,ASSOCIATED CONTRACTORS OF NEW MEXICO SCHOLARSHIP
'
ASSOCIATED ROCKY MOUNTAINS UNIVERSITIES, INC.

800.00
331.00

B.P.O.E. LODGE #1558 {CARLSBAD)

200.00

B.P.O.E. LODGE #1440

500.00

BANDELIER P.T.A. SCHOLARSHIP

125.00

BECK (JOHN E.} MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

1,500.00

BERNALILLO COUNTY COUNCIL OF P.T.A. SCHOLARSHIP

375.00

BERNALILLO COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

150.00

BETA SIGMA PHI SCHOLARSHIPS

500.00

BITTAR SCHOLARSHIP IN MUSIC

128.50

BOEGEN (EVA} NEWMAN CENTER AWARD

100.00

BRESENHAM (BARBARA HUNT) MEMORIAL NURSING SCHOLARSHIP

300.00

BRESENHAM (CRAIG ELTON} MEMORIAL ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP

300.00

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS GRANTS

36,702.50

BUTTER! MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

150.00

CARPER DRILLING COMPANY SCHOLARSHIPS

600.00

CATHOLIC SCHOLARSHIPS FOR NEGROES, INC.

150.00

CHI OMEGA ALUMNAE SCHOL.ll.RSHIP

150.00

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION SCHOLARSHIP

278.00

CLAUVE (LENA) MORTOR BOARD SCHOLARSHIP

100.00

COLUMBIA HOME AND HIGH SCHOOL ASSOCIATION

300.00

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP

331.00
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973
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP

$

500.00

CONTRACTORS EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY COMPANY SCHOLARSHXP

300.00

CRAMER (CARL) MEMORIAL SCHOLARS.HIP

203.00

CREDIT WOMENS BREAKFAST CLUB OF ALBUQUERQUE

100.00

CREOLE PETROLEUM CORPORATION

703.30

CROCKER (BETTY)

695.20

DARGAVEL FOUNDATION

200.00

DAUGHTERS OF PENELOPE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

50.00

DAVIS BROTHERS, INC.

350.00

DECA SCHOLARSHIP

200.00

DEGREE OF HONOR PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

200.00

DELTA KAPPA GAMMA - GAMMA CBAPTER

75.00
2,268.50

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH-EDUCATION-WELFARE
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

54.00

DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS AUXILIARY

100.00

DUFFET (EVELYN) PRIZE

25.00

DUKE CITY LUMBER COMPANY

250.00

EDUCATION FUNDS, INC.

1,550.00

EUROPEAN CONGRESS OF AMERICAN PARENTS

~~

TEACHERS

500.00

FACULTY WOMENS CLUB SCHOLARsHIPS

300.00

FARIS (CHESTER E.) SCHOLARSHIPS

175.50

FARMINGTON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

200.00

FARONE (EVA M.) SCHOLARSHIP IN PHARMAcY

500.00

FORD (S.N. AND ADA) FOUNDATION

200.00
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------------

FORENSIC SCHOLARSHIP IN SPEECH

$

51..00

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIPS

457.00

FIRST MET!!ODIST CHURCH OF HOBBS

3 55. 00

FORTY AND EIGHT GRAND VOITURE SCHOLARSHIPS IN NURSING

450.00

FORTY AND EIGHT GRAND VOITURE SCHOLARSHIP IN NURSING LOS ALAMOS

25.00

FOR'!:' SAM HOUSTON SCHOLARSHIPS IN NURSING
GALLUP-MCKINLEY. COUNTY EDUCA'l:'ION ASSOCIA'I:'ION

2, 2 00. 00
600.00

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORA'I:'ION SCHOLARSHIPS

2,600.00

GIRARD TRUST

2,000.00

GOUGH (HELEN) SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDA'l:'ION

686. 00

GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON EMPLOYMENT OF HANDICAPPED

100.00

GUAM SCHOLARSHIP

1,017.00

HERMI'l:'AGE FOUNDA'l:'ION MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

331.00

HOBBS JR. WOMENS CLUB

200.00

HOBBS P.'l:'.A. SCHO.LARSHIP

262.50

HOBBS SUB DEB CLUB

2 50. 00

HORTON (BENJAMIN K.) SCHOLARSHIPS

350.00

ICETEX SCHOLARSHIPS

343.00

IDEAL CEMEN'l:'

COMP~

SCHOLARSHIP

250.00

ILLINOIS VOCA'l:'IONAL REHABILITATION

270.00

INSTI'l:'UTE OF ELECTRICAL & ELEC'I:'RONICS ENGINEER SCHOLARSHIP

400.00

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIPS

4,435.00

INSURED TUITION PAYMENT PLAN {R.C. KNIGHT AGENCY)

4,146.00
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIAT.ION OF MACHINISTS SCHOLARSHIP

$

1,000.00

IOWA VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SCHOLARSHIP

340.00

IRICK (PORTIA) SCHOLARSHIP

500.00

JEWEL TEA

500.00

CO~ANY

SCHOLARSHIP

KAPPA KAPPA IOTA - BETA CONCLAVE
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
KAPPA

O~ffiiCON

PHI SCHOLARSHIP

50.00
150.00
60.00

KARVELAS SCHOLARSHIP IN .PHILOSOPHY
KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION SCHOLARSHIP
KINNEY BRICK COMPANY SCHOLARSHIPS IN ARCHITECTURE
KIRBY SCHOLARSHIPS

125.00
1,000.00.
750.00
2,704.50

KIWANIS CLUB OF CARLSBAD

150.00

KIWANIS CLDB OF SANDIA

336.00

KRUGER (CARL) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

soo.oo

KUWAIT STUDENT BUREAU

2,058.00

LAGUNA PUEBLO SCHOLARSHIPS

71636.00

LARGO OIL & TRANSPORT COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP

1,500.00

LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP

125.00

LIONS CLUB (ALBUQUERQUE BREAKP.AST) SCHOLARSHIP

200.00

LIONS CLUB (LOS ALAMOS) SCHOLARSHIP

100.00

LIONS CLDB (DOWNTOWN) SCHOLARSHIP

600.00

LIONS CLUB (YSLETA) SCHOLARSHIP

295.00

LOS ALAMOS HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA SCHOLARSHIP

100.00

LOS ALAMOS MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL AUXILIARY

375.00
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LOUISIANA VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

$

693.50

MCCANN (KATHLEEN) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
OF PHI LAMBDA THETA

300 •. 00

MCKESSON AND ROBBINS 0 INCo SCHOLARSHIP

150.00

MCMAHON (HELEN) MEMORT.AL SCHOLARSHIP

200.00

MCMILLIAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

1,250.00

MAINZ OFFICERS AND CIVILIAN WJ.VES CLUB SCHOLARSHIP

619.00

MAKE IT YOURSELF WITH WOOL SCHOLARSHIP

100.00
2,250.00

MARGARET FUND SCHOLARSHIP
MASSACHUSETTS REHABILITATION COMMISSION

662.00

MELLINGER (EDWARD ARTHUR) FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP

200.00

MESA LODGE #68 AoFo AND AoMo

300.00

MICHIGAN VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SCHOLARSHIP

686.00

MILLER (PHILLIP Do) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

700.00
2,029.00

MISCELLANEOUS SCHOLARSHIPS
MONTANA VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SCHOLARSHIP

150.00
75.00

MU PHI EPSILON SCHOLARSHIP
NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS BERNALILLO CHAPTER

800.00

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY - ALPHA CHAPTER

150.00
1,775.00

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS
NEELY ENTERPRISES SCHOLARSHIPS

500.00

NAVY RELIEF SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP

722.00

NEW MEXICO HIGH SCHOOL COACHES ASSOCIATION

500.00
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977
NEW MEXICO CHAPTER OF P.E.O.

$

NEW MEXICO DIVISION OF SERVICES FOR THE BLIND
NEW MEXICO EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

250.00
816.00
2,550.00

NEW MEXICO FEDERATION SCH:OLARSHIP FUND

200.00

NEW MEXICO MEDICAL SOCIETY, WOMENS AUXILIARY

300.00

NEW MEXICO NURSES ASSOCIATION - DISTRICT #1

100.00

NEW MEXICO NURSES ASSOCIATION - DISTRICT #12

100.00

NEW MEXICO NURSES ASSOCIATION - DISTRICT #14

100.00

NEW MEXICO PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY ESSAY SCHOLARSHIP

300.00

NEW MEXICO VOCATION REHABILITATION

10,319.50

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN CLUB SCHOLARSHIP

200.00

NORTH AMERICAN NEW MEXICO REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR

618.00

NOVITSKI FUND

100.00

NOYES (JESSE SMITH) FOUNDATION

750.00

OKLAHOMA VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

150.00

ORCHESTRA ACCOUNT SCHOLARSHIPS

768.00

ORDER OF EASTERN STARS - GRAND CHAPTEF

173.00

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES

701.00

OSOF:E' (FRIEDA) SCHOLARSHI:P

175.00

OSTEOPATHIC SCHOLARSHIP FOR NURSING

300.00

P.E.O. - CHAPTER V SCHOLARSHIP

250.00

PFIZER LABORATORIES MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIP

.,.;

1,000.00

PHARMACY ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP

300.00

PHARMACY FRESHMEN SCHOLARSHIPS

375.00
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PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE GRANTS

$

PILOT CLUB OF ALBUQUERQUE SCHOLARSHIPS

687.00
984.00

PILOT CLUB OF GRANTS SCHOLARSHIP

37.00

PILOT CLUB OF T OR C

50.00

PRESBYTERIAN HOSPI.TAL SCHOLARSHIPS

5,500.00
400.00

PRESSER FOUNDATION
PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP

1,000.00

PROGRESS WOMENS CLUB OF ALBUQUERQUE. SCHOLARSHIPS

1,535.00

PULLMAN (GEORGE M.) FOUNDATION

500.00

REIFLER (SAM) SCHOLARSHIP

500.00

RESIDENT HOUSING SCHOLARSHIP

450.00

RIO GRANDE HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS

25.0.00.

RIO GRANDE STEEL SCHOLARSHIPS

1,344.00

RODEY (PEARCE c.) MEMOlUAL PRIZE IN LAW
ROGERS (MILLICENT) FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS
ROYAL THAI EMBASSY

600.00
1,000.00
338.50

RUST TRACTOR COMPANY SCHOLARSHIPS
SANDERS (DORA LEWIS) SCHOLARSHIP

1,000.00
50.00

SANDIA BASE WOMENS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP

336.00

SANDIA SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIPS

700.00

SANTA FE MOTOR COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP

556.00

SARANAC LAKE TEACHER'S ASSOCIATION

450.00

SAUDI ARABIAN EDUCATION MISSION
SCIENCE FAIR PRIZES AND SCHOLARSHIPS
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2,419.00
200.00

.,

~79

SCHULTZ (W.H.) SCHOLARSHIP

$

SHELTON (WILMA LOY) SCHOLARSHIP
SIFONIA

FO~DATION

SCHOLARSHIP

100.00
100.00
50.00

SIGMA CHI MOTHERS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP

336.00

SIMMS TRACK SCHOLARSHIPS

750.00

SIMPSON (WINIFRED)

225.00

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS

100.00

SOROPTIMISTS LAW SCHOLARSHIP FOR WOMEN

200.00

SOUTHERN UNION GAS

COMP~

SCHOLARSHIPS

1,000.00

SPAIN AND BATAAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

500.00

ST. MICHAEL'S HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

200.00

STARKE (EARLE) SCHOLARSHIP IN NURSING
STEWART (KENNY) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

84.00
1,000.00

STUDENT NURSES ASSOCIATION

100.00

TAOS P.T.A. SCHOLARSHIP

200.00

TATUM MUNICIPAL HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP

70.00

TEAGLE, (WALTER S.) SCHOLARSHIP IN NURSING

750.00

THETA SIGMA PHI AWARDS IN JOURNALISM

l5o.oo

TOPPINO-GOLDEN AWARD

100.00

TRENTON JR. COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP

250.00

TRUST TERRITORY OF PACIFIC ISLANDS

1,402.00

UNION l?EDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN

100.00

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC

615.00

UNITED CALIFORNIA BANK

511.00
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980
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE GRANT

UNI~ED

$

700.00
625.00

UNITED SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE
UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTORS SC.HOLARSHIPS

1,400o00

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS SCHOLARSHIP

150.00

UN!VERSIT,Y OF THE ANDES

300.00

UNlVERSITY DAMES

168.00

UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

331.00

UNM AwUMNI ASSOCIAT.ION

250,00

UNM ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

1:.524.00

UNM GOLFERS ASSOCIATION

452.00

UNM THEATRE TRAINING

300.00

SCHOL~SHIP

VILES FOUNDATION 0 INC.

1,018.00

WASSON (ALEXANDER VERNER) SCHO:LARS.HIP IN LAW
WELCH {VAN

S~)

- ARTESIA

750.00
500.00

WESTERN ELECTRIC FUND SCHOLARSHIPS

400.00

WESTERN ELECTRONIC SCHOLARSHIPS

500.00

WHEELWRIGHT SCIENTIFIC SCHOLARSHIPS

1,222.00

W!CHE PROGRAM

7,975.00

WILLIAMS «ER!C) SCHOL.1\RSHIPS

906.00

WISCONSIN VOCATIONAL

701.00

WOMENS'

CLU~

REHAB!~lTA~ION

OF ALBUQUERQUE

100.00

WOMENS ' PHARMACEUTICAL AUXILIARY SCHOL..JI.RSHIP

- 18. -

336.00

.

WOMENS' SOCIETY OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE

$

150.00

WURLITZER FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS

700.00

ZON'J:'A CLUB SCHOLARSHIP IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

300.00

TOTAL
Individuals - 586

~
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$202,384.50

TRUST FUND SCHOLARSHIPS
1965-66

BALLUT ABYARD SCHOLARSHIP

$

BARBER (CLAYTON AND AGNES) MEMORIAL.
BELL (THOMAS S. AND LOUISE FREEMAN) SCHOLARSHIP
BENNET (PHILO S.) SCHOLARSHIP
BOTTS (CLARENCE

MIJ~TON)

MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

BURKHART-PARSONS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
CARSON (CAROLINE THORNTON) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

150.00
150.00
9,900.00
50.;00
250.00
800.00
1,000.00

CARTER SCHOLARSHIPS.

225.00

DAMRON (LOU BEVERLY) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

200.00

DAZZO (SAM AND FRANCES JOY) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

250.00

DOOLITTLE ·(JAMES

M~

) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

50.00

GAUSEWITZ (ALFRED L.) SCHOLARSHIPS

180.00

GRISSO (EDWARD} MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

400.00

GRUNSFELD (ALFRED AND MIRIAM) SCHOLARSHIPS
HAUSNER (ERIC) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
HOSHOUR MEMORIAL AWARD

1,525.00
200.00
90.00

IVES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

600.00

JACKLING (DANIEL C.) SCHOLARSHIPS
KENT (FREDRICK H. AND CHRISTINA} MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
KIKER (BARBARA) MEMORIAL DANCE AWARD

6,450.00
160.00
50.00

LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP

125.00

LAW SCHOOL TUITION SCHOLARSHIP

400.00

- 20 -
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>

LEONARD (HARRY AND MABEL F. ) SCHOLARSHIPS
MABRY (THOMAS .J. o SR.) SCHOLARSHIPS

$

750.00
50.00

MAY (CHARI,ES T.) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

250.00

MILNE (JOHN) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

300.00

MITCHELL (ABRAHAM LINCOLN) MEMORIAL

156.00

NEW MEXICO CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION AWARD

50.00

PATTON {HAL) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

50.• 00

REISIGER (ANNA) SCHOLARSHIP FUND

40.00

ROOSEVELT (ELEANOR) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

1!)0.00

STATE BAR OF NEW MEXICO SCHOLARSHIP

152.91

UNM CLASS OF 1961

100.00

VAN STONE {BERTHA HURT)

MEMORI~L

SCHOLARSHIP

WILKERSON (THOMAS) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

100.00
250.00

$ 25,644.91

TOTAL

Individuals - 106

- 21 -
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SUMMARY -

SCHO~ARSHIPS

AND STUDENT ASSISTANCE FUNDS
1965-66

Individuals

Amount

Tuition Scholarships - Freshman

203

$ 33,762.50

Tuition Scholarships - Upperclassmen

114

18,900.00

Act.ivity Scholarships - Freshman

110

20,017.65

Activity Scholarships - Upperclassmen

190

44,687.00

Miscellaneous Scholarships

586

202,384.50

Trust Fund Scholarships

106

25,644.91

Honors Program Scholarships

33

11,312.50

M-3 Program

26

29,875.00

--~3~3--------------~2~,~7~0-5~·~0~0

Student Assistance Funds

TOTAL

1401

- 22 -

$389,289.56

Annual Report
Off.ice of International Services
July 1, 1965 - June 30 1 1966
Gerald M. Slavin, Director
Beginning with the academic year 1965-66, the University
hir.ed a ful]....time Foreign Student Adviser to direct the
programs and activities of the foreign students on campus.
The need became apparent for this type of development due
to the expansion of the foreign student population and agreater awareness £or specialized services unique to students
from abroad.
The office of the Foreign Student Adviser was

de~:~ignated

as a separate division of the University being responsible
to the Dean of Students.

Similar to other divisions of

the University, the office of the Foreign Student Adviser
initiated its own budget and fiscal procedures.
There are currently 355 foreign students on campus
representing 70 countries.
I.

Following are the most significant developments of

the fiscal year.
1)

ln July, 1965, a successful program was carried out

by this office hosting a group of eight Swedish students
from the Experiment in International Living.

A detailed
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Am~ual

program was planned and very ably administer.ed by Mrs. Mary
Blaine.

Home hoSpitality and visits to

ne~by

places of

interest, and receptions were a few of the activities planned
for the Swedish group.
2)

Upon the recommendation of the Dean of the Graduate

School, the Administrative Vice President, and with the
concurrence of the Dean of Students, the function of the
Fulbright Program Adviser was transferred from the office of
the Director of Research Services to the office of Foreign
Student Adviser.
screen~ine

A panel of professors was convened to

applicants for the Fulbright-Hays awards.

Subsequent to an evaluation of each candidate, appropriate
recommendations were sent to the Institute of International
Education in new York.
3)

Registration

A special table was set up in the Johnson Gym to checlt
passports, documents• and the general status of all noncitizens on student visas.
4)

Orientation Program

A special foreign student orientation program was
planned and executed for the incoming students from abroad.
(Copy of full Orientation attached.)

9R7
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A few of the

hig~lights

of the orientation program

included a welcoming address by the Dean of Students, the
Foreign Student Adviser, and a group of foreign ·students
previously

enrolled~

life at ID.YM.

The latter discussed foreign student

Other services rendered to the new students

consisted of a tour Of the campus, a slide picture review
of the University of New Mexico, an outline of registration
procedures, and a foreign student reception.
In Hovember 1965, a special meeting of all foreign
nationals including foreign faculty was held to discuss

u.s.

Income Tax regulations and social security obligations.
The Internal Revenue Service in cooperation with the Office
of the Foreign Student Adviser presented Mr. H. Palmer and
~~.

Gordon Jollenstenn, Chief, Audit Division, Internal

Revenue Service to the international personnel of the University of I·Tew Mexico.

A discussion :followed the remarks of the

speakers.
In December 1965, an additional orientation meeting
was held to hear about the changes in the immigration law.
Mr, Henry Hull, Assistant District Director .of the Immigration
Service, and Mr. Mariano Islas, Of;ficer in Charge of our
local immigration office, spoke about the new law as it
affects foreign nll.tionals and those desirous of changing
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their

immigr~tion

status.

Both this meeting and the meeting with the Internal
Revenue Service representatives were well attended.
5)

Visit to State Capitol in Santa Fe

Arrangements were made with the Honorable Jaclt M.
Campbell, Governol" of the state of l:Tew Mexico for a tour
of the capitol in Santa Fe, and an opportunity for foreign
students to meet with State officials.

The Gov.ernor spoke

for approximately one hour about the present developments
and the future potential of

~ew

Mexico.

Lunch was served

at tQe La Fonda Hotel followed by a meeting with a
Supreme Court Justice.

S~ate

The students then toured the museum,

art galleries, and the Santa Fe Opera amphitheatrf3.

At the

conclusion of the trip, the students eJtpressed their
appreciation to the G.overnor and his staff for this unique
opportunity and indicated that some of the current activities
in Hew Mexico might well be applicable in their own countries.
Governor Campbell sent each student a personal letter of
appreciation for the visit and interest in New Mexico.
6)

The International Club

The Foreign Student Adviser and his staff worked closely
·with the International Club in pbnning and carrying out
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its activities for the academiQ year.

During the orientation

program, the members of the club helped the new students
become acquainted with the campus, the community, and in
their overall adjustment to a new culture.
The International Festival was an outstanding success,
with an audience in excess of eight hundred; the International
Ball was well attended by both the American and foreign
students; the three-day trip to Grand Canyon was scenic and
enjoyable; and the picnic held this spring at Oak Flats
brought together most of the host families ancl the foreign
students.
The lnternational Club, several members of whom were
senators and on executive committees, developed a closer
working relationship with the student body in general, and
the student council in particular.
The club continues to work for an International Center
on campus and has drafted a proposal for a Center with the
advice and guidance of a faculty advisory board.

'l'his

proposal was signed by the Dean of the Graduate School, Dean
of Students, Dean of the College of Engineering, Chairman of
the Government Department, President-elect of the Student
Body 1965-67, President-elect of the International Club,
and the Foreign Student Adviser.
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a)

Several sub-groups of tne International Club which

were established last year on campus continued to expand.
Worthy of particular mention are the Arab Student Club and
the Indo-American Association.
7)

The Host Family Program

The Host Family Program has continued to grow in
numbers of families participating.
hunclred twenty-five families listed.
n~v

There are about one
The foreign students

accept the program as an established fact and part of

their experience at The University of Hew Mexico.

The Host

Families by and large have expressed their satisfaction with
the foreign students and are eager to continue this haspi tali ty which has been an enlightening
everyone.

e~tperience

for

The Host Families have participated in foreign

student picnics and other international events.
S)

Change of Hame to International Services

The burgeoning duties of the Foreign Student Adviser's
office brought about a change in the designation of the
department.

The name of the operation is now Office

International Services, more

accu~ately

of

reflecting its

function and directed by Gerald M. Slavin, :formerly Foreign
Student Adviser.

The scope of the office expanded gr.eatly
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from its former rather limited role in student advisement.
It is now involvec1 in a number of gove:rnment projects
including exchange programs, in ac]dition to assisting foreign
students and foreign faculty.
9)

Regional Fulbright Committee

The Office of International Services was asked by the
State Department to coordinate a Regional Screening Committee
for FUlbright applicants compl:lting for Latin American grants.
There were approximately twelve students interviewed du:t'ing
this period.

The meetings were held at the :tlew Mexico Union

and included Mr, E!dward Purcell, State Department, Washington,

D.c.,

Dr. Cecil Robinson, Professor of English, University

of Arizona, Dr. Rod Horton, Colorado Women's College,
Colorado, and Dr. Albert Lopes, Professor of Portuguese,
The University of Hew Mexico.
10)

Trip to Pueblos

Approximately thirty-five students were invited to
several sites of Significance in the nearby area.
trip was arranged by Mr. Herbert Greer,

This

Executive Vice

President, Burnell Plant on the Laguna Reservation.

The

students were able to see an electronics plant operated by
Indians exclusively and situated on an Indian reservation.
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The foreign stuclents chatted with the

worl~ers

and

join~d

them for lunch.
The tour then continued to the Jacl£pile Uranium Pit,
the largest open uranium mine in the worlcl a.ncl the foreign
students were able to see the operation o:f the mine and
talk with of:ficials about the present use of uranium.
The highlight of the tour was the visit to the. Acoma
Reservation, the "Sky City", to see remnants of anarchaic
civilization.
Upon returning to Albuquerque, the students exp:r.-filssed
their appreciation for having been given the oppQrtunity
to visit these unique places.

It is the general consensus

in the Office of International Services that periodic

tou~s

of the nearby area should be continued and perhaps expanded.
11)

Foreign Student Scholarship Program

In February, the University Scholarship Program for
sponsored foreign students was transferred to the Office
of International Services.
this program are as follows:

The duties in connection With
coordination of the various.

foreign student scholarships, determination of qualifications,
discussions with professors and students regarding eligibility
for scholarship recipients from abroad, arrangement of
finances needed to cover scholarships, and transmission of
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the prepared scholarship offerings to the Office of Aids
for action.
The total University commitment to scholarship programs
was expanded to include several more scholarships for
stud~nts

from the A;frican Scholarship Program of American

Universities and the Latin American Scholarship Program
of American Universities.
1~)

Conference of University Presidents from Latin
America

The Director of the Office of International Services
was invited to participate in the annual conference of
Latin

Arn~rican

Hew Mexico.

University

Presid~nts

at The University of

As a division administe;r,-ed by the Dean of

Students; a detailed e:tplanation was made to the group of
the operation of this office followed by a question and
answer session.
13)

Philosophy of the Office of International Services

A Statement of Philosophy pertaining to foreign students
and the University commitment to these students was approved
by the President's office and subsequently released to the
University fnculty and staff.
It is basically a

docu~ent

expressing the interest of

the University in international programs and tl:le promotion

·-·-~:-~--::-:-~__,.

-

---

--

------
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of international goodwill and understanding (Philosophy
enclosed).
14

Admission Booklet Published for Foreign Students

The Office of Admissions in conjunction with the
Office of International Services published two booklets on
The University of ltew Mexico which are being sent to those
students from abroad who make inquiries about our program
of study.
This innovation in effect has streamlined the University's communication with students £rom other countries.
:Please find attached a booklet entitled "Information for
Foreign Applicants" with an Academic Calendar and also a
booltlet entitled "Information for Students from Other Lands
Who Have Been Accepted for Admission".
15)

Confidential Information for Graduate School

The Office of International Services devised a form to
be sent to foreign student applicants from other universities in the United States.

Vlhen properly completed, this

form should aid the Graduate School iu maldng the determination as to whether the applicant is admissible to The
University o:f Uew Mexico.

(Form attached.)

,.
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16)

State Department Aid to Non-Sponsored Students

A memorandum was sent to this office from the Institute
of International Education, a private arm of the State
Department, requesting names and forms to 'be

compl~:~tecl

by

students worthy of additional. funds in order to complete
their education in the United States.

Five applications

were submitted to the Institute of International Education,
Regional Office in Denver.

The Director of International

Services was invited to participate in a Regional Selection
Committee in Denver 1 Colorado.

All five applicants were

awarded amounts rangill6 from $900 to $1200 for the next
fiscal year to supplement the cost of their education.
17)

Health Insurance Requirements

The Office of International Services urges all foreign
students to tal<e advantage of the University supplementary
health and accident policy.

The foreign students are

supplied with a list of reputable automobile insurance
companies and are told about requirements of the State of
l·Tew MeJdco for the financial responsibility law.

II.

Administrative Appointments to Staff
r~.

Gerald M. Slavin was appointed as full-time
Foreign Student Adviser, July 1, 1965.

Mrs. llillmena Kessel
Secretary, January 24, 1966
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II.

Administrative Appointments to Staff (continued)
Miss Janice Walros
Clerk-typist, September 27, 1965

III.

Administrative Separations from Staff
Mrs. Mary H. Blaine
Assistant to the Foreign Student Adviser
January 31, 1966

IV.

Future Plans
1)

Pre-advisement

The procedures for

~dvisement

for foreign students

beginning in the fall semester of 1966 were discuss.ed and
finalized by the Director of Admissions, Director of University College, and the Foreign Student Adviser.
a)

The Admissions Office will include in foreign
student admissions material, a notice that
fore.ign students should plan on being on the campus
no later than September 9, 1966, and that they
should take the initiative in contacting the
Foreign Student Adviser's office as soon after
their arrival as feasible.

b)

The Foreign Student Adviser will furnish to the
University College a list of all new foreign
students who have been admitted to the University
College as soon as possible and no later than
Tuesday noon, September 13. Also a list of
expected returning foreign students who are still
enrolled in the University College w1ll be furnished.
This list to contain the names of those students
who in the judgment of the Foreign Student Adviser
still present difficult problem cases regarding
academic advisement.

-·--··-----·-~:~~==~=="'=
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c)

The Foreign Student Advise~ will contact and make
arrangements for three or four faculty members
who will advise the foreign students not only
for registration but for their stay in the
University College, and upon selection will provide the University College with the names of
these advisers.

d)

The University College will prov.ide advisement
folders with all available advisement materials
to. the Foreign Student Adviser by 8:30 a.m.
Wednesday, September 14.

e)

The Foreign Student Adviser will assign these
students to one of the academic advisers be has
selected who will proceed from\Vednesday, September
14 through Saturday, September 17 to advise these
students and complete official yellow program of
study forms for the students.

f)

When the student's designated registration time
arrives bEl will present himself to the University
College office for validation of his appointment
and registration slip, and upon showing his
approved program of studies Slip will be sent
directly to Johnson Gym for sectioning.

g)

Subsequent to registration the Foreign Student
Adviser will supply the list of students assigned
to each of the foreign student academic advisers
which will be checked by the University College
office against the official program of studies
of the student registered.

h)

The .student will be instructed to see his a.dvisez:
during the semester when occasion arises in adviser
faculty member's regular office.

i)

The Foreign Student Adviser will worlt out with
the Speech Department, and to any extent not
presently worked out with the Testing Center,
specific procedures for English and Speech placement. The only placement designation that the
University College will be responsible for in
regard to foreign students will be the standard
Mathematics placement.
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j)

_ k)

2)

Any change in adviser during the term, whether
initiated through the Foreign Student Adviser
office or by the usual procedure in the University
College office, will be processed through the
University College office, and communication to
keep the assignments updated will be made between
these two offic.es.
Any foreign student who does not meet the scheduled
testing date.s published by the Testing Center will
be considered as are regular students; that is,
they will have to take the tests before they can
register .after making appropriate arrangements
with the Testing Center, and they will have to be
considered late registrants whereby their registration will take place on September 19, the
first day of instruction.
The Student Council

of the The University of

New Mexico appropriated $1 1 000 to be used as a loan fund
for fordgn students and to be administered by the Office
of International Services.

In the ,t:Jast, students from

abr.oad were unable to receive emergency funds from University sources.

It is hoped that with the creation of this

new loan fund, that there will be a fairly rapid turnover
of money for emergency purposes.
3)

Health and Accident Insurance

The Administration is currently investigating the
possibilities of making health and accident insurance
mandatory for foreign students.

In the event of a major

illness or accident, the student .from abroad must have

------------------

-

-
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proper coverage to defray the cost of his medical expenses.
Adequa-te coverage for the family of foreign students should
be available and endorsed by the University.
4)

International Center

President Popejoy is considering the adviSability of
authorizing a committee to study the possibility of ali
International Center, including sources of financing a
center,

m~cing

preliminary inquiries, and drafting a finan-

cial proposal for possible submission by the University
to an appropriate foundation or government agency.

The

students, foreign and American, will hopefully work towards
the realization of an International Center.
5)

Latin American Exchange

The Mexican Consul, the President of the University,
the Director of Latin American Area Studies, and the
Foreign Student Adviser have discussed the feasibility of
establishing a direct cultural exchange program with the
University of Chihauhau in Mexico.

It is hoped that in the

near future a program of cultural exchange will be
6)

establishe~

Orientation for Host Families

A program of orientation for Host Families will be
scheduled tor two consecutive evenings.

The purpose of

-~~~----·--

.. __ __;.

___

~

...

::1.000
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these meetings is to acquaint the Host Families with
foreign students in general, and to discuss unique situations
which might arise.

There will be ample time for questions

and answers.
7)

Waiver of OUt-of-State Tuition for UniversitySponsored Foreign Student Scholarship Recipients

A memo was recently sent to Dr. Sherman E. Smith,
Vice President, requesting hint to urge the legislature
to approve the waiver of out-of-state tuition for foreign
student scholarship recipients .in the same manner as it
was approved for the non-resident graduate assistants.
list of arguments in favor of

thi~;~

l~

request was submitted in

the hopes of having the petition approved.

In the event

approval iS obtained, the foreign student scholarship
program will be greatly enhanced.
8)

Exchange Visitors Program

Administration of the Exchange Visitors P1•ogram will
emanate from the Office of International Services as of
July 1, 196G.

Mrs. Betty Carroll will continue. to head up

the volunteer organization which has be.en established for
the purpose of entertaining foreign visitors.

In the past

year, approximately seven hundred foreign visitors were
programmed by Mrs. Carroll.

1.0n:1
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9)

Outside ACtivities Attended

HAFSA Regional Conference at the University of l'lebraslta.,
October, 1965
NAFSA Field Service grant to visit Kansas University
and observe the Foreign Student·Program, November,
l9G5,

TOYL Conference in Denver, participating in the selection
of worthy students foX' State Department Supplementary grants, March, 1966
Visit to Washington, D.c. to discuss various matters
of mutual interest with:
MX'. Elton L. Johnson, Hational Association of State
Universities and Land-grant Colleges
Mr. Alvin w. Ahrens, Department of Health, Education
and Welfare

Mr. Edward T. Purcell, Department of ·state
Mr. Den Posner, U.S.I.A.
MX'. Phillip Metzger, Government Affairs Institute
Dr. John W. More, A,I.D.
Mrs. Elizabeth Shiver, American Council on Education
Mrs. Ruth D. Wehle, Community Relations Officer, A.I,D.
Spea!ter at:
Lions Club, Altrusa Club 1 Latin American Desk.
Frequent meetings with international visitors.

1002
FOREIGN STUDENT ORIENTATION - FALL 1965

Monday, September 13
3:30p.m. - Special English Tests for Foreign Students
Anthropology Building, Room 101
Tuesday, September 14
8:30 a.m. - Welcome
Dr. Harold w. Lavender, Dean of Students
·Mr. Gerald M, Slavin, Foreign Student Adviser
Foreign Students previously enrolled
Hew Mexico Union I3uilcling, Room 253
10:00 a.m. - Discussion of foreign student life at UNM
11:00 a.m. - Speech test
Speech Building, 1801 Roma Street, N.E.
1:30 p.m. - Tour of campus, conducted by UNM students.
Meet on lawn west of Foreign Student Adviser's _
Office, Building T-10, 1910 Roma Street, l'T.E.
l'(ednesday 1 September 15
8:30 a..m. - All University College Students
Speakers from the student body
Johnson Gymnasium
2:00 p.m. - Slide-picture review of University of Hew Mexico
Michael Laine, Director, Alumni Relations
Hew Mexico Union Building, Room 231
Thursday, September 16
8:30 a.m. - Ou.tline of registration procedures
Lance Woodliff, Director of Registration
New Mexico Union Building, Room 253
Sunday, September 19
7:30 p.m. - All Foreign Students Reception
Hew Mexico Union Building, Grand Ballroom
IMPORTANT NOTICE - ALL FOREIGN STUDEl'lTS
Please have your passport with you at the time of Registration,
Johnson Gymnasium

-------------

---

-

THE UniVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
A Statement of Philosophy

January, 1966

The University of lifew Mexico has committed itself to the
encouragement of students from abroad because their presence is
beneficial to the University, the student body and to the national
as well as international interests of the United States. The
international university program helps as a check against provincialism and provides a living reminder of the icportant fact that
the pursuit of knowledge has always transcended the boundaries of
state and nation. Association with students from other lands is an
integral and invaluable part of the educational process of American
students who seize the opportunity. Also, the specialized knowledge
and the new attitudes that the foreign students gain from a beneficial
program of study at the University - apart from their own personal
enrichment - must be considered an important contribution to genuine
international cooperation in the building of a peaceful and better
world. Although the foreign and the American students may have
different cultural, social, and economic bacltgrounds, students the
world over will, in general,be found to be very much alike in their
hopes and aspirations.
The University family realizes that students from other countr:i,es
have special problems in both academic and non-academic matters in
attempting to realize these aspirations. In some instances, they
bring problems from their own homes which they cannot overcome. While
one student may adapt himself immediately to the new environment,
another may never quite make the adjustment. The severity of these
problems varies depending on the country from which the student
comes, his personality and background. In order to help the international students in the best posSible manner, it. is necessary to
have clearly defined responsibilities in the international student
program to ensure that (1) students, faculty, and the community are
awaL·e of them; and (2) proper and timely referrals to the appropriate
services may be made as needs arise. Toward this end, the staff of
the Office of International Services acts in a liaison capacity
with faculty and administrative departments of the University on
behalf of the foreign student in many matters. The staf.f also endeavors to assist the student from abroad by counseling with him and
by encouraging h:im to use services such as academic advising, student
health,counseling, testing, housing, financial aid, and employment. ·
Most of these services are unique to the American university. Vlhile
orientation programs help to publicize the availability of these
serv;l.ces, individual counseling is often needed to help a particular
foreign student ~ one or more of them.
In a long-term sense, however, the foreign student program aims
at helping to bring about a true transfer of. desirable cultural and

~
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intellectual values. Many of the foreign young people who are with
us today will be making history tomorrow in the countries from which
they come. It is important that they return to their homes well
·
equipped with technical knowledge and skills for the tasks that
await them. It is equally important that they go with a genuine
understanding of America and Americans. The. hope is that such a
program would play a significant part in the promotion of inter•
national goodwill and understanding.

1.005
TO BE COMPLETED J>y the Foreign St1,1dent Advif!er at the institution
- - - in which you are pr,esently enrolled or last attended and
returned to Foreign Student Adviser, The lf!;liversity of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
87i06
:

'

1

.
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THEiUNIVERSITY OF.NEW MEXICO
A bu~uerque, New Mexibo
CONFIDENTlAll
Date:
NAME._"T""::::-=:----~;;;:;-:=:------"U'T~=--

Last

First

Middle

HOME COUNTRY_ _ _ _ ____,_

ADDRESS IN HOME COUNTRY - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . , . , . - - - - - - - - - , ADDRESS IN U.S.
STUDENT'S SIGNATURE -----------------------------------------~
The above named Foreign Student 1 already in the United States, is
applying for admission to The University of New Mexico. We need
additional information concerning his visa and student st~tus befor~
our Acimissions Office can act upon his application. -Will you pleas~
fill out the form below and return it to me with any additional
·
comments you care to make.
Sincerely yours,

fl;,. <>f'dl/ft! ~;:.. . . .

Gerald M. Slavin
Foreign Student Adviser'

+++ Section I.

Personal Data +++

Date of Birth~------- Sex - - - - - Visa Type - - - - School issuing document (I-20 or DSP 66) used to obtain entry into

u.s.

If Exchange Visitor, indicate sponsor

-----------------------------

Country issuing passport ---------------------------------------Port of Entry into u.s.
Date admitted to

u.s.

-------------------------~--------~-----

Date of Expiration of current stay (as shown on 1-94 -- white slip
stapled in passport) --------------------------------------~---

~

+++ Section

r:r.

~.inancial

:1006

Information +++

Source of :Student's financial r£;sl'r:;-l·ces ------~---------....-.,.

List scholarship, fellowship, or assistantship student has received
from your school.
Type Aid

Period Covered

+++ Section III.

Amount

Other Information +++

Foreign Student Adviser's opinion of:
English Proficiency:

Excellent

English Proficiency Test:

~

Below
Good ____ Average____Average___

Name of Test~------------~----------~
Result of Test.________________________

Does the student's behavior at your institution qualify him (or her)
to continue there in good standing? Y~!3 __ .No __ _
Do you believe that the student has problems of adjustment and/or
personality that may cause difficulty after transfer? Yes
No
Comments:

Major
Subject student intends to pursue at The University of New _
Mexico._______________________________________________________
Applicant will be a:

Graduate Student ___ ;

Undergraduate Student___

Student's reasons for desiring to transfer to The University of
New Mexico:
Do you consider the proposed transfer advisable?

On the basis of this student's academic and behavior record, do you
recommend this student for transfer to The University of New Mexico?
Yes
No
Seal

*

Signature --~~~--~r-~~~~~~-----
(Foreign Student Adviser)
Date.____________________________________
__
Institution~~-----------------------------

THE REPORT OF

~ME-TV,

CHANNEL 5

J).lly 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966.
F. Claude Hempen, Director of Televi,sion

OnMay 1, 1966, l<NME-TV, Channel 5, entered its ninth
year of broadcasting television for educational purposes to viewers
thro_ughout Ne.w Mexico.
The station 1s 1icense is held by the Board of Regents of
The University of New Mexico and the Board of Education of the
Albuquerque Public Schools •

It is operated in cooperation with the-

New Mexico State Department of Education.
The schedule for the 38 week academic year (Labor Day to
Memorial bay) averages more than 13 hours per day, Monday through
Friday.

For 14 weeks in the summer months, the schedule is reduced

to five hours a day, five days a week.
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO TELECOURSES
HUMANITIES (Philosophy 101 and 102) was broadcast again
fox• the seventh consecutive year.

The principal instructor and

host for the series was once again Dr. H. G, Alexander of the
Department of Philosophy,

Various lecturers from departments through-

out the University appeared on the programs.

The hour-long programs

we:r:-e broadcast twice each week -- Monday and l'lednesday at 8:00 p.m.,
and Tuesday and Thursday at 11:30.

The morning broadcast was a

repeat of the preceding evening presentation, 'television broadcC~sts ·
were, complemented for those

vie~ling

th<:!m for credit by once-a-week

periods of discussion in the classroom.
INTRODUCTORY CIRCUITS (EE 202)course in introductory
electrical and mechanical circuits was taught .for its third semester,
Dr, Donald

c.

Thorn, professor of electrical engineering at U)'IM was

the television teacher,

The irtdividua;L programs were broadcast

each Monday anc:l Fric:lay at 11;30 a.m. with a videotaped repeat of the
same program at 4:30 p.m. on the 'i:rame days.

Students enrolled in

this course also attended one classroom quiz session each week,
TELECLASSES FOR THE ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

AND

THE

NEW MEXICO STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
GENERAL SCIENCE 9,

This. was a weekly program of science

instruction for junior high students in the ninth grade,

To accommodate

class schedules, the program was telecast seven times each week.

In

addition, a Friday evening broadcast provide<;! a preview of the next
week•s program to give the teachers time to prepare,
also shown on the CBS affiliate,

~ROD-TV,

This series was

in El Paso, as well as for

in-school use on KCSD-TV in Kansas City, Missouri.

George Fischbeck

was on-camera teacher.
SCIENCE SIX, a twice-a-week 20-minute program of science
instruction for the sixth grade, and the supplementary SCIENCE FARE
SIX, with George Fischbeck as science teacher were broadcast.
SCIENCE :FIVE, this year an Ohio State Award

~/inner

for

excellence in programming for the in-school use of elementary school
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ch,ildren~

pres.ented supplementary science instruction fqr gJ;'ade

five throughout the state.

Its 13upplementaey program, SCIENCE

FARE FIVE, was also in its third year.

Again, George Fischbeck

was on-camera teacher.
MUSIC SIX, taught by Mrs. Nancy Johnson, provided
music instruction to sixth grade students for its third year.
The broadcasts were 20 minutes in length and were seen tflice. each
week.
MUSIC FIVE was taught by Mrs. Kathleen McVicker for fifth
grade students for its fourth year.

It was broadcast twice each

week in 20-minute segments.
MUSIC FOUR, a

twice-a-1~eek

20-minute program of music

-instruction for the fourth grade taught by Mrs. Jeanne Hook, completed its fifth year.

The emphasis in all music telec1asses was

on note reading and pupil participation rather than music appreciation.
ELEMENTARY MUSIC ORIENTATION.

In-service training for

teachers (l hour), for Albuquerque Public Schools orientation session,
and repeated for statewide utilization.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE ORIENTATION.

To improve classroom

utilization of teleclasses.
HABLEMOS

ESPP~OL,

the beginning course in conversational

Spanish, was taught by Alfred Chavez.

The programs in beginning

Spanish, now in their seventh year, were first broadcas.t in the late
afternoon for home viewers, and then again mornings for in-state
school utilization.
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BETTJ::R DRIVING.

A better driving program was inaugurated

in February 1966 to attempt to use a mass medium to solve a mass
education problem.

The Albuquerque Public Schools anticipated 6,000

students at the sophomore level would apply for driver training.
The lecture portion of the course was broadcast at 5:30 .in the evening.
The on-camera teacher for the program is Virgil Horne.

Also related

to the Dri ver• Training program via television is a new concept in
driver training called the driving range.

The University of New Mexico

cooperated with the Albuquerque Public School System by permitting
the driving range to be conducted on the parking area adjacent to the
west side of the stadium.

On this range the student is placed in the

car solo from the very beginning and is taught to drive via voice
communication.

This type of range attempts to solve the mass

education problem by permitting one instructor to teach twelve
students at one time rather than using the old method of teacher
and student on a one-to-one basis in one automobile.
GENERAL PROGRAMMING (LOCALLY PRODUCED)
TV KINDERGARTEN, with t1rs. Joyce Marron, existed as the
only kindergarten instruction received by thousands of pre-school
children in New Mex.ico during the J.965-66 school year.

The series
,.

is designed to prepare the pre-school child with peadiness skills
for his first years in school.
~1ere

One-hundred-ninety·30-minute programs

broadcast each afternoon and repeated the following morning.

A

tape network broadcast the program, including Athens, Ohio; St. Paul
artd Duluth, Minnesota; Portland and Corvallis, Oregon; Moscow, Idaho;
Carbondale, Illinois; and Austin, Texas.
-

1{ -

This year the series achieved its third national award as
it was recognized. for excellence in local programming for children
by National Educational Television.

Although three such awards could

have been given, the judges chose to extend this recognition to TV
Kindergarten alone.
SHIRTSLEEVE SESSION, a weekly 30-minute program of informal
discussion of current topics.

This program features guests from the

University and the Community in :real discussion.

KOB-TV regularly

rebroadcasts the programs each weekend, and KROD-TV, El J?aso, carried
the series in April and May.
GREAT DECISIONS 1966, produced in cooperation with the
Albuquerque Great Decisions Committee and the Foreign Policy Associa~ion,

provided informed discussion on the basic foreign policy questions

facing the

u. s.

It

was broadcast dul:'ing an eight week hiatus period

for Shirtsleeve Session,
El Paso both

reb~eadcast

KOB-TV in Albuquel:'que and KROD-TV in
this series, as well as KGIW Radio in Alamosa,

Colo~:~ado.

VIOLIN SONATA,

Violinist Henri Bittar played seldom heard

hut highly listenable music from the sonata lite:r>ature for violin on
this lZ

p~:~ogram

series of music performance.

In these half•hour

programs, also seen on WILL, UX'bana, Illinois; KTCA-TV,
Minnesota; and KROD-TV, El Paso,

M~:~.

st. Paul,

Bittar was accompanied by pianist

11arilyn Beebe,
CHANNEL 5 .REPORTS, a weekly 30-minute documentary presentation
of various aspects of life in New Mexico and interviews with distinguished
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visitors to the state continues. as does SSS, throughout the summer
months,

This is also rebroadcast on KOAT-TV in Albuquerque,
NEl-l MEXICO OUTDOORS, a weekly program of news for sports-

men,featured Jack McDowell of the New Mexico Department of Game and
Fish.

The program was also shown over KbB-TV 0 Albuquerque; KBIM-TV

in Roswell; and KROD-TV in El Paso,
CONVERSATION,

11+ half-hour programs during the summer

hiatus i11 l}umanities, Dr, H, G, Alexander invited a guest each week
to sit and talk informally.

Sole criteria for guest selection was

that he be an interesting person deeply committed in his concern for
the topic of CONVERSATION,

Some programs in the series were also

broadcast on l<TCA-TV, St. Paul, and KTXT-TV, Lubbock,
PRESS CONFERENCES,
press conference format,

U,

KNME continued and expanded its political

s.

Representative Tom Morris appeared

with leading New Mexico newsmen during a cong:r:>essional recess,

A new

series of tegislative Press Conferences during the session brought
Governor Campbell, State Representatives Roberts, Black, Mattson,
Martinez, and Fettinger, and State Senators Gallagher, Skeen, Neal,
and Morgan to discuss the primary legislative issues,

Candidates Press

Conference was renewed before the May primary and presented all four
gubernatorial candidates meeting the questions of key newsmen, while a
Perspectives Special features the three Lt, Governor candidates just
before the primary,

Both Candidates Press Conference and the Special

were repeated on Channel 5 and rebroadcast on the weekend by KGGM-TV,
Albuquerque.
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SOMETHING BORROWED.

Folk music with Sonja Gay, 40 quarter-

hours for supplementary use in elementary music, scheduled. just preceding Music

s.

Also seen throughout the year on KOAP-TV, Portland,

and KOAC-TV, Corvallis.
SCIENCE FARE -WHAT'S NEW.

Ten 17-minute segments for

li!ET 1 S syndicated series, run in 110 affiliate stations from September
through December, 1965.
THE ARTS.

30 half-hours with Ralph Berkowitz, KROD-TV,.

El Paso, and KTXT-TV, Lubbock.
DENTAL HEALTH SPECIALS FOR TEACHERS.

Half-hour in-service

training in cooperation with Albuquerque J;>ublic Schools, Albuquerque
Dental Association, and New Mexico Dental Association.
LOBO BASKETBALL.

Four 2~hour remotes, Johnson Gym closed

circuit to Student Union Building -- closed circuit feed BYU game to
Provo,

Utah,~feed

BYU game for delay KSL-TV, Salt Lake City; Texas

Western game for delay KROD-TV, El Paso.
There have been more than 2 ,400 hoUrs of broadcasting on
other stations during fiscal year 1966.
FUTURE PLANS
KNME Television plans to occupy its new transmitter building
atop Sandia Crest some time in September, 1966.

Equipment is arriving

daily and will be installed before school starts in the fall.

The

new studio building is now being planned through the University
Architect's office.

A grant-in-aid in the amount of approximately

$400,000 was received. from the Department of Health, Education, and

Helfare under the provisions of the Broadcast Facilities Act.
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REPORT

The Report o.f the Data Proc.essing Center
July 1, 19.6.5 - June 30, 1966

:r.

. '·.

Parkez• Fowler, Jr., Dl:roector

Because the UNH Data Processing Centet> serves two
functions, education a.nd admlnistrat:ion s this report will
conside:ro them. sepa.rately.

The Appendix describes utiliza-

tion of the 1401.

EDUCATION
The lliU1 Data Pt>ocessing Cente:ro provides four kinds of
e!:'h.acational "outputs":

1. In-depth training in data processing through
the Data Processing Training Program;
2. Academic

inst1~uction

(t'lithin the College of

Business Administration) in data processing
fundamentals and con1puter progvamming, both
graduate and undergraduate;

3. Test scoring and analysis for the University
e~.t
1},

large; and

Keypunch and card processing facilities for
users (open shop).

In August, 1965, four students out of the first class of
24 Here ce:.•tified upon completion of t}?.e 14-month curriculum
in the Data

Pl~ocessing

Training Prc,g:r-am.

Two additional stu-

dents Here certified in January upon completioz1 of :roequired
a~ademic HO'J:'k.

Of the six, ;l:lmee have been employed by the

DPC as programmers and teaching assistants while completing

--------------

-

-
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wo~k

toward their degrees.

The attrition rate for the first

"cla::;s" of this progr•am was 75%, although a number of the.
O.rop-ou'ts have apiJarently gone to.wo:t>k: in data processing.

All but five of those students lost

wei>¢. lost because

of

poor academic performance.
T1venty-seven students, selected fl'om perhaps

:five appl:lcan·ts, were enrolled in ·Jun!i of 1965 •
of tnese vtere

e~pected tl.') retu~n

seventy~

:·

Twentywone

this summer (1966) to com-

plete the program; sixteen d:id return.

Four of the .students

not returning have taJcen jobs in data processing.

It is.

hoped that our "output 11 will thus treble that of our fix-st

year's effor•t.
!n June, 1966, the third claas of sixteen students was
enrolled.

Obsewing the same

reason~bly

successful selection

criteria used in 1965, the smaller class size is attribut&ble

to a reduction in demand among admissible candidates (appli-.
cants admissible to the UNM without deficiencies).
'l'he high attrition and apparently slackening demand foi'
a tei'minal program of ·tnis type support the contention that

.

·::raining for a career in this field might better be given in

the upper division of a c.egree progi'am.

There seems tQ be

p:c>evalent a common notion that "data proces::dng" is a field
which anyone can master, regardless of intellectual endowment
or.> motivation.

This notion r>uns counter to that of ''compute%'-

01..iented'1

work, v1bich conttnonly evokes :just the opposite con-

clusion.

The truth

li~s somewh~re

in between these extremes;

recognition of this fact might compel the inclusion of a
degl'ee option in systems analysis in the College of Business
Adm:Lnist:oation.

DPC Annual Repor•t, 65-66
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In an attempt to p1:1ovide the undel:'graduate student
working towa:rd a business degree (as well as other interested
students) with enough background for drawing informed conclusions about the nature and requirements of da·ta pi'ocessing
work, members of the DPC staff teach and assist ;in one introductol:'y course in the field (BA 202 - 3 credits).

We operate

on the well-accepted assumption that the only way to understand the computer, its capabilities and limitations, is to
learn to p:r>ogram it, i.e. , speak its "language".

Computer

languages have become much more easily learned; the time
invested by the student is considered to be minimal when
measuzoed against 'c:he potential value to be 1:1eceived both in
principle and application.

Some

.300

students were served

during the :regula:r> academic terms.
At the graduate level, students in· the MBA program are
also required to lea!'n to program, although in greate!' depth
i:han the unde:rgraduate.

!n the required courses BA 500-501

{.Quantitative Analysis I, II), the student learns (as only
part of the cou!'se requirements) to use the computer to solve
problems~

many of which could not feasibly be solved t'litltout

the machine.

In a Vel'y real sense, the student learns to use

the computer to teach himself; the machine is a difficult
i:ask master, foX' it punishes and rer.:a1:1ds by the strict rules
of perfection.

Yet it reflects, like an honest mirror, the

individual performance of the

user~

a feat Nhicl1 othe:r agents

of mode:m pedagogy find lt difficult to do.
The

~tandard

test-scoring

se1:1vic~

attracted many

users~

effectively reducing the time required of graduate assistants
in ·this odious activi'i:y.

The order of magnitude of reduction

----------------
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is apparent in the comparison of time required to grade and
post 1,000 psychology examinations: 257 man/hours versus
1

machine hou:c>.

description of

The service also provides an individualized
perfo~mances

as well as a description of

class performance (item analysis) and other statistics
useful for assessing grades.

This ser'Vice has. been expanded

to include desirable features not feasible before the 1401
core size was increased from SK to 121< characters.
The unit record

facil~

of the Center have been

used extensively by many departments on an open-shop basis.
In addition to Business Administration students, graduate
students in the College of Education have made
use of the keypunch faci1ity in

conSidera~le

pa~ticula~.

ADl-t!NISTRATION
The Data Processing Center's systems. staff has continued to improve existing procedures and initiate further
elements of t-7hat hopefully may become the "Total Information
System" for the University.

Registration procedures and

student record accounting have been refined to an effective-

ly functioning subsystem.

By-p~oducts

of this system are

continually being added; significant, for example, has been
the compilation of a student prog:roess report for University
College Advisors.

This report provides the advisor with

cumulative and proJected grade/credit point

info~tion

for

each advisee, in addition to other placement information.
This service can be extended to other colleges and departments as soon as the necessary criteria are established by
those agencies.

:10~8
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Among gj:her projects have been continuing work on a

re-systematization of Alunmi Records, completion of a system
for storing and retrieving qualifications and placing teachers
for the Placement Bureau,

an analysis program for

~

Corps testing, and a new pX"Ocedur>e for automobile pax>king
contx>ol fox> the Depax>tmen·t of Campus Securii:y.
OUr attempts to initiate systems for the Comptroller's
Department have been less successful.

A basic directory

file of all UNM employees 111as created, from which the
Directory was printed.

Plans to augment this file wi'ch

payroll data preparatory to implementing a new payroll
system have been delayed by the press of affairs in the
Payroll Section.

The schedule for completion of this initial

phase has been slipped from 1 July, 1966, to 1 January,
1967, due to the infeasibility of conversion at other than

fiscal or calendar year-end.

The proposed payroll system

is anticipated to save the University at least
annum out-of-pocket

e~pense,

$25~000

per

in addition to relieving the

bulk of the clerical chores in salary administration and
budgeting.

Timely completion of this effort is required in

the face of an ever-growing staff and the addition of the
many students, and their record-keeping requirements, in
the new work-study program.

STAFF
No administrative appointments to staff were made during
the

year~

Effective 30 June, 1966., Robert E. Bx>inkmoeller,

Lecturer in Data Processing (and Programmer) resigned to

DPC Annual Repol't 1
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become Director• of Da·ta Processing for Bernalillo Count:y.
Staff as of 30 June 4 ~19..~~~
I'. Parker Fo~1ler, J'.c>., Director

Jack H. Feise, Hanager
Sanford

Abvams~

Systems Analyst

James Armijo, Computer Operator
(appointed 10/20/65)
Richard A. Beauchamp, Jr. Programmer
(appointed 1011165)
Joyce Marie Botilel:'s, :Key;pun~h Operatt>r
(appointed ~/l/66)
Robert E. Brinkrnoeller, Lecturer•/Programmel:'
(temilJlt.i;,£;.1 6/30/66)
Jannie Lee

Cra~li:'ord,_

{appointed 2!21/66)

Keypuncl1 Opel:'ator

Virginia s. Dorn, Secretary
(appointed 10/ll/65)
Sue Ann Druffel, Keypunch

Superviso~

John L. Duggan, Systems ffi1alyst

John C~ Kurtz, ,rr. Progrcuruner
{appointed B/1/65)
Ernest

Lucero~

Clarice A.

Lead

Wesley~

Staff appointments and

Compute~

Operator

Sr. Keypunch Operatow

ter~inations duving_!h~ea~:

Dorotl1y M. Bakke, l<eypunc'h Operator

(appointed l0/4165; terminated 12/23/65}

Barbara Ann ravour, Secretary
(appointee 7128/64; mminai!ed

ti/20165~
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Gerald R. Huey, Computer Operator
(appointed 7/1/65, terminated 10/S/65)
Gloria 11atthews, Keyp1,1nch Operator>
(appoin·t:ed 1/l/65; tevmf~ 2/l.6/6S)
Evanell Molzner, Sr. Keypunch Oper<rl::.or
(terminated 9/30/6S)
Wayne Clayton Moore , Machine OperartOt'
(appointed 12114/65; "t~l?ffiin~ 2/20/GS)

Sar.ah E. Odom, Secretary
(appointed S/23/65; ·cermina:'ced 9/30/55}

I.ocally produced descriptions of acme of' oux> syst:ems,

notably grade reporting, have been distributed to interested
institutions upon request.
DUb~isbed by

This system is expec·ted to be

IBM Corporation as an Application Manual which

will ba adapted from Ml". Feise' s OJ<>iginal prese:nta:tion to
the lOth (1965) annual College and Univer$ity Machine
Records Conference.

Hr. Fowler's activities in this regal'd

a.r~~

irtclucted in

tlle College of Business Administration Report.

~R~!QNAL

ACTIVITIES OF STAFF

Mr. Feise was

a~~arded

the title of "Certified Data

Processor1' by the (inte:r>n.srtiorull) Data P:vocessing 'Marlage-

ment Association.
l:!Ualifying

Placing high among.those who passed the

examination~>

Mr. Feise

t'las

asked to

tGatl.ng committee for ths 1967 examination.
~owler

and Mr. Jeffrey in this regard.

Se!"Ve

on the

He joins :Hr.• ..

The UNM Data

Prooassing Center staff accounts to date felt' about

·;he cel'tii'ica·l:es known to exist in tne Stat a.

ll~

c,1:

1.0?.1
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Mr. Feise served during the year as President or the
Central New Mexico Chapter of the,Data Processing Management Association; Mr. Fm1ler as Vice-President, and
President-elect.

Mr. Fot·llel' planned the survey course in

data processing for (100) high school students, in which
Mr. Feise and Mr. Jeffrey served as instructors.

This

offering of the DPMA was apparently highly successful.

Mr.

Fowler also served .as general chairman of the data processing machinery exhibits held in May at the Civic Auditorium.
MJ:~,

Feise is general chairman of the 12th Annual

College and University Machine Records Conference to be
held in Albuquerque, hosted by the UNM, in April, 1967.

An

annual conference, more than 300 .institutional data PI'Ocessors and administrative

peJ:~sonnel

az:'e expected to attend.

Mr. Fowler is general program chairman.
Mr. Fowler serves on the Governor 1 s Advisory Committee
for Automated Data Processing, a group that has been particularly active dll.ring the pas·t year.

He also served on tne

UNM Computer Center Committee, and is a member of the.
Bernalillo County Advisory Committee for Data Processing.

LOOKING AHEAD
As implied above, the destiny of the education function
now pQrformed by the Center is unclear.

Our "lease" in

the College of Education Building is expected to expire by
September, 1967, at the latest.
Two possibilities for re•
location of Center ac·tivities exist: the Research Computer
Facility (to become the Computer Center at some date), or

.10?2
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the Administration Building.

There.is no compelling reason

for moving the DPC to the· Computer Center, while ther.e are
important reasons for placing this activity within the
spatial environment which it is to serve, i.e., the Administration Building.

(Our dislocation from the Comptroller's

Department must be partly to blame for failure to meet
system schedules dUring the year past.)
The destiny of the

1~01

computer as a University-owned

machine seems clear: it is paid for, and the contract
under which it was purchased at substantial discount (60%)
runs til December, 1968.

Should the University sell it,

the discounts become payable to IBM Corporation.

Net

return to the University would not .exceed $25,000 at this
date, wltile the market value of this machine (which is
still in production) still exceeds a quarter of a millirn
dollars.

The UNM

1~01

configur.ation is very powerful .t1nd

capable of handling data processing needs for a long time
into the future.

Due to the nature of these requirements

(much input/output of cards and printed copy}, it would
probably be improper to shift this load to the r.odel 360.
Further complicating this issue is the pJace of data
processing in the curricula and programs of the College of
Business Administration (and Bureau of Business Research)

in view of that College 1 s move to a new l;Uilding planned
for J.967.

The College may wish to move vigorously in the

direction of "computer-assisted adminjstration 11 , an
eminen·tly important direction in vie'" of modern and predictable developments in this field.

Schools and
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Colleges of Business which have made this mo·\l'e recent1.:v
have found it necessary to dedicate medium-sized

hardt,ra~e

within the school, even -with large computer center facilities also avaiJ.able.

Whether the necessary job can

!.)e

accomplished with remote terminals remains to be seeuq online, remote operation is both expensive and untes·t:ed as a
teaching apparatus in Business Administt,tation.

However•,

the problem needs exploration since industry is obviously
far ahead of the Colleges in this important respect which
is making fundamental changes both in the theory and prac..,
tice of Administration.
In any event, it is clear that substantial

analysi~

and decision making will be required in the near future
concerning these basic problems.
Nearer at hand are the plans for the coming year.

The

educational function will remain subs·tantially the same,
in the light of a dearth of people to extend our ou·t::C'each,
An added attraction to the Data Processing Training Program

will be offered in cooperation with the Ne"1 Mexico State
Department of Automated Data Processing to students completing the program this August.

In order to maintain

their skill level and extend their knowledge while continuing toward a degree, they (program trainees) will form a
part-time work pool in Albuquerque to assist the DADP in
conversion of systems to third generation hardware.

We

have high hopes for this plan of mutual benefit to student
and State,

!t is all the more important in consideration

of the extreme difficulty encountered by the DADP (or any-

-----:::.~...---
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·
one, for that matter) in finding people with the necessary
qualifications for this wo:r:ik.
With respect to administrative services, all general
systems progt>ams written in the last two years are to be
analyzed, redesigned, and integrated into pseudo-operating
systems in COBOL source language.

The exigencies of pro-

ducing running systems in the past coupled with the lack or
efficient compiling capabilities precluded
vlith the. System 360

available~

~his

effort.

it is feasible to write in

COBOL, since programs can.be debugged at least five times

faster on the 360 than on the 11101.

All new programs since

April have been, and will continue to be written in t.hat
language (until a more suitable language becomes av{lilable,
·'

of course).

The purposes of redesign are manyfold:

1)

to

achieve a level of documentation not possible in Assembly
language; 2) to design the
mo~e

Unive~sity

system data base. in

general terms in view of e.ventual "total system" imple-

mentation; 3) to simplify operating p:rtocedures by integrating
p:rtograms in the same "family" of applications; 4) to render
the systems

machine-independent~

so that flexibility in

decision making is gained by not being tied to a single
machine typei 5) et. al.
It probably should be pointed out that the

1~01

will

probably have to be used as the object machine for University
systems for at least two years, or until that time when the
C~mputer

Cente:rt has hardware time-sharing and multi-proces-

sint capability.

The normal workload

in the DPC for admin-

istration now exceeds a full shift (See Appendix A); perhaps
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50% of this production runs print-bound, i.e., output is
limited by printer speed.

Thus the System 360, with print

speed less than twice that of the 1401, might be unduly com.mitted to at least a half shift (and probably prime shift)
of printing.

This would be a poor use of the 360.

Planned applications beyond

~edesign

roll project at the top of the list.

include the pay-

At least two analysts

(out of three) and one part-time programmer (out of three)
must be assigned to this task.

With ACT data available

to the University (on magne·tic tape), we should like to
extend student record work to the admissions and placement
area.

However, one of the remaining part-time programmers

is committed to the Development Office project, which is
considered to nave high priority.

Redesign and conversion

will require most of our Senior Analyst's time, deducting
his necessary attention to usual shop detail.

Thus, our

progress will necessarily be limited primarily to extensions
of work already begun.
stude~t

A judicious use of our "home-made"

programming talent may allow us to pursue some addi-

tional applications, within the constraints of our budget.
Although another entire year has passed, many of the
observations made in last year's report continue to be evident at this time.

Upon re-reading that sometimes truculent

document, we must admit,that while the year was productive
at the "output" level (both work produced and students
trained), we have failed to achieve at the "input" level tbe
hoped-for integration of our purposes into either the administration of the UNM or the curricula of the College of
Business Administration.
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This is no self-flagellation; the resources of the

Center in education alone produced over 13,600 student noncredit clock hours in technical data processing instruction,
over 600 student credit hours in

u~dergraduate

instruction,

and some 200 student credit hours in graduate instruction.
Including monies budgeted from the College of Business
Administration, our instruction cost was $23,000; of which
$15,500 was returned from the State in support of the Data

Processing Training Program.

If clock houz•s substitute for

credit hours in the ratio of 3 to 1, and no distinction is
made on the basis of class (graduate/undergraduate), the
net instructor cost to the UNM of this activitiy approximates 70¢ per student credit hour.
exceeded its cost.

We hope its value

CA suspect measure of value might be

the imputed commercial cost of computer time used by students: $89,000, at $100 per hour.

Arithmetic sleight-of-

hand produces a ''total value", based on

l~Ol

cloclt time

alone, of $363,600 for the entire DPC operation.)
These figures are of course spurious, and divert us
from the real problem of our "opportunity" value to the·
University.

Our hope in the .year(a) to come is that we

shall be able to demonstrate that value, rather than remonstrate over our failure to do so.

DP.C Annual Report, 65-66
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UTILIZATION REPORT

Clock

Account
Number

~

010-015

1.8

on.:.oo3

578.6

011-004

3.4

Oll-005

1117.8

011-006

9.3

Deans of

Oll-007

2.5

Alumni Association

011-008

14.9

Oll-010

5.3

Telephone Service

Oll-012

s.s

General Placement Bureau _

Oll-013

15.4

011-027

112.3

Oll-031

1 .. 1

012-001

40.1

012-003

1.6

015-000

19.5

015-008

.5

Educ. & Admin. Services

020-001

.3

College of Nursing

021-001

35.6

University College

022-001

5.5

AFROTC

022-002

2.0

NROTC

022-017

1201.2

023-003

5.1

023-008

74.3

Activity
Student Health Service
Comptroller CA/R, Cash, PIR,. INS,
GRANTS)
Dean of Students
Admissions & Records
~len

S Women

Dept. of Information

Non-Academic Personnel
Data Processing - Administrative
Admin. v.P.
Acac:I. V.P.
Institutional Research
College of Education

Data Processing - Instructional
Computer Center
Bureau of Business Research
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Account
Number

Clock
Hours

026-003

41.3

290-·648

2,1

999-001

50.8

Maintenance

999-003

52.S

DownTime

999-099

6.5

Public Service

999-101

8.8

Air Fo:rce OSR

999-120

205.3

999-121

.4

Summary :

Total Cloclc Hours

ActiVity
Librr.o.ry of i'ledical Sc::d.ences
US Dep.t •· HEW OEO (Air. Force> .

County (Bernalillo)
AVC

363 6

Average/month

303

Use as Percent.of Total Clock Houl"s
Education

.33%

Registl"al"
Ad. & Reo.

3.,0~

Comptrollei'

16%

(See next page)

County

5%

Admin. DP

3%

Hubel"

n

Academic VP

1%

Med. Libi'ary

1%

DownTime

1.5 !is

Maintenance

1.5 %

Miscellaneous

7%

DPC Annual
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Breakdown of 022-017 (Education) in Clock Hours
BA 101

140.2

BA 106

26.7

BA sao

185.4

BA 501

195.1

BA 521

u.s

BA 599

21.0

DP 011

81.1.8

DP 016

.as.o

DP Misc.

155 .• 5

Subtotal to instruction

KOB

583.9

276,3
860,2

67.4

Mark~sense

Test Scoring
Service

148.9

Systems
(Student %)

39.6

Misc.

85.1
Total Instructional Clock Hrs.

341.0
1201.2
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INTRODUCTION
The Development and Alumni Offices have managed to stabilize
their personnel during this year.

The resulting improvements

in projects and programs of the Department will, we believe, be
borne out in this Annual Report for the year 1965-1966.
The Development Program continues to evaluate its efforts
against these goals:
1.

To gain increased acceptance with the publics, vital
to the Universityr

2.

To obtain the quality and quantity of students
necessary to assure a student body of high calibrer

3.

To seek increased funds for UNM 1 s current operations
and capital growth.

Mrs. Janice Hubbard was employed as Records Clerk on
July 15, 1965, to replace Miss Dee Ann Dumas who terminated on
that date.

Mrs. Louise Jo Stewart, Secretary to the Director

of Development, r.esigned and was succeeded by Mrs. Georgie E.
cound on August 2, 1965.

Amos Atencio became Mail Clerk on

September 13, replacing David Williams, whose last day of employment was August 31, 1965.

In turn, John Del Mar was hired on

January 19, 1966, replacing Mr. Atencio who terminated that same
date.

Mrs. Jeanne B. Croft was employed as Secretary to the

Director of Development on December 20, 1965.
that date.

Mrs. Cound resigned

Mrs. Toni Bailey substituted for Mrs. Croft for the

period April 1, to April 22, 1966, while Mrs. Croft recuperated
from injuries.

The Board of D;i.rectors of the Alumni Association met on
the following dates during fiscal year 1965-1966:
ATTENDANCE

~

November 19, 1965

43

February 12, 1966

34

May 15, 1966

17

Membership of the Board of Directors of the Alumni Associa•
tion is inserted as Appendix "A".

Noteworthy action and legis-

lation enacted by the Board of Directors:
--Development of policies to govern certain administrative
problems faced by.the staff.
--Received $3,400.00 from the Greater UNM Fund for the
1966 High School

Achie~rement

Awa:i'.'ds program.

--Approved the application for, and granted a charter to
the UNM School of Law Alumni club.
--Amended the Bylaws to stabilize the Board of Directors
membership at each election period in February of each
year.
--Accepted February 29th (original Founders Day of UNM)
as the date upon which all general association and
club officers elections will be held.
The Executive Committee elected at the February 1966 Board
of Directors meeting was as follows:
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P:tesident•••••••••••e•-.o•• 9 ., • .,I•!r., Alfred A. Valdez
Vice President., ••••• o • • • • •
:'l::c. Jack MUlcahy
D •• •

Members:
Or. Sheldon. Dyke
Mrs. Mary Foley
Mr. Jamie Koch
Mr. Dan Myers
Mr. Joseph Roehl
The Executive Committee handles items of business that
occur between meetings of the Directors of the Association as
prescribed in the Bylaws.

Legislators' Day
Legislators' Day, scheduled this past year for February 10,
1966, was cancelled, at the request of the legislature due to an
extremely heavy work load.
The program planned for the legislators was an in-depth
discussion of the report issued by the New Mexico commission on
Statewide Higher Education Problems.

Alumni Clubs
During the fiscal year, not as many club visitations were
undertaken.

The emphasis was on refining existing clubs in

terms of their own organizational structure, membership, and
determining who would be both available and best suited to directly
assist the. Alumni Association and the University of New Mexico.
There are now 26 chartered alumni clubs, the most recent being
the School of Law Alumni Club.
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All clubs and thl:lir officers expressed a desire to see tile
Alumni Office give more concrete direction and assume a greater
direct responsibility for handling the details of meetings and
related club projects.,

This should continue to be str.essed.

Attendance at almost ali meetings this year increased .con•
siderably.

This is due to the continuity, timing, and general open

communication level maintained between the Development-Aliurtni
Office and club Leadersr Club Leaders and membership.
Noteworthy this year was the total reorganization of the
club structure in the State of cd.lorado and the Greater Los AngelE!s
Area.,

In Colorado, an execUtive committee was created, with

a

special activities committee composed o:t: alumni in each of the
major cities and geographical areas of the state., _ The Los p.ngeles
A:rea Has a central executive committee with five area clubs attached to it, each with its own slate of officers.

The plan here is

to have one large, annual, J:,os Angeles Area meeting every one or
two years and that each of tl'a sr;.aller area clubs will have yearll'
meetings.

student

R~cr.ni.ti~

Student Recruiting is probably one o;f the greatest potential
projects that can be 'l"ldertaken by a clt1b.

Finding and encourag-

ing outstanding stuC:1.1nts to 0:::11roll at U!'il'1 is one of. the prime
objectives of Develo1Jment and Alumni Relutions.
Homecoming
Homecoming progressed another step toward a meaningful and
successful endeavor of the Alumni Association.
,..3-

Jack Mulcahy

"'

served as chairman of the Homecoming Committee for 1965-1966.
While no "net profit" was realized' by this activity this
year, a much more business-like approach was undertaken by the
Homecoming Committee in all aspects of planning, execution and
evaluation.

Accurate records were maintained on registration,

attendance, financial expenditures, etc.
The Homecdming Committee's improved programming and

planning~

provided our J>.lumni with more time for campus Tours, informal
visiting, fewer conflicts of activities ancl assured a greater
degree of attendance at most functions-

European Tour
Under the auspices of the Alumni Association, a successfUl
European tour was organized.

Twenty-seven persons made the trip.

A mounting number of alumni have requested another such
function, and another tour is noT/J planned for the summer of 1967.

SEeakers'Bureau
The Alumni Office is now handling a Speakers' Bureau.

The

organization of the program is working well: the first brochure
(1800 copies) was mailed to appropriate individuals and organizations in the state.
This is a valuable service of our University and as time goes
on and the communities of our state are more aware of the existence
of the Speakers' Bureau, it will be one of the more important
services that the Development-Alumni Office can provide.

In a related activity, requests for campus tours for individuals and organizations .increased and the tours were handled,
with competent guides who represented the University well.
Recognition is due Alpha Phi Omega and the :aost & Hospitality
committee of the New Mexico union Program Directorate, who provided personnel and other asslstanc~.
President's Alumni Advisory t:ommittee
on December 4, 1965, a well-attended President's Alumni
Advisory Committee meeting was held on campus, at the request
of President Popejoy.

The Committee was asked to counsel with

the President on:
1.

Legislative matters of concern to the University
which would claim the attention of the 1966 legislative session;

2.

The problem of student p:cotests:

J.

The question of adequacy of student counseling presently provided by the University;

4.

The problem of student/faculty ratio.

President Popejoy invited members of the committee to contact
local legislators and business leaders in support of the University
request to the legislature for a :financial allocation which would
permit the School of Medicine to move into a four-year program.
The response t.o the request on the part of the committee members
was gratifying and the results of their efforts turned out to be
significantly helpful,.

Members of the President's Alumni Advisory

Committee are listed in Appendix "C".
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Awards
The High School Achievement Awards program was by far the
most successful of the general awards program this year.
db: "B" shows schools participating in this program.

Appen-

Not only

is it a valuable vehicle for putting the. name of the ll,lumni
Association and the University before the public of New Mexico,
but it is an excellent student recruiting tool.

The StatiStics

below show the growth pattern of this program since its inception:

~

PARTICIPATING
HIGH SCHOOLS

NUMBER 0~ AWARDS
GIVEN

ENROLLED
AT UNM

1963

2

29

?

1964

31

62

30

1965

35

68

32

1966

95

195

77

During the past year, the following awards were presented;
Alumni Citizenship Award •.•••••••••••••• Mr .Tom Isgar
Alumni Service Award ••••••••••••••••••• Mr. Walter Biddle
Alumni Service Award .••••••••••••••••••• Mr. Marvin Relkin
Alumni Service Award ••••••••••••••••••• Mr. George 1\.mbabo
Alumni Service Award ••••••••••••••••••• Dr. G.

w.

Fenley

Alumni Service Award ••••••••••••••••••• Dr. Harold Enarson
Honorary Alumni ASsn. Membership ••••••• Mr. Rod Chisholm
.Honorary Alumni Assn. Membership .... ,. •• Mr. Ed Lindberg
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RECORDS AND MAILING

The' statistics in Appendix "D" depict the number of mail
pieces sent out from and returned to the Development-Alumni
O:ffices.
The internal office procedures and policies were improved and
streamlined.

This permitted a higher degree of efficiency and more

time for personal contact for those aiumni and guests who visit
the office.

The staff is now able to extend a cordial welcome

to and spend more time with alumni who return to the campus and
visit these offices.
We continue to grow and undertake more and more projects
and re:Einenu;mts of existing activities.

Thepresent staff is·

hard-pressed to maintain the present level of activity.

Additional

staff will be required at an early date as additional plans and
programs are undertaken and as our volume of communication and
the number of alumni of record continue to increase.
As in reports of previous years, the pressing need for a computerized system of alumni records is strongly urged.

_.,_

PUBLICATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

Continuing to act on the recommendations of the Alumni
Publications committee, six issues of the Alumnus were published
during this yearr thre.e as magazines and three as newsletters.
Reflecting both the increasing number of

al~ni

served by this

office and tl"e improved accuracy of our rna iling lists, 137,837
copies of the Alumnus were mailed as compared to 132,090 mailed
during the previous year.

The unit cost of the Alumnus is being

held at the same rt;;lspectable figure of 5¢ per copy.
In addition to editing the

si~

issues of the Alumnus,

Mrs. Reiter asselT!bles class notes and biographical information on
alumni whose names and activities appear in other publications.
The photographic file of alumni was added to and up-dated during
the past year.
The Editor further provided publicity kits and newspaper
announcements for out-of-town alumni meetings and for the three
meetings held by the

Boa~d

of Directors of the Association.

The Editor also ·wrote a .large 'number of news releases .in
connection with Homecoming, and the actiVities of the Greater UNM
Fund.

We wish to acknowledge the cooperation and assistance

of Richard Kurman, Mike Martinez, and the staff of the Public
Information Office for their assistance in the preparation of
various brochures and reports issued by the Development and Alumni
Offices.

-B-----~~·-'--_--:-------- ..:...~-~·-
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FUND DEVELOPMENT

The Greater UNM Fund
The Development Office serves as a clearing house for all
gifts made to the University.

These gifts are recorded, receiptl1)d,

acknowledged, and in many cases, received by this office.

The

preparation, printing, and distribution of the Annual Report of
the .Greater UNM Fund which is the

offic~al

report of gifts to

the University is a function of this office.

Gifts to_ the.

University for fiscal year 1965-1966 are compiled in Appendix "E"
Again, we are pleased to report a favorable increase in gifts
received.

The report referred to in Appendix "E'' does n<:>t

include gifts in kind; cash and securities only, are included.
It would be appropriate to recognize the increasingly good cooperation being given by other campus departments and offices in
reporting gifts to the Development Office,.

AS a result, the donors

are given proper recognition in the Annual Gift Report.
Appendix "E" reveals interesting comparisons with the

result~

obtained in 1964-1965.
Alumni Giving Increased

48%

Friends Giving Increased

107%

National Business Giving Increased

138%

New Mexico Business Giving Decreased

32%

The Fund reported an increase of $113,390.29 over the previous year.
The average gift from Alumni was $31.42 as compared to $21.43
for the 1964-1965 fiscal year.
-9-
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The Development Office acknowledges

wi~h thank~

the great

services rendered by the Board of Directors of the Greater UNM
Fund:
./'

Scott Mabry - Chairman
Robert clemmensen,- Alumni Member
Mrs. Neil Foley - Alumni Member
George Ambabo - Alumni Member
Harold Enarson,- Academic Vice President
Morris Hendrickson - Acting Academic Vice President
John Perovich - Comptroller
Jack Sheehan - Director of Student Aids
Lare Halama - Director of Development

Michael Laine - Director of Alumni Relations
In accordance with statutory requiremenb3 and with the policieE
of the university, those funds which were earmarked for a specifiq
purpose were allocated for the intended purpose.
Unrestricted, i.eo unearmarked, funds were disbursed by an
Allocations committee composed of Alumni, Faculty and Administrative staff:
Arno.ld Koschmann - Chairman
Ned J. Davison
Harold Enarson
Morris Hendrickson
Mrs. Clyde Hill
Frank o. Westerfield, Jr.
John Perovich
tars Halama

-lo-
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Friends

or UNM

Libraries

Suppprt of tm Friends of the UNM Libra.ries continued but
at a lessbrisk pace than in the prior years.

Income totalled

$8,857.57.

Friends of :Art
Organizational work was commenced to activate the Friends
of Art.

It is hoped that the results obtained by this group

will include substantial funds for the University of New Mexico.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

The Development Office notes increasing activity in the
field of Deferred Gifts by means of wills and bequests.

These

gifts, for future delivery, are becomipg increasingly important,
and the amount of time required for this important aspect of
University support is on the r:l:se.
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STAFF ACTIVITIES .

University Related
The members of the Development-Alumni staff served on:
Greater UNM Fund Board
Greater UNM Fund Allocations Committee
Committee on Restricted Gifts
Committee on Gifts to Libraries, Museums & Galleries
Committee on Scholarships & Prizes
The University'President•s Alumni Advisory Committee
Alumni Association Board
Friends of UNM Libraries
Fr lends of Art
Technical Applications Center Advisory ~oard
Action for Education
outstanding Teaching Selection committee

Professional Activities
The staff attended and participated more actively in meetings
and conferences of the American Alumni Council and the American
College Public Relations Association.

Conferences attended include:

District Conference of the American Alumni council
and the American College Public Relations Association a joint conference
Conference on Alumni Relations in Tax-Assisted
Institutions
Conference on Data Processing for Alumni and Development Offices
Conference on the Annual Fund
Big Ten Fund Raisers conference
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Community Activities
Mr. Halama sel:'ved as Division Chairman for the United

munity Fund's Divis ion on Schools 1 Colleges

&

Hospitals •

Com~

Mr.

Laine, for the second consecutive year, performed effectively
as a Loaned Executive to the u.c.F.
Mr. Halama is a member of the Board of Directors of the
Greater Albuquerque chamber of commerce as an honorary member.
He also served as Chairman of the Forward Albuquerque
Committee of the chamber of Commerce •
.. Mr. Laine was a me.mber of the Tourist & Convention Committee

of the Chamber of Commerce.

He was also assigned to an ad hoc

Committee charged with studying the convention center problem in
Albuquerque.
Mr. Halama was a conferee to:

The Citizens committee on Revision of the Judicial
System in New Mexico
The Rocky Mountain Governors( Conference
The Assembly of Mexican -American Governors• of
Boarder States

1.f~4

S:IGNIFICAN'l' PLAJ\fS
1.

Conversion of our records to electronic data. processing

has not been accomplished.

our ability to cope with the mountin9

numbers of files, records, publications, and mailings depends
upon early action in this matter.

Our. inabi1ity to ;retrieve

data on file and to conduct fund solicitations on an effective anq
selective basis is causing major problems as our alumni files gro'1•
2.

Additional personnel will be needed before new programs

can be undertaken as this department has implemented substantially
all the plans proposed in last year's report.
3.

Assuming availability of additional personnel, the

Alumni Annual Giving Program should b.e augmented by:
A.

The creation of a system to solicit larger gifts.
For example: a President's Club.

B.

Person-to-person solicitation from our alumni to
obtain better results from our annual giving mail
solicitation.

c.

Additional efforts on the solicitation of corporate
gifts with emphasis on Ne\'1 Mexico Businesses.
~:

The,Developrnent Office takes this opportunity to express
appreciation to all who contributed to the success of this operation for the period covered by this report, expressly:
we acknowledge the

ser~ice

of the Greater UNM FUnd Board of

Directors, to the Members of the Allocations committee, to the
Outstanding Teaching

A~'lard

Committee, to the Alumni llssociation
•14-
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Board of

D~ectors

and Executive

Committee~

and to the members

of the Publications committee ..
The Deans, De!)artment Heads; Chairman, and Administrative
Staff provided excellent coo!)eration in reportin9 9ifts received,
to the Development Office, which contributed to perhaps the most
coroprehensive Annual Gift Report that has heen compiled to date.
This cooperation ia gratefully acknowled9ede
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APPENDIX ''A."
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 1965 - 66
President, Alfred A. Valdez
Vice President, Jack Mulcahy

'61
56

1

Executive Committee
Sheldon Dike
James H. Koch
Mrs. Mary Foley

1

41

1
1

59

Joseph Roehl
DanMyers

1
1

36
57

32

Term Expires 1967
George c. Ambabo
William L. Baker
James Benner
Joseph F. Boehning
Mrs. Arthur Bryce
Mrs. Dan Girand
Fred Goldsworthy
Mrs. Joe D. Harris
Howard w. Henry
Sidney Hertzmark
Miss Julia Keleher
William Krieger
Norman Mugleston
James T. Paulantis·
Clay Pooler
Mrs. A. G. Seis Jr.
Edward D. Shaffer
J. Leon Thompson
Mickey Toppino
Alfred A. Valdez
James F. White
Dean Blake Chambliss
Grand Junction, Colo.
Richard c. Chapple
Los Angeles, Calif.
William M. Cleveland
Portsmouth, N. H.
Dr. H. c. Cox
Tifton, Georgia
Paul c. Cox
Las Cruces, N. M·
Lloyd B, Crawford
San Diego, Calif.

1
1
1

54
60

51
'53

1

28

1 69

'36
41

1
1 60
1

39
1
30

1

60
1
59

1

40
'36
1
46

'52
'36
'53
1

61

1

59
56

1

'59

'58
'50
1

39

'59

Robert Dierman
Ringwood, N. J.
Russell M. Doetzel
Reno, Nevada
Dr. Wm. E. Hall Jr.
Lincoln, Nebraska
Mrs. Gilbert Hendrix
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Bruce King
Stanley, N' M.
Mrs. Jose R. Martinez
Espanola, N. M.
Dan C. Minnick
Ordway, Colo.
Bobby N. Morgan
Artesia, N.M.
Rev. Ronald Norman
Auburn, Nebraska
OWen N. 0 'Leary
Wichita, Kansas
Sigfred Sandberg
Oyster Bay, L.I., N.Y.
William Speer
Farmington, N.M..
Roy c. Stumph
Ramah, N.M.
Ralph M. Watrous
Englewood, Ohio
Martin c. Wehmhoner Sr.
Deming, N.M.
John c. Zuta.vern
Abilene, Kansas

·~7

'SO
1

44

·~l
1

42

1 ,5i

·~4

'5€
1

52

•sc
'4S
t 5~

'3~

'4<
'3:
t 5:

.,

Alumn~

Association

-~

Board of Directors
Term Exeires 1968

Mrs. Gus Benakis
Barry Cole
Ray Cramer
James Fleming
Mrs. ~eil Foley
Mrs. J. J. Friedman
Mrs. R. L. Gerding
Mrs. Peter c. Harrity
D. A. Macpherson Jr.
Norman Maguire
Jack Mulcahy
Mrs. c. E•. Nuckols
Joseph Roehl
Walter Biddle
Phoenix, Arizona
Leonard DeLayo
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Mrs. Mabel D. Durning
Longmont, Colo.

'54
62

1

'59

1 57
1

32
'48
1
60
1
56
1

1
1

1

28
44

56

54
1
36
1
37
1

49

'38

Jim Heath
Menlo Park, Calif.
John P. Isaacs
Clayton, N,M.
Jamie Koch
Santa Fe, N.M.
J• Carlos Lucero
Aurora, Colo.
Robert Miller
Oxford, Ohio
Wesley Quinn
Clovis, N.M.
Jay Rosenbaum
Shaker Heights, Ohio
Burton Smith
Santa Fe, N.M.
Arvid Stromquist
Evergreen, Colo.
Rupert Williams
Las Crucest N.M.

'53
'58

'59
'6P
'SO!
'3~

'S;t

'31
1

41

1 60
I

Term Expires 1969

w. w.

Atkinson
Dan Myers
Larry Willcut
Mrs. Glen Houston
Hobbs, New Mexico
Frederick B. Howden
Belen, N. M.
Robert c. MacNeely
Espanola, N.M.
Dave Matthews
Santa Fe, N.M.
Dr. George Mertz
Phoenix, Arizona
Randall Montgomery
Hobbs, N. M.

1
1

36

57
'SO
1
51
1

55

'43

'54
1

49

'53

Charles Pineau
Las Cruces, N.M.
Fred Prevost
Silver City, N.M.
Pat Pugh
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Allen Rollie
Gallup, N.M.
J;im Snead
Santa Fe, N.M.
Mrs. Charles E. Weld
Silver City, N.M.
Harvey Whitehill
Gallup, N• M.

'sp
1

5P

1

25

'sz
'59'
1

60

134

"

College Representatives (Appointed)
Robert P. Matteucci
Arts & Sciences
Dr. Sheldon Dike
Engineering
Gilbert Miranda
Education
Arthur Loy
Fine Arts

1

57

'41
1

49

1

38

Byrne Cates
Pharmacy
R. w. Shoemaker
Business Administration
Fred Tharp Sr,
School of Law
Mrs. George R. Shaffer
Nursing
Dr. Martin Fleck
Faculty

'SO
'50

'51
1

59

'38

1:01!8

APPEND;I:X "B 11
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS
HIGH SCHOOL ACHIEVEI'1ENT AWARDS

·'
SCHOOL

1

Alamogordo High
Weed High
Albuquerque Academy
Albuquerque High
Albuq. Indian School
Del Norte High
Harwood
Highland High
Lourdes High
Menaul
Manzano High
Rio Grande High
St. Pius X
St. Vincents
St. Mary's
Sandia High
Valley High
Animas High
Amistad High
Gadsden High
Artesia High
Aztec High
Cobre Consolidated
Belen High
Bernalillo High
Bloomfield High
Capitan High
Carlsbad High
Causey High
Chama High
Cim.<Jxron High
Armietad High
Clayton High
Cliff High
Cloudcroft High
Clovis High
Charles Lathrop
Corona High
Cuba H·i::,h
Carrh:Dzo High

miX.
Alamogordo
Alamogordo
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Animas
Amistad
Anthony
Artesia
Aztec
Bayard
Belen
Bernalillo
Bloomfield
Capitan
Carlsbad
Causey
Chama
Cimarron
Clayton
Clayton
Cliff
Cloudcroft
Clovis
Coyote
Corona
Cuba
Carrizozo

1:.2&1

lli!t.

.!ill.

1966
-...X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

.......
X
X

X

X
X

'

I

·jor-o
-

i'.

~

.participating Schools -- High Schooi Achievement Awards

!2.21

SCHOOL

£nX

Pecos High
Penasco High
Pojoaque High
Portales High
Quemado High
Questa High
Ramah High
Raton High
Reserve High
Roswell High
Goddard High
St. Peters
Roy High
Ruidoso High
San Jon High
Santa Cruz High
Loretto Academy
Sante. !!e High
St. Michaels
Snnta Rc'!la High
Se'boyeta High
SiJ.'iTer High
Sot;:o;.:ro High
Sp1:ir1gP.r /Ugh
Taos H:Lgl.1.
Tf;l.t:um RL~;;h
Tt:2~5.co Hi.gh
Tlsr~n Amarilla High
H~/c:. f~F-:r.:l.ngs High
Tv:.:!:.H:. 1-11:i High
T~ -: ···;;osa High
V~;.;:,5hn High
Wagon Mound High
Zuni High

Pecos
Penasco
Pojoaque
Pbrtales
Quemado
Questa
Ramah
Raton
Reserve
Roswell
Roswell
Roswell
Roy
Ruidoso
San Jon
Santa Cruz
Santa Fe
Santa Fe
Santa .Fe
Santa Rosa
Seboyeta
Silver City
Socorro
Springer
Taos
Tatum
Texico
Tierra Amarilla
Truth or Consequences
Tucumcari
Tularosa
Vaughn
Wagon Mound
Zuni

l2ll

lli§.

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
~

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

2!;
~

~
X

X

2C

X
X

X'
X

X'

·~

x
X
X

Schools

Participating High
Awards Given
Number of Recipients who
Enrolled at UNM

1:M!t.

--

X

-A..

31

39

62

35
68

95
195

?

30

32

?

20

--- ·-···

-~ ----~~--~-

~i.

\

·l

j1f~1
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APPENDIX 11 C11
TliE PRESIDENT'S ALUMNI
ADVISORY CONMITTEE, 1965·66
Dr, Albert G. Simms II
Chairman
Ben c. Hernandez
Executive Committee
Ray H. Rodey
Executive Committee
Michael Alarid
James B. Barber
Grants
Mayo T. Boucher
Belen
Mrs. Howard Brandenburg
(Helen Zimmerman) Taos
Garnett Robert Burks
Socorro
Daniel c. Burrows
Reese Cagle
Clovis
Mrs. John H. Campbell
(Harriet Lantow) Las cruces
M. Byrne Cates
Roger Cox
Ralph E. Dixon
Mrs. Paul~Dorris
(Juanita Fincke)
, Dr. Paul Arnold Feil
Deming
Mr. wm. E. Fields
Santa Fe
I H. L. Galles
Mrs. Margaret Glasebrook
(Margaret Herlihy)
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Goldsworthy
(Rtith Brock)
Gordon King Greaves
Portales
Robert c. Groman
Emmett C. Hart
Tucumcari
Mrs. Leonard s. Hartman
(Betty Meyer)
Mrs. Guyton Hays
{Marie Jenson)

1

'41
'55
'61
'37

Sidney Hertzmark
John Norman Hodges
Silver City
Calvin P. Horn
Glen L. Houston
Hobbs
R. Frank Jones
Glenn C. Karlin

1
1

39
47

1

39

•s2
1

40

'3S

~ton
1

52

1

38

lj()
1

26

1

32

'44

•so

'54
1
56
1
39
1

44

1

50

1

I

1

41

'35
'45
'36

'36
1

35

'48
1
54
'42
1

36

William B. Keleher
'55
Summer Stanley Koch
'38
Santa Fe
Mrs. Lewis o. Kohlhaas
'2~
(Leona ;Raillard)
Mr. & Mrs. Chas. Koskovich 1 54
1
(Judy Hubbard)
55
Ralph Loken
'3~
'41
Thomas Eugene Lusk
Carlsbad
Mr. & Mrs. Rbt. Matteucci 1 57
1
(Mary Botts)
57
1
Eric T. McCrossen
58
Gallup
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Mount
'5~
(Betha Young)
'4a
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Mugleston'S~
(Riette Lewinson)
'sa
Thomas Murphy
'2~
Raton
'49
Jess R. Nelson Jr.
Truth or Consequences
1
Mr. & Mrs. Cy s. Perkins
41
1
(Betty Burton)
41
1
32
Wesley M. Quinn
Clovis
1
Steve Reynolds
39
Santa Fe
1
Austin E. Roberts
53
Farmington
1
Mrs. Jeffie W. Robinson
32
(Je:tfie Sharp)
1
Paul Robinson
44
1
Allen Rollie
32
Gallup

~

The Presiaent'sAlumni Advisory Committee
Alva A. Simpson
Santa Fe
Walter J. Stuart.
Las Cruces
Robert D. Taichert
James L. Teare
.Los Alamos
Robert P. Tinnin Jr.
Frank o. Westerfield Jr.
Archie Westfall
Tom Wiley
Judge Geo. L. Zi-rtnan
Alat!lOgordo

'40

'Si
'49

1

36

'61

1

52

'32
1
32

•so

l

'

'

.
APPENDIX 11D"

·

ALUMNI DEVELOPMENT OFFICE MONTHLY MAIL TOTALS

Month

1963-1964
Out
Returns

July
August

5,866
3,747
Septemb~r 44,240
October
33,433
November 26,250
December 22,803
January
980
February 22,161
March
25,272
April
47,476
May
4,101
June
1:440
Totals

242,769

1,380
231
799_
995
325
226
139
279
298
1,470
811

1964-1965
Out
Returns

~

21,515
2,387
4,905
82,399
3,052
1,093
22,562
45,734
6,107
25,282
48,872
544

7,097

264,462

1965-1966
Otit
Returns

600
194
346
351
209
230
985
_ill.

26,737
717
2,838
31,705
65,776
.1,99.5
46,669
26,728
-2,790
26,384
26,086
24 3 664

786
488
419
872
2,681
1,455
457
1,323
600
430
690
1.469

5,701

283,089

11,670

453
229
- l50

1,'761

-------

.'

--

--

.
APPENDIX E
SOURCE
1965-66

1964 .. 65
Foundations, Estates, Misc.
Organizations
New Mexico Business
National Business
Friends
Alumni
Total

$ 912,543.25
78,998.22
58,601.26
22,533.58
24,354.45
32.450.96

$ 855,605.93
188,028.70
40,048.06
61,012.87
50,327.88
47.848.57

$1,129,481.72

$1,242,872.01

PURPOSE
1965·66

1964-65
Building Construction
Chapel
Scholarship
Library
Unrestricted
Equipment
Research
Special Projects
Instruction
Total

$ 678,206.00
. 1,011.32
247,971.26
13,775.47
29,606.63
5,025.00
29,950.77
6,717.00
117.218.00

$

1,717.00
. 1,095.00
686,145.26
8,857.57
48,010.49
500,00
204;743.50
11,945.00
279.858 .• 19

$1,129,481.72

$1,242,872.01

NUMBER Q! DONORS
1964-65
Foundations, Estates, Misc.
Organizations
New Mexico Business
National Business
Friends
Alumni
Total

'.
··''·

1965-66

54
197
316
25
915
1.514

307
346
250
140
748
1.523

3,021

3,314

THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLET.ICS

July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
Pete McDavid
Athletic Director
I.

Significant Developments during the Academic Year 1965-66
At the varsity level our teams have competed in the

following sports:

football, basketball, track, cross

country, baseball, tennis, wrestling, swimming, golf, and
gymnastics.

Freshman teams played regular schedules in

footoall and basketball and also competed in a limited number of contests in tennis, golf, and baseball.

A total of

148 athletes received major letter awards; 42 freshman
athletes were awarded numerals in football and basketball.
Stan Quintana, senior quarterback, climaxed an
illustrious career by receving the following honors:

he

played in three major post-season football games--the EastWest Shrine game in San Francisco; the Senior Bowl game in
Mobile, Alabama; and the College All Stars-Greenbay Packer
game played in Chicago, Illinois.

Stan signed a bonus con-

tract with the Minnesota Vikings and is expected to play for
them this fall.

Bob Bouyer and Paul Smith mac;]e the first team of the
Western Athletic Conference.
Coach :Bob King's basketball team turned in another
respectable season and was in contention !lior the Conference
Championship up until the time that Melvin Daniels was injured.
The team won the first annual Lobo InvHa.tional Tournament
which was a highly successful event.

With the opening of the

new basketball arena, this could evolve into one of the outstanding tournaments in the ·country.

The following teams

will compete in this tournament in December, 1966:
A

&

Texas

M University, New York University,· Colorado State Univer-

sity, and our own Lobo feam.
Even though he was injured in mid-season, Melvin
Daniels set a new school scoring record of 489 points for
the season.

He also made the following All Star teams:

Lobo

Invitational Tournament; All Western Athletic Conference;
Official First Team, NCAA District :/fo7; and Look Magazine.
Coach Hugh Hackett 1 s .cross country and track teams won
the Western Athletic Conference Championships.
was the individual cross country champion.

George Scott

The following

individuals won Conference Championships in track:

Ciark

Mitchell, 880 yard run; John Baker, establishing a new Conference record in the mile :run; George Scott, .in the 2-mile
(2)

run; senior Clarence

Robin~on,

winnip.g both the triple jump

and long jump; Arthur Carter, in the 220 yard dash; and the
mile relay team composed of Pat Cox, Clark Mitchell, Arthur
Carter·, and Kenneth Head.
Rene Matison placed fourth in the finals of the NCAA
Championships.

Ira Robinson also scored a fourth place in

the broad jump, p.nd Arth1.1r Baxter.was fourth in the triple
jump.

The Lobo squad placed. eleventh in the final standings

of the National Championships, after placing second in the
National Federation Championships at Terre Haute, Indiana,
the previous weekend.
in golf, Ralph Coker was named to the All Western
Athletic Conference team for the second consecutive year.
The Lobo baseball team finished the 1966 season with
the greatest number of wins since the sport started in 1899.
Their record was 23 wins and 17 losses.

Sophomore Bob McAulay

led the pitching staff with a 9-3 record, and he and Dave
Chase made the All Weste.rn Athletic Conference first team,
Coach Bob Barney's swimming team placed second in the
Conference for the third successive year.

Rick Wettin was

the Conference 100 yard Butterfly Champion,
In wrestling, senior Marty Lyman climaxed his career

by winning the 167 pound Western Athletic Conference Champion(3)

ship.
Coach Joe Ferguson's tennis team finished the regular
season play with an 18-5 record, one of the finest recoraed
in, recent years.
II.

Significant Plans and Development.
Our new basketball arena is expected to be compl-eted

by December 1, 1966.

This will have a seating capacity for

-

15,000 spectators and will alleviate the seating problems
which we have had for the past several years in Johnson
Gymnasium.
The new practice and playing fields on the South Campus
have all been grassed and the baseball team is expected to
begin utilizing their new field this spring.

Our new golf

course, located just south of the South Campus, is expected
to open for the fall season.
The Athletic Department is hopeful that they will be
able to move into new office facilities located between the
arena and the baseball field prior to September of 1967.
Plans are fairly complete for this building to completely
service football, basketball, baseball, track, and cross
country.

There will be additional space for the Business

Manager's office, training facilities, Sports Publicity, and

(4)

various individual offices for the involved sports.
IIL

Outside Professional Activities of Staff Members.
The University Athletic Staff is well represented on

the following important National Collegiate Committees:
Athletic Director - Pete McDavid ,. . Consultant to the
R.C.A.A• 1965 Television Committ.ee
Football ---------- Bill Weeks --- American Football
Coaches Assoc.
Rules Coinm:Lttee
Golf -------'--'----- Dick McGuTre. -;,. Chairman,. N.c.A.A.
Golf Rules
Committee
Track ------------- Hugh Hackett - N.C.A.A. Track and
Field Rules Committee
IV.

Appointments to Staff
Warren Lee ----------- Assistant Athletic Trainer
Rusty Mitchell ------- Gymnastics Coach
Ron Jacobsen --------- Wrestling Coach

V.

Separations from Staff.
George Gilmore ------- Gymnastics Coach
William A. Bynum ----- Will devote full time to
teaching.

(5)

~---------

Report of the Office of the University Architect
July 1, 1965 to June 30,_ 1966
Van Dorn Hooker, AlA, University A.rchitect
The large building program begun during the previous two years
continued into this year with the completion of several projects and
the beginning of other new ones.

At the close of the year over

$9,000,000 of building is under contract with another $5,000,000
to bid within a few months.

Several million dollars of proposed

construction is either in the programming or planning stage,

On

the following pages is a summary of the construction program and the
campus planning program.
BUILDING PROJECTS BEGUN PRIOR TO JULY 1, 1965.
1.

Santa Ana and Alvarado Dormitories, UNM Project No. 615-100

Construction was begun on these dormitories in October, 1964, by K.
~

House Construction Company and they were accepted by the Univer-

sity in September, 1965.
$1,253,196.27.

The final adjusted cOntract was for

William Ellison and Associates were the architects

for the project and John Wi 11 lams was the job inspt;!ctor.
2.

Graduate Research Building for the Department of Physics and
Astronomy, UNM Project No. 613-100

Bids were received for this building on November 17, 1964 and the contract was avJarded to George A. Rutherford, Inc. in the amount of
$739,000.

The National Science Foundation contributed $350;.000 to

the construction and equipping of the facility.

The building was

completed and accepted in January, 1966, and the department moved
into it,

Ferguson, Stevens, MarJory

&

Pearl were the architects.

WilliamS, Patterson was the job inspector.

-1-

3.

Temporary .Medical Facilities Addition, UNM Project No. 606-100

Two more prefabricated metal buildings were added to the initial structure completed in 1964 to provide space for the second year of i'nstruction: in the School of Medicine.

This was made necessary because of

the delay In start of construction on the Basic Sciences Building.

A

contract was signed in May, 1965, with .K. L. House Construction Company
for $246,487 and work began immedi•ately.
and occupied in October.
4.

The building was completed

W, C. Kruger and Associates were the architects.

1964 Extension of Utilities Distribution Tunnels.

This project for the extension of the utility tunnel system to take
. care of future bui !ding projects was started in November, 1964, by
Hesselden Construction Company on a contract in the amount of $718,430.
Work was essentially complete In December, 1965.

Bridgers and Paxton

were tile engineers and William S. Patterson was the job inspector.

5.

Concert Hall Addition to Fine Arts Center, UNM Project

No.

612-200
Bids were received on this the second phase of development of ·the
Fine Arts Center in December, 1964.

Work began on January 17, 1965.

Lembke Construction Company was the low bidder at $1,769,684.

In

January the contract was extended to include the stage equipment and
the. date of completion advanced to September 30, 1966.

Hollen and

Buckley are the architects and their consultants include Bolt,
Beranek, and Newman for acoustics and George lzenour as stage equipment designer.

Job inspector for the University is Charles L, Little.

-2-

6.

Addition to Zimmerman Library, UNM Project No. 614-100

This addition to the existing library which will more thandouf:lle
the present library .space was bJd on December; 8, 1964, and the
contract awarded to Lembke Constru.ction Company for $1,769,684.
The present date for completion is the first of August, 1966.

The

equipment for the library was bid in february 1966 and five separate
contracts awarded.

The equipment i.s supposed to·be installed as

soon as the building is accepted.

Federal Funds totaling

$802,134 were received under the Higher Education Facilities Act
of 1963 toward the construction and equipping of the building.
Architects for .the project are Ferguson,. Stevens, Mallory

&

Pearl.

Daniel Polk is inspector for the University.
BUILDING PROJECTS BEGUN AFTER JULY 1, 1965.
I.

T-ransmitter Building for Station KNME, Sandia Crest; UNM
Project No. 623-100

Bids were receiv!:!d on July 7, )965, for the construction of a metal
bui ld.ing located on Sandia Crest to house the transmitter equipment
for the University television station, KNME.

Included in the pro-

ject is an apartment for a resident engineer.

Architectural Construe-

tion Company was low bidder at $127,400.

Work began immediately

and was substantially completed in January, 1966, but the severe
weather on the crest delayed final acceptance until the summer of
1966.

Pacheco and Graham were the architects.
\

2,

Clinical Psychiatry Building, School of Medicine, UNM Project
No. 607-100

This is a single story building located just south of the Rehabilitatioh Center on Stanford Boulevard, Northea.st.

It provides offices

and instruction spaces for the Department of Psychiatry.

-3-

Construction

was begun an August 2, 1965, by Edwin F. Cillessen under a contract
for $6/,966.

W.

1966.

3.

c.

The building was completed ·and accepted in January,
Kruger and Associates were the architects.

Basic Sciences Building, School of Medicine, UNM Project
No. 600-100

Bids were received for this project, the largest ever bid by the
University of New Mexico, on August 18, 1965.

Lembke Construction

Company was the low bidder at $2,975,851, but the contract could not
be signed until approval was obtained from the Public Hea.lth Service
and the National Institutes of Health which are char.ged wit.h .administering the federa 1 funds p 1edged to th i.s project.

The contract

was signed on October 18, 1965, and work began immediately.
tion is expected in October, 1967.

Comple-

The building has a total of

172,406 gross square fe~t on five floors.

(The contract drawings

and specifications for the furnishings and installat·ion of the fixed
equipment are in the hands of the bidders.
20 July 66.

Bids will be received on

The architect's estimate is. $1,400,000.)

and Associates are the architects for both projects.

W.

c.

Kruger

The Job inspec-

tors for the University are Roger Conant and Horace Butts.
4.

Research Park Utilities, South Campus, UNM Project No. 631-100

The first privately financed building was erected in the Research Park.
on the South Campus by the Dikewood Corporation to house their computer

faci I ities.

The Univer.sity Jet a contract to Wylie Brothers Contract-

ing Company for the installation of curbs, walks, and paving on all
streets adjacent to this building at a cost of about $96,000.
contract also included water and sewer installations.

Their

The power, gas

and telephone were installed ·underground by the utility companies.

-4-

The work was substantiilly

c6m~1eted

In January, 1966, about the time

the Di kewood Bu i I ding was occupied. · Draw·i ngs and specifications for
this work were prepared by Gordon. Herkenhoff and Associates.
5.

Hokbna Dormitory Remodeling, UNM Project No. 620-]00

Jt was decided last year to remodel the serving and d.ishwasing areas
in Hokona Dormitory :to speed up the serving lines and thereby
date more students.

accomo~

However, by the time the drawings were prep<u<ed

it was too li3te to bid the work.and have it ready for the opening of
the fall semester.

The job was put out to bid in January, 1966, so

there would be sufficient time for the fabrication and the. equipment
before June and time during the summer vacation for its installation
and the remodeling to the building to be done.

The contract was

awarded to Bradbury and Stamm .in the amount of $102,128.

Work was

begun on sch~du 1e ~nd the c-omp 1eti on date is September I, 1966.
Holien and Buckley were the architects and Arthur Di3na was the food
facilities consultant,
6.

Campus Loop Road (Redondo Drive), UNM Project No. 632-100
Yah~

The development of the campus loop road from Cornell to

and Yale

to Terrace was done this year with State Highway Department participation.

At the same time the engineers were designing these two

phases they completed the design for Campus Boulevard from Redondo
Drive to Cornell.

The first two phases were added to a city paving

district which was being done by Wylie Brothers Construction Company.
Work began in February and

~~as

completed around the first of Apri 1.

lhe cost was approximately $57,000.

Engineers for the work were

Gordon Herkenhoff and Associates,

-5.
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Basketball Arena, UNM Project No. 626-100

A basketball arena to seat 15,000 people'was bid on the 16th of
December and the

~ontract

struction Company for

signed on the 17th with K. L. House

$1,367,.1~5.

Con~

The building is to be completed

on December 1, 1966 in time for the opening game of the '66-'67
season.

The structure is uniq)Je in that the playing floor. is

37"~'

below grade and the .earth bank was used to nelp form the concrete
tiers for the seats.

The roof has a clear span of 250' and is a

stress-skin structure manufactured by the behlert Company.
architect for the projes;t is Joe Boehning.

W.

The

s. Patterson is the

job inspector for the University.
8.

Cornell Mall Landscape, UNM Project No. 630-100

This, the first major Implementation of the landscape plan for the
campus done by Eckbo, Dean; Austin, and Williams was started on
28 March 1966, following receipt of bids onFebruary 3rd.
Construction Company was low bidder at $121,000.

Hesselden

The project included

the paving of the area between the New Mexico Uni.on and Mesa Vista
Dormitory from the south end of the Union to the steps leading into
the College of Education and west across the north face of the Union
to the Bell Tower.

The pavtng is divided with brick and there are.

several large .raised pl;mting beds included.

Some of the I ighting

will be done by the contractor and some by the University.
will follow closely upon the completion of the project.

Planting

Ferguson,

Stevens, Mallory and Pearl prepared the contract documents and the
Office of the University Architect did the supervision.

It is hoped

the project will be completed no later than September, 1966.

-6-

9.

Golf Course Club House Buildings, UNM Project No. 618-100

The drawings for the Golf Course Club.House, the Maintenance Building,
and two shelters were completed by John Reed, the winner of a statewide competition for the design of them, -In Fe.bruary.

Bids were

opened on March 17th and the contract was awarded Weaver Construction
Company for $269,566.

Construction is to be finished by early f<lll

in time-for the opening of the course.

The club house is situated

on a rise commanding a fine view of the course to the north and the
city beyond.

It is divided into

two .parts, the pro shop and locker

rooms on one side .and the dining room, lounge, and kitchen on the other.
The 11aintenance Building has-shops for the storage and repair of equipment used on the courseand an apartment for the caretaker.

The

she 1ters have to i 1ets and rest fac i 1it i es for the go 1fers on the
course.
10.

Architecture Building

In order to alev:jate the space problems in the Departments of Art and
Architecture it \vas decided to lease a bu\lding on or near the campus
and offers were received from several parties.

Bradbury and Stamm

presented a proposition to remodel a two story building on the

cor~

ner of Central and Stanford on a ten-year lease-purchase arrangement,
This office represented the University in reviewing the drawings and
specifications and will make the final inspection upon completion.
Work began in late spring and the completion is set for the opening
of school.

George Wright is the archi teet emp Joyed by the owners of

the bu i Jding.
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PROGRAMMING AND PLANNING,
Building projects

W~ich

are presently on the architects' boards

or are out to be bid inclUde the following.
1.

Student Health Center and University College, UNM Project No.
617kl00

This is a three story buildingattached to the
Dormitory.

University Colleg.e will

OCC!JPY

sout~

end of Mesa Vista

the lowest floor which will

be below existing grade, but,will open into a large sunken court.yard.
The next floor up wi 11 be entered on grade from the north and will be
the treatment-examination portion of the Student Health Center.

The

top floor will be. the in-patient section with beds for.34 persons.
Estimated project cost is $1,200 1 000,

The site for this building

wi 11 tie into the south end of the Cornell Mall project and extend
it to the south.
2.

Hoi

len .and Buckley are the architects.

Biology Research Bui Jding, UNM Project No. 616-JOO

Bids will be opened July 12 for an addition to the present Biology
Building to provide some 45,500 net square feet of instruction and
research space to the building.

This addition will be_,made on the

west side of the present building and a sunken patio will be constructed between them so that the basement of the addition wjJJ open
into it on grade.

There are two floors above coinciding with the

levels of the present building.

On the east side, .or patio side,

of the addition is .a two story green house which will be a feature
of the building.

A grant for $789,400 toward constructing and equipping

the building was obtained under the Higher Education Facilities Act
of 1963.

3.

Flatow, Moore, Bryah & Fairburn are the architects.
College of Business Administration and Bureau of Business
Research, UNM Pr.oject No. 6Z4-100

John Reed was appointed architect for this project md 1S preparing
schematic drawings at thls tlme.
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This

Hokona Dormitory and the law Building north of the College of EducaThe program calls for 31,200 net square feet for the College

tion.

ancl 11,000 net square feet for tl}e Bureau.
librC~ry

in the College portion.

There wi 11 be a branch

The estimated cost of the project

is $1,132,585 With a construction budget of $820,000.
pated that the University will seek HEFA participation.

It is anticiConstruction

will begin about February, 1967.

4.

Engineering Center, UNM Project No. 621-100

Preliminary plans for this project have been submitted by the architects
for review. The Engineering Centerwill provide 46,539 net-square
feet of research, instructional, office 1 and administrative space for
the Colle-ge of Engineering.

It is proposed to locate this building

in the area immediately south of the Electrical ,Engineering Building,-An application will be made for funds under Title II {Graduate),
The estimated project budget is $2,594,000.

HEFA.

It is anticipated

that bids can be received on this building e<~rly in 1967. Flatow,
Moore, Bryan and Fairburn are the architects.
5.

Swimming Pool, UNM Project No. 619-100

Work on this project has reached a virtual halt until the consulting
engineer has camp 1eted his work.

It hacl been pI an ned to have the

facilities in operation this summer,

$720,000.

The estimated project cost is

Holien and Buckley are the architects; Milton Costello is

the consulting engineer.

This is an Olympic size pool with a separate

diving pool and a wading pool located north of Johnson Gymnasium.
will use the locker rooms in the gymnasium.

It

The structure is made

of concrete ribs with plastic panels between atid is open on top.
Lower panels cart be removed 1n the warmer weather to make it virtually
an open air pool.
-9-

6.

Campus Loop Road and Research Center Parking lot, UNM
Project No.

632~200

Herkenhoff and Associates are preparing working drawings for the completion of the campus loop road from the intersection of Campus Boulevard and Redondo Drive to the intersection.of Campus Boulevard and
Cornell Drive and a parkin~r lot south and west of the Research Center
wh i th wi 11 provide for about 630 cars •.

It is anti.cipated that bids

wil.l be received in July and the project completed by the time school
~egins

7.

in September.

Estimated .cost f6.r the. project ts ~139.000.

1967 Dormitories,UNM Project No. 629-100

A dormi.tory project to house 600 students and provide dining space
for an eventua 1 1200 to 1.300 is being p 1an ned for the ar!:ia between
Santa Ana and Santa Clara dormitories and to the north of them.

The

units are being designed to house 300 students in a "vi.llagell which
is composed of two

11

groups" of 150 which is in turn divided into

three !1houses 1' of 50 each.

The commons building will contain a kitchen,

dining room, lounges, meeting room, and the administration offices for
the entire development.

'fhe first village unit will be put to bid in

the Fall and the other elements will follow .as soon thereafter as
drawings can be completed.

Estimated project cost for the total

development for 600 students anc:l the commons is $4,000,000.

J. Kump and Associates are the design consultants and William
Ellison is the architect.
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Campus Planning
The major pl<mning effort of the office this year has been on
the development of a master plan for the North Campus. Professor Don
Schlegel has been working on this since .his return from his Sabbatical
leave in August.

Several outside forces Such as the imminent construc-

tion of the flood control ditch, the addition to Bernallilo CountyIndian Hospital, the planning of the Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Cent€lr by the county, and expanding needs of the School of Medicine
have all made planning necessary on a long range basis.
presented

The plan was

to the faculty of the School of Medicine and received their

approval and was later reviewed by the Campus Planning Committee.
This office is working closely with the architect for the BC-1 expansion and the MH-MR ·fac i1 i ty in coordinating the efforts of all
parties.
Planning for the future expansion of the Physlcal Plant Department into the area north and west of their pn:sent location is pro'ceeding.

It is hoped that their first construction in this area can

begin as soon as the design of the flood control d.itch is completed,
Studies are being made on :the Central Campus Plan to determine
the implications of the widening of University Boulevard on the extension of the Ca'mpus Loop Road through the southwest part of the campus.
Other sttudies are being made to try to develop smal 1 parking lots
working off the loop road and to better solve the service problems
to buildings not immediately qdjacent to the road,
Methods to make the parking spaces on the south campus available
for student parking are being considered so that when it is necessary
to use them a recommendation will be ready.

-ll-
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Appointments and Additions to the Staff
Robert J, Schmidt, Lt. CoL; USA, RetJred, was added to the
Univers.ity .Architect 1 s Staff after his retirement from 23 years of
. service,

His last assiQnment was .as Base Engineer, Sandia Base.

Col, Schmidt has a Bachelor of Civi 1 Engineering degree from the
University of Dayton and a Master of Science degree l n l ndustria 1
Engineering from Stanford .University.
fessional engineer in New Mexico,

He is a registered pro-

He has had wide experience in

construction planning and supervision, plant engineering, maintenance management, and general administration..

He is coordinating

grants, supervising the preparation of the space inventory for the
13oard of Educational Finance, and checking the accounts of the
various construction accounts.

Plans for- Next Year
During the next fisc<!] year several.of the major projects now
under construction will be completed including the Concert Hall, the
-Golf Course Club House, the addition to Zimmerman Library and the
Basketball Arena.

New projects to begin construction Jnclude the

addition to the Biology Building, the Engineering Center, the ·1967
Dormitory Project, the Student Health Center- Un.iversity College
buildings, and the Swimming Pool.

Work will pe continuing on the

Basic Sclences Building not scheduled for completion until fall of

1967.

At the end of the next fiscal year there will be approximately

$15 mi 11 ion worth of construction in progress on the campus.

There

will be an additional $5 to $7 mJllion of construction on the north
campus financed by other county and state agencies.
Planning and programming will be c-ontinuing on several other
projec.ts including an addition to the Law Building, an ad!lition to
lhe Chemistry Bui I ding, a Science-Engineering Classroom building,
expansion of the Power Pl.ant, an Automotive Building for the Physical
Plant Department, ,and the remodeling of Mesa Vista Dormitory.
Campus development projects will include the completion of working drawings for the continuation of the. landscaped ma 11 from the
northwest corner of the New Mexico Union west to Yale Boulevard.
A master plan for the development of the old Zimmerman Field area
west of the Union will be

complet~d,

A plan for the lim]ted develop-

ment of a campus for the School of Medicine will be presented which
will include the area east of the Basic Sciences Building and.north
of the BC-1 Hospttal.
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A new set of campus maps which will. inc_lude all three camp.uses
wi 11 be completed and distributed to &Jl. inter.ested departments.
Aeri <Jl photographs wi I I be taken and wi I I be made avai I ab I e in the
late fa.ll.
The spac.e inventory wnl be completed on all academic .and. administrative buildings and the plans

of these.buildings will be bound

in a volume. which will b.e distributed on a limited scale to certain
departments.

Plans of the individual buildings will be available

on request.
The coming year wi 11 find the camp1.1s disrupted by the start of
several of these major

project~

but as more and more _buildings and

malls are completed the campus Will begin to
comp I eteness and unity,

achieve,a~·feeling

of

For the next sever a I years there Wil r be

no time during which construction will cease-, or even slow l:lown,
but it is hoped that this work can he carried on With as little
disturbance as possible to normal campus activities.
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THE REPORT OF T.HE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
July 1, 1965 - June

?O,

1966

David Otis Kelley, University Librarian
This was a year that placed severe pressures upon every library staff
member and called for much patience, tolerance and self control on everyone's part.

But, despite the difficulties, we came through with no serious

casualties, and I wish to begin this report with an expression of wholehearted thanks to the Zimmerman Library staff for·their hard work under
difficult conditions, and to the faculty and students who were understanding and cooperative.
With a fall enrollment in 1965 of 12,186 students we had seats for
only 515 (less than 5%), and we had some 155 1 000 volumes of our collections
in storage.

The construction of the addition, which continued through

the year, brought many dislocations of normal arrangements.

But happily

it was completed during the summer of 1966 and the move of books and
equipment into the addition was begun immediately following the summer
ses,aion.
THE COLLECTIONS
As indicated in the statistical appendiXes the four campus libraries
added 38,681 volumes, a net gain of 8.8\'6.

The general library (Zimmerman

and Fine Arts) increased by 9·5%, the largest one-year growth in history.
Additions by gifts and exchange accounted for 24% of the total growth.
This is especially notable. vre have wanted to follow the recOmmendation
of the Tauber Survey and add the position of Gift and EXchange

~ibrarian

but have not secured the necessary budget; yet we added more than twice
as nlany volumes by gift and exchange than we did the year before.
1

Gifts from about 700 donors brought us 4,234 titles. -There were no
large individual. bequests but many smaJ.ler collections and individual
volumes to accumulate the excellent total..

Mrs. Tessie Jorrin gave the

collection of her husband, the late Professor Miguel Morrin, which was
rich in political. philosophy and Latin .American materiaJ.s. Professor
Wal.ter Keller made a fine monetary contribution for books on music.

Mr.

Monte Lawton of Santa Clara, Cal.ifornia contributed an interesting collection. of 1,016 glass negatives of pictures made by Henry A. Schmidt in
the area of Chloride, New Mexico where he lived from 1882 until 1943.
It is al.ways a happy occurrence when, as on July 15, 1965, Mr. R.
Oliver \>Tiley of Huntington, Connecticut wa.lked into my office and asked
if we would be interested in some papers of the Smith Mercantile Company
of Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
material. even though it

wt;~.s

We appreciated this gift of New Mexico
not ll.

:l_!l.rg~

quantity.

Dr. Ross Cal.vin, a life member of the Friends, gave us his eight
volume set of t,1,ped journal.s.

These are his notations of observations

concerning natural. history of regions he. has visited, beginning at age 12
and continuing for some 60 years.

Copies of these journal.s have been

made for several. other university libraries.
Mr. & Mrs.

vT.

J, Gourley of Fort Worth, Texas gave a val.uable

collection of papers of the Bartlett Ranch at Vermejo Park, New Mexico.
These papers consisting of business and personal. correspondence during
the period of about 1898 to 1925 filled thirty-nine cartons.
A large number of professors and emeritus professors made contributions and, as before, our faithful friends such as Dr. and Mrs. Homer
Musgrave, Dr. Madal.ine Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loy, Mr. Winfield
Townley Scott, and Helmut von Erffa continued their regular giving.
2

The cash gift of Mr. and Mrs. Lionel

c.

Rosen'baum for the purchase

of French books and other gifts made b,y them is very noteworthy.
The Friends of the University of New Mexico Libraries added to our
f'iscaJ. resources and from this speciaJ. fund, and with the approvaJ. of
the Friends' ALlocation Committee, we purchased a notable 900 volume
collection of 18th century literary works from the distinguished emeritus
professor of American Literature at The University of Wisconsin, Dr.
Harry Ha.yden Clark.

The Friends' fund aJ.so enabled us to purchase micro-

film of the papers of eight former

u. s.

Presidents, all of the film

available. at the time •
.To all our donors we express sincere thanks.
In our organization of the purchaslng function the Acquisition Department purchases monographs and the. SeriaJ.s Department orders the ·seriaJ.s.
It is interesting to IJ.Ote that, of the totaJ. money spent, 46% was for
serials and 54% for monographs.

This percentage for serials will probab-

ly be even higher in fUture yea.rs because of the

~eavy

dependence upon

serials by the mathematics, science and engineering faculty and students.
Even a cursory examination of lists of new serials being published will
indicate that we are subscribing only to a few.
listed in our Serials Checklist.

Yet we have 14,647 titles

With additional staffing of our subject

departments the subject librarians will be able to devote more time to
their proper function of assisting faculty members with the selection of
serials vie should acquire.
The Acquisition Department staff kept records, between July l, 1965
and April 30 1 1966, of the acttiaJ. prices paid for monographic works.

For

sotne years Publishers' Weekly has given average prices of books by selected
subject categories but the categories used do not exactly coincide with

3

those of academic libraries, especially our own, and we desired our own
average prices paid per volume.

And, of

co~rse,

our avera,ge prices paid

will be influenced by the proportion of out-of-print material, reprints,
foreign materiaJ. acquired, and other factors.

The actuaJ. average prices

per volume are as follows :
Anthropology

$11.35

Architecture

10.77

Art

14.o6

Biology

15.01

Business Administration

8.39

Chemistry

17;14

Comparative 1iterature

12.03

Dramatic Art

5·97

Economics

5·57

Education

5·73

Engineering, ChemicaJ.

18.36

Engineering, Civil

10.87

Engineering, Electrical

12.62

Engineering, Mechanical

12.67

English

6.85

GeneraJ. Works

7·43

Geography

6.11
11.84

Geology
Government

4.91

HiStory

7•15

Journalism

4.83

Mathematics

7·89
4
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Modern

& Classical Languages

10.52
6.24

Music
Pharmacy

14.48

5.21

P~ilosophy

Physics & Astronomy

12.37

Psychology

11.05

Sociology

5-17

Speech

7-34

The Latin American Program.
During the fall of 1965 Dr. Edwin Lieuwen, Chairman, Department
of History, suggested that we put all our book funds available for Latin
American materials together, add a bibliographer and coordinate this
acquisition work.

We secured the cooperation of the chairmen of the de-

:partments of Anthropology, Economics, Government, History, Modern and·
Classical Languages 1 and Philosophy, and each indicated tl).e amount of
their allocated book funds that might be spent ort Latin American materials.
To this we were authorized to use a given sum from the Ford Foundation
grant to the Department of .History and a portion from the NDEA Language
and Area Center grant.
Fortunately we were able to get Miss Helen Mcintyre, our former Acquisition Librarian, to return from retirement and serve on a half-time
oasis as Latirt American Bibliographer.

She continues in this position,

vTOrlting with the faculty in this area to determine materials needed,
corresponding with dealers, checking dealers' lists i and preparing orders
to be placed.

She has been assisted, part-time, in this work by Mrs.

Nanette Sargent of our Acquisition Department sta:rf,

5

Th:Ls program should continue to expand, and we confidently expect
to have one of the best Latin American

coll~ctions

in the nation within

a few years,

ORGJ\NIZATION OF THE COIJ:,ECTIONS
'.rhe accomplishments of the Catalog Department during the year were
most remarkable.

Despite considerable turnover of' staff, congestion

brought about by the construction of the buildj.ng addition, and by other
difficulties, the output 'Was increased about 50'fo.
The large increase can be attributed to several factors.

First, the

change from the Dewey to the Library of Congress system of' classification
made it possible to copy, on the Xerox
proof slips.

914, sets of cards from the L.C.

The availability of proof slips for the books we acquired.

is less than 'We expected thus requiring original. cataloging by our staff'.
Recent legislation should help the Library of Congress improve its cata•
loging, with the resultant increase of proof slips that will be available
to other libraries,

The change to L.C. has enabled us to use clerks to

prepare more catalog. cards.
titles done.

They prepared cards for aJJnost 2/3 of the

The increase in output also v1as made possible by certain

short-cuts in procedures and by the elimination of' some functions previously performed.

The sacrifice o:t' quaJ.i ty may be felt in future years but

it is absolutely essential with the pre13ent level of' staffing and with
the quantity of material to be cataJ.oged.
At the first of the year the Catalog Department staff' began v1ork on
materiaJ.s backlogged in the basement and. in certain storage rooms.

A

quantity of added copies, microforms, music, and gift materiaJ.s included.
in the backlog were processed,
Unfortunately, even though the output has gone: up about 50% the
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:t080
number of items acquired has increased more, leaving us with an even. larger
backlog of unprocessed material.
our most serious problem but a

The

arre~age

in serials cataloging is

growing quantity of Latin American material

also is av1aiting processing.
To help with these problems the Technical Services staff is planning
a brieflisting program that will begin soon and will be applied
ally to the Latin American material.

especi~

Professor Joseph Hassett, Lecturer

in Philosophy, '1-Torked for several weeks during the summer of 1966 helping the Catalog Department process some Latin and Greek books that have
long been awaiting processing.
Considerable progress was made in cataloging microform titles,- some
4,500 titles being processed.

With the transfer of Mr. Charles Warren

to the Catalog Depar-t:ment a large amount. of music was cataloged. Mr.
vTarren has. a background of. training in music.
The clerical staff of the Catalog. Department deserves much credit
for work accomplished.

With considerable turnover of personnel the more

experienced clerks helped to train new
of worlt going.

~loyees

and still keep the flow

The addition of a full·time clerk for labeling and mark-

ing was a help in the processing work.
The Catalog Department functions may well be compared with a factory
turning out quantities of a given product.
line.

It is similar to an assembly

The output of our processing department, during recent years, has

been charted by the Catalog Librarian, .Mr. Donald Foster, and is shown
as Figures :t and II following the appendixes of this report.
The techniques described .above for cataloging monographs, using L.C.
proof slips, Xeroxing sets, and having clerks prepare and file, does not
apply equally well with serials.

There are other records 1 sucll as the

7
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Serial Checklist cards to be prepared.

During the .year there were 860

serial titles cataloged, slightly less than. the previous .year's accomplishment.

T~orary

records are made to keep a form of control over serial

publications, but this is not adequate.

We need two catalogers devoted

solely to serials cataloging.
Some years ago, at the request of the late Professor William Parish,
then Dean of the College of Business Administration, we began to acquire
quantities of corporation annual reports.

During the past year we start-

ed getting these. on microfiche instead of the paper editions which occupied so much shelf space.

We receive the reports of all corporations

listed on the New York Stock Exchange and probably should soon add those
listed on the American Stock Exchange.

While the microfiches are not

cataloged they are available to users upon request.
The number of commercially bound volumes from from 6,970 in -1964-

65 to 7,215 in 1965-66. The addition of a second clerk in

o~

Binding

Section helped considerably with this vrork of preparing journals for the
bindery.

The replacement of lost and mutilated journals is an annoying

problem and we have transferred Mr. Clark Melling from Circulation to
the Binding Section to help with the replacement of these journals and
with other matters concerning the maintenance of the collections.

Over-

all the Binding Section is in fine shape and making good progress.

The staff of the Fine Arts Library performs certain processing
functions for special materials.

,.

During the year they processed 2,573

slides, of which 1,550 vrere new acquisitions and the remainder vrere older
slides that were recataloged.

In addition to the purchase of slides a

number were made by photographing plates in books.
As mentioned earlier it is not possible to process the quantity of

8
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incoming material with the

~>ize

of the :present staff unless we institute

short-cuts such as brieflisting.

In

addit~on

we badly need to do some

.reclassification of older materials and this vlill reg_uire a special reclassification staff.

The recommendation in the Tauber survey.report

that goverrunent :publications be classified by L.C. is being f.ollowed and
much reclassification as well as

classif~cation

and cataloging of nffi1

materials needs to pe done vtith these publications, difficult bibliographically.

One cataloger and four clerks are devoting their entire

time to this work.
The Photodu:plication Service was a :productive unit of the general
library •

The number of Xerox :prints made continues to increase while

microfilming .and the making of enlargement :prints decreases.
copiers are supplanting the older methods.

The rapid

Three Xerox 914's were kept

busy and. with the start of the new year we are :placing a 3M copier in
the Fine Arts Library.

The two Photolab technicians pegan the micro-

filming of the Albug_uerg_ue Tribune and completed it for the years 19331946.

This will continue to the year 1953, since ;!'hen it has been

connnerciaJ.ly filmed and is now in our collections.
The staff filmed the Raymond Jonson. archives, the original negatives
(10 reels) going to the .Americ.an Museum of Art in Detroit and positive
copies being added to our collections.
We filmed over 100 of our rare New Mexico ma:ps as a means of preservation.

Positive copies of the film are now available for users.

Also,

positive co:pies of our Land Grant Records films were made to :protect the
negative v7hich vlere getting badly used.
The Photolab staff reproduced. the 8 volume Ross Calvin Journal in
both film and Xerox and the Rolshoven Journal.

9
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Some new equipment was added to the Photolab including a second
Recordak Model D camera, new film rewinds! nm1 developing tanlt, and a
film cleaning d.evice.

With the new quarters for the Photoduplication

Service opposite the Science and Engineering Depa.r-bnent counter in the
basement of the nm1 library addition we believe that our photographic
service is in an excellent condition, ready to provide the best of service to our students and faculty.
SERVICES TO READERS
While prr;>vi.ding reference and circulation services to readers the
staff, under the direction of Mr. Norris Maxwell, did a considerable
emount of planning for operating the library when the enlarged building
would permit the operation along broad subject lines.

On January 1,

·1966 Mr. Magnus Homestead began as Social Science Librarian. Miss Gene.vi eve Porterfield, while continuing as Reference .Librarian, devoted

some of her time to planning future duties as HUlllanities Librarian.
Mr. E'ranlt 0 'Brien, not yet appointed as Science and Engineering Librarian
was on the staff as an intern from the University of Texas and 11as becoming acquainted with our entire library qperation.
These subject librarians compiled lists of indexes) abstracts, and
journals to be divided by the four new departmental divisions.
sidered the titles which had to be duplicated.

They con-

They planned the book

move, which proved to be a major task since volumes had to be brought
from. storage, intershelved with stack and reference room books and divided by the four new subject departments.

In a few words in this report

it is not possible to convey the magnitude of this task.
The circulation of books increased 11% over

1964-65, the total volumes
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circulated coming to 272,673.. Eliminating the circulation to nonuniversity borrowers this means that we <:irculated an average of 25
volumes per lf':rn student.

This is a very commendable average consider-

ing the poor stack and storage condi tiona under which the. student body
had to work.

Toward the end of the year conditions were so bad that

the circulation staff almost lost control of the situation.
just no

w~

There was

to put books in a call-number arrangement to facilitate the

finding of needed volumes.
The reserved book circulation increased by 20% over the previous
There were 2,698 volumes on reserve the first semester, 4,102

year.

the se.cond semester, and. 2,298 during the 1966 sU!lmie:i:' session. Library circulation work does not consist solely of charging out
books.

Human nature being as we know it, there is some difficulty in

getting books. returned.

Therefore notices must be prepared and sent.

The staff sent 11,362 overdue notices, 1,720 second notices, 10,408 fine
bills, and requested 762 books for replacement.
During the year 19,888 more volumes were placed in storage, bringing the total to 156,961 volumes.

By daily trips with the Cushman

scooter the patrons were served fairly well, there being only a few complaints.

But in the words of the Circulation Librarian, "Thank. heavens

for the neW building,"
In February,

1966 the Circulation staff made the annual. check on

books charged out to faculty.

51 063

books charged out.

It was found that 350 faculty members had

The faculty, in general, cooperated very well

by checking the lists of titles and reporting to the Circulation Librarian.
There were eleven who did not report, and they had a total of 178 books
charged out.

11
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It is meaningless to try to report reference service by statistics,
The librarians help the readers find
every resource at their c=and.

ma.te~ials

and information by using

The questions asked range from an

address of a person in San Francisco to material on the care and feeding
of seals. Many inquiries concern the identification of publications
most of which originate from inaccurate citations in publications or
from individuals.

Then, there is the recurring question about the

"officiaJ." ratings of educationaJ. institutions.
the Cartter

study~

Assessment

~

QuaJ.ity

.:!:£

We are grateful for

Graduate Education, for

this at least offers something for the graduate level institutions.
Reference-librarians in their everyday activities see the need for
additional bibliographic work and for pUblications not in existence.
There are frequent requests for information about theses and dissertations on specific subjects. VTe need such a publication for our own
_institution's theses and dissertations.
better indexing of book reviews.

There is aJ.so a need for

One could go on.

It is unfortunate

that reference librarians could not be granted sabbaticaJ.s to work on some
of these needed bibliographic projects, for the pressure of regular duties
with rising enrollments makes it almost

~ossibie

to accOmplish research

and publication,
The Interlibrary Loan Service has continued to increase.
increased by 9.6~ and loaning by 13%.

Borrowing

Since many research libraries

will no longer lend actual volumes but will substitute photocopies we
have had to change certain procedures.

We now collect the charges

directly from the person obtaining the photocopy and pay the library
fUrnishing the material.

This couldn't be called a true library function,

and it adds to the work of the staff, but seems a necessity.
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The work of the Special Collections Librarian, Miss Carol
son, is very special indeed.

She

proces~es

Thomas~

material and provides

ser~

vices to readers vtith materials such as archives and manuscripts, maps,
rare books, and journals, pamphlets and books on New Mexico history.
There were 3,106 researchers who used the collections during the year,
and they were from such farawa;y states as New Hampshire, Wasnington,
Minnesota, and from.such foreign countries as Argentina, Mexico, and
Australia.

Of course most ;rere from this area.

She helped researchers

;rith the papers of such individuals as Fall, Bursum, Catron, Otero,
Pradt, Rucker, Steck, Ilfeld, Bond, Austin, and Ritch.

She gave assis-

tance with tne land grant microfilm, census records, maps, archives of
the Santa Fe National Bank, and many other special collections.

She

arranged the Vermejo Park papers, the Waldo Rogers papers, and some
addi tionfl to the Mary Austin .material.
The Special Collections Librarian inventoried the Nei-t MeXico map
collection and secured some additions.
file.

She rearranged the pamphlet

She inventoried the Coronado Room Collection of Nevr Mexico

tory and the Rare Book collections.

She did further processing

his~

Of the

Scholes 1 collection of Spanish archival photoprints, and reyorted our
holdings to the Manuscript Division of the Librarian of Congress.
She preya.red exhibits for the Library, such as the following:
A.l-1.S. Plastic Relief Maps
New Mexico Santos
Pottery by Maria of San Ildefonso
Photographs from the Henry A. Schmidt Collection
Mary Austin Material
Selections from Memorial Gifts
Selections from Recent Acquisitions of French Books
The Fine Arts Library.
The use of the Fine Arts Library, a.s measured by the number of in13

,,

dividuals go~g through the exit turnstile increased from

61,835 to

88,486, an increase of 43.1%. The total_ circulation of books, records,
tapes, and .slides increased from

65,866 to 84,753, an increase of 28.8%.

These increases were caused by increases in general University enrollment and especially by enrollment increase in the College of Fine
Arts.

But, in addition, the staff of the Fine Arts Library gave every

student enrolled in the College of Fine Arts a tour of the library at
the first of the year and, in addition, conducted a trial project of
library orientation <iith students enrolled in the Freshman music theory
courses.

It is planned. to extend. this orientation through the Depart-

.mants of Art and Architecture.
Very important in the service of the Fine Arts Library is the
Listening Center.
year.

Use of this facility increased

45.9% over the previous

.Also a somewhat limited, but heavily used, .facility for vierling

slides was inaugurated.

A Kodak Carousel projector was installed in a

ca.se that can be operated onJ.:y by stai'f members.

They load. the pro-

jector which then operates automatically to project the proper slides
for students in. certain art and architecture courses.
INSTRUCTION IN LIBRARY SCIENCE

During the fall semester of
course L.S.

1965-66 Mrs. Helen Saunders taught the

427, Classification and Cataloging. It was necessary to

limit enrollment to 30 students £or laboratory-type instruction required
.in tltl.s course.

During the second semester she taught L.S.

429, BOok

Selection for Young People, with an enro11ment of 6lt-.
It became evident that the need for more instruction in Idbrary
Science vas fast increasing, and an agreement was made by the Dean of
the College of Education and the officials of the AJ.buquerque Public
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Schools to seek an Assistant Professor of Library Science for half-time
teaching at .the University and

half-tim~

ant with the Albuquerque Public Schools.

service as a l:i.brary consultThis

~ras

especially needed.

because of developing elementary school libraries with the assistance
of federal funds.

vTe rTere fortunate to obtain Dr. Elinor McCloskey

who began in this dual position in September,

1966.

During the spring months there were same discussions among New
Mexico librarians about the need. for a graduate library school to
produce master's level professional librarians.

This discussion has

continued. informally since that time and. will continue, and. such a
school seems likely to materialize at same f'Uture-tilil.e.
doubt, be located. here at the University of

N~1

It will; no

Mexico.

During this year we divided._ the course formerly called School
Library Administration into two courses, The Secondary School Library
and. The Elementary School Library.

There was a need. for this because of

the fast-developing elementary libraries with their special problems
of administration and. service.
For the

1966 summer session we scheduled. Classification and Cata-

loging and. The Elementary School Library.

He were pleased. to have Mrs.

Alice Frederick of Berkeley, California as Instructor.

She has had.

much experience in school library service and has taught library science
at the University of Denver and at Southern Oregon.

She is nmt District

Librarian for the Orinda, California Union School District.

The en-

rollment for Cataloging was 38 and. for The Elementary School Library
l1as

56.
Two courses will be offered. each semester during

hope to offer three during the

1966-67 and we

1967 summer session. Step-by-step we
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are increasing our instructional program in this professional
but probably not enough to satisfy
tclephone calls, and visits to

my

~,

co~ege

schoo~

~etters,

office by people who desire that 1ve

move faster toward a graduate library
rarians, not only for

.judging from the

fie~d,

.schoo~

which

wi~

prepare lib-

library service but also for public,

and university, and special

~ibrary

service.

THE STAFF

From the last Report to the present the total staff size of all
campus libraries increased from 64 to 82 persons.
librarians and

5~

Of these 31 are

are non-professional assistants.

This ratio of

professional to non-professional seems about in accordance with standards of the American Library Association
The shortage of professional

estab~ished

~ibrarians wi~

more clerical workers in the future and

wi~

some years ago.

cause us to use even

bring about more training

on the job, with the consequent development of a group of sub-professionals.

This we need to do at the University.
The move into the library addition to Zimmel')llan

p~us

the increase

of hours of service to 94 weekly has caused some increase in the size
of the Zimmerman staff.

vTe have a subject librarian and one c~erk on

each of the four subject floors.

This is currently the most crucial

staffing need. We definitcly should have 'biro subject librarians on
each floor to serve our present 13,000 students.

"'·

During the summer of 1966 we were saddened by the death, from a
heart attack, of Mr. Robert B. Harness, our Government Publications
Librarian since July

~, ~95~.

He was a native of Ohio who received

his education at Ohio State University and at the
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Co~umbia

University

1.0~0
School of Library Service.
cryptographer in the U.

s.

He served as a. newspaper reporter, as a
Anny Air Force

~d

as a librarian at the

Ne1-1 York Public Library, New York University Law Library, the University of .Illinois Undergraduate Division Library, and for 15 years on
our staff,

We will not seek a librarian to replace Mr. Harness in the

same position for we are handling the goverrunent publications now in
the reorganized manner recommended in the Tauber survey report.
Turnover of clerical staff rem:llns one of our more serious problems because there is a loss of efficiency during the period of time
required to train new workers.

This is offset by the fact that a fair-

ly large number of non-professional assistants have been with us now
for several years and cheerfully carry on the vtork while helping the
younger members.
low.

The turnover among librarians is fortunately fairly

]from the general library we lost four during the year.

Miss

Claire Bensinger, Cataloger, resigned to continue her education, especially in languages, that she might be a more effective librarian.

We considered her one of the best but admired her for this ambition.
Mr. Ben Johnston resigned to enter a theological seminary for more
training for church youth work.

Mr. Larry Welch resigned to travel in

the Pacific area and work for a period of time in Australian libraries.
Miss Helene Ott resigned to join the staff of the Stanford University
Libraries as a cataloger.
New staff members added vrere Mr. Magnus Homestead as Social Science
Librarian., Mr. Sidney Yen as a Cataloger, MiSs Carol Thomasson as
Special Collections Librarian, Miss Marilyn Pendleton as Assistant Acquisition Librarian, and Mrs. Katherine Polich as Cataloger.
O'Brien served for

9 months

Mr. Frank

as an Intern from the University of Texas
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Graduate School of Library Science.
Special Activities.
Mr. Arthur DeVolder made an outstanding contribution toward making
our serial collection6 more usable by producing a volume called the
Zimmerman Library • • • Serial6 Rotary File Li6t..

This volume of 178

page6 Wa6 di6tributed to department6 on ca.mpu6, to other New Mexico
libraries, and is being 60ld to 6tudents and other6 who want a convenient
record of our 6erial6 holdings.

Mr. DeVolder plans to continue working

on su:pplement6 or on 6ome other method of keeping this up to date.
Mr. Norri6 MaiCi{eil and Mr. Jerome Simp6on travelled to Arizona

State Univer6ity at Tempe during March, 1966 "to 6tudy the machine circulation 6Y6tem U6ed there and to ob6erve the features of the

ne1~

library

building.
Miss Mary Ellen Soper attended the lOth Seminar on the Acq_uisition
of Latin American Materials in Detroit during early July, 1965.

Mr.

Larry Welch attended the Detroit conference of A.L.A. in July, 1965 and
visited Southern Illinois University to study their IBM 357 circulation
system.
As President-Elect of the Southwestern Library Association I participated in meetings of' the SWLA in Dallas during October, 1965 and
also at the A.L.A. Midwinter meeting in Chicago during January, 1966.
I also made recruitment contacts during this meeting.
The New Mexico Library Association met in Carlsbad in April, 1966
and was attended l:ly Miss Marilyn Pendleton, Mr. Donald Foster, Mr. Charles
Warren, Mr. Jerome Simpson, Mr. Donald Roberts, and Mr. Kelley.
Mr. Donald Roberts continues his musical activities with the Albu-

querque Symphony Orchestra, being President and Personnel Manager, with
18
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the New Mexico Chamber
musical groups.

Orche~?tra,

Albuquerque Wind Ensemble, and other

He was host for a meeting_ in Albuquerque of the Society

for Ethnomusicology.

He was author of "Some Notes on Indian Music of

the Southwest" in Western Review II, no, 2, vTinter, 1965, pp, 23-24,
THE NEW BUILDING ADDITION

The news of most striking importance to us at this time concerns
the completion and occupancy.of our enlarged library building.

Planning

for this addition started in the meetings of the Faculty Library Committee
quite a fm1 years ago, and a large number of committee meetings have been
held, and individual conferences conducted, and a trip made by one of
the architects and the University Librarian during December, 1961 to
observe other recently built university library buildings.

After all

the effort of faculty members, librarians, administrative officials,
federal government officials (for there was some federal government
money involved), architects, builders, and furniture suppliers, one may
understand our happiness to have, in reality, a more adequate and l:>eautiful physical plant.

had

6o,ooo

In round figures, the original Zinnnerman Library

sq. feet of space and the addition is about 100,000 sq. feet.

When the remodeling of the older building is completed we will have
seating for 1,632 readers and shelving for about 500,000 volumes.

The

seating is made up of a variety of types, some tables for four, tables
and chairs in conference rooms that will accommodate up to 16 persons,
tables and chairs in typing rooms and micro reading rooms 1 lounge chairs 1
faculty studies, and carrells, both individual and in quads.

Shelving

is conventional free-standing, 90" steel stack for the monographs and
bound volumes of journals, and divided shelving to make three or four
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compartments per shelf for unbound periodicals., arranged alphabetically
by title.
The reading areas are carpeted, and lighted by an excellent

system

of 3,000 cycle current with flush-with-the-ceiling fluorescent f-ixtures.
The four floors, each devoted to a broad subject area, are connected with
a central stairway.

An interesting feature of this stairway is the-

sculptured mural on the waJ.l of the stairwell which was designed and
executed by Prof. John Tatschl of the University's Department of Art.
The mural depicts the history of alphabets, with prehistoric wall
scratches at the base of the stairwell and leading up to Uncial and
German Black Letter at the top.-

Another large waJ.l painting, composed

of Indian designs, was painted by Prof. Tatschl
library entrance on the south side.

~posite

the main

It is colorful and attractive.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
In harmony id th our feeling of jubilation about this new building

addition and remodeling, which more than doubles the usable space, I
wish that I could honestly state that we now are prepared for a mnnber
of' years to serve adequately our students and faculty -- but such is
not the case.

When aJ.l books were removed from storage and shelved in

the new areas we had filled too large a proportion of the available
shelves.

The A.L.A. has recommended building to last about 20-25 years,

but our Science and Engineering Department will be needing more shelf
space in about

t~;o

years.

In three years or so the Humanities, Social

Science, and General Reference departments <Till need more shelf space.
Seating is nm~ insufficient.

We have library seats for 12.5% of the

present enrollment and this should be about 20%.

The area for Technical

Services, while it appears large, is already not adequate.
20

One staff

member is located practically in the hallway.
fact that universities are grov1ing faster

~

This just points up the
enrollments and the pro-

duction of literature is increasing faster than we can cope with in
terms of library buildings, equipment, and staffs.

Our story of inade-

quacy has been repeated many times by other universities over the
country.
The fact that university libraries lag too far behind the grooth
of the institutions as a whole was recognized by Congress in the passage
of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

Libraries must be better supported

if we are to meet our educational obligations.
As reported earlier in this Report our general library collections
grew by 9·5%·

This is an excellent grooth rate, for the "normal" is con-

sidered about 5%, but we must push to a higher grooth rate if we are
to give adequate library service .for a university that is expanding
even more rapidly.

By the standards of the American Library Associa-

tion we should have 50,000 volumes for each 6oo students.
at this writing we
volumes.

sho~d

Therefore,

have a general library collection of 1,083,000

We actually have 381,234 volumes, or 35% of the recommended

quantity.
The plight of the general library is aggravated by the fact that
many new courses are being added in most departments.

In many cases

nem courses add a completely new subject field in which library resources
are very weak or are completely lacking.

And in many of these new fields

there is a new professor who has research interests requiring strong
collections.

To indicate this more gpecifically I have listed courses

appearing for the first time in the 1966-67 general catalog in a selected number of depar'bnents.
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10~5
BIOWGY:

ECONOMICS:

Insect Ecology
Plant Mineral and Water Relations
Plant Metabolism and Growth
Genetics of Speciation
Insect Physiology
Physiological Plant Ecology
Central Banking
Seminar in Labor Economics
Seminar in State and Local Finance
Interdisciplinary Seminar on Problems of Modernization
in Latin America

CHEMICAL ENG:mEERING:
Theoretical Physical Metallurgy
Physical Metallurgy of Alloys
Ceramics
Plastics
Seminar in Materials
Physical Metallurgy Laboratory
CIVIL ENGINEERING:
Water Resources and Hydraulic Engineering
Drafting IV
Plastic Design of Framed Structures
Intermediate Soil Mechanics
Soil and Rock Engineering in Arid Regions
Prestressed Concrete
Theory of Shells
Hydraulic Structures
Structural Reliability
Random Vibrations
Soil Dynamics
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING:
Senior Laboratory
Electronic Devices
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING:
Introduction to Engineering Design
Engineering Statistics and Quality Control
Analysis of Mechanical Control Systems
Advanced Engineering Analysis
Viscous !~on-Isothermal Fluid Systems
Radiant Heat Transfer
Theory of Shells in Mechanical Engineering
Convection
Kinetic Theory and Statistical Mechanics
Random Vibrations
MATHEMATICS:
Elementary Probability and Statistics
CalcUlus 'With Coordinate Geometry
22
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1.0~6

~ICS

(continued)
Generalized Functions and Operational Methods
Undergraduate Ronors Seminar
Foundations of Mathematics·
Introduction to Topology
Sto~hastic Processes for the Physical Sciences
Functions of a Complex Variable
Elements of' NumericaJ. Analysis
Numerical Applied Mathematics
Analytic Number Theory
Algebraic Number Theory
Selected Topics in Number Theory
Abelian Croups
Lattice Theory
Theory of Rings
Algebraic Topology
Differential Geometry
Selected Topics of Geometry & Topology
Stochastic Processes
ClassicaJ. Harmonic AnaJ.ysis
Seminar in ;Number Theory
Theory of' Groups
Multilinear and Homological Algebra
Seminar in Algebra
Algebraic Geometry
Seminar in Geometry and Topology
Seminar in Proba"bili ty _8< Stati_stics
Seminar in Analysis
Theoretical Numerical Analysis
Differential Operators
Seminar in Applied Mathematics
Seminar in Function Analysis

But, despite our difficulties, it is a cause for rejoicing to know
that we have been able to a,ccomplish a great deal :i.n 1965-66, and we
thank the University Administrators, that Physical Plant staff who helped
us with a most difficult library move, the members of the library staff,
and those energetic and capable student assistants who worked so faithfully all year and especially in late August and early September, 1966
~hen

they gave their best efforts in that nmi-famous move.
Respectfully submitted,

~~0~~~~

University Librarian
November, 1966

.APPENDIX A
S~ZE

AND GROWTR OF TRE COLLECTIONS
:;;;imlllerman

and Fine Arts
Libraries

Medical
Library

Number of Cataloged Volumes
June 30 1 1965

348,073

28,702

Volumes Added (net) 1965-66

33,161

Number of Cataloged Volumes
June 30, 1966

381,234

30,722

Law
Library

~

61,876+

439,268

3,500

38,681

65,376

477,949

Percentage Increase OVer
Previous Year

8.8'f
Net Addetl

Other Processed Material
in the Libraries:

June 30 z 1965

1965~66

157,174
55,718

2,646
125

159,820
55,843

8,599
111,882

1,583
8,692
1,613
220
383
3,972

10,182
120,574
1,613
12,745
1,081
58,165

1964-65

1965-66

Government ~blications
Maps (approximation)
Microfilm {reels of varying
lengths)
Microcards
Microfiches
Phonodiscs
Tape Recordings
Slides

12,525
698
54,193

June 30z 1966

+Adjusted figure
APPENDIX B

PROCESSING OF MATERIALS
Zimzo.erman Libra::ry
N~~

Titles Cataloged--------------------------- 13,830

18,378

Volumes Added:
By Purchase--------------------------------- J.4,532
2,216
By Gift and EXchange-----------------•-----~ Binding of Periodicals------------------5z945
Totals
22,693

18,364
7,669
6,186
32,219

Number of Titles Recataloged-------------------

225

165

Number of

846

848

Total Number of Serial Titles in the Checklist- 131 799

14,647

N~

Serial Titles

Added----------~---
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:Binding:

1964-65

(in volumes)

1965-66

Commercial :Bindery:
Books ~--~---------------------------
Periodicals ~------------------------
Theses ------~-----------------------Totals
Home :Bindery:
"Z." Binding ----------~--------------Tying of Incomplete Volumes ---------Totals
Photographic

2,711

2,6,~
5,3

Services~

Negative Microfilm Frames -------------- 77,313
3,307
Enlargement Prints --------------------Xerox Prints --------------------------- 150,318

56,752
1,816
179,374

APPENDIX C

USE OF LIBRARY RESOURCES

1964-65

1965-66

Zimmerman .(General Library)
One Month Loans ------------------------ 171,279
Loans of Serials and Government
Publications ------------------------~ 28,327
Reserved Book Loans -------------------- 45,953

J.82,827
35,163
54,683

Interlibrary Loans:
Loaned ------------------------------:Borrowed -----------------------------

879
1,543

998
1,692

Fine Arts Library
One Month Loans -----------------------Reserved :Book Loans -------------------Loans of Records and Tapes ------------Loans of Slides ~-----------------------

14,955
7,700
7,930
35,281

13,541
9,627
U,570
39,472

3,l93

10,693

Medical Library
Regular Loans ----------~--------------Reserved Book Loans -------------------Interlibrary Loans:
Loaned ------------------------------Borrmred -----------------------------
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9lJ.t.

462
265

"'

APPENDIX D

EXPENDI'l'URES

1964-65

Zimmerman and Fine Arts

1965-66

Books and Otb,er Materials.:
Departmental Fund--------------------- $131,096.46
28,662.22
General Book Fund--------------------26,251.80
Special Purchases Fund---------------Replacement Fund----------------~----
2,511.82
Engineering Fund {Special)-----------Fine Arts Materials (Slides, tapes,

$143.125.55
32,934.14
29,323.80
2,151.23
3,958.11

3,396.84

3,851.15
298.83

etc.)---------------------~--------~-

+Arra Williams Memorial Book Fund------+John KnoX. Musgrave and John Mawhinney
MemoriaJ.-----------------------------67.73
28.28
+Eva SpringMemorial-------------------56.31
+Rose Tauber Memorial------------------#Latin-American Book Fund--------------+Friends of the Library Fund-----------+Civil Engineering Research Facility---444.72
+Civil Engineering Grant---------------J.31.87
278.82
+MDEA English Institute----------------Sub-Total
$199,506.77

134.50
7.22
84.06
8,877.68
1,125-90
326.41
68.13
316.28
$226,899.89

12,741.39
4,969.26
26,570.57
203,914.00
39,863.65

12,431.50
4,585.58
27,207.12
243,022.52
49,127.45

++Supplies and Expense------------------Equipment----------------~-------------

Binding ------------------------------Salaries------------------------------Student Assistance--------------------Social Security, Retirement, and
Travel-------------------------------21l008.57
Total Expenditures, Zimmerman
and Fine Arts
$508,574.21

27z702.56
$590,976.62

Law Libraxy
Books and Other Materials--------------Binding--------------------------------Salaries~-------------------------------

Student Assistance---------------------Supplies and Expense-------------------Total, Law Library

17,018.40
1,066.35
17,533.00
8,330.44
2z215.62
$47,513.64

39,156.00
1,513.20
24,166.96
9,300.76
2z658.54
$76,795.46

$31,000.00

$30,737.03
J.0,499.J.O
63,468.75
15,246.39
639.64
$120,590.91

Medical Library
Books and Other Materials---------------Binding---------------------------;·----Salaries-------------------------------Supplies and Expense-------------------Equipment---------------~---------------

Total, Medical Library

J.o,ooo.oo
63,575.00
12,ooo.oo
1,ooo.oo

$117,575·00
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::tiOO
1965-66
Total Expenditures for Libraries---------

$788,362.99

+Non-institutional funds.
#Partly institution and partly non-institutional funds.
++This entry includes items not usually considered library expense, such
as: The cost of publishing dissertations on microfilm, retirement,
and social security.
Percentage Distribution of Expenditures

Books, Pe!'iodicals, and Binding
Salaries and Wages
Supplies, Expense, and :Equipment

.Amount

Percent of Total

$336,012.34
389,086.44
63,264.21

42.6%
49.3
8.1

Ratio of Library Expenditures to Total Expenditures of the Uni'Versity
for Educational and General Purposes
7•4%
APPENDIX :E

DONORS TO THE LIBRARIES
Individual Donors:
Miss Eleanor B. Adams
Miss .Alice A:l.rd
Pl'of'. Hubert G• .Alexander
Mr. Harry G. Allen, Jr •
.Senator Clinton P. Anderson
Mr. Michael Arken
Sr. Arthuro Arnaiz y Freg
Miss Marian AUsherman
Ml'. J. Avant
Dr. Andrew Babey
Prof. John M. Batcheller
Prof. Archie J. Bahm
Dr. c. Glenn Barber
Dr. Robert Barenberg
Mr. J. Barney
Col. Walter c. Beckham
Dr. Wallace c. Beil
Estate o:f' Mr. Thomas Bell
Mr. H. Benson
Mr. Edward Bemard
Mr. William Bingham
Mr. J, H. Blackhurst
Prof. Joseph Blankenship
Mr. Julius H. Block
Mr. E. H. Blumenthal, Jr.

Mr. LeYliS E. Boadenweiser
Dr. Michael Bograd
Mr. Gilbert Bonem
Mrs. Arthur E •. Bonnette
Judge Howard c. Bratton
Mr. Ralph M. Brown
Miss Irene A. Bryan
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce D. Bullock
:Prof. E. Wayne Bundy
Prof. Bainbl'idge BUnting
Dr. Ross Calvin
Miss Madeline Canova
Mrs. c. R. Cardell
Mr• s. Casal
Mrs. Ruth H. Caskey
:Prof. Edward F. Castetter
Prof. Raymond Castle
Mr. Thomas B. Catron III
Mr. John s. Catron
Mr. Morton M. Cheney
Dean Thomas W. Christopher
Prof. Dorothy Cline
Prof. Ruben Cobos
Mrs. B. M. Coffield
Prof. Van Deren Coke
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Mrs. Maxine Colona
Mr. c. carson Conrad
Dr. Charles D. Cook
Prof. James G. Cooper
Dr. P. G. Cornish III
Mrs. Richard Cox
Mr. E. B. Crist
Dr. Reran Miranda Cuete
Mrs. w. H. Cullum
Dr. William S. Curran
Mrs. Salvatore Cutino
Mrs. T. s. Daniel
Mr. DonaJ.d L. Da.oust
Mr. Nester Darr
Mr. Herbert Davidson
Mr. F. o. Davies
Dr. J:iln Davis
Mr. Phillip Dedrich
Prof. Wm. F. J, DeJongh
Mr. Joseph M. Denas
Mr· and Mrs. Arthur L. DeVolder
Sr. Jose R. Alvarez Diaz
Sr. Salvador Diaz-Verson
Prof. Franklin Dickey
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Dickey
Mr. Robert T• Divett
.Mr• James L. Doolittle
Prof. Ralph 1Youglass
Mr. DonaJ.d DuBois
Prof. and Mrs. Robert M. Duncan
Dr. James Dyke
Mr. z. A. Elkin
Mrs. Helen Ellis
Mr. Robert M. Ellis
Dr. Harold Enarson
Mr. Herbert W. Eustace
Mrs. Marie Even
Sr. Jorge Fabrega
Dr. George Fair
Dr. A. Bronson Feldman
Mr. Pelayo H. Fernandez
Dr. Floy D. Fierman
Dr. F. G. Fox
Mr. Pete Frank
Miss Winifred M. Franks
Miss Nellie Alden Franz
Mr. John French
Sr. Daniel Genie
Miss Theresa Gillett
Mr. and Mrs. o. s. Gilliland
Mr. c. M. Goethe
}Jr. WaJ.ter Goetz
Mr. Mitchell Goldberg
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Prof. Nancie L. Gonzalez
Mrs. Octavia J. Graham
Sr. Pedro Grases
Mr. Don Gucker
Dr. Clemente Guido
Prof. David Hamil ton
Mr. E. G. Hammerschmidt
Mr. Hubert R. Hanen
Mr. Guyton B. Hays
Mr. Robert L. Heath
Mr· and Mrs. Cornelius Heekstra
Miss Helen Hefling
Prof. John J. Heimerich
Mr. Bollie v. Heltman
Dr. Frank G. Hesse
Prof. w. w. Hill
Miss Elfreida Hochbaum
Mr. JUlian R. Hoffman
Mr. Bobert Holzapfel
Mrs. Fernette Honaker
Mr. Van Dorn Hooker
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Hooks, Jr.
Mr. B. Howard
Mr. Harry Middleton Hyatt
Mr. Tom Isgar
Mr. Arthur J. Jacobson
Miss Cumanda Jaramillo
Mr. Arthur Johnson
Mr. Jay M. Johnson
Mr· Ben Johnston
Mr. David .E. Jolly
Mr. Craig Jones
Mrs. Tessie Jorrin
Mr. In Ku Kang
Miss Selma Kause
Prof. Walter B. Keller
Mr. David Otis Kelley
Mr. Thomas E• Keys
Hr. w•. Noble Kirkpatrick
Prof. c. H. s. Koch
Mrs. Lewis o. Kohlhaas
Prof. Irvin H. Kral
Mr. E. H. Lane
Mr. C. T. Lang
Mr. Monte Lawton
Miss Grace Leemhuis
Mr. L. L. LeTang
Mr. Alan c. Liker
Sr. Augusto de Lima, Jr.
Mr. Martin Link
Miss Maryel Lewis
Prof. Wolfram Liepe
Mr. Franz Litterst

..

Mr. Anton v. Long
Prof. Albert R. Lopes
Sr. Carlos Sanz Lopez
Mr. Richard c. Losh
Mr. and Mrs. ArthUr Loy
Mrs. Scott Mabry
Miss Eleanor J. MacDonald
Mr. J, c. MacGregor
Miss Helen Mcintyre
Mr. Malcolm D. McLean
Prof. Donald McRae
:Prof. Lyd:i,o Machado Bandeira de Mello
Mrs. Cecilia Mack
Mrs. Anne R. Macy
Mr. Pete Madrid
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wilson Maglidt
Mr. Harry Margolis
Mr. Orner Masters
Mr. Norris K. Maxwell
Mr. John s. Mayfield
Mr. Clark Melling
Mr. Jon Messier
Dr. Karl Meyer
Prof. Tsugio Mikami
Mr. Edouard Morot-Sir
Mr. Edwin Mumford
Dr. and Mrs. Homer Musgrave
Prof. Marshall Nason
Miss Madaline Nichols
Prof. Ralph Norman
Mr. Milo Norse
Mr. Saul Novak
Mr. Hilmer Olson
Miss Teresa Ordonez
Mrs. Kenneth Parks
Mrs. William: J. Parish
Miss Eve Parshalle
Mrs. Blanche Patch
Mr. Hunt Peacock
Dr. T. M. Pearce
Mr. Augusto Penaloza
Miss Marilyn Pendleton
Mrs .• Helen M. Pepperday
Sr. Jose Augusto de Sousa Peres
Mrs. Leonard. Phillips
11~rs. Priscilla Phillips
Sr. Norberta Piccioni
President Tom L. Popejoy
Miss Genevieve Porterfield
Mr. Edward Bruce Potter
Dr. Lawrence Clark Powell
Mr. John Randall
Mr. Peter Ratl.is

Prof. .Frank Reeve
Prof. William Rhoads
Miss Gertrude Riese
Dean John D. Robb
Mr. Don L. Roberts
Mrs. Waldo :a. Rogers
Mr, Milton Rohane
Mr. Alan Romanoff
Mrs. Lionel.C. Rosenbaum
Prof. Gunther E. Rothenberg
Dr. G. A. Rubissow
Cdr. L. D. Rucker
Prot'. Josiah. Russell
Miss Sonia Sabath
Mr. Nick Samaras
Mr. Clark .P. Sanger
Prof, Don P. Schlegel
Mr. Dean A. Schmidt
Prof. France v. Scholes
Prof. Karl H. Schwerin
Mr. Winfield. Townley Scott
Prof. Verle R. Seed
Mr. Wazyne Sharp
Mr. John w. Shaver
Miss Wilma Loy .Shelton
Rabbi Abraham I. Shinedling
Mr. J. c. Sherri.ck.
Mr. Robert W. Shotola
Mr. Justo Sierra
Mrs. Irene Slebodnick
Mrs. C. D. Smith
Vice President Sherman Smith
Mr. Stephen Smith
Mrs. Marjorie Solenberger
Dr. Sidney Solomon
Miss Mary Ellen Soper
Prof, Vernon Sorrell
Mr. Robert Spears
Mr. Lincoin B. Spiess
Mr. Herbert c. Stacher
Mr. and Mrs. F. w. Stanhope
Mrs. Samuel Steele
Mr. Jack R. Stephenson
Mr. Arthur E. Stevens
Dr. Robert s. Stone
Mr.. and Mrs. Frank SU:Uivan
Mr. Frank Swancara, Jr.
Dr,. Dennis J. Taggart
Prof. John L. Tatschl
Mr. George c. Taylor
Miss Jean Thomas
Prof. James Thornton
1-ti.ss Virginia Lee Traeger
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Dean Chester Travelstead
Mr. Buford G. Truett
Dr. John T. Tyson
Mr. R. W. G. Vail
Mr. Raymond Vaught
Mr. Eugene Venable
Prof. A.W. Vogel
Prof. Helmut H. Van Erffa
Prof. R. W. Wager~Smith
Mr. H. 0. Wagner
Mr. Carl L. R. Wahlstrom
Honorable E. W. Walker
Prof. Harold L. Walker
Mr. William s. Wallace
Mrs. Boyd L. Ward
Dr. Estella Ford Warner
Mr. Charles Warren
Mr. Ben F. Weems

Mr. T. Laurence Welch
Mr. Robert Welch
Prof. Arthur A. Wellck
Miss. Louise R. Wells
Mr. Archie Westfall
Mr. Robert A. Whipple, Jr.
Prof. C.
Wicker
Mrs. Mary B. Wicker
Mr. R. Oliver Wiley
Mr. Scott Wilkinson
Mr. Richard H• Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Don \filson
Mr. James L. Whitlow
Prof. T. Phillip \folf
Prof. Nathaniel Wollman
Mr • .Albert Hazen Wright
Prof. Dudley Wynn
Mr. J. w. Young
Prof. Miles V. Zintz

v.

Selected Institutional Donors:
Action Conrrnittee on Human Rights, UNM Chapter
.Albuquerque Chamber of Conrrnerce
Albuquerque National Bank
Albuquerque Public Library
Albuquerque Public Schools
L 1Alliance Francaise, UNM Chapter
American College of Surgeons
American Institute of Architects, UNM Student Chapter
American Medical Association
Belguim. Minister of Education, National Committee of Culture
California. University. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Ciba Pharmaceutical Company
Conrrnuhity Council of .Albuquerque, Inc.
Council on Medical T.V., Inc.
Daughters of the American Revolution, Lew Wallace Chapter
The Deseret Club
Federati.on. of .American Societies for Experimental Biology
First Cavalry Division Association
·
France. Ambassade and Counselor
GuJ.benkian Foundation
Health Insurance Institute
Horn and vlallace, Publishers
Kellogg Foundation
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph darnpany
The Music Mart
.New Mexico. Department of Agriculture. Division of Inspection
New Mexico. State Department of Education
Irew l.fexico. Department of Public Welfare
New Mexico, State Planning Of;f'ice
New Mexico, University. Most departments and divisions contribute
periodically.
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Mexico Association of Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons. Auxiliary'
NeM Mexico Association of Purchasing Agents
New Mexico Historical Review
New Mexico Ornithological Society
Nmr Mexico Quarterly Revie1.,
Optimist Club, Albuquerque Branch
Owen Laboratories, Inc,
Parke-Davis
Planned Parenthood-World Population
Rio Rancho Estates, Inc.
Sandia Corporation
Santa Fe Public Library
Special Libraries Association. Rio Grande Chapter
Students for a Democratic Society
SWedish Group £rom the Experiment in International Living, UNM
Campus, 1965
United Presbyterian Church, Synod of New Mexico
United States Air Force. Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque
United States Air Force. Air Force Weapons Center, KAFB, Albuquerque
United States Marine Corps. Albuquerque Recruitment Office.
vlestern ·Interstate Connnission for Higher Education
Xerox Corporation. Albuquerque Regional Office
Ne~1

APPENDIX F
NQTABLE ACQUISITIONS
Akademia Nauk, SSSR Institut Arkheologii: Kratkie soobscheniia _£ dokladkah
! polevykh issledovaniiakh. 76 numbers.
,Al{ademia Nauk SSSR Insti tut. Etnogra.fii trudy novaia seriasa. 75 numbers.
The American scene. v. l-5·
- - --Aiiiialen der Physik, Series 1-5, 1790-1944. Microcard edition.
Art in America; reprint of v. 29-30, 35.
Art Quarterly; reprint of v. l-3, 8..:10, J.5, J.B-19, 24-25.
British Broadcasting Corporation, ~ music library catalogues. 9 vols.
~Burlington Magazine, 1911-1963.
Case, Alfonso. Interpretation del ~Belden A/I!. Mexico, 1963.
Chemical Society of Japan. Bulletin; reprint of volumes 1-10, 1926-1935.
Childhood Education; reprint of v. 1-7, 9-11.
Christian .Science Monitor; microfilm edition, 1938~1963.
Cleveland Public Library, John G. White Department. Catalog ~ folklore
and folk son~s~ Boston, Mass., G• K. Hall, 1965. 2 v.
Cod'eX"Eger:bon 2 95 (Codex vTeacker G8tten) Farbentreue Faksimile.
~sgegeben ae=-xffiixtek. Bilderhandschrift im Besitze de British
Museum. G.raz, 1\kademische Druck, 196o-l.
Documents on !nternational Affairs; reprint of 1928-1936, 1938.
Engelmann, George. The Botanical works of the late George Engelmann.
Gmelin, Leopold. Haii:dbook of inorganiC C'iieiiiTs'try,;- System 52, pt. A,
Section 2 and ~· ~· 19'55.
International journal of bioclimatology and biometerorology; reprint of
v. 1-4, 1957-1960. Isis; reprint of v. 2, 3 and 5.

..

j_j_05
Journal ~political economy; reprint of v. 14-161 18-20.
Kyklos; reprint of v. 1-7·
Lrt"Eirary Digest, v. 1-31, 1890-1905.
Madison, James. ~Madison papers. Microfilm. 28 reels.
Martens, George Friedric)l von. The Martens collection of treaties.
v. 1.,30, Microcard editions, 1965.
Matematische nachrichten; reprint of v. 5-6, 9-10, 19-20.
Materialy ~ iss1edovaniia po archeologii ~· 93 volumes •
.Mind; a quarterly review of psychology !!Xld ;philosophy; reprint of
--v. 1-29, 46.
The Monthly catalogue, March 9, 1723- December, 1729.
Le musee des familles. Lectures du soir, 1883-1845. 8 v.
PolrtrC'i3J.science quarterly; reprint of' v •. 11-20,
~rairie SChooner; reprint of v. 1-4, 12~15.
La presse; microfilm of 1844~1850.
The~ng teacher; reprint of v. 1-15.
~de metaphysique et ~morale; reprint of v. 1-17.
Robaut, Alfred. L'oeuvre de Corot. Paris, Leonce Laget, 1965-66.
5 vols,
--Scamozzi, Vincenzo. L 1 idea della architettura universale, Reprint.
Societe de 1 1Histoire de Fr~ Publication. Reprints of selected
numbers.
Sociology and social research; reprint of v. 5-6, 9-10, 19-20.
SovetskaiaArkEiii'OIOiiia. 5 vols.
Virginia. University. Library, Jeffersonian Americana. 2,000
microfiche.
ProVided by Funds of The Friends of the Libraries
Clark, Harry Heyden.

Works on Eighteenth Century literature. 900 vols.

Papers of the Presidents, on microfilm:
Martin Van Buren, 35 reels
'1-Tilliam Henry Harrison, 3 reels
John Tyler, 3 reels
Zachary Taylor, 2 reels
Franklin Pierce, 7 reels
Andrew Johnson, 55 reels
Ulysses s. Grant, 31 reels
Chester A. Arthur, 3 reels
APPENDIX. G

Staff of the Libraries, Fall, 1966
Zimmerman Library.
Administration.
David Otis Kelley---------------------~----University Librarian
Arthur L. DeVolder---------·---------------Technical SerVices Librarian
Norris K. ~Tell--------------------------Readers' Services Librarian
Marie Jones--------------------------------Secretary
Mary Eerran--------------------------------Office Clerk
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Readers' Services Division.
· General Reference Department:
Jane OJm--------------------------~- General Reference Librarian
Dorothy Wonsmos~-------------------· Interlibrary Loan Librarian
Rogers Barde----------.. ------------- General Reference Clerk
Science and Engineering Department:
Frank O'Brien----------------------- Science and Engineering Librarian
Karalyn Schmidt--------------------- Science and Engineering Clerk
1Iumanities Department:
Genevieve Porterfield--------------- Humanities Librarian
Martin Bond------------------------- Humanities Clerk
Social Science Department:
Magnus Homestead-------------------- Social Science Librarian
Barbara Cox--------------·---------- Social Science Clerk
Circulation Department:
Jerome Simpson---------------------- Circulation Librarian
Alice Seeds------------------------- Circulation Assistant
Mary Blumenthal--------------------- Circulation Clerk
Iris Homestead---------------------- Circulation Clerk
Geraldine Jacobson------------------ Circulation Clerk
Dorothy Legere~"'-----------------'"-- Circulation Clerk
Special Collections Department:
Carol Thomasson--------------------- Special Collections Librarian
~echnical Services Division.
Virginia Misanko-------------------- Bookkeeper
Leah Watterberg--------------------- Technical Services Clerk
.Pauline Lombardi---,..---------------- Technical Services Clerk
Acquisition D~artment:
Marilyn Pendleton------------------- .Acquisition Librarian
(Vacant)---------------------------- Assistant Acquisition Librarian
Nanette Sargent--------------------- Assistant Acquisition Librarian
Ruth Lashley------------------------ Acquisition Clerk
Mildred Richardson------M----------- Acquisition Clerk
Jeannette Phinney------------------- Acquisition Clerk
Virginia Ryan----------------------- Acquisition Clerk
Becky Main-------------------------- Acquisition Clerk
Catalog Department:
Donald L. Foster-------------------- Catalog Librarian
Philip Fangman---------------------- Cataloger
Sidney Yen-------·------------------ Cataloger
Katherine Polich-------------------- Cataloger
Diana Amsden--------------~------·-- Cataloger
Charles Warren---------~------------ Cataloger
Myron Vallier----------------------- Cataloger
Moreyn Cole------------------------- Catalog Assistant
Nell Davis-------------------------- Catalog Clerk
Sharon Gorman----------------------- Catalog Clerk
Suzanne Pillard-----------------·--- Catalog Clerk
susan Prochoroff-------------------- Catalog Clerk
Constance Anderson------------------ Catalog Clerk
Emily Jane Roberts------------------ Catalog Clerk
Patricia Gardner----·--------------- Catalog Clerk.
Karen Cohen------------------------- Catalog Clerk
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Sharon Anderson-----------------------Phyllis Brasfield---------------------Serials Department:
Mary Ellen Soper----------------------Helen Lee--------------------------•--Barbara Davison-----------------------Clark Melling-------------------------Phyllis Zuschneid---------------------Viola Easley--------------------------Letitia McManus-----------------------Mary Leahy------------------~---------Photoduplication Service:
William Owings--------------------~---Barbara Greaves------------------------

Catalog Clerk
Catalog Clerk
perials
Serials
Binding
Binding
Serials
Serials
Binding
Serials

Librarian
Assistant
Clerk
Clerk
Assistant
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk

Technician (Photolab)
Technician (Photolab)

Fine Arts Library.
Donald L. Roberts---------------------Clara Grotta--------------------------Charlemaud Curtis---------------------Sally Meador---------------------------

Fine Arts Librarian
Library Asst. - Fine Arts
Library Clerk - Fine Arts
Library Clerk - Fine Arts

Law Library.
Myron Fink----------------------------Michael T. Roeder---------------------Nina B. Duncan------------------------Helen s. Carter-----------------------Barbara D. pritchard-------------------

Law Librarian
Stai'f Librarian
Cataloger
Re;t'erence Librarian
Secretary

Library of the Medical Sciences.
Robert T. Divett-•--------------------Harold Bellingham---------------------Ann Burke-----------------------------Marian Ausher.man----------------------Eva Baerwald--------------------------Grace Rallied-------------------------Leona Green----------------------------Michael Norviel-----------------------Ladye .Margaret Peyne------------------Tey Esther Rebolledo------------------Ann Spence---------------·------------John Urioste, Jr. --------------------William VTettinkind---------------------

Librarian
Associate Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Administrative Assistant
Keypunc11 Operator
Medical Illustrator
Library Technician
Library Technician
Keypunch Operator
Library Technician
Library Technician

APPENDIX H

FACUDrY .LIBRARY" COMMITrEE, 1965-66
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.

Marion Cottrell, Civil Engineering, Chairman
Garo Antreasian, Art
George Arms, English
Fred M. Chreist, Speech
J. Paul Fitzsimmons, Geology
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FACULTY LIBRARY COMMITTEE, 1965-66 (continued)
Prof. William H•. Johnson~ Biology
Prof~ William s. Lovekin, Medicine
Prof. James· A. Snedden, Philosophy
Prof. Paul. Sonnino, History
Prof. liarry P. Stumpf, Government
.Miss Rosemarie V[elsh 1 Modern and ClassicaJ. Languages
Prof. Robert T. Divett, Librarian, Medical; Library,. ex of.i'icio
Prof. Myron Fink, Lavr Librarian, ex officio
P;rof. DaVid Otis Ke;IJ.ey 1 University Librarian, ex officii?
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Report of the
PEACE CORPS TRAIN.II:'iG CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICA
July 1, 1965 to June 30, 19.66
D.r. David T. Benedetti, !Jirector

During the three training cycles covered in this report the Training
Center received 385 trainees, of whom a total of 261 .were graduated and
s.ent to five Latin American countries as Pe_ace Corps Volunteers •
seven groups of trainees there were ·six major specialties.::

.In the.se

Health, Rural

and Urban Community Development, Teaching English as a ForeignLanguage,
Educational Television, and Physical Education.
In addition to campus and field training in its major specialty each
group r.eceived training in a variety of components, includinJ-.;:

an intensive

audio-fingual Spanish· course·; CommunityDevelopment; .. lnte£cuitural Studies,
which included World Affairs and Communism, U. S. Instit!ltions, comprehensive
study of the host country, and Current Events; a medical program including
lectures, med:i.c.al self-help, and mental health discussions; technical skills
instruction, including simple construction, audio-visual aids, homemaking,
and literacy teaching; an Outward .Bound and Physical Training program which
included daily physical conditioning, recreation skills, drownproofing;
treking, and horsemanship; and Agricultural Sk].J,ls.
All of these programs were directed by Dr. David T. Benedetti,

The

Regional Training Officers were Mr. Thomas Reynolds .(Summer, 1965) and Mr.
Albert R. McAhron (Fall, 1965 and spring, 1966).

Field Selection Officers

were Dr. Hal Robinson, Dr. Sol Garfield, Dr, John Napoli, and Dr. Wilbur
Layton.

A summary of each program follows,

,.

:i1..:1l2
2

!)lis June 21-Sept. 1.1 training.

Colombia Health Nurses, No, 65-02-06.

program consiste4 of 746 training hours, given during eight weeks on campus
and four weeks of field experience in health facilities in ~A.lbuquerque,
Santa Fe and other New Mexico locations.

Sixty-three trai.rtees entered the

program, .and 42 were graduated as Volunteers.

Dr. Vaughn Smith served·as

Health Coordinator, and a. number of individuals from Colombia ·participated
in the program:

Miss Betty Hutchinson, Associate Peac.e Corps Director .in

Colombia; Dr. Pedro Nel Saavedra, Chief of Health Education in. Colombia;
Dr. Joseph D. Wray, Peace Corps host country physician; and Miss Melinda ..
Baldwin, returned Peace .Corps Volunteer from Colombia,
·Colombia Rural Community Development, No. 65-03-06.

This program .also

trained from June 21 to .September.ll, and consisted of a total of 746 training hour·s.

Ten weeks of the program were on campus i two weeks of £;i.eJ.d

training were given :in seven villages in New Mexico,
served as Community Development Coordi:nator,

Mr. Jobn Arango

Of the entering 112 trainees,

72 were graduated.
Senior Year Program, Bolivia (No. 65-0Z-06), Ecuat!or (No. 65-01-06), and
Peru (No. 65--03-06).

This was Phase III of a Rural Community nevelopment

training program for a group of tJ;ainees

~•ho

had undergone Phase I during

the summer of 1964 at Camp Radley, Puerto Rico (and had been supervised
by Mr. Gary Robinson of Southern :Cllinois University during Phase 1:£, their
senior year at college).

Our portion of the training extended from June 21

to July 31 and consisted of 425 training hours.
arrived, and 24 were graduated.

Thirty-three trainees

Mr. John Arango, the Community Development

Coordinator, had toured the three host countries for two months gathering
material pertinent to their training.

<",·'

3
A novel program str.ucture was utilized,

While _training. in Spanish and

physical coriditiaqihg W<lre co[ltinuous throughout the campus program; the
overa:n program was divided into five blocks arranged in the following se.- · ·
quence:

The Hast Country, The Community, Technical Skills, Community Devel-

opment (including two weeks of field work in New Mexico communities), and
Prepare. for OVerseas.

This procedure cul.minated with each trainee preparing

and presenting, to an interdisciplinary staff group, his plans for workii1g
in his host country village.
Chile Community Development, No, 513-65-x-xx-x-06).

Ei.ghty'-one traine.es ·

began their training October 11, 1965, and on February :L, 1966; 50 were.
selected .for overseas assignments.

A planning conference had been held in

June, 1965 with Mi:. William Moffett, Peace Corps· Representative in Chile,
and Mi:, Albert Lewis, Training Officer, chile.
Aftel: six weeks of tJ:aini-ng the group was divided into three sub-gr:oups,
after which they followed. separate training tracks in prepa:ratio.n for work
with three Chilean age;ncies:

the Junto de Adelanto de Arica (JAA), The

Chilean Federation of Credit unions, and the Fundacion de Viv.iendas
Asistencia Social (FVAS).

y

Each group received approximately 890 hours of

training.
Mi:. Stephen Denlinger, the Community Development Coordinator, .had Visited

Chile in September, 1965 in preparation for tbis program, .and many consultapt /
trainers were utilized in the various tracks, including:. Sr. Emilio Quint;:ma,

.o

Chief Of the Rural Community Development Department, JAA; Sra. Ester Bekertnan,
Chief of the Department of Social Assistance, FVAS; Mr. Mel Romero,. Contr.actor 1 s
Overseas Representative fol: CUNA International; ;I:nc,; Mr. Gaston Morales of
the Chile Federation of Credit Unions; Mi:. John McGraw of the .Federal Bureau

~
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4
of Credit Unions; Mr. Rafael. Davila of the Puerto Rican. Feder?tion of
Consumer Cooperatives; Mr. Wiley Daugherty of the New Mexico Credi.t Union
League; and three domestic. specialists of CUNA

In~e;rnational,--Mr.

Edwin

Palenque, Director o.f Field Servi.ces, World Extension Department; Mr.
Sydney Forbes, Assistant Director, Organization-Expansion Department; and

Mr. Clinton Anderson, Loss Prevention Specialist.
All trainees were given an ear·ly "cultural immersion," in which j:hey
spent three days o.f their first week here living with Spanish-speaking
families in poorer sections of Albuquerque and nearby villages.

Later in.

the program each of the three groups had its own two.cweeks_ of _field
experience.

The FVAS trainees sta,yed with loca.l families in various areas

of Albuquerque:

East. San Jose, North and South Barelas, Ma.rt:i,nez Town,

Los Griegos and Las Padillas.

The JAA trainees lived and worked in Spanish

speaking communities of the Pecos Valley:
Gonzalez Ranch, and El Ancon.

Ribera, San .Jose, Sena, Villanueva,

In: connecticm with the New Mexico Credit

Union League the Credit Union trainees participated in credit union activities
in various credit unions in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and the Mora area.
Colombia Education, No,
42 and

3~

514~66-0l-02,

consi1;ted of two programs, with

being the total numbers of trainees artd graduates, respectively.

(a) 'teaching English as a Foreign Language (February 21 to .May 1.4, 1966).
Mr.
~EFL

c.

Harold Williams was the coordinator of Technical Skills for !:he

contingent.

He had been Director of Courses at ILCA, the Instituto

Linguistico Colombo-:Americano, in ·Bogota, and had helped produce the lLCA
guides to be used by our Volunteers in Colombia.
In the original 588 hour program design, practice tea::hi.ng was planned
to permit the trainees to teach each other during the fifth week; from the

•.

5
sixth through the twelfth weeks trainees were t:o have the experience of
teaching English as a foreign language to a ·g'rouv of Normal school teachers
from Ecuador;

tl;l.~se

t.eachers. 9J.d -not

.~rJ:ive'

on campus all scheduled, thus·

making it nece_ssary to revise· the teaching -prqcedure.
During the fifth w~ek the trainees taught each o-ther as planned; during
the s;i.xth and seventh weeks they observed

teachin~

methods and taught s.hort -

segments of English classes to foreigners· a_t a local high schopl; during the
eighth week the trainees were assigned r.eading and .discussion periods, .at
which time they talked about problems relative to their .experience in practice
teaching.
During the fourth week the trainees had, under supervision, adapted the
materials in use at the high school where they did practice teaching during
the sixth and seventh weeks. ·During the eighth week many , trainees had the
opportunity to do English tul:;oring for foreign students attending the
University.

The Normal school teachers from Ecuador finally arrived during

the l;lil;lth week, _permitting the original program design. to be resumed.

Prac-

tice teaching of the Ecuadorians cont;i.nued through the eleventh week, during
wh:i.ch time the trainees presented the IL'CA Gu:i.de material, under supervision,
After each session of practice teaching, critiques of procedures and methods
were held by trainees and their supervisors,
(b) Educational Television (February 21 to May 21; 1966).
Dr. Claude Hempen, Director of KNME-TV, was coordinator for this
specialty, a!)sisted by Dr. Wayne Bundy.

The _trainees were given a 700-hour

program including intensive instruction in all phases of educational television, with particular emphasis on teaching and the effective use of lesson
outli,nes.
Four field sites were used for practice teaching:

Laih Lunas, :Belen,

6

Canjillon, and Pojoaque.

The tra.'inees rotated sites, with .each sub-group,

having one week at ·eac;:h site.· Trai\lees lived, ;with Spanish-speaking famil:i,es,
and ;received 10-12 hours weekly of classroom: instruction in.Span;ish from
our own staff.
During the first days of the program it was decided to increase the
emphasis upon teaching methods anc:l techniques; and Dr. Frank Angel of the
UNM College of Education was called in to .prg:ltide these.

Mrs. Jan Taylor,

a returned ETV Volunteer who had had her Peace· Corps training .at UNM,
assisted in the arrangement of logistics and gave the t.rainees

infor~tion

about the practical application of their knowledge in the Colombian ETV
setting.
Colombia Physical Education, No.

514-66~02-02.

.This program was planned

with the assistance. of Mr. Ellis Carassc:.o, ·who was to supervise these Volunteers· in Colombia,

Dr, Arnold Seidler, chairman of th-e Health, L'liysical

Education. and Recreation Departmegt at UNM, was the specialty coordinator
for this contingent.
Of the 710 hours involved in the entire program, approximately 270 were
devoted to thirty topics and areas in physical educatio·n.

There was an

emphasis upon practice teaching, which the trainees accomplished in.University classes; these sessions were followed by critiques.

The program

extended from February 21, to May 14; 25 trainees entered the. program, and

18 graduated.
Ecuador Urban Community .Development, No. 518-66-02-02,

This. program

ran from February 28 to May 29, 1966; of the 29 trainees who began the program,
21 graduated as Peace Corps Volunteers.

The training was planned in consul-·

tation with Mr. William Gschwend of Peace corps/Ecuador, and the Com.munity
Development coordinator was Mr. Stephen Denlinger.

7
The main feature of this. 685-hour !lrogra,mwa.s. a heavy emphasis upori field
experience.

Five weeks were spent by trainees in the. field.

During one week,

early in training, trainees lived with Spanish~speaking families of Albuquerque
while they studied the functioning of municipal government in several depart•
ments of the City of Albuquerque:

Department ,of Pl<!;ming, Municipal

S.O~P.

(Maintenance), Engineering (Public Works), Personnel Management, Finance, and
the Office of the City Manager,.

Tr<~inees followed their observation periods

with debriefing .sessions conducted by the supervisors of the respective .departments.
The second field experience, later in ·training, was held in JU<!rez,
_Mexico, where tr.ainees were housed with private families. in the barrios. (slums).
Arrangements were made with the Municipal President (mayor) to place the
trainees in the Public Works Department of the ,City of Juarez, where

th~;Jy

studied in various sub-departments.:

Municipal LancL Personnel and Public
arid
-,
,
-Relations Office, the Municipal Treasury, Aseveral offices in the City Hall.
Certain ongoing projects were visited, including street paving, construction
of low-cost housing and municipal parks, zoning· works, and subdivision of
land in the slum areas (where the trainees lived).

The Technical Specialists

(such as architects and engineers) among the trainees also spent a few days'
in comparative study across the border in municipal government offices of
El Paso, Texas:

City Clerk's Office, Comptroller and License Division,

Personnel Department, Planning and Learning Department, and 'Public Works
Department.

Formal training in Spanish and Community Development was con-

tinued throughout the field period •. During the last two days of· the field
experience trainees devoted themselves to summarizing what they had learned
and to additional independent study in terms of their individual needs.

1-:t~
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Final Comment.

Perhaps the mos.t

note~orth:JT ':f;¢atur-es of this year's

operationswere (a) the fine response of the Training Center staff to the
challenges -of mounting training programs in several different specialties~
including as many as four at once; and (b) the inc~ease~ empb.asis upon more
extertded and r.ealistic field trairting._

'~

t

Herewith are exact reproductions of the major exhibits and schedules which are included in the annual
audit report for the fiscal year ended June 301 1966.
It is believed that these fairly present the financial
condition of The University of New Mexico on June
30, 1966, and the results of its operations during the
fiscal year then ended.
There is a complete audit report, by Denham,Youngberg & Co. Certified Public Accountants, on file in
the Business Office, which is available for inspection
by any interested member of the University faculty
or administration.

Tom L. Popejoy, President
John Perovich, Comptroller
Joe D. Harris, Asst. Comptroller
Eleanor Manson, Administrati've Assistant
Frank D. Manfredi, Purchasing Agent
. Robert V. Blailock, Accountant, Hesearch Administrator
Eugene H. Bergman, Internal Auditor

Albuquerque, New Mexico
January 10, 1967
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ACCOUNTANTS 1 REPORT
Board of Regents
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
We have examined the balance sheet of the University of New Mexico
.as of June 30, 1966 and the related statements of surplus and fund principal
and revenues and expenditures for the year then ended. Our examination was
made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the rules
and regulations of the State Auditor, and accordingly included such tests of
the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet, statements of surplu
and fund principal, and revenues and expenditures present fairly the financial
position of the University of New Mexico at June 30, 1966 and the results of
its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
institutional accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of
the preceding year.
The accompanying comments and schedules, though not considered
necessary for a fair presentation of financial position and results of operations, are presented mainly for supplementary analysis purposes and to give
information as to the scope of work. While our examination was made primarily
for the purpose of formulating our opinion on the current year's basic financi
statements, the additional data have been subjected to the same audit procedur
and, in our opinion, are stated fairly in all material respects when considere
in conjunction with the financial statements taken as a whole •

I)~
1E~, ;OUNGBERG & CO.

.tJ.

December 15, 1966
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UNIVERS IT'l OF NEW MEXICO

Balance Sheet
June 30, 1966

Assets

,Liabilities and Fund Principal
Current Furid

Cash:
Petty cash and operating funds
Cash on deposit
Due from Construction Fund
Accounts receivable
Inventories, ac cost:.
Prepaid expenses and deferred charges
Deposits

Vouchers payable

38,040.76
1,324,233.68

208,053.54
597,279.40
63;542 .90
45, ISO .46
529,419 .05
87,138.14

F .T.C.A., withholding taxes and retirement payable

1,362,274.44
57,798.05
181,759 .90
639,913.72
46,738.04
30,425.00

2; 3I8,9ii"9Ts

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deposits
Deferred. income
Reserve for encumbrances
Surplus (Exhibit B):'
Unappropriat'ed
Appropriated

47,578.92
740,746.74

788,325.66
2,318,909.15

Restricted Fund
Cash on deposit
Investments, at cost (Schedule' 1)

14,486.58
1,399,258.64
1,413,745.22

Restricted -reserves (Exhibit B)

1,413, 745.22
1,4!3, 745 .22

Loan Fund

Cash:
Petty cash fund
Cash on deposit (overdraft)
Deposit -United Student Aid Fund, Inc.
Notes receivable - Student loans
Accounts. receivable - S ttident fees

50.00
(127,080.10)

(127,030.10)
21,750.00
1,349,343.64
281,692.41
1,525,755.95

youchers payable
Surplus (Exhibit: "B):
Unexpended -reserves
Fund principal

522.25
56,417'.14
1,468,816 .56

• 1,525,233.70
1,525, 755.95

Endowment Fund

~

lf

r

~

Cash:
Cash on de pas it
Cash held by the State 'l'reasurer
Investments, at cost (Schedule 1):
In custody of University comptroller
Held in trust by banks
Invested by the State Investment Council
Notes receivable
James W. Young property - Rancho de C'anada

22,459 .55
272.21
1,178,190.67
120,916.60
6,165,998.21

22,731.76

7,465,105.48
395,326.43
538,707 .00
8,421,870.67

Vouchers payable
Surplus (Exhibit B).:
Unexpended reserves:
Reserved for scholarships
Reserved for losses
Fund principal

93.18
90,286.44
14,475.32
104,761.76
8,317,015.73

8,421, 777 .49
8,421,870.67

l...);,
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EXHIBIT A
~

UNIVERSITY OF NEw MEXICO

Balance Sheet
June 30J 1966
Assets

Liabilities and' Fund Principal
Construction Fund
610,553.92
4,042,889.27
3,222,365.00
504,838.00
387,197.28
12,297 .87

Cash on deposit
Investments (Schedule 1)
D~e. on Federal cOnstruction grants
Due. from N. M. State Highway Department,
~eal estate purchase contracts
Development cost - Coronado Village

VOuchers payable
'DUe to Current Fund
Contracts payable
Mortgage notes payable
Surplus (Exhj.bit B):
Appropriated for construction
Overexpended plant reserves (deficit)

63,467.81
57,798.05
4,458,403.02
387, 1?7 .2a

$ 4,212,229.11

8. 780,141.34

(398,953.93)

3,813,275.18
8 z 780,141.34

Refunding Escrow Fund
Cash on deposit
Investments, at cost (Schedule 1)

113,188.07
14,271;554.39

BOnds payable (Schedule 2)
Restricted revenues {deficit) (Exhibit B) Funds to be provided from interest' and
maturity of investments, for the ·payment
Of bonds, :tnteres t, and call premiums

i4, 384' 742 .46

14,974,000.00

(589,257 .54)
14,384,742.46

Investment in Plant

f

t

II

I

!

I

Unexpended bond pr:oceeds:
Building and Improvement Bonds - ~Series K
Refunding and Improvement Bonds - 1965
Building and Improvement Bonds - 1966 (sold aft"er
.July 1, 1966)
Investment in plant
Land and improvements
Buildings
Equipment and books
Construct;.ion in progress

BOnds payable (Schedule 2)
1,067,176.88
398,278.84

NEtt investment in plant (Exhibit ..B)

23,100,000.00
33,358,073.10

(2,530, 141.37)
(1,064,685 .65)
5,218,319.14
29,719,378.31
9,804,943.76
12,780,117.54

57,522,758.75
56,458' 073 .10

56,458' 073 .10

Agency Fund.
Cash on deposit (overdraft)
Notes receivable, Pharmacy and Law School loans
Accounts receivable
Deposits

(526' 030 .69)
1,843.18
2,311,813.26
1,110.43
1,788,736.18

$ 95,091,974.07

Total assets

&

Vouchers payable
Fund pr_inci.pal (Exhibit B)

11,821.4Z
1,776,914.76
1, 788,736.18'

Total liabilities and fund principal

$ 95,091,974.07

~

i!

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Consolidated Statement of Surplus and Fund Principal

Year Ended June 30 1 1966

1\

IIl,i
II

II
i !I
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Current

~

(Schedule 3)

Restricted

Loan
(Schedule 4)

(Schedule 5)

Plant
(Schedule 6)

47,843.57
1,134,845.94
1,182,689.51

78,792.45
7,538,527.04
7,617,319.49

8,809 '041.86
(669 ,309 .72)
(621,990.49)
26,823,922.25
34,341,663.90

335,413.53
29,401.26
306,012.25

565,017.65
37' 321.54
527,696.11

8,556 .26!.85
6,156,446.36
397,815.49

9,170,406 .36
7,357' 157.99
1,813,248.39

Endowment

Agency

(Schedule 7)

Balance, July 1, 1965:

unappropriated surplus

$

Appropriated surplus
Restricted reserves
Unexpended reserves
Fund principal

194,899 .99
9,425,415.25
391,302.36
(495,354.47)
36,176,760.00
45,693,043.15

194,899.99
616,373.39
1,060,612.10
__!lll,2]3.38

1,Q60,612.W

679,464.77
679,484.77

Additions for the Year, Net:

43,869,681.80
40,130,434.76
3,739,247.02

Revenues

Expend:ltures
Excess revenues over expenditures
Refund of contributions to National
Defense Student Loan FUnd
Excess group insurance premiums charged
against accumulated dividends
PI'ovis ion for uninsured losses in excess
of losses sustained
Bonds retired from ReStricted Fund
Additions to plant from other funds
Transfers from (to) other £unds
Net additions

Represented By:
Unappropriated surplus
Appropriated surplus
Restricted reserves
Unexpended reserves
Fund ·principal

1,550.90

1,550.90

(2,081.97)

(2,081.97)

8,267.13

8,267.13

42,852,40
913,590.10
(870, 737 .70)

(20,000.00)
(22,947 .72)

1,623,870.82
353,133.12

(400,000.00)
36,531.94
342,544.19

276,761.89
804,456 .oo

400,000.00
1,068,061.34
374,550.01
2,240,426.84

(715,818 .40)
1,097,429.99

50,508,087.57

788,325.66

1,413, 745.22

1,525,233.70

8,421, 777.49

36,582,090.74

1, 776,914.76

47,578 .92
4,952,975 .as
824,487.66
(237, 775 .03)
44,920,820.15

47,578 .92
740,746.74
56,417.14
1,468,816.56

104,761.76
8,317,015.73

4,212, 229.11
(589, 257 .54)
(398,953.93)
33,358,073.10

1,776,914.76

!,525,233.70

8,421, 777.49

36,562,'090.74

l, 776,914.76

1,575,896.26
4,815,044.42

$ 50,508,087.57

Total (E:xhiblt A)

123,000.00 25,322,729.99
1,698,696.26 25,333,413.77
(1,575,896 .26)
(10,683.76)

1,"068,061.34

$

Balance, June 30, 19.66

I

Eliminations

1;,4-13~ 745

788,325 .66

..:,22

1,413, 745:22

l..,l,
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EXHIBIT C

UN IVERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO

Statement o f Revenues and Expenditures
Wit h Budget Comparison
Year Ended June 30, 1966

Revenues
Educational and General:
Student fees
State appropriation
Federal instructional grants
Research overhead
Other
Total educational and general
Off-Campus Instruction:
Student fees
Holloman instructional subsidy
Los Alamos instructional subsidy
Total off-campus instruction
Organized Activities Relating to
Instruction:
Intercollegiate athletics
Manzanita. Center _
Total organized activities
Noneducational Income:
Student fees
Land and Permanent Fund Income
Rent and overhead
Work study and NDEA student loans
Scholarship income and gifts
Institute stipends
Western Regional and Dental
Programs .appropriation
Total noneducational
Auxiliary Enterprises:
Dining halls
Residence halls
University golf course
Heating plant
Printing plant
Associated Students Bookstore
New Mexico Union
Student health service
University concessions
Total auxiliary enterprises

Budget
Estimate

$ 2,357,200.00

Actual
Revenues

Actual
OVer (Under)

8,227,000.00
60,000.00
89,000.00
44 1 000.00
10,777! 200.00

2, 291,271.34
8,227,000.00
32,975.00
89,000.00
52 1 049.72
10 1 692 1 296.06

154,000.00
69,000.00
77 1 000.00
300,000.00

154,791.60
32,177.18
67 1 055.15
254 1 023.93

791.60
(36,822.82

415,600.00
30 1 000.00
445 1 600.00

761,484.01
10 1 042.95
771 1 526.96

345,884.01

1,784,900.00
555,000.00
51,600.00
340,000.00
185,000.00
440,000.00

1,334,219.99
605,696.38
49,648.70
337 '799 .08
186,669.74
431,518 .84

(450,680 .01
50,696.38
(1,951.30
(2,200.92
1,669.74
(8,481.16

195 1 000.00
3 1 551 1 500.00

195 1 000.00
3 1 140 1 552.73

{410 1 947 .27

1,150,000.00
685,000.00
210,000.00
525,000.00
385,000.00
1,125,000.00
701,500.00
168,500.00

1,035,854.63
665,849.93
161,600.52
514,034.48
439,629.23
1,179,493.85
696,862.51
174,852.72
42 1 410.17
4,910 1 588.04

(114, 145.37
(19' 150.07
(48,399.48
(10,965.52
54,629.23
54,493.85'
(4,637.49
6,352.72
42 1 410.17
{39 1 411.96

4,950,000.00

-·

-.~

. ._: " -........=-

{65,928 .66
{27,025.00
8 1 049.72
.94

~84 1 903

~9,944.85

(45 1 976.07

~19 1 957.05

325 1 926.96

"
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EXHIBIT C
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Cont:inued

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison

Revenues

Budget
Estimate

oninstructional Research:
300,000.00
State appropriation
$
Sale of publications
115,000.00
State Department of Development
grant
15,000.00
Sponsored programs
4,570,000.00
5,000,000.00
-Total noninstructional research
oninstructional Organized Activities:
Television instruction
180,000.00
Sponsored programs
930,000.00
Total noninstructional
·organized activities
1, 110,000.00
Total Current Fund Revenues
eceipts for Capital Outlay:
State Educational Bond issue
Building and Improvement Bonds Series 1966
Student fees
Federal grants
State grants
Grants from private sources
Sale of property
Interest and discounts earned
Rental income
Subsidy - Sandia Corporation
Los Alamos and Holloman overhead
Loss on sale of securities
Other revenues
Transfers from:
Current Fund surplus
Agency Fund overhead
Agency Fund grants
Depreciation transfers
Service agencies
Total receipts for capital
outlay
lalance from Previous Year:
Educational and general
Noneducational
Auxiliary enterprises
Capital outlay
Total budget

Actual
Revenues

Actual
Over (Under)

300,000.00
89,095.74

(25,904.26)

6,358.57
3,182,555.67
_hl78,009.98

(8 ·' 64-1.4-3)
(1,387 ,4!+4.33)
(1,421.990.02)

181,000.00
1,794,732.29

1,000.00
864,732.29

1,975,732.29

865,732.29

26,134,300.00

25,322,729.99

(811,570 .01)

3,250,000.00

3,245,937.50

(4, 062 .50)

8,500,000.00
60,000.00
4,000,000.00
15,000.00
40,000.00
286,500.00
67,500.00
70,000.00
4,500.00
400,000.00
50,000.00
49,500.00
16,793,000.00
207,700.00
8,187,000.00
8,394,700.00

$ 51,322,000.00

(8,500,000.00)
23,082.29
4,439.00
75,145.12
(15,000.00)
26,517.36
(13,482.64)
23,937 .84
310,437.84
1,348.28
68,848.28
14,826.81
84,826.81
92,542.18
92,542.18
(19,159.27)
(19' 159 .27)
2,017.31
(2,482.69)

83,082.29
4,004-,439.00
75,145.12

20,000.00
293,327.74
18,322.27
42,900.00

20,000.00
(106,672.26)
18,322.27
(7,100.00)
(49,500.00)

8 '349' 184 .43

(8,443,815 .57)

194,899.99
(6,416 .19)
296,145.52
8' 187' 051.37
8,671,680.69
42,343,595.11

(12,800.01)
(6,416 .19)
296,145.52
51.37
276,980.69
(8,978,404.89)

f"'-
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EXHIBIT C
Continued

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison

Expenditures
Educational and General:
Administration and general expense:
Administration
$
Student welfare services
General expense

Budget
Estimate

Actual
Expenditures

Unexpended
Over expended

901,600.00
398,900.00
339,000.00
1,639,500.00

927,153.14
384,476.33
291,888 .16
1,603,517.63

(25,553.14
14,423.67
47! 111.84
35,982.37

172,116.65

~7 1 616.65

1,431,400.98

43 599.02

48,802.43
65,511.36
158,616.49
574,077 .71
2,895,792.23
173,896.75
T63,282 .75
648,655.65
557,960.12
124,796.55
70,294.08
36,278.64
272,194.75
160,715 .19
71,909 .16
941,238.15
7,564,022.01
763,076.96

(2,402.43
1,688.64
183.51
(30,077 .71
2,465.77
4,803.25
4;542.25
9,319.35
89.88
53.4.5
2,505.92
1, 721.36
18' 155 .25
(3,915 .19
(15,409 .16
67 253.85
60_,_977 .99
17,923.04

1,744,643.42

(9 ,643.42

251,434.83

(41,434 .83j

1,493,208.59

31; 791.4!1

11,406,000.00

11,251,708.54

154! 291 .46

48,250.00
29,000.00
36,350.00
212,500.00
13,900.00
340,000.00

48,975.88
22,426.69
39,773.04
148,926.66
12,886.20
272,988.47

(725 .88
6,573.31
(3,423.04
63,573.34
.1,013.80
67,011.53

Less general overhead applied
to other departments
164,500.00
Total administration and
general
1,475,000.00
Ins true t ion:
Academic vice-president
46,400.00
Graduate School
67,200.00
School of Law
158' 800.00
School of Medicine
544,000.00
College of Arts and Sciences
2,898,258.00
College of B\lS iness Administration
178 '700 .00
College of Education
767,82.5.00
College of Engineering
657,975.00
College of Fine Arts
558,050.00
College of Nursing
124,850.00
College of Pharmacy
72,800.00
University College
38,000.00
Summer and field sessions
290,350.00
Instructional programs
156,800.00
Instructional activities
56,500.00
Other instruction expenses
1,008,492.00
Total instruction
7,625,000.00
Libraries
781,000.00
Operation and maintenance of
physical plant
1,735,000.00
Less charges applied to
other departments
210,000.00
Total operation and
maintenance
1,525,000.00
Total educational and
general
Off-Campus Instruction:
Administrative office
Correspondence and extension
Community college
Instructional centers
Other
Total off-campus instruction

I

I
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EXHIBIT C
Continued

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison
Budget
Estimate

Expenditures
ganized Activities Relating to
nstruction:
Intercollegiate athletics
Manzanita Center
Science Fair
University Band
Home management house
Total organized activities

$

neduca tiona 1 :
Bond debt service
Interest on loan
Scholarships, fellowships and
stipends
Work study and NDEA loans
Western Regional and Dental programs
Rent
Total noneducational
xiliary Enterprises:
Dining halls
Residence halls
University golf course
Heating plant
Printing plant
Associated Students Bookstore
New Mexico Union
Student health service
University concessions
Total auxiliary enterprises

--

79~,8~8.~4

6,061.66
1,869.95
2,530.82
(2 .81)
(31.73)
10,427 .89

25,9~0.05

5,169.18
2,~02.81

2,~00.00

2, ~~1. 7~

840,000.00

829,572 .11

1,625,000.00
23,000.00

1,5~1,641.82

710,000.00
365,000.00
195,000.00
22,000.00
2,940,000.00

706,!)54.58

29,816;86
~70,124.52

164,200.00
16,700.96
2,819' 1~8 .74
966,451.12
541,498.~1

93,358.18
(6,816 .86)
3,345.42
(5,124.52)
30,800.00
5,299.04
120,861.26
93,548.88
28,501.69
336.38
(22,094.24)
(29,208.21)
(57' 161.36)
119,693.19
4,809.52
(42' 312 .40)
96,113.45

4,700,000.00

189,663.62
537,094.24
394,208.21
1, 042' 161.36
726,806.81
163,690.48
42,312.40
4,603,886.55

182,700.00
75,875.00
43,125.00
16,400.00
8~,000 .00
16,600.00
12,300.00
4,570,000.00

163,894.24
76,041.66
38,218.30
7,623.79
81,563.44
16,650.13
8,829.86
3,182,555.67

1,~87,444.~3

5,000,000.00

3,575,377.09

1,424,622.91

180,000.00
9~6,000.00

186,009.98
1,794,732.29

(858,7~2.29)

l,ll6,000.00

1,980,742.27

(864, 742 .27)

26,~42,000.00

25,333,413.77

~65,000.00

985,000.00
846,500.00
168,500.00

ninstructional Organized Activities:
Television instruction
Sponsored programs
Total noninstructional
organized activities

Unexpended
(Overexpended)

2,~00.00

1,060,000.00
570,000.00
190,000.00
515,000.00

1ninstructional Research:
Press and publications
Research and computer center
General research
State resources development
Bureau of Business Research
Historical research
Government research
Sponsored programs
Total noninstructional
research

Total Current Fund expenditures

799,900.00
27,800.00
7,700.00

Actual
Expenditures

-'--~~,...__.___~--~-----------·-···-.-·----

18,805 .76
(166.66)
4,906.70
8, 776.21
1,4~6 .56
(50.1~)

3,470.14

(6,009 .98)

1,008,586.23
-~~-"~~-·--·-~----
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EXHIBIT C
Continued
~

MEXICO

Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison
Actual
ExQenditures

Unexpended
(Overeoxoende·

224,682,54
473,854.75
89,339.08
185,701.21
272.,857 .87
1,246 2435.45

(62, 182 .SL
(144,854.7
(89 ,339 .Of
(35,701.2
(50,857 .8
160 2 000.0(
~222 2 935 .4

2,054,770.51
1,748,907.12

(62,270.5
126,092 .Sf

513,570.74
3,111,620.08
409,574.95
140,945.76

70,929 .2
(90,620 .0
25,425.0
1,054.2

285' 796 .37
286,970.58
360,296.50
3,951.93
4,091.21
118,383.31

(4, 796 .3
(229,470.5
(18,296 .5
(3,951.9
(4, 091.2
(33,383.3

190,581.85
2,876.14
102,475.84
39,156.24
1,559,779.55
118 2 943.96
11,052,692.64
10 2582.79
285 2 929.37
62 2 404.48
14 2 148.59

(56,581.8
17,123.8
(475.8
(19,156.2
(59' 779 .5
31 056.0
(311 192 .6
(582 .7
248 070.6
(62.404.4
(14 2 148.5

49 2 763.56
1,003.74

(49.763.5
{1.003.7

12 2 722 2 960.62

(413.960.6

Transfers to Other Funds:
Plant Fund

20 2 000.00

(20.000.(

Refund of contributions to National
Defense Student Loan Fund

(1 2 550.90)

Budget
Estimate
Capital Outlay:
Land and improvements:
$
162,500.00
Land purchases
329,000.00
Utilities extensions
Paving
150,000.00
Land improvements
222,000.00
Golf course
160 2 000.00
G-eneral campus
Total land and improvements
1 2 023,SOQ.OO
Building and additions:
Fine Arts Building, concert hall
1,992,500.00
Library addition ·
1,875,000.00
Dormitories - Alvarado and Santa
Ana
584,500.00
3,021,000.00
Basic Science Building
Graduate Research Building
435,000.00
142,000.00
Medical School Buildings
Temporary Medical School
281,000.00
facility
Golf course club house
57,500.00
342,000.00
Central refrigeration addition
Engineering center
Business Administration
85,000.00
Biology Research Building
KNME Studio and Transmitter
134,000.00
Buildings
Student Health Center
20,000.00
102,000.00
Hokona remodeling
20,000.00
Swimming pool
1,500,000.00
Basketball a1:·ena
150 2 000.00
General. campus
Total buildings and additions
10 2 741,500.00
10,000.00
Automotive equipment
534 2 000.00
Furniture and equipment
Books
Payment on utility contracts
Repairs, maintenance and
expendables
Other
Total capital outlay

12 2 309 2 000.00

1 550 ,c

j.:1_30
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Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
With Budget Comparison
Budget
Estimate

Expenditures
lances to be carried forward:
Educational and general
Noneducational
Auxiliary enterprises
Capital outlay
Total budget

$

Actual
Expenditures

12 1 671 1 000.00
12 1 671 1 000.00

47,578.92
24,383.81
383,533.71
3,813!275.18
4 1 268 1 771.62

$ 51,322,000.00

42,343,595.11

Unexpended
(Overexpended)
(47,578.92)
(24,383 .81)
(383,533.71)
8 1 857 1 724.82
8!402,228.38
8,978,404.89

,,
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Notes to

Financi~l Sta~ements

June 30, 1966
1. Property and equipment of the University are stated at actual cost where available or at estimated replacement cost. Items of equipment costing $10.00 or more
have been capitalized as a part of the Plant Fund and are supported by detailed pla
records. In accordance with generally accepted institutional accounting practices,
depreciation on buildings and equipment is not reflected in the balance sheet or
statement of revenues artd expenditures, except for charges of $42,900.00 to auxilia
enterprises. These funds have been transferred to unexpended reserves of the Plant
Fund.
2. The Regents of the University of New Mexico entered into long term lease agreements on two pieces of property on University Boulevard N. E. Each lease is for
forty-nine years with an option to purchase the property at dates to be dete·rmined
upon the happening of certain events. The lease rentals on the property in the
initial years aggregate $13,892.88 per year, payable monthly, and are subject to
increases or decreases provided for in an escalator clause based on the General
Commodity Wholesale Price lndex published by the Department of Labor. The prices a
which the separate options may be exercised total $423,490.00, unless increased by
escalator provisions similar to those applicable to the rental payments.
On May 24, 1966 the Regents entered into a lease agreement on two lots at Centr
and Stanford s. E., containing a building which was to be remodeled by the lessor a
an estimated cost of $136,951.46. The term of the lease is for ten years beginning
September 1, 1966, at a monthly rent of $2,799.42, subject to adjustment to reflect
the actual cost of the remodeling. The lease grants the University an option to pu
chase the property for $10.00 at the termination of the lease or at any time during
the lease for stipulated atnourtts.
3. On September 21, 1966 the Regents of the University authorized the issuance of
$8,500,000.00 Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1966, to be dated October 1,
1966, to mature serially in the years 1967 through 1985, and to bear interest at
rates from 4.6% to 5% per annum. The bonds were sold on that'date to John Nuveen
& Co. (Inc.) and Associates at a premium totaling $986.00, for the purpose of constructing and acquiring a project defined by the resolution authorizing the bonds.
The Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1966 are on a full parity with the Refunding and Improvement Bonds, Both issues are secured by a pledge of all gross
revenue received by the University from the operation of all buildings, structures
and facilities, student fees, land and permanent fund income and proprietary
activities carried on by the University, but not including proceeds of ad valorem
taxes, or grants of the U.S. Government or its agencies.

"I
!
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Investments
June 30, 1966
Cost
estricted Fund - Refunding and Improvement Bonds of 1965:
Bond Service Fund:
United States Treasury Bills, due September 1, 1966
United States Treasury Bills, due September 15, 1966
United States Treasury Bills, due September 30, 1966
Rese.rve Account:
United States Treasury Bonds, due August 15, 1972, 4%
United States Treasury Bonds, due February 15, 1974, 4-1/8%
Renewal and Replacement Reserve:
United States Treasury Bonds, due February 15, 1974, 4-1/8%
Total Restricted Fund
ndowment Fund:
Corporate Stocks, Listed:
Allied Chemical Corporation, 208 shares
American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
175 shares
American Tobacco Company, 320 shares
Bank of America, 200 shares
Boston Fund, Inc. 137 shares
Commercial Credit Company, 100 shares
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.,
60 shares
Crocker-Citizens National Bank, 627 shares
Crown Zellerbeck Corporation, 508 shares
El Paso Natural Gas, 65 shares
Filtrol Corporation, 150 shares
General Electric Company, 301 shares
General Mills, Inc,, 3 shares
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, 561 shares
Hartford Fire Insurance Company, 204 shares
Hershey Chocolate Corporation, 90 shares
Hunt Foods and Indus tries, Inc. 54 shares
H. K. Porter Company, Inc., 450 shares
Kennecott Copper Corporation, 240 shares
Marrud, Inc., 300 shares
National Fuel Gas Company, 200 shares
New England Electric System, 578 shares
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 312 shares
Pacific Lighting Corporation, 340 shares
Pillsbury Company, 600 shares
Proctor and Gamble; 600 shares
Public Service Co. of New Mexico, 608 shares
Sears Roebuck and Company, 400 shares
Sherwin Williams Company, 400 shares
Standard Oil Company of California, 259 shares
Tennessee Gas Transmission, 5% 2nd Preferred,
100 shares
Texaco, Inc., 420 shares
Texas Gulf Sulphur, 428 shares

$

167,986.08
166,849.8S
361,074.73
106,033.13
548,760.9S
48!S53.90
1,399,2S8.64

Market Value
$ 8,060.00

12,226,00

9,625.00
10,760.00
9,937.50
1,334.38
2,675.00

11,702.86
8,066,91
13,495 .7S
1,166 .42
3,825.00

7,680.00
19,907.25
21,971.00
1,218.75
7,537.50
31,943.63
181.88
28,540.88
14,025.00
2,396.25
1, 269 .oo
43,481.25
8,670.00
1,312 .so
5,900.00
14,233.25
9,516.00
8,287.50
19,650.00
38,550.00
16,582.50
22,150.00
18,400.00
16,576.00

3,700.00
17,700.00
26,132.50
1,320;63
S,47S.OO
20,714.88
187 .13
2S,249.12
16,16S.OO
1,476.00
1,647 .so
4S,S28.75
6,200.00
2,028.39
7,07S.OO
17,19S.SO
8,617.00
9,890.00
18,787 .so
44,100.00
18,064.89
13,925 .oo
25,050.00
11,776.58

9,225.00
29,557.50
42,265.00

10,850.00
24,110.00
7,030.00

"'
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Schedule 1
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L'NIVERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO
Investments
Market Value
Endowment Fund (Continued):
Corporate Stocks, Listed (Continued):
Union Oil Company, 190 shares
$
United States Gypsum Company, 200 shares
Universal Leaf Tobacco Company, 100 shares
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 300 shares
Total Listed Corporate Stocks
Corporate Stocks, Unlisted:
Freeman-Smith Land Company, 172 shares
Parafine Oil Company, 14,274 shares
Reingold Corporation, 12 shares
Total Unlisted Corporate Stocks
Corporate Bonds, Listed:
El Paso Natural Gas Co. convertible debentures
due September 1, 1997, 5~%
Pacific Power and Light Co. First Mortgage
Bonds due September 1, 1990, 5-1/8%
Houston Corporation Subordinated Debentures
due August 1, 1968, 5%
Federal Home Loan Bank, due August 15, 1966,
4-1/8%
Total- I;is ted Corporate Bonds
Mutual Building and Loan Association of Santa Fe,
Fully Paid Share Certificate, 50 shares $200
Par Value
Trust deed note, due April 22, 1970, 4%
Faculty real estate mortgage notes
Investment in real estate:
1824 Las Lomas Road, N.E., after allowance
for depreciation of $5,040.00
1806 Sigma Chi Road, N.E., after allowance
for depreciation of $2,875.00
1809 Las Lomas Road, N.E., after allowance
for depreciation or $7,358.00
815 Vassar Dr., N.E., after allowance for
depreciation of $1,990.00
917 Vassar Dr., N.E., after allowance for
depreciation of $2,350.00
1825 Sigma Chi Road, N.E., after allowance
for depreciation of $4,000,00
Taos County, 0.555 acres
415 Girard, N.E., after allowance for depreciation of $108.00
925 Vassar Drive, N.E., after allowance for
depreciation of $3,840.00
1819 Roma Ave., N.E., after allowance for
depreciation of $2,335.00
905 Vassar Drive, N.E.
Net investment in real estate
Funds held in trust by banks

10,093.75
10,725.00
2,362.50
15,712.50
522,313.27

Cost
6,555.00
19,600.00
2,100.00
12.712.50
481 2 446.81
2,767.48
5,705.60
265.50
8 738 .58

4,650.00

5,062.50

33,375.00

35,612.50

33,512.50

34,650.00

138 2 992.00
210,529.50

139 2 737.50
215,062.50
10 000.00
9,500.00
218! 039 .87
15,960.00
26,124.10
66,799.30
12,510 .oo
13,350.00
36,000.00
5,000 .00~
19,3~2.00

12,052.51
23,165.00
14 2550.00
244 2902.91
111 2416.60

j-:;~4
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Investments
Market Value
Endowment Fund (Continued):
State Permanent Funds invested by the
State Investment Council:
Federal:
U.S. Treasury securities
Federal Agency securities
Federal Agency guaranteed securities
New Mexico - county, municipality and.
institutional bonds
Corporate bonds
Corporate common stocks

$

72,463,124.89
20,752,855 .16
97 '601, 904.36
2,039,432.27
39,866,951.39
66,354,882.40
299 '079' 150.47

University Permanent Fund 2.048085%
University Saline Permanent Fund .013576%
Total State Permanent Funds
Total Endowment Fund
Construction Fund:
United States Savings Bonds, Series J, due October, 1966
United States Treasury Bonds, due November 15, 1967, 3-5/8%
United States Treasury Bonds, due May 15, 1968, 3-7/8%
United States Treasury Bonds, due November 15, 1974, 3-7/8%
United States Treasury Bonds, due February 15, 1980, 4%
United States Treasury Bills, due July 7, 1966
United States Treasury Bills, due July 14, 1966
United States Treasury Bills, due August 11, 1966
United Scates Treasury Bills, due October 6, 1966
United States Treasury Bills, due November 10, 1966
United States Treasury Bills, due November 30, 1966
United States Treasury Bills, due December 22, 1966
United States Treasury Bills, due December 31, 1966
Total Construction Fund
Refunding
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United

Escrow
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States
States

Fund:
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasu·ry
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury

Notes,
Bonds,
Notes,
Notes,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,

due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due
due

August 15, 1966, 4%
November 15, 1966, 3-3/8%
Febr!J,ary 15, 1967, 3-5/8%
August 15, 1967' 3-3/4%
November 15, 1967' 3-5/8%
May 15, 1968, 3-7/8%
August 15, 1968, 3-3/4%
November 15, 1968, 3-7/8%
February 15, 1969, 4%
October 1, 1969, 4%
August 15, 1970, 4%
August 15, 1971, 4%
November 15, 1971, 3-7/8%
February 15, 1972, 4%
August 15, 1972, 4%
August 15, 1973,. 4%
November 15, 1973, 4-1/8%

40,602.99
6,125,395.22
6,165,998.21
7,465,105.48
60,840.00
24,635.77
7,039.64
29,617.90
27,360.72
339,153.61
78,730.56
376,225.00
296,333.33
295,002.00
1,246,685.06
831,171.56
430,094.12
4,042,889.27
321,000.00
95,.100 .00
168,831.25
328,040.63
108,968.75
158,155.31
332,535.00
104,343.75
184,884.38
641,191.56
668,430.00
363,826.88
100,342.50
211,069.69
701,362.50
134,257.50
160,195.00

Schedule 1
Continued
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Investments

Refunding Escrow Fund (Continued):
United States Treasury Bonds, due May 15, 1974, 4-1/4%
United States Treasury Bonds, due November 15, 1974, 3-7/8%
Total Refunding Escrow Fund

$

$ 27,178,807.78

Total Investments
Custodians
Exhibit A
Res tr ic ted .Fund
$ 1, 399' 258 .64
Endowment Fund
7,465' 105 .48
4,042.889.27
Construction Fund
14 1 271 1 554.39
Refunding Escrow Fund

$ 27' 178,807.78

University
ComE troller
1, 178,190.67

1,178,190.67

Banks
1,399,258.64
120,916.60
4,042,889.27
14 1 271 1 554.39
19,834,618 .90

Investment
Council
6,165,998.21

6,165,998.21

19
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Bonds Payable
June 30, 1966

~

Buildings
Series
Series
Series

and Improvement:
F
.J

K

Date of
Issue

Interest

Original

Outs tanding

~

~

July 1, 1965

2-1-36
6-l-55
10-1-64

3.1 to 4%

375,000.00
2,000,000.00
2,500,000.00

25,000.00
1,203,000.00
2,500,000.00
3,728,000.00

25,000.00
100,000.00
25,000 .• 00
150,000.00

1,103,000.00
2,475,000.00
3,578,000.00

4-r-63

3!; and 3~%
3%.
3.9%
3.6%.
3 to 3};%
3%
3, 4 and 5%.
3~ to 4%
2!;%

2,200,000.00
171,000.00
1,600,000.00
900,000.00
1,ooo;ooo.oo
1,800,000.00
3, 000,000 .oo
1,435' 000 .00
2,500,000.00

1,445,000.00
88,000.00
1,210,000.00
722,000.00
865,000.00
1,423,000.00
2,785,000.00
1,382,000.00
2,000,000.00
u,92o,ooo.oo

80,000.00
7,000.00
45,000.00
26,000.00
26,000.00
30,000.00
40,000.00
20,000.00
250,000.00
524,000.00

1,365,000.00
81,000.00
1,165,000.00
696,000.00
839,000.00
1,393,000.00
2,745,000.00
1,362,000 .• 00
1, 750,000.00
11,396,000.00

2-I-65

3 to 5%

Total building and improvement bonds
Revenue:
General Building Bonds of 1948
Recreation Center ImproVement Revenue Bonds, Series 1950'
Building BQnds, Series· of 1951
Building Bonds, Series of 1952
Building Bonds, Series of 1955
Dormitory Bonds, Se1::ies of 1957
Student Union Building Bonds,· Series of 1957
Dormitory Revenue Bonds of 1962
Building Bonds, Series of 1963
To ta 1 revenue bonds

10-1-48
3-l-50
8-1-51
1-l-52
6-l-55
12-l-57
12-t-57
4-~-62

4%
2~%

Total bonds refunded
Refunding and Improvement Bonds. of 1965
Total (Exhibit A)

$

~

Outstanding
June 30~ 1966

15,648,000.00

674,000.00

!4,974,000.00

23 2 500,000 ;OO

400,000.00

23,100,000.00

$ 39,148,000.00

1,074,000.00

38,074,000.00

~~

..~

;

-~
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditu res and Surplus
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965

Revenues
Educational and General:
Student fees:
Tuition
Other

Year Ended June 30 2
1966
1965

$ 2 ,213,886.58

Increase
(Decrease)

1,656,621.08
1132572.38
1, 770,193.46
7,192,000.00
40,560:32
100,000.00
60,000.00
57,014.80

557,265 .5(
(36 187 .6
521,077 .8~
1, 035,000 .0(
(7,585.3
(100,000.0(
29,000.0(
(57' 014 .8(

52,049.72
10 ,692,296.06

622189.44
9,281,958.02

(10 139.7
1,410,338.0

Holloman instructional subsidy
Los Alamos instructional subsidy
Total off-campus instruction

44,217 .oo
64,222.20
462352.40
154,791.60
32, 177 .18
67;055.15
2542023.93

45,225.95
56,684.00
532340.00
155,249.95
34,280.13
55 2796 .82
245,326.90

(1,008.9
7,538.2
(6 987 .6
(458.3
(2,102.9
11 258.3
8 697.0

Organized Activities Relating to
Ins true t ion:
Intercollegiate athletics (Schedule 8)
Manzanita Center
Total organized activities

761,484.01
102042.95
7712526.96

719,597.96

41,886 .o
1Q,042.9
51 929 .o

State appropriation
Federal-instructional grants
Gifts and grants from private sources
Research overhead
Sandia Base - subsidy
Sales and services from educational
departments and other
Total educational and general
Off-Campus Instruction:
Student fees:
Correspondence and extension
Connnunity college
Instructional centers

Noneducational Income:
Student fees
Land income
Permanent Fund income
Rent and overhead
Work study program
Scholarship gifts
Scholarship trust income
Institute stipends
NDEA student loans
Western Regional Program appropriation
Total noneducational

772384.76
2 ,291,271.34
8 ,227,000.00
32,975.00
89,000.00

1 ,334,219.99

361,806.16
243,890.22
49;648.70
30,670.08
152,456 .OS
34,213.69
431,518.84.
307,129.00
1952000.00
3 21402552.73

·----~

-

~.

---

.

~

----

719,597.96
941,400.00
301,200.00
210,000.00
37,396.20
141,486.17
28,332.00
359,660.12
902000 .oo
2,109,474.49

·------<-~

'""""--""'

,,

392.819.9
60,606.1
33,890.2
12,252.5
30,670.0
10,969.8
5,881.6
71,858.7
307' 129.0
105 000.0
1 03~,078 .2

'"-~-----·"-"~

::.~.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965

Revenues
xiliary Enterprises:
Dining halls (Schedule 9)
Residence halls (Schedule 10)
University golf course (Schedule 11)
Heating plant (Schedule 12)
Printing plant (Schedule 13)
Associated students bookstore
(Schedule 14)
New Mexico Union (Schedule 15)
Student health service
University concessions
Total auxiliary enterprises

$ 1, 035 '854 .63
665,849.93
161,600.52
514,034.48
439,629.23

976,086.29
587 '544 .42
203,909.36
440,763.74
353,190.10

1,179,493.85
696,862.51
174,852.72
42,410.17
4,910,588.04

963,189 .35
657,505.61
153,240.00
41,176.50
4,376,605.37

216,304.50
39' 356 .90
21,612.72
1,233.67
533,982.67

300,000.00
74,635.71
14,460.03
6,358.57
3,182,555 .67

286,950.00
69,620.03
13,750.98
42,066.71
2,361,306.55

13,050.00
s, 015.68
709. OS
(35, 708 .14)
821,249.12

3,578,009.98

2,773,694.27

804,315.71

181,000.00
1,794,732.29

110,000.00
667;646.61

71,000.00
1,127,085.68

1,975,732.29

777,646 .61

1,198,085.68

$ 25,322,729.99

20,284,303.62

5' 038,426 .37

640.39
26,139.00
42,486.58
24,858.95
256,771.08
196,704.38
16,396 .OS
46,696.96
22,956.84
87,441.21
65,010.04

879.54
23,209.00
42,915.68

oninstructional Research:
State appropriation
University Press (Schedule 16)
University publications
State Department of Development grant
Sponsored programs (Schedule 7)
Total noninstructional
research
oninstructional Organized Activities:
Television instruction
Sponsored programs (Schedule 7)
Total noninstructional
organized activities
Total revenues

Increase
(Decrease)
59,768.34
78,305.51
(42,308.84)
73,270.74
86,439.13

Expenditures

:ducationa1 and General:
Administration and general:
Administration:
Board of Regents
Board of Educational Finance
President's office
Administrative vice-president
Comptroller's office
Registrar's office
Non-Academic personnel
Department of Information
Sports publicity
Data processing
University architect

$

230,128.23
180,393.96
16,302.82
40,201.79
28,403.50
77,731.05
27,894.29

(239.15)
2,930.00
(429.10)
24,858.95
26,642.85
16,310.42
93.23
6,495 .17
(5,446.66)
9, 710.16
37' 115.75
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus

Expenditures

Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965

Educational and General (Continued):
Administration and general (continued):
Adminis.tration (continued):
Food stores
24,664.80
$
Auditing
8,755.00
Legal expense
12,448.35
Retirement
55,124.14
Social security taxes
33,297.20
Administrative travel
6 1 762.17
Total administration
927,153.14
Student welfare services:
Alumni Association
45,168.94
Counseling and testing
68,554.86
Development
24,861.51
High school activities
1,070.92
International Services
15,124.25
Placement Bureau
43,180.22
Dean of students
29,646.48
Deans of Men and Women
118,093.79
Student Aids Office
38 1 775.36
Total student welfare
384 1 476.33
General expense:
Commencement and diplomas
4,133.89
Dues and memberships
6, 355.50
27,448.00
Group insurance
Honoraria and moving costs
706.52
Mimeograph and mailing
(2,461.98)
Postage and postal service
70,537 .52
Receptions and entertainment
2,239.84
Telephone and telegraph
148,414.67
Miscellaneous expense
28,514.20
6 1 000.00
Workmen's compensation
Total general expense
291 1 888 .16
Total administration and
1,603,517 .63
general
Less overhead applied to
other departments
172 2 116 .65
Total administration and
1 2 431,400.98
general
Instruction:
48 1 802.43
Academic vice-president
65 2 511.36
Graduate school
158 2 616.49
School of Law
School of Medicine:
99,990.73
Administrative office
50,608.64
Anatomy
58,575.31
Biochemistry
90,259.73
Medicine
45,313.71
Microbiology
--

-----

Increase
(Decrease)

22,029.35
7,792 .60
8,200.35
44,414.45
24,704.38
6 2 088.33
781,289.32

2,635.45
962.4C
4,248.0C
10,709.69
8;592.82
673.84
145 863.82

46,872.78
69,738.50
21,360.31
2,064.06

(1,703.84
(1,183.64
3,501.2G
(993.14
15,124.25
.9,341.51
(8, 116.69
.509 .91
38' 775 .36
55 254.96

33,8.38.69
37,763.17
117,583.86
329 2 221.37
9,444.02
8,408.75
21,276.54
27,086.65
1,691.54
62,497 .78
3,378.30
104,249.07
26,494.82

--

264 1 527.47

(5, 310.13
(2,053.25
6,171.46
(26,380.13
(4, 153.52
8,039.74
(1, 138 .46
44,165.6Q
2,019 .38'
6 2 000.00
27 1 360.69

1,375,038.16

228,479 .4-7

159 2 016.84

13 1 099.81

1 2 216 2 021.32

215 z3J9 .66

48 2 548.13
52 2 538.37
116 2 879.72

254.30
12 2 972.99
41 2 736.77

93,003.85
44,511.65
38,128.23
77,085.00
40,951.09

6,986.88
6,096 .99
20,447 .oa
13,174.73
4,362.62

·----=--

--

-------
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended
1966

Expenditures
Educational and General (Continued):
Instruction (Continued):
School of Medicine (Continued):
Obstetrics - Gynecology
Pathology
Pediatrics
Physiology
Pharmacology
Psychiatry
Radiology
Surgery
Total School of Medicine
College of Arts and Sciences:
Administrative office
Anthropology
Anthropology museum
Biology
Chemistry
Division of foreign studies
Economics
English
Geography
Geology
Government
History
Journalism
Mathematics
Modern and classical languages
Philosophy
Physics and astronomy
Psychology
Sociology
Speech
Total College of Arts and
Sciences
College of Business Administration
College of Education:
Administrative office
Art education
Elementary education
Home economics
Health, physical education and
recreation
Educational and administrative
services
Secondary education
Total College of Education
College of Engineering:
Administrative office

$

14,536 .14.
51,308.83
223.20
62,266.58
1,350.00
52,037 .73
5,336.40
42,270.71
574,077.71

J~ne

30,
1965

43,473.58
58' 188 .34
50,786.19
322096.21
4782224.14

Increase
(Decrease)

14,536 .1i!
7,835 .25
223.20
4,078.24
1,350.00
1,251.54
5,336.40
10 2174.50
95 2 853.57

49,245.99
140,448.93
15,743.94
288,533.34
192,273.40
9;250.84
90, 734 .. 11
433,902.12
30,687.26
152,887.11
77,845.85
212,600.49
29,359.82
324,155.12
305,537,96
67,977.45
180,334 .so
130,600.82
51,852.17
111, a·zo. 71

43,433.92
110,131.41
14,282 .17
226,797 .31
168,697.%
10,329.89
78,169.18
320,231.32
29,531.36
118,003.99
71,749.51
176,394.86
24,794.00
259,644.09
238,976.10
52,185 .40

2,895,792.23
173,896.75

2 2323 2 692.54
145 2123.42

5722099.69
282 773.33

76,771.97
25,5&0.31
81,321.06
52,441.84

65,219.63
23,408.98
65,710.68
38,535 .51

11,552.34
2,131.33
15' 610.38
13,906.33

228,550.27

193,590.77

34,959.50

163,000.67
135,656.63
763,282.75

122,333.96
108 2869.84
617 2669.37

40,666.71
262786.79
145!613.38

38,652.13

33,776.65

4,875 .48

149~442.49

98,927.85
45,634.51
862335.24

5)812.07
30,317.52
1,461.77
61,736.03
23,575 .46
(1,079 .05)
12,564.93
113,670.80
1,155 .90
34,883.12
6,096.34
36,205.63
4,565.82
64,511.03
66,561.86
15,792.05
30,892.31
31,672.97
6,217.66
25,!,85.47

~-~---'""'-·~·
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Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus

Expenditures

Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965

Educational and General (Continued):
Instruction (Continued):
College of Engineering (Continued):
Chemical
$
62,942.58
Civil
161,673.32
Nuclear
38,611.83
Electrical
195,628.69
Mechanical
151,147.10
Total College of Engineering
648,655.65
College of Fine Arts:
Administrative office
35,896.64
Art gallery
27,3ll.37
Architecture
69,126.89
Art
176,572.10
Dramatic Art
50,777.33
198,275.79
Music
557,960.12
Tota1 College of Fine Arts
College of Nursing
124,796.55
College of Pharmacy
70,294.08
University College
36,278.64
Summer and field sessions
272,194.75
Instructional programs:
Air Reserve Officers Training Corps
9,851.86
Data processing
61,085.23
Dental hygiene
49,979.88
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps
5,473.94
12,643.76
Institutional Research
Sandia Technical Development Program
20,803.53
876.99
Television
Total instructional programs
160,715.19
Instructional activities:
Bartd clinic
14,208.83
General honors program
22,077.84
35,622.49
Intramurals and extramurals
Total instructional activities
71,909.16
Other instruction expense:
348,444.54
State retirement
156,677.55
Social security taxes
Honoraria .and moving costs
79' 276 .44
Group insurance
24,341.95
38,023.68
Student employment
68,321.54
Student participation
221,013.46
Capital outlay
5,138.99
Miscellaneous instruction
941,238.15
Total other instruction
7,564,022.01
Total instruction
75,715.76
Law Library
125,454.00
Library of the medical sciences

Increase
(Decrease)

46,194.09
127' 188 .83
20,694 .14.
169,240.83
135,865.85
532,960.39

16,748.49
34,484.49
17,917.69
26,387.86
15 2 281.25
ll5 2 695.26

27' 757.92
23,003.06
53,ll5.31
148,861.06
45,260.74
177 2 424.81
475,422.90
100 2 184.45
68 2 126.86
30 2 290.08
212 2324.23

8,138.72
4,308.31
16,0ll.58
27,711.04
5,516.59
20 2 850.98
82 2 537.22
24 2 612.10
2 2 167.22
5 2 988.56
59 2 870.52

9,594.60
43,118.94
44,715.68
5,124.93
2.1, 046 .64
1 2 104.60
124! 705 .39

257 .26
17,966 .29
5,264.20
349.01
12,643.76
(243 .ll)
{227.61)
36 2 009.80

3,911.25
22,747.23
34 2 988.86
61 2 647 .34

10,297.58
(669 .39)
633.63
10 2 261.82"'

288,516.86
ll4,609 .35

59,927.68
42,068.20
79,276.44
2,127 .86
2,942.10
8,909.34
221,013.46
{53 2 886.54)
362 2 378.54
1 2 596 2 825.07
30,360.62
2,356.91

22,214.09
35,081.58
59,412.20
59 2 025.53
5782859.61
5 2 967 2 196.94
45,355.14
123,097.09
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965

Expenditures
Educational and General (Continued):
Library
Total Lib.raries
Operation and maintenance of
physical plant:
Administrative office
General equipment
Janitorial service
Harwood Foundation, Degan,
Lawrence Ranch and Young Ranch
Maintenance of grounds
Security and police
Property insurance
Repairs to building and equipment
Repairs to v.ehicles
Utilities
Miscellaneous expense

Increa.se.
(Decrease)

561,907.20
763,076.96

469,982 .93
638,435.16

199,359.14
6,494.74
246,206.23

161,479.08
7,267.84
220,138.88

37,880.06
(773 .10)
26,067.35

52,309.63
143,260.50
94,174.88
18,757.97
544,956.60
67,881.84
364,371.40
6,870.49
1,744,643.42

26,733.59
132,908.50
78,310.33
16, 165 .45
520,285.53
69,280.71
301,912.02
1,072.96
1,535,554.89

25,576.04
10,352.00
15,864.55
2,592.52
24,671.07
(1,398.87)
62,459.38
5,797.53
209,088.53

251,434.83

267,062.63

(15,627.80)

1,493,208.59

1,268,492.26

224,716.33

11,251,708.54

9, 090,145 .68

2,161,562.86

Off-Campus Instruction:
Administrative office
Correspondence salaries
Extension class salaries
Community college salaries
Los Alamos instructional program
Holloman ins true tiona! program
Gallup Community College
Film library
Harwood Foundation
Total off-campus instruction

48,975.88
13,116.69
9,310.00
39,773.04
90,668.80
45,684.86
12,573.00
6,006.21
6,879.99
272,988.47

46,262.24
13,308.85
10,843.75
33,618.18
81,431.82
53,419.36
10,842.00
5,423.89
7,008.61
262,158.70

2, 713.64
(192.16)
(1,533.75)
6,154.86
9,236.98
(7,734.50)
1,731.00
582.32
(128 .62)
10,829 .n

Organized Activities Relating to
Instruction:
Intercollegiate athletics (Schedule 8)
Manzanita Center
Science Fair
University band
Home management house
Total organized activities

793,838.34
25,930.05
5,169.18
2,302.81
2,331.73
829,572.ll

721,794.54

72,043.80
25,930.05
155.65
292.70
(749 .25)
97,672.95

Less charges applied to other
departments
Total operation and maintenance of plant
Total educational and general

$

5,013.53
2,010.11
3,080.98
731,899 .16

91,924.27
124,641.80
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Current Fund
Rev~nues,

Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30 2
1966
1965

Expenditures
Noneducational:
Bond principal
Bond .interest
Bond reserve fund
Interest on loans
University scholarships
Graduate assistants
Scholarships and awards
NDEA student loans
Work study program
Peace Corps stipends
Institute stipends
Wes.tern Regional program
Dental program
Rent
Refunding expense
Total noneducational
Auxiliary Enterprises:
Dining halls (Schedule 9)
Residence halls (Schedule 10)
University golf course (Schedule 11)
Heating plant (Schedule 12)
Printing plant (Schedule 13)
Associated Students Bookstore
(Schedule 14)
New Mexico Union (Schedule 15)
Student health services
University concessions
Total auxiliary enterprises
Noninstructional Research:
Bureau of Business Research
Historical research
Research center
Computer center
General research
Meteoritics
Governmental research
State resources development
University Press (Schedule 16)
University publications
Sponsored program (Schedule 7)
Total noninstructional
research

$

706,250.00
650,391.82
175,000.00
29,816.86
52,885.00
26,531.00
186,669.74
339,454.44
30,670.08
15,050.00
425,518.84
65,200.00
99,000.00
16,700.96

721,000.00
595,459.03
291,404.20
32,502.95
34,436.20
23,940.00
170,268.17

Increase
(Decrease)
(14,750.00)
54,932.79
(116,404.20)
(2,686.09)
18,448.80
2,591.00
16,401.57
339,454.44
30,670.08
1,150.00
65,858.72
(12,800.00)
10,000.00
(8, 166 .48)
{56,496.08)
328 2 204.55

2 1 819,138.74

13,900.00
359,660.12
78,000.00
89,000.00
24,867.44
56!496.08
2 2490 1 934.19

966,451.12
541,498.31
189,663.62
537,094.24
394,208.21

888,927 .38
444,910.07
160,257 .28
460,376 .so
311,961.76

77,523.74
96,588.24
29,406.34
76,717.74
82,246.45

1;042,161.36
726,806.81
163,690.48
42 1 312.40
4 2603 1 886.55

850,972.41
673,959.58
142,753.31
33 1 624.24
3 2967 2742.53

191,188.95
52,847.23
20;937 .17
8!688.16
6362144.02

81,563.44
16,650.13
20,393.50
55,648.16
38,218.30
8,829.86
7,623.79
142,192.10
21,702.14
3!1822555.67

75,247.77
17,981.80
20,147.98
47,372.60
32,103.01
511.70
11,486.34
60,653.95
120,063.64
20,638.45
2 1 361 1 306.55

6,315.67
(1, 331.67)
245 .52,,
8,275.56
6,115.29
(511,.70)
(2,656.48)
(53,030.16)
22,128.46
1,063.69
821!249.12

3!575!377 .09

2!767!513.79

807!863.30
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Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Surplus
Year Ended June 30 2
1966
1965

Expenditures
oninstructional Organized Activities:
Television instruction
Sponsored programs (Schedule 7)
Total noninstructional
organized activities

$

Total expenditures
Excess of revenues over
expenditures

Total (Exhibit B)

14,294.02
1 2 127 2 085.68

1 2980 1 742.27

839 2 362.57

1 2 141 2 379.70

25! 333,413.77

20 1 149,756.62

5,183,657 .15

134,547.00

(145,230.78)

1,550.90
(2,081.97)
8,267.13
(22,947 .72)
811 2 273.38

3urplus, July 1, 1965

:tepresented by:
Unappropriated surplus
Appropriated surplus:
Western Regional program
Reserve for payment of bond
principal and interest
Reserve for group insurance
Reserve for uninsured losses
Reserve for bad debt losses
Associated Students Bookstore
New Mexico Union

171,715.96
667!646.61

(20, 000 .00)

ther Additions (Deductions):
Refund of contributions to National
Defense StudentLoan Fund
Excess group insurance premiums
charged against accumulated dividends
Provision for unins~red losses in excess
of losses sustained
Net additions

3urplus, June 30, 1966

186,009.98
1!794,732.29

(10,683.78)

ransfers to:
Plant Fund

Increase
(Decrease)

$

$

788,325.66

=~;,;,;;;;,;,;;,;;,

47!578.92
--..:...:...-=-"-'=
24,383.81
200,000.00
75,655.91
56,913.76
259.55
349,557.57
33 2 976.14
740,746.74
788,325.66
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Loan Fund

Revenues, Experiditures and Principal
Year Ended June 30, 1966

Unexpended Reserves:
Reserve for losSes - Deferred payment fees
Fund Principals::
Altrusa Club Loan Fund

Lois and Hat:ry Bruch M"emorial Loan Fund
College of Education Memorial Loan Fund
Associated Students, Loan Fund

.I
'

I:

Walter B. Fuente Memorial Loan Fund
Daniel Jackling Student 'Loan Fund
Kiwanis -Milne Student Loan Fund
'Law Student Loan Fund
National Defense Student; Loan Fund
Nursing Student Loan Fund

Phra teres Loan Fund
Health Professions Student l..oan Fund
Rodey Memorial Loan. Fund
A. and L. Rosenbaum Loan Fund
Rotary Club Loan Fund
Sandia Fund
School of Medicine Loan Fund
Smith I.oan. 'Fund
G. Per:cy Steen. Memorial Student Loan Fund
Student and Alumni Loan Fund
United' Student Aid Fund, Inc.
Wilkinson Foreign Travel l.oan Fund
Frieda Osoff Student Loan F:u~"ld
General loan fund Schoo 1 of .Low
Total fund princ,ipals

Total (Exhibit B)

t.

Balance
July 1 1 1965

$

Contributions

47,843.57
342.87
343.07
163 .oo
5,085.76
2,005 .44
75,000.00
2_, 139.23
5,735.94
999,421.44
6,000.00
112.73
5,918.89
814.11
7,949 .67
2,691.27
4,932.93
5,426.81
60.00
3,011.12
1,690.66
5,000.00
1,001.00

267.00
287,329 .oo
3,600 .oo

Interest
Earned

Total
Revenue

11,282.50

11,282.50

16.72

16.72

43.62
63.35
12,130.04

310.62
63.35
299,459.04
3,600.00

16,200 .oo
694.36
75 .oo
1,700.00

Ex:eenditures
2, 708.93

26,192.35

16,200.00
89.71
29.84

5.11

784.07
104.84
1,700.00
5.11

47.38
14.90

47.38
14.90

Transfers
To (From)

56,417.14

3,000.00
31,925.44
400.00
1,800.00

----

1,000.00
825.00

342.87
343.07
163.00
5,102.48
2,005.44
75,000.00
2,449.85
8,799.29
1,304,613.57
10,000.00
112.73
23,918.89
814.ll
8,733.74
Z',796 .. 11

500.00
(1,800 .00)

1,206.50
1,000.00
825 .oo

Balance
June 30 1 1966

---- ----

6,132.93
3,631.92
60.00
3,058 .so
i, 705.56
6,206 .so
1,001.00
1,000.00
825.00

1,134,845.94

311,690.36

12,440.67

324,131.03

26,692.35

36,531.94

1,468,816;56

$ 1,182,689 .51

311,690.36

23', 723.17

335,413.53

~

36,531.94

1,525, 233.70
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Endowment Fund
Revenues, ·Expenditures and Principal

Year Ended .June

30~

Balance
July 1, 1965
Fund Principals:,
Scholarship trus·t funds:
Albuquerque Breakfast Lions Club
Alpha Fbi Omega
Amberg Memorial Fund
American G. 1. Forum
Ballut Abyad
Clayton Barber Memorial 'Fund
Thomas S. Bell Scholarship Fund
Louise Freeman Bell Scholarship Fund
'Philo E. Bennett
Bernalillo Veteranarian, .Practioners
C. M. Botts Memorial
George F. Breece
B\.lt:khart-"Parsons Memorial Fund
Caroline Thornton Carson Scholarship
Rufus H. Carter
Charles F. Coan
Marian Coons Prize
Daniel Cord'ova Scholarship Fund
Margaret Keiper Dailey Award
Lou Beverly Damron Memorial Scholarship Fund
Harry L. Dougherty
Sam and Frances Joy Dazzo Scholarship Fund
Mrs. Leslie Denman Estate,
James M. Doolittle
First Presbyterian Church - Ulvaldo Martinez Memoria;! Fund
Chester T. French
Friends of the College of Nursing Scholarship Fund
Gausewitz Memorial Award
Gibson Memorial
,
Edward GrissQ Memorial Scholarship Fund
Alfred Grunsfeld Memorial
Miriam Grunsfeld Memorial

1966'

GiftS and
Bequests

Other
Additions
(Deductions)

To (From)

800.00
56.17

500,00
2,000.00
110.00
3,500.00
3,340.40
411,238.48
50,000.00
1,200.00

(67 .do)
500.00
145.00

69.46
70.00

Balance
June 30, 1966

800.00
556.17
2,000.00
110.00

J,soo:oo
(1,498 .46)

2,000.00
5,000.00
700.00
21,773.78
20,415 .so
3,200.00
311.00
750.00
2,403.50
1,000.00
3,000.00
219.00
5,000.00
400.00
1,000.00
1,389.14
500.00
932.84
1, 341.59
1,125.07
8,214.92
5,000.00
5,000.00

Transfers

50.14
30,30

3,340.40
409,740.02
50,000.00
1,200.00
2,000.00
5,000.00
700.00
21,706.78
20,415.80
3,700.00
311.00
750,00
2,548.50
1,000.00·
3,000.00
219 .oo
5,000.00
400.00
1,000.00
1,458.60
500 .• 00
1,052.98
1,341 .• 59
1,155.37
8,214:92
s~ooo

.oo

5,000.00

~

40.00
27.81
58.31
4.00.
175 .oo
167.02
14,600.00
2,000.00
60.00
533.33
250.00
35.00
l, 101.94
1,020.79
160.00
15.55
37 .so
123.95
50.00
150.00
10.95
250.00
20.00
50.00
69.46
25.00
50.14
67.08
46.32
567.40
250 .oo
250.00

l,,.6

~~'
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Schedule 5
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UNIVERSITY OF NEll MEXICO
Endowment Fund
Revenues, Expenditures and Pripcipal

Balance
July 1, 1965
Fund Principals (Continued):
Scholarship trust funds {continued):
Grunsfeld Scholarship· Fund
Dr. Eric P. Hausner Memorial Scholarship Fund

Te:J.fair

i

I
I

'I

iI
I
~
(<

I
t
[i
t

Hendon~

Jt-., Memorial

Hoshour Memorial Fund
Portia Irick Scholarship Fund
Ives ,Memorial Fund
George A. Kaseman Memorial Scholarship Fund
Kennedy Scholarship
Jane Kluckholn 'Memorial
Frederick and Christina· Kent
D. H. La~ence Fund
Law School Alumni
Harry Leonard Estate
Thomas J. Mabry Memorial
Joseph W. Meek
Charles May Memorial Scholarship Fund
Mike Millican
John Milne Scholarship ·Fund
Miscellaneous trusts
Miscellaneous U .N .M. Scholarship Fund
Abraham Lincoln Mitchell Fund
New Mexico Concrete Products· Co. Fund
William J. Parish Memorial Fund
Fhidelity Educational Fund
Queen, Elizabeth of Belgium Fund
Lester B..- Reeder Estate
Anna K ~ Re is iger Fun9,
Reynolds ·Electric Co. Fund
Waldo Rogers Memorial
.Julius Rolshoven Fund
Rosenbaum 5_cholar~hip Fund
Rose Rudin Roosa Prize
Eleanor Roosevelt Memorial Fund
School of Medicine
Seligman, Shortie, .Johns and Cooper Fund

Gifts and
Bequests

Other
Additions
(Deduct ions)

Transfers
To (From)

50,000.00
4,122.14
490.00
1,912.00
10,000.00
25,942.11
2,500.00
282.50
5,000.00
6,605.64
2,500.00
35,617.22
1,090.00
500.00
5,000.00
838.00
5,591.23

17,071.49
101.58
2,000.00

5,800.00

313.34

17,092.93
2,670.28
4,630.00
1.,200.00
11,116.97
1,000.00

100.00
15.00

100.00

1,946.75
50,000.00
1,000.00
2,500.00
1,313.00
.100,000.00

50,000.00
4,122.14
490.00
1,912.00
10,000.00
17,071.49
26,043.69
4,500.00
282.50
5,000.00
6,605.64
2,50a.OO
41,790.56
1,090.00
500 .oo
5,000.00
838.00
5,591.23.
17,092.93
2, 770.28
4,630.00
1,200.00
11,231.97
1,000.00
1,946.75
50,ooo:.oo

Income

2,000.00
206.10
24.50
95.60
450.00
1,000.00
175.00.
14.12
250.00
330.28
125 .oo
1,479 ,16
54.50
25.00
250.00
41.90
279.56
854.65
133.51
231.50
60.00
556.50
50.00

2,500.00
1,313.00
100,000.00
900.00
1, 000.00

1,750 .oo
50.00
125.00
65.65
5,000.00
7.50
50.00

2,644.80
185.20

130.00
1.50

1,000.00

900.00
1.,000.00
185 .oo
2,532 .so

Balance
June 30, 1966

(185 .00)
:U2.00.
185 .20
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Endowment Fund

Revenues,

Fund Principals (Continued):
Scholarship trust fUnds (continued):
George St. Clair Memorial
Albert G. Simms Scholarship Fund
Katherine M. Simms Memorial
Max Smigelow Memorial Scholarsh.ip
Charles R. Spain Memorial Scholat:ship
State Bar of New Mexico Scholarship Fund
Taos Foundation
Beulah Ruth Thomas Estate
Lena M. Todd Memorial
Dr . .J. R. Van Atta Memorial Scholarship Fund
Barta Hurt Van Stone Memorial, Scholarship Fund
Eric 'H. Wang Memorial
Irene Wang Memorial
Ellen E. Williams Weil Memorial
'lbomas M. Wilkerson .Memorial
Sheila Rodey Witte,
Katherine Woodson Fund
Total scholarship trust funds
Student. aid and assistance funds:
Joe Feinsilver Student Assistance Fund
Daniel Jackling Stud'ent Loan Fund
Total Student ·aid and assistance trust funds
Other trust funds:
University Permanent Fund
University Saline Permanent Fund
Ford Foundation Grant
Carl Grabo Memorial Fund
James W• Young Fund
Total other trust funds
Total fund principals

$

Expenditure~

and Pi.-incipal

Balance
July 1 1 1965

Gifts and
Bequests

Other
Additions
(Deductions)

·Transfers
To (From)

542.00
1,005'.00
1,000.00
5,010.00
6,406.88
3,000.00
9,600.00

132.60
(3,000.00)
(4,600.00)

56,494.60
1,860.75
15,248.64
2,029.75
(1, 000 .00)
1,000.00

2,'000.00

1,000.00

$

22,000.00
5,000.00
7,687.50
2,675.00
909,064.41

542.00
1,005.00
1,000.00
5,010.00
6,539 .48
5,000.00
56,494.60
1,860.75
15,248.64
2,029.75
1,000.00
2,000.00

Income

27.10
50.25
75.00
250.50
54.50
2,623.21
93.03
97.94
50.00
75.00

22,000.00

145,034.07

141.25
11,612.10

36,554.08
206,099 .39
242,653.47

34,624.89
34,624.89

5,805,955.23
39,301.93

3,19,711.51
1,301.75

14,996.70

250.00
384.38
60.75
42,224.74

36,554.08
240,724.28

1,467 .29
9,559.28
11,026.57
242,262.99
1,627.23
50,319.87
120.50

347n581.90

319,984.57

252,236 .36

6,125,666.74
40,603.68
252,236.36
1,816.31
538 '707 .00
6,959,030.09

366.221.56

267,233.06

8,317;015.73

(1,028 .69)

145,034.07

5,000.00
7,687.50
2,816.25
1,080, 707.28,

..-.111... 278 .36

252,236.36
2,845 .• 00
538,707.00
6,386,809 .16

$ 7,538,527 .04

Balance
June 30, 1966

294,330.59

f~

:.,},

'!;::!.

00
lo

l~

:,}..

:;;;,.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Ehdowment Fund

Revenues, Expenditures and Principal
Balance
July 1. 1965

Gifts arid
Bequests

Other
Additions
(Deductions)

Transfers

Balailce

To (From)

June .30 1 1966

~

Disposition o£ Income:
Current Fund - Revenues
Agency Fund:

$ 244,015 .22

General scholarships
Ford Foundation

2,101.94
50,319.87

Endowment Fund:

Scholarship trust funds
Reserves for scholarships

119.60
51,025.27

Total disposition of income

I

iI
!

1

347,581.90
Balance
Ju1:t 1, 1965

Revenues

' 72,916.85
5,875.60
78,792.45
7,538,527.04

51,025.27
2, 736.75
53; 762.02
511,255 ;63

$~~

565,017.65

Expenditures

Transfers

Balance

To (From)

June 30, 1966

3,665.86
5,862.97
9,528.83
267 '233 .06

90,286.44
14,475.32
104,761.76
8,317,015.73

276;761.89

8,421,777.49

Unexpended. Reserves:

Reserved for scholarships
Reserved for losses
Fund Principal
Total (Exhibit B)

~

r.

$

37,321.54
37,312.54

---~
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Plant .Fund

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Year Ended June 30, 1966

Unexpended

!ilil
Balance, .July 1,

196~

$ 34,341,663.90

Reserves

(621,990.49)

Reserved
Construction
Funds

8 2 809,041.86

for Debt
Service

(669,309 .72)

Invested
~

26,823,922.25

Net Additions for the Year:
Revenues and bond pro~eeds::

State Educational Bond Issue
Rental "income:
Winrock lease
Other
Los Alamos and Holloman instructional overhead
Subsidy - Sandia Corporation
Student fees
Sale of property
Interest and discoUnts earned
l.oss on sale of securities
Other
Federal grant f'or construction
State grants

,Expenditures:
Additions to plant:'
Land and improvements
Buildings
Equipment

3,245,937 .5.0
51,377.40
17,470.88
92,542.18
84,826.81
83,082.29
26,517.36
892,222.• 77
(19,316.77)
2,017.31
4,004,439 .oo
75,145.12
8. 556. 261.85

Books
I.ess construction from revenue bond proc~eds
Payments on utility contracts
Repairs and maintenance
Expendable supplies

Legal expenses
Bond interest

Excess of revenues over expenditures

3,245,937.50
51,37,7 .40
17 ,1•70 .88
92,542.18
84,826.81
83,082.29
26,517.36
3,989,72

306,448.12
(19,159 .27)

581,784.93
(157 .50)

2,017.31
15,469 .12
377,293.07

4, 004,439.00
59,676.00
7,597,341.35

283,159.47
44,564.76
55,309.34
62,404.48

963,275.98
11,008,127.88
241,202.82

581,627 .43
(1, 246,435 .45)
(11, 052,692 .64)
(296,512.16)
(62,404.48)
7,606,103.81
(14, 148 .59)

7 ,606,103.81
14,254.76
35,508.80
1,003 .~4
501,575.25
8 z 158 ,4~6 .36
397,815.49

14,148.59
14,254.76
35,639.11
1,003.74

(130.31)

510,484.25

12,212,476.37

501,575.25
501,575.25

(5,066,089 .51)

(.!n,_l31.18)

~M-5,.135.02)

80,052.18

5,066,089.51

!...\.
:....>or

~JT

!',.

0

\..b
;d.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Plant Fund

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

Total
Net Additions for' the Year (Continued);
Transfers from other funds:

Current Fund: surplus
Agency Fund pd.ncipal
Appropriated from the Current Fund for depreciation - Auxiliary enterprises
Additions to plant from other funds
Bonds retired. from Rest-r:icted Fund
Net additions for the year
Balance, JUne 30, 1966

Allocated to Projects:
Basic Science Building
Biology Research Building

:':

Refunding and Improvement Bonds - 1965:Fine Arts Building, Concet:t hall
Library Addition
Student health center
R~f-tigeration

Golf course .. Club house,
Over allocated
Building· and Improvement Bonds - 1966:
Completed medical facilities
Hokona H~ll remodeling
KNME transmitter
Basketball arena
Union Square landscaping
KNME Studio Building
Other projects
State Educat.ional Bond issue:.
Engineering center
Business Administration Building
Biology Research Building
Other projects

Unexpended
Reserves

20,000 .oo
311,650.01

20,000.00
293,327.74

42,900.00
1,068,051.34
400,000.00

42,900.00

Construction
Funds

Investea
in Plant

18,322.27
1,068,061.34
400,000.00

2,240,416.84

223,036.56

(4,596,812.75)

80,052.18

5,534,140.85

36,582,080.74

(398 ,953 .93)

4,212, 229 .11

(589 ,257 .54)

33,358,063.10

1,284,224.58
1,069,167.13
9,176.73
29,740.69
1,191,039.19
14,703.50
38,602.64
(95,735 .03)
1,187,527.72
(410,455 .67)
(102,475 .84)
(132,862.14)
(1,559,779.55)
(129,936 .28)
(75,125 .31)
(119 ,506 .• 52)
(2,530,141.37)
1,728,869.07
831,443.79
694,604.00
3,254,916.86
(53,465 .81)

.$ 4,212,229.11

f•

Reserved
for Debt
Service

I';

1,.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Agency Fund

,.!il'

Revenues, Expenditures ·and Principal

i

Year Ended June 30, 1966

Non-Instructional Sponsored Research:.
Overhead:.
Medical school research ,overhead
Agency: overhead
A.R.M.U. -National Science. Foundation support
Atomic Energy Commission:.
Chemistry, AT(ll·l)-733
Ch<mistry, AT(29-2)-915
Biology, AT(29·2)-1629
Bureau of Inditin Affairs
Department of the Air Force:
Systems Command, AF19(628)-417
Office of SCientific Research, AF-AFOSR-269-65
Systems Command, A~l9(628)-2927
Special Weapons - Shock tube, AFZ9(601)-6002
Special Weapons - Shock tube - Special account
Of.fice of Scientific Research, AF-AFOSR-507-65
Office of Scientific Res_~arch, AF-AFOSR-568-65
Special Weapons - Electrical engineering. AF29(601)-6290
Offica of Scientific Research, AF49(638)-1413
Holloman Air Force Base - Mechanical engineering, AF29(600)4928
Special Weapons - Electrical engineering, AF29(601)-6637
Holloman Air Force Base - Physiology, AF29(600)-5163
Special Weapons - Electrical engineering, AF29(601)-6779
Compute·r research, AF29 (601) -6814
Special Weapons - Electr'ica'l engineering, AF29(601)-7059
Special Wt!apons .. Electrical engineering, AF29{601)-7097
Mechanical engineering, AF29(601)-7114
Physics, AF19(628)-5934·
Psychology, AF29 (600) ·5604
Department of the Army-Office of the Surge.on General-Chemistry,
DA-49-193-MD-2645
Department of the Navy-Office of Naval, Research-Electrical
engineering, Nonr 2978(01)

University
A:ccount
~

Balance

July 1, 1965

290-73
290-77
290-372

8,480.94

290-230
290-242
290-450
290-436

2,518.01
803.75
5,424.63

290-360
;1.90-380
290-390
290-398
290-69
290-633
290-442
290-449
290-476

(10.37)
14,174.00

Revenues

84,968.62
487,159 .26

Expenditures

1,069 .35

131.32
20,860.50
21,688.10
15,537.70

7. 052 .. 25
8,919.40
(13 .45)

49,496 .oo
33,875.00
6,545 .55
4.40

8,305.91
.38,751.17
93,572.64
908,768.32
1,677.67
46,301.39
38,661.53
6,532.10
4.40

(14.09)
.20)
(25.98)
(33.15)

26,345.44
5,192.97
23,843.52
19,osl.,l7
6,458 .oo
54,551.16
33,825.03
6,236.60
5.30
5,963.08

26,331.35
4,548 ·77
23,817.54
19,051.02
6,458.00
54,551.16
33,825.03
6, 236,60
5.30
5,963.08

290-482

(9 .65)

13,872.30

13,762.65

290-213

(72.75)

22,175.48

22,102.73

290-483
290-485
290-565
290-574
290-583
290-625
290-647
290-660
290-670
290-675

623.03

(6~4

8,316 .28
41,960.00
93,572.64
908,145.29

23,743.50
20,239.05
18,988.93
(.49)

Transfers
To (From)

:Balance

June 30, 1966

(93,449 .56)
(486,089 .91)
(131.32)
(364.99)
2,252.80
1,973.40
( .49)
17,382.83
1,67;: .67
10,246.86
4,132.87

100 .oo

!·.2.
....
'•Jl
N
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Agency Fund
Revenues~

Expenditures and Principal
Uniyersity
Account
Number

!

No!1.-Instructional Sponsored Research(Cont:inued):
National Aeronautics and Space Agency:
l'hysics, NASW-99
Electrical angit1eerirtg~ ~'"SG-129-61
Electrical en&inee"t'ing, NSd-279-62
Physics, NSG-332
Geology, NGR-32-001..-011
Physics, NSG-666
Physics, NAS 5-9275
Physics, NAS 5-9314
National Institute of Health:
Chemistry, CA 02653-10
Chemistry, CA 04327 -06MC
Psychology, Mil 10316-01
Education, lRll Mll-01641-01
Biology, 6FZ HD-23, 374-01Al
Physics, SROl RH00404-01
Nat"ional Science Foundation:
Anthropology, GS-25
Physics, GP-1654
Mathematics, GP-1816
Mathematics, GP-2214
Physics, GP-2394
Physics, GP-2419
Physics, GP-2714
Mathematics, GP-2558
Civil engineering, GS-406
Civil engineering, GE-6361
Anthropology, GS-587
Psychobiology, GB-3164
Geology, GP-4ZOO
Psychology, GB-3432
Mathematics, GP-4532.
Physics and astronomy, GP-4565
"Physic_s, GP-4686
Graduate school, GU-1361

..

~

290-238
290-306
290-353
290-399
290-481

29.o-5oo

Balance
July 1, 1965

275-30
2'75-41
275-42
275-45
275-53
275-54
275-55
275-58
275-61
275-66
275-67
275-72
.275-74

275-76
275-82
275-83
~75-84

275-85

Expenditures

(9 ;05)
2, 086 .93
195 .49
(4,361.09)
(1,851.17)
(19,911,78)

33,550.74
17,547.94
14,952 .oo
45,046 .oo
21,951.00
92,151.00
34,347.99
39' 012 .so

33,541.69
27,950.21
8,696.81
39' 590.58
22,405.21
101,933.45
34,347.99
38,471.98

l7 ,921.72
5,083,;23
(727 .43)
723.24
(20 ~33)
1,666.65

20,160.00
20,977.04
36,862.94
( .28)

23,463.85
27,387 .41
24,696.37
722.96

23,725.00

14,215.72

1,523.91
7' 201.83
20,100.98
2,600.33
36,819.57
10,303.94
26,283.01
5.15
11,7.66 .77
6,583.41
1,600.00
56,802.43
91,195.78
41,955.94
25,400,00
18,343.14
64,050.00
43,510.00

1,084.67
7,201.83
20,330.60
2,600.33

290-654
290-666
290-128
290-209
290-461
290-465
290-522
290-559

~

(28 .28)
(9 .90)

(2,334 .60)

Transfers
To (From)

(1,879 .51)

Balance
June JO~ 1966

(8,315.34)
6,450.68
1,094.33
(2,305.38)
(31,573.74)
540.52
14,617.87
(1,327 .14)
11,439,14-

20.33
11,175.93
439.24
(229 .62)
7,974.73
5,621.96
1,168.05

28,816.56

4,681.98
25,105.06
(5 .15)
9,368.06
4,248.81
778.80
35,591.70
63,129.71
12,032.62
17,523.71
10,277.99
12,764.70
34,207.71

2,398.71
,821.20
21,210.73
28,066,07
29,923.32
7 ,876.• 29
8,Q65.15
51,285.30
9.,302,.29
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Agency Fund
Revenues, Expendit;:ures and Principal
University
Account
Non-Instructional Sponsored Research (Continued):
National Science Found8tion (Cont.inued):
Civil engineering, GK-597
Physics, GP-5089
Biology, GB-43Z2
Mathematics~ GP-5217
Civil engineering, GK-682
Physics, GP-5588
Physics, GA-324
Physics, GA-33Q
Nuclear engineering, GK-867
Mechanical engineering, GK-953
Anthropoligy,, GS-1061
MathematicsJ GP:...5923
Physics, GA-426
Mathematics, GP-5967
Psychology, GY-2078
Public Health Service, Bure:au of State Services:
Economics, PH-86-63-241
Dental hygiene, PH-108-65-12
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station
State of New Mexico:
Highway Department - Civil engineering
Department. of Public. Health
Technical services, STS- (FG) -46-66
Sandia Corporation:
Electrical engineering, 74-8181
Civil engineering, 48-0522
Chemistry, 13-7663
ChemistryJ 53-0196, Ta,sk 1
Mechanical e~gineering, 53-0i96, Task 4
Chemistry, 53-0196, Task ,7
PhySics, 53-0196, Task 8
Mechanical engineering, 48-1932
Chemical engineering, ~8 ~2512

~

Balance
July 1. 1965

275-87
275-88
215-89
275-92
275-93
275-96
275-99
275-100
2"15-102
275-103
275-104
275-109
2"15-110
275-111
275-112
290-425
290-555
290-384

(155 .75)
136 .oo

290-441
290-478
290-681

(70 .00)
322.96

29.0-415
290-416
290-418
290-501
290-504
290-507
290-508
290-509
290-511

(4.55)
(9 .23)
514.44

Revenues

Expenditures

40,800.00
43,400.00
2,800.00
90,500.00
14,400.00
55,300.00
11,000.00
21,800.00
9,600.00
9,600.00
1,300.00
5,400.00
51,000 .oo
94,000,00
12,600 .oo

11,087.11
12,191.01
2,800.00
2, 790.36
2,271.27
20,868.22
845.23
600.00

52,076.89

51,921.14
1,418.63
54.47

9,718.88

'Transfers
To (From)

29,712.89
31,208.99
87.709 .64
12,128.73
34,431.78
10,154.77
21,200.00
9,600.00
9,600.00
222 .QO
5,400.00
51,0QO.OO
94,000.00
12,600.00

1,078.00

·25,ooo.oo

9,648.88
322.96
5,667.19

579 .29
145 .57
195.88
63,00
304.25
35.00
197 .14
26,127.63
10,581.08

579 .29
145.57
195.88
63.00
299 .70
35.00
187.91
26,642.07
10,581.08

Balance
June 30, 1966

1,265.00
54.47

(17 .63)

19.332.81

!..d.

:,),
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~
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UN IVERS l!Y OF NEW MEXICO

Agency Fund

Revenues, Expenditures and Principal

University
Account
Number

Balance
July 1, 1965

Revenues

Expenditures

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
June 30, 1966.

Pon- Instructional Sponsored Research (Continued):
Sandia Corporation {C.antinued):

Chemistry, 13-0565
Mech~nical engineering, 48-2941
Civil engitteering, 48-256~
Mechanical e.ngineer:lng. 53-2290, Task. 1
Physics, 53-2290, Task 2.
Physics, 53-2290, Task J
Mechanical engineering, 53-2290, Task 4
Chemistry, 53-2290, Task 5
Electrical engineering, 53-2290, Task o·
Electrical engineering, 17-2257
Electrical engineering, 11-8499
Nuclear engineering, 74-6369
:Mechanical engineering, 16-4854
Chemical engineering, 48-3235
Nuclear engineering, 48-4039
Civil engineering, 53-4780

290-512
290-513
290-514
290-601
290-602
290-603
290-604
290-605
290-606
290-607
290-608
290-609
290-679
290-680
290-682
290-717

(l,i14.73)

34,385.29
19,011.35
3,133.16
10,494.12
14,281.88
14,859.33
17,001.11
15,564.91
11,365.34
14,580.83
8,688.32
5,658 .35
2,088.62
3,540.58
2,037.71

33,170.56
19,011.35
3,133.16
10,494.12
14,281.88
14,859 .33
17,001.11
15,564.91
11,365.34
14,580.83
8,688.32
5,658.35
2,088.62
3,540.58
2,263.97
289.60

4,389.91
27 ,ooo.oo

35,683.72
99.78
36,373.80
36.58
807 .10

1,549.29
51,200.00

1,549.29
27,949.25

(226 .26)
(289 .6Q)

Other Research:
Miscellaneous research
Research ·corporation of New York - Chemistiy
Ford Foundation - College teachers program
Smith, Kline ap.d French Foundation ·- Pre-doctoral grant
Allied Chemica). Cot·poration

290-19
290-204
290-317
290-336
290-392

9,301.74
11,709 .06
949.81
7,634.22

290-444
290-455

(20,953 .60)

31,293.81
9. 201.96
2,335.26
913.23
6,827.12

University of Cali£ornia -"Lawrence Rad;iat;ion Laboratory,

8276105
Resources for the futu'Ce
Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.. - Electrical ·engineering, P .0. 453
GN-41483
RiO Rancho Estates anthropology gt;ant
Special .sr~nt to. E. C. Hoyt
ARINC Research Corporation gift
Research Corporation. gran!:. - Physics
lUCHE, Continental Divide Consortium
Medical, School Research:
American Cancer Society, E-372

~

290-473
.290-496
290-499
290-571
290-641
290-667
290-495

(36 .52)
700.00

1,000.00
7,810.00

(36 .52)
1,300.00
5,209.96

558 .79
17,832.70

10,697.56
17,832.70

35,599.00

32,386.81

11,0'00.00

13,076 -~5

2,297.15

400.00
2,600.04
558 .79
302.44
16,288.54

I
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University
Account.
~

Non-lnsl:r1Jc:.tiona1. Sponsore.d Rts.earch (Cor,;t:inued);
Medical School Research (Continued):
American He:art Association
Easter Seal Research Foundation
National Inst;itute of Health:

5R01 HE-07665·03
2R01 AI-05154-03
5R01 HE-08477-03
1R01 HE-08697 -01
1R01 AM-08131·01
1R01 HE-08673·01
7R01 CA-08088-01
5T1 HE-05633-03
5R01 Al-06450-01
1S01 FR-05583-01
1T2 Mll-10107-01
5R01 CA-08000-02
5R01 NB-05193-02
R01 AM-08719·01
2R01 HE-09491·02
2R01 NB-05923·01
5R01 AM-09432-03
5R01 AM-09157 -02
5R01 HE-09460·02
1R01 AM-10026-01
7R01 H0-02i73·01
1R01 NB-06269-01
1R01 CA-08738-01
1R01 AM-10628-01
National Sci!!nce Foundation
Sri:Jith, Kline and French Foundation - Medical grant

Total non-instructional spOnsored research

290-340
290·587
290-362
290-427
290-434
290-452
290·453
2~0-454

290-462
290·470
290-479
290·523
290·526
290·551
290-552
290-553
290-554
290·556
290·557
290-561
290-567
290-646
290-651
290-673
290·688
290-700
275-65
290-458

Balance
July 1. 1965

162.37
(2,708 .08)
7,668.64
(6,356 .76)
3,987.24
22,814.45
(2,9oo:38)
2,692.79
26,142.]4
405.69
(900.00)
·.24,184 .66
2,905.25
(4,049 .75)
(4,941.23)
13,153.40
(335 .66)
1,050.35
(1,498 .23)

Transfers
~

Expenditures

To (From)

.Balance
June:. 30, 1966

500.00
10,000.00

73.00
12,194.22

589 .37
(2, 194.22)

55,255.99

35,631.99
7,385.92
48,085.95
16,160.01
23,114.46
14,238.62
936.19
48,493.57
40,515.29
24,310.87
4,826.92
58,963.42
28,794.45
31,996 .73
37,003.47
35,634.41
13,299.03
19,226.33
19.,987 .24
4,880.89
878 .22
25,793.41
1,413,80
192.95
9,689.01
221.50

16;915.92
282.72
11,230.29
2,255.18
(300 .01)
4,450.00

65,673.00
14,427.95
21,589.00
(1, 756 .60)
41,667 .Oil
40,103.10
35,183.00
27,870.00
47,068 .52
28,922.00

45,334.79
47,646.85
33,397.43
36,697.08
23,876.00
26,929.00
19,815.00
10,632 .oo
48,006.00
42,691.00
27,960.00
11,083.26

4,140.15

----

153,803.95

4,539,180.23

3,182,555.67

(2,921.37)
(~50, 166

.03)

19,316.17
(6 .50)
9,972.13
23,043.08
12,289 .76
3,032 .so
9,288 .31
5, 702.15
10,916.42
23,062.39
5,700.02
5,443.53
14,934.11
9,753.78
22,212.59
41,277.20
27.767 .05
1,394.25
997.28
960,262.48

l,.J;
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University
Account
Numbe-r

Non-Instructional Organized Activities:
Agency fox Intexna~ional De.v~lopment;
Paraguay, AlD/la ... 248
E"euac:for, AID/I.i-401
E!co.ado~ ...

US/AID Loan SlS-~ .. 027
carE; fund
of business re:.search
of legal reseat:cli
clinic - Income
clinic -·special account for Peace Corps trainees

Animal
Bureau
Bureau
Dental
Dental
Department, of the Air Fot:ce - Special Weapons - Mathematical
aide:;, IIF29{601)-6641
High school planning and constt:uction
Library photo laboratory
National Aeronautie::s and Space Administ-ration - Technology
dissemination program, NSR 32-004--013
'N~w· Mexico Council of Churches - HELP 'Program

Office of Economic Opportunity:
Project Head Stat:"t
Communication barriers, NM CAP 66-9112
Home Improvement training \)rogram) NM CAP 66-9116
Statistical analysis of horne improvement building trades,
NM CAP 66-9356
Technical assist&nce, NM. CAP 156-5162
Project Head Start, 11M CAP 66-9762
Peace Corps:
PC(W) -291

PC-72-638
Sandia, Corporation, - Xerqx reproduction, 30-1636
University arches tr:a,
UniversitY photo laboratory
VISTA ~raining pr:osram
Weather:- Bureau - Physics, w 627250
Total non-instru~t!ona1 organized activities

~.

2~0-489

Balance
.rul v 1 1 1965
~

Revenues

Expenditures

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
June 30t 1966

(25,616 .76)
(37,67i .02)
(13,481;95)
2,468 .08
8,878.38
3,275.85
3,274.22'
(4,659 .79)

(15,959 .20)

64,086.91

3,746.49
27,326.13

290-459

665.14
(469 .27)

2,625 .oo
39,722.73
3,492.19
5,l.62.00
4,386.00

73,744.47
37,677.02
13,481.95
3,903 .4,1
50,670.48
1,216.34
2,552.92
8,576.52

290-484
290-575
290-80

27,436.41
{1,300 .62)
3,409 .ll

88,507.03
6,250.92
15,333.69

115,943.44
9,617.77
17,192.77

(4,667 .47)
1,550.03

290-579
290-624

(13 .40)

71,311.48

19,238.00

75,449.49
13,499.88

(4,15). .41)
5,738.12

33,585.00
18,132.00

24,866 .68
28,588 .52
18,132.00

1,927.14
4,996.48

204,347.87
115,064.38
25,000 .oo

199,322.65
96,776.85
26,846.91

5,025.22
18,287.53
{1,846 .91)

325,809 .09
536,989.80
455.70
2,644.00
30,917.02

290-643
290-671
290-488
290-12
290-44
2~0-349

290-580
290-589
290-620

26,793.82

290-638
290-640
290-659
290-448
290-634
290-420
290-61
290-2Q
290-12-1
290~323

(281 :31)

190.33

58,902.14

325,527 .78
534,713.97
455.70
2,222.90
48,467.15
5,576.13
59,708.59

75,708.62

1,671,962.95

1,794,732.29

4,164.99

(7 ,500 .00)
1,000.00

2,275.83
4,586.09
17,550.13
(5,576 .13)
(616 .12)
ll,050 .13

(36. 010 .59)
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1~

1

Reven~es~

UniVersity
Account

I•

I!

li
I~

!'

'Expenditures and :Principal

Number

Research and Instructional Gifts and Grants:
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy
American Cyanamid Ledet;"le medical fellowship
American Institute of -Architects grant

American Philosophical Society grant
American Society for ,Engineering Education grant

Association of Rocky Mountain Universities ... A.E.C.
facilities grant
Atomic Energy Commission:
Medical equipment
Nuclear engineering equipment
.Bell equipment; fund
Charles E~ Mer:rill Trust - Medical school
0. W. Falls 8.nthropology gift
Department of medicine gift account
Department of the Navy ... Medical education for national
defense
Dora Rpsenbaum gift for librciry books
Eli Lilly and Co. gift - Medical school
Equipment fund - Chemical engineering
Equipment fund - Electrical e,ngineer:ing
Elks fellowship - c·erebral palsy
Fiscal reosear.ch
Ford Foundation:
University press
OVerseas' p1:ofess ional service. .fellowship program
Latin-Amet:ican studies
Faculty fellowships
Friends of U .N .M .. library
Geology equipment fund
Geology scholarships and research fund
Graduate school fellowships
Historical publications fund
James G. Oxnard. gift - Medical school
Kellogg FoUndation:.
Dental hygienist program
Medical school faculty program

290-463,
290-721
290-695
290-629
290-635

Balance
Jul:r: lz 1965

$

~

60.84

290-498,
290-464
290-468
290-64
290-577
290-693
290-674

77.00
(6, 121.06)
10,000.00
25,000.00

290-492
290-683
290-686
290-46
290-16
290-13
290-98

(1,688 .15)

'Exeenditures

Transfers

Balance

To (From)

Jun_e 30, 1966

60.84
700.00
1,000.00
800.00
1,500.00

800.00
349 .67

700.00
1,000.00

8,970.00

8,970.00

1,150.33

77.00
5,494.02
9,850.00

(14,021.39)

500 .oo
190.36

4,965.15
2,334.62

13,931.85
1,000.00
25,000.00
1,250.00
42.00
2,000.00

20,994.40

290-152
290-490
290-626
290-701
290-30
290-23
290-387
290-653
290-55
290-649

1B,36o:oo,
224 ,. 624 .60

290-296
290-590

149.47
68,000.00

(56 .36)
5,047.25

8,373.94

(11,615 .OB)
10,000.00
1,128 .61
500.00
190.36
3,869.76
1,000.00
13,464.55
6,135.85
635.6.2
.02
20,815 .38

11,535.45
79.30
1, 741.00
1,999.98
179 .02

5,321.19

1,500.00

14,360 .oo
66.357 .83
ll,Ol6 .34
9, 700.00
1,167.84
2,999 .09
4,369.89
1, 767.42
1,250.00
3,821.19

640.50

697 .97
18,760.95

92.00
49,239.05

4,000.00
279,117.31
9,700.00
2,100.00
3,500.00
1,731.76
4,000.00

4,000.00
162,412.52
17,643.61
2,359.03
444.55
2,809.12
2,232.58

1,250.00

145.75
(250,457 .36)
1,426.87
400.00

,.~
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University
Account
Number

Research and Instructional Gifts and Grants (Continued):
Law library fund·
Library book fund
Lovelac~ Foundatiou grant

Me-,dical School fund
Medical school. - iJnrt-.?t.c.ic:ttd gifts
Medical scier.ce library - Cifts
National Aeronautics and SpB.cE:: Agency - Graduatp. student
grant, NSG (·r)-62
National DefensE; Education, Act:
Data processing
Title IV fellowships
l'itle VI fellowships
National Institute of Health:
M«•ta1 h<alth, 2T1 MJ!-08.q9 02
P&ychiatcy, 51'2 !ffi-6043-02
Medicine, 512 ilE-5640•01
Medicine, 1'!8 'NB-10034-01
Clinical nursing, lil Mli-9502-01
Fellowship grants, 1F2 AI-25141-01
National Resources Center
National Scie;oce Fo\.andation:

GraduatE! fellowships
Faculty f~llowships
Cleadng acco1.1nt for st!pecads
Ch.:.misll:y equipment, GE-2480
Civil engineering, CE ·4018
ResE-arch computer center grant, GP··2467
Graduate traineeships in engineering, GE-4751
Chemistry equipment, GE-5738
Graduate scholarships,, GU"-874
Graduate scholarships, GE-7880
Anthropology equipment, GE-8876
Geology equipment, GE-9614
Psychology equipment, GE-9378

•.

290-25
290-38.
290-662
290-303
290-33.4
290-438

Balance
Ju1J!: 1, 1965

$

385.13
1,691.13
7,556.12
9,456.64
870.07

Revenues

1,225 .oo
125 .oo
1,000.00
415.30
4,388.17
1,578.02

775.35
149.48
1,500.00
1,666.05
17,069 .63
2, 734.22
115,509.64

290-397

(20,860 .02)

131,878 .00

290-402
290-622
290-669

(139 ,592 .92)

33,816.66
15,000.00
2,472.00

290-466
290-467
290-480
290-521
290-525
290-560
290-460

(15,677 ,38)

275-6
275-8
275-5
275-38
275-56
275-57
275-59
275-62
275-64
275-73
275-77
275-78
275-79

3,047.20

18,490.70
2,500.00

(3,365 .45)
159,70
(414 .27)
(29 ,628 .81)

3,968 .19

2,429.24

6,434.10
33,146 .69
(5,952.05)
(302 .10)
072 .47)

ExEenditures

110,089.00
14,904.00
22,404.00
8,916.00
500.00

(1,426 .87)
500.00

Balance
June 30, 1966

834.78
239 :78
6,305.37
(3,224:82)
(286 .13)
(4,491.66)

40,000.00
4,126.02
2,223.55

(65,776.26)
10,873.98
248.45
(1,480-.50)
595.58
11,463.80
2,340.48
(93 .74)
197.90

95,892.12
16; 737.66
17,374.30
30,806.21
3,057.69
172.47

5,961.30
89,680.00

38,458.39
51,540.00
3,500.00
7,000.00
9,000.00

5,657 ;57
449 .05

15,880.33
2, 050.95
13t621o00

(4,457 .06)

Transfers
To (From)

4,825.91
159 .70
7,083.37
28,525.75
8,945.76
18,996.68
19,774.08
3,161.37
14,103.28
13,605.63

13,621.00
3,968.18

8,589.• 26

7,103.28
9,062.69

(254.99)
(1;536 .34)
31,525.44
(356 .50)
19,461.71
31,765.92
338 .63
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University
Account
Number
Research and Instructional Gifts artd Grants (Continued):
National Science Foundation (Continued};
Biology equipment, GE'-9379
Electrical engineering ,equipment, GE-9479
Psychology -·Undergraduate ·research, GY-170
Phys !cs equipment, GP·•5637
Graduate scholarships, GZ-157
Civil engineering equipment, G"t(-995
Anthropology dissertation grant, GS-1088
Mechanical engineering equipment, GY-1179
New Mexico. Heart Association grant
Office of Education:
Teacher training grant, 31-41..-0090-72
Language center granr, OE-5-13-04!)
Public Health Se'J:Vice:
Psychiatric nursing, ST2 Mli-08190-03
Dental hygiene~ STT 269 65
Research and study c.orranittee - Education
Rockefeller Foundation:
History grant
Poetry grant:
Sandoz, Inc,. - OB grant
School survey
Smith, Kline and French Foundation - Pharmacy equipment .grant
State of New Mexico:
Vocational education
Teaching of handicapped children
Vocational 'rehabilitation
Fellowship grants
Title V N.D.E.A. pilOt project
U.C.L.A. grant
Vocational Rehabil;ltation Administration;
Speech therapy,. VRA 443-T-65
Education of handicapped, children,. 31-41-0090-5103
Wenner-Gren Foundation - Anthropology
Woodrow Wilson Fund - Fellowships
Total research ap.d instruct;ional gifts and grants

Balance
July 1, 1965

275·80
275·81
275·86
275·97
275·98
275-106
2)5·107
275-108
290·497

(7 .59)

290·472
290-570

6,002.51
(43.30)

290·396
290-586
290-232

4,704.01

290-279
290-632
290-637
290-70
290-327
290-288
290-494
290-627
290-628
290-633
290-630
290-446
290-585
290-584
290-67

~.

12,000.00
16,200.00
12,600.00
46,000.00
41,tf64 .00
13,500.00
5,400.00
13,200.00

2,393.82

332.23

7,804.26

Balance
June 30 1 1966

12,000 .oo
16,200.00

362.95
790.98
7,312 .OS
41,663.10
41,264,.00
13,500.00
5,356.60
13,200.00

43.40

22,500.00

4,285.00
24,344.52

1, 717 .51
(1,887 .82)

29,053.00
2,430.00
10,236.46

31,120.14
2,430.00
11,732.24

2,636.87

6,050.00
1,090.74
6,649.38

1.28
6,049.98
314.80
4,882.92
175.00

1,015.00
4,000.00
1,500.00
2,500.00
8,841.72
1,000.00

109.09
4,396.01
3,000.00
876.40
9,557 .93
900.00

18,565.93
49,244.00

(198 .68)

100.00

20,442.70
14,712.80
1,500.80
1.17.43

1,232,486.54

928,782 .OS

(152,909 .37)

1,500,00

282,451.81

23,637.05
31,609 .02
5,287.95
4,336.90
200.00

Transfers
'To (From)

(7 .59)

(3.37)
3,213.82
345 .78

Expenditures

.898.04
4.65
(.02)
775.94
4,980.28
170.78
905 .91
(63 .78)
(1,500 .00)
1,623.60
(716 ,21)
100 .oo

.so

5, 728.81
34,531.20
(17 .43)
433.246.93

!.a\.
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University
Account
Number
Instructional Institutes and Conferences:
Atomic Er.ergy Comrr.ission ~ Radiacion biology~ AT(29-2)-1636
Burf':au of Indian Affairs:
Tnbat management, 14-20 0600-8313
Tribal management, 14-20-0600~9159.

290-487

6,175.08
696 .00

Dance wo-rkshop

290-477
290-582
290-694
290-63

Department qf' the Air Fore€-, Office of Scientific Research:
S1AM1er scientific seminal:', 1965, AF-AFOSR-861-65
Summer scientific seminar. 1966t AF'-AFOSR-861-66

290-566
290-655

18,133.78

College and universities mach1nE: ce:cords conference

II;
l

Balance
July 1. 1965

Department of the. Army, Office of Civil Defense:
OCD-PS-64-162
OCD-PS-65-115
Extension division - Institute funds
Fiest international congt:ess. on h~terocyclic chemistry_. 1967
Ford ~oundation - Teache-r t rain1.ng workshop
G-ce.at dec.lsioos
H.ighe-r ed~catl.on in the. Amtodi!.!S. s-eminar

Home ec.onomics workshop
Intercult!J,'t'al workshop
National Science Foundation!
Institute for SE'condary school teachers in general
sclenc.e and mache:matics·,. G-3379
Inst.itutb for secondary school tEachers· in mathematics,
GE-4472
Swnmer institute in t:adiation biology, GE:-7253
Summer institute in p·cobabiListic structual mechanics
for college teachers, GE-7254
Summer inst:itute in mat;hematics for secondary school
teachers, GE·6659
Summer institute in radiarion biology, GE-7038
In-service institute in mathematics for' second'ary
school teachers 1 GE-8468
Summer ins'titute in mechanics fat: college teachers, GY-593
Summer institute in radiation biology for .college
teachers, GY-617
Summer institute in botany fo~ secondary ·school teachers,
GW-5

290-475
290-588
290-56
290-698
290-581'
290-302
290-658
290-119
290-15

Revenues

29' 179 .85

(47 .91)
1,000.00
14,850.45
471.82
115 .oo
791.00

30,800.26

447 .75

Balance
Jurie 30 1 1966

4,554.67

11,728 .oo
354.30
210.81

(5,158.80)
20,800.00

12,974.98
13,904.80

693.94
73,034.15
15,108.83
500.00

646.03
73,034.15
14,,003.07

1,259 .oo
1,750.00
38.75
750.0Q

6,870.19
1,612.10
1,604.25
11.3.75
1,275.00

275-46

(79 ,683 .32)

84,673.86

4,990.54

275-60
275-68

(Z, 781.72)

5,613,43
16,636 .oo

2,831.71
7,672.50

(8,963 .50)

Trans(ers
To (From)

(696 .00)
11,728-00

247 .37

Expenditures

275-69

(10,092 .78)

47,196 .24

37,103,46

275-70
275-71

(11., 781.22)
(11,869 .50)

64,996.26
22,.602 .oo

50,219.54
10, 732..50

275-75
275-90

(23 .75)

4,890.00
55, 720 .• 00

2,039.• 04
13,465.27

275-91

17,160 .oo

275-94

33.,440.00

(354 .30)
484.31
6,895.20

(1,105 .76)

(1~5

1,ooo .oo
500.00
7,980.26
118.72

.75)
10.00
266 .oo

(4.50)

2,827.21
42,254.73
17,160.00

7,401.97

26,038.03
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Account
Number

Instructional Institutes and Conferences (Continued):
National Science Foundation (Continued)~
Summe~ institute in mathematics for secondary
schoQl teachers~ l."W-458
In-service. institute. in. mathematics for elementary
school personnel, GW-1032
National University Extension Association
Office of Economic Opportunity:
Project Head Start_, OE0-1221-531
t'rojec.t Head Start
Office of Education;
Ibero-American studies, QE ..40-29-045
Spanish Language table
Quito institute, 1964, OE-4-15-079
Spanish teache1:s i,nstitute~ OE-4-15 ..067
Quito institute, 1965, OE-5-45-004
English institUte for secondary school teachers. OE-5-46-044
English. institute (or secoadary school teachers, OE-6-'46-076
lnst;itute for advanced study in educational media, OE-6-48-022
Institute for advanced st:udy in disturbed youth, OE-6-42-032
Study grant - Effe'ct of teacher personality and .behavior
upon pupil achievemeat, ,OE-6-10-271
Opera workshop
Paving conference - Highway engineers
Plans for Progress
Sandia Corporation~
Colloquium
Colloquium
Santa Fe public school district conference
Structures corlference

~

Expenditures

Irans_fers
To (From)

Balance
June 30. 1966

275-95

66,640.00

14,391.31

52,248,69

275-105
290-652

12,280.00
3,680.60

398 .89
159 .62

11,881.11
3,520.98

290-227
Z90-284
290-447
290-456
290-558
290-564
:!90-644
290-645
29.0-648
290-656
290-59
290-94
290-696

1,240.34
520.42
2,969.75
13,073.73
10,560.98
(12,303'.91)

(12,709.75)
7,058.92
57,734.40
53,344 .oo
30,086 .oo

951.04

Z90-510
290-610
29.0-678
290-661

$ (68,750.85)

290-102
290-90

(8,030 .89}
(1.28)

8,030.89
1.28

290-690
290-707

Total instructional institutes and conferences
Student:;, Faculty and Staff Activities:
Air Force:.
A.F.R.O.T.C~ bas~c uniforms
A.F.R.O.T.C~ fees

Balance.
July 1, 1965

1,309.83
442:.41

546.56
212.88
38.00
80.48
23,264.16
48,998.56
Ilt-,923.66.
4,662.94
12,565.14

(693.78)
307.54
2,931.75
{283 .SO)
(5,644.26)
(3,568 .07)
38,420,.36
(4,662.94)
17,520.86

870.00
2,398 .so

30.11
434.86
2,193.89
37.65

(30 .11)
1,386.18
204 .f>l
(37 .65)

2, 729 .68
885.86
22,200.15
444.00

2, 729.68
885.86
22,633.72
354.16

(433 .57)
89.84

750,701.62

463,192.50

(2,924.79)

215,833.48

4,725.00
1,324.15

2, 708 .OS
1,341.99

(85.02)

3,326.75
339 .ss
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UN!VERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO
Age:Ocy Fund
Revenues l Expenditures and Principal
University
Account
Number
Student 1 Faculty and Staf·f Activities: (Continued)
Air Force! {Cone inued)
A .F .R.O. T.C. miscellaneous
A .F .R .0. T .c. sux;plus unifonns sales
American Council of Learned s·ocieties
Anth~opology f!e1<l school
Anthropology field school, 1965
Anthropology field school. 1966
Art publications account - Royal~ies
Associated students
Athletic program fund
Business office welfare fund
Campus parking
Campus visitation and recruiting
Chi F:psJ.lon
Child.rens art class
Club maintainers ... phys ic:al plane
Coff~e fund - Administration
Coffee fund .. Data processing
Coffee fund - Gene.ral honors
College of Fine Arts fund
Dormitory: irnprovement fund
Drama fund
Drawing equipment -rental
Education coffee £urtd
Education flower fund
Engineering cent:er fund
Faculty of ruedicine fUnd
General scholarships
General services -- Nursing
Hillerman movie project
Law journal
Law school alUUlni fund
Law school dean ,.s fund
Mathematics fund
Medical illustrator fund
Medical school equipment account

lo

290-103
290-104
290-388
290-27
290-5
290-7
29d-47
290-1
29Q-45
290-43
290-101
290-75
290-83
290-243
290-42
290-120
290-115
.290-122
290-639
290-36
290-31
290-21
290-85
290-82
290-657
290-374
291-000
290-108
290-631
290•74
290-26
290-24
290-96
290-578
290-621

Balance
,July 1, 1965

$

65.94
42.15
740.00
3,410.16
6,260.00
2,!16 .• 10
39,272.09
84.59
14,428.01
852.59
1.,086 .04
642.92
(266 .48)
20.54

1,177.76
(408 .54)
(124.50)
(137.03)
(40,028.51)
57,773.79

3,895.79
4,082.72
535.52

Revenues
8 .oo
828 .12
4, 760.41
5, 731.50
12,894.13
369,965.97
16,312.55
91.00
22,309 .gS
4,499.57
599 .oo
5,551.81
480.10
26.36
221.00
12,023.81
288.00
538.14
84.00
220.00
202,916.14
122,861..53
470.35
9,500.75
14,57.6 .. 12
197 .oo
510.00
210.00
2,585.83

Expenditures
57.56
269.54
223.03
3;383.22
6,264.42
14,471.26
347,997.06
15,519.05
178.31
10,649.39
37 ,844 .. 18
215.00
3,474.64
611.42
6,668.63
377 .• 08
26.36

Transfers
To (From)
(16 .38)
101.40

Balance
June 30~ 1966

702.13
516.97
26.94

(4,755 .99)
600.00
(1,992 .80)
(793.50)

5, 737.50
1,138.97
59,248.20
(2 .72)
26,088 .57

37,844.18

2,000.00

6,37.59
2,110.97
630.50
616 •70
123.56
221.00

12,023.81
308.03
621.42
71.35
251,.164.96
119., 704.68
424.79
9,054.58
12,977.89
13.75
59.14
9,294.79
6,423.98

68.91
140.00

(18,594 .03)

1,177 .76
(428 .57)
(138 .87)
15.62
220.00
(88. 277 ,33)
42,336.61
45.56
446.17
5,494.02
4,279.72
496.25
686.38
(6,708.96)
{6,423.98)
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Agency Fund
Revenues,. Expenditu-res and Principal
UniVersity
Account.
NUmber'
Student, Faculty and Staff Activities (Continued).:
Music re.cm:d!ng fund
N.R.O.T.C. f!ighe program
Pharmacy activities fund
Pharmacy construction. fund
Phannacy instruction trip
Pharmacy scholarship fund
Phi Beta Kappa
Psychology chairman 1 s account.
Sigma Xi
Society for ethnomusicology
Sports day fund
Student faculty association
Surveying equipment ~ental
Tuto-ring fund
Vending machines scholarship fund
Voluntary agency nursing
William Tucker golf tou~nament

290-572
290-81
2~0-129

290-132
290-131
290-10
290-569
290-87
290-66

l
l1''

$

172.60
322.54
340.44
650.00
891.21
1,818.94
724:15
436.15

2~0-636

290-78
290-642
290-6
290-57
290-49
290-405
29.0-29

3,544.23

~

Exeenditures

880.88
7,210.74
53.60

275.52
7,210.74
100.00

2,663.04

2,402.59
775.00
486.82
1,595.48
792.16
767.74
12,478.50
1,459.78
5,246.86
2,414.00

930.28
1,595.48
983 .so
808 .oo
8,094.97

808.83
1,336.34
16,777.79
33.28

3,854.04

667 .14

2,254.82

125,130.39

854,697.11

912,683.40

290-32
290-188
290-33

47,199 ;94
220.37
1,093.73

28,537.35
402.00
1,419.11

2,150.00
507 .21
2,080.55

290-51-1
290-51-5
290-51-4
290-51-2
290-51-6
290-48
29o-53
290-426
290-92
290-22

937 .62
96.25
2,492.50
2,234.50
12,948.80
811.01
(552.03)
(114.00)
250.00
208 .91

1,104.00
10.00
2,166.55
1,853.00
12,519.81
2,944.27
1,957.08
1't,016 .47

25.00
94.00
1,126.00
1,670.00
15,747.35
1,963.55
2,242.16
19,468.17
105.00

Total student,_ faculty and staff activities
Other Agency Accounts:
ABC Telecast:
Aesthetics Institute
Albuquerque Journal Scholarship ,fund
Alumni development fund:
Chapel
Faculty research
Library
Scholarships
Unrestricted
Art scholarship fund
Art lithograph paper fund
Bernalillo County Medlcal Society - Library services
Bids· and bonds - Deposit account
College of education gifts

Balance
Ju1l 1 1 1965

9,639.15

Transfers
To (From)

Balance
June 30z 1966

771-96
322.54
294.04
650.00
1,151.66
1,043.94
1,167 .61

1,424,80
1,680.00
(12,000.00)
(33 ,28)
1,587.68
7,175.97

627.49
40.26
585.50
(1,459 .78)
(583 .99)
602.34
14,416.94

74,320,07
73,587.29
115.16
432.29

(1,000.00)
(1,000 .• 00)

2,016.62
12.25
3,533.05
1,417 .so
8,721.26
1,791.73
(837 .11)
(5,565 .70)
145.00

(208 .91)

l
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UNIVERS.ITY OF rlEW MEX.ICQ
Agency Fund

Revenues, Expenditures and Principal
Univ~rsity

Account
Number

Other Agency' Accounts (Cohrinued):.
Employees'' admi~istration building fund
Fac;tlit.ies tental
Leo Ro~enthal g{ft:
Medical school llbr:a:ry f1.md: - Miscellaneous
Nancy Tolman memorial fund
Nt.w Mexico scholarship fund
Science; Eai:r - prizes and scholarships
Spa.cepoct commit;tee
Special T. V. account
Spe~ch and bearing clinic
.Unr-estriCted gifts
William J. Pari~h memot;ial library fund gifts

To.tal other agency- accounts
Grand Total

r.

(Exh~bi,t:

B)

290-35
290-71
290-486
290-435
290-493
290-72
290-251
290-111
29Q-180
290-86
290-11
290-668

Balance

Ju1l 1, 1965

2,000.00
(1,532.18)
415 .oo
24,018.24
3,309.83
9 .• 087 .n
611.47
5,403.17

Transfers
~

4.25
6,507.43
160.00
3,750.00
21,495 .oo
3,086.35
11,774.39
4, 7~9 .20
2,891.67
50.00

ExJ:!enditures

To (From)

Balance
June 30z 1966

4.25
5,834.04

(673.39)

3,683.70
1,961.71
287 .99
8,178.23
2,390.73
5,696.69

(23,000 .00)
(2,450.00)
287 .99

2,160.00
(1,465 .88)
415 .oo
22,513.24
1,984.47
12,683.88
2,949.94
2,598.15
50.00

ll1, 140.85

121,377.93

75,212.08

(28,044.31)

129,262.3~

$ 679,484.77

9,170,406.38

7,357. i57 .99

(715,818 .40)

.1, 776,914.76

:t~~s
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Intercollegiate Athletics.
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965
Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965
Revenues:
State appropriation
Sale of tickets, etc:
Football
Basketball
Student fees
Guarantees:
Football
Basketball
Gifts and grants
Concessions income
Minor sports income
Miscellaneous
Total revenues
Less revenues credited to Agency Fund
Net revenues
ll:xpenditures:
General expense:
Grants-in-aid
Salaries
Training table
Travel
Miscellaneous
Awards
Applied general overhead
Laundry
Medical expense
Conference dues
Social security and retirement
Telephone. and telegraph
Campus visitation and recruiting
Football expense:
Game guarantees
Team travel
Game expense
Miscellaneous
Basketball expense:
Team travel
Game expense
Miscellaneous
Game guarantees

Increase
(Decrease)

16,000.00

(16' 000 .00)

196,040.75
94,510.24
363,410.35

209' 184.52
73,110.13
306,480.00

(13,143.77)
21,400.11
56,930.35

62,439.31
6,000.00
25,000.00
6,000.00
5,358.48
10,566.00
769,325.13
(7 ,841.12)

64,946.58
11,934.13
22,000.00
620.35
11,394.75
3,927.50
719,597.96

(2,507.27)
(5 ,934 .13)
3,000.00
5,379.65
(6,036 .27)
6,638.50
49,727.17
(7 ,841.12)

761,4~

719,597.96

41,886 .OS

248,687.48
190,698.84
17,530.32
3,024.88
10,801.49
3,303.51
9,895.10
14,827.58
18,886.91
12,800.00
15,962.65
8,171.10
29,860.72
584,450.58

195,062.38
168,136.29
15,676.37
2,777.77
3, 301.93
2,445.05
9,927.95
13,534.17
13,511.74
12,700.00
13,303.69
7,668.83
27,281.15
485,327.32

53,625.10
22,562.55
1,853.95
247 .11
7,499.56
858.46
(32.85)
1,293.41
5,375.17
100.00
2,658.96
502.27
2,579.57
99,123.26

86,690.27
20,257 .44
20,975.90
19,284.08
147,207.69

94,424.64
42,924.87
20,891.95
15,358.42
. 173,599 .88

(7,734.37)
(22,667.43)
83.95
3,925.66
(26. 392.19)

20,028.37
13,816.32
5,059.10
17,300.36
56,204.15

21,777.88
15,851.01
7,437 .53
9,950.00
55,016.42

(1,749.51)
(2,034.69)
(2,378.43)
7,350.36
1,187.73

$

so
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Intercollegiate At!"tletics
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30,
1966
196S
Expenditures (Continued):
Minor sports;
Track
Baseball
Other
Total expenditures
Less expenditures charge.d to
Agency Fund

Increase
(Decrease)

$ 2S,413.32
8,719.41
20!487.22
54z619.9S

15,291.31
6,261.27
20 1 S7S.S2
42,128 .10

10,122.01
2,4S8 .14
(88 .30
12 1 491.8S

842,482.37

7S6,071.72

86,410.6S

48 1 644 ;03 ·

Net expenditures

793 1 838.34

Net income (loss)

$ (32,3S4.33)

34 1 277.18 ·
721 1 794.S4
(2,196.S8)

.·

14~366

.as

72 1 043.80
(30,1S7.7S

j.:'!!~8
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Dining Halls
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965
Hokona
Dining
Hall
Income from sales
Expenditures:
Cost of sales
Salaries and wages
Operations and
maintenance:
Depreciation
Group insurance
Insurance
Janitorial service
Laundry
Repairs and
maintenance
Retirement and
Social Security
Supplies
Utilities
Admin is tra t ive
expense:
Applied general
overhead
Miscellaneous
Total expenditures
Net income

Mesa Vista
Dining
Hall

Total
June 30,
1966

Total
June 30,
1965

Increase
(Decrease)

$ 676 1 847.18

359 1 007.45

1 1 035 1 854.63

976!086.29

59,768.34

337! 741.09
175!744.43

175! 810.72
106 1 040,13

513 1 551.81
281 1 784.56

466 1 497.22
263!441.65

47,054.59
18!342.91

5,000.00
969.03
144.07

4,.000.00
413.89
137 .74

9,000.00
1,382.92
281.81

3,000.00
1,071.57
259 .53

6,000.00
311.35
22,28

3,749.34
10,369.85

4,702.28
5,989.00

8,451.62
16,358.85

8,062.85
15,083.37

388.77
1,275.48

6,967.09

10,871.53

17,838.62

20,214.48

(2,375.86)

8,953.14
16,944.86
12 1 012.16
65 1 109.54

5,905.22
7,412.20
9 1 547.05
48 1 978.91

14,858,36
24,357.06
21 1 559.21
114 1 088.45

12,056.66
24,785.87
22 1 266.53
106 1800.86

2,801.70
(428 .81)
(707 .32)
7 1287.59

33,713.56
41050.87
37!764.43

17,950.37
1 1 311.50
19 1 261.87

51,663.93
5 1 362.37
57!026.30

48,804.31
3!383.34
52 1187.65

2,859,62
1!979.03
4 1 838.65

6161359.49

350 1 091.63

966!451.12

888 1927.38

77 1 523.74

$ 60,487 .69

8,915.82

69,403.51

87,158 .91

(17,755.40)

~
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Residence Halls
Statement of Income

Ye;ar· Ended June 30., 1966

With Comparative Figut:es f.or 1965
University of

Hokona
Rental Income

S~nta

Total
June

~

___ill_L

J:n'crease
(~l

16,975.13

665,849 .93

567,544.42

78' 305 .51

14,112-66

!, 194.48

211,071.55

195,918.90

15,152.65

1,000.00

1,500.00
74.03

26,000.00
4,244.61
4,133.95
18,392.16
14,097.66
17,915.62

17,900.00
3,950.64
3,495.26
12,835.73
13,982.04
19,843.91

8,100.00
638 .69
5,556.43
115 .• 62
(1, 928 .29)

10,415.82
14,450.35
59,907.04
120,116.61
289,673.82

9,059.70
6,677.34
13,453.51
108 '703 .18
209,901.31

7 '773 .01
46,453.53
11,413.43
79,772.51

33,061.69
4,690.73
37 '752 .42
3,000.52

29 > 242.68
4,132.90
33,375 .58
s, 714.28

Mesa Vista

Coronado

Dormitory

Dorrnitorx

Dormitory

Donnitorv

Santa Clara
Dormitory

Dormitory

AEartments

$ 199,236.14

51,617.64

103,416.27

142,582.05

54,039.78

52,89lL47

45,084.45

58,460.90

13,440.07

49,675.87

39,196.62

16 '739 .88

18:251.07

6,000.00
1,519.40
1,482.81
4,109.79
5,194.97
3,489.05

1,000.00

4,500.00

223.74
2,505,76
615.72
1,478,70

1,275.8~

3,987.42
2,337.70
4,584.65

9,000.00
908.19
538 .52
2,396.59
2, 786 .66
2,009.05

z,ooo.oo
441.49
311.55
1,291.69
950.25
917 .as

1,000.00
466 ,69
146 .4a
1,672.41
l ,478 .54
997.70

154 .. 96
2,325,50
733.82
1,306.94

3,228.44
2,571.39
19,044.81
46,229.01
92,869.67

411,48
2,946,24
4,734.67
9,096 .!6
23,012.47

2,4o8.n
1,523.66
8,847.69
14,504.48
44,805.22

).,452.77
3,278 ... 70
13,647.71
16,186 .89
52,205.08

966.78
676.94
4,977 .~5
7,471.76
20,005.46

1,164.01
474.21
4,353.33
12,561.95
24,315.32

783.42
2, 939 .89
4,300.88
·11,610.96
25,156 .37

9,943.47
1 2 707.45
11,650.92
6!5 .87

2,518.01
230.87
2,748.88

5,158.06
742.40
5,900.46

7,105.98
1,263.93
8,369.91
2,384.65

2,681.81
!58 .92
2,840.73

2,593.31
277.19
2,870.50

2,212,29
309 .97
2, 522.26

848.76

----

---- ----

----

Onate

Tor:al
June 30~

Al,varado

Dormitoty·

Ana

New

~exic::o

30~

EX!,'Qoditures:

Salaries and wages
Operation an4 maintenance:
Depree iation

Insurance
Group insurance
Jan~tcr.ial sendee
t.aundry
Repairs and. maintenance
Retirement and Socia 1
Sec.ur.ity

Supplies
Telephone and telegraph
Utilities
Administrative expenses;
AppUed general overhead
Misc:ellaneous

Capital outlay
Tot:a,l expenditures
Net income

$

834.81

----

103 .co
3,132.48
39.32
2,455.40
7,304.23

848.76

293.97

1,356 .12

3,819.01
557.83
4,376.84
(2, 713.76)

163,597.36

39,201.42

100,381.55

102,156.26

39,586.07

45,436.89

41,791.29

9,347.47

541,498.31

444,910.07

96,588.24

35,638.78

1Z,416 .22

3,034.72

40,425.79

_!:4.453 .71

~

3;293.16

7,627 .66

124,351.62

142,634.35

(18, 282 .73)

&

:.t~ 70_
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

University Golf

Cours~

Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965
Year Ended June 30 1
1966
1965
Income.:
Green fees
Sales
Student fees
Memberships
Rentals and storage
Miscellaneous
Total income
Expenditures:
Cost of sales
Salaries
Operation and maintenance:
Depree iation
Repairs and ·maintenance
Retirement and Social Security
Supplies
Telephone and telegraph
Utilities
Administrative expense:
Applied general overhead
Other
Total expenditures
Net income

$ 65,473.21

Increase
(Decrease)

17,478.50
13,473.45
219.88

70,836.25
66,095.87
30,648.00
20,540.50
15,303.52
485.22

(5,363.04)
(1,140.39)
(30;648.00)
(3,062.00)
(1,830.07)

161 1 600,52

203 1 909,36

(42 1 308 .84)

40!579.70
88 1 300.92

40 1 846.82
71 1 103.15

{267.12)
17 1 197.77

2,000.00
23,433.95
8,141.95
4,429.09
190.90
8 1 208.11
46 1 404.00

1,816.00
12,231.04
5,344.28
2,402.50
1' 194 .• 57
8 1685.03
311673.42

184.00
11,202.91
2,797.67
2,026.59
(1,003 .67)
{476.92)
14! 730.58

8,103.33
6 1 275.67
14 1 379.00

10,217.97
6 1 415.92
16 1 633.89

(2, 114 .64)
(140.25)
~2 1 254.89)

189 1 663.62

160 1 257.28

29 1 406.34

43,6.52.08

(71,715.18)

64,955.48

$ (28,063.10)

~265.34)

.

~
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UNIVERSITY OF N'EW MEXICO
Heating Plant
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965
Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965
Income
Expenditures:
Salaries and wages
Operation and maintenance:
Fuel
Insurance
Group insurance
Repairs and maintenance
Retirement and Social Security
Supplies
Utilities
Administrative expense:
Applied general overhead
Miscellaneous
Total expenditures
Net income (loss)

Increase
(Decrease)

$ 514!034.38

440 1 763.74

73,270.64

75!227.83

63 1 515.62

11 1 712.21

118,331.38
2,637 .80
299.32
19,058.22
5,617 ..39
214.19
289!985.69
436!143.99

111,453.81
2,929 .55
231.58
17,413.15
5,089.08
154.59
237!545.68
374 1 817.44

6,877.57
(291.75)
67.74
1,645 .07
528 .31
59.60
52 1 440.01
61 1 326.55

25,701.72
20.70
25!722.42

22' 038 .19
5.25
22!043.44

3,663.53
15.45
3,678.98

537!094.24

460 1 376.50

76!717.74

(19 ,612 .76)

(3,447.10)

$ (23,059.86)
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Printing Plant
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965
Year Ended June 30 1
1966
1965
:ncome from sales
xpenditures: Direct material
Direct labor
Operation and maintenance:
Depreciation
Insurance
Miscellaneous factory expense
Plant supplies
Repairs and maintenance
Utilities
Administrative and general. expenses:
Applied general overhead
Group insurance
Miscellaneous administrative expense
Office salaries
Office supplies
Retirement and Social Security
Telephone and telegraph
Total expenditures
Net income

Increase
(Decrease)

$ 439!629.23

353,190.10

862439.13

110!051.93
182!362 .53

75!390.99
154!288 .15

342660.94
28,074.. 38

5,500.00
1,570.77
5,712.96
20,590.24
11,038.07
5!401.18
49!813.22

3,000.00
1,156.41
5,392.54
15,939.86
9,147.99
42096.49
382733.29

2,500.00
414.36
320.42
4,650.38
1,890.08
.J.z_304 .69
11!079.93

21,931.46
1,049.27
186 .91
13,166 .12
584.55
14,825.16
237 .06
51!980.53

17,659.51
813.00
90.44
12,099.96
139 .69
12,577.72
169.01
43!549.33

4,271.95
236.27
96.47
1,066.16
444.86
2,247.44
68.05
8!431.20

394,208.21

311!961.76

82 2 246.45

$ 45,421.02

41,228.34

4,192.68
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Associated Students. Bookstore
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965
Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965
Revenues:
Sales
Other income

$ 1,174,663.09
4,830.76

959,122.73
4,066.62

215,540.36
764.14

1,179,493.85

963,189 .35

216 304.50

873,123.34
80,523.46

707,357.88
68,002.79

165 765.46
12,520.67

2,440.27
274.83

2,245.08
1,042.31

195.19
(767 .48

4,307.12
24.,994 .18
7,099.18
675.22
39,790.80

3,270.88
21,790.32
5,831.47
401.85
34,581.91

l,Q36,24
3,203.86
1,267.71
273.37
5 208 .89

48,723.76

41,029.83

7 693.93

1,042' 161.36

850,972.41

191 188 .95

137,332.49

112,216.94

25,115.55

Total revenues
Expenditures:
- Cost of sales
Salaries and wages
Operation and ma.intenance:
Advertising
Bad debts
Retirement, Social Security and
insurance
Freight
Supplies and miscellaneous
Telephone and telegraph
Administrative and occupancy
expenses
Total expenditures
Net income

Increase
(Decrease)

$

""
~

.:t~74
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Union
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965
Year Ended June 30 1
1966
1965
.evenues:
Sales
Student fees
Bowling, billiards and table tennis
Rentals
Otber
-Student fees available for
operating loss

Increase
(Decrease)

8,874.54
57,432.52
28,339.16
10,101.51
615,934.51

482,953.17
7,900.10
58,277.68
30,456.76
8,959.90
588,547.61

28,233.61
974.44
(845 .16)
(2, 117 .60)
1 1 141.61
27,386.90

80,928.00

68 1 958.00

11,970.00

$ 511' 186 .78

696l862.51

657~505

.61

39,356.90

236,935.98
11 1 2oo.oo
247,932.21

229 1 040.23
11 1 2oo.oo
216!336.21

- 7 1 895.75

195.11
8,318.38

2,012.83
6,835.14

(1,817 .72)
1,483.24

12,304.81
8,454.72
30,161.17
3,795.97
63 1 230.16

10,055.95
9,806.85
28,801.83
5 1 432.70
62 1945.30

2,248.86
(1,352.13)
1,359.34
~1 1 636.73)
284.86

149,033.93
53,839.41
13,358.88
216' 232.22
48 1 723.76
167 1 508.46

137,022.28
46,597.92
10 1 812.02
194,432.22
41,029.83
153 1 402.39
1,035.45

12,011.65
7,241.49
2 1 546.86
21,800.00
7 1 693.93
14! 106.07
p,035 .45)

Total expenditures

726!806.81

673 1 959 .58

52 1 847.23

Net income (loss)

$ (29,944.30)

Total revenues
.xpenditures:
Cost of S<!les
Bowling alley rental
Salaries and wages
Operation and maintenance:
Games equipment replaced
Employees' meals
Retirement, Social Security
and insurance
Laundry
Supplies and miscellaneous
Repairs and maintenance
Administrative and occupancy expenses:
Building maintenance
Administrative office
General expense
Allocated to bookstore
Provision for capital outlay

(16,453.97)

--·~-----~-~·

31,596.00

(13,490 .33)

_ _____.-~-·---·~--'"-~-----·~ -·-· -···-

,,
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIC.O

University ?ress
Statement of Income
Year Ended June 30, 1966
With Comparative Figures for 1965
Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965
Sales of publications
Cost of Goods Sold (including royalties
of $6,418.60)
Market decline in inventory
Gross profit
Publishing and Selling Expenses:
Advertising
Applied general overhead
Commis s ions
Depreciation
Freelance editors, dE;lsigners and
contract fees
Manuscript reading
Miscellaneous
Retirement and Social Security
Salaries
Supplies and postage
Telephone and telegraph
Travel
Net income (loss)

Increase
(Decrease

$ 74,635.71

69,620.03

5 015.6

44,625.30
11 1 926.30
56 1 551.60

40,925.21
10 2986.45
51! 911.66

3,700.0
939.8
4 639.9

18 1 084.11

17,708.37-

375.7

5,742.76
3,731.78
1,712.84
200.00

4, 705.08
3,481.00
2,401.64
188 .DO

1,037.6
250,7
(688 .8
12.0

1,231.25
413.15
828.30
3,001.07
63,446.47
4,558 .61
107.27
667.00
85 1 640.50

812.57
464.63
2,538.32
49,040.53
3,833.19
47.81
639.21
68! 151.98

1,231.2
{399.4
363.6
462.7
14,405.9
725.4
59.4
27.7
17,488.5

(50,443.61)

(17,112.7

$ (67 ,556 .39)
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Statement of Educational and Genera~ Expenditures
Per Student Credit Hour
Year Ended June 30, 1966

Direct Instruction:
School of Law
School of Medicine
College of Arts and Sciences:
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
English
Geography
Geology
Government
History
Journalism
Mathematics
Modern languages
Philosophy
Physics and astronomy
Psychology
Sociology
Speech
Administrative office
Division of foreign studies
Total College of Arts and Sciences
College of Business Administration
College of Education:
Art education
Elementary education
Home economics
Health, physical education and
recreation
Educational and administrative
services
Secondary education
Administrative office
Total College of Education
College of Engineering:
Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Nuclear
Mechanical
Administrative office
Total College of Engineering

$

Ex2enditures

Student
Credit
Hours

158 2 616.49
574 1 077 .71

4 1 037
2 1 258

39.29
254.24

156,192.87
288,533.34
192,273.40
90,734.11
433,902.12
30,687.26
152,887.11
77,845.85
212,600.49
29,359.82
324,155.12
305,537.96
67,977.45
180,334.80
130,600.82
51,852.17
111 1 820.71
2,837,295.40
49,245.99
9 1 250,84
2 1 895 1 792,23
173 1 896,75

10,523
17,074
11,157
7,482
32;754
2,829
7,373
8,199
19,564
1,060
21,516
17' 199
4,215
6,941
12,476
6,962
5 1 761
193,085
193,085
193 1 085
193,085
11 1 629

14.84
16.90
17.23
12.13
13.25
10.85.
20.74
9.50
10.87
27.70
15.07
17 ."77
16.13
25.98
10.47
7 .45
19.41
14.69
.25

25,540.31
81,321.06
52,441.84

2,724
3,451
2,177

9.38
23.56
24.09

228,550.27

12,672

18.04

163,000.67
135 1 656.63
686,510,78
76!771.97
763 1 282.75

8,717
4 2 825
34,566
34 1 566
34 1 566

18.70
28.12
19.86
2.22
22.08

62,942.58
161,673.32
195,628 .69
38,611,83
151 1 147.10
610,003 ;52
38 1 652.13
648 1 655.65

1,186
6,288
5,262
301
3 1 267
16,304
16 1 304
16 1 304

53.07
25.71
37.18
128.28
46.26
37.41
2.37
39.79

Cost Per
Student
Credit Hour

.OS
14.99
14.95

"'
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Continued

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Statement of Educational and General Expenditures
Per Student Credit Hour

Direct Ins true t.ion (Continued):
College of Fine Arts:
Architecture
Art
Drama
Music
Administrative office
Art Gallery
Total College of Fine Arts
College of Nursing
College of Pharmacy
Summer and field sessions
Instructional Programs:
Air Reserve Officers Training Corps
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps
Data processing
Institutional research
Dental hygiene
Sandia technical development program
Television
Total direct instruction
Indirect Instruction Expense:
Academic vice-president
Graduate School
University College, administrative
office
Instructional activities
Other instruction expense
Total indirect instruction
Total instructional expense
Other Educational and General Expenditures:
Administration and general
Libraries
Operation and maintenance of physical
plant
Total other expenditures
Total educational and general

Expenditures

Student
Credit
Hours

Cost Per
Student
Credit Hour

69,126.89
176,572.10
SO, 777.33
198,275.79
494,752.11
35,896.64
27,311.37
557,960.12
124,796.55
70,294.08
272,194.75

2,447
10,525
2,382
5,501
20,855
20,855
20,855
20,855
1,195
1,641
22,991

28.25
16.77
21.32
36 .04
23.72
1.72
1.31
26.75
104.43
42.84
11.84

9,851.86
5,473.94
61,085.23
12,643.76
49,979.88
20,803.53
876.99
160,715.19
6,400,282.27

448
1,104
225

21.99
4.96
271.49

772

64.74

23
2,572
311,133

37 .oo
62.48
20.57

48,802.43
65,511.36

311,133
311,133

.16
.21

36,278.64
71,909.16
941,238.15
1,163,739.74

311,133
311,133
311,133
311,133

.12
.2.3
3.02
3.74

7,564,022.01

311,133

24.31

1,431,400.98
763,076.96

311,133
311,133

1,493;208.59
3,687,686.53

311,133
311,133

4.80
11.85

$ 11,251,708.54

311,133

36.16

$

4.60 ,.
2.45
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UNI1iERS ITY OF NEll HEXICO
Current Fund

Comparative Statement of .Revenues and Expenditures
Ten Year:; Ended June 30, 1966

1966

1965

1964

1963

1962

1961

1960

2,291,271

1, 770,193

8,227,000
174,025
10,692,296
254,024
771,527

7,192,000
319 z765
9,281,958
245,327
719,598

1,424, 716
260,000
5,563,000
379,032
7,626,748
187,555
723,258

1,408,219
100,000
4,847,440
363,525
6,719,184
192,788
601' 799

1,394,533
70,.000
4,407,600
287,879
6,160,012
216' 097
482,999

1,213,349
66,000
3,903, 748
214,593
5,397,690
230,577

1,085,139
52,000
3,228,912
~
4,408, 727

460,397

1,118,282
58,000
3, 711,724
~
4,925,190
192,282
415,683

1,334,220
605,696

941,400
511,200

872,200
174,080

637,535
235,000

465,000
2!0,000

440,000
205,000

416,200
204,000

.,195,000
618' 189
337.799
49,649
3,140,553
4,910,588
3,578,010
1,975,732

90,000
529,478

150,000
449,437

145,000

135,000

99.000

37' 396
2,109,474
4,376,605
2,773,694
777,647

37,396
1,683,113
3,9Z4, 100
2,061.040
1,483,949

37,396
1,054,931
3,412,530
379,577

37,396
847' 396
2,934,591
358,846

$ 25,322,730

20,284,303

17,689,763

12,360,809

1,431,401
7,564,022

1,216,021
5,967,197

1,003,955
4,934,468

873,595

763,.077
1,493,209
11,251,709
__J,J_b_988
829,572

638.435
1' 268,492
9,090,145
262,159
731,899

1,386,459
175,000
706,655
370,124
164,200
16,701
2,819,139
4,603,887
3,575,377
1,980,742

$ 25,333,414

1959

1958

1957

Revenues;

Educational and general:
Student fees
Land. and "Permanent Fund, income unpledged
State appropriation
Sales', services and miscellaneous income
Off-campus instruct!on.
Organi~ed activit~es. relating to instruction

Noneducational::
Student fees
"Land snd Permanent Fund

tVestern Regional and dental programs
appropriations
Scho1arship income
\-fork Study and NDE.A student loans.
Re.nt

Au?t.iliary enterprises
Noninstructional t:esearch
Noninstructional organized activities

249,021

833,220
55,000
3,164,862
~
4,106,403
194,400
224,837

2,595,334
~
3,374,063
162,024
194,782

320,000
198,000

320,000
195,000

304,000
193,500

100,000

86,3~1

84,653

66,500

~
.....ill..z12.§
2,571,600
298,408

~

~

665,014
1. 797,989
~

~

660,626
l, 781,929
~

60,971
624,971
1,605,049

10,999,?41

9, 740,068

8,858,308

~

6,976,514

5,960,889

4,,224,307

763,311
3,765,065
305.782
962,055
5. 796' 213
247,570
509' 147

214,443
648,434

478,835

554,195
1,601,105
5,685
221,050
685,478
4,067,513
213,852
~

464,424
2,139,932

340,173
1,049,861
6,487,936
249,215
607,439

o50,l31
3,026,325
9,852
254,239
811,593
4,752,140
218,007
409,127

514,497
2,394,995

514,290
1 1 164 1 117
7,616,830
237,822
702,480

701,818
3,354,151
9,983
280,709
869,870
5,216,531

201,976
353,230

188,246
559,615
3,352,217
167,109
349,060

1,348,962
291.404
602,204

1,111,917
\55,300
505,342

699,504
211,735
49' 050

706,851
54,385
52,156

715,964
78,606
34,288

659,677
53,418
43,201

521,733
20,000
28,493

527.703
20,000
22,412

435,497
20,000
16.056

167,000
81,364
2,490,934
3,967' 743
2, 767,514
839,362

162,500
33,793
1,968,852
3,617,693
2,070,232
1,541,449

122,433
10,599
1;093,321
3;038,044
434,286

100,646
5,001
919,039
2, 755,507
413,378

102,000

88,133

86,391

84,653

66,500

930,858
2,467,696
366,167

844,429
2 1 ZZ4,824
378,993

656,617
1,666,947
243,087

654,768
1,633,598
~

538,053
1,435,649
158,091

20,149,756

17 '755,358

11,910,241

1o,64o,s54

9,683,159

8,827,520

7. 229,137

6,837,780

6,000,179

.E~penditures:

Educational and general:,
Administration. and general, net
Instruction
Instructional research
Libraries
!'hysical p-lant operation
Off-campus instruction
Organized aqti,vit:i.es. relating to "instruction

N"oneduca tiona 1:
Bond principa 1 and interest
Bond reserve requirements
Scholarships
Work Study and NDEA student loans
Western ~egional and dental programs
Othe~

Auxiliary enterprises
N'oninstructiona1 research
Noninstructional organized activities

223.072

777,094
2,229,867
318,192

206,244

---- ---- ----

3. 772,369

708,587

---- ---I,.J,

•.J>

•.J

Cfj
t,

1_-..l;
;_,).,

>,}
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Statement of Pledged Revenues

Year Ended June 30, 1966
Educat'ional
and
~

Off-Campus
Instruction

Organized
Activities

NonEducational

Enterprises

10,6_~6.!1Q.

254,023.93.

771,5)6 .96

3,140,S52.73

4,910,S88 .04

Auxilia~

Non i.ns true tiona 1
Organized
Activities

Receipts
for Capital

Rese:axch

Outlay

IQB!l

Total Revenues and Receipts: for

$

Capital Outlay (Exhibit B)

3,S71L009 .g_a

1,97S,732,29

8,349,184.43

33,671,914.42

300,000.00
21,997.60
2,768,692.• S4

62,000 .oo
119,000.00
1,636,356.45

3,24S,937 .50
7S, 145.12
4,004,439 .oo

12,029. 937.SO
216,142.72
9,243,958.09

397,154.75

17,858.99
48,467.15

18,322.27
62,900 .oo

620,005.75
1,065,030.86

Excluded Revenue:-

State appropriation
State grants
Federal grants
Restricted gifts and grants
from other sources
Intra-univerSity charges

8,227,000.00
32,975.00

195,000.00
32,177.18

769,317.92
186,669.74
953,663.71

Total excluded revenue
Pledged Revenues

8,2S9,97S.OO

32,177 .18

1,150, 987.66

9S3,663 .'11

3,487,844.89

b_883,682.S9

7,406, 743.89

23,175,074.92

$ 2,432,321.06

221,846 .7S

77l,S26.• 96

1,989,56S.• 07

3,956,924.33

90,16S .09

92,049.70

942,440.54

10,496,839.50

154,791.60

290,~50 .99
363,410.35

68,848.28
83,082.29

141;049 .72

67 ,ass .1s

117,565.62

40,648.70
1,334,2!9.99
605 ,69G .38
9 1 ooo .oo

3_,701,143.61

2,291,271.34

2,432,321.06

221,846.75

771,526.96

1,989,565.07

3,956,924.33

Representing:.
Revenues from housing and other
bu,i.ldings, struc,tures and
facilities
Student fees
Land revenues
Other pled.ged revenues
Total pledged revenues

$

:Provision 'for Debt Service - Refunding
and Improvement Bonds:
Interest
Principal
Reserve Account
Renewal and Replacement; Reser:ve
Account

90,165.09

92,049.70

790,S09 .97

4,101, 191.58.
• 4,482,556 .29
60S,696 .38
1,307,395.25

90,165 .09

92,049.70

942,440.54

10,496,839 .so

255,780.72

$

842,620.82
706,250.00
125,000.00
..lzill.,870 .82

50,000.00

Excess of Pledaed Revenues 0\Ter
Debt Service Eequ.trements

$ 8,672,968.68

Average. Annual Debt. Se.tvice Requirement

$

1,621,97S .83

Ji'igbest Annual Debt Senr;.ce Requirement - 1985

$

1, 753,031.25

f,
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
THE EDUCATIONAL OPERATING DOLLAR
Year Ended June 30,
1966
1965
urce of the dollar:
Student fees
State appropriation
Sales, services and miscellaneous
Sandia Bas.e Subsidy
Research overhead and grants

$

.21

.19

.• 77

.77

.01

.01
.01
.02
1.00

___&!.

1.00
ich was spent in this way:
Administration and general
Instruction
Libraries
Operation and maintenance of plant
ed for (provided by) other activities and
nterprises

1.05

,13
.64
.07
.14
.9_§_

$ (.OS)

.02

.13
.71
.07
~

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT CREDIT HOUR

Cost Eer Student Credit Hour
1965-66
1964-65
chool of Law
chool of Medicine
allege of Arts and Sciences
allege of Business Administration
allege of Education
allege of Engineering
allege of Fine Arts
allege of Nursing
allege of Pharmacy
ummer and field sesSions
nstructional programs
Total direct instruction
ndirect instruction expense
ther educational and general expenditures

$ 39.29
254.24
14.99
14.95
22.08
39.79
26.75
104.43
42.84
11.84
62.48
20.57
3.74
11.85

42.42
386.60
13.99
16.55
21.67
34.04
28.71
82.67
57.43
10.86
41.33
19.64
2.92
11.80

$ 36.16

34.36

,,
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
By necessity the report of the Department of Housing is,
for the most part, confined to a documentary of new building
contruction, physical improvements, space utilization, policy
revision, and future planning aimed at meeting the rapidly
expanding demand for additional student

ho~sing

facilities.

Nevertheless, one must not assume that such an account is
complete in providing a realistic picture of the key role
assigned to housing personnel.
Basically, the departmental staff is concerned with
students,

parti~ularly

dence halls.

those students residing in the resi-

They are concerned. with providing a healthy

and satisfying environment in which students can sleep, eat,
study, play, converse, make friends, or simply be alone if
they so desire.

The improved grade averages, the successful

programing within the halls; the active resident governments;
the decrease in theft, vandalism, and disciplinary referrals;
and above all the generally high resident morale; these
factors have indicated progress within the department during
the past year.
For a complete report, it would be necessary to examine
the lives of each of the more than twenty one hundred resi-

.-1

I
dent.s who lived all or part of the past year in the residence
halls and determine the effect of the living environment on
their total development.

It would then be necessary to under-

take a similar study of students living off-campus, and
finally it would be necessary to compare the findings of

I
I
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each.

In this way an accurate and comprehensive evalu-

ation of University housing could be presented.

Such an

approach is, from the practical standpoint, impossible.
It can be stated with assurance in this report that
considerable effort has been made within the Department
in an effort to achieve its formal objectives, objectives
which are designed to compliment the overall objectives of
the University.

Most of the feedback indicates that an

unusually high degree of success has been achieved in this
regard.
SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS
NEW RESIDENCE HALLS
Undoubtedly the most significant development within
the department was the completion and occupation of two
new residence halls in September.

The halls are iden-

tical in almost all respects and are designed with a great
deal of flexability so as to accommodate either sex.

Ini-

tially one hall, Alvarado, is housing male students and its
counterpart, Santa Ana, is accommodating women.

The capacity

of each hall is 170 residents; a total capacity of 340 is
thus afforded.
The traditional southwestern or Pueblo style of architecture was followed throughout the planning of these structures.

For the first time the services of a professional

Interior Decorator were utilized.

The southwest styling

theme was carried out within the interior of the halls.
Most agree that the final result has proven both artistic
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and functional.
Total air conditioning is one of the extras provided.
Experience suggests that this convenience will be an economy
feature over the years by assuring maximum usage during the
summer months.
controls.

Each room has individual thermostatic

Basically, the stuctent-tested programn\ing estab-

lished for Onate and Santa Clara Halls has. been utilized in
this building phase.

The center core of each structure

contains the common bath facilities, kitchenettes, closets,
and mechanical space.

No student room faces another.

No

single rooms are provided, and all student study-sleeping
rooms are of contemporary design with built-in furniture,
each accommodating two residents.

Perhaps the outstanding

characteristic of these rooms is the excellent floor plan
which provides generous storage space and desk area,

Contour

chairs designed by Miller are being praised by the students.
It appears that Alvarado and Santa Ana will prove unique
when compared to future residence hall programming in that
each unit is self contained with the sole exception of dining
facilities.

The total construction cost for the project was

$1,398,323; Alvarado cost $698,709 and Santa Ana Hall costs
totaled $699,614.

The architect for the project was William

Ellison and Associates.

K. L. House Construction Company

submitted the low bid on October 8, 1964 and received the
contract.

Actual construction began October 16, 1964 and

the final completion certificate was awarded on October 4,
1965.

Of interest for cost analysis is the total gross area

for both buildings of 83,660 square feet.
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FACULTY OFFICES IN MESA VISTA
The south wing of Mesa Vista Hall has been utilized for
faculty office space during the 1965-66 academic year.

A

total of sixty four rooms, 120 spaces, were allocated for
thiS purpose.

This reduced the resident capacity of Mesa

Vista to 306.

The building has been physically divided by

means of cement-block walls on both the first and second
floors.

Locks in the south wing have been re-keyed so that

two seperate facilities have been functionally established.
Several problems have resulted from the division.

Partic-

ularly during the £all semester, students and visitors experienced great difficulty in locating faculty offices.

The

academic departments reported an excessive amount of vandalism
throughout the year.

Proper delivery of mail has been a contin-

uous source of irritation to all departments doncerned.

Also

the billing of toll calls to the various departments now
located in Mesa Vista has been confusing.
It has become apparent that future attempts to portion
off segments of Mesa Vista for academic or administrative
purposes will prove extremely difficult if not impractical.
Although no further space will be allocated for the

1966~67

year, Mesa Vista will be phased out as a residence hall in
the near future.

Present planning calls for the Use of

the buiiding for administrative offices, particularly those
offices concerned with student af£airs.
REMODELING OF CORONADO BASEMENT
During the months of July and August, 1965, the portion
of the Coronado basement area which was still in an unfinished
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state was remodeled into a functional and attractive loungerecreational facility.

The project ·included complete paint-

ing of wall surfaces, installation of a .false ceiling with
acustical tiling and adequate lighting, tiling the floor,
and the installation of lounge and recreational furniture.
Residents of Coronado Hall have welcomed the addition of
this facility.

While the area is not as heavily used as

similar £acilities in the other halls because of its location7 estimates of usage during the past school year indicated
that the relatively small investment will be entirely justified.
SALE OF SURPLUS FURNITURE
Over the years a great deal of surplus furniture had
been accumulated by the Department of Housing.

Some of this

furniture had been in storage since the abandonment of the
old "Dorm D".

All of the items which were of no use to the

department within the foreseeable future were stock piled
for disposal.

A public sale was publicized, and individuals

were allowed to purchase the furniture at previously established prices.

The equipment sold consisted of 110 four-

drawer chests, 16 three-drawer chests, and 43 desks.
WOMEN 1 S HOURS
During the latter part of the spring semester, the
University policy regarding closing hours for senior women
was revised.

This trial period served as an orientation in

preparation for a more sweeping revision of women's hours
next year.

No doubt these policy changes will be covered

in detail in the annual report of the Dean of Women.

The
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policy is designed to place more individual responsibility
on upper-class women in matters of personal conduct.
EVALUATION OF NEW HOUSING POLICY
Although some pressure has been removed from the department as a consequence of the new housing policy which allows
most upper-class students to live off-campus if they so desire,
the major benefits of the new regulation will not be realized
until next fall.

In September the number of applicants for

residence hall accommodations will far exceed the available
space.

Since the new policy permits students to live off-

campus if space in the halls is unavailable, the students•
admission will not be refused due to lack of sufficient oncampus housing.

Therefore the enrollment will continue to

expand next fall regardless of the housing situation.

Hope-

fully, the undesirable practice of forcing students into
overcrowded living conditions on-campus can be avoided.
Sufficient off-campus facilities are available to meet
the increased demand.

Nevertheless, students unfamiliar

with Albuquerque will experience some unavoidable concern
and difficulty in locating housing.
It is significant to note that the potential exodus of
large numbers of upper-class women from the Women's Residence
Halls which might have resulted from the adoption of the new
policy did not take place.

ThiS fact supports the original

expectations of the University Housing Committee.

However,

it appears likely that the proportion of upper-class women
who elect to live off-campus will steadily increase in the
future.
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CENTREX TELEPHONE SYSTEM
The installation of the Centrex system was completed
in September.

A complete evaluation of the new telephone

system within the residence halls during its first year of
operation cannot be rendered until the billing process is
completed for the month of June.

It is possible that toll

calls placed during the critical period of check-out may
alter present findings considerably.
Residents have been exhuberant in their praise of the
phone service in their rooms.

Aside from the above mentioned

possibility, the problems presented by unauthorized toll calls
have been relatively £ew and systematically eliminated.

It

appears that the decision to adopt the lower instrument rate,
thereby assuming University responsibility for collections,
has been a wise one.

On the basis of our present findings,

it is recommended that the present agreement with the telephone company be continued for next year.
UNIVERSITY IMPROVEMENTS AFFECTING STUDENT HOUSING
Several. current University construction projects are
improving the on-campus living situation markedly.

Of major

importance has been the widening and resurfacing of Redundo
Drive and the completion of the interchange at the intersection of Redundo and Campus roads.

This street improve-

ment has greatly reduced traffic problems previously encountered by residents.
A second situation which has received much publicity
and greatly concerned students residing in the halls has been

::.t1R8
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the lack of adequate lighting in the large open areas surrounding the halls, particularly the playing fields between Mesa
Vista and Coronado Halls.

The issue assumed critical propor-

tions following a series of assults upon pedestrians by unidentified assailants.

The installation of temporary lighting

improved conditions considerably during the spring semester,
and University authorities maintain that adequate, permanent
lighting is programmed for the campus in the near future.
Some problems have been encountered by residents as a
result of the construction of the new pedestrian mall in
front of Mesa Vista Hall.

Pedestrian traffic was necessarily

diverted around the main entrance to Mesa Vista at one point.
The construction is scheduled in phases, each of which will
present varying traffic problems to residents and visitors.
Noise and dust resulting from the work has been distracting
to many residents.

Nevertheless the temporary inconvenience

encountered during this period is of little importance when
the long range results are contemplated.
NEW ROOF
New roofing was installed on one wing of the Married
Student apartments during the past year.

It will soon

become necessary to repair the remaining sections of the
apartment complex.
FUTURE PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
NEW RESIDENCE

~

CONSTRUCTION

At the end of December 1965, it was estimated by the
Administrative Vice President that the total need for

----------------

----
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additional University housing capacity for the fall of 1967
would be 577 spaces.

This estimate included a compliment

of 120 spaces in Mesa Vista Hall being removed from use as
student housing.
As early as 1964, personnel involved in the planning of
future residence hall construction had been committed to the
concept of future high-rise residence halls.

Consequently,

a program was developed last year by the office of the
University Architect for a high-rise structure designed to
house from 700 to 800 residents on a coeducational basis.
Upon completion of the program, several factors caused a
good deal of concern.

Of primary importance were the high

cost estimates, the difficulties presented by time deadlines,.
the need for initial overbuilding, and the ever present fear
that a large high-rise building would not be compatible with
the surrounding architecture.
At this point, the University consulted with Ernest J.
Kurnp Associates in attempting to resolve some of the problems.
It was finally decided, with the blessing of all concerned,
that the high-rise program would be abandoned.

Since then a

new program has been developed for a low-rise project on the
site which will ultimately accommodate as many as 2,000 residents.

'!'he plan calls for high density housing developed on

a "cluster" concept.

The cost of the first phase has been

reduced from $4,500,000 to $3,340,000.
The first phase of construction includes housing facilities capable of housing approximately 648 residents and feeding approximately 1,200.

A commons facility is being designed

__j
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to provide the dining, kitchen, and administrative areas.
That facility will be used by the residents of Santa Ana
and Santa Clara as well as the students residing in the
new structures.

The housing units will be flexible in two

important aspects.

First, it will be adaptable to building

in stagesr thereby enabling the University to avoid the
costly luxury of overbuilding.

Secondly., it will provide

maximum flexibility in accommodating either sex as enrollment needs dictate, still maintaining a clear seperation
between individual units.

A ratio of one single room to

four double rooms is being provided in this project.
The basic housing unit will continue to be a "House"
of approximately fifty students.

However, rather than a

horizontal grouping of residents; the new concept is designed
around a vertical grouping.

The typical House will consist

of three floors of residents, approximately 18 residents to
the floor.

A c.luster of three Houses will be joined to form

a seperate building which is designated as a "Group".
Groups will form a "Village".

Two

Two Villages are planned for

the fall of 1967.
Another break with past programming on this campus will
be utilized in the room grouping.

The traditional two man

sleeping-study rooms will be abandoned in this project.
Four man suites have been designed which consist of two
sleeping rooms each accommodating two residents and a joint
study room for the group of four.
successful in other schools.

The plan has proven

It is contended that such

a space arrangement provides for better study conditions

j
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and more individual freedom.

A Resident Advisor will continue

to coordinate the program in each House.

Despite bugetary

limitations and the need for high density construction, it is
believed that the new plan will provide an atmosphere which
is non-institutional.
HOUSING ASSIGNMENTS
The University Housing Committe7 agreed that commencing
next fall all initial housing assignments for on-campus
students will be centralized and completed by the Housing
Office.

Following the initial assignments, requests for

room changes will be processed by the Personnel Coordinators.
Next year requests to break Housing Contracts will be
approved or disapproved by the University Housing Committee.
This decision was the result of a recommendation by the Dean
of Women that the committee be invested with jurisdiction
for releasing residents from their contracts.
WORK-STUDY PROGRAM
During the coming year a portion of the student help
in the residence halls will be included under the federal
Work-Study Program.

A needy student who qualifies for

assistance under the program is allowed to work a maximum
of fifteen hours per week while attending classes at a
minimum wage of $1.25 per hour.

The federal government

pays 90 per cent of the student's wages and the employing
department pays 10 per cent from its budget.

Theoretically

next year, approximately one fourth of the students serving
at the Information Desk will be in the program.

Although

many problems are anticipated, advantages to both student
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and the University are obvious.
PLANT UTILIZATION DURING SUMMER MONTHS
During the sununer of 1966, Hokotia and Mesa Vista will
be used for the purpose of housing visiting groups and overnight guests.

Summer students will be housed in the four

small residence halls.

Women will be residing in Santa Ana

and Santa Clara and male students will occupy Alvarado and
Onate Halls.

It is believed that more conference groups can

be encouraged to utilize on-campus housing during the summer
months if air conditioned space is provided •. This factor
combined with the fact that Hokona and Mesa Vista have elevator service heavily influenced the decision to Use Hokona as
a conference center and Mesa Vista to house the overflow.

Of

course the housekeeping process and servicing of rooms is
greatly facilitated by elevators.

Coronado Hall will be

closed during the summer months.

This should result in a

considerable savings.
ROOM AND BOARD INCREASE
In light of increasing costs in most areas of operation,
it is recommended that the feasibility of increasing room
and board rates for the 1967-68 academic year be analized.
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Several major maintenance projects. are planned for the
coming fiscal year.

The lobby in Coronado Hall is badly in

need of painting throughout.
in need of replacement.
repaired.

The carpets are badly worn and

Several pieces of furniture must be

This work is' scheduled for the period Coronado

will be empty.

1.:.t93
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The lounge chairs located in the student rooms of
Hokona Hall are, for the most part, in need of reupholstering.

Thirty-four chairs are being repaired during the month

of July.

A recent survey of the furnishings of the Ma;l:'ried

Students Apartments indicated that seven davenports and
lounge chairs must be replaced in the immediate future.

The

old pieces will be reconditioned and placed in the Peace Corps
Apartments.

The Department of Housing has been informed by

the Physical Plant that some repairs are necessary in the
Peace Corps Apartments.
repairs.

The furnace needs cleaning and minor

Also a seperate hot water heater must be installed

to cope with the present load.

This work must be completed

if adequate beating and hot water are to be provided, and has
consequently been authorized.
The exterior walls of Me.sa Vista are developing severe
cracks in many areas and present a very poor appearance.
Replastering of the entire building is certainly necessary.
Perhaps this project can be postponed until Mesa Vista is
remodeled for administrative use.
ADMINISTRATIVE SEPERATIONS AND APPOINTMENTS
Staff appointments and separations are included in the
appendex for both the maintenance and

~ersonnel

staffs.

Only

one change occurred this year on the administrative staff of
the Department of Housing.

Mr. Robert J. Poole, Personnel

Coordinator for the Men 1 s Residence Halls, terminated on
June 15, 1966.

Mr. Poole will work toward his Doctorate

at East Texas State University.
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Mr. Lawrence Lamako has been hired as the new Assistant
Director of Housing and Personnel Coordinator.

He will assume

his duties on August 1, 1966.
OUTSIDE PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES OF STAFF
E. J. Smith, Director of Housing, was elec.ted President
of the Association of Intermountain Housing Officers at th:a
group's annual conference last April.
Chairman for the conference.

He served as Program

Brigham Young University acted

as host for the Association on their campus in Provo, Utah.
The University of New Mexico will be site fo:t" the 1967 meeting.

Mr. Smith has accepted an appointment as a member of

the program committee for the national Association of College
and University :S:ousing Officers.

He served as a speaker at

the regional conference, discussing the complexities of the
new breed of student.

He will serve as a program moderator

at the annual convention to be held at Purdue University in
August.

It has been the practice in past years for the Presi-

dent to send two University representatives to the Conference
on Higher Education conducted by the National Education
Association each year.

Mr. Smith was one of the represent--

atives for the convention in Chicago during the month of
March.
Roscoe E. Storment, Director of Maintenance for the
department, attended the Institute of Management at Southern
Methodist University during the month of December.

This

excellent workshop is sponsored by the Association of College

'
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and University Housing Officers.

He also participated in

the regional conference of the Association of Intermountain
Housing Officers, furnishing a noteworthy display of great
interest to member schools.
The Personnel Coordinator for the Men's Residence Halls,
Bob J. Poole, attended the national housing confere:nce at
Pennsylvania State University last August.

In October he

accompanied the Residence Hall Council delegation from this
institution to the regional convention of the Intermountain
Association o.f College and University Residence Halls.

Th,is

is a student oriented conference which serves as a leadership workshop.

Next October the convention will be held in

Albuquerque on the University of New Mexico campus.

Mr. Poole

served on the program at the regional conference of the association of Intermountain Housing Officers in April.

He

presented a plan for the selection and training of resident
staff.

In past years statistical analysis of various phases of
the operation, the composition of the staff, and an account of
residence hall maintenance has been included in the body of the
annual report.

In an effort to reduce the length of the present

report, the forementioned areas have been presented as an addendum.

Thus the reader is not :forced to dig through the statis-

tical data in order to analyze the basic operation of last year.
Nevertheless the material which follows is vital in maintaining
a complete history of the Departmen-t.

By referring to the

appendix, interested personnel have pertinent data available
when it is desired.

Thus the annual report becomes a working

document within the department.
RESIDENCE HALL.- STATISTICS
A great many statistics are kept in the Housing Office
during the course of a year.

The more vital figures are

recorded in the tables that follow.

Comparisons of these

statistics over the years provides the basis for many important decisions when planning future operations.

These tables

are self explanatory and no verbal documentary is presented.

•j
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Table I
Occupancy of Residence Halls:

Alvarado

Classificat:ion
Normal Capacity
Residents Starting Fall Semester
Resident.s .End of Fall Semester
Residents End of Spring Semester
Total Move Outs
Total Move Ins
Year Total Move Ins

Coronado

428
444
386
413
107
76
520

.170
170
162
.166
40
36
206

1965-66
Mesa
Vista

Onate

301
331
253
295
98
62
393

176
176
167
175
35
34
210

Hokona

616
598
470
488
186
76
674

Santa
Ana

Santa
Clara

170
156
148
136
56
28
184

170
166
123
132
60
26
192

~

N
.....,

Table II
Occupancy of Residence Halls:

Classification
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate
Unclassified
Total Regular Students

Alvarado

53
98
34
20
0
1
206

Coronado

259
147
68
32
6
8
520

1965-66
Mesa
Vista

221
74
63
29
3
__
3
393

Onate

130
31
32
11

0
6

210

Hokona

278
200
100
48
8
40
674

Santa
Ana

91
61
24
6

2
0
184

Santa
Clara

98
44
38
4
1
_2

192

Table III
Reasons Listed For Withdrawing From Residence Halls
Prior To End Of Academic Year

Classification

Alvarado

Coronado

16
15
3
2

36
32

Withdrew from University
Moved to off-campus accommodations
Transferred Residence Halls
Graduated
Marriage
Move to Fraternity or Sorority
Total

2
2
40

29

0
6
4
107

Mesa
Vista

Onate

Hokona

20
33
27
2
4
12
98

21
10
1
0
2
1
35

59
84
14
0
9
20
186

Santa
Ana

21
12
5
2
4
12

56

Santa
Clara

23
18
4
0
0

15
60

.......
w

Table IV
Guest Lodging - UNM Residence Halls

Alvarado

Classification

3
3

Guest Housed
OVernights

Coronado

139
260

Mesa
Vista

518
2,253

Onate

Hokona

0

835

0

3, 774

Santa
Ana

Santa
Clara

3
4

7
10
~

1,1"l,

~
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Table V
Occupancy of Peace Corps Trainees:
Bldg.

In

Contingent

1965-66
Out

Count

Peace Cor}2s A}2artments
Chile CD
Col EDUC
Col PE
ECU Urban Comm DEV
Total

4
20
20
27

Oct
Dec
Feb
Feb

65
66
66
66

1
14
14
29

Feb
May
May
May

66
66
66
66

53
19
18
19
109*

16
16
16
16

June
June
June
June

65
65
65
65

12
12
12
12

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

65
65
65
65

111
7
4

Coronado Hall
Col RCA
Sr.Year-B
Sr Year-E
sr Year-P
Total

_A

126**

Mesa Vista Hall
Col RCA
sr Year-B
sr Ye.ar-P
Total

16 June 65
16 June 65
16 June 65

12 Sept 65
12 Sept 65
12 Sept 65

14
2

J

18***

Hokona Hall
Col Health
Sr Year-B
Sr Year-E
Sr Year-P
Col PE
Col EDUC
Col Urban Cotnm DEV
Total

16
16
16
16
19
20
26

June
June
June
June
Feb
Feb
Feb

Grand Total Peace Corps Housed

65
65
65
65
66
66
66

12
12
12
12
14
14
14

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
May
May
May

65
65
65
65
66
66
66

61
8
4
1
4
12
~

94****

347

*Men and women housed - 97 men and 12 women
**Men, women, and married couples housed - 103 men, 9 women,
and 7 married couples (14 persons)
***Married couples housed
****Women housed

"·
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Table VI
1965-66:

Conference Groups

Group
Los Alamos Swimming Team
Baroque String Ensemble
New Mexico Assoc. of College
Student Governments
Tennis Tournament
High School Newspaper Clinic
Jr. High Music Festival
Head Start Teachers # 1
Education Workshop - TTAI
Psychiatric Nursing Workshop
Head Start Teachers # 2
Girl's State
Latin American Workshop
School .Lunch Workshop
Anthropology Field Group
Corale Workshop

Hall

Dates

Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista

March 19
March 27
April 23

Hokona & Mesa Vista
Hokona & Mesa Vista
Hokona & Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Hokona & Coronado
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Hokona
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mes.a Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Hokona & Coronado

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
June
June
June
June
June
June
July

4-6
6-8
6-12
6-12
6-18
6-18
13-19
13-20
14-18
14-18
19-20
192
22
24
25
25
26
29-30
3-17
5-27
12
15

Living Amer. Hist. Group
Boy Scouts-Portland # 1
Boy Scouts-Portland # 2
Latin American Group
Boy Scouts-Portland # 3
Jersey C:i,ty State College
Experiment in International
Living
Indian Workshop
Visiting Teachers # 1
Visiting Teachers # 2
Brazil Student Leaders
Cheerleaders Clinic
Teen Tour
Winston Salem Tour
Teacher Educ. & Prof.
Studies Commission
Living Amer. Hist. Group
Anthropology Dig

Hokona & Coronado
Hokona
Hokona
Mesa Vista
Hokona
Hokona & Coronado
Hokona
Hokona

July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July

18-23
22
24
25-26

Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista

Coaches Clinic
African Group
Japanese Group
New Mexico Tax Assessors
Boy Scout Executives Conf.

Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Mesa Vista
Hokona & Mesa Vista

July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

29
301
1-7
8-10
13-14
18-20
21-26

17~20

"'
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Table VII
Income From Laundry Operation
Washers & Dryers

Hail

$

Alvarado
Coronado
Hokona
Mesa Vista
Onate
Peace Corps Apts.
Santa Ana
Santa Clara
UNM Apartments
Total

288.42
791.93
1, 031.44
700.36
335.20

270.36
377.43
200.63
$3,995.77

Student Laundry

$ 1,863.08
5,315.10
4,202.06
2,825.18
1,413.57
543.17
1,482.13
1,258.44
$18,902.73

STAFF COMPOSITION, ApPOINTMENTS, SEPERATIONS
Departmental employees are listed in three groups, each
of the groups denoting an area of responsibility.
are:

The groups

1) persons who act in an administrative capacity and

the secretarial staff, 2) housekeeping and mainte;nance personnel and, 3) student employees serving as Resident Advisors in
the men's halls.

The personnel staff for the Women's Resi-

dence Halls are not included in this report in as much as
they are included within the Department of the Dean of Women.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Director of Housing
Assistant Director of Maintenance
Men 1 s Personnel Coordinator
Executive Housekeeper

Smith, E. J.
Storment, Roscoe E.
Poole, Bob J.
Palomo, Nadine

The secretarial staff included:
Coronado
Hokona
Mesa Vista
Santa Ana
Santa Clara

Vivian, Nell
Eyler, Eathleen A. (Terminated 5/25/66)
Lively, Yvette
Manguso, Mary L.
_
Browning, Jo Anne (Terminated 4/11/66)
Dawson, Laura (Appointed 4/11/66}

(7}
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MAINTENANCE STAFF
1.

Alvarado Hall:
-Present Employees
Leadman
Night Janitor
Maid
Maid

Armijo, Robert
.
(Appointed 1/11/66)
otero, Barulio
(Appointed 1/1/66)
Ortiz, Martha
Sanchez, Maria

-Terminations During Year
Leadman
Leadman
2.

Armijo, Robert
(6/27/66)
Thompson, Ott
(12/1/65)

Coronado Hall:
-Present Employees
Maid
Night Janitor
Maid
Leadman
Maid
Maid
Maintenance Repairman
Linen Room Attendant

3.

Armijo, Mary
Campbell, Gavino
Chavez, Genoveva
(Leave of Absence)
Chavez, Manuel
Gallegos, Maria
(Appointed 11/1/65)
Sanchez, Charlotte
(Appointed 3/16/66)
Spillane, James
Trujillo, Lupe

Mesa Vista Hall:
-Present Employees
Janitor
Maid
Maintenance Repairman
Leadman
Linen Room Attendant
Maid
Night Janitor

Aragon, Julian
:Duran, Josepha
Galloway, L~ H.
Garcia, Lorenzo
Grant, Juno
Silva, Mela
White, Rayfield
(Appointed 9/15/65)

-Terminations During Year
Maid

Gutierrez, Reynard
(2/3/66)

{8)

4.

1203

Onate :Hall:
-Present Employees
Leadmaid
Janitor
Night Janitor
Maid

5.

Armijo, Conrado
Mierra, Ralph
Phares, Ernest
Vaquera, Eva

Hokona Hall:
-Present Employees
Maid
Maid
Maintenance Repairman
Linen Room Attendant
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Maid
Janitor

De Vargas, Rozanna M.
De Vargas, Deni13e
(Appointed 6/6/66)
Fisher, Logan A.
Garcia, Romona
Garcia, Veva
(Appointed 9/2/65)
Romo, Julie A.
Sanchez, Jennie
(Appointed 10/5/65)
Sanchez, Virginia
(Appointed 6/2/66)
Segura, Irene
(Appointed 6/10/66)
Wick, Francis
(Appointed 6/14/66)

-Terminations During Year
Maid

Aragon, Dora

Maid

Anaya, Estella

Linen Room Attendant

Baird, Mandy E.

Maid

Chavez, Anita

Maid

Martinez, Epifania

Maid

Montoya, Fidelita

Janitor

Montoya, Jesus

Janitor

Madrid, Manue 1

Maid

Rodda, Consuelo

Maid

Trujillo, Odelia

(6/30/65)
(4/8/66)

(5/13/66)

(12/7/65)

(8/15/65)
(7/12/65)
(1/10/66)

(6/15/66)
(6/15/66)

(4/22/66)

(9)

, · €i.

Santa Ana Hal.;'!.;
·-Pl:;estl!nt•.Empl.o,y~.as

].!aid

. Armijo/ Maria .
.
(Leave. of .Absence)
B~n~;Jv,idet, AngiE;!
Gcmzalez, Alberta

Ma.ta

,r.Jaid

Maid
Lin~an

7.

•. (App()inted 9/2Q/6S)
De.lfina :May~
· (Appoint~d f>/27/66)
,Romero, :aeaa
·
N~rro,,

Room. .Attendant

santa Clara Bal,l,;
-Present l1Jmpl6yees

Maid
,Janitor

Candelario., .Agne!3
Cl1avez ,. Card.i.ni.o. .·
. De Lao, Erminia · ·
(Appointed .12/15/65)
!Ie):'rera, Virginia
(Apf!oini:ecf 11/9/65)

M;:~id

Maid
-o:tierttiinations Du;tin g Year ·
.

.

.

Assistant;.Hou.sek$eper

s.

Pea~e

Wilson, Gertr1.1de
(6/30/66)

Corps Apartments:

~Present

Employee

~id

Lovato, Bernie

STUDENT ADVISOR STAFF
L

Alvarado:
Hall Area

Ho1.1se Advisor
Kearny
Comanah,ero
Kiowa.
2.

semester I.
· Wal:son 1 John ·
Waples;, David
Lee, Jim
Scott, Merle

Semeate:r

It

Watson, J.
Weaverc Tim

Lee, .J. ·

$cot.t, M.

Coronado:

Head Resident
Ground ~ loor
·1st. Floor
2nd Floor
Chimayo
Chimayo

Rogers, t.1av,id
Boe9'lin, Randy
Pvorak1 Jamie.
Stuart, steve
Lil:leska:re ~ o·~
Hplcomb, Tim

.I{og~;rs ,

D•

Boeglin1 R.

Dvorak.· J.
St\lart, s ..
til.l.eskare, ().
Holcomb, i,l!.

i2(e5
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2.

Coronado:

(Continued)

Me.scalero
Navajo
Pueblo
Pueblo
Tewa
Tewa
3.

Ray, c.
Lewis, G.
Marotto, R.
Jones, Mark
Gober, J.
Clifford, B.
Hatler, L.
Pringle, B.
Tvrdik; · Wayrie

Wollmann, c. E.
Cushnie, Jay
Webster, Gary
Ertwine, Carl

Wollmann, c. E.
Cushnie, J.
0 Mara, Dennis
Ertwine, c.

Peace Corps Apartments:
Resident Advisor

6.

Ray, Charles
Lewis, George
Marotto, Ronald
Tvrdik, Wayne
Gober, Jay
Clifford, Bill
Hatler, Larry
Pringle, Bill
Barnitz, Reed

Onate:
Hall Advisor
Churicahua
Toltec
Acoma

5.

Dennison, Dan
Hansis, D.
Rominger, L.
Me Adams, J.
Kennedy, L.
Hobson, J.

Mesa Vista:
Head Resident
2nd Floor
3rd Floor
Yaqui
Yaqui
Mendoza
Aztec
Mossman
Escalante

4.

Hain, Gordon
Hansis, Dick
Rominger, Lanny
Me Adams, Jim
Kennedy, Larry
Hobson, .Jerald

Banks, Roger

Banks, R.

Summer Session - 1966:
-Alvarado Hall:
Head Resident
Resident Advisor
Resident Advisor

Watson, John
Me Adams 1 Jim
Pringle, Bill

-Onate Hall:
Resident Advisor
Resident Advisor
Resident Advisor

House, Gary
Lilleskare, o.
Stuart, Steve

RESIDENCE HALL MAINTENANCE
The major physical improvements and repairs which have
been accomplished or started this year are outlined by place
of residence as follows:

~STUDENT
[

1.

I
I

APARTMENTS

A new roof was installed by· the Acme Roofing Company
on the wing of apartments including numbers five
through eigth and the laundry room.

I

2.

A new plastered block wall was installed between
two wings of apartments in order to provide an
enclosed play area for children.

A swing and slide

set was also purchased for the area.
3.

Bumper guards were installed in the parking areas.

4.

All outside trim, window frames 1 and doors were
painted.

S.

Cut off valves were installed in each apartment.

6.

New tile flooring was installed in apartments

* one,

# ten, and # nineteen.
7.

New sub flooring and tile was installed in apartment # four.

8.

Apartment # seven was redecorated and new tile was
installed in the living room.

~

CORPS APARTMENTS
New ceramic tile was installed in the bathrooms
of seven apartments.

This work dompletes the

project started last year with all ten bathrooms
having been reconditioned.
ALVARADO HALL

1.

One formal closet on each floor was converted into
a typing room.

Blackboards 1 typing desks, and

chairs were furnished in each of the three converted
rooms.

(.12)

2.

:1207

Wire impregnated glass doors were substituted for
curtains in the shower stalls of each rest room.

3.

By removing a toilet door and seat in the rest
rooms, a urinal was provided in each.

4.

The Swanson Laundry Company installed three coin
operated washers .and two .dryers in the laundry room.

5.

Three ironing boards were installed in the laundry
room.

6.

An RCA television set was purchased and installed
in the T-V room.

7.

A ten unit bicycle rack was installed in front of
the hall.

8.

Name plate holders were installed on the doors of
all resident study-sleeping rooms.

9.

The valves on the automatic sprinkler system have
been rearranged for more efficient operation.

CORONADO HALL
1.

ln July and August a complete modification of the
basement area was completed at a cost of $3,590.
The entire ceiling was lowered and fluoreScent
lights installed.

Vinyl asbestos floor tile was

put down in the recreation and T-V room areas.

A

refrigerated drinking fountain was installed.
2.

On February 23, 1966 seventy two pieces of furniture were furnished in the recreation-lounge area
at a cost o£ $2;142.

3.

Hall extension phones were removed and a lobby

,,

~-
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1.208
phone installed next to the office.

HOKONA.HALL

1

I
I

1.

I

New furniture was purchased and installed in apartment # 174, Zuni.

2.

The drapes in the recreation room, lobby, offices,
and apartments were cleaned.

3.

All bathroom floors and showers were sealed.

The

shower seats in all rest rooms were refinished.
4.

Student rooms and public areas throughout the. building·were painted as needed.

5.

The ceiling tile was replaced in 22 rooms.

6.

Soap and towel despensers were installed in the
lobby, lounge, recreation, and basement rest rooms.

· 7.

The hardware and locks were replaced on the four
front entrance doors.

8.

Two phones were installed in the lobby in addition
to the new room telephones.

I.

The furniture was removed from those rooms assigned
as faculty offices and stored in the basement
storage room of Coronado.

2.

An area on the east side of Mesa Vista was established as a parking lot for motorcycles.

The space

was graveled, bumper guards were provided, and adequate lighting was installed.
3.

Telephones were installed in each room during the
month of August plus a lobby phone.

4.

Room 3066 was converted into a group study lounge.

(14)

5.

A new folding counter door was installed at the
information desk.

6.

.A vanity was constructed in the women•s powder
room adjacent to. the. lobby.

7.

Student rooms were painted as needed.

~HALL

1.

Negotiations are taking place in an effort to
have the. lavatories replaced in the rest rooms.
The quality of the sinks at the time of installation is in question.

2.

All drapes were cleaned and fireproofed by the
University Cleaners.

3.

The old telephone boothettes were removed from
the hallways and a lobby phone was installed.

4.

Scratched and damaged doors were refinished as.
needed throughout the building.

5.

Damaged ceiling tile was replaced in the rooms
and hallways as needed.

SANTA ANA
1.

Severe cracks in the bathroom walls on the second
and third floors have been repaired.

2.

The valves on the automatic sprinkler system have
been relocated for more efficient operation.

3.

A light was installed in the incinerator room
because of the hazzard to safety.

4.

Frosted glass was installed in the office door.

5.

Shelves were installed in the janitorial closets.

1?.09
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6.

Fem:i,nine hygiene dispensers and disposals were
placed in all rest rooms.

7.

One hand truck wa:s purchased.

SANTA~

1.

All drapes were cleaned and fireproofed.

2.

Paper towel .dispensers and feminine hygiene
dispensers and disposals were furnishe.d in all
rest r.ooms.

3.

One hand truck was furnished.

THE !IEPO.RT OF "'.L'HE PHYS!at.L PtJ\N't

DEP.A~

.Tul;r 1. l$165 to Jwur30. 19615
f.l. F. Fifield, Director

CONSTRUCTION t:. MA!NTE!ll.I\Rct DMSION
AfJ heratofore the DU.OBiOll Of p:ro'dding tnaintonsnce and operational BU}ll)Ot-t f01'

the tell\chins, retteBl'ch, student and edmf.niGtrative spaceo on tho
ccmubt~nt

&nd cQnt1nuing rol& of thin di'lr.tlllion.

thure wre

~<leling

t\8

In mddit:l.ott to thb

joba ot vo.rying lllagllitudc psrfo:t'1!113d in

building em the cmupun,

Cl!.llltP\UI

occupieci a

~g\1lt'l.!'

vork,

pracMe~· ~~ll'Y

A f€111 of these jolls that were typical !Sl(ld n®.t.'\l'orthy

ar0.

follovn:
(2)

.A:IItbrcpology - Installl!lti® of tea.ching l\ppurtsncon in

(2)

College of :Educ~ti9n - !nstallation of folding partition in el&'!ID;'Ocl:ll

llllct\'11'®

htnllo

building.

( 3) lrnm.J ... Erection ot F .M. Antenna.

ot laboli'ato:r,. equipiAOnt.

(4)

Medical Building IJ"j - Inat!!llation

(5)

R<aata!U'Ch Center • R@model of EUtiatins mpo.ce to how:c comput€i!l'o

(6) l'-1 ... Ce!!t'e)!'tl;f.on of .clo.!'JDrOf:lillS to mf.hduin'ill'at:l.ve offlec.
(T)

Z~1'mQr.l Stad.iw -

Anotbar

'lllajOl'

C:0Dve:rs:I.0!'3 of

fmlcti® of tbb

Bl"O\'Ip

play

uee to piU"ldng lot.

""!l tb(} t~~oVin~ in and al\l!ke ~ of· several

n<I'Q' fc.dUt1c$ tho.t -were either built or acqulli."'!d dUring thin
tion~ BI!IVQll'Ql ~raoo:ro

of thb

dcp\U't~nt

~ort

period.

lent t:lign1f1ca!lt aupport to tb.o

MdiUniW~l'llity

Arch!teet' a Otfice tor prrojl!lctG in the plMJ»lng and ccntJtruct!o:ll pbrwe.
Jlx'I£IGJ)

of eotacol'Ti rtm!:l.in ba.oie~ the Bll!Jlla ru~ tboos .npo~ed :111 pl'GY!o\W. years. ~

Several shopa in thin dcperlm.ent t.:JX'!:t
adequate 2.1b:op apaeo.

lluo last

~er'a

e'I!Jl.tiaa l!tncom'l.tcred in P9Jta01Ull!)l
d.ef'izrl:te problem.

sev~l;'Ol.y'

under ottlfi'cd D.lld in dira nc!lld of

pey inc:rcc.uea helpsd l'Cl!.eva

m.lll!gtm-3Qt

e~

ot thct dift'i-

yet the lew pa;y leltel/:1 u-e a1;1l1 s

"'

::t2J..2
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SERVICES DIVISION
At~omotive

Section

The wgent need tor a acpo.re.te AutOWJtiw Building as outllrJ.ed in ou.r 1965-66
Annual Rcpo!i't 1e vtl!.ll pmratao'!lnt. Some progl,'eso has juat
h~d~~

the problem.

(l)

A;1~~iw

been made to

On Octobel(' l!i, 1966~ the Uniwraity Architeat's Ottice

ocmpl11:taii n oite plan ot Phyoical Pl!l'llt

of tb.<t

racont~

l'hrl.lding.

f~ilitieu

includiug the proposed location

Th1o plan la eflaentblly satieta.etoey to tbh. office.

(2) On NoYf!mber 8, 196f5. the Univel't.lit,- Administration approved

tM budgeting of the 11tructure at a. coat ot $100,000 frail! the c:Ul"Nnt l:!ond :hsue.
(3)
~feltar

Gathman

a!!

On November l'T, 1966, the Plmming Committee: aelect.eil

tb.e at'Clhitcct to handle this atructura.

It is f.lillceroly bopad no stono llill bo left untur.ned t.o enable tlliu t'e.cUJ:ty

"o be eonotrueted. during this f':f.acel. yeo.r'l The reJ:I.O'fBl. ot the ,tutomotive Shop to

a aepoorate buil.&g mll eliillinatc a aorlous t;h-e

h~a:r4

to the present Se":f.ce

Building mtd trill al3o enablG more coo:plate l!llld ef'ticlent semce for the 145 road
v®iclr:as ood 21

u.Vlt~i'Ve ~qui~nt

uch:f.raeey nw

~ntained by

this shop.

Ct!iatoi!im Section
This

s~~ion

ia op'!ro.ting undll:r saovcral bandicspn. Tho

haa ine:Nooe<l. thin poot year.
~Jing

s:!.'t.y,

~:aen fll!"

:!o,na,

One reanon far thi& lost! of' tlii.Ulpover h8S been the

Pt!Y scslo diftet-'(llitin.l 'bctlreen CO!IIpai"able local 1notituUons I.Ul4

Til~ nto.rt~

Uo he.w

1JI.Dnpowe%' tumover rate

tr£Jn. ~& ~b.e City

b(l.:;~

w~

rate et the

u:n..."lblf.'l to

AlbUQ.~rque

Univer-

Public Schooln is 12t! per ho\U' higher

ot Albuquerq,ue tsiert their men at 2ofJ pell' hour higher.

~tlilin

n fUll ata.ff.

In ord$r to teJep up vitll the work

haw had to request O'lU' fQUn to york man;r ovortw hOUl'D.

on!y 4'moM the Q'a'(!rell coata of
~ ~h~!~ no1~al vo~k/reat

tb~

OUl:' opero.ttoa~

This practice not

it also creates hti.rdohips on the

routines are disrupted.

JWm
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The tX'aditional 4:30 p.m. starting ti!D.e for cmatodiens is no longer the 'best
title f.Qr the

s1ou donn

Uni~rsity.

euDtodi~

The

ll\lilllal'OWI

operations and

late evening activities ell. owl!' the CWilp\ID

eont~ibutG

to overtime chmrgcG.

We ll'E!cClil!ll1end that:
l..

Thill

orcler

2.

'f.or 1!\Wtodlans be raised to meet locQl emnpatitift re.tee in

p~

th~J.t

vo

ll!q

attract qlllt\l:li'ied

mppllae~D.to.

end keep the men we nov

Change the aterling time for custodian work frOCil lu30 to 6:30 p.m. and

adJust the pay

ccale

to compensa.te

the custodiane

for

the later

hours in

G.CC:Ol!:'dal!llca 'ldth nol!!"llli.IJ. policy within the region for ahift 1rorlt•

In view of' the 'rltBl role the Custodian Section plqs in support ot the Uniwraity

pm~ 9 wo

ch~a a~

the

feel it io cazontial that epproval be giwn to effect the above

e~liea~

possible

~t.

Locltel:dth Section

locksmith semc-a"· vbicb include completG re.kefins

R~qta!lots fo~

as

depl!l.rimemt~ e~ead.

t~bo~4

Glnd move.,

hnV~:t continu~d.

oo giTt>n to ine:roane the staff

Saltr.r7 seal():!! chould b<tt

tJC'12.iUrlng
~~ecial

-enc

~1.\Gted

ot build1J2g5

to iucrcaach BullgGt couaidernt:Lon

iTa'l1 tvo h.\l ti:~~:~e mn to tvo and one-halt mon.

upv&rd to loTals ccm-aensurate v:l.th the aldlla encl

pnsit:l.on Jtaquil'Ga.

Activities

~he Bp~du.l.

cup~o~t sever~

S~

Activities Section continued to coordinate the service required to

campus activities and tunctiotts. A recap ot the categories vhich

Alumni Memorial Chapel Events
Student Sponsored Events
Athletic Eve~te
otbe$' ·tmM Spontlorod events
.Uo:i-l'elllted University Approved Events

42
17
ll-T

78

_g

TOTAL 196

•. 4 -
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UTILITIES DIVISION
2000 Ton ChiLler
The completion of the uew 2000 Ton Chiller, addition remains our moat significant
holdover problem.

O;n or about July 27 • before any

tested. the General
~the

C~;~ntre.ctor.

pa~

of the complex facility

lnUI.

Rees Plumbing Company of lltm Mexico, was taken over

'bonding agent, Paei:fic Indemnity C0111pany. with the law firm of' Toulouse, Buud,

Gallagher. and Walters appointed to act as Pacific Indemnity's agent.
Inasnmch as l'ligni:f':!.cant vork remained in testing the several. itoll!S of' equipment

a meeting vas called on november 8 1 to endeo.vor to work out n
tent ot the chiller and its c0111ponenta.

practi1~al

off aeB.Bon

All interested parties ( contractora, major

auppllera • Pacific Indemnity and the tlniverstty) were represented at this meeting.
To

the chiller, a converter in the Fine Arts Building is being tied into the chiller

lo~d

and if' t;ll goes veli the unit is scheduled to be tested the veelt of December 15. Those
:l.tellll! found to meet the. teat specifico.tiol'fil Will 'be accepted. and those. found to fail

in the test will be l"ejected.

The contr(;.Ctor or supplier through the bOI'.lding agent

'll'ill be asked to correct tl:\e item by a given dnte.
~1!.!3
~ne ye~

it i~ hos,wi.l. this chiUer vill 'be ready for tu1l operation by May l, 1961,

later than it was scheduled tor completion.

liQ_1 000 !f/l'!r. Boiler- Addition
Ax:O'ilhet' lltlljo:r step talten itt the Hetating :Plant exp!.Ulsion 'Program concerned the

l!ol.ociAion oi' an et!l);hl®:lilll'ing fil'l!l to bnndle tqe dellign of the nev 150,000 11/Rr. boiler
rulditio~.

A cOlllmittee conl'l:lsting of P'ol!'d. :BIU'ke, Rainvater, William3 and Fifield

~ioitoa th~

tollowing plants to examino in detmil the work

o~

tha three engineering

E!,lginoering Firm

Univcni-ty of !l'eXtW
T~

Bo~

l(oosau Bey 9 Tel;tl%1
Ul:livo?ai'Cy

ot COlorado

Ne-<7I>~xieo

S·Eio.te Vniveraity

!ngineers. Inc.
II

A tiM
tt

Jl

"

tl

BYo.nnon !Uld lUnk
ar!agars end Paxton

- 5Aftezo presentations on August 23. Mr. Hooker joined. the e.bove c01lll!littee end the
co~ttee

selected

B~idgers

and

P~on to

handle tbe assignment.

Subsequently, on November 8 • tb,e Univel"sity

Admil~istration

.approved the c:oxmnittee 1 a

recommendation to negotiate a contract with Bridgers and Paxton for the following

~o

150,000 U/Rr. Boil~r
2000 GPM Well end tie in
to 113 Reservoir

$100,000

I"ire line cl)nversion to
UNM System

$ 15,000

~ork:

$500,000

moTe utility studies which vere started during the reporting period

~

be brietly

recapped an follown:
Incinerator Stugy

Vith the

st~

of the MQdical School and its production of increasing quantities

of' pathological waste, it b<:u:ame evident that a good lQOk at the total VBSte dispos61

proble!ll. at UNM

~h~ould

be rev!e'l!'ed by a. quilified cqnaul1;ant ver.aed. in :waste d!npoaal..

Aftek' e lN!vie'lr of a numbel'

ot firms. the f':l.rm of

Whitman~

Requardt and Associates was

a elected to handl'<l tbia aurvoy.

121 ordel" to fUlly ooseaa possibilities of a coordinated incinerator survey, on

October 26, a ~eting vfl3 aet !.tJ::I to e.llo-.r tctpreaentath-es froll1 Whitlll!Ul and Flequardt to
me~i#

'1-Tith .rapra.oontatiws from otbex- producers of pathological and radiccwtive

in tha Albuquerque Atea.

This meeting indicated

th~re

was a possibility

o~

Vll.llt~

joint use

of a ao-2e0n fmcility.
A X'm:mal Pl"Oposa.l to handle this survey bas ,1ust been received n-om Whitman 8lld
R3q~·4i ~~

indicates tha copt oT such a report on an hourly basis plus direct coats

Y!ll ncrl'> excea~ $8 0 500.

sbcp!ng

~

El~~ll"iccl.

fol" the near

In viw of the l.i~S{!Qitude of UNM'o l11U1te diBposd problems
tut~,

ve w.·ge thin

BIU"Vey'

Eiie:ll'gy Gene:R'llltion Study

Still wr.other imporl;Wllt. problem. ts!wn under
q~cr~iOA

be given early approvalt

of

''ho~ber

atu~

during i;he period !nvobes tho

or not the Univerv1ty should conaider the

generatio~

or

~ ~

~

1

-6part of the electrical energy it unes.
J\n idee. of' how our po\rer 'Pil.l is increasing can 'be gained from the tol1ovine; chart:

TOTAL

FISCAL

COST POiiER

1960-61
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68

$ .142~000
$ 200,000
:j; 290,000

$

4oo,ooo(E~timat~~>

Accordingly, on October 3 • 1966, Mr. Carl J. Eckhardt, Director of Physical. Plnnt
~~ot

the University of Texe.a. was persUaded to give us one day of his tillle and look into

our elect;oical.. &enera.tion problem..

Mr •. Eckhardt he.s headed up the ·electrical· generatioll

facilities at the University ot Texas since 1926 and is undoubtedly the llloilt prOlllinent
e.nd well-versed university ste.f'f' llle!llber in this :l":l.eld in the country •
.Anyt(a:y.

s\a:rvey.

Mr. Eckhe.rdt rec0llll!1ends we npend on the Q;"der of $15,000 to $20,000 for a

Ti.ro side benefits of such a survey, besides telling u.s whether or not ve

ahould genera.te, would be to negotiute the cost ot bot.h gas and electricity tor a
reasonable n\llllber of years to come.

It is ea.ay to see tlw.t an o\l.tside firm versed in

negotta.ting with utll:J.ty cpmpanies is best qualified. to handle sucb a proble!ll.

Thus on

Nov~~ber

7, President PopeJoY authorized us to get proposals for this

survey t'r0111 the three f;l.l'llla suggested by !oir. Eckhardt.

T)lese three t'irms are Sargent

and Lundy• ChiCa$0> Gibbs and Hill, New York; and Burns and :Roe, New York.
Stat~ent

on Plant

Peraonne~

The l'ecent turnover of personnel in the plant emphasizea the p.-.:>blem ot !,.(:Iepine;

good operators at extremely low salaries we pa:y our operators.
in the
the

ll.l'ea

at&·~ing

start- their men at an average ot 27% higher rates ,
wage aca.le is sorely needed.

Comparnb,l.e plants
Tbus an increase in

~

1-

TAOS COUNTY PROPERTIES
LAWRENCE RANCH

General Statement of Use
'l'he l.9o6 .sprl!.ng and

i'

to host

&llllllllel'

ocsson. April l through September 30 9 enabled the Ranch

maetings, clinics r.md. ael'lsions which involved a total of soma 480 people

' Conmu'.i'ently the Kiwe. Village facilities provided the reeree.tiOilal. housing for so!te
1000 adults and 500 children.
Kiovs. Cott!ilfWB

Work continuad on !Ciowa VUle.ge throU8hout the yec.r so that as of Novelllber

$0,

1966,.

the f'olloving is the conlp1etion status of a.U ot1"Ueturea in this area,
PROOIW!ED

coMPLETE Nov. 30

Double Cottcges

7

6

Single Cottages
utility Building

l.Z.

14

l

l

Tl:le K:t.mra Village Reaeli'VOil'

W4'8

approved by the

MSif' M. 1966. nnd en October 26~ 1966. Mr.

s.

~c:e

"Ranch Committee on

E, lleynolda, the State ~neer, ofticiell.y

reqll!eated tho Rio Grande ColJlpact Commission to allow the Univeroity to rill this recenoir.
~tore

the resel"J'o:l.r can be filled, however, the structure must be beefed up in accor-

dnuee vi'l;h en engineering stucy made b;r
~o~k ~n

thia

st~etura

~we Cll'ill<:i:k

~e

1'1'

Miranda, P.E. The cost of tbe remaining

ia estimated at $5,000.

Wnter Line

~o

t1&ter

line frcm the Gallina has been lo.id out on the remnining 4000'

oft ::.,:l.ght of ve.y.

In vie1r ot otbel" vorlt

"~>"ill

in two incli'em'll.nts.

be

.nr.

~r;,~leted

o~m

the l!cneh, it is anticipated that this wo:rrk

PrcBent terminus to poaitioll
cppooita !Clava Village

Position opposite Kiow& Village
to !.abo Llxlgo ttmke

2000'
200G'

1966-67

- 8ba~encs Fe~10Mahip

A $10.000 budget

Cottgge
tor~

new cottage to houaa the.tuwrence Fellowship was approved.

On A'Pril 28 1 ;1.966 1 the site for thi& structure was approved by a. COiiWittee b~aded by

Presii!ent Popejey.

'!'his aite :ls located in a

600' sottth of ii:he p:reoQnt
lllt:metmre~.

L~nce

cottage.

litm®!Jome~

st1.1nd or ponderosa pine about

After contlldaring sll!wersl. styles of

a 24' 8" :u: 37 1 811 ll!OUZlte.in cabin rlth tir pMel sides and slrl.ngle root

wae purcllaaed to be deliverod to the building oite et tho !lanch.

It is

an~icip~tted

tnia structure lr.lll be instslled and ready to uoe b;y the

recipient of the l96'f L:!.~nce Fellowship.
AGscmbl,y Building

Approval i"or a 1600 sq.
:,oocoiv~Gl.o

fi;.

aesembl.;y buil<Ung at

cost o:r $35 0 000 hu ~\wt been

$

T!lb llill provide m11eting Bpe.ca sep!Al"ate but adJacent to Lobo Lodge• vhere

va ha't/'61 i"ll!.Cilii.tiea f'oll' housing aud feeding 120 pereone.

It 1o anticipated this vork

vUl be colllploted by July 1 •. J.96T•
.HAlrf.'OO:O rotmnATION

'l'tro
(l)

p:rojee~tc aN ooticipttt~d

within the next f'iocel year.

Revamping exterior ~wei' l:l.nea complete vith

&

new manhole ~t IUl esti~.~~&ted

cost of' $2500.
(2)

ConwmJI.cm of h-asting system from buteme to ne.t\U"al go.s at

t.m

eatiml!lt<l!d

(:OOt Of $);)00.
sr..rDi.! '.l!Al?E 011

s~

tki; ?it'{')t'lid®t

P~e.tcr.r'u a~~~aticn,

1.11.

siide tepe to describe the serrlcea ;l'(lnderllld

'I.Jr.v ~:;ha coli.'V'.le<J d.rrprul"'.-l!ta-l>o on the cm1!!pi.W h6<1 been started.

1fi1.QOQ o!i' ~h~ sew~ S13MOI<l dl(;pairtl'il&l!ltn on tbe

Ct!.!!lpl:tlo

This s+tde tape will attl!mpt

!bo firat :pbue, an 80 Blida,

22 m.l.ma'l.\'!1 prresemtetion giving the story oo Phyllical Plant sl!mces has 3ust been com.ple~~od.,

il<lflitioDal pbooea eovGl'ing the t:l!meen of the other service organbationa

- 9-

To nu:pport the University' a new safety pl'OfEX'Sll'!· and the emergency plsnn!ng
gralJl

pro~

j,nstituted by President Popejey'a directi'!les on April 15, 1))66, the l'byaieat Plant

Department hWl orgMiSed two committees:

Frank F0ather, Chaimun

Pat Rednvater

Bill Bowen

Welter l:.evis, Ex officio

El-!ERGENCY PLAIDUHG COMMI'l".l!EE

M. F. Fif'iel<l, Cbail'lll&ll
\). E,. .Ret~tlaf'f
Floyd Fe.ustmert
Abe Bobbins

F. B. ifillie.!liS, Jr. Ex officio
H. s. Adler, Ex officio

R. O. Burke, Ex ot't'icio
Jack Ceirna • r.:x officio

PreUm:l.na:ry meetings have been held emd it ia intended that

B~gnificlll\lt

pi'ogresa

cell be reported in the ~966-67 &mual hport.
MIBCELLAiiEOUS

Tlu'eo important GlliPloyxl'le morf.llle building ®tb!tiea should be briefly ;nentioned :ln

this report:
(1)

Fi1:•st Almue.l Service Av(U'd pru.."ty vtw .held on December 29, 1965, in vhicb 65

e!llployees 'lo-ith 10 or ll10re yearn ot ae:l;'rice vere givan the ncw service pin designed by
!

Profe13aor R!!l.ph Douglass

(2)

6

'l'h(t collltinued publication of ~>EJ. Sel'Vicio Raal, 11 nw in its second year

or plllblication. bag proven a moat beneficial enterprise.

The publleation committee

headed u'Jl by J. 11. Callahan. Editor, is to be complimented on the readability ot the

articlea» neva !li.IId eertoons tht<t the little qus.rtelt"ly han published.
{3)

'l'lle Thirteenth Anntml CwltCdie.n Wo?ltobop attracted 96 pe:rtic:ipento t'l'Ol!l 22

--~~~---

----·-

~ ~

.. ......__...,_,___.._

_-_ --

----~----

l'HE Jl.EPORT OF .THE :PRINTING PLANT
FISCAL YEAR 1965.-66
Edt-ri:n J. Schodort, DiJ;'ector

With the growth o:f tl:le University and fucreased request~ from other
.

.

Institutions of Higher L~a.rning, . the printing
vol\lme advanced again . this
.
~

fiscal year.

An inqrease of_ 2L1%: ov_e~ .:~e"pr~vi:o~s,_pe;±ofwas::record.ed.

The Plant! ;-ras able to shalf a p:t'oi'it and,
pt:i,1;I,.m?,intain
the .same overhe~
..
,;'
. ... ·,•
.
.
'

pharge of

ll5%

on dir.ect labor •

.As of June 30, the Plant has a _wcirl;ing complement

o.t; tne i'ollowing_

personnel:
Director

(1)

Secretary

(l)

Bookkeeper

(1)

:Proofreao:er

(2)

lfuneograph

(l)

Fore111an

(3) Composing Room, Press:r;-oom & l3inde!'Jf

Linotype Operators

(3)

Compositors

(6)

Pressmen

(4)

Jourpeymen Book Binders (3}
JourneyWomen Bindel'S

(4)
(1) Part-time. Mimeograph & Gronera Room

Tot.al number of ell!ployees 30

''

'I,
.:

:.

-~

"t.

.

-

'

.'

-.

.

The following is a summary .of Sales. and a bre.a'kdown of some

of

the

jobs completed :during tne fiscal year 1965~66i ·

Univer.sity l'rinting (General)

1,.02,

$1.98t986. 77

45.3%

UNM Press Printing

.50 .

?i,b99.SO

16.2%

Student Printing

288 .

53,217.67

12.• 1%

Off-Campus Printing

207

i15,485.34

26~4%

1,574

.$438,789. 28

ToM]. Printing Jobs completed·
i~Total,

Gash Receipts, same Period

100%,

$ 91,610.35
.. 53,227.67 .

Student Credit

Total Revenue, Cash & Student Credit $Jlt4,828.02
.

*This amount was smaller than Off-Campus

~a1.e'S

.

'

d\le to advanced payments tor

Printing JobS' fror.t the previous 1964.;.65 fist:a1 year~ b:yN~w'Me::O,co Institut;
pf Mining & Technology, Socorro.

Profit 1 2964-65

$31,71!1 ..,52

Profit, '1965~66

$36,pl5.39

'l'ot,aJ. Increase

$ 4,267.87

Types o£

(Net Profit after Bond Deduction)

Frinting~

(23)

. 59,700

(l3)

22)300

Gataloe~

(12)

105,300

Class Schedules

(3)

3b,ooo

lJirecto:ries

(2)

7,500

Brocrhures
Business

Revi\11~13

Hardbound books (Archie Bahnl
Govm.'nr-:ont Research

5oo;

1~334;

Boys Acad,emy 250;

}lirage 6,000; N.H•.Geological-Society

l;;COO; !'lHI&T 700; UNH Press 21,112; U.S. Air Force J,OOOJ . 32,896
!'raga(!;inos (Alumni

:3, 7.3;500; ATOM {LASI.) 24, 99,900;

Itis;:ellaneous 1117,051

.320,451

87,$)0.

(22)

Newsletters

122

Newspaper (LOBO)
Paperoound· (Journal & Bulletin)

. 56,709

(,3))

Programs (Football, Basketball, Track)

(25)

42.348
J69)926 CopiQS

Total
Balance: I.etterhe aq.s, Eri,relopes, Cards, For.1r.s, etc.
.

A total of

1,574

.

Jobs were eornpleted the pgst year.

Student and Off,..

Camp1,1s printing account.cd .i'or 38~% of the total volume of printing sale;
.

.

The major O;ff-Carnpus customers are as. follows:.
A. F.0 .S.R. Scienti:fic Seminar,. Aii Fore.~ Missile
Development Center -Washington D.C.

6,188.84

Albuquerque Boys Academy
Albuque.:rque, New Mexico
Albet:t.~.

Lopes (Verb Book)

El Paso, Texas

769.75

Archie Bahrn (Directory of A.m~rican Philosophersl.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
B. G. I. Hospital
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Gabert Acaderr,y
Albuquerque, Nelf Mexico

357.44

Dean Gr•mshaw (National Society)
Albuquerque, New Mexico

746.90

1ova1ace Foundation
Llbuque;rque 1 New Mexico

572.22

}liscellaneous (Student Organizations not connected
~ith Associated Students)
Nuseum of New Mexico
::Janta Pe, New Mexico
r.;<J~r

13,012.06

:t.'erico Geological Society

;iJ.buquerquet New Mexico
~lew

1,811.74

Mexico !figh School Coaches .Association

Albuquerque, New Mexico

6,991.54

I'
I

-4New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology.
Socorro, New Mexico
New Mexico State Fin<lhce Department
.Santa Fe,. Ne~r Mexico · · ·

28,631.58
i86 •.68

Nl3l.- Mexico State Game DepartrnE)nt
Santa Fe 1 New Mexico
··
Ne~i"Merlco State Departml3nt of' Economy

Santa Fe, New Mexico

,

;1;2$0.97

Ne~r Mexico State Planning Office
Santa Fe 1 New Mexico

New Mexico ·state Uh:iversity
UniverSity Park, .Nerw MeXico

1,739.65

New Mexico Western Universi.ty
Silver City, New Mexico
.Peace Corp
Hashington,

D.c.

5,077.69

School of .American .Research
Santa_Fe, :t;aw Mexico
Socor~o Historical Society (N.N,I.M.&T.)
Socorro, New Mexico

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico ·

260.00
23.898.02
$115,485.34

New Equipment
An order was placed 1ri.th the Miehle-De:xter Company for a ne~r 2511
Off<Jet

press~

Delivery is scheduled £or August.o 1966.

x 38"

With tne increased

volume and current worlcload should there be a breakdown of the present
eqr.1ipmen·t. in the Press Rooll', 75% of the prod.uction would have to be ·stopped.
Plus being insurance against a shutdown, 'the quality Will improve with the
additi<m of this equipment.
It is now possible to have
or mimeographed.

print~ng

done either by Letterpress, Offset,

The Bindery is set up. to handle all types of binding,; such

as Saddle Stitch, Side Stitch, Sewed 1 Peri'ect Bound and Drilled .for threering binders.

There is sufficient equipmem available at the plant to

produce· any type or printing job required .by any department on the campus.

~5.

.

-

.

.

'

-

.

.

-.·

'

A<i in the past, it is the const~nt aim of the Printing- Plant to
ope;rate more e11£iciently anti to give :the best service to all co!lcerneil.

~ •.

·. "'.
•'

·..

•'~

.

-'

:t2?.5
The Report of the Department of Cam~us Security and Police
July l, 1965, to June 30, 1966
J. A. Cairns, Director
During the 1965-66 fiscal year this Department has
continued to maintain

secu~ity

of almost eighty buildings,

the policing of the entire Campus, assisting the Physical
Plant in the performance of some of its functions, cooperating
with and assisting the Office of the Dean of Stu.dents, and
extending.police services where requested or needed.

The

University Police has continued to maintain excellent relationships with all law enforcement agencies in the immediate area.
Some of its officers have received commendations for services
rendered.
University Police O:fficers vlere fortunate to have be.en
invited to attend four police training courses which were
sponsored by the City of Albuquerctue, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and civic organizations.
This Department was successful in the recovery of reported
stolen property from the University, faculty and staff members
fLnd students, and conducted investigations concerning University

interer>ts.
Fifteen persons are assigned full time to this Department:
1 Director of Campus Security, 1 Captain of Police, 3 Police
Sergeants, 9 Police Patrolmen, and 1 Receptionist-Secretary.
Four student rteceptionist-Dispatchers are employed on an hourly
b~sis.

One patrolman resigned in June, 1966, and his position

1.?.:?6
was filled two vreeks later.

It is recommended that three

more patrolmen be employed during the 1966-67 year to meet
expected police demands.
A large amount of construction on the Campus has
eliminated some parking space,

At :present the:re are 2,900

parking spaces on the Central Campus,

There were 10,900

student parking permits issued and 3,600 faculty-staff permits
issued.

In some cases more than one permit

i'Ta.S

issued to a

vehicle.
Members of this Department have been invited to speak.
to the Student Council, the custodial force, other law
enforcement aeencies, and civic groups explaining its function
at the Univers:i.ty of lil"ew Hexico.

:t2?.7
ANNUAL REPORT OF UNIVERSITY GOLF COURSE
July 1, 1965--June 3·0, 1966
SUMMITTED BY DICK McGUIRE, MANAGER
Total roUnds and records.:
49,715 rounds, eleven hole-in-ones, rront nine
course record, 29, by Dick Placek.
Major tournaments were:
The Tucker Intercollegiate, New Mexico PGA Junior,
UGA Invitational, a.nd M.en' s City Tournament (one round).
Developments at North (old) Golr Course:
1.

Construction of chain link fence bordering the east
perimeter or golf course.

2t

Construction o.f' new tee-boxes on holes #13,#14, and #16.

3.

Clubhouse: Compil:ete insiae repainted; outside trim
doors etc. repainted;.

4.

New benches and yardage signs on course.

Developments at South (new) Golf Course:
1.

New 21 hole golf course 90~ completed. Facilities
include-18 hole championship golf course, 3 warm-up
holes, driving range, practice greens and traps, 2
lakes, 3 ponds, automatic sprinkling system, 75 tra:ps,
900 transplanted trees.

2.

New buildings

50%

completed.

Facilities include pro•

shop (sales area, lounge, men 1 s and women•s Iol::ker rooms,
basement houses

50

elec-tric carts), restaurant (snack

bar, dining room to seat 300), two rest stations on
course, and maintenance building with apartment.
( 1)

Administrative staff appointments:
Joe Hults, Assistant Superintendent of Southcrourse,
effective date 1 August 1, 1965.
Plans and rec.ommendaJtions for the near future:
1. Compil:etion of cou.rse and buildings; opening .about
October 1, 1966~
2. Purchase 30 electric carts.
3~

Transplant trees from Sandia Mountains during Winter.

4.

Construction of parking lot and paved road to course.

5. Construction of drainage clliwh to dive;r>t run-off from
mesa East or new course.

6. Asphalt cart trails for electric carts.

7•

Planting or

B. Planting of

~9ugb.

with native indian wheat.

arbo~etums

in conjunction with biology

department.
Outside professional activities of staff members.
1. Dick McGuire-President of NCAA Golf Coaches
Association.
2. Bob Meiering•Chairman of the Northern New Mexico
Course Rating Committee.

(2)

